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tw~ raison people llve in this massive watershed,
wl~c~ c~’ers approximately one-third of the lind
ar~ m North Carolina.’ "]’he watershed includes
almost 9,3(~) n~les of freshwater rivers and stream.~*
Groundwater sources and five major rivers -- the
Chore-an, Roanoke, Pasquotank, "l~r-Pandico, tnd
Neuse Rivers -- deliver freshwater to the Sounds." A
cham of bamer islands, w~th only a few inle~
separates the Sounds from the Atlantic Ocean.
Various types of habitst can be found within the
watershed, inclucfing pocmim, pine tavamuu,
hardwood swamp forests, bald cypress mvaml~,ttlt
marsh~, brackish mar-~e~ fi’eahwater man~, ~d
mdm~-d ~luatic vegetation?

Values of the Sounds
~ maay n-idents ~d toumu to the m~. The
~ prod~x~ estmriea in the United Storm.’ Due

A variety of re~tiorml activities am’act raillmm or" risiton to the Albamarle.Pmnli¢~ Souads
each year. Currently, ten percent of the local work
fo~e is employed by the tourism indumy of the
Sounds?’ The populabom of the emmries in the
Sounds sweU sig~xifieantly with touri~ durm~ the
summer months. In 1990, fer instance, Brunswick
County’s pop~dation mct~sed by ]00 percent during
ing, campmg, and bird watching are a few of the
popu~ ac~’i~es of the tree. Between 1970 and
198-~, the numbe~ of registered boats in the
Albemarle-Pamli~o Sounds increased by 1 $5 percent. Between 1971 and 1991, the number of
nmr~as increased by ahnost 300 percenL"
Recreational fishing is a boon~ng indumy in the

es~xmy. More than 60 percent of the rec,~ational fi~
in Noe~h ~lma us~ the Sounds for spawning and

nursery, grounds." In 1991, recreational fishing in
~orth Carolina generated apprmimtteb/$1J billioa
in ec~nc~uc ouQ)ut and employed nearly 22JXX)
people." In i 991, approximately 626,000 mh~ter
anglen spent over 3.5 mJ|liot~ day~ fishing olTthe
co, t~ of North Carolina." Fihy-two percent of the
anglers were non-residents of the State."
The ~’atershed of the Sounds includes I !
Na~iornl \~,~ldlife Refuges -- Great Dismal Swamp,
Back Bay, Mackay lslarut. Currit~ck, R~noke River,
Aliig~tor River, Pocosin Lakes, Pea Island,
?,lartamuskeet, Swan Quarter and Cedar Island. The
watershed also contains the Cape Lookout and Cape
! latteras National Seashores, the C.matan Natioml
Forest, and many state*owned perldatuh. Theme
public lands offer fishing, hiking, and boating

opp niti. ,o

,’/

9

p de ha .

Fisherles/Seafood
n.gion~ mmmerclal finfish ~d shellfish

$98 million." The Albemade-Pamlico Sound~
produce more than 50 percent of North ~,etim~t
total mmmen:i,l fishery landings each ye, r.m
Despite its abundant fi~he~ea prm:luctio~, fmh
and shefifish populatiorm in the Sounds tre declining
due m overfishing, habitat loft, pollution, and
disease. Over the past decade declines have
noted in the Sounds’ populations of river hen~,
red drum, striped ~ summer flounder,
weakfi~~ ~’opardizing more tJ~n 20,000 ~:m in
North Camlma and a bfifion dollar
commercial and recreational) fishing indmuy.
AJthough d~ease has contributed to reduc~l oyster
l~nclmgs since a record y~r in 1987 where 1.4
million pounds were hasves~d, the Albemm~

Par~co ~em ts the hrgest oD’ter-p~

.~

estuary in the South Atlan~c region.:t
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Barataria-Terrebonne Estuarine Complex
in Louisiana
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~upplies. The v~lues ~r~I wedands ~lone ~
for ~e ~on s~ ~H)’ inclinable. H~r, ~

m ~ ~. ~e
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land ~ ~e up ~ ~ ~y to ~i~ ~ ~l~r ~i~
to ~ w~ds habi~t in ~i~ig~. ~e ~
~ma~ ~t one ~ of ~uisiam w~ ~
upto~m~lfishe~nefiu;$181in
~u~l ~fi~; ~d $7,549 m sto~ ~

~" ~ ~1
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~ ~e ~
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V
CC.MP unp~emematioa.
The start-up phase reqxur~ ~he BTNF..P m
organize s Mana~x ~n~,e ~th five
commit’tees to oversee ~l de.lop all program
eff°rts- The second phase was tl~ t ~haracterization
Phase. One of the tim ~x’ps in th~ phnnmg proct~
was to identify the E.stu~.’s pr~a~v pn~blems~ Seven
problems ~ert identified by. th~ BI ,~Ep, th~
include: hydrologqcai mochficat~m, ~luct’d ~limem
flows, habitat loss and mochficat~ t~x,~s in ~
rt~ourc~, oay~n-ctarved ~’at~ h~heg pathogtn
°f the CCAiP ~t pEa.w, the pm~.am m
dewlopmg detailed ~uom phm to addnm these

hope is that the BTEF will rid that void.
The BTEF is s nemla, o~ charitable organiza.
tion ~ith ¯ 15..memhaw lk~rd of Directoe~ Th~
creation of the Foundatm~ ~-as called for in the
CCMP currently ~ finalazed by the BTNT_.P.
The Coalitima to ~ Coastal ~ (CRCL)
hell~d with the ~ ofth~ Foundatiomh
organizational docxmmat~ ~ is cmruniRed to
helping the Fmmdatam ~t off to ¯ stmn~ start.
Coalition’s ~t~ ~ ~ ~

1
2

board of du~’ctom Besides emurmg dmt the BTEF
is funded and ~ervea as ¯ ~ratch dog" group foe

implementation of th~ CC.~tP, the CRCL is ~
parti-ipsUon proieca. Some of thew pmiects inchak
Demand in Seafood Pmomi~ \\ astt.~am Stu~,
Mapping Oyst~r-Prodmm~ A~aa m the E.mmr~
Mapping, and R=cemmendauom h~ Ev~lua6oa

Study;, Stm~ ofNutm \~,t’tat~m L)~mag~
Convtmon of Atmndmmd, De~- Fad Canah m
Marshlands; Momtori~ Fe~l Ct~htxm-a; md
~e Wodahops h~ Teacheex
To e~iuate the mo~m ~’manalz~rn~nt ~
nation, the B’r’NT:.P u~s torch-the.an peedict~
hydr~ogic ahmatiom and land~t pe chang~ m the
envir°nmenL~ This "type °f tnk~a tn~ h them u~’d
to support restoratioe ~.. and specific ~
as a j°mt eff°rt °f the BTNEP’ k~"~l ttq’usmo~

am, and the State of l.,ot~tua."
As the P/arming pha~ of the B1%’F_.p da.t~ m a

merited. CRCL i~ wring to emure that key
~d Restm-atioa of llarr~r hlands, and F~ah~.atm
~nd Sediment Divmmm" do ~ cmmtial thin~

"

Protection and Resu~tmm .4~ tnd the

Department ofNan~ Resmm~ Phns for re~.
the CCMP by r~fm.tm~..S~oad, CRCL
mends the Amion Plato ,k"tail ~ho zhe implemea6z~
.~m:ies and matiti~ ar~ amd ho~ d~ a~iom ~
accomplish~L

8

:

legging the rmtmltiOe ~’the ~ is the i~k e~"
fimding. A plan eai.~ m ~ the F..mm~, y~ the~
are limited rmourms to aid m this task. Fede~
assistance ~an no ka~,er be mmared and the State will

gram." The creatkm of the BTF.F is. p~od 6m
but it is mtical that m ~ be addrtmi~ dae lack

This is m emit that the plato ck~loped by the
BTNEP art actual~" implem~mted and that the

=1~y, dae ~=k point of rtsmu~ tu*n,~anent phm
m~ated under the Natio~tl F.sru~. I~a~tn has

National Coastal Caucus
The Coalitioa to R~mm~ Coam~ I.ouisiam
(CRCL) is ¯ non-profit ~ f~med ia 191~
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Barnegat Bay
in New Jersey
Portrait of the Bay

~.~l~~wa~.o~

The Barneg-at Bay National Estuary Proffram
squar~ miJes of the w~te~.hed 0era than one percent) is
~v~, established to e~amine the water quality ar~l
meal for tndmon~l a~ricultuml ~ fro’ms, and
h~bit~t problems of the Barnett Bay estuarine
berry pmduc~on.’ Since 1950, Oc~n C.om~
m/~em and the im~ct that the g~ater watenhed has
popub~o~ (the watershed ~mmim mo~ of Oomn
on the estuary. Bameg’at Ba)’ and little E~g i iarbor C~y) I~s e~,anded by 775 percem,s ~,f~
~’nnprise the Barnett Bay e~r~rine s)mem. T~is
in the ~r~ U con~ntrated mound the Barnett
m~ rather th~ Little Egg i~o0t.
~tem, located along the cenu~l ~ore of New
Jerk,, borders Ocean County. With ¯ tug.mum
The princq~l sources of fi~eshwater to t~
depth of about 23 feet in mine arras, Little E~
~/~em include the Me~edeeonk Rive~,
| L~r~or is a deeper estuary th~n B~rneg-at Bay., The
Toms R~ver, C, ed~r C.rt’ek. Forked River, Mill C.~.k,
de~h of Bameg~t Bay ranges from 3 to 13 feet.a
West Ca’eek, and Tuckerton C.mek.’ l~ the northern
section of the m/stem, the Marmsqmn River conne~
The entir~ watershed of the Bame~ Bay sy~em
with Barnegat Bay rig the Bay
mee~u~s 660 squ~re miles.~ Resk~t~J ~erjOl~ne~t is

2

P-~r.’ Pomom of the ~ ~
included ~ the m~ly.

o~r Slrr, umn

¯ H.~ m, ,~a
COvlP mmms

deomdmon
Expzctmd in 1998

c~e’,m~ m ¯ "t~m,~ ,~m~ r:m~ .~ ~ 9~

,

n,ers rece.~ mmpie~l ¯ hrge-~mle

Values of the Bay
Barnett Bay and Li~e Egg ~ pm,~de
imme~xxral~e benefits k~ bo~h the ~ dmt

depencl on in plen~ui resources m~d for the me.

j

generate ~s and r~’enue for the lore] eommm~
The Barnegat Bay ~ also suppo~
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Tourism/Recreation

$2.~ ~:;,~.,, Pruminent ~ ~ fmfah f, amd i= tha
~ northern I~pefish, I~uefi~ tad m, iped ha~

T°un~n m Octan Coumy ~tmnen tes about $ i
rmlhon =rmu.tlJ.v.=) Recre=tional =cmriUes, such =
The mos~ valuable ommerciaily.~ausht =peele=
boatintz and fi.~ng, =re mttractive ~ct~vities ~*kich
in d~ u’t-a is the mshoR hard dam. In mine years
lure many vuamrs to this poruon of the Ne~Jeney
rrvta.mes derived from hard ~ represent as much
coast. M~xor boats, ~ Ix~ts and yachts aho use
as bO percent of the total value of commer~I
portions of the ~.~tem. In 1988, over $3,000 boats
fisher’ms m Ocean County." In 1988, the value of
~ Barnegat Be):,t A total of i 16 marinas ~
h.trd dam I-ndin/~ was nearly ~.2 milfion.~*
other boat LtuncJUng sites are ~imated w~thin the
twetm 40 and 50 pert~nt of all commercial intho~
water’~ed-~: Cano~su and kay’aker= are draw~ to the
hard cLtm landings in New Jerk-), oct-ur in Ocean
Edward B. For~iw National V:dalife Refuge, and
the Manahawkm ~=*~ld|ife Ahnagement Area.
Both LanJe Egg tlarbor and Bamegat Bay ~
important to the State~ rec~ltio.,t~ fi~ti~g ~
juvemJe fu~ which may be caught in other ~ of
the State. Rz~~uonal fishing i~ a popular rammer
ac~ty in the La~e Egg thrbor, and thereby help,

Je~.y ~q’at=d =pprtmJ~tely $13 bilEoa ia
em~omic output and employed .ppro=in~tely
17,000 people." la 1991, sppro=im=tely 746,000
=ltw=t~ angie~ ~t °vet ~ m~li°n daY= fishi~
°ff tbe o~ o~ New Je~ey. Thirty-two percent of
the an~4en were am-n=idena oftbe St=re_’*

1
2

Bern!!rat Bay L~ the blue crab. Blue crab |and~
Iron ~$ area comprise about 10 to 1 $ pe~mt of
the S4=t=’= total b~ue crab landin~

TEe ILmwl~t Bay system bttted by Im limadm~ otr wildli re. Thotaamh of w~l and
the~,txrds use the emarme area for ne~ing and

Bay =~= include the greet egret, piping ptm~r,
ben~ t, tdL end laughing gull. Additionally, t~co, red heroes, ietst tents, bi~k =kimmm,

"

an°~Y egret= ae=t in the m’ea, howm, er, tbe popula,
liom of thes~ bird tT~.cie= are i~ dechne. Migratory
~ m~ng the Athn6c flyw=y ctn be =potted dung
the fall mo~ths on the l-Jand Beach Sate Pro’k, ¯

9
i’

Umted Sgates. In 1994. the comb~m~d v~ue of the

tmPcwtm~t habitat for ~’~.ral of t~e ~ech~ h~lud-

totaled aPprtmn~teJy $149 m~Jo~. In that same year

thre:tlx-z~d Ip~-ich tTmn.ow, z J The di~not~q~=k

=~1 d~ ~nx==fi~g wealth =~ in~x~== n=n=ry
=re= ~or ~ varie=y of she.lt6~ and finfi~ many of

Threats to the Bay
TI~ probie~-, of the B=meg== Bay em=y
.sy~=n =r~ ct~r~ndy being e-=plor=d. St=die= iadkm=

R0037003

iffet~ed by. increa~d nutrient inputs and human
act~vmes, sure as dred.~,inr and I~aUng. t to-ever, the

Confertnce responsible Gw eoord~a6~g the de~opmcnt ofl Cumpreh~,~,,ivr Conaes-~l~

¯ atenl ot" th~ dami~ is unkno~ because mapping

of the eel~a~s coverage has no been conducted
since 1986, and therefore, current informauon is no~
complete.
New Jersey has lost over 584,000 ac~.es, or 39
percent, of its original wetlands.:’ .’~Ltnv of these
wetlands losses have occurred along New .Jersey’s
coasts. In the Barnett Bay watershed, significant
acreal~e of both coastal and fi’eshwater ~’etJands has
been modified or destroyed. Bermcen 1953 and
197.;, over 37,000 acres of tidal wethnds were
destroyed in Ck’ean County ~ ¯ loss ofovtr 30
percenL~

The popo ., o,, or the

B.V .re.

.Mana~ment Plan (C(’.\| p) ~o

the Barne~ Ba.,,: The t:t’-\|p
completed in three )’ears.
A managr.ment plan RM" Bamegat Bay already
exists due to a decade ol~ ~,wE by mtenmed
Local citizens have plas~rd mteg~-al roles in parties.
developin~ the e.~sting plan and in nominating Bamegat
Bay
to be included in the NY.P. "i’he~ cations are
interested in ~onunen~inl~ in~im acxinm of the
cximng resu~tion

Kev Cont.a .u

has participated in campaigns to acquire ¢ti6~i
habitat for the public trust.~ The ~oordination of
habitat acquisitions for the protection of udldlif¢
has been identified aa t priority by the Management Conference of the Barnegat Bay Estuary

American Linoral
Baykeeper NY-I~
National Coastal Ca~-us
Andy Wdb~er,
Steve Barnes, Consc~hm

Floatable Debris
Trash a~arnulated o~ emmr~ bcach~ ~

phone: (908) 291-0176
tim (90~)

t’~ days ~ s~agl~tring -- on October i 5 and 22,
Bamegat Bay Natio~l Estuary pr0~um
1994, volunteers cleared over 73,700 lxamds of
Terry Fo~ier, Diret,~
marine debris from 171 miles of NewJer~
Office olr Envirom~tal ~
beaches. Of the tmal amount of marine debris
Ne~Jer~-,/Departmen!
¢olJec~d, 66.3 pea’cent was plastie~, 10.4 percent w~
paper, 8.2 pertent was metal, and ILl penamt w~ Tre.nto~ 1~ 0g625
phone: (609)633-1205
fix~ other maw_,iah.~

The Barnega Bay National
Estuary Program
United States S~mt~
acceptance of Bamegat Bay into the Natiooa/
Estuary Program, it became o~e oft/~ most re~nt
g~roup of seven emmries added to the Proga-am. On
Jub! 6, 1995 Barnett Bay was off~ial~y, designated
an estuary of’national signifi~ace" tmd~ the
National Estuary Program oft.he Clean ~A’ate~ Act.
Shordy the~a~e~, the EPA onvmed ¯ Management

""

U.S.C.tpitol Switchhaahl: (202)
~tati~ Jim Sa~m
United Smm Home d
Washingma, D.C. 20S I ~
U.S. Capitol Switchhoanj: (202)

estuary most severtl): The limited flushing capacity
of these areas further intensifies the decline of
valuable rtaources such as eelgrass and shellfish
habitat,
The Buzzards Bay Program has identified eacessiv~
nutrient lmdings, pathogen cnc~tamination, snd umc
mmammauon as the imority threats to the health of
the emsystem.:’ Land use p~cticts and marine del~
Pine sddaamal threm to the ihy systen~

Nutrient Loadillg~
Eact.mv¢ nutrient loading poses the greatmt
long-term threat to Buzzards Bay. Nu~ent& ~uch aa
mtr~,en and phosphorus, art introduced to the
e~uaW through a variety of ao~ce~ tuch as individual
lepUc ay~g~ms, sewag~ treatment plant~, 8grictdt~ral
runoff, atmospheri deposition, and lawn care product~ Grmmdwager underfiows, point source out~lh,
and ~water deliver the nutrients to the estuary,
Nut~.nt enrichment cause, im:rea~d algae grow~
that event~aliy starv~ the water of oaygen. Nuu’ient

impacted watch can becon~ visibly cloudy thenby
blod~ ran/fight needed by eelgrass bed~ In addltimh drih algae smother shellfish beds. Algae require a
great smount of dissolved owgen to demmpme,
crating ira, mygtn conditions which m~m fah lik
Over 62 percent of the nitrogen contribution m
the Bay om~ ~ ~’wage treaunent plant~ and
~3mbined teat, er overflows.zt "~he ~-wage ouffalls are
situated in the deeper and better flushed portions of
the Bay; as a rmult, the effects of nitrogen ioadmga
are restricted to the trets around the onffalj.~ in tbe
~t/lower embaymem~ of the estuary, the majority of
mtr°gen is frum individual septic t3~’tems" In fach
septic systems far from the mast can contribute
eacessive nument ioadinga thnmgh gro~mdwater
trattsport if they lie in the watershed of an

emba)’ment or harbor. Due to the diminished
flushing capacities of these embayments, the effects

of mtmgen inputs tre more significant

Pathogen Contamination
Pathog~s art disease-causing microorganisms
ftamd in human and tnimal wastes which enter
estuaries tiu-ougfi sewage treaunent plant discharges,

~

combined sewer overflows (CSOs), polluted re’ban
~ofm~ater, agricultural runoff, boafmg ~
teptsc systems. Pathugtns in coastal waterg Irate
to hamaru who eat contaminated shellfish
r~rate in beach waters. Gastn~nteritis, hepati~
and other diseases can result from ingestie~
path ~ogens. For this reason, beaches and shellfish
beds art dosed or restricted when water mo~itori~
indacates h~gh levels of fecal coliform bacteria
emcmcoccus (indicators of pathoge~ coatsmimti~)
art present in crustal waters.
Sewage treatment phnts and lad/vide! septk
ay~tenu are tign~ficant mure~ of p~thogena which
enter Buzzards Bay. Over 37 million gallem
treated ~vage from five municipal w~tewater
ti~ata~’nt planu enter Bu~ Bay each day.~
~lly, these plant~ will malfimctioa and
release wastewater containing pathogen. The
come.orion of a ~econdary treatment facility
Ne~ Bedford will mon eliminate the ~ ~
of wimary treated ~’wage to the Bay.

tewtr ovenqm*s ia New ik-dford, ho~-v~r, mmiam
to discharge large amounts of untreated, rtw ~
during significant rainfalls when the city’s antiq~ted
g~gk.cuon system is unable to handle the mmbiaed
sewage and stonnwater tim,. There sre 38
of tile Bay.n
Loctlized pathogen contamination of man7
~tlle~" ensbayrnents and the remdt~g ~
she/dfish beds and swimming beaches are mainly
atu’ibuted to old, failing septi tystems along the
shore and tbe conversion of many rammer omnmu~.
reties into year-round neighborhoods. Almo~
half of the watershed~ residem,~ use septic aymmm
and cesspool, to dispose of their sanitary waste_
Between 1985 and 1990, the percenm~ o(
~-limited shel/fish beds in Bmam~ds Bay

increased from seven to 48 perc~t." laJanmsy
1995, 13,648 acres of shellfish beds w~re imed due

to ~ coliform contamination, and 3,949
wer~ condi6onally resu.icted based on ratn~ s~l

seasoml e~n~" C~osed shdlfish beds
ec~momic problems for the shellfishermen aml ~
communities dependent upon shellfish resotug~
the New Bedford Hasbor, it is estimated that tim Imst

engaged the municipal ~vernments early on in
the process of developing the CCMP. It was clear
that the local l~overnments had the greatest
authority, particularly under the "home rule"
concept in Massachusetts, as well as the capacity to
manage the polluted runoff problems plaguing the
Bay. Through NEP ~nding, n~ni-Fants are
provided to ommunities to ~und model proiecu
addressing water quality, dechnes and resource
management issues. Modest forms of financial
assiitance have been able to aulrment onsiderable
local actions to protect the Bay. Tu incentives
have also proven to be a valuable land use tool
contained in the CCMP. Land owners are offered
tan inctntives in eschang~ for the development
rights to their properties.

NaUonal Coastal Caucus

Bay. a small emba)~nent near the Cape. C, od Canal.
This land use approach to oastal resource plam~
is ~rently being applied to four additiomd
embayments in Buzzards Bay.
CBB also has a corps of wained volun~ who
momtor key local governing boards ma:h as
vat/on Commissions, Boards of Health~ and Planning
Boards, who are responsible for decisions which
aiq’ect Buzzards Bay. Under the "home rule" c~cep~
local ordinances can be written to be more
than state laws. These Coalition monitors wo~k to
ensure that the decisions made by these
reflect a consistency throughout the regioe to
pt~ect the Bay and its watershed.
Educational efforts include school in~o~.cts in
City of New Bedford as well as community effc~ to
discourag~ dumping mm io~i storm drain ~
CBB has created a nature trail for the schooh,

b ch dean.p, p ,o ,a

citizen efforts to aa~ the Bay. The Codi6oa for
Bu~arda Bay (CBB), a i~t~ has.profit ot~niza,
tics fiamded in 198L curreatly indod~ hearty 20~0

into B,,zzards Bay. Th~ hays aim ~
armual
~lehrst~ the imlm~iag ~tcr q~li~.

and awareness ia its work to pemect and restm¢
Bu~trds Bay and its greater wate~hed,
The CBB curready h~ three pro~an~ which

repoex rdeased ann~Uy ~ the CBB that
mgnicipa/governments’ efforts to meet CCMP
goalg a~d has I~m highly effective at mrg¢~ and

in~ network. This ne~a~a.k of 100 v~iunteers tests 87
sims widtin ¢mhaymems throughout the ILuy on a

Key Contacts

wzeldy basis." This pmg~am is o~ of the mo~
ambitious citizen monitoring proje~ in the nation
Results art used to usess cxwrent ~mditioos and
trends as well as ~ a~as for d~anup acbvi6es.
The C.BB’s Water Quality Monitoring Program
involves citizens in h~nds-o~ acuon and is the
~ ongoing mouitoring e.ffo~t in the Bay. CBB
has completed four y~ars of data collections fimm the
wamr qu~ity monitoring program, ~nd has provide!
~ "s~pshof view of the health o~ Buzzards Bay. This
~ in turn, is used by the commumties within

Buzza~ls B~y Pro~t
Dr. Joseph Cost~ F.~cu~

xnd deveiopmen~l i~douts. The ~ has ~
de~oped a model nm-ogen managtment st~tegy to
control the resident~ ~trog~n in~ut~ to ButtemzilE

P, hrion, ~ 0273~
phone: ($08) 748-3600
~ (508) 74~-3962

The Cmli6aa for Btmm~ls lhy/
National Coasts/Caucm member
Pamela Truesdale, Executive Dimmm
258 Mare St~-t, Buildi~ A-3
P.O. Boa 268
Buz~mrds Bay, MA 02532
phon~: (50~) 759-1440
~ (508) 7~9-1444

Casco Bay
in Maine
Portrait of the Bay
2

¯ ~ ~ Bay~ ~hne s~ f~ 578 ~
P~nt ~ ~ ~ ~e B,y m~ 229 ~
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Pr~sumFreshwater is ~ t° the Bay ~’ the F°r~

! lerring ~nd menl~cten tr~ two chief eommer~
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~,orks with concerned ciuzens and businesses to
oopera~.ely salve p~llut~on proteins, and educate
people on tEe unporxanc~ of c~qng about tee Bay.
FO~_.B prol~-ams scuvelv address broad probiems siT, tung the Bay ~ po~uao~ chscharges, ~
fla~ closures, pog, y &e-off~, dredlrmg, oil spill
rn~nag~ment, and ~ew#/~ polJuuo~. By ~dvoca~ng
for sustainable rnanagx.ment of tEe Bay~ resources,
economic oppor~nities. They con~nue to build
oalitions ~mong &verse $~oups, to mo~tor ~ter
quality and cnuc~l l~b,~u~ to i~mote sze~ardship,
and to respond dsdy to ~ ot" ~-m and
m~ine ommumties.
The F-.stum-y l~ojeet I~s i~.ovided ¯ g~ant ~o
FOCB to orlmni~ ~nd run ¯ volume~ mo~m.in~
program. The BsyKeep~ has u’ained ¯ppto~mmtely
200 volunteers who r~gulaHy mo~tor tee Be), at 104
~uot~ The dam ~tE~red From the monitoring
pro~un ~ill serv~ to develop I~lme infomm~on
for Casco B¯y, to identib/pex~b~n ~ to help
the
TEe Conservation L~w Foun~m is ¯ nonprofit public interest ~l envirum~mtal law m’g~iution founded in ! 966. CLF~ l~Ters and ~ie.n~s~
work to improve resonr~ nu~m~nem, ¯
men~i pro~,~on, ~nd pu~ ~ throughout
Ne~v F.nghnd. CLF curr~ndy h~s ~ in mergy
omervmaon, marine n~ourc~s p~t~.tion, u.~q~r.
m~on phnnin~, land pro~on, ~,,d environmental
he~ltE. It~ manne re~ur~s pro~ec~ has focused on
preve.nhng oLI ~ Ires de~opmem on Geor~es
~ reducing pollution from municipal sewage
tr~nmt plants, endin~ ov~asixi~ otr l~/e~r Eragl~d groundEsh, ~nd protect~ mm~e habitat.
MontT~.lier, VT.
~ and tee lsl~d Lnsm-~ of’P,~Jdancl, ~
focused ¯txention o~ ~ Bay in 1988 with tee
~a~ning signals of degradation in the Bay and
~eommended, ~mong ocher ~.~io~s, th~ Cas¢o B,y
be m~ucled in tee N¯~oe~ ~ Pro~zm. I~

1989, CLF filed ~ lau~uit ~ the Porthnd VVater
District for repeated violm~m of ~e federal C~lean
~Vater Act due to in~de~mt~ ~ ~unent. The
suit was settJed ~’ite tee ~our~ oede~’ing tee D~stric~
to upg~de its Portland ~ in m~ler to r~duce tee
discharge of po~utams to Cameo Bay.
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Key Con ct
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Friends of C~o Bay/
National ~ C~ucus Mml~
Jne Payn¢, Cas¢o B~yl~.ep~"
2 Fo~ Ro~d
South Por~nd, Maine 04106
phone: (207) 799-8574
fu: (207) 799-7224
e-m~il: euco~y~keep~.0~
TE¢ Coemer~tion Lm~ Foundation of New ~
N¯tiorml Coastal C~ueu~ Meml~r
Doug Foy, Eaec’utive
62 Sununer S~
Boston, Masmchmetm 0~110-1016
plmne: (617) 350-0990
fax: (617) 350-4030

’

Casco Bay ~ Pro~
Pamcia ~ Diretor
312 Canco ihl.
Pordand, ME 04103
phone: (207)
f--" (207)

,

U.S. Ca~g~-em
Senator WdJiam Col~m ~
Sermtor Olympia Snore (!~
Dinted States
W~Kingmn, D.~ 20510
~.S. Capitol Switc.hbom~: (202)
United Stares Home of ReFu~s~nm~em

t

U.S. ~.~pitol Switchboard: (202) 224-~121
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AddJtior~/Cone~r~

of~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~t~"

Charlo~ Harbor
~ ~e Environmental Pmt~o~

.~pu.~ o+ ~..~o,,+ ~.r+,

~a~ Pm~, it ~me one o~+ mint
~cent ~up often e~m~es ~d~d to
Proem. Of ~e four es~a~es nominated
~vemor ~Jes on Mm~h 7, I~ -- Ch#rlo~e
Bay, ~d ~ke Wo~ ~n --o~y

~ng ~ d~elopment of a ~mp~he~ive
~uon and ~ment P~n (C~p)
~o~ ~d pmte~ C~rlo~ Hair.
~ ~t °f ~f°~°n ~@ s~ilsble s~t
pm~d a ~.~rp~n~er~
~t~ fo~-t~fi~ ~r ~e~e.

Key Con~
~O. ~ 3455
N~ Fort .~, ~ 3391 ~455
~ (~1) 65~7724
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rect-ivm ~bout eight inches of rain per year, i~
characterized by dry onditions2 Much of the
dramag~ from the eastern section of the Cascades
octun dunng the mo~. melts of spnng ~nd early
gm~ner. In great contrast, the western range of the
Cascades rtceives up to 200 inches of rain p~r ytar."
The Lower Co/umbia R~ver Estuary includ~
portions of five VVashin~on ounties (Pacific,
\VahEiakum, C.o~litz, Clark and Skamania) and
portions of four Oregon counties (Clauop, ColumI~ Washin~on, and Mulmomah). In 1993, the
(~bin~d populaUon of thes~ nine ounti~ u~aled
appr~amately 1.36 million paople.~
A .un~.que feamrt of this rtgion is ila ~ltural
emnpo~uon. Several Nativt Amerkan u’il~ ha~e
~aty rights m cultural and natural r~xax-es ~ithm

~ th.~ fishing offthe ~ ofOn~m. ~
~00,0OO saltwater anglers spent o~r 3.~ ~
f~d~ng off hhe oast of ~.shin~on m tha~ ~u
The Lo~er Columbi~ River
~e~ral national and State pari~ which ~
fishing, crabbing, boaUng, and sa~uni~
Ues In 19~9, 1.4 million people visit~l th~ four
Washinl~on State pares which borde~ the Col~d~a
Rk,’tr Estuary." Sinct it~ ¢rtation in 19&6, the
downstrtam portion of the C-~umhia ~
National Scenic A~ea has be~n an a~
tion for vmton of the Pacific North~ This
is a popular d~ina6on for

L
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concerned about the need to restore the anadromom Gdumhia R~. F.mmT during their ~ eyc~ Nmm~

Values of the Estuary
~ and ~mmimlb/mitical to the Pacific North~e~- Th~ area ho~ts a divc~ity of ~ildlife; provid~
mar~,y habitat for anadromou~ rcaideng a~l o~a=dwelling fish ~d ~hellfi~h; attracts milliom of

A fe~ of hh¢ ~ ~4~h ua¢ tha ~ imi~
impart m~Jt, Amman shad, ~ mck,~ mlmmh

Numerous re~eational and tourist oppormmUes
atxraet millions of iadividuah to the Lo~et Colum.
hi. ~ F..mmy (including the ~ W’dhmet:~
~) e~ch Y~r- Boating is a popular activity in the

(eadudmg Alaska) totaled app*m~mate.ly ~401
In 1994, Oregtm~s ~mmen~al finish and dadlfish
hadmgs totaled .~,~m.~ 246 million
~alu~l at $66 m/ilion, h ! 99q., Waahin~m~,~ omlm~.

by. ~r~istertd boatm in Oregon dm-ing 1993.’

matdy 528 miliim pounds, ~ahied at $175

n~mational anglers made apprmimamly 332,000 tri~ m
the a~a m fish ka- salm~ smtgt~ and shad3 in 1991.
n~nmfonal fishing m Ortgon g~m~rat~! aRma=mamiv
$941 mi~Eon ia e~taa=ic output and empleyed really"
l&0~O people. In V~h.s~ rt~a~atio~l Es~
g~meramd al~’axmmatdy $1"9 ~~ m eemmmic ouga~
a~d em~,t~l near~y 27,000 peop/e. Also in 1~91,
al~’m~matdY 225’000 salt~’amr an/~ spare °~r ~me

r~ns of chinook salmon and steelhead.- Fio~.~r,
the~ leg~ndar~ rims ha~ declined mh~aatia~ dm~
changes
~amrtheflo~,
and poo~ ~ qmlit
m habitatm
leases,
overappropriatio,
o~- ~at~,
7
throughout the g,r~amr wan.rshed and in the
In Paxticalar, hydropm~ects along the entire ~
bia Rivtr s)~n ha~ taken a hugt ~ ~ mlmam
rims- .\1any s~o~:ks har~ g~ne eal~m:~, arH ma~
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lVor*gmites, t common ~ has re’angled out native
vegetetion, destr~.mg ,’a|uable habitat and eliminating specie~ d~erstt)., in the E~rtmey.. It is e*timated
that one-thir~ of the odal ~xtland~ in the Eat~gr,y
ire infested ~th pi~r~.~ztes.s: ~,VetLtrtds of the
Delaware F_.~ary -,re fotmd in the ;uriutictiom of
three State~ and htmdrr,h of mumapalitie~ and
counde,. Efforu to protect the~e vital re~ourc~ must
be better coordinated m order to be mcct~fid.

Water
Diversion
The diversion of turface water and groundwater
~pplies for human met is teriomly harming the
E, tmry~ living r~ourc~ by mct~t~ng the ~alinity
leveh of the Earuary ~.’~tem. U~ed to generate power
and provide drinking water, ombined water withdrawaL~ from the Delawar~ R~ver Baun ere cremated
at 7.3 billion g~llom per tit): New York City, the
~ met of the E.m~ry~ water mpOy, i~ tiem~l
to take S00 raison tr~om per day for iu public
drinking w~ter s~mtem. Po~er generation set’totals
for 6$ pert~nt of the tot~ water withdrtwth."
Water withdrawah threatea the integrity of the
etmY~tem by aheristg the hal,met be~m..en frtmhwa,
tin- and saltwater, thereby th~atenu~ the hiologi,~t
productivity of the tgumj,sttm,

percent in New Je~ 32 percent in Ponmylvanit;
and 16 percent m DeLtwar~. PopuJltimt grtm’th in
the region ~ll tr~.tt~ frethwtter ~mmm~ption hy
In anutfipated 28 perttmt (up frt~ }44 million
gallom per day to 440 million gtik~ ~ d~y)."
In tddition to mcrta.~.d water tinge, population
gro~h enctmrage, more development ac~tie,, thin,
infringing upo~ valmb~e wildlife habitat and creating
more water q~l~t), problenu for the Estuary. The
replacement of mtxwd hrKh by imperviom mtrfacea,

rt~idential and ct~nme~ia~ ~ Pop~tiom in the
region are ezpected to incrta~ during the neat few
decade,. By 2020, an m-craft population increase of
1 ¯ 1 milfion ind~’.’idu~l, ( 14 percent) i, a~ticipated in
thit region.~ Individual State populations are
eapected m grow by the fofiowing perctntagt~. 52

1
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rach as ~vt’ment ~ mo~ hanra the water qmlity

of the ~tem. For mstanoe, during heavy r~in
contaminant~ earned by urban ttonm~ter tr~ mort
likely to reach the Eatuary withom the filt~tioa
provided by toth ~ other mmral trim. Thin, the
ever.grim, rag populanon within the ~, ~ the
mb~luent impact of human tct~tie,, lmmmt
enormom ob~ac~ m eatua~ne hetlth and

To~c PoUutimt
1 lea~t metals a~l orgtnic eontamin~t~ ~ ¯
teriom problem in the DeLtware F_am~. High ~
of tnaic contamma~on can be (mind in ~limen~
the water o’unto, and m the titme~ of aq~tic
~ Due to its mensive history as an indumial
center, the Eattmry i~ sl~ected by high ctm~em~ttiom
of mxim, p~mcul~b. m urbenized arias. Not only
Population Growth and Land Use
do the~e contaminants persist in the emmim
The biologi~l integrity of the Delaware F.mmry environment for up to decade~ but alao
is threatened by the fact that it is meal by such ¯ wide
"bioact, umuLtte" am:l are carried m higher levels of
number of mu~cipalitiea and industries for trtnsthe food chain, lmrming shealfidt, fish, birds, and
porting ~ tmi ct~merct -,,d for rtctivi~
even h~mm. ~ rate, for pe~gri~
war,~ter di~harg~ The Trtnmn-W’dmington
~mm, osprey, tnd btld ea#es are lower for
eomdor of the ~ is ctms~dered to be the most
nestiz~ ~Joz~ the ~ th~n the~ rare F~ nes~L~
heavily indmtriafized region per t~F~are mile in the
populatiom in other ara~ of the mid-Atltntic due to
w°rld’V* In 1990, the EatuarY. ontained 181 indmtheir e~immu.e m tmin~- In addition, there trt
trial and 153 mtmicipal point toarct, of polluti~m., growing concerto that mbxistenoe fithert in udmn
Due to the a~a’~ luge population tize, ¯ roband rural are~ rye incrtmsing their ri~ of de~.lop~tantial amotmt of land within the r~gion mrrtmnd,
ing canctr by ctmmming higher than u.~al amotmta

ing the F.amary mntinue~ to be de.loped for

L
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of contamimted ~dond.

Zinc, copper, nickel, ~ tilvtr, traonic
and lead are etmmme contaminam~ of the F..mmry
which enter the .~ystem through lmint mm~e
di-w-harg~ urban mxnra-ater, atmmpherk depmition, agricuJrm~ rtmoff and grtmttdwat~. Appruti*
matelY l 10 tom of anenic, ch:tmfium, o:tpper and
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enced durin~ the first three years of the planning
phase of the DELEP should be a reminder that all
stakeholders, indudang ~uzens. need to remain
involved throughout the life of the procea~ It
should also be clear that a central offica with
authority to encore-¯g¯ u~plementatmn at’dora i~
critical to the sucee~ of the Program.
The draft CC.\tP recommends 77 actiom to
¯ ddress problems and thr~ts ~mdin~ in the way of
¯ health), Estua~: These actions are divided into the
following ¯even ¯sue areas: monitoring; Regional
hformation Management Servic~ water me
mansgtment; had management; to~ica; habitat and
Ihring resources; and educaUon and mvdvement,
The Delaware Earuary Program provides mini.
grants to ~ m’g’amzatiom in the water~hed.
One pm~ect idenufied m the CC_.MP and funded by
the DELEP is the ~stm-atam of the heavily contaminsted Ak-yua Lakz in GIo~ter County, New
Jersey. Another prog~ developed ¯ method to filter
out, pollutants in the nmoff by using terraces and

tcmy chanaeh along m’eamhud~ Due to the

mecesa of these prograaa and the commitment of

the agricultural mmmunity, the~ method~ have
been umd by local farme~ and gardenen throughout
the watet,d~e~L
The DELEPh ~imate gml f~ the Delaware
~ is to implement qx’cific measm~ which wiU
ensure msminsble development within the system, la
a watershed sub~ct to expk~s~ population imsm
inch as the Delaware ~tary. balancing developmerit m~tiat~z ruth the hw~ of nsture is v~l m the
fmure of the E.mary

schools, fishee~n, ~rvice organiza~ong eitizens
groups, scouts, farm organizations and eavirmmental groups. Sinc~ its t’rea6on, Rivet’keeper
significantly improved stewardship oa the
River.
The Delaware Ri~r la one of about tea
waterbodies nsuonwide that has ¯ K~eper Program.
The Keeper ¯ppemch emphasizes the ecological
hat¯ions of water~heds, the hydrologic cycle and
nsture’s food web. it also emphasizes local action
and enfore~ment of the Clean Water Act sad other
environmental h~r~. A~ a citizens organization, it
¯eeomplithes its mission by patrolling, investigtting, intervening ¯nd raising public awarene~ of
problems of the River and ia
Members, gaff and volunteen of the Dehware
Riverkeeper Network have ~erved in numemm
capacities in the development of the CC.MP and
the monitoring of the interim actiom and ocher
step¯ nect3sary to encourag~ implementation of the
CC),IP for the DELEP. Specifically, they have

m~.d on the Citizem Advimry Committee tad
Public Parucipation Sulx:ommittee.

The Riverkeeper worh to ~trengthen citizea
protection of the Dehware River, its habitaa and
mbuta~/watershed~ Volunteer eHom are the
of Riverkeeper’s programs. Citizen monitocin$ of
txreama in the watershed helps ag~encie~ and private
citizens enforce environmental lawa and prm, ide,
information for managing human impact~ on the
ecmys-tem. Riverkeeper’s citizen monitoring
Pr%nmn, which include, sites from Handcock, Ny
to Delaware Bay, is ¯ omprehemive program
revolving streamwatch programs, chemical water

National Coastal Caucus andrelated
te . program indude~ the Home W¯ten pr~

The Delaa~ar~ Rivedmeper Network, an
¯ ffdi¯te of the American IArtora~ Society, is ¯ nonprofit membership orgamzation that has been
workiag since 1988 m promote public education
and action, and m protect, restore, and enhance the
Delawa~ River en,’imnmeat Riverkeeper works
throughout 12,765 u:Ftare miles and portions of
four states (New lbrk’ New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Delaware) of the Delaware Watershed.
Riverkeeper ser~s watershed residents, volunteers,

gram which establishes task forces in tributary
water.beds and helps citizens learn to make fidl me
of the public pmcetses ¯vailable to them.
17dverkeeper also main¯aim ¯ pollution
an enforcement program that spots and relm~
violations of environmentaJ regulations; help¯
orga~ze and implement stream bank reetorati~
pmiecta; and pau-ols the Delaware ~ (’m ¯
recently donated boat) to find threat~ to
quality and to fo/low up on pollution ~
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also declining.~* The loss of these r~sourc~s has ¯
dele~’nous effect no~ only on the ln~hhoocls of local
fishermen, but also on the eco~o~y or’the ar~a.

Recreation/Tourism

n~und w~trrbird po~oom which inhabit the Bays.
A ft-~. of the n~tny b~d species wh~h ~ly on the Bays
tncJude hooded merg-ms~ ~anves~ck ducks, eagles,

hemn.~ g{(my ibises, ~d .oyster eatcber~"

The shores o~the Inland Bay~ and the Adamic
am each year. ]a ]9~5, ap~axm~te~, t.~uee nfillion

Delaware has i 7 amm.tl species on the fede~
lle~-d [~Id eagle and the thr~ateaed piping ~

b=che~ in the U.S. The pnsem-d~y, number otvisimn

no~ the Bays, is ¯ ~ popu~ v~canon ,r~ in the Inlmd
of Wtshingxo~ D.C. and o~er major cioes to spend i

which can be purmed m md nau- tee l!~/s,
Economies of the Io=I owanunities benefit
from the recrea6onal activities wlxich lure visitors to
the area. A 1984 study es~inmted tl~t the recreation
industry was responsible for 12.} percent of the
employment in Susse~ County. l~ the sane year,
tourism and rec~e~6on generated visitor e=penditures of $140 minion and prm-ided $4 million in

A full rang~ of envinmmenr~ ,tres~es threaten
the rutural enviromnent of the Delaware Inland
BaD" A/o’icu]ntral nm°ff, urb~ stonnwater, waSte"

burden the estauy by desm,y~ pmtine lubimt and

degrading watgr qu~ity.~
The Comlx~hensiq~ Conservation and
ment Plan of the Debware Inland Bays ~
Prottq’~m has highIigbtod numem over-enrichment
and ~bitat degrad,ltiem as the primary threats to the
system~ water quali~v
¯ sad ,-rural resourcex Other
are,, of concern m~ ci:-cuhtio~ parterre,

Secr=tioml fishing md ~ help m support use Nutrient Lo~dings
fur an es~mted $14.7 million per .~ar.m Biuefi~ is the
ra~t c0mmo~,<~ught recn~atioml fish in the B.Ws. In
1991, ~crea~i<mal fishing m ]~re ge~e~ted $I I 0
million ia eoma~ic output and empi~ed ¯early 2,000

dominated by agricultm-~ production. Throughout
the Bay~ agri~txu-~] ~p~atioas are the leading
sou~x’e of nitrogea a~cl phosphorm iapt~s to the
lh)~." Other aumem ~trces include septic

saltwater anglers spe~ a total of 12. million days f~shing

spheric deposition, and forested ax~as.

Wdd~i~
The De.law-art ~ B~-s supp~ and maroon
¯ plentitude of p~t and ~nimol E~e. Migratory bh-ds
use the Delawart Irda~ BaD and it~ w~-’uLands as

t~cken, they no o~.. ~ essential s’unfight
bonom-dweliing p~ut ~mtmitiet, but tlso depiet~
¯ quauc systems or" ci~s~Ix~ o~’g~. The pmce~ of
¯l/ra| decomposition req~-es ¯ ~ tmotmt of
o~gen tnd thereby; k.w.~s of oaTgen for other
aquauc life a~e retired. ~ o~’g~n o~dit~om
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.~ttny of the ~0mmercialh. val,-ble species in the
South Ad~nu¢ region de~ upon the heakh of th©
Indian l~r Latt,~on for survival. In 1994, the Stste
of l:3or~i, ~ Gulf of Menco and Az~antic Coa~
ommercial landings of f’mfish ~ shellfish totaled
appmxmmely 177 nulhon potm~ and $2~9 million
m dockude value’*
Ftsh t~ught from the Lagmm and nearby, ocean
watch tt~unt for 50 pen:era of l~kwida’s tort]
Athnt~c t3mst fish catch, la addition, dams ~
v~ted in the i~goon c~npe~e 90 percent o(
]:’ioridaX, and 15 percent of the mtion~ total dam

federal ~nd State wildlife a~:acies?* No other"
estuary m the Umted Scues suppaem re<we pray.coted
species." In add~dor., the .Merritt ~ National
~,t,31dli fe Refuge, located in the elattnd pot~on of the
L~goon, ~taim the tatm eadaaffe~,d and threatened species of any Natk~tl ~Arddlife Refuge in the
continental United State~~ The abtmdancg and
d~ve~ty of the area~ wild, re appeal to the re~dent~
and visito~ of the at~a. Nle~x~ to acquire
habitats for wildlife, espmally the rare, threatened
and endan~red apeci~ a.~ being comidered in the

generated from fi~herie~ of the l.t~on i~ S~O0

~ ira Ktl~taU include the AtLantic g~x-n ~ea

~b, &nencan oyster, and smae ~’~b tr, oth~

wa~d gt~t, ~t~.st In&an m~ttee, ieathed:mck

Unt~wt~nat¢ly, populatma dedme~ among
~nmerctal tithe.vie, are affectU~ the productivity

q:~-ciea of the w~em i~dude the Atlantic iogB~.head
turde, .Axi~tic talt mavth make~ ~ eagle, Florida

attempt to address the probl~m of populatkm
decltne~ there a a pmhib~oe ee the me of all
¯ ommercia) fishing ne~ in the Statz’~ imhore
waters. Significant decliner ia the iaadin~ o4’
sported ~ettrout. American oyggr, and hard dam~

Fo~ ,everti protec~ qx~cies, the ladian ~
Lagoon provides cntctai habitat. One of the Weam.a
Hem~phe~ den~eat tea tin’de nesting mess i~
found almg the ocean beachea of the I..tgotm.u
North AtLtntic right whtle use~ the Indian ~

ing, habttat deatrucuon, and water qu~ity imi~r.
men~ ]’ne clam ~ ~or iagance, dropped
1.5 million pomuh ia 1985 m ~06,0~0 pound~
ia 1989,-

Georgia as its eaclusiv~ calv~g try. The natural
range of the Adantic ttlt manh make ia limited
which ,re neariag extmctioa due m h~bi=t degm~

national ~t~hore. All of these pmtecu~ ~eas

that one-third of the tmal U,.;ted Stare manage

provide m~portant habitat for the wildlife of the
est-u~., Approximately 680 fi~ J67 bird, $2 reptile,

popuhtion uses the Indian Rive~ Lagoe~ Aa
estimated ]00 Al]tnti¢ ~ dolphins also live

16 amphtt.tn, and ~0 mammal species ,--- be fo.nd

in the Iagoon year-round3’ Howev~, inereamt

bird ~-c,e, f~nd tn the Lagoee .se the es~my for maior th~au to the ar~ manatee aad dolphia
wintering habitat and 125 spe~es breed in the a~a."

Very few, if.ny, estuaries in the United States can
boa~ ~.t’h a divinity o~ fi.~s and bird~

Threal:s 1;o l;he Lagoon
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nutrients, bacteria, toxins, chemicals, sediments, and
hner ~,m the land to the La~mon. As more imperviom surfaces, such as pavement and rtm~s, replact
n~tural iands, gq’eater concentnt~ons of pollumnt~ in
larger volumes enter the Lagoo~
Sexhment~ discharged into the Lago~ affecx
water c.Lmty, .hmds~n~ the abih .ty of light to penetrate
th~,~Fh the water. Comequend.~; seagrass tt, m~h is
mi~bsxed, and in rum populatXms of aquatic lilt
decline. 1~ addition, StOrt’nwatu ~ow~ I’/~J~
sahmty levels in wide are~ of the Lagoon, espec~
the St. Lucre esrtmry and the mouths of Turkey Creek
and Sebama~ ~ver. These a~-anons affeex ~e
estuanne ecosystem by disrupung tee producuvity of
*tl~Uc plant !ife and org~isms. Declining populau°m of oysters and dams are being linked to mfini~y
mod~ficaUom caused by storm even~)*

~

Pathogen Contmnination
-

Psthogtns are disette<~ming microorganisms
k’un~d, in human and mimal waste~ which entes the

~
.~

~/mem &scharges, Ixmtin~ ~ mormwater, and
runoff fix~n pastures.’* Patho~m in omsmJ waters

~

o~ who r~-~eate in beach watux G~troenun-im,

¯
:

of fecal cnEform tmcterm (an indicau~- of pathogen
omtaminatin~) are present in crustal wate~
The State of Florida does not have a statewide
beach water monitoring program; nor does any of
the five counties bordering the Lagooe momtor
their ocean or esruarme beaches for tmcte~ia to
ensure swu~mer safery. During 1994, government
authorities did not close or issue health advisories
due to hacterial contaminatioe f~-any of the swimrains.°~ Be~een 1985 and 1990, the pe~entage of

shell b ,Sp. ~2
d

percent to 14 perctnL After storm events, sevta~l
shellfish harvest areas of the Lagoon, e, pec~ those
ateas n~r Port St John and Grant are ro~unely
doted.

..-

Soil conditions in the watershed are tmmtitable
for the iar~ numbers of septic Wstems fi:mnd
throughout the ~-atet~d."~ Septic systems ~e
situated on mer 270,000 acres of these well-drained,
sandy soils. Septic r~em disch~t~ tend to
quickly through these mils and enter the
ter before the bacteria ~n be neutralized.*~ Some of
the mor~ produc~ve shellfish beds are situated near
Volusia and Brev~d ounties
areas with
densities of septic systems.*s

Additional Concerns
Population gro~J~, loss of living remurt~, and
marine debris are other d~eats to the health of the
estuary. The mmbined populadom of the five coastal
ounties bordering Indian River Lagoon is pt~,cted
to increase by 346,000 people between 1988 and
2010. Over this 22-year period, the
gro,~ rate for Martin and Indian River cmmties is
anticipated to be 61 and 50 percent, respecti~.~
For the take of comparimn, fewer than 20 otmd
percent growth rate bex~een 1988 and 2010,m
population in the watershed o~mti~ues to

proiects ~ ne~tiveJy atTm cizculation, flmhin~

September 17, ! 994, vohxntzen cleared 368355
pounds of marine debm from 1,267 miles of
Florida~ beache~ Of the total amotmt of debris, 61.4
percent was plastic, 12.5 percent was metaJ, 1 !
percent was glass, and 15.1 was othe~ materiah.~*
Citizens and ~vic groups have adopted several ocean
and estuarme be~ches for ~guLtr dean.ups.

The Indian River Laoo0n
National Est;uary ProEram
In 1981, scientist& ~ govenmmat
agency o~cials, and citizens assembled for t tympo" ¯ m Melbou~e, Florid~ ctmrdinated by the
=urn
Florida Institute of Techno~. As a result ~’the

,,"-g’r=~ imfiltJve, and ¯ data e~ordin¯ting g~x,up,
~ of ~ pm~ms ~s ~en foxed in ~er ~

funding, t(xaling mor~ than
~on eff~. ~e

A ~inUng out.me of ~e split ~s ~n a ~

~ m~ S~-~ ~

~y" to b~d ~ ~r a~on ~ ~

Me~ ~ 32920

¯" "

- ...............
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rne~ar~ 1,~20 squir~ mi~s.: I.~ng Ishnd Sound

16,820 ~ ~I~ s~ ~t~ to i~u~ ~ ~

~ ~da." ~r 8.4 ~hon ~e ~ m ~

~ ~ ~e ~t ~ New ~b~ G~ to ~ ~

~ ~ ~ h iu h~ oft ~, ~
~ ~st ~e ~dof~ ~. A~

~ ~ ~ ~ng ~d ~ ~ ~ ~

~ of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~e Up~
~ ~ ~ h ~gh BI~ ~d ~d
~ ~ ~ ~e ~d~ ~on ~d fl~
~ ~bi~t ~ of ~ ~ ~de

Values of the Sound

and mmmercizl development All of these amvifie~
r~’u~cted access to the estuary, aiter~l natural
habitats, iner~ased polluuon, and rt’duced open
spaces. The estuary bec~n¢ ¯ om-~mem dispos~
site for hun~n and other ~v-~stes.
Begirming in ! 985, tee ~ ~ Sound bec~ne
the focus of sevt~l studies wh~ ~1 the query of

The total nitrogen k~! to Long lilmd Sound is
93,600 tons per y~ar.:’ A sale,rut~ant pereeatmg~ of
this load ori~nates f~tx~ ~"~’*,e~ tr~m~eot ~
discharges, since ordy xt.,~.x-~fical]), designed
plants removt nic~,cn t~rn ~/~ i~.ior eo dis.
charging the wasxe~-ater into rx~iving ~ter~.~
is a parx~cular oncern ~r l~mg Ldand Sound due to

L

quem studies, the Gamprthens~t ~o~ md
Long Island Sound rx’cenx~s m’r~ one billion
?.L~’xal~ment Plan for Long isLmd Sound identifies ~ o~ w~sxew¯ter fmrn 4-1 mu~~l~ ~-~ag~ ~m~nt
i
tion, tmic poiiuuon, lub~t lain, and flo~tahle debris as

from sewage treaunenx l~nts and o~her point

Hypoxia (Low Dissolved Oxygen Levels) Pathogen Contamlnatlo~

tlypoxi¯, o.tiered the prm~. thr~t m Long
Pathog~m ~re ~usi~ mimmq~nimm
Island Sound, is tee result of ov~r-e~richment by
found
in human ~d aaun~l ~sxes ~4~ich em~" the
nutrienu,a~ g’-cemive io~din~ of harmon, phospho-~stuary through sewal~, t~a~emt pLmt
ms, and other nuu-ient~ from mum~imi wute~ter combined sewer ovettl~ LimbOs), polluted udma
tion,.sto~mwat~r, and urban mam/f mm,,hte the
watch pose ridm to hun~m ~dm mt
grm,xh of" ¯l~e in the Sound. As the ~lgxe ~q~w, they
~ubmerged aqmtic re¯erotica, but also require
mmssiv~ ~mounts of dis~ved o~ to decmnpo~_

Eqom contacx with i~J~.rm~ For this ~ beaches
m~d ~hellfish beds art ck~e~l or ~mriet~l when w~t~r

needed by other aquatic lifi~ m the Sound is depleted,

b~cte.~ or en~ tmd~catm~ of Fmthog~

fish idlls m the ~stern port~m o~’the Sound during
the late 1980~
In peremt
1989, sciemists
d~m~a.ed
hypoaic
~mditions
in 40
of the Som~d’s
bottom.
This Souncl and i~ mbutat~ thrx ..~,h storm wat~ i~pe~ ia
minimal level of mygen was unmizable for the sutvi~ *ddiuon m combined sr~r m~’flm~ ovedmded
of many aquatic speciex Bemmm Ju~.. m~d mid_August
°f 1994’ hyp°xic mnditi°m were eaTm’iemmd °n the
bottoms of the East Rive, the Narm~ and the
u~ated se~ag~ discharg~ into the Sound. Finally,
ov~ the past few y~ar~ h 1995, m~,.- 22 peaxamt of

washed from L~s and tanxdands mm the Stored.

compared to 33.3 pertain m 1994.~

losed or rtsu-icted fr~ karrescing for long periods

.
.
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about the Sound. The "~a Camp" proin.-am often
marsh, the Great Meadom Salt .\hrsh in Suathed,
youngsters I unique epp<lrmrurv [o stud), Long
which w~re included in tJ~ Stewart B. M~.
bland Sound thrtm!¢h hand,-on" acu¢iUes. The
National ~,\~ldlife Refuge. The ~
re,arch and advocacy, components of STS programs
aided in the creation of a thace-yetr, $4 ~ State
call for the development of strong, environmental
restoration project of Connecticut~ public ~eUf~
p~li~, at the local, state, rtl0onal and national levels,
beds. Between 1991 and Ig95, J,000
Its Adopt-a-llarbor pn,gram uses over 100 volun,
rmtored and the pro~.’~ct was na6cmally recognized M a
reefs to monitor the water quality of 50 stations in 11 model
for mmaLnable aquaculture.
harbors. S’FS also has a hbontory to help determin~
the.coanecuon between algal blooms and hypozia.
Save the Sound r~cendy assumed mansgement
Key C0n~l~l~
~ponsibiliues of the op~ntions oft.he Long Island
sa~ the Sound, Inc./
Sound glter~hed Alliance (LIS\VA) and currendy
National Coastal Caucm memb~
coordinates its act~qties ~th a Steering C-mmmine~
(formerly
Long Island Sound Tulaem.~)
otrAIhanc~ members. LISWA. originally founded by
John
Atkin,
Eaecutiv¢ Directoe
Nauonal Audubon Society, is the network that
18~ Mag~ Avenue
bring~ 200 cuncemed organi,~,tiom togeth~ to
Stamford, Connecticut 06902
~indy advocate for the implementation of the
phone: (20~) ~ 7-97~6
CCMI~, the enhancement and safeguarding of our
fag: (20~) 967-Z677
federal/sate environmental h~v~, the fundi~ of
Long bland Sound profframs, and th~ creation of
Save the Smmd at Garvi~ Point
joint~educational and public a~ar~ness pcograms. Ia
50 Berry Drive
additio~ the AIJianc~ hosu an Atmnal C.itizea
Ne~ Yorlh NY 11542
Sumnfit Coefer~nc¢ on the state of the Sound.
phone/fag: (516) 759-2165
Soundkeeper is a nonp,-ofi~ citizens watchdog
oegani=tion dedicated to the protection and enLon~ h/and Soundkeeper Fund,
hanctment of the biological, physical and chemical
National Coastal Caucm member
integrity of Long ldand Sound. It accoraplishes it~
Ter:y Baci~er, $oundkggpcr
mission by pstmilmg, invmtigatmg, intervening and
P.O. Boa 4058
raising public a~’ar~ness about the Sound,s problem.
East Norwalk, ~ 06855
Soundkeeper ~as founded in 1987 by the sheUfishing phone: (203)
and risking communities oncerned about the
faz: (d~03) 866-1318
progressive pollution and des~ctioa of k.abitat in
the marine ~nvironment of the Sound.
Nationa/Audubon Society
The Soundk~p~r Fund employs many tactica ia
David J. Miller, Regional Vic~ Prmid~mt
p~serving the Sound. The~ include bringing citizen
! 789 Western
acUon lawsm~ woeking on lead abatem~m efforts;
All~ny, NY 12203
mobilizing vo|untee:s; providing a pollution hodine
phone: (5 ! 8) 869-9731
for citizen complaints, observations and tips r~garding fag: (518) 869-07~7

pollution i,, the Sound; and educating the public on
watershed issues. F-..ngaging in habitat protection and
shellfish bed restc~tion proiects is an important pat
of the work of the Soundkeeper Fund. Th~

Souadl~-~, in a malition ~th other organizatiom,

helped to obtain $3 million from Congn~s to putchase 370 ac~s of Conneeticut~ largest remaining saJt

EPA Long Island Sound
Carolyn Hughes, Eaecuti~e Dir~mr
888 Washington Boulevard

Stamford, Connecticut 06904
phone: (203) 977-1541
faz: (203) 977-1546

CoRnec~cu~
~nator Ca~’istopher
~tor J~ph ~e~
~V~nFo~ D.C 20~ I

Rep~n~ve R~
R~n~d~ ~t~
U~ Su~ Ho~ o~
W~n~, D.C 205 i

U.~ ~ S~~
~m~ ~ ~

W~ D.C 20515
U.~ ~p~

End
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Office of Wet~and~
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The Massachuset~ Bays watershed measu~
7,000 square n’ale~ One-h~f of the watershed is
located in the State of Massachusetts. The other half
includes pomona of New ! lampsJure that dram into
the Memmack Raver.: The MBP is dealinl¢ with one
of the most densely, popuhted estuarine re~ons in the
nation. In 1990, the population den.~ty in Massachusetts" crustal area was 1,272 people per square mile.’
Apptmimatdy 4 million persons,q most of whom
reside in the Boston metsopolitan area, lr,~e ~thin the
~-atet-2md and i~s more than IS0 omrntmit~s.’
~,~ter dep~ in the Bays system va~ greatly,
Both Mamachmetls Bay and Cape Cod Bay have
average depths of 7"/feet; whereas, the Merrimack
Rav~ has an average depth of onJy 12 feet.* Compared
¯

salimty leveh became they receive leas than average
hethwater inl]ow~ The ma~rity of the fresh~at~r
feeding into the Bays originates from the Merrimack
and C2aarte~ give~. The Merrimack River flm~ mm
the northern end of the Bays, strongly influencing the
wares" ci~’ahtion of the system. Within the Cape Cod

r~ioa much of the f~shwamr Ilows o~igimte f~rum
Asmmd the Boston m’ea, hnd m¢ is dominated
by m-ban activities. In other pomons of the watershed,/ot~s~ salt marsheg tidal flats, rocicy shore,
lines,
coastalBank
d~mesNati°nal
and barrier
ishndsSanctuary
are prevalon~,
SteUwagen
Marine
liea"
the eastern edge of Massachmetts Bay.

L

RecreationfI’ourism
Tourism is ¯ prtnninent induswy inth~
re~o~ of.\lassachusetta. Touriats in the
counues of,\lassachuseRs s~ent an estima~d $1J
bi|hon in travel expenditures during 199J.
estamat~d that by cleaning up Boston l-hrb~
beaches, millions of dollars could be added m the
area’s economy each year."
Some of the popular activities for reaidetm and
tourists of this area are fishing, swimming, camping.
sunbathing, and whalewatching. Although
easy, way to analyze the economic benefit o(beadsgomlr (because most beaches are firee and
data is no~ available), retreating on the sy~em~
than l ~0 beaches remains one of the nmst ptq~dar

2

sale of parkinl~ suckers at Crane Beach, C~pe Gad
Nam~nal Seashore, and Duabury totalled m~gr
milhon in 19~.’’ Sig’nificunt revenue is aim
ated fram recreational baating activities in the
which ,c~ount for up to $472 million annualS.- in
additim~, an est~,nated 1.~ million whale w~hm, s

generate $2 ~ milhon for the Masuchmem

In 1991, recreationa/fishing in Ma.macbum,~
gt’nerated apprmimately S770 millioa and
nearly l 0,500 people." Currently, retreat/rural
fishing in the Bays yields a net benefit valu~ olrup m
SJ $$ mi/li" per "r (in 1989 d°llass)’ baaed"
appeaximately 2.5 million individual fishin~ ~i~.

Saltwater fishi~ alone dra~ thomanch of pertain

Values of the Bays
The kist~ical ~u¢ and beautifxd ~asxline ~
tmmsts ann~lly. The rocky shores and coastal dunes
provide scemc vistas ofche Athntic Ocean. The
estuarine system is comprised of other dive~
habitats mdudmg tidal flat~, eelgrass meadows and
bamer beaches that provide ommtless values diflicaJt
m measu~ in e~nomic terms These ar~s are home
m divea’se populations of wildLife and aquatic species,
many of which are th~ateued or endangered. The
Bays’ habitats also provide spawning grounds for
some of our aation!s most valued fxsheries, as we21 as

~gL000 aaltwat~ angler~ fished off’the
~m ¢nast- Thirty p~x~nt of th~ fisherm~a ~
in .\lassachmcna and Cape Cod Bays ~1
an averag~ of 7,000 bushels of sbellfish ead~ ~
betw~n 1987 and 1990.a
F’tshea-i~
In 1994, the ~mbined market value
and shellfish landings in the New F..nghnd rggitm
totaled approxir~ately $583 milfion.t~ Ma~
ommerci~ v’zluable species in New F.,nglamd
depend upon the health of the Massachuaett~ Bay~
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mos~ of iu heavy, metals and organic chemical inputs
fi’om mdm~ia] and municipal chscharges, dredging
operat~t, and polluted ur~n stormwater. So~e of
the mdmzr~! tources of chetmcal toxic~ ¯dude
paper mdL~ petrochenueal i~ant~ refineries, and
pmnt p~gment plants.:: Significant levels of two
heavy metzJs, zinc and mercury, have been detected
in the Ba.v’~ ~edunents and aquatic fife. In fact, ¯
~mall ar~ of.Mobile Bay w.~ dosed to finfishing in
the early 19901 due to h~gh ieveh of merenry.a~
Particle¯ of to~c metah and orgamc chemi~ah
~le on the flora- of the Bay. These to~im pe~ist in
the s)mern and are evenmafiy consumed by aquatic
orgarmms and parsed throughout higher levels of the
~ ch.un. Becauae of the penistent nature of these
~mtammant~, chef¯cab which were discharged into
the .system decades ago often have ¯ present-day
effect on the wLIdfife, water q~ality, and human
pop~datmm of the Bay~ watershed. To~ie ontaminaU°° iml:~tws tbe immtme’ rePr°ductive and e~l°"
~rme .~gem~ of ¯quati¢ wildlde. In ¯ddition, the~ b
easmmted with eating cot~tanmmted ~eafond. Tim i~
¯ special ~ for ind~du~ who subsist o~ fish

Pathogen

Con fi®

Pathogens ¯re disease-causing mic~,oorg’tnisms
fou~ m human and animal was~ which enter
~ through sewage treat¯e¯ plant ditch~r~
poLi~.-zed urban stormwater, agrieulna~ runoff,
boam~g waste, and ~ept~ tystemt. Pathoge~ in
oas~ watch pose risks to hurnm~ who eat cnntamirtated t.hellfish or who recreate in beach watert.
C, tmx~mterim, hepatitis, and other diseases can
re¯Jr ~rom the incidental ingestion of pathog~mmmmmnated watert. Despite the known hum.an
berth fish, Aiabema does not ¢onduc~ any mommy.
mg ~ te~ng designed for sw~mer ~afety ee to
i.~m-m beschgoers of potential
!, 1990, ¯11 of the shellfish beds in Mobile l~y
~ harv~t-lm~ted.:’ Most thellfish harv~
the lkty are closed when intermittent I~-terial
~ e.~t~ In the rammers of 1991 and 1992,
Dm.’p,x~ Island B¯y wu dosed to oyster
d~" i ~mqW d~ra~ was detected.:* The prob, b~e
~ o.~ the bacteria was determined to be hnll~

and ~nllfish caught in ~ watts.

Polluted Urban Stormwater

Nutrient Loading~
Numeatz, mch as nitrogen and phmphorm, ase

rgm.~ of 62 inches.n Stm~nwatm. is the mu.q~ d
many. of the ommmimna which iml~ir the w~r
quay-, md mturai remurce, ofMoi~ ~

The Mob~ Bay area ~

u~tmmt plaa~ ¯tmmpheric deposition, and
grime, aumenm, and suspended sedimen~ As the
agrk’~lmraJ rmmff. Ezcemiv~ ieveb of these nutrienr~ ~ of tbe Mobile Bay am¯ ~mtinues m grm~,

~tunutate the gmm.h of,lpe in the B¯y. As the tlgee md at residential md eammer~ devr.topmem ~

g’ro~, they not only block sunlight needed by
mlm~rged aquatic ~getation, but tiso require ¯

m~ undertake, the problems of¯remoter are
to immm~,. The reph~ of mt’m~ ~ with

The alcoa¯position pre,eem reduces the iev~ of
-m-~g~n- f~r °¢he~ acin~atic fife- Low ox’ygen conditiom
(~lled h)-i~xia) can result in large fish kilL~ The
mundatma of nutrients m ¯ w-,terhody is #Ded
em~e~ia~,

rem~ m more signific~t flo,~ of stormwa~ eartTmg
grea:~r eemc~trations of mnmmmants mm the esmm~
~$’n~z nartwal lands along the Bay to ~
~ and filter out harn~ contamm~ts, the
s~u~m is ldaeed at grea~er risk o/. degradmm~

great amomu of dmolved m-yg~a fo~ demmpmimm, imperviem mr/ace are~ such as pm~nent md

r~ in .\~obi~e Ba.~: Incremed amounts of nitrogen Habitat Loss and Degradation

a~l .phe~aorm enter the Bay aker heavy rainfalls.
Dmmg 1992 and 1993, six documented fish ki/ds
occm’red ia Mobile Bay. Four of the ~ weft

~

Appmzimately 3.7 milEo~ ¯~m of Alabama’~
histm-ic wethnds hav~ been destroyed --a 50
~t loss.~’ A ~ig:fificant amount oflfie it¯
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kin~ salmon as’e .Eamd~ m the wau=~ oEE th~ ~ast o/.

wedands continue m he destn~..ed in o~h~. portiom of

cnnducted by rec~atmml fahe~ Gross ~es from
~v~tlands of Mo¢~ Bay foe survival Califocnia has
Bay fishing eacxw~mm tx~a] u:p to SI.5 mi~:m each
already
lost 91 i:mrcem of its historical ~’tlands
}~a~.,’: In 199l, spprm~.- !. I mi~hon ~
,Migratory hir~h u~ .Morro Bay fro"
anglers spent ova" 5.5 milheo dins fiahU~ off’the ma.~ of
winterm~ habitat or ~opover areas aion~ the pat/lie
Flyway. The United S~at~a Fish and g~ldlifc Service
Sla~ lg~nemted apprommamh. S~2
°atput and employed appnmmamiy 40.i~00 pmp~.,
One of the famn~ tmmat dma~Xms of the a~a is M°rro lhy.:" The rich edg’rass I~ds of Morro Bay
¯ Morro Bay S~ate Pa~ ~m~m~ah ho~ ~ 500,000 pmp~ attract ~ntering beam. Seventy-six pe~nt of the
brant which wmte~ aka~ C.alifo~fia~ ~oast
inch Year." This S~a" Part ~m~ams a 100.boat manna,
130 campsium and a magi. Imrtm mo~." A iaxmnia~t
landmark d th~ Bay n m.%~ Roc~ a $87.fi~m high

2
-

Threats t.o t.he BaV
the l~afa: a~a ~th~ Uam~l S~ma, In 1994, d~

mately 343 million poandx vaiumd at S159 millkm.~
Th~ ~r-mmm~ fisbi~ indus~ is mm~l m

E.roakm ofhnds ~ith~ the watce,~gd

e~axa~," h 1993, the hndm~ ralue dcamm~ fish nized as th~ ~di~ Pmhlen~ m this mmamY-m

tmu m the Bay.-" A 1989 L’aited S~ates Departm~t d
la.~haetioa m t~ i~. ,s waa~sh~ i~ 50 l~,t¢~t

C]ams and oysten ar~ amo~ t, he 19 dilTcmnt
shellfish which haw bee~ co/letted in Morro Bay.~
greater today than m the ! 700s. An estimated 45,300
Mudflats along the sourda~ru and central portion of
tom of sedim~m art depmimd m the Bay each 7¢ar.m
¯ e Bay are being groomed fiat mcrtased oyster
d~ ~mry iw im:nms~ tmao~ of d~e ~.atm. Gream"
Sedimema6on disru~ the ~-owth ofee.l~am in
pr°duction." The most ~- taught sp~ies

.
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Bacteria!
¢ontaminauon
theCurrtndy,
closures of
sEe|irish
harvesting
arras in forces
the Bsv.
over and
19~ of/~
15 i~.~x,
em of the ~ste~
fm~t~
wea,1982
pomon
origina/foees~ed
hnda;
betwem
36,000 acres (almost one-third of t~e total) of the
Bay’s shellfish beds ar~ permanentJy closed or
harvest-r~stnc~ed as a r~suh of txn~fe bacterial
levels,n In 1992, valuable winter shellfish harvesting
areas were closed in \Var~ck and East Greenwich
duc to bacx~rial contamination. These dosurm in
Greenwich Bay, which normally contribute four
million dollars armuatly to the Bay region, devastated
the thellllth indumy.~
Nutrient Loadlng~
Nitrogen and other nutrients that flow into the
ihY can dama~ mabmerged aquaticv~tt~atioa and
conmbute to ¢onchtions that cause hrge fish kilh.
Nument~ enter the Bay from many mur~s, including
atnxmphenc depoUUoa, urban and rural polluua:l
runoff’, groundwater, ~ ~aems, publicly<mined
treatment work~ and CSO~" MuniciFal wastea, ater
di-w-harg~s tr~ the principal ~aa~ of nit~t~m loading
.in UlCer Narragame~ Bay." h adcli~mn to the four

L
dea"x’d"" In addmort, all o/t he ma~ ri~r~ im Rhode
IsLmd at~ dammed. These charqres in the waterlhed
have had se~x, rel)., negate ctmaequences ~ gem
nursehabitat fi~ fish, le~ nmmminant ~
¯
" amounts of pollutrd nmofl’and
increased
and daminished li’eshwatrr fknv ~ fo~ the
Towm along the Ntrra~metx Bay have eaperienc~ ttn~at population g~wth during the past few
decades. The to~-n of Narragansetx~

1
2

tnp~ed Ix-tweea 1~60 and IV~0, The tmrn
Gt~’nwich doubled i~a Pop~datitm during the same
periocL" Popuhtio~ pce~u~ ar~ eapected to
~uaue Bythe.vmr 2010, Rhode hhnd’s popula.
~ is aatmpated to ix’rim I~.. another l0 purest."
The increasing l~pula6~m w~ll likely cause addi~ declines in water quahty became of the limited
mpmaty of eaisung waste~ ater treatment
vett~au~m
it repla~ed
tmpervioua
~.~em
and the Kmher
~xm ofbyhabitat.
As hated
~uch as peven~m and motk, Ihe mhmq~m of

publicly-o~ned sewage tmaunem plan~."
N Toai¢ Imil_utioa is ¯ mmhtent threat to the
needed k~ m ~ Nuu.i~m ~ in
Narragamett l~y hav~ +’-reed drmmli¢ iomm tmoeg
~ ~ mymmat ~ a~l r,a~.+y hthim
f°r fish andistheIlfak
An°ther
mmaltmme
ov~loadmg
the depletim
of dmoh~
oay~n. °f
Asmere
e
mn°unts
°f
alsae deca~u°~ they r~P~ larg
mYgen, ofxm :~m~g hyp~c (’kin, myg~’) eondi.
ti°myears,
whichf~thn~t~m
the ~luatic ii~
°f and
the BaY"
O~r
the
kifis m Nanagamett
Bay
its tributar.
ies have occurr~ as a remh o~’deplet~d m.ygen lew.k

Habitat Loss aad Population Growth
The effects of human set’dement and devr.lopmerit have led to many wate~ quafity problems in
Narragamett Bay. Since the 1780s, Rhode Island hm
lo~t over 37 percent of its historic wetlands ac~age."
In addition, Rhode Ishnd has lost ¯ mahslantial

,ananauoa ~’nen ¯ mq~) harl~ ran ag, rmmd md
first t~m daY~ after the slmll, It least il,000 dead
lolmm ~ a~ho~ ,hmlt Rhode hhncl~
m t~st-" The t~mplete impact of the tpill m
mhe~ wildlife and mtunl re~urtm in Rhode hired
Indusu~ polhtioa s~,-h ~, this has hem ak~~andmg Problem f~r Narragansett Bay. By 1860,
Rh°de IKmd ~m cumiderrd 0~e mint indmu.h/ia~
State in the naU<m. ~ The early industrialization in
Rhode Ishnd and Ahsmchmctta, emnbined with mo~

r~mt iadmmal ~-i~ ~nu mmemtem
challen.t~s m the rmax~amm of Narraga:mett Bay.
S~limenu from t~ hnl~m~ of the Bladmtm~
IGv~ art hden ~’ith toama tr~+m metal plati~ laid
l~Xile activities fi’um the m*wteenth tnd early
tw~tieth centmaes. Humur~li~., to~ic metah ~
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tlampton Harbor’s land area is made up o4"40
percent forested lands, 23 percent urbanized Lands
and 21 percent wetlands. The remaining 16
percent of land is a mign~e of agricultural, disrurbed, cleared and ~,ater habitats." llampto~
It¯thor’s de~’eloped areas consist primarily of
residential areas and summer resorts which border
the beaches. Dunng the summer months~ the to~-n
of l lampton’s population climbs substanuall): On
~wne dayx, as man), as 100,000 people (vacauoner~
permanent and summer residents) recreate along
! tampton | |arbor beaches."
For both of the Estuaries, development is
concentrated near the tidal waters and does not
eapand too far into the watershed." l.ight mdusu~
opersuons and low-to-moderate demary re~denual
area¯comprise mort ofthe urbanized useoflandm

Values of the Estuaries

feature am-acts a number of recreatioml softsheil
dam harvesters, d~nt~,~isking |Ltmpton Harbor
E.mxary as the most popular location in
! lampsh~re for soft.shell clamming.a The
dam. and mussel shelifisheries are important ~reatmnal resources for the New Hampshire Eamar~
and the State ofNew i lampshire.
shellfishing g’enerates an e~timated $3 mifia~ per
year for local and state economies.*’ In t,~x.nt
an average of $,000 lausheh ofoysterg
$500,000, hart been harvested fir~m Gt~t Bay
oyner beds each
Recreauonal anglers fish for Atlantic silverside, rainbow smelt, killifish, white pergh, and
flounders in the Great Bay. Charters ~ ¯
number of anglers out to fish for bluefx~ ~
has¯, cod, and mackerel. In 1990, mhwater
fishermen spent over $$2 million on £d~iag.

L

2

..ao.al io

ilarbor within the Great Bay ~.~rV ~ ~ oftl~
The ltampton Harbor and Great Bay Emmrm,
mo~ popular lobster trapping ¯r~as im New
ar~ rich in recreational oppommities, fishen~ and
wildlife. Natural resources and re~eatiot~l activit~ Hampshirt.~’
gtaerste significant ,mo~nta of r~enue for local
Fisheries/Seafood

Touxism is the second ~ indumy don~
New Hampshire,s coast/me, supporting 15 pex~mt o~"

the regional work force." 2~hny tin/dents ~
tourists ¯aLl. fish, water ski. swim, and dive m the
E-rex¯ties ofNew I-Ltmpshire. Anumber ofptrk~
and traih border the Estates. In 1991, ~tiot~
fishing m New Hampshire g~nerated apprmimawJy
$178 million m ec~mo~ ~tput and empl ,oy~l
nearly 3,000 people." In the ~ame y~r, appmximateb/7S,000 saltwate~ angte~s spe~t ovtr 293.000

re.on of~ Una~ed Sta~e~ In I~;~, d~ ~mubin~d
velue of New E.n~d~ ¢onuncrcial f~ and
shellfish mdmtries totaled approximat~r $583

milhon. During that same year, 0mme~al finfish
and shellfish landmg~ for the Stmt~ ofNe~ Hampshire tin¯led apprnaimattly 12 mill~mpoum~
A remarkabh array offish and shellf~ depmd
on the New Hampshi~ Estuaries f~r ~
grounds, nursery areas, and principal habitat. Tim
Estuaries support ana~ ~ runs for stmgtm~,

da~ fishing off the coast of New Hampshire. Fxf~y
smelt, shad, sahnon and ale~ ~ ~
percent of the tng/m wer~ non-n:sidents tithe
tlounder, cod, and miped bass rdy on the F_.mmrim
The Hampton Harbor art¯ is New Hampsh~
primary summertime beach rmort ~rea. Sandy
beaches of the E,mmr¢ are a maior tourist am’action,
One unique feature °~ the/’hmpt°n Harbor EstuaW
Ls the S,000 ac~s of salt marsh it contains. Th~

for nu~ery habitat. Oysters, soft¯hell clams, hhae
mussels, and razor dams also inhabit the ~a
.’~h~r commercial fishe~es of the Great Bay iadud~
eel lamprey, and lobster. Current aroma/
catches for the Ba), ar~ estimated at o~r S~0,000
pounds and ~4 mi/fio~.~

--
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Rarit~n Estuary. ex~cnds From the Piermont Marsh
in .~e~ York S~ate to t~e Sandy l look-Rock.way
Point Transect. "/’~s r~ion of’the ] {arbor mclu~
the b,-statc ~ater,s of the Raritan Bay, Upper
K~II. ~nd o~cr tnbutanes.~ The Estuary c~vers
~pprommately 298 squ,wt miles ofsur~~ ~ter?
The gve~alre depth of the E~tuary is 21 feez.~
The watershed ~rra of the E2sruary e~rtends into
~mth~’estern Vermont. northwestern ?,Ltssachuse~,
~ poruons of upstate Ne~" York. The ~’ate~hed
~-t,
CaD.. ~pproxur.ately
j~.y CaD’, and16,~00
Newark
~re sllmiles.
p~rt¯ofNew
the
me~xu~s
squ~re
water.~hed. The Ports of Newark. F2hzabeth, ~d
New York lie at the hearx of the Estuary. To~ther
they compr~e one of the largest porx m~s in the
20 malhon residents’ and over I 7 million annual
vUau~r~" The Arthur 1~1 sub-wate~hed alone has

L

human.developed m-uctures, such as piers and
ix~heads, make up 7S percent ofth~

The New York-New Jersey Hmaoor
pex~des ~ wealth of economi benefits and recre~t~mal opporxunities. The Port of New ~k~rk
N¢’~ Jer~y contributes $14 billion per y~ to the
arr~’~ economy and employ~ ~pproximately 200,000
peo~e.~’ E~stuanne-based ~ttractions oft.he m~
mdu~e the ! l~ckensack .Meedowlands, the Manlmttan ~cyline, Battery Park, the St~me of Liberty,
.~ndy I look National Park. L~berty State F~rk, and
Jam~~ B~y National ~v~ddlife R~fiage.

2

Re~’eafiol~Tou~
?,~iJEom of tourists and residents use the Harbin

~g~are mile.~
rt’cr~uona! acuvities. Sailing, aport fuhing,
Mm th~n two-thirds of the
Estua~’s fi~h~r~ter water’~k, img and be~ch -going ~r~ ~ome of the m:~i~.
¯
is ~ by the HucL~m River. On av~n-~ge., the
~ e~/ed by these visitors. This recreational ~
~xmsy r~.Jves approxxmately 26,700 cubic feet of la’~,~tes into a’~mendoua economic benefits fro" the
f~’~rater per second, a high rate omp,u.ed m o~her
re~’mn- The Sure of New Jersey .lone g,,~im $4
esrum-ies of the midcUe Az£mtic region.,t The New
h~on annually fix~m rm~e~ues g~ner~ted by oce~~ Bight is another special feature of the ~ The frtmt tourism;" w~ile New York’s e0~
B:~ht includes the oc~n waters fix~n the Sandy
$2.9 billion ~ tourism.~
Hook-Ror.kaway Point Transect appro~mately 100
Po~ution episodes and theh" effec~ on tile ~
miles to the Outer C.~m~nent,-,l Sbelf. Since there is ~ r~mutves and h~bitat of the Emmry ~m devg~te
New JerseY Ha~’a°°r, efforts to r~tore Ix~h of these
m~eas haw been combined and ~re being addressed
by the ~ Program.
TidaJ r~-ers, salt and flesh tidal mm~hes, woodlands, shafiow bayx, trainer beaches, and sand dunes
can be found m the Esrua~. \Vater is the predomi~t habitat type in the E..maary. S.th- and fi~shw~t~r
~ marshes oover 180,0(X) ¯cres in New Jersey and
25,000 gc~s in New ~brk." A0pr~ximately 75
percent of the salt and f:reshwater tidal marshes in
NewJe.,ney. and New ~ai~k have been lost to developmerit, ha addition, the~ ~r~ probably no more than
1 $" 17,000 a~s of tidal ~.-xlands leh ~Sthm the o0re
a~a of the Ha.,bor ~: ~: The Estmry has
appmmmatdy 481 miles of shoreline; however,

-

summers of 1987 and 1988, medical waste ~d
t~m:able debris wa.~hed ashore and res-lted in
economic losses fi’om fewer tourist ~a~enditures. It is
estimated that New ~rk lost between $90Q ~
~ ~2 biLLion and that NewJe~-y lost
~ m~ion ~nd $4 billion in revenues as ¯ re~t of
these pofiution episodes.s’
The New ~rk-New Jersey ~ provides
~t fishing grtmnds for sport fi.~berme~
Smped bass, fluke, bluefi~ and winter flounder m~
ctmamo~y caught by the r~z~ational angle~. In
1991, r~w~ational fishing in New jerst,.y g~:~at~l
ti~umximately $1.3 billlon m economic oug~ and
emplo.~l near~." 17,000 people. In the sam~ ~
r~:r~t~onal fishing in New ~brk g~e~u~ appemi-
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water quality and habitat problems of the sy,~em.
The urban population’s impact on the waters
presents obstacles m the res~eeatmn of the Estuary.
The proposed Ca~nprebenm.e C-¯reservation ~1
?,Lmagement Plan (CC.\tP) idcotifie~ ~ven areas
where tee health of the Es~W is senousJy tmpaue~
l°ss of ba hi¯at and livmg remun:e~ tnxic em~tamma.
¯ ion, dredged material management, I~tthog~nic
ontantinarion, I~atable debris, nutrients and orffanic
enrichment, and rsmFall.induced dacharges.:’
! |owever, there is ¯ gm~mg beJief ¯bat the way theae
problem are addres.~d should reflect their effe~ on
habitat. Therefure, the th~ts hsted belo~ emphasiz~
the impacts olpopuhtm~ ttn~vth, and habitat lout, as
wel~ as the impacts to habitat from toxic polluti~,
contaminated tedimen~ patholren mmammario~,
flmtab|e debris, and numem ~

Habitat Loss and Degradation
Estuary are subject to preusu~ E’om mban and
omstal development. Camstructed piers, bulkhe~ls,
and rip-rap; the fiJEng and dredging or" wedancls; and
the accumulation of floatalde debris in ma:~ands
are a few examples of¯be human t~vities which
~ tltered the estuarme env’inmmenL The~e
s~uc~oes aim disrupt spewning patterns of fresh and
saltwater fish by altering mtm-d e~’us~m and acczet~oa proceme~
As natural are~ diminish and are rel~ced by
impervious surfaces, such as i~vement and roofs, the
biological integrity of¯be estuary is te~ms~y iraP~ired. It is estimated that at less¯ 75 pe~ce~t of the
historic tidaJ wetlands in each of New York CAtyE
boroughs and in New Je~ey munties sun’oundmg
the Harbor have been desu~L Additional es~mates indicate 99 percent of New York City’s historic
~reshwater wetlands have been lo~.n The cumulative
consequences of these lost wetiands are significant as
the va~uab|e functions that they perform cannot be
matched by human-made structm~
Habitat is duo affected by the damm~ of rive~
within the wate~’shed and the dive~io~ of the i_larbor
and Bight’s fi’eshwater to se~-e mtmic~pal and industrial u-~. By changi~ the mi~g ratios of fre~. and

"qmtic lit’~ that me the estuary ¯re negatively ira.
pacted.~ 1 lo~ever, pressures to eonve~t mare natural
areas mthin the 1 tarbor Estuary into deve.lo~ land
are, unfortunately, likely to continue. S~/i~ the rid]
consequences of future coastal develop¯neat pro~ is
an essential part of the effoels to restore the

L

York-New Jersey Harbor ~.
2

Toxic Pollution and
Contaminated Sediments
The New York-New Jer~-y ! lmaoor has suffered
from ¯ long history of abuse initiated by industrial and
urban development. In 1990, there were $82 indm.
trial and 287 municipal point tources discharging
pollution in the I tarbor?* For decades, toxic onteminanu have accumulated in the tediments of the
11¯rbor, pining major the’eats to aquatic life and

surrounding human popuhtiom. In the Poet Newark.
o~mtaminated with dioxin from ¯ site in the
River continue to enter Newark Bay. Pmpmed
dredging of these toxic ~echments ha~ spadr~ a pubfi~
debate over the impact ~liment disposal would haw
on the aquatic enviromnent of the ~ Estuary,
fahery resoumes, and on New Je~-y~ e0mme~al
and re~eational fish~ indumies."
Toxic chemicals can be fmmd in the watees,
sedhnents, and fish and shellfish tissues tlmmghout
the Harbor and Bight. Areas with the greatest
concentration of toxic contamination include
Newark Bay, the tributa~es leading into Newark
BaY, and the IGlls. Cbemicals of cot~cern in the
Harbor-Bight include mercu~, topper, nidr~.l, lead,
cadmium, arsemc, polycldorinated bipheayh (l~Ba),
dioa~, PAHs, and pesticides,u
The bioaccumulation of toxics in the food chain
threatens the health of wildlife populatiom and
people throughout the watershed. Fish eaught with
tumors and other phy~icaJ aboormalities and birds
with reproductive problems are considered m be
linked to the toxic pollution in the Harbor/Bight.In addition, mnsumption advisories for cerlain fish
e~t ti~roughout the entire New Yot~ Hadx~ Estuary system. Seine e~tmples include:

’ 3
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has complete .}y dosed its smped bass ccenme~’~ial

~phe~c de~i~on, s~, ~d ~bi~d
m~ of hea~ mesh into ~e
~t meal I~dm~ into ~e
~du~d ~en !~5 and

N~ York ~ ~t~ ~ly.
~ of P~s into ~ ! ~
mum~l ~int ~ ~ ~~.
p~u~, ~ m~ into

~ f~d ~ h~n ~

~g ~t~ ~d ~ ~ Pa~
~ted ~e~h or who ~ ~ ~~

~r. For ~ ~ ~
d~ ~ ~d when ~ ~to~g m~t~

~ ~n~on) ~ ~t

~~ ~6om m ~ N~- ~b~-N’~

J~ ~r ~ ~r. F~ ~ ~-~
~ ~o~ of~w ~ fi~

include wood, street liner, vegetation, seware.rehted
waS~, f;s~ng gear, and medJc-al waste. Princip~
sourc~ of this debris are co~nbined sewer m~rfiows,
urban stormw¯ter, Lmering, hnd-fiJl opentions, ~
¯~ssc~"
The public’s disinclination to recreate on littered
I~ches ¯nd extended bcach closures can ~use
sig~ficant econumic losses to the relrion. During the
infamous summen of 1987 and 1988 when the
me&cal waste and other debris that w~shed on the
sho~ steered tourisu ¯way in droves, the States of
Ne~, York and New Jer,x’y lost between $1.8 and 56
bilhon m recreational and tourist rrvenues?" The
Ann). Corps of Engineer~ data indicate~ that in 1987
floatang g~rb~ge caused an esbmated $48 rn~llion
w°rth of dan~ge to sh~pping vesseh.~" In i 989, the
m’~a ~’tending from the Upper Bay to the R~ritan
Bay w~ ¯fflicted with 164 garbage dic~.’~ The~
impact~ ~ r~uJt in pol~Stion declme~ in fish ~1
wi~d~fe ~pecie~ due to the ent~glem~.t in
i~stion of ~.te~

o. s ptembe, ,7 .d ms,

~ 102,758 pounda of marine debris from $43.1

be. h the

of

mmne debris collected, spproxin~tel)~ $9.4 permit
w~ gd,t~c, 13.04 percent ~ ghss, 102 pe.r~nt w~
me~. and ! 7.36 percr-nt w~ fi’om other materL~.1" the --me yeu on C)¢tober 15 and ~2, ~--teen
clewed 73,782 pound~ of nm~ne deem f~om 171
miles of New Jersey’s beache~ Of the total amotmt
of manne debris collected, approaimately 66.~
per~nt was plastic, 10.4 percent was paper, 8.2
percent was metal, and 1 $. 1 percent was from othe~
materials." In New Jerk.y, ¯ coordinated campaign
m sweep beaches of debris is undervray. This prong
cafied Operation Clean Shores, collects 10 million

Nutrient Loadlng~
Eacessive nu~ient inputs, also called eutrophica,
tion, mm the Harbu¢ and Bight are ¯ serious problem. Ea~essive levels of these nutrients, sach as
nitro~a~ and phosphorus, s’~mulate the grow~ of
algae m the Bay. As the aJgae grow, they not only
block sunlight needed by the submerged aquatic
vt~ge~tion of the Bay, but aho require a g~at

~mount of dissolved oeygen to decompose. ~
deco~positmn pro~"ess reduces the leveb o(orj~
for other ¯quztic life. Low mylren ~
hypo,,,a) ’an result in hrg~ fish kifis.
conditions often occur in portions of the l’~sbor
Bight. Throughout the tigrbor this prohkm~
r~ulted in the destruction offish ~d ~
popuhtions and habitat."
The leading ~ourtes of nutrients into the New
Yo~k.New Jeney I hrbor ~.~ municil~ md
w~stewater and ~-w~ge trr~unent f~fit~,
q~eric depo~tion, tribu,-ry inputs,
~torm~.~ter, ¯griculrunl nmoff, boeter dm:h~g~
~nd combined ~-wer o~erflow~. Every day, ~ 2.6
I~hon gallons of wasrew~ter are dischug~
E.stuarY by Ne’~" York and New .leney ~ew~g~ phm~
-Io~e.,s Reducing the nRro~en Ioading~ born
~ is key to elimimtmg the bypo~
tiom of the Emmy.

The New York-New Jersey
Esl;u a ry Proje
In 1987, the New Yock - NewJer~y ~
Estu~ was designated by Cangre~...,~ esmm,7 of
"’tXm~J significanee," and w~s ini~ted imo the
NatX"~ F-~tu~ ~ (NEP) m~ler the C;i~a
W¯ter Act. The folJo~ng year, the Ne~ York-New
Jer’~’y H¯rbor Estm~ Project (HEP) was formed m
oordinate the drafting of¯ Comprehemi~
ration and ,Management Plan (CC~LP) m resm~ the
Harbor Estuary. and the adiaceat New YoH~
The draf~ CC.~EP has been endorsed by the H~..p
PoLicy. Committee and ¯waits approval by the EPA
Administrator and State Govt’mo~ in Jub-. ! 996.
m~.- a~a includes one of the most complea es~rme arms and some of the most diverse ~,,er g~a~p,.
/n an attempt to provide a forum for all g~’mapa
mrerested in the Estuary, the I-IEP has organ~d
parmes~p among federal state and local
scientists, fishing organizations, envirommm~l
groups, business, industry, civic gnmpa and other
members of the public to participate in the ~

"
¯

The I~ CCMP identifies ~’ven sreas whert
the hea~th of the ~ry n sermu.dy impaired:- Ires
of hai~tax and h~ng re~our~e~, m~ic o~ntammatmcg
dred~ mater~ management, patho~c ontaminatron., flo~table debris, numents and organic
¢~L and rainfall.induced di~harges.a
3"o hegm to address these concerto the HEP has
taken o~ several imtiauveL The 11EP has established
w~e-h:~d aJk~:auon.s tO 5n~t the il~iua of ~ig"
dm:har~ kw heavy metals cnmmo~y kamd ia the
lhrbar and its ~’~hments. Modeh for maics monitin’rag ~’t being ck~loped and hm-mamtoring of
~chmeat movrmema is being initiated to i~.t.vent the
~am~nued deffmdauon of ~ter quality.S’ To educate
the re.dents w~OUn the watershed, a "L~estyle
Gu~" ~ devclop~ to enmungt oil rcc,!ding,
wat~ ¢ome~atmt~ and boater pollution prtqe~mioa,

The HEP has aho developed a long-ram

m’ateg~, ¯ to addr~m the floatable ~elma problem,
~

e~x’r, the end r~uh of this pmccaa has betm me~ w~th
n~xed reacuon. C, itixem grm~s ~ do nc~ ~ that
these ommen~ will be actively is~:~a, pm-ated mm
the final plan.
Uafm’ranately, many ¢iti~ns groups in the
beliere that most of the acliom ~ in the Draft
CC.~LP will result in lit’de more than maintenance
the ’statm q~o’. in addition, they belie~ ,J~at the
g~’uposed C,~IP still do~ ~ ade~ate~ r~0~.~ their
maior mncem expressed st public heanng~ the ~om
habitat. They hel~.ve that all the sectmm olr the Draft
CCMP that addrem ~’,cific impacts (’lha~s. Patlm~ Fioatables, e~.) ~hould be ralatrd tu the
the~e problems hav~ on habitat K~ both people aml
u~dlife. In this uray, the CC.MP will ~et|t.~ an
e~ogical ,ppmsch to mamging the !
that will benefit Im0t human and wildlff~ mmmuai-

~ ~d mmia the emman~ benefia ot the F.mm~
m the region and ration fo~ many ~¢ar~ t~

~

Ne~ Jersey. which ha~ r~mo~.d $,000 mm of deb~ is esaeatial to obtain a m~mg commitment/ram dm
frtan beache~" In addition, the ltEP will emn’dmatz State~ to undertake aetiom that will remit ia lmai-

~’

wh~h mamg~ hying remur~ from Troy to the

~

Verra~mo Narrm~" Moa re.arty, th~ Smm o~

gmh d the Phn are m he ,uamed.

NaUonal Coashal Caucus

Puh~ meetin~ Over 350 puaom pamcipamd m throe Baytax’per Program was mmblished in 19~ as a
~ a-qd m mak~ spell effom m e~.m~ pm.ticilm~-~ bY. aft izmm~, ag~ and ethnic ffmu~ imanm~
the ka:m m~ halmat pmmctm~ ph~e particular

1961 to encourag~ a ffrta~" undenmnding of aquatic
e~vir~mnemts and to proride a unified v~ice adv~mtlag prmection of the delicam fabric of lift alm~g this

dredged, daspmal optiom; me ~auml~l ph:ming m a
mmm m limit ~atedm~ dev~iolaneat mcl m empha-

both headquartered at Sandy Hook, Ne~ jen~
Baykeeper is one of the "imeper"

Am:~her rmmd °f lmblic hearings took Ph~

8
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Pecomc Estuary
Scale: approximately 1:724,000
Sources: NOAA. ARCUSA
October 31, 1995
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depth of the marine waters rtnges fix~m five feet in
1 for
t emisphere.
The
.~ax’m
incindes
FlandersUmc
Bayoftothe
21Bays
feet (the
in L/hie
Peconi¢
rarerare
dwarf
pine
phins
andthe
14inte~matimmlly
od~er
~aoted
flushing
ume it
takes toBa):~
reeycleThe
their
occgrrtnces
o~ Lo~
bhnd.U
~1~
’
the total amount of water in the estuary) varies From
appro~mately three mont~ in wtstem Flanders Bay
to three weeks in the Far eastern portmm of
Gardinen Bay.’
The watershed area of the Bays emirs I I 0,000
acr~ of Fand.~ The watershed~ we~e~n boundary is
marked at the headwaters of the Pecomc River.
Montauk Point and Plum hhnd form the
watershed’s eastern boundary. A tmal of }40 mile¯ of
omstline border the eatuarine sy~em.’
Freshwater draining from land mterm~e~ with
taitwater from oceans to create pcoduct~ e~ruar~
~uch ¯s the Peconic Bays. In the Pem~ estuary
m/~tem, freshwater is delivered by the Peconic River,
other streams and creet--, and groundwater flow~ A
wide passage ¯t the e~tem end of the ~/~tem
connect, the estuary with the oeeaa,
The Pecomc Bays’ waterthnd ~ is tEe ye, r.
rou~ home to approximately ! I 5,000 pa~e and
eoataim ~ or part of the m -Eag Ead- tram¯ of
l.~mg/sdand -- Brookhaven, Ea~ |iampto~
Rivtrhead, Shelter Island, $outhamptoa, and
Suuthold.’ The popolation ;- projected to in,tease

by 2 i,000 people by the year 2000.’ Ualii~ many
Adantic Coast estuaries, the watenhed ar~ of the
Peconic Bays is lightly populated ~ undeveloped.
Almost 24 percent of the land in the watershed is
reed for rec~ation and "open sp~ag" ~} percent of
the land is reed for residem~l, ~munen~l, aad
industrial purpeaes; and 11 pemem i* reed for
Most of the estuary~ primary habite~ -- randy
wethads -- ~mmin in a Fairly nara~ ~:mditio~
Over L600 acres of tidal wethads ¯.re iocate.d in the
estuary system.’*

over 40 ar~$ in the .system have beta dsm~ b~ the
New ~brk State Coastal gLtnagemeat
significant coastal fish and wiJd~ife habitaLu
The natural eesourves offlw Bays are not ~mt
renowned for their ecological impoctanee, they are
also economically significant. A community
conducted by the Suffolk C~mmunity College
¯bowed that 81 percent of the am,~ resident~ Eel/eve
the Peconic Bays are "very to eaw~mely important~
to the local economy." Maintaining ¯ healthy and
productive estuary is ¯ dear ob~ve in emu~
round future for the crustal
R¢creatlollJToul~llt
The Peconi estuary is an important recreatizmal
re~m~e for the redid¯ha and risitm~ of the
Over $,000 ¯ere* of the watershed are poblidy.
owned parklands, re~eatioea~ a~ts, and wildlife
refuge~"~ In addition, there are 30 pob/i Eeache,, 69
marina¯, and 14 public boating iatmch site~ along the
coasts." Boating. hildng, ~ fahmg, camping,
~-’u~ diving, and biking are mine of the mine

poladar ~tioml activities m enjoy ia the Peom~
Bays
Tourism is e~e of the leading ~ in the
a~a. Du~ng the mmme~ ~ the ar~
e..tceeds ~800000 people -- ¯ 14]
from the year-round popoh~n." By the y~r 2000,
tourism throughout ~ h~d i~ $7-9
impormat eompoaeats of the local economy. Direct
b°ating rt’venuea m the Pecomc BaTs area ea~eed
$200 million tanually." la nddi6oe to the opea
and shorn ar~s of the Bays./U:corcL~ to rt~cre.

Value of: I;he
The Peconic estuary ~ is es~emed for both
its rarity and divr.rsity of habitats and wilddife. The
Namrt Conservancy designated the estuary sy~un
as one of the "Last Great Plaees" in the ~’estem

flounder, striped bass, bluefish. ~mpper,
porgy, and hard dams are commonly eanght h~ tee
Peconic system by sport anglers and recreatiol~
dammed.

1980s was as .high at $1.8 million.~* $inor 1985, an
unp~ble tnd ~g B~ T~e ~ d~mated ~y ~11~ ~~ ~np of ~y
~llo~ w~ch ~n I~ ~ I~ a~d
27 I,~ ~un~ ~y, ~ m ~y 250

~ted ~m ~ P~c ~ ~er ~
Bm~ ~de bl~ ~t~ ~er ~~ ~
$10,~ m 1987~ ~.7 ~nt ~ ~ i~.~
~e ~ and fi~ ~la~ ~ ~ ~

prozmutely 3.6 million days fishing m water~ off the
New York ~u~~’ The Peconic BaD are important
to the Stste’s tahwater fishing industry f~" their
critical role in providing habitat f~ ~mile fish.
Alto in 1991, the State of New Y~’S fresh- and
taitwater rec~ationai fishing indum’ie, generated
,PPmaimately $1.4 billion in ecomamic .q~t and
employed nearly ! 8,000 people."
Fisherie.~/Sea~d
In 1994, the combined market value of finfish
and shellfish landmg~ in the Ntiddle Athntic region
totaled approz~mately $149 millio~}~ ,M~ny ofthe
most valuable species in the region, such as bey
scallop~ and hard dams, depend upon the health of
the Peconic Bays for survivaL In 1994, the State of
New York’s commercial finfish tnd shdlfish hnding~
totaled approztmately 45 million potmdt, valued tt

The variety of habitats found in the Bays ty~em
~pport = gceat divemty of mldltfe, ind~ling
n~igrtto~ bird~ and a number of imperiled ~
Birds migcafing along the Adantic Flyway me the
Peconic et~ary tystem for ~ti~, feeding, and
wintering gmunda. S¢ot~g mea-gamer~, black ~
malhrds and Canada gt’ese can be found ming the
habitats of the t3~stem. A New Yo~k State inve~tm.y
of la’eedmg bird ~q:ie, found that 125 oftbe 245
bird species which ~ in the Slate me th~ Peco~k:
Bays a~a for bn.-’~ling groum:ks’
A number of nationally protected,
and threatened speciea inhabit the Bays ~
~ speoes which use the Peconic Bays
system include the Kemp’s ridley turtle, loggerhead
sea mrde, ieatherback aea turde, gr~.n ~ea tort]e, am:l
meeate tern. In a&fition, the threatened pipiz~
plover dw~e]~ in the gl~t.°

~

81

__~

The Peconic Bays have an ez~asive fishing and
hard clams, and blue mussels haw been the leading
fisheries of the est’uary. Lq 1982, hay scallops caught
f~’om the estuary comprised almom 28 percent of the
nation’s total bay scallop landmgsY The dockside
value of the estuary’s hay scallop fishery in the early

Thr a t:o the Ela
During the 18th and 19th ~nmries, tmmemm
tailing vessels used m tbe whaling, fiahing, and
shipping industries w~re based on thi~ asca of l.,e~.
Island. The maritime ports of Riverhead, Hampma
Bays, and Southold prospered during these days.

-
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Puget Sound
in Washington

~ ~ t~ed ~ ~ ~

~u:~~ ~,~,~ ~,,~ Por~ra~ of the Sound

~

3.5 ~

¯ T~~

o
~o

~]J~r whale), C-~liforma se~ lion, $~tllar s~ Lion,
and Dali’s porpo~s¢)~ ~ ~rbor porpoises, onc~
~bundan~ m th~ arts, ~r~ tarsi), ohsen.ed in the
~outhern ~nd ctntr~l portior~ of the Sound today)¢
The unique -nd fri~Ic character of Puge~ ,Sound his
led to proposals t~ es~abh,h a nat/olaf marine
s~nctuary in the aria of t~e northern Sound and
Strait of Jutn de Fuc~." The pizm~ing pro~-ss for ~
~nct~n/b currtmjy under~iy.

Threats to the Sound

nug~uo~ h~ altered immune ~/~m fun~tiom
redu~l ~um~l r~ of the

and ~alt rr~"shes, the dep|etion of ~dmon popula.
t~°m, and the closure of shellfish harve~ area~ are ~
few °f the m°r~ m’ikmg examp|es that hav~ r~uhed

~ l~’ge number of uttmm~ ~d indum~ b~ in the

eom~nrlon~i w~ter quality imptirment as the

To c Pollution
Puget Sound. Heavy metah ~nd org~ ch~mic~b
enter Pugtt Sound through indm-t~! and mun~Cil~
t~°n, and agrictfimraJ l~nd nmofi’. Partid~ of m~c

met~ ~nd chem~c~ ~nmaJ~y ~et-de om m the
~L~nent~ of the Sound and i~ mbut~e~. N~x only

do many of the~ ~mt~fin~n~ per~ in the ~.

r~ne ¢nv~nment. but man~, ~ "bioaccumuht~"
bottom.6.~ ~nd e~n g-~y wh,d~ depend on ~’diments of the Sound for food and habitat. ~’ Bosom
the Pug~ Sound rtg, io~ h~vt exhibited rt’productivt
tnd dev~opmentaJ problems associated with t~c
ont~na~o~ Near urban greas of the Som~d,

2

ofth

R~pid urb~ni,-tion ~nd de~iopmcnt in the
Pu~ Sound r~ion lure placed m~ny of the

e.xpenence even mo~ cnvironmenlm] ~’esses. The
l~gtt "~md ~V~ter Q~ity A~thonty h~ identified

L

onctrns al:x:~t contaminated ~t’ood. ¯
To~¢ po~uuon csuses d~vdopmen~l. ~
tiv~, and immun~ ~(em problems in
and brd~ About 40 percent of the E~ii~ ~
Duwam.~sh witer~-ay and E.Igle }L~oog thOW
of rtproduc~ failure.’* Other bonomfish in
b~.~ of the Sound h~ve a higher i.’~idence of ~ncero~s ~ tumors dun fish in less urbanized atoll
the Sound.- I¢~eornt mldies h~ve shown that
chinook ~almo~ in the Duw~mi~ ~r, ter~y ead,.ibit ¯
number of ~dverse effects due to PC, Bs and other

mercia; ~ ~ B~ fu~ ~ high ~
~mm~ ~ (pAth).~ ~ Sul~fund ~

~ an~ D)~s

Oil Spab
! 991 ~ o~ 100,000 g~om of die~el fuel. and the
oib from
¯~ ~ nearly $9 m~ll~on to de~ up. Damag~ m
mtm’~ r~’~ eos’t from $$- i ~ m~Jfion.~ Aj-

though le~ ~’~cuhr ~d iem pub,:bed, the
cum~a~ impac~ of ound~ m~ller mu~pon~
~ may be e~en greater. Approz£mately two

m~hon g’~o¢~ of ~ oil ~re dumped illegally dram
wlt~’~hed ~ y~r."

]~thogtns iu~ di-~,e~-.~lusing microorglaisms
Eou~1 m human ~nd animal wastes which
Puget Sound r2u-ough knpropeHy sited or malfime.

~ .

nomng s~c ~.~a~ nmoff from ,~i~dtu~! ~1

1~0037160

n’tJtment plant dtscharg~ combined sewer over-

\Vashin~on does ~ ~ ~ iu ~y ~ ~

~te~ for ~e ~s~l. up to 12 ~nt of ~

~bi~t ~
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a’ab. Activities in uphnd areas art also leading to
¯bou~ 900 million ffallons otr ~,t~,.at~.as~ dishabitat loss. as foresn3.., agriculture, and de~lopment charged by municipal and ira|usu.ial tr~aanettt
permanently alter the landscape. Logging and land
each day.s’ As demands on the Soq.md~
ck’annff increase crmaon and sedimcntauor~ de,m-uy- phnts intensify with ¯ gro~ing polxdatie~ the
mg in-suxam salmon spawning habitat. Darns reduce e~uary will he afflicted by m~me harmfid gamtllmiflows and alter sedimentabon par’terns in ~ deltas,
nan~
destroying coastal mud flat habitat. Buiidm~ mad&
and other tmperviom ~ffacea replace natural lands
Float¯hie Debris
in the watershed, resulung in in~ smrmwater
Trash accumulated on est~arine beach~ threatflo~vs that t~ur rn~rs and cuastal area¯,
em the ecosystem and it¯ wildhfe it¯habitants. The
amount collected in ~st t~o dsyt ~a~ ~ggering
I~nd Use and Population Gruarth
on September 17 and 180 19~, voltmteer~ cleared
The population of the Puget Som~d ~ is
34.260 pounds of marine de|wis frow 6J milas of
¢xl~c’t ed to tnccease by one-third bet~-t-n ! 994 It,d

L

1

2

beachea in !,~0ashingtt~ State. Of the togal amount of

2010, growin~ from 3.4 million to 4.4 ~ people marine debm collected, 67,J pergent was
in 16 yg-a~.~ The population boom is expected to
12.4 percent was paper, 9 percent was met~
have ~’verg|y negati~ consequences for the health of
i 1.~ percent was ffum other materiala.~
the Sound. land use WojecUom fot~ast ¯ 62
l:xa’cent ~creas¢ in urban develolx~cnt by the ~

land me will mean the further loss of wiklhft habitat
In 19~$, prior to the estshli~hn~m tithe

quality protection in the Sound. First published in
.,_

gm, ernment~, was the first cumpre~ eaguar~
plan in the nation. In 1988, the
Protection Agency designated Puget Sound as

estuary of’national aignificanc~" and offa:ially
brought it into the NE.P. In I~1, the \~,~ter Quality
Authority’s plan was ¯pprov~ as the ~
Conservation and NLtnagement Phn (CC~[P) f~r
~ ! ..~

j ~j ~_ ~
m

,-

..

,
..

~mplete its CCM.P, Puget S~amd has been cam/d-

ered, nafio~ ~ mte~atioa,l model ka" dealiag
Unce the ¯pproval of the CC.\tP. impiememation
the different aspects of the Phn has beam m:~ed out
with waymg degrees of ~
For instance, although the State ha~ de~qx~
~ have conctnta~tions of tm, ic

R0037~62

ele~-ated 100 times or more ove~ the ~ in the
de,nest rm-al baD. High ~ncenu-at~om o~" mmc
contammant~ in sed~men~ have been ~mc~ted w~th
adverse biololriczl effec~ in fish, including fin
erosion. Liver txxmors and ~epmduet~ fai~res,
AJxhough some prog~’ess has been made tou~,d
hmi"ng tos, ic pollutan~ significant ~ mmam
~th regard to controlling the din:barge d tm~

rated as ~ ne~ sge~cy homed in the Gove~
office and ~ b~ refer~ed to as the Puge~
A~on Te~n.
The Amhacity which used ~o ~
board of 12 ~ti~em appointed by the Governor. will
be replaced by ¯ board omi.~ o(go~r~mem
agency rep~e~entativ~ advised by ¯ ¢itx~n emmciL
(.~tizem have clearly lost eontr~ in this rum of

~ part of the State and federal g~-mme~ts in the
form of financial assis~nc~ and pollutmm prevention,
~ eontmmnzted ~’dimcnt ~ wi~ rmzz~in
I~gelx unadch~ned,
Pamcil~tm~ by a fujl ran~ o(smlmJ~len,
including crees, coun6es, tribes, storm water managxment utilities, and agriultural imt~x~ has
proven m~f~d m the demlopmem and
ration of’watershed action plans." By De.crabber

over government bm~-uuc~’sts, no~ they haw become
powerless. ~k’h0e the mtT of the Authority wifi carry
on in th~ new structare, ~ very agtnc~cs that
resisted can3~ing out the Puget Sound Plan a~ now
in charge of de~dmg wkich aspe~ o(ti~ Pl~ to
fund, to delay, or to drop.

Sound had beg~q to implement smrmwut~ mmtrol
measures.’~ A 1995 survey by the ~t of

People f~ Puge~ Sound is ¯ noo-i~ofit
group launched in 1991 to ~te aad

neanhore imprm~ments in water qu~’y and
habitat. ~-two perc~ ofthe ~ ~
made progr~s m implemen~ng stm~mramr ~
grams and 20 pertain have mqummd add~mal time
to develop pro~ams. In addi~x. ~ cites as~

waters of Pugex Sound and the No~h~esx Su,~i~ It
~’ek~ to eliminate omammation of our
ha~t the lesu~tion of natural habitats,
the Sound and Str~i~s as a h~Jthy ~ of peop~
livtlihood. ~" .Ioyment and r~ewaL It

se.’er over~om in order to r~ce p~tho~

mmmuniues m shued n~ponUbiliQ; by holdin~
itself and its public of6cUh acmuntabte for carrying
out commitmems and enforci~ iaw~ and reg,.

substances. V,~thout a tremendom mm~unem o~
even~ Onc~ in ¯ position m ~ a~

Howev~, many of the CC,,H~’s reommmndanany of those misted m habitat lxmeetiem and other
high Im°ritY W°ffrtm~ Imldemeatatmn ~d the

d~rse groups and int’ens~ thmughom the regioe.
Pe°l~e fi)r Puget S°tmd has ~:r~d as a ";t~’~

and the L~ck of political wifi to ach~e’~ ~ts ob~
HoJdmg them actountab;e for im~emenmtion of the
The polid~l influence over the pt~ect could not
CC.\tP. the grasmmcs orffu~atUm ttso lobbies the
hsve been more apparent thaa in the 1995 legis~tiv~
State Legis~mre for fuadmg in mx~er to achieve
sessio~ in ~’ashmgmn State. The I, eghJam~
implementa6on of actions idem:ified/,, the
declined to rmuthorize the Puget Sound \Va=~
~,brking toge. ther with local and regim~
Quality Anthority, thereby reqmxing that the
People for Puget Smmd en.~’ed that the Jobs and
Amhority be dimmnfled on June 30, 199~. Bomme the E~vimmnent pr~,nm w.~ ~tely fimded ia
tim rt~lt in 1995 flew in the f~tm of pul:~: op~th~ order to crtat~ john, ~ch t~ re~ mimon m~tm
the 1996 Legi~ture enacted t °ctma~" m
habitat~, for di~phc~l timber
~,o~d the criticima that it h~d tlmmkmed Pugtt
Peol:~e for Puget Smmd lttt¯ ~
Sound. The Pug, t Sound program wifi be n:zonmed~mdon~l program for chik~ ~ ~
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San Francisco Estuary
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shellfish hndings in the Pacific region (~dudin.e
Alaska) totaled approximately ~ 1 million. ~/~hny
of the ommercsally valuable species in the State also
depend upon the health of the San Francisco Estuary
for ~urvwal. In 1994, Call fornia ~ ommercial fin fi.xh
and shellfish landings totaled approximately ~4~
million pounds, valued at $1S9 million3*
The San Fra~sco Estuary supports over 130 fish
species, o~ which Pacific herring holds the only great
~mmer~l value.:’ Chinook salmon, caught cnmmer.
emily in the o~aa watun off nmxbern Califomm, used
to pe~de a Ug~ificam revenue base for the rtgizm,
Hmvrver, landings haw dropped from 825,000
pmmds in 1988, to 350,000 pounds in 1990.:: |hhitat
modificatmm along the ~ of the ~atershed ham
eontrilmted to the decline of mlmon m the Emmry

D~ring ~ teasom the E.mmry iwovides essential
haiata! for over o~e million thorehis, ds.~ About 34
speoe, of ~-ebirdg such as ~ piove~ avocets,
and tandpiperx, feed on/meets and ~staceam in the
udal mudtlats, mal~X~es and sha~lil~ of the ~.
Twenty-tw~ wildlife species in the watershed are
h~ed b~, federal o~ State agencies as threatened or
endan~rtd. ~ Mo~ of these species depend on the
~’~hnds of the F-rotary and Delta for critical habitat.
The f~lly endanger~l species living in the
F_.mmry ar~ include the bald eagle, C.alifomia
clapper rail, California least tern, salt marsh
mome, the San Joaquin kit fox, San Franci~~ garter
snake, Lan~h metaimark buRerfly, mission blue
butterfly, and the Bruno elfin butxerfly.)’ In additio~
the ~to River winter chinook salmon run i~

and its trilmtar~ Today, only 300 miles of the

tha~tened and the muthem sea ot~r can no ~

original 6,000 miles of m-m~am habitat in the

CenmJ Valley a~ a~e to support spraining mlmm."

be found in th~ F.mm~

Threats to the Estuary

Ou~r cmmmxially valmble shell~ in the F.mm~

The San Francisco Estuary Pro~ect identifies the
Immary threats to the ~ system as hnd me/

W~IIL~
The Esma~ Frovides imparmm habitat fur
millions of migrating md rmidem birds, fr~, md o~er
wikiL~ A~m~mm=ly 255 bird spec~ 81 nmmuml

dedim~ biological rmourcts due to habitat loss,
imma.)~ potlution, and dredging
Another threat is the masine debris within coastal
gre~s of the Bay and Delta which afl~:ts human
~-~i~ties and the hcalth of wildlife popuhtiom~

sp=~ 30 r~p~e spmex and S4 mphibian spmm
li~ in t~e ~u~ed m~ Many o~theae spe~

Popu~tion Growth and Development

depend on the open water and wetland habitats oftbe

Almost one-third of California’s populatioe iivm

F.m~. fur spnmiag, numng, and feeding gnamds,

in the wuershed otr the San Francisc~ Esum~.

Waterfo~ and shorebiads ~n be found m huge
humbert in the San Francisco Estuary. Over 70
pe~mt of the migratory shorebirds akmg the Pacific
Fba~ use the San Francisco ~ as resting or
wiaming hal~mL~: Ho~-ver, ~ 1900, wint~ing
bird popuhtio~s have decl’ea.sed by approximately 75
percent due m habitat lmses and excessive hunting,n

Population proiectiom show that by the year
an esumated 12 million people will five in the
Central Valley and San Fram:isco Bay counfi(~
As more people move to the warm.bed area of
the San Francisco F.stua~, dew.lopmeat mth~ the
coastal area c~0n~ues to increase. To date., apprum:imarch- 30 perce.nt of the hnd in the nine ounties
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c~nmercial salmon
~ ~t ~ on fish
~neu~Uy ~r and
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Key Contacts
S~ve San Francisco Bay As.sc~-iation!

phone: ($ I O) 452-926 !
fu: (~ i0) 452-92~

End Notes
’ s~ F~ ~.~/

~~~
~ ~z) ~.

~: (415) 567-9715

" u~ su~ ~

~: (510) 2~

" ~~~F~~~
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San Juan Bay
in Pue~o Rico
Port~ai~ of the Bay
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San Juan Bay

::8~): al:q~oximately 1:1,783,580
urces: NOAA, ARCUSA
October 31, 1995
Map MR00037-21

o

Office of WeUands,
& Watersheds
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Creeks.° The Estuary system has thrt~ connections
~o the Athnuc Ocean ~ C_.ondado Lag~on and the
northern portion of TorceciJLt Lagt~on on the eastern
edge of the system, and San Jgan Bay at the ~.estern
edge of the system.’ The llrmtt, d flushing eapacity
and low tidal range charactertsuc of this estxmry
make it susceptible to the tmenucm of harmful
The San Juan Bay ~j~tem omaim a variety of
productive habitats. The predominant habitat types
within the system include ~ forests, oral
reefs, seagrass beds, mudfla~ marsheg ~and dunes,
and open water¯

numerics world fishing, mxwds broken in them.
Prized sport fish in these oastal wa~e~ ~ blue
marlin, wlute marlin, do~phinfi.sh, wahmh Agismt
tuna, and oceamc borUto. AJthough these ftdt do not
inhabit San Juan Bay, they do feed tm smaller ~ash
which use the estuary foe spawning and mastery
grmmds3

L

The o<’ean waters sm,rmmding Puerto Rio art
too deep to attract large pools or" ommereialb/
~iuable fish. As ¯ re~t. oonmmrtial fishing opera.
tmns are ¯inducted by small boats in the etmstal
waters and along beaches. In 1992, there were

_

Values of the Bay in
The San Jtmn B¯y ~/,tem is an in’tphceable
puerto Rio’~ n:aidents and rimars. The Imh
habitats oftbe ~/s~n prowide )~ar-rmmd aad
wintering grmmd~ for an alamdanc~ of birds, ft~h,
and ttildlife. The qmem, ~ and oral reefi

Despite the limited aamber ofommercial
fish provide ~ig, nificam ~ue foe the local e~mmroles. In 1994, the landings for Puerto Rico~
memal fishery (ind~lmg ~hellfi~h) tmaled
.rely 2.4 m/lb. potm~ and were vdued .t $4.,

sheltering habitats for fah tad thellfish. Tmwiam and tndmie silk mappert, ~ mappe~ ~
cmt revenue for the ioeal ctmmmti~ of’the lb)t

~3~...

Puerto ~ prumotm itaeM as ~ Shining
Star of the Caribl~aa" and is repined foe its beach~
boating, sailing, mori~lmg, SCUBA divin~, 8rid
sport fishis~. Asxx~ding to the Puerto ~ Tou~
ism Company, over o~e billam dollm in tourism-

~ys~m ~ppor~ ¯ greater divinity of habitat and
~ specie, than estuaries of the onfiaenml
United Stat~ A sulmantial number of bird species
inhabit the esruari~ ar~, indudi~ the yellow.
shouldered bhckbird, m~z~-fronmd
million visitors to the island in 1987.’ The San Juan 8nd gul~." Beaches ~ sand dunes in the area are

fotmdatiom of San Juan~ tou~st eoaomy. The
coastal areas lmo~,a to have the best water quality
typica/~ getm’at~ the greatest ammmt of tmarism
revenues.’ The oasta/waters just beyond San Juaa
Bay support ¯ prosperous sport fishing industry.
Saltwate, anglers fix~m ¯crms the w~rld wavel to Saa
Juan in order to fish these marine waters, which have
been dub/~l "Blue Martin Alk-y" because of the

I

The Puerto Rim ~ent of Nattwal
Jua~ B¯y system as "C.ritical Coastal Wildlift Areas. ¯
The Constitution Bridg~ Mudflats, TorreciUaPmones-Vacia Talega lagt~on Complex, and
Seo Pema.mla were designated as critical
wildlife areas based on the number of thrmtttmd and
endangered species that rely on tbem.
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in .M~,th 1995. The Plan identified 74 Fmt.ity

L

fixe~ effluent htmts and rigorous erff .orgettmm by

~g ~ ~fo~ent of ~ter ~ m

R0037~89

can eliminate the need to chang, e motor oil in ¢arg
trucks, and boats ~nd that may have ¯ silrnificant
h’npact on the reduction of plasuc debris entering the
Bay.
¯
lqea~ the Bay and Americam Oceans C.ampmgn
h~e ¯ ~ u~,uon of ~r/~ mopem~iv~ly ~

CC.\IP and in the monitoring of the interim act/ore
~nd other steps taken ~o implement the ~ Cur.
rind): as part of the implementmiott Orate, they
sen, e on both the San,~ ,Momca Bay
Counca! and Ovt~ght Committ~.

tional effom grated at the Inmerai pubhc. Other
grtmps, such as the Natural P,~soum~ Defeme Council
and Santa Mon~ Baykeeper hart adopted ¯ more
bug4ous approach to Bay rtsmcatio~ "lhe permit to
tamtr~ ra~crnwater and urban runoff illustrttta ht~

L

American Octtm Campaign/
National Coastal Caucm memb¢,
P,~ert II. SulnicE, Eaecutive Director
Ion llarmmnn, Senior Policy Cotm~!

! levi the Bay h~ tt~rked in~i~ with many o~
d~e mun~pal~Ue~ m bnn~ about ~e=tet umJe~amling
snd ~uppo~ for the NPDES s~rmw~t~, ptn~ for the
I-A. r~on. It sl~o hunched a br~d.based csmpaign

725 Ati~orm Ave, Sui~ ! 02
Santa Mortc=, C~liforn~ ~40 i
phone: (J I 0) 576-~i62

puhhc that what g~es into the drains ~ up in the Ba~
AOC, gong with scientists from UCLA, condmxed a

Ileal the Bay/National Coastal Cauc~
Mark Gold, F.aecutive Direc~

Bay that identified 160 maic cshemic~ indudi~

2701 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite !$0

sux-mwater flow. AOC has also umrked with the
C°unty of l.~e Angeles to d~op the f~st .ever beach

phone: OI0)
faa.: (310) 581-4195

~;led a number of i~,’~uit~ that have remits! in m~.

P.O. lk~ 10096

¢xmm~h ~nd ha.~ thereby, l~ycd a ia~/n~e in d~ping

Bay~¢pe~ g~the~ inforrm¢ion about ~m’m~r~r
vioht~om (along with other i~egal discha~es and
acxiviues such as tmhwf~tl fishing), and either deals with
them dise~y, passes the informatio~ to the ~
authority, or ~oins with lawyea3 to fi~e a citizen suit.
American Oceans C.ampaign and Heal the Bay
have been revolved in the Santa ,Monica Bay Rest~
ration Pm~ect since its inceptior~ Members, Board
Directors, and staff" of both groups have served in
numerous capacities in the deveJopment of the

101 Centre ~ Dri~
Momert7 Park, California 91754
phone: (213) 266--7515
fax: (2 i ]) 266-7600
United States ~
Senator Barbara Ikme~ (D)
Semmr Diane Feinsmin (D)
United States Senat~
Washington, D.C. ~0510
U.S. Capitol Switchboard: (202)224.-3121

_
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Represen~tive Anthony Beilemon
Reprt~entative | Ieno. Wuman (D-29th)
~ni~ S~t~ H~ of ~p~~
X~s~n~on, D.~ 20515
U.S. ~pitol S~t~: 002) 224-3
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Fisheries/Seafood
In 1994, the combined marke~ value of finfish

Enchng~red West Indian manatees p.!,~l,te the lhy

and shellfish land~ng, s m the Gu|f re~,ion totaled
appmxmmtely $1¢J6 trulhon. Man). of the commercialJy valuable species in the Gulf region depend
upon the health of the Sarasota Bay for survival. In
1994, the State of Florida’s G~f o~Meaico end
Aflintic Coast commercaaJ finfish and ~hellfish

from April to December and over 100 !~mlenose
dolphins are year-rmmd res~{lels ol’th, Bay.
endangered wood stork am~ thrmcemql piping
plover, bald eagle, and g~en ~ea turtle ~lm use
Sarasota Bey and its neighbming hebhe~.

v~lued ~ $239 n~il~ion.,z
In 198~, "dockside revenues" for Saeasota Bay~
ll,bitat modificatiom to meet tee ~l~mands oft
ommercisl fishing industry equaled ,pproximately
.rapidly growing population and the re..hing
$950,000 -- the retail value was much g~eeter." In
increases in pollution ioadings have ml!~linHll]y
Saras~ Bay, bl~ck (striped) mullet and sported
ehered the environment of Serasota Bet’. Meny of
seatrout are two of the most c~mmercially significant the principal threats to Sarasota Bey e~ directly
atmbmable to the population explosim~ m Florida.
f~h. In 1990, commercia/landings for black mullet
in Sarasota and Manatee Counties eaceeded 3.1
The area~s popu/ation is eapected to grow by 25
percent between 1992 and 1997." For~r r¢,ru
million pounds, making it the largest commercial
fishery oft.he two counuex~’ i iowever, over the past
Sarasota Bay enjoyed s wide d~l:r~b~ti,,i~
four decades, atmuaJ eommercial landings of black
and its shores were thriving with thick
fores~. Bay scallops, fmfish, and shellfl,h were
mullet and spotxed seatrom in the Bay have declined
by almost $0 perce~t."
Ibundant in the Bay ~nd nearby Gulf o! Me~ieo,

.~.

I~s~ori~lly,
~), mappo~ed
mef~:~|
l~-v~ng
ot’o~m,,~qu~o~
(hard dam),
blu~ ~ Iff’~ady redu~,.d From 1950 leith. H~-~nt r~tora.
(:~l)s, and l)~y ~:~lop~ ~hEough o),~.~, qmEo~,~, tion ~ffort~ ~d ~a-"~mmcnt~ in munt~ t1~1 and
as~d ~one cra~s can stiff ~e fom~d i~ the Bay, eomindustrial w~stmter technology are It~tt~roving the
health of the Bty. To continue the pml~t,ss of
mertaal shellfish hasvestmg in the Bay is tim/ted m
restoring the Bay, the Sarasota Bay Pn~r~ Eas
o~e sma~ "eond~tkm~fiy approved" ar~a off
developed i~imtiv~s m r~uce nut~ent
Longbost Key. Po~luSo~, rt, d t~de~, and pass
"
responssble
for the ~evere deterioration of the
presently underway m r~store the b~y s~llop
pop~at~on by relo~m~g ~mles to ar~ of the l~y
where seagrass has

~ ~
~ ~ ~ ~. ~ ~

inhabit S~rasota Bay a~d its bordering lan~h." The
Bay has s great diverxity of bird species, including
herons, egrets, ibis, baJd eagles, white and hrmm

the most celebrated wildfire iz~h~bi~ants of the B~7.
Sea turtles, incJudmg the feder’~Jy-protected
ened log~rheads, nest on tile beaches of the ar~.

s~u~: s~ S~ ~ E~ ~.
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A Florida Yards & Neighborhoods Program was
¯ions from the government or "q~-cial.intm~t"
recently adopted to reduce pollution from individual
group~
homeg The SBN’E.P is recommending a 20 year
Members, volunteers and
eomtmtment to tl’fis program at ¯ cost of $200,000
have served in numcmm ~pa~Ues in ¯tteml~ to
per year. Its public edu,-*tion obiecti~s include
strengthen the development of the CC.MP ~1 in
name plant selec~on, lawn maintenance reduction,
monitoring the interim actions and other ~1~ takes
dmrehne management, mangrove conservation, and
to implement the Plan, In particular, they have
landscaping to reduce residential runoff. The
~erved on the Citizens Advisory C.mmninee and ham
anucipated results are ¯ reduction in hi¯roan
served in an advisory capacity on other local govern.
loading¯ from over-let tilization of residential
men¯ hoards and eommi.raions, ~uch as the Southwest
hndscapes, water eomervation, and habitat proteeFlorida Water M¯nagement Disu’ict Board, Environ.
uon. i iowever, since this h a stricdy *oluntary
mental
Advisory Committee and Mamaota ~
program with ¯ rtlstive|y ~nall budget m comiderBoard,
mg the amount of public outreach it must conduct to
Spokespermns for ManaSota-88 pt.~cnt
he effecuve ~ ther~ is oncern that ther~ will he
mony on hehalf of the organization in emmtlem
lm.le impact and no de~r way to measur~ it~ efl’e~forums. Man¯So¯a-g8 educate, it~ memberg,
~’tnem.
general public and policymakers by prtmm~
The SBNY_P also engages in hands-on educaiegisl¯tiv~ initiatives, commenting o~ r~gula6o~
tmns] proiec~. For in.~ance, children and adults
ruing the judici¯l proems to enfor~ the law, iaitiat.
educate o~er citizcm abo~t the hnpact of individ~l
mg ~udies, and conducting rc~arth to help
actmm by pamung blue dolphins tm storm drains
the Bay. For eaample, the organization worb
with the mtement "Dumping Her~ Poilu¯ca Our
federal legislation ~uch as the Clean Water Act; Sta~
~AY."
iegisl,ti-- --ch as the Mangrov~ Trimming &
Prtacrvation ~ local zmfing deck/ore oa
roues as protecting public resourt~ ~

National Coastal Caucus
¯

, dengered,p, ; ann pubi

rach as obtaining public record~ f’mm the Part
MamSma-88, A Project For Eandrunmeatal
Authority on levels of airborne particulates in ~
Quality 1968-2088, is a nun-profit organization
of State r, andards generated at their facility. In
o~mprismg more than 2,~00 oncerned memberg all addition, Man¯Sots.88 has worimd with the
dedicated m the health and preservation of the
Legislature m find economically viable mlutiem to
environment. MamSota-88 serves as an envimnmea
dredging and port expamion pro~ec~ They
tal ~atchdog organization for the two..munry ar~ or" worked to assist the Legislature in mining up with ¯
Manatee and Sarasota. It is activtly engaged m ¯ ~
plan to determine and prioritize which port~ merit
range of advucacy and public education roues
allocation of funding. They hay¯ effectively argued
affecting both Sat¯sots and Tampa Bay.
that port eapa~on should not occur near aquatic
Cue¯ted in 1968, Mart¯Sots-88 ~ f~xan ¯
prmerv~.
ma~or environmental health study sponsored by the
of the most recent and important initiativm
U.S. P~blic Health Service, Florida State Unive~ity, that One
Man¯So¯a-88 has been iavoh, ed with has bees
the Universi~,., of Florida and the Sara¯ors and
its outspoken opposition to the alt~a~ative fuel
Manatee County Commissions. 2~hmmta-88
Or¯real¯ion. Orimuhion is ¯ manufactured fuel that
hmctions primarily through working committees
rapidly disperses in esmarine waters when ~lled.
o~posed of citizen volunteers and public officials. A
The use of Orimuhion will came other ~ fla"
steering committee provides over¯l/leadership and
the health of the Bay. It will mc~ase nitrog~ zaid~
dirt~on. The organization operates entirely
emissions m the area by 10,000 tom or mm~ per
though volunteer rapport and ra~zivm no con¯filmyear. Emissions of other pullutaats, including
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Tampa Bay

~

Scale: approximately 1:857,250
Sources: NOAA, ARCUSA
October 31, 1995
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OffK:e of Wetlands, Oceans
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Key Contacts

Northwe~ l’~n~’~r~mmental Advocates (’N~.\’EA) Northw~s~ Environmental Advomt~
is a 27-)~ar old membership organization focused on National Coastal Caucus member
water quahty and wedands protection in Ore~n and
Nina Bell, Eaecutive Director
Washin~m. N’~UF--~ is involved in litigation to force 13 ] S\V Second Avenue, Suite
the States t~ perform "lbtal Maximum Daily Loads
Portland, Orelg, on 97204-3526
(’T,\tDI.s) on aater|~lles with unsafe leveh of
phone: (SO]) 295-0490
pollution. N3,VE..~ ~nterest in Tillamook Bay is
faa: (503) 295-~}4
prunanly in devtluping regulatory eonu’oh on the
e-mail:
nwta@igt.apc.o~
dnposal of manure and in establishing ¯ progc~n to
restore fi~rmer wed¯rids through dike breaching.
Oregon ~,’edands Joint Venture
The Orelmn \\’edands Joint Venture is ¯
Bruce Taylor, Eaecutiv¢ Direct"
coalimm of private conservation, waterfmvl, end
16~7 Laurel Street
alrncultursl or~mzations and State and federal
Lake Oswego, OR 970~4
re~’~ ¯l~nc~es. DLrection is provided by the
phone: (503) 697-~889
Steering Commmee, made up of representatives of
fu: (503) 697-326g
private, non-profit organizations. The coalition
serves as a state.de umbrella for actions in Oregon
Till¯monk Bay National Estuary
under n,o hrl~r, r~onal ~fl¯nd habitat restoraBruc~ Apple, Interim Pmjec~ Direct0~
tion mitiaUveS -- the Pacific Coast Joint Venture and P.O. Boa 49~
the lntermountam ~d,’est Joint Venture. ~ the
61J Commercial
Joint Venturel missmn is to cr~te parmer~hips
Cmribaldi, Oregon 971 I$
among agencies and organizations for pmkcts to
phone: (503) 322-2222
restore and enhance wethnds on public and private fa~: (503) 322-2261
hnd~ Althon~hJoint Venture has not prmdmuly
e-mail: postmast~til3.oes.orst.edu
be~n involved in pro~cts in the "rillamook Bay
region, iu mvolvemem in the NEP process demon.
13.S. Camgrem
stratas¯ omrruunent to ~thnds habitat restoration
$emmr Ahrk l-htficld (R)
in the watershed area of the Bay. The Joint Venture
Senator Ran Wyden (D)
coalition encourages wetlands acquisition, or placing United Smt~ Senate
sensitive habitat into permanent protection to ensure
Wad¯ins D.C. 20510
long-term habitat protection. With ¯ ~
U.S. Capitol Switchboard: (202) 224..~ 12
proiect for 1996 im-olving continued wetlands
restoration in the Tall¯monk Bay region, Oregon
~tative Jim Burro (R-$th)
Wcthnds Joint Ventur~ intends to encourage the
United St¯ms Home of Representatives
TBNT_P to heighten its empl~-_xis on wethnds
Washing, to~ D.C. 205 ! $
restorauon.
U.S. Capitol Switchboard: (202)224-.312
Oregon Veet~nds Joint Venture h~s been ¯
p~ticipant m the "I’dhmook Bay NEP since the

ince o jo ,,

representaUve on the NF.P’s Management Committee and has participated on ¯ number ofsubcomm~tt~es involved in deve.lopmg ~ budgets and wore
strategies for the dr-~Lfi C.CMP.

End Notes
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Recommendations to Strengthen
National Estuary Program
ederal \Vater Pollution Control Act
S. 283 i. Dunng the 103rd C.o~lcrett, |LR. 1720
(cummoniy
the Clean ~,~,’ater Act) in o~pomort.d by over 60 Reprmemativea.
. 1987 Amen~bnentscalled
in addiRs
to the Act. The ~x)nferr..,~
bon,
a
significant
portion
ofit~
Senate
eounua-lm
report for the 1987 Amendment~ stated t~at ConS. 815, was act’~pted by the Senate Emriromnent and
~’tss ~,as setting ~ "national policy to maintain and
Public \~,’orka Committee in its venio~ of th~ bilJ to
eahanct the water quality in esman~ and provide
r~authorize
the Clean W~t~" A~ S. 209~. la
~" the biological integYity of these walers’~ ~
104th
Congre~
||.R. 1917 was mtroduc~
~ating the National Estuary Program. One of the
22, 1995. The Senate version will I~ mtrm~ma~l im
mare °bjec~v~ of the NF..P is to addr~s the maa~.
1996.
omple: i.~e~ -- ~uch as habitat destructizm,
The National ~ Caucu~ ~ that
pollution, rt’aom~ managtment and land-me
adoption of these ~uggestiem by ~ ~onkl
phnnmg -- tkat hav~ onu’ibut~l to the deterim,a,
improve the National Eatuary Pro~Yam ~d help to
tioa of the nauon~ ~stum’i~
ensure
the implementation of rmm~an
,As the NE.P has eapanded from aia to 28 esmaractive citizen par~cipafon, and effaci~t ¢ma’ditmProgYam hart been developed by represema6v~ olr
Not only w~uld these proposah ~ the
¢itizem’ groups who ar~ active participant~ in their
ronmemal health of estuaries, they would also
activis~ called ~he Natioml Coastal Caucm (NC.Cg
infrasmamu~
has suggtst~d ways to improv¢ the Pro~q.am through

legishtiv= me~ ^ oihborativ= effort lm de~l-

oped between the NCC ~nd ¯ number of dedicated
members of Congrta, and their staff to propme

Key recommendations for improving the
National Estuary Program:

In recent years, several administ~tiv¢ ae6om to
streng~en the PmLgq.am hay= beam taken by ti~
F-.nv~mnmental Protection Agency To rtflect theae

ea~licitly rotes that approved C(~MPs ahall be
implemented. However, in act~lity, many appm~,¢d

updated, the legislati~ pr~msal has b~n rtguhr~
In each Cong, r~s ~;nct 1991, ik,5~scntativm
Rosa DcLaum (D-Connecticut) and Nita Lm~- (DNew ’ibrk), and Senators Joseph L,icberman (’DConnecticut) and Christopher Dodd (D-C.,onnecticm) have intn~duct.d the Wat~ Pofimion Commi
and F-rainy Restoration Act. This bifi has incorporated legishUve r~commendations advocated by the
National Coastal C.auc~. In the 102nd Congrms,

........

(~-MPO. Section 320(0(2) of the ~ Watm-

due to funding mnsu~qu and ¯ l~k of politi~
amons local Sate, and fi~d~al elemcd o~ah.
During t~ nomination and devtiopamm o~"
CC.2,IPs, local and Stat~ officials are
revolved in the planning protein. In additio~ the
Governor must concur with the Phn befe~ the EPA
Administrator approves the CC.\~. Due m their
invoivtment throughout the developmeat
plan, elected officials should be mppoet~
n~storation efforts highlighmd in the Phn tnd
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NOTICE
The information in this document has been funded wholly or in I~art by the I.h~ed Stales
Environmental Protect;on Agency urger contracts 68-03-3255 and 68-C9-0033 fo~ Foster-Wheeler
Enviresponse, Inc. and under cogitative agreement CR-816862 for the Urban Waste Management
and Research Center of the Univer$,w of New Orleans. Although it has been subjected to the Agency’l
peer and administrative review anO h~s been approved for publication as an EPA document, it does not
necessarily reflect the views of the Agency and no otf,cial endorsement should be inferred. Also, the
roans;on of trade names o~ COmmercial Products does not imply endorsement by the United States
government.
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FOREWORD
Today’s rapidly developing and changing technologies and industhal Products ~
frequently carry with them the 0ncreased generation of materials that, if improperly le~lt with,
threaten both Public health and the env,ronment. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is ct~rged
by Congress W,th protecting the Nation’s land, air, and water resources. Under a mandate of natK)n~l
enwronmenta/ laws, the Agency strives to formulate and tmptement actions leading to a oml:~t~ble
balance between human act,v0hes and the ability of natural systems to support end nurture I~fe. The~e
laws d~rect the EPA to per/grin research to define our enwronmental problems, measure the
and search for SOlutions.
The Risk Reduction Engineering Laboratory LI responsible for planning, |mplemeflbng.
managing research, deveio/)ment, and demonstration Programs to Provide In authoritative, def~v~
engineering basis in support of the
clr,nk,ng water, wastewater,
pol,c,es, Wograms, and regulations of the EPA with
Sul)erfund-related activities Tk~.~-s!~~des’ toxic ~ubstances, solid end hi .... resider
.,,e researcher
pUOhcat~on and the u~r o*nmunity. ,L -w~earcn arm provides ¯
communication I~nk between the
is one of the Products of th .......
-_~raOU.~ w~stea,
The purpose of this User’s Guide i~ to Wovide guidance to municil0Slities for
non-stormwater entries into storm drainage systems. Contan~nated
drainage systems h~ve been Shown to contribute substance/levels of contaminants to the
waterways. These entries may originate from many daverse sources including sanitary wu:ew~t~l
non’stormwater
entriss
into storm
from/eaky or directly connected sanitary sewerage and from POOrly
operating septi
lank systole,
washWaters from laundries and vehicle service facihties, and many types of industrial westewetm.s
are dascharged to floor drains lead,ng to the storm drainage or from direct industrial wastewater
connections to the storm drainage system. Conventional Dollubon COntrol Programs may be ineffect~e
if the~e POllutant Sources are not identified end corrected.
This User’s Guide will be useful to municipalities in conducting required studies as/~rt of the~
stormwater discharge permit activities, in addition to other interested users. It will enable us~-s
identify the type and to estimate the .
sYstems and to design needed Pollution ontrc~ activities. An associated demonstration ProN¢I
and Laior publication pending) descr,bes
the development
~nd testing
of the
procedures
We~eCt~d in
reign,rude
of non-stormwater
POllutant
entries
into Storm
this User’s Guide.

Risk Reduc~on Engineering Laboratory

V
0
L

ABSTRACT
T~s User’s Gu;de is the result of a series of EPA s;=<)nsored research tasks ~ de.lop
~ure 1o investigate ~n-stormwater en~r~es ~o storm ~a~e systems. A ~ of
~o~ect~ ~e/~nd that d~-weather flows d~scha~g~ng fr~ sto~ dra~ns~ systems can
~gn~f~ant ~lutant IoaO~ngs to r~eiving waters. If the~ ~ad~i 8re ~n~ed (e.g., by
~ wet-weather stormwater tunoffL I~le ~Wove~t m r~e~v~ng water ~dit~l may
~cur ~th many Itormwater control programs. The~ d~-weat~r f~wl may ~iginate fr~ ~ny
~rces. t~ most ~mpo~ant sources may i~lude Mn~taW wastewater ~ ~ultri~l ~
of t~ ~tta~s that contain polluted d~-weather flows. ~d~t~l survey ~t~v,t~es ~re ~e~d to ~ta
~ ~t t~ ~-stormwat~ entr~es into t~ st~ ~8,~
~s U~’s Gu;de contains inf~mat;on to sllow ~ ~n a~ co~t of ~ ~vest~
~ ~t,~ t~ ~s and to esthete the magnifies of ~ ~-st~mwmtM
~s ~ was su~i~ m pa~ial fulhll~t ~ ~tr~ts n~r~ 60-03-3255
68-C9~33 a~ c~rat,ve agreement CR-816862 u~ ~ ~sorsh,O of the U.S. Environ~
~ot~t~ Aoe~y. Th,s re~ covers a ~ri~ fr~ ~t~ 1. 1990 to ~pt~ 30. 1992.
w~k wet ~plet~ ms of ~ptem~r 30. 1992. T~ ~ was ~eper~ u~ ou~u~ to
~stM-~ier Env~res~nse. i~. of Ed;s~. New JM~. ~ ~e Urban Waste Ma~ge~nt
~ch ~tM of ~ Un~vera~W of New 0~.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
Current interest in illicit or inappropriate connections tO storm dreinage systems is in outgrowth
of investigations ,nto the larger problem of determining the role urban stormwater runoff plays IS ¯
contributor to receiwng water quahty problems. Urban stormwater runoff is traditionally defined as that
port;on of preci~tat;on wh0ch drains from city surfaces exposed to precipitation and flows via natural
or man-made drainage systems into receiving waters. An urban stormwater drainage system ¯lid
conveys waters and wastes from many other sources. For example, Montoy¯ (1987) found that slightly
less than half the water d,scharged from Sacramento’s stormwater drainage system was not directly
attributable to precip~tat,on. Sources of some of th,s water can be identified end accounted for by
exam,n~ng current NPDES INat~onal Pollutant D~scharge Elimination System) I)ermit records, for
permdled industrial wast¯waters that can be discharged to the storm drainage system. However, molt
of the water comes from other sources, including illicit and/or inappropriate entries to the storm
drainage system. These entr~es can account for ¯ s~gnificant ¯mount of the pollutants discharged from
storm drainage systems (Pdl ¯rid McLean 1986).
The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’I) Office of Research and Development’s Storm
and Combined Sewer Pollution Control Program and the Office of Water’s NPOES Program Branch have
supported the development of th,s User’s Guide for the investigation of inappropriate entries to Storm
drainage systems. This User’s Guide is designed to provide information end guidance to local agencies
by me¯tin0 the following o~t~ves of:
1. Identifying and describing the most significant pronounced sources of non-stormwater pollutant
entries into itorm drlit~ lylttml.
2. Describing an investigative procedure that will allow for the determination of whether
significant non-stormwater entries are present in ¯ storm drainage system, and then to identify
the particular source, as an aid to the ultimate location of the source.
The background study prepared in conjunction with this User’s Guide (Pitt and Lalor publication
pending) examined three categories of non-stormwater outf¯ll discharges: Pathogenicltoxicent.
nuisance and aquatic life threatening, and clean water. The most important category is ouff¯ll
discharges containing I~athogenic or tOxiC pollutants. The most likely sources for this category Ire
samtary or industrial wast¯waters. The out’fall analysis procedure described in this User’s Guide hal
a high probability of Klentifving all of the ouffalls in this most critical category. High probabilities of
detection of other contaminated ouffalls are also likely when using these procedures. Aher
k:lentification of the contaminated ouffalls, their associated drainage areas are then subjected to ¯
detailed source identihcation investigation. The identified pollutant sources are then corrected.

ROLE OF DRY-WEATHER FLOWS IN URBAN STORMWATER RUNOFF ANALYSES
The EPA’s Nationw~d~ Urban Runoff Program (NURP) highlighted the significance of pollutants
from illicit entries into urban storm drainage (EPA 1983). Such entries may be evidenced by flow from
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storm drain OU~f~lli following and during substantial dry periods. Such flow, f~equentty referred to
"baseflow" or "dry-weather flow’, cou!d be the result of d~rect ",llicit connecbons" as mentioned in
the NURP final tin,oft (EPA 19831, or could result from indirect connections (e.g., leaky sanitary
sewerage contrib,,l~ons through inf,ltrat~on). Many of these dry-weather flows are continuous end
would therefore m~o OCCur during ra,n ,nduced runoff periods. Pollutant contributions from the
dry-weather flow, i,~ some storm drains have been shown to be high enough to s~gnihcanUy degrade
water qualiry be, ,use of their substantial ontributions to the annual mall pollutant
race,ring wetere.
Dry-weather flows and wet-weather flows have been monitored during seve¢~
stud,is. These sl,d,es have found that d,scharges observed at OutfallS during dry weather were
s~gn,f,cantly diffm,,-~l! from wet-weather O,scharges. Data Collected during the 1984 Toronto Area
Watershed Man~u~,,ent Strategy Study (TAWMSS) monitored ind characterized both Storrnwater and
baseflows (Pitt ~r.I McLean 1986). Th,s p~o~ect revolved intens,ve monitoring in two test areas (one
I m,xed residenti,I and commerc,al area. and the other an industrial area) during both warm and cold
weather Ind duf,r~u both wet and dry weather. The annual mall d,scharges of many PollutanL~ were
found to be domt~,iled by dry-weather
During the mid. 1980s, several ind,wdual municipalities Ind urban ount~el initiated Itud~el to
Klent,fy and corr,, I ,Ihclt connect,one to their Storm dra,n systems. This action was usually taken in
response to rec,~v,~g water qual,ty prob;ems or information noted during ind~wdual NURP
Data from these sl~,d~es ,nd~cata the reign,rude of the CrOSS-connection problem in many urban Ires.
From 1984 to 1~11,~, Washtenaw County. M,ch,gan dye-tested 160 businesses in an effort to Iocltl
direct illicit conne, I~ons to the County stormwater 0ra,nage. Of the businesses tested, 61 (38 percenU
were found to hlv~ ,mproper storm dra,n connect,ons (Schmidt Ind Spencer 1986). In 1987, the
Huron River Pollu~,un Abatement Program dye-tested 1067 commercial, industrial, and tax exempt
businesses and b,lld~ngs. A total of 154 ll4 percent) were found to have iml)~oper onnect~on~ tO
I~torm drainage IWashtenaw Co. 1988). Commercial car washes and other lutorno~le related
businesses were r~ponsible for the malor,~y of the illicit connections in both studies. O~schlrges from
ommercial laun(l~,es were also noted. An mvestigat~on of outfalls from the separate Storm drain
system in Torontr~0 (~anads revealed 59 percent with dry-weather flows. Of ~hese. 84 (14 P~’cen! of
the total outfalls) were identified as grossly Polluted based on the results of a battery of chemical teats
(GLA 1983). In ! ;~|7, an inspection of the 90 urban itormwater outfalls draining into Inner Gray~
Harbor in WashinUlon revealed 29 (32 percent) flowing during dry weather (Pelletier and I~terman
1988). A total of ! 9 out/ills (21 percentl were described as suspect based on visual observatiort
end/or anomsloue pollutant levels as corollated to those expected in tyl)~cal uYo~n storrnwate¢ rtmoff
cheracteflzed by ftie EPA 1983 NURP report.
CURRENT LEGISLATION
W~m additional data now available, the Clean Water Act of 1987 contained provis~)ns
addressing discharges from storm drainage systems. Section 402 (p) (3) (B) I~’ovides that permd~ for
such discharges:
i.

May b# issued on a system or jurisdiction-wide basis.
Shall ~clude a requirement to effecbvely prohibit non-stormwate~, disch~rges intO the
storm drains, and
Shall ~equire controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent
practicable, including management practices, control techniques ~ system desert
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engineering methods, end such other l~OVisions as the Administrstc~ o~ the Stste
@etermines appropriate for the control of such pollutants.

0

In response to these provisions, the EPA issued a final rule to begin implementet~o~ of section
402(10l of the Clean Water Act on November 16. 1990 (40 CFR parts 122. 123, sod 124 National
Pollutant D~scharge Elimination System Permit Regulat,ons for Storm Water Dil4:h~’ges. Fe<~erel
Register, Vol. 55, No. 222). A screaming approach which includes chemical testing of ~ffllll ~ II~
Ora~nage w~th dw-weather flow (dot,nod by a 72-hour antec~ent dW ~ri~), Wll ~t~, T~

L

~ameters to be tested are a Combmahon of several Dollutant= of concern I~ "~" ~t ~y ~
u~ed tO help identdy contaminated outfall= and pre0~ct the source of ~licit dilch#rgel.

~

Section 122.26 Id) (1) liv) (D) of the ~le agDl~e= Ipecificllly to this U=er’l Guide. ~e EPA
requires an initial screening program to ~rovi~e a means of detecting high levels of ~llutant= m It~
lewerage. The Wotocol of this User’= Gu=de seek= to determine whether ~ not ~-=to~wat~ f~
a~e caus=ng ~robleml le.g. pathogem¢, to~=c, a~uat~c I=fe threatening, nuilance), I~ to Wo~
Idd~t~al detail with resDect to the I~rce. It IccomDhshe= this by outlining an eff~fi~ =cr~
meth~ology to identify Storm ~ra*nage =V~tem outfall= contaminat~ by illicit ~ inlDpr~te
O=~charge= and to determine IPec~hcally how the hkely ~ourcel can be identified. This Wot~ ~
=u~ned by a research report (P~tt and L=I~ ~bl=cahon pending) containing the re~ultl of a
~em~=trat=on project using these Procedure= an0 much m~e detailed informlti~.

"

o~

..
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SECTION 2
OVERVIEW
POTENTIAL I~Y-WEATHER DISCHARGE SOURCES
This UI4~I G~.~:~e LI d,rected tO the identification arid locatK)n of non-ltormwater entries into storm
drainage lylter~$. It =$ ~moo~ant to note that fo~ any eHec~,ve investigation of pollution within
ItOrmwat~ system, all IX~iutant $ourcel must be u’K;luded, Prior research hal ihown, that for n~lny
pollutants, Storm,..ater m~y contribute tP.e I~nalier port,on of th~ total poflutant mass discharged from
I storm drax~l-~e system. S=gn~f0cant pollutant sources may ~nclude dW-weather entries
during both ~arrn ~K~ Cold months arK:l snowmelt runoff, in IOO~t~l to conventional ItOrmWltM
associated w~J~ ra,nfalJ. ConseQuently. much less pollution reduction benefit will Occur if
Itormwiler ~ ~ed in I contro~ plan fo~ controihng Storm dra.’~age d~scharge$. This Uler’l Gull
contains I prOt~>cod tO M:lent,fy SOurCes of inappropriate entr~es to Storm drainage lylteml, The
investigations W’ese~ted m this User’s Guide may also ~dentify dhCit point source outfalls that do not
carry stormwater. Obv)ousJy. these ouffalis also need to be onucdled and permitted.
Table I s~m’m~v~as the potential sources of contaminated entrms into storm drainage lyltm.
al~ w~th Itte,r im fk:)w characteristics. The foilovwn9 subsecbo~s sumrn4rize these sources.
J~LlSidentia! and ~1
The most common potential non-sto~’mwater entries wh~h have been identified by a r~view

documented c~4 stuO,as for ommerc~ and res~ent~ a~eas we:
¯ Sardta~’y wastew~te~ sources:

- san~,~’v wastewater (usually untreated) from imWoi:w sow~age connection~, exfiltrafion,

¯ Automob,le maintenance and of)erabon soireeS:

- car ~ wastewatera
- rad~alo~ ~ wastewlter

- eng~e Oe-gr~ waste=
- imwo~er od
- leaky ~lerground storage tanks
¯ Irrigation sources:
- lawn r~noff from over-watering
- d,rect sixay~g of impervious surfaces
¯ Relab~,e~y clean sources:
- wate~ rou~ed from pre-exist’ing springs or
- infi~o’al:~g potable water from lealr3ng water rr~
4
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TABLE 1. POTENTIAL INAPPROPRIATE ENTRIES INTO STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Storm O~a,~

Flow

C.=,’w, ammat~n Category

$o~ce:
~,rect

......
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¯ Other sources:
- laundry wast¯wet¯re
- non-contact cooling water
- metal plating baths
¯ dewar¯ring of constn~’l~on s~tee
- washing of concrete ready-mix Uvcks
¯ suml~ pump d,scharges
¯ improper disposal of ho~sehold toxic substances
¯ spills from roadway and other ~cc~dents
- chemical, hazardous n~terials, garbage, sanitary sludge landfills and disposal
From the above list, sanitary wast¯water is the most significant source of bacteria and oxygen
demanding substances, while ¯~omob,le maintenance and plating baths ¯re the most significant
sources of toxicants. Waste d,scharges associated with the improper disposal of o~1 and household
toxicants tend to be interm,ttent and low volume. These wastes may therefore not reach the
atormwater ouffalls unless ¯rrmd by h~gher flows from another source, or by stormwater during rains.

There are several types of ~rKlustrial dry-weather entries to storm drainage systems. Common
examples include the d,scharge of ooling water, rinse water, other Process wast¯water0 and
wast¯water, industrial pollutant sources tend to be related to the raw materials used, final product,
sad the waste or byproducts created. Guidance on typical discharge characteristics associated with
common industries is given in Secbons 4, 5, and 6.
There is also : high potential for urmuthohzed onnectk)ns within older industries. One reason for
, this is that at the time of ¯n industry’s development, sanitary sewers may not have been in existence,
s~nce early storm drains preceded the development of many sanitary sewer systems. Also ¯ lack of
accurate maps of sanitary and storm drain hnes may lead to confusion as to their pro~er identification.
in addition, when the activities within ¯n industry change or expand, there is a possibility for illicit Or
inadvertent connections, ¯.g., floor drains and other storm drain connections receiving industrial
discharges which should be treated before dlsl:)Osal. Finally, industries processing large volumes of
water may find sanitary sawer flow-carrying capacity inadequate or sanitary sawers located too far
away, leading to improper removal of excess water through the storm drain system.
Continuous processes, e.g., industnal manufacturing, are important potenti¯! sources because
waste streams produced are likely to be constantly flowing. Detection of dry-weather discharges from
these sources ~s therefore made easier, because the continuous and probably undiluted nature of these
discharges is more discern¯hie, e.g., odors produced will be stronger and colors more intense ¯long
with their tracer constituents being more concentrated and more readily detected by sampling.
Intermittent Source_ ¯
The presence of regular, but intermittent, flows will usually be a good indication of contaminated
entries to the Storm drains, and can usually be distinguished from groundwater infiltration flows.
However, as drainage areas increase in size, many intermittent flows will combine to create ¯
continuous composite flow. Examples of possible situations or activities that can produce intermittent
dry-weather flows are:
¯ Wash-up operations at the end of ¯ work shift, or job activity.
¯ Wash-down following irregular accidents and ¯pills.
¯ DiSposal of process batches or hnse water baths.

6
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Over-irrigation of lawns.
¯ Vehicle maintenance, e.g., washing, radiator flushing, and engirm de-greasing.
Industries that operate on a seasonal bas~s, e.g., fruit canning and tOUrism ~n be a ~o~rce of
longer duration intermittent discharges.
Direct Connections to Storm Drair,=
D~rect connections Ire defined in this Guide as physical connections of sanitary, commercial, or
industr=al piping (or channels) carrying untreated or par~al~y treated wastewaters to a ~el)&rete storm
tire=nape syst’em. These connections are usually unauthorized. They may be intentkmal or may be
accidental due to mistaken identification of sanitary aewerlines. They represent the molt ommo~
source of entries to storm drains by industry.
Direct connections can result in continual or intermittent dry-weather entries of contaminants into
the storm drain. Some common situations ere:
¯ Sanitary aewerlines that tie into = storm drain.
¯ Foundation drains or residential sump-pump d~scharges that are fre(luently connected tO |town
dra=ns, Whde this practice may be qu,te appropr=ate in many cases, it can be a source of
contamination when the local groundwater il contaminated, as for example by septic tank
failures.
¯ Commercial laundries and car wash establishments that may route process westswltsre to
storm drains rather than sanitary sewers.
Infiltration to Storm Drains
Inf=ltretion into storm drains most commonly occurs through leaking pipe joints end
connect=one to catch basins and manhole chimneys but can also be due to other ~uses, such
damaged pil)~l and subsidence.
Storm drains, es well as natural drainage channels, can therefore intercept and convey subsurface
groundwater and percolating waters, in many cases, these waters will be uncontaminated end
variable flows due to fluctuations in the level of the water table and percolation from rainfall
Underground potable water main breaks are another potential clean water source to storm drains.
While such occurrences ere not a direct Ix~lution source, they should obviously be corrected.
Groundwater may be contaminated, either in localized areal or on a relatively widespread basis.
In cases where infiltration into the storm drains occurs, it can be a source of excessive contaminant
levels in the storm drains. Potential sources of groundwater contamination include, but ere not limited
to:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Failing or nearby septic tank systems.
Exfiltration from sanitary sewers in poor repair.
Leaking underground (and above-ground) storage tanks (LUST) end pipes.
Landfill seepage.
Hazardous waste disposes sites.
Naturally occurring toxicants and pollutants due to surrounding geological
environment.

Leaks from underground and above-ground storage tanks and pipes are a common source of
and groundwater pollution and may lead to continuously contaminated dry-weather entries. These
situations are usually found in commercial operations such as gasohne service stations, Or industries
involwng the P~ped transfer of process liquids over long distances end the stOrage of large
of fuel, e.g., petroleum refineries.
INVESTIGATION ME’rHODOLOGY
Applying the methodology presented in this User’s Guide will determine if a ston~ (~ra~n out/all
(and drainage system) is affecled by pronounced non-stormwater entries. In many cases, the
information to be collected by using th~s methodology will also result in a description of the most likely
sours.as of these discharges.
Several aspects of thil methodology were derived from the experience of many municipalities that
have previously investigated inappropriate entries into storm drainage systems.
The methodology establishes priorities to identify the areas with the highest potential fOr causing
problems. The investigat,ve procedures then separate the storm drain outfalls into three general
categories (with a known level of conhdence) to identify which outfalls land drainage areas) need
further analyses and ~nvestigations. These categories are outfalls affected by non-ltormwater entries
from: (I) pathogenic or toxic pollutant lources, (2| nuisance Ind aquatic life threatening
sources, and (3) unpolluted water sourCel.
The pathogenic and toxic pollutant sourcl category should be considered the most levere because
it can cause illness upon water contact or consumption and significant water treatment problems for
downstream consumers, especially if the pollutants are soluble metal and organic toxicants. These
pollutants may originate from san,tary, commercial, and industrial wastewater non-stormwater Inthel.
Other residential area sources (besides sanitary wastewater), e.g.. inappropriate household toxic:hi
’ disposal0 automobile engine de-greasing, and excessive use of chemicals Ifertilizers and Pelticides| may
also be considered in this most critical category.
Nuisance and aquatic life threatening pollutant lourcal Cln originate from residential Mill Ir~l
aside from raw sanitary wastewaters may include laundry wastewaters, lawn irrigation runoff,
automobile washwaters, construction site dewatering, and washing of concrete ready-mix tn~ks.
These POllutants can cause excessive dissolved oxygen depletions, and algal growths, tastes and odors
in downstream water supplies, offensive coarse solids and floatables, and noticeably colored, turbid
or odorous waters.
Clean water discharged through storrnwater outfalls can originate from natural springs feeding
urban creeks that have been convened to storm drains, infiltrating groundwater, infiltration from
potable waterline leaks, arc.
Figure I is an outline of the major topics presented in this User’s Guide, and Figure 2 is a
simplified flow chart f~r the detailed methodology. The initial phase of the investigative
includes the initial maPr~ing and field surveys. These activities require minimal effort and result in little
chance of missing a seriously contaminated out’fall. The initial activities are followed by more detailed
watershed surveys to locate and correct the sources of the contamination in the identified problem
areas. After correct,ve action has been taken, repeated out’fall field surveys are required to ensure that
the out’falls remain uncontaminated. Receiving water monitoring should also be conducted to analyze
water quality improvements. If expected improvements are not noted, then additional contaminant
sources ere likely present and additional outfall and watershed surveys are needed.
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MAPPING & PRELIMINARY WATERSHED EVALUATION ISECT]ON 3)
T.
1) Identify receiving waters.
2) Lo~ate all out/sits and associated drainage areas.
3) Compile data on land uses w~thin drainage areas.
SELECTION OF TRACER PARAMETERS (SECTION 4)

"~

1) Select physical and chemical parameters to measu~.
2) Determine suitable analysis techniques and r~mber, of saml:~s
required.
3) Develop librery of potential local ~rce flow ch~acter~stics.

~

INITIAL FIELD SCREENING SAMPUNG ACTIVITIES ISECTION El
1 ) Conduct out/all screening survey for intermittent ~KI onbnuous
flows.
DATA ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY PROBLEM OUTFALL$
AND FLOW COMPONENTS {SECTION
1 ) Simple procedures using checid~sta for Wl~~i rna~x flow
componentS.
2) More detailed analyses
flows will quantify flow componentS.

WATERSHED SURVEYS TO CONFIRM AND LOCATE INAPPROPRIATE
POLLUTANT ENTRIES TO THE STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM (SECTION 7)
1 ) Conduct drainage surveys u~ng tracer p~rarn~ters in
watersheds.
2) Use flow mass balances, dye studies, smoke tests, w~d T.V. surveys
m ~olated drainage

CORRECTIVE TECHNIQUES (SECTION
1 ) Educate public/~ndustry end enforce with
2) Disconnec~ illicit direct connections.
3) W~e spread entries may require regional
storm drainage system as

Figure 1. Outline of major topics presented in this User’s Guide
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RECOMMENDATIONS
This User’s Guide should be used as par1 of a co~’ehensive stormwater management plan which
addresses a!l sources of Stormwater pollution. Correction of I:>Ollutant entr~ei ~dentlhed by use of only
this User’l Guide is unlikely to achieve i significant ~mwovement in the quali~, of Itormwatet
discharges ot receiving waters.
A municipality will need to plan their investigation of inappropriate entries to ¯ storm drayage
system to su,t local cond;t~ons. This User’s Guide describes the issues in luthcienl ~p~ a~ Wov~es
examples to enable the design of I ~el ~nves~gal,on. Greater deled ~nd t~ ~ult/ of
compreh~s~ve demonstration of these W~edures w~tl be gwen in a Iup~(t~ relea~ r~ by
and Lal~ (~bhcat~on pending).
~e fu;! use of all of the applicable pr~edure/~ri~d ~n this User’8 Guide is I;kel~ to ~
f~ luccessful identification of pollutant sources. Attempting to reduce costs, for example by on~
exam~n,ng a ce~l;n class of outfalls, or using in~pprow~ale tesling Pr~urw~, will s;gnificantlv
~ ut~l~ of ~ testing program and result in ~ccurate d&ta. Also cursory data analyses il I~k~y to
reset ~n ;n~curste c~clulionl.
~r~ investigations of non-stormwaler entr~es to stem drainage/Yslems, c~sideration
~ g~ven ~o ~y economic and practical advantages of designating the Ilorm drainage system
om~ ~wer systems and applying end-of-p,~ c~b~ned sewer overflow (CSO) contr~-tteat~nt.
It ~ e~ r~ommended ~at the meth~y (ap~opriately m~ihed) be appl;ed to other
of sewerage systems, such as comb*ned ~ ~a~r/te sanitary sewerege systems, to
~na~Wopr~te en;riel, e.g., untreat~ ~ tox~ mdusu~l wastewaters/wasles or infiltration~nflow (1~)
m ~parate Mn~taW ~wers.
It is r~mended thai this User’s Guide ~ u~ated and refined by incor~ating
ga~ ~n ~ts ePpl~cation. Incor~ration of informat~ fr~ ¯ wide van;ely of te~t l~at~onl (e.g.,
a~ ~rge rwer receiving waters, tidal rKeiving waters, areas experiencing long dw ~ri~s, stem
having s~ summers, areas having unulual grou~wat~ characteristics, etc.) will improve thl
a~ ~ ~Jy~s prot~ols
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SECTION 3
MAPPING AND PRELIMINARY WATERSHED EVALUATION
PURPOSE
An invest,get,on of non-ltormwater entries into ¯ storm drainage system needl to proceed eto~g
I systematic I~t~ of action, which invest,gates areas from high to low Potential for Causing problems.
and focusel in from general outtall screening to pin-pointing pollutant sourcll.
A mll:~ing 0rid evllultion methodology, lie detailed in this section, is required to identify the areas
tO investtgata and to provtde I bas~l to PrK)ritize the areas by potential to contribute non-ltormwlt~"
entr~es into the Storm drainage system.
The data co,acted in this I~ase il important as it forml the basis for the rear of the more data;led
iflvest~gatK)ns, Oescnbed in the subsequent sections of rail Use~a Guide.

MAPPING
TO make th~ exercise as economical end productive el pass;bee, full advantage should be taken
of Iny Ixilttng Ind available information. Dltl gained from existing 8ourcel will need to be
eup~emented vwth information obtained by field investigations. The following summarizes
inforrn~bon re~u~ted. I~kely date sources, and how to obtain the information.
Recaivin~ Wat~ end Storm Sawer
The rec~vmg waters end Itormwetar drainage outfells must be identified and accurately located
on IP~’o~te n’~13s. However records of ¯11 ouffalls Irl hard to locate, and even for those that
be found, the locations of the outfails may not be ~ccurate. It is therefore important that the f’mid
survey described m Section 5 be used to supplement the data collected during this initial stage. As
noted in Sect)on 5, ~ c4n take thrle vLt, ts to s drainage area to find ¯11 (or Ilmost ¯11) outfells.
Passel¯ sources of documented information include:
surveys,
e.U,maps,
sewerdrain
infiitrabon/mftow
(I/I) and sewer system evelual~m
¯ Prev)ous
Cit~ me:orals,
drainage
’ 14nitarv
~nd storm
maps.
¯
suntey (SSES) studies,
¯ To/>ogr~ohic maps.
¯ Existing GiS (Geographic Informabon System) data.
¯ Pre-development stream Iocatk:ms.
¯ D~ainage Oepartment personnel having knowledge of the aria.
¯ Aork~ surveys,
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;n~i~res for Each 0~|11
The drainage area fo~ each ouffall mull be determined and n,.~rked on the rn~p. This will enable
known Potential pollutant SOurce locations to be assigned to the orrect o*J~a;I. S~urces for this
information are storm ¢lra~n mal~s and tOl=<)gralohical mal~S These sf~)~4d
¯
¯
h~ve no greeter than
l>e at ~east I ,. 200’ scale and
¯
5 ft conlour intervals (depend,ng on the steel:~’~e~, of U~
~r Each Outfsll Drainage Are1
Local plenning departments should have detailed zoning rn~l~s of the ~. These maps should
designate reu~lenTial, Commercial, and industrial land uses m each of ~ OqJlta~l Ora~ge areas. In
adcl~t~on, local revenue departments Should have lists of bustness I~e~ses fo~ the e~twe municipality,
bu! they may not be usefully sorled. "[he Public heallh del~rlme~t ~ kr~ow where ~epTic tanks
are used. Aerial phot~raphs can provide useful inf~ma1~on to ~ ~ ~ ~
Historical land uses, es~ilv I~ndhlls a~ industrial areas, ~ ~ ~ ~.
An effective way 1o ~tain this informati~ is Io exami~ ~ ~~,S ~g maps a~ tO
dhve ~o the cr~l~cal areas to conduct reseCtiOnS. The land uses of ~s1 m1~est ~ all i~ustrial,
Commercial, and ~o~ municipal ~tlvlt)es. The acliwt~es ~ ~ c~~ ~eas of most c~em
include veh~cte rela1~ activities (sales, pa~s, service, ~ re~r). ~ ~ ~ cleaning (i~l~i~
hospitals and holels), a~ ~estauranls. The municipal actiwl~s ot ~s1 ~ ~de
limlt~ to: landf,lls, ~s ~rns, 4,t~rls. and ~n,ta~ wastewot~ W~ f~s.
T:ble 2 can ~ u~ to ~entify the I~al industries in e~h ~ ~ ~st bk~y to contri~te
n~-st~mw~ter enttms into th3 stem drainage system. The ~t~ms ~~ m this ~ ~1~
~ad*no and unloading of d~ bulk or hquid materials, OUld~ SI~ ~ W~, water
(C~ling and Pr~ess waters), dust or Particulate generat~ W~esm. ~ ~i~ ~
industrial connect~s. T~ I,kel~h~ of an indust~ pr~ng O~*m~ ~ ~l-~at~ di~r~s
jn each of these caters was rat~ on t~ ~sls of h~h, ~te. ~ ~w ~t~tial
aP~*ca~e if there was ~ re~shi~ event.
~e indust~l cat--s list~ in Table 2 were defin~ ~ ~ ~ 198? St~rd I~
Clas~ficalion Manual c~es (SIC c~e). The industries were la~f~ ~d~ to ~x ~m
The category for "~ I~ustr*es" includes fac*l~t,es inv~ved m ~ W~t~ of f~ ~u~
other basic Oo~s. T~ ~t~o~ of "Material Manufac~url~" ~s ~ ~ustr~s
materials such as Ium~r. ~r, glass, and leather. Simila~y, ~ "~ M~f~includes those industr~s making pr~ucts such as plastics, ~mt~. ~t~ta. f~l~ze~,
and other related subsidies. "Trans~nation and Construct~" ~y c~ ~ di~har~ of
contaminants from bu,~,ng ~ other ~s of guider devei~t. T~ "Rel~" ~t~ i~i~s
establishments enga9~ in t~ sell*no of mercha~Jse ~ offer,ng ~~ mlat~ ~¢es. F~ally,
all other *nOustt,es wh~h d~d ~t fit into any of ~e a~ve cla~f~t~ ~ ~ into
~tego~. ;hose ~ndust~s ~h ~re not s~c;f;cally I~sted s~ ~ ~~ ~s~
industries of the mai~ g~ps with wh~h they are classif~ by SIC ~.
Invest;g~tors ~ ~ke ~re to i~lude any a~a where ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~t~l to ~b~
~llutant sources to a sto~ drainage system. As stated a~ve. ~ ~ ~ ~y ~t ~ ~ver~
by Table 2. Some c~ examples of land u~ areas to ~ ~ Me ~ ~w:
¯ ~ndf~ll areas ~n ~ a source of ~achate and ~11~ ~.
¯ A~rports have a h;gh ~tent~al f~ fuel sp~llage. A~rcrah ~ ~t$. ~ o~r
o~rat~ons, pr~ wastewaters that may ~ d~har~ into ~ s~ ~
/
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TABLE 2. SOURCES OF INDUSTRIAL NON-STORMWATER ENTRIES INTO STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Induel~ial C,,tago~lee
Major Clacsifk:attone

Oul (k)o~"
Stm~e/

~

Pe~t ~le
Proooao

20
201
202
203
204
20~
200
200
¯ -,
4b

2!
22
23

24
26
28
2?
31
32
32
34
3?

Food & Kind~od Pro(lU~|l
MHI Ftoductt
O~ky I~oducto I~ocoaoinl hld~lly
Cermed & Pwae~ved Fn~e
& Ve0el able-,
Grain Mill Pfoductt
Onl’a~V Pwoducte
~ug~r & Confoctlon~y P~O~U~|O
Bovoragee
Tobacco Monufacfuce~
Taxt4e Mill I~oducta
Apporo| & 0thor Finlshe~ IIInYod~l
Made from Feb~Ico
& Siml~r Male~lala
Lumbw & rood P~oducle
Furniture & Fixturee
Pal)e* & Aliied Products
PrmllnO, Pub~bhing, ¯ Ailed Induitdeql
Loather ¯ Loather Pfod~to
81one, Clay, Glass, ¯
Conuolo ~lm;tl
l~imerv Malll Induetrlee
Fabricated MIIll Pfod~:le
Trmellan EqUilm~m

I1~: ,11

Pl’ocoeo

CO~no~tlO~

H
H
H

L
H
H

H
NA
H

H
H
H

H
H
H

L
NA
M

H
H
H

H
N
H

H
M
M

L
NA
NA

11
NA
I.

H
H
M

H
M
H

H
L
L

H
H
H
H

H
M
L
~"

NA
NA
NA
P~

H
NA
H
~

H
M
H
M

M
H
M
M

L
M
H
L

H
H
H
H
H
H

L
M
H
M
H
M

H
NA
H
NA
L
H

NA
NA
H
NA
L
L

M
L
H
M
H
H

H
M
H
H
H
H

L
L
H
L
H
L

H
H
L

M
H
H

H
L
L

H
H
H

H
H
H

H
H
L

H
H
H

¯ Government fac;lities, such is military bases, may store or use polluting materials and hav~
large vehicle maintenance
¯ Agricultursl impacts are lil,~ly to be greater for wet-weather flows, but practices such as
irrigation and drlinage t~les rely also pr~uce d~-weather flows.
F~nally, it is necessa~ to I@~fy 8nd locate ex;sfing perm;~ed d~scharges to streams a~
drainage. The Nat;onal Pollutant ~(.harge Elfin;nat;on System (NPDES) permits, administered by most
states or, if not, by the EPA Reg~o~l Ofhces, conte;n th;s mfo~mat~on for the faculties c~ently ~ving
d~scharge ~rm~ts. Only a small fr~:l~on of all ~n@ustr~es have NPDES permits, as most have ~ d;re~
~astewater @~scharges to waters ~)f the United States. Pr~treatment programs for m~al
treatment plants would also conl~n additional industrial ~nformation.
Other Relevant Information and
It is important that invesfiga~)~ be ~ware of any relevant features or information which may
s~c;f~c to their drainage area and not included specifically m the above subs~t~ons of this User’s
Guide. Exam~es of some ~tems lh~l need to ~ included are d~scussed in this
Information on pre.developm~f~t streams ~nd springs, which may have ~en routed into the
drainage system, w~ll ~d m the ~r)~hcation of natural uncontaminated or ontaminated
~ws.
Inf~mati~ r~ard;ng ~plh 1~ ~he water table w~ll be helpful. If the water table is well ~low
stem dr~m inve~ at ~11 t~mes, then groundwater mfdtrat~on may be less ~mponant as a ~tential so,ca
of dW-weather flow. However, lhe sccumulat~on of percolating shallow groundwater will Sbll ~cur
storm drainage f~ll mate~al snd be ~ potential source of some ~nhltrat~on water. Groundwater condit~s
f~ the study srea may ~ ava~l~l)le from special studies conducte~ by the USGS (U.S. Ge~
Sudsy), the state water ~ency, o~ other sources. Ut~hty construct;on and repair crews and
moving cOmpln~el should know of i~els hiving shallow groundwater. L~II I/I and SSES INdill
include infatuation concerning ihlllow groundwater. Well log dill collected during drilling of wl~
lupply wells, I~ info~abon f~om geotechn~cll ~vesbgit~onl, may Illo ~ useful.
Areas serviced by linitl~ I~werlge Ind areal serviced by septic tanks s~uId ~ determi~
order to ~dent~ the ~reis most hkely tO have d~r~t connect;ons and infiltration sourcel, rel~cbve~.
Either t~il health, sewerage, uld~ty, environmental, or publi works depi~mentl Ih~ld ~
inf~miti~ ~ the I~ltion of thel~
Older residential areas with f~ling infrist~cture (es~c~lly slnila~ sewerage in ~
and high dens~ residential area~ w~lh septic tanks, sh~ld ~ designated is areas with I high
for ~lutant entr~es into the storm drainage

~ELIMINARY WATERSHED EVALUATION
The a~ve a~v~fies should produce maps with complete descriptions of t~ drainage
including oufftll I~afions, NPDES pe(mi~ees, critical land uses, drainage ~undar~es for each
c~w I~mits, major streets, stre/ml, etc. The invest;gators need to classify drainage areas by ~
~tent;al for causing non-stormwa~er entr~es. This mapping ~nformation, together with ~e infor~
to ~ obtained as descr;bed in Se~ons 4 and 5 and analyzed as descr;~d in ~ction 6, ~11 f~ ~
basis Io rank the drainage Ireas m order of priorl~ for further detailed drainage area invesbgl~
(~t~ons 7 and 8).
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The invest;garcon of r~on-stormwater entr;es will have a cost associated
with the Ora~nage system I~ze a~ omplexiw, and with t~ num~ of ~s ~ing investigate. AH
~llutant sources. ,nclu~,ng ~th wet- ana d~-wea~her ~llutant ent~es.
h~ve ~n effective ~mDrovement in the qual~ of the sto~wa~er System d~sc~rge. ~ ~nd McLean
(198~) noted t~t even w~th t~ removal of ~(ectly conn~t~ ~n-st~mwater
originating from industrial ~nd commercial land uses has a h~gh probabd~W of ~vmg un~e~a~e
~llutant loads. It ~u~d therefore ~ prudent, at an early stage
costs of the ~nves;,gat~on ~nd corr~t;ve ~ct~on versus the cost for ~eat~nt of ~ St~water system
d,scharge. T~ class~f,cat~on of the storm dra;n~ge system as a omb~n~ se~, ~ subs~uent
treatment of the flow. may prove to ~ a more econom;cal and ~a~al ~t~ti~.
t~me for Such a rewew would ~ aher the mapping and field scr~n,ng
ostly, and tCme ~sum~ng ~ra,nage system inve/t,gat;on~ into ma~te ~t~water entr~es,
a~ inste~ O~r~t res~rces to ~llu~on
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SECTION 4
SELECTION OF TRACER PARAMETERS
INTRODUCTION
The detection and identification of inap~’opr~ate entr~es requires the Quantification of sl>ecifi¢
character~shcs of the observed ~tfell baseflow, The characteriStiCS of ~St ~nterest s~uld
rellt,vely un,que for each ~tenhal flow ~rce. Th~l w~ll enable the ~ese~e of e~h f~w Iourcl to
~ noted, based on the p~esence (or abse~e) of these unique char~tenst~s. T~ ~l~t~
character*st,ca are term~ tracers, ~lu~ ~ey have ~en ~lected to e~ble me ~entif~at~ of
8~rcel of these waterl.
One apWoach presented ~n this U~r’l G~de is ~sed ~ the ident;f,cat~ a~ quantificab~ of
clean basefiow and contaminated c~ents. If t~ relahve amounls of ~tent;al ~ents Ire
known, then the ~m~ance of the baseflow can ~ determined. As In examgle.
mostly uncontaminated groundwater. ~t ~ta~ns 5 ~rcent raw Ian~taW wastewater,
likely implant source of path~en~ b~ter~a. ;yp~al raw Mn~ta~ wastewater Garamters (e.g.,
~ suspended solids) would ~ ~n low c~entrat~ons and the sanitary wastewater source w~ld
d~fhcult to detect. Fecal coliform bacter;a ~as~ements wou;d not held m~h ~au~
from many ~ss~ble I~rces. Ex~ns~ve s~f~ ~t~er~ ~alurementl ~ ~ ~ tO det~t
t~ prob~m directly.
~ i~l ~M I~M have ~ f~o~
¯ S~nificant differe~e in c~en~at~s ~t~n ~ssi~e ~llutant
¯ Sm~ll variations in c~trat;~s wl~,n e~h i~kely ~llutant s~rce
¯ A conservative ~hav~ (i.e., ~ s~n~f~nt concentration change d~ to ~y~l, ~m~
¯ Ease of masur~ent ~th ~uate ~t~ limits, g~ sensitW~, ~
In ~ to ~b~ triers ~tmg ~ a~ chtetia, litera~re ~ar~eri~ng ~tenfial
m~ro~ate entr~es rote stem drainage systems was examined. Several ca~ st~es ~ich ~entifi~
W~edures us~ by individual municipalities ~ r~onal agencies were also examine. ~ough most
of t~ ~nvest~gations resoled to ex~ns~ve and t~me consuming smoke ~ dye testing
~iv~dual ~li*c~t ~llutant entr~es, a few prov~0~ Snformahon regarding test parameters ~ u~s. ~ese
~reening tests were proven useful in ~nt~fy~ng drainage systems with Woblems ~f~e
and dye tests were us~. The case stud,s al~ reveal~ the ty~s of ill~t ~iutant ~s most
c~monly f~nd in storm drainage systems.
~is list of ~tential illicit s~rces (m ~ 2) I~ to 8 search f~ mf~at;~ r~ard;~
chemical and physical characteristics of t~ s~c;f;c flows. Th~s search yielded ~p;~l chara~ehsfi~
for sanita~ wastewater, septic tank effluent, co~n~rated laundries a~ ~r wash effl~n~
as ~table water and "natural waters’. Th~s mforma~on, along wdh s~f;cs obta~ fr~
studies, provided the basis for sel~t;ng ~rameters for further s~uOy. S~c~fic analyses w~ll
tO ~den~ ~e characteristics of I~1 ~tent~l ~nappropr~ate entr~es a~ ~~t~
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The odor of a discharge can vary w~dely and sometimes d,rectly reflects the source of
~tamlnabon. industrial dry-weather discharges will often cause the flow to smell like a particular
spo,ied pro~luct, oil, gasoline, specific chemical, o( solvent. As ¯n example, for many industries, the
Oecompos~on of organic wastes in the discharge w:;I release suihde compounds into the air above the
tow ~n the sewer, creating an intense Smell of ro~len egg:;. In Particular, industries involved 0n the
I~’oduc~on of meats, da*ry products, end the preservation ot vegetables or fruits, ere commonly found
to O,s~:harge organi materials into storm drains. As these organi materials spoil and decay, the sulfide
WoOuct,on creates this highly apparent and unpleasant smell. S~gnificant s&r~f~ wastewater
contr,butJons to ¯ dry-weather flow will also cause P~’onounced and distinctive

Color is another important indicator of inappropr~te discharges, especially from industrial sources.
industr~al Ory-weather d~scharges can have various olors. Dark colors, such as brown, gray, or b~ack.
ate most common. For instance, the color contributed by meat processing industries is usually ¯ deep
redd,sh-brown. Paper mill wastes are also brown. In contrast, text,le wastes are varied. Other" ~ntense
COlOrS. such as plating-mill wastes, are often yellow. ~Vash,ng of work areas in cement and stone
working plants can cause cloudy dry-weather dtscharges Potential dry-weather sources causing
var0ous colored contaminated waters from industrial areas ,n¢lude process Walers (slug or continuous
O,scharges), equipment end work area cleaning water discharged to floor drains, end st~lls dunng
lo~,ng operations (and subsequent washing of the material into the storm drains).
Twt~d~t~Turl~dity of water is often affected by the degree of gross contamination. Dry-weather industrial
flows w,th moderate turbid;t’y can be cloudy, while h,ghly turbid flows can be opaque. H~gh t~ty
~ often a characteristic of undduted dry-weather ,’tdustrlal d,scharges, such as those coming
some o~bnual flow sources, or some intermittent s~lls. Sanitary westawatar is also often ck~ in

Temperature measurements may be useful in s~tuat)ons where the screening ~v~bes
¢¢rtducted during cold months, or in areas having ~dustr~41 activiw. It may be possible to k:lentify err
out’fall that is grossly contaminated with sanitary wastewater or cooling water during cold wea~ and
possil~y to conduct ¯ rough heat balance. Both san,tary weatawatar and cooling water c~
substantmlly increase outfall discharge temperature.s. Elevated baseflow temperatures (compared to
baseflows at other outfalls being screened) could be ~n m(llcetor of substantial ontaminabon by these
warmer so~rce flows.
A contaminated flow may also contain fioatables (flo~ting solids or liquids). Evaluation of floatables
often leads to the identity of the source of industnal or sanitary wastewatar pollution, since these
~bstances are usually direct products or byproducts of the manufacturing process, or distinctive of
sanitary wastewater. Fig¯tables of industrial origin may ~nclude substances such as animal fa~, spoiled
foocl Products, oils, plant parts, solvents, Sawdust, foams, packing materials, or fuel; where~s
floatab~es m sanitary wastewater include fecal matter, sanitary napkins, and condoms.
Deposes and StainsDeposits and stains (residue) refer to any type of coating which remains after a nort-stormwate~
discharge has ceased. They will cover the area surrounOing the outfall and ere usually of ¯ dark okx.
Deposits and stains oflen will contain fragments of fig¯table substances and, at ~Jmes, take the form
of a crystaliine or amorphous powder. These situations are ,iiu~trated by the grayish-black depos~ that
contain fragments of animal flesh and hair which often are PrOduced by leather tanneries, or the whit~
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crystalline powder wh~h cornmonly coats sewer duff¯lie d~e to r~rogenous fertilizer wastes.
VegetationVegetation su~ouncl~ng an out’fall may ~how the effects of mtermh.’~ent or random non-stormw¯ter
discharges. Industrial pollutants will often cause ¯ Substantial slterst~on in the chemical composition1
and pH of the d,scharge. This alteration wdl affect p~,n! growlh, even when the source of
ontamination is intermittent. For example, decaying org~n,C mater,als coming from ver~)us food
pro<luct wastes could cause an ,ncrease in plant I,fe. In conlr~sto the d,Sch~rge of che~tiCal dyes and
inorganic ptgments from textile mi}ls could notlceabl¥ stun! plant growth, as these dry-we¯that,
discharges are often acidic. In either case. when the industrial pollut~o~ co~st~tuent in the flow ceases,
the vegetal;On surrounding the outfall wdl continue to show the effects of the COnteminatiOrt.
In order to ~ccurately judge if the vegetation surround,ng en o~t’falt ~s normal, the observer must
take into account the current weather cond,t~ons, as well Is the brne of year in the ¯rea. Thus,
flourishing or inhd:~ted ~ant growth, as well ¯s dead end decaying plant I, fe, ere all sions of pollution
or scouring flows when the condition of the vegetation beyond the our/all contrasts with the plant
conditions near the OUT/ell. It iS important not to confuse the adverse effects of high storm-induced
flows on vegetation w~th highly toxic dry-weather intermr~tent flows. Poor I~ant growth could be
associated w~th scounng flows occurring during storms.
Damage to Sewerage/Ouffell Structure-Sewerage structural damage is another readily visible md~at~>n of both continual and Interrn~ttent
industrial dry-weather d,scharge COntain,natron. Cracking, deterioration, and spelling of concrete or
peeling of sur/ace ps,nt, occurring at an outfall ere usually caused by severely contaminated
discharges, usually of industrial origin. These contaminants ere usu4|ly ~ acidic Or basic in nature.
For instance, w~mary metal mdustnes have ¯ strong potential for Causing sewerage ¯trt~lursl
because their batch dumps ere highly acidic. However ~;onlus~on ~s possible due to the effects ~
¯ construction, hydrauli scour, end old age may have h~d on the court,on of the outfall structwe
sewerage system.
Chemical Parameters
Chemical tests ere needed to supplement the above ~escr~bed physial inspection per|meters.
Chemical tests ere needed to Quantify the approximate components of a m~xture ¯t the OUtfsll. In most
cases, dry-weather d~scherges are made up of many separate source flows (e.g., potable water,
groundwater¯, san,tary we¯taw¯tar, end automobile weshweters). Statistical analyses of the chemical
test results can be used to estimate the relative magnitudes of the venous flow sources (as deathbed
in Secbon 6 of th~s Gu*de|.
Specific ConductivitySpecific conductivi~ can be used as an indicator of dissolved sol~ds. Specific conducbv~y
measurements can be conducted with relative ease in the bald, wh~e dissolved solids measurements
must be made ~n ¯ labo~eto~/.
The literature indicates that variation in specific condt),.-’l~viW measurements between water
wastewater sources could be substantial enough to ind~cat~ the source of dry-weather flow in the
storm drainage system. Specific conductance was judged to be ¯ reliable and Quick field indicatOr of
general outfall contamination in Toronto IGLA 1983). Ol~wved levels ranged from 25 to 100,000
.uS/cm (microS~emens per cm). Specific conOuctivity levels ~ess than 1000//S/cm indicated ~gnificant
levels of rainwater in the drainage. Specific conductivit~ can be measured Quicldy, easily end che~.
For these reasons, it was selected as a Parameter fOr further
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Fluoride concentration should be ¯ rel~ble indicator of potable water where fluoride ~evels in the
raw water supply are adjusted to consistent levels and where groundwater has low to non-measurable
natural fluoride levels, it is common pract,ce for communities to add fluoride to mun~i~l waters to
~ml)rove dental health. Concentrat,ons of total fluoride in fluocide treated potable waters are usually
in the range of 1.0 to 2.5 togA..
Fluoride measurements have often been used to distinguish treated w~ters
During the Allen Creek dra,nage study (Schmidt and Sl)encer 1986), the fluoride ~~e~trat~)ne of
dry-weather flows at ou~falls were un(~etectable after most of the known ,mpro~. onnections to
storm drains were el,re,naiad. Very few of tl~ese imDro~er connections were of 8e~ry wastewatar
to the storm clra,nage. Apparently, most Of the non-stormwater d,scharges were trsatad l~oLable water.
HardnessHardness may also be useful in distinguishing between natural end treated waters (like fluoride),
as well as between clean treated waters and waters that have been aub~ected to domestic use.
The hardness of waters verms cons~rably from place to place, with groundwater~ generally being
harder than surface waters. Natural sources of hardness are bmestones which are dissolved by
percolating rainwater made acid by d~ssolved carbon dioxide. Information regarding the average
hardness of Potable water as well as k~al groundwater and surface waters should be readily available
wherever a publi water supi~y system exists.
Ammonia/Ammonium_
As part of the nitrogen cycle, ammonia ~s produced by the decay of organic r~trogen compounds.
Ammonia may then be broken down. forming nitrites and nitrates. The presence or absence of
ammonia (NH3), or ammonium K)n (NH4 + ). has been ommonly used as a chemical indicator for
pr~or~tizmg sanitary wastewater cross-connectmn drainage problems. Correlations between elimination
of improper sanitary wastewater cross-connections into storm drainage and reduced numbers of storm
dra.nage out/ells with ammon.a present were noted in Fort Worth (Falkenbury 1
and Hoff~suir T 988). D~nng studies in Toronto (GLA ! 983L more "problem" storm drain out’falls I~d
high ammonia concentrat:ons (> | mg/1,) than any other single Parameter, except TKN. During the
Huron River (Michigan) study (Washtanaw Co. 1987 and 1988; Murray 1985), ammonia levels were
found to be greater at all "problem" storm drain out/ells than at contrbl iocabons. However, the Alien
Creek (Michigan) Drainage study (Schm~dt and Spencer ! 986| rePorted that with 92 percent of the
improper non-stormwater entries to storm drains eliminated, the ammonia concentrations did not
change significantly (all were about 0.44 rag/L). However, very few of these c~oas-onnection
eliminations were for sanitary wastewate~. Ammonia should be useful m identifying sanitary wastes
and distinguishing them from omrnercml water usage.

Large increases of Potassium concentrations have been noted for sanitary wastewater compared
to potable water during studies in California (Evans 1968), Virginia (Hypes, etal. 1975), and Bn~ssals,
Belgium (Verbenck, ~ 1990). These Potassium increases following dornest~c water usage s~ggest
its Potential as a tracer parameter.
Surfectants and FIuorescenceSurfactsnts are discharged from household and industhal laundering and other lear~ng ol:~rabons.
In the United States, anionic surfactants are commonly used in detergents and ~ccount for
approximately two thirds of the total surfactants used. Anionic :urfactants are commonly measured
as Methylene B~ue Active Substances (MSASL in raw sanitary wastewaters, surf~"tants generally
range from 1 to 20 mg/L, while natural waters usually have surfactant oncentra~xts bek)w O. I mg/L
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TABLE 3. SIGNIFICANT CHEMICALS IN INDUSTRIAL WASTLrWATER$

Acetic acid
Alkalies
Ammonia
Arsenic
Chlorine
Chromium
Cadmium
Citric acid
Col)per
Cyanides
Fats, oils
Fluorides
Forms!in
Hydrocarbons
Hydrogen l)eroxide
Lead
Marcel)tans
Mineral acids
Nickel
Nitro compounds
Organic acids
Phenols
Silver
Starch
Sugars
Sulfides
Sulfitas
Tannic acid
Tartaric acid
Zinc

Acetate rayon, pickle and be~troot manuf~%Nl.
Cotton and Itrew kier~ng, cotton manufacture, mercerizing,
wool scouring, and iaundnes.
Gas. coke, and chemical manufacture.
Sheel)-dq~l)ing, and felt mongering.
Laundries, l)aper mills, and texlile b~eaching.
Plating, chrome tanning, and ~luminum anodizing.
Plating.
Sofl drinks and citrus frt~t proclssing.
Plating, l)ickling, and rayon manuflcture.
Plating. metal cleaning, case-hardening, end
manufacture.
Wool scouring, leundhes0 textiles,end ~l refineries.
Gas. coke, and chem.cal manufacture, fertilizer Plants,
transastor manufacture, metal refining, ceramk: l)llntlo Ind
glass etching.
Manufacture of synthetic resh’m
Petrochemical end rubt>M lactoses.
Textile bleach;ng, and rocket motor testing.
Batlery manufacture, lea<l mining, paint mlnuf~,’ture, and
gasohne manufacture.
Oil refining, and pull)
Chemical manufacture, mines, Fe and Cu l)~clding, brewing,
textiles, photo-engraving, and battery manuf~lwe.
Plating.
ExPlosivel and chemical world.
Distilleries and fermentation plantl.
Gas and coke manufacture, syntheth: rein rn~nufacture,
textiles, tanneries, tar, chemK:al, and dye manuf~,’-ture and
Plating, and photography.
Food, textile, end wallpaper manufacture.
Dairies, foods, sugar refining, and preserves.
Textiles, tanneries, gas manufacture° and rayon
manufacture.
Wood process, viscose manufacture, end ble~:h~ng.
Tanning, and sawmills.
Dyeing, wine, leather, and chemical manufacture.
Galvanizing, plating, viscose manufacture, end rubbM

Source: Van der Leaden, ~. 1990.
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Toxicit~ Screenino Test,
In addition to the P~lrameters described above, relative toxicity can be an important ouffall
screening parameter. Short-term toxicity tests, such as the M~crotoxTM test (from M~crob;cs) are
valuable for quickly and cheaply assessing the relative toxicity (to a selected test organism) of different
storm drain baseflows. These tests can be used to ~dent~fy outfalls that contain flows ~n the most
serious (toxic) category and that require imme(hate investigation. These tests are also very useful in
identifying hkely sources of toxicants to the drainage system by ut~hzing a toxicity reduction evaluation
(TRE) procedure in the tire,nags system. If an outfall contains a highly toxic flow, then spec.-hc metallic
and o~gan~c toxicants can be analyzed to support source Klentification.

"l"

TRACER CHARACTERISTICS OF SOURCE FLOWS

"~"

Table 4 summarizes the relative COnCentrations of tracer parameters in source flows. The unique
"fingerprints" of each flow category shown can be used to identify the flow components, as shown
in Section 6. This table also contains redundancies, (e.g., potassium and ammonia) to help identify
sanitary wastewater and septic tank effluent. Fluoride and hardness are similarly used to identify
treated potable water and $urfactsnt (MBAS) and fluorescent measurements are used to identify
washwatars.
Table 6 is a summary of the tracer parameter concentrations found in Birmingham, Alabama, from
April 1991 to September 1992. This table is I summary of the "l~brary" that describes the tracer
conditions for each potent,el source category. The important information shown on this table includel
the median and coefhcient of variation (COV) values for each tracer parameter for etch source
category. The COV is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. A low COV value *ridicate$ e
smaller spread of data compared to a data set having a large COV value. It is apparent that some of
the abstracted and general,zeal relatK)nships shown on Table 4 d~d not exist during the demonstration
project. This stresses the need for obtaining local data describing I~kely source flows.
The fluorescence values shown on Table 5 are direct measurements from the TurnerTM (Model
111 ) fluorometer having general purpose fdters and lamps and at the least sensitive setl~g (number
1 aperture). The toxicity screening test results are expressed as the toxicity response noted after 25
minutes of exposure. The M,crotox’" unit measures the I,ght output from phosphorescent algae. The
I~ value is the percentage I,ght output decrease observed after 2,5 minutes of exposure to the sample.
if an outfall sample has a very high I,ght reduction value, it is typically subjected to additional organic
and metallic toxicant tests. Fresh potable water has a relatively high response because of the Chlorine
levels present. Aged, or dechiorinated, potable water has much smaller toxicity responses.
Appropriate tracers are characterized by having significantly different concentrations in flow
source categories requiring identification. In addition, effective tracers also need low COV values within
each flow category. Table 4 indicates the expected changes in concentrations per category and Table
5 indicates how these expectations compared with the results of an extensive local sampling effort.
The study indicated that the COV values were Quite low for each category, with the exception of
chlorine, which had much greater COV values. The high chlorine COV values reinforce what was
previously indicated (under Total Available Chlorine), that chlorine is not recommended as a
quantitative tracer to estimate the flow components. Similar data must be collected in each community
where these procedures are to be used. The following subsection discusses how the number of
samples needed per category can be estimated.
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TABLE 4. FIELD SURVEI PARAMETERS ANO ASSOCIATED NON-STORMWATER FLOW SOURCE CATEGORIES
Para~t~

Natu*al
Warm

Potable
Wat~

San~ta~lf
Wast~at~

Sept~;
Ta~
Effl~t

~us.
Wat~

Wash.
Wate~

R~se
Ware,

I,~o.
Water

+

+

+1".

+

+

+

Fl~rides
~

Polass~um
Ammonia
Odo~
~olo~
Clarity
~
Floatables
~

+
+

Vegetation C~nge
~lr~tur~l O~mage

Tem~atme
+I-

~TE:
+ F ~I vlriab~

+

+

+

+l-

+

+1-

+l-

TABLE 5. TRACER CONCENTRATION FOUND IN BIRMINGHAM. ALARAMA WATERS
(MEAN. STANDARD DEVIATION AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION. COV)
Spring
Water

~"
"

!
:,
¯
"

Treated
Potable
Water

Laundry
Wastewater

Sanitary
Wastewater

Septic
Tank
Effl.

Car
Washwater

Radiato~
Flush
Water

1200
130
0.11

22,000
950
0.04

Fluorescence
I% scale)

6.8
2.9
0.43

4.6
0.35
0.08

1020
125
0.12

250
50
0.20

430
100
0.23

Potassium
(mg/t.)

0.73
0.070
0.10

1.6
0.059
0.04

3.5
0.38
0.11

6.0
1.4
0.23

20
9.5
0.47

43
16
0.37

2800
375
0.13

Ammonia
(rag/L)

0.009
0.016
1.7

0.028
0.006
0.23

0.82
0.12
0.14

10
3.3
0.34

90
40
0.44

0.24
0.066
0.28

0.03
0.01
0.3

Fluoride
(rag/L)

0.031
0.027
0.87

0.97
0.014
0.02

33
13
0.38

0.77
0.17
0.23

0.99
0.33
0.33

12
2.4
0.20

150
24
0.16

Toxicity
(% light
decrease
eher 25 mln.,
I~)

<5
n/a
n/a

47
20
0.44

99.9
<1
n/a

43
26
0.59

99.9
<1

99.9
<

99.9

Surfactsnts
(mg/L IS
MBAS)

<0.5
nil
nil

<0.5
nil
nil

27
6.7
0.25

1.5
1.2
0.82

3.1
4.8
1.5

49
5.1
O. 11

15
1.6
0.11

Hardness
(rag/L)

240
7.8
0.03

49
1.4
0.03

14
8.0
0.57

140
15
0.11

235
150
0.64

160
9.2
0.06

50
1.5
0.03

pH
(pH units)

7.0
0.05

6.9
0.29

9.1
0.35

0.04

7.!
0.13

0.02

6.8
0.34

0.05

6.7
0.22

0.03

7.0
0.39

Color
(color units)

<1
n/a
n/a

<1
n/a
n/a

47
12
0.27

38
21
0.55

59
25
0.41

220
78
0.35

3000
44
0.02

Chlorine
(mg/L)

0.003
0.005
1.6

0.88
0.60
0.68

0.40
0.10
0.26

0.014
0.020
1.4

0.013
0.013
1.0

0.070
0.080
1.1

0.03
0.016
0.52

Spec.
Conduct.
~uS/cm)

300
12
0.04

110
1.1
0.01

560
120
0.21

420
55
0.13

430
311
0.72

485
29
0.06

3300
700
0.22

Number of
Samples

10

10

10

36

9

I0

10

0.01

0.04

0.0
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Understanding the mechanisms affecting the non-stormwater sources leg., time of day, season,
area of town. ~YI:~ and magn,tu~e of land use actiwt~es, etc.) ~nd obtaining ~ ~ela~ly large dat~
I;~a~ f~ the source flow tracer ~centrat;ons ~s ve~ implant and ~ ~ ¯ s;gn,ficant
of a d~-wea~er flow s~r~ ~nt,t,Cati~ ~Oj~t.

SELE~ION OF ANAL~I~L ME~ODS
The ~l~ion of ~e anal~al W~edure to ~ used ~l de~ndent ~ a ~ of f~,
(m ~der of
¯ freedom f~
¯ low os~ Ind O~
¯ m~n;mll O~rat~ tram~ ~ulr~
~ following su~s~i~s d~scuss these requirements ~nd present ~ r~~
pr~edures. Tracer character~st~-s ~n potential I~al source flows aff~l most of these
Therefore, ~e suogest~ o~lyt~cel pr~edurea may not ~ the ~st ost-eff~ti~ f~ oil areas.
~tection Limit Reouirementw
In ~dM to identi~ ~ten~l ~n-stormwater 6~rceB, it II n~essaW to have ~ ~sic ~o~
o~t each ~tent~al s~rce f~w. A~ shown earlier, ¯ significant sampling lad e~lyl~s effo~ ~ ne~
to devel~ o libraw of I~rc~ flow tracer concentrations. The COVs o~ ~ans of the tr~M
c~centrat~s are ~ded to eli,mate the detection.kmits required by t~ a~l~al W~urol.
~ere ore I n~ of ~ff~nt ~l of det~ti~ limitl defin~ f~ ~at~ use. Moat
instrument manufactures Wesent a minimum readable value ol the inst~nt ~tect~ limit (IDL)
their I~clhcationl f~ limp~ test k~tl. The ulual definition ~ IDL, however, is ¯ ~entrltion ~t
Woduces I s~gnal to ~ rat~o of f~. The method detection limit (MDL) is I ~e conse~otive
and is estabhshed f~ ~e c~plete ~eparltion and analysis pr~edure. The Ptact~al quantification
(POL) is h~gher yet a~ is ~f~ as a routinely achievable detecti~ ~;t with a relatively g~
~ain~ that any reded val~ ~l rehable. Standard MethoO! (APHA, ~ 1989) estimates that
relationshi~ ~tw~n these detKt,~ limits is approximately: IDL:MDL:PQL . 1:4:20. Therefore,
~tect~n I~m~t shown in much of the ma,~acturer’/literature is much less t~n w~t w~ld N
by ~st a~l~ical la~ot~s.
~ouse of the ~r~ni~ ~tu~ of the oufflll field luweyl, ~e instant det~i~ capabiliti~
Ire approp(iate f~ ~e ~t~y descried in this Users’ Guide. The ~rger u~trollable
associated with ~ta;n;ng representative outfall samples and in ~ va~ti~s of ~e
concentrations in the ~tent~l source flows would tend to diminish ~ signif~a~e of ~
oss~t~ with readi~ ~entrat~on values fr~ the inst~mont that are Io~ ~n ~e ~.
A quick (and c~ative) ell,mate of the needed detection limit ~n ~ ~ by ~ly ~o~
~e median concentration and the concentration variation of the racer in ~ ~ast contaminat~
om~nent flow. Any amount of a~)other component having a greater Ulcer c~entration will i~rea~
~e tracer concentration of the m,~ture. By ignoring this increase, minimum det~tion limits con N
estimated ~sed on ~e numerous probabdi~ calculations Present~ in ~ ~ckgr~
proje~ re~ (Pi~ a~ ~r Put,cat,on ~nding):
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COV velu~:
<0.5 Ilow|
0.5 to 1.25 (medium)
¯ 1.25 (high)

Multiplier for detection limit:
0.8
0.23
0.12

As an example, if the base(low tracer has a low COV (<0.5), then the satiated r~ detection
limit is about 0.8 t,mes the median tracer or~centration.
More than 80 percent of the libraw categor,es (source flows and tracers) exan~ned i~ Bm, ni~gh¯m,
Alabama during the demonstration of these procedures (shown on Table 5) hid low COV vak~es. About
15 Percent ha(J meChum COV values, and about 5 Percent had h~gh COV values. Free av~lab;e chlorine
had medium or h~gh COV values for almost ¯Is source categories. Thil il I m~or reason why Chlorine
is not used quant~tatwely 1o identify sourc,, flow components in out(all samples. Chk:~ne is used in
simile; manner ¯s an aesthetic parameter (e.g.. turbidity or odor). If high Chlor~r~ once~trat~Onl are
found at the out(all (greater than Ibout 0.5 rag/L|, then a major treated Potable water leak is likely
associated with the dry-weather flow.
Table 6 Iisll the delection limit requirements for the tracer Perimeter concefltrlt~o~l found during
the B, rmingham, Alabama. demonstration prolect. The recommended ¯n¯lyl~cal methodl Mt~sfy molt
of the required detect,on I,m,tl, except for ammonia end lurfactants in Ipriflo wirer ¢nd lurfactantl
in potable water. The spring water ¯mmon0a concentrations were about egual to the detection limit,
but because the v¯r,¯tlon in the emmon~ concentration¯ were so large, a much lower detection limit
would be Preferable.
Figurel 4 through 7 ere wobability I)~Ot¯ showing the required analyl~~l det~-l~)n limits for
mixtures of two source ere¯ flows both having low COV values (similar to the meionw of exl:)ected
conditions). P~tt end L¯lor (oubl~cation pend0ng) present similar plots for all bo¯s~b~e com~nafionl of
COV values. "~hele hgufes ¯how four curves corresponding to four mixturel. PERIO0 is for a 100
percent solution of the flow having the h~gher tracer oncentration, PER50 is for a ¯o~ut,on having
percent each of two component¯, PER 15 is for a solution of 15 percent of the c~t having the
higher tracer concentration end 8.5 percent of the comPonent hav~ng the lower tracer co~¢entr¯t~on,
wh~le PER0 is ¯ solution only made of the component having the lower tracer oncentration. Figure 4
is for two components that have mean concentrations differing by 1.33 times. Ffgure 5 is for a mix~Jre
where the component mean concentrit,ons d~ffer by five times, F~gure 6 is for two components with
mean concentrations differing by 20 t~mes, and Figure 7 is for two components w~th mean
concentrations d~ffering by 75 braes. Each figure Shows the detection limit¯, relatwe to the lower bale
concentrations, for different probab~liW of detection value¯. The detection limits ;equ~red are reduced
significantly as the means of the tracer components differ by greater amounts, el4)ec~lly for
probabilities of detection.
For example, if the two tracer mean concentrations vary by about five times (e.g.. treated potable
water and aan,|ary wastewater potassium concentrations from Table 5) and ¯ mix~ur~ of 15 percent
sanitary wastewater and 85 percent potable water needs to be identified w~th a 90 percent
of detection, the re¢luired detectK)n limit would be about:
1.4 Ifactor from Fig.5] x 1.6mg/I |Potassium in treated Potable water Table 5] - 2.2
The more conservative approach stated above would result ~n a minimum detectk)n ~ of:
0.8 Ifactor for COV < 0.5] x 1.6mg~I - 1.2 mg/L
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TABLE 6. DETECTION UMIT REQUIREMENTS FOR TRACER CONCENTRATIONS FOUND IN

V

BIRMINGHAM. ALABAMA WATERS
0

Tracer Parameter
and
Unita

Median Co~. (moil.) of Least
Contaminated
Sources: median (COV)

Re~luired
Detection Limit

Available
Detection
limit~,

Fluorescence
% of full scale

Potable water: 4.6 (0.08)
Spring water: 6.8 (0.43)

3.7
5.4

0.1

Potassium
mg/L

SI)ring wa:er: 0.73 (0.10)
Potable water: 1.6 (0.04l

0.58
1.3

0.01

Ammonia
mo/L

Spring water: 0.01 (1.7)
Potable and Radiato~ water:
0.03 (0.23)

0.001
0.024

0.01

Fluoride
mo/L

Spring water: 0.031 (0.87)
Sanitary wastawatar: 0.77
(0.23)

0.01
0.62

0.01

Surfactanta
mo/L II MBAS

Spring and PotalNo water: < 1
Sanitary wastawatar: 1.5
(0.82)

0.35

Hardness
mg/L as CaCO~

Laundry water: 14 10.57)
Potable ~I r~liato~ water:,
49 (0.03)

3.2
39

Co,or
HACHTM OIO~
unit~

Spring and Potable water: < 1
Sanitary wastewater: 38
(0.55)

8.7

Soecific
Conductivity
#S/cm

Potable water:. 110 (0.01)
Sphng wa~e~. 300 (0.04)

88
240

L

0.01

1

-----1

10

/
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Even with the above analytical requirements satisfied, it may still be diHicult to precisely estimate
the degree of contamination, especially for low contamination levels and for high COVe. The rat~o of
the tracer concentration in the ontamlnat,ng Iource flow to the tracer concentration in the cleaner
baseflow must increase as the desire to detect smaller contaminating source flows is required. Listed
below, for 90 percent confidence levels and low COV values, are percentages of source flow in the
baseflow and the corresponding m~n~mum concentrat,on ratios (source to clean baliflow UlCer
concentrations) required for the detection of the source flow contamination of the bal~flow.
Percent of Source Flow
Contamination in Baseflow:

1%
5%
10%

2S%
35%
50%

Required concentration
(low COV values):

50
10
7

3
1.5
1.2

As an example, the median tracer concentration in the contaminating source flow must be about
10 times greater than the mad,an tracer concentration in the cleaner beseflow to detect a five percent
source flow contamination of the baseflow. If the tracer COV values are "medium" or "h~gh’, then the
required concentration difh~rences are much greater {up tO 250 times difference in oncentrationl may
be required).
Therefore, the differences in tracer concentrations must be quite large, and the COVe quite
in order to have confident estimates of low levels (percentages) of contaminating source flows. Few
tracers exhibit such a wide range in characteristics between source flow and baseflow categories. Th|l
is the main reason why the use of multiple tracers for source flow identification is important. Some
tracers may not uniformly produce good estimates of contaminating source flow levels, but the use
of redundant tracers for the lima decision le.g., ammonia and potassium to identity sanitary
wastewster; fluorides and hardness to identify treated potable water; and surfactanta and fluorescence
to identify wash waters) and good est~nates of local contaminant characteristics, will minimize these
The actual minimum level of contaminatin0 source flow that will be detectable will be dependent
on the analytical precision, as discul~ed nexl.
Reouired Semele Analvtica!
The repeatability of the analytical method is an important onsideratior~ in its selection. Precision,
as defined in Standard Metho~,~ IAPHA, ~ 1989), is a measure of the closeness with which multiple
analyses of a given sample agree with each other, it is determined by repeated analyses of a stable
standard, conducting replicate analyses on the samples, or by analyzing known standard Idditionl to
samples. Precision is expressed as the standard deviation of the multiple analysis results.
Figure 8 is I summary of the probability plots from Pi~ and Laser (publication pending) and
indicates the needed analytical precision (repeatability) as ¯ fraction of the median tracer concentration
(i.e., the flow with the lower tracer concentration) to resolve one percent contamination of the
baseflow by the source flow, at a 90 percent confidence level. This figure was developed for COV
values of the tracer parameters in the contaminating flows ranging from O. 16 to 1.67.
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If the available an~lylical precision is worse than these required values, then small contamina~,,,g
fl~w levels may not I:~ 0erected. Therefore, even with adequate analytical detection limits,
analytical precfs,on may not allow adequate ~entihcation of low levels of contamirmting flow. In
cases, ~t is expected that a contaminating flow level of just a few percent can Cause ~gnificant
¯ nd p~thogen~c problems. Examples ~nclude g~sohne sp~ils, d~rect c~nect~s of
w&stewater, ~nd met~l pl~tmg bath w&stew~ter~.
If the tracer c~cen~ns of the flow com~nen~s ~re close in vilue ~nd t~
concentra1~ns ~re h~gh, then ~ w~ll be ve~ d~fficul~ to ~O~u~ely ~scern flow
contrasL ~f t~ tracer c~entr~t~ons of ~he flow comments ire w~dely d~f~er~l
van~b~ht~es, then much smaller levels of c~t&m~n~t~ng flows could ~ @erected. As ~n ~xsm~,
me0~n contaminant tracer concentrations d~ffer by ~ fsctor of I0 ~n two f~w com~nts, ~
h~gh concentration vln&~ons (h~gh COV vilues), j precis,on of ~tw~n 0.015 to 0.03 of the
baseflow median tracer c~centrat~on ~s needed, for e~ch ~cent of ~t~mm~tmg flow
to ~ ~e~ec~. If the median tracer co~entr~t~ ~n t~ clever ~sef~w is 0.15 mg~
~ ~res~n0~ng tracer me~n concentration of I0 t~mes th~s ~un~, ~ 1.5 mg~, in t~
source flow), t~n the r~u~red In~l~c~l ~eOs~on ~s i~u~ 0.01S x 0.15 - 0.~2 ~ ~o 0.~
0.15 - 0.~5 mg~ ~ ~e ~cent of c~tlm~n~t~ng flow to ~ ~e~ted. If Jt ~st
~t~m,n~ng f~w ~s ~ to ~ 0et~, then the m~n,m~ pr~s~on wouM hive to ~ 5 x 0.~2
- 0.01 mg~.
~u~remen~ f~ ~ i~
~w C0V m ~e ~r ~seflow: 0.8 x 0.15 mg~ - 0.12 toga
~d~um COV m ~ cleaner baseflow: 0.23 x 0.15 ~ = 0.035 ~
h~gh COV m ~ ~i~r b~seflow: 0.12 x 0.15 toga - 0.018

~, =~ =~t 1/12 of the largest es~mated r~uir~ ~
Rec~mend~ A~al Me~ol~
An im~snt pa~ of ~e develoD~nt of t~ in~lt~tt~ Dr~N~II I~ ~
Woj~t (P~ and ~1~ ~blication ~nding) was the la~rat~ ~nd held testing of alte~bve
~th~s. D~-weat~r ~all samples were subjected to d,fferent ~sts which C~r~
anal~ai meth~s fo~ each of the ma~or tracer parameters of interest. Tes~ were o~ to
~paris~ of ~e results of alternative tes~ with standard ~ures and to identi~ ~h
had suitable ~tec~ hmlts, based on real samples. In add~, representative ~mples
examined using standard addition meth~s (known amounts of s~ndards added to ~ ~m~
results com~a;~ to u~ered samples) m order to ~dent~ ~x inte~erences. Marx inte~
are generally ~used by contaminants in the samples inte~enng with the analysis of int~est. Ma~
~e analysis me~s were also test~ against a series of s~ndard solutions to ~enb~
W~lsion (re~a~b;l~), lineariw, and dete~ion limits. T~ f~lowi~ paragra~ (~ T~
~m~rize ~e r~d~ anal~cal W~edures.
Most of ~e r~om~nd~ analyses are conduct~ u~ng ~ll "field-W~" ins~. Ho~,
despite ~eir ~ab;i~, the use of these instruments in ~ field can intr~uce many
Tem~rature a~ sp~ific conductiviW are the ~ly analyses ~at are r~ommended f~ ~m~
F~ the other ~nalyses, ~mples are colle~ed at the site, ic~, and taken back to t~ ~at~
analyses. The r~ommended anal~ical pr~edures can ~ easily cond~ted in a tem~a~
all ~t is ne~ ~ a w~ space and ad~uate ventilate. Acce~ to ~wer and warm
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TABLE 7. SAMPLE ANALYSES LAB SHEET

S=’~ ml:)le number:

Lo<:ation:
Outfall
SPecific conductivity YSITM SCT meter (field)
Temoeraturl YSITM SCT meter (field)
DH I:)H m~ter (lab)
Ammonit D~rect Neaslerizetion (lab)
~2J2~ HACHru color kit (lab)
~uo~de HACH DR/2000T‘’ apect, with AccuVicaTM (lib)
r~ HACHTM field titration kit (lab)
Sur~actants HACH
~ TurnerTM fluO~ometer (lab)
Potassium HACH DR/2000
~ HACH
~ HACH DR/2000~’ apect, with AccuVac=TM (lab)
.T.9_x ic i t~ Microtox
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helpful, but all of the equipment r.,In be el)crated with bakeries. At each outfall, a |2 L) lample of
dry-weather 0~scharge needs to be collecte0 anO stored ~n a polyethylene container. Another (500 mL)
sample Can also be collected m a g;ass Container hawng a Teflon-hned lid for toxic~’ screening and
selected toxicant analyses. AIJ samples must be analyze~ {or extracted) within ~ccepted
Oescnptions of the proceck~res and I~trameters recommended for the analysis and ldentif~.ation
of dry-weather outfall samples ~lre:
Water color-Determine in the laboratory us,rig a simple comparative colormetric (color wheel) held test lut from
the HACH Company. Apparent cot<x |unf,ltered samples), expressed in HACH cok~ units.

pH is measured in the laboratory usang a standard laboratory pH meter afler accurate calibration
using at least two buffer soluho~s b~acket~ng the expected sample pH value. (pH measurements using
pH test Paper have been found to be generally v~th~n one unit of the laboratory meter. However, thia
d~fference is too large and is not recommen0ed. Small "pen" pH meters most suitable for fmld use ~n
easily be off by I 0.5 pH unit ~ ~re relatively hard to Cahbrate. They accordingly must be used with
care. |
Specific conductivity Ind teml)erwtwe-These parameters are qu,ckly ~ easily measured in the field using a multi-parameter SCT metM
from YSI model 33. Both spec,f,¢ conduct,wry end temperature must be cahbrated against atanderd
specific conductivity solutions and I standard them~ometer. SpecifK: cond~:tivity should elao be
corrected 1o standard values obtained at 25"C (APHA, etal. 1989):
K - (K,C)/11 +0.0191(t-251]
where K - specific ~J~-t, vity at 2S’C
K, = measured s~)ecir¢ cor~uctivity at temperature
and C - cell constant
The cell constant is a conlction f~ctor determined by measuring ¯ 0.01M KCl solution at 25"C,
three rinses, compared to 1413 pSicm, the expected value. This equation results m about a 2%
change in specific conductivity fo~ every 0agree ~n temperature difference from 25"C. The Internationa~
System of Unitz (Systeme Internabonal d’ Unites. SI) specific conductivity unit of measurement is the
I~S/cm which is numerically equivalent tO the U.S. Customary unit, pmhos/cm.
FluorideEasily analyzed in the laboratory u.~ng I field spectrophotometer and evacuated reagent and
sample vessels (HACH DR/20(X)’" and AccuVacTM ampules using SPADNS reagent, without
distillation). The AccuVacTM pro<:edure works well for sample concentrat,onS less than 2.5
however, in rare instances of h,grter cor~:entrahons, sample dilution iS required because of non-lineM
instrument responses. The samples should be f,ltered through a 0.45 p membrane filter (e.g.,
MilliporeTM filter) before analys~s to m~n~m~ze color interference. (Specific-ion I~’Obes were alao
evaluated, but the technique proved to be too inconsistent, especially for personnel having little
t~’lining.)
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Ammon~aEas;ly measured in the laboratory using a direct Nesslerization procedure and spectrophotometer
(HACH DR/2000,~* Nessler method, but without sample distfllat;on). The samples should be httered
thrOugh a 0.4,5/~ membrane hirer before ¯nalys~s to minimize color interference. (The use of varK)us
inO*cator test papers and simple field test k,ts for ammonia determiner;on gave poor results.
Spe~,hc-~on probes were also tested. Typical problems encountered for these procedures, (except for
the a,rect Nesslarization procedure), were color interferences, long analysis tJrnes~ ~’~¢onsistent results,
and poor Performance when standard solutions were analyzed.)
Potass,~rnMeasured in the laboratory either using a spectrophotometer (HACH DR/2000TM Teuaphenylborate
methoOlo Or a flame atomic absorption spectrophotometer (if available). The samples should be filtered
through a 0.4.5/~ membrane filter before sPectrophotometric analysis to minimize co~or interference.
(Spe~f,c.~on probes were also evaluated and ,rKIJcated the same POOr results found for fk~or~les and
ammonia.)
Surlier¯hiSMeasured in the laboratory using a simple comparative colormetric (color wheel) method (from the
HACH Company). The samples should be hltered through a 0.45 ,u membrane filter before analys~s tO
m~nlm~ze color inter/erence. This procedure should be carried out under a laboratory fume hood.
(SPec,hc-ion probe tiff¯lions for aurfsctants were not successful because of poor detsctKm I,m~.)
Ruo~scenceAnalyzed using a laboratory fluorometer (Turner model 11 | ). The fluorometer had gene~aJ
f)lte~e and lamps and was operated ¯t the most sensitive setting (number one aperture).
HardneMDetermined in the laboratory using e field-titrimetric kit (HACH Digital Titrstor Model 16900). The
samples should be filtered through ¯ 0.45 p membrane filler before analysis to n~nm~ze ok:x
interference. (A number of simple field test kits were tested but the direct reading titrsbon method
prov~d most convenient end accurate. However, h~dness test paper can be used to estm~ate the
btr¯tk)n end point.)

Determined using a HACH Nephelometer in the laboratory.
Total available chlorine was determined w~th the DPD (N, N-diethyl-p-phenylened~mine| method
using a HACH DR/2000TM spectrometer with AccuVacTM ampules.
Tox~’ity-screeningToxicity screening tests have been found to be very useful ¯s indicators of contarninabo~ of storm
drains. The MicrotoxTM (from Microbics) toxicity screening test can be used for relative toxicity values.
The 100 percent screening test was most commonly used. If the light output decrease ¯~. 2,5
minutes (the Izs value) was greater than 50 percent, then the standard Microtox test was used to
determine the sample dilution required for a 50 percent light decrease (the EC50 value|. If ¯ sample
results in a large toxic response, then specific rex;cant analyses (organics and metals) could be
per/ormed to betler identify the toxicant source. In general, the MicrotoxTM screening test was found
to be an efficient method for toxicity analysis, parlicularfy for identifying samples requirm~ further
analyses. (A number of simple test kits were used for specific heavy metal analyses, but w~th very poor
results. High-detection limits and interferences make these methods impractical, unless an duffel is
grossly contaminated with a concentrated source, such as raw plating bath wastewata~.)
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SECTION 5
INITIAL FIELD SCREENING SAMPLING ACTIVITIES
SAMPUNG STRATEGY
The m~portar~e of s~mpltng all Out/fells, regardless of s~ze, should be stressed. Figure 9 shows the
distnbut~on of o~tia~s for the ~rmlngham, Alabarr~ area surveyed for the city’s stormwster discharge
permit al:)i~,(:at~on. The median equ, valen! (home!or of t~e 5r~6 out/all¯ that had drainage area est~natos
ava~lab;e was 36 m. About 20 Percent of the outia~ls ~era greater than 60 in. in diameter and about
20 ~ercen! were less than 20 in. in d~ameter. Most of the largest out/alia were actually drainage
d,tche$. There was an overage of about 70 acres d~a,n,ng to each out/all, but the drainage areas
ranged from m~ch less than one acre !o over t 500 acres. About 40 Percent of the ou!falls w~e
affected by efth~’ commercial or industrial land uses ~ would therefore be considered a8
drainage ~eas for both dry-weather flows end stormwatM rt~off,

¯
~
,

The Bmn~wn. Alabama damonstrath)n Wo~’I the! tasted this protocol covered ¯ rosh:le~t~
and commerc~l (l~a,~age area having apl)rox. 70 outfa~ls. 1’he median out/all size of the out/alia in
stuOy ~ea was 16 m., and more than 75 Percent of the outfalls were less than 36 in. in
Exammabon of the OUt/all¯ during seven separate S~)l,ng occasions found that while some of the
dry-weath~ flows occurred intermitlentiy, most ware conbnuous. About 25 Percent Of the Out/Bits
’were found to be consistently flowing durtng d~ weat~’~er, with about two-thirds of the flows
d,scharg~ng from ~l)es that were less than 36 m. m O~meter. About five percen! of Itm ouffalls
exhib~ted ary-w~athe~ flows which were extremely toz~ or were raw, undiluted, sanitary wastawet~.
Each of ~ese co~tarmnaled outfalls were 20 m.. or less. m d~ameter. Soma of the worst dry-wsathe~
flow d,sch~rge web;eros were associated with very small (4 m. diameter) pipes draining automobile
serwca weas ~l,~cent to the receiving water. It was found that small out’falls can contribute
pollutant k:~Ls to receiving waters and should not be neglected if receiving water imProvement
serious goal.
FIELD DATA COLLECTION
Bar(x1 ~ field data c~n be cOlleCted, Preliminary rnapping and land use eveluwt~on work is
ne~ed. Secure 3 Oescnbed the preliminary work and the hkely data sources for the informat~=~l
Ls need~i before the he~d investigations can begin. The most ~npor~ant Preliminary information restored
¯ outfaa kx:atkx~,
¯ commer¢~ ~ ~ndustr~ll activities in e~ch dra~’t~ge area, wld
¯ laces)arts of se~bc tanks in the individual dr~
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Frequently, city maps of known dUff¯It locations ere inadequate. Many out"falls ¯re not located on
city drainage maps because of .nfrequent or improper updating, or unauthorized installations. Because
it is very difhcult for ommunities to maintain up-to-date maps of clra~nage facilitms, actual stream
surveys are needed to venfv and update existing information. Illicit ourfalls will not u~u¯lly be show~
on maps, and field surveys will be required to detect these as well. Most newer day¯idiOt¯hiS do hav~
accurate drainage and ou~all maps, but the Outfall locations may not have been tranMerred to
overall city map. A few ~t~s have Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in place Mid ¯r¯ including
the storm drainage systems on appropr,ate data overlays. It is imlx)rt¯nt to identif’y ~1 outf¯lls becluse
present data indicates no relationship between the most ~gnihcant Sources Of no~-stormw¯te~’
discharges and the largest tire,nape are¯s, or the largest di¯m¯ter out/~lls.
Because of the hkelihood of poor date oncerning the o~t/¯ll locations, it will probably be
necessary to "walk" the creekS and actively look for out’falls, in most ases, it requires severel
(about three) to locate all ourfalls. The initial outfall survey¯ should be conducted during times whe~
riparian vegetation is minimal. Whenever ¯n outf¯ll is located, it needs to be marked (coded using
paint or by other mean¯).
If the receiving water is s small creek, it can be waded in a downstream direction. If the receiving
water body cannot be waded, ¯ small boat or canoe can be used to look for Out/ells above the water.
Submerged outfalls are more 0=fhcult to find and require more careful inspections for storm dr¯k1
manholes along the shore. In flood or estuary tidal areas, surveys should be conducted during low tide8
when more Outfalls era I~kely to be exposed. In many cities, streets parallel the banks of creeks or
drainage canals that contain Outfalls. It may be POSSible to carefully search the opposite bank from ¯
moving automobile. It may also be cost-effective to use light ¯ircreft (including hel~opters) to search
for out/ells. Submerged ourfalls could be easier to identify from the ¯=r than from the water in
where d~scharge plumes are visible.
Obviously, outfall characterizations should be conducted during these surveys, if POssible. In all
cases, ¯t least two people are needed to look for out/ells, especially if wading ¯ creek. Another person
can drive a shuttle car to a onvenient downstream location for uew rot~tidn.

The main elements of the field sampling plan are the collection of necessary information and
equipment, and preliminary screening of outtalis.
Collect necessary infom~tio~ and ~luipmentMaos--Maps ¯re the most important pall of the field equipment. Adequate field maps can be
prepared by enlarging standard USGS 7-1/2 minute Quadrangle maps to appropriate scales. In addition,
detailed street maps are also needed to locate specific street crossings and to identify locations of
outfalls in the
Field samDlina and analysis eauiomcnt.-Table 8 lists the equipment that is needed for ¯ field
survey. In no case should personnel conduct the field surveys alone, wade streams without wearing
waders, or be in boats without wearing life preservers. Heavy duty waders (heavy CorduraTM nylon)
are preferred. Urban sire¯ms contain appreciable debris (broken botlles, etc.). In ~ldition, urban

/
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TABLE 8. FIELD EQUIPMENT LIST

Temperature snd specific o~ductiviW meter.
Field notebook containing maps and non-ltorrnwater flow eveluabon field
Waterproof rnarkerlpen.
Camera and film.
Sis)ray plant.

2

Tape measures (both 3m ~d 3Ore).
Flashlight.
Watch (with second hand).
Glass sample containers with waterproof labels (500
Plasbc sample containers with waterproof labels (1 to 2 L.).
Ice boxes with ice |left in vehicle).

Grab water semi)tar (dtpl~ on k:mg I:xde).
Hand operated vacuum pump saml)~ for shallow flows.
W~dere end walking StlC~.

Self Wotection pepl)M sway.
Two-way radios fo~ communication between field crew end van ddver.

--~

Hand held GPS (global positioning satellite) system receiver (only capable of locating
positions within about 1 O0 to 350 feeU.
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furthe~ under Sect,on 5, Irregular Flows.
techniQues--After an outfal! is located, it is labeled with paint or marked by other means
and the form shown on Table 9 ~s completed ~n the field. Table I0 describe¯ the physical observation
choices, prewouslv l~scussed ~n Section 4. The use of field sheets and labOratory record keeping is
very ~mpor~ant because of the ~rge number of outfalls that will l~keIv be surveyed in each municipality.
Table 9 is a held ¯heat that can be used to record the observations end analytical relult$ for the
outfall survey. The top of the ~,heet ~ncludes basic outfall clescr~pt~ve and weather infon~it~on, a flow
rate estimate, and an ~n(~,cat,on d ~n(~ustr~al or commercial act~wt~es are known to OCCur in the Ires.
The physics! observer,on 0a(a section requires s~mple c~rcl~ng of the most appropriate value, or writing
in another response. Samples Shoul0 be ohio,ned of floatable end staimng materials for further
laboratory m~crosco~c analyses, if unusual vegetative cond,t~ons Or damage to ~tructures are found.
then the e~tent and appearance of the 0amage should be described, In all cases, several photographs
nee~ to be taken Of outfa~ cond~t~onl for each s~te visit. Th~ analyses results ere written on the fOrm,
llOng with I lhOrt Oe$cr~pt~ons of lhe e<]u~pment utid.
Flows are astin’~lted end wsusll¥ characterized for each outfall visit, Field temperature end
onduct~wty measuren~ents are made in the field, and dry-weather d~scharge water samples are
collected for later (~me davl labOratory analyses. A single water sample {I to 2 L) is sufficient for
almost all analyses that may be conducted on the sample. 1"h~s sample can be collected in a
polyethylene coilap$~ble container. In addition, another i500 mL) timple can be collected in a
bottle (hawng a Teflon hned i~) ~f ¯ toxicity screening procedure (hke Microtox~M) and lelected
tracers are to be analyzed. Speohc sample volume re~u,rement$ need to be determined in coniunction
with the labOratory personnel. Excess samples should be placed in smaller polyethylene bottiel
frozen for potenual future en~lytis (e,g., heavy metals and ma~Or ions).
Samole oreservat~on--Usually icing of timples afte; collection and tlme-day laboratory Inalylel
is adecluate. Ammonia. chlorine, and pH are susceptible to change with time and Ipaciel testa may be
needed to determine the tolerable delay before laboratory analyses. As noted previously, it is not
efhcient to analyze ~e timl~es in the field, especially after each timpla is collected.
F~eld tests-The only tests recommended for field analyses ere temperature end Ipecif’~
onductiwty. If a mult~-purpoti temperature/specific onduclJwty meter il being used for the
temperature ana~ytis, then both can be easily determined in the field.
F1ecord keeoin~, timole ~)reservation. Ind analyses--As noted above, the collected water llmplel
need to be analyzed soon after collection. A central labOratory is much more effective than trying to
analyze each timple in the held as it is collected, Section 4 pretints the recommended laboratory
procedures.
Data anelytisIdcntification of contain;noted ou~f~ll~--Sect;on 6 describes several methods to identify the likely
components in each flow~ng outfall. This information is then used to identify the contaminated
dry-weather flows.
Isolation and correction of contaminatino flow SOurce~.-Afler the problem out~slls ere identified,
drainage system surveys are used to find the sources of the contaminating flows. These procedures
are briefly discussed later in r~his User’s Guide.
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TABLE 9. SAMPLE EVALUATION SHEET

V

Ouffall #~ Photogral>h #~ Date:

O

Location:
Weather: air feral),: ~ "C r~n: Y

N sunny

lo~Ptt

Ouffall flow rate esbrrtate: ~ L/see
Known ~:lu~tr~ o~ commerc~ ul~$ m drainage Iral?
dascnbe:

YN
2

PHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS;
Odor:

none ,sewage suttee oa gas r~ncid-som other:_.___

Colo~:

none yellow brown green r~ Or,ly oth~:_......_

Deposttslet~s: ~ sed~ent o~y de~cribe:
Vaget~k)n onditkxts: normal
IXtlrtt:

excessive growth

inhibited

D~n~ga Io outfdl
damage: none / cono’ete ct~cl0ng / co-crete spalling t peeling I:)~nt I met~
IxTWlt:

SpecW: ©~nduct~y:
Tern~r~ure:
Fluodde:

__
__ "C
__ mg/t.

P~as4ium:
Ammm~:

~ mg/L
-- mg/L as N
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TABLE 10. INTERPRETATIONS OF PHYSICAL OBSERVATION PARAMETERS
AND LIKELY ASSOCIATED FLOW SOURCES
Ode*. Most Stro,’~9 odors.
fes~nse.s to t~ to=scary s~,~ test.

=~t,~e (’rotten eggs’):

o~rahon ~ ~t~e~ ~t sto~age.
~J~-s~: f~ ~e~i~=t~ (~t~s ~est~ants. ~t~8, etC.}.

moy ~ of various ~l~s, but
yellow: c~m~81, te=t*le, a~ tm~ ~nts.
~own: ~at packe~s, P~.~l.~
grin: c~m~cal ~enll, l~ tesW f~t~s.
~: meat ~ckers,
gray: ~m.
T~. Often affected by
w,th ~e~at= t~bid~ty can be c~. w~
often ~ c~f~tenst~ of ~=lut~
~Y: ~ta~ wastewatw.
a~omotive

~ M~w. A ontim~tN f~w ~y ~tain f~ti~ ~s ~ li~s ~ ~t~ to
~ust(;al or ~mta~ wastewater
l~ded f~, oils, ~ventl, S;wdus~, fN~, ~N ~ter~Is. ~ f~.
~wage: ~ta~
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Irregular ROVl~
irregular flows pose ¯ special problem during the f~eid su~-~yl. Out’fall apparent "dry-weather."
flows can be *nterm,ttent ,n nature, only flowing soo~ afle~ rains and then remaining dry. Or may flow
when inaDl~ron~=a~e water sources enter the storm Ors.nag¯ s~tem. If =ffegular flows ere associated
with rains, outfa~l surveys should be postponed unt,! sufficient t.-ne has lapsed since the last major rain.
For most uriah areas, storm runoff drainage ends several ho~s (last usually lass than 12) eher the rain
stops. ExleJ~oed, but Oecreas=ng flows, after rains could I~ associated with high ~’Oundwater
Percolating ra,n water mhltrating into the drainage system, in tr~s case, most out/¯, surveys should
be further delaye<:l. However, some pollutant sources may be es~<:)c~ated with these ¯fief storm flow~,
esl)ecially co~tamtnated groundwater¯ (sel:t~c tank pro~erns, ie~.y underground stOrage tank~, etc.).
Therefore, =t may I:)e Iml)ortant to sample these flows, es;)e<~ty if these contaminant sources
Potent~lly
Ba~ fmld indicatOrs. Such as the ~’esence of residu~ st~,,ts Or Oeposits, oil sheens, coarse solids,
float¯bias, color, o~ors, etc.. in the absence of a flow, m~:~,.~te the likelihood Of intermittent
dry-weathe~ flows. These observations will be enhanced I:W mats;brig ample "tell-tale" devices, e.g.,
a terry-cloth (stra,n the O=scharge) Or small caulk dam m the d~a,n. Out/all¯ exhibiting these sign¯ of
non-ent=nudes d,scherges should be visited several tames to ~crease the I)robabihty of observing
~lmphng a dry-w~ather d=scharge. Analyzing I)ooled water =~eO~atety below the out/all Or collected
between w~ts m small, constructed dams with.n the storm d~a~n can greatly assist in identifying
non-co~.tmuo~ d~scharges. Coarse solids and/Or float¯bias ca~ I~ ~ptured through the erection of
oarse screens a~l, or booms at ¯ manhole Site, the mo~th of the Out/fall, Or in the receiving stream.
It may be necessary to v=Slt suspect outfalls frequently. Ho~evw, =t ss wrtually impossible to capture
in isolated short-term intermittent flow (e.g., from the ~ Ouml~ng of wastes into the storm
drainage system) from out/all visits.
Simple ouffall area characteristics, noted above, wl the most rel~able indicatOr of ¯ potential
intermittent so.ca at in out/all. In addition to using a d~n. Or othe~ indicator device (e.o,, ¯ ~
screen to capture I~rt~culate debris), it may be desirable to use an automatic water ~ample~ It
especially ~nportant Out’falls. Automatic samplers would be unreasor~ble and expensive to use at many
out’falls in an area end test locations would need to be c~efu~ty selected. A ~mpler located in ¯
close-by rn~nhoie and set to sample every fifteen minutes Iw~th fou~ samples placed in each bottle) can
characterize varktbae quality fiowl. This information can be vak, htt~ in identifying possible discharge
80ufces.
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SECTION 6
DATA ANALYSIS TO IDENTIFY PROBLEM OUTFAI LS
AND FLOW COMPONENTS
The field screening surveys are to be used as an initial effort to identify the outfalls needing more
detaBled dra0nage area ,nvestBgat~ons which would ident~fy specif~ pollutant SOurces and control
options. These held screen0ng surveys, discussed in Sections 4 atIcI 5, include physical, chemical, and
rllatJve tox~ity evaluatJona of out/all and/or d~scharge condit)ons.
The purpose of the Procedures Presented in this User°l Guide is to leparate storm drain outfalll
into general categor,es lw0th a known level of conhdence) and to identify which outfalls (and drainage
areas) need further analyses and ~nvest~gations. The categories used in this Guide are outfalls affected
by non-stormwater entr~es from: (1) pathogenic or toxic pollutant lourcel, (2) nuisance and aqultic
life threatening pollutant sources, end (3) unpolluted water sources.
The pathoger~ and toxic pollutant source category should be cons~lered the molt severe because
it could cause d,sease upon water contact or consumption end cause s~gnificant impacts on receiving
water organisms. They may also cause signif,cant water treatment problems for downstream
consumers, especJally if they contain soluble metal and organic toxicants. "[hese pollutants may
ortg0nate from sen,tary, commercial, and industrial wastawater non-stormwater entrtes. Other important
residential area act,wries that may also be considered in this most critical category (in addition to
sanitary wastewater) include inappropriate household toxicant disposal, automobile engine de-greasing,
vehicle accident clean-up, end irrigation runoff from landscaped areas excessively treated with
chemicals (fertilizers and pesticides).
Nuisance and ~uat~ life threatening pollutant sources can o~ginate from residential areas and
can include laundry wastewater, landscaped area irrigation runoff, automobile washing, onstruc~o#l
rote dewatering, and washing of concrete mixing trucks. These pollutants can cause excessive algal
growths, depressed d,ssolved oxygen concentrations, tastes and odors in downstream water supplies,
offensive coarse Iohds and floatables, and highly colored, turb~ or odorous waters.
Relatively clean o~ unpolluted water discharged through stormwater outfalls can originate from
natural springs feeding urban creeks that have been converted to storm drains, inhitrating groundwater,
and infiltrating potage water from water line leaks.
A method must be used to compare data from individual ouTfall dry-weather samples to the library
of dry-weather source flow data to identify which ouffalls belong in which general category of
contamination listed above. This comparison should result, at the very least, in the identification of
outlalls that are considered as major pollutant sources for immediate remediation. The degree of
which can be identihed for an ou~fall will depend on the extent of the local data collected to describe
the likely source flows.
The procedures That can be usecl to identify ouffall flow components may begin with
yes/no checks. For example, if no surfactants are measured in an outfall sample, then sandary
wastewater is unlikely to be a contributor to the outfall flow. if no fluoride is measurld, then fluoride
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~’eated Ix)table wate~ sources could b~
contenders are present ¯lone or in a rn~x1~re may be determined using aomb, r~t~o~ of matr]x algebra
ar~o ~.r~e selecting of random val~Jes frown ~,,~r~,n s~)ec;hed ranges using a Monte Carlo Wocess and many
~terat~ons.
Most ontaminated ourfalls will req~re correction before the rece~Wng water QualiTy I~overs to
~ce~table levels. However. ranking the o~a::s
ana~ies correct,ve ¯ct~on to be ~nft~a;ly concentrated in the most cost-ettective manner, h~ Some of the
case stu0~es ~nvest~gated, correcting onty problems at the most cr~t~:al duff¯lie resulted ~n insufficient
rece~,~ng water qua,ty ~mprovements. It
chscharge problems throughout a C,ty, not/~st the most severe problems. The fmld screen,ng Program
l~ou:d therefore be considered ¯s an ~n~.a~. etlort that needs to be followed.up w~th more Cletailed
watershed drainage surveys m most of the areas having observed dry-w~ather flows. The follow-up
watershed aurveys are to identity end co~ect u’,¯pPropr,ate

The identification of flow components of the dry-weather storm drain flow can be used lO
determine which duff¯lie have the greatest IX)llut~on Potential. As an example, ~f 8n outfall COnta;r~
s.an,tary wastewater. ~t could be a a,gn,f,c.ant source of Pathogen,c m;croorgan,sms. Sim~larty, if
ourfall contains plat,ng bath water from ¯ metal f,nisher, it could be a s,gn,t,cant source of 10x~~nta.
These outfalls would be grouped ,hid the most cr~t,cel category of toxicark~s/pathogens, if an out/all
conta,ns washwaters from a commer¢,¯l i4~rtdry Or car wash. the wastewatar could be 8 make’ source
of nuthents and foaming mater,al. These ou~alls would be grouped into an intermediate category of
nu~sence and aquatic I~fe threatening. F~r~;/y. ,f an outfall only contains unpolluted groundwater Or
water from leaky Potable water mares, tr~e water would be non-Polluting and the out/all would be
grouped into the last category of unpolluted wate~ sources.
The five methods of data a~tlyses prt, sented ~n the follov~ng discussions Present a h~erarchy of
methods, ranging from relatively simp~e rewews of the outfall charscter~stK;s to more sophisbCaled
methods requiring computer modeling for evaluation. It is suggested that as many of the procedures
be used as Possible in evaluating the data. as each method provides some unique ~nsighta ~n10 the
problems. Pitt and Lalor (Publ,cat,on pen<:~ng) contains a more through discussion of these analysis
procedures, including evaluation of the B~mmgham, Alabama. demonstration pro~ect data.

INDICATORS OF CONTAMINATION
Indicators of contam;nat~on (negabve b’tdJcators) ere clearly apparent visual or physk~al parameters
irKlicat~ng obvious problems and are re,~=.~y observable at the outfali during the field screening
act~vities. These observations are very important during the field survey because they are the s~mplest
method of identifying grossly contain:hated Ity-weather Out/all flows. The direct examinabon of out’fall
characteristics for unusual ond~tions of how. odor, color, turbid,W, fad¯tables, deposits/sta~rts,
vegetation conditions, and damage to drainage structures is therefore an ~mportant part of these
investigations. Table 10 in Section 5 presented a summary of these indicators, along w~th nanlbves
of the descriptors to be selected in the fmld.
This method does not allow Quantifiable estimates of the flow components and ~f used alone w~ll
likely result in m~ny incorrect determinations (missing outtalls that have ~rnportant levels of
contamination). These simple charactensbcs, chscussed further below, are most useful for ldenlJf~ng
gross contamination. Only the most s:gn,~r~cant outfalls and drainage areas would therefOre be
recognized from this method. The other men, hods, requiring chemical determinations, can be used 10
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TABLE 11. CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF INDUS111~ NON~TORMWATER ENTRIES INTO STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
Mqm’

TABLE 11.

not be ~n a~:~’ol~ete indicator.
¯ Hardness can al~o ~ uled Is in indicat~ ~ ~ ~ta~ water ~urce ~ ~ ~seflow
from 0,fferent wate~ sources. An example w~Id ~ ~f ~ ba~eflow il from ~rd Off.water,
a~ t~ ~table water ~ from ~ofter lu~ace
¯ If the ~nc~trat~ Of chlorine is high. then a ma~ ~ak of d~sinf~ted ~ta~ ~t~ II
to be c~se to the outf~ll. ~c~u~e of the ra~d a~ss,pa~n of ch~lne in wlt~ ~l~lly
lame organic contamination is ~relent~ ~t il ~t a g~ ~ra~t~ f~ qulnti~ ~
of treated ~tab~ water obse~ed at t~ Ouff~ll.
W~ter ft~ ~table water suppl~es {that test ~litivl f~ fl~s. ~ ot~t luit~e ~ers) can
relatively u~tam,nat~, e.g.. ~tlble waterl,~ ~a~ge ~ ~n~t~ ~ff, ~ helvily ~taminat~,
e.g., ~ntt~ wa~tewater.
Sanita~ Watt.waterI
In areas c~ta,ning ~ industrial or commercial s~r~os, ~a~ w~stewater is ptobo~ t~
severe a~-weat~er contaminating sourcs of storm dta,n flows. The follow~ng Parameters can N
f~ Ruant,fy~ng the ~n~ta~ wastewater c~nentl of t~ treat~ ~e water ~:
¯ S~sctant ana~s may ~ useful ~ dete~inmg the ~e~e of ~nita~ w~ltewat~.
However, lu~actantl present in water originating fr~ ~table water loutcel c~Id
~n~[~ waltewaterl, llund~ wsstewlter~, ~r washing wa~tlwater, or lny Othe~ wlterl
~ta~n, ng lusitania. If ~u~actantl {or fluore~ence~ are not ~esent, ~en the ~tl~l
~Id ~ relatedly ~ont~minsted (~table wated,~ ~ ~ ~igation
¯ ~ ~s~ of fab~ ~iteners las ~asured by ~esc~ using ~ flu~ometer In
~rat~ ~ m t~ held) ~n else ~ used m dlstinOu~ ~u~ and sanitl~ waltewlt~.
¯ ~nit:~ wastewaters ohen exhibit predictable tre~s ~no the day in flow ~ qualiW.
~der to ~ximize t~ ability tO detect direct sanita~ wastewater connections into the
drainage system, it w~ld ~ ~st to survey t~ ~alis dur;ng ~riods of highest
westewater f~ws (mid to late m~n~ng h~rs).
¯ ~e ratio of su~nts to ammon;~ ~ ~tassium ~n~a~ns ma~ be an eff~t~ve
of the wese~e of san~ta~ wastewaters ~ septic tank effluents. If t~
concentrations are h~gh, but the ammonia and ~tass~um oncentrations ~re low, then
~ntam~nat~ ~rce may ~ laundw wastewaters. C~versel~, jf ammonia, ~tassium,
s~factant concentrations are ~Jl h69h, then ~nota~ wastewater ~s the likely ~urce. ~
reseorcher$ have re~ned low su~actants in sept~ tank effluents. Therefore, if su~ac~nts
low, but ~tass~um and ammonia are both high, sept~ tank effluent may ~ present. HowovM,
during
the~1~
~rm~ngham
demonstration
pro~ect.c~centrations
~s fu~her stresses
~ effl~t
’ Alabama
PJ~ and
(pubi;cat~on
~nd~n~)
found high su~actant
in sept~~etank
obta;n J~al s~te s~cif~c characterizat;on data for ~tent~f con~m~nating sautes.
¯ Obviously, ~ a~ other physical characteristics, e.g., ~, coarse and floating
$ol~ds, foam;ng, color, and temperature would also ~ ~ useful Jn d~st~nguish~no
wastewater from washwater or laund~ wastewater s~rces. However, the~ Jndi~t~ ~y
~t ~ v~ ~v~ous f~ small levels of ~nita~ wastewat~ ~tam~na~.
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FLOW-WEIGHTED MIXING CALCULATIONS
Before any flow-weighted mixing CllculltiOnl Cln be mlde. the characteristics of pote~lt~l
co.tam,hating sources must be K~ent~f~ed. Table 12 summarizes hyl:)othetK:al concentretK)n medians
and COVs for tracers that have been recommer~:led to be used ,n the investigation.of non-stormwater
entr,es into Storm dra,nage systems in res,dent,al areas. This method is an ixtenlion of the
checkhstmethod descr,bed above and attempts to quant,ty the l,kely source flow Onll:x~lentl at the
outflll dur,ng dry weather.
Two general groupings of flow Iourcel can usually be recognized for IKh of t~ele trlcerl, a h~gh
Concentrat,on group and ,1 low concentrat,on group. Table 13 descr,bes these groups, along with their
compos,te tracer concentrat,on ranges, vsr,at,ons, and meO,ans. The outfall flOW can be spht between
the two general group,ngs by s,mple algebra. This method can result m substantial errors if the tracer
Concentrations cannot be separated into d,st,nCt source group, r~s. The next two methods, using matrix
Ilgebrl tO IOIvl IimultlneOUl eqUlt~Onl, dO riot require thai limphfy~1~
E~ lrflDle CIIcullfiOn,
The drainage Ires for a I~lml)~ed ouffall hid no IIpIK~ tankl or comn~rcial end i~idultriel land useS.
The hkely flow sources had source flow characteristics e; described m Table 12. The required
limitl end precil;o,~ for outfall CharsCtar,zlt,onl mull be determ,ned. II previously described, for these
source flow characteriStiCS and des,red study results. Th,l outfell had the following
oncenU’ltionl in I dry-Wllthar

Fluoride: 0.6
Hardness: 200 mg/L a/CaCO:
Surfactants: 0.6 mg/t. N MBAS
Potassium: 3 ~

Ammonia: 3
water hid I slight septiC odor, w~th Iome floatablel of IPl:~rent/ar~tary wlstewlter Origin. In
addition, dry-weather flow was observed at the ouffall during ell v~s~ts.
It LI apparent that this ouffall has I direct connection(s) of raw sanitary wastewetar. This method
can determine thl approximate mix of san,tary wastewater in the outfall flow and identify the othor
flow components. Table 14 summarizes the example calculations used in this analysis. The list below
indicates the approximate expected source components at this ouffall from this enaly~s:
Raw sanitary wastewater: 5%
Laundry wastewater: .5%
Groundwater: 70%
Remainder (most likely potable water, but may also contain irr~atk~ water): 20%
This analysis did not consider the potential ranges in observed tracer concentrabo~l and the
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TABLE 12. ASSUMED SOURCE FLOW QUALITY
(All Conc. in rag/L)
Source

Fl~)or~de

Hardness
la$ Ca Co~)

Surfactant$
(as MBAS)

Potassium

Ammonia
(N i$ NH=)

Surface
Waters

reed,an
COY

O. 14
0.23

39
0.20

0.35
0.13

0.72
0.23

0.76
1.1

Ground.
waters

median
COV

0.29
0.23

250
0.14

0.05
0.13

1.7
0.40

0.22
0.63

Septic Tlnk
Effluenl

meal,an
COV

1.3
0.14

39
0.20

0.05
0.13

21
0.9 !

47
1.5

Raw
San;tan/

median
COV

1.3
0.14

39
0.20

4.6
2.2

21
0.91

22
0.63

L~undry
Waiteweter

reed;an
COV

1.3
0.14

39
0.20

4.6
2.2

5.3
0.57

0.31
0.91

Imgation
Water

median
COV

1.3
O. 14

39
0.20

0.35
0.13

0.72
0.23

0.38
1.1

WIIIOWlIM

~,~

)
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TABLE 13. CHARACTERISTICSOF SOURCE GROUPINGS

~urface & aroundwater|
overall range:
COV:
rn~n:
Co~ce~tra~on rabo
of me~,ans:

O. I-0.4 mg/t.
0.54
0.20 rng/L

all othercateaor~|
I--,I .5 mg/L
0.14
1.3 mg/k

6.5

H~dness
overall range:
COV:
med~n:
Concenuat~on rltk~
of med~ns:

200-300 mg/t.
0.14
250 n~/L

aflothercaleaor~s

& laundr~

effluenl &
raw s~n*tarv wastewatM
overall range:
COV:
macon:

30~50 rag/1.
0.20
39

6.4

raw sanitary wlstewMer
overall range:
.COV:
mecl~n:

It! other cateao~;~,

0.2-~100 moA.
2.2
4.6 mo/t.

0.04--0.4 mG/L
0.83
0.14 n~/L

10-~I00 togA.
0.91
21 ~

0.5.1
1.2
2.3 mO~l.

|el:)t~ tank

seotic tank effluent &
raw sanitary wastewater
over~iJ range:
COY:
median:

6--380 mg.q.
1.5
47 mg/t.

of medians:

107

all otherceteaor~e,
O. 1-,3 mg/L
1.3
0.44 mg/L
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TABLE 14. MIXTURE CALCULATIONS TO IDENTIFY SOURCE FLOW

¯ - ffa;:t~o~ of s~rface & groundwater
w,th Cotlcentrat,on of 0.2

z~0.2) + y(1.3) = 0.6
x¯y-1

(f~
(f~ot~ ~cesof f~s)

¯ - 0.63 (s~4ce &
y - 0.37 (~, ot~r ~ces)

x ~ fr~t~ Of
w,th c~enttat,on of 2S0 ~ as ~0)
y ~ fr~t~ of all Ot~r ~ces
w,th ~entrat~ of 39 ~ as ~Oa

x - 0.76
y m 0,24 (~11 ot~

Gr~at~ & S~ watw - 0.63

G~at~ fr~t~ . (0.63

~~:

0.6 ~ as MBAS ~
x - f~ of ~ta~ & ~ wost~et~
w~th a co~entrat~ of 4,6 ~ Is M~S
y ~ ft~ of all Ot~r ~COl
w~t~ a c~entrat~ of 0.14 ~
x(4.6) + y(0.14) . 0.6
x - 0.10 (~ta~ &
y - 0.90 (all ot~ ~s)

TABLE 14. (continued)

z ,,, fracl~on of MrutMy wsstew~te~
w,m a or~entrat,on of 21 m9,1.
y ,- fr~:;t~o~ of a|l othe~ so~cei
w,th a ¢oncentrat,o~ of 2.3 mOP..
x{21) + y(2.3) o 3
x - 0.04 ~r.ta~y wastewate~)
Y - 0.96 I~l othe~ so~ces)
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resulting errors that may be associated w~th the above mixture portions. The following procedu~s ere
better suited for error analyses.
MATRIX ALGEBRA SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS
It ii possible to estimate the outfall source flow components using e Mt of simultaneous
e~lUations. The number of unknowns should equal the number of equations available, resulting in a
square matrix. If there are eleven hkely source categories, then there sho~JId be eleven tracer
parameters used. If there ere only four possible SOurCeS, then only four tracer parMneters IJlould be
used.
Further statistical analyses may therefore be needed to rank the usefulr~ss of the tracers for
d~stinguishing d~fferent flow sources. P~I1 end Lelor (pubhcation pending) show examples of how cluster
ind principal component Inalyses can be useO to ~dent~fy redundancy and other problems in the date
I~brary. As In example. Chlorine ~s not useful for these analyses because the concentration vahsbility
within many source categories is high (~t is also not I conservative parameter}. Chlorine may Itill be
I useful parameter, but only to ~denhfy possible large potable waterline leaks. It cannot be used to
quantify the flow components. Another p~rameter having problems for molt I~tuat~onl il pH. The
variation of pH between sources is very low Ithey are all very similar). However, pH may Still be useful
to identify inOustrial wastewate~ problems, but ~t cannot be used to quantify flow components. I)H il
also not linearly affected by mass balance m~:turel (a solution of 50 percent/50 percent of two
components would not result in a pH value that is the average of the two individual pH values).
These equations are Itructured on I mall balance balil, like the previous procedure, bul they can
be used to distinguish all source categorms a~multaneously. A simplified example is Ihovwl in the
following discussion considering just four possible flow components and four tracer I~lremeterl (P1,
P2, P3, P4). This would result m the following set of equations for each outfell
pOlSible 1o~’11:
trlcet
parameter:

1

2

3

!

ouffel

PI:

(A1)(Cll)

+

(A2)(C21)

+ (A3)(C31) + (A4)(C41) - ml

P2:

(A1)(C12)

+

(A2)(C22!

+ (A3)(C32) + (A4)(C42)-m2

P3:

(A1)(C13)

+

(A2)(C23)

+ (A3)(C33) + (A4)(C43)- m3

P4:

(A1)(C14)

+

(A2)(C24)

+ (A3)(C34) + (A4)(C44)- m4

A1 through A4 represent the fr,%’tion of flow contributed from each possible flow source. The "C"
terms represent concentrations from the source flow library for each parbculer parameter (P)
within each flow source(I-4). The "m" terms represent the concentration of P actually measured
in the out’fall sample.
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Tl~e followng is ¯n examl;He fat ¯n ~all ~-~t~ ~:

~ramelM:

wirer

warm

w/stewat~

wast¯warM

f~e: (A1)(0.97 mg~) + (A2)(0.031 ~) + (A3){0.77 ~) + (A4)(33 ~ , 3.8 ~
ha~ss: (A1)(49mg~) + (A2)(240mg~)
+ (A31(t40m9~)
+ (A4~(14~ - 126mg~
s~ac~nts:(A1)(0 m9~)
+ (A2)(0 mg~)
+ (A3)(1.5 mg~)
+ (A4)(27 mg~ = 3.0
~ss,um: (A1)(1.6mg~) + {A21(0.73mg~
+ ~3)(6.0~)
+ (A4)(3.5~ . 2.2~

2

~S sim~le 4x4 malrix can ~ s~v~ ~ng ~v~i~Ne ~ntif~ calculates ~ ~ath ~r~ f~
~r~l om~uters, ~ by ha~. F~ this e~. t~ follow~ng ere ~ aWo~te ~
~ta {r~ed to ~e ~irest 5 ~U:
treated ~table water (A1): 30%
gr~ndwater (A2): 35%
~n,taW wast¯water (A3): 20%
~W walt¯water (A4): 10%
~tributi~l
~ ~tcharsctM,st~s
IN ~ ~ to 1~ ~rcent.
~r of ~ces
~m, e~~e~nt ~at were ~t ~i~r~, t~
v~t~s~ent
m ~rce
area
~ Ao~M
in ~t ¯urns that Ire ~t 1~ ~rc~t. TM f~low~ng meth~ is ~mHar, ~t ~
~n~ m ~ce are¯ chara~ist~s ~ tes~ m a r~e of I~kely ~nt ~~.
~ MATRIX ALGEBRA CONSIDERING PROBABILJTY DISTRIBUTIONS OF LIBRARY DATA
A StOchastiC versioft of the above woe¯duel enables the viriltJon in the libriry ~ to be
o-sKI¯red. The matrix is set up in the Mine way. but instead of using ¯ ¯ingle value relxesentin~ the
I~tameter o-contrition fo~ each likely Source flow, ¯ Mo~te Carlo simulation is used to rmxlomly
select values. A large numl>e~ of analyses (from a few hundred to many thoul.tnds) are conducted and
the percentage contributions fo~ each comlxmir~t sou~’ce Ire I~’mnted a= ¯ Wobebility
mtMd of I =regis value.
It is therefore necessary to describe the distribtn~on of source flow charlctiristic¯. In moat r,.~4¯,
~ tracer I)arameters can be relxesented using log-normal distributions. Some parameters, how~v~,,
Ire aN3~:luately described with normal distribubon$. Again. kx:¯l ¯ource flow monitoring is necessary
to obtain this information. Part and Lalot (pubt~..at~xt pending) contains examples using ~ method,
including the code fo( the necessary compute" Woe’am.

n
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SECTION 7
WATERSHED SURVEYS TO CONFIRM AND LOCATE INAPPROPRIATE POU,.UTANT
ENTRIES TO THE STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM
After initial ouffalt surveys have in0,cated the presence of contarr~’~tid~, further detailed analyses
are needed to K:lenhfy and locate the sPeC~hc contaminant sourcels) (eg., residential, commercial,
end/or industrial) ,n the drainage area. For source Klent;hCat~o~ and location, upstream lurvly
techniques should be used in conl~nctton with in in-depth watershed evaluation, information on
watershed Ictwtt~e$ can be obtained from aerial PtIOtOgtiphy Indior zoning mapl, wh~le upstream
survey technK!ues wdl include the analysts of the dry-weather flow at Mveral manhole points along the
Itorm drainage system to narrow the location of the contaminating so~rce; tests for specific pollutlntl
or ions Issoc~ited with known actlv~t,es w~th,n the Outfall Catchment area; and the measurement of
wirer flow rite and temperature, vilual Ind T,V. Inspections, end Stnoke Ind dye ttltl,

USING TRACER PARAMETERS IN THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM
In order to identify the specific contaminant sources in the drayage syltem, further detailed
watershed er~ysel are needed. These may include:
a drainage system surveys (tests for specific pollutants, visual inspections. T.V. drainage
inspections, and smoke end dye tests).
¯ in-depth watershed evaluation (including aerial photogrl~hl), ~
¯ induatrk~l M~d commercial site
Review Industr~a! User Surveys or Rem:)rtl
This will require the submission of s questionnaire ~o indust~es 1o determine which industries or
commercial locations are discharging to a storm drainage system. However site inspections w~ll sl~ll
be required because questionnaires may not be returned or may give incorrect details (e~thM
deliberately or unknowingly).
~ollow-uo Drainaoe Area and On.Site Investinetions’

Further drainage area investigations upstream of identified problem outfalls would be conducted
after the ouffall studies have indicated dry-weather discharge problems. In order to be cost-effective,
only a sub-sample of manholes located ~n a drainage area identified as having significant
non-stormwater sources should be tested for the tracers. AS an exampJe, the main storm drain trunk
sewer could be divided into tenths and the manholes closest to these subdivisions would be sampled.
This would identify the upper limit of the drainage area above which the major sources are not located.
A location may also be identified where the downstream manhole tracer mass yields (concentration
times flow rate) are the same. This would mark the downstream limit of the contributing area for the
tracers of concern. After the main trunk drainage reach is iden~fied that contains the
non-stormwater sources, the branch storm drain lines can be s~milarly subdivided (but into fewm’
sections each, perhaps about three) and evaluated. Depending on tt~ drainage area end complexity
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of the storm drainage system, this scheme could be suitably modihed to enable the identificabon of
relatively small areas respons,b~ for the non-stormwater POllutant entries ~nto the st(xm drainage
system. These small areas wOu~d then be subfect to the more @ntens,ve on.alto mvesbgatKms by smoke
tests, dye studies, and T.V. ms~t~ons.
The above drainage system analysis l~o<::edure may find that the drainag~ system iS contaminated
by widespread sanitary waste~,ater entr,es, POsstbly due to sanitary and storm drainage lysteml ~
extremely poor con~,t,on. "lh,s s, tuat,on may require that the drainage system ur~:~rgO extensive and
costly r~pa,rs. It may be more a~oroor,ate to cons,tier the Storm dta,nage system as a comb;ned sewer
and exam,no control alternat,~es that have been developed for combined sewer systems. This would
also save further data,led drainage system analyses costs.
These drainage system surveys would be followed by industrial ~ commercial on-site
invest,gations (e.g., dye and smoke stud,es and T.V. inspections) to locate 14)ec,f,c sources of
non-stormwater POllutant entr,es ate the dra,nage system. Additionally. aer,al photography can be very
useful dur,ng later phases of non-stormwater d,scharge ccntrol pro~ects. As In example, ~erill
photography can help ldent,fy areas hav,ng fe,hng septic systems located k~ residential areas served
by storm drainage systems. Aertal photography car) also be used to ldent,ty cont,nuous d~scharges to
surface drainage systems, such as sump d~scharges, and to identify storage areas that may be
ont,ibuting stgn;ficant Mnounts of pollutants during rains. For example, the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA), among other agencies, has extensively used aerial photography (stereo color infrared)
to identity POllution sources, especially from fading septic tanks (PerChalski and H~gg;ns 1988). The
TVA’I fl,ghts are made in early sprmg when investigating septic tank fatlures, to be able to Klenbfy
unusual grass conditions, w~th mtn~mal interference from trees. The flights are made at 6,000 feet,
with resulting image scales of 1 0rich to 1,000 feet. Their photography costs have been about 040 to
$150 per I~tuare mile.
FLOW MASS BALANCES, DYE STUDIES, AND SMOKE TESTS
Industrial areas are know~ to contribute significantly POlluted wet-weather lto~mwater discharges,
.along with contaminated dry-weather entries into the storm drainage system. Additional industrial site
mvesbgat~ons are therefore needed to identify activities that apparently contribute these contaminants
to the storm drainage system. F~gure 11 is an industrial site survey form prepared by the Non-Point
Source and Land Management Section of the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (R.
Bannerman, personal commun~cat,on). This form has been used to help ldenbty industrial IctWitles thlt
contribute significantly POlluted. indirectly connected dry- and wet-weather non-stormwatar entries into
the storm drainage system,
This form only considers outs~e sources that would affect the storm drainage system by entering
through inlets or through sheetflow runoff into drainage channels. It does not include any information
concerning indoor activities, o~ 0~rect plumbing connections to the storm drainage system. However,
the information included on thts form can be very helpful in devising runoff Contro~ programs for
industrial areas. This information most likely affects wet-weather discharges much more thin
dry-weather discharges. Obwous dry-weather leaching Or spillage problems are also noted on the fo~m.
Locatin~ An Industrial Sour~
Hypothetical examples have been created to demonstrate how dry-weather discharges can be
characterized so that their I~kety industrial sources can be identified. These examples show how
observations of ouffall conditions and simple chemical analyses, combined with a basic knowledge of
wastewater characteristics of mdustrial and commercial operations located in the drainage area, can
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F~um 11. Indus~ Inv~t~
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be used to identiFf the Possible pr)llutant sources. The initial activities include pollutant =nalyses of
out’falls be,ng invest=gated. Th~s requires the characterizes)on of the non-stormwater flows, the
ident~hcat~on of the I~kely industries responsible for ~ observed discharges, end hnally, locatinO the
poss~e specific sources m the watershed.

The hypothetical industries which were identified as being located in = stormwater d~ge er~
(from the watershed analys~s) incise:led = vegetable cannery, general food store, fast food
cheese f~ctory, used car dealer, cardboard box producer, and I wood treatment Om~nv. The
methoOs used to determine the most hkely industrial source O! the dry-weather d~charges
onsJdered for three hypothetical s~tult~ons of out’fall contamination.
(~,~se E=~mDle On~--The hypothetical results of the pollutant analysis for the first situatK)n fo~,~l
constant dry-weather flow at the outfall. The measurements indicated = normal pH 16) and low total
d~ssolved sohds oncentrations (300 rag/L). Other O~t/all characteristics included = strong ~ of
bleach, no d~shngu~shing COlor. moderate turbid~W, sawdust floatables, a small amount of structural
corrosion, and n~’m~l vegetatmn.
The s~gn~ficant characteristic in this situation i= the sawdust floatables (see Figure 12). The
industries which could produce sawdust and have dry-weather flow drainage to this I~pe am the
cardboard bOx company and the wood treatment COmpany. According to SIC code. the cardboard
company would fall under the category of "P~per Products" (SICa’ 26l while the wood treatment
coral)any would be under that of "Lumber and Wood" products (SIC# 24). Looking up these
industries by the.r orresl:)ond~ng SIC group numbers m Table 11 and comparing the listed Pool)art,s.
indicates that the paper industry has a Strong parental for the odor of bleach. Wood Woducts doe4
not md~cata any particular smell.
B~sed upon this data. the most likely industrial source of the irtdustrial non-stormweter d~scha~e
WO~ld be the cardboard bOx company. Table 2 under SIC/26 ir~licates that there is a high I)otenttal
for dnect connections in paper industries under the categories of water usage end illicit or
cormect~ons. At this ix)int, further testing should be cor~lucted at the cardboard box company to find
~f the constant source of contamination is coming from cool=rig waters, process waters, or d0rect ~
onnectS)ha Iprocess waters are the most likely source given the bleach end sawdust char~ctehsticsJ.
Case Examole ?--The results of the pollutant analysis for the second situation found intermittent
dry-weather d=scharges et the outfall. The test ~asurementa indicated e low pH (3] and high total
d~ssolved SOlids concentrations (approximately 6.000 rag/L). Other characteristics included ¯
rarm..~l-sour odor. grayish color, high turbidity, gray deposits containing white geletin-lik~
materk~l. StruCtU~aJ d~maga in the fo~n of spelling concrete, and an unusually large amount of Plant

The r~ncid-sour smell ,nd the presence of fig, table substances ,t this out/,ll indicat,s that some
type of food product is probably sPoiling. This narrows the Possible suspect industries to the fast food
restaurant, cheese factory, vegetable cannery, end food store (see Figure 13). The cowesponding SIC
Categories for each of these industries are "Eating and Drinking Places* (SIC# 58), "Dairy Products"
|SIC# 202), "Canned and Preserved Fruits and Vegetables" (SIC# 203), and "Food Stores" (SIC#
Comparison of the properties listed in Tab;e 11 for these SIC numbers indicates that elevated Plant lift
is common to industrial wastes for the "Dairy Products" and "Food Stores" categories. Howe~. the
deci~ling factor is the low pH. which is only listed for "Dairy Products’. Thus. the white
floatables are most likely spoiled cheese byproducts which are also the probable r~use of the
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Since the dry-weather entry to the storm drainage system occurs intermi~ently, the flow could
be caused by either I dfrect or indirect connection. To locate the ultimate source of this discharge
coming from the cheese factory, both d,rect and ~ndirect industrki| t.tuat;ons ~’e onsidered under the
category of "Dairy Products" in Table 2. Thus. further examfna~.~on of the Io~d~ng dock procedures,
water usage, end d~rect Piping connections should be conducted s~nce these categories all exhibit high
potential for pollution in dairy production.
~~.~-- The results of the test measurements for the final J~tuat~on fo~nd I normil pH
(6) end low total d~$solved sol,d$ (about 500 mg.~.). S~gns of contaminated (:hschsrgel were found It
the outfall only during and immediately following rainfalls. Other o~rf~lll properties obl4~ved included
an odor of od, deed brown to black Color, I floating Od f~lm, no sVuctural damlge, lind inh~bited plant
growth (see F~gure 14).
According tO Table 11, the fast food restaurant and the used ~ dealer Ire the Only two industrill
sources in th,a area with high potential ~or clus~ng ody discharges. Their re$1I)ect~vs SIC categories Ire
"Fit~ng Ind Drinking Places" (SIC/ 58) Ind "Automotive Dealers° (SIC/ ~,~). Coml~ir~son of the
properl,es shown on Tlble 11 inO,cates inh,l~ted vegetation only fo~ the Jecond cstegon/. Thus, the
most likely source of the discharge is the used car dealer.
Furthermore, the source of cOntamination muir likely be ind~ect, since the di$chlrge occurs Only
during wet welther. Reference to Table 2, under the cltegorV of °Automotive Dealers’, indicltel ¯
high potentiel for ontamination due to outdoor storage. This riot. £)lus the knovv~edge t,’~t most used
clrs are d~splsyed outdoors, makes it fairly clear that lUrflcl r~moff ~ I)~obably carrying ~lled car oil
into the storm drain during rlinl.
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Figure 14. Flmmmhe~ fro" Indulldml Case Example 3.

SECTION 8
CORRECTIVE TECHNIOUES
In ~ld,tion to ~ent~fying problems of un~u~hor~z~ or ~ngo~ro~te entr~es tO st~w~ter systems.
i~ ~S ev~ mo~e ~m~rtant to p~event problems from develo~mg at all, a~ to provide an env;r~ment
~n wh,ch future ~lems w~ll be avoided. Thus, a combmed ~p~ch of ~entifying ~ co~
existing problems g~ avoiding future problems has cons~de(gble ~r~t. In th~s sect~, t~ f~us
d~scuss,ng wa~s m which future problems can ~ avoided, However ~t sh~ld be noted that this
an in Oepth rewew. ~t has ~en mclud~ to ~ov~e t~ rea~ ~th suggestions that couM
i~rat~ ate a ~lut,~ prevent~n ~r~m.
Thee are gl~ s,tuat;OnS m which the ~n~ta~ system is so ~ted to the stormwPter system
that g~ ~ntent~s, wg,l~nco, lnd reas~gble remeO~al actions w~, not be sufficmnt to solve
problems. In mn ext~e~ case, ,t may be that whde it was thought that a community had ¯
san*ta~ sewer system g~ a separate storm drainage system, in reghty the storm drainage system
octmg as a c~d ~wer system. When rec~n,z~ f~ what ~ really is, the alternatives f~
future ~co~ cleare~: un~ffake the considerable mvestment ~ c~mitment to rebuild the
as ~ truly ~parate system, or re~nize the system as a c~b~n~ sewer system, 8~ o~rate
such, w~t~ut the O~llus~n~nt that it is a problem-plagu~ stem drainage system ~h ~n
Less extreme ~n designating a ~lluted stormwater dra~ system ~ c~bin~ ~
~ t~ ~ of f~u~ng ~ ~lluUon prevent~
¯ an organ;z~ systemat~ ~ogram of d~ting c~cigl m~ ~dus~l ~
~trms into t~ stem drainage systm,
¯ tgcklmg t~ Wob~m of w~despregd septic system fa~e,
¯ d~onn~t~ng d~r~t ~n;ta~ sewerage
¯ rehabd~tat~ng storm or sanita~ ~wers to abate c~tam~t~ water infiltrate, ~
¯ ~ve~;~ z~;ng and ordinates.
In this ~i~, t~ ~ items w~ll be d~umd, t~r ~th a ~n ~ treat~nt of ~de ~

PU~IC ED~
0~ ~n arg~ ~t an ~11 informed o~ apathetic pubfic has ~n~ ~e ~st act.s of
citizens, commercial ent~tms, industrial concerns, and public officials which led to some of the ~st
present Woblems w~th unauthorized entrms to storm drainage systems. One also knows ~ ~wM
on aroused, c~erned public in altering ~hov;or at all levels. Thus, pubi~c education has a r~e to
It can ~ effective m affering the behavior of an md~vidual who had assumed that the inlet on ~o
was t~ ~ce to d*~rge used crankcase oil. It can ~ effective ~en organ;zeal grips ~y f~
return of a s~m ~ a re~oir to a clean and a~racbve

i
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Public education cart,e¯ with it the implicit assumption that an educated public will make the
"hght" decisions, the educated public will be concerned about the "right" I~oblems, and it will
encourage private and public organ~zat;ons to develop solutions to the "r~ght" problems. Fortun¯tely,
most of the problems, ~ssues. end correchve measures ¯re clear cut w~th respect to unauthorized
entnes to the stormwater system. Pubhc education is a commun;cat,on art as¯oct¯ted w~th significant
changes when successful, end ~mperceDt~ble change when unsuccessful. As ~th ati educatK)n, it does
not end. but is a cont~nu,ng process. The following paragraphs describ~ some of the way¯ in which
pubhc officials can help to educate the pubhc. The "public" has been subO,wded into cat, go, ms which
are representer,v¯ of the problem areas with respect to unauthorized ent~es to ltoffn drainage
systems. The subc¯tego~es of the Public are:

T

,~/

¯ industrial
¯ commercial
¯ residential
¯ governmental
Industrial decision makers can be educated by public officials through d~re¢l contact when they
Seek information, by education of the consultants from whom industry seeks edvK:e, and by education
of trade ~tssocialions. InChrect educatK)nal OppOrtunities ¯re provided by Speaking to meetings of
Profess,onal organizer,one end by writ,ng in professional newsletters end Iournal¯. Industrial decislo~
makers are ¯ ¯mall group which is |~koly to respOnd as they recognize that they hav~ to address the
problem of unauthorized entr,e¯ Io the stormwatar system.
Commercial storm drainage sy¯tam users ere ¯ larger group to educate. The educlt~onal proceM
wdl have to focus on both proprietors and their employees. It will have to recognize the state of both
groups, new businesses o~enlng; existing businesses moving, expanding, end closing: end eml~oyee~
entering the work force end changing lobs. Education will have to be focused in the local commu~ty.
The rote of trade end professional ¯ssoc,at~ons will be less than was the case with industrial groups.
New¯ announcements in the ideal press will I~ay a role as well as mailed news items. Individual contact
botween a public official and the proprietor of ¯ commercial establishment will play a larger role. Follow
up end repeated contact may be necessary to answer Questions end cope with employee turnover.
Public education can also benefit from failures. For example, certain violations of discharge practices
may be so serious, or flagrant, that a Citation or free results. The local press, if informed, may find such
an incident newsworthy. The general public, or other potential offenders, my benefit from th~

An informed public willing to act on their convictions is the product ¯ought from public education.
The public educator focuses on ~arge groups, as one-on-one contact is unlikely to be either time or COlt
effective. Long range educational goals may be tackled through school programs, w~le ¯honer range
educational goals may focus on community groups. Public education will have to focus on broed~"
environmental issues than inappropriate entries to storm drains. Subgroups in the community may I~aY
important roles in public education. For example, scouts may undertake COmmunity improvement
projects including placing signs on curb¯ida storm drains informing the public that the drain is for
ltormwater only, and not for discharge of wastes. Thus, public education mutt take advantage of
opportunities presented by groups looking for community improvement projects, the of)l)ortunities that
are available in workJng with the school ¯yet¯m, and oppOrtunities arising from the news media being
supplied with newsworthy items.
The f’mal group that public officials should address in public education is othe~ public officials and
governmental institutions. Some ¯mall governmental units may not know about precautions to be taken
with discharges to storm drainage systems unless they are properly informed. Such subgroups rn~y
include roa~l departments, sanitation workers, and workers at public restitutions such as hospitals and
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prisons. A muir;level, multitarget pub~,c education program can help to avoid ~.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL SITE DISCONNECTIONS OF NON-STORMWATER SOURCES
Out of conven,ence and out of ignorance, commercial and industrial ~te= may impose
~x:reasing load on the storm (:lra~nage system. Th,s may be through d,reCt dischM~ee to the Storm
drainage system, or ~t may be through O,tfuse and indtrect sources in which the I~e g~’Ou~ldl are
corltam,nated by sp,lls and d~scharges which are then washed off by storm runoff to the Storm drain
during rainfall events or by washwater 0urlng wash-down operas,one. The prol:dem is ompounded by
the vast array of s~zes of commercial and industrial enterprises. A single person erltlq~se has little
of)portun~ty to bu,id e~l)erl~se on the sub~ect of stormwater po~lut;on, while a Large industr~ enterprise
n~y have an env~onmental diws~on. To the uninformed berson, any curb Ol)en,r~g may be thought to
be part of a omp~ehens,ve sanitary wastewater treatment system and the proc)er enl’Jlnce Ix~nt for
polluted water O~scharges or other Clebr~.
Corrective measures for impro~e~ uses of storm drains have to be develo¢~d recog~z~ng the
d~fferences in kno~,le~lge end Sophist~at~ of the client, industrial users are relatwely few m numbs’
I~t are e=pecteO to have the most omplex Problems. if ~ndustrial users ere awafeo or ~ aware,
of existing and or new federal, state, or mc~ regulaPons to Drevent Pollulion of Stormweter drainage
systems, they w~iJ usually comply w~th the regular:on. If not, these regulatidne ~’owde t~e authority
and communication means tO mst~gate o~recbve K’bOn
Cornm~ciel groups Ire heterogeneous. An eWoprLate way of wo~ng with them to
cfwtges m their use of storm Ureinape sylteml, may be to work with one category of commMcLal
grOUpS at I time. For example, ons~e~ g~soline filhng stations Is ¯ single category. It is possible to
focus o~1 correcting a~milar problems at many facilities that exist in this category. The flushing of
r~hators may be seasonally common. A typ*cal Practice is to let radiator flushing waters (including
coolants) to dram to en inlet to the Storm drainage system. Education followed by assurance that there
wdl be strict enforcement of d~scharpe regulations or ordinances may be effective. Howevm.o ¯
such Is gasohne f,lhng StatiorlS cannot be expected to have I long institutional memory ¯s new
of)eraSers take over and Others drop out. Thus, vigilance and follow-up are important to insure that
I~e~e is not ¯ WaOual diminution of el)web,Ire Precbces.
For both small commercial and Large industrial enterprises, willful and knowle~lgeab~e violation of
the regulations limiting entries to storm drainage systems have to be dealt with firmly and WompUy
or the enforcement program runs the chance of becoming ineffective. Thus the governmental unit
wldertelung respons~bd,ty for improwng the precbces regarding entries to storm drainage systems must
have an enforcement Plan ready.
FAILING SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS
Failing septic tank systems can have an impact On In otherwise well functioning storm drainage
system. Before d~scussing corrective measures, it is important to identi/y the rel~bonsh~p that may
develop between a septic tank system and ¯ storm drainage systlm.
A septic tank system consists of two major components: I septic tank and a leaching field
waste spreading or sod absorl)tion system). In addition, of course, there is piping asses¯ted with the
system. Sanitary wasteweters are piped directly to the septic tank. The septic tank typically is ma~e
of concrete, is rectangular in shape, is usually divided into two compartments, and has a cai:~lc~/of
one to several thousand gallons. The septic tank ser~es as en anaerobic d;gesbon, floMabon and
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Setlhng un, t m which l~oiogical action converts the b~x:legradable liquid end solid wast= ~i~es
stable end ~ucts. Gravity serrates ~ s~gn,f~a~ ~on of ~th b~egradable
~’b*~egr~able paniculate ma~tet to the tank ~Ttom ~ top (Oe~nO~ng on whether the
s,nk or r, se. res~ct~vely). Some of the Pr~ucts of th~s ~al treatment pr~ess are car~n d~ox~de.
methane, h~0r~en sulhOe and other o@~ W~uc~ng OaSes. O,gested a~ refractow ~ relatively
n~-b~ra~&b~e slu0ge, and floating scum. ~cause t~ sephc t~nk remains full, it must
a ~o~ume of ~rastewater each t~me a volume of waste~ater ~s 0,sCharg~ ~nto d. Th~S d;~harg~
enteri a ~ach,ng held where some additional treatment ~curs and t~ f~l effl~t iS d~r~
the
A ~pt~ tank may ~ a low ma;ntena~e tte~t~nt unit. but ~t ~i ~t entirely ma~t~e
As Ihe $e~l~ tank continues Io ~ loaded, t~ scum and sludge layers build up SO that ~ re~in~
voJun~ l~a,ab~ for treatment ~l reduced. Thus. Io~ of t~ pa~ally d~gelt~ ~
scum, an0 sJuOge may ~ carried from the Septic tank tO t~ le~ch~ng held whe(i the soil v~d
may ~o~ c~ged. As the io~l voids ~come l~ged. t~ abd~ty of the ~ach;ng f~eld to
hqu,O ~ of the waste ~i reduced, and su~ace ~nO~ng of the wastewater may result. Of
~nO,ng C~ld have ~en prevented by hav~ng the se~t~ t~nk serviced; that il, by hav~ t~
tank pum~. Pumptng removes tho sludge, scum, ~ ot~r ontenll of the septic tank so
Ilo~age and treatment caDac~ty il resl~ed. Pumping frequency Vl~tll dependdng o~ the
lephc t~nk a~ ~tS IoaO~ng ra~e. Residential lepl~ lan~ may ne~ to be ~m~d evew two to
years. Com~rc~al and ,~st~tut~on/I septic tanks rely ~ m~e frequent ~mping.
Fe~ ~Dt~c tank systems have the ~tential to ~llute stormwater ~c~use the leaching f~ld
lalu~ate t~ 0round, and ~ssibly form ~nded waler ~ t~ Ground su~ace. The ~nded warm
~n off Ind enter a storm drain inlet or drainage ddch, or ~fdlrate Ihe 0round in another area
~l intercepted by a storm drain throu0h inhltrat~. ~n ~t rains, any remaining ponded water my
Washed off ~th the runoff to the storm drainage system. ~nd~ng on the severity of t~
failure, the ~ded water can have the character~sbcs of ~ally treated san~taW wastewater ~ ~
,untreated ~n~taW wastewaler. Thus, septic ~nk fadures can contaminate t~ Itormwater dr~
system dur~ ~ wet and dW weather.
~Dt~ tank systems may fail even with g~ mainte~e prectices. Such failure can ~lt
the sod is ~mply not ~rmeabie enou0h for the leaching f~ld, ~ when the soil absorbl~e
il exc~ through long use. A tight clay so)l may have such low ~rmeab;liW that t~
Ca~cety is ~W I~mited. If a number of homes Ire budt ~n c~se prox;mi~, their septic ~nk ~h~
fields ~y c~l~tively exceed the soil’s caPic~w, lead,no to a stormwater ~llution proem.
property o~at~ng septic tank systems are a potential ~lJutant source. ~ause the basic f~
the ,each,n0 f,e,~ ,s to d,scharg, pa~i,lly treated .ffi,nt to ,h. ground, th,s --p~ tank .fflu,,
~nhllrale into nearby stormwater drainage system.
Va~$ c~ectiwe meth~s exist for failinG sepbc tank systems that ~llute stormwater. ~
meth~s ~nclude: improve maintenance, institute Preventative measures to avoid problems,
a~ndon the septic tank system with connections made to a ~n~taW sewera0e system. In some ~.
~mp~ow~ ~ntena~ce may ~ the answer. Some ~rsons wdl not do any maintenance to ~ir
tank system until it fails (they note ~nded water ~n the ~achino field area). Then they call f~
sephc t~nk to ~ pumped. In many cases, this is not suff~ent to corr~t the problem: it may M
I~ttle a~bon t~ late. T~e preventative action of hav~n9 the septic tank pumped should have ~ken ~
P~o~ to failure of the system. Education may prov~e pa~ of the remedy. The septic tank
res~nd to exho~at~ons to have the septic tank pumped ~ a regular bas~s, before failure. C~
through ~U~nances may ~ another answer. Ordinances may require that the sePbc tank ~ ~
at a s~c~f~ fr~uency, with a public ~y monitoring the pr~ram to ensure that mainte~
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It sometimes hapoens that soil conditions and Population density rule out both voluntary Ix
involuntary rna,ntenance. In th=s case, it may be necessary to consider abandoning the septic tank
system and ~nsta~hng a system consist=ng of sanitary sewers leacling to a treatment plant. Another
option consists of aDan0on~ng the septic tank treatment method in favor of small package treatment
units that provide aerobic treatment of the sanitary wastewater which is then discharged to 8 regional
leaching fie~d. Th~s option may succeed where the septic tank system has failed, because wastes
treated in an aerobic un,t may not have the leaching held clogging Potential of wastes tl’¯¯ted in ¯n
anaerobic se~t,c tank. However, experience has shown that these advantages ¯re only obtained with
proper centre; an~ maintenance. Aerobic systems are more sensitive than conventional eeptic tank
systems to ~nl:xol)er ma,ntenance and may therefore not offer any real benefits.
DIRECT SANITARY SEVVERAGE CONNECTIONS
Due to ind,fference, ignix¯nce, poor enforcement of ordinances, ix other reasons, ¯ stormwater
drainage system may have sanitary wastewater sewerage d~rect connections. Obviously, the sanitary
wastswater entering the storm drain will not receive any treatment and will pollute a large flow of
stormwater, m ~:lO~t~on to the receiving water. If the storm dra~n has ¯ low dry-weather flow rate, the
presence of I.~n~tary wastewater may be obvious due to fader paper, feces, and odors. In c¯see of
high dry-weather flows. ~t may be more difficult to obviously detect raw sanitary wastewaters due to
the low percentage of I.In,tary wastewater in the mixture. Even though the sanitary wastewetar
fraction may be low. the prewously discussed field testing Procedures (e.g., testing for sufficient¯,
ammonia, Potas.~um. and fluoridesl will assist in the detection and quantification of sanitary
wastewater contarmnat~on in the storm drainage system. Flow monitoring may show the variatiOnS in
the flow rate b%lt ¯re t’yl)~cal of ¯¯niti~ry weatew¯ter.
Dye testing can be effective in finding specific sanitary wastewater connections between e boule
~nd e storm d~’a~nage system. Dye, such as diluted rhodamine or fluixescein, is flushed down the toilet
of a house and the Storm drain is monitored to determine whether the dye appears. Care has to be
exercised when us,ng this method, as these dyes may stain fixlu~es that are being tested, and any
spillage in the house causes stains that ¯re very difficult to remove.
Monito~ of the storm drainage system with television came’as can show the locations of breek~
in the storm (~rain where ¯ sanitary wastewatsr sewer or house lateral was attached. Television
cameras may also show discharges taking place ¯t these lee¯bans, demonstrating that the lines ere
in active use.
Corrective measures involve undertaking ¯ program of disconnecting the sanitary eewet’
connections to the storm drainage system and reconnecting them to ¯ proper sanitary wastewltar
sewerage system. The storm drainage system then has to be tel)aired so that the holes leh by the
disconnected sar~t~’y sewer entrances do not become ¯ location for dirt and groundwater to enter.
REHABILITATING STORM OR SANITARY SEWERS TO ABATE CONTAMINATEO
WATER INFILTRATION
Infiltrabon of contaminated water into a stormwater drainage system can cause substantial
pollution of the system. This could occur where a sanitary sewer overlies and crosses (or parallels) ¯
storm drain, ~,i~h sanitary wastewater exfiltrating from the sanitary sewer and percolating the storm
drain. Other instances would be in areas of polluted groundwater, where the storm drainage is below
the water table or intercepts infiltrating groundwater, or in areas having septic tank ¯y/taft1/, as
discussed preyS.
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tt would be best to correct the sanitary sewer if only one drainage system can be corrected. This
wOuld have the dual advantage of preventing infiltration of high or percolat,ng groundwater¯ Ind
preventing pollution of stormwater with exfiltrating san,tary wastewater. Rehabd=tat,on of the drainage
Systems by use of inserted I=ners. or otherwise patching leaking areas, are possible corrective
measures. It is important that a;I Clra;ns with inliltration problems be corrected for this corrective action
to be effective. This would a;so include repairing house lateral sanitary wastewater lines, as well as
the ma~n Ors,nags runs. However, these corrective measures ¯re more lakely to be COSt effective when
only ¯ relatively small part of the complete drainage systems require rehal~iitat~on.

ZONING AND ORDINANCES
Lsnd use controls ¯cheered by zoning have the potential to exacerbate Woblams or diminish them.
For example, in an area w*th so~l¯ that are ill suited for septic tanks ~d leaching fields, the potential
for future problems is increased ~f zon,ng allows small lots for single fam~y residential development snd
allows septic tank systems. As the area develops, septic tank failures wdl be<some common, resulting
in incressed pollution of stormwater and groundwater. On the other hand. m areas having poor soils,
zoning can require orresPor~,ngly larger lot sizes and larger leaching held¯, resulting in fewer future
problems. Ord,nances may specify the results that have tO be achieved by infdtrat~on test¯ used to size
leaching held¯. Also, ord~nances can require that ¯ responsible public off,:tal be present when the
inf,ltrat,on test is run to decrease the I*kel*hood of false or spurious resu:ts be*rig reported. Certified
sept=c tank installers, also checked by public off~ial inspectors, should also be r~uirad to increase the
likehhood of the system ~ re¯tailed correctly.
Zoning can also have a role to play in ¯voiding development of land that is subject to frequent
flood,ng, in such land, flood,rig and high groundwater ond=tions can result m the sanitary sewerage
system being gradually ovMIoa~ed by infdtration ¯o that cross flow to the ¯to~n oralnage System carl
occur.
Ordinances can help to ontrol problems by putting the force of law end public policy behind
desirable practice¯. For examine, ord|nances can make mandatory practme¯ such as septic tank
maintenance that otherwis4 wo~ld be voluntary. By making the practK:e mandatory, desirable practices
are performed on a regular schedule ¯o that large problems have less opportunity to develop.
OrdDnances can also regulate the Per¯on¯ doing the pumping of septic tanks =o that they discharge the
septage to wastewater tseatment plant¯ where it can be properly treated rather than it being
Ordinances can also heap ixevent and or control pollution from many othe~ sources by restriction~
on: disposal of household toxz¢ substances to storm drains, storage of chem~al$ by industry, disposal
of industrial wash down water, etc.
Zoning and ordinances rw~’esent important means for governing bodies to anticipate problem¯,
to avoid problems, and to manage problems, so that desirable ends are achieved and undesirable
consequence¯ are avoided. Enactment of zoning and ordinances occurs in the public arena where
interested persons can part)ol~te and express their views and concerns. The pubh¢ can become
educated in this process. ~ zoning and ordinances have the desirable characteristic of being
remembered and rernainu~ e~forceable long after an individual forgets, becomes disinterested, or
becomes recalcitrant.
Another important step that municipalities can take is the development of policies and procedures
for the management of mils from transportation lincluding both roadway and rail) and pipeline
accidents. Spills shOuld not be merely washed into the storm drainage system, but should be collected
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fo~ Woper treatment and disposal.

WIDESPREAD SANITARY SEV4ERAGE FAILURE
Connections (whether directly by I~ng or indirectly by exfiltratiort or infiltration) of sanitary
sewers to the storm drainage system may be so w,despread that the storm drainage system has tO be
recognized as a combined sewer system. This could also be the case when the PreV~enc~ of septic
tank failures leads to widespread samtary wastewater runoff to the storm drainape syateflt. One usually
thinks of a combined sewer system as having all of the samtary sewer connectK)ns tO the same sewers
that carry Stormwater, but the Prev:ous d,scuss~on suggests that there Ire degrees of I Itorm
system becoming a comb, ned sewer system. Prev,ously, the recommendations have been made tt~t
wKlespread failure of septic tank systems m~ght necessitate the construction of a sanitary sewer to
re01ace the septic tanks. Also recommar~led was a P~O~ram of identifying and disconnecting
sewers from the storm drainage system.
Prior to these actions taking place, the storm drainage system operates to some degree as
comb;ned sewer system. It may be that the sanitary sewerage lyltem is not lptbll of handling the
load that would be iml)osed on ~t if I complete sewer separation program were undertlken. Or, in
extreme clse, no samtary sewer system may exist. By recognizing that I combined sewer system does
in fact emit rely help to focus I~tent~on on a~)l)~ol~r~ate remedial measures. The resources my liso
not be lvlillble to undertake onstructio¢l of I separate sanitary wlstlwster drainage system.
One should then focus on how to renege the combined sewer system that is in
Management may require that end-of-I~pe stor~e/trestmen! be investigated. Also, the combined sewe~’
system may be tied into other combined sewers so that more centralized treatment end Slor~e
be applied. Operation of a ombined sewer system may be Wefereble to hav~ng the stormwater and
the larpe number of sanitary entr, es receive no ~reatment.
An esdy Identificetk)n end decision to des~nete a storm drainage syktem ¯ ~ sewer
system, will prevent abortive time and costs being spent on further investigations. These resources can
then be more effectively used to treat the nev,ty des;pnated combined sewer system.
In essence, rocogni~on of a system as berg a combined sewer system provides a focus in the
r~ulatory community so that ~t may be pose~b;e to operate the system so as to mir~m~ze the
to the environment.
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GLOSSARY
Actur~;y . The combination of bias and precision of an analytical procedure ~ reflects the
c~s~ss of a measured value to ~ ~ue value.
~seflow - ~e d~-~ther flow ~curr~ng in ~ drainage system, with ~ ~pparen~ source. Likely to
~ mostly ~nhl~rat;ng groundwaters ~n a san~ta~ or storm drainage system, but can also
~tam~nated w~th illicit wastewaters. ~e constant (~ cont*nual) dw-weather flow.
~t~ ~mp - The dis~l of ~ large v~u~ of waste material during a sho~ ~riod of time.
~ ~ustr~al waste.
B~s - A c~sistent deviat~ of measur~ v:l~s from t~ t~e value, caused by systematic errors
a ~ure.
C~ff~t of V~i~t~ ICOY). A melsure of ~ s~e~d of d~tJ (r~fio of ~e st~ird deviation to
C~b~d Sewer - A ~wer designed for r~ei~ing s~ce (d~- ~nd wet-weather) ~noff, mun~ip~
(s~n~t&~ Jnd industrial) w~stewater, Jnd subsu~oce w~ters from infiltrltion. During ~ weather,
Jc~ ~ i sJn~ta~ sewer, but ~t ~Iso terries s~mwater from wet-we3ther
C~ed sewer ove~ow (CSO) - Flow fr~ ~n ouff~ll (d~schJrge conduit~ of J combined ~w~
oli~t~ system, in excess of the inte~cept~ caDac~ or duo to a malfunctioning or impro~
f~w regulate, that is d~scharged into ~ r~e~wng water and/or an ~uxil~a~ CSO onv~
st~age-veatment system.
~s~t I~ ~t~u~) d~-wea~er flow - Uninte~upted flow in a sto~ ~wer ~ drainage ditch
~curring in ~ absence of rain. ~e base~w.

~t~ limit - A humor of different de~tion ~imi~ ~ve been defi~ed: IDL (instru~en~ det~
I~m;t), ~s the constituent concentration that produces a signal greater than five t~mes the signal to n~
rat~o of the instrument; MDL (method detection I~m~t) is the constituent concentration that,
pr~essed through a c~plete method, pr~uces a signal with a 99 percent probabiliW that
d~fferent from a blank; PQL (practical quantification I~mit) is the lowest consbtuent co~entrat~
achievable am~g laboratories within specified limits during routine laboratow ope~’ations. The rebel
of these hm~ts are approximately: IDL:MDL:PQL = 1:4:20 (APHA, ~ 1989).
Dire~ (dw-wea~er) entr~s ~to ~e sto~ drayage system - Sources which enter a sto~ drai~
system directly, usually by d~rect p,ping connections ~[ween the wastewater conduit and ~e
drain.
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Drainage Me¯ - The ere¯ of land from which a storm tire,nags system collect¯ precipitation and storm
runoff and then delivers the resulting stormwater tO a sPec~hc point.
Dry-weather flow - Flow in a storm sewer or drainage d,tch OCcurring in the absence of storm flow.
But it is also a constituent of wet-weather flow. See baseflow.

O

Entries to storm d~sinage - Water |relatively clearS’or polluted) d~s~charged into a stormwater drain from
source=, such as, but not I~m,ted to, ~hrect ~ndustrial or san,tary wastewater connection¯, roof leaders,
yard and area drains, cool~ng water connections, manho|e Covers, groundwater’ or subterraneous
stormwater ~nf.ltratiOn. etc.
Floatebles - Floating materials, (plastic containers, condoms, sanitary napkins, tissues, COrkS, paper
containers, wood, leaves, o=1 f~lms, slimes, scum. etc.), that are e~ther part of the inappropriate waste
streams d~scharged to a stormwater system, or collected by flowl which enter a stormwater drainage
system.

2

Geographic Inforn~tic~ System |GIS) - Computer ¯ohwMe that maps land areas and produces image¯
and lnformat=on relat.ng to the land area, e.g., topography, drainage, public utilities, roads, buildings,
industry, land use, and demography.
Groundwater infiltration ¯ Seepage of below water table groundwater and subterraneous |SOrrow¯tar
into stormweter, san=taW westewater, or combined sewer dr¯snags systems, through such means ¯s
defective p,pes, pipe founts, connections, or manhole walls.
Hardness . Caused by the presence of the day¯lent cat,ms (principally calcium and magnesium) in
water. Causes an increased amount of soap usage before Woduc~ng a lather and scale to form in hot
water pipes, boiler vessels, condensate return line¯, ool,rig systems, kettles,
House L~terai - A pipe connecting a house to ¯ latet~ or othe~ ~ewedine. Also ~lled ¯ ¯ervlce
connection.
Indirect
dry-weather
intoUSually
the storm
drainage
system.
sources
which
enter 8
storm
drainage
systemw~tries
indirectly,
by floor,
areaway,
and Non-stormwater
yard drains or inlets;
and spills
and
dumping.
Industr~a~ dry-weather e*ltries into the storm drainage system - Any solid Or liquid waste coming from
industrial sources which enter storm drainage system¯ dur=ng periods of dry weather.
Infiltration - The prOCess whereby water enters a drainage system underground through such means
as defective pipes, p=pe joints, connections, manhole wall¯, etc.
Inflow . The process whereby water enters a ssnitary wastewater drainage system from surface
locations, (e.g., through depressed manhole covers, yard and areaway inlets, roof leader ¯etc.).
Intercepted stormwater/groundwater. The portion of surface runoff or groundwater moving through
the soil that enters a storm drainage, combined sewer, or sanitary sewer system.
Interceptor. A sewer that receives flows from ¯ number of wastewater trunk lines.
Intermittent dry-weather flow - Irregular flow in a storm drainage system occurring in b~ absence of
storm flow.
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Lateral - A drain or sewer that has no other drains or sewers discharging into it, except for service
onnect;gas, or house laterals.
Leaching field - A system which facilitates the infiltration of I septic tank effluent into the soil. This
is typically done by a pipe and infdtratJng trench system which takes the effluent from a septic tank
and distributes it through the leaching f~e!d, where additional treatment of the effluent Occurs as it
percolates through the ground or soil column.
Monle Carlo probab~listic slmuletion. A statistical modeling approach used to detern~ne the expected
frequency and magnitude of an output by running repetitive simulations using ItatiStiC~lly selected
inputs for the model parameters.
Municipal sewage/wastawater - Sewage/wastewater from ¯ community which may be composed of
domestic sewagelwastawater, industrial wastawatar and/or commercial wastawater, together with
subsurface infiltration,
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) - A national lyltem of permlta issued to
industrial, commercial, and municipal dischargers to limit the amount of pollutants that can be
discharged to waters of the USA.
Non-contact cooling water - Water that decreases the temperature of on object, without ever physically
contacting the object.
Nonpoint pollution source- Any unconfined end nondiscreta conveyance from which pollutants Me
discharged, or In urban drainage system not under the NPDES. These sources Me usually from
agricultural, silvicultural, and rural land areas,,
Out/ldl - In this User’s Guide, an out/all refers to I point at which I stormweter drainage system
discharges to I receiving water. There is sometimes ¯ concrete structure or retaining wall et this
location to protect the end of the discharge pipe and prevent erosion of the receiving water beak,
PIthogen - A disease-causing microorganism.
Point source - Any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance from which pollutanta Me, or may
be, discharged. Under the NPDES it is an outfali discharge, or overflow of treated or untreated
sanitary, industrial, combined sewage, or stormwater (from a municipality greater thin I00,000 in
population).
Pollutant - Any material in water or wastawatar interfering with designated beneficial uses.
Potable water - Water that has been treated, or il naturally fit for drinking, i.e., the wirer ha8 no
harmful contents to make it unsuitable for human consumption.
Precision - The measure of the degree of agreement among replicate analyses of ¯ semite, usually
expressed as the standard deviation.
Pretreetment - The removal of material such as, gross solids, grit, grease, metals, toxicants, etc. or
treatment such as aeration, pH adjustment, etc. to improve the quality of ¯ wastewater prior to
discharge to a municipal wastewater system. This is usually done by the industrial user of U~e water,
but can also refer to the initial treatment processes of a sewage treatment plant.
Process line discharge - The disposal of anything used in, or resulting from, a manufacturing procel4.
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Tots/ solids. The entire Quantity of ¯oltcls in the Imuid flow or volume including the lisso~ved
l:~nicul¯te (suspended, float¯ble, ¯ncl settle¯hie)
To~,ic~ty - The degree to which ¯ pollutant causes phy~)~:)g~cal harm to ~ health of ¯n orgasm.
Trecer - In this User’s Guide, ¯ tracer is ¯ chstinct component, or combination of cornponenf4
(’f,ngerwint’h of ¯ polluting source wh~h is K:lent~f,e~:l m order to confirm the entry of the poliubr)g
source to ¯ Storm drainage system.
Tr~ce Met-~s. Me~ls present in small concen~ratK)ns. From a regulatory standpoint, this USually refers
to re¯tat concentrations that can cause tox,c,ty at ~’~ce concentra~Jon¯.
Turbidity . The lack of clarity in the water usu411y r..4~Jsed by suspended parbculate mailer ~
measured by interference to light pen¯fret,on.
Urban runoff - Any runoff stormwater from an ud~n cka;nege ¯re¯ that reaches ¯ receiving water boo’y
or subsurface. During dry weather, it may be om~’ised of many has¯flow components, both relat,,~y
uncontaminated end contaminated. See atormwater end urban stormwater runoff.
Urb4~ stormw¯ter runoff. Stormwiter from an Wrban dr~r~ge area thet reaches ¯ rec~eiving
body or subsur/~ce caused by weather I:)r~Cil)~tat~on Irem, snow, etc.). See stormwater end ufl~n
runoff.
Watershed. A geographic region (area of land) w~thm which I:~’ecip;tation drains into a perticulM
drein~ge system or body of water that his one s~)ec~h¢ :Ml~very point.
Wet-weather flow - Any flow resulting from Wec~tatk)n (rain, snow, etc.) wh~J~ my
ontamm~nts into storm dr¯in¯g¯ combined eew~ge, or san~rery sewerage systems.
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This report has been prepared by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of
Wastewater Management, Permits Division (4203), 401 M Street, S.W., Washington, D.C.
20460. Inquiries pertaining to this report should be sent to this a~ldress or may be mad, by
calling (202) 260-9545. Copies m’e available from the Office of Water Resource Centes,,
(202) 260.7786.
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~onorable Albert Gore, Jr.
President of the Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Kr. l>resldentl
X am pleased to present the Envlron~ental Protection
Agency,s (EPA) "Report to Congress on Sto~ Mater Discharges
Potentially to be Addressed by Phase IX of the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Sto~ Water Proqram.- With
Report aea starting point, X believe, toqether wi~h Congress and
our other partners, we can make substantial progress in
more cost-effectlve and resourceful ways to control storm water
pollution and to protect public health and ~he environment.
¯ hls Report responds to Section 402{p){5] of the Clean Water
Act and provides data, analysis, and recommendations oncernin~
the number and type of discharges potentially to be covered by ¯
phase XX storm water program. The Report also identifies the
nat~e .and extent of these discharges and discusses one Possible
approach to implementing a phase IX storm water pro~.
Although this Report discusses only one Posslble approach
for a phase IX storm water program, EPA looks fo~ard to workin~
with Conqress, States, Tribes, local governments, and other
stakeholders to identify other options for a phase XX pro~.
Already, £PA is ~aklng steps to exlolore additional
by developing partnerships and seeking ideas from all ~roups that
will be involved. Me will draw on o~ experience with the phase
I storm water proqraa and collaborative efforts with
stakeholders to ensue a cost-effectlve storm water pro~.
As a tarsi step, EPA is establishlng an ~ban wet~eather
advisory qroup composed of stakeholders from industry~ S~atee~
m~Icipalltlee, co~ercial and retail establlshaente,
environmental ~roups and others, to address pollcy and technical

issues related to urban wet weather.

subgroup will be for~ed to consider cost-effectlve ways of
addressing pollutlon from phase II storm water discharges. We
will share the results of these efforts with Congress as they
develop.

¯
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In addition to the phase II efforts, we plan to re’;&ew and
streamline the phase I sto~. water program. We will ccraider
changes to existing monitoring and permitting requiremer:s for
regulated phase I municipal dischargers and will resolve
questions regarding what citzes must do Under the Act’s storm
water control "maximum extent practicable- requirements.
~ believe this Report responds fully to the mandates of
Section 402(p) (5) of the Clean Water Act, and I hope Co:,:ress
finds it useful in determining how to proceed With the s ~
water pr~ram.
"
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UNITED STATES ENVIRON~,E%TAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WAS~IhlGTO~ -~ : 20460

0

Honorable Hewt Gingrtch
Speaker of the House
o5 Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

l:~ar I~. Gln~ich:
Z am pleased to present the Ear,rodents1 Protection
Agency’l (EPA) "Report to Congress on Sto~ Water Dilchargel
Po~en~Lally %o ~ Addressed by Phase II of the National Pollu~
Discharge EILmlna~Lon System S~o~ Wa~er Pr~ram." With
Re~r~ as a s~ar~ing ~in~, I ~lieve, ~e~er wL~
our o~her parEners, we can make substantial profess in
Bore cost-effective and resourceful ways ~o control
~ZZu~Lon and Eo pro~ec~ public heaZ~ and ~e envLro~en~.
~Ln Re~ res~nds ~o Section 402(p)(5) of ~e Cle~
Ac~ and provides ~a~a, analysis, and recouenda~Lons conce~i~
~e n~r and %~e of discharges ~en~Lally ~o ~ cover~
phase II a~o~ wa~er pr~raa. The Re~r~ also
na~e and e~en~ of ~hese discharges and discusses one
appr~ch ~o Implementing a phase II s~o~ wa~er pr~.
A1~ough ~Ls Re~ discusses only one ~ssLble appr~
for a phase II sto~ wa~er pr~, ~A l~ks fo~ard to work~
wL~ Confess, S~ates, ~L~s, l~al goverr~en~s, and o~er
s~akeholders to identify o~er options for a phase II
Already, ~A Ls ~aking s~eps ~o e~1ore a~di~ional
by developing pa~nerships a~ seeki~ i~eas fro~ all ~oupn
w~11 ~ involved, we will ~aw on o~ e~rience wL~ ~e
I s~o~ wa~er pr~ram and colla~ra~Ive effo~s wL~ o~
s~olders ~o ~s~e a cos~-effec~ive s~o~ water
~ a first s~ep~ ~A Ls es~abILshLng an ~n
a~viso~ ~oup com~s~ of s~eholders from indus~, S~a~,
m~icipaILties, co~ercLal and re~il establ~s~s,
env/ro~ental ~oups and o~ers, ~o ad~eSs ~1~ ~d
issues related to ~n we~ wea~er. A s~o~ wat~ phase II
s~oup will ~ ~o~ed ~o consider cos~-effe~ive ways ot
a~essing ~11ution from phase II s~o~ wa~er ~Lscharges.
will share ~e results of ~ese effo~s wi~ Confess as
develop.
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In addition to the phase II efforts, we plan to review and
streamline the phase I storm water program. We will consider
changes to existing monitoring and perzitting requirements for
regulated phase I =unicipal dischargers an~ will resolve
questions regarding what cities =us~ do under the Act’s storm
water control "maximum extent practicable" requirements.
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I believe this Report responds fully to the mandates of
Section 402(p) (5) of the Clean water Act, and I hope Congress
finds it useful in determining how to proceed with the storm
water program.
Sincerely,

Carol M. Br~’wner
Enclosure
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Executh.e Summary

E.’g:E CUTI%’E SL.’NL\LARY

Storm water discharges have been linked to one-third of all assessed surf~tce water
quality impairments nationwide by transporting large quantities of pollutants to our Nation’s
waterways.’ Significant sources of contaminated storm water include urban runoff,
indus~al activities, construction, mining, other types of resource extraction, ~ different
commercial activities. To address this problem, Congress amended the Clean Water Act
(CWA) in 1987 to establish a phased approach for issuing National Pollutara Disc~e
Elimination System (NPDES) permits for storm water discharge~.
Phase I of the storm water program, now underway, control~ storm water disch~gea
only from industrial activity and municipal separate storm sewer systenu serving populationa
greater than 100,000. Many oiler sources of polluted storm water remain ~. To
deal with them, Congress r~luired the Uaited States EnvJ.rorm~mal Protection Agezgy (EPA)
to prepa~ ,, study identifying additional sources of storm water contamination and
establishing procedures and methods to control these discharge~ under a Phase l] storm wat~t"

Th~ r,zport presents the results of the study to identify Potential source~ for consideration
in a Phase II program and a discussion of the natu~ and extent of pollutants in their
dischaxg~. This report also contains r~.ommendations for how to control Phase II ~

~ TI~ ~ is ~
based
on hfformat~n
~nr~fmgd
in EPA’$
Naziomff
Wwter
Qual~ywhi~
hrvemocy,
Report
to ~ of
C.o~gre~,
pur~tat
t~ the C’icaa
W~mr
Act,
Section
305(b),
is ~1992
on $~
~ of
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Executive Summtry
The storm water sources identified in this report and the recommendations for controlling
these sources, represent one possible appr~.xa,:h, developed by EPA, to a Phase II storm water
program. Other approaches are also feasible and EPA plans to explore these through a broad
inclusionary process with stakeholders lrom industry, municipalities, commercial and retail
establishments, environmental groups and other interested parties. This will be done by
establishing a Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) subcommittee on Phase If. This
subcommittee will be tasked with examimng the key issues for a Phase II storm water
program and with recommending cost-effective ways of addressing pollution from Phas¢ II
sources. The outcome of this effort may be the formulation of a Phase II storm water
program that will differ in scope and procedure from the approach discussed in this report.
This report includes an introduction to the study (Chapter 1), ,~ description o1e th~

i¯

approach used (Chapter 2), an analysis of municipal sources to be included in ~
(Chapter 3), and a review of individual sources to be ~ddressed in Phase II (Chapter 4),
well as tmmerous appendices, which provide supporting data and information.

i

Summatw of’ Key F’lndin~

!

EPA has identified two major classes of potential Phase II storm water discharge, tlmt
¯ re described in this report: (1) discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems not
subject to Phase I and (2) discharges from individual (industrial, commercial, tnd
institutional) facilities not subject to Pha~ 1.
Based on the identif’mation and analysis of potential Phase II sources aml available
information on impacts of storm water dischaa-ges, this report recommends that Phase II of
the storm water program focus on the 405 urbanized areas identified by’ the Bureau of
Census. As described in President’s Ch’nton’s Clean Water Initiative, municipalities in
~ areas would be authorized to regulate industrial dischargers and to mldress,

¯

flexible approach rather than EPA or the States permitting these sources dirtctly.
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Executive Summary
Significant environmental benefit, including reduced pollutant loadings from urbanized
areas, will be obtained by extension of the storm water program to these areas. As
smnmarized below and explained in detail in this report, urbarL~r.ed areas contain a large
percentage of population and population growth, as well as industrial, commercial, and retail
facilities, while constituting ordy 2 percent of the total land area. Focusing Phase II of the
storm water program on urbanized areas thus targets the highest concentration of pollutant
sources and maximizes the potential benefits.

While rainfall and snow are mtural events, the natu~ of runoff and its impact on water
resources are highly dependent on human activities tad the use of the land. Storm water
runoff can affect surface water quality in two basic ways: (1) natural flow patterns can be
radically altered; and (2) pollution concentrations and io,ulings can be highly elevated,
7he National Water Q~aliry Inventory, a report prepared every 2 years
biennial State reports required by Section 305(b) of the CWA, provides a national assessment
of surface water impacts associated with runoff from various land uses. The most rcc~t
report in this series, The National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to Congre~.
concludes that storm water runoff from a number of diffuse sources, including agricultural
areas, municipal separate storm sewers, urban runoff, and atmospheric deposition, ar~ tbe
leading cause of surface water quality impairment cited by States. Five leading contributor~
to use impairment are shown in Table F_,S-1.
Storm water runoff from urbanized areas and industrial and commercial activities eta
contain high levels of contaminants, such as sediment, suspended solids, nutrients, heav~,
metals, pathogens, toxics, oxygen-demanding subs~x~es, and floatables.2 In urban
a blatio~ Wa~r QualiW Inventory: 1992 Report Io C.o~gre.~. I~A. 1994.
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Table ES-I. Five Leading Sources of Water Quality Impairment
for Selected Cla.sse~ of %aters
I Rank

Ri~ ers

Lakes

E,s’t uarle~

I

Agricuhur¢

2

Municipal Poln~ S~urces

I Agricuhure
! Urban Runoff / Slorm S.,~er~

3

Urban Runoff / SIorrn Se~¢er~

H~drologic / Habitat Mod~f~c..~ion

4

Resource Extract)on

Mtmicipal Point Sources

[t~dustnaJ Point Sourc~

5

Induslrial Point Sources

Omite Waxtewater Dtsposal

Co~tarmnated Sedirmmt~

M u.mcipa] Point
t’rb~ Runoff / Slorm Sewev~

Source: National Wa~er Quality lnveatory, 1992 Report to Congrt~t, EPA. 1994.

the cumulative effect of widespread development will also change nanaxal drainage patt~rm,
causing much higher wet-weather peak flows and reduced dry-weather base flows in urban
streams and wetlands. Increased peak flows can cause severe hydromodi/’w.ations such
stream bank erosion, streambed scour, flooding, charmelization, and alte~tion and/or
elimination of habitat.) These flows will also accumulate and transport pollutants to
receiving waters. These pollutants are generated from the ~ huma~ activiti~ withill
the urban area. Industrial and commercial operations, which are generally located in urban
areas, can be signif’w.ant sources of storm water contamination because of th~ mtur~ of
activities conducted, and materials stored, outdoors.
Appendix B provides an overview of the impacts associated with different pollutant
classes and types of receiving waters and ground water. Pollutants ~iated with
widespread urban development are discussed in Chapter
selected classes of i~ustrial and commercial activities are discussed in Chaptez 4.
Clean Water Act Framework
The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (referred t~ ~s the
Clean Water Act [CWA]) prohibit the discharge of any pollutant to navigable waters from ¯
Environmental lmpa~ of Stotm Wa~er Discharges--A Na~:mal Pr~f!/e, EPA.
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point source unless the discb..~-ge is authorized by a Natieml Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDF_.S) permit L~ed under Section 402. In 1987, Section 402(p) was added to I.~
C~’A to modify the fra.rne~,ork for addressing point source discharg~es composed entin:ly of
s~orm water (’storm water d~.~harges’) under Me NPDF_.S program2 establishing a phased
approach for issuing NPDES s~orm water permits. Phase I of the program addresses storm
water from indus~al facilit~s and discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems
serving populations of 100,000 or more. Section 402(p)(5) of the CWA directs EPA, in
consultation with the State~, to ,~aucly ~ddifionai storm water discharges no~ m:ldr~se~ by
Ptmse I. Sec~ons 402(,pX$XA) ~ (B) direct EPA, in consultation wi~ the Sta~es.
¯ Identify those storm water discharges or classes of storm wa~er discharges for which
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits are no~ requir~
ureter Phase I of the NPDES s~orm water program
¯ Determine, to the maximum exten~ practicable, the nature a~l exteat of pollutants in

such disctmrges.

Section 402(pX5)(C) of the CWA requires EPA to establish procedures and methods to
control Phase II storm wa~ discharges necessary m mitigate impacts on water quality.
Recommemla~m for procedures and methods to control Phase I1 storm water discharges are
~mmmariz~ in this mpon aml describ~ in derail in Prtsidtnt Cdi~oa "s Clean Water
Iaitia.,i~, which is fourfl in Appe~ix L Together, this report, ~ Pr~sk/tnt C/inton’~
Cltan Water laitiati~, full’ill the requima~ms of Section 402(PX5) of tl~ CWA.
Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA, in consultation with State am1 local
of~i~Is, m ~ regul~k~ f~r controlling designated Phase II storm w~r discharges
necessary to protect water quality. The regulations must, at a minimum, establish prioritm,
requimmems for State storm ~ater management programs, and expeditious dead/ine~. The

Storm
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program may include performance standards, guidelines, guidance, managemem practices,
and treatment requirements, as appropriate.

L

Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Syslen~
The Bureau of the Census estimates that the population of the United States and
associated territories was more than 252.2 million in 1990~. The corr.ept of urbanized areas
as def’med by the Bureau of the Census served as an important tool for analyzing potential

approaches to a Phase II program that addresses municipal separate storm sewer systems.
More than 160 million people (63 percent of the to~ U.S. population) reside in the 405
urbanized are.as, each with t po~lation of 50,000 or more. The Bureau of the ~
def’med an urbanized area as ¯ central city (or cities) surrounded by a densely settled area.
To me~t the Bureau of the Census def’mitkm, the population of" the entire urbanized area mu,t
be greater than 50,000 persons and the los~ly seuled area outside of the city, the urban
fringe, must have a population density generally greater than 1,000 persons per glUa~ mile
(just over 1.5 persons per acre). These areas occupy less than 2 percent of the Nation’s total
land area and represent the largest, most widespread areas of dense urban developme~ in the

The majority of new urban developmem also occurs in these urbanized treas.
Commxaion activity related to new developmem is recognized as a significaat source of
pollution and impairment of waterbodies, providing some of the best opportuaities for
implementing storm water management controls in a highly cost-effective fashion. Between
1980 and 1990, the population of urbanized areas increased by 21.2 million.~ Statistk~ on

s Po~dafio~ estimates based on the 50 Sta~s, the Dis~ict of Columbia, Guam, the Commo~weaRh of P~efle

Rico, the Virgin Island& American Samoa, and the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.
~ Abo~t 7percen~ofthit increase (I-5 millionpe~ie) are~ with the net addition of 301mw m.batlized
arv.~ bet~a~n 1980 and 1990.
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the population, number of urbanized areas, and estimated pollutant loads in runoff in
urbamzed areas are surlmhanzed in Table ES-2 and discussed below.

L

Phase I of the NPDES program for storm water discharges addresses 81.7 million people
in portions of 136 urbanized areas.~ EPA estimates that about 40 percent of the pollumm
loads in storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from Phase I municipalities.
The portions of these 136 urbanized areas that are not addressed by Phase I had a
combined population of 35.8 million people in 1990. EPA estimates that 28 percent of the

~ 1
* 2

pollutant loads in storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from these Phase II
portions of the 136 urbanized areas with a Phase I municipality.
Of the C..ensus-desisnated urbanized areas, 269 do not have any municipalities subject to
Phase I of the storm water prosram. EPA estimates that 32 percent of the polluta~ loads in
storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from these 269 urbanized a.re.at.
In addition to populations within urbanized areas discussed above, tlm l~u of tlm ....
Census has kientif~! an additional urban population of 29 million people that live out~id¢
urbanized areas, as well as 62.8 million people classifaxl as rural. Although discharges from
municipal separate storm sewers serving these populations are potential Phase II sourc~,

Individual Ptmse II Faclllt~
The f’mdh~g~ of t~ report ar~ ~ in tcm~ of" the idcntificadon, ~atu~, and
exzem of unregulated individual facilities. Due to very limited national data on which to base
7 There art 621 izg~’porated places (ities) and portions ofT/ounties wilahin labes¢ 136 urbanized areal. Of
~ mmaJcipalities, 140 cities atgl 45 otmties ~ specif~.ally identified in the NPDE$ regulations thai w¢~
published in November 1990. EPA and authorized NPDES Sta~ have designated an additiontl 481 cities and -~2
ommes a~ Phase 1 municipalities. In addition, tpproximately 30 municipalities (located in 21 urbanized m’tas)
rccei’v~ ombined sewer exclusions where the total population se’t-~ed by separate storm sewers is Ices than

aP, er real:matting the population served ID’ combined sewer~. T’be methodology ased to lassify muni~il~lit~ m

ES-7
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Table ES-2. Estimated Pollutant Loadings From Urban Runoff
l%pulatto~

Number o/
L:rbani~ed

4~5
~,000 - 99,999
176
100,000 -249,999
12~
O~er 2J~.000
10~
TOTAL
405
URBANFZF.D AREAS AFFTLIATED WITH PHA~E !
MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYST’EM$
Pha~ I MS4j w~in Pha~ !
alTtla~l UrbaaU~l Are~
~0,000 ¯ 99,999

P~’x~ntage o~
Urba~i~,d

Popu~t~oa*

NATIONAL
ALL URBANIZED AREAS

2~2.2
12.2
19.5
12~.7
160.4

$

O

NA
12
16
72
100

0.4

2

0
SUBTOTAL

1~6

$1.?

40

~0,000 - ~9,999
100,000 - 249.999
O~er 250.000
SLrSTOTAL

l
4"/
$1
i~

0A
1.9
33.7
3~!.$

I

~
25

11..~
20.0

9
12

~0,~00 - 99.999
0
I00,000.249.999
?
over 250,000
14
TOTAL
21
~HASE ! MS,Is OUTSIDE b~LBAN/ZED AREAS

¯0
1.5
16.0
17.5
NA

0
1

affiJia~d Uaxa~d Areas

L

~,~

URBANIZED AREA~ NOT AFI-ILIAT-I:~ WITH A I~IASE i

100,000 -249,999
over 2.so.ooo
c~ ~ a c$0 ~**

4.3

n

10 HA

Commonwealth of the Nonhera Mari,ma hlaad~.
"" Some mua~i~tlities ~ ia tt~ Nov~-mber 1990 applicatio~ ~-gahtiom (5~/’R 47990) as Phase I
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loadings estimates, the discussion of the extem of unregulated s~orm water discharges is
limited to an analysis of the n~mber and g~graphic distribution of the potential Phase rl’
facilities. In general, th~ distribution of tl’g’se facilities follows the distribution of population
with a large percentage of facilities concentrated within urbanized areas.
EPA’s efforts to identify sources and categories of storm water discharges for Phase II of
the storm water program started with an examination of approximately 7.7 million
commercial, retail, industrial, and institutional facilities for which permits are not required in
Phase I. This examination resulted in the identif~.ation of two general classes of facilities
with the potential for discharging pollutants to waters of the United S~ates through storm
water point sources. The fast group (Group A) includes sources that art very similar, or
iden~aL to Phase I activities but that were no¢ included in Phase I due to the
language of the statute or EPA’s regulatory specificity in defining the universe of Phase I
industrial activities. The second general class of facilities (Group 13) w~re identif’axl on
basis of potential activities a~ pollutants that may contribute to storm water
EPA estimates that there are approximately 100,000 facilities in Group A. Facilifiea in
this group, which may be of high priority for Phase II due to their similarity to Phase I
industrial facilities include: auxiliary facilities or secondary activities (i.e., ~ of
construction equipment and vehicles, local trucking for an ~ facility inch a~ ¯
grocery store); facilities inlentionally ore/tied from Phase I (i.e., treatment works with ¯
design flow of less than 1 MGD, landFdls that have no~ received ~ waste); and
facilities exempted by the lntermodal Surface Tramportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (mo~t
indusu-ial activities owned or operated by municipalities of less than 100,000 people.
Group B consists of nearly on~ million facilities. These have been organized imo 18
Phase II sectors for the purposes of this r~ort. Of these 18 sectors, the automobile service
~ Th~ Int, ecm<xl~ Sin, face Transportation Efficiency A¢~ of 1991 e.xempt~l indusazial ~ctiviti~ cmm~xl ~.
op~az~l by mumcipalities of less than 100,000 pop~la~Jo~ ~ Phase I pertaining mqui~-tmc~t~ wi~

ES-9
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se,."tor (compo.,~d of ~a~’service ~.atiom, get~eral automobile repair, car dealers, new and
used, car and truck rental, etc.) mak~ up more than one-third of the total number of

0

facilities identified m all 18 sectors. The 18 Please II sectors are listed in Table ES-3.
EPA conducted a geographical analysis of these industrial and commercial f~cilities.
TI~ geographical tralysis shows that the majority are located in urbanized ~’eas, as
prz’sented in Table ES-3. In general, about 30 percent of potential Phase II faciliti~
ft~.x~ within the geographic juri_~liction of a Plxase 1 municipality. Includin8 the m’baniz~
ate.as surroundirtg these Pha~ I municipaliti~ ~ another 12 to 13 per~nt of potemial
Pt~tse I1 facilities. If all urbanized areas are included, ~n ~dditional 16 percem of potential
Pt~ase II facilities are rep~. Thus, marly twic~ as many industrial facilities ~ feared
in all ~ areas as ~ fetaxl in ~ I municipalities ~dot~.t

President Clinton’s C/can W,,ner lnitiati~ provides recommendatiora on how I~t ~
water program. The goal of President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative is to ensure that
future saorm water pollution prm~,~ntion and management programs are focused where the
maxinaum potential benefits can be obtained for the least cost, as well as to provide
~klitior~l flexibility. A cost-benefit analysis was prepared for the President’s Initiative tnd
summarized in Appendix L No further cost-benefit analyses were conducted for this

The President’s i~ve recommends that Plnase H requirements focus on systexn-wid~
permits for municipal separate storm sewer systems in Census-designated urbanized
These areas consist of only 2 percent of the total land area, yet contain 63 percent of the
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total P~pulation. Ph, a~e II areas account for nearly 60 percen~ of the loadings from urbanized

0

areas, or~e and a hall umes the loadings from Phase I areas. In addition, 57 percent of the
national r, opulauon growth over the past decade has occurred in Phase II areas, compared to

L

30 percent in Phase I.
The President’s lnttiattve contains flexibility in its recommendation that municipalities be
authorized to regulate industrial discharges and to address commercial, institutional, and
retail sources as necessary within their juri~iction. This would allow municipalities to
control Phase !1 sources using a flexible approach which would be Jess costly than having
EPA or States permitting individual Phase II sources directly through individual or general
permits. F~cilities ~,’hich could certify that there will be no exposure of contaminant sourc~
to rain water tnd r, now melt could be exempted from the storm water program altogether.
This change would release low-risk facilities from NPDES requirements, allowing allocation
of resources to more critical areas. This would also effectively create incentives for faciliti~
to elimirate exposure of contaminants to rain and snow.
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CHAPTER 1. LN’TRODUCTION
The 1972 amendments to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (referred to as the
Clean Water Act [CWA]) prohibited the discharge of any pollutant to navigable waters from

V
O

L

a point source unless the discharge is authorized by a National Pollutant Discharge

Elimination System (NPDES) permit. In 1987, Section 402(p) was added to the CWA to
modify the framework for addressing point source discharges of storm water under the
NPDES program. This provision established a phased approach for issuing NPDES permits
for storm water discharges. Phase I of the program addresses storm water from industrial
facilities and discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of
1!30,000 or more. Section 402(p)(5) of the CWA directs the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), m consultation with the States, to study additional storm water
discharges not addressed by Phase I of the program. Section 402(p)(5) requires a study for
the purpose of:
(A) Identifying those storm water discharges or classes of discharges for which
permits are not already required as part of the first phase of the NPDES storm
water program, and
(B) Determining, to the maximum extent practicable, the nature and extent of
(C) Establishing procedures and methods to control storm water discharges to the
extem necessary to mitigate impacts on water quality.
Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA provides for EPA to issue regulations that designate
additional storm water discharges to be controlled to protect water quality under Phase II of
the program and to establish a comprehensive program to regulate such designated sound.
The program shall, at a minimum, establish priorities, requirements for State storm water
management programs, and expeditious deadlines. The program may include Performance
standards, guidelines, guidance, and management practices and treatment requirements, as

.
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appropriate. This report presents the re~s of the study r~uired under Section 402(p)(5) of
the CWA.

O
L

1.1 BACKGROL~’D ON TH~ STOR_\! WATER PROBLEM
While rainfall and snow are nanazal events, the nature of runoff and its impact on water
resources is highly dependent on huznan ~ctivities and use of land. Runoff from ~
modif’md by hu~nan activiLies can affect ~u’face water resotaxes in two ~,~y$: (1) t~atural
flow pat~err~ ca~ be modif’~d; a~d (2) pollution concentrations and ioadings can be elevated.

Prior to development of land, ¯ natural hydraulic cycle exists. Rainfall iaf’dtra~ to
t~charge ground water tupplies and turf~ce runoff drains thr~gh the nam~ re, earns which
flow to form ¯ watershed. Natural flow l~ttems can be modif’~! by ~tivities that maim tim
land s~rfaces more impervious. Activit~s that alter the natural vegetation can change the
naturtl inf’tlt~tion ch~’act~ist~ of ¯ watershed. This is p~rticularly evident where
widespread urban development occurs. Urban land use results in the removal of vegetation
buildings. In tu’ban ax~as, the cumuI~ve effect of widespread development may bring
dramatic changes to nan~al drainage panerns, wI~ch can cause much hlghex wet-weather
pe~ flows a~d r~duced dry-weath~ base flows in urb~ ~ and we~Ltnds. Increased
peak flows c~n cause hy~~a6om ~ch as stream bank erosion, ~ scour,
flooding, chas~elization, a~l elimination a~l/or alteration of habitat.t Additional
hydrom<x1~ations result from engiax~r~l activities to accommodate higher peak flows, such

~ imperviousness and loss of wetlands and mmral flow channels associated with
urban development also decr~ts~ the amount of rainwater available fo~ ground water
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recharge. Reduced ground water levels lower base flows in sh-¢ams during dry we.a~r
periods, which impairs the aquatic habitat, impairs riparian ~etlands, and makes receiving
streams more sensitive to other pollutant inputs and sedimentation.
Different activities and land uses can also contribute a wide variety of pollutants to
rurx~ff. Appendix B provides an overview of different types of impacts associated with
different pollutant classes and types of receiving waters and ground water. Pollutants
associated with widespread urban development are discussed in Chapter 3. Pollutants
associated with selected classes of industrial and comn~rcial activities are discussed in
Chapter 4. Chapter 2 provides a description of the methodology and analysis used to
develop Chapters 3 and 4.
1.1.1 National Sununary of Impact~
7"he National Water Quality Inventory. ¯ report prepared every 2 years mmmarizi~
biennial State reports, as required by Section 305(b) of the CWA, provides a national
assessment of surface water impacts associated with runoff from various land uses. The
most recent report in this series, The National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to
Congress provides a general assessment of water q~mlity based on State resets indicating the
portion of the States’ waters that have been assessed that are not supporting designated use~.
The report identifies the sources of use impairment for those waters (e.g., diffuse sources,
point sources, and natural sources). Based on information from 51 States and Territories that
reported on sources of pollution, the 1992 report indicates that roughly 40 to 60 pere~mt of
assessed riven, lakes, and estuaries art not supporting the uses for which they arc
designated. In addition, 98 percent of the Great Lake shorelines assessed and 20 percent of
the Ocean Coastal Waters wer~ not fully supporting designated us~.
The National Water Quality Inventory, 1992 Report to Congress concludes that ~,orm
water runoff from a number of diffuse sources, including agricultural areas, separate
sewers, urban runoff, and atmospberic deposition, is the leading cause of water quality
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impairment cited by States. Summar,~--s of the major sources contributing to use impairment
are provided in Tables 1-1 and 1-2.
The National Water Quality lnver.’o+~., indicates that v, here impairment occurs, the ~
of land use (e.g., agriculture, urban, resource exuaction) v,ithin a watershed is often related
to the impairment. Urban land use, ~,.~te orfly occupying a small fraction of the total land
area of the country,2 is responsible for ¯ disproportionately high percentage of impairment.
Urbaz land use is expected to be correlated to ,, number of major sources of impairment
identified in the National Water Qual@., Inventory, including municipal point sources,
separate storm ~,ewers, urban runoff, combined sewer overflows, and many industrial point
sources. At th~ ~sne time, surface w=~r resources in and near urban populations supply
drinking water to 200 million U.$. ¢itizem ~d provide recreational opportunities for

Tbe agricultural c~tegory listed m the Inventory comprises ¯ number of activities,
of which are exempt from the definition of "point source" in Section 502(14) of the CWA
wkich, in part. determin~ the juri~iction of the NPDES program. One class of
t~l,ttexl to ¯gric~tu~ tl~t is specif~J2y i~ntified in the statutory definition of point sotm~
oncemra~ tnimal feeding operations (CAFOs). As discussed below, EPA has ~
regulations to define the scope of the term "concentrated animal feeding operation."
Although the comaStx~on of various agricultural activities is difficult to evaluate
EPA
fee~llots (which include both CAFOs identified
poim sources under the NPDES regulations ~:1 other feedlots that are not addressed by
regulatory definition) contribute to 13 percent of impaired river miles, 7 percent of impait~!
) ~ e:ttmple, ~ 1990 Cen:ms ~ t~,tt 64 percent of the United States populafon lives in
~ ~ ~ of 50,000 ~ more. Ho~,,e’vcr, th©s¢ urbanized tre~ are located on less than 2
~ tot,tl l,tnd trea of th~ co~m3,. Oth~- de~v.,oz,ment, including maaller urb;m populations in areas of 10
mor~ ~d tutti ~m:m, ~.ount for a~t ~ariomal 2 percent of land area. By comparison, agricultural
¯ ctivit~z, ineludi~ :r~tas~d, p,t.~are ~ ~ ra.nge laird, ~,cmnt for 49 percent of the land in the Unit~l
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lake acres, 3 percent of impaired esma2-y square miles, and negligible amounts of impairment
m the Great Lakes and Coastal areas.4

O
L

1.2 THE NPDES STORM WATER PEILMIT PROGRAM
The appropriate means of regulating storm water point sources within the NPDES
program has been debated since the estab]istmaent of the NPDES program in 1972. Each
atIempt to devise a workable program has been the focus of substantial coniroversy
concerning the water quality impacts, large number of storm water sources, nature of storm
water runoff, and constraints of program priorities and resources.
1.2.1 Early Regulatory Appro~at~

In 1973, EPA promulgated regulations that exempted a number of categories of point
sources from NPDES permit requixtn~ms, including: silvicultural point sources; CAFOt
below a certain size; irrigation rt-turn flows from arras of less than 3,000 comig~ous acres or
3.000 noncontiguous acres that use the same drainage system; nonfeedloi, nonirrigatio~

agricultural point sources; and separate storm sewers containing only storm runoff
urr.ontaminated by an), industrial or commercial activity (38 FR 13530 0~ty 22, 1973)).
The Agency maintained that exemptions were appropriate to conserve the Agency’s
enforcemem resources for more signifw.ant point sources of pollution. In addition, tim
Agency noted that the cMracterist~ of runoff pollution make it difficult to promulgam
mmeric effiueat limitations for most of the point sources exempted by tim 1973 regulations.
The Natu~ Resources Defense Council (NRDC) brought suit in the U.S. Di.m’~ Court
for the District of Columbia challenging the Agency’s authority to selectively exett~
categories of point sources from permit requiremems, NRD¢ v. Train, 396 F.Supp. 1393
(D.D.C. 1975), aft’d, NRDC v. Co~/e, 568 F.2d 1369 (D.C. Cir. 1977). The District Court
held that EPA could not exempt discharg,s identified as point sources from regulation undm"
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the NPDES permit program. However, in ack~o~ledgi~ the administrative burden placed
on t,h¢ Agency by requiring individual permits, the co~"t recognized EPA’s discretion to use
certain admirListrative devices, such as a~,~.a or general permits, to help mar, age its worldoad.
In addition, the court recognized some discretion on EPA’s part to def’me what constitutes ¯

V
O

L

~int source.
In response to the District Court’s decision in AT~DC v. Train, EPA issued a series of
regulatiom addressing discharges from separate s~rm sewer~ (March 18, 1976, (41 FR
11307)), CAFOs (March 18, 1976, (41 FR 11458)), agricultural ~-tivities (July 12, 1976
FR 28493)), silvicultu~ activities (June 18, 1976 (41 FR 24709)), ~d ¯quacultu~ pro.j¢~
(May 17, 1977 (42 FR 25478)). Each of these regulatiom defined classes of poirn ~
discharges that wo~ld be subject to the NPDF.S permit program and exempted other ~
of discharges from NPDES jurisdictioll.
The regulations ~:ldressing NPDES requiremet~ tot, agricultttral ~¢tivities dcfit~l
term agricultural point source to include any discernible, co¯ifreed, ~d disctm~ ~
from which any irrigation return flow is discharged into mvigable water~. In
these regulatiom, Congress amended ¯be CWA in 1977 to specifw.ally exclude return
from irrigated agriculture from the definition of ¯grioalmra/point source,s In 1987,
Coagress furt/za, amended the CWA to exchade agricultural saorm water from the defmitio~
of agri~tural point sours.

The regulations addressing NPDES requiren~ats for silvicultural activities aefit~!
related to rock crushing, gravel washing, log sorti~ or log storage facilities which
s Pr~a~k, nt Cl~ton’s Cl~aa Water Initiative (1994) nxx’~mends tha~ I~A, ~ the coecm-r~ of I~

~abm,t ¯ report to Congress ~ittLin twO years ~ rtau:::txnz~ac.n of r,,.,. CWA ttat evaluates ~ nam.~
~d prt~rammati¢ ~olutiom w ~ problems. ~ rec.c~met~ ~ ~tion~, ~
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operated in connection with silvicultural activities ar~ from ,~’kich pollutants are discharged
into navigable ~,’aters. The regulation clant~ed that the term did not include nonpoint source
activities inherent to silviculture such as nurser3. operations, site preparation, reforestation
and subsequent cultural treatment, thinning, prescribed burning, pest and fire control,
harvesting opcratiom surface drainage, and road construction and maintenance from which
there is runoff.
The regulations addressing NPDES requirements for CAFOs clarified that CAFO~
point .~:narces. CAFO, ire defined as animal feeding operations that discharge to water~ of
th~ United States it times other than during events greater than a 25-year, 24-hour ~torm

that (1) have more than 1,000 animal unit*; (2) have more than 300 animal unit,
pollutants are discharged into navigable water~ through ¯ man-made flushing system or
man-made devk~e, or pollutants are di~harged directly into water~ of the United Stat~ which
originate outside of and pass over, acro~ or through the facility or otherwise come it~to
direct contact with the animals con/’med in the operation; or (3) are designated by EPA or
authorized NPDES State upon determining that it i, ¯ signif’m contributor of polhation to
watera of the United Stat~.
The regulations ~klressing NPDES requirement, for concentrated aquatic animal
production facilities (CAA.PFs) clarified that CAAPF~ are point soure~. CAAPF,
def’med as a hatchery, f’t~h farm or other f¯cility which harvest fish over ~pecified
which is othe~-ise designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State upon determining that
it is ¯ signifm contributor of pollution to witer~ of the United Stat~.
The regulations addressing separate ~torm sewer~ established ¯ comprehensive l:~mit
program. This rule substantially increas~ the number of storm water discharges sub.jest to
the NPDES program. Permits continued to be require~l for conveyances e.arryin~
comammated storm water runoff from areas used for imiustml or commercial activitie,,
well as storm water discharges designated by the permit-is.ruing authority as signifmant
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¯ The following efflx~.m limitmiom guidelines tddrem slorm water or ¯ combination of storm water t,nd proee~
water: cemem manufacmr~ (40 O’R Part 411); concentrated animal fe~:tmg operatiom (40 CFR Part 412);
fertilizer manufactming (40 CTR Part 418); peu’oleum refining (40 CFR P~’t 419); pbospkate manufactul~ (40
Part 422); ~ electrv: (40 (STR Part 423); coal mining (4.0 CFR Pa~’t 43d,); m,~ra.I mining ~ proce..tsLng (40 CF~
Part 436); ore miaing z~l dt~mag (40 OR Part 440); tnd t~aa.lt e~ (40 CTR Part 443).
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in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit (NRDC v. EPA, 673 F.2d 392 (DC Cir.

980,.

O

L

After 2 years of intensive settlement negotiations with representatives of most of the
petitioners, the Agency and industry petitioners signed a settlement agreement on July 7,
1982, which addressed a number of issues relating to the NPDES program, imluding storm
water. Under the terms of the agreement, EPA agreed to changes to the storm water
regulations which were finalized on September 26, 1984 (49 FR 37998).
The 1984 f’mal rule recognized two fundamental issues regarding the NPDES regulation
of storm water: (1) which storm water discharges should be classified as point sources,
therefore, within the NPDES program and (2) what is the best way to regulate these sources.
On the first issue, data available to EPA, such as the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program
(NURP) study, indicated that there ate water quality problems associated with storm water
runoff. The final rule retained the broad coverage of the 1980 rule in mandating the
permitting of all storm water point sources that discharge pollutants into water~ of the United
States. The September 26, 1984, rule clef’meal ¯ storm water point source as ¯ ~lized
conveyance of storm water runoff that (I) is located in an urbanized area, as clef’meal by the
Bureau of the Census, (2) discharges from lands or facilities used for industrial or
commercial activities, or (3) is designated by the Director of the NPDES Program.
To address the second issue of how to regulate these sources administratively, the final
rule set forth two categories of storm water point sources, each with different application
requirements. Group I storm water point sources were def’med as sources either subject to
effluent limitations guidelines, located at an industrial plant, or plant-associated area, or
designated by the Director. All other storm water point sources were classif’~:l as Group II.
Group I dischargers were required to submit the N’PDES application form for ~ and
commercial process wastewater discharges, including certain sampling and testing data. The
application requirements for Group fl were significantly reduced. Group It sources were

I-I0
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requir~ to submit only Form I and a narrative description of the drainage area. receiving
water, and any treatment applied to the dtscharge.
Tlzse storm water regulations generated considerable controversy (through postprom~gation comment) and, once again, suits were filed. The 1984 rules deleted the term
"contaminated" and relied instead on geographic criteria to define sources subject to
permitting. Some commenters claimed that the new definitions would subject thousands of
discharges to the program for the fast time. However, in EPA’s view, the scope of
coverage of storm water point sources under the NPDF.S program was essentially unchanged
by the September 26, 1984, rulemaidn$.
Upon comideration of post-promulgation comments, EPA concluded that it would be
appropriate to obtain additional data on ~torm water discharges to assess their significance
an environmental problem and to identify the best means of control. AltbouSh the number of’
dischargers required to submit quantitative testing data had been ~ by the 1984 rule,
teas of ~ of storm water point sottrr.es r~’nained to be identified, tested, and
analyzed. Despite the improvements made in the 1984 regulation. EPA realized R was

apprcvriam to request comments on whether the collection of data from each individual

Group I discharger was necessary and etT~cieat. In addition, EPA r~alized that new
deadlines would need to be established. EPA published proposed changes to the storm water
regulations on March 7, 1985, at 50 FR 9362 and on August 12, 1985, at 50 FR 27354.
These proposals were not finalized because of the passage of the Water Quality Act of 1987.

1.2.2 water Omty Aa ot
Section 402(p) was added to the CWA in 1987 to require implementation of ¯

~ive two-phased approach for addressing storm water discharges under the NPDES
program. Section 402(,pX1) prohibits EPA or NPDES States from requiring permits for
discharges composed entirely of storm waler (’storm ~ discharges’) until October 1,
1992 (this deadline was later extended to Ck-tober 1, 1994, by the Water
1-11
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Development Act of 1992), ~ for the following five cL,~ses of Phase I storm water
di~harges six’cifical]y listed under Section 402(p)(2):
¯ Storm water discharges issued a permit before February 4, 1987

* Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity
¯ Discharges from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of
250,000 or more
¯ Discharges from a municipal separate storm sewer system serving a population of
100,000 or more but less than 250,000
¯ Storm water discharges that EPA or an NPDES State determine to be contributing to ¯
vi~lation of a water quality standard or a signifw.ant contributor of pollutants to ti~
waters of the United States.
Section 402(pX3XA) of the CWA requires storm water associated with industrial ~:.tivit7
t~o mee~ ~11 applicable provisions of Sections 402 and 301 of the CWA, including technologybased requirements and any necessary water quality-based requirements. Section
402(.pX3)(B) makes signif’w.ant changes to the permit standards for discharges from municipal
separate slorm sewer systems.~ Permits for discharges from municipal separate storm

¯ May be ~ on a system- or jurisdiction-wide basis
¯ Shall include a requirement to effectively prohibit non-storm water discharges into the
¯ ShaLl require controls to reduce pollutant discharges to the maximum extent
practicable, including management practices, control techniques and system, design
and engineering methods, and such other provisions determined appropriate for th~
control of such pollutants.

conditions in NPDES per’mats for cLi~cl~rges from mtmicipal ~parate su~rm sewer systems~ EPA im~rpt~t~ tl~ A~
m requare that permats for discharg~ from mumcipal separate storm ~wer~ include any requirements ~ to
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Section 402(p)(4) of the CWA establishes statutory deadlines for the initial steps in
implementing the Phase I program. Deadlines are established for the de~elopment of permit
application regulations, submission of permit applications, issuance of permits for Phase I

L

sources, and compliance with permit conditions.

The 1987 amendments did no~ identity what sources would be subject to the NPDES
program after the temporary moratorium on permit requirements of Section 402(p)(1)
expired. Rather, the amendments established a process for EPA to evaluate potential Phase
II sources and designate sources for regulation to protect water quality. Section 402(p)(5) of
the CWA requires EPA, in consultation with the States, to conduct ¯ study of storm water
discharges other than Phase 1 sources (i.e., potential Phase II sources). The stud), is to
identify storm water discharges not covered under Phase 1 and determine, to the maximum
extent practicable, the nature and extent of pollutants in such discharges. The study is also
to establish procedures and methods to control storm water discharges to the extent necessary
to mitigate hnpacts on water quality.
Section 402(p)(6) of the CWA requires EPA, in consultation with State and local
officials, to issue regulations designating additional Phase II storm water discharges to be
regulated to protect water quality and to establish ¯ comprehensive program to regulate such
designated sources. The comprehensive program to regulate such designated sources must,
at a minimum, establish priorities, requirements for State storm water management
programs, and expeditious deadlines. The program may include performance standards,
guidelines, guidance, nmnagement practices, and treatmenl requirements, as appropriate.

I.Z.3 Phase I Regulatoo, graax.wo~
EPA promulgated regulations for Phase I storm water discharges on November 16, 1990
(55 FR 47990). These regulations clarified the scope of the Phase I s~orm water prograra by
providing regulatory clef’tuitions for the major classes of storm water discharges identi.fi~
under Section 402(p)(2)(B), (C’), and (D) of the CWA:
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* Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity
" Di~harges from municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of
100,000 or more.~
addition,
November 16, 1990, regulations established permit application
requirements, including submittal deadlines, for these classes of discharges.
The November 16, 1990, regulations define municipal separate storm sewer systems
serving a population of 100,000 or more to include municipal separate storm sewers within
the boundaries of 173 incorporated cities and within unincorporated portions of 47 counti~
with populations of 100,000 or more in their unincorporated areas.* The regulations allowexl
for additional municipal separate ~orm sewers to be designated by the NPDES permitting
authority (EPA or tn authorized NPDES State) as being part of a municipal sepaxate ~x~rm
sewer system subject to Phase I requirements. In addition, the regulations established
comprehensive two-part permit applications for discharges from municipal separate storm
sewer systems serving a population of I00,000 or more. Among other things, the permit
applications require municipal g:~plicants to propose municipal storm water management
programs to control pollutants to the maximum extent practicable and to effectively prohibit
non-storm water discharges to the municipal system. 10 Municipal storm water management
programs
combination ofsource controls and management practices that
targeted sources within the boundaries of the municipal system. Under this program, EPA
has defined the role of municipalities in a flexible manner that allows local governments to
assist in defming priority pollutant sources within the municipality and to develop tnd

~ Consistent with Section 402(I))(’2) of the CWA, the November 16, 1990, regulations ~ddress ~ mbclatm~ of
manicipaI .~-parate ~torm ~ewer systems ~ ¯ population of 100,000 or more. Large municip~l
~ewer systen~ ere defined ~ systems servi~ ,, pop~l¯tion of 250,000 or more (40 C/r’R 122.26(bX4)). Medium

) See Appemli¢~ F, G, H, tad I io 40 O"R 122.
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that EPA shall not require any municipality with a population of less than I00.000 to apply
for or obtain a pt:rrnit for any storm water discharge associated with industrial activity other
than an airport, power plant, or uncontrolled sanitary landfill o~av~l or operated by ~uch
municipalities before October 1, 1992. In response to tb, is provision, EPA has reserved
application deadlines for these facilities. ~
EPA also has modified the NPDES regulations to provide a greater degree of emphasis
on site inspections ¯s ¯n alternative or supplement to discharge monitoring in permits for
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity.~4
On June 4, 1992, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Ch’~uit issued an
opinion granting in part a petition for review of EPA’s 1990 storm water regulations (NRD~
v. EPA. 966 F.2d 1292 (gth Cir. 1992)). The court upheld several provisions of the

,!

i

regulations, including the definition of municipal separate storm sewer ~ystem, the ~andard~
for municipal storm water controls, the scope of the permit exemption for oil and
operations, and EPA’$ decision not to provide public comment on Part 1 of the group
applications for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity.

i
The Court did declare EPA’s extension of the statutory deadlines for storm water permit
applications to be unlawful, but declined to strike down the deadlines as the plaintiff had
requested. In addition, the Court struck down and remanded two exemptions from the
clef’tuition of storm water discharges associated with indu.qrial activity.
One of the remanded exemptions addressed ~n activities that result in the
disturbance of less than 5 acres of total land area which are not part of ¯ larger common plan
of development or sale. EPA noted that State and local sedimem and erosion controls may

See 57 FR 11524 (April 2, 1992), 40 ~ 122.26(eXl)(h3.
See 57 FR 11524 (April 2, 1992), 40 ~ 122.44(i).
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address construction a~vities of less than 5 acres and that t.he acre.a~e limit reflected land
disturbances r.h~t ~em Lt~dustrial in m%n’dmde becaus~ dis~rbanc~ on large tracu of land
~ill employ morn l~a~T machLr~ry and industrial equipment. Th~ Court noted that EPA had
proposed to exempt onJy sims for commercial and industrial construction smaller than 1 acre
and sites for residential construction smaller than 5 acres. In the final rule. the exemption
~,’as increased to 5 acres for ¯If construction sites, based on the Agency’s determination that
smaller sites would t)c~ h~ve levels of activily similar to other industrial activities. The cou~
ruled, ho~,’ever, that the record did not indicate "that construction sit~s on less than five acres
am non-industrial in nature" (966 F.2d at 1306). The cour~ rejected EPA’s argument that the
5-acre cutoff constituted ¯ de mimmis exemption, because the record lacked inform,~tion
suggest whetber smaller discharges would be de
A ,~com:l ~ exemption addms,s~d light matmfacturing facilities where
handling equipn~nt or activities, raw material, intermediate products, final pr~lucts, waste
materials, byproducts, or ir, dusu’ial machim-ry ~re nc¢ exposed to s~orrn water. With resp(~
to the light industry category, EPA had adopted the exemption based on the belief that ff (I)
the activities m the s~lected facilities arc un~rtaken in buildings; (2) emissions from stacks
arc minknal or noncxis~nt; (3) there is no unhoused manufacturing and heavy industrial
equipment, outside s~x~rage, disposal, or handling of raw, finished, or waste materials; (4)
and the activities being performed do not ger~rate signif’w..am dust or particulates, the facility
posed a mw.h smaller risk of ~orm water contamination. Based on these factors, the Agency
believed that these facilities were similar to commercial businesses, such as retail and service
facilities.
The court noted, however, that the statutory term associated w~th industrial activity was
very broad and concluded that Congress intended only to exempt discharges from nonindustrial facilio, areas such as parking lots. The court rejected EPA’s argument that
industrial pollutant levers in storm water would be minima] at light industrial facilities,
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finding nothing in the record to suv,?:)n that conclusion. Therefore, the court four~d this

O

exemption (o be ~rbitrary ancl capricious (966 F.2d at 1304-05).
t
In response to the Ninth Circuit decision, EPA promulgated rules on December 18,
1992, specifying dates for permit approva] or deniaJ and permit compliance. In the
December 18, 1992, notice, EPA ~l~o noted that it did not believe teat the court’s opimon
had the effe(:t of auton~t~caIly subjecting ~mall comtruction sites and light industries to the
2

ex~ing application requirements ~ deadlines for storm water discharges ~sociated with
ir~dustrizl activity. The Agenc’y ~o indica;ed that it believed that additional notice ~
comment rulefrmking was ~ to clarify the stares of these facilities umler the ~lorm
water program.
1.2,4 P’aase I Implm~m,~Icm ~
The initial effom to implemem the Phase I ~torm water program h~ve focused on
reviewing group applications for indu.ctr~ storm water, issuing general permits for
~:)rm w~ter, publishing dr~ gem~’~l permits for storm water ~es from 29 ~

sectors, reviewing applications for municipal separate storm sewer systems, issuing permit~
for municipal separate ~torm sewer systems, and conducting outreach activities. In addition,
~ &gem’y. in conjum’6on with tt~e Rensseiaerville Institute, completed a study to develop

recommendations for maki~ Phase ! of tJ~e program more effective.

~,~

1.2.4.1 General Perm~
In September 1992 (April 1993 for Puerto Rico) EPA i.s.med general permits for storm
water discharges associated with industrial activity in ~ 11 States without NPDES a~tl~rity,
as well as for Territories, S~es wl:,ere EPA issues permits for Federal facilities, and Federal
Indian Reservations. Unlike u-~ditional NPDES permits, these permits generally do

/
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establish numeric effluent limitations for most discharges authorized by the permits.’s
Rather, the permits establish requirements for notices of inlc~t, site i~pectio~ conducted by
dischargers, and site-specific pollution prevention plans. The requirements for pollution
p~vention plans provide a framework for dischargers to identify sources of pollution and
best management practices to prevent, reduce and/or contrt~l such pollutant sources. In
addition, targeted facilities are required to sample and analyze their storm water discharges,
When the storm water application rules were issued in November 1990, only 17 out of
the 39 authorized States authorized to administer the NPDF.S program were also approved to
issue NPDES general permits. Since then. an additional 21 States have requested and
received EPA approval to issue general permits, and one additional State has received
NPDES authorization, including general permit authority. All but one of the States that now
have general permit authority have issued general permits for storm water discharge.
1.2.4.2 Group Appllcatlo~
EPA has received more than 1,200 Part I group applications r~presenting mor~ thaa
60,000 industrial facilities with storm water discharges. EPA has requested public eommeat
on draft permits to address discharges identified in these applications that are in Stat~
without authorized NPDES programs.~6 The draft general permits contain mquirement~ for
29 different industrial sector~.
1.2.4.3 Municipal Appllcatlon~
Permit applications have been received for almost all municipal separate storm
systems serving a population of 100,000 or more. This repntsents a substantial ~

ta~ont a.r¢ e~mer 13a.sea on 13est available t,...,h~ ...........

of the C’WA.

storm water disc

.

----"’q~’ "n =stat~ast~a Pm’~.nt t~ Sta~ ~ ~S~ 401

u See 58 FR 61146 (November 19. 1993),
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investment into Phase I of the storm water program by murticipalities,t7 At the heart of
tlxse applications are proposed municipal storm water management programs, which will
identify a variety of site-specific pollution prevention measures, source controls, and best
mamgernem practices to control pollutants from targeted sources within the municipality,n
EPA and authorized NPDES States have started to issue permits for these municipal separate
storm sewer systems. The Agency estimates that 263 permits will be issued for Phase I
~

murticlpa] separate storm sewer systems; as of May 1994. 24 permits have been issued.

1.2.4.4 Rensselaervllle Phase ! Effect
In 1992 EPA completed a study, in conjunction with the Rens,~laerville Institute, to
,~
¯
i

obtain direct public input and develop recommendations for improving Phase I of the storm
water program. These studies are discussed in more detail in Appendix I. The study raised
five key ~ relating to Phase I umreeg:
¯ Study participants thought that EPA has no~ been clear enough about the intended
goals of the regulations and should communicate storm water risks, objectives, and
rtgluir~ments more clearly to the general publk:, as well as to the regulated
¯ Participants noted that the cost of program implementation is signif’~:antly higher than
original EPA estimates and that there is great concern regarding the ~ costs of the
program and of achieving compliance.
¯ Participants agreed that EPA and States must accelerate general permit issuance and
fooas on general permits to achieve efficient implementation of the proga-am.

r, Ttae Natioatl Association of Flood and Stormw-atm Management Agencies estimate, based on ¯ 1992 tm~.y
that namicip~tae, We spem more than $130 million oe prt’paring NPDES permit applicatiom for" dischargt, frmm
t. A rt-view of cost cremates for proposed mmaicit~ storm water ~nt programs provided in 20
appScatiom indicates that municipalities estimate the cost of ~ implementation (excluding permit applicatiz~
~) to rmage from .~23.91 to $37.00 per person. (See draft R~te’w of Program Co.tt.t m Part 2 NPDES M’tm~

~ g;ater Permit App/icaziona, EPA. 1993.)
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¯ Participants felt that teclmical outreach should be tar~e~.ed at the State and local level
rather than the national level and should provide b~t~cr guidance on the regulations

and ~’~eir implementation.
¯ Participants noted that coverage under certain industrial s~orm water categories should
be clarified.
EPA agreed with these recommendations and has taken steps to follow up in each area.
1.2.$ September 9, 1992 Not|cx,--Phase II ~
On September 9. 1992, EPA published a notice requesting information and public
comment on the Phase II program. The notice is included in Appendix H of this report.
The notice identifkxI three sets of issues associated with developing Phase II regulations:
* How r, tmuld sources that are to be subject to Phase II regulations be ideatif’~d?
¯ What types of conn’ol strategies should be developed for these
¯ What are appropriate deadlines for implementing Phase I/
The September 9, 1992, notice presented a range of alternatives under each issue in
attempt to illustrate, and obtain input on, ~ f’all range of potential approacte.s for
strategy. The notice recognized that potential so~uc.es for coverage under Phase II fall into
two main categories: municipalities; and individaa.l sourt:es (commercial and residential)
activities. EPA recogaized that a major distinction betweea most optioas for identifying
Phase II commercial/residential sources was either to require targeted muaicipalities to
develop source conn-ols and management programs for storm ~-ater discharges within their
jurisdictions or to require permits for discharges from individual facilities.
EPA received more than 130 comments on the September 9, 1992, notice.
Approximately 43 percent of the comments were from municipalities, 29 percent from trade
groups or i~b.kgwies, 24 percent from State or Federal agencies, and approximately 3 percent
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from other miscella, m,o¢~ sources. ~) No comments were received from envimnmen~

~

groups. Appendix J contains a detailed summary of comments received as they relate to ~

i

specific issues rai~:l in the noticae.
1.2.6 Rensselaerville Phase II Effort

L
7

In early 1993, the Reasselaerville Institute ~r~ EPA held public ~d expert meetings to
assist in developing &ud ~alyzing options for identifying Phase II sourr.es ~xi controls.
These meetings and the resulting options are discussed in mort: detail in Appendix I of ~
report. The report on the effort indicates that the two options most f~vored by the v~riotm

groups panicip~tiag were:
¯ A program where States would ~elect r~ur.es to be controlled in ¯ manner that w~
coasistent with criteria developed by EPA. The Phase II program would provide
States with flexibility to either rely on NPDES requiremeat~ or otter frameworl~
control targeted sources.’
¯ A tiered approach that would provide for EPA selection of high priority sources for
control by NPDES permits and State selection of other sources for control under ¯
State program other than the NPDES program.
1.2.7 President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative
On February 1, 1994, Pres~ent Climon’s Clean Wa:er Initiative was issued. The
President’s Initku’ive addresses a number of issues associated with NTDES requirements for
storm water disctmrges, including:
¯ Complian~ of discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems with water
¯ Indus-trial facilities with no activities or signit’~nt materials exposed to storm warm"

¯ Deadline extensions for Phase II of the storm water program
~ Pe~’ntages have bern rounded off’, and hence may no~ total 100 percem.
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¯ Phase II storm water program requirements, including regulation of storm water from
industrial facilities by municipalities
¯ Control of discharges from inactive and abandoned mines (IAMs) located on Federal
lands.
To address municipal compliance with water quality standards, the President’s Initiative
recommends that the CWA be ~mended to establish a phased permit compliance approach
that requires best mamgement practices in first-round municipal storm water permits and
improved best management practices in second-round permits, where necessary, to move
towards compliance with water quality standards. In later permits, compliance with water
quality standards will occur using water quality-based effluent limits, where necessar),.
would give EPA and municipalities ~lditional time to evaluate the technical feasibility of
establishing numeric effluent limits to meet water quality standards and give States time to
develop specific water quality standards appropriate for storm water discharges, if necessary.
The President’s Initian’ve further supports clarifying authority under section 402(,pX3)(II)
concerning "maximum extent practicable"
President’s Initiative recommends that EPA be authorized to exempt from individual
~torm water permitting requirements facilities that can certify that there is txr-nor will the~
be--exposure of industrial or other activities or significant materials to rain water and mow
melt. This change would ensure that several hundred thousand low-risk facilitie~ ar~ not
~ubject to NPDES requirements, allowing allocation of resources to more critical areas. This
would also effectively create incentives for facilities to eliminate contamination of storm

Tt~ President ’~ I~itiativ¢ recommends that the statutory deadline for EPA to issue 1~
II regulations be e~l~. T~ Pr¢~ident’~ Initiativ¢ also recomme~ls that tl~ deadli~ f~
Phase II sources to obtain a permit be e~nded. The President’s Initiative i~licat~l tl~
extensions would allow EPA to work with States and municipalities in developing workable,
effective regulations. A new deadline for permits would give municipalities an opportunity
1-23
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to begin to build institutional frameworks and p.,’:’~ :~de the funding necessary to implement
SIOIT~ water managementprograms. It would a.I~..-, ~Jow permits to be issued to Phase
municipalities at the same time Phase I permits a.~ expiring. This would promote regional
and watershed-wide permitting by allowing diff..~_ municipalities to be co-applicants and
coordinate their storm water programs.
With respect to NPDES requirements for P~a.~e II storm water discharges, the
President’s Initiative recornmends~ that NPDES P~.ase II requirements for storm water
focus on system-wide permits for municipal Sel:~"xae s~orm sewer systems in
Census-designated urbanized areas.21 The Presuge~ ’s Initiative recommends tier~l
permitling requirements. Storm water manageme::z programs would be developed for
municipal separate storm sewer systems located ~-~.m ~,a urbanized ar~ in which ¯
municipal separate storm sewer system is alr~d? ~:ldressed under Phase I. The pr~,ran~
would, at a minimum, address non-storm water d~.harges into storm sewers ~ storm
runoff from growth and development znd signifk:z~ redevelopment. NPDES permillin~
authorities should be encouraged to implement ~ac, mshed approaches which implemenl ¯
on water qualiD, impairments or other factors for municipal separate storm sewer zystem~
these urbanized areas. In the remaining Census-6~ignated urbanized areas, municipal
water management programs would be required -~aich focus only on controlling
water discharges into storm sewers and storm ~,-ar~s runoff from growth, development, and
significant redevelopment activities. The ~ ’$ Initiative recommends that Pha~ II of
the NPDES program not directly regulate Phase U ligh~ industrial, commercial, re~il, and
~’ Wl~le lhe Pre.~ident 3’ lairia~ve generally speak~ ~ ~ ~mlory change~, EPA ~
exis~ng C~’A, with ~e exception of exaemlmg ~ ~ ~ peruu~ for discharges from muaicip~
sewer sysu~ms ~o comply with wa~r qua~’-based ~ EPA could ~ Pha.~ II regulafiom ov~

u The l~ureau of ~he Cen.ms define~ urbanized ~ a~ ¯ ~ chy (or ¢i~ies) wkh ¯ ~u’roundin~
densely seuled (i.e., urban fringe). The population of ~he ~ nrbamz~ area must be grea~r than 50,000 pertain,
and the m-bin fringe mus~ have a ~ densi~ gener’~? ~ ~ 1,000 persons per squarc ~
(appr0x~uely 1.5 persons per ~cre). A complete ~~imox of r~, l~’eau of ~ Census 6efini6oo is provided
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institutional storm water discharges, and municipalities outside of Census-designated
urbanized areas u~ess designated b)’ the permitting authority for inclusion in the NPDES
program under Section 402(p)(2)(E) of the CWA. Rather, such discharges, if a targeted
source, should be addressed by Nonpomt Source programs.
~e President’~ Initiative re~:omrnends authorizing municipalities to directly control Phase
I industrial storm water facilities within their jurisdictions under the NPDES program. This
recommendation is similar to the industrial pretteatment program currently authorized under
the CWA. The President’s Initiative recommends clarifying authoriry to issue permits on a
statewide basis for IAMs, allowing Federal land managers to establish priorities and make
the most effective use of available resoutw.~. ~ managers would be allowed up to 10
years to meet appropriate water quality s~xlards, while continuing to identify additional
impacts from IAMs and implementing target~l controls once identif~xt. A cost-benefit
tnalysis was prepared for the President’s Initiative ~ is summarized in Appendix L. No
f’urth~ cost-benefit analyses were conducted for this
1.2.8 NPDES Watershed Strateg7
EPA issued the NPDES Wat~,~hod Strategy in March 1994. The Strategy discuss~
imegration of N’PDES program functions into a broader watershed protection approach and
areas for coordination with stakeholders to promote implementation of the approach. Th~
NPDES Watersh~ Strategy is based on the following principhts:
¯ Watershed protection approaches may vary in terms of specific elements, timing, and
t~sources, but all should share a common emphasis and insistence on integrated
actions, specific action items, and measurable environmental and programmatic
¯ Relate~d
activities withinbenefit
a basinand
or most
watershed
mustlevel
be coordinated
to achieve
the
great~a ~nvironmental
effective
of stakeholder
involvement.
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¯ Actions relating to restoration and protection of surface water, ground mater, and
habit.at wit.i’Lm a basin shou;d be ba.~d upon an integrated decL~:~n-makin~, process,
common reformation b:~se, and a coma’non umersta~zng of t2x roles, priorities, and
respomibili~ies of all staket~,olders ~,l~un a basin.
¯ Staff and fiv-a.~ial resources are limited a~ must be allocated to address
environmentzd priorities as effectively and eIliciently as possible.
¯ Program requirements that interfere or conflict with environmental priorities .~xn.tld
identified and revised to tlx extent po~ibl¢.
¯ Accurate information and high quality data are necessary for decision-making aml
should be collected on an incremental basis; interim decisions should be made based
on available data to prevem furt~r degradauon and promote restoration of naru.ral
resouxc~.
1.3 RELATED NON’POLNT SOURCE PROGRAM~
1.3.1 Section 319 of the CWA
In 1987, Section 319 was ~kk~d to the CWA to provide a frame~.ork for funding Sta~
and local efforts to address pollutant sottrc~ no~ addressed by the N’PDF_.S program (e.g.,
nonpoint sources). To obtain funding, Stat~ were required to submit Nonpoim Source
~nt ~ports identifying State waters that, without additional on~l of nonpolm
r,o~-ces of pollution, could nm reasonably be expected to attain or maintain applicable
quality standards or the goals and r~quiremems of the CWA. Sta~ wer~ also req~ to
pr~are and submit for EPA approval ¯ ~tatewide Nonpoi~ Source Managemem Program for
controlling nonpoim source wa~ pollution to navigable war~rs within the State and
improving the quality of sw.h waters. State program submiv.als we~ to identify specific be~
management ~ (BMPs) and measures that the State pn:voses to implemem in the
4 years after ~ submission to reduce pollutant Ioadings from identified nonpoint
sources to levels ~ to achieve the stated water quality objective.
State programs funded under Section 319 can include both r,.’gulatory and nomx%,ulatory
State and local approaches. Section 319(b)(2)(B) specff’tes that a combimtlon of "nonregulatory or regulatory prt>grams for enforcement, technical ass~, financial assistam,,
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education, training, technology transfer, and demonstration projects" may be used, as
necessary, to achieve implementation of the BMPs or measures identified in the Section 319
submittals.
Although most States have generally emphasized the use of voluntary approaches in their
319 programs, some States and local governments have implemented regulations and tx~licies
to control pollution from urban runoff. States such as Delaware and Florida, as well as h.x:al
jurisdictions such as the Lower Colorado River Authority, are pursuing storm water
management goals through numerical treatment standards for new development. Many States
and local governments have enforceable erosion and sediment control regulations. On ¯
broader scale, nor.point source pollution is being addressed at the watershed level by
programs such as those being implemented by the State of Wisconsin, the Puge~ Sound W¯ter
Quality Authority, the States that are parties to the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement,
and other States. A number of individual States and local communities have adopts!
legislation or regulations similar to Maryland’s Critical Areas Act, which limits development
and/or requires special management practices m areas surrounding water resourc~ of special

1.3.2 Section 621’7 of CZARA
Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA) of 1990
provides that States with approved coastal zone management programs mus~ develop and
submit coastal nonpoint pollution control programs to EPA and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for approval. Failure to submit an approvable program
will result in a reduction of Federal grants trader both the Coastal Zone Managetnem Act ttxl
Section 319 of the CWA.
State c0astal nonpoint pollution control progratm under CZARA must include
enforceable policies and mechanisms that ensure implementation of the managemem ~
throughout the coastal management area. Section 6217(g)(5) def’mes management metsurtt
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as "economically achievable measures for the control of the addition of pollutants from
existing and new categories and classes of non.point sources of pollution, which reflect the
greatest degree of pollutant reduction achievable through the application of the best available
nonpoint pollution control practices, technologies, prx~esses, siting criteria, operating
methods, or other alternatives." Congress man~Lated a technology-based approach based on
tecl’mical and economic achievability under the rationale that neither States nor EPA have the
money, time, or other resources to create and expeditiously implement a program that
depends on establishing cause and effect linkages among particular land use activities and
specific water quality problems. If this technology-based approach fails to achieve and
maintain applicable water quality standards and to protect designated uses, CZARA Section

~

L
1
2

6217(’b)(3) requires additional management measun~.
EPA issued Guidance Specifying Management Measures for Sources of Nonpoint
Pollution in Coastal Waters under Section 6217(g) in January 1993. The Guidance identifml
management measures for five major categories of nonpoint source pollution: Agriculture,
Forestry, Urban, Marinas and Recreational Boati~, and Hydromodification. TI~
management measures reflect the greatest degree of pollutant reduction that is economically
achievable for each of the listed sources. These management measures provide reference
standards for the States to use in developing or ref’mi.ng their coastal nonpoint programs. In
general, the management measures were written to describe systems designed to reduce th~
generation of pollutants. A few management measures, however, contain quantitative
standards that specify pollutant loading reductions,z: The management measures approach
was adopted to provide State officials flexibility in selecting strategies and management
systems and practices that are appropriate for regional or local conditions, provided that
equivalent or higher levels of pollutant control are achieved. Appendix K of this report
summarizes the management measures for urban areas, animal feedlots, and marinas that

" For- example, the New Development Maaagemeat Measm-~. which is applicable to construction in urban area~,
~: (1) that by ~esign or performance that the avera,¢ anaua~ total suspena~l solid Ioadings be reduced b~,
80 percent; a~d (2) to the extent practicable, that the pre~evetopmeat peak nmoff rate a~d average volume be maintaim~

.~
_
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Storm water discharges regulated under Phase I of the NPDES program, such as
discharges from municipal separate storm sewers serving a population of I00,000 or more
and construction activities that disturb 5 or more acres, do not need to be addressed in
Coastal Nontmint Pollution Control Programs. However, potential Phase II sources, ~.uzh as
urban development adjacent to or surrounding Phase I municipal systems, smaller urbanized

t

1

areas, and construction sites that disturb less than 5 acres, that are identified in management
measures under Section 6217 guidance need to be addressed in Coastal Nonpoint Pollution
Control Programs until such discharges are issued an NPDES permit. EPA and NOAA haV~
worked, and continue to work, together in their activities to ensure that there is not an
overlap of authorities between NPDES and CZARA.
EPA and NOA.A published Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program: Program
Development and Approval Guidance, which addresses inch issues ~s the basis and
for EPA/NOAA approval of State Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs; how
and NOAA expect State pmgrmrts to implement management measures in conformity with
EPA guidance; and procedures for reviewing and modifying State coastal boundaxies to
program r~u~nts. The guidance clarifies that States ger~erally must implement
management measures for each source category identif’~l in the guidance developed und~
Section 6217(g). This guidance sets quantitative performance standards for some measure.
Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs are not required to ~ldress sources that ~
clearly regulated under the NPDES program ~ point source discharges. The guidance ~
clarifies that regulatory and nonregulatory mechanisms may be used to meet the requirement
for enforceable policies and mechanisms, provided that nonregulatory approaches are backed
by enforceable State authority ensuring that the management measures will be implemented.
Backup authority can include sunset provisions for incentive programs. For example, I
may provide additional incentives if too few operators participate in a tax incentive program
or develop mandatory requirements to achieve the necessary implementation of ma.mgeme~t
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1.3.3 President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiative--Nonpoint Source Programs

U

L

President Chnzon’s Clean Wcuer Initiative proposes a fundamental restructuring and
strengthening of the nortpoim source pollution (NPS) control programs under Section 319 of
the CWA. The President’s Initiative proposes legislative changes that will result in upgraded
and strengtherxxl existing State NPS management programs within seven and one-half years
of re.authorization of the CWA. These programs will implement best ¯v¯ilable management
measures for nontx~im sources causing, contributing to, or threatening water quality
impairments and for new nonpoint sources, except for new sources in States with an
approved watershed management program. The President’a Initiative recommends that the
initial implementation period be followed by ¯ second, five-year period to implement further
measures where necessary (considering the ~ctual tnd expected enviroranental benefits of tl~
original management mea.gar~) to ~chieve water quality slandard~.

The President’s ImTia~’ve recommends that strengthened Section 319 State programs rely
on ¯ mix of voluntary and regulatory approaches and that State programs include
enforcemem authorities to be used ts needed to ensure implementation of management
measure. Und~ the proposal, State authorities will be backed by Federal enforcement
authoritie~ to be exercised ff ¯ State should fail to implement the management measm~.
Where States do not develop an approvable program, Section 319 grants will be withheld
from the State and EPA will be authorized to establish enforceable minimum NTS controls.
The President °s l~ve proposes that funding be increased for State implementation of NPS
programs and that State revolving loan fund eligibility be clarified for NPS projects whose
principal purpose is protecting and improving water quality. The President’s lnitiazive also
proposes that the CWA be clarified to require that Federal agencies comply with State or
local r~luiremems in nonpoint source programs to the same extem as non-Federal parties.

1.3.4 President Clinton’s Clean Water Initiattve-.Wate~hed Management
President Clinton "s Clean Water Initiative proposes that provisiom for comprehemiv~
watershed management be added to the CWA. Under the proposal, States can choose to
1-30
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implement compreheasive watershed programs which will b¢ approved by EPA aRer
conference with other Federal agencies. The States wilt determine the boul’xtaries for all
watersheds in the State and set ¯scheduI¢ for addressing them. States will oversee watershed
management entities with approprtate representation of stakeholder interests and approve their
watershed management plarts. State water~hed plarts will include rankings based on
environmental objectives as well as evidence of enforceable policies ~ mechamsms ne~ed
to implement the plans.
The President’s Initiative proposes other changes to the CWA that: (1)
guidelh~s for States wishing to adopt market-based approaches to point and NPS pollutio~
controls within watersheds; (2) promote the development of wetland management plans that
lead to increased flexibility and predictability of the wetlands permit process on a watea’s/~
basis; and (3) create comprehensive State inventories of waters that are threag.~ed, impaired,
or in need of special protection. The President’s Initiative also recommemts that States give
urban watersheds a high level of priority in their State-wide ranking of watershed initiati~.
1.4 D£VELOPMKNT OF THIS
A Drafl of this report was cinazlated extensively in November 1993. Copies were
distributed to States, EPA Regions, the ~iation of State and Interstate Waun- Pollution
Control Administrators (ASIWPCA), and other interested parties. Comments received on
that d~ft have been reviewed and appropriate changes to the Report have been made.
1.$ ORGANIZATION OF THIS
Chapter 2 of this report pr,~ents the approach and methodology for identifTing categorie~
of storm water sources and methods for e~timating the distribution and content of th~se

discharges. The next two chapters identify stoma water discharges not regulated by the
current program and discusses the nature of such discharges and the extem of polhttant
loadings from these sources, as weLl as their geographic distribution for municipalil~
(Chapter 3) and industrial and commercial facilities (Chapter 4).
1-31
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CHAPTER 2. APPROACH
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This chapter describes the approach taken by the U,S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) to identify and characterize storm water discharges that are not subject to the first
phase of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System storm water permit

1

requirements under Section 402(p) of the Clean Water Act (CWA).
The study considered two major classes of storm water discharges: (1) discharges fr~n
municipal separate storm sewer systems (addressed in Section 2.2) and (2) industrial and
commercial discharges (Section 2.3). EPA relied on existing information and data,
particularly the 1990 U.S. census, and on a number of previous studies, as described in tim
literature review (Section 2.4). As a part of this study, EPA developed estimates of annual

Ioadmgs for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems. Section 2.1 give~ ¯
brief overview of the approach.

2.1 OVERVIEW OF APPROACH
A main purpose of this report is to identify storm water discharges not addressed by
Phase I of the NPDES program for storm water discharges and to determine the nature and
extent of pollutants in these discharges. The analytical approach to this objective followed
two separate paths--one for Phase II discharges from municipal separate storm sewer ~sten~
and another for individual Phase II sources. This secdon briefly mmmarizes both aspects of
the approach. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide more detailed explamtion.
In the analysis of municipal separate storm sewer systems, municipal systems
by Phase I of the NPDES program had to be identified to allow identification of the
r~aining potential Phase II municipal systems. EPA limited the analysis of potential Pha~
H mumcipal separate storm sewer systems to those municipalities that had populations thzt
were classified as urban by the Bureau of the Census. Census information was use~l Ix)
identify the type of municipality, geographic location, and urban population. Select(xl
2-I
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geographic areas of potential concern, such a.s urbaniz~’-d areas, coastal areas, and fast
growing areas, were identified and evaluated following the procedures described below.

~
r
i
¯
;
;
~,
¯

Pollutant loading estimates were developed for populations located in urbanized areas that
were designated by the Bureau of the Census, including both Phase I and Phase II
discharges. Pollutant loadizgs were estimated by using a simplified loadings model described
in Section 2.2.2. Pollutant concentration data for seven pollutants, including conventional
pollutants, rmtrients, and metals, were taken from the results of the National Urban Runoff
Program (NURP) (EPA, 1983). Runoff volume was estimated as the product of land area,
the annual amount of precipitation, and the "runoff coefficient" (a fraction that indicates the
proportion of precipitation that runs off the land and enters receiving waters). Land area
urbanized areas was provided by the 1990 U.S. census. Precipitation estimates were based
on the rainfall zones established in the NPDES Permit Application Requirements for Stoma
Water Discharges (November 16, 1990). The runoff coefficient is ¯ function of the
imperviousness of the land surface, which is related to the density of roads, buildings, and
other paved surfaces in an usbaa area. The mount of impervious area in urban settings can
be estimated from population densities. The runoff coefficient used in this analysb
estimated by using ¯ relationship based on population density (calculated from census data)
that was published in the technical literature and in EPA documents (Heaney et al., 1977).
In the analysis of individual Phase II sources, identification of potential sources also
proceeded in two steps. First, ¯ review of the regulatory def’mition identified which types of
facilities were clearly regulated under Phase I. This review aided the development of ¯ list
of facilities similar or identical to Phase I industrial facilities that were not covered mxkr
Phase I for a variety of statutory and regulatory reasons. Second, ¯ literature review (see
Section 2.4) identified, in general terms, additional commercial and retail sources of potential
concern, based on the types of pollutants used or activities conducted. These potential Phase
H sxxtrces were specified in detail using the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code
system of the Office of Management and Budget. The use of SIC codes for identification of
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potential Phase rl sources also facilitated the quantitative amlysis performed in Chapter 4.
O

Thu.¢, the identification step covered the full range of industrial ~ commercial I:a~siness

L

activities that may be con~nbufmg to storm water pollution. A complete l~sting of industries
classified within the SIC code system is provided later in this section.

The nature and extem of pollutants from individual Phase l] souxv.es were determined in
two parts. The nature of pollutants was addressed qualitatively in t’wo steps. FL,’st, pollutant
2

sampling data from Phase I i~ustrial sources was evaluated, summarized, and compared to
previous studies of urban s~rm wacm- contem. This formed a basic referenc~e on the mmre
of discharges from ¯ wide vatiet7 of specific industrial categories. Second, pocemial Phase II
sources were classif~d imo groups and compared with Phase I seaocs, where possible, to
enable comparison ~o the pollutam concentration data from Phase ! facilities and to decermh~
the types and quantities of pollutants likely to he associated with umx-gul~tnd di~.
This qualitative assessmenl of ~ pollulan~ association~ was mpplementod with
information documentexl in State and local nonpoim source programs, u_,’Ixan runoff progrmm,
estuary programs, and ~chnic~ ~’ticles idemif’md through the limram~ reviow.

The extem of potential Phase II individu~l discharges was ~Idressed by determining tho
geographic Ioc~tion and distribution of facilities that may contribute polIut, ants to ~
water, rather than ~ pollutant loads ~ in the municipal analysis. ~ analysis
focused on !ocation rather than ioadings because data on ~ and ~ial pollutant

discharges was imu.q~iem to allow estimation of ioadings on ¯ national basis. Moreove,’. an

and the loading analysis for municipal sources already accounts fo¢ some of their

Using EPA’s Facili~ and Company Tracking System (FACTS) computer file based on
Dun & Bradstree¢ inform~on abo~ economic aaivity, the numb~ of f~ciliries .in e~h SIC
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code was found for each coum2,’ in the counLD,.I From the 1990 census for each count)’, the

proportion of population assocrated ,.~’ith geographic, juri~ictious of interrsl was calculated.
For each court .ty ar~! each SIC code, the number of facilities was multiplied by the proportion

L

of population in each geographic area to yield an estimate of the number of facilities in that
portion of the county. Summing over all counties provides an estimate of the proportion of
facilities in each SIC code nationally that are located in the geographic jurisdictions of
interest.

2

The two paths, municipal Selaarate storm sewer systems and individual sources, were
r~lated through the geographical ar~alysis of extent of discl~rges, which shows the proportion
of pollutant Ioadings from municipal separate storm sewers and the proimrtion of individual
facilities associated with varica~ areas of concern. Although the effect cam~ be quantifmd,
the nature and extem of pollutants from industrial and commercial sources overlaps with the

nature and extent of pollutam ioadings calculated m the municipal analysis.
2.2 ANALYSIS OF MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS
section

describes the procedure used to identify potential Ptme II municipal

separate storm sewer systems. The section also explains how the potlutam load estimates
were developed for discharges from municipal separate storm sewe¢ systems in urbanized

2.2.1 Identifying Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systena
Municipal separate storm sewer systems addressed by Phase I of the NPDES program
had to be identif~ to allow idemfication of the remaining potential Phase II municipal
systems. EPA limited the analysis of potential Phase II municipal separate storm sewer
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systems to populations that were classified as urban by the Bureau of the Census. The only
other population claxsification available from the Bureau of the Census was rural populations.
Rural Popu!at~ons and rural ar~as were generally excluded from this part of the analysis

V
O

L

because the Agency was generally unable to tie these areas to development patterns and
demographics tlxat were thought to remit in the installation of municipal separate storm sewer

1

~stems, Cert~as information was used to identify the type of municipality, geographic
location, and urban population.
2
2.2.1.1 Pha~ I I)ermttions
Section 402(1)) of the CWA idemifies discharges from municipal separate storm sewer
systems serving a population of more than 100,000 people as requiring permit coverage
under the first phase of the NPDES progrmn. Phase I municipal systems ar~ defined in the
NPDES regulations ¯t 40 CFR 122.26(bX4) and (7) and explained in the preamble to include:
¯ ~ cities with populatiom greater than 100,000 served by separate storm
sewers, ¯ccording to the latest Dec.~nrtial Census by the Bureau of the Census
* _C.x~nti_¢~ with a population of 100,000 or more in unincomorated,
¯ ccordmg to the latest Decenmal Census by the Bureau of-the Ce-nsus (excluding
population of towns and ~
¯ Municipalities that are designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State.*
Phase I municipal systems also inch.tale systems that are designated by EPA or tn
authorized NPDES State under section 402(p) of the C’WA as needing an NPDES permit
because the)’ an: signif’w.ant contributors of pollutants to waters of the United States or
contribute to ¯ violation of water quality mmlards.

~ Desigmli<m of ¯Phas¢ I municipal sysmm is based ott one of the following factors: physical

~th ¯ municipal t~’parme stocm sewer system sct-~g ¯ population of 100,000 or mort identified m tt~ NPDE$
rrguLttio¢ts, ¢hsct~rges from s¢ver-~ municipal scpar~ storm sewer systems, the quantity and rmtm- of pollutama
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For the purposes of determining Phase I populatiom~, ~e NPDES regulations allow
municipalities to reduce the population of the mumcipa~it) to account for populations served
by combined sewers)
Census definitions data from the 1990 census was used to identify urban populations of
potential Phase II municipal separate storm sewer systems, The Bureau of the Census
organizes population information acording to political and demographic factors. Political
jurisdictions include entities with governmental structures, such ~s States, ¢ounti~,
incorporated places (e.g., cities, towns, villages), ~d minor civil divisions (MCD~), which
include towns and townships in 20 States. Table 2-I summarizes the definitions of these

Table 2-1. Bureau of the Census Def’mitions of Munldpal
lncoc’i~ec~ted ~Places incorporated trader the law~ of fl~ir S~les as cities, bor~gla, Iowm, and
viJl~ges, wifl~ the following exceptions: boroughs m Al~ka a~l New York, s~l wwns in the six
Esagland States, New York, ~ Wiscontia.
Mltstw Clvll Dlvldom,--Minor civil divisions are primary divisions of counties established under State
in 20 Stale,. Town~ipt are minor civil divisions in 12 S.~tes {Illtnoi,,, India~t, Kaa.tas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Mis.u:mri, Nebra~ New Jersey, North Dakota, Ohio, l:~nnsylvania, and Soulll Dakota).
Tow’ns are recognized as minor civil divisions m eighl .~ate, (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusettz, New
Ham~, New York, Rhode Islam:l, Vcrmom, and Wiscontia).
Couatlet--l.n most S~,e~, the primary divitions are termed counties. In Louisiana, these divitio,m are
known as paxi.th~, la Alaska, which has no couaues, the county equivalenu are the organized bo~.
In four S~,ates (Maryland, Mi.u~uri, Nevada, ~ Virginia), there are one or more cities that
h:~ of any county organization and thut on.vAtu.te primary divisions of their States.

Source: Census of Population s~l Housing, 1990.

~ Se~ 40 CFR 122.26(f)(3). Combined sewers are ctmveyances thai are designed to collect and coevey b~h
storm wat~ and s.amtary sewage. Combined sewers ~ not reguI,,ted under the storm wa~tr permitting
bec.au.ve they are regulated as part of the total discharge h’om the combined system under the existing N’PDES permil
ct:mdition~ for th.ax system. Combined s~wers ~ ~ in th~ report only as art adjustme~ factor uted
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Two additional geographical classifications were evaluated in the report, urbanized areas
desigrtated by the Bureau of the Census and metropolitan areas (MAs) clef’reed by the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB). The definitions of these terms are summarized in

O

L

Table 2-2. Census-designated urbanized areas are based primarily on demographics and
represent densely ser0ed areas of 50,000 or more people. OMB identifies metropolitan areas
based on economics and social trends, in addition to population densities. Metropolitan areas
are defined based on county boundaries and are significantly more inclusive than urbaaized
areas, which more closely follow population distributions.

Table 2-2. Population Classifications of Bureau of the Cem~
URB,td~’IZED AREAS--An urbanized area (UA) comprises an incorporated place and adjacent densely
tettled surrou~t~ tr~ th~ together have ¯ minimum populatu:m of 50,000. The den.rely aettled
surrtamdmg area~ o~ai~ of:
!. Contiguous incorporated places or cea~a,s desigtmled i~aoes

¯ , A Polxtlatioa of 2,500 or more; or
b. A population of fewer than 2,500 but havhag eit/m- ¯ population density of 1,000 persom
square nule, ¯ closely settled area containing a minimum of 50 perteat of the populatioa0 or a
cluster of at least 100 housing uaits.

2. Comiguo~ unincorpor~ed area which i~ connected by mad and ha~ a population demity of at
1,000 per,u:,m per square mile.
3.

Other co~tig.uota ta’dtlcorporated ¯rea with ¯ density of le~ thata !,0130 ~ sqllare mile, provided
that it:
a. Elimia~es an enclave of le~ than 5 square miles which is surrounded by buih-up area.
b. CJoscs an indentation in the boundary of the densely R’~tled trr.a that ia no more than 1 mile
.

4.

Links an outlying area of qualifying density, provided that the otttlyin8 ~
(1) Connected by road to, and is not more than 1.5 miles from. the main body ofthe UA.
(2) Separated from the main body of the UA by water or other undevelopable area,
contracted by road to the main body of ~ UA, and it not more than 5 miles from the
main body of the UA.

Large cot~entrations of nonresidential urban area (s~..h as industrial par~, office area, and tlmjor
airports) which have at least one-quarter of their botmdary contiguous to ¯ UA.

URBAN POPU’L.ATIONS--All persons living in urbanized arras and in places of 2,500 ot more inhabitant~
outside of ~ ar~as. The urban population consists of all persons living in (1) places of 2,500 or
more inhabitants incorporated as cities, villages, boroughs (except m Alaska and New York), and
(except in the New England States. New York, and Wisconsin), but exelucLing those persons living in the
rural portions of extended cities; (2) census designated places of 2,500 or more inlxabitants; and (3) other
terrttory, mcor]3oraled or unincorporated, included in Ul"b.arliT.~_
RURAL POPULATIONS--Population not classified as urbaa.
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The following reformation was obtained from the 1990 cen~as data (Summary Tape
File-lA) for all parts of the United State~:

O

L

¯ State and County location
¯ Population
¯ Population Demity

2

¯ Growth Pro~akms.
lnfortr~tion on urbani2ed areas, urban populatiom, and metropolitan trea~ was obtained from
document, publi.~ax~ by the Censm Bureau.
2.2.1.2 Identification el’ Phase I and Phase II Munlcipalltlet
The following step, were taken to identify municipalities with Phase I municipal
storm sewer tyuetm:
¯ Cities Specifically Identified In Phase I Regulation~: Based on the 1980 census,
cities were originally identified a~ having population~ exce~ing 100,000. Of the~,
survey of authorized NPDF_~ States and EPA Regiom mdmated that 30 cities with
populations of 100.000 or more have been exempted from Pha~ I storm water
requirements due to pop~ations served by combined sev,’e~. An additional 5 citi~’
populations dropped below 100.000 based on the 1990 census. Permit applicatiom
have not been required from these cities unless they have been de, ignated for incision
in Phase I by EPA or ¯ State. For the ~ of this rtport. 140 of the 173 citi~
identified in the Phase I regulations are co~sidered to be Pha~ I.
¯ Counties S~ Identified in Phase I Regulations: Based on the 1980 cemm,
47 c.oumie~ were originally identified as having populatiom in urbaniz~l,
unincorporated ar~as that exceeded 100,000 after the population in the imorporated
places, to~,axsh.ips, or towm was excluded. Incorporated places with ¯ populatiol~ of
mumcipalities unless they were identified as being desi~nated into Phase I by an
authori2ed NPDF_~ Stare or EPA Region. The population of 2 of these cotmt~ had
* Information obtained for Gt~m. the Wtrgin I.,,iat~. American Samoa. tnd the Commonwe.a~ of the Not’t~m’a

Mat/aria lsla~Ls was Lizmmd to popula.tion ~ growth project~m. For the Cotatmmv,~tlth of Pu~to Rico and tim
~ of Columbia. til im’~ ~ tbove wa, ot~.ned and ~ in t~e
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dropped below 100,003 based on the 1990 census, leaving 45 Phase I counties
sl:~fically identified m Pfla_se I regulations for the purposes of this report.
¯ Muni¢ipa.lities Designated by NPDES Authorities: Authorized NPDES Sta~es and
F_.PA Regions have the authority to designate additional municipalities as subject to
Phase I. A survey of authorized NPDES States and EPA Regions ,,,,’as us~l to identify
designated municipalities. This report identifies designations that occurred before
January 1994 and considers them to be Phase I sources for the purposes of this
analysis.
All remaining municipalities with urban populations not identified as ¯ part of Phase I of
the NPDES storm water program were considered Io be potential Phase 11 sources. Chapter
3 provides the specific numbers of mtmi¢ipal entities in various categories. Municipalities
were differentiated based on eharaetemtics such as size, density, or association with other
levels and typea of geographical and political jurisdictiom. The designation of mtmicipaliti~
as Phase 1 vs. Phase 1I in this report is ~ on ¯ "snapshot" of currently r~,ulated
munk:ipaliti~ as of January 1994.
2.2.2 Determining the Nature and Extent of Pollutants Associated With
Munidpal Separate Storm Sewer System~
A review of the literature on urban runoff, including past studies conducted by EPA and
the USGS, was used to develop ¯ general descriptive profile of the natu~ of discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems. Section 2.4 discusses this review.
Estimates of loads were developed for selected pollutants in runoff from urbanized areas.
TI~ approach used to estimate Ioadings of pollutants associated with discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems was based on existing data and follows standard
engineering practice (McCuen, 1989; American Society of Civil Engineers, 1969).

These estimates were developed to provide an overview of the extent of pollutant
discharges associated with urban runoff and a reiative ranking of the pollution potential from
urbanized areas. TI~ r~ults can be used to compaz¢ potential Phase II municipal sys~a~ns in
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NURP, which was conducted during the early 19~.0s, remains the most comprehensive
assessment of pollutants in runoff from residential and commercial areas. The program was
developed in the late 19705. after F.PA reviewed State 208 Water Quality Management Plan

V
O

Z

Reports and determined that additional and consistent data ~,ere needed to describe pollutants
in urban runoff.
Under NURP, EPA provided direction and assistance to 28 plarming projects located
throughout the United States (Figure 2-1) that were selected from 93 area-wide agencies that

2

had identified urban runoff as a potentially significant problem. (Table 2-3 lists the 28
NURP projec! locations ~w.ording to EPA Regions.) Each project was separate and distinct
but shared the common goal of conducting field monitoring to charact~riz~ pollutants in
runoff from residential and commercial areas, The sampling locations within the 28 NURP

projects included 81 specific sites and more than 2,300 separate storm events. The resulting
data base represented ¯ cro~ s~ction of regional climatology, residential and commercial L~d
use types, slopes, ~ soil conditions and, thereby, provided a basis for identifying parterre

of similariti~ or differenc, s and testing their signify.

Table 2..3. NURP Project Locattom
E.PA NUgP

gPA

N’L~..P

~

Uppzr My~ ~ ~)

NH!

~ 1~ ~

U

K.2
MI!
!.!I2

SEMCOG

WII

m

D, Cl

WASHCO,O (D.¢. M~ A~a)

Vl~

gSl

vm

col

Dcm,,=, Caoa~o

U’rl

TNI

Ka~ x-vilk, Te~nessz~

WAI

Smu~: U.$. Em, inmm~ ~ A$~’~, I~3

F ....
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Figure 2-1. Location of NURP Slte~
NURP focused on the following ten onstituent~, which were comkiered standard
pollutants characterixing urban runoff:

¯ Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)
* Total phosphoru~
¯ Soluble phospbor~ (SI~
¯ Total Kjeldahl Nitr~en
¯ Nitrate + niffite
Total copper
¯ Total moc (Za).
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These pollutants are commonly associated with urban ruca:~ and are often targets of
point and nonpoint source studies. In addition, some of these ~llutants can be surrogates
for larger categories of pollutants such as oxygen co~uming ::,’--~stituents and nutrients.
NURP also examined coliform bacteria and priority pollutam.s ~’.her than oil and grease).

V
O

L

However, these parameters were only evaluated for a subset c( ~ites and were not the
primary focus of the NURP study. Moreover, they were not ..--r~-sented in a summary fashion
suitable for estimating Ioadings. Soluble phosphorus is not d:_~.~assed in this report because it
was not addressed in USGS results or NPDES permit appl~cara:vas for industrial facilitie~
(addressed later in this chapter).
NURP attempted to c~ the nature of saorm water from residential and
com.n~rcial areas. The data sa,tmmaries ex¢ltu;k:xl monitoring sm~-s that were down.ream of
saorm water controls. Sites were selected to focus on runoff ~ residential treas (primarily
low density) and to avoid heavy industrial ~. NURP ~ial site results did
include heavy industrial sites but in several cas~s reflected " ",tndu~rial park type use. Si~
were also selected so that th~r~ were no extraneo~ ~rces off pollutants in th~ ~torm ~
pollutant concentrations were eliminated from the data base ts being atypical of ~xn’m ~

Because of its site selection appro~h, NURP results relrren~ normal or baselin~ urban
runoff conditions from residential and commercial areas, not ~ urban conditions which
could include heavy industrial ~xiviti~ which were avoided ~.. Nq.rRp. Because the NURP
sites represent average runoff conditions from ¯ mix of rest, commercial, and
ixxlusuSal park sites, loading estimates bas~ on the NURP ~tions (descn’bed ~
in this Chapter and in Chaptea- 3) will be influenced by Ioadim~_ from some of the
comidered in the industrial and commercial analysis (see Sec~t.~ 2.3 and Chapter 4) ~
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NU’RP showed that the concentrations of pollutants in urban runoff vary comider~bly
from site to site. Concentrations at individuaJ sites also varied through the course of a storm
evem and be~’een events. This variabiliD’ is the mtural result of variations in raiafall
mtemity, occurrence, ~ad site-specific factors (e.g., slope, land use) that ~fect rtmoff
quanuty and quality. NURP data were summarized using average values for gorm events,
with an event mean concentration (EMC, i.e., the total pollutant mass discharged divkled by
the total runoff volume). To determine typical storm water concentrations, NURP
researcher~ ex~nin~ the data in various ways using standard statistical procedures, e~h
exploring ~ effects of different factor~ (e.g., slope, land use category) on fi~tl
otx:etm’atioa values. Based on there statistical tests, NURP concluded that geographic
location, land use categories, or other f~:tors tppear to be of little utility in explaining the
overall site-to-site veriability, tad t~e best general ~tioa of utbaa nmoff ~
obtaitx~ by Ix)oliag the site dam for tll sites (except ttx) open/non-~ ones). ~
rec(xtm~ended the total pollutant mass all.so.barged divided by the total ruaoff volum~ (1,., tile)
eve~ mean concentration [EMC]) as the bes~ single measure for ch,~acteriziag overtll ~
plaaniag ~ r~tber than site-specific c/mr~-aerization. Table 2-4 prerents ~ammm-y
~tatist~ from NURP for different sites ~ results from other USG$ studies, ~

~_~n to USGS Urban Storm Water Data _r~_~
In ~ldition to EPA’s efforts to ~ mban runoff, USGS ~ collected urb~
rainfall, rum)if, ~nd water quality data mtiomlly for several decades. In the mid-1980~,
much of this information was compiled imo a matioml data base. This data base onlaim
information on 717 storms at 99 stations in 22 metropolitan ~’eas throughout tt~ United
States (l~iver et nl., 1985). The USGS examined a set of constituents similar to tho~ used
in NURP. The USGS also reported its data in terms of flow-weighted samples ~o that
concentration a~l loadiag values could be compared directly to NURP results.
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supporting the idea that these values are representative of the nature of urban runoff, This
determination is consistent with the findings of Driver and Lystrom (1986), who also
compared certain aspects of the two data sets.
As described in this chapter and in Chapter 3, this report uses historical data, generated
by the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP) and by the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), to generally and comparatively characterize metal contamination in storm water
runoff from urban areas.
Recently, concerns have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for
metals where adequate QA/QC cannot be properly documented (USGS, 1992). The quality
of trace level metal data, especially at levels in the 1-5 part per billion (Pl~b) range, rn~y be
compromised due to contamination of samples during collection, preparation, ~torage, and
analysis. These concerns have also been expressed as applying to the NURP metals data.
EPA believes that the metals data for urban runoff from USGS and NURP as used in thil
report are valid. Mean concentrations of copper, lead, and zinc observed under NURP and
USGS were found to be in the range of 30 to 700 ppb (see Table 2-4), well above the
I-5 ppb range that has been identified as questionable. Furthermore, in dealing with the
metals issue generally, EPA believes that most historical data for metals collected and
analyzed with appropriate QA and QC at levels of l ppb or higher are reliable (EPA, 1993).
It should also be pointed out that the historical sampling data presented in this report is
imended to provide a general, qualitative characterization of urban storm water runoff rather
than a precise empirical relationship. The metals Ioadmgs estimated using NURP data ~
only used to illustrate relative Ioadings contributions from different geographical areas of the
country. Quantitative Ioadings estimates, which could possibly be affected by suspect data,
have not been presented in this report.
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2.2.2.2 Land Area

O

Population and land area data (or population density) for all urbanized areas ,~’ere
obtained from the 1990 ceasus. Pl’~ase I sources and potential Phase II sources
identified based on the procedure described in Section 2.2.1. An adjustment factor was
developed to address combined sewer systems. Combir~l sewer systems are not considered
to be part of the storm water regulatory program (although combined sewer overflows from
combined sewer systems are addressed by the NPDES program). Therefore. storm water
volume estimates in this report were adjusted to account for the flows entering combined
sewers. Estimates of the land area served by combined sewer systems were bared on dam
reported by the States for The 1984 Needs Survey Report to Congress (EPA, 1985).
2.2.2.3
!

Annual rainfall estimates wer~ obtained from Methodology for Analysis of Detention
Basins for Control of Urban Runoff Quality (Drisc, oll et at., 1986). This document idemifi~
9 rainfall zones in the United States (see Figure 2-2). Although these rainfall zooes

~
~

i

V

Throughout the United States (Driscoll et at., 1989), (see Appendix B of this report) ~o
include 15 more precisely def’tmed rainfall zones, the 9 rainfall zones from the earlier retx~
were used to simplify estirrmtion p~.
For each of the 3,141 counties in the country, the appropriate rainfall zone
identified, along with the average amaual rainfall for that zone. This information was mea’ged
with the larger census data base at the county level to provide rainfall estimates for each
municipality.
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~
No~ Shown: Alaska (Zone 7); Hawaii (Zone 7); Northern Mariana Islands (Zone 7); Guam
(Zone 7); American Samoa (Zone 7); Puerto Rico (Zone 3); Virgin Islands (Zone 3).

Zo~ 3

$om~.

50.9

Z~ne 6

?.$

Zone 9

U

14.3

5.~ FR 47990, 1990
EPA, 1990
~ 2-;2. National Dis~’butSon of Rainfall Zones and Average
Annual Precipitation (inches/year)
r--. ~ _
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2.2.2.4 Runoff Coefficient

V
O

~ ~ff ~cient ~nu ~e ~nion (~mge) of total p~ipi~fion ~c~
¯ e gmu~ ~t ~o~ m~ff to mffa~ watch. A n~r of facmn, ~h
of ~ ~s, ~g~phy, ~ ~nt or ~ of vegeu~ve cover,
~fficiem. However, ~ most ~t factor m
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for plarming purposes and simulation of storm events [Heaney et al., 1977]), The two

L

equations a.r~:
Impervious Proportion = 0096 x I:x~pulat~on density
Runoff Coefficient = O. 15 (1 - impe~’ious proportion) + 090 (imper,,ious proportion).

1

2

Combining the two equations yields:
Runoff Coefficient - 0.15 +.0.75 x [0.096 x population density
where population density is in persons per ~cr~,
The first equation estimates the site-specific level of imperviousness from population

density. This empirical equation is based on data from another study of hundreds of
muaicipalities in New Jersey (Stankowski, 1974). The second equation estimates a runoff
coefficiera from an empirical equation that depends on the level of imperviousness. Using

this model, an area with no impervious surfaces would be assigned a runoff coefficient of
0.15, while a completely impervious area would have a runoff coefficient of 0,90. These
equations produce r~alts that are ~imila~ to tho~ present~ in Figu~
The model can be used to estimate runoff coefficients when only population density is
known. Figure 2-4 shows how the model predicts the relationship between population
density, expressed in persons per acre and the runoff coefficient. For example, for an urbaa
area with 10 people per acre (or 6,400 people per square mile), the model estimates a runoff
coefficiem of 0.4, meaning that, on average, 40 percent of the rainfall runs off to surface
water. The model estimates that places with higher population densities will have higher
rtmoff coefficients. Although limitatiom are associated with this relationship (e.g., the
original equation is based on land use conditions in the 1960s and the estimates are limited
by the uncertainty of the assumed variables), the model can make use of population demity
data from the 1990 census in estimating runoff coefficients for different municipalities for
comparative purposes.
2-20
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sources and facilities, classes of facilities ~,’ith the potential to contribute pollutants to .~orm
water discharges were identified. T~e analysis of the nature and extent of individual Phase II
discharges addresses both pollutant concemrations and the geographic distribution of
facilities. The geographical analysis was developed to determine the distribution ~d location
of individual Phase II facilities in relation to Urbanized Areas and the Phase II muagipalities
identified in the fu’st part of this study. Although there was not enough data available on a
basis to esti/Ila[e pollutant loadings from individual Phase l] sources, the al~roach
taken could later be related to an assessment of water quality conditions at the local,
regional, or State level.
2.3.1 Identifying Individual Phase lrl Storm Water Dls¢.harg~
The storm water discharge regulations (Phase D require permit applicatiotu frcgn
facilities with "storm water discharges asso=iated with industrial activity," as def’med in 40
CFR 122.26(b)(14) (55 FR 47990). TI~ definition describes the 11 specif’~c cat~go¢i~ ef
industrial ~ctivities which are regulated. For I~e categories of indastri~ idenfifk~d,
includes storm water discharges

disposal of process waste waters...; sites used for the storage and maintenance of
material handling equipment; sites used for r~sidual treatment, storage or dispo~;
shipping and receiving areas; manu!acturmg buildings; storage axeas (including t~ttk
farms) for raw materials, and intermediate and fmisbed products; and areas whe~
industrial activity has taken place in the past and significant materials remain and are
expose~! to storm water [40 CFR 122.26(bX14)].
The definitions of the 11 categories include both narrative descriptions of ~ and
specific designations of indu.m-ial operations ~ on Standard Industrial Class~ (SIC)
code.~ For example, category (i) mentiom facilities subject to effluent limitations

’ Tl~ S|C ode i~ the ~t~’d~l ,l,~Lficatioa ~a~la~d uade~.~ng ~l~ Fed~al ecc~:~fic ~ti¢~ :la~d ~
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developed by EPA. ~hile category (xi) designates man)’ specific SIC codes. Because of the
comprehemiveness of the SIC system, even narrative descriptions can be correlated with SIC
designations. For example, category (vii) covers steam electric power generating facilities,
which are included primarily in SIC 491 I, and category (ix) covers domestic treatment
works, v,’hieh are included primariJy in SIC 4952. The practical effect of these narrative
definJuons aml speciSc SIC code designations is that most of the industrial facilities subject
to perrait applmation requirement, are represented b)’ major SIC groupings 10 thr~gh 45.t
As tbesi$ for identifying Phase II facilities and obtaining information about their
dis~tmfion ~ atmmiax¢2, this study focused on SIC codes. Major sectors of the ¢..onomy
are defined on the basis of the two-digit SIC code grtmp. The two-digit code is ¯ relatively
get~eral categoro.a0on of the Nltion’s ecottomic activity; all ir~dustfial, commercial, ~ retail
activities are organized into le.~ than 100 two--di$it SIC code,, which are listed in T¯ble :2-3.
The more spcx:ific four-digit SIC code provide, ¯ more detailed breakdown of the~
emerprises aad is mtw.h more de~:riptive of the activitie, cor~ucted at the establishmet~
The SIC code idetttif’~es facilities based on t~ "primary activity" in which ¯ facility is
eag~ged. Chapter 4 distresses selected advantages aad disadvantages of rising the SIC ccx~
system for idemif~:atkm of storm w~ter sources. Focttsiag on SIC codes for the purport of
tim study does txx imply that EPA must regulate oa ¯ SIC code basis. Also, althouSh sotm
Ixxemial Ph~e II categories or comerm rrmy be def’med or ~ in terms of mm’~ve
descriptions, these can be evaluated in terms of SIC code designations.

AJthough all tmxegulated facilities which have poim soturce discharges of storm water ar~
potemial Pha~ II sources, in practical terms, only a subset of four-digit SIC codes have rtal
~ The NPDES regulam, tts six~:ificaliy exea~ some categories of activity from tt~ defiaiticm of point m.
~’lt~tm$ ~orm t~ter nmoff from ~,ricultu_~l ~o~rr.e, aad silvicuamre activitie, (mostly m sic codes 01 tttro~h 09)
(40 CFR Part 122..3(e)), irrigation return flows (40 O"R Part 122..3(f)), aad uacou~ rt,u~ff f~x~m ~ tilts
lad oil axed gas f~ciht~e~ (4.0 CF’R 122.2..~aK2)). l.u additicm, oastn, tctaon ~tivitie~ s.re reguJated ba.~d oil ttm si~
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potential to use, process, or store sources of pollutants, or engage in activities that could lead
to contamination of storm water. In addition, there are many general sources of storm water
contamination such as parking lots, trash dumpsters, and failing septic systems which could
be associated with almost an),’ commercial or residential activity. Some general information
on these sources is presented in Chapter 4; however, the focus of this report is in identifying
specific classes of facilities with greater than average potential for contribution of pollutants
to storm water discharges based on their activities.
EPA identified two major groups of facilities for potential inclusion in Phase II. The
first group of potential Phase II facilities identified (Group A) consists of facilities in the
same SIC code groups as Phase I facilities (SICs 10-45) that are conducting activities that are
essentially the same as Phase 1 industrial activities but that were not included in Phase I due
to the .specific language of the statute or EPA’s regulatory specificity in defining the universe
of Phase I industrial activities. The second major group (Group B) consists of facilities in all
other SIC code groups where discharges of pollutants are suspected based on case studies,
expert opinions, literature reviews, and other sources of information such as experience with
Phase I of the storm water program)
2.3.1.1 Group A
Group A is comprised of facilities which are generally identical to regulated Phase I
industrial activities but that have been excluded from Phase I due to the specific language of
the statute or EPA’s regulatory specificity. While some of the facilities that make up Group
A are obvious, (i.e., those with a specific statutory exemption from Phase I), others are more
difficult to identify. Because these facilities may be described by SIC codes identical to
Phase I regulated facilities, the FACTS data base was of little use in identifying

~ Although ~ome sources similar to Pha~ I industrial ~ctivities ~-re not
(55 FR 47990) directly. EPA or an authorized NPDES Stat~ has the mathorit)’ under Section 402(.pK2XE) to design,~
individual facilities as needing an NPDES permit. Ahd:~o~gh ~ome ~signatiom of this
bases the distinction of individual Phase 1 aad Phase II faciliues based on tt~ r~gulatory d~fmitio~ tad not

individual aesignationa which may have been made.
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facilities. Instead, each of the I 1 industrial categories t~u~ rr.~&e up Phase I (see Chapter 4,
Table 4-2) was examined for possible omissions and disc."ep~r~c~es. The result of th.Ls effort
v, as a list of sources that are not covered under Phase I but ttva~ are closely related to one of
the eleven categories of industrial activity. This list appears xn Table 4-3. In order to h~tp
define these facilities, sources on the list were categorized into three major groups. Group A
sources are described in Chapter 4.
2.3.1.2 Group B Facllltl~
The secotxl general class of facilities were identified on the basis of potential activities
and pollutants fl~at may contribute to storm water contamination (Group B). Unlike Group A
facilities which are generally represented by the ~ range of SIC code groups as Pha~ I
facilities (SICs 10-45), Group B facilitie~ haw disti~tly different SIC codes but may be
performing similar activities or using similar materials as Phase I facilities. Based on the
review and analysis of the types of industrial sources not covered under Phase I, ~
categories of Group B facilities were idemir~d that have activities inherently similar to
1 but are not currently regulated. Some SIC: code groups were also identified using other
criteria, descn’bed below.
Commercial f-tcilities were ~:m:if’mtlly exclud, ed from Phase I by Congress. However,
dooamented in State and local nonpoint som’ce programs, urban runoff programs, aml estuary
programs identifm:l through the literature review (see Section 2.,1). The Rensselaerville
Study (1992) reflected this view by idemifym$ "gas, auto, service stations, ~
related activities, highway systems, land developmem, agricultua-al sources and relat~
~trces of conc~errL to

Chapter 2--Approac~
Another class of facilities included in Group B is commercial agricultural-related
activities. Categories that are specifically exempted from regulation under Section 402 of the
CWA (or, in certain cases, under existing NPDES re~ulatior~.s) were eliminated from
comi~leration in Group B as potential Phase II sources. (These include agriculture ~ most
silviculture activities generally included in SIC code groups 01, 02, 07, 08, and 09.it)
However, ~veral specific SIC codes were retained on the list as potential Phase II sources
because they are not specifically included under the agricultural exemption. ~ ir~lud~
nurseries, feedlots (the larger of which are already regulated under the NPDES permitting
progra.m),~2 some forestry Ol;mrations’ and mi.w.~ll,tn~ otl~l.~.Is
A f’mal review of other miscellsneous sources that have been identified as potet~tl
contributor= to ma:~rm water pollution w~s conducted to reveal a~ny r~tr.es ~ ~ldmss~
~ criteria discussed above. The facilities identified use or handle materials eomaini~
pol/utants of concern to publicly owned treatment works (I>OTWs). To the extent that these
materials are used, stored, processed, or disposed of otadoors at Group B facilities, they may
also represent a source of storm water eontaminatioa.
The procedtu~ used to kl~ntify sl~it-~ SIC cod~ with significant potential to
pollutants to storm water resulted in she identiScation of 90 categories of faciliti~.
Table 4-4 Lists she subset of 90 four-digit SIC code$ klentif~d from this analy$1t. ’r~
analysis was comprehensive and inclusive, while at she same time carefully determini~
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The geographic distribution analysis was completed for all major ~’o-digit SIC code
groups and for the 90 specific four-digit SIC codes identified m Table 4-4. Information
about the distribution of all facilities is presented in the report, even for categories that are
not among the 90 potential Phase II categories, including all Phase ! facilities, financial and
service groups, and agricultural activities.
2.3.1.3 Sera, ice Secto~
Major SIC code groups in the service sectors, such as hankirtg, finance, insurance firms,
and food services were nol considered to be potential Phase 11 sources. The activities of
these enterprises are generally conducted indoors and do not inherently use or produc~
contaminants that may enter storm water. Although these facilities may have general
such as parking lots or trash dumpsters which could ontaminate storm water discharges,
mtmicipal analysis considers pollutant loadiags from these types of sources. All of the major
SIC groups excluded on this basis are listed in Table 4-6. Regardless, the geographic and
distributional analysis was conducted for these facilities at the major group (two-digit
level. These results are presented in Appendix G.
2.3.2 Determining the Nature and Extent of Pollutants Associated Wlth Industrial and

Commerc~ ~
The nature and extent of discharges from potential Phase H industrial and commercial
discharges were analyzed in a manner that allows comparison with the municipal analysis in
terms of geographic distribution. The potential pollutant content of storm water from
industrial and commercial sites was characterized and the locations of these potential

aisctarges were analyzed with respe~ to tntmaized ar~s. Tbe natt~ of discharges w~s
evaluated by comparison to existing studies (i.e., NURP and USGS), by analysis of
discharge data frcrm Phase I sources, and by compilation of qualitative information from a

literature survey. The geographic extent of discharges was evaluated by analyzing tl~
location of facilities using the FACTS data base in conjunction with information from
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2.3.2.1 Identifying Pollutants Associated With Industrial and Commercial Discharges

O

Storm water discharged from industrial, commercial, and retail facilities has the potential
to come into contact w,th raw materials, products, and waste streams, which can result in

L

pollutant contamination of storm water discharges. A number of general categories of
activities and conditions that have f_he potential to generate contaminants in storm water have
been identified in both the proposed and final NPDES Permit Application Regulations for
~

Storm Water Discharges (53 FR 49416; 55 FR 47990):
¯ Outside loading of dry bulk or liquid materials that may b~ spilled or accumulated
washed with rainfall into storm sewers or receiving water~
¯ Outside storage of raw materials, wastes, or product~
* Outside processing of materials where rainfall may come into contact with materiah
the process stream
* Practices with the potential for spills to the storm sewer or wash down of pt"oeessit~
areas to floor dtain~
¯ High volume water use in material processing
. Direct application of wastes to the ground

¯ Vehicle and equipment maintenance ~tivities.
Most of these activities are specifically mentioned in the def’mition of discharges associated
with industrial activity (40 CFR 122.26(bX14)).
To characterize potential indus~-ial and commercial storm water discharges, data on
industrial and commercial sites and land uses were taken from the NURP and USG$ studies
and analyzed statistically and presented for comparison purposes. Chapter 4 provides funhe:r
comparison and discussion. The results provide general insight into the nature of storm
water runoff from light industrial areas ....
2-29
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The naturr -f industry-specific storm water qualiD’ data was characterized by analyzing
sampling data ~,bmitted by group permit applicants under Phase I. These sampling results
provide imighl into the nature of storm water from these industrml sites and storm water
from potential Phase II facilities which may have similar characteristics.

0

This an,aly,)~ focused on the pollutants that were required to be analyzed for in the
Part II NPDEt; ~torm water permit group application plus copper, lead, and zinc. For each
pollutant and em.h indtlStl’ial sector, the mean, median, and 95th percentile were calculated
for both grab ~1 composite samples, where the pollutant was identified. Where applica~
r~orted none demoted, the result was treated as zero. an approach consistent with the
tnalysis of dal~ from Phase I industrial facilities as presented in Appendix F. Chapter 4
~’ummariz~ thc~e data. Appendix F onmim detailed data summar~ for e~ch of 29
industrial aeclo~J developed for the group zpplic~tion pro¢~.
To facilitale characterization of the nitm-e of discharges from potentiil Pha~ II source,
similarities between Phase I ~d Phase I1 faciliti~ were highlighted by comparing categori~
with similar ~llvities, where possible. For facilities in Group A, comparison to Phase I
sectors is gener~lly ~traighfforward and yields valuable inforn~tion about these potential
For Group B facilities,
corresponding Phase I activity may not be
similar. Comparisons were ~ only in general terms at the industrial sector level and not
at the level of ~pecific SIC codes or facilities. The resulting information presented in
Chapter 4, therefore, can only be used as a guide to the general types and levels of po~
that may be f~mnd at facilities of a given category, rather than ~, def’mitive determination of
the degree of ~ntamination at a particular site. ~ results are presented in Chapter 4.
To supplement the Phase I data analysis, a literature review was conducted to locate and
summarize the ~tvailable information on the nature of pollutants with emphasis on the
of categories ~lected by the screening procedu~ outlined above. The literature r~view
focu.~d on identifying the types of pollutants that may be associated with particu~
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categories of facilities. General qualitative information on s:orm water discharges and
potential pollutants is available in the literatur¢ from ¯ number of case studi~s ~l

V

O

~scssments of slx~ific locations and tyl~S of facilities. Al~hough providing useful
background in.formation, it is usually not comprehertsive for an), one category and may not
be comparable across categories.
2.3.2.2 Determining the Extent of Individual Phase II Sourc~
The extent of storm water discharges from Pha~ II sources was determined by
identifying the locations of the facilities in those categories, rather than the pollutant
associated with them, as in the municipal analysi,. Nation-wide information on the exl~nt of
pollutants from these facilities i~ limited. However, detailed quantitative information on the
geographic extent and distribution of these facilities can be developed by combinin8 two data

¯ FACTS provides data, including name tnd ~ldress, cotmty ~ff’Lllation, prima~
business activity (SIC), employment, tnd ~ales, on more than 7.7 million it~ust/~.
commercial, reu~il, ~id government facilitie,.
¯ The 1990 Census of Population and Housing, ~ previously, provides detailed
information on population and area for mc~t political subdivisions in the country.
County-level information on population as.u)ciated with urbanized arras was used in
this analysh.
An analysis was conducted to determine the distnq:)ution of individual Phase II facilitie~
and categories in relation to population patterns. To develop information comparable to the
municipal analysis, the analysis of individual sourc~ was conducted at the county level.
This analysis was conducted to examine the disml:)ution of industrial, commercial, and retail
enterprises to determine how they are distributed relative to jurisdictions of potential

in development of ~ Phase II re~,u~atory ~.

Commonw~th of Puerto Rico.
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The feographic anal.vsis involved developing, for each count)’, population, and area, data
for all the same political and geographic jurisdictions svadied in the municipal analysis, based
on the 1990 census data bas~. Jurisdictions of interest included urbanized areas and Phas~ I
cities, as discussed in Section ~ ") for municipal discharges. For each county, then, the
proportion of individual facilities within urbanized areas could be calculated, and the number
of facilities located in Phase I and Phase 1I areas could be determined.

L

2

Because the facility location data was not available at the same level of detail as
data used m the municipal analysis, the next step of the procedure made use of the
approximate correlation between the location of business and economic activity and the
distribution of population. Specifh:ally, the analysis relies on the prtma_ise that industrial and
commercial facilities are distributed similarly to population within cotmty jurisdictional
boutzlar~. For example, the percentage of facilities estimated to be in the urbanized area of
a county is alloca~ based on the percentage of polxdation in the urbanized area of tl~
county. The premise may be mor~ valid for urban re~ail activities, such as automobile
service activities, and less valid for agricultural activities, which ar~ generally less likely to
be associated with urban areas. However. when considering all counties together, as shown
in Chapter 4, this procedm~ produces r~asonable results, even for rural businesses, because
they are more often located in counties with sma/! urban populations.
Using FACTS, individual facilities were counted for each SIC code and for each
county,ts By basing the distribution of facilities on the dis~Stmtion of population within ¯
county, it was poss~le to allocate a portion of the facilities in each county to urbanized
areas. The national total for each jurisdictional class v’as obtained by summing over all

~s A few facilities had incomplete rtcorch fo¢ co~mtv name and so cxmld not be ana/yzed using ~ ~
Given the intensive dala ollectiOn~ acuviues of Dun & l~radstr~t a~l the focus o~ econocaic activity
pUrl:~Crs~ tl~ largest ~ most ecot’xx, nicalty important facilitie~ I:aX~l), h~-e the mo~ complete
types of ~ wtt~ ~ rrcords m’~ pro6ably small ~ ecooo~ical.ly ~ significamt
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2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW PROCESS
The literature review for information about storm water di~hargCs. ~-.~rces, and
pollutants was fundamental to the approach. The following sections d~=’-i~ the activities
conducted during the literature search.
2.4.1 Libraries
An extensive literature search was conducted at several libraries, inc~az[mg the University
of Maryland and George Washington University, the Library of Congre:x~. the USGS library,
and the National Agriculmr.~l Library. The On-Line Computer Library Center (OCLC), a
national bibliographic dam ~ of 27 million records representing the
15,000 libraries worldwide, was ~.w.essed at the University of Maryland_ Libraries that
OCLC primarily include public libraries, university libraries, and gover~nen~l agency
libraries, such as the Depattmem of Interior, Department of Agriculrure. and the USG$.
The system enables the user to search for periodicals, books, and other l:~blications by using
author, rifle, or subjec~ key word~. Numerous key words and phrases
including key words ~.~ci~t~d with the activities of industries selec~d f~ the Phase [I
~nalysis. General terms such as storm water, industrial pollution, and
contaminams thought to be associate! with particular industries were ~o ~amhed using

At the Library of Congress, a data base search was conducted for im¢ormation in trade
association journals and other publications, environmental engineering jcx:m~Is ~xl
periodicals, environmental b~iaess jo~nals and periodicals, and other ix~blications tl~
potentially have information related t~ the industrial analysis. Many of ~Se ~ association
publications are only available to a~sociation members. For those pubLic:~ions focmd in
library holdings, a search was conducted for articles that did no¢ show up during the OCLC
disk files, each containing information on various subjects, such as sciezx:e and engineering.
The science and engineering disk (the most closely related topk: area) w~ used to search foe
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periodicals available through local libraries, Back-issues of many of the more topical
publications were scan1~l for i.rffom~ation relevant to the i.r~dustrial analysis, The majority of
periodicals searched are included in the list given in Table 2-6. At each library, libraryspecific data bases were searched for document~ located in the individual library but not
entered into the OCLC data base.

1
Table 2-6. ~ of Periodicals and Journals Searched
Ataoracing Digest
Automotive l~l~tri~

Automotive Repair New~
Automotive Reriew
Automotive Week
Chenu’cal Busine.t~
Cherm’cal Industry No~e~
Chemical Engineering
Chemical Marketing
American Petroleum lmtitute’~ Anm~ Report
Service Station Management
P~’roleum Independent
Pefroleum Marketer
Environmental Pollution
Environmental Research
Environmental Science and Technology
Water Research
Water Re~ource~ Bulletin
Water Resource~ Research
Water Science and Technology
Pollution Engineering
Journal of Testing and Eval~mlon
Successful Farnting
Plant Engineering

2

Water/Engineenng a~d Management
Waste Age

Modern Castin~
Journal of Environmmual Quality
Journal of Water Pollution Control Fedcra~on
Journal of Water Resource Planning and
Management
Journal of Tran~portan’on Engineering
dournal of ltri gation and Drainage Eng~,~,ring
Science
Pipeline and Gas ~ouraal
American Industrial Hygiene A~oc’iarloa
Journal
JAPCA
Material Handling Engin~
Engineering News Record
The Engineer
Highway and Heavy Consrr~caon
Plastics World

~

~

l

Ou, mical and Engineerin~ New~
Biocycle
The Management of World Waste~
Metal Fin~hing

l

3

Other r~ources used in the lite~ture search included EPA documents ~nd perkxiieals i~
the Pollution Prevemion Information Clearinghouse and Toxic Release Information System,
docttments available through EPA, EPA’s docket, topic-related development documents and
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effluent guidelines limitations, and publications frem Sm~e offices related to potential
Pl,~tse H industries. Additional orgartizations and individuals were contacted to obtain
information on pollutant concentrations in storm water discharges from industrial facilities,

V
O
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especially potential Phase II sources. Only a few documents obtained contained industryspecific pollutant concentration data. The rest provided background information on potemial
Phase II sources. Organizatiorts contacted specifically for information include the U.S.
Department of Defense, the number and a list of military bases; the U.S. Department of
Tra~portation, for an estimate on the acreage or miles of road disturbed per year; the Forest
Service at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, for data on storm water discharges from tl~
construction of roads for logging and relat.,rd activities; and the National Estuary Program, to
tscertain data on storm water impacts outlined in estuary management programs.

1

2

A list of the documents obtained from the variotts sources mentioned above is incltuled in
tlx bibliography at the end of this report. Other doctmaents available in the EPA docket
(Record For Proposed NPDES Storm Water Implementation Package) were also reviewed.
2.4.3 Potential for Obtaining Additional Infoemattoa

~=~

Based on research efforts for the Report to Congress, quantitative information on
pollutam concentrations (and loadings) from hadustrial activities, especially potential Phase II
(unregulated) categories, is limited. F-.PA’s literature search for information on industrial
sources identif’mo many major categories of in.formation. Pursuing additional sources of
information and extending the literature r~view effort would probably yield more qualitative
l
information to enhance the existing information on itxtust~ sources. In particular,
information on the processes and activities associated with the facilities and a better ictea of
the types of pollutants involved could potent~ly be documented. By focusing on ~ ~

1 ii

industry sectors, it may be possible to get more information on the number and size of
facilities, as well as information on quantifies of products mined, distrihaed, etc.

/
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CHAPTER 3. M’I-.’NICIPAL SEPARATE STOR3,! SEWER SYSTEMS
Section 402(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act (CWA) requires the control of discharges from
municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a population of I00,000 or more under
Phase I of the NPDES storm water program. This chapter identifies municipal separate
storm sewer systems not identified in Phase I that potentially may be subject to requirements
under Phase II of the NPDES storm water program. In addition, this chapter describes the
nature and extent of pollutants associated with municipal separate storm sewer systems, with
an emphasis on potential Phase 11 sources. To provide an appropriate context for the
discussion of potential Phase I1 sources, this chapter also discusses Phase I municipal
sys~ns.
Municipal separate storm sewer systems are comprised of conveyances designed to
collect ~ convey s~orm water (but not sanitary sewageI) that are owned or operat~l by ¯
municipality. Section 402(9)(3) of the CWA authorizes EPA and NPDES States to issue
system-wide or jurisdiction-wide permits for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer
systems. NPDES permits for discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems
contain requirements to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable
(MEP) and to effectively prohibit non-storm water dischaxges to the municipal system in
order to meet wa~er quality standards. These requirements can be implemented through
municipal storm water management programs to control polluLaalts from targeted commercial,
residential, industrial, and other sources that discharge storm water (or other non-storm water
discharges) through the municipal system.
3.1 IDENTIFICATION OF MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS
The Dareau of the Census estimates that the population of the United States and
associated territories was more than 252.2 million in 1990.z There are 19,289 incorporated
i Combined s~v,’ers are conveyances designed to collect and convey both storm wa~er and sanitary s~wag¢. Thia
report generally does not address combined
2 Population
e~a~.ates
basedSamoa,
on the 50
the District of Columbia,
Guam, the
Commonwealth
Rico,
the Va-gin
~ American
andstates,
the Commenwe.aRh
of the Northern
Mariana
Islamls.
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places and 17,796 minor civil divisions ~ ~ con~i~n~l Umt~ S~, ~. a~ Hawaii.
~~ ~o~m~ plus ~ minor civil divisio~ a~ 1~ m 3,141 c~ties or ~u~

O
L

equivalent. As di~s~ ~ C~p~r 2, Tabl~ 2-2 p~vidcs
defi~tio~ for ~ ~jor fo~ of mu~cip~
3.1.1 ~p~afion ~b~

~jo~ of ~ ~fion m ~ U~ S~s ~ cl~sifi~ ~ u~ (188 ~ion or 75
~nt of ~ w~ U.S. ~lafion), wi~ o~y ~ ~nt of

3.1.1.1 Urbanized Arem
To provide a bet~ separation of urban and rural population and housing in ~he vicinity
of large cities, the Bureau of the Census defines an urbanized area a$ ¯ central city (or citi~)
with ¯ surrounding area that is densely se~ed (i.e., urban fringe). ~ population of the
population density generally greater than 1.0(30 persons per square mile (,just over 1
persons per acre). As discussed in Chapter 2. Table 2-2 provides the definitions of

The Bureau of the Census identified 405 urbanized areas of 50,0(30 or more people based
on the 1990 census. The combined population of these areas was more than 160 million
people (63 percent of the ~ U.S. population a~d 85 percent of the urban population).
However, these areas occupy less than 2 percen~ of the Nation’s total land area. Figure 3-I
shows the location of the 405 urbanized
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Table 3-1 gives the number of urbanized areas in different size classes. Table 3-2

Table 3-1, Size Distribution of Urbanized Areas in 1990

Over i .000,(~0
,500,000. 999,999
250.000 - 4~7,~9
1 50,0(~3 - 249.999
10O.O00. 149,999
75.0~ - 99,999
60,000.74,999
50,0(~3 - 59,999
TOTALS

Number of
Urbanized
Area~
34
26
44
62
63
58
55
63
405

To~al
Population
95,237,3.~
17.955,916
15,470,005
! 1,945,413
7,538,363
5.045.917

To~al
Area
,.. (sq.ml.)
27,749

3.705.855
3.485.284
160.384.133

8,122
7,732
5,877
4.366
3,058

Average"
Average
Art~
(.~l.ml.)
816
312
176
95
69

2,375
2,241
61.520

O
L

provides the distribution of urbarazed populations and municipalities by State.

Urbanized Area
Population
Ran~,e

V

I)e~ty
(l~p./sq.m|,.)
3.432
2.211
2,001
2,033

53
43
36

1,727
i.650
1,560
1.555

Souse: 1990 Cenna of Poptda,q’m a~d Hou.~g, Btue~u of the Ce~x~, U.S. Dept.
3.1.1.2 Metropolitan Are~
The Office of Management and l~dget (OMB) identifies metropolitan areas based on
economic and social trends, as well as population densities. The general concept of ¯
metropolitan area is one of a large population nucleus, together with adjacent communitie~
which have a high degree of economic and social integration. Metropolitan are~ have ¯
total population of 100,0O0 or more (75,000 in New England) and contain either ¯ place with
a population of 50,000 or more or an urbaniz~ area of 50,0~ or more. A metropolittn
ar~a is comprised of one or more central counties and outlying counties that have ck~e
economic and social r~lationships with the cenw~l county. Unlike a Census-designated
urbanized area with boundaries that follow population pal~e~’ns, the boundar~ of ¯
meu’opolitan area follow county boundark~ and can contain significant tracts of rur~ land.

~ In New ~, metropolitan are~ folk~w Wwa boundari~

3-3
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Figure 3-1. Urbanized Areas of the United States
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l~gur~ 3-1. Urbanized Areas of the United States (continued)
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OMB has defined 284 metropolitan areas based on the 1~,0 census. Figur~ 3-2
sho~,s the location of the 284 metropolitan areas. These areas have a combirx:d population
of 192.7 million or 77 percent of the total U.S. population This total includes rural

V
O

L

populations of 26.5 million (14 percent of the metropolitan area population). Metropolitan
areas occupy about 16.6 percent of the land area of the United States (about 88 percent of
~,hich is rural). There a~re 6,998 incorporated places (2,732 of which are rural) and 823
counties located in metropolitan areas. Table 3-3 provides a distribution of population inside
and outside of metropolitan are~.

1
2

Table 3-3. Populations Inside and Outside of Metropolitan Arras In 1990
P~Pul,,qhm
Urb~ in Urt~fia~l Area

159.624,J17

Urtmn No~ in Urbanized Arts
Rurll

8,854, IF/
27,0.’t2,065

Url:mn in Urbamz~ Arts
Urbau Not in Urbani2ed ~

I,~37,739
19,~83,295
3~.?01.~36

~

Ar~ (sq.mi.)
66,311

9,507
5J 1,3 !0

1,394
18,023
3.1~,894

3.1.2 Id~mtff’mation of Ptmse I Munktiml
Section 402(p) of the CW^ kient~es discharges from municipal separate storm sewer
systems serving a population of 100,000 or more ~s Phase I sources mxler the NPDES storm
water program. Municipal separam storm sewer ~stem~ serving a population of I00,000 or
more are defim~! in the NPDES r~,~afiom at 40 CFR 122.26(bX4) aml (7) to imlud~:
¯ Incorporated cities with a population of I00,000 or mor~
¯ Coumies with populatiom of 100,000 or more in unincorporated, urbanized arett
(excluding the population of towns and townships)
¯ Municipalities designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES State ~s having Phase I
municipal separate storm sewer systems.

J

3-’/
~"_
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Figure 3-2. Metropolitan Areas of the United States
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In addition, discl:m~es from municipal separate storm se~,er systems can be addressed
under Phase I of the NPDES program if they arc desigr’,ated under Section 402(p)(2)(E) of
the CWA as significant contributors of pollutants to waters of the United States or if they

0

L

have contributed to a violation of a water quality standard.
Table 3-4 summarizes population and area estimates for municipalities with separate

1

storm sewer systems subject to Phase I of the NPDES program. Appendix A lists Phase I
municipal separate storm sewer systems. All but eight States (i.e., Maine, Montana, North

2

Dakota, New Hampshire, New Jersey, R/xxte Island, Vermont, and Wyoming) have one or
more Phase I municipal separate storm s~wer system. Table 3-5 summarizes Phase I
municipal separate storm ~ewer systems by Slate.
Table 3-4. Munk:ipalities Addressed by Phase I of the NPDES Storm Water Program
Pha~e ! Mnntdp~llt~
ldemified by Regulation*

Designated by EPA/Stam,

Ntm~ber

(millions)

(~l.mi.)

Citie~

144:)

50.9

17.634

Countie~

45

17.1 **

83.234 **

Citie~

14.5

Osmtte~

481
32

5,017
27.862 **

Othe~ 0"*

60

NA

3.5 **

NA

* These c~unt~ exclude citm with ¯ populatio~ of 100.000 o~ mor~ that are exempted from l~a,tse I of the
** lnchuies all of reg,a!a~ co~mfie,. Of the 17.1 million people in cc~mti~ idemified by r~gulation. 14.6
ax~ m m-banU~ uamcorporamd am~. Of the 3.5 mfition people in de, ignated ~mfie~. 2.1 million are in
*** "Other" perdita m ¯ ~it3, that i~ not def-med by U.$. ~ political b~ndarie, (i.e.. State
DOTa. dram~e dmrk~, uaivermie,, etc.).

/
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Table 3-5. Summary of Phase I Municipalities (by State)
¯
State / Terrilorv

Identified b)R~ulation
Plac~

_Ala~La

Countle~

L

Lk~i~r~ted
1:’1~¢~

Cc.untie~

1

0

0

Alabama

0

4

226.338

0

35

A rn~rlcan Samoa

.5

1.233.803

0

0

0

Arkan~

0

0

l

0

0

0

175.795

~1

1

0

0

2,066.289

25

9

217

Color~do

6

4

0

1

Conm’cticut
Dillri¢l ott Columbia

1

1,330.143

I

0

0

0

10~,056

I

0

0

Delaware

0

606.900

0

1

13

i~orida

0

44 ! ,946

$

9

126

Georgia

4

4

4

35

Guam

5

2.g70.325

0

0

0

Hawtii

0

0

0

1

0

Iowa

0

$47.952

2

0

1

Idaho

0

397.271

I

0

I

illmoi,

0

132.107

I

0

0

0

Indiana

139.426

2

0

0

~

0

90~.399

3

0

0

Kentucky

0

573.661

2

!

0

0

Louisiana

753.618

3

1

4

1

M assach u.~.~

1.498.681

2

0

1

0

Maryland

847.4.81

1

4

6

6

Maine

3.809.266 -

0

0

0

Michigan

0

0

5

0

0

0

Minaesota

7ff2.153

2

0

0

0

Mm~uri

640.618

3

0

0

0

687.941

Mi~ixsippi

1

0

0

0

~lom~a

196.637

0

0

0

0

0

An~na
Cali fomia

V

’

23

~..I1
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Table 3-5. Summa~.’ of Phase I Municipalities (by State) (continued)

State / Ten-horn.¯

~ N~h Carohna
.~orth Dakota
Nebraska
Nevada
Nev,. Hampshire
New Jers~
New Mexico
New York
Northern M~riana lllands
i Ohio
Oklahom~
Oregon
t~lau
Puerto Rico
Pd~d¢ lslln~l
South C.a~lina
South Dakota
~ Tennessee
Texas
U~h
Vh’gm Island~
Vu’ginia
Vermom
Was~ng~on
Wiscon.sin
Wes~ Vixginia
Wyoming
TOTAL

_ Identified b.~ Regulation
Incorporated
P~aces

Counlies

5
0
2
2
0
0
l
5
0
6
2
3
0
0
0
0
|
4
1~
I
0
6
0
2
2
0
0
140

D~ignated
Incorporated
P~aces

1
0
0
I
0

I
0
0
3
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
23
0

0
0
2
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
9
4
0

0
4
0

0
1

3
0
0
0
45

0
0
0
0
0
481

~!

Count|e~

0
0
0
i
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
32

1,325.072
0
527.767
981,688
0
0
384,736
7,322.564
0
2.240.$72
812.02 I
I ,M9,799
0
0
0
100,$14
1,484,247
7,843,991
434
0
2,909,207
0
1,89~,943
819,350
0
0
86.032,593
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3.1.2.1 Incorporated Cities With a Population of 100,000 or More
The Phase I NPDES storm water regulations initially specifically identified 173
incorporated places with a population of more than 100,000.’ However, 30 of the 173 citi~
with a population of 100,000 or more have been excluded from Phase I of the NPDES storm
water program because, after the population served by combined sewers is subtracted from
the total city population, the population served by separate storm sewers is less than
100,000.5 Table 3-6 lists the cities excluded from Phase I because of populations served by
ombir~ sewers.

The description of Phase I sources presented in this report includes available information
on cities given exemptions from Phase I because of populations served by combined sewers.
3.1.2.2 Counties With Urbanized, Unincorporated PopuLations of 100,000 or More
Phase I of the NPDES storm water regulatiom specifically identify municipal separate
storm sewer systems in unincorporated portions of 45 counties as needing an NPDES
permit.6 Counties specifwadly identified in the Phase I regulatiom were described as having
100,000 or more people (bas~ on the 1980 census) who live in unincorporated areas and arc
part of an urbaxtized area designated by the Bureau of the Census. EPA identified counties
with large unincorporated, urbanized populations for regulation under Phase I of the NI:’DES
¯ TI~ ~pccific cities ILqed in the cawrent N’PDES ~ water regulations ~,,~re hascd on 1980 cen.cas data.
Thirly-fiv¢ cines had populations of less than 100,000 under the 1980 census but have populations of 100,000 or,
more ba.~i on the 1990 census. Five ciues had populationt of more than 100,000 under the 1980 census but
populations of less than 100,000 hascd on the 1990 census. For the purposes of this R~port, these ~O cities arc not

addressed u Phase I mtmicipalitie~, tmless they have been designated by EPA or an authorized NPDES Start at

mediag ¯ permit at of Jaauary 1994.

To accoum
for populations
~rvedtoby
combined
~10 for
CF’R
to petitioll
EPA) or"
an authorized
NPDF-q Smm
r~luc.e
their ~wers,
population
the122.26(~3)
pm’pos~ ofallow~
Phase muaicipalitics
1 population daterminatio~

6 The spocific counties Listed in the currem N-PDES storm water reg~latJons were based on 1980 censa~
Thirteen ¢.oun~ lxad ~rporated, urbanized populations of less than 100,000 under the 1980 census but

unincorporated, urbanized populatioas of 100,000 or more based on the 1990 ceasas. Two ounties had
uamcorporamd, urbanized populations of more than I00,000 under the 1980 cen.gas but have unincorporat~l,
urbat~*.~ populations of less than 100,000 ba~d on the 1990 cen.sa~s. For the l:mrposes of this Report, the~ 15

c, camt~ are not addressed at Phase I municipalities, ualess ttmy have been designated by EPA or an authorize!
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storm water program because tl’~y were the primary municipal entity governing

unincorporated areas. Because they are the primary municipal entity, these counties are the
functional equivalent to an incorporat~ ci~’ for the purposes of a storm wa~r program (i.e.,
the county generally performs many of the same functions and has the same legal and land
use authority as incorporated cities). The 45 counties identified in this mant~r are located in
17 States, with the majority of the counties (33) being located in 6 States--Florida (9
counties), California (9 co~mies), Georgia (4 counties), Maryland (4 ~es), Virginia (4
counties), and Washington (3 oumi~).
In 20 States, unincorporated portiom of coumies or county equivalents ~ divided imo
minor civil divisions. The criteria used to def’me Phase I municipal r~’parate ~x)rm
systems did not ~ldress ~/s~s in counties with ¯ population of 1120,000 or more in
States, even where tJ~e unincorporamd portions of the county were heavily urbanized. The
Agency did not address such are~ under Phase I of the program because of the complexitie~
of the intergovemmen~ relationship between the county and im:orpo~ted places and minor

The NPDES regulatiom ¯uthorize EPA or NPDES States to designate additional
municipal systems as needing ¯ permit under Phase I of the storm watt" progrtm? To date,
481 incorporated places and 32 counties have been designated by EPA and
NPDES States. Ttz~ designaxed municipalities have ¯ combined population of more than 18

u~tate storm sewen may be ~ as part of a sys~m ~rving ¯ population of 100,000 or more becau~ of the
*un-m s~wers located i,, an ~t~ prate wath ¯ population of 100,000 or more or a c:ouza’y with an m’banized,

unincorporated population of 100.000 or mor~. Additiomal municipal s~patate storm ~ witlam a region defined
by ¯ s~orm water managemem r~gic,~l tum.~t,,, can be design~m:l based on a ~urisdic~ati. waters/z~ or other
aPl~vriate basis that inctudes an mc.orporat~ ~tace with ¯ population of 100,000 o~ more ~ ¯ ounty with an
urbamzed, tmineorporam:l populatio~ of 100.000 or more. Section 402(pX2)(E) of the C’~’A provides ~
wa~r discharges, includi~ cksckarge~ from muaicipal separate storm sewer ~ystems. tlxat are ¯ ~gnificant
comritmtor of pollutants to waters or" the Ummd States or that ~ve conmtmted to ¯ viotatioa of ¯ watt" quality
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million. The majority of ~ desigr,.ations (464 incor’~rated places arx:l 28 coumies) are in
eight S~ates (Alabama, Califorma, DeLa~,are, Florida. Georgia, Mar2,,larxl, Oregon, and
Tennessee). Municipalities have been designatM as part of the Phase I NPDES storm water
program in seven other States.
3.1.3 Identification of Potential Phase II Municipal Systems
Municipal separate storm sewer systems that arc potentially subject to rc~luirer,~nts under
Phase II of the NPDES storm water program will be identified in terms of the following
clas.u~:
¯ Municipalities not ~ldr~sed by
more Phase I mtmicipaliti~
¯ Municipalities tssociated with a~ urbanized area without a Phase I muaicit~li~
¯ Urban populations outside of m’baaiz~

Of t~ 405 urbani.~l ~ d~ign~.~ by tl~ Bur~u
~re municil~liti~ with a ~ ~ .~,’er ~y~tem address~l by ~ I ~f tl~ NPI)F_~
storm water program. In most of these 136 urbanized areas, municipalities not addressed
under Phase I are also found in the urbanized area. Table 3-7 lists the 136 m’banized areas
with one or more Phase I municipalities. Table 3-8 summarizes the number of manicipalitie~
associated with different sizes of ttrbaniz~ areas with a municipality with separate storm
sewers subject to Phase I of the storm water program. Note that some urbanized areas cro~
~ate lines and are listed in the table in multiple states. In those cases, the portion of the
m-tnmized area in each state is li.~d, ~.her than the total population within the urbanized
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Table 3-7. Urbanized Areas With One or More Municipality in Phase
of the NPDES Storm \Vatcr Program (continued)

Total
Pha,e !
~-qe’~’~e
|’rbani~.ed Area
Por, uL~ti~r P.’" :::’~.n
| L ~an:~a--Sl.~cter~L,’~tg--L|¢arv,’ater I’L
V,e~ Palm/~1~--13o¢a Raton--D~lzay Beach. 1.7~.710 l.b: ~..343
794.848
791.286
~FL
’,’m~cr Haven. F’[.
86427
L~.427
GA ALL~nr*. GA
[2.157.806 2.031.973
Augusa. GA--$C
217.002
151.214
C’ha n,tnooga. TN--GA
46.194
0
Columbus. GA--AL
! 88.410
i 73.196
Macon. GA
129.496
125.952
Savan~h.t GA
194.8g~
198.630
HI Honolulu. HI
632.603
632.003
Kaitu.a. H!
114.506
114.5~
[A Cedar Rapgh. IA
i~6.190
108.7~
Davenport--Rock hLtad--Molme. IA--IL
128.950
94.942
Des Momcz. IA
29~.666
19LIt/
Omaha.
NE--IA
~
59.890
0
ID Ih~.. C~. ID
167.g41
1~2.107
IL Dav©aporI--Rock lsla~d--Molme. IA--IL
135.068 ~
Rockford~ IL
207~826
139,426
IN Fort Wayne. I~
’
248.424
173.072
’ lad~aapol.~, IN
914,761
731,327
Lou~sviJle. KY--IN
100,159
0
KS Kan~s Ca,/. MO--K$
480.249
149.7~7
Toc~ka. KS
132.711
119.853
Wichga, KS
338~789
304.01
KY Cmcama~. OH--KY
236,349
0
LexmgL-~-Fayeue, KY
220.701
218,92S
Louisvi|le. KY~[N
654,797
508.493
LA Barn Rouge. LA
365.943
322,070
New Or~a~, LA
1.040.226
938.3~4
Shreveport. LA
256,489
198,525
~ Bos4on. ~
2,775,370
~74.283
Lo~,ell. MA-Iq~
180,716
I03,439
Worcester, MA--L’~
315,lli
169.759
MD ~,naa,r, oh.$. I~D
78,590
78,488
Bagimore. ~
1,889,873
.889.~73
~rick. MD
58,393
14,100
Hagergowa, MD--PA--WV
68,226
28,321
Washington. DC--MD--VA
1,420,999 I. 169.907
’W~ni~gton, DE--N~--MD~PA
13,732
0
MI Ann Arbor, MI
222,061"
I09,592
Detroit, MI
3,697,529
262,674
FlinL MI
326,02~
140,761
Grand Rapids, ~
436,336
bin I Mh,
w,
eatnolis--St.Paul
MN
189.126
’
Tol~do, OH--M]
18,817
0
2.079.676
6-~.61g

No. of
No. of
l~ ’tinor
ln¢orporaled
Ci’v LI
i’i.~,’e~
Divi..~on~
’
28
0
34
0
4
38
2

0
0
0

2
?
0
0
4
~
9
2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
24
4
17
I
6
33
I
97

9
20

2
19
I
I
2
2
4
~9
!
3
76
$
7
0
92

3
10
0
0
0
0
76
~
I$
0
0
0
0
0
7
12
3
3
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Table 3--7. Urbanized Areas With One or More Municipality
of the NPDES Storm \Vatcr Program (continued)

No.
TotalPo~, :.~on
P~ ~.,,e I ln¢orpo~ted

[’rbani~ed Area
~rdto. TX
Austin. ~
~u~m. TX
Co~ ~r~ti. ~
~D~ll~--~n Wo~. ~

157.934
562.~8
I~.MI
270.~
3.198.259

157.615
465.622
114.323
257.453
’2.493.3~

56

H~a. ~
~. TX

2.~1.851
123.651

2.468.419
I~.$~

I

San ~. ~
W~co. ~
~
I~T Sah I~E ~yT

1.129.1M
144.372
780.~7

935.933
I03.5~
430,716

8
I~

103,526
589,9~
17E,2~
Ir335,132
167,482
1,7~.~6
4~7~210

12.115
363,7~
~.3~
I ~088,7~
’0
1,193,~
435,1~

~er~rg, VA
R~, VA
[ R~ke, VA
Wa~hin~lon. ~--~VA
WA Po~--Va~ver, OR--WA
~, WA
Tacos, WA
~
er~own. MD--PA--~

1,226.293
768

i
3

3
i
E
I
II
35
0

0

Table ~. M~p~ ~ Urb~ ~ ~ ~ or Mo~
U~

~

~ ! M~

~ ~ U~ ~

M
~

75.~. ~.~

[~er 2~,~

4

~1

9

~

2

355.741

53

75.~,~

!

!.~

0¯

~5

I

239

33.~.~
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The 136 urbanized areas with one or more municipali~, with a separate storm sewer
system addressed by Phase I have a total population of 117.5 million (47 percent of the v,~,d
U.S. population). The portions of these urbamzed areas currently not addressed by Pha~
of the NPDES storm water program have a combir~ population of 35.7 million people.
the 35.7 million people, 32.9 million people live in 1,587 ir~corporated places and 634 mirror

civil divisions. The remaining 2.9 million people live in unincorporated areas. EPA
estimates that 305 co~anties currently not addressed by Phase I of the NPDES storm water
program are part of an urbanized area in which one or more municipalities are in Phase
Two general pa~rns of municipal gov~rnmen~ can be used ~o describe the 136
urbamzed areas that have one or more ~ I municipalities. Most of the 136 ~
~ can be described zs having a large core city with ¯ population of 100,000 th~ is
¯ ddr~,.sed by Phase I of the program, with ¯ large number of smaller potential Pha~
incorpor’~d places ~d minor civil divisions mrrounding ~e core city. Figur~ 3-3 provld~
an exza~le of this pam:rn, which illustra~e:s the Milwaukee, Wisconsin, urbanized ¯r~.

The second pattern of municipal governmem for the 136 m’baniz~ areas consis~ of
coumi~ th~ do no~ have minor civil divisions. Urbanized areas that follow this pattern
compri.~d of ¯ core city (which is usually ~ddr~sed by Pha~ D surrounded by ¯
comb~ of unincorporau:~l portions of counties and i.ncorporated places. In
ar~s th~ follow this panern, unmcorpora~d portions of one or more of lhe coumie~
surrounding the core city may be in Phase I, while the sma~er incorporated plac~
~a’rounding the core city are generally no~ ~Idr~sed by Phase I. Figure 3-4 give~ an
example of ~ pattern, which illustrates the W~shington, D.C., urbanized area. Figur~ ~-4
also slx~-s that Phase I jurisdiction for this urbanized area generally extends beyond ~
boundaxies of the urbanized area. In this n~nner, Phase I addresses much of the ~
developmem associated with the expanding m’hanized population, even though it occur~
o~tside of the 1990 urbanized area boumtary.
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Figure 3-3. Phase I and Phase II Portions of Milwaukee, WLsconsin, Urbanized Area
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Figure 3-4. Phase I and Phase II Portions of Washington, I)C, Urbanized Area
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3.1.3.2 Potential Phase II MurLicipalities A-ssociated ~,Vith Urbanized Areas Without a
Phase 1 Municipality
A total of 269 of the Census-designated urbanized areas currently do not have any
municipalities with s~parate storm sewers subject to PV,.~st I of the storm water program.
Table 3-9 lists these urbanized areas. As in Table 3-7, note that some urbanized arras cross
s~a~e lines and are iis~ed in the table in muhiple states aI~,ng with the i~rlion of the
population in that s~ate. Table 3-10 sunu’narizes the IX~ulation and number of murficipatities
~sociated with different classes of urbanized areas ~,ithout a municipality with separate
~orm sewers subject to Phase 1 of the storm water program. Of the 269 urbanized
101 (more than a third) have a population of more than I00,000 and ~ have ¯ population of
more than 250,000. These 269 m’baniz~ area~ without a Phase l municipal separate
~wer system have ¯ combined population of 42.9 million people (16 percem of the to~l
U.S. population). Of the 42.9 million people, 37.1 million people live in 1,470 ima:n’por~ted
places and 966 minor civil divisions. The remaining 5.8 million people live in
uaincorporated ~rea.~. EPA estimau~s that 380 counti~ that are pan of an urbanized ~ do
nc~ have ¯ municipality addressed by Phase 1 of the N’PDES storm w~,et program.

Twenty-one urbanized areas have an incorporated city with a popul¯tion of 100,000 or
more that are not subject to Phase I of the NPDES storm water program because of
urbanized areas have ¯ combined population of 17.5 million people, of ~’hich an estimated
11.7 million people are served by separate storm sev,~,,s. Three of these urbanized ~

(i.e., Chicago, St. Louis, and Pi~) have populations of more than ¯ million people that

population of more ttmn 250,000 and 7 have a population of more than 175,000, bm less
than 250,000. Of the 17.5 miLLion people that live in the 21 urbanized ~xeas, 6.0 million
people live in cities with a ~n of 100,000 or more.
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Area~ Not A~ciatecl ~’ith a Ph~ I Municipafi~

(continued)

GA ~. GA

’~~
~ ~e ~. ~

L

gT~

1

0

2

242~$3
112.~

12
14

16
!0

3
2

74,037

7

7

2

~’ ~

~.I~

I

~

I

T~ ~. ~

~.019

3

6

I

~ A~ ~

o
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Areas Not Associated \Vith a Phase 1 Municipality
(continued)

O
L

Total
Po:~,~’ ,~’,n

Incorporated
}’i.. es

.~,ILnor Ch’l]
D:~.i<,r~s

No. of
Counties

59.757
5q.~6
~8.181
63,~
57,1~
110,429

2
3
1
I
1
7

0
0
0
0
0
0

2

Gaslon~, NC
~Ms~ro, NC
G~nvflle,NC
H~koff. NC
~Hi[h ~ NC
Jack~v~, NC
~Iu. NC
R~ky M~. NC
Wilmm£mn~ NC
ND B~rck. ND
Farg~M~, ~
Gra~ Forts, N~MN

113.637
~,2~
55,8~
~.914
I~.~
101~
78,1~
~.~0
101 ~357
~.476
~,413
49.~

9
I
2
6
4
I
4
I
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
2
2

2
I

2
I

1
I

NH

~,362
95~
! 14,91g
~,791

0
0
i
!

3
I
6
~

i
I
!

169.~3

I1

~

2

81~471
63,~3

2
I

0
0

1
I

Buffa~Naga~ ~, ~
~ff’ ~--~
~m~, ~

~.$~2
3~9~
~.612

14
0
3

16
i
6

2
1
I

I~. ~
Ne~rgh. ~

~.!32
71 ~M

~
2

~
4

!
1

619.~
3~.91g
158.553
2~76
11~.31~
~.791
~,~1
~4.0~

6
11
9
6
4
6
~
10

12
12
11
g
?
6
~
8

!
2
2
!
2
1
2
2

~ta ,el

I’rbanL.ed Area

ita~¢sburg. MS
Pa~:a£oula, MS
blT B,Imgs. MT
, Grral Falls, ~
Ml~oula, MT
NC A~hevdle, NC

~wre~e--tlave~dl. ~--NH
~we~. ~--~
Ma~mr. NH
N~, ~

NJ A~n~ Cir, ~
NM

OH

~s C~s. NM
San~ ~. ~

R~r. ~
Sy~, ~
U~--Ro~ ~

~mn, OH
~. OH
H~~. ~~
L~, OH
~--E~, OH

1
1
I
2
I
!
2
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Table 3-9. List of Urbanized Area(continued)Not A~’~ciated With a Phase I Municipality

0
~L
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Table 3-11. L’rban~zed Areas With a City With a Population of 100,000 or More
but \~,ithout a Phase 1 .Municipality

Urbanized
Area

¯

Urbanl¢cd
Area
P~pulatioa

413.863

B riclg q-,or~

Bulfalo--Niagara Falls. NY

954.332

Buffalo

6.792.087

Chicago

Chicago, IL--Northwe~tern l.~t~a

509.106

Core Cttv
AI t:~,n y

AI baby--Schenectady-- Troy, NY
8rid~eporx--Milfor~.C’r

Population
Served by
Cor~ C~y
Corn blned
P~pulattou
Sewer
101,082
96.500
141,686

50,000

2,783.726

2,783,726

Eric, PA

177.668

Eric

108,718

108,719

Evan.~viI/, IN--KY

183.087

Evantville

126,272

50,425

Hartford-Middle~own. CT

546,198

Hartford

139,739

110,000

l.,~xsing--East Laming, M!~
New Haven--Mcridea, Cq"

265,095

lansing

127,321

50,000

,i51,486

New Haven

Peoria, IL

242,353

Peoria

77,000

1~ rtd~trgh

113,504
369,879

Pittsb~, PA
Ponce, PR

1,678,745

~69,$79

i 90,079

Ponce

159,151

Pr~vidcnce--Pawn~ket. RI--MA

846.293

Providence

160,728

160,728

Rochester, NY
San Juan, PR

6 ! 9,653

Rcr.hester

23 !,636

23 ! ,636

1,221,086

Saa Juan

426,832

Santa Rosa, CA

194,560

Saata Rosa

!

South i~,end--Mixlxawaka, IN--Mi

237.932

Somh Bend

IO5,511

100,000

Spokaz~, WA
Springfield, IL

279,038

Spokane

177,196

135,600

124.524

Springfield

105,227

Springfield, MA--CT

-

532,747

Springfield

156,983

156,983

Syracme, NY

388,918

Syracuse

163,860

Waterbu~, CT

175,067

Wtterbury

108,961

140,800
99.947

NA

NA
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3.1.3.3 Urban Populations Outside of Urbanized Areas
The Bureau °f the Census defmes urban populations to consist of persons living in =ny
densely settled place of 2,500 or more inhabitants. Urban populations outside of urbanized
areas are comprised of distinct population centers of more than 2,500 but less than 50.000
people. The total urban population outside of urbanized areas is 29.0 million people. Of
this total, 25.1 million people live in 3,689 incorporated places. The remaining 3.9 million
people live m either minor civil divisions or unincorporated portions of counties. The urban

L

}

i

2

population outside of urbanized ate.as but inside a metropolitan areas as defined by OMB is
10.8 million.
3.1.3.4 Rural Populatlo~
The census population data base classifies any population other than urban poPulatiom as
rural populations. In 1990, the rural population totalled 61.5 million people. Of this total,
8.8 million live in 13,044 incorporated places; the remaining 52.7 million people live hi
either minor civil divisions or unincorporated portions of countiea.
3.1.3.5 Populations Not Addressed in Cemm
The census data does not address certain classes of development, including resort towm
and second home development. The census population data base generally does not r~flect
seasonal populations, such as people that only live in a resort town during peak seasons,
second home development, people staying in rental units, or tourists. For example, on some
peak weekends, more than 250,000 people may visit Ocean City, Maryland. Accorditag to
the census, however, the permanent population of Ocean City, Maryland, is only 5,146. It
has been estimated that more than two-thirds of recreational subdivisions are situated near
water, often on artificially constructed lakes (Reilly, The Use of Land, 1973).
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3.1.4 Development Trends

O

New d~,elopment is widely recognized as pro,, idi~.g some of the best opportunities for
implementing cost-effective storm water management controls. This section identifies major

L

trer~ of new development.
During the twentieth century, the U.S. population has become increasingly urbanized.
The rate of growth occurring over the last four decades is exemplified by Bureau of the
Census data on urbanized areas with a Population of 50.000 or more. Table 3-12 shows two
imPortant trends that have occurred since 1950:
¯ The total Populations in urbanized areas have been rapidly increasing.
¯ Mos~ of this growlh has been occurring outskte larger central cities in urban fringe

Table 3-1~. Growth of Urbanized Areas in the United States Between 1950 and 1990
Number of
Ye~"

Areas

Population in Urbanized Area~ (millions)
Total

1950
157
69.2
1960
213
95.8
1970
273
120.7
1980
366
139.2
1990
405
160.4
Sotux~: ~ of the Census, U.S. Dept. of Commerue

Central Cities

Urban Fringe

(sq,ml.)

48.4
57.9
65.1
67.0
79.7

20.9
37.8
55.6
72.1
80.7

19,728
25,544
35,08 !
52,017
61.520

Betwee~ 1980 and 1990, the Population of Census-designated urbanized are.as increased
by 21.2 million= and the cumulative size increased by 9,000 square miles. During the same
period, the ru~ population of the United States incnased by 2.2 million, and the urban
popuhtion thax lived outside of urbanized a.r~ts ~ by 0.9 million.

* About 7 pea---.-.-.-.-.-.-~m of this imrea~e (1.5 million people) is associa~ with the net addition of 30 new urbanized
ar~ts between 19$0 and 1990. Another par~ of this incrtas~ whic, h has not been ~ here is asaocialed with the
ia:ze.ase m land ar~a of pre-existing urbanized areas.
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Population increase is o~y one indicator of new developmcot. Signif’~:ant ~k:velopment
can occur, particular in some of the larger urbanized sa’v..as experiencing migration from co~
cities to suburb,in areas. For example, bctwcen 1970 s~l 1990, the tottl population of the
Chicago urbanized ires was r~latively s~able, increasing by only 77,509 people. Howcv~,
during this time signi!’~tnt migration was occurring from the eo~ city to surroundi~
suburban treas. The POpulation of the city of Chicago decreased by 583,257 while the
population of s~lx~bzn areas increased by 660,766. The Chicago urbanized area increased in
land area by 307 squar~ miles, or by 25 percem of its 1970

high rat~ since the late 1970~. By the mid-1980~, approximately 57 percent of the otTtce
within the urtnm core corttamed the majority of off~e sgace (Cooper, 1986).

Growth is concentrat~ in certain geographic region~ of the coumry. For example, the
most grow’tda in urbanized treas is occurring mainly in the south and west. High rat~ of
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by about 30 million people during the last 3 decades (almost half the total U.S. population
increase) and is expected to increa~, although at reduced levels (Culliton et al., 1990). The
Bureau of the Census projects that most growth by 2010 will occur on the Pacific, Atlantic,
and Gulf Coasts (Figure 3-5). High growth areas include California and Washington State in

L

the West, all of tlx coastal States south of New Jersey in the East, and Florida and Texas in
the Gulf Coast region.

1
2

A comparison of 1990 census data to 1980 data supports these projections (Table 3-13).
Twenty-five of 30 coastal States have seen dramatic population increases since 1980 (Bureau
of the Census, 1991). The largest increases occurred in California (6.1 million people),
Florida (3.2 million people), and Texas (2.7 million people). While the major population
corridors extend from New York to Washington, DC, Los Angeles to San Diego, and within
the San Francisco Bay metropolitan area, estuaries in the Middle Atlantic contain the greate,t
percentage of urban land and is the most densely populated among regions (NOA.A, 1990).
3.2 NATURE OF DISCHARGES FROM MUNICIPAL SY~
A number of features of the urban environment affect the manner in which discharge,
from municipal separate storm sewers may affect surface water resources, includiag:

~’~
l

¯ Urban activities and sources that generate or contribute to pollutants
* Increased levels of imperviou.me~

S

riparian vegetation

~

¯ Design objectives of drainage system.
The degree of impact on a receiving water can also depend on other factors, includi~
the frequency and duration of the s~orm water discharges, the quality and quantity of storm
water discharges, the occurrence of other wet weather discharges (e.g., combined sewer
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Figure 3-5. Population Growth Forecast Between 1980 and 2010
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overflow dis~h~ges), ~ the quanti~’ aJ’~d quality of the base flow (dry weather flow) of the
stream. Apper~ B further discusses the potential impacts from storm water discharges to
different cl~sses of receiving water~.

0
t

3.2.1 Major Pollutant Sources
Pollutants in discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems originate from a
variety of diffuse sources. This subsection discusses both runoff-related and non-storm water
sources of pollutants.
3.2.1,I Runoff-Related Pollutant Sourc~
urban environment has many sources that can contribute pollutants to storm water.
Table 3-14 provides selected examples of the major common sources of pollutants in the
urban environment. Many of these r, ources, such those related

building
materials, and road maintenance, art ubiquitous in the urban environment. The complex
interactions of the various pollutant sources in the urban environment have limited effort~ to
quantify the contribution of pollutants from specific sources. Rather, most studies of the
quality of urban nmoff have characterized polIutam concentratiom in runoff from general
land use categories (e.g., residential, commercial, open land). However, several recent
studies have begun to look at smaller segments of the urban environment thal may generate
runoff with elevated levels of pollutants.~° At least one recent study has attempted to
evaluate the ooma-ibution of pollutants from different formulations of a commercial product
(brake pads) to urban runoff." Another recent stud)’ addressing deposition of air pollumma
to waters identified fossil fuel combustion in industrial, commercial, and residential units;

& Teedmology (28): 3-5, pp. 241, which iaxlgates that meets and roads may be the most significant ~ah.v. of
5to~er Tamca.nzs, International Congr~ra on Integrated Su:n-mwater Management, 1991, which report~l
runoff from veh.i,:le ~rvice treas and I~ lots geaerally had higher concentrations of polynucleat aromatic

hyarocarbom tnd metal than runoff from sachet surfaces. In addition. ¯ higher frequency of runoff from
~n’vic¢ me.as and parking lots exhibited toxicity.
i~ See Public l~view Draf~ of Contrilaafon of Heavy Metals to Stonm Water from Automotfa~ Disc Bra~ Pad
Wear, Sama Clara Vtlk-y Nonpoint So~u-ce Potlutioa Control Program, 1994.
~39
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Table 3-14. Common Pollutants and Non-lndt~rial Pollutant Sources
Associated ~,Vith Urban Runoff (continued)
~ Pollutant

Source (Catt~o~: Components)

Sediments.
l;~allictl]~es

Soil erosion: land d~xturbatx~. ~xpo~d
Strrambaak erosion: high flowt
Vehicles: body rust, tire we..~’, other wear

Pesticides

~ outdoor ~pplicat~on
Structures: wood preservatives, paint

Floatables

Litter: residential, co~ial, industrial, recreatiott
Waste digpoxal: residenttal, com.m,ercml, red.trial r~crr~ion
Vegetation: leaves, brancbe~, trurdt.t

B,tcteria

Sewage: leaking ~,anitaO, t’y’ttem~, teptic tyttemt
Other: ~nimal dropptags
Soil erosion: expo~d toil.t

2

Off m~l greate Vehicles: drippingt, ~
Paved tuffac~: Isphalt
Equipment mainten~x:.: expoted
Other: wood preservatives, wood/c_t~/om~,.d~tl
Vehicles: catalyu ia tTnthet~ tirm
Other: electrical, insul~ioa
Other: tolv~mt u~,
Vehicle,: fuel ~ ~
Other: tolvem
Chloroform

Vehicles: form by ~ talt, ga.~olme and attph, itt

Oxyge~
Demand

Vegetation: leave,
Litter: variom

Phthalate,
bis(2-eth.)

Structumt: plaUicizer
Other: pl~ticizer

Sources: EPA, 1992, 1990, 1983." Kobriger et al., 1984.
5

municipal waste combustion and hazardom waste and sewage sludge incineration; and
various maaufactm-ing processes, such as cement production as major local ~ of
metals. The report also identified fossil fuel and biomass combustion in petrotetma
ref’meries, motor vehicles, and industrial commercial and residential units as major loctl

sources of polycyclic organic matter.
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A number of ~e ~u~s p~vid~ ~ Table 3-14 a~ ~lated to ~terials ex~ to
p~ipi~tien. ~ples of ~ sou~s ~lude zi~ from g~va~ ~tte~ a~ ~fs ~
l~d f~m ce~m exterior pam~. O~er ~u~s a~ ge~rally ~le~ to ~ env~ent,
~ch ~ ~ls ~ ~lynucl~ ~tic hydr~a~m (P~/s) m automobile em~siom, z~
m t~ we~, ar~ emissiom f~m ~us~l si~s. Pollu~n~ f~m ~e~ souses ~ ~
~ a%ay from ~e~ orig~l ~t of ge~oon ~ ~c~ulate on o~r ~i~
~a~s ~ ~ey a~ eventually w~ off. In addition, erosion of la~ a~ s~~
~ ~n~ ~en~ ~ o~r ~llu~.
Pollutant concentrations in runoff from different land uses are discussed below.
3.2.1.2 Non-Storm Water Sourc~
Although separate storm sewers are primarily designed to remove runoff from Uorm
events, materials other than storm water end up in and are ultimately discharged from
separate norm sewers. For example, in Sacramento, California, it is estimated that less than
half of the water discharged from tl~ storm water drainage system is directly attribuwd to
precipitation, u Non-storm water discharges to ~orm sewers come from a variety of

* Illicit connections and cross connections ~ industrial, commercial, and sanitary
sewage sources

¯ Malfumtioning onsite disposal systems (septic systems)
. Impro~r disposal of wastes such as used oil, wastewaters, and litter
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¯ Spills

0

¯ Infiltration of ground water contaminated by a var,ct,, of sources, including leaking
underground storage taaks

L

¯ Wash waters, lawn irrigation, and other drainage s~urces.
Appendix C provides a more complete descript2on of tbe~ sources of non-storm water.
Table 3-15 summarizes numerous studies involving problcu~s with non-storm watm"

2

di~harges. These ~ studies illustrate tl~ wide range of pollutants (e.g., pathogens,
metals, nutrients, oil and grease, phenols, and solvents) that can be contributed to ~torm
sewers from non-storm water discharges. Removal of tl~.~ non-storm water sourc~ of
pollutants often provides opportunities for dramatically maproving the quality of discharg~
from separate storm sewers and i~ requital by S~ction 402!,pX3)(BXii)"

Table 3-15. Summary of Non-Storm Water ~ Problema
Study Site

Cova me~t~

Falls W~ten’x..hed D~’i.ng the NURP study of ~ Jotx’~ }.a:h Wtfer~h~l. 15 illicit ~
Balttmore City ~d
were discovered in ponion~ of the ~~ter-a"~l. TI~ illicit c~nt~’aio~ ~
CouaW, MD
~tmpcxl into four type: dtr~t, ct d~:harl~es h’~m re~lde~t~ce~, le.~e
cr~"ked or brokea ,ewer lines, dec,x~s-~d overflo~,-~ from the ~,taitary ~,~,~,,
~ ~mitary ~,ewa#e pumping ~,tat~oa n~tu.~.-.uo¢~. Elev~ted level~ of
patho~em, TSS, ammonia, TKN, tt>tal nttro£en. COD, tad TO~ ~
identified.
’~~

A physical inspe~ion w~ conducted oa 120.0(X) feet of ~tor’m ~-wer ,~ h:w..he~
~d l~’get ~,er’vmg ¯ drainage ~.rea or approxmaately 12 ~quare mile~. 35
potential ~:na-$tonn water di~:har[e~ ~¢r~ c,b~-’~l. 23 of t.he~ wer~ ob,~rved
~acl/or ~’ttsp~cled ~aratary ~,ewer coancx-tw, m. 4 ~,ere. potable w~"
and 8 were of tn unkaown ~¢u’c~. In ~,.h~ 12,900 feet of ~taitary ~,ewez
wer~ laid within the storm ~ewm" wi~re th~ storm s,e’wta. ~,erved ~ ¯ oo~luit.
Mo$1 illicit cotmectiom were t.~.sociated ~, tth de.v~opment that occurred befo~’~
1970. Other documented otrservauom ~’r~ ~-uctu.,~l defect~ (900 feet of
.,~howed i£m of ~truaural defects), pq,,e crc~s th.,-t~gh (176 total), ~xl ~
l:~Jdup.
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Table 3-15. Summary of Non-Storm Water Discharge Problems (continued)

’

Study Site
Washteaaw Count, MI

Fort Worth, ’IX

Comment~
Of t_he 1,067 businesses, homes, a_ad o:her bu~]d:~$s i.r’..s~,ected, 154 of the
buddm.ts ms}x~::ted (14%) had tlhc.it ¢onnt’-~c~, ux:.;l.~,_.,’:.g :~l:nlIle~tiom m
res~aura,n:s, dormitories, cat wa_s.,hes, end au:o re~,~r fac:.i:::es. About
[.he au~omobile-rela~ed busa"a:s.ses ms.ted had ~iI~:~ d:.s, cha.,’ges. A m,ljonty, of
the dhc~l c.onnecliort~ dis~o’,ered h..~ b~.n a~.?,’~’,ed ~oRl, wl~’n installed,
Poliul~nts th~l were dele~led i-~lude hea~T me’.~ll, aut.ne~,, TSS, oil
grea_~e, r~amr fluids, and ~t~ems.
24 outfa~ls m a 10-tmle r’~hu~ ~ere ~ar~e~ed for er, d-of-p~pe observa~iom. The
~ucce~ of ~e program wa~ judged by a de~hf~ m the lau.mber of uade~itable
fe~ures a~ the ~rgel ouffalls, from an average of 44 uades~rable ob~-rvations
pet month in 1986 (522 ~o~a~) ~o an average of 21 u.~de~u’able observations per
m~,nth ta 1988. The Fort Worth invesuga~o~ mdic.a~ed problem~
w~th allowing ~-’p~i¢ ~y~¢ems, ~elf-managemem of hqu~ w~le
co~.~ru~oa of municipal overflow l~’pas~-~ from tl~ ~’um, y ~wer 1o ~1~
~orm dr~,m. The~ problems ~ere ~m~ed m ~ inability of
exl~l ~, rapidly ~, urbaa grow~ occurred. Dunng ¯ .~-~ perkxl,
problem~ ¢kne~ed i~lude 13.t haz.ardo~ ~pill~, 12..5 t, tx~lea~ ¢el~ed
lt~dustrial ~ctivily, 265 ~,tary ~wcr line btra~. ~nd 21 bypa~ cor.necliom of
per-manure flow from ¯ cracked sanitary ~er from ¯ ~ proorssing pl~nl
¯ ~orm drmn m~l an illicil connect,on of ¯ ~amtaty ~’~r line from ¯ 12-~r
off~::e b~ddmg Io ¯ ~torm ~ewer. Mo~t indua, tnal pollusaon eme~
s~’~’er ~ysl~m from illegal dumping, storm runoff. ~~ spillz, ~d
dssc.h~g~. M~als were no~ d~e~ed in dry.~,v~tb~ d~s~rges
m $~gmfw.~nt levels m r~:eivmg wa~er ~e~hn~m. C~v/off~ials
~ reported fish killz.

,~.arde, W^

T~e ~y of Seattle I~s de~ec~ed improp~ ~ ~ illicit mmaeaiem fte~
mdu.~.nal gite~ by investigating ~¢xhmem in $~orm ~,e~,~’~. O~e
eutfall ~ represented ¯ major source of le,xt ~o rd~e D,,,wami~ River
I~ b~ Io ¯ [ormer libeller that Cl’U.~bed b~’lerle$ to ~ ]e.~.
onceattation~ m the ~:Itmem were high etx~.~h to ~low the city
an operating ~melter to be refined. Anothe¢ ~orm dram comaiaed high lev~l~
of cre~>~e, pentacJaloropbenol, co,per, arsemc, and PCI~, which (excepl
~ I~B~) were traced ~ to ¯ ~xl treatme~ f~ciliO’. Thirty cubic y~td~ of
~ sedimts removed from the slorm dram ~ 145 ~ of
contaminants. Sedimeats r~moved from s~orm drams m ano0aer i~dustr~l

contained very high levels of PCB~ (zbota 1 pou~ of PCBs in 70 cubic
of sediment).
Upper Mystic Lake, NY

The NURP study for the Upper Mys6c Lake Wa~-shed p~je~ ~
o~Uaation of s~rm water nmoff and, subseq~y, ~u’face ~
comammation of surface waters by s,~mtary dU,,chm’ges as a major problem ill
the watershed tl~ conwibuted L~rge quaatities of pbospbor~, cer~.n me~l~,
and bac~er~. Interactions a~ 19 m.mboles serving both sanitary a~d
lines were iaemified as the major contributor of
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events will .typically comprise half the annual stream flow in a watershed that is 50 percent
Wn;’,ervious (Schueler, 1987). Figure 3-6 illustrates how storm water peak flows increase as
popular)on (and, conse:/uendy, imperviousness) increases based on data from the United
States Geological Sur’,’ey (USGS) and the Bellevue Plarming Department (1977). In addition
to causing increased flooding, changes in the hydrology of a stream can result in accelerated
stream bank or stream bed erosion. Such erosion can cause or contribute to a number of
generally detrimental effects on stream hydrology and morphology. For example, erosion
can widen or deepen the stream channel, eliminate pools and other structures in the stream,
and shift gravel or sand bars (Schueler, 1992).
Increased levels of imperviousness also cause less infiltration of rainfall to recharge
ground water supplies, thereby lowering the water table. One result of lowered water tablea
is that baseline stream flows can be significantly decreased during dry weather. Reduced
flows between storms may significantly affect the aquatic habitat and the ability of a ~ream
to dilute toxic spills or other dry weather pollutants within the stream system
NURP project). In some cases, the installation of s~orm sewers in a watershed results in
previously perennial streams running dry several times a year (Long Island NUR.P project).
The level of waterstm~ imperviousness is probably the most significant factor affecting
pollutant ioadings in runoff from many land uses, including residential and commercial areas
(NURP, EPA 1984). Increasing imperviousness increases runoff volumes, which, in turn,
resulting in adverse effects on cold water habitats. Moreover, increased imperviousness can
result in decreases in f’mh diversity (Schueler and Galli, 1992).s~s

~ ~Klein,
mor~ information
on theand
relation.~aJp
of" watel’~hed
tnd1986;
biologic~l
q~tlity
~ ~id 1994.
1987;
1979; L.imburg
Sclamidt, 1990;
Pecter~nimpelwio~e~s
and Perkins,
a~! Booth
and~eJack,w~
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BEI I EVUE POPULATION

1~130

I~10

ISleD

I ~l,3J

I~i40

Source: Scott, Stuart. and Stober
Figure 3-6. Population of Bellevue and Peak Annual Discharge tn Kelsey Creek.
Data From USGS and Bellevue PLanning Dept., 1977
3.2.3 Modification of Natural Stream Channels and Riparian Vegetation
During the process of development, the natural drainage system (e.g., streams, wetlands,
and other receiving waters) and surrounding vegetation is often modit-~d. Su’eams can be
divert~ through umlergrmmd culverts or channelized. Wetlands can be drained or filled,
reducing the natural capacity of the drainage systems to dampen peak flows associated with
storm events. After development has occurred, the natm’al drainage system is often unable to
handle the higher volume of flows. The higher volume of flows can restflt in high stream
bank and stream bed erosion rates or flooding. Drainage systems that have undergone these
changes often need additional engineered modifications downstream, such as channelization
or lining projects or direction of streams through undergroumt culverts.

......
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Removal of riparian vegetation, coupled wit.h increased ~’atershed impe~’iousness, can
result in significant increases in water temperatures. Such changes can reduce or eliminate
sensitive stream insects and fish species. Modification of riparian vegetation can also have
significant impacts on stream habitat value,t~

V

O
L

3.2.4 Design Objectives of Drainage System
The mam~r in which a storm sewer system ks installed, and its design objectives,
affect the quality and quantity of the storm water discharge, as well as the potential presence
of non-storm water discharges. The historical development of storm sewers can be
characterized in terms of four overlapping time periods. A description of storm water
management during these periods shows how some of the water quality problems associated
with storm sewer discharges have ome about, t,
1800-1850 The first storm sewers were installed primarily to reduce flooding and
pondin$. Sanitary sewage connections resulted when adequate r~nitary sew©rt
were not proviaed.
1850-1950

In some mtmicipalitie,, combined sewers designed to carry both storm water
and sanitary sewage were ~ed.

1900-Presem In other municipalities, separate systems were installed for rmnitary and storm
sewers. Storm sewers were designed to provide for the rapid removal of

storm wa~ rtmeff from a site.
1970-Presem Some communities begin to address storm water as a resource to be used to
recharge ground water and to ~upply fresh water to surface waters. In
addition, properly managed storm water avoids problems with erosiou.
flooding and adversely impacting natural drainage features such as streams,
wetlands and lakes. The multiple goals of water quality and water quantity

biologica~ and hydrologically cotmected to the mrfa~e ~ter of ¯ system.
Approach to $aw America "~ River F-xo~atem, Doppet, B. et al. 1993.

" rctr~- ~ Arbor, M~ ~x,rt, tgS~, ma ~ur ana ~ CZ~.3-49
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3.2.4.1 Early Sewers (1800-1850)
The oldest urban storm sev,ers m the United States date back to the early 1800s.
Ponding of surface waters, coupled with poor sanitary conditions in urban areas, led to the
installation of these early storm sewers to provide drainage. Little is known of the early
storm sewers, as they were constructed by individuals or small districts at their own expense
with little or no engineering or public supervision. Early storm sewers preceded the
development of sanitary sewers. Once these early storm sewers were in place, they received
wastes from other sources, some from direct cortnections of ditches and pipes to the ~toma
sewers and others from materials duml~d into tbe streets or storm.sewer~. Wast~ which
ended up in storm sewers included hou~ wastes (most buildings lacked indoor plumbit~,
cesslx>ol overflows, ga~oage, and excren~nt from horses ~ livestock. These pr~ctic~
created health ~I aestl~tic problems, as storm ~ewer~ were often oversized on a flat ~1~,
resulting in ~ccumulation of s~wage in storm s~wers during dry w~ath~r. Wastes wkicb

accumulated during dr), weather wer~ then discharged into receiving m~ams duri~ rtia
t’vents. Many cities prohibited t~ discharge of domestic sewage to storm sewer~ but ftil~l
to provide public sanitary s~wers, r~ulting in sccret connectiorts built without public
~t~n, ision. Other illegal connections to the storm r~wer were often overlool~d b3
municipal officials because of the lack of prop~ sanitary sewer~ 0SLURP, 1984) (APWA,

3.2.4.:~ Combined Sewm (18.~)-19~)
By tbe s~cord half of tl~ 19th century, combined sewer systems, designed to carry both
sanitary sewage and storm runoff, wer~ being installed to limit tl~ costs associated witla
separate systems. At tl~ time, these systems were chosen over separate systems Ix~su.~ of
their lower costs, even though it was known that s~parate systems were preferred on tbe
basis of sanitary conditions. By 1875, although 67 cities in the United Stat~ ~
populations of great~ than I00,000 had combia~l sewer systems, none treat~l waste befo~
discharging it to the nearest receiving water body. In many cities, streams were cover~! to

minimize the resulting nuisance. Pollution and health problems forced the expensiv~
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installation of interceptors to collect dry weather flows from hundreds of combined se~r
oud~.s for conveyance or pumping to treatment plants prior to discharge.
As cities expanded, storm runoff and sewage flows increased. Combined interceptors
which had been installed prior to expansion could not handle increases in flow to the l~im
that even modest rain events could cause flooding of streets and basements. Combined sewer
overflows (CSOs) that discharged storm water and sewage directly to surface waters were
installed to minimize flooding problems, including sewage backing up into the basements of
commercial and residential buildings. These systems bypassed treatmem and the general
sanitary quality of receiving waters again deteriorated (NURP, 1984) (APWA, 1991),
3.2.4.3 Separate Sewer~ for Water Removal (1900-Preaent)
The Ftrs~ large scale sewer system to provide separate collection of storm runoff and
umitary sewage was built in 1880 in Memphis, TN. tlthough the construction of combined
v!ste~ wa~ continued a.qd extended in most major cities. As early as 1900, many Sta~
regulatory agencies would not permit further construction of combimd sewers. Where
quality impacts from CSOs were extreme, some citie, implemented prosrams to septrtm
portions of the older combined system.
Problems arose with separate storm water and sewage systems. As city populations
increased, the demand for sewer service increased. However, sewer maim, interceptort,
pumping stations and treatment plan~ were slow to grow. The post-World War II boom
sewer service into fast growing suburban areas was often associated with high inffltratiott
rates and many illegal rain water connections which overloaded the system during rain
events. To limit raw sewage backups in basements, hundreds of connections were nm~ to
bleed sewage from the sanitary sewers to the storm drains to limit flows in the sanitary
sewers. Improper connections of grey waters such as automobile repair shop floor drai~
were either encouraged or implicitly allowed to discharge to storm draitm.
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Other problems arise with separate storm sewers, as storm water mamgement often
focuses on the rapid removal of storm water runoff from a site. The assumption is that
problems will disappear after storm water leaves the site. Under this approach, which
usually involves concrete channels and underground piping networks, storm drains are
constructed without regard for the control and slow release of storm water or for possible
downstream effects. This approach to storm water management has been characterized by
simplistic goals, rigid design standards (such as requiring piping for drainage instead of
relying on natural drainage features), low engineering review costs, and high construction
and maintenance costs. In some cases, flood problems are ordy shifted to downstream sites
(NURP, 1984)(APWA, 1991).
3.2.4.4 Storm Water Management for Water Quantity and Water Quality Purpost,
(1970-Prl~mt)
A few communities have developed programs where storm water is managed for multiple
purposes including controlling water quantity (to ¯void flooding and stream scour and to
maintain stream flows during dry weather by recharging ground water during storms) and
improving water quality. A range of alternative storm water control measures and facilitie,
can be implemented to serve multiple purposes effectively. The natural cycles and processet
which occur prior to the development of the land are used ts ¯ guide for managing storm
water after developmem has occurred. Natural flow patterns taxi rates of discharge ar~
retained through special storm water control facilities and measm’es. Natural prtm.esses ~r,
incorporated into the design of many "soft" engineered systems, imludiag vegetated Imffers,
greenways, revegetation of storm water systems, wetla.nd creation or retention for storm
water management, and omite retention, detention or ira-titration systems. Policies emerging
from these programs include:
* Reducing peak flows and improving storm water quality by omite retention
¯ Reducing the voltum of storm water leaving the site by natm’al infiltration

3-5:l
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* Releasing storm water t’r~m~ onsite facilities at a rate similar to the pre-de’,elopmem
runoff ra~e
* Managing for smaller slorm events as well as those larger storm events that can cause
major floods

0

L

* Protecting wetlands and t’h~qplains as natural storm water storage areas
¯ Making storm water facililics amenities of the development (such as retaimng nat~zral
draimge channels or pr~ ~dmg attractive landscaping for storm water management
ponds) and encouragir~ open space and recreational uses
* Developing programs th~[ relate erosion aM sediment controls during commotion
with storm wa~er mam,~c1~:m after construction is completed.

2

The implementation of this ~pprt~ch q~pically involves somewhat higher co~ for
development plan review by local governmenu, but lower costs for storm w~ter f~:ility
construction, and results in reduced soci~ costs (NURP, 1984) (APWA, 1991).
3.3 THE EXTENT OF DISCHARGES FROM MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS
3.3.1 Pollutant Conc~tr~tio~ of Runoff From Residential and Commef~i~ ~
Many studies have examined the na~are of pollutants in mumcipal storm water discharg~
on a local level, but few have attempted to do so on a nation&l level. The two
Program (NURP) and information compiled in the USGS data base. These two data base~
primarily reflect pollutant concentrations associated with runoff from reside~ and

From 1978 to 1983. EPA provided funding and guidance to NURP to provide ¯ better
understanding of the nature of urban runoff from residential and commercial are~. NURP
included 28 projects that were conducted separately at the local level but were centrally
reviewed, coordinated, and guided by EPA. Project locations across the country were
selected by EPA to provide ¯ rar~e of q,’pes of receiving waters and beneficia! use~,
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The major fo~."us of NU’RP was to chaz’acterzze the water qualiD0 of runoff from

V
O

residential, commercial, and Lr~!astrial park si~es. The NURP pregram evaluated data from
81 si~es in 22 cities covering more than 2,300 separate ston’n events. Of the 81 sims

L

selected, 39 were completely or primarily residential, 10 were commercial, 20 wer~ mixed
commercial and residential, 4 ~,ere indusmal pz.rks, and 8 were open spaces in urban a.re.~.
Because the industrial park category did not repr~,~nI heavy industrial activity, the data from
industrial parks were merged with commercial lar~l use data. Each project was separa~ and
distinct but shared common field monitoring In’otocol$.
The NURP study provides insight on wh~! can be consider~ backgroux~d I~,~l~ of

pollu~ for ru~ff from r~sidcntial ~d comm~-rcial land uses. Sims evaluated in NURP
wer~ c~refully selecled so that they w~e no~ influenced by pollutant contn’butions from
con.smd~on sites, indusn-ial ~"tivities, or illici~ connections. Several site~ wer~ eliminated
fr~n the study because of elevated pollutam io~ds z.~so~iated with these or

comm~’cial areas va.,’y considerably from site w $it~. NURP postulated that the
char~erization of runoff from commercial and residential areas for planning
whe~ local information is lacking, can be ob~n~ by pooling data from

The majority of samples collec~ under NURP were analyzed for seven conventional
pollutan~ (biochemical oxygen d~"mand, chemical oxygen demand, total suspended solids,
~ Kjeldahl nitrogen, nitrate plus mtri~e, total phosphorus, and soluble phosphorus) and
three metals (Wtal lead, total copper, total zinc). Table 3-16 presents average disc~
concentrations for these pollutants in runoff from ~he residential and commercial si~s

1
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Table 3-16. Summary. of Event Mean Concentrations From NURP
for Selected Pol~u~ts
Coefficient
Variability for
Events

Me-an

Median Site

90th Pertamtlle
Site

T~ ~mg~l)

239

100

30~

1-2

BOD (rag/l)

12

9

1:5

0.5-1

COD (mgJl)

94

65

140

0.:5-1

Total P (rag/l)

0.50

0.33

0.70

~oluble P (rag/l)

0.15

0.12

0.21

0.:5-1

TI, LN (rag/l)

2.:3

1.:5

:3.3

0.5-1

Nitric pl~ nitrite (rag/l)

0.~6

0.68

1.75

0.5-1

Total C’u (rag/l)
Total Pb (m~/l)

0.0~
0.24

0.03
0.14

0.09
0.04

0.5-1

To~J Zinc (rag/l)

0.35

0.16

0.50

0.:5-1

Conctltuent

0.5-1

In addition, the Section 307(a) priority pollutants were measured at 20 of the sites. Of
the 119 pollutants analyzed, 77 were detect, ed. All 13 metals on the priority pollutant list
were detected, and all but 3 of the metals were detected at frequencies greater thin 10
percent of the samples. Copper, lead, and zinc, found in at least 91 percent of the sample~,
were the most frequently detected metals. Of the 106 organic pollutams measured, 63 w~
de,-ted. A plasticizer (bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate) and a pesticide (alphahexachlorocyclohexane (alpha-BHC)) were found in at least 20 percent of the samples
analyzed. An ~lditionai 11 organic pollutants wer~ reported at frequencies between 10 and
20 percent, including 4 pesticides, 3 phenols, 4 polycyclic aromatics, and a single
halogemted aliphatic compound. NURP data also showed that during warm weather
conditions, fecal coliform counts in urban runoff are typically in the tens to hundreds of
thousands per I00 milliliters of runoff. Table 3-17 lists pollutants that were detected in 10
percent or more of the NURP samples.

;
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The USGS has also collected urban rairffall, runoff, aM water quality data nationally for
several decades. In the mid-1980s, a data base containing information on 717 storms at 99
stations in 22 metropolitan areas tha’oughout the United States (Driver et al., 1985) was
compiled. The USGS examined a set of constituents similar to those compiled for NURP;
the USGS also reported its data in terms of flow-weighted samples so that concentrations and
loading values could be compared directly to NURP results. As described in Section 2.1.2.1
of this report, EPA compared information from the USGS data base to the findings from
NURP.
In general, the f’mdings between the two studies were very similar. Both data
identified sediments and metals as the most significant pollutants measur~l. ~
determination is consistent with the findings of Driver and Lystrom (1986), who ~
compared the two data ~t~.
Two major trends related to automobiles that have occurred since the bulk of NURP data
were collected are expected to affect urban runoff quality. The first trend involves the
dramatic reductions in the levels of lead in gasoline. NURP data were get~rally collected
during
time
when leaded gasoline was being phased out, and curn~
concentrations of lead in runoff are expected to he generally lower than indicated by the
NURP data.ls Storm water monitoring data collected since that time tend to show ¯
significant decrease in lead, but much less of a reduction then the percentage reductions of

automobile emi~ion standards resuJti~ in new mchnology, cata/ytic conveners, requL,’in~ the use of

gasoline. Beginning in 1975, nx~y automobile manufacturers began mstalli~ catalytic onvert-ft. which ~
poisoned by. lead in gasoline, to tnect emission s~andatds, In 1978, EPA began w lower the k-’v~l of lead i~ leaded
ga.solinc ut~Icr r, ections 21 l(cXl) and (2) oftbe CAA to protect the public health a~l welfare a~d to ~afe~,uard
performance of emission control devices in general use. Mosl recently, EPA lowered the low-le~,d ~a~dard to 0.I0

~plg, effective J~uary I, 1988, (March 7, 1985 (50 FR 9386)).
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lead in ga.~oli~e. Other remainhag source, of lead include industrial sources, paint,
ba~kgrou~ levels in soil, and soil cot:zammated after 65 )’ears of using lead in gasoltae,t*

0
’

L

The second trend penaim to the prohibition of the use of asbestos in brake i~h and
clutch linings. This is expected to result in a decrease in asbestos in runoff, which ~a.~ not
momtored in NURP, and an increase in copper and zinc, which are a ~bstitute for ~sbe~to~
in ~me brake pads.
2
3.3.1.1 Comparison of Pollutant. Cooce~tr~tlon~ tn Runoff from Resldentlal/Commerdzl
Areas to Discharge~ From Publicly ~ Treatment Work~
The concentration of pollutant~ in nmoff from residential tnd ¢ornmercitl are~ (bas~ (m
NURP and USGS datz bases) can be oompamd to the typical com~entratioa of pollutam~
found in the discharges from p~blicly (n~ed treatment work~ (POTWs) that
~:otxlary treatment~ (.~ Ttbl~ ~-18). ~ ~tion of totz/~uspended ~olidz (’I’SS)
in nmoff from residenti~ ttxl eomme~izl are~ is abo~t an order of m~gnitude greate, ~
the cotx:emratiom from POTWs ~ zcx:otxlaty treatment. "f/ze cotxzatratiom of COD,
areas. The concemration of plx~horm ~ nitt~en were about an order of m.M;nitude

EpA ettimat~ that 76 millio~ peopk, err 42 ~ of I~ popuLtfion ~l,,v~l by ~.tm.y aewtge treatme

are served by ~y~tm that either IXtm~ gre,~ ttma teconcLtO, treatmem (x have no digharge. 1992
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Table 3-18. Comparison of Mean Pollutant Concentrations in Runoff From Residential
and ComznerciM Areas to SeN’age Treatment Plant Recei~ ing SecondaO, Treatment
Cor~tituent
_ ZSS (tugl)
BOD (m~l)
~. COD (rag,q)
To~al P ¢mg ])
S~iuble" p (rag ])
TKN (rag,,1)
Nitrate plu, nitrite (rag/l)
Total Cu (rag:l)
Total Pb ¢mg.1)
Total Zn (m~:q)

RunofT from Resider.:i.~ and
Commercta! S~te~ ~Nt. ~’~
239
12
94
0.5
0.15
2.3
0.86
0.05
0.24
0.35

beware Plant W|th Seconch,wy
Treatment
i
20
20
33
6
5
20
NA
0.05
0.03
0.14

Source: POTW di~e cotxentrmiom for lead, zinc. o~r. BOD. COD, TSS, and oil ~d grta.~ were
bated o~ data reported m Fate of Priority Pollutants ~ Ptd~cl~ O~ned Treatnu, nt Worka (EPA, 1981). Thig
report t~mmartzet momtoring data from POTW= receiving tec~tx~V, trr~ment in 50 cities. Pollutant
ooncentrattotx~ for tot~ phosphort~, tolubl¢ phosphortt.t, ~ tot&l K~Ida~| mtrogen were based ot~ tmrtofigl
ommumcalion with Dolloff Bishop or the EPA Waqewatet Eagmez-rm, g Laboratory in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rec~ndy. oncet-na have been rinsed r~gardtng the validity ~ tire of htttoncaJ dart for t~et~l=. A.~ diloag~
in Chapter 2, EPA believes that hLttonc~ daLt ot~ $lortn wat~t rtmoff from NURP ~.4 USGS ~r~ m.titabi¢ f~’
the ~ of tim r¢-~.

3.3.1.2 Comparison of PoDutant Concentrations in Runoff from Residential/Commert/ai
Areas to Water Quality Criteria
NURP determined that toxic metals were the most prevalem priority pollutants in runoff
from commercial and r~idential areas. All 14 inorganic priority pollutants (13 metals,

cyanides, excluding asbestos) were detected in urban szorm water. As shown in Table 3-19,
a number of these constituents were detected at levels exceeding EPA water quality criteria.
The table also identifie, organic pollutants found that exceeded certain EPA water quality

criteria. These exceedance, wer~ observed less frequently than exceedance, for the
inorganic constituents. Levels of coliform bacteria were ~ found to exceed EPA water"
quality criteria during and immediately after storm event, in many surface waters (EPA,

1983).
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3.3.2 Pollutant Concentrations from Other Urban Land Uses

"

V
0

The NURP data base is limited to runoff from residential, commercial and industrial
"
p.rk land uses. These land uses typically comprise between 55 to 85 percent of the area of
urban areas (EPA, 1990). Other major urban land uses which have the potential to
~,mtribute runoff with higher levels of pollutants include central business districts, industrial
~cas (typically 10 to 20 percent of the area of urban areas), and construction activities.

L
1
2

3,3.2.1 Central Business Dlstrk~
NURP noted that data describing runoff from central business districts are limited.
IIowever, NURP suggested that some central business districts may produce pollutant
concentrations in runoff that are significantly higher than those from other sites in a given
urban area. Pollutant loads from central business districts are thought to be significant
because of the high pollutant concentrations coupled with the high degrees of imperviousness.
3,3.2.2 Industrial l~ad U~e~
No truly industrial sites were included in any of the NURP projects. However,
NURP suggested that runoff from industrial sites may have signif’r.antly higher contaminant
suggestions, such as the Fresno, CA, NURP project which showed that ind~ areas had
’he POOrest storm water rtmoff quality of tbe four land_uses evaluated. Of the 62 non.
pesticide constituents monitored, 52 were statistically highest in industrial site runoff. A
~mdy conducted in Spokane, WA, showed that ind~ and commercial sites clearly
contributed greater quantities of total dissolved solids, COD, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, lead and
zinc (Oregon, 1986~Spokane Water Quality Management Program).
Given the range of different industrial activities in different urban areas, it would be
difficult to characterize industrial runoff on a national basis. However. recent data collection
efforts describing runoff from different ~ of industrial activities can be used to evaluate
3-61
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the potential for pollutants in runoff from specific industrial areas. Chapter 4 summarizes

some of these efforts.

’V
0
L

3.3.2.3 Construction Activities
The amount of sediment in storm water discharges from construction sites can vary
considerably, depending on whether effective mamgement practices are implemented at the
construction site. Uncontrolled or inadequately controlled construction site sediment loads
have been reported to he on the order of 35 to 45 tons/acre/year (Novotny and Chesten,
1981). Sediment runoff rates from ~tion sites are typically I0 to 20 times that of
agricul,’ural lands, with runoff rates as high as 1130 times that of agricultural latxts; the rates
are typically 1,0130 to 2,000 times those of forest lands. Over a short period of time,
construction sites can contribute more sediment to streams than was previously deposit~l
over several decades.at
3.3.3 Pollutant Loading Esdmates
EPA has developed loading estimates for selected pollutants in discharges from muaicipal
separate storm sewer systems associated with urbanized areas." Chapter 2 describe~ th~
methods used for estimating pollutaat loads.
Table 3-20 summarizes pollutant load estimates for different classes of municipalities
currently addressed by Phase I of the NPDES gorm water program and IXS---mially addressed
under Phase If. EPA estinaates that in 1990, about 40 percent of the pollutam loads
associated with runoff from urbaniz~ areas came from Phase I municipalities. About ~
quarter of the pollutant loads in runoff from urbanized areas came from lx:gential Phase rl

~ NPDES ~cn’m ~r
Tim u.mmption rtsul~ in the ratio of loadmSs of differeat potlut.tats remaining omtam for difftrtax ctas~ of
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portions of urbanized areas with a Phase I municipality. An additional one-third of the

O

pollutant loadmgs associated with urbanized areas came from urbanized areas that do not

L

have a Phase I municipality.
Table 3-21 compares annual pollutant loadings for three metals, zinc. lead. ~d copper.
from urban runoff from the Metropolitan Washington urbanized area. with a sewage
treatment plant that provides advamed treatment and that serves about 2 million people (the

Blue Plains sewage treamxm plant), and major industrial process wastewater discharges
located in Maryland argl Virginia. In general, the data in Table 3-21 indicates that the

annual Ioadings of metals, nutrients, and oxygen demanding pollutants in urban runoff from
the Washington. DC. area are higher than the loadings from the predominant sewage
U’tatment plant for the area (the Blue Plains Sewage Treatmem Plant provides advanced
treatment and serves approximately two million people). The data also indicate that

annual Ioadiags of zinc tad lead in urban runoff from the Washington, DC. area art high~

than the loading$ from all industrial point source discharges from facilities in Maryland and
Virginia that reported pollutant r~lease information in 1987 to the Toxic Release Inventory

¯ stablished under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act.
Table 3-21. Annual Pollutant Loadings In Pounds for Selected Pollutant
All MD and VA Dirtra
Palm

Mm-opotitan Wtslxin~ton

Trmtm~t Plantt

Toxic Rele~_s~ Inv~tor~

Lead

132,600

5,500

31,300

Coppex

113,000

2: ,000

127,000

30,000,000

12,000,000

not available

1,200,000

113,000

not available

9,500,000

1,400,000

not available

. Nitroge~
Phosphor~
BOD5

’ Portions of collection system for Blue Plaim are combined sewers catting both runoff and sewage.
POTW ioadings do not accoum for di.sc.ha~es from combined sewer overflows. The loadings estimate
¯ u:ottm for urban storm v, mer thai is conveyed to Blue Plains, treated, and discharged. Recently, concerto
have been raised regarding the validity and use of historical data for metals. As disoax~ in Chapter 2, EPA
believes that hmon~ cLtta on storm water nmoff are suitable for the ~ of tim report.
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A number of facto~ am ex~t~ to ~lt in ~m~ c~nges to total Imdmgs ~ ~
distribution of Ioadings ~n P~ I ~ P~ II m~icipalities, Facto~ ~t w~d
If ~ent development ~s continue, most im~a~s m loadings ~ ex~t~ ~ ~ ~
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Lit,,er can cause significant aesthetics problems and impact the operating effectiveness of
drainage systems and related management practices such as detention po~ls.
3.3.5 Population Densities and Imperviousness
As discussed previously, the amount of imperviousness in urban watersheds can be

linked to impacts to streams and other surface water resources. The population density of a
municipality can be used as an indicator of the level of imperviousness. Figure 3-7
~ummarizes several studies that attempted to link population densities to percent
imperviousness (Kobriger, 1984). However, using population density as an indicator of
imperviousness does not account for high levels of day-time use associated with many
commercial or industrial areas with high levels of imperviousne~.
Population density is related to the total urban population in an area. Table 3-I,
presented previously, indicates that as the total population of an urbanized area increase, to
does the average population density. The average population density of urbanized areas with
¯ total population of 1,000,000 or more (3,413 persons per square mile) is more than double
the average population density of urbanized areas with a population of 50,000 to 100,000
(about 1,600 persons per square mile).
The population density vari~ within urbanized areas. Core cities generally have ¯
higher population
outlying suburban areas. However, other smaller cities that
are part of larger urbanized areas can have high population densities. In 1990, the Bureau of
the Cen.q~ reported more than 600 iw.orporated places with populations under 100,000 but
with ¯ population density of at least 5,000 persons per square mile. Approximately 5~K} of
~1~ more Omn 600 incorporamd places meeting this criterion were in an urbanized area.
Approxin~ly 41~ of ~ incorporat~ pl~es ~’e in an urt~aiz~ ~ wh~’e at ~ ~

~ I municipality is ~
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Burr.au of the Census estimates ~t ~ ~pulation of ~ U~t~ S~tes ~ ~t~
temtories w~ mo~ ~n 252,2 million in I~~ ~ ~t ~ a~ 19,289 i~o~m~
pla~s a~ 17,7~ minor civil divisio~ in ~ conti~n~l Umted S~tes, ~ ~ Hawaii.

~ imo~t~ places a~ minor civil divisiom ~ I~at~ ~ 3,141 c~nfi~ or county

~ coopt of Bu~u of ~ Ce~sig~t~ u~ ~ ~ as ~
t~l for ~lyzing ~tentml appmacMs to t PM~ II p~g~ ~t a~m~s mu~i~
~ sto~ ~wer system. Mo~ ~n l~ million ~ple (63 ~m of ~ t~ UM~
~ve ~n desigmt~ by ~ Bumu of ~ Cemm. ~ ~ ~upy i~ ~ 2

~. Com~fion activiu ~lat~ to ~w develop~m ~ ~g~ ~ ~ sig~fm ~
~ple~n~ ~o~ wamr ~ge~m ~n~ls M t ~g~y ~tcff~ve f~on.
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increase in the population of thes¢ areas. The population of urbanized ar,as without a Phase

O

I municipal syst~n increased by 2.6 million. This rep~sents 12 percent of the total national
growth and a 7 percent increase in the population of these areas.

The population and number of municipalities in urbanized areas, and estimated
percentage of pollutant loads in runoff from urbani2ed areas are surnmanz~ in Table 3-20
and discussed below.

Phase I of the NPDES program for storm water discharges addresses 621 incorporated
places (cities) and portions of 77 counties." "l’bese municipalities had a combined
population of 86 million people in 1990. Cities with a population of 100.000 or mort whom
municipal systems are already addrtssed by Phase I of the NPDES storm water program
increased in population by abottt 4.9 million between 1980 and 1990." The majority of the
population of Phase 1 municipalities. 81.7 million people live in 136 of the 405
designated urbanized ares. EPA estimates that about 40 percent of the pollutant loads in
storm water discharged from urbamz~ arras come from Phase I municipalR~.
The Phase II portiom of the 136 urbanized arras with one or mort Ptmse I municil:ml

g-par~te storm sewer system ~ a ombined population of 35.8 million people. "1~
population of those portions of these urbanized arras increased by 2.6 million between 1980
and 1990. EPA estimates that 1,587 incorporated p ~lac, es, 634 minor civil divisions, and

parts of 305 counties are located in the Phase II portions of these urbanized areas. EPA
estimates that 28 percem of the pollutant loads in storm water discharged from urbaniz~
arras come from Phase II portions of tlx 136 urbanized areas with a Pha~ I municipality.
Imblisbed m November of 1990. EPA ~ authorized NPDF..S States have Oesignauxl ~n a,:klit:io~ 4gl ¢it~ ~ 3~,
e.otmtics at .Pha.~ I municipalitm,. In ad,2at:~on, approximately 30 municipalloes (h:~c.ated in 21 ttrbanized ~)
received combined sewer excMsioc.s w~ere the total popuhnon served by separate t.mrm sew~ is less than I00,000
Pha~ rl for tim l:mrposc, of thlt relx~t i~ ..~lait~ m chap~ 2.

3-69
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A total of 269 of the Census-designated urbanized areas do not have a mu~cipali~ with
separate storm sewers subject to Phase I of the storm water program. The 269 urban.i2ed
areas without a Phase I municipal separate storm system have a combined population of 42.9

O

million people. EPA estimates that 1,470 incorl~r.ated places, 966 minor civil divisions, and
parts of 380 counties are located m these urbanized areas. EPA estimates that about onethird of the pollutant loads in storm water discharged from urbanized areas come from the
269 urbanized ttreas without a Phase I mtmicipality. Of the 269 urbanized areas without ¯
Phase I municipal system, 101, or over t third, have ¯ population of more than 100,000, and
23 have ¯ poptiladon of more than 2.50,000.
In addition ~o populations within urbanized areas discussed above, the Bureau of ~
Census ha~ identified ~n additio~ urban population of 29 million people that live outside of
~ are~, as well as 62.8 million people classified as rural. Of this total, ~.1 million

¯
!

people live in 3,689 i~orpo~ted places. ~ remaining 4 million people live in eitl~r
minor civil divisions or unincorporated portion of counties. Although discharge~ from
municipal separate storm sewer systems servi~ these populations ar~ potentitl Phase II
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Chapler .~:Individual Phase II Diseha~z
CHAPTER 4. LN’DIWIDUAL PHASE II DISCHARGES
This chapter identifies the discharges of storm water other than those from municipal
separate storm sewer systems for which permits ar~ not currrntly required and assesses, ~
the extem practicable, the nature and extent of pollutants in those discharges. To provide
context for this analysis, this chapter begins with an overview of the industrial categories
are addressed under Phase I of the storm water regulatory program. Using an approach
described in Chapter 2 of this report, other categories of industrial, commercial, and retail
facilities thal may be sources of polluted storm water discharges are identified. For these
potential Phase II sources, the type of their discharges and ~tatistics on their geographic
distribution are described. The mttu~ of industr~ morro water discharges is characterized
taing ¯ amunaty of the e~raplin~ dat~ r~aoned by Phase I group permit ¯pplic~.s and.
comparing groups of Phase II ~ources to flx~,e Phase I industries. In an analysis patterned
~’ [hal in Chapter 3, [his chapter ~o explores the relationship between individual
indtmrial, commercial, and ret~ll facilities and urbaniz~ are~ of different configuration,.
The f’mal section of this chapter aumnm-izes the restflts of the analyses and offer,
perspe~ves on individual Pl~se II ,form w¯tea" discharges. The results of these analyses
meam to be guideposts and ar~ not intended to be an klentif’w.ation of ~x:ific industrial

4.1 OVERVIEW OF INDIVIDUAL ~ II $OURCI~
Taere are more than 7.7 million iadusa-ialo commercial, retail, and government f¯cifiti~
in the United States.* Tbe Office of Managemer~ and Budget classifies Ixtsines.~ into
c..amgorie~ based on similarity of economic ~’fivity. Some aspects of this discussion m
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based on this Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code svs-te’m.: Table 4-1 presents a
breakdown of the major categories of industry and commerce. The current storm water

V
O

regulatory program potentially applies to some types of individual facilities within the
mining, construction, manufacturing, and transportation divicions. There are more than

L

850,000 enterpri.s~ in these divisions; however, only a portion of these are within the 11
categories of activities "associated with industrial activity" as defined by the November 1990
storm water permit application regulations.~ As a result, from these 850,000 enterprises,

1

EPA has estimated that approximately 150,000 facilities tre currently subject to Phase I

2

requirements.
Table 4-1. Summary of Major SIC Divtsiom of U.S. Commerce
Descrlpt~
~
Mining
Constructiee
Transportation and Public Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Servic~
Public Administration
~ =.=.

Total

Tetsl
Fact~ttes

SiC Cede,
Co~ered

310.086
39.936

01 - 09
10- 14

51 i.831
306,894
582,681
1,850,121
672,693
2,585,750
71,379

20 - 39
40.49
50 - 51
~2 - ~9
60 - 67
70 - 89
90 - 97

7,736,471

The ~maining universe of facilities fall into two main grtx~, those that have ¯ statutory
or reg~la~ory exemption, including agricultural and most silvicuhural .vities, and ~
that are considered to be potential Phase II ~tivities. Many of these potential Phase

subca~gori~. Major groups are ck’~ignat~l by a tw~3-digit code gambol- berw~ 01 and 99.

facilit3e, ar~ funt~r ca~g~ al the incbastry group (3--~t) level a~l industry (4-~)

fl~e ex’t~ axat ~ en~a~e ~ ouuruction activities disnn~mg 5 acres or
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Table 4-2. I,,n.dustri.’.al. Facilities That Must Submit Applications
for ~torm ~ater vermits (Phase I) (continued)
40CFR
122.26(b)~i~

Subpart
(it)

Description
Trcatmem v, oAs t~aw,.$ domett~ tew~e or any ot~r
ut, t’d m ~ stortle, trtammm, n~:yclm#. ~ t’tglamatxm of

~.v~ ~. ~

For a ~ ~1~ d~ion of ~ ~~on of

~D~ ~o~ Wmer ~g~ ~ ~ ~r D~,
1~), w~h ~ ~ @~ D.
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The original permitting fran~v,’ork of Phase I provided operators of industrial facilities
with three options for applying for NPDES permit coverage. They could (1) submit
individual applications, (2) participate in a group application, or (3) submit a notice of intent
to be covered by a general permit) For the first phase of the storm water program, EPA
issued general permits to facilitate permitting the large number of facilities covered by the

L

program on September 9, 1992 (57 FR 41176), September 25, 1992 (57 FR 44412), and
April 14, 1993 (58 FR 19427). This Phase I framework is the result of ¯ length)’ fulcra¯king
process that included oppommities for, and response to, public comment. In ¯ddition,
authorized NPDES States have issu~ numerous other general permits for facilities within

2

Section 402(pX2)(E) of the CWA allows EPA or States to require permits for any othm’
discharges determined to be ¯ contributor to a violation of ¯ water quality standard or ¯
sign.if’w.ant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States. Thus, th~ Pha~ I
approach provides the foundation for extending regulation to additional sources and classes of

4.1.2 Industrial, ~, ~nd Retail Sourc~ Not Subject to ~ I ~

identify the sources of storm water di.~harges for which permits arc not currently requiv~
under Phase I. This chapter ~Irt,ses individual Phase II sourt~; municipal separate
sewer systems were discussed in Chapter 3. Based on ¯ review of those facilities not subject
to Phase I permitting requireme~ and ¯ screening procedure based on information drawn
from the literature r~view, sctivifies wt-re identified that may presem opportunities for
pollmant releases to storm water. The purpose of the source klet~w.ation is to present tim

inf~ received throttgh the grt:mp app~ process on November 19, 1993. EPA ~ be ~ ~lt
maid,color get~rtl permit in tim ~ futnr~.

:

4..7
~
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full r’an~e of potential Phase II sources and to charactertze them to the extenl possible to
facilitate decision making on the appropriate scope and approach of Phase II. The screening

process was used to narrow consideration to a subset of facilities that may be apprcT, nate for
coverage under Phase II. Both the regulatory analysis and screening proc~ure are described
below.

In deI’ming "~mrm ~ter di~harge~ ~.~:lated wi~ ind~trial activity. ° tl~ ~
relNi~tion~ idemi~ 11 r~ori~ of faciliti~ c~sidered m b~ cngagi~ ~
activity" (see Table 4-2). Only those facilities described in [he l I categories of ~e definition
thal have poinl source discharges of ~orm scaler are required lo apply for ~lorm water permil
covenge under Phase I of lhe program. A~ ~own in Table 4-2, reguLued activities unde~
Phase I were ideruified by SIC ~ory, mrrat~ve descriptions of activities, or, in ~
cases, b<xh. For example, Category viii reguLued ac’dvities are def’med as "only lhose
portions of lhe facility lh~[ are either involved in vehicle mainten~.nce .... equipme~
cleaning operations, or airport de-icing operations, or which are ottm’wise lis’axl in another
category .... " Seven separate SIC codes are the~ lis~d, including six [wo-digil codes and
one four-digit code; several four-digil codes were specif’x:aliy omitwd from ~.
There are a number of sources closely related Io Pha.se I activities that are curren~
un~ated. One genertl class includes consmx~on ~ctivities that disturb less than ~
(Category x) and light i~lustrial activities tl~ have no exposure of materials w ~ wa~r
(Category xi). On Jtme 4, 1992, the Court of Appeals for the Nimh Circuit rem~ad~
exemption of both of these categories from the origin~I storm water reins.’ The ourt
found that EPA had no~ adequately established th~ Lighl ~ facilities ~ exposure
of materials or operations m storm water and constm~on sites disturbing less ~n ~
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In r~-ponse to the Ninth Circuit Court ruling, EPA issued a Federal Register notice on
December 18, 1992, to explain the outcome of the ruling a.~ to request comment and
specific fact~ information to a.ssist in the development of a new proposal to address light

V
O

L

industry and small construction site categories. EPA noted that it did not believe that the
court’s decision has the effect of automatically subjecting small construction sites and light
industries to the existing application requirements and deadlines. The Agency also indicated
that it believed that additional notice and comment were necessary to clarify the status of
these facilities. To the extent that some or all of these facilities may not be addressed by
Phase I, they would be potential Phase II

Additiot~l categories of potential Phase II facilities have been identified based on tl~
~weening procedur~ described below.

As discussed in Chaptex 2, major sectors of the economy are def’med on the basis of the
two-digit 51!2 code. This two-digit code is a relatively ~ categorization of the Nation’s
digit SiC eode~, The four-digit SiC code provides a more detailed breakdown of these
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enterprises and is much more specific to the activities conclucted at the establishment.
A/though all uaregulatecl activities arc potential Phase II sources, in practical terms, only ¯
subset of fou~’--digit SIC industry groups has real Ixxential to use, process, or s~or¢ pollutantbearing martials or to engage in activities that could lead to contamination of storm water.
SIC codes a~ assigned by economic activity, no~ pollution potential. However,
economic activities often correspond to physical activities or use of specific materials that can
be assessed r~lative to the po~ntial to generate storm water pollution. Thus, SIC codes can
~erve as an indicator of the underlying activities or materials of concern, even if they canno~
be used to di.,-~y assess environmental eff~’t~.
The ~crt~ming I:a’ocess described below focuses on two broad classes of facilities. ~
first (designated Group A) consists of facilities that fall within the same general range of SIC
codes as Phase I industrial activities but that ar~ no~ covered under Phase I. The second
major grt~ 0tesignated Group B) consists of ¯ specific subset of four-digit SIC cod~ of

i

~d~es, ¢xp~ opmaon, hteratu~ r~v~cw, other EPA programs and concerns, and expericn~
with Phase I of the storm water program.
This g:r~cnmg process does not establish negative environmental effects from storm

i
contributing to s~orm water pollution. The geographical analysis r~ported in Section 4.2.2
allows EPA to ale’,ermine how these specific categories of pommial Phase H facilities are

~ribu~l mtionany in geognt~ aszas of concern (e.g., urtaai~ arras).
The following criteria were used to iden~ four-digit SIC codes of primary
¢n~ comern. Firg, facilities highly similar to Phase I facilities ar~ identified
(Gn:~ A). Next, an additional 12 categories of ~ Phase H sour~.es ar~ identified
based on ~beir similarity to Phase I activities or based on case studies and expert opinion
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(Group B). These 12 Group B categories are then related to specif’v.= SIC code groupings for
subsequent analysis in Section 4.2. The categories identified through this process represem
the types of establishments or activities that may warrant further mvt’-s:ugation and control
under Phase II. This preliminary identification does not establish that water quality impacts

As noted earlier, the SIC code system is I useful framework for identifying the number~
and locations of facilities. The SIC approach allows EPA to acc.~ information from many
sources with a very precise level of detail, because of the efforts of many organizations (e.g.,
Commerce Departmem) to record and track economic activity by indumial category. Still,
focusing on SIC codes for the purposes of this study do~s not imply that ¯ regulatory m’ate~
must proceed on this basis. The types of activities conducted at tbe~ facilitie, could be
regulated through narrative descriptions, as was done for some categoric, in Pha~ I.
Experience with the Phase I definition of "discharges associated with hxlurtfiaI activity"
suggest~ that SIC de*ignatiom alone may not be completely ~factory becau~ activiti~ of
concern may be conducted .at ¯ wide variety of facilities that do no~ happen to have tl~
primary SIC code. In addition, other potential Phase II sourc, that are not reflected by tim
SIC code system, including parking Iot~, large retail complexes, and facilitie, or r~idenc~
with ~eptic system., for septic wastewater disposal, can similarly be studied for impactt on
water quality or regulated based on narrative description. Even within an $1Cqm.~l
regulatory framework, additional factors, such as size, location, pollutant usage, or activity
cutoffs or restrictions, can be used to identify specific facilitie~ for re’gu/ation ~ on ¯
potential correlation between facilities and water quality impact,.
The SIC system does nm caima-e some types of facilities or activities that get,grate ~orm
water discharges. SIC c.od~ are designated based on the primary activity in which an
establishment is engaged. A business that is involved in a mimber of different activities will
be classified according to a single imtustrial code, which may not rtflect activities associated
with storm water discharges. In addition, some facilities carry out activities off-site, such as
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Although Phase I industrial activities generally fall within SIC c.odes 10-45, there arc
many omissions and exceptions within this range. While some of these omissiom were
intentional, others are the resalt of the specificity of the 1990 application rt~,ulations. Other
facilities have been excluded from Phase I based on specific legislative changes. ~
classes of facilities are ~,¢rving of special atlention due to theft extreme similarity to Ptme
I industrial activities. For the purpos~ of discussion and taalysis in this report, the~
facilities have been classified as Gn:azp A.
To clearly identify Phase II facilities that fall within the SIC range 10.45, ¯ li~ of
unregulated activities related to Ptmse I ~ in each of the 11 indusu’ial categori~ w~
developed. This list appears in Table 4-3. The similarity of many of the facilities on ~
list to Phase I facilities makes them difft~t to distinguish from Phase I facilities for the
purgoses of the analyses in this report. In order to help characterize these ~, they have

been categorized below according to three main criteria. The three groups ~ togettm"
make up Group A. Although these groups do not encompass every one of the pos~le
exceptions pre~ented in Table 4-3, they represent the majority of facilities in SIC codes 1045
that were not addressed undea- Phase I.
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¯ Auxiliary. Facilities or Secondary Activities--SIC cc~es are assigned on the basis of

the prtmary activity from a financial standpoint that is taking place at a particular
facility. Facilities with industrial activities that ar~ in support of, or auxiliary to, a
non-regulated activity would not be covered u~er Phase I. Examples include
mainte~nce of construction equipment ~ vehicles ar~ local trucking for an
unregulated facility (grocery stores etc.).

¯ Facilities Intentionally Omitted from Phase l--Another class of facilities which are
not addressed under Phase I are those that are related to. but were intentionally
omitt~ from, one of the 11 industrial categories. For example, category ix does not
cover treatment works with a design flow of less than 1 MGD, and category v does
not address landfills that have not received industrial waste. While these activities

may be slightly different from Phase 1 activities in size. scope, or specific materials
presem, there are many similarities which may make these facilities a potential
corr2m in Phase II.
* Facilities Exempted by the Transportation Act--The Interrnodal Surface

Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (Transportation Act) exempted most industrial
activities owned or operated by municipalities of less than 100,000 people from permit
coverage under Phase I.7 This exemption applies to approximately 19,000
inco:’porated places and 17,000 minor civil divisions in over 3000 counties. It tt
important to note that these activities are identical to Phase I facilities and are not
located in municipalities which are covered under Phase I.
The overlap in SIC code assignments between Group A facilities and Phase I regulated
activities make accurate estimation of the number of facilities in Group A very difficult. The
estimates used at, based on a process of elimination. Beginning with the total number of
facilities in SIC codes 10-45 and subtracting the number of facilities accounted for under
Phase I gives approximately 100,000 to 200,000 facilities. This is roughly equivalent to the
size of Phase I. The difficulty in distinguishing these facilities from their closely related
Phase I analogues also makes the geographic analysis conducted in section 4.2 difficult.
Although the amxlysis has been conducted on a general basis for the entire group, this will
only yield an overall approximation. S-’ub-classes of facilities within this group may be
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Chapter 4--Individual Phase II Dischargedistributed quite differently. For information on the distribution of specific two-digit SIC
codes within group A, see Appendix G.

Based on

r~gulatory review and analysis of the types of industrial sources not covered
under Phase I (discussed previously), several categories of facilities th~ are inherently
similar or related to Phase I sources, but that fall into SIC code categories outside of SIC
codes 10-45, were identified. A number of criteria were used to develop a comprehemive
list of facilities which should be omidered for inclusion in Phase If. This list ¢omtitute$
Group B.

The first criteria used to identify Group B facilities were activities with industrial
components or closely related activities. The main categories iden~f’zd inciu~:
¯ Transportation Activities and Servlces--SIC series 478x, which are similar to
identified in Category viii of the Phase I dcf’mition (see Tabl~ 4-2)
¯ Energy Producers and Distributors--Similar to Categories iii and vii, including
pipelines (SIC 461x) and petroleum producers (SIC 4925)
¯ Other Utilitim--Water supply, irrigation, and sanitation serv~m that may often be
municipally operated (SICs 494x, 495x, and 497x), which are related to Category ix
¯ Municipal or Governmental Activities or Services--ln the 9"~....x series that may have
industrial components (Category ii) or activities related to tramportation or vehicle
maintenance (Camgory viii) (e.g., police statiom, jails, and fire statiom).
The next criterion used was commercial facilities with industrial c~aponents or similar
operations. Commercial facilities were specifically excluded from l:~mtse I by congressional
intent. However, oWtcials engaged in controlling urban runoff and nonpoint source pollution
at ~ local, State, and national level believe that many commercial sctuces represent an
important environmental concern. These concerns are documented in State and local
nonpoim source programs, urban runoff programs, and estuary p~ identified through
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the literature review. The R~nssela~’vil!e Study (1992) reflected po~ntial areas of concern

by identifying "gas, auto, service stations, transportation related activities, highway systems,
land developmem, agricultural ~ and related activities, commercial activities with
industrial components, and large retai.l complexes. "~ Talcing a broad view of these
descriptions, facilities were identifie~ in two main categories. The fast category comprises
commercial or retail establishxnergs with ir~dustrial components or activities:
* Many types of establishn~nts that provide automotive or transportation service,
including car dealers and gas/service stations (SICs in the 55xx series) and offer
automobile-related services and maintenance with SIC codes from 751x to 754x.
as truck and car renlers, various types of rtpair and body shops, parking ~ructur~.
and car wash~
¯ Commercial enterpris~ involved in fuel wholesaling and distribulion, ~uch as ga~ and
petroleum storage and distribution (SICs 493x and 517x) and fuel oil and coal
(SIC 598x)
¯ Commercial or wholesale entecptis~ with marmfacau-ing or assembly activiti~.
¯ Commercial or wholesale facilities that include food processors or wholesale~ that
may have organic wastes (SIC 514x). photographic studios (SIC 7221) and photo
finishing labs (SIC 7384). small repah, rd~ops that may have metal wastes (SIC 769x).
including repair of communications devices, r~frigeration units, other elec~’ical o~
electronic devices, and welding; re~ear~ and testing laboratories (SIC 873x) and

laundries (SIC 721a)
¯ National security entities (SIC 971 I); although industrial activities a~ military faciliti~
are regulated in Phase I, poc,.ential Phase II activities may be located on these sites
well and would no¢ show up individually in the analysis that follow~.
The second category consists of commercial or retail facilities and other sources that arc
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Agriculture-related operations in the SIC groups ~021x and 025x because they may
represent cona’-med animal facilities or feedlot_s. Wholesale livestock facilities (SIC
5154) were also included under ~is criterion as ~ere animal husbandry operations
aside from general farms, such as zoos SIC 8422), racetracks and stables (SIC 7948),
wb.ich may have operations that are simi~ax to feedlots.

¯ Because of potential for use of pesticides and fertilizer~, the following were included:
nurseries and lawn and garden facilities (SIC 078x) and other facilities that may more,
mix, or use agricultural chemicals or other pesticides, such as farm products and raw
materials sellers (SIC 5159), wholesalers of chemicals and allied products (SIC 5169),
farm suppliers (SIC 5191), lawn ard garden suppliers (SIC 5261), and exterminators
(SIC 7342).
¯ Other facilities that may use pesticides or fertilizers in substantial quantities, inch as
golf courses and other recreational establishments with large lawns (SIC 799x) and
colleges and schools (SIC 822x), which may have lawns, gardens, nurseries, or
experimental agricultm-al treas. ~ may also olxrate power plants or treatment
works or engage in other activities $imil~ to regulated industrial categories.)
From the 12 categories of Gn~p B Pluse rl sources identified above, the universe of
facilities was screened to identify ¯ ~pecific ~ for further analysis. Through ~

znd those Luoclated wkh ~, practices, or events that can lead to the dischax~ of
those potlutants into storm water. The SIC manual identifies 83 major groups of SIC codes
in 10 major divisions (klentffied in Table 4-1). "Fnese major groups are divided into 1,047
four-digit categoric. Of the~, 604 fall into Phase 1 r~gulated activities or closely related

facilities which make up Group A (SIC 10-45). Of the 443 that remain in agricultural.
commercial, and retail divisiom, 168 fail into the excluded service sectors. Of the
275 ca~ orm.

process and the 12 categories identified above correspond to 90
individual categori~ of facilities and activki~ fo~ further study as potential Phase II
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This subse~ of ~ f~ifi[ SIC c~es ~ I~ ~ Table 4~. Mo~ ~ a ~llion facili~
we~ ~e~f~ for ~ SIC ~tegofies by ~hi~ ~A’s F~ili~ a~ Comply Tmc~
Syst~ ~A~) ~m ~.~°

To facilitate analysis, some additional grouping is necessary. Thes~ 90 individual
categories could be grouped together based on the 12 criteria used to identify them.
However, some of the criteria group together dissimilar activities. For example,
"commercial wholesalers° include four dissimilar ~tegories: wood, ore, metal, tnd
machinery wholesalers. Based on these distinctions, the 12 groups were further subdivided,
forming 18 potential Phase II ,~:ctors. The 18 sectors are listed in. Table 4-5. The affiliation
of each specific SIC code with a rector is shown in Table 4..4, along with the numbers of
facilities in that SIC code. This grouping into sectors facilitates discussion of similarities
differrnces m~ong catrgori~ later in tl~ chap~.
The data on numbers of facilities in Table 4-4 reveal some interesting facts about
individaal categoric. Of the 18 Group B sectors, the automobile service sector (ompris~
of gas!service stations (SIC 5541), general automobile repair (SIC 7538), top, body ~
dealers, used only (SIC 5521). car washes (SIC 7542). passenger car rental (SIC 7514),
truck rental (SIC 7513). pro’king sla’ucmr~ (SIC 7521), ~d miscellaneous auto services (SIC
7549)) make up more than one-third of ~ total number of facilities identified in ill 18

Table 4-5 also shows f~cility counts for the 18 Group B s~ors, illustrating even more
clearly the dominant categories. Facilities engaged in automotive servi~ and vehicle
~ are far more mmaerous than other groups of potential Phase II sources.
~ and electrical tw~tir facilities are the second largest group, and intensive users of

m A~ ~ in C~ 2, the FAC’T’S data base is leased by E.PA from Ekm & Bradstre~t Informalio~
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Table 4.4. SIC Codes Selected for Study Based on Screening Procedure
SIC
Code

Desc.r~ption
Sele~ed (90) 4-Di~I! Code

~$41
7538
7699
7532
5084
5511
0782
521!
5521
7539
7216
7622
5191
7221
9629
5261
54)85
0212
7692

G~/S~r~ S~ons
General Amo Repot
Repair Shops & Rela~ed $~c~., NEC
Top, Body Repa~
Industrial M.ch. & Equipment
C~r Dealers. Ne~u & Uu~d
L~wn & Gat~-n Serv~e,
Lumber & Bldg. M~-’r~l$
C~ Dea/erz, U~d O~ly
Spe~iaiizud RepOt
Dry Cie~nin~
R~dio and Tcleviaio~ Reich.
F~rm Suppl~
Photographic ~
F.J~:,rk~J Repair Sho~. NF.~
Lawn & Garden Supply
Industri~] Suppl~
Beef Ca~e. Bee ~
Welding Repels

~OS3
7217

Farm Mac~. & F.~lu~.
C.arp~ Cl~ners

7~49
7542
7342
4731
0241
5172
0181
4953
7384
5169
5051
7623
5171
7514
7513
7212
0783
5983
54382

Mite. Autona~ive ~
Car Wathe~
Ditinfec~,~
Arran~emem Freight Tram. "
Dairy Fanm
Petroleum Pmdactz/Diat.
Orn~m~tal Nttr~:~e~
Refuse b’y~em~
Photo Fini~ ~
Chem & Allied Prod. NE~
Metal Service Centen
Refrig. & Air Coeditk~ Repair
Petrolema, ~
Pa~u~ger Car Re~al
Truck Remai
Garme~ Ckane~
Shrub & Tree $egvk:~
Fuel Oil Dealer~
Constr. & Min. Ma~h.

8221

College, and Univenit~

8731
5984
5147
4941

Comm Re,ear~ La~
Fuel and Coal Detlen
Mere & Prod~
Water Sap~lsv

’

Number of I
Facilities

P’aase II"
See’lot

91,924
Au:o.~’~c~ Service
87,994
Au~on~o~ive Service
70.095
48,800
Automo~;ve
38,880
V.’~oles~le. M.chinery
37.387
Automo~,ve S.~
36,369
34,757 Who~e. Wood Produ~.~
32.145
26,381 Automouv¢
22,042
20,527 M~hme~ & ~ Rep~’
20,189
20,010
19,448
Machme~.y & Elecwical Repair
19,443
late~ve A
17.869
Wboletaie, M~hin~’y
14,684
Lives~.ar.k.
14,305
Mac~ & FJectrk~ R~

I~,6~0
13,626

Who~,

13.571
A~ Servkse
12.842
12.359
12.3433
Tran.~uort. ~ and O~
12.298
Liveucck, Feedk~
!1.128
11.019
Intensive AB. Chemic&l U~e
10.797
Va~,i<~ Uttlitie~
10.674
l~ic Activitie~
10.355
10.267 Whole~aie, M~,al Produc~
8.504
8.086
i~u’ui. Pipeltn~ & Dittribtttot~
7.939
Amomotiv~ 5e~’vk~
7,799
Amom~ive 5ervi~e
7,280
Lamd~i~
7.260
l~e~iv~
7.233
7.143

6,829
6.382
6,226
5.298
4~904

Wh~letaie.
V~n-ic~s Utilities
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Table 4-5. Summa~. of Group B Phas~ II Sectors

MacJ~i,~ery & ~¢cu’ical Rep~
Ir~e~s~e Ag. Chem~caJ U~ (a)

O

369.870
135.744

~gr~hic A~vi~

35,319

v~ u~

~.~

~l~e, ~

14.~3

~~
N~ ~

11.3~
10.~

!.015.~9
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~rvjCe, -~-.e.,’s--Major SIC groups in the service sectors, such as banking, finance,
insurance fi..,’-ms, an~ all types of food services v,:er’e not considered to be potential Phase II
sources. The activities of these enterprises are generally conducted indoors and do not
mberertr2y use or produce contaminant, that may enter storm water. However, these
facilities may also have some of the general sources of storm water contamination discussed
above, s~.h as parking lots or trash dumpsters. All of the major SIC groups excluded on
this ba.si., are listed in Table 4-6. Although the analysis of this report does not focus on
service sector facilities in detail at the four-digit SIC level, the geographic and distributional
tnalysi~ ~,’a.~ conducted for these facilities at the major group (two-digit SIC) level. These
re.suits a~ mated in Appendix G.
4.2 NA’IX.’RE AND EXTENT OF POLLUTANTS ASSOCIATED WITH INDIVIDU&L
PHASE I1 SOURCF...S
’l’nis tection responds to the second congressional mandate in CWA Section 402(pX5):
to determine the mture and extent of pollutants in storm water discharges to the maximum
extent pracxicable. EPA developed quantitative and qualitative information on the types of
activities or materials associated with potential Ptmse II ~ and their locatiom relative to
VafiO~ gtx3graph~ jurisdj~iO~.ll

~ nature of storm water disclutrges from indu.m-ial and commercial sonrces was
nddres,s~ in two ways. First, sampling data on quality of runoff from Phase I industrial
sources were analyzed and summarized to provide a basis of comparison for potential Phase
II sources. The data submitted with group permit applications are among the most
comprthensive sources of data on pollutant concetmatiom in indu.m-ial runoff. Second,
descrip~,e information on the potential for storm water discharges from hxiu.m-ial and
comtnev:~tl activities was identified and summarized. This was based on the literature
review, inference from descriptions of the activities associated with industrial and

t= As ffttcussed in Cltapter 2, EPA w.ts not able m idettti~y adequate data to support the calctda~ of ~

Ioadin$s m a national soak.

V-o
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Table 4-6. SICs Not Considered as Potential Phase H Sectors
Tra~spona~ion a.~ ~,:bh¢ Unhn~ Sector:
SIC ,18 Corm-ntmica~on Facilme~
Re~aal Trade Sector:
SIC 53 G~neral M~e Stot~
54 Food Stores

L

56 Apparel and Accessory Slor~

1

58 Eating and Drinking Pl~r.es

F’mance, Insurance. a~l Re.~I E.~tate Sector a/l faciliti~:
SIC 60 B~,.king
61 C~d~t Aget~’i~

62 Security Brottt, ll
63 lmurance ~
65 Real
67 lnvesttn~
Services Sector:
SIC 70 Howls and I..odginl Pl~es
78 Motion
Health Services
SIC 80 Doctors’ Off~ and Medk:al ~
83 Social
86 Member~ip

SS Priv=e Flou.u~old~ with ~-,~.loyees

!q

SIC 91 Genertl Government. Except
93 Public Finance and Tazafion

94 Admmiuru~oo of Human Resource Prograam
96 Ad~t~o~ of Economic Programs

Source: OMD. 1987
commercial facilifes, the documented experiences of municipalities operating storm water
management programs, and EPA’s experience in assisting the regulated community in
meeting group application requirements under Phase I of the regulatory program.
Determining the extent of pollutants was addressed by identifying the geographic
distribution of the s~3urces that may contribute pollutants to storm water. Through a
locafional analysis, categories of facilities were analyzed to determine to what extent they are
located in various sizes of cities, urban areas, and other political jurisdictions. This
quantitative assessment of location is informative and useful for certain policy disoassions but
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does not establish the presence of pollutants in storm water for any potential Phase II

4.2.1 Nature of Pollutants Associated With Individual Phase II Sourc~
This section presents is~formation on pollutants and activities associated with industrial,
commercial, and retail categories that may contribute to storm water contamination.
4.2.1.1 Phase I Indus’trtal Group Applicant (Part II) Data
Phase I Industrial Group Applicant (Part II) Data provides a basis for identifying the
areas and activities that may be of concern when associated with nonregulatexl categories of
facilities, This section presents analyses of storm water runoff quality data from Phase I
(industrial) permit applicants. As part of the permitting process, 44,000 Phase I group
applicants in 700 groups were organized into 29 sectors based on general similarity for
purposes of writing a multisector general permit, u Part II of the permit application
required approximately. 10 percent of the members of each group to ~ubmit tampling result~
~

for pollutants in storm water discharges, including conventional, nutrients, and other toxic

¯
~.

poLlutants that might be present. Table 4-7 smnmarizes these restdts by reporting the
composite sample mean concentration for each sector for nine of the basic pollutants studied
in NURP plus oil and grease. Although ~e sources and methods of data collection differ,
this industrial sector concentration data can be compared with summary data from NURP or
USGS to provide some insight into storm water runoff quality. Comparisom can also be
made among sectors to determine which are more likely to discharge higher concentrations of
c~

of polhitants.

E provides a comprehensive summary of the industry
sectors and ~ampling data from the group application proce~.

analym of the Part II Gro~ Application data for this report. Only 29 ~ecu~r permits were ~eveaoped i~ the nmltirector general permit. Af’~r tome gro~t,s were combined, and others withdrew, only 700 ~ ~
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collection effort involved in the group application process. These s’umma~ data can also

0

provide a baseline from ~,hich to measure future improvements in runoff quality and a basis

L

for deve!opmg measurable indicators for performance evaluation of State, local, or industrial
prograrm in the future.
An understanding of the group application sampling data is necessary. EPA approved
facilities chosen for sampling within a group (ranging from 50 percent of small groups to 10
percem of large groups but no more than 100 facilities per group) only if they were
repre~ntative, based on industrial activity, sigmf~ant materials exposed, and geographic
distribution. All dam received from samplers were checked and double key punched tnd
verifkxl during entry." At the r~me time, it is important to understa.-~d that the faciliti~
mbmiaing s.tmpling data were not randomly selected but rather were identified by the group
applicants. These facilities also chose the sampling icr.ations at their sites and conducted
monitorin~ in accordance with EPA guidance on the selection of suitable locations, ~torm
events, tnd methodology.
In ~dition to the Phase I permit application data, historical data from past studies can
provide some perspective on the nature of storm water from regulated and unregulated
sources. Historical data on storm water quality from various types of sites from NURP and
USGS were presented in Chapter 2. The~ data were collected from general urban,
commercial, or industrial areas, not from specific imtustrial facilities. However, these data
do provide useful historical reference points. In particular, the mean and median for the
NURP urban site and USGS cxxnmercial sites were chosen for comparison with the new
incha.s~-specific data from pedmit applications. ~ levels provide a reference point ba.uxl
on past studies of the nature of storm water discharges. The pollutant conc,~-ntrations
observed in the NURP study slxmld not be comidered to be "acceptable" or normal levels of
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Permit application data were analyzed for I1 poliutanL~, including 9 pollutants studied in
NURP--biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemi~a! ox.~gen dcmarkt (COD), total
suspended solids (TSS), nitrate plus nitrite nitrogen, total Kj~.a~.l nitrogen (TKN), total
phosphorus, copper, lead, and zinc--plus oil and grease and pI-I. As discussed, Table 4--7
reports summary results for the composite mean from the permit application data for 31
Phase I sectors. Appendix F gives more detailed results for each lxqlutant and each
indusuizd sector, including the mean, median, and 95th percentile, as ~,ell as the number of
samples taken. To provide a basis for comparing across indusu’ial categories, the mean of
the composite sample results was chosen as an indicator of avera.~e storm water quality.
Composite samples are preferable to grab samples for comparing average runoff conditions
because grab sample rib.its (also report~ in the tables) may represent pollutant spilu~,
rather than more long term average storm conditions. The follo~.ing paragraphs review

Among the ¢onvemional pollutants, total suspend~ solids appears to be ~be pollumm
with highest concentration. Half of the Phase I ~ sectors had oacentrations hig,~
than NURP ~ average results in the h~ of parts per million ar~ common. Composite
meaa cow.eagations wer~ over 1,500 mg/l for mineral miaing and for landfills. These data
conf’u-m the r~ult in NURP and other literatur~ that r, eflim~ is an important ompone~ of
storm water runoff. It should be ~ that sediments can also carry additional polluta~,
such as metals ~ orgarfics. As rt’ported on Table 4-7, COD r~flts for the composite
are higher than NUR.P in about half of tbe sectors (14 sectors out of 31). The highgst
r~"ported composite mean value for COD was 242 mg/l and five sectors had concentrations
greater than 150 mg/1, including lumber and wood products, scrap and waste materials,
than the average of commercial sites formal in USGS stud~. Results for BOD indicate thai
average runoff quality is no~ appreciably higher than the secondary treatment stanclarfl for
POTWs of 30 mg/1. Although 10 sectors have higher levels of BOD than report~ in NURP
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and USGS, the highest composite mean value for BOD was 46 mg/l. Mo~ results for pH
(reported in Appendix F) are in the range of 6.8 to 8.5, indicating that acidity or alkalinity is
not the greatest concern a~,.-x:iated with runoff from these industrial sites. For oil and
grease, composite results are highly variable, and neither NURP nor USG$ provides a

O

L

baseline for comparison. The highest concentrations, over 5 rag[l, ant engaged in industrial
sectors associated with trar~portation and vehicle and machinery maintenance, as might be

1

expected.
2

Overall, storm water discharges from industrial sites do no¢ appear to be contributing
high concentrations of nutrients. Results re1~orted in Table 4-7 indicate that concentrations
for TKN exceed NURP results in 22 cases, including wastewater treatment plains, chemical
rnanufactur~rs, scrap yards, mining sectors, transportation sectors, and leather manafactmcr~.
However, most of the results were in the range of 2 to 5 mg/l. Concentrations (for tl~
composite mean) over 16 mg/l were reported for the chemical and allied products sector and
the air tr’ansport sector, Concentrations of nitrogen in the form of nitrates and nitril~ for

industrial sites represented m the permit application data are generally in the range of 0.8 to
2.0 mg/l, but there are some important exceptions. The highest concentrations for th~
composite mean occurred in the wastewater treatment sector (20.5 rag/l) and th~ scrap and
waste materials sector (5.9 rag/l). Phosphorus results also do not show generally high
concentrations; only nine sectors had composite mean results over 1 rag/1. The higher
concentrations occurred for chemical and allied products manufacturers (9.5 mg/1), military
facilities (7.1 mg/l), lumber and wood products manufacturers (6.3 mg/1), and oil extractors

(3.4 mg/l). In summary, nutrient concentrations exhibit a mixed panem across industrial
groups, with some very low and very high results. Results for the two forms of nitrogen and

for phosphorus indicate that storm water discharges of nutrients read to be site- and pollutamspecifa:. That is, discharge of one form of nutrient does not in general indicate that

forms are present or suspect, although the chemical and allied products sector is associated
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Because sampling for metals proceeded on the basis of v,hether individual facilities had
rr.ason to believe they were present in their discharge, not all sectors reported results for
metals. Again, referring to Table 4-7, results for copper show that 13 sectors had composite
mean concentrations higher than NURP. The highest of these included the primary metals
sector (2.25 rag/i) and scrap and waste materials (0.63 ra!!l), Eight sectors reported no
saxnpling results for copper. For lead, the table shows that the majority of sectors (15 out of

23) had concentrations below the mean value reported in NURP (0.18 mg/i). However. two
of tho,~ with higher concentrations had extremely high values: the highest concentrations of
lead found in industrial runoff were associated with industrial landfills and dumps (20.6
rag/l) and metal miniag (6.1 ms/l). ’I’ae next highest values came from the scrap and wasm
¯

materials sector (.88 ms/l) and the stone, clay, and glass products rector (.25 ms/l). Results
for zinc show that most of the sectors (22 of 25) had composite mean concentrations higlmr
than the 0,20 mg/I value reported in NURP for general urban runoff. Nineteen tectort had

:

concentrations hasher than the 0.31 msil value reported in USGS studies for commercial

¯
;

sites, The highest concentrations found wer~ associated with the primly metals (6.6 ms/i),

~

not report results for zinc. In summary, higher concentrations of metals temled to be

!
i

metal mining (3.9 ms/l), and scrap and waste materials (3.6 mg/l) lectors. Six sectors did
associated with the primary metals sector, metal mining, industrial landfills, scrtpyards, and
metal fabrkatott.
4.2,1.2 Qualitative Assessment of Potential Phase II Catego¢~
The sampling data presented previously were used to assist in understanding the nature
of storm water discharges in _~aase II sectors. To facilitate comparison of potential Phase II
sources with the sampling results reported above, where possible, categories of Phase II
sources were compared to similar Phase I sectors. ~ comparisons were made
qualitatively and are not meant to suggest that the sectors conduct exactly the same activities
or operations. Similarities wer~ identified for 12 of the 18 Phase II sectors, as mmmariz~
in Table 4-8. The remaining categories of potemial Phase II sources were generally not
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those selected for study. This group includes lawn and garden services (SIC 0782), farm
supplies (SIC 5191), a_r~d lawn and garden supply (SIC 52S3). v, hich are among the largest
SIC groups selected for study (see Table 4-4). Fertilizers and pesticides from these facilities
have the potential to contaminate storm water from activities such as ta.,-d application, spills
and leaks, rinsing of containers and trucks, and improper disl~sal. Thus, the pollutants of
concern include conventionals, pesticides, and nutrients that are ~soctated with uses of open
space that superficially resemble agricultural uses, such as lawn and land.w, ape care or
commercial!retail production, transport, or storage of nursery producta.
The third major class of potential Phase H sources includes categories of facilities with
the potential to use or produce toxic substances but about which there is little information.
Research and d~velopment laboratories and some kinds of governmental activity (such as
justice and public order facilities, SIC 92xx) fall into this category. Some of these facilities
may be administrative centers with little potential to discharge pollutants. Others, such as
police and f’u-e protection services, however, may include vehicle maimenance activities with
potential for discharges similar to those described above. This group includes about 20,000
facilities, representing only about 2 percent of those chosen for study.
This section described the categories of facilities and evaluated the nature of potential
pollutant discharges qualitatively based on similarity to Phase I soun~ and information from
storm water literature. However. from a national perspective, lit’tie quantitative inl’ormation
exists on discharge quality from these potential Phase II sources.
The majority of Group A facilities are so similar to Phase I activities that data collected
from Phase I permit application data may be used to evaluate their poLlution potential. There
are also a very few classes of unregulated facilities for which some data is already available.
One category of facilities for which substantial information [s currently available is feedlot~.
Although feedlou which meet the clef’tuition of Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation
(CAFO) are currently subjea to NPDES permitting requirements, many smaller feedlots do

4-3:l
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not meet the current regulatory def’mition of CAFO and hence are not subject to current
NPDES regulations, t’~

The United States Depamnent of Agriculture (USDA) has estimated that there are
approximately 6,000 animal feeding operations with 1,000 or more animal units.
Permit Compliance System (PCS) data base indicates that, as of October of 1994, EPA and
Sates have individualpermits covering 928 CAFOs and general permits coverinff
at least another 2,130 facilities. The total number of NPDES permits for feedlots is
authorized

significantly less than the approximately 6,000 facilities that have more than 1,000 animal
uni~. The discrepancy between the number of facilities authorized to discharge by NPDE$
permits and the total number of feedlots over 1,000 animal units is believed to be due to ¯
number of factors, including; (1) due to limited State and Federal resource, some feedlot~
that should trove ¯ permit have not been brought into the NPDES program; (2) some
regulatory authorities misinterpret the Federal regulations for CAFOs ~ mistakenly ex~kut
facilities that should have permits; tnd (3) permits are only required for faciliti~ that
discharge at times other than the event of ¯ 25-year/24-hour storm. USDA estimate, that
there are approximately 378,000 aaimal feeding operations with less than 1,000 animal unlt~
but more than 20 animal uni~.
Animal feedlots contribute to ¯ significam degree of water quality impairmenL Stat¢~

r~port the scope and souw.es of water quality impairments under Scctiom 305(b) aad 319 of
the CWA. Information from these sources indicates that, nationally, feedlots cause 7

¯ man-made flushing system or other man-made device, or poLlutants are discharged directly into watch of

United Smms wixich originate outside of ~d pa~,s over, ~cross or through the facility or otherwise come into divot
contact with the tnimal~ onf-med m the operation; or (3) are designated by EPA or aa ~uthoriz~ NPDF_~
determini~ that it ~ a ~,nificaat contril:mu~ of pollution to the water~ of the United
u U.$. Dep~rtment of Agriculture, Office of l~udget ~xl Policy Aaab, m, Draft ~ 1992. Pn~,re~
S~tua of Livestock and Pou2ny Waste Management to Protect the Nation’s Water,z.
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of impairment in lakes and 13 percent of impawmc~ts m rivers.1~ Fcedlot impact is less
significant, on average, in estuaries an~l ocean coasts, although there are estuaries, such as
the Chc’sapeake Bay and Puget Sound, where arLimz! waste is a significant water quality
problem. In addition, the U.S. Fish and ’0,’ildl~fe Service estimated in 1984 that fcedlocs
impair fisheries in nearly 60,000 miles of stream~ nationally. EPA is unable to identify the
r~lative contributions to impairmem of facilities currently subject to NPDES permits and
those that are not; however, waterb~xlies have been idemif’~d in case studies where
¯impairment is due to smaller fcedlots not ~ubject to permits, .g., the Chesapeake Bay.
Feedlots produce an estimated 400 million tons of animal waste per year, twice as nn~
was~ as humans produce. These w~u~s onlain ammonia, phosphorus, nitrogen, oxygen
demanding materials, and high levels of pathogemc bacteria. When used properly, animal
wastes are a valuable resource, but when ~uch wastes are discharged into surface or grmmd

High pollutant concentrations can be associated with feedlot runoff.
Nutrients, oxygen
demanding materials, and hac~ria in nmofl" from fecdiots arc often pre:se~ in conccnwaliom
that ar~ 10 to 100 times those of untreated sanihtry sewaget7 or combined ~
overflows, n Fish kills may result from runoff, was~water, or manm- erecting ~urfac¢

wamrs, d~ to ammonia and dissolved oxygea depletion. The decomposition of organic

= Wa~er Poau~ from Feed~ Wa~e: ~t~/.xaly~ of ~ ~ a~d GeogrW~c O~gribm~o~ i~^ Fe~dlet
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accelerate eutrophication through the ~le~ of ~e~ over ex~ ~ of ~.

V
O

wast~ di~ to wate~ays ~ffo~
¯ ey do for field crops, wi~ high levels of m~gen
problems ~mg ~ ~ at i~t 17 Sm~.
2
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From a policy perspective, urban and nLral storm water dLscha.rges could also be treated
differrntly. Industrial, cornn:~:rcial, and rrtail facilities in urban arras will more often fall
within the boundar~ of a municipal storm water control program. Thus, any conn-ol,

’

L

d~tention, or sampling efforts by municipalities may hrlp to locat~ and mitigate the impact of
the storm water discharges within their jurisdictions, whether these discharges are federally
regulated or not. Th~ rural discharger, on the other hand, is more likely to be a direct
discharger or to be located in a m~.ller municipality with no storm water program and, thus,
may be relatively uncontrolled unless located in a high priority watershed tha~ receives

2

As discussed in Chap~ 2, Phase II of the storm water program co~id cover additional
ommen:ial sources directly through permitting requirements for individual facilities or
indirectly by requiring local governments to addre~ commercial so~trc~. With ~-pect to the
r~.ond approach, there are many ways of ¢xpandin~ control stralegies to additional
geographic are.as and political jurisdictions, beyond those covered in Phase I. For example,

¯ Additional cities (i~corpora~ n~e~s) ~ o~ size
¯ Growiag areas, whe~ both development pres.~es and ot~xmx~ties for p~-vemiv~

Of course, a combination of options can also be considered, such as urbaniz~ ar~s in
coastal areas or cities of ¯ certain size in fast growing coum~. To evaluate alter’native,
consideration must be given to how industrial, ommemial, and retail e~ablisttmen~ a~
dis~buted in different jurisdictiom, such ~s cities or urbaaized areas of a certain size. TI~
analysis on the following pages demonstrates how these various options would affect
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industrial and commercial facilities (i.e,, v,hat portion of facilities in a given sector wo(ald be
covered by a particular geographic approach). This analysis of location was completed for
each of these perspectives. This sex’t~on presents and discusses results for urbardzed areas,
primarily. Other relevant results are discussed in t]’~e text, but full numerical details are
reported in Appendix G.
As discussed in Chapter 2, this Presentation is based on the premise that individual
commercial and retail activities are distributed similarly to the population at ~ county level.
That is, if 40 percent of the people in ¯ county live in urbanized areas, this analysis
areas. This premise may no¢ hold ~ for activities that are usually located in rural areas,
~ch as ¯gricu]tural or silvicultural operations. However, because rural co~mlie~ have ¯
lower proportion of ~ po~latlon, facilities that are commoaly located in rural
counties would be allocated to ~ non-urbanized portion of the county under this ~.
Thus, on ¯verage on ¯ national ~:ale,a0 the premise provides ¯ useful estimation t0ol

for typically rural emerprises. This procedure is explained in more detail in Chap~ 2.
The results of the dis~butional analysis of facilities and SIC-code activities are presented
graphically in this section, Figu~ 4-1 shows the geographic distribution of facilities 0~
county) in the 90 selected four-digit SIC codes (pocemlal Phase 1]) chosen for analy~.
Counties are shaded in the map based on the number of facilities located in each.
with more than 1,000 facilities ar¢ shown in black, those with 500 to 999 facilities are shown
in cross-hatch shading, and those with 250 to 499 facilities are shown in light rd~ding.

Counties with facility counts lower than 250 are shown in white but a.r= no¢ ~
Figure 4-2 shows similar information, excelx that counties are shaded on the basis of
density of facilities (facilities per square mile) rather than sZTaigh! facility counts.
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Figure 4-1. Geographic Distribution of Facilities With Selected 4-Digit SIC ~
(counties with less than 250 facilities are not shown)

~
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Figure_ 4-2.. Geographic Distribution of Facilities ~’~th Sele~ed
*Digit SIC Codes
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counties
withare
theshown
densest
of facilities
sho~,na
in black,
counties in the next
density class
in concentrations
cross-hatch shading,
and theare
third
densir2,
" class is shown in light

L

shading. Counties in the lowest density class are shown in white, b~t are not outlined.
As illustrated, the laa’gest numbers and concentrations of facilities occur along the
Eastern Seaboard; the i.~ustrialized southern Great Lakes Region; soufl~ern Florida; the Gulf
2

Coast; and major cities of the southwest, California, ~ the Pacific Northwest. Although
results for density show more focus around population centers, especially in the East and
Midwest, both maps illustrate that potential Phase II facilities, which represent economic
activity in industries, businesses, off’rues, and government services, are highly associated with
population centers, in general. The same generalizations apply whether based on numbers of
facilities or density of facilities, indicating that the most populous places tend also to have the
greatest concentratiom of potential Phase II facilities.

~
~
.~
’.

This g~ information on facility location is tlso presented quantitatively to lend
additional insights. As described in the approach in Chapter 2, facility-q~ciflc Information.
including SIC code and cotmty location, was combined with information from the 1990
census, which includes county population and area. These two sources of data were used to
analyze the geographic dis~bution of all facilities in all two-digit SIC codes and of the 90

"

four-digit SIC codes ~elected as Group B Phase II categories. The results of this analysis
reported in detail in AIvendix G. This section reviews some of the data and highlights

Table 4-9 presents information about the geographic distn’bution of industrial and
commercial facilities in ~ areas, based on the location with respect to Phase I cities.
The columns of the table illustrate the Iocational relationships among jurisdictions when
takin$ the perspect~ of expanding from current core (Phase I) cities out to the urtmniz~

areas sun’,und~ them. then on to remaining ur’oani2nd arras. Note that some urbanized
,/

areas encompass Phase I cities, while others are not comiguom ~ thema.
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industa-ial and co~ial sectors. As shown in the table, about one-third of th~ potential
P~.se II industrial a.~ commercial facilities within the United States are located within
municipalities alread? covered under Phase I of the storm water program. As a point of
reference, agricultur-~] and silvicultural activities (SIC Codes 01xx to 09xx) are less often
associated with citie~ or urban areas. Only about 14 percent of the facilities in these
,,gricultural sectors a."e associated with Phase I cities. Only about half of them are associated
with urban areas, as compared to three-quarters for other more industrial sectors. This
distribution holds also for the Phase II sector containing livestock and feediot ~ctiviti~.
The table also =,.%o~s the cumulative effect of expanding control of individual sources
outwm’d from central cities to encompass larger urbanized areas. In general, 30 percent of
f, cil~ties ~re located m regulated Phase I municipalities, an additional 15 percent ~re located
in the urbanized ~ associated with Phase I cities, and an additional 15 percent are found
in th~ rem,tining ~ areas. Thus, about twice as many industrial f~cilities are found

in ttl urtmaized ~’e=s as are found in Phase I cities =lone. This result holds for most of tl~
potential Ptase II c==egories. However, there ~re some exceptions. Petroleum pipelin~
distributors thow l ’=’eaker association with urban areas. It also is not surprising that
feedlots m less ~y associated with highly m’baniz~ tre~.
In mxxher series of analyses, the distrilmtion of i~dustrial facilities was examined
according to other g~ographi¢ areas of potemial interest. The results of thes, analyses am
reviewed briefly Ixrrt:; Appendix F contains complete results. Urbanized arras of variom
population size classes were analyzed. This analysis shows that most facilities (about 45 to
50 percent) am locamd in the largest urbanized areas (over 250,000 people). An additioml 7
pemem am foumt m medium UAs (from 100,000 to 250,000 people). An additional $
petvtnt are found m UAs containing 50,000 to 100,000 people. These results show that tl~
majority of facilities rare located in the largest UAS and only a small increment is gaited by
imluding smaller UAs in the regulatory
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For additiortaJ perspective on potential Phase I~ a~as of concern, ~n analysis was
conducted on the relatiortship between facility distribution and fast growing geographic areas.
This analysis focused on counties expected to grow by more than 15 percent in the 15 years
between 1990 and 2005 (based on Certsus Bureau projection.s)..’t The results show that
about a quarter of Phase II facilities are located in these fast-growing counties. Of these,
almost three-quarters are located in urbanized areas."
Because coastal areas are also a potential concern, as reflected in the CZARA program,
another analysis addressed the geographic distribution of industrial and conunercial facilities
in coastal counties. The definition used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and the Bureau of the Census of the DepaJ-tment of Commerce is used tn
determining coastal counties. Of the 3,141 counties in the United States, 672 are defined at
coastal by NOAA and have at least 15 percent of their land area in a coastal watershed or In
a coastal cataloging unit (note that this is quite different from the =coastal zone" clef’tuition
used in CZARA). The results reveal that coastal areas represent an imporlarn component of
Phase I1 facilities are located in coastal areas. Of these, about one-third are In areas that are
already regulated in Phase I and almost thr~-quarte~ are located in urbanized areas.
The results in this section covered the 18 Group B sectors. The detailed results of this
analysis for all two-digit and selected four-digit SIC codes are reported in Appendix (3. The
four-digit analysis provides a more detailed look at cer~in subsets within the two-digit
groups. Generally, the four-digit breakdowns follow the pattern of the major (two-digit)
groups: for the most part, the additional detail about selected four-digit Sits does not reveal
much beyond that provided by the major group distnq~ion.

~o be ~ closely ax~,cial~l with fast growi~ ~

4-43
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This section summarizes the f’mdings on individual sources in terms of the main elements

identified by Congress for discussion in this report: identification, nature and extent of
unregulated discharges. Due to very limited natioml data on which to base loadings
estimates, the discu.~ion of the extent of unregulated storm water discharges is limited to an
analysis of the number and geographic distribution of potential Phase II facilities.
4.3.1 Identification of Phase II Source,
The effort to idemify umrces and categories of storm water discharges for which permit~
are not required in Phase I of the program resulted in the identification of two general classes
of facilities. The first group includes sources that are very similar or identical to Phase I
activities but that were omitted from Phase I for a variety of mtutory and regulatory reasom
(Group A). The second general class of facilities were identified on the basis of potential
activities and pollutants that may contribute to storm water contamination (Group B).
report also discussed general sources of storm water contamination which ar~ widespread and
not necessarily associated with specific activities or facilities.
Altlxmgh the difficulty in differentiating Group A facilities from existing Phase I
regulated activities makes quantitative analysis difficult, EPA estimates that there are
approximately 100,000 facilities in this group. Facilities in Group A, which may be of high
priority for Phase II due to their similarity to Phase I it~tustrial facilities, are described and
categorized in this report but are not included in the subsequent geographical analysis in the
same level of detail as Group B facilities. Activities identif’md in Group A can be classified

into three distinct categories: auxiliary or secondary activities such as vehicle maintenance in
support of an unregulated activity; facilities which are related to Phase I facilities I~t that
were intentionally omitted such as POTWs with a capacity of less than 1 MGD; and facilities
which were specifr..ally exempted from Phase I by the Tram~rtation Act which incltale
industri~ activities owned or operated by municipalities of less than 100,000 population.
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Group B consists of ov~ o~ ~i~ f~fli~ m ~ SICs. ~ ~ sic ~ofi~
O

~ve ~n orga~d into 18 P~ H ~ for ~ p~s of ~ ~. ~ ~ 18
~tom, ~e automobile ~m’i~ ~or (~mp~d of g~:~i~ ~do~ (SIC 5~1), ge~

L

automobile mpa9 (SIC 7538), ~. ~y ~a~ (SIC 7532). ~ ~ ~ ~ (SIC
76~). ~r dealem. ~w & ~ (SIC 5511), ~ d~]em. ~ o~y (SIC 5521), ~ ~
(SIC 7542), ~nger ~ ~n~ (SIC 7514), ~ck ~n~l (SIC 7513), ~ ~s (SIC
7521), ~ mi~II~ au~ ~ (SIC 7~9)), ~e up mo~ ~ om~ of ~ ~
2

n~Mr of facfliOes iden~f~ ~ ~ 18 ~.
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pollutants, such as toxics, metals, solvents and oil and grease, entering storm
water."~ This class includes ~’bolesaJe Ol:)¢ratiorts and ~ehicte repair and maintenamve
categories.

0
L

¯ Almost 20 pen:ent of the facilities m Group B had activities that resemble exempted
africu]tural SOUrces but do not fall umler the sta,~utory exclusion of agriculture. These
include smaller, currently unregulate.~ feedlo~s, nurseries, and retailers of farm s--ul~ly
chemicals. Facilities in thi~ class are hkely to have activities that result in
contributions o[ Pesticides or fenil~.er~ and nutrients to storm water.

2

In general, industries with large areas of industrial activity and significant material~
exposed to storm water exhibited the highest concentrations of pollutants in their storm water
di.~zharges. Suspended solids, which can also carry metals and organic pollutants, appear to
be the pollutant with [he highest concentrations overall. Chemical oxygen demand appea~ ~
relatively high concentration levels in ~ industrial sectors. Oil and grease results
highly variable but highest in industrial ~ors msociated with transportation ~d vehicle and
m,~..hinery maintenance. Results for melals v~ied ~cross industrial sectors, but th¢~
handle, process, m~nufacture, or mine metal, ~ well ~s landfills, had higher oncenlz’atk~
than other categories. Biochemical oxygen demand, ~t nu~ents (nitrogen ~ pho~phor~)
were generally no~ found at high concenn’ation levels in Phase l data, although r~ults we~
v~lable for

4.3.3 Geographic Dlm’tbutlo~
The geographical analysis show~ th~ the majority of industrial and commercial f~cilit~
are located in or near population cemers (cities and other urban places). To the extem that
they are located in populous, urbanized areas, they are more likely to be served by municipal
storm sewers (either ,~.."parate or combined) than to he discharging directly to ~re~m.

3
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In general, about 30 ~ment of ~t¢ntial Phase II faci]ities am fou~ wi~in ~e
gmgraph~c jufi~iction of a P~ I mumcipaliD’. An addltio~l 20 to 30 ~nt of PM~ H
~aci!ltics fall into Cemus~esigmt~ urban~M am~. ~us, ~arl)’ t~ice ~ ~y i~us~l
facilities ~ f~ m all urb~ areas ~ am fou~ in Pha~ I municip~iti~ aloe.
Notable ex~ptiom to ~ ge~ml~tiom i~lude lawwga~en es~blishmen~, f~lo~,
w~le~le livmt~k, fa~ a~ galen ~chi~ ~pair, ~Ik ~troleum whole~le, f~
mpplies, l~r ~ building ~e~als, ~ ~tmleum pi~li~s, which a~ (mlalively) ~
f~ntly ~t~ wi~ s~ller mu~cipalit~s or m~! ~s, ~au~ a ~ger ~nion of
~ hcilit~ ~ ~i~ ~ ~nf~s of ~gulat~ mumcipalities, a larger ~nion of sto~
water ~i~ ~ ~ facilities may ~ gong ~y to ~ivi~ wamm ~r ~
~o mun~i~ ~m ~ ~w~r ~.
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LIST OF PHASE 1 MUNICIPAL SEPARATE STORM SEWER SYSTEMS
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Appendix .t

V

List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer S.~erns (Incorporated Places)

¯

~t,~’, ~

Place ,Name

Ala~ ~a’ma

Adam.~vdle city
Alab~ter city
Bes~mer city
Birmingham city*
Brighton city
Bmokside tow~
C’nickasaw city
Creola city
Dsphnc city
Fairfield city
Pairbopc city
Fultood~e city
Gardenda/e city
Graysville city
Helena city
Homewood city
Hoove~ city
Hueytown city
Huntsville city*
Indian Springs

imo~e city

i~r’k~~’~

O
Popular,on
4,161
14,732
33,,197
265,9~
4,518
1,365
6,649
I ,~
11,290
12.200
8,485
6,400
9,251
2,241
3,918
22,922
39,7U
15,280
1~9,789
NA

Arra
3.07
I $. 85
38.70
iat].49
1.40
2.38
3~58
14.60
11.03
3.36
7.70
7.57
15.14
2.79
13.73
7.37
23.&5
8.65
164.39
NA

9.454

Leed~ city
Lipscomb city
Madison city
Maytowu to~ql
Midfietd city
Mobile city*
Montgomery city*
Moody town

$.83

9,94~
2,~2
14,904
651
5,559
196,278
187,106
4,921

21.48
i.15
20.01
2.74
2.45
118.03
134.98
11.05

Mulls town
Pelham city
Pleaszm Grove city
Prichard city
Saraland city

261
9,765
8,4~8
34,311
11,751

0.19
13.80
6.17
25.39
11.40

Tarram city
Trussville city
Vesta’via Hill:; city
l.ir~le R~.-k" oil3*

8,046
8,266
19,749
17~ 7Oq

6.36
14.84
8.83
!07 R~

L

~m~

Appendix A
List of Phase I Mtmicipal Separate Storm Se~er Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)
State
Ar~zonat

CaJiforma

.~

Place Name
btesa cJty*
Mesa city"
Phoenix city*
Tempe city*
Tucson ci~*
Agoura Hills cily
Alameda city
Albany city
Alhambra city
A~theim city*
A~dia city
Atria city
Athcrton ~
Azusa city
Bakersfield city*
Baldwin Park city
Bell city
Bellflower city
Bell Gardem ~

Belmom city
Beverly Hillg city
Big Beat lake city
Bradbth.y city
Bri~ city
Burbank city
Burlingtm~ city
Cama~io city
CtmpbeH city
Carhbad city
Cerritm city
I~hula Vista city?
L"laremont city
Colma iowa
C.omme~x:e city
Compton ~y
Concord city
~ C.os~t coumy (15 cities)
Coro~o ci~

Pop’,a;.~:;~,n
2~3.o’91
288,091
983,403
141,865
405,390
20,390
76,459
16,327
82,106
266,~06
48,290
15,464
7,163
41,333
! 74.820
69,330
42,355
34,365
61.$1:~

24.127
31.971
5,351
g29
2,952
93.643
26,801
52,303
36,048
63,126
53,240
135,163
32,503
1.103
12,135
90,454
I I 1.348
-553,831
26.540

Are~ 0,q.mi.)
108.59
108.59
419.91
39.52
156.20
8. I ~
10.75
1.70
7.62
44.28
I 0.88
1.62
4.89
9.00
91.84
6.60
2.51
2.~6
6.08

4.53
5.68
6.24
1.67
3.33
17.35
4.35
18.44
5.61
37.67
8.61
28.99
11.01
1.90
6.53
10.17
29.47
- 172.65
7.71

Appendix A
Lis~ of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems Oncorp~rated Places) (continued)
State
Ca~lornta
(continued)

Place Name
h’w~a~ e cl~y
La Canada Flint."idge city
Laguna Br.a~ city
La Habra Height, city
Lakew~xl city
La Mext city
La Mirada city
La Palma city
La Pueme city
La Veme ciff
l~wndale city
Lemon Grove city
Livern~ cily
I.,omita city
Long Beach city*
Lm Alamiu~ city
i~m Alto, city
~ Alto, Hill~ toga
Lm Angele~ city"
~ Gau~ iowa
Lynwood ~y
Manh,tt~a lkach ~ly
Mayw~o~ oily
Menlo PaA ~
Millbrae ~
Milpita~ ~
Modetto city*
Mom-ovia ~
Momebello oily
Momen3, Pa~ city
Monte ~ ~
Moorpark city
Moreno Valley ~
Mountain View city
National City cay
Newark ~
Norwalk ~
OakLmd city*
Oceantide ~
Ojai city
Ontario ~
Orange county (17 cities)

Population
1,050
19.378
23.170
6,226
73,557
52,931
443.452
15.932
36.955
30.897
27,331
23.984
.56,741
19,382
429.433
! 1.676
7,514
26.303
3,485,398
27,357
61,945
32.063
27,850
28.040
20,412
50,686
164,730
35,761
3,287
59,~t
60.738
25,494
118.779
67.460
~4,249
37,861
9~,279
372,242
128,398
7.613
133,179
-841,825

Aftra (.~.mt.)
9.32
8.67
8.68
6.37
9.39
9.22
7.85
!.82
3.49
7.79
i.98
3.79
19.63
1.89
50.02
4.03
$.42
6.37
469.34,
10.35
4.86
3.93
i. 17
10.0~
3.21
13.76
30.18
13.37
1.61
$.26
7.64
12.26
49.13
12.03
7.57
13.96
9.76
56.06
40.67
4.43
36.7~
-179.74

R0037555
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Appendix A
List of Phase I .Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated P~ces) (continued)

O
~.ate
(conu.n~J)

~ace .Name
0 xx’u~ ¢~*
Paci f~a city
37,670
Ptlo Alto city
Ptlos Verde~ Etta~ city
Partmount city
Ptsad~ city*
Pico Rivert city
Piedmom city
Ple.a~mto~ city
Pomona city’l’
Port Hueneme ~y
POwm/city
Ranc.~ho C~r..amon~ city~.
Rancho Palm Ve~ city
Redondo Beach city
Redwood City city
Rive~ide city*
Rivertide county (10 cifiea)
Rolling Hill~ city

142,216

24.44

55,900
13,512
47.669
131,591
59,177
10,602
50,553
131,723
20,319
43,516
101,409
41,659
60,167
66,072
226,505
- 161,120
7,789

23.68
4.81
4.70
22,99
7.98
1.68
16.21
22.83
4.43
39.28
37.81
13.66
6.28
19.04
77.68
- 133.44
3.54

Roteme~ city
8acrame~ city*

51,638
369,36~

5.12
96.29

San Bruno ~
San Carlo, city
San Diego city*
San Dimaa city
San Femm~ city
~ Gabriel city
San Jme city*

38,961
26,167
1, ! 10,549
32,397
22,5110
37,120
782,248

6.43
5.63
324
15.52
2.39
4.14
171.26

San Marco, city
San Mari~o city
San Mayo city
X~ma Aria city*
Santa Clara

38,974
12.9~9
85,486
293.742
93,613

23.19
3.77
12.21
27.09
18.30

Santa Clarita ~
Santa Fe Sprin~ city

Sama Monica city

12.64

i 10,642
15,520

86,905

40.48
8.67

8.27

A-$
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Appendix A
List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Soaer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)
li

~I.~.,’e
Florida
(o~ntmued)

Place Na~e
La~e Alfred ¢1t>
La~e Clarke Shor~ to’am
Lake Hamilton to~,a
Lakeland city
Lake Park to~-n
l.~ke Wales city
La~e Wor~ city
Laatana town
Longbo~ Key umm
Man, apart toga
Mangonia Park toa~
Miami city*
Mirama~ city
Mulbeny city
North Palm lkach ~
North Po~ city
Ocean Rklge towa
Orange County (8 cisaes)
Orlzm~o city*

Pabokee ~,
Palm Beach Gar~tem city
Pa/m ~ Sho¢~ ~
Palm Spriags ~
Pembroke Piaes city
Pcmzsuee
Pinellas C, otmty (21 ci~im)
Plant City city
Polk City tc~a
Riviera Beach city
Royal Palm Beach ~
S~. !~ cis3~

Sealtnok city

South ~sy cay
South Palm Beach m
Ttllahassee cityf
Tampa city*
Temple Ten’ace cit3,
Teqla~ta ~
Venice city
West Palm ~ ~

*

I

i~’~’~’~.~;i,~Aria
i ~_,,q.~i.)
3,022
3,364
0.98
1,128
3.03
6,704
I
9,670
6.40
28,5,64
5.62
70,576
38.39
8,392
2.28
5,937
4.~
312
0.45
1.453
0.71
358,548
35.57
40,663
29.67
2,988
11,~43
3.31
! 1,973
74.7~
1,570
0.~6
239,522
i03.6~
i 64,693
6"~.27

6,a22

5.~4

i,0,t0

0.25

9,814
9,763
65,4~2
NA

3.93
1.33
31.94
NA

586,612
66,692
1,439
27,639
14,589
238,629

NA
21.75
0.~9
7.49
$.81
59.19

9.2~ I

3.858
1,480
124,7"73
280,015
16,444
4,499
16,922
67,643

2.25

L93

0.13
63.27
10~.67
4.94
1.71
7.42
49.33

klen~’~d m Novem~¢ 1990 ~,
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AppendLx A

List of Phase I Muaidpal Separate Storm Sewer S.)~en).~ (Incorporated Places) (continued)
State

Place Name
’,mter Haven city
Acworth city
Alpharetta city
Atlanta city*
Austell city
Bloonungdale city
Buford city
Chamblee city
Clarkston city
College Park city
Columbu~ city*
Decatur city
Doraville city
Duluth city
East Point city
Fairlxtm city
Forest Park city
Garden City city
Hapeville city
Jonesboro city
Kemae~w city
Lawrenceville city
Liibum city

Georgia

~
,,
~
¯
i
)

Lithonia city
Maccxi city*
Marietta city

Palm~o ci~
Pool~ city

power Sprigs ~
Riverdale city
Ro~eli city

Savannah city*

Iowa

Smyrna city
Saellville city
Stone Mountain city
Sugar Hill city
Thunderbolt Iowa
Union
C_~:~..~.~ Rapids city*
Davenport city
Des Moines *

!ai)~
Illinois

¯

l~i~e City cit)
Garden
Rockford city*

Area

7,410

.... 5
4,.519
13,002
394,017
4,173
2,271
8.771
7.668
5.385
20,457
178.681
17,336
7.626
9.029
34.~t02
4,0 i 3
16,925
5.10
5.483
3,635
8,936
16,~48
9,301

2,44S
106,6 ] 2
44,129

2,612
4,453

6,s95
9.359
47.923
137,560
30,981
12.0&l
6.494
4,557
2,786
8,375
108,751
95,333
193,187
125,738
6,369
139,426

12.19
4.63
i 9.02
131.78
4.97
9.23
13.35
3.14
! .05
9.70
216.14
4.16
3.58
7.39
13.76
4.46
8.59
2.37
2.40
12.34
6.20

o.~
47.8~
20.~

~.02
1 i .07

s.35

4.10
32.57
62.59
11.37
9.13
1.62
5.91
1.2~
8.04
$3.46
61.36
75.26
46.13
3.33
44.9~

~ m November 1990 rule.
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Appendix A
List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)
State
lndia,~,t
~

Kentucky
Louismlxa

~

~
’

M t.tsach~
Matylalid

~

Michigan

M~

i

Miuouri

¯

Mississippi
Nebras~
New Mexico
Nevada

l’~,ce Name
Fort Wayne city.
lnd~anapohs ciD’*
~ City city*
Topek~ city*
Wichita ci~*
Lexmgton-Fayett¢*
L~:sville ci.w*
Baton Rouge city*
Gret~ city
Hatahtn city
Kerner city
New Odeam city*
~revepen city*
We~twego city

~

P~,’atJ,~a
173.072"
731,327
149.767
119,883
304.011
225,366
269.063
219,531
17,208
9,927
72.033
496.938
198,525
I 1.215

Ares (~.ml.)
62.66
361.67
107.79
55.16
115.14
284.52
62. i
73.95
3.2
1.98
15.13
180.65
98.61
3.19
48.42
13.78
37.56
80.81

ik~ton city*
l.m~il city
Wo~ester city*
i~timore city*

574,283
103.439
169,759
736.014

Aamlx~b

33.1~7

6.33

Bel Air

~/’589

12.86

Takoma Park cit]~
A~m Arbor city*

16.700
109,592

2.01
25.90

Sterling Height~ city*
Warren ciqc*
Minneal~ll* c~ty*
St. Paul cit~*
1~ city*
Kan~ City city*
Springfield cit~*
Jack,,on ¢i~*
l.am~ln city*
Omaha ci~*
ARmquerque cir]*
He~der~n city

117,810
I~1,864
368.383
272.235
112,301
435.146
140,494
196,637
191,972
335,795
384.736
64,942

36.64
34.28
54.93
52.79
78.19
311
67.95
109.01
63.29
100.65
132.20
71.34

North I~ Vegm city
Reno city*

47,707
133,850

60.97
57.50

Sl~J city

53.~67

~4.25

* kl~ntif~l m Nov~nnber 1990 mk

i

-

A-IO
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Appendix A
List of Phase I Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Incorporated Places) (continued)
~,’ate
Sc’~L~ D.~.ota
Tcan¢~e

Place N~me
S~o~ll Fa’.is c~’.’,’
B¢i1 Meade ¢lly
[krry Hill city
Ch~tano~ga city*
Forest Hills city
Goodlettsvill¢ city
Knoxville city*

Lakewood city
Mern~i$ city*
Ntthville-Davidson city*
Oak Hill city*

,

Tcxaa

Utah

WasJ~.ngton
Wtscomin

Rid~etop town

i’o~’.~!a~ion
1{~,~).~14
2,839
802
152,466
4,231
11,219
165,121

2.009
610,337
488,374
4,301

Area ~q.mi.)
45.05
3.14
0.90
118.43
9.28
13.65
77.25

0.96
256.04
473.33
7.88

1.132

1.49

Abdene city~
Amarillo city*
Arlington city*
Austin city*
lk.tumont city*
~ Chritti city*
Dallta city*
El Pato city*
Fort Worth city*
Garland city*
Hougton city*
Irving city*
Lam6o city1"
Labboc~ city*
Metquite cityt
PaMdena city*
Piano cityt
San Antonio city*
Waco ci~,*
Salt lake Ctt~, cit],,*

106,6~4
157,615
261,721
465,622
i 14,323
257,453
!,006,877
515,342
447,619
180,650
1,630,553
155,037
122,899
186,206
101.484
119,363
128,713
935.933
103.590
159.936

103.09
87.93
93.00
217.78
80.06
134.97
342.41
245.36
281.08
57.35
539.88
67.62
32.~7
104.11
42.84
43.7"/
66.25
333.03
75.79
109.02

H~ city*
NeWlXn’t New~ city*
Norfolk city*
Portmmuth city*
Roanoke city
Virginia Beach ci~,*
SeavJe city*
Tacoma ci~*
Made, on city*
Milwaukee city*

133,793
170,045
261,229
103,907
96,397
393.069
516,2~9
176.66~
191.262
628,088

51.82
68.34
53.76
33.14
42.90
248.32
83.89
48.05
57.76
96.08
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~ of Phase I Municipal Sepa.rate Sewer S.~ ~ems (Counties)
State
Alabama

~

Arit,~na
C~lOrn~

Colorado
Delaware
Ftortda

Count~
BaJdwm coumty~
Jefferson county~
Mobile counq,~
Shelby countys
St. Clair count,,~
P.~.~ County*
A|ame~ Co~mty*
Conlr,, Costa County*
Kern County*
Fresno County
Lm Ange]e.~ County*
Oraage County.
Ph, cet County
Rivemde County"
$acramenlo County
.~a Berna~dino Countye
.~n Diego County*
San Mamo County
Santa Clara County
Vemura Count,
Arapahoe Coum}’ I"
New Castle Count},*
Bmward Coun~ *
Dade County*
F.ac.ambia County*

Hilhboruegh Coumy*
lee Co~mtyt
Maaalee C.o~?
Orange Cotmty*
Palm lkach Comity*
Pasoo Cotu~yt
Pindla ~ounty*
Polk County*
Saramta County*
Seminole Count?

’

L m~,.’T~t e~L~
L’rb,~L,,:~ |’u~u!a;ion
0
78.608
45.418
16.148
0
l ~2,2!~2
! 15.082
131.815
128.504
48,863
886,780
223,081
10.564
166,509
594.889
162.202
250.414
50.250
75.464
41.020
103.248
29~.9~
142.329
!.014,504
167,463

398.593
102.337
123,82~
378,61 !
360.553
148.907
255,772
121.528
172.600
127.873

Total
Population
651.525
378,643
99.358
50.009
1.279,182
803.732
543.447
667,490
8,863,164
2.410.556
172,796
1.170.413
1.041.219
1,418,3~0
2.498.016
649.623
1.497.577
669.016
391.511
441,946
1,2~5,488
1,937,094
262,798

rj4,054

335,113
21 i,707
677,491
863.51g
281,131
851,659
405,382
277,776
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List of Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (Boundaries Not Def’med by Census)
V
~te
~

[
-

An
California

.Municipal Separate ~orrn S~ef $.~em
O

~T’
University of Alaska
Port of Anchora[e

L

DOT
Alameda County Flood Conu’ol Distric~
Zone 7 of the Xlameda County Flood Conrr~ Di~tri~
DOT
Calaba.~s Flood Control Distri~
Co~ell~ Valley Arra
Conua Costa County i~ood Control ~
Fres~ Mc~r~ Flood Control Diau’i~
Mahbu Flood Control Dix~’ic~
Orange County Flood Conu’~ Diltr~
Rnvenid¢ Flood Control Distri~
San Bcrnardmo Flood Conh’~ ~
San Diego Unified Port Disu’i~
San~ Clara Va~l~ W~ Dmri~

Colorado

DOT

Del~war~

DOT

Hawaii

Roods, Creek Im~! Di~tri~
DOT

1
2

Kaw Valle7 Dr~i,~ Distrka
SO~_._htm Uaivtni~/
MaQ, land
Michigan
Miaa~ota

North C.a~ ma

S~e Hi~J~wa~ .~dmini~
Univmiq~ of Midli~ll
DOT
DOT
~

Umversi~ of Min _ra~’~t_
DOT

[

DOT
New Mexico
Ohio

Albuquca-q~ Me~zvlx~litan Flood C.om~ Auflu~ily
DOT
DOT

VR0037566
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Lis~ of Municipal Separate S~orm Se~er S.~ s~ems (Boundaries Not Def’med by Census)
(continued)

Old~om~
Oregon
~~

Penm~ ]vania
South Carolina

,.

Tennessee

DOT
Tu~ike Authori~
DOT
Port of’ Portland
Multhorr~h Coun~ Drainage
DOT
Harbor of C’narlesloe
DOT

Te.t~

Harris Couary Flood Comroi
DOT
Uaiver~i~! of
Universi~.v of Texa~-Aus~m

U~ah

DOT

Washington

DOT

Wttco~in

DOT
Univer~i~ of Wi~comin

AoI~

R0037567

APPENDIX B
OVERVIEW OF IMPACTS FROM STOI~M WATER DISCHARGES

........

R0037568

provid~

ovcr’~w of

the t2,.pes of impacts that storm water discharges
have on receiving v, aters. Section B. 1 describes the role of storm water discharges and the
physical nature of storm water discharges. Section B.2 discusses the types of adverse impacts
on receiving waters caused by storm v.’ater discharges. Section B.3 gives a general
description of ~lverse impacts on various types of receiving waters that may be associated

B,I THE PHYSICAL NATURE OF STORM WATER DISCHARGES
B.I.I The Hydrologic Cv©le
The hydrologic cycle is the continuous, unsteady circulation of water from the atmospher~
to the Earth’s sm’face and back to the atmosphere. Major features of the hydrologic cycle
incl~le precipitation, snow melt, surface runoff and drainage, infiltration, intefflow, ground
water recharge, and evapotranspiration. Each of these factors is discussed briefly l~low:.
¯ Precipitatioa~Precipitation occurs as rain, sleet, hail, and mow. Precipitation is o~e
of the key facto~ in analyzing storm water discharges because it is the initiating force
in creating a discharge. Precipitation events are highly variable in nana~ and extent.
As discussed in more detail below, the nature of precipitation patten~ varies greatly in
differ,rot parts of the country. Seasonal patterns also are usually important

¯ Snow Melt--When precipitation falls in the form of snow, s~.trf~ce runoff does not

occur unto t~e snow melts. In t~ case, the rate ~l volum~ of sm’fa~e runoff
discharges it controlled by the rate of snow melt.

to infiltra~ v,~r d~ds on a number of factors, including soil prol~rti~s, ~oil
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moisture content, vegetation cover, and the presence of impervious strucrur~ such as
pavement. Water that infiltrates into the soil can be subject to interflow, ground water

L

recharge, and evapotranspiration.
¯ lnterflow--lnterflow (i.e., subsurface flow) occurs when water infiltrate, into the soil
and flows through the soil above the v, ater table, lnterflow can occur until water
enters a drainage ditck, storm sewer, surface receiving water, or the ground water.
¯ Ground Water Recharge~Ground water recharge occurs when water infiltrates into
the soil and enters the v, ater table. Ground water then flows toward and into natural or
artificial channels or other receiving waters. The flow of ground water to surface
waters maintains flo~ in natural and mtmmade drainage ways ~xl impoundment~
during dry weather conditiom.
Evapotrtnspirttton---The term ev~otrm~iration describe, t~m
evaporation mad transpiration. Evaporation is the process where liquid water
to a vapor. Transpiration occm, when water move, through vegetation and

Surface Runoff and Nl~rtl Drtinlge---St~-f~ee ru~ff (i.e., overlalxl flow)
when water generated from precipitation or snow melt move, ~¢ros, the grouml to ¯
natural or co~ed channel or some other receiving water. Nmmal drninage def’me*
the flow of water through naturally occurring re~ving waters ~nd into the
Because the natural drainage sYstem c°ntaim a wide range °f receivin8 waters’
including wetlands and intermittent streams, it is often difticult to determine the point

may be important in our legal system, they have limited imlx~.anc~ in the ~ of
the hydrologic cycle.

"~

0

-- ~ ,
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The hydrology of the watershed abo L~ changed by activitie, occurring on land. The
natural drainage feature of undeveloped land .~low fire flow of runoff by inco~ rainfall
into the natural hydrologic cycle. Many type, of development cause an increa~ in the

volume of surface runoff and it, rate of discharge. A given storm event will yield mo~
runoff with a faster rate of discharge for a developed area than for an undeveloped area of the
same size. These increases in the rate of flow and the total volume of flow often have ¯
decided effect on pollutant loads, e,osion ratea, and flooding.
A number of factors can increase the vohune and rate at which runoff flow~ from ¯
developed site. Clearing land remove, the vegetation cover that previously intercepts!
precipitation before it hit the earth. The thick humus layer associated with the vegetative
cover is often removed or eroded away during grading activities, decreasing the abih’ty of the
by removing natural depressions. Site siopes may be increased as part of terracing to improve
site drainage. Wetlands, which may have previously soaked up water associated with peak

flows, are drained or filled. Impervious stmctu~ such as roads, parking lots, drivewt~
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rooftops and side,,~flks, are built. In other heavily used areas, soils become compacted and
lose their ability to infiltrate precipitation.
After development has occurred, the natural drain~e system (e.g., stream~, wefla~’~Is, and
other receiving v,~ters) is often unable to handle the higher volume flows, resulting in high

erosion rates or flooding. Dr=imge systems that have undergone these ¢l-=nses often need
additional "improvement" from channelization or lining project~. In Mdition, stream~ ~
often directed through undersround culve~
The ~ame characteristics of land development ~ cause higher peak flows also came le~
infiltration of rainfall to recharge ground water ~pplies and a lowering of the water t~ble.
One res~alt of lowered w~ter tables is t~t surface stream flows durin8 dry weather can b~

lowell ~ignificantly. Lower flows during periods between storms may ~ignificantly affect
the aquatic habitat and the ability of a a~am to dilute toxic ~illa or other dry weather
pollutants within the stream system (Bellevue NURP). In some cases, the installation of
times a year (Long Island NURP).
B.I.3 General I’hvsieal Charaeleristlc, of Storm Water DLu:ha~*~
an extremely large number of poinu, Three ¢haractea’i~cs of storm water di.w.harges are
particulaHy important
watershed. Storm wa~er di.w.hatges 1) may affect broad portions of a watershed, 2) can have
high volumes, and 3) are genccally of limited
B.I.3.1 Effect, oa Broad Porttom of ¯
Ualike many ~ major point source discharges that are directed to larger receiving
g~ter bodies or to relatively remote offshore locations, storm sewers discharge to essentially
of portions of the drainage system within developed areas of the watershed. As ¯
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result, the impacts of storm water discharges, although more subtle, may be more widespread
and potentially may affect a greater degree of the natural drain,age s3’stem than traditional
point source disclutrges,
Perhaps the widespread nature of storm water discharges is most evident when
considering lm’ge urbanized areas,t Essentially all receiving waters in urbanized areas receive
storm water discharges from some type of urban land. regardless of the sensitivity of the
receiving water to potential impacts. This is because typical storm water rrmnagement
practice~ attempt to drain water from the land m soon ~s possible mad discharge it to the
nearest receiving water whether or not the receiving water b.~ the nbility to hnadle
flow~ ~ pollutant Io~1~
In h~vily developed me.ns, urlma~tion results in widespre~ alteration or destn~ction of’
much of the tmturnl dtairmge ~,stern. lVlmay of wetlnnds in these are~ are drnined or filial,
while mudler ~’entm e~a Ix heavily modifi~l. The~ alterations to tl~ nnmml drtim$,
~]stem decrea.~ tl~ ~-~tem’s ability to remov~ pollutants, f-traction ~ habitat, tad
l~e flow~ The ~multtiv, imp~ts of the~ widesprend effects c=a potenti~y nft’eet
do~ eoml~nent, of tl~ wm=’ah~
ILI.3.2 ~ Vol=mmt’Cdodt~
A typical ~torm m~y $mexnt, a l~rge amber of ~torm w~ter ~,, withia ¯
volume of flow of receiving walert The~ high volume discharge, may drmmtically
flow velocitie~ in ~’tams mad drainage channels. High volume storm wnler discharges
resultant rapid scream velocities cause the combined effect of
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¯ Pollutant loads
0

¯ The ability of discharges to erode the land and ,~..-ry pollutants off the ~
¯ The ability of streams to resuspend pollutants in bottom sediments a_,xt erode stream
beds a~d stream basks
¯ The ability of str~arrts to ca~. pollutants to slo-~r flowing water bodies wbere
pollutants may accumdate

L
1

¯ The need for stream channelization, irtst~lafion c,f concrete walls, riprap, or other
modification projects.
Figure B-I shows the relatiortship between popu/ar~ and the volume of the peak annual
flow in the Bellevue, Washington, watershed. The voL,~me of the peak annual flow in the
watershed almosl doubled as the pol~l~on in the city increased from ! 0,000 to 67,000. Peak
flows that used to return every i 0 years can now be ex~ectod to relama at least every other
year. Although the monthly average total volume of flows in the watershed increased only
slightly over pre-tubanization years, the volume of fle~, during peak events increased two to
three times as a result of mbamz~on. This iacreme k: the volume of the peak aanual
watershod flow volum~ ~ strr~m bank erosio~ ~I stream bed scour, as
frequency of flooding. The ~ in int~sity of rt~off has created tmslable sla-~am banks,
typical undisturbed slrean~ ~ving ~ watershed~ Pools and other sites ~long the stream
bed that land slowed flo~ i~ tbe i~t I~ve been rimmed by tbe higher flow~.

impacts are usually eausod by high levels of polltmm~ ~ssociated with tl~ storm
discharge from a sepm’ate storm se~r may also came short-term water quality impacts.

R0037574
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Srna21 streams with small drainage basins respond immediately to the pollutants in storm
water discha.,-ges, v,-ith pollutants passing through at relatively high velocities as a discrete
pulse. High pollutant levels in large flowing rivers may occur at downstream locations for an
extended period of time, Pollutant concentrations in large rivers initially rise v, ith the onset

0
L

of a storm event. After a storm is over, pollutants from storm water discharges to feeder
streams draining upstream portions of a watershed can keep pollutant levels elevated at
do~ locations of the river for an extended period of dine. Pollutants in storm water
discharges from upstream land uses may continue to impact a location for several days after
the ~,,ent.

Receiving water~ with slower flow~ and longer resident times, such a.s impoundments,
lakes, reservoirs and estuaries, may be affected for long time periods by pollutants from sho~.
duration storms. Hence, the limited duration of individual storm water discharge events is of
less importance when considering potential imp~c~ on these receiving waters. In these
receiving wmers, slowcr vcl~ities will result ha n’may types of pollutamts acxumulating in
bottom sediments wber~ they may cause long-lerm imp~.~.
TYPES OF ADVERSE IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH STORM WATER
DISCHARGES
Table B--I summarizes the pollutant classes and pollutant sources identified in the 1992
National Water Quality Inventory as major causes of water quality impairment. The National
Water Quality Inventory summarizes information regarding water quality impacts that is
submitted by States in Section 305(b) reports. The summm? generally identifies conventional
pollutants, such as nutrients, sediment (siltation), oxygen demand, and pathogens, as the
leading caus~ of surface water impairment re’ported by the States. Toxicity, caused by
recta/s, priority organics, pesticides, oil and grease, and inorganic pollutants, is also identified
as a major cause of impairment

R0037576
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Table B-I. Top Five Pollution Sources and Contaminants
F~e Le~d~n~ Sourc~ of Water Query lmp~rment
1

Agricul~,,~

! Agriculture

Municipal P~int Source~

2

Municg~al P~,:r~ Source~

Urban RunoffiStorm Se~rrs

Urbtn Runoff/Storm Sewer~

3

Urban Rur~fl. Storm Sewers

Hydrologic/Habitat
Modification

Agriculture

4

R~our~e Extraction

Mumcipal Poin~ Sourc~

Industrial Point Sources

5

Industrial Potr~ $ource~

Omite Wastew~ter Disposal

Resource Exzr~c~ion

Five Leading C~use~ of Water Quality lmp~trmem
1

Siit~ion

Me¢~l~

Nutri~nt~

2

Nutrie~

Nutriem~

Pathogem

3

Pathogem

Organic ~w DO ! Orgaaic Earidanem/Low

4

Pesticides

Siltation

5

Siltation
Organic Enrichn~.ow Priority Organic Chemic.ah $~1 Solid~

The National Wa/cr Quality Inventory primarily addresses largex re~vin8 water bodies
and does not address major portions of the natura/drainage system of most watersheds, such

This section briefly describes the major classes of pollutants associated with water quality
impac~ For each ¢las~ special considerations regarding s~rm wa~ discharges are
discussed. Thre~ additional pollutant classes, acidity, temperatm~ and floatables, that are of
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B.2.1 Sii-tation/S~jmra~
Siltation from sedlrr~ent pollutant loads can cause a broad range of interrelated impacts in
receiving waters, inclu~hng the following:
¯ Lo~s of Benthic Habitat--Increased stream flov~ and velocities produced by high
volume storm w-t~r discharges may cause charmel s~oux and bank erosion that result in
habitat destructit,n. Suspended solids are deposited as sedimem bars or sediment
blankets in pool~ and other areas of reduced s~eam energy. These blas~kets can
smother benthic organisms, including the eggs and immature forms of free-swimming
orgarfisms (Gupta, 1981; Novotny and ~ 1981).

.i
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1981). In some locations, sediments are so contaminated v~5th pollutants that they
should be handled as haza~ous bastes, ,,~hich dramatically increases disposal costs.
Dredging activities result in re-suspension of pollutants in the sediment, causing
additional ~’ater qualiq,’ and aquatic habitat impacts (Novotny and Cheste~ 1981).
¯ Increased Water Treatment Cost~--Sediments can increase the cos~ of treating
potable water supplies. Inadequate sediment removal may limit the germ-killing effects

of chlorination.
¯ Accumulation of Pollutsnts---Many of the pollutants associated with many types of
storm water discharges become chemically or physicaJly bound with sediment particles.
As these par’dcles settle, the attached pollutants also sink (Brown et al., 1985; Novotny
and Cbesters, 1981). Sedi~nents with aRached pollutants can act as a source of
contamination to the overlying water, to the benthic biota, and to the food chain. Ove~
long periods of time, sediments may accumulate such high levels of toxics and other
pollutants that exceedances of ambient water quality standards may occur in the water
columns, increasing exposure of organisms to toxic chemicals (Hatrington, 1986).
Oxygen demanding pollutants in sediment deposits may also create oxygen deficits
during and after storm water discharge events (Heaney and Huber, 1984; Mancini and
Plummet, 1986; Novotny and ~ 1981).
¯ Resuspension of Pollutant~---Highly variable flows in receiving waters can resuspe~
sediments, thereby increasing water colunm concentrations of those pollutants that had
~ccumul~ted in bottom ~ediments. The rel~titive process of deposition, re-suspension,
~nd re-deposition of sediments rrmy result in pollutants associated with ~diment~
taking a long time to pass through a receiving stream (Novotny and Chesters, 1981).
B.2.2 Nutriemt~
Nutrients support and s~Jmula~ aclum~¢ plant life. Natural nutrient cycl~ may be alte~cl
land use activities within a ~ Excessiv~ nmrients ov~timulat~ the growth of
!~-11
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~quatic pla.n~ which may result in low o.,q,.’gen levels, accelerate eutrophication, c~us~
un_qgh,d.v conditions, interfere with navigation, interfere v, fi~ treatment processes, and cause
unpleasant md disagreeable tastes and odors. Eutrophic conditions ~ evidenced by surface
~Igal scums, reduced water clarib,, odors, ~nd dense ~gal gro~’th on shallow w~ter substrates
(Schueler, 1987). Algal blooms block light from submerged ~quatic vege~tion, vd’fich rn~y
remove habitat for juvenile fish ~nd shellfish. After blooms or at the end of a growing
season, the decomposition of dead vegetation may ~use reduced oxygen levels. Reduced
oxygen levels may, in turn, cause fish kills ~ ~ moruflity of benthic orgm~ns.
Excessive nutrients may have more adverse effects in surface water bodies that have slow
flu.~hing rates, such as slow moving rivers, lakes, and es1~a’ies. Nutrients delivered during
storm events settle to sediments of such waters. Once in sediments, the nutrients can be
solubilized or re-suspended by anaerobic conditions, currents, changes in concentration
gradients, or the mixing effects of boat wakes (Field and Turkeltaub, 19gl).
Aquatic vegetation requires both nitrogen and phosphorus to grow. Excess quantifies of
nitrogen are commonly present in fresh water, so plant growth is usually controlled by the
levels of phosphorus input (Schueler, 1987). In marine waters, however, phosphorus is often
in greater supply, and plant growth is controlled by nitrogen concentrations. In eitbe~
when the controlling nuu-ient is added, greater plant growth is expected.

Se’,.enl forms of phosphorus occur in the aquatic enviroameat. Major forms of
phosphorus include orthophosphorus (OP), dissolved or soluble phosphorus (DP), particulate
phosphorus (PP), and total phosphorus. Orthophosphorus is the form immediately available

for alga~ growth. Pmi~ate phospho~ is considered to be potentia~y avaihb~e
onversion to OP. During stream transport, OP is likely to become incorporated into the
particulate fraction. A portion of the phosphorus hound to sediment particles can also be
released as OP. Exchange between available and potentially available forms continues though
processes of sediment and algal uptake and release. Transport distance from phosphorus
sources to impacted receiving waters is recognized as a major factor in determining the

R0037580
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availability and timing of load delivery. Strict control of pb, os~’horus levels from direct and
proximal discharges to affected receiving waters is recommended because of the high level of
OP delivered from these discharges?
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Nutrient loading is directly related to the frequency of runoff events in developed
watersheds and can vary by a factor of 3.5 between wet and dr),’ )’ears at the same location
(Lung, 1986). High quantities of nitrogen and phosphorus may be Iransported in surface runoff in the dissolved form or attached to sediments; the relative significance of these two forms
may vary seasonally, reflecting differing vdnter and summer runoff conditions (Jones, 1986;
Urbonas and Roesner, 1986). Nitrogen and phosphorus concentrations in storm water from
residential and commercial areas may occur at levels sufficient to stimulate excess growth of
algae and aquatic macrophytes (i.e., eutrophication), partly because most of these nutrients
occur in soluble forms that are readily assimilated by plants (Schueler, 1987).
Nitrate (generally the most stable form of nitrogen) at levels above the drinking water
standard of 10 milligrams per liter can cause methemoglobinemia in infants under six months.

~

B.2,30r~ani~ Enrichment/Oxygen DemsRrl

!

Aquatic organisms, such as fish and water-dwelling insects, require minimum levels of
dissolved oxygen (DO). Excessive oxygen demanding pollutants can lead to periods of
oxygen sag, which may cause fish kills and create anoxic conditions accompanied by
foul-smelling odors. Oxygen levels in receiving waters can be lowered by the decomposition
of organic matter by microorganisms, by the chemical oxidation of material, or by aquatic
vegetation, which uses more oxygen at night than it produces.
Oxygen demand is the term applied to pollutant loads that result in reduced dissolved
oxygen levels. The two parameters most commonly used to describe the oxygen demand of

~ Phosphorus: A $ununo~ oflnformation Regarding Lake Water QuaLily, 11 EPA, Al~gust 19~6.

"-
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pollutants are the 5-day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5) and chemical oxygen demand
(COD). BOD measures oxygen demanding substances that can be metabolized by bacteria
and is an indicator of biodegradable organic matter. COD measures oxygen demanding
substances that react with an oxidizing chemical in a heated acid bath. COD is an indicator
of both organic matter and reduced inorganic chemicals. Of the two, COD is more accurate
for the purpose of comparing the oxygen demand of storm water discharges to the oxygen
demand of other types of discharges. The BOD5 test underestimates the true oxygen demand
of storm water because the heacy metals in the storm water slow the bacterial action used in
the test.

Storm water runoff may contain both organic and inorganic pollutants that consume
oxygen in receiving waters. Storm water discharges generally occur on overcast days when
the amount of sunlight available to oxygen producing plants in water is limited. Lower
oxygen production rates increase the adverse impacts of oxygen demanding pollutant loads.
Much of the oxygen demanding pollutant load of many types of storm water discharges is
associated with suspended solids, which may form deposits in receiving waters. These
deposits may result in long periods of low dissolved oxygen through gradual decomposition or
may re-suspend during later runoff events. The impacts of oxygen demanding pollutants may
be more dramatic in shallow, slow-moving waters due to limited aeration and the tendency of
these pollutants to accumulate in bottom sediments of slow-moving waters.
Dissolved oxygen depletions may occur at times substantially different from the actual
storm event, which originally discharged the oxygen demanding pollutants. Re-suspension of
.~xtiments with ate:bed oxygen d~manding pollutants during high flows worsen ~d del~y ~1~
dissolved oxygen ~l~io~.
B.2.4 Patho~en~
Pathogens are disease-causing organisms, including vina~s and some bacteria.
Waterborne pathogens may be transmitted to humans or animals through direct recreational
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contact, ~rinking water supplies, or through eating contaminated shellfish. Major pathogen
sources include human and animal v,~stes.
Separate storm sewers, unlike combined storm sewers, are not designed to carry sanitary
sev,age. However, pathogens may enter separate storm sewers from leaking sanitary se~rs,
illegal cross cormections with sanitary .s~ers, and malfunctioning septic tanks. In nddition,
runoff can pick up pathogens from animal ~,astes on the land. Conditions inside ¯ storm
sewer system are often conducive to pathogen reproduction.

Due to difficulties and expenses ~ssociated with measuring pathogens directly,
including total coliform, fecal coliform, mad fecal streptococci, ~e used
pathogens even though many of these bacteria are harmless. EPA studies indicate that
¯ lthough fecal coliforms ~ a good indicator of huh’ran pathogens for POTW di~harge~, they
are inadequate indicators of human patbogem for many types of storm water di~cl~rge~ ($1
FR 8012, March 7, 1986). However, mo~ State and Iocad health criteria for recrealiorml
contact mad shellfish are based on fecal coliform levels, partially due to the low eo~t of teeing
procedures. As a result, storm water discharges are responsible for a significant number of
restrictions placed on recreational uses and shellfishing.
B.2.5 Toxicity (metals, toxic organics, pesticides, inorganics, and off ud
A wide range of chemicals may exhibit toxicity. Five major classes of ~ that
have toxic impacts recognized in the National Water Q~lity Inventory a~ metals, toxic
organics, pesticides, inorganic pollutants, and oil and grease.
Toxic impacts may be classified in terms of acute and chronic effects. Acute
refers to lethal concentrations or doses of toxic materials, which result in death of
organisms in a relatively short time. ~c toxicity refers to impacts, such as the formatioa

of tumors, lowered reproductive, growth, or survival rates, that occur aIkn"
to toxic mbstances. Bioaccumulation, or the accumulation of toxic chemicals in tissue~ of
organisms, is another long-term effea of toxic substances that may affect the
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directly exposed to the chetrfical, or other animals, including humans, that consume
contaminated organisms. For a given chemical constituent (or a mix of constituents) chrordc
toxicity occurs at lower concentrations than the concentrations that may cause acute effects.

However, the exposure time necessary to trigger chronic effects is longer than the exposure

times fl~at cause acute effects.
Polhmmts that are highly resistant to natur~ degradation processes ate referred to ~
oonser’,’ative pollutants. Conservative pollutants have a greater opportunity to cause chronic
toxic effects or to bioaccumulate in organisms. Cortservative pollutants also have the potential
fo¢ wider disper~ in the environment through bioaccumulation ~md subsequem mmsfer in
living orgmi~, ~mch ~ fish, planktort, ~nd fish eating bird~ and mammas. Toxic
conser,’ative pollutants include trace metals and some organic compounds, such as chlordane,
polychiorin~ed biphenyls, and other halogenated hydrocarbons. Metals do not degrade, and
~xne organic compounds degrade so slowly that they may remain in sediments for decsd¢~.
Many of the toxic me~ls and other toxic constituents in storm water discharges sre
=tmched to suspended soli~ in the discharge sad settle out and accumulate in the bottom
sediments of receiving waters where they may persist for long periods of time. Toxics
~
;

.,

concentrazed in bottom sediments may cause ~Iverse impacts on benthic organism& may
become resxtsDended during high flows resu]ting from other large storm events, or may

dissolve into the water as parameters such as pH and dissolved oxygen change. Accumulated
pollutants in bottom sediments may also sdversely affect fish during periods of continuous

low flow.

Activities on the land may cause dramatic changes to the natural hydrologic cycle.
Changes in peak flow rates of receiving streams and associ "ated increases in flow velocities
cause changes in the stream shape and strucmr~ Increased flow velocities have a greazer
ability to erode slzeam beds or stream bank~ Stream channels may either be widened or

made deeper, with large amounts of soils being swq,t downsa’eam, forming shifting ~
B-16
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In¢~ flo~ associated with urbanization are often ~cm~mpanied by the installation of
extensive ckannelizafion projects ~o incre,xse the flow ¢ap~city of the water course a~! limit
erosion daun~e durin8 ~ conditions, Typical ¢Axatmelization projects include ripr~,
concrete retention walls or linin8 alort8 stream banks, ¢./manel realignment, and diversion of

After the initial co--on of ¯ channelization projec~ is completed, both dire~ and
indirect sources of pollution occur. Channelizafion projects r~uce channel roughnesa to

further increase flow veiocitie~ Increased flow velocities that exceed the stability velocities
of the bottom or bank materials cause erosion or ~ota’. Such activity degrades the channel
and furnishes sediment for stream transix~ destroys natural habitats, and detracts from the

aesthetics of the s~eam. In general, the more extensive the modification, the more damage
caused to habitat aria& For example, concrete lining of channels eliminates habitat areas and
aesthetic values for practical purposes. Increased channel dim~x~ons may deprive the sIream
flow of sidle fi’om tr~es along streams banka, r~ulting in incxeased water lem~
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Aquatic life may ordy be supported in a limited range of pltts. Receiving ’~’aters that are
highly acidic (have a low pH) may be totally devoid of life. In other receiving waters, fir
kills may be caused by periodic highly acidic conditions. Periodic episodes of acidity ma.v be
particularly harmful to juvertile fish, which tend to be more sensitive and reside in the retailer
streams of a v, ztershed, v,’hich are more likely to experience wider pH swings. In addition,
acidic rain generally will have higher concentrations of heavy metals and other pollutants,
which leach under acidic conditions.

0

L
1
2

Acidity in storm water may be caused by two sources--air pollutants and certain land use
activities. Mining is the land use with the most well known acidic storm water discharges.
Coal mining in the eastern United States generally involves coal that is high in sulfur and is
historically associated with some of the most dramatic water quality impacts caused by

acidity.
Nitrogen oxides (NO,) and sulfur dioxide (SOz) are the primary, air pollutants that result
in acid rain and, hence, highly acidic storm water. Acid rain occurs when SO~, emitted
primarily by electric utilities fired by eastern coal, and nitrogen oxides (NO,), emitted
primarily by transportation soure~ and utilities, are deposited in the form of w~t or dry
deposition. Rain in the western United States typically has a regional pH of 5.5 or abort.
Rain in the eastern United States is more acidic, with regional pH values below 4.2 in some
regions. More than 80 percent of the SO~ emissions in the United States originates in the 31
States bordering or cast of the Mississippi River, with a heavy, concentration from States in or
adjacent to the Ohio River Valley. These airborne emissions arc transported by prevailing
winds to the east. Figure 13-2 indicates regional acid rain patterns.

Several aspects of urbanization tend to create local conditions that may make receiving
waters susceptible to impacts from acidity. High levels of airborne SO~ and NOx in large
urbanized areas increases the acidity of the rairffall in the urbanized area to levels above tho~e
typically found for the region Runoff from paved surfaces and other impervious surfaces
r .... " -
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have line or no opportLtni D/, to contac~ soils that may buffer the acidity of the rainfall.
In u~ba.nized areas v,-ith acidic rain. higher runoff volumes and tales associated with the urban
development can increase the acidity of receiving strean~ rapidly and to high peak acidity
le~els. This results from more acid being deposited to receiving streams in a shorter amount
of time.

B.2.s ~
Increased temperature may have detrimental effect.~ on fish and other ~luati¢ life during
various s~ges of thei~ life cycle. Water holds less oxygea as it gets warmer, which may affec~
habitat and make the water more susceptible to oxygcm demanding l~ollutant~ Sus~ined
water m’nperatures in exce~ of 70°F sr~ con.dda’~ su~ssful or lethal to many cold water fi.~h
species and stream insec~ The availability of food, s~vd~n[ life cycle c.~, and
quailS, changes are all affected by ~

During warm weather, th~ ~empemur~ of saran wa~r ¢[ischarges is generally higher
receiving ~ temperamzes. High volumes of runoff frcxn ho~ paved surfac~ and rooftops
may cause a rapid increase in surfa~-.~e water tcmperstm.es. Discharges from storm wat~

management devices, which retain collected nm~ff in un.dmded ponds for extended time

B.2.9 Floatables. Ineludin~ Pla~t~_ ~
A large percentage of the litter and plastic~ tl~ is found on land, if not removed, will
eventually be flushed, swept, or blown down a swrm sewer. Plastics, metals, and many other
types of floatables degrade a~ extremely s~ow ~ increasing the time that they remain in

Lit~ and other fioatables degrsde sesthetic value~ which play a role in the recreational

uses of receiving waters, property values of ne~’by rinds, md other broad community-levd
values. Economic losses caused by the aesthetic ~ of recre~onal areas, such as
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beaches, are significant. Plastic debris presents hazards to vdI~ffe. Ingestion of plastic
material by turtles and seabirds appears to present the biggest threat to wildlife. Floatables
and plastics may also clog outlet structures of various D’pes of storm water management
devices, r~’ulting in flooding or other system malfunctions.

U
"~"

B.3 ADVERSE IMPACTS BY TYPE OF RECEIVING WATER
Impacts on receiving waters associated with storm ~-ater discharges may be discussed in
terms of three general classes: i) short-term changes in v,-ater quality, 2) long-term water

2

quality impacts, and 3) physical impacts.
Use impairment of receiving streams often is caused lry ¯ combination of all three types

of impacts. Physical impacts and short-term water quality changes ar~ generally mor~ critical
than long-term water quality impacts for receiving waters with relatively short rtsidence times
(such as smaller smmms and rivers). Receiving waters with long residence times (lakes,
estuaries) are genera/ly more sensitive to long.term wat~ quality changes, although certain
physical changes, such as loss of reservoir capacity due to siltation, can be important.

Examples include periodic dissolved oxygen depressions due to oxidation of pollutants, short.
term increases in the receiving water concentrations of one of more toxic pollutants, high
bacteria levels, and high acidity. These conditions can result in fish kills, loss of submerged

Long-term ~mer quality impacts are caused by the cumulative effects associated with

rt’peated storm water discharges. These impacts often result fi’c~m the cumulative effects of
pollutants from a number of different types of sources. When evaluating long-term impacts,
the cumulative and relative effects of seasonal and long-term polltmmt loadings from all
relevant sources (e.g., storm water, publicly owned treatment works, industrial discharges,
nonpoint som’ces, aanosphefic deposition, in-place pollutants) should be considered.
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Examples of the long-term ~,ater quality impacts that storm water discharges may cause
or contribute to include depressed dis.,,olved oxygen caused by the oxygen demanding
pollutants in bottom sedimen~ biological accumulation of toxics as a result of uptake by
organisms in the food chain, cl~’onic toxicity to organisms subject to repeated exposures of
toxic pollutants, destruction of benthic habitat, loss of storage capacity in receiving waters,
and increased lake eutrophication. Long-term water quality impacts are also caused by
pollutants attached to suspended solids that settle in receiving waters and by nutrients that
enter receiving water ~’stems with long retention times. In both cases, long-term water quality
impacts are caused by increased residence times of pollutants in receiving waters. Long.term
water quality impacts of pollutants from storm water discharges may be manifested during
critical periods other than during storm events (e.g., during low stream flow conditions and/or
during sensitive life cycle ~ages of organi=ns).
Physical impacts may occur d~ to the erosional effects of high-vohmae flows and high.
stream velocities that occur ~ the natural hydrologic cycle is altered. These changes
often ~,ompanied by the inst~lation of engineered structur~ such ~s oncrete w~lls or

underground culverts, which may ftwthm degrade the habitat and nesthetic values of the
receiving water. In addition, if ground water rechaxge is limited by the placement of
impervious su’uctures on the land, dry weather base flows may be lowered to the detriment of

B.3.1 River~ and Streama
The Na~’onal Water Qualify Inventory. 1992 Report to Congress (EPA, 1992) indicates
that the States idexttified the most extensive causes of impairment in the Nation’s rivers as
siltation (affecting 45 percent of impaired river miles), nutrients (affecting 37 percent),
pathogen indicators (affecting 27 percent), pesticides (affecting 26 percent) organic
enrichment/low dissolved oxygen (affecting 24 percent), and metals (affecting 19 percent).
Discharges from s~rm sewe~ are identified as affecting I 1 pezcent of the impaired river
miles. The assessments focused primarily on larger streams and rivers and did not address
many of the heavily degraded small streams found in urbaa areas and elsewhe~
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The effect of human activities on the natural hydrologic system may be most evident on

smaller streams. Development of a site may dramatically increase the volume and the
maximum discharge rate of storm water discharges. Where a sufficient number of sites within
the drainage basins of smaller rivers and streams occurs, the stream may experience increases
in the magnitude and frequency of flooding, as well as extremely high-stream velocities
associated with storm evenm

Such changes in the hydrology of a stream may result in accelerated s~ream bank or
stream bed erosion. Such erosion may caase or contribute to a number of generally
detrimental effects, including widening or deepening of the stream channel, elimination of
pools and other structures in the stream, and shifting of gravel or sand bars. In addition, base
flows may be lowered during dry weath~.
Streams that have experienced increased flooding or peak velocities often undergo a high
degree of additional human flow modification, including channel excavation, lining,
realignment, or diversion through underground culverts, which may have, for all practicable
purposes, destroyed both fish and wildlife habitat and natural aesthetics. In many
highly modified streams are considered to be part of the storm sew~" system.

Pollutant concentrations ha smaller streams and rivers may experience relatively shortduration increases due to storm water discharges. However, ha smaller streams, the
concentration of pollutants may b~ aknosI as high as the concentrations found ha discharges
where dry weather base flows are significantly lower than wet weather flows and provide only

Larger rivers often respond slower to storm events than do smaller streams. After a storm
event hits a large drainage basin, a given segment of the river may experience degraded water
quality for several days because a single location on the river is sequentially affected by
pollutants from different upstream sources caused by the same storm. For example, a segment
may be influenced by urban runoff, only to then be influenced by agricultural runoff
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generated upsu’eam of the storm water source, followed by silviculRwal runoff from the river’s
headwaters,

O

t

In many streams, flow velocities slow substantially with increases in stream width or
decreases in streoan gradient. At these points, sedimentation of fine particles and associated
pollutants result. The settled sediments can act as a reservoir for pollutants affecting the
water column and the food chain long ~ter the rain has ceased. In addition, disturb~ce of
the deposited sediments by scouring from storm water discharges or combined sewer ouffalls,
navigation, construction, or dredging may re-introduce the sediments and their pollutamts to
the water column. The result can be a recurrence of adverse impacts originally associated

The degree of impact on the river or stream depends on a number of factors, including
the frequency ~md duration of the storm water discharges, the quality and quantity of ~torm
water discharges, the occurrence of other w~t weather discharges (combined ~ewer overflow
discharges), and the quantity and quality of the base flow (dry weather flow) of the stream.
Because larger rivers receive pollutants from

quality of the base flow may be marginal or poor, thereby increasing the sensitivity of the
receiving st~.am to storm water discha.-ges. In streams with very low base flows, on the other
hand, the storm water discharge may be the major determinant of the wmer quality of the

B.3.2 Lakes and Rescrvotr~

The most extensive causes of use impah-ment in lakes are metals (affecting 47 percent of
impair~ ~-res), ~utrie~ts (~’T~ting 411 1~’~’~0, organic ~i¢l~nent/low
(~’Tecting 34 ix’red.t), $iltatio~ (~ffe~ting 42
e&~ieal~ (~ffe~ting 20 l~m). TI~ St~
were not fully supporting designated beneficial use~ In addition, the States reported that
discharges from separate storm sewers affect 24 percent of the impaired acr~ of lakes
excluding the C_n’eat Lakes. Onsite wastev.ater disposal impaired 16 percent of the impaired
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outward, seaward current. Pollutants are initially carried by the fresh water currents. As

0

pollutants attach to sediment and as the flow rates in the es~uaD. slow due to larger flow

L

basins, the pollutants and sediment sink and their outward flow is reversed when they enter
heavier, saltier bottom waters that have a net flow landward. As a result, many pollutants
remain trapped in estuaries and never reach open waters. Once these .sediments have been

1

deposited, they exert long-term effects on water quality through toxicity, bioaccumulation, or
nutrient release.

2

Much of the nuwient load that is present in surface waters can be incorporated into algae,
which then settle. As the alsae settle, nutrients are released back into the deeper, inflowing
waters. As the inflowing waters mix with outflowing surface ~,aters, the nutrients are once
again incorporated into algae. This vertical cycling of nutrients in esmarie~ referred to as the
nutrient trap, allows the slow accumulation of nutrients in the water coluran. Contributions of
nutrients from storm water discharges increase the rate of this nuu-ient accumulation,
worsening the problems of estuarine eutrophication, which is increasingly one of the majo¢
focuses of many of the National Estuary Program projects.

["

,3.4 3 ttlsada
,

Wetlands are generally located adjacent to the other kinds of surface waters. Wetlands
buffer the ultimate receiving water by slowing and storing high, wet weather flows and by

~

removing pollutants. In addition" the intensive levels of biological activity in wetlands play
an important rule in Ihe ecology of the receivin8 water.

8

Wetlands are often dredged or filled when development occurs near surface water or near
the floodplain. The destruction of wetlands without appropriate storm ~ management
dest~ys the capability of wetlands to hold runoff and remove pollutants before discharging to
other surface waters. This, in turn, results in higher runoff volumes, which discharge to
receiving waters at a faster rate..

B-26
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Wetlands that are used to receive storm water discharges from upland development may
also experience impacts, In some cases, the large flow volumes, flow velocities, and pollutant

0

loads delivered by slorm water discharges can alter or destroy stable wetland ecosystems.
Storm v,’ater discharges ~Sth high sediment levels from soun:es such as uncontrolled

L

construction site runoff may fill or alter flow par’term in wetlands over a long time period.
Persistent toxics rrmy also accumulate in sediments, vegetation, and the food chain.
1
If the adverse physica~ impacts of the storm water discharges can !~ minimized, the
organically rich, shallow, biologically productive wetlands may act as a buffer or treatment
for nutrients in storm water, thereby mitigating the impacts of storm water discharges on the

Due to hydrological onnections betwten surface water and ground water, storm water
management may affect ground water in two major ways. First, human activities on the land
may have dramatic impacts on the hydrologic cycle, increasing the amount of surface runoff
and decreasing the amount of infiltration that rtcharges ground water supplies. ~
ground water recharge can lower the water table, which results in lower dry weather base
flows in surface waters and may make the operation of wells more costly. Second, pollutant,
in precipitation and runoff that infiltrates into an aquifer may not be removed by the soil and
may enter an aquifer. This may be a particular concern where storm water management
techniques used to control flooding and to improve surface water quality infiltrate surface
runoff generaled by development to an aquifer.
The types of pollutants in the infiltrated precipitation and the subsurface geology
determine the beneficial value of infiltrated precipitation for recharging an aquifer or the
potential for polluting ground water. Pollutants that are highly soluble in water (.g.,
chlorides, nitrates) pass through the overlying soils into the ground water without attenuation.
For example, chlorides from highway runoff" containing road salt are shown to have adverse
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impacts on ground water, as well as surface w~ters. 0’2aer chemico.l parameters that are less
soluble in water tend to adsorb to the soils before reazhing ground v, ater supplies.

0

L

The potential for ground water contamina:.ion strongly depends on the types of land use

activities occurring on the surface. Two NL’R.P projects (Long Island, New York. and Fresno,
California) addressed sole-source aquifer~ recharged by runoff from residential and

1

commercial areas for more than two decades. These studies concluded that no change in the

use of these practices was warranted. Both studies found that soil processes at the sites w,~re
efficient in retaining the pollutantS in the rmx)ff close to the land surface, and pollutant
brtmkthrough of the upper soil had not occurred. The EPA report Class It Injection Wells:
Current Inventory; Effects on Ground Water; and Technical Recommendattona 0957), rated
the ground water contamination potential of storm v, ater and industrial drainage wells as

REGIONAL AND SEASONAL
Precipitation patterns vary dramatically in diffetrnt parts of the United States. A numb~

of parameters art important in characterizing these regional differences, including the
duration, intensity, frequency, and annual number of storm eventS of a given region.
Variations in the precipitation patterns of ¯ given rtgion also occur seasonally. These
variations affect the volume of storm water discharges gsxxtuced, can resuit in seasonal
impacts, and may affect management ~ In addition, snow removal and managem~
activities have a special impact on the quality of discharges.
Among the more dominant regional characteristics are the dry summers on the west coast,
winter in the central gulf and Ohio Valley States, the uniformity of monthly totals throughout
the year in the New England States, and szay~’fall and melt runoff occurring in the northern
States.
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Seasonal differences may change fl~e natur~ of storm wa~er discharges and the
0
characteristics of receiving ~,,’aters. Mnny smaller river~ ~ ~eas ,~ith extended dry masons do
not flow all yea~’. The dry season~ in ,¢eas like the wes’t coa~ result in higher than normal
pollutant loads associated with tl,, fit,! ~eveml storms of the v,e~ season~ These discharges
may oc¢~ when rivers and receiving ~,~ters arc at low flow levels. Areas with higher
intensity storras are prone to flooding ~md high erosion. Accumulation of pollutants in snow
1
and snow remos~ activities may adver~ly affect the qua.lity of snowmelt. In areas were
2
rainf~l patterns are non-uniform, soils can become saturamd daring wet seasons, resulting in

L

higher storm water discharge volumes and erosion rates, as v,~ll as overloading of storm water
management controls, such as retention and infiltration basins.
Figure B-3 shows 15 rainfall zones for the continental United States that EPA has defined
based on atmual pcvcipitation stmi~tics,~ Th¢~ zones are defined to provide a guide for
defining regional patterns, with the geographic~! m~a assigned to a zone made as large ~
possible. Table 8..2 summarizes annual precipitation g~isfics for these zones. The annual
precipitation statistics shown in lhe table only include storm events that w~ greater than O. 1
inches and considc¢ multiple storm~ ~¢parated by less than ¯ (>-hour period of do’ we,¯thor a~
one event. It should be noted that, in general, site-specific data should be used for developing
designs for ¯ specific location and that local deviations could be sigrfificant, particularly in

w~stem parts of the country whera mountains, d~-cts, and coastal patterns result in large
differt-nc, es ov~ relatively small ~

Driscoll, E.D., et aL, November 1989. Tbe~ 15 rainfall zoue~ r~’taeut ¯ r~fmcment of the 10 rain~ zoma ~
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Table B-2. Typical Values of Annual Storm Event Statistics for Rain Zones

No. of Storu~

Precip~tatioe

Rata Zoee
Nor~hea~!

Av|

COV

Av|
(tm)

70

013

Nnrthea~-Coastal

63

Duration

(’Or

AvI
~hrs

346

018

0.12

41 4

62

0 13

395

68

O14

Norlh Central

53

Southeau

Intensity

Vo,’~me

DELTA

CO’*’

Av|
~l~ hx) i CO’,’

Avg
(ta)

CO’*’

’m’)

COV

11.2

081

006?

1.23

050

095

126

0.94

0 21

11 7

0.77

0 071

I 05

0 66

103

140

0.87

0 I$

10.|

084

0092

1.20

064

I 01

143

0.97

419

0 19

92

085

0097

I O~

062

1 00

133

099

0 16

29 S

0 22

9.3

0 8_!

0 0~7

1.20

0 33

I 01

167

1.17

65

0 15

490

0 20

8.7

0.92

0 122

!.09

0 75

! .10

136

1.03

Ea~! G~lf

M

0.17

53.7

0.23

64

1.05

0 178

!.03

0 80

1.19

130

1.25

Eatt Te~

41

022

31.2

029

$0

097

0 137

1.05

0"/6

I I$

213

1.21

Wetl Te~utt

30

0.27

17.3

0 33

7.4

0.98

0 121

I. 13

0.57

1.07

302

1.$3

Sou~we~

20

0.30

7.4

0 37

71

0.88

0079

1.16

0Y7

Og$

473

1.4~

Weu Inland

14

035

49

0,13

9.4

0.75

0.055

! .06

0~6

0.r/

716

I .~4

Pacific Se~th

19

0~6

102

0 42

! 1.6

0.78

0 O54

076

054

09~

476

North~,eat Inlal~d

31

023

I1.~

0 29

104

052

0 057

1.20

0 37

0.93

~04

1.43

Pacific Central

32

0.2~

184

0.33

13.7

0.~0

0 04~

0.85

0.~

! .0~

265

2.00

Pacific Northwest

71

0.1:~

357

0 19

15.9

0.80

0 035

0.73

0 50

1.0~

123

!.50

~ M~l-Adant~
Central

DF.LTA .- larval between morro ~

15-31

~’~

°~
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The non-storm waler discl-~rges listed previously have a high potential for contributing
pollutants ~o storm sev,~:rs (EPA, Pitt, 1992). Other non-sto,~n wa:e~ discl~rges may h~ve

L

less potential for contributing pollutant, S:
¯ Water from stzee¢ cleaning draimge
¯ Water from fire hydrant flushing
¯ Water from fur fighting ~ctivRi~

~---

¯ Runoff from aoncommen:ial residential activities, such as lawn walering, car washing.

swimming pool

¯ Water from wat~ lia¢ bctak~

¯ Certain cleaning water from comax’n:ial activitica

¯ Infiltration of tmcontaminatcd ground
¯ Industzial lXcx:e~ wastewater, which has be¢~ issued ¯ Natiotml PoIlueant Disdmrg¢
gliminati°n SYstem 0qPDES) lXamit’a

warn.. For many of these onnections, ther~ is ¯ tni.~aken belief th~ mamrials ar~ going ~o ¯
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Illicit connections may take a variety of forrr~ including improper connections of
residential sewer service lines or sumps, cross-<:ormectiov,_s with sanitary sewers, improper

V
O

L

connections of industry sewer lines, and improper disposal of wastes to floor drains or
outdoor drains connected to the separate storm sewer.
C.I.I |mDr0per Inslallatip_~
In older sections of cities with separate storm sewer~ the potential for improper
cormections to a separate storm se~-r may be high. Problems with illicit connections in the
oldest developed areas are often traced to the initial development of the storm sewer system
(AWPA, 1990). Early storm sew~-rs preceded the development of sanitary sewers. Once
storm sewers were in plnce, however, they received other non-storm water sourc~ of
pollutants, some by direct connections and others from ~astes dumped into the streets or
storm sewers. Many cities prohibited the discharge of domestic sewage to storm sewers but
failed to provide public mnitary sewma, r~ulting in ~ illegal connectiom built without
public supervision. Other illesal connections to the m sewer were ovea’looked by
municipal officials because of the l~k of proper tanitary sewer~ or because the mtmieipality
did not have a program ~ldressing the quality of di.~harges from the storm ~ syttetn.
During redevelopment or infill development, illicit cormections may trise when ~torm
sewers are either mistaken for sanitary lines or the developer intentionally installs impropta"
connections to a storm sewer that is morn easily accessed than a sanitnry sew~. Expanding
or retrofitting large, older industrial complexes creates special problems if mnl~ of the
sanitary and storm sewer ~ do not exist or are in~-xu~am and confusion arise, t~-garding
the appropriate function of the ~ ~ In addition, when the ~ivitie, within m
industrial facility change, floor drains and other discharge points, which ~re connected to
treatment plant. Such floor drains may receive a wide variety of discharges, including spills,
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Numero~ts factors may cau..~ floor drai~ ~ be directed toward separate storm sev,’e~
Many floor drains in commercial and industrial facilities are positioned so that they collect
storm ~ter rurming into a building, as well as cleaning wmer. spillage, and other non-~orm
v, ater discharges generated w-ithin a building. Urbanized areas have experienced rapid gro~2t
since 1950. During much of that time, many municipalities did not provide adequate publicly
treatment

(POTW) sere’ice; the d~’elopment ofPOTW capacity often lagged far
behind the rapid development of the urbanized area. When faced with limited POTW
works

capacity or inadequate POTWs, which could not handle toxic materials (e.g., solventa and
heavy greases), many municipalities encouraged developers to connect floor drains and oth~
non.maitary sewage lines from commercial and industrial facilities to separate ~aorm ~
Some municipal ordinances prohibited floor drtins from being connected to the sanitary ~
D,m~m.) The operators of facilities with the~ t)~ of improper connections usually do not
know whether floor drains and other typ~ of draim discharge to a selmrme ~ fewer ot to
t maitary sew,r.
Recent studies in Michigan recognized that development that occurred while undertized

POTWs wer~ in operation, can create wide-spretd illicit connections. For example, the Hurott
River Pollution Abatement Program inspected 660 tm.sines.s~ homes, taxi other Imildingt
buildings ~ 14 percettt w~r, identified t$ having improper storm drain onnectiom.
Illicit discharge, wer¢ detected at t higher rate of 60 percent for automobilv-relamd
~ including .~’rvic~ mona, mmmm~e dealerships, car washes, body r,&op~, and
light industrial facilities. While tome of the problems discovered in thi, study we~ the t~ult

of improper plumbing or illegal connectiom, most connections were approved at the time they

Some municipalitm have prokibit, d floor dram onm~om to tanit~ ~w,r, in ov©rbroad effom m comply with
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C.I.2 ~Se~er M~intenanee/Restor~tio~
As urban development grows, flows in the sanitary se~er system increase. In some
s> stems where flows during dry or wet weather have g~\\~ to exceed the hydraulic capacity
of sanitary, sewers, the sanitary sewer has been intention,~ll.v cross connected to a ~on’n sev,’,~-

V
O
L

systems. In some cases, formal connections or overflow devices have been installed and, in
others, holes are punched into the sanitary sewer to relieve the sanitary sewer of high flow~.
Some cross-connections result in wet weather combined sev~r overflows; others discharge
during dry weather events. Discharges from malfunctioning sardtary sewage pumping stations
are often directed toward storm sewer~.
Incomplete separation of combined sewers may result in s~gnificant numbers of crossconnections between the saniuu-y sewer system and l~ s~orm sewe~ system. Most
mumcipa~ities separate sewers primarily to prevent basement and street floodings, with
secondary consideration given to water qualily concerns, Because separation operations
expensive and can cause significant dis~’uptions to stre~ usage, short cuts may be t~ken to
satisfy flooding concerns at the lowest cost. EPA has recemly issued a Combined Sewer

Ove~-flow (CSO) Control Policy:
C.2 INTERACTIONS WITH SEWAGE SYSTEMS
As sanitary sewage collection systems age, the syst~s de~lop leaks and cracks.
MunicipaLities have long recognized the probl~q.s of storm ~at~r inf’dtrating into sanitary
sewers, because this type of infiltration disrupts the operation of a POTW. However, the
reverse problem of sewage exfiltrating out of tl~ sanitary sev, e~. collection system can occur
¯ arly 1900s and the mid-1950s. Sewer mains were constructed of asbestos cement,
bituminous fiber, brick, cast iron, redwood, or vitrified clay. Manholes w~re p~’3~ed from
brick and mortar or reinforced concr~-te. These aged materials, poorly constructed manholes

and joints, and main breaks may permit ex~tratioa Se~e from a leaky sanitary system
¯ Combiae~ Se,~-r Overflow (cso) c.onm~ ~cy, E~A, S9 ~ ~S~SS (Apra tg. t99@

1
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can flow to a storm sewer or ¢ont~tminate ground water supplies. An EPA study on sewer
exfiltration found significant ratios of the rate of exfilttation of raw sewage tothe rate of
infiltration of ground water or storm water into sarfitary se~ers. Field a~d laboratory results
determined that this ratio varied bet~en 1.5 to 1 and 14 to 1.5 Not only are the ratio to
rates high, but exfiltration can occur during dry periods, a.s well a~ wet weather period.,t;
infilu’ation is more limited to wet weather periods or periods when the water table is high.

2

Separate storm sev,~-r~ mad umitary sewers interactions can be caused by numerom
¢onditiot~. For example, interaction may occur at manholes ~ v,~.re sanitary sewer laterals
and storm ~ trenche~ crom In addition, separate storm ~ev,~rs and ~nitary sewen may
~ the same trench, which i-~ generally filled with very porou~ material, s~.tch as gravel,
C.3 IMPROPER DISPOSAL
Improper dispo~ of materials may result in ontaminated discharge, from separate ~torm
sewen in two major way~. First, materials may be disposed of dirtctly to a catchbaaia or
other storm water cottveyance. Second, materials disposed of on the ground may either drain
directly to ¯ storm sewer or be wa.dx.d into a storm sewer dm"in8 a storm event.
Imprope, ~ to ¯ ~rate storm sewer often oc~ar~ becau~ many believe that
dis~sal of materiah to street catchb~ins and other separate storm sewer inleta is an
envi.mnmentaily ~ound practice. Part of the confusion occurs because some at-e~ are served
by combined sewert, which are part of the sanitary sewer collection system, and people
assume ~ disc.karged to a catchbasin will reach an appropriate sewage treatment plant.
Mamtiah that are commonly disposed of improperly include u...xd oil; household toxic
materia~ radiator fluids; and litter, such as disposable cups, cans, and fast-food ~

s U.S. EPA, ~ of tim Evt~tloa of Grmmdwt~r ~ or Se~er Lrfihnt~’, Mmmi~ Fscili~
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A 1984 survey of household disposal gr~-tices estimated that the follo~-ing percentages of
households typically disposed of the materials listed di~e, cdy to a storm se~r or a s~ree¢:

O

t

¯ 3 percent of households---paints and thinners
¯ I I percent of households~used motor oil
¯ 83 percent of households that flushed their own auto radiators~.~sed radiator fluid
(anti-fr~eze con~ with metals).
In addition, although ¢onxmon practice may have changed since 1985, the stt~dy es’dmated
that an additional 14 percem of households that changed their own mot~, oil disposed of the
motor oil by pouring it on the ground. Figur~ C-i through C-3 depict these
3%
C~m’bute to Pollutant 1 Ground
~ to Storm Watu, ~ Trash
I Street

r-I Storage

Figure C-I. Dispo~ Pracl~ea el’ Homeholds Gene~ttng Used MaCro" Oil

Sou.~: Russell and Meiot~ 1985.
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The report indicated that cases of on.site waste dispo~l where pollutants w~e added to
runoff, which eventually ended up in drainage systems, ~ cases wher~ ~ generator dumped
wastes directly down a ~ were common. Of the 36 cases of illegal dumping inve~tig~l
in the GAO report, 14 cases involved disposal of h~ntdous n~terial directly to or with
drainage to ~, storm sewer, flood control structu~ or fide of a road. An ~ddilional 10 ~it~
involved disposal to the ground, l~dfills (other than those receiving hazardou~ w~-s), trmh

bins, which can then result in adding pollutants to ~xtuent storm w~te~ discharges.

The GAO ~port concluded thnt becaase RCRA regulations ~nd compliance inspectiom
for generators ~ mmsporters were not designed to detect illegal disposal, local government
agencies, including flood control agencies ~d del~tments of transportation were l~ticulm’ly
important for detecting illegal dumping.

Businesses disposing of small amounts of hazardous waste may be of concern becaus~
they not fully
hazardous waste disposal regulations and employee tr~Kng

C.4 SPII&,~
Spilled material may have a have a high potential for entering human-made draimge
systems. Until recently, an ~ceepted pmetic~ to respondiag to spills w~s to flush tl~ spill~

.......................
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AppendixC
material away. These removal methods may often result in flushing the spilled material into a
separate storm sewer.

L
A wide variety of materials, such as petroleum products, other liquid products, and waste
chemicals, may spill during transportation, transfer, use, and storage. The U.S. Coast Guard’s
National Response Center (NRC) receives thousands of incident reports, involving hundreds of
substances each year. Smnmary data, provided by the NRC, categorized spilled materials as
either oil or hazardous substances defined under the CWA or the Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act. The term oil is used to represent
more than 90 different materials, including various grades of crude oil, naphtha, co~l tar,
creosote, refined oils, gasoline, and jet fu, l.
Table C-1 summarizes the amounts of reported oil and hazardous substances discharged
and the amounts reported in water during 1987 and 1988. As this table shows, significant
quantities of pollutants are reported to the NRC as spilled or dumped each year. Cleanup
activities are not initiated for each reported discharges. Where cleanup occurs, a significant
portion of a spill is often not recoverable. Although no data are available to substantiate the
number of unreported discharges, Merryman (1989) estimated that less than half of the
reportable incidents occurring each year are reported to the NRC. Many of these incidents
probably involve little cleanup activity because they were not reported to responsible
authorities.
C.5 MALFUNCTIONING SEPTIC SYSTEMS
rural and suburban areas served by septic systems, malfunctioning septic systems can
contribute pollutants to separate storm sewers. Although septic systems work well in rural,
low-density areas with suitable soll and a deep water table, septic system~ are oftten in.staffed
in inappropriate areas, such as coastal areas, where rapid residential growth, particularly in
second-home developmem areas, has outdistanced the ability of local governments to build

c-10
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Table C-I. Summary. of U.S. Coast Guard National Response Center Data on
Discharges of Oil and CERCLA-Regulated MateriaLs During 1987 and 19S8
198"7
Gallons
Oil Spills Affecting ~

4,988,282

1987
Pounds
..

19g~
Gal3om

Oil Spills Affecting Warm"

3,613,555

-

4.637,600

_

Oil Spills Amount in Water

5,278,773

-o

2.949,694

_

Hazardous Substances Spills Affectm~ ~

1.969.080

3.354.591

,1.201.392

2.565.142

Hazardota Substanc~ Spills Affecting Water

3.664.065

656.843

5.244.696

g56.852

Htr.trdous Substances Spills Aracamt i.n g,’a~er

3.636.764

347.230

2.320.8’7,1

415.204

6,426,228

198~
Pounds
-

Oil i~ def’med by the NRC to iac.lude 94

Hazatdm~ Substaac~ kwdude 494 ~ either ~ired by or containing ~ ~ by CF.RCLA.
Surface malfunctions are caused by clogged or impermeable soils or when stopped up or
collapsed pipes forte untrtated wastewater to the surface. Surface malfunctions can vary in
degree from occasional damp patches on the surface to constant pooling
wastewater to a storm sewer. These discharges have high bacteria, nitrate, a,-xi nutrient levels
and can contain a variety of household chemicals. One type of imprOlXa’ rt~nedy to a surface
malfunction is to install a pipe o~ tnmch over soil absorption systems to route untnmted
surface malfunction overflow av, ay from the septic system, resulting in ~ discharges to

:
Malfunctioning septic systems may be a more significant surface runoff pollution problem
than a ground water problem, This is because a malfunctioning septic system is less likely to
movement of wastewa~. (Poorly located septic systems that ar~ OlXaming properly ar~ the

In addition to surface malfimctions, insufficiently treated wastewater from a septic system

C-II
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conduit to surface waters. Also, seepage of sev~g2e or effluent into undergrour~i portions of
buildings can be pumped to separate storm

The 1992 Needs Survey estimates that a.pproximately 30 percent of the population m the

O

L

Urfited States is served by septic systems’.
C.6 INFILTRATION OF CoN’rA~MINATED GROUND WATER
Many separate storm sewers discharge ground water that infiltrates into the storm sewe¢.
Usually, these discharges are not contaminated and, in general, do not pose dixect pollutant
threats to surface waters. However, ff ground v~-ater sources are contaminated by induslrial ~
other sources, the separate storm sewer serves as a conduit for the contaminated ground waIe~
to surface waters. This process can greatly reduce pollutant removal associated with ground
water migration through soils, as well as reduoe the dilution processes associated with ground
water plume migration. Conversely, obsecvirtg contaminated discharges from separate storm
sewers during dry weather may be used as ¯ tool to detect sources of ground waua.

2

number of commercial activities. One leading cause of ground water contamination from
commercial activities includes leaks from umierground storage tanks (USTs) and taxk"rgromld
pipes. Underground storage tanks are used to store large amounts of potential pollmants, such
as petroleum products and chemicals. In 1987, EPA estimated that 676,000 UST systems
s~red retail motor fuel, 651,000 stored othe~ petroleum products, and 54,000 stored hazardous
chemicals in the United States. In addition. EPA estimated that potentially millions of other
small UST systems, such as hydraulic lift tank~ and power cable conduits, contain dielecuk
fluid. Pollutants leaking from these tanks may infiltrate through soil into either
ditches or. storm water pipes (Fields, 1989). A draft EPA report (Kaschak and Hargrov¢.,
1988) reviewed corrective action case ~ of 50 leaking UST sites. The report indicated
’ "19~r2 Nc~t~ Surv~ Repo~ ~o Cougr~’. EPA. Sep~ub~ 1993.

F"
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that surface waler impacts were of concern at 14 percent of these sites, v,here fuels entered
storm df~Jfls or f]o%ed over th~ sth"face, or where the sou:-ce was located close to a stream o~
surface waters.

C.7 ROAD OILING
EPA estimates that 70 million gallons of used oil, primarily supplied by service statioas
and repair shops, are used for road oiling.
2

A study 6f two rural roads in New Jersey treated with waste crankcase oil indicated that
only i percent of the total oil applied to the road may remain on the road surface (Freestone
"Runoff of oils from rural roads treated to suppress dus~= NERC, EPA, Cincinnati, OH,
1972). The study concluded that oil could have left the road surface by several means such aa
volatilization, rurmff, adhesion to vehicles, adhesion to du.q particle~ with wind transport, and
biodegradafion.
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Storm Water Program
Question and Answer Document

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance
Permits Division
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460
March 1992
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C~401E~01 - 1030-03-2166-004(2)\Q&A\Q&A DOC

INDUSTRIAL PERMIT APPLICATION QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Category t - Facilities subject to storm water effluent guidelines, new source
performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards.
1.

What kinds of facilities are Included under category (i)?
Category (i) includes facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations
guidehnes, new source performance standards, or toxic pollutant effluent
standards under Title 40 subchapter N of the Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR) (except facilities with toxic pollutant effluent standards which are
exempted under category (xi) of the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity). The term "storm water" modifies only
"effluent limitations guidelines." Facihties subject to subcategones with new
source performance standards, toxic pollutant effluent standards, or storm
water effluent limitation guidelines are required to submit a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit application for storm water
discharges associated with industrial activity.
What kinda of fecilitles are subject to storm water effluent guideline~?
The following categories of facilities have storm water effluent guidelines for at
least one of their subcategories: cement manufacturing (40 CFR 411); feedlotl
(40 CFR 412); fertilizer manufacturing (40 CFR 418); petroleum refining (40
CFR 419); phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR 422); steam electric power
generation (40 CFR 423); coal mining (40 CFR 434); mineral mining and
processing (40 CFR 436); ore mining and dressing (40 CFR 440); and asphalt
(40 CFR 443). A facility that falls into one of these general categories should
examine the effluent guideline to determine if it is categorized in one of the
subcategories that have storm water effluent guidelines. If ¯ facility i~
classified as one of those subcategories, that facility is subject to the standards
listed in the CFR for that category, and as such, is required to submit a storm
water discharge permit application.
What kinds of facilities are subject to "toxic pollutant effluent
standards"?
First, it is important to understand the term toxic pollutant. Toxic pollutants
refers to the priority pollutants listed in Tables II and III of Appendix D to 40
CFR part 122 (not 40 CFR Part 129). If any of these toxic pollutants are
limited in an effluent guideline to which the facility is subject (including
pretreatment standards), then the facility must apply for a storm water permit.
1
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The following categories of facilities have toxic po!lutant effluent standards for
at least one subcategory:
L

Textile mifts (40 CFR 410)
Electrop!ating (40 CFR 413)
Organic chemicals, plastics, and synthetic 5hers (40 CFR 414)
Inorganic chemicals (40 CFR 415)
Petroleum refining (40 CFR 419)
Iron and steel manufacturing (40 CFR 420)
Nonferrous metals, manufacturing (40 CFR 421)
Steam electric power generating (40 CFR 423)
Ferroalloy manufacturing (40 CFR 424)
Leather tanning and finishing (40 CFR 425)
Glass manufacturing (40 CFR 426)
Rubber manufactunng (40 CFR 428)
Timber products processing (40 CFR 429)
Pulp, paper, and paperboard (40 CFR 430)
Metal finishing (40 CFR 433)
Pharmaceutical manufacturing (40 CFR 439)
Ore mining and dressing (40 CFR 440)
Pesbcide chemicals (40 CFR 455)
Photographic processing (40 CFR 459)
Battery manufacturing (40 CFR 461)
Metal molding and casting (40 CFR 464)
Coil coating (40 CFR 465)
Porcelain enameling (40 CFR 466)
Aluminum forming (40 CFR 467)
Copper forming (40 CFR 468)
Electrical and electronic components (40 CFR 469)
Nonferrous metals forming and metal powders (40 CFR 471)

2

~’~
U

What Idnds of facilities are subject to "new source performance
standards’?
Most effluent guidelines listed in subchapter N contain New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS). A facil=ty that is subject to a NSPS as
defined for that particular effluent guideline is required to submit a permit
applicabon for the storm water discharges associated with industrial activity at
that site. The definition of a new source varies based on the publication date
of the particular effluent guideline.
The following categories of 40 CFR Subchapter N facilities do not have new
source Performance standards. All other categories have at least one
subcategory with new source Performance standards.
2
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Oil and Gas Extraction (40 CFR 435)
Mineral Mining and Processing (40 CFR 436)
Gum and Wood Chemicals Manufacturing (40 CFR 454)
Pesticide Chemicals (40 CFR 455)
Explosives Manufacturing (40 CFR 457)
Photographic (40 CFR 459)
Hospital (40 CFR 460)

O

If a facility is included under the description of both category (i) and
catogory (xt), is that facility required to submit a storm water permit
application if material handling equipment or activities, raw materials,
lntormediate products, final products, waste materials, by-product~, or
Industrial machinery are not exposed to storm water?

2

The answer depends on why the facility is included in category (i). If the
facihty is included in category (i) because it is subject to ~torm water effluent
standards or new source performance standards, the facility is required to
apply for a permit regardless of whether it has exposure or not. Facilities that
are Included in categon/(i) only because they have toxic pollutant effluent
standards are not required to submit an application if they indeed have no
exposure to material handling equipment or activities, raw materials,
intermediate products, final products, waste materials, by-products, or industrial
machinery.

What Industrial groups am covered by Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) codes that are used in the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity?
The following SIC codes and associated industries are included in the
indicated categories of the definition:
I
Category (i~
24 (except 2434) Lumber and Wood Products (except wood kitchen
cabinets)
26 (except 265 and 267) - Paper and Allied Products (except
paperboard
containers and products)
28 (except 283 and 285) - Chemicals and Allied Products (except drugs
and paints)
29 - Petroleum Refining Industries
311 - Leather Tanning and Finishing
3
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32 (except 323) - Stone/Clay/Glass and Concrete Products (except
glass products made of purchased glass)
33 - Primary Metal Industries
:N141 - Fabricated Structural Metals
373 - Ship and Boat Building and Repairing
Category (iii)
10 - Metal Mining
!2 - Coal Mining
13 - Oil and Gas Extraction
14 - Nonmetallic Minerals
Category (vi)
5015 - Motor Vehicles Parts, Used
5093 - Scrap and Waste Material~
Category (viii)
40 - Railroad Transportation
41 - Local Passenger Transportation
42 (except 4221-4225) - Trucking and Warehousing (except public
warehousing and storage)
43 - U.S. Postal Service
44 - Water Transportation
45 - Transportation by Air
5171 - PeVoleum Bulk Stations and Termlnal~
Category (x~’)
20 - Food and Kindred Product=
21 - Tobacco Product~
22 - Textile Mill Products
23 -Apparel Related Products
2434 - Wood Kitchen Cabinets Manufacturing
25 - Furniture and Fixtures
265 - Paperboard Containers and Boxes
267 - Converted Paper and Paperboard Products
27 - Printing, Publishing, and Allied Industries
283 - Drugs
285 - Paints. Varnishes, Lacquer, Enamels, and Allied Products
30 - Rubber and Plastics
31 (except 311) - Leather and Leather Products (except leather
tanning and finishing)
323 - Glass Products
34 (except 3441) - Fabricated Metal Products (except fabricated
structural metal)
4
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35- Industrial and Commercial Machinery and Computer Equipment
38 - Electronic and Other Electrical Equipment and Components
37 (except 373). Transportation Equipment (except ship and boat
buitcling and repairing)
38 - Measuring, Analyzing, and Controlling Instruments
39 - Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries
4221-4225 - Public Warehousing and Storage
I Category iii. Mining and Oil & Gaa Operetione
7.

Am Inactive mines Included in the regulation?
Two conditions must be met for an inactive mine to be required to submit a
storm water discharge permit application. First, the facility must have a
discharge of storm water that has come into contact with any overburden, raw
material, intermediate products, finished products, byproducts, o~ waste
products located on the site of the facility. The second condition depends on
the t~pe of mining activity.
Inactive non-coal mining operations must apply until such sites are released
from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17,
1990. Non-coal mining operations released from applicable State or Federal
requirements before December 17, 1990, must apply for an NPDES storm
water discharge permit if the storm water discharges are contaminated a~
discus, above.

i
t

!

Inactive coal mining operations must apply unless the performance bond
issued to the facility by the appropriate Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act (SMCRA) authority has been released.
8.

Are any oil & gas exploration, production, processing, or t~atment
operations, or transmission facilities classified under SIC code 13,
exempt from having to apply for a storm water permit?
Yes, such facilities are exempt unless they have discharged storm water after
November 16, 1987, containing a Reportable Quantity (RQ) of a pollutant for
which notification is or was required pursuant to 40 CFR 117.21, 40 CFR
302.6, or 40 CFR 110.6; or if a storm water discharge from the facility
contributes to a violation of a water quality standard, as set forth in 40 CFR
122.26(c)(1)(iii).

i
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9.

What is a repo~ble quantity for discharges from an oil or gas
operations?
As defined at 4,~ CFR 110.6, an RQ is the amount of oil that violates
applicable water :uality standards or causes a film or sheen upon or a
discoloration cf ..’:-P_ surface of the water or adjoining shorelines or causes a
sludge or emuis,,:~,~ to be deposited beneath the surface of the water or upon
adjoining shore,~r-,es (40 CFR part 110.6). The RQs for other substances are
listed in 40 CFP. 117.3 and 302.4 in terms of pounds released over any 24hour period.

~,~

10. Am access mac:is for mining operations covered?
Any constructior= that disturbs 5 acres or more of total land area must apply for
a storm water ~s~harge permit.
After construction, roads for mining operations would not be included unle~l
storm water runoff from such roads mixes with storm water that is
contaminated b,t- contact with overburden, raw materials, intermediate products,
finished produc~s, byproducts, or waste products. When roads are constructed
out of materials such as overburden or byproducts, an application for an
NPDES storm ,=~-ater discharge permit would be required.

I Cat~gory iv. Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, or D~sposal Facil|ttes
11.

is a facility that stores hazardous waste less than 90 days raquired to
submit an apl>ikcation?
It is EPA’s inter~ to cover those facilities that are operating under interim status
or permit under ~ Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) subtitle
C. As such, on=,y facilities meeting the definition of a hazardous waste
treatment, storaL:,e, or disposal facility under RCRA are expressly included in
this category. A facility that stores hazardous waste less than 90 days is not
considered to be a treatment, storage, or disposal facility, and therefore is not
required to sub~ a storm water permit application.

6
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~-Categ°ry v " Landfills, Land Application Sites and Open Dumps
12.

Do closed or inactive landfills need to apply for a permit?
Yes. Any landfill, active, inactive or closed, must apply for a permit if it
receives, or has received, wastes from the industrial facilities identified under
122.26(b)(14)(i)-(xi). To the extent that control measures and best
management practices address storm water, the permit may incorporate those
control measures.

13.

Does ¯ landfill that receives only the office waste andlor cafeteria waste
from industrial facilities have to apply for an NPDES permit?
No. Only landfills that receive or have received waste from manufacturing
portions of industrial facilrt~es need to apply for a permit.

Category vi. Recycling FaciltUes
1
14. Are gas stations or repair shops that collect tires or batteries classified In
the "recycling" category?
No.
Only
facilities
classified
in SIC
5015 (usedcategory.
motor vehicle
parts)
and those
5093 facilities
(scrap
andsuch
waste
materials)
arecodes
inyards,
the "recycling"
This
includes
as
metal scrap
battery reclaimers, salvage
yards, and automobile junk yards.
15.

~L~
3

Are municipal waste collection sites Included in category (vi)?
No. Municipal waste collection sites where bottles, cans, and newspapers are
collected for recycling purposes are not classified as SIC codes 5015 or 5093.

I
L~
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l Category vii - Stream Electric Power Generating Facilities
16. Are offsite transformer areas regulated under the NPDES etorm water
rule?

~
1

No. Upon examination of the Toxic Substances Control Act, EPA determined
that the regulation of storm water discharges from these faci!ities should be
studied under Section 402(p)(5) of the Clean Water ACt (CWA) (55 FR 48013).
Future regulations may be developed to address these areas.
17.

2

Are storm water discharges from electrical substations included in the
definition of industrial activity?
No. Electrical substations are not covered by this regulation.

18.

Are storm water discharges from coal piles that are located offsite from
the power station included in the definition of industrial activity?
No. Offsite coal piles are not covered by this regulation. In order to be
included, a coal pile must be located on the site of a facility defined by the
regulation as being "engaged in an industrial activity."

’
~L~

19. Are storm water discharges from co-generation facilities Included In the
definition of industrial activity?
A heat capture co-generation facility is not covered under the definition of
storm water discharge associated with industrial activity; however, a dual fuel
co-generation facility is included and therefore must submit an application for
the storm water discharges associated with industrial activity.
20.

Are university power plants included in the definition of industrial
activity?
Yes. A university/steam electric power generating facility is required to apply
for a storm water discharge permit.

8
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21.

Are gas stations and automotive repair shops required to apply for an
NPDES storm water discharge permit?
No. These facilities are classified in SIC codes 5541 (gasoline filling stations)
and 7538 (automotive repair shops). The storm water rule generally does not
address facilities with SIC classff=cations pertaining to wholesale, retail, service
or commercial activities. Ad~t=t~onal regulations addressing these sources may
be developed under Section 403(p)(6) of the CWA if studies required under
Section 402(p)(5) indicate the need for regulation.

22.

Does a vehicle maintenance shop or an equipment cleaning facility need
to apply for a permit?
Yes, if the shop is categorized by the SIC codes listed in the transportation
category of facilities engaged in industrial activity [i.e,, SIC codes 40, 41, 42
(except 4221-25) 43, 44, 45 and 5171]. Only the vehicle maintenance
(including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and
lubrication) and equipment cleaning areas (such as truck washing areas) must
be addressed in the application.
As explained above, gas stations are classified in SIC code 5541 and
automotive repair services are classified as SIC code 75, which are not
included in the regulatory definition of industrial activity, and therefore are not
required to submit NPDES storm water discharge permit applications.

23.

Are municipally owned and/or operated school bus maintenance facllittel
required to apply for an NPDES I:mrmit?
No. The SIC Manual states that "school bus establishments operated by
educational institutions should be treated as auxiliaries" to the educational
institution. Since the SIC code assigned to educational institutions is 82, the
municipally operated (i.e., by a school board, district, or other municipal entity)
school bus establishments would not be required to apply for an NPDES permit
for their storm water discharges. Private contract school bus services are
required to apply for an NPDES permit for their storm water discharges.
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24.

Is SIC code 4212 always assigned to facilities with dump trucks?

L

No. The maintenance facility must be primarily engaged in maintaining the
dump truck to be characterized as SIC code 4212. Dump trucks used for road
maintenance and construction and facd~ties that maintain these trucks are
classified under SIC code 16 (heavy construction other than building
construction) and therefore would not be characterized as engaging in
industrial activity.
2

25. How does a municipality determine what type of vehicle a particular
maintenance facility is primarily engaged in servicing?
The SIC Manual recommends using a value of receipts or revenues approach
to determine what is the primary activity of a facility. For example, if a
maintenance facility services both school buses and intercity buses, the facility
would total receipts for each type of vehicle and whichever generated the most
revenue, would be the vehicle type that the facility is primarily engaged in
servicing. If data on revenues and receipts are not available, the number of
vehicles and frequency of service may be compared. If a facility services more
than two types of vehicles, whichever type generates the most (not necessarily
greater than hal/of the total) revenue, or is most frequently serviced, is the
vehicle type the facility is primarily engaged in servicing.
26.

I= a municipal maintenance facility that is primarily engaged in servicing
garbage trucks required to apply for a permit? The answer depends on the SIC code assigned to the establishment. If the
municipality also owns the disposal facility (e.g., landfill, incinerator) that
receives refuse transported by the trucks, then the maintenance facility would
be classified as SIC code 4953 and thus would not be required to apply for a
permit unless the maintenance facility was located at a facility covered under
one of the other categories of industrial activity (e.g., a landfill that receives
industrial waste). If, however, the municipality does not own the disposal
facility, the truck maintenance facility would be classified as SIC code 4212
and thus would be required to apply for a permiL If other vehicles are serviced
at the same maintenance facility, the facility may not be required to submit a
permit application (see question #25 above).
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27. Are fire trucks or police cars included in the transportation SIC codes?
No. The operation of fire trucks and police ca.,"s are classified under public
order and safety (SIC code 92); therefore, the o~>erator of a facility primarily
engaged in serv~cmg those vehicles would not be required to apply for a
28.

Do all airports need to apply for a storm water discharge permit?
No, only those airports classified as SIC code 45 Only those portions of the
facility that are either involved in vehicle maintenance (including vehicle
rehabihtauon, mechamcal repairs, painting, fuei~ng, and lubrication), equipment
cleaning, or airport deicing or which are otherwise identified under
122.26(b)(14)(0-(vii) or (ix-xi) are required to be perrn~. Airports that are
not engaged in such actiwt~es do not require storm water discharge permits.
Facilities pnmarily engaged in performing serwces that incidentally use
airplanes (e.g., crop dusting and aerial photography) are classif~=d according to
the serwce performed.

29.

Is the deicing of airplanes, runways, or both Included in airport deicing
operations?
Airports or aidine companies must apply for a storm water discharge permit for
locations where deicing chemicals are applied. This includes, but is not limited
to, runways, taxiways, ramps, and areas used for the deicing of airplanes. The
operator of the airport should apply for the storm water discharge permit with
individual airline companies included as co-applicants.

30.

Who
responsible for seeking permit coverage at an airport that ham
many companies using the facility and discharging storm watol’?
The operator is responsible for seeking coverage. EPA strongly encoumge~
cooperation between the airport authority and all operating aidines at that
airport. Each operator is responsible for coordina~ng with the others and they
may act as co-applicants. Please note that under 122.26(a)(6) the Director
has the discretion to issue individual permits to each discharger or to issue an
indrvidual permit to the airport operator and have other dischargers to the
same system act as co-permittees to the permit issued to the airport operator.

11
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31. Are railroad facilities Included?
Railroad facilities, classified as SIC code 40, which have vehicle maintenance
activities, equipment cleaning operations or are otherwise identified under
122.26(b)(14)(i)-(viO or (ix)-(xi) need to apply for a permit.
32.

Are repairs along a railroad system considered to be vehicle maintenance
end thus regulated?
No, Only nontransient vehicle maintenance shops are included in the
transportation category.

33. Are tank farms at petroleum bulk storage stations covered by the rule?
No, unless the storm water discharge from the tank farm area commingles with
storm water from any vehicle maintenance shops or equipment cleanieg
operations located onsets. However, tank farms located onsite with other
industrial facilities, as defined in 122.26(b)(14), are included in the regulatio~l.
34.

Is ¯ perking lot associated with = vehicle maintenance ¯hop Included In
the r~guletion?
Yes. Under 122.26 (b)(14)(viii) vehicle maintenance and equipment cleaning
operations are considered industrial a(.livity. Parking lots used to store vehicles
prior to maintenance are considered to be a component of the vehicle
maintenance activity.

36.

Is the fueling operation of a transportation facility (SiC code¯ 40 through
45) covered if there ere no other vehicle maintenance activities taking
place at the facility?
Yes. A nonretaii fueling operation is considered vehicle maintenance [see
122.26(b)(14)(viii)] and requires an NPDES storm water discharge permit
application.

36.

Is a manufacturing facility’s off¯Its vehicle maintenance facility required
to apply for ¯ permit under the transportation category?
No. An offsite vehicle maintenance facility supporting one company would not
be required to apply for a permit if that company is not primarily engaged in
providing transportation services and therefore would not be classified as SIC
12
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code 42. The maintenance facility would be considered an auxiliary operation
to the manufacturing fac~ ,*y. For a full discussion on auxiliary facilities see
page 13 through 17 of the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification Manual. If
the maintenance facility is located on the same site as the manufacturing
operation, it would be inciuoed in the areas associated with industrial activity
and must be addressed in an application.
37.

0

"¥

,/

Is a marina required to ~pply for a storm water permit if it operates ¯
retail fueling operation, but other vehicle maintenance or equipment
cleaning activities are not conducted onsite?
Facilities that are "primarily engaged" in operating marinas are best classified
as SIC 4493 - marinas. These facihties rent boat slips, store boats, and
generally perform a range of other marine services including boat cleaning and
incidental boat repair. They frequently sell food, fuel, fishing supplies, and
may sell boats. For fac~hties classified as 4493 that are involved in vehicle
(boat) maintenance actrvrtms (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical
repairs, painting, fueling., and lubrication) or equipment cleaning operations,
those portions of the far~lrty that are involved in such vehicle maintenance
activities are considered to be associated with industrial activity and are
covered under the storm water regulations.
Facilities classified as 4493 that are ~ot involved in equipment cleaning or
vehicle maintenance actiwt~s (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical
repairs, painting, and lubrication) are not intended to be covered under 40 CFR
Section 122.26(b)(14)(viii) of the storm water permit application regulations.
The retail sale of fuel atcne at marinas, without any other vehicle maintenance
or equipment cleaning operat~)ns, is not considered to be grounds for
coverage under the storm water regulations.
Madne facilities that are "primarily engaged" in the retail sale of fuel and
lubricating oils are best classified as SIC code 5541 - madne service stations are not covered under 40 CFR Section 122.26(b)(14)(viii) of the storm
water permit application regulations. These facilities may also sell other
merchandise or perform minor repair work.

and

"

.-~

LU

Facilities "primarily engaged" in the operation of sports and recreation services
such as boat rental, canoe rental, and party fishing, are best classified under
SIC code 7999 - miscellaneous recreational facilities - and are not covered
under 40 CFR Section 122.26(b)(14)(viii).

13
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l"Categ°ry ix " Sewage Treatment W°rks
38.

Are storm water permit applications required for offsite (i.e., physically
separated from the main treatJ’nent works property) pumping stations?
No, storm water permit applications are not required for such sites.

39. Are separate permit applications required for vehicle maintenance/
washing facilities (iocatod either onsite or offsJto) associated with ¯
wastewater treatment plant and owned/operated by the wastewater
treatment sgency?
Offsite vehicle maintenance facilities would not be required to submit
applications unless they serve multiple clients since they do not fit the SIC
codes listed in the transportat=on category of facilities engaged in industrial
activity. Onsite vehicle maintenanceicleaning operations are associated with
industrial activity and must be included in the application.
40.

Do wastewater treatment facilities that collect their storm water runoff
¯ nd treat the storm water as part of the normal inflow that is procossed
through the treatment plant have to apply for ¯ permit?
No, If a facility discharges its storm water into the headworks of the treatment
plant, it is essentially the same as discharging to a combined system or to a
sanitary system and is therefore exempt from the requirements of 122.26(c).

41.

The definition states that off=ite areas where sludge is beneficially
¯ re not included as storm water discharges associated with Industrial
activity. How is beneficial reuse defined?
Beneficial sludge reuse is the application of sludge as a nutrient builder or soil
conditioner. Examples include agricultural or domestic application.
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l’ Categ°ry x " C°nstructJ°n Acttvitie"
42.

Is a construction site of five acres or more subject to the same deadline
as other industrial facilities?
The indrvidual application deadline for all storm water discharges associated
wr~h industrial activity is 1011192. If a construction activity is completed by
10/1/32. an application is not required.

43.

What is the duration of an NPDES permit Issued for s construction
The I>en’nit will be effecOve as long the construction activity continues, but no
longer than five years. If the construction contnues beyond five years, the
owner/operator must apply for a new permit.

44.

Does the construction category only Include construction of Industrial
buildings?
No. Any construction activity, including clearing, grading, and excavation, that
resul~.s in the disturbance of five acres of land or more in total is covered by
the ru;e. Such activities may include road building, construction of residential
houses, Off’K~e buildings, or industrial buildings, and demolition activity.
However, this does not apply to agricultural or silvicultural activities, which are
exempt from NPDES permit requirements under 40 CFR 122.4.

48.

Does the rule requira that storm water discharges after construction be
addressed?
Yes. The individual application must describe proposed measures to control
pollutants in storm water discharges that will occur after construction
operalx)ns are complete, including a description of State and local erosion and
sedw~mt control specifications.

Please Note: EPA believes that construction activities should be covered under
a storm water general permit wherever possible. 40 CFR 122.21(c)(1) allows the
permitting authority to establish different and shorter submittal dates under the
specific terms of a particular general permit.
15
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46.

The definition s~tes ~at ~e ope~to~ of cons~uct~on ac~vi~ ~at
distu~ less than five ac~s am not ~qui~d to apply for a pe~it unless
that const~c~on is pa~ of a la~er common plan of development or Isle.
What is meant by "pa~ of a la~er common plan of development or Isle"?
of a la~er ~mmon plan of development or ~le"
where mult=pte separa:e and dist~n~ ~nst~ion a~s may ~ ~ki~ pla~
at d~erent t~mes on O~erent s~ules under one plan. Thus,
const~ct~on a~N~ has ~n ~entifi~ onsite by t~ ~me ~ appli~n
would ~ submit, ~at O~sti~ a~iv~ should
larger plan.

47.

Who i~ ~Ipon=ible for applying for a =to~
The ~tor is ms~ib~ for app~ng for
122.21(b). In.~ ~ of ~ns~on, the ~er may submR an appl~
for a ~nst~ a~ d the o~ratom have not ~t ~n ~n~.
H~ever, on~ ~ ~to~ have ~n ~en~, ~ m~t ~ e~r
by who has day to day su~ision a~ ~nVol of

I Categow xi - Light Indus~al FacilIU~
If a ~oW (xi) ~cili~ has de~in~
ce~in acOvibe= or areas lis~d tn ~e definiUon
ope~tor d~= not file a ~it appli~Uon, how d~
if askS, ~at h~she did not n~ ~ apply?
However, ~e o~tor ~y want to d~nt
to ~e ~nclu~n ~at ~re ~ no e~sure to sto~ ~r.
O~mentation sh~ ~ mtain~ ons~e,
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49.

Do those industries listed in 122.26(b)(14)(xi) that only have access roads
and rail lines exposed to storm water need to apply for a permit?
No. As stated in 122.26 (b){14), facilities in category (xi) do not have to apply
for a permit if storm water only is exposed to access roads and rail lines.

50.

If air pollution control equipment vents on the roof are exposed to storm
water, does this constitute exposure and trigger a permit condition?
No. The exposure of air pollution control equipment vents does not in itseff
constitute exposure. It is possible, however, that even with the use of air
pollution control equipment, significant pollutants may be exposed to storm
water. For example, if a cyclone, a common particulate control device, is used
alone, only about 80 percent of the potential pollutants would be removed. 20
percent of the pollutants may then come into contact with storm water. In this
case, a permit application is required.

51.

If there has been past exposure, can = facility change Its operation to
eliminate exposure, end thus become exempt?
Yes. If a category (xi) facility can change its operation and eliminate
exposure, the facility may be exempt from the regulation, It is important to
note, however, that eliminabng exposure may include clean up as well.

52.

Is = covered dumpster containing waste matedsl kept outside considered
exposure?
No, as long as the container is completely covered and nothing can drain out
holes in bottom, or is lost in loading onto a garbage truck, this would not be
considered exposure.

I’General
53.

How is a storm water ouffall from an Industrial site defined for the
purpose of sampling?
An industrial outfall is the point at which storm water associated with industrial
activity discharges to waters of the United States or a separate storm sewer.
Separate storm sewers may be roads with drainage systems, municipal
streets, catch basins, curbs, gu~ers, ditches, man-made channels, or storm drains.
17
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54. Are tank farms considered to be associated with industrial activity?
Yes, if they are located at a facili~ described in the definition of storm water
chscharge associated with industr;al actiwty. Tank farms are used to store
products and materials used or created by industrial facilities, and therefore
are directly related to manufacturing processes. However, tank farms
associated with petroleum bulk storage stations, classified as SIC code 5171,
at which no vehicle maintenance or equipment cleaning operations occur, are
exempt.
55.

Is an of/site warehouse associated with ¯ regulated indu¯tri¯l facility
required to submit ¯n application?
No. As stated on page 48011 of the preamble to the November 16, 1990, rule,
warehouses of either preassembly parts or finished products that are not
located at an industrial facility are not required to submit an application unless
otherwise covered by the rule.

66.

If ¯ facility has more than one Industrial activity, how many applications
are required?
Only one application is required per facility. Permit conditions will address the
various operations at the facility. The application must reflect all storm water
discharges from areas associated with industrial activity as described in the
definition at 122.26(b)(14). The activity in which a facility is primarily engaged
determines what SIC code is assigned to that facility. To determine the activity
in which a facility is primarily engaged, The SIC Manual recommends using a
value of receipts or revenues approach. For example, if a facility
manufactures both metal and plastic products, the facility would total receipt~
for each operation and the operation that generated the most revenue for the
facility is the operation in which tl’m facility is primarily engaged. If revenues
and receipts are not available for a parbcular facility, the number of employees
or production rate may be compared. If a facility performs more than two
types of operations, whichever operabon generates the most (not necessarily
the majority) revenue or employs the most personnel, is the operation in which
the facility is primarily engaged.

57.

Are industrial facilities located in municipalities with fewer than 100,000
residents required to apply for ¯ permit?
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58.

If the SIC code for the activity in which a facility is primarily engaged ia
not included in the dofinition of storm water discharge associated with
Industrial activity, but the facility has a secondary SIC code that is
included in the definition, is the facility required to submit an NPDES
storm water permit application?
For purposes of this regulation, a facility°s SIC code is determined based on
the primary activity taking place at that facihty. In the case described above,
the fac~;:,’,y =s not required to apply for an NPDES storm water discharge permit.
However, if the facihty conducts an activity on the site identified in the narr~3t.ivO
~escn~t~o~ns of categories (i), (iv), (v), (vii), or (x), then the facility would be
required to submit an NPDES storm water permit application for portions of the
facilrty used for the activities described in those categories.

69. Am military base= or other Federal facilities regulated under this rule?
Yes. Industrial activities identified under 122.26(b)(14)(~)-(xi) that Federal,
State, or Muniopal governments own or operate are subject to the regulation.
60.

Doe¯ the regulation require a permit for storm water discharges to ¯
publicly owned t~atment work=?
No. A discharge to a sanitary sewer or a combined sewer system is not
regulated under the storm water regulation. Storm water discharges either to
waters of the United States or separate storm sewer systems require a permit
if associated with any of the industnal facilities listed in 122.26(b)(i) - (xi).

61.

Are them any limits or size restrictions which narrow the ¯cope of
facilities requiring an application?
The only restrictions regarding size are for construction activities and sewage
treatment works. All construction activities must apply for permit coverage
except for operations that disturb less than five acres of total land which are
not part of a larger common plan of development or sale. Sewage treatment
works designed to treat one million gallons per day or more must submit an
NPDES permit application.
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62.

Do pilot plan~ or ~sea~h and development facilities clarified wi~in
one of ~e ~gulated S~C codes need to apply for a ~it?
A pilot p~ant or resear~ fac~l~ classified by an SIC ~e ~i~ ~ s~
under 122.26(b)(14)(i)-(xi) would be r~uir~ to submit an appli~on. A pilot
plant or research facil~’s operations ~n
manufactunng o~rabons of the full-s~le fa~h~ and therefore wa~nt

63.

A~ stockpiles of a final product from an indus~al site ~at a~ I~at~
away from ~e indus~ai plant site, included under ~e definiUon of sto~
water discha~e associa~d wi~ indus~al acUvi~?
Such st~p;~s wouM ~ ~ ~ver~ ~e ~ey are not ~t~ at ~ s~e
of ~e mdus~al ~i~.
If a facili~ has a NPDES ~it for i~ p~ess waste~r and so~, but
not all, of 1~ sto~ ~r discha~es aM~iated ~ indusffial acUv~,
d~s ~e o~m~r n~ ~ apply?
~ o~mtor must ~sum ~at all sto~ ~ter diseases a~t~
i~ustnal a~ are ~ver~ by an NPDES ~it. The o~rator may ~h to
subm~ an i~lv~ual appl;~t~on, pa~cipate in a group appli~,
~verage u~er a ge~ral
~ver~ by an exist~ NPDES ~. T~ ~ing a~ho~ may
to m~i~ ~e ex:~ NPDES
dis~arges.
A facili~ holds a ~n~ ~ne~d NPDES ~it ~ich d~s not ~ver
s~ ~r discha~.
Y~. If ~ ~1~ ~ ~n~ in paragraph 1~.26(b)(14)(i) ~r~h (~) of
~le, ~at fa~l~ ~y ~sh to subm~ an i~N~ual appli~fion, pa~dpate in a
group appli~on, or ~k ~verage u~er a general ~ for any ~maini~
ouffalls ~at are not ~ver~ by an exis~ng NPDES
a~on~ may al~ wish to m~i~ or rei~ue ~e existing NPDES
~ver ~e o~r st~ ~t~ d~a~.
If a mgula~ company o~= and o~m~s a =ubsidiaw ~ich
wholesale or ~m~mial na~m, would ~e subsidia~ n~
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No. Since the subsidiary facility’s operations are of a wholesale or commercial
orientation, the operations are not cons~ered to be industrial and therefore
would not be covered by this rule unless they are specifically covered by one
of the SIC codes or narrative descriptions in 122.26(b)(14).
67.

Can an applicant claim confidentiality on Information contained in an
NPDES permit application?

Jr

No. Under 40 CFR 122.7(b), the permitting authority will deny claims of
confidentiality for the name and address of any permit applicant or permittee,
permit applications, permits, and effluent data.
68.

Do the November 16, 1990, regulations modify the requirements of
existing atorm water effluent guidelines?
No. Existing storm water effluent guidelines are still applicable.

69.

Which application forms are induatrise reaponaibis for lubmitting?
For discharges composed entirely of storm water, operators should
submit Form 1 and Form 2F.
For discharges of storm water combined with process wastewater,
operators should submit Form 1, Form 2F, and Form 2C.

I.

For storm water discharged in combination with nonprocess wastewater,
operators should submit Form 1, Form 2F, and Form 2E.
For new sources or new discharges of storm water which will be
combined with other non-storm water, operators should submit Form 1,
Form 2F, and Form 2D.
70.

Are Superfund $1t=~ regulated under this rule?

q

Yes, if the site is assigned an SIC code or fits the description of one of
categories listed in the definition of storm water discharge associated with
industrial activity. Under the Superfund Amendment and Reauthor~zation Act
(SARA) section 121(E). Superfund sites are required to "substantively comply=
with all environmental regulations.
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71.

Are areas used for the disposal of industrial wastewaters and sanitary
wastewaters included in the definition of "associated with Industrial
activity"?
Yes, the definition includes sites used for process water land application that
are not used for agricultural activities.

72.

Do inactive Industrial facilities need to apply?
Yes, if the facility is included in the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity and significant materials remain on site and
are exposed to storm water runoff (p.48009 of 11/16/91Federal Register).
The regulation defines significant materials at 122.26 (b)(13) as including, but
not limited to, raw materials; fuels; materials such as solvents, detergents, and
plastic pellets; finished materials such as metalhc products; raw materials used
in food processing or production; hazardous substances designated under
section 101 (14) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act; any chemical the facility is required to report
pursuant to section 313 of title III of SARA; fertilizers; pesticides; and waste
products such as ashes, slag and sludge that have the potential to be released
with storm water discharges.

73.

Can a facility apply for an Individual permit after completing the group
application or applying for coverage under a general permit?
This option is available, but the operator is advised to discuss the matter
directly with the permitting authority.

74.

If a facility is totally enclosed with no matadala or activities exposed to
storm water, but has a point source discharge of storm water, is a permit
application required?
If the facility is described in categories 122.26(b)(14)(i-x) a permit application i~
required regardless of the actual exposure of materials or activities to storm
water. If the facility is described in 122.26(b)(14)(xi), a permit application is
required only if there is exposure of materials or activities to storm water.
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75.

How does a municipally owned industrial facili~ appty for an NPDES
permit?
Such a faci!i~ must meet the same a~plication re.’j~u~re~’~en~s as any other
industrial fac~:~ty. The facihty may submit an ~n~ v,dua: permit application
(Forms 1 and 2F), participate in a group apphca:~on, or seek coverage under
an available general permit.

76. Who is required to submit Form 17
Anyone submit~ng NPDES application Forms 2C, 2D. 2E. 2F, or a construction
individual apphcation is required to submit Form 1.
77,

Before the October 1, 1992, Individual application deadline, which forml
must ¯ facility submit to renew it= NPDES permit for ¯ storm water
discharge?
Since the indNidual storm water application is not due until October 1, 1992,
EPA is allowing such facilities to choose whether the ~o~n water discharge~
are identff~=d on a Form 2C or a Form 2F. After October 1, 1992, a facility
must submit an appl~..ation in accordance with 40 CFR 122.26(c) (i.e., Forms 1
and 2F).

78.

Are
and/or noncont=ct cooling water= (e.g., sir conditioner
condensate) included in the definition of storm watt’?
No. "Storm water" means storm water runoff, snow rr~t runoff, and surface
runoff and drainage. Washwaters are usually consK~ered to be process
wastewater. Noncontact coolir~ waters are considered a nonprocess
wastewater.
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V

STORM WATER QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PART II

~

1,

What kinds of storm water discharges ere required to obtain an NPDES
permit under Phase I of the storm water program?

A,

The National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) storm water
perm,t ao0ticat=on regulations, promulgated by the U.S. Environmental
Protect=on Agency (EPA), require that the following storm water discharges
apply for an NPDES permit: (1) e discharge assoc=ated witl~ industrial
act,viW; (2) e Oischarge from e large or mad=urn municipal separate storm
sewer system; or (3) e discharge which EPA or the State determines to
contribute to a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant
contributor of pollutants tO waters of the United States. The permit
epplicat=on deadlines era specified in EPA’e regulations.

2,

What i= a "storm water dlecharge eeeoclated with indue~,lal activity?"

A.

The term "storm water discharge associated with industrial activity" maanl
a storm water discharge from one of the eleven categories of industrial
activity defined at 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 122.26(b)(14)(i|
througl~ (xi). Five of these categories are identified by Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) co~e and the other six categories provide narrative
descriptions of the industrial activity. The complete definition is included
in Section Xlll of this document.
If any activity at a facility is covered by one of the five categories which
prov~le narrative deecrtptione, storm water discharge= from that activity of
facility are subject to storm water permit application requirements. If the
primary SiC code of the facility is identified in one of the remaining six
categories, the facility is subject to the storm water permit application
re~luirements. Note that only those facilities/activities described above
having ~oint ~ discharges of =tore water to waters of the United
State= or to a municipal separate storm sewer system or other conveyance
are required to submit a storm water permit application. The definition of
"point source" is provided at 40 CFR 122.2. The definition ie included in
Section XlII of this document.
What are SIC codes and how can a facility find out it= proper SiC code?

A.

SIC codes are four-digit industry codes that were created by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) for statistical purposes. Other
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governmenta~ orgen~zat~OnS some~m~,~ use :~ese coaes wmen classify,n@
business estaOiisnmen~s. To flnO ~ ,.o,~ec~ SiC coOe, an aDOhcan~ m,g~
c~ec~ h~s or her unemO~oymen~ ~nsu,.,,ce fo~ms or con~ac~ ~e
consult the St~c~ra l~ustr ~ Cry% ~ ~t:on ~3=,~t (S~C Manual),
oublished byOMB in 1987. Th~s mm~,,al~s avaHaole~n t~@ resource
section of most ~ubl;clloranes. Oue,~,ons regaraingassign~n~of
pa~icular coaes can be aaaressee to your State oerm~tt~ng 8uthori~. A list
of teleohone numOer~ ~na I~tl~l~l for State storm water contacts
Drovi~e~ as an ~ttacnment to t~is Oocu~nt.

~

4.

~at SiC code should I flctll~ use when ~ere are mulUple
occurring at ~e

A.

For the purposes of the storm water program, a fac~li~ mus~ determine its
~ SIC c~e based on the primary act~v~ ~curr~ng a~ the s~te. To
Oe~erm~ne t~e pr~ ~nOustrial acttv,~y, t~e SIC Manual recom~nds
us;ng the value of rece~Dts or revenues. If such ~nformat~on ~s not available
for a ~an~cular facd~w, t~e number of employees or pr~u~ion rate for
each process ~y be compared. The operation tha~ generates the
revenue or employs the ~st ~rsonnel ~s the o~rat~n in which the
faciliW Is pr~nly engage. For case-sp~f~ de:er~bo~, conta~
pertaining au~w for your State.

5.

How is e fs~W re~ when muldp~ ~~Ues ~u~ by different
o~rators ere oc~g on me ~ ~m (s~m, f~

A.

When multJQle ~ities are conducted by differen~ ooera~ors at a single
I~ation, each i~us~al ~Jviw is ~ss~gned ~ts o~ SiC ~e. At an
air~, for exempt, @ passenger airline car~er ~11 r~e~e one SIC code,
b~ an overnight ~er I~ated in the sa~ ~nger ~y r~eive another
SiC c~e. W~rm ~ SiC c~el ~y differ, if ~ are regulat~
industrial ~vi~s, EPA generally e~ou~ges t~e o~rators to ~o~
c~eppl~an~ (su~ ~orm water ~rmlt appleton fo~ tog~er) when
they are ~t~ ~ ~ sa~ site a~ ~n i~us~ ~m/drainage basi~
are ~r~. W~ a ~rmi: is issued (or if ~e o~rators are filing for
general ~) ~ ~applicants will ~ ~~s a~ share
res~ioiliW.of ~t compliance.

6.

If a fa~liW’s ~ SIC ~de is not listed ~ ~e re~n:, b~ an
ac~ ~at oc~ on ~te is described ~ one of ~e n~a~
of ~dusffial acb~W, does mat facili~ have ~ ap~ ~r a
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A.

If a facility conducts an aotiv,ty on the site identified in the ~
descriptions of cate~jories {el, (iv). (vl, (vii}, (ix) or (x), tl~en the fac~liW
would be required to submIt e storm water I~ermit application for
O~sc~arges from t~ose ~o~ons of t~e fac~y w~ere the activiW occurs.
Suc~ narrat=ve act=v=t~esifac=~it~es ~nclu0e: (i) act=vi~ies zuDject to =term
water effluent lira=tat=one guidelines, new source ~erformance standards, or
tox=c ~oitutant effluent s~an~ar0s; (iv) hazardous waste treatment storage,
or O~sOosal fecal=ties lncluO~ng t~ose that are o~era~ing under =nterim status
or a perm,t under =ubt=tte C of t~e Resource Conservation and Recove~
Act (RCRA); (v) lanahlls, land application sates and open ~ump= that
receive or have received industrial wastes; (v~i) steam electric power
generating fac=lities; (ix) sewage treatment work= with a ~esign flow of
1.0 mgd or more; and (x) construction activity ~isturbing five or ~re
acres of land.

7.

Do storm water discharges from non-industrial areas at an indusulal facility
(employee parking lots, rental car operations at In airport) have to be
addressed in an NPOES permit?

A.

No. Only storm water discharges from those areas that are assoclsted
with industrial activity, as defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14) must be
addressed in the permit. However, if storm water runoff from S nonindustrial area commingles with runoff from = regulated industrial area, the
comb;ned discharge would require permit coverage.

8.

How Ire off site facilities (such II dllt]’ibutlon centerl, storage far.Jlltlsl,
vehicle maintenance IhOpl) regulated under the storm water pro{tram?

A.

To determine the regulatory status of off site facilities, first the operator of
a facility must determine if that off site operation can be classified
according to its own SIC code. If there is no SIC code which describes the
off site facility independently, then it would assume the SIC code of the
parent facility it supports. However, certain off site facilities that fall
within the categories of auxiliary facilities described in Section XlV of this
document (or which are specifically described in the SiC code description)
would, in moat cases, be classified according to the parent facility they
support. Such SUPl~rting establishments include central administrative
offices, research and development laboratories, maintenance garages, and
local trucking terminals.

~
¯"
~
;
+
~

EPA has determined that off site vehicle maintenance facilities that service
¯ trucks used for local transportation of goods or for local services era
generally considered supporting establishments which would not be
assigned ¯ transportation SiC code; rather, such facilities ere classified
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ShOuld note tibet large end meclium munic~13alit~es (~oou~ation 100.000 or
more) are currently designIng storm water management programs tibet will
control contamInated storm water discharges from entering tr~eir separate
storm sewer systems. AclOit~onal storm water discharges may be
regulatecl unclerPhasell of the storm water program. EPA is currently in
the 0rocess of developing Phase II.

,

~r

13.

Are activities associated with industllil activlW that occur on agricultural
lands exempted from storm water permitting requirements?

A.

No. If a storm water discharge is associated with industrial activity as
c~efined at 40 CFR 122.26(b](14), it is suOject to perm~
requirements regardless of the location of (~e industri~ activiw. For
example, if a gravel extraction ac~viW occurred on land leased from
farm, the act~wty would be classified as mining under SIC code I~2 or
I~6 and therefore would be considered a storm water discharge
associa(ed with industrial ac(iviW end require l

14.

Are NPDES permi~ uinsferlble from one ficillW owner to ~e next?

A.

Individual NPDES permits may be transferred to a new owner or o~eritor If
the ~ermit is ~difi~. These procedures are ~escrib~ at ~ CFR 122.61.
Under the general ~ermi(s for storm water discharges, issued by EPA in the
September 9, 19e2 an~ September 25, Ie92, noficel (ST
~ 41176 end 57 ~ ~12), the new o~eta~or can submit in NOI
Oayl prior to the change of ownership but must include the faciliW’l
existing general permit number on the NOI form. Many NPDES authorized
States have similar provisions in their general permits.

15.

How doel lto~ wa~r permlffing differ ~ S~tes ~ approv~
NPOES prog~ml ~mpered to Stitel ~ N~ES S~te

A.

While F~eral storm ~ter regulationl (i.e., the Novem~r 16, 19~, storm
wa~er permit appli~tion regulations) Mtablish minimum rlquirt~nll
nation.de. State ~rmi~ing au(~ori(iel ~y imHll ~rt Ivinglnt
re~uirl~ml or d~idl to expand the scope of itl program to ~t State
prio~tiel. EPA Regional offices are the pertaining aut~o~ties for 12
and ~lt Terhtories; the remaining 38 States and the Virgin Is~ndl
administer their o~ storm water ~rogra~ and issue permits to regulate
municipalities and industries in their States. Regulat~ facilities in these
States should conta~ t~e aggroor~ate State pertaining authoriw ~r
guidance, application forms, general permits and o~er ~terial=. Please
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note that some of tlne NPDES States do not issue permits for Federal
facilities locatecl in tlnetr States,
For regulated facilities in tlne 12 non-delegated States (MA, NH, ME, FL,
TX, OK, LA, ~, SO, AZ, AK, ID), the Territories (all exceot t~e Virgin
Islands], t~e Distr~ct of Columbia, an~ for f~c~li~ie$ located on In0ian lan~s
(in most, if not a~l, ae~egate~ States anO in all non-oelegate~ States), an~
for FeOeral facilities in t~e S~ates of DE, CO, IA, KS, NH, NY, OH, SC, ~
anO WA, t~e storm water program is aOministered throug~ EPA Regional
offices. Suc~ facilities may be eligible for coverage unOer the general
Definite issue~ by EPA in the Seotember 9, 1992, and September 25,
1992, ~ notices (57~ 41176 and 57~ ~12).

Ill.

Definition of Storm Water Discharge Associated ~’lth Industrial ActJvity

Category (I): Facilltlee subject to storm water effluent IlmitaUona guidelines,
new source performance standards or toxic pollutant effluent standerda under
40 CFR subchaptar N.
16. What are toxic pollutant effluent atandarda?
A.

40 CFR 122.26(b)[14)(i) includes facilities that are subject to storm water
effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance standards, or
pollutant affluent standard,1. The phrase =toxic pollutant effluent
standards" refers to the standards established pursuant to CWA section
307(a)(2) and co<lifted at 40 CFR Part 129. Part 129 applies only to
manufacturer~ of six 113ecific pesticide productl which are defined as toxic
pollutants. Please note that the phrase =facilities subject to toxic I)Ollutant
effluent standards" does not refer to those industries subject to effluent
limitation guidelir4~ for toxics under 40 CFR subchapter N.

I c.,.gory

o, ..d op.r. o..

..

1o-14. I
I

17. What onstitute~ "ontaminatJon" at an oil and gu faculty?
Oil and gas facilitie~ classified as SIC code 13 are required to apl:)ly fo~ a
storm water permit if the facility has had a release of a Rel:)ortable
Quantity (RQ) in storm water for which notification has been required any
time since November 16, 1987, or if ti~e discharge contributes to a
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wotat~on of a water qua~,w standard. RQs for which not~ficat,on is requ,red
areclefineclat40CFRPa~s 110. 117, an~ 302. AnRQ forod~s~efine~
at 40 CFR 110 as the amount of o,i that v,o~a:es ao01~caO~e water qua~iW
standards or causes a film or sheen upon or a ~;scolorat~on of the water
surface or aajo~mng s~ore~nes, or causes a s~u~ge or emulsion to be
aeoos~ted beneat~ t~e water surface or uoon 8djoimng shorelineS. For
ot~et suDstances, RQ leve~s ate exoressea ~n terms of oounds released
over any 24 hour ~er,od a~a are I~sted at 40 CFR 117.3 and ~ CFR
302.4. A list of these RQ ieve~s is available from the Storm Water Hotl~ne
at (703) 821-4823.
18.

Do EPA’I Indus~ill storm wJtlt genetll permits Ipply to di~chlrge~ from
mine sites ~t Jte subject to storm wltlt effluent limitations guidelines,
but which Ire not covered by In exiling NPDES permit?

A.

~o, storm water O~scharges f~om m~ne sites that are subject to storm
water effluent I~m~tat~on gu~el;nes are no~ authorized by industrial storm
water general ~erm~ts ~ssuea by EPA in the September 9, 1992, and
SeotemOer 25, 1992, Fe~e~a! Rea;ster notices (57 ~ 41176 and 57 ~
~12). In States ~thout NPDES ~ermiKing authori~, the m~ne operato~
submit In in~iwdu81 aOplicltion to address t~ose storm water ~ischarges,
or could have Participated m ~ group a~plicat~on prior (00cto~r 1, 19~2
(note: any facdi~ which ~id not submit an individual application prior tO
October 1, 1992 or p~ici~lte in a timely grouD application ~ss~ EPA’s
regulato~ deadline In~ ~y ~t subject to enforcement Iction}. Hoover.
ce~ain ~u~horized Stlttl rely issue general permits authorizing such storm
water aischarges from m~ne sites provid~ that those permits contain the
a~plicable guideline require~n~.

S.

Cln point ~ur~ di~argel of ~n~ltd ground w~tet ~om mine Idi~
and seeps ~t e~ ~ ~~ ~e ~tes ~ ~rmi~ed under ~e s~rm
water pro~am?
Point source diverges of ~n-sto~ water to ~ter~ of the Un~ S~tes
must ~ autho~ by in NPDES permit. Point source diverges of either
con~minat~ grou~ water from a mine a~it or seep that are not releted to
specific storm events ~ulO not be considered to be storm ~ter.
Discharges that are com~sed in whole or in Da~ of non-sto~ ~ter
cannot De address~ solely Oy the permit applications for storm ~r
(Forms 1 and 2F), a~ canno~ ~e authorized by NPDES ~erm~s ~t on~
authorize discharges com~sea entirely of storm water. ~er, ~ 1
and 2C or 2D (a~ ~ 2F if t~e Oischarge is mix~ with storm ~ter)
must be us~ ~en applying for a NPDES petit for non-storm ~ter.
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20.

A.

If
ptJmlry SIC codl of ¯ faciliW is net covered under the regulations,
but U~are is a hazardous Wlltt treatment, StOrlgS or disposal radiiW
(TSDF) on site, is ~l TSDF subject to storm watlr plrmiffing ¯
roquitemlnt~
Yes. If the hazardou~waste TSDFi$ or should be o~erating under interim
status or a ~erm~t unOer Subtitle C of the Resource Conse~ation and
Recove~ Act (RCRA), rag¯rOles= of t~e fac=~W’s grima~ act=yaW, t~e
storm water ~ischarge= from that ~n~on of t~e site are subject to t~e
narrative 0efinltion of storm water 0~sc~arges associated with industr~l
act~v=W under categow (iv}. Even if a fac~iiW’= SIC c~e is not included in
the regulations, any activiW descr~ by one of the narrative categories of
"in~ustrisl activeW" that is ~curring On t~e lit¯ ~ul0 be tegulat~ un0lr
the storm water program.

Category (v): Landfigl, land applJcabon ~Itee ~nd open dumps ~et recahm
industrial waste.

~
;
¯
~
~
~

i

I

21.

At whet point does In in¯create, ~osed, o~ capped landffil cease being an
industrial ecthdty?

A.

An inactive, closed or capped landfill i¯ no longer subject to storm water
permit application requirement¯ w~en tl’m perrruttlng authority determines
the land usa has been altered such that there is no exposure of significant
materiels tO ~torm water at the Site. For example, if an impervious surface
(such as a I~rking lot or sl~opping center) now covers the closed lanclfill,.,
the permitting authority could letermine that storm water cliscl’~rge¯ from
the area are no longer associated with the previous landfill activirf. These
el¯termination¯ must be made by the perrru~ng authority on a case-by-

3~.

If onlDuction of calls at e landfill dLsturbl greeter thin five l¢~el Of land,
la coverage under EPA’¯ on¯t~ucOon gener~ permits required?

A.

No. EPA considers construction of new cell¯ to be routine landNI
operations that Irl covlrld I:)y the landfill’S irKlustrial Itorm wirer glnersl
permit. However, the storm water pollution prevention plan for the landfil!
must incorporate best management practice¯ (BMP¯) that address
secliment and troliot’t control. Where a new landfill is being constructed
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and five or more aCreS of lancl are being disturbed, such activity, would
need to be covered uncler EPA’s construction general oermi! un~l t~e time
t~a~ ~n~81 construction ~$ comolete~ 8nO ~n~u~r~al waste ~ rece~veO.
P~ease no~e ~ha~ NPDES au~or~ze~ S~a~es may aa~res~ ~his situation
a~tferenTly,
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~ Page 48066), end a storm water perm,t is not required for the
O~scnarges from that area. Only those portions of the SIC code 5171
fac;lity where ve~cle maintenance opera~,ons (inclua;ng vehicle
re~aO~llta~ton, mechanical repairs, painting, fuel~ng, en~ lubrication) ~nd
equipment c~ean~ng take p~ace are required to be covereU under 8 storm
wa~er permit application.
26.

A.

Are off ~ite vehicle m~nten~nce ~remm required to submit permit
mpplic~onm for ~eir storm w~tef dlmch~rgel~
A~ discussed in Section I of this document, to determine the regulato~
status of off ~ite vehicle m~nten~nce operat~onm, the operator of ~ facili~
must first determine if t~t Off S~te o~rat~on can be cl~ss~fled according
~ts own SIC coOe. If there i~ no SIC code which ~escr~bem the off site
faC~h~ ~nOepen~ently, then ~t woul~ ~s~ume the Sl~ cO~e of the p~rent
facll~ it ~uppons. However, please note that off-s~te f~c~litiem that f~ll
w~thin the n~ne categories liste~ on pmge 17 of the SIC M~nu~l (or which
~re specltic~lly ~elcrlbed in the SIC co~e ~elcr~ption) woul~, i~
c~mem, be cl~s~ified ~ccording to the ~rent f~c~li~ they mup~. See
Section XlII of th~ ~u~nt for the complete lilt. S~h sup~In~
est~bl~h~ntm incluOe centr~l ~m~nimtr~tive offices, fesemrch ~
develop~nt l~rmtoriel, ~inten~nce g~rmgem. ~ ~I ~ki~
terminals. EPA hem ~etermine~ that off mite vehicle ~nte~e f~cilitiem
thet pri~rily ~ice truckl ule~ for ~ tr~nl~tion of g~l Of for
Ioc~l me,ices ere generelly considered supposing eet~bllmh~t~ which
not ~smu~ ~ trlnm~tion SIC co~e; r~ther, l~h fec~litiel ~re l~llifl~
eccoraing to the SIC c~e of the f~cili~ they suppo~. Long~ist~n~e
trucking centers, on the other h~n~, ~re generelly l~msified ~l SIC
4213, ~na ~re subject to regul~tion under ~ CF~ I Z2.26(bH14](viii]).

[,
27. Who ~st ap~ ~ ~r~t ~verage ~ onsign
A.

Under ~ NPOES storm wa~er program, the operator of a regulated a~ivi~
or d~arge must apply for a storm water ~er~t. EPA clarified ~at the
oDera~ of a onstruction ac~vi~ is ~he Pa~ or pe~ies ~at eider
~nOiv~i~ or ~ken together meet the follo~ng ~ criteria: (1) ~
have opera~onal control over t~e site sp~ifica~ions (i~ludlng t~e abili~ to
make ~~bons in specifications); and (2) ~ey ~ve ~e
operational conVol of those activities at the site n~e~a~ to ensure
compliance ~fl plan requirements and permit co~itions (9/9/92 ~
~ page 411~). If ~re than one pa~ ~e~ ~ a~ve criter~,
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then each party involved must become a co-permi~ee with any Other
Operator(s). For example, Jf tt~e s~te owner !~as operational control over
s~te specifications anO a general contractor t~as clay-to-(:ay operational
control of sIte actIvities, then both pa~os w~Jl be co-perm~ees.
When two or more pa~es meet EPA’s ~efin~t;on of operator, each operator
must submit an NOI, anO e.ther ~nclu~e a photocopy of the o~he~ operators’
N01(s) or the general permat number that was assigned for that PrOjeCt.
Under EPA’s storm ~a~er construction general permits, the co-perm~ees
are expecteU to jo~n in implementing a ~ po;lution prevention plan
prtor to submi~al of ~he NOI, and in the retention of all plans anO repots
require~ by the permit for a perlo~ of at least three years from the
that the site is finally
For individual storm water Oischarge permits, applications must be filed 90
Oays pdor to the commencement of construction. If a contractor has not
been selected at the time of application, the owner of the proj~ site
would initially file the ~ppllca~on ~nd the contractor should s~gn on when
selected, Under an in~v~Oual storm water p~rmit for onlt~t~on, multiple
operators would have to sign onto the permit, instead of subm~ing e new
application. Please note that authorized NPDES States ~y h~ve va~ing
N01 ana/or permit require~nts and should ~ contacted on ~
28.

A.

~et 8re ~e relpon~b~Ues of sub~nuactors et ~e ~nl~ ~
under EPA’s storm warm ~ns~cUon general
EPA storm water onst~t~on general permits require su~on~ors to
~mple~nt the ~llurll stated in the ~ll~on prevention p~n and to
ceni~ that he/she underlta~l the ter~ ~ conOitions of ~ ~t
require~ntl. U~er EPA’I ge~ral ~rmits, lu~ontr~ors are ~t
required to lub~t NOlo.

29. ~t is meant by a "~r~ ~m~n p~ of deve~p~nt ~
A.

A "larger com~n p~n of develop~nt or ~le" Is a contlg~ area
multipla separate a~ dis~nct construdtion a~ivities ~y be ~ng place at
different ti~s on different schedules under one plan. For ~ple, if
Oeve~r buy! a 2~ecre lot an~ builds roads, installs pipes, a~
ele~ricJW with the intent;on of constructing homes or other
somet~ in the ~re, t~Js would be considered a ~m~n plan of
development or sale. If the land is parceled off or so~, and o--on
occurs on plots ~at are ~ than five acres by separate, indecent
builders, this a~ivi~ still would ~e subject to storm water
requirements if the ~ller plots were includ~ on the origi~l s~e p~n.
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30.

V

Does construction activity encoml~ese repaying of roads?

A.

Re0aving is not regulated under ~,e storm water program unless five or
morl acres of unOerly~ng anO/or surrounding so~i are cleareO, gra~ed or
excava~eU as ~a~ of ~he re~av~ng o~erat~on.

31.

Is clearing of lands lpeCiflcally for l~HCulturll purposel regullted
construction I¢~JviW (40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(x)) under the Itorm wirer
program?

A.

No. Although the clearing of land may be greater than five acres, any
amount of clearing for agricultural purposes is not considered an industrial
actlviW unclerthe storm watar regulations. Section 402(I)(1) of the 1J87
Water OualiW Act aXempts ~ storm water discharges from
NPDES perm,t~ing requirements tnc~u0~ng storm water pertaining. Thil
exemption only applies, however, if the clearing of land is solely for
agricultural purpoall. (See Question 13).

32.

If ¯ construction activity that disturbs five or more aerie commences on ¯
s~te covered by an exlaUng Indus~l storm water perndt, are the storm
water discharges from the onstruction area covered by the existing permit
or la e separate perndt requited?

A.

33.

A.

If the existing permit ia an individual permit, then the operator must either
request I modification of the existing permit to include the onltruction
storm water 0ischerges or apply for ovlrlgt under 8 Ilplrlte permit that
s~)ecificaily a~ldrasses that construction IctiviW. If the permittee decides
to modi~ the existing individual permit, permit modifications must be
approved prior to initiating any construction activity, If the existing perrrdt
ia an EPA storm water industrial general perrr~t, the operator should submit
an NOI for coverage under EPA’s storm water general permit for
construction activities. States w~tn NPDES permi~tlng authority may hive
different re<tui~ementl.
If ¯ ~net~uction ecthdW that disturbs less then five acres occurs on ~ite of
i regulated Industrial activity CUrTentfy covered by EPA’I industH41 storm
warm, general permit, does the regu|eted Industry have to modify Itl
poi~ubon prevention plan to include controls for the area of cons~ction?
Yes. Regulated industrial activities covered by EPA’s storm warm
industrial general permit must revise their pollution preventk)n plan to
address all new sources of pollution and runoff including those from
construction activities disturbing less than five acres, that occurred on the
site of the regulated indusu~/. However, if less than five acres, e separate
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s~orm water ;3errant for the construction ac*,;vE~ ~s not required (see
Question 32).
34.

For projects such as e lO0-mila h~ghwly construction project, what
location should be provided on the NOI?

A.

T~o midl3oint of a linear construction oroiec~ sr~ould be used as the site
location on EPA’s NOI form. Forcons~ruc:on Projects t~at sDanacross
more t~an one State, t~e ~roject must meet ~he a~Dlicatlon requirements
of eac~ State.

35.

Are long-term maintenance grogram= for flood conuol channels (such IS
vegetation removal) or ~imilar roadside maintenance programs subject to
perking if five or more ~crel Ire di~rbed?

A.

If grading, clearing or excavation activities disturb five or more acres of
land either for an in(lividual project or aS pert of a long-term maintenance
plan, tl~en the activity is subject to Itorm water permit applicltion
requirements.

36.

For = construction activity that uses off site "borrow pits" for excavation
of fUl material or sand and gravel, should the number of disturbed
the borrow pit be added to the number of ac~ee at the onsmJcUon aite to
deterrr~e the total number of disturbed

A.

No. off site borrow pits 8re not considered part of the on site onltruction
activity. If ¯ borrow pit is specifically used for the removal of materiels
such is sand, gravel, and clay, the pit is con=idered I mine end la
classified urider SIC code 14. Such sites would be regulated as industrial
activity u defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(iii). However, if the borrow
pit is utilized for the removal of general fill material (e.g. dirt) and disturbs
five or more acres of land, the pit would be considered a construction
activity a= defined at 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14)(x).

37.

Would building demolition constitute a land disturbing activity and requite
ato~m water construction permit application?

A.

The definition of land disturbing activity includes but is not limited to
cleehng, grading end excavation. At a demolition site, disturbed areal
might include the site where building materials, demolition equipment, or
disturDed soil are situated, which may alter the surface of the lend.
Therefore, demolition activities that disturl:) five or more acres of lend
would be subject to storm water construction permit application
requirement=.

13
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38.

What Ire the legll responsibilities end Illbilltle| for construction activities
disturbing less then five acres, I~ureu=nt to the Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of
Appalls decision on June 4, 19927

A.

In ~ v. ~[.p_~., 966 F.2d 1292, the Ninth Circuit U.S. Court of A~peals
remanded for further rulemeking, EPA’s exempt=on of construction =ires
less than five acres wl~icl~ are not part of a larger common plan of
Oevelopment or sale. The Agency intenOs to undergo further rulemaking
proceeOJngs for construction sates less than five acre=. Until further
rulemak=ng is completed, permit applications for such activities need not be
submitted to EPA. However, States with NPDES permitting authority may
have more stringent reCluiramenta.

39.

Do storm water construction general permits authorize non-storm water
discharges?

A.

Under EPA’= storm water construction general permitl, ilsuld on
September 9, 1992, end September 25, 1992. the following non-storm
water Oischarges are con0itionelly authorized (57 FR 41219) and (57 FR
44419): discharges from fire fighting Ictivitiel; fire hydrant flushingl;
waters used to wash vehicles or control Oust; potable water source=
including waterline flushing=; irrigation drainage; routine external building
washdown w~=h does not use detergents; pavement washwatera where
spills or leaks of toxic or hazlrdOUl materials have not occurred (unless ell
spilled material has been removed) and where detlrglntl are not used; lit
conditioning condensate; springs; uncontaminated ground water; end
foun0ation or footing drains where flowl are not contlminated with
process materials Such as solvents. These discharges, except for flows
from fire fighting activities, must be identified in the pollution prevention
plan and the plan must address the appropriate measures for controlling
the identified non-storm water discharges. Other non-storm water
discha=’gea not listed above or not identified in the storm water I~ollution
prevention plan, must be covered by = different NPDES I~rmit.

[ Category (xi): Ught manufacturing facilitlee . ,

I

40.

If oi~ drum= or ontained materials ere axpoled dudng loading or unloading
at a ¢atagory.(xi) faci~ty, are storm water discharges from this area subject
to the ltorm Wlt~, regulations?

A.

The storm water regulations require category (xi) facilities to apply for a
storm water permit where material handling equipment or activities, raw
materials, intermediate products, final produCts, waste materiels, byproducts, or industrial machinery are exposed to storm water. If there is a
14
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ex~ose~ ~o s~orm wa~er, ~sc~ar~es fro~ ~8~ area wou~ ~e suOjec~ ~o
s~orm wa~er Derm~C~ng requirements. Co~;e~e;y covering Ioa~ng and
un~oa~ng ac~,v~es may et*m~na~e exposure. ~o~e t~a~ ~erm~ng
aut~or~es may have more s~r~n~en~ ~n~erpre:a:~ons w~n respec~ ~o
exposure on inOus~rial s~es anO s~ouid ~e consul~e~ for case-~y-case
ae~erm;na~ons. Fore ~,scuss~onon~he ~h C~rcu~Cou~ofA~Deals
Sects,on (dune 1~g2) a~ future EPA rutemak~ngs on ca~ego~ (x~)
facilities, ~lease refer ~o Section IX of ~his ~ocument.
41.

Does the storage of ma~erials under a roof at a calego~ (xl) facili~
consti~e exposure?

A.

If materials or ~roOucts a~ a light industrial fac~li~ are stored ou~si~e under
a roof and there is no reasonable potential for w~nd blown rain, snow, or
runoff coming into con~ac~ w~ t~e materials or Dtoduc~, then there ~y
not ~e exposure at tha~ area. However, if materials are stored under a
s~ruc~ure wi~hou~ S~Oes and storm wa~er comes ~n~o contac~ wi~h ~tsrial
handling equiDment or activities, raw materials, inter~iate pr~ucts, final
~ro~ucts, waste ~terials, by-pro~ucts or in~ustrlal ~c~ine~, the
discharge from that area must be ~ermi~ed. The perking aut~riW
s~ould be contacted for specific issues rela~ed to ex~sure.

42.

Will Individual permits Include requirements for storm water pollution
prevention plans and m~nitoring?

A.

EPA anticipates that many individual permits will include storm water
pollution prevention plans is a means of satisfying Best Available
Technology (BAT)/BeIt Conventional Technology (aCT) requiremant~
established in the Clean Water Act (CWA). With regard to rnon~torin9
requirements under individual permits, such requirements vv~il be
cletermined by the permit writer on a case-by-case basis. At a m:nimum,
all facilities with storm water cl;scharges associa£ed with industrial activity
must conduct an annual site 0nspection as prescribed at 40 CFR
122.44(i){4)..

¯

~.~

,

,,

43.

Do permitting authorities have the option of subjecting fac~l~ea that have
submitted individual storm water permit applica~ons to general permits?

~.

A.

Yes, permitting authorities may subject facilities that have submitted
individual permit applications to general permits. Facili~es that are covered

"

~
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by a general permit may petition the permitting authority to be covered
uncJer an individual permit by submlt’t~ng an indivi(~ual permit appiicatlon
w~th reasons supporting the reques~ ~o ~e ~erm~ng authored, pursuan:
to 40 CFR 122.28(b)(2)(~ii).
~hat are t~e benefits/drawbacks of pursuing an individual storm water
permit over I gonoral pormit?
A.

45.

An inOiviClual storm water permit may be advantageous, as it is designed
to reflect a facility’s site-specific conOltions, whereas general permits Ire
much broader in scope, perbcularly in feral of monitoring requirementl.
However, the individual permit eppl;cation is generally more difficult tO
prepare than submitting EPA’I notice of intent (NOI) to be covered un0ar
general permit (in pa~ because the ,n0~vidual petit application requires
sampling and EPA’s NOI 0des not). General permits ~y be advantageous
because regulated facilities know, in aOvance of lubm~ing their NOI, the
requirements of the permit. In adOit~on, coverage under a general
may be automati (de~n~ing on how the permit il ~en), whereae the
in0iv~uai pertaining precis takes ~nger.
~en doe~ EPA In~clpate ~lt ~d~ull pefml~ w~ ~

A.

Isluance of individual permitl ~y v~W on ~ State by State bllll,
permuting prioritiel and relourcel allOW. ~e D~ember 18, 1992,
~ (57 ~ ~7l eltablish~ O~o~r 1, 1993, Is the deldli~
which individual permi~ ~re tO be ~. Many a~oriz~ States
already issuing individual ~r~.

~.

~n I faclliW ~lt hal lubmi~ed In bd~ull petit IpplIcI~R
general petit ~verlge upon ~ln~ of a general permit In i~

A.

Yes, In eligible ~iliW ~y o~t ~r ~ve~ge under l.general ~
lubmi~lng an NOI) up until ~e U~ ~at the ~rmi~lng a~ho~
s~h faciliW ~ i~N~ual permit. A~oriz~ S~tel ~y require ~
~quelt ~r ~rl~l horn the JnOW~ual ~rm~ ap~l~tlo~ pr~ll. EPA
r~o~l lub~ng I~h requel~ to ~ mpprop~ate Reg~l
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47.
A.

EPA General Permit~ (issued on 9/9,’92 and 9/25/92)

~

What is the difference betwean EPA°$ ¢~ns~’uction and indus~ial general
p.rmi.,

~
~L

Eecauso ~he nature of c0nstruc~on ec~w~ varies considerably from other
,nc~s~r~ai ac~v~es, EPA Oevelo~eO ~wo separate general ~erm~s: one
covering storm wa~er O~sc~arges from construction ac~v~y and one for
o~er storm water industrial O~schar~es. W~ereas ~hl ~ol!u~on prevention
~:an for ~e construction perm~ focuses on seO;ment an~ erosion controls
a~a s~orm water manag~en~, ~hl ~oliu~;on ~revention ~an for indust~
e~0~as~ze$ general I~tl ~nage~nt. ~o~e t~a~ some author~ze~ Sta~es
~lvl ~n0ustr~al general permits that authorize storm wa~er ~ischarges from
construct;on aCtiviW.

~
~
"~

EPA’s general DarrelL1 for storm water discharges associated with
~ actJviW, issued on 9/9/92 |57 FR 41236) and 9/25/92 {57 FR
44438), authorize Itorm wirer 0ischarges from all ntw In~ existing point
~urce d~rgll Of storm wirer IS~C~atN wit~ industrial 8ctiviW, II
Oefined a~ ~ CFR 122.26(bH14), to watlrl of thl U.5., except for
~ ~ge 41305) J~
(9/25/92 ~ ~lgl ~) in EPA’I genaral ~e~i~.
t

~ a~wiW, whic~ wlrl ~lu~ on 9/9/92 (57 ~ 41176} and
9/25/92 {57 ~ ~12}, authoriz~ s~orm wa~r ~ischarges ass~iatld with
conltruct~n a~iW, Is 01fintd at ~ CFR 122.26(b}(14){x), Ixcl~t for

~
~
~

41217} a~ (9/25/92 ~ ~gt ~18) in EPA’s g~ner~l

"

A.

Di~rgers of ltO~ ~ter ass~ia:~ ~th industrial acfiviW I~a:ed in
~PDES States m~t submit a Not~ of Intent (NOI) to be lu~orized to
Oi~rge u~er ~ general permit. ~e NOI fo~ ~ I on,page d~u~nt
reQue~ng basic infor~tion about t~e nature of the ~ciliW I~ ~e
Da~icular sto~ water 0isc~arge unOer consideration. Under EPA’I gene~l
permits, ~nitoring ~ not required for submi~ai of the NOI. Sta~el with
NPDES aut~oriw ~y have different requirements for their NOI and should
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4g.

Will a facility automatically be covered by an EPA general permit upon
submittal of an NOI or will it have to cease opera,one until the Agency
provides notification of acceptance?

A

Permi! coverage begins two days after the ~os:mark da~e on the N01,
13rovic~ed the S:Orm wa~er O~scharges from t~e fac~i~ are el~g~ble for
coverage as es~aOi;shed by the ~erm~[ conditions (see 9/9/92 ~
~e~,s:e~ 0age41305 forl~m,~a~ons on coverage). The Derm~lngauthorJ
can requ,re t~e subm~al of on ,n~v~dual a~p~ca~on a~ any t~me.
However, the fac;l;~ may Continue to discharge under the general
until an ina~v~Oual ~erm~[ ~s issu~ or

50.
A.

What ere ~e deadlines for compliance wi~ EPA’I general permit?
Individuals who intend to obtain coverage for a storm water discharge
associated w~th in0ustrial act~wty that Commenced on or before October
1992, were required to submit an NOI by October I 1992; however, EPA
is accepting late NOIs. Regulat~ facilities wishing to obtain coverage
under the general permit that hive not yet subm~ed In NOI Ihould do
immediately. EPA’s storm water general Dermi[s require ~rmi~ees to
develop a~ impie~nt a storm water ~llut~n prevention plan.
for NOI submi~l a~ develop~nt I~ imple~ntatlon of pMns ire
in the table ~w.
Facilities ~th ~lt storage or facilities ~at ~re ~t requir~ to
under E~rge~ P~nning CommuneW Right to Know (EPC~) S~tion
313 prior ~ Ju~ 1, 1992, (but must re~ aher that date) must ~m~ly
with the s~c~l require~nts for s~ion 313 facilities a~ salt storage
applicable) ~in 3 years of the date on which the faciliW is required tO
first re~ u~e~ s~ion 313, All othM con~i:~ns in t~ ~rm~ must ~
~t with~ ~ deadline list~ a~ve. P~ do ~t have to ~ subdued
to the Age~ ~t must ~ kept on site and ~de availab~ u~n request.

Tyae of ~ar~
~,s~ing i~i

NOI Deadline
O~o~r 1. 1992

Poliu~n
~even~n ~an
"~ve~p~nt
Deadline
A~ril 1. 19S3

~e~nUon ~n
Imple~n~n
~wdllne
Octo~r 1. 1993

construction)
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’ T.____yoe of D!..acharoe
i I~,a~s~r,al act~w~ies
~ (o~ner ~han
~
tha~
’.’ cons~r~c:~on]
~e~n between
October 1. 1992
and Janua~ 1,
1993
industrial activ~e~
{other Than
consvuCtion) tha~
Oeg~n on or aher
~anua~ 1, 1993
0~1 an0 gas facilities
previously not
required to b!
;ermi~ed that hove
an RQ aher
October 1, t992
Municigally.owned
or ooerat~
industrial activities
t~at were reject~
or denied from ¯
group application
Construction si~ol
oDera~ion on
October 1, 1992
Construction sites
~ha~ beg~n operation
a~er October 1,
1992

Pollution
Pollution
Prevention Plan
Prevention Plan
Develol~ment
Implemen~a~on
NO! Deadline
Oeadl;ne
Oes~!ine
2 gays pr~or to the Within 60 days of Within 60 days of
s~a~ of industrial
commencement
commence~n~
ac~v~W
of operations
of Operations

2 days prior ~o ~hl Within 60 Oayl of Upon
sTa~ of ~ndus~rial
commencement
cOmmlnclmln~
actlviW
of Operationl
of oplrlt~Onl
Within 14 days of Within B0 dayl of Within ~ dlyl of
first knowledge of firlt knowledge of flrlT kno~edgl
the release
the rllenle
of t~ rllllll

Within 180 days
of the date of
rej~on or denial

Within 365 dayl Within 545 dlyl
of the date of
of the date of
rej~tion or den~l rej~ or denial

in OctoHr 1, 1992 October 1, 1992 October 1. 1992
2 days p~r to the Prior to t~
s~ of
sub~al of ~
~~n
NOI

With t~ initiat~n
of o~~n
~vi~l
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51.

Is there a fee for NOI applicat~on$?

A.

EPA’s general permits do not re<:u~re fees at this time. However,
author=zeal NPDES States may levy fees and shOuld be conrad.ted directly.

52.

Where should NOI= be lubml~d?

A.

Facilities in States and Territories where EPA is the pertaining authori~
submit NOi= to the central Processing center at the following address:
Storm Water Notre of Intent
P.O. ~x 121S
Newington, VA 22122.
All permi~ee= in States with NPDES euthoriw submit the NOI to ~eir State
permi~ing 8uthor~ except those in New York, who submit to t~
processing center it the above address. Note that authorized NPDES
S=ate= may develo~ NOI for~ that are different from EPA’= NOI form.
Under EPA’I general permits, the operator of any industrial i~tvi
discharges storm water throug~ a mun~lg=l separate storm se~r system
in a ~dium or ~rge muni~ipaliW m~st also submit I copy of the NOI
that municipally. In eddit~n, o~r=tor= of onst~ction =~itie=
provide = copy of =11 applicable NOI= for = site to the I~=1
approving s~l~nt a~ eros~n plans or storm ~ter ~nage~nt ~lans.

53. I= an opera,rig regu~ted ~du=~l f=~liW required to submit I
NOI fo~ ea~ ouffaU ~et dls~rgee =~rm water =.oclated wi~
A.

U~er EPA’s petrel ~r~, ~ NOI ~ ge~rally su~cient for
site, provid~ ~re ~ o~ o~rat~. In ~is ~se, ~e ~llution prevent~n
plan must address =11 d~charges of storm water ass~lat~ ~
a~lviW ~om ~e site. If there are multiple o~rators at ~e site,
o~erator m~t su~ an NOI. In ~dition, If a faciliW ~at is over~ u~er
EPA’s i~us~al ~o~ water general ~rmit unde~akes a onst~on
a~v~ disUSing ~re than five acres of la~, then the faciliW
sub~ an NOI ~r those construction-related storm water di~harges
coverage u~r EPA’s onstruction general ~it (or submit an i~iv~
permit
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plants and, t~,ereforl, facilities in suc~ States s~ould contact their
perm,’~ing authorities.
59.

Who is required to monitor under ~he cond~don~ of EPA’s storm w~er
genergl permits?

A.

EPA es~bi~shed (~ered monitoring requirements in ~s final indus[rial s~orm
water general permits Dased on the potential to contribute pollutants tO
storm water (4/2/92 ~ page 113~4). Six classes of facilitie~
are requ~reO to monitor semiannually and repo~ annually, ten classes of
facilities are required to monitor annually an0 keep the ~ata on site, and all
other classes of facilities are not required to ~n~tot. All facilitie~
author~zea Oy general permits (including those fac~l~tie~ not otherwise
required to ~n~tor) mu~t still conduct an annual ~(e inspection, except for
inactive mining sites where thi~ may be impractical due to remote location
and inacce$$~D~li~ of sites (inspection no ie~ than once in three
The sixteen cla~$e~ of facilities that are requireO to monitor are ~pecified in
EP.~’s in~ultrial general permit~ (9/9/92 ~ page 41
which are aviilable from the Storm W~ter Hotline, EPA’I construction
~torm water general ~ermitl require ~ri~i¢ ~l~nl in lieu of
~ni~oring.

~.

If In ~dus~l fedliW ~et II requ~ed t~ ~ni~ under EPA’I ~dul~l
Itorm wlt~ general perml~ doll not have ~y ex~ of ~tlttall
Ic~ to I~m wirer, dOll It I~ h~ ~ ~ndu~ ~mp~g?

A.

Under EPA’s industrial storm water gonorll ~rmi~, industrial facilities can
provide a ¢e~ification in lieu of ~nitoring resul~ for a given outfall, that
~terials and actwitiel are not presently ex~s~ to storm water and will
not be ex~s~ during the cecil!cation ~r~ (s~ 9/9~2 ~
page 41314 for I ~re detailed description). ~is determination should be
appli~ on o~alFby~all basia (e.g., ~r~l ~y e{~ to ~nitor
ce~ain o~alls ~i~ Woviding ce~ification for o~). ~e ce~ifi~tion
must ~ u~at~ on In annual basis and retai~ in ~ ~llution
preven~n p~n. ~ I~ classes of ficiliti~ ~t Ire r~uir~ tO re~
~nitoring relu~ annually must submit this ~~n to the ~rmi~ing
au~ in I~u of ~o Discharge Monitoring Ro~ (DMR).

61.

A.

~ ono drainage atom le~ding to a ~glo ouCH, if I fa~llW ~ndu¢~
~o separato ~dus~ial m~vities that aro subje~ ~ ~ffi so,annual and
annual monitoring r~ulrements, which sot of ~nt~g requiremen~ wi,
apply?
If tho discharges cannot bo segregate, tho combin~ dischargo would bo
subject to ~ot~ sots of ~nitor~ng require~n~. In eff~, a combinod
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submi~e~J to the EPA Regional office (Section Xl of this (~ocument ,ncluaes
StOrm water Jist of contacts for aaaresses). In S~a~es wi~ 8~Drove~
NPDES permit programs, DMR3 must be sent to t~e location s~ecifie~ in
t~e State’s general ~ermit. The general ~erm=ts in such States may also
nave Oifferent sc~eaules for subm=~ing DMRs than the one =~ecified
above.
65.

Under the industrial general permit, coil-fired steam electric facilities have
annual monitoring requirements for storm water discharges from coal
handling sites (other than from coal pile runoff). Are access roads
considered coal handling

A.

Coal handling sites include those areas of the facility where coal is
Ioecled or unloaded. Therefore, those I~ortions of access roads where
loading/unloading operations do not Occur are not considered tO be
handling sites and, therefore, are not subject to an.nuel monitoring
requirements under EPA’$ general permits.

66.

Are there specific numeric affluent limits In EPA’s storm water gane~l
permit~?

A.

EPA’$ general permits establish pollutant discharge limits for total
suspended solids (T$$) and pH in coal pile runoff. In most other
situations, EPA’a industrial storm water general permits focus on storm
water management and the implementation of facility-specific pollution
prevention plans; however, EPA’a industrial general permit~ also include
State-specific conditions that may include additional numeric effluent

67. What I~ = storm wate~ "best management I~aCtJce" (aMP)?
A.

A BMP (defined at 9/9/92 F.~ page 41319) ia ¯ technique,
process, activity or structure used to reduce the pollutant content of a
storm water discharge. BMPs include simple, nonstructural methods such
as good housekeeping and preventive maintenance. Additionally, 8MP$
may include sophisticated, structural modifications such as the installation
of sediment basins. The focus of EPA’s general permits is on preventative
BMPs which limit the release of I~ollutants into storm water discharges.
EPA has published guidance materials to assist in the selection of
appropriate BMPs in the preparation of storm water pollution prevention
plans, including: Storm Water Management for Indust~al
Oeve/o/~ing Pollution Prevention Plans end Best Management Practices
92.235969) and Storm Water Management for Construction Activities:
Oeve/o/)ing Po//ution Prevention Plans end 8eat Manegemenr Practices {PB-
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92-235951). These Manuals are available from NTIS at (703) 487-1650
and the Office of Water Resource Center at (202)260-7786.
68.

A.

69.

What lhould I flc~liW do when the nature of Its activities chlngll?

When the nature of a facili~’s activities changes, the faciliW must modify
the 13oilut~on Droventlon plan accordingly. If the faciliW is subject to new
rnonl~or~ng requ,rements as a result of the changes, sampling must begin at
the s~ar~ of tr~e next monitoring period.
Is there e procedure for notifylng EPA when ¯ storm water discharge
essoclated with Industrial ectivlty covered by EPA’$ general permit his
been eliminated?

A.

Yes. EPA’s general permits include procedures for filing a Notice of
Termination (NOT) form when there is no longer a Potential for storm
water discharges associated with industrial activiw to occur. OptrltOrl of
construction ICt~vitiel Cln submit an NOT oncl they have finally ltlbilized
ill ariel tiler were disturbed. For construction activity, finll ItabilizltlOn
melnl that Ill IOil dilturbing acttvitlel It the litO hlvl bean completed,
anti that a uniform perennill vegetative cover hal beln eltablllhed or
e(~uivllent permanent Itlbilization mellUrel. (lUCh II the Ult of riprll:),
gabionl, or geotaxtilel) have been employed w~th e densiW of 70% of the
previoully existing/background covlr for unplved Irell end Irlll not
covered by permanent structures. A copy of the NOT can be found in
~ notices dated September 9, 1992 (57 FR 41232 lnd
41341), and September 25, 1992 (57 FR 44434 and 44469].

70.

If ¯ NPOES authorized State hal general permiRIng authority but his not
yet finalized In applicable generll pefnd~, can a facility ItiM ~ubmlt In NOI
and auume generaJ permit overage?
No, ¯ facility cannot submit an NOI to obtain coverage under e general
permit until that perrrdt has been finalized. Furthermore, ¯ facility located in
an NPDES State cannot seek coverage, under one of EPA’s general permits.

71.
A.

Will Stat~ general permit requirement~ vary ~nd to what extent?
Generll permi~ requirements for authorizedNPDES States may very
considerably because these States develop end issue permits
independently from EPA. However, all NPDES permits must meet
minimum technical and water (lua~ity-based requirements of the Clean
Water Act. Permi~ees in NPDES authorized States should consult with
their pertaining authorities regarding particular State conditions. Under
EPA’s storm water general permits, State-specific requirements vlry
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~ecause of c~ifferent water quality concerns~n ~;ffarent States. Each of
the 12 non-authorized Sta~es and Terr~or~es ~row~e~ ce~ificat~on
EPA’~ general ~erm~s comoty w~th S~a~e water ~ua~i~ s~andar~s, and
a~ed perm=t requirements w~ere necess~ :o achieve compliance wit~
~nose stanaarOs =n the f~nal general
72.

Can discharges from indu=~l=l areas at a cons~c~on site such as portable
asphalt plants and/or con~ete batch plan~ be covered under EPA’=
ons~uc~on general permit?

A.

No. EPA’s construction general permits only authorize discharges from the
construction area; t~ese ~erm=t= ~o not authorize storm water Oischarges
from inOustrial activities o~her than construct=on ~at are located on
construction sate. Potable asphalt plants and/or concrete batch plants are
considered to be "inOustr=al activiW,= as cefined ~ CFR 122.26(b)(14)(ii),
Therefore, storm water Oischarges from such =~ustri=l activities must be
in comgl=ance w=th a general or individual storm water permit for industrial
storm water Oisc~arges ot~er t~an cons~ct=on. At a construction site
which Oilturbl less t~an 5 acres of land (a~ ~h il, therefore,
=ubj~t to storm water ~rmit application require~n~ for the onst~c~n
activlw), the operator of ~e ~bile aID~R or o.rite plant still ~uld
requir~ to ob~in Itorm water permit coverage f~ 0~hargel horn
plant, Please note t~t S~te= with epgrov~ NPDES ~rmit progra~
allow ~ab~ asphalt plants and/or ce~nt ~tch p~n~ to ~ covered
unOer the State’s constr~n general ~

I"V.
73.
A.

IVI.
74.

Group AppgcatJone
How will group applicant= be perndtted?
EPA is currently developing a model permit u~ng information from Part I
and Part II group applications, and other sources. This model permit will
have sections which a<ldress a perticu~r WPe of ir~ustrlal activity. When
the rno~et permit Is completed, the permitl~ng aul:J~o~.iw (EPA or NPDES
State~) t~en has the option to propose and issue final permits to cover
group members within their state based ul;x)n t~e model permit.

S, mplin,

I
For what parerneter~ does = facility have to senile under the Individual or
group application?
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Applicants are requ~re~l to obtain quantitative (~ata from samples
auring storm events from all ou:fai~s :hat a~scharge storm water assoc,a~e~
w~ ~n~uS~rial 8C~W for ~e following ~8rame~er5: (I) any
limited in an effiuen~ gu~ei~ne To wh~c~ ~e fac~ ~s sub~ec~; (2} Any
pollu~anT l~s~ea ~n The factJl~y’~ permit for i~S proces~ was~ewa~er [if
facdiw is oDerat~ng unaer an existing NPDES perm~I]; (3} O,I and grease,
pH. BOOS. COD. TSS. total phOSphorous. "~Ial Kjel~ahl mtrogen.
mttate plus nitr~te n,trogen; (4} ce~a~n toxic pollutants I~stea ~n Tables Ii
and III of The Appendix O To ~ CFR Pa~ 122 (also I~steO as Tables 2F.2
and 2F-3 in the Instruct~ons for Form 2F) that atl exDecteO to 0e
~ne storm water,
75.

A.

For In indi~dual or group application, how many a~uo~ (po~onl) of
storm water are needed to ob~ I flow-weighted
A flow-weight~ corollate ~y ~ taken IS I combinat~n of a minimum
of 3 sample aliquots taken in each hour of Oischarge for t~ entirt Ivln~
for thl first three houri Of ~1 Ivtnt, with ItCh Iliq~t ol~tion being
separated by I m~mmum of 15 minutes. If t~t Itorm tvln~ lasts less
three houri, aliq~tl I~uld be ollect~ for el long II ~rt il sufficient
flow. ~rgl InO ~0ium municipalities may use I difflrln~ prot~oI
respect to ti~ Ouration ~een collection of aliquo~s ~th approvll Of
t~e permi~ing eutho~w. EPA’s NPDES Sto~ W~t~ ~iing Gu/d#nce
available from t~ Sto~ Water ~tline (703) 821~23) a~ the Office of
Water Re~urce CIntM (202}2~7786].

76.

How d~ a ~ ~e ~w ~ m~e ~ nu~ ~1

A.

Ap~lican~ ~y ~v~e either ~asure~nts ~ esti~tes of storm
flo~. One ~M~bte ~ffi~ f~ esti~ting ~w is ~o ~:e a conveyance
that ~uld ~m~ ~ from ~ny of ~e o~811l. AKe~vely, where
flo~ Ire I~t, ~ ~w ~ one ou~811 ~y ~ ~lsur~ to
fio~ 8~ ~ o~ ~1~, D~ovid~ that the ~ of ~8sure~nt is
i~:~ to ~ ~ng au:~oriW. EPA’s NPDES $r~ Wat~
Guid~ce ~u~t ~usses several ~ys ~o es~i~te flo~. ~is
~n~l ~ ~va~ble ~m t~e Storm Wa:er Hotline (703) 821~23) and the
Offi~ of Wltir Reaource Center 2o2)2 7786.]

77.

For what pl~~ b ~ i grab Mmp~

A.

When coiling I~rm ~ter samples, grab samp~l am requir~ ~r the
f0110~ng para~tm: pH, temperature, cyan~e, to~l ~o~, residual
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V

occurs at least 72 hours from the prewousiy measureble (greater than O.
~nches) storm event.

0
83.
A.

84.

outfIllIf two OrhlvlmOreto be°utfIllSsampled?It l flciliw hive identical discharges, doll llCh
Where a facilitv has outfalls that 0ischerge "substantially identical
effluent," the I:)erm~tt~ng author~w may ailow the applicant to test only one
outfa~l and re~o~ t~at t~e Quantitative ~a~a are representative of the
substantially identica; outfalls. EPA’/~PDES ~torm Wate~ Sam~llng
Guidance Document (available from t~e Storm Water Hotline (703-8214823)) provides information on now to prepare thil petition, or the
applicant should cOntaCt their perm=~ng authoriw to determine what
information is require~.

~

Do enelylel for storm wirer need to be done by a certified lib?

A.

There is no Federal requirement to use I certified lab. However, certlin
States may require that I certified lab be Ulld. Please note, Inalylll must
comply with the Inelyticll prOCldUrll Ilt Out in 40 CFR Part 136, u
discus.sad below.

85.

What analytical methods must be used for the pollutant= for which
sampling is required?

A.

EPA-approved methods must be used where a method for I pollutant has
been promulgated. 40 CFR Pert 136 discusses required methods. If there
is no approved method, the Ipplicant may use Iny suitable method, but
must provide ¯ description of the method in its application. Additional
information on general sampling ~ssusa can be obtained through the EPA’$
NPDE$ Storm Water ,~amp/ing Guidance Document. The manual is
available from the Storm Water Hotline (703-821-4823).

I VII.

~

Municipal Permit Applications

;

I

86.

Once I municipal leparat= storm sewer system (MS4} had submitted Part
2 of it= storm .water permit application, when does the term of the I~rmit
Ictually begin?

A.

The term of the permit begins when ¯ permit i$ issued by the permitting
autl~ority. Pursuant to 40 CFR 122.26(e)(7), storm water permits for
discharges from MS4s are to be issued with in one year after submL,=sion
of a complete application. Since applications for medium and large
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rnunic:~al separate storm sewer systems were clue on May 17. 1993
/~ovam~¢er 16, 1S92. resoect~veiy, ~n;s res~s ~n oerm~t ;ssuance by
~ove~¢er 16, 1993 for large mun~c~0a~t~es anO by May 17, 1994 for
measure municipalities.
87.

How is EPA incorporating 1990 clnlul data into ~e storm water
progrlm?

A.

Most of ~e municipalities that meet the definition of either a large or
measure MS4 based on the result= of the 1990 Census have already begun
to seek an NPDES permit. Headqua~er= i= working with the Regions
States to 0etermine the best way to incorporate t~e remaining municipal

88.

How does EPA envision the relationship between large end medium MS4
operators and NPDES permitting authorirJas in terms of addressing
industrial storm water discharges to MS4I?

A.

EPA envisions a partnership between NPDES permitllng authorities Ind
Operators of large and medium munK:ipal separate storm sewer systems in
contcoll~ng pollutants in Itorm water discharges associated with indultrlel
act=yaw through MS4s. In addition, NPDES storm water permits provide I
bases for enforcement actions directly against the owner or operator of the
storm water discharge associated with indu/trtll activity.
A second NPDES permit will be issued to the o~erator of the large and
rneOium MS4. This permit will establish the responsibilities of the
mun~cq~al operators in controlling pollutants from storm water associated
wth industrial activity which discharges through their municipal system.
Urn:let this approach, municipal operators wdl be able to:
¯ Assist EPA in identifying priority storm water’ discharges associated with
industrial activity through their system;
¯ Assist EPA in reviewing and evaluating storm water pollution prevention
plans tttat industrial facilities are required to develop; end
¯ Assist EPA in compliance efforts regarding storm water discharges
aMociated with industrial activity to their municipal system.

A mo~l complete description of this policy is provided in the August 16,
1991 ~ (56 FR 40973).
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89.

How did the Transportation Act affect permitting requirements for
municipalities under 100,0007

A.

Storm water (~;scharges from certain industrial activities owned or operated
by rnun=cipalit~es with a po~ulatlon of tess than 100,000 people were
granted a mora~or=um from the October 1, 1992 OeaOline for storm water
~ermit a0~llcat~ons. Exceptions to this morator=um inclu0e ~isc~arges from
powerplant=, a~rpo~s an0 uncontrolled sanita~ landfills.
.

90.

How doe= ~e Tran=~ortation Act impact prlv=te~ owned or operated
indu=~tal activities located in municipalities under

A.

The I:rOViSions of the Transportation Act specifically address ~
owned or operated industrial activities. Privately owned facilities that have
storm water discharges associated with industrial activity, as defined at 40
CFR 122.26(b)(14), must submit a permit application regardless of the size
of the population of the municipality in w~ich they ere located.

91.

What is an "uncontrolled sanitary landfill?"

A.

An uncontrolled sanitary landfill (discussed in the 4/2/92
page 114101 is a landfill or open dump, whether in operation or closed,
that does not satisfy the runon/runoff rocluirementa established pursuant to
subtitle D of the Solid Waste Disposal Act. However, landfills closed prior
to October 9, 1991 are not subject tO RCRA fUndS/runoff requirements,
and therefore need not submit storm water permit applications if they Ire
located in municipalities of lass than 100,000 population. Landfills closed
after October 9, 1991 and others that meet the above definition would be
subject to the storm water permit application requirements.

92.

If s municipal~y-ownod sawsge treatment plant LI located in a municipality
with 8 population of less than 100,000 people, but the service popuistion

L

requirements?is gLtJLt~ than 100,000 people, is the facility subject to the permitting
A.

Yes, because service populations are used in determining population for
publicly-owned treatment works [POTWs] (April 2, 1992 ~
page 11394). Additionally, where one sewer district operates
POTWs, the entire service population of the district will be used to
determine the applicable population classification of all the POT~.s
operated by the dis~ict. For example, if a district with a cumulative
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ser~Jce l~ol~ulatJon of ] 60.000 ooerates two sewage treatment ~lants. One
of w~ch se~es 120,~0 an~ t~e ot~er w~ch se~es ~,~, bo~ D~an~$
w~ll be cons~aereO to be owne~ or oDera~ea Oy a munJc~al~W w~tn a
poOula~Jon of 1~,~00 or ~ro,
93.

A.

IIX.
94.

V
O

If ~ const~c~Jon operltton dil~rbing five or more Icrel il owned by a
small municipaliW (a population of ~ ~an 100.000 people}but operated
by a private con~ac~or, i~ ~l IcfiviW regulated?
No. If the cons:ruction activ~W is either owned or ooera~ed by I
municioaiiW wi~ a po~uia:lon of le$1 than 1~.~ it would not be
reauire~ ~o obtain I s:orm wa~er perm~ Outing Phase I of ~l :~orm wa~er
~rogram. Some States, however, ~y require t~at an agpl)cation De
=ubm=~ed.

9th Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals Decision
Whet I= the current status of Ught manufacturing facilities without
exposure end onstruction activities under five acres, purluent to the
Circuit Court decLl~on?

A.

The 9th Circuit Court decision remanded two "exemptions" provided in the
NPDES storm water permit lppliCltion regulations for light manufacturing
facilities without exposure end construction activities under five acres
(11/16/90 ~ page 48066), Both exemptions were
reminded for further proceeO=nga, in response to these two remands, the
Agency intends to conduct further rulemikings on both the light
manufacturing end consu’uction ICtJvitJtl under five ICrll. In the
December 18, 1992. Federal Reaistar~, the Aglncy Itatld that it is not
r.~ permit Spl)l~cat~ons from construction activity under five Icrel or
iigl~t inOustw without exposure until this further rulemaking is completed.

95.

What I= ~e d!fference between Phase I and Phase II of the NPOE$ storm
water program?

A.

In the Water Quality Act of 1987, Congress mandated that EPA establish
storm water control programs in t~NO phases. While the first Phase I was
defined on November 16, 1990, Pt~ase II regulations were to be
promulgated by October 1, 1992. However, the Water Resources
Oevelogment Act (WRDA) of 1992 extended deadlines for Phase II of the
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storm water prooram as follows: 1) EPA most ~ssue Phase II regulatIons
by October I, 1993; an(~ 2) Derm~s for P~ase II sources may no~ be
requ~re~by EPAort~e S~8~e Or~or ~o Qc~Der I, I~4. EPAis currenUy
~evelo~ing regulations ~a~ w~ll ~mD~emen~ Pn3se II of ~he storm wa~er
~rogram. (See Question #1 for more~nforma~on on Phasel).
96.

Will all storm water discharge= ~=t =re not regulated under Phase I be
regulated under Phase Ii of the storm wa~e~ program (e.g., se~tce =tat~n=,
retail end wholesale businesses, parking lot=, munic;paliUel wi~
populaUonl of less ~an 100,~0)?

A.

Not necessarily. Statutow provisions require that EPA, in consultation
w=th State and local officials, issue regulations t~at 0esignate additional
P~ase II sources for regulation to protect water qualiW. EPA is currently
develooing a~groaches to identi~ and control high risk Phase II sourel.
EPA requested initial public Comments on = varieW of Phase II issuel on
SeDtember 9, 1992 (57 ~ 413~). As ga~ of this procesl, EPA il
considering =11 sources of storm water not regulated under Phase I f~
potential coverage under Phese II.
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GROLT APPLICATION PART 2 SAMPLLNG DATA AND INDUSTRY
DESCRIFFIONS ORGANIZED BY INDUSTRY SF, C1~R

V

0

L

GROUP APPLICATION PART 2 SAMPLING DATA A.N’D LN’DUSTRY

2

DESCRIPTIONS ORGANIZED BY INDUSTRY SECTOR

This appendix contains summary descriptions for the 31 industrial secuns that were
identified in the group application portion of the Phase I permitting process (four of the
~ector~ were consolidated into two u:ctor~ for permit development ixtrpot~). The
~tmmaries describe the indusu-ial activities, significant materLtL% ar~ pollutanta of
that were listed in the applic~ons ~ubmitted by the industry gr~tps. The de~n’iptiom also
contain tables which mmmarize the sampling data submitted by the groul~. The table~
the mean value~, median v~lues, 95th percentile values, for the grab and omp~ite samples
and the mean, median and 90th percentile values for NURP data for ¯ portion of
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Appendix E

O

INDUSTRI&L SECTORS GROUP APPLICATIONS

i

St_;C’I’OR
AC-t 1\1 i’ILS RI’:I’Rk~.~NT/dD
1
Lumber and ~,~,’ood Prc’,dacts
2
Pat’er and AIl.,ed
3
I Chemicals and Ali:ed Produ:ts
4
Asf, hah and l.ubr~,:-~-~.t .Manufa:turers
Stone, Clay. Glass a.-,d Concrete Products
5
Primary Me~al Industries
6
7
Metal Minine
8
Coal and Lienite Mmin,z
9
Oil and Gas Extraction
i0
Minin~ and Quan2,.’mg of Nonmetallic Minerals
iI
Hazardous Waste "Treatment Storafe or Disposal Facilities
12
Industrial Landfills. Land ApT, hcation Sites and Open Duml~
13
Used Motor Vehicle Parts
14
Scrap and Waste Matenal,~
15
Steam Electric Po’,,,er Generatin~ F"cilities
16
Railroad Transportation
17
Local ~md Suburban Transit ~ interurban Highway P:,,sen~er T~
Motor Freight Transportation
United S~ates Postal Servi¢~
Petroleum Bulk Statiom
18
Water Transportation
19
Ship Building and Repairing
Boat Building and Repairing
20
Transportation By Air
22
Domestic Wastewater Tream’,em Plants
23
Food and Kindred ~
Tobacco Produa~
24
Textile Mill Produ¢~
Apparel and Other Finished Products M,,de From Fabrics and SimiL’~r
25
Furniture and Fixtures Manufacturir~
26
Printin~ Publishin.~ and Allied Industries
27
Rubber and Misc. Plastic Products
28
Ixather and Leather Products
29
Fabricated Metal Products, Except Mac.hine~ a~l Transportation ~
Jewelff, Silver, are. and Plated Ware

~
31

L
1
2

3

~,~
U

Industrial and Commercial Mac.tunery (Except Computer and Offi~ Equii~memt)

Transportation Equipment
Electronic and other Electrical Equipment and Components
Measuring, Ana.lyzing. and Controlling Irish; Photographic and Opti¢~
Watches and Clocks

F.,-I
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Appendix E
Sector I: Timber Products Facilities
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
s,~rce discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including "...
care.tory (li) facilities classified as Sta.,x~rd lr’,dus,.~rial Classification (SIC) code 24 (except
,4.’,4). Storm water discharges covered include tho.~ from establishments that cut timber
and pulpwood, merchant sawmills, lath mills, shingle mills, co<~perage stock mills, planing
mills, and plywood and veneer mills that produce lumber and wood basic materials; and
establishments that manufacture fimshed art~tes made entirely of wood or related materials.
These facilities use wood as their primary raw material. Industrial activities include the
following:
Log Storage and Handling activities include loading and unloading of logs onto truci~ or
railroad cars for transport to other facihties, log sorting, and storage of logs. In addition,
some cutting may be performed, such as chopping off tree branches and sectioning of tree
trunks for easier handling during tra.mport. Chipping may he performed at facilitles serving
pulp industries. Residues generated at these sites may include bark, coarse sawdust,
Untreated Wood Lumber and Residue Generation Activities occur at the following: taw
and planing mills (SIC group 242); millwork, veneer, plywood and structural wood member
manufacturing facilities (SIC group 243); wood container manufacturing facilities (SIC group
244); wood tmiiding and mobile home manufacturing facilities (SIC group 245); and
miscellaneous wood product manufacturers (SIC group 249). These facilities may engage in
one or more activities such as log washing, bark removal, milling, sawing, re.sawing edging,
trimming, planing, machining, air d.D’ing, and kiln drying. Some facilities generate residue
as a product, while other facilities may generate residues as a waste product. A summary of
the residues generated include: bark, wood chips, planer shavings, and sawdust.
Wood Surface Protection Activities are accomplished by one of the following tht~
methods: spraying, dipping, and green chain operations. Industrial activities at saw mills
with the potential to contaminate storm water include spills from surface protection areas,
storage and mixing tank areas, treated wood drippage, transport or storage areas,
maintenarf~ and shop areas, and areas used for treatment]disposal of wastes. Fugitiv~
emissions from negative pressure spraying activities and hand spraying surface protection
formRlations may also l’t~Ltlt in t]~ corttarnirxation of storm water.

Wood Prtservation Activities are accomplished by two steps. First, the moisture content of
wood is reduced to increase its permeability (dais is referred to as conditioning). After
conditioning, wood is impregnated with a prt~rvative for f’Lr~ retardency, insecticidal
resistance, and/or fungicidal resistam:e. Then, the wood stock is often subject to cleaning in
order to remove excess preservative prior to stacking treated lumber products outside.
Wood Assembly/Fabrication Activities such as the fabrication of fiberboard, insulation
board, and hardboard may involve the use of wax em~sions, paraWm, aluminum $ulf’ate,
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formaldehyde, and miscellaneous thermosetting resins. These chemicals may be

introduced as pan of the board formation process or as a coating to maintain the board’s
integrity. In the formation of fiberboar~ix~sulation board.,hardboards, the digestion of pulp
and
fi~r by mechanical, thermal, and sometm~es c~emtcal means takes place, Another
¯
operation which involves resinous agents is the formation of veneer. In this process, veneer
is placed in hot ponds or vats to soften the w~xxt. Veneer strips are removed and often
bound by glue or a resinous agent. Glues ar~ also u~d in the assembly of woo~
Other types of activities includethe fimshing of wood products. Stains, paints,

lacquers, varnish, water repellents and sealants, etc. may be applied to some of the wood
product~.

Significant materials at timber pnxlt~t~ facilities which can contribute pollutants ~ storm
water include: uncut logs. wood bark, wood chips wood shavings, sawdust, green lumber.
rough ~ finished lumber, other waste wc~! material, non-hazardous wood ash. above and
below ground fuel storage tanks, finishing chemicals, solvents and cleaners, petroleum,

herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers, sawmill ~uipmem, material handling equipment, boiler
water u’eatment chemicals, scrap metals, scrap equipmenl and plastics, boiler blowdown
water, and leach,ate from decaying organic matter.
Pollutants from timber products faciliti~ generally include biological oxygen denm~
(BODS), total suspended ~lids (TSS), chemical oxygen demand (COD), leachate, wood
wastes, chemicals, heavy metals, and pH.
Tabl~ E-I
Summary Statistics From (lhtrt 21 Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 1
Gr~b $amptes (m|/])
~
BOD~
COD
~
~
]NO~+NO~-N
Oil & Gn~e
P. Tmai
pH
TIQq
TSS
Z~

No.
198
19
32
i~9
107
198
211:
IS~
19~
16

Compo~tm $~mplet (me/l)
NURP Results
No.
Mean Medtan
95%
Me-an Med~n 90%
2(~) 45.37
17.00
135.50
12.00i
9.00 15.0~
198 242.50 122.50 1080.00 82.00 65.00 140.0~
29
0.04
0.03
0.12
0.04
0.04
0.09
0.18
0,141
035
0.32
2.20
188
0.75
0.34
1.79
0.86
0.68
!.7~
2.20
55.00
NR
NR
NR
0~9
2.66
199
6~29
0.30
i.721
0.42
0.33
0.70
7.30
S.~6,
NR
Nlt
1.62
9..26
IM
2.32
1.50
7.50
1.90
1.50
3.30
242.0C 4S~30.00
19S Y75.27 230.00 228&00 180.0~ 100.00 500.~0
0.37
1.70
15
0.36
0.30
1.20
0.20
0.16
0,50

Mean Medina
39.63 13.0(}
297.64 131.00
0.0~
0.03
0.95
I~.~1
23.91
7.1’7
2.Y7
110&42
0.47

95%
193.00
1500.00
0.16
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V
Sector 2: l~aper And Allied Produc~s Manufacturing Facilities
0

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source dischar.~es of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
...category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 26
(except 265 and 267)." Storm water discharges covered include those from establishments
primarily engaged in the manufacture of pulps from wood and other cellulose fiber~, ~d

L

from rags; manufacture paper and paperboard; and the manufacture of paper and paperboard
into converted products, such as paper coated off the paper machine, paper bags, paper
boxes, and envelopes. This major group also includes facilities which manufactur~ bags of

1

plastics film and sheet.

2

Significant materials include fuels (diesel and gasoline), lumber, paper, tnd paperboard.
Pollutants of concern include total suspended ~olids if&S), biochemieal oxygen demand
(BOD), and chemical oxygen demand (COD).
T~e E-2
Summ~y Stat~ F~om ~ 2) $~mpling Resets by lndustri~
lndust~t~ Sector 2
Grab Samples (n~/~)
~
’~3D5
C’OD
C~
~
NO~+NC~-N
Oil & ~
P. "l’o~l
pH
1"~
Z~

No. I
121
121
2
2
121
122
120
12lJ
121
1

~ Med~J~ 95%
34.72
$.00 115.00
191.69
61.01 740.00
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.0g
0.05
.09~:
0-30
3.93
3.~
1.00
15.00
0.39
0.15i
1.06
6.97
,.22
152.9~
0.62

41.00 520.00
0.62
0.62

Com~x~s~ $~mp~es (mgi1)
No.
I 11
113
2
2
11

Mea~
24.2.~
133.90
0.03
0.03
0.76

111

0.~6

I11
li

44.04
0.75

NURP I~,,_~ (m~)
M~,-; ~%
MeJ,, Medi.n 90%|.00
93.00
12.00]
9.00 15.IX
51.00 ~30.00
12.00 65.00 140.011
0.03
0.0"/i
0.0~
0.04
0.03
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Sector 3: Chemical and AI~ed Products Manufacturing Facilitles
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...
category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 28 (except 283 and
285)." Storm water discharges covered include those from establishments primarily engaged
in manufacturing: industrial inorganic chemicals; plastic and synthetic materials; cleaning
agents; paint products and varnishes; industrial organic chemicals; fertilizers; adhesives;
explosives; and printing ink. Also covered are storm water discharges from facilities which
manufacture inks and paints under SIC 3952. Storm water discharges from drug
manufacturing facilities (SIC 283) ar~ not covered.

0

L
2

Pollutants at chemical and allied product facilities include Biochemical Oxygen
(BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), Copper. Manganese, and Zit~.

Table E-3
SmnttmrF Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial
Induslr~ S~:tor .I
Gr~b ,~ampl~s (m~/l)

Poll~am
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Appendix E
Sector 4: Asphalt Paving and Roofing Materials .Manufacturers and Lubricant
Manufacturers
The definition of storm water discharges associated ~,ith an industrial activity includes point
sou,,x:e discharges of storm water from eleven major catezories of facilities, including: "...
category (ii) which identifies facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
COge "~ "
,9. This covers storm water discharges associated with industrial activities at facilities
~,ith a primary SIC code of 2951 (Asphalt ba,,mg Mixtures and Blocks), 2952 (Asphalt Felts
and Coatings), and 2992 (Lubricating Oils and Greases) including portable plants.
Herein,after, facilities with primary SIC codes 2951 or 2952 will be referred to as ’Asphalt
Facilities,’ and facilities with primary SIC code 2992 as ’Lubricant Manufacturers.’
Facilities manufacturing asphalt concrete, paving materials, or block, are classified as SIC
code 2951. Facilities primarily engaged in marmfacturing asphalt roofing products, such as
asphalt felts, shingles, and other products including tars, pitch, and roofing cements, arc
idemified as SIC 2952. Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing oils and lubricants
identified as SIC 2992.
Manufacturers of Asphalt Paving Mixtures and Bloc.ks: These facilities stockpile ¯
vanew of raw materials such as sand, gravel, crushed limestone, and recycled asphalt
products (RAP). These facilities produce asphalt concrete, and may also mold and cur~
asphalt concrete products such as asphalt blocks. There are two types of facilities a.tsociatcd
with these activities, batch plants and drum plants.
Manufacturers of Roof’mg Materials: Manufacturers classified in standard industrial code
2952 typically produce roofing felts, and impregnated roofing felts (shingles) and other
products, such as tar papers, impregnated asphalt siding, expansion joints, roofing cement~,
tars and pitches. Many of the roofmg products consist of materials coated with asphalt
iaar.lxased from a vendor and then cured and stored out of doors until shipped.
Manufacturers of Lubricating Oils and Greases: Facilities primarily engaged in blending,
compounding, and re-refining lubricating oils and greases from purchased mineral, animal,
and vegetable materials are identified as SIC code 2992. SIC code 2992 includ~
manufacztLmrs of metalworking fluids, curing oils, gear oils, hydraulic brake fluid,
transmission fluid, and other automotive and industrial oil and greases.
Signff’w.ant materials at flaes¢ facilities include additives, asphalt, asphalt cement, asphalt
concrete, asphalt felt, asphalt release agents, asphalt shingles, crushed stone, fuel, granite,
gravel, limestone, lubricants, mineral spirits, oil, quartzite rock, reclaimed asphalt pavement,
sand, sandstone, and slag. The pollutants of concern at facilities which manufacture asphalt
and lubricant include total, suspended solids (’rss), oil and grease, chemical oxygen demand
(COD), and fuel wasms.
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Table E-4
Summary Statistics From (Par~ 2) Sampling Results by Ind~rial Se~or
Industrial Sector 4

COD
c~.,
]NO~+NO~-N
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~
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Appendix E
Sector 5: Glass, Clay, Cement, Concrete, and Gypsum Product Manufacturing
Facilities
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (ii) which identifies facilities classified as Starglard Industrial Classification
(SIC) code 32."
_Gla~s Product Mar~ul’i~f_UdO_.n_£ - Facilities primarily engaged in the manufacturing of glass
and glassware, or manufacturing glass products from purchased glass are classified under
standard industrial groups 321-323. Manufacturing processes include the storage of raw
materials, weighing the materials, charging, melting and forming. Significant materials may
include silica sand, lnncstones, feldspars, borates, soda ash, boric acid, potash and barium
Cement Manufacturlrlg - Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing hydraulic cement
(e.g., portland, natural, masonry, and pozzolana cements) are identif~l as SIC code 3241.
The three basic steps in cement manufacturing are: 1) proportioning, grinding and blending
raw materials; 2) heating raw materials to produce a hard, stony substance known as
"clinker’; and 3) orl’lbinJflg ~ clinker with other materials and grinding the mixture Into ¯
fine powdery form.
Clay Product Manufafturing - Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing clay producla,
including brick, tile (clay or ceramic), or pottery products are classified as standard industrial
groups 325 and 326. Although clay product manufacturing facilities produce a wide variety
of final products, there are several similar processing steps shared by most facilities in this
industry: 1) storage and preparation of raw materials; 2) forming; 3) drying; 4) firing; and
5) cooling. Manufacturers classified as standard industrial groups 325 and 326 typically use
clay (common, silt, kaolin and/or phyllite) and shale (mud, red, blue and/or common) as
their primary raw materials. Raw materials are generally stored outsi~.
Concrete ProduO.,t. Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing corn:fete products,
including ready-mixed concrete, are identified as SIC group 327. Although concr~e product
facilities in SIC group 327 produce a variety of final products, they all have common raw
materials and activiti~.
Concrete products manufacturers combine cement, aggregate, and watm" to form concrete.
Aggregate generally consists of: sand, gravel, crushed stone, cinder, shale, slag, clay, slate,
pumice, v.ermiculite, ~oria, perlite, diatomite, barite, iimonite, magnetite, or ilmenite.
Admixtures including fly ash, calcium chloride, triethanolamine, calcium salt, lignosulfunic
acid, vinosol, saponin, keratin, sulfonated hydrocarbon, fatty acid glyceride, vinyl acetate,
and styrene copolyrner of vinyl acetate may be added to obtain desired characteristics, such
as slower or more rapid curing times.
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.G_LP~.m Produ~s Manut’aeturing - Facilities primarily engaged in manufacturing plaster,
wallboard, and o~er produc~ composed wholly or partially of gypsum ~cxcept plaster of
paris and papier-mfich~) are classified as SIC code 3275. The gypsum I’r~quct manufacturing
process begirts with calcining the gypsum: finely ground raw gypsum ~.’lerred to as "land
plaster’) is fed into imp mills or calcining kettles where extreme heat trtuoves 75 percent of
the gypsum’s mol~ular moisture. The result is a dry powder called ~tu~’¢o, ~.’hich is cooled
and conveyed to storage bins. To produce wallboard, stucco is fed into pin mixers where it
is blended with water and otl~r additives to produce a slurry. The slmry is then applied to
continuous sheets of paper to form, wallboard, In addition to produc,k~ ~’allboard, some
facilities may combine stucco with additives (excluding water) to prt’,du~-e plaster.
As a result of the industrial activities such as materials handling and storage tnd other
industry sl~ific activities, pollutants of concern include: total suspcmled solids (TSS),
chemical oxygen demand (COD). oil and great, lead, aluminum, *ira.,, potassium tnd
sul|’~te.
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Appendix E
SecIor 6: Primary Metah Facilities
The clef’tuition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity inciucles poim
~ discharges from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "(ii) facilities
cla~sifg.d as Starghrd Industrial Classif~ca~on SIC) 33 [prima~ metals facilities]." Storm
¯ ,a:£’r dLscharges covered include those from the following t)~es of activities: Sa:el works,
bLLq furnaces, and rolhng and f~g miils ¢SIC 331): Iron and steel fom-xtr~ (SIC 332)
Primary smelting and refining of nonferrous metals (SIC 333): Secondary smelting and
ref~g of norfferrous metals (SIC 334); Rolling, drawing, and extruding of nonferrous
tne*.a.Is (SIC 335); Nonferrous fo~uxlries (SIC 336); and Miscellaneous primary metal
~, not elsewhere classified (SIC 339).
Facilities in the primary metals industry are typically involved in one or more of the
fotlo~,.ing general operations: raw material storage and handling; furnace and oven related
~: preparation of molds, casts, or d2es; metal cleaning, treating and finishing; and

Potlmants at primary mettls facilities izr.Jude A/umimtm, Copper, Iron, Mangmaese, Total

i

Table E~
Summary Stattst~ From (Part 2) Sampling ResuRs by l.ndustrial ~lnduslztai Sector 6
~m~"
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~
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~or 7: Metal Mining (Ore Mining and Dre~ing)

The ~-’-~.::ion of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity, includes poim
source c.~,a.rges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, ir~luding:
"...ca~..~:,D. (iii) facilities classified by Starglard Industrial Classification (SIC)odes 10
throug~ :g including active or inactive mining operations (except for areas coal mining
operat:~.~ no longer meeting the definition of reclan~ation ar~a under 40 CFR 4~4.11(1)
beca~ ~ performance bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has
been ~--~1, or except for areas of non-coal mining operations which have been rtleased
from a.~-,~, ~lc.able State or Federal reclamation r~quir~ments afar 17, 1990) and oil
and g~ ¢~:ploration pr~uction, processing or treatment operations, or transmission facilities
that ct~.~c..~,arge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into contact with
any ovc:’~arclen, raw material, intermediate products, finished products, byproduc~ or waste
produc"~ iocated on the site of such operations." The following is a listing of the t’yp~ of
mining -~i~Img facilRies that ar~ covered under SIC ode 10:
¯ L-’oa Orts (SIC 1011)
¯ Copper Ores (SIC 1021)
¯ Lead and Zinc Ores (SIC 10~1)
¯ Gold Or~s (SIC 1041)
¯ Salver Ores (SIC 1044)
¯ F, ea’roalloy Ores, Except Vanadium (SIC 1061)
¯ M~tal Mining Services (SIC 1081)
¯ LraniumoRadiumoVanadium Ores (SIC 1094)
¯ Mascellaneo~ Metal Ores, Not Elsewhere Classil’~d ($IC 1099)

opera~.a:as, whe,.her performed at mills operated in conjunction with the ~ ~rved or at
mills, s~h as custom mills, operated separately. The above establishments arc primar~
¢ngag~,~ in mining, developing mines, or exploring for metallic minerals (ores). This
also ~ all oft dressing and beneficiating operations, whether performed at ~
opera~ m conjunction with the mines served or at mi,~, such as custom mills, operated
~.~’5". These include mills which crush, grind, wash, dry, sin~r, calcine, or leach
or per::~n gravity separation or flotation operatiom.
Polhaza~ of concern inchid¢ total suspended solids (TSS), total ~lissolved solids (TDS),

i?,-11
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Table E-7
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) SampLing Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 7
L

I~OD5
COD
Copper
Lead
NO:+NO~-N
Oil & G~tte
P, Total
pH
TKN
TSS
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Sector 8: Coal Mines and Coal Mining-Related Facilities
The defirdtion of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (iii) facilities classified by Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes I0
through 14 including active or inactive mining operations (except for areas coal mining
operations no longer meeting the definition of reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(I)
because the performance, bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has
been released, or except for areas of non-coal mining operations which have been released
from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990) and oil
and gas exploration production, processing or treatment operations, or transmission facilities
that discharge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into contact with
any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished products, byproducts or waste
products located on the site of such ol~rations." Coal mining activities ~r~ classified ~t
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 12, and includes the following operatiom:
¯ Bituminous Coal and Lignite Surface Mining (SIC 1221)
¯ Bituminous Coal Undergrom~ Mining (SIC 1222)
¯ Anthracite Mining (SiC 1231)
Storm water discharges ire covered at ~ll inactive f-,cilities and orfly from haul roa~ mad ~
line, at active facilities. Haul road~ ~re non-public road~ on which oil or ~ refia~ it
conveyed. Acce~ roads ire non-publh: road~ providing light vehicul~ traff’m within tim
facility properly and to public roadways. Railroad spurs, sidings, and internal haulage lin~s
are rail lines used for hauling coal within the facility property and to off-site commercial
railroad lines or loading areas. Inactive coal mines and related areas are aba.ndoned and
other inactive mines, refuse disposal sites and other mining-related areas.
Significant materials include coal, refuse coal, used equipment, and other equipment ~ to
haul coal.
Pollutants of concern include total suspended solids (TSS), total dissolved solids (’rD$),
turbidity, oil and greas~, dust, heavy metals, and acid/alkaline wastes.
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Table E-8
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Industrial Sector 8
C~~, ~.~;’-- 5~.: -~ ,’!~.-7)
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Sector 9: Oil and Gas Extraction FaciLities

The clef’tuition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes poirn
source dtscl:~a~es of storm water from eleven major cate~ories of facilities, includixtg:
...cate~o~. (iii)...oil
exploration
pr~essing by
or treatment
operations,
tra.asmassien
facilitiesand
thatgas
discharge
stormproduction,
water con~a’niv.z;ed
contact with
or that hasor
come trio contact with any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished
products, b)proOucts or waste products located on the site of such operations." Oil and gas
extraction facilities are classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 13. The
’~ctivitaes subject to storm water regulations include the following types of operations:

Table E-9
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Settee
Industrial Sector 9
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* Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas (SIC 1311)
) Natural Gas Liquids (SIC 1321)
* Drilling Oil and Gas Wells (SIC 1321)
* Oil and Gas Field Exploration Services (SIC 1382)
* Oil and Gas Field Services, Not ~her~ Classif’~ed (SiC 1389)

BOD~J

V

[ l~gI NR Nit

0.76 ~aol ~01I.~9 0.9~ _ I "~1 ~ "~

,,.0o 20.001
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Sector 10: Mineral Mining and Processing Facilities

O

L

The defimtion of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major ca’.e;e, rJes of facilities, including:
"...(iii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classi,~:a:i~ns 10 through 14 (mineral
industry) including active or inactive mimng operations tex~c~t for areas of coal mining
operations no longer meeting the definition of a recla.rna:~n area under 40 CFR 434.11(I)
because the performarr~ bond issued to the facility by the appropriate SMCRA authority has
been released, or except for areas of non-cx)al mining operat~en.s which have been released
from applicable State or Federal reclamation requirements after December 17, 1990) and oil
and gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment operations, or storm water
contaminated by contact with, any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished
products, by-products or waste products located on the site of ~tc.h operatiort¢."

2

Mineral mining and processing facilities subject to storm water regulations include the
following types of operations:
¯ Dimension Stone, (SIC Code 1411);
¯ Crushed and Broken Limestone, (SIC Code 1422);
* Crushed and Broken Granite, ($1C Code 1423);
¯ Crushed and Broken Stone. (SIC Code 1429);
* Construction Sand and Gravel, (SIC Code 1442);
* Industrial Sand and Gravel, (SIC Code 1446);
¯ Kaolin and Ball Clay, (SIC Code 1455);
* Clay, Ceramic, and Refractory Minerals, (SIC Co~ 1459);
¯ Potash, Soda, and Borate Minerals, (SIC Code 1474);
¯ Phosphate Rock, (SIC Code 1475);
* Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining, (SIC Code 1479); and
¯ Miscellaneo~ Nonmetallic Minerals, Except Fuels, (SIC Co~ 1499).
3
There are typically three phases to a mining operation: the exploration and construction
phase; the active phase; ~nd the reclamation phase. The exploration and construction phase
entails exploration and a certain amount of land dismrban~ to determine the financial
viability of a site. Constnaction includes building of site access roads, and removal of
overburden and waste r~ck to expose minable ore. ~ land-disturbing activities are
significant potential sources of storm water contaminants. The active phase includes each
step from extraction through production of a saleable, pr~xtuct. The active phase may include
periods of inactivity due to the seasonal nature of these mineral mining activities. The final
phase of reclamation is intended to return the land to its pre-mming state. Non-metallic
minerals are recovered using four basic forms of extraction techniques: open pit, open face
or quarry mining; dredging; solution mining; and underground mining. Each type of
extraction method may be followed by varyin8 methods of txtneficiation and processing.
Storm water discharges covered include all discharges whea’e precipitation and run-on come
into contact with significant materials commonly found at mining facilities which include:
E,-16
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overburden; waste rock; sub-ore piles; railings; l~troleum-based products; solvents and
detergents; manufactured products; and other waste materials. This includes storm water
dl~harges from haul roads, access roads, and rail lines used or traveled by carriers of raw
matcria.ls, manufactured products, waste materials, or by-products created by the facility, In
addition, overflows from facilities governed by effluent limitation guidelines with
tmpoundments such as settling or sedimentation ponds, tailings ponds or pil~s, or other
mapoundments designed to contain a 10-year, 24-hour storm event are also covered.
Because of the land-disturbing nature of the mineral mining and processing industry,
contaminants of concern generated by industrial activities in this industry include total
suspended solids (TSS), total dissolved solids (TDS), turbidity, pH, dust, heavy metals,
solvents, and oils.

~.
:
i

Table E-10
Summary Statlsflc~ From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector
Industrl~l Sector 10
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Sector 11: Hazardous Waste, Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Fac.ilitles
O
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...(iv) hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, including those that are
operating under Subtitle C of RCRA [Resource Com~rvation and Recovery Act] .... "
Industrial activities at treatment, storage, or disposal facilities (TSDF) can be described as
follows:

At TSDFs, some wastes are disposed without any intervening storage or treatment, while
other wastes are held in storage prior to treatment or disposal. Hazardous wastes are
¯

generally stored in containers and tanks, which are enclosed by a bermed area to prevent any

releases to the environment from the storage uaits.
~
~
,,
i

The processes for treating hazardcms wastes can be divided into two major categories based
on whether the waste is organic or inorganic in nature. Organic wastes are treated by
destructive technologies, such as incineration, whereas inorganic wastes are treated using
fixation technologies, such as stabilization, in which the hazardous oustimems are
immobilized in the residual matrix. Residuals from fixation processes are usually landHazardous waste disposal units include landfills, surface impoundments, waste piles, and
land treatment units. Wastes a~ also disposed of in incinerators. Son~ liquid ~
wastes are underground-injected into deep wells regulated under the Utzkrgrmuid Injection
Control (UIC) program.
Hazardous wastea are also recycled at TSDFs. Recycling is considered a form of treatment,
however, the recycling process itself is not generally regulated under RCRA. Rccy¢lin8
activities include reclamation, regeneration, reuse, training for energy or materials recovery,
and use in a manner constituting disposal (i.e., land application of tnzatdous waste or

F.,-I$
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Sector 12: Landf’LL~q.~and Application Sites
The def’mition of norm water discharge associated with industrial activity includes point
source discb, ar_~es of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
...categoD. (v) landfills, land application sites and open dumps that receive industrial
was~es." Special conditions apply to land disl:)osal sites ~f, leh meet the definition of

landfill under RCRA Subtitle D. Landfills are defined as areas of land or excavation in
which wastes are placed for permanent disposal, and that are not land application units,
surface tmpoundmems, injection wells, or waste piles. Included in this definition
municipal solid ~,’aste landfills (MSWLFs) and industrial solid non-hazardous waste landfill~.
Land apphcation sites are def’med as facilities at which wastes are applied onto or
incorporated into ~ soil surface for the purpose of beneficial use or waste weatmem
di.~r)osal. Open dumps are defined as solid waste disposal umts not in compliance with
State/Federal criteria established under RCRA Subtitle D.
Munldp~l ,~)lid W~e Im~dt"dls are constructed according to one of two generic desigm,
the wencl~ medxxl, ~rea method, or ,, combination of both. The trench metlx)d requir~
excavation of = wench into which wastes will be placed. In the area method, wastes ~re
placed directly on tl~ gr~md surface m~l disposal follows tl~ natural contours of tl~ 1~1.
Some landfills use ombinations of tl~ two methods ¯t different times depending on tl~
location of tl~ active umt.
Mos~ modem landf’tlls omain one or more separate =units, ¯ which ~ final
on~ainmem ate.as. Active units ontinue go receive wastes until tl~y have reacl~d
capacity. Wl~en capacity is reacted, ¯ unit is capped with a f’mal cover, ~md ndditiotml
wasms are placed in otl~r active units. Within each unit, wasms are ndded in layers referra!
~o as lifts. Received wastes are spread ~cross t~ working face of tl~ landfill to ¯ depth of
six to twenty feet ~ tl~n ompac~xl. A~ tbe end of each working day ¯ thin
(daily cover) is spread on top of tl~ ~dded wastes ~d compacted. A large unit may consi~
of multiple lifts, depending on t~ planned final depth. When ¯ landfill (or landfill unit)
reacl~d disposal capacity, ¯ f’mal cover is applied. Final covers generally provide
relatively impermeable cap over which topsoil is placed and vegetation is es~blisbed.
Ind~ l.~ndt"dls are similar to MSWLFs, but only receive wastes from industrial
facilities sucla as factories, processing plants, taxi manufacturing sites. These facilities may
¯ lso receive l~azardous wastes from very small quantity l~zardous waste generators (less
one hundred ld/ograms per month), as def’med in ReRA Subtitle C.
Lmad Appli~atk)n Sites receive wastes (primarily wastewaters ~xl sludges) from facilities
vin’ually every major industrial category. Typically, individual land application sims will
only dispose of ~asms with specific characteristics. However, the criteria for selection
site-specific, depending on type of process used am:! the soil characteristic.
T’ne si_maificam materials at ~ disposal sims onsim of tl~ wastes and the equipmem used
to hamlle tl~ wames. Examples of wastes disposed at tl~se sims include housebold waste
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(including hot.hold hazardous waste ~hich is excluded from RCRA hazardous waste
regulation), non-hazardous incinerator a_~es, corr~,ercial wa~;es, yard wastes, tires, white
go<xls, construction wastes, municipal and industrial sludges, a~bestos, and other industrial
wastes from various industrial facilities.

O

L

Pollutants of concern at land disposal sites include total suspended solids (TSS), oil and
grease, heavy metals, leachate, organics, tnd chemical oxygen dema~l (COD) and other
toxic pollutants.

Table E-12
2
Summary Sta~ From {’Part 2) Sampling Results by’ Industrial S~tor
lndus’trial Sector 12
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Sector 13: Automobile Salvage Yards
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven categories of facilities, including:
category (vi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code
." That
SIC code includes battery reclaimers, salvage yards, and automobile junkyards.
Storm water discharges include discharges where precipitation and storm water rtmon come
into contact with significant materials including, but are not limited to parts storage and
cleaning, storage of junked vehicles, waste products, by-products, stored materials, fuels,
and areas used for dismanding operations. Dismantlers are a major source for replacement
pans for motor vehicles in service. The primary activity involves the dismanding or
wrecking of used motor vehicles. Some facilities, however, perform vehicle maintermnc~
and may rebuild vehicles for resale.
Typically, automobile dismantling facilities receive vehicles that are either uneconomical to
run or wrecks that are uneconomical to repair. The nature of operations generally depends
on the size and location of the facility. In urban areas where land is more valuable, vehicle~
are typically dismantled upon arrival, parts are segregated, cleaned, and stored. Renatinin8
hulks are generally sold to scrap dealers rather than stored on site due to limited space. In
more rural areas, discarded vehicles are typically stored on the lot and parts removed tl
necessary. Remaining hulks are sold to scrap dealers less frequently.
Once a used vehicle is brought to the site, fluids may be drained and the tires, gas tank,
radiator, engine and seats may be removed. The dismantler may separate and clean part~.
Such cleaning may include steam cleaning of the engine and transmission as well as the
of solvents to remove oil and grease and other residues. Usable parts are then inventoried
and stored for resale. The remaining car and/or truck bodies are stored on site for future
sale of the sheet metal and glass. Stripped vehicles and parts that have no resale value are
typically crushed and sold to a steel scrapper. Some operations may, however, convert used
vehicles and parts into steel scrap as a secondary operation. This is accomplished by

incineration, shearing 0~le shearer), shredding, or baling.
Significant materials include automobile parts (e.g., engine blocks, mufflers, batteries),
solvents, oils, cleaning agents (e.g., detergents), used equipment, and junked automobiles.
Due to the naatre of the industrial activities at these facilities, pollutants of concern include:
oil and grease, ethylene glycol, heavy metals, petroleum hydrocarbons, solvents, suspended
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Table E-13
Summary Statistics From (Pan 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 13
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Sector 14: Scrap and Waste Material Processing and Rec).ding Facifities

O

The defirftion of storm water discharge associated with indastrial activity includes point
source discharges from eleven major categories of faciJirAes, including: "... category (vi)
facilities involved in the recycling of materials, including me~l scrapyards, battery
reclawners, szdvage yards and automobile junk yards, mcludz~g but limited to those classified
as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 5093 and 5015." Automobile junk yards (SIC
5015) are addressed under Sector 13.

L

SIC 5093 includes establishments engaged in assembling, breaking up, ~orting and the
wholesale distribution of scrap and recyclable waste materuals including bag, bottle and box
wastes, fur cuttings, iron and steel scrap, metal and non-ferrous metal scrap, oil, plastics,
rags, rubber, textiles, waste paper and rag wastes.

2

Table E,-I~I. 1
Materials and Sources of Polha.a~t, of Concern
$ignif~.aat Materials: White Goods
~: I.t.aking oil-filled ~pacitors, ballasts, leaking compressor,,
pumps, leaking pressunt vessels, r~servoirs, r, ealed electrical components and ehipl~d

or aeteriorat~l pamt~

Pollutants of Concern: l~Bs, oil, lubricams, paint pigmems or ~lditiws ~ach a~
lead, and other heavy metals
$imaJficant Materials: Ferrous and Non-f~ tumin~ and curtius

3

Potential Sourc~: ~tting oil residue, metallic
Pollutants of Concern: Oil, heavy
Simaifw.ant Material~: Materials from Dmnolition pro.j~:~

Pollutants of Concern: asbestos fibers, lead, copp~, zinc, c.~lmium, other metals
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Table E-14.1
Materials and S~urce~ of Pollutants of Concern (continued)

V
O

_Significant Materials: Electrica! Components, transformers, switch gear, mercury
float swttcl~s, sensors
P_ptential Source.s: I~..aking oil-filled transformer casings, oil-filled switch, float
switches, radioactive materials in gauges, sensors
Pollutantsof Cow,fiX1: PCBs, oils, mercury, ionizing radioactive isotopes
$iznificant Materials: Fluorescent lights, light fixtures
Potential Sources: Leaking ballast~
Pollutants of Conc¢l’rl: PC’Bs, oil
Significant Material~: Food/Beverage Dispensing Equipmer~
Potential So, tees: Leaking fluorescent light ballasts, chipped painted ~u’f~e*
Pollutants of Concern: PCBs, oil, heavy metals from paint pigments and a_d~_itives
Sit, nificant Materi~ls: Hospital and Dental Waste & Equipmem
Potential
Drumx/contah~ersof hospital waste, shielding from diagnostic ~xl
other medical equipment, radioactive materials from gauges, sensors and diagnostk:
Pollutants of Corr.ern: Infectious/bacterial contamination, lead, ionizing radioactive
isotopes
Significant Materials: Instmme~
Potential Soum~: Radioactive material from thickness
Pollutants of Concern: Ionizing radioactive isotop~
Siznifica.m Materials: Insulated ~
Potential Sore.s: Insulation and other coatings, wire
Pollutants of Concern: Lead, zinc, col~er
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Table E-14.1
Materials and Sources of Pollutants of Concern (continued)

O

L

Shmificant Ma~criah: L~nowers, snowmobiles, motorcycles
Potential Source~: Le,~dng engines, transmissions, fuel, oil reservoirs,leaking
batteries
Pollutants of Conc¢~: Oils, transmission ~nd brake fluids, fuel, grease, battery acid,
lead acid

2

Significant Malgrial~i: I.Jght gage mat~ri~
~: Deteriorating insulation, painted surfaces ~ other coating’.
Pollutants of Concern: Asbestos, le~d, chromium
Significant Materiah: Locomotives, r~! ~
~.~tJall~l~: ~ fturl reservoirs, fittings, hydraulic components, engit~,
bearings, compressors, oil reservoir~, worn broke pads, dattmged insulation
Pollutants of Concern: l~Z~. diesel fu~l, hydraulic oil, oil, br~J~ fluid, ~ from
fittings, ~bestos,
$i_m~Jficant Mat¢l’iah: Motor Vehicle Bodies, Engines, Tmnsmissiom,

P.~trJ~li£..~j;~:r~: Leaking fuel tanks, oil reservoirs, transmission housing,,, br~
fluid reservoir arid lines, ~ cylinders, shock absorber c~sing, engi~ coolant,
wheel weights, leaking bar~ry casings/housings and orroded terminals, pained
surfaces and corrosion inhibitors, exhaust systrm, catalytic conver~,s
Pollutants of Concern: Fuel. benzene, oil, hydraulic oil, transmission fluids, bralm
fluids, ethylene glycol (anfifr~ze), lead, lead acid, lead oxides, cadmium, zinc, other
Si~tific,,~t Ma~-ri~l~: Misc. Machinery and obsolete equipment

.~~.~,~: ~ reservo~, da~ged or chipped painted ~u’t’~e~’coati~
Pollutants of Concern: Fuel, oil, lubricants, lead, cadmium, ~ine
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Table E,-14.1
Materials and Sources of Pollutants of Concern (continued)
~i~nifieant Materials: Pipes/blaterials from Chemical and Industrial Plan~
~: Chemical r~sidue, insulation, lead piping, chipped or damaged
painted surfaces and protective coatings
Pollutants of Concern: Chemical residue, oil, lubricants, damaged insulation
(asbestos), lead, cadmium, zinc, copper
Si_m~ificant Materials_: Sealed containers, hydraulic eylinder~
Potential Sour~: Leaking liquid reservoirs, containers, cylinders, misc. ehemi¢~
Pollutants of Concern: Oil, PCBs, solvents, chemical residue
$i_m"Lificant Material5: Salvaged Construction Materials

P-.~,~_Eg_~t/r~: Chemical residues, oils, solvents, lubricants, d~m~ged

chipped painted surfaces tnd protective

Pollutants of Concern: Chemical residue, oily w~tes, ~sb~sto$, lead, eaa_mium,
$_tgnificant Materials: T~, ontamen, vessels, cans, dmtt~

r.mma2_ m:

or, .ged con -

Pollutants of Concern: ~ residue, oily w~’t~s, petroleum produc~,
oil
$’_mnificant Mar~rialt: Transformer~ (oil f’fll~d)

~: Leaki~ tn~form~r
Pollutants of Concern: l~"Bs, oil

"

t Institut~ of Scrap Recycling Industri~, Inc. ’s Environmental O~ratin~ Guidglin~, (April
1992)
(2) Material Processing. The type of proc~ss~ ~mployed at a particular facility
the type of recyclable and waste material. Typical processes include; torch cutting,
~g, baling, briquetti.ng, wire stripping and chopping, and compacting. ~ such
¯ s shr~ding and shearing reduc~ the bulk siz~ of recyclable scrap and wast~ into ~
is more easily transportable and which allows separation into uniform grad~ ba.s~
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manufacturer specifications. Processes such as shredding of automotive bodies include a
means of segregating materials into their ferrous and non-ferrous fractions.
(3) Se~’e~ation of PrPv~i’£1_Materials into Uniform Grc~_.e~. Processing, e.g., shearing,
sha-eddmg, ba~mg, etc, oi rccyclable materials is foilov,,ed by its segregation into uniform
grades to meet a particular manufacturer’s specificatiol"ts. If segregated recyclable material
remains exposed to precipitation, the potemial still exists for storm water contamination.
(4) Dis_t~;~l 0f N0n-rec)~l~ble Waste ~,!¯tc~.’al~. During recycling of scrap and waste
materials, a sJgruficant l’raction is non-recyclable waste materials and must be disposed.
volul’~ or qttatltity Of material that remains un-recycLable may be too large to permit covered
storage prior to shipment. Consequently, un-recyclable waste materials may be left exposed
to both precipitation and runoff and, therefore, they ar~ a likely source of storm water
pollutants.
(b’) Other O_verations or co~. There are a number of activities that frequently occur at
scrap and waste recycling facilities including, heavy vehicle traffic over unstabilized areas,
vehicle matatenan~ and fueling, and material handling operations. Operations associated
with the receipt, handling, and processing of scrap and waste material frequently occur
areas that are not stabilized to prevent erosion. Erosion of unstabilized soils is potentially ¯
signifk’.ant source of suspended solids in storm water runoff. For example, sampling result~
for total suspended solids (TSS) concentrations provided in sampling data indicated ¯
concentration of 466 mg/l. Unless specific measures or controls are provided to either
prevent eros~m or trap the .sediment, this material will be carried ¯way in storm water runoff
and eventually exit the site. Suspended solids at~ of significant concern given the potential
amount of tmstabilized are~ and the signif~’.~nt ~ of particulate matter that is often

produced at these facilities. Both organic and inorganic pollutants can become bound up or
absorbed to ~tspended solids in runoff.
Some scrap and waste recycling facilities may also conduct vehicle maintenance on-site.
Although many of these ¯ctivities fr~uently occur indoors, there are specific activities which
could ontril:~.e pollutants to storm water. This includes washdown of vehicle maintenance
areas, leak~ or spills of fuel, hydraulic fluids and oil and outdoor storage of lubricants,
fluids, oil~ and oily rags. Fueling stations are also fr~luently conducted outdoors without
any roof cover. Activities such as topping off fuel tanks, or overf’flling storage tanks
(without high-level alarms) are also activities t/xat can cause contamination of runoff. One
last activity, of concern i.~ vehicle washing which can result in a~x~maulated residue martial
The following table highlights activities associated with vehicle maintenance and material
handling t/at are potential sources of stoma wa~ ccsxamination.
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Table E-14.2
Other Potential Pollutant Source Activities

V
O

L

~: Material Handling Systems (forklifts, c~, conveyor~)
~ ~-J-~-~~: Spills and/or leaks from fueling ta.r~, spills/leaks from
oilJh}dr-au~c luel reservotrs, faulty/leaking hose cormect~on.~q-tttm,gs, leaking gaskets
P--gJJ2dL3~L5 of Conc¢l’n: Accumulated paniculate matter (ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, pi~uc.s, rubber, other), oil/lubricants, PCBs (¢lectrtc~ equiprnentL mercury
(lectrical controls), lead/battery acids

’P-~: Pans cleaning, waste disposal of rags. oil filters, air filters,
batteries, hydraulic fluids, trammission fluids, brake fluids, coolants, lubricants,
degr~as~r~, spenl soivent~
PollutanL~ of Concqrn: Fuel (g~Jdies¢l), fuel ~lditives, oil/lubricants, heavy metals,
brake tlui, ls, transmission fluids, chlorinated solvents, arsenic

~gL~lJ_a~Ig~: spills and leaks during fuel transfer, ~pills d~e to "topping of~

taaks, runoff from fueling areas, wasndown of fueling are.as, leaking

tanks,spills of oils. brake fluids, wammission fluids, engine coolant,
Pollutants of Concern: gas/diesel fuel, fuel a,,J_4itives, oil. lub _rk:~_nts, _hes__vy

~ati.v.~: Vehicle & Equipment leaning & washi~

Pollutants of Concern: solvenI cleaners, oil!iubricants/~dditives, antifreeze (¢thylen~
glycol)

Waste R .etvding Facilities (SIC 5093) - (Liquid Recydable Wastes)
This sub-section applies to those facilities engaged in the r~laiming ard recycling of
liquid wastes such as "spent solvents’, "used oil’, and "used ethylene glycol" typically
identiFg.d under SIC 5093. This sub-section is particularly applicable to those facilities that
participated in EPA group application number 195. EPA received a single group application
in this category of ~ recycling facilities. The following is a profde of industrial activities
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and the types of sign2ficam materials associated with facL’ities participating in this group
activity.

O

Group
application
number
it, cluded spent
220 facilities
which
214 antifreeze,
were classified
service
centers.
Se~’ice
centers195
accumulate
solvent,of
used
oil and
fdteras
cartridges and still hocoms contaminated with dry cleaning solvents (typically
perchJoroethylene), tzxl used lacquer thinner from paint gun cleaning machines. The typical
service center has a total storage capacity limited to approximately 10,000 gallons in
individual containers and tazzk.s with a maximum storage capacity of 20,000 gallons each.
Service centers ~ typically limited to a maximum of 6 tanks (a total of 120,000 gallons).
Twenty (20) of the sen’ice centers also function ~ accumulation centers where they have ¯
maximum storage capacity of 70,000 gallons of liquid materials in containers. None of the
containers are opened except under cozxtitions where ¯ container begins to leak or i~
damaged.
The group application tlso inch¯deal tour (4) facilities tl~ operated only ts conzaiz~r
transfer stations tnd do not operate ~torage tanks, These facilities ¯re I~"gely enclosed
warehouses that provide secozxtarily-c.otuained ~orage treas. Three (3) facilities were
identified m used oiJ depots whe.re only oily w¯ter ~d/or used oil ~re ~’~tnulated in storage
t~nks. Storage tanks ~z~ limited to ¯ zz~ximum capacity of 20,000 gallons each. Used oil i~
transported to the f.,:ility in tanker truck~ (3,500 gallons) tnd shipped out in tanker truel~
(7,500 gallom). TI~ used oil is ultirrmtely tr~sported to ¯ processing or re-tel’ruing faeil|~
(not covered trader this permit). TI~ following table mammarizes the pereenlage of f~eiliti~
with significant ~ ~tot’~.

Table ~,-14~
$1gnlticut ~ Reported In Group Application Number L~
Significant Materials
Minena Spirits
Immersion Cleaner
Dry Cleaner Solvents
~ Palm Solvents
Industrial Solve~
Spem Anl:ifree~
Used Oil
lamed Products

Percent of Faciliti~
98%
98%
98%
83%
81%
59%
57%
98~
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The types of materials identified in Table E-14.3 are l~tential sources of storm water
runoff contamina~on. Since these materials are stored and transported in individual drums
and bulk stora.ce ta~-A5, the potential exists for spills and/or leaks during all phases of w~te
transport, wa.ste tra.,~fer, container/drum handling and shipping.
There are a number of operauons at these facilities that have significant potential to
release pollutants to the environment if recyclable waste materials are not ma.rhaged properly.
However, in re.~or’,se to other Federal and State environmental regulations, such as RCRA
and 40 CFR 112 (Oil Pollution Prevention), facilities in this group application currently
employ a range of the best management practices and structural controls that also benefit
storm water quality.
(I) Pollutants Fotmd In Storm Water Discharges. Based on data provided in the group
application number 195, pollutants that were most frequently reported included total
suspended solids CI’SS), BOD, COD, nitrite plus nitrate, oil & grease. The following table
provides a statis~.W.a/summary of data provided in group application number 195,
Table E-14.4
Summary Statistt~ for Waste Recycling Facilities In Group Application Number
(SIC 5093). (Retvdable Liquid Wastes). All value~
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resu/t in contamination of storm water runoff is also of concern to EPA. The following table
is a list of activities which may result in a release of pollutants.
Table E-14.5
Types of Potential Pollutant-Causing Activities at Was-re Recycling Facilities that Handle
Liquid Re~’clable Wastes
c!~.~.j~: Drum/Individual Container Storage and Handling
Potential Sources of Pollutants: Leaks or spills due to faulty container/drum
integrity, e.g., leaking seals or ports. Container materials incompatible with
material. Improper stacking and storage of containers.
Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion cleaner~, dO,
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spent antifreeze.
~AJ.Y.J~: Return and Fill Statiom
Potential Sources of Pollutan~: Leaks, spills, or overflows from tanker truck
transfer of wastes and hose drainage. Leaking pipes, valves, pumps, worn or
deteriorated gaske~ or seals
Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion cleaners, dry
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spent antifreeze.
~qlLY.~: Individual Container/Drum Stora~
Potential Sources of Pollutant~: Leaks or spills due to faulty comai~r/drum
integrity, e.g., leaking seals or ports. Improper stacking and storage of ontaine~.
Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion ¢leaz~n, dry
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spem antifreeze.
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Table E-14.5
Types of Potential Pollutant-Causing Activities at Waste Recycling Facilities
that Handle Liquid Recyclable V,astes (continued)
~: Storage Tank Operations
P~entia] Sources of Pollutant,,5: Overfill of storage tanks, leaking pipes, valves, worn
or deteriorated pumps seals. Leaking urxlergroutxl storage tanks

Pollutants of Concern: Mineral spirits, industrial solvents, immersion cleaners, dr~
cleaner solvents, paint solvents, spent antifreeze.
AC.RX~: Material Handling Equipment
Potential Sources of PollutanL¢: Leaking fuel lines, worn gaskets, leaking hydraulic
lines and onn~ctiom.
Pollutants of Concern: Fuel, hydraulic fluid, oil and
3. Other Activities of Concern:
The following table highlights other types of activities that are potential soenun of ~
Table E-14.~
Other Potential Sources of Storm Water Contamination
~: Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance (iI applicable)
Potential Sources of Polb!t__a~,~tS: Replacement of fluids such as transmission and brake
fluids, antifreeze, oil and other lubricants, washdown of maintenance areas, dumping
fluids down floor drains connected to storm sewe~ system, outside storage of fluids
and oily rags and waste material.
Pollutants of Concern: Oil and grratse, fuel, acoamulated particulate mattex,
antifreeze.
Afd~i.~: Vehicle or Equipment Washing (if applicable)
Potential Sources of Pollutant: Wash water or sleam cleanizlg
Pollutants of Concern: Oil, detergents, chlorinated solvents, suspended solids and
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Appendix E
Sector 15: Steam Electric Power Generating Facilities, Including Coal Handling Areas.
The definition of storm wa~r discharges associate! with industrial activity includes point
source dtschar~es of s~orm wa~r from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...cat~gory (vii) s~am electric power [renerating facilities." The steam eleclxic power
generating category includes facilities which are coal, oil, gas, or nuclear f’tmd. Hca!
captured co-generation facilities are not cover~ under the definition of storm water discharge
associated with industrial activity, however, dual fuel co-generation facilities are included in
the definition. Ancillary facilities such as fleet c~nters, ga~ turbine stations, and substations
that are not contiguous to = steam electric power generation facility are not included in this
classification.

V
O

L

2

Pollutants of concern include fuel, oil, heavy metals, ammonia, chlorine, sulfuric acid,
sodium hydroxide, ethylene glycol, arsenic, and ~olvents.

Table E-IS
Summary Statlst~ From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 15
Grab Sample, ~n~!l)
PoUutant

No.

Me.an

BOD5

76

COD

76 104.02

.5.7

Medan

Compotn¢ San~le, (rag/l)
95%

No.

Me~ Median

95’I,

N’URP P, etul~ (rnt~,’l)
Me-an Me~n 90%

4.25

20.00

7~

~.69

32..50i

360.00

77,

69.47

39.50 280.00

~.0~

65.00 140.~0

I~
0.42
NR

NI~!
0.33
NR

0.70
NR

1 .~

3.30

4.00

Oil & Grease
P. Toul
~’!

L9
"75
70

1.38
0.79
7.32

0.O0
0.2~
7.42

6.~
3.0~
|.28

78,

0.63

0.27

"rKN

76

2.4 i

i .23

|.$.5

78

rSS
Zinc

! .9~

i .0~

76 .516.25
35
0.32,

44.00
0.05

12~0.00
0.66

77 212.3.5
39
0.27

20.0C

3.10
10.O0

40.00 810.G0
0.06
0.92

12.00

1.9(

1~0.00
0.20

9.00

~m~

1GO.00 300.00
0.16
0_501
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Sector 16: Motor Freight Transportation Facilities, Pas~n~er Transportation Facilities,
Rail Transportation Facilities, and United States Post’,d St’r~ice Transportation Facilities

O

L

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
...category (viii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 40, 41,
42 (except 4221-25), 43, 44, and 5171 that have ’,’chicle and equipment maintenance shops,
or equipment cleaning operations." The cate~-ory further states that only those portions of
the facility that are either involved in vehicle’and equipment maintenance (including vehicle
and equipment rehabilitation, mechanical repairs, painting, lueling, and lubrication) or
equipment cleaning operations are associated with industrial activity..

1

2

Vehicle and equipment maintenance is t broad term used to include the following activities:
vehicle and equipment fluid changes, mechanical repairs, parts cleaning, sanding, refinishing,
painting, fueling, locomotive sanding (loading sand for traction), storage of vehicles and
equipment waiting for repair or maintenance, and storage of the related materials tnd waste
materials, such as oil, fuel, batteries, tires, or oil filters. Equipment cleaning operations
include treas where the following types of activities take place: vehicle exterior wash down,
interior trailer washouts, lank washouts, and riming of transfer equipment.
SIC code 40 includes facilities primarily engaged in furnishing transportation by line-haul
railroad, and switching and terminal establishments. The following types of facilities are
examples of those covered under SIC code 40: electric railroad line-haul operation, railroad
line-haul operation, interurban railways, beltline railroads, logging railroads, railrmd
te~, and stations operated by railroad terminal companies.

~

SIC code 41 includes facilities primarily engaged in furnishing local and suburban
transportation, such as those providing transportation in and around a municipality by b~.
rail, or
The following
of facilities
are examples
of those
under SIC
code
41:subway.
bus line operations,
airporttypes
transportation
services
(road or rail),
cable covered
car
operations, subway operations, ambulance services, sightseeing buses, van pool operations,
limousine rental with drivers, taxicab operations, and school buses not operated by the
educational institution.
SIC code 42 includes facilities providing local or long-distance trucking, transfer, and/or
storage services. The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under SIC
code 42: hauling by dump truck, truclcing timber, contract mail carriers, furniture moving,
garbage collection without disposal, over-the-road trucking, long distance trucking, and
freight macking terminal.
SIC code 43 includes all establishments of the United States Postal Service.
SIC code 5171 includes establishments engaged in the wholesale distribution of crude
petroleum and petroleum products from Ixtlk liquid storage facilities.

R0037714
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Appendix
Significant materials irx:lude oily rafts’ air fdtet~, batlefies, hydraulic fluid~, paint~,
~xl E

V

vehicles awaiting service.

O

Pollutants ixx:lude fuel, oil, t~.avy mctals, chlorinated ~Ivents, acid/alkalir~e wastes, ethylene
glyco!, arsenic, he.a,,), metals, orgamcs, hydraulic fluids, dust, paint solids, sediment,
detergents, phosphorus, salts, susptmded solids, ~,d biochemical oxygen dem,~.~xl (BOD).

L

Table E-16
Summary Statlstic~ From (lh~rt 2) Sampling Remlta by I~dt~-tri~ ~
lndustr~ Sector 16

1
2

Appendix E
S¢’ctor 17: Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance and Cleanin~ Operatiom
The definition of storm water discharge associated with industrial activit2,’ includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (viii) transportation facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
codes 40, 41, 42 (except 4221-25), 43, 44, 45, and 5171 that have vehicle and equipment
maintenance shops, equipment cleaning operations, or ah’pon deicing operations.
SIC code 41 includes facilities primarily engaged in furnishing local and suburban
transportation, s~ch as those providing transportation in and around a municipality by bus,
rail, or subway. The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under SIC
code 41: bus line operation, airport transportation service (road or rail), cable car operation,
subway operation, ambulance service, sightseeing buses, van pool operation, limousine rental
with drivers, taxicab operation, and school buses not operated by the educational institution.
SIC code 42 includes facilities providing local or long-distance trucking, transfer, and/or
storage services. The following types of facilities are examples of those cover~l under SIC
code 42: hauling by dump truck, trucking timber, contract mail carriers, furniture moving,
garbage collection without disposal, over-the-road trucking, long ~ trucking, mid
freight trucking terminal.
SIC code 43 inelud~ all establishments of the United States Postal
SIC code 5171 includes establishments engaged in the wholesale di.ma2mtion of
petroleum and petroleum products from I:mlk liquid storage f~ciliti~.
Vehicle and equipment maintenance is a broad term used to include the following ~:tivitie~:
vehicle and equipment fluid changes, mechanical repairs, parts cleaning, sanding, refinishing.
painting, fueling, storage of vehicles and equipment waiting for repair or maintenance, and
storage of the related materials and waste materials, such as oil, fuel, batteries, or oil f’flter~.
Equipment cleaning operations include areas where the following types of g~iviti~ take
place: vehicle exterior wash down, interior trailer washouts, tank washouts, and rinsing of

t - fer

vehicles, fuels, paim, waste rags, oil filters, storage tanks, and detergents. Pollutants from
~ facilities imlude fuel, oil, heavy metals, organics, solvents, suspended solids,

R0037716
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Table E-17

Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector I~
Grab S~r-’r ~-~ ,,~’~’T~
BOD5
COD
~
L¢~
NO~÷NO~-N
Od & Gt~tse
P. Total

~
~
r’$$
Ziuc

[

4~,
17.1I
$.0G~
~x3 ~-:l
408 133.16
63.95
~198 OF
19
0.02
0,01
00~
:32
0.0]
0.01
0.11
399
2.99
0.61
9.00
418
16.38
2.10
41.00
405
1.1~
0.33
~.90
3~01
7.13
7.26
1.19
40~
2.6~
1.40
7.70
406 ~03.1, 104.00 11~0.{~3
30
0.23
0.13
1.10

Com~,,,;’a: Sam.~’,e~ (m.: ~,
37t,
374
20
31
~72i

11.07
~5.64
0.02
0.01
1.99

6.00
48.00
0.01
0.0~3
0.$2

373

0.T~JI

0..29

]73
2.04
373 454.20
28
1.$4

I.i~
67.00
0.11

41.001 12.0.
250.00
0.0~
0.0.~
0.06
0.15
~.lOi
0.86
N’R
2.91
0.42

0 (,~l 0.09
0.14
0.68
1.7~
NR/
NR
0.33] 0.70
NR
h"gi
NR|
6J0
1.90
3.30
li00.00 It0.00 ,00.00 303.00
I.~DI
0.66
0-20
0.16)
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Appendix E
Sector 18: Water Transportation Facilities, Vehicle MaintenanceiEquipmen~ Cleaning
Operations
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
...category (viii) water transportation facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) code 44 that have vehicle maintenance shops and/or equipment cleaning operations.
The category further states that onJy those portions of the facility that are either involved in
vehicle and equipment maintenance (including vehicle and equipment rehabilitation,
mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication), or equipment cleaning operations are
associated with industrial activity. Vehicle and equipment maintenance is a broad term used
to include the following activities: vessel trd equipment fluid changes, mechanical repaix~,
parts cleaning, sanding, blasting, welding, refinishing, painting, fueling, storage of the
related materials and waste materials, such as oil, fuel, batteries, or oil filters. Equiprnem
cleaning operations include areas where vessel and vehicle exterior washdown occurs.
SIC code 44 includes facilities primarily engaged in furnishing water transportation ~erviee~.
The following types of facilities are examples of those covered under $IC code 44:
* Deep Sea Foreign Transportation of Freight (SIC 4412)
¯ Deep Sea Domestic Transportation of Freight (SIC 4424)
¯ Freight Transportation on the Great Lakes - St. Lawrence Seaway (SIC 4432)
¯ Water Transportation of Freight. Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC 4449)
¯ Deep Sea Transportation of Passengers, Except by Ferry (51(2 4481)
¯ Ferries (SIC 4482)
¯ Marine Cargo Handling (SIC 4491)
¯ Towing and Tugboat Services (SIC 4492)
¯ Marinas (SIC 4493)
¯ Water Tram’~rtation Services. Not Elsewhere Classified (SIC 4499)
Pollutants of concern include paint solids, heavy metals, suspended solids, spent abrasives.
solvents, dust, paint, paint thinner, spent solvents, dust. oil, ethylene glycol, acid/alkaline
wastes, detergents, fuel. trash, petroleum products, sanitary waste bilge & ballast water.
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and bacteria.

R00377"18
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Table E-18

0

Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 18
~
BOD5
COD
Copper
Lead
NO~+NO~-N
Oil & Gr¢=~
P, Tolal
)H
]"KN
~
Zi=:

Grab Sa~h,~k*~ (m~.,’l)
15
860
15 130.93

7.00
93.00

C~m,~,~:~_-, ~ . ~.~ ~,. ,.D
]9.00i
:~X).00

14
14i

6.~)
7~.79

4
0,20
0.05
0.’/0
15
4.23
0.60
~4.00
15 11.93
2.00
96.00
15
0.27
0.10
1.20
1.~,
"/.14
1.00
|.80
15
2.64
I .~)
16.00
15 633.80 13.~.00 43],0.00
4
0.68
0.22
2.20

3
14

0.10
0.(x~

14

0.15

.

14
9.41
14 224.14
3
0,42

6.00
50.50

L

NURP Rc~,,hs (n,;~

11.00
203.00

12.00
9.C~
[2.00
6:~00 140.0(
0.0~
0.04 0.0~
0.10
0.10
0.18
0,14
0.65
1.61
0.86
0.68 1.75
NR
NR
0,11
0.32
0.42
0.33 0.?0
NRI
NR NR
0.7.~ 118.00
! .~:)
!,50
67.50 944.00 |80.00 |00.0(
0.21
0.$7
0.20
0.16 0.~O

2
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Appendix E
Sector 19: Ship Building & Repairing and Boat Building & Repairing Facilities
The def’mition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes poim
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (ii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 373.
SIC code 373 includes facilities primarily engaged in ship and boat building and repairing
services, and include the following:
¯ Ship Building and Repairing (SIC code 3731). These are establishments primarily
engaged in building and repairing ships, barges, and lighters, whether self-propelled
or towed by other crafts. The industry also includes the conversion and alteration of
ships and the manufacture of off-shore oil and gas well drilling and production
platforms (whether of not self-propelled). Examples include building and repairing of
barges, cargo vessels, combat ships, crew boats, dredges, fe .rD.boats’ ftshing vessels,
lighthou.~ tenders, naval ships, offshore supply boats, passenger-cargo vessel.% patrol
boats, sailing refuels, towboats, trawlert, and tugboats.
¯ Boat Building and Repairing (SIC code 3732). These facilities are primary engaged
in building and repairing boats. Examples include building and repairing of fibergla,,
boats, motor-boats, ~ailboats, rowboats, canoes, dinghies, dori~, small fishing born,
houseboats, kayaks, lifeboats, pontoom, and rddfft.
Pollutants of concern include spent abrasives, solvents, dust, oil, ethylene glycol,
acid/alkaline waste~, detergents, paint solids, heavy metals, spent solvents, biochemical

oxygen demand (BOD). bacteria, suspended solkl~.
Table F.,-19
Summary Statlstl~ From (Part 2) Sampling Result~ by Industrial Sectm"

"~ "o0!
~
~

~o,÷~o,-~

~/ °’~6/ °~1
o.0,I ,~! ’/ ’"®1 °’~1 0.3,| o.~,I o.~,i o_~
~t,!/ o.,,!
o.~|

r.r,~

~l/ oaq o.o0

r~

~! ~’~’1 ~’o0/ ~"~/

’~

’3/ ’~°/

m

z~

_

~t/
92"33/ ~"o0/~’o0/ ’~/ ~/ ’-o0/2m.o0/t~o.oo/l®.o0/
2 0.3~ 0.3~ 0.36
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Appendix F,
Sector 20: Vehicle Maintenance Area.% Equipment Cleaning Areax, or Deicing Arta~
Located at Air Transportation Facilities
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including: °...
category (viii) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 45 that have
vehicle and equipment maintenance shops, equipment cleaning operations, or airport deicing
operations." Only those portions of the facility that arc either involved in vehicle and
equipment maintenance (including vehicle and equipment rehabilitation, mechanical repairs.
painting, fueling, and lubrication), equipment clearting operations, or airport deicing
operations are considered associated with Lndustrial activity. SIC code 4~ ger~rally applies
to airports, airport terminals and flying f~lds. Industrial activities include the following:
Ah’craft Deicing includes both deicing to remove frost, snow or ic~, and anti-icing which
prevents the accumulation of frost, snow or ice. Deicing of an airplam is accomplished
through the application of t freezing point depressant fluid, commonly cthylen~ glycol or
propylene glycol, to the exterior surface of an airplane. Both ethylene and propyletm glycol
have high biocbemical oxYsen demands (BOD) when discharged to receiving
Environmental impacts on surface waters due to glycol discharges includes glycol odors and
glycol contaminated surfac~ water and ground water systems, diminished dissolvod oxygtm
icvel,t and fish kills.
Runway Deicing/Anti-icing activities include deicing/ami-icing operations conducted on
runways, taxiways and ramps. Runway deicing/ami-icing commonly involves either tbe
application of chemical fluids such as ethylene glycol or propylenc glycol, or solid
constituents such as pelletized urea. Urea has ¯ high nitrogen content, the~or, degradation
of urca in a rcceivin$ water causes an mcrtasc in nutriem loadings rcsultin$ in an accelerated
growth of alga~ and eutrophic conditions. Under certain ambient conditions, the degradation

of ur~ in receiving waters can also result in ammoma concentrations toxic to aquatic life.
Aircraft, Ground Vehicle and Equipmetxt Maintenance and Washing.
activities included in this s~ction include both minor and major operatiom conduct~
on the apron adjacent to the passenger terminal, or at dedicated maimemo~ faciliti~.
Potential pollutant sources from all types of maimenance activities includes spills and leaks of
engine oils, hydraulic fluids, transnmsion oil, radiator fluids, and chemical solv~ms used for
parts cleaning. In addition, the disposal of wa.~ parts, batteries, oil a~d fuel filters, ~
oily rags also have ¯ potential for contaminating storm water runoff from maintemm~
unless proper rrmmgement practices and operating procedures are implemented. The
wash water from aircraft and ground vehicle washing activities could potenti~ly be
contaminated with surface dirt, metals, mxl fluids (fuel, hydraulk fluid, oil, lavatory wast,).
and jet fuel can buildup on the surface of ¯ runway causing a roduction in the friction of the
pavement surface. When the friction level of the runway fails below ¯ specific level, then

maintenan~ on the runway must be p~ormed. The Federal Aviation Admini.mat~ (FAA)

I~003772"I
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recommends several methods for removing rubber deposits and other contaminants from a
runway surface including high pressure water, che~mica] solvents, high velocity panicle
mapact. ~ mechamcal gru~mg. If not properly managed, the materials removed from tl~
runway surface could be d~har~ed into nearby surface waters. Similarly, if chemical
solvents are used m fl:e maintenance operation, improper management practices could result
in discharges of rd~e chemical solvents in [he storm water runoff from runway areas 1o neattry
surface walers,

L

Table F.-20
Summa~ Statistics From (’Part 2) Sampliag Results b)’ Industrial Seaor
Iadustcial Sector 20
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Sector 22: Domeslk Wastewater Treatment Plants
defimtionof storm water discharge associated with industrial activity includes point
source discl’xa.rges from eleven major categories of facilities, including: "...category (ix)
treatment v,~orks treating domestic sewage or any other sev,age sludge or wastewater
treatment device or system, used in the storage treatment, recycling, and reclamation of
mumcipal or domestic sewage, including land dedicated to the disposal of sewage sludge that
are located within the confines of the facility, with a design flow of 1.0 mgd or more or
required to have an approved pretreatment program under 40 CFR part 403." This category
does not includes farm lands, domestic gardens or lands used for sludge management where
beneficially reused which are not physically located in the confines of the facility, or areas
that are m compliance with section 405 of the CWA.
Pollutants of concern include diesel, gasoline, petroleum products other than fuels:
numerous grades of motor oils, gear and chassis lubricants, turbine oils, grease and hydraulic
fluids, acid/alkaline wastes, arsenic, organics, chlonnated ethylene glycol, acids and bases
for pH adjustments, disinfectants, polymers and coagulants, alum, ferric chloride, soda tsh,
lime. methanol, sodium aluminate, sodium hypochlorite, sodium hydrocMoride mineral
spirits, acetone, paint thinner, and lacquer thinner, toluene, TCE. isopropandlamine, and
methyl-ethyl-ketone, dust. paint solids, paint, spent chlorinated solvents, commercial brands
of balance fertilizers (6-6-6. 8-8-8 or 12-12-12). commercial sludge based products, fuel,
process ~s, diazanon, malathion, arndro, dimethyiphthalate, diethyl phthalate,
dichlorvos, carbaryl, skeetal, batex, liquid copper, bacteria, biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD), suspended solids, oil, heavy metals, chlorinated solvents, ethylene glycol, detergents,
Table E,-ZI

IMIImaat
BOD5
COD
~

Grab £ampk, (rag/l)
No. M¢aa Me4tan 95~
90 33.26 11.50 53.40
~4 133.03

6~.6~ 410.00

~

0.07

0.01

0.22

L4md

27

0.03

0.00

0.15

NO~+NO~-N

$4

20.~6

!.0~

1~6.00

P. Total

$6

0.95

0~0

3.17

~I

~2

6.g)

6.9~

7.~3

Compos~ Same, lea (rag/l)
NURP Rt~,ugt (mgtl)
No. M¢aa M~ta.,~ 95%
M¢an Me~Ltn 90%
$9 46.11
$.00 200.00 12.00 9.00 15.00
M 157.95
61.59 ~0.00 ~2.00 65.00 140.00
27 0.0~
0.02 0.11
0.04: 0.04 0.09
26

0.00

0.09

0.15

0.14

0.35

$3 20.50

0.$7 131.27

0.$6

0.68

1.75

$4

0.45

0.42

0.33

0.70,

NR

N’R
1.50
100.130
0.16

]’IUq

79~

TS$

90

]. 10
160.1"]

1 .$2
6&10

15.00
575.00

78
88

Zinc

23

0.23

0.06

0.75

22

0.01[

0.68
4.74
114.44
0.12

1.$9

1.33
55.J0

11 o00
414.00

1.90
180.00

0.06

0.43

0.20

0.50
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Sector 23: Food and Kindred Products Manufacturing Facilities

O

The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (xi) facilities under Standard Industrial CLassification (SIC) codes 20, 21 ..."

It-

* Meat Products (SIC Codes 2011, 2013, and 2015)
. Dairy Products (SIC Codes 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024, and 2026)
¯ Canned, Frozen. and Preserved Fruits, Vegetables, and Food Specialties (SIC Codes
2032, 2033, 2034, 2035, 2037, and 2038)
* Grain Mill Products (SIC Codes 2041, 2043, 2044, 2045, 2046, 2047, and 2048)
* Bakery Products (SIC Codes 2051, 2052, and 2053)
¯ Sugar and ConIectionery Products (SIC Codes 2061, 2062, 2063, 2064, 2066, 2067,

and 2068)

¯ Fats and Oils (SIC Codes 2074, 2075, 2076, 2077, and 2079)
* Beverages (SIC Codes 2082, 2083, 2084, 2085, 2086, and 2087)
¯ Miscellaneous Food Preparations azKI Kindred Products (SIC Codes 2091, 2092, 2095,
2096, 2097, 2098, and 2099)
* Tobacco Products (SIC C(xles 2111, 2121, 2131, ~ 2141).
Meat Products (SIC Code 20IX) - Production r~lated activities include stockyards,
slaughtering 0tillin8. blood processing, viscera handling, and hide processing), cuttin8 and
Dairy Pr~lucts (SIC: Cede 202X) - Typica! operations may include: culturi~, churning,
Canned, ~, and Preserved Ft’uits, Vegetables, and Frezen Spedaltles (SIC Cede
203X) -Fruits and vegetables are washed, cut, blanched, and cooked prior to being classified
as f’misbed product. Additional operations may include drying, delayda-ati~, tnd fr~ezinS.
Grain ~ (SIC C~de ~4X) - Process operations performed in the grain mill substrot

include: washing, milling, debraming, heat treatment (i.e., r, eeping, parboiling, dryin8 tad

cooking), scr=ening, rdapin8 (i.e., extruding, grinding, molding, and flaking), and vitamin

Bakery l’rod~cU (SlC Cede 205X) - Process operations in this rut, sector imlude mixing,

st~iag of dough, =~otins, a~d deeonan8.

Sugar and Confectionery (SIC Code 206X) - Typical process~ include mixins, cooking,
and tbeti forming using various techniques. The mamffacmr= of chocolate products r~luire.
shelling, roasting, and grinding of the cocoa beam followed by the typical processin8

R0037724
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Fats and Oils (SIC Code 207X) Typical process operations at an ammal argl marine fats and
oils facility include cooking of inedible fats and oils. Operations at an edible oils
manufacturerinclude refsmng, bleaching, hydrogenation, fractionation, emuLsifw.ation,
deodorization, f~ltration, and blending of the crude oils inIo edible produc~.
Beverages (SIC Code 208X) - Process operations may include brewing, distiIling,
fermentation, blending, and packaging (i.e.. bottling, canning, or Ixtlk packaging).
Miscellaneous Food Preparation and Kindred Products (SIC Code 209X) - Process
opera[ions may include shelling, washing, drying, shaping, baking, frying, and seasoning.
Tobacco Products (SIC Code 21XX) - Typical process operations may include drying,
blending, shaping, cutting and rolling.
Significant materials exposed to storm water at food and kindred pi’oducu masmfacturiag
facilities consist mostly of food products or byproducts and include acids (plx~pbork:,
sulfuric), activated carbon, ammonia, animal cages, bleach, blood, bone meal, brewing
residuals, calcium oxide, carbon dioxide, caustic soda. chlorine, cheese, oke oven tar,
detergent, eggs, ethyl aicobol, fats (greases, rd~onening, oils), feathers, feed. ferric
fruits, vegetables, coffee beans, gel bone. gram (flour, oats, wheat), hides, lard. ma.m~,
milk, salts (brine), skim powder, stamh, mgar (sweetener, boney, fruaos¢, rj, mp), tallow,
wastes (off-spec product, sludge), whey, and yeast.
The pollutants of concern are biological oxygen demand (BODs), total mspetx~ mli~
(TSS), oil and grease, pH. and ctz-mic.als from applications of pesticide.
Table
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Indmtrlal ~
Gnb ~ cm&’~
BOD~
COD
Cot~~
L~d

~

298i ~i,l~
~96 l~r2A6
I?
0.0~

h’VSZ.P ge~ (m~,~)

Co.sine .Sa~~ ~,~)

1~.9~
7"LOK
0.04

206.00
74~.0C
0.2?

2S7 42..~4
216 141,~,~
17
0.0~

11.00 1~0.00
6.~.00 46~.00
0.0~
0.24

X2.0~
~2.00
0-04

9.00
G.~.00
0.04

l~.0~
1~0,0~
0.0~

12

0.01

0.01

0.03

10

0.01

0.01

0.04,

0.1~

0.14

33

0.75

0.2l

2.10

31

0.Tt~

0.24

~.~3

0.~0

0.16 0JO
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Sector 24: Textile Mills, Apparel and other Fabric Product Manufacturing Facilities
The definition of storm water discharges ts.sociated with industrial activity i~ludes poim
soun.-e discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
¯ ..catcgoD’ (xi) facilities trader Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 22." Storm
watcr dlschar£es from the following activities are covered: TexLile Mill Product~, of and
regarding facilities arxl establishments engaged in the preparation of fiber and subsequent
manuta,:turing of yarn, thread, braids, ~’me, axed cordage, the marmfacturing of broadwoven
fabr~:s, farrow woven fabrics, knit fabr~:s, and carpets ~ rugs from yam; processes
invoh.cd in the dyeing and fimshmg of fibers, yam fabrics, and knit apparel; tl~ integrated
manutactunng of knit apparel and ot~r f’mished articles of yam; the manufacturing of felt
good~ twool), lace goods, nonwoven fabrx~, az~d miscella~eous ~extil~.
Pollmams of ¢oncera im:lude biochemical oxygen dem~xl (BOD5), total ~uspeaded ~olids
(TSS), pH, total chromium, total alumimun, uxal copper, total le~l, total ziac, COD,
phenols, sulfides, oil and grease, and benzene.

Table E-24
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sectm"
Industrial Sector ~4
Grab ~ (m~1)
BOD~

Copp~
!NO~ ÷NO~-N
Oit ~, Or,ms
P, To~
pll
TEN

rss
!Ziac

110

16
$
110
111
I1~
103
110

11.41

7.7$

3~.00

107

9.g2

7.0~

0.03
0.07
1.33
2.94
0.3~
6.72
2.72

0.01
0.02
0.39
0.00
0.14
6.~
1.70

0.1J
0~t
2J0
14.00
0.66
|.~0
6.50

!~
?
107

0.07
0.04
!.14

0.01
0.03
0.39

0.~1
0.11i
1.87

107

0.31

0.11

0.60

1.50

$.40

tto 126.22
6

Cc~os~ Sam~k-~ (ml:.’19

0.33

3~..~0 4~0.0~
0.19

1.06

107

!.92

t07

so.o,,

14.

0.30

29.00

22.~ 3so.o~
0.21

0.~

NURP P__,~*~,- (m~i)
12.00

9.00

0.04
0.15
O.g6
lq~
0.42
NR
1.90

0,0~
0.14
0,6~
N~
0.33
NrP.
1.50

~so.oo
0.20

1~.00

0.09
0.35]
1.7~
N~.
0.70
N~
3.-~
100 o~ 3~0.
0.161 0~
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Sector 25: Wood and Metal Furniture and Fn’ture Manufacturing Facilities

’

The definition of storm water discharges associated with an industrial activity includes poim

source di~l~rges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
...category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 2434
and 25." Furnzar~ and fixture manufacturing facilities eligible for coverage include facilities
identified by the following SIC codes:
*
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Wood Kitchen Cabinets (SIC Code 2434)
Household Furniture (SIC Code 251)
Office Furniture (SIC Code 252)
Public Buildings and Related Furniture (SIC. Code 253)
Partitions. Shelving, Lockers, and Office and Store Fixtures (SIC Code 254)
Miscellam.ous Furniture and Fixtures (SIC Code 259).

The process of manufacturing wood furniture begins with the delivery and storage of wood.
There ~re three different raw wood materials° lumber, veneer, and panicle board. On~
delivered, raw lumber is allowed to air dry up to one year. After the lumber is ~uffici~ntly
air dried it is then transported to a dry kiln for further drying. Once the lumber h~ be~n
dried to a desired moisture content, the dried lumber is taken to the processing area.
remaining furniture manufacturing processes are all completed indoors, including cutti~,
Veneer is anoche.x mw material used in the production of furniture. In this process logs
placed in a steam vat to increase moisture content. The logs axe mined on ¯ lathe to peel off
the veneer. The resulting veneer sheets are layered into stacks or "hacks." Moisture is
removed from the hacks by kiln drying. After ¯ desired moisture content has been achieved
the hacks are d~led.
Panicle board is the third raw material incorporated into the manufacturing of wood
furniture. The board is received, cut to size, and banded on all four edges with solid wood.
The banding is accomplished in continuous, steam heated units utilizing adbesive~. The
panels are allowed to cool and then they are rauxled.
The .;ignificant materials identif’~d as exposed to ~torm water at wood furniture and
manufactucing facilities include raw wood, sawdust, coal, kiln ash, solvent-based finishing
materials and waste products, used rags, raw glue ~d waste materials, and petroleum-ba.~d
products.
Metal furniture manufacturing facilities may purchase wood pieces ready for assembly or
they may have all the industrial activities of wood manufactuxing facilities in addition to the
metal manufacturing facilities. Facilities that manufactuce metal household furniture maint~n
all operations including: machining and assembly, finishing, and temporary storage of
f’mished products within an enclosed building. Cold roll steel is initially received and
temporarily stored within the manufacturing building. However, steel may be stored outsid~
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prior to use. The st~e! is cut to size, l~nt, and w¢Idcd to design specifications to fabricate
raw metal household furniture. Final grinding, sanding, fimshmg, spot welding, and painting
are then completed.
The significant materials identified as exposed to storm ~ater at metal furniture and fixture
facilities include metals, sawdust, solvent-based finishin~ materials and waste products,
electroplating solutiom and sludges, used rags, raw glue and waste materials, and petroleumbased products.
Pollutants at wood a.nd metal furniture manufacturing facilities include TSS, pH, cadmium,
arsenic, COD, BODs, lead, solvents, oil & grease, d|escl fuel, and gasoline.

Table
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector

Con~,~m..~mpl~s (mg~l)

BO ,,

12.,,.9.0o,,.0o

2,
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25
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~.~41
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I.~I
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5.~
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0.7

~

25J
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"1~
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25 1~7.~3
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Oil & ~
’P, Toil]
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,.9, 2,.0ot .oo .00 t,.,
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Sector 26: Printing and Publi.~hing Facilities
O
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activit3, includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
"...category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Code 27 which
includes facilities primarily engaged in printing and publishing services. The following
facilities ~ covered under SIC code 27:
¯ Book Printing (SIC Code 2732): Establishments primarily engaged in printing, or in
printing and binding, books and pamphlets, but not engaged in publishing.
* Commercial Printing, Lithographic (SIC 12ode 2752): Establishments primarily
engaged in printing by the lithographic process, Offset printing, photo-offset printing,
and photolithographing ~ ~o included in this industry.
¯ Commercial Printing, Gr~nu-e (SIC Code 27~4): Establishments primarily engaged

in gravure printing.

* Commercial Printing, No~ Elsewhere Classified (SIC Code 2759): Establishraenll
primarily engaged in commercial or job printing. This industry inch~les general
printing rd~ops, as well as shops ~’pecializing in printing newspapers t~d periodic.~ for

other~.
* Platemaklng m~d Rel~ted Ser~ (SIC Code 2796): Establi.dnnents primarily
engaged in making plates for printing purposes and in related services. Also inehxled
are establishments primarily engaged in maki~ positive or negatives from which
offset lithographic plat~ are m~le.
Pollutants of concern include toxic waste ink with solvents chromium, le~d, dust, sludge, ink
- sludges with chromium or lead, solvents, photographic processing wastes, fuel, oil, h~vy
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Table E-26
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 26
Grab Sarr~,~es (~.~ ~.)
BOD5
COD
Cocker
Lg.~d
NO~ + NO~ -N
Od & Gee.ate
P. Total
pll
TKJq
!TSS
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27 10.99
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7i
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l
0.03
20
1.27
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6
0
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0.3J
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27,
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3
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0
L

NUI~.P Re~ (~
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0.04

12.001
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00,4
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014
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~
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Sector 27: Rubber, Miscellaneous Plastic Products, and M.iscell~eous Manufacturing
Industries
The cleftuition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
(xi) faci!ities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) major groups 30 and
Storm water discharges from category (xi) facilities are only regulated where precipitation
a~! storm water runon come into contact with areas associated with industrial activities and
significant materials. Sector 27 covers all storm water dtscharges from facilities classified as
SIC 30 and 39, except for those facilities classified as SIC code 391 - Jeweler, Silverware,
and Plated ware. Facilities classified as SIC code 391 are subject to Sector 29 permitting
Major SIC group 30 includes rubber and ~llaneous plastic products. Specif’r.ally, this
SIC group includes manufacturers of tires and inner tubes, rubber and plastic footwear,
rubber and plastic hose and belting, gaskets, packing and sealing devices, and miscellaneous
fabricat~ rubber products. This SIC group also incltu:les miscellaneous plastic products mc.h
as unsupported plastic fdm, sheet, rods and tubes, laminated plastic plate, sheet and profile
shapes, plastic pipe and bottles, plastic foam products such as cups, ice chests and packaging
matm’ial~, plastic plmnbing ftxtures, and mi.u~llaneot~ plastic producll.
Major 5I(2 group 39 (except 391) includes miscellaneous manufacturing indm’tries.
Specifw..ally, this group includes manufacturers of musical ~ts, games, toya
athletic goods, pens. pencils and artists’ supplies, buttons, and pins and needle~.
Pollutants found in ~torm water discharges from rubber and miscellaneous plastic products
mazmfacturers may include total suspended solids (TSS), oil and gr~se, zinc, and ackB.
T~ble E-~7
Smllmary Statistics From (Part 21 Samplill.g Resadts by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 2’7
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Sector 28: Leather Tanning and Finishing Facilities
The defmhion of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
soun:e discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
=...category (ii) facilities classified as SLandard Industrial Classification (SIC) code 3111.=
Storm water discharges covered include those from leather tafmmg facilities and f~cilities
v,hich make fertilizer solely from leather scraps and leather dust where precipitation and
slorm water runon come into contact with significant materials including, but not limited to,
raw materials, waste products, by-products, stored materials, and fuels.
Leather tanning or finishing is the conversion of animal hides or skins into leather. Leather
is made from the inner layer of the animal skin, which consists primarily of the protein
collagen. Tanning is the reaction of thc collagen fibers with tarmins, chromium, alum or
other running agents. Tanning processes use sodium dichromate, sulfuric acid and detergents
and ¯ variety of raw and intermediate materials.
There are three major processes required to make finished leather. These are beamhou~e
operations, tanyard processes and rein, ruing and finishing prcx:ess~.
¯ Beamhouse _O~eration¢--These consist of four gctiwities: side and trim; soak ~
wash; fleshing and unhairing. Side and trim is the ~tting of the hide into two
and trimming of areas which do no~ produce good leather. In soak and wash
process~, the hides are soaked in water to restore mois’tu~ lost during curing.
Wasl~ng removes dirt, salt, blood, manure, and nonfibrous proteins.
mechamcal operation which removes exce~s flesh. The removed ma~er i~ normally
recovered and sold for conversion to glue. Unhairing involves using calcium
hydroxide, sodium sulfhydrate, and ~4xlium sulf’~ to desa, oy the hair (h~ir pulp

process) or remove hair ruo .

¯ ~lY.~--These consist of bating, pickling, t~miag, wringing, splitting,
shaving. Bating involves the addition of salts of ammonium sulfate or ammonium .
chloride used to convert the residual ~kaline ~s present from the unhaixing
process into soluble compouads which can be washed from the hkles or
"Pickling" the hide with sulfuric acid provides the ~cid environmen~ necessary for
chromium tanning. In the [arming process, tanning agents such ~s trivaleat chromium
~ vegetable tam~s convert the hide into a stable product which resis~
decomposition. Wringing of the "blue hides" (hides tanned with chi’omium) remove$
excess moisture with a machine similar to ¯ clothes wringer. Splitting ~djust~ the
thickness of the tanned hide to the requizements of the finished product and produc~ ¯
"split" from the flesh side of the hide. The hide is then shaved to remove ~
¯ Retannin~ and Wet Finichim, Proce~Tc~C--These include r~tanning, bleaching, coloring,
fattiquoring, and f’mishing. The most common retaxming agents axe chromium,
vegetable extracts and syntans (based upon naphthalene and phenol). Sodium
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Sector 29: Fabricated Metal Products Facilities
The definition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activi~ includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, including:
¯..category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes 34 and
391." Storm water discharges from fabricated metal and processi.,’~g facilities eligible for
coverage include the following DTcs of operations:
¯ Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machinery and Trar~portation Equipmera. SIC
code 34 (3429, 3441, 3442, 3443, 3444, 3451, 3452. 3462. 3465, 3471, 3.479. 3494,
3496, 3499)
¯ Jewelry, Silverware, and Plated War~, SIC code 391.
This section covers establishments engaged in fabricating ferrous ~ nonferrous metal
products, such as metal cans, tinware, general hardware, automotive parts, tanks, ~ mesh,
structural metal products, non~lectrical ~uipment, and a variety of metal and wi~ prodmas
made from purchased iron or steel rods, ba~, or wire materials.
These facilities are engaged in the marmfaclxu-ing of a v~iety of products that are onsmtct~
prtmarily by using metals. The operations performed usually begin with materials in the
lorm of raw rods. bars, sheet, castings, forgings, and other related materials and can
progress to the most sophisticated surface finishing operations. There are typically several
operations that take place at a fabrication facility: machining operations, grinding, cl~
¯nd stripping, surface treatment ~ plating, painting, ~ assembly. The machining
operation involves turning, drilling, milling, reaming threading, broaching, grinding,
polishing, cutting and shaping, and planing. Grinding is the process using abrasiv~ graim
such as aluminum oxide, silicon carbide, and diamond to remove stock from ¯ wot’kpi~~.
Cleaning and stripping is a preparatory pr’oc¢.~ involving solvents for tbe removal of oil,
grease and dirt. Both alkaline and acid cleaning are employed. Surface treatmem and
plating is a major component that involves hatch operations to increase corrosion o~ abrasion
resistance. This is generally in the form of galvanizing. Painting is generally ~ at
most facilities to provide decoration and protection to the product. Assembly is the fitting
together of previously manufactured parts into a complete unit or structm’e.
Areas with significant materials include those with waste storage, outside product storage,
used for pickling acids, storage of cutoff scrap metal, aluminum scraps, hazardous materials,
galvanized steel components, solvent storage, waste paper storage, and machinetV stora~.
Pollutants at these facilities include alumimtm, copper, manganese, nitrate + nitrite as N,
iron, and zinc.
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Seaor 30: Transpor~tion Equipment, Industrial or Commercial Machinery
~ det-~r~on of storm water discharge a.~ociated wi~ ind~ial activity includes point
source di~har~es of s~orm water from eleven categories of facilities, includi~: "...category
(xi) facLIities cla~sified a.s Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes ... 34 (except 3441),
35, 37 (except 373) .... * Under these SIC codes, the facilities subject to storm water
regulations include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯

Fabricated Strucm~ Metal Products, (SIC Code 344)
Metal Forgings and Stampings, (SIC Code 346)
Miscellaneous Fabricated Metal Products (SIC Code 349)
Engines end Turbines (SIC Code 351)
Farm and Garden Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 352)
Co~n, Mining, and Materials Handling Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code
353)
Meta.l~ Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 354)
Special Industry Machinery, Except Metalworking Machinery (SIC Code 355’)
General Indtmr~ Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 356)
Refrigeration and Service Industry Machinery (SlC Code 358)
Miscellaneous Industrial and Commercial Machinery and Equipment (SIC Code 359)
Motor Vehk:les and Motor Vehicle Equipment (SIC Code 371)

(s c Cod 372)

¯ Motorcycles, Bicycles, and Parts (SIC Code 375)

¯ Guided M~i~es and Space Vehicles and Pans (SlC Coot¯ 37@

¯ Miscellaneous Transportation Equipment (SIC Code 379)

referred to as "unit opecatJons." These operations occur predominately indoors, m
contamim~n of storm water discharges from manufacturing processes is unlikely.
steel and alloys of these metals; either in raw form or as imermediate products, paints,
solvents (e.g., paim thinners, degreasers), chemicals (e.g., acids, bases, liquid gases), fuel~

(e.g., gasoline and diesel fuel), lubw.atmg and cutting on, and pttsti~.
Pollutants of concern tt these facilities include total suspended solids (TSS), turbidity,
fugitive dust, oil and grease, organics, heavy metals, and chemical ox’ygen demand (COD).
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Table E-30
Summary Statistics From (Part 2) Sampling Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 30

BODJ
COD
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Sector 31: Electronic and Electrical Equipment and Components, Photographic and

Optical Goods

O

The defirtition of storm water discharges associated with industrial activity includes point
source discharges of storm water from eleven major categories of facilities, includm "
g: ""
category (xi) facilities classified as Standard Industrial
¯ Classification
¯
¯ (SIC) codes 36,
38, and
357."
Major SIC group 36 includes manufacturers of a broad range of electronic and electrical
equipment and components, not including computer equipment. Specifically, this group
includes manufacturers of electricity distribution equipment such as transformers and switchgear, electrical industrial equipment such as motors and generators, household appliances,
electric lighting and wiring equipment such as light bulbs and lighting ftxtures, and audio ~!
video equipment including phonograph records and audio tapes and disk~. Also included ~’~
manufacturers of communication equipment including telephone and telegraph equipment,
radio and television equipment, electronic components such as printed circuit boards and
semiconductors and related devices, and miscellaneous electrical items such as batlm-i~$ tnd
electrical equipment for automobiles. Storm water discharges from facilities in this category
are only regulated where Precipitation and storm water runon ome into contact with
~3ciated with industrial activities and significant materials.
Major 51(2 group 38 includes manufacturers of mea~,’uring, analyzing, and controlling
instruments, photographic, medical and optical goods, and watches and clocks. Specifically,
this group includes facilities which manufacture search, detection, navigation, or guidance
systems such as radar and sonar equipment, measurement and control instruments and
laboratory apparatus, surgical, medical and dental instruments and supplies, photographic
equipment and supplies, and watcl~ axed clock.
Computer and office equipment is included in industrial SIC group 357. This group include,
manufacturers of computers, computer storage devices, and peripheral equipment for
computers such as printers and plotters. Manufacturers of miscellaneous office mac.hines arc
Pollutants found in storm water discharges from Electronic and Electrical Equipment and
Components, Photographic and Optical Goods manufacturers may include tolal suspended
solids (TSS), heavy metals, orgaaics, oil ~d grease, and ~cids.
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Table E-31
Summary Statistics From (Pa~ 2) Sampl~ng Results by Industrial Sector
Industrial Sector 31

O

L

~

69~

0.58

0.~

4.10
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INDUSTRIAL SECTORSGROUP APPLICATIONS (TABLE 1)
l
2
~
4
"-""’~
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1~
1~
15
16
17

18
19
20
22

O

A CTI VITII~.S F.LP~t2~ L.N’I EZD
Lum..~’rer and Wood
Pa~er and Allied Products
Chemicals and Allied Products
As+,~halt and Lubricant Manufacturers
Stone, Clay. Glass ar~l Com:re~e Products
Prima .ry Metal Industries
Metal Minin~
Coal and Li[nite Minin[
Oil and Gas Extraction
Mining and QuarD..ing of Noi-~’~allic Minerals
Hazardous Waste Treatment Storafe or Disposal Facilities
Industrial Landfills, Land Application Sites and Ol~n
Used Motor Vehicle Pans
Scrap_.and Waste Materials
Steam Electric Power Generatin~ Facilities
Railroad Transportation
~ and Suburban Transit and hatenuban Highway l~er T~
Motor Freight Transportation
United States Postal ,%’t, vk~
P~roleu~rn Bulk $~_at.lons
Water Transportation
Ship Building and R~
Boat Buildinff and Repairin~
Transportation By Air
Domestic Wastewater T~c,ttmem P!ant,

L

2

Tobacco Produ _~
24
25
26
27
28
29

Textile and
MillOther
Products
Apparel
Fini-~hed Prodt__~3_ Made Fi-oi-~i Fabric~
Furruture and F~xtures Manufacturin~
Printin~ Publishing ~ Allied Industries
Rubber and Misc. Plastic Prod~_w.~_
1-"ather and Leather Products
Fabricated Metal Products, Except Machit~ry ~d Transportation Equipmem
JewelQ,, Silverwaxe, tnd Plated

3

Transportation Equipment
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¯ Mean
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Table F-2

Summary of Sampling Data From Pha.,,e I Part II Permit Applications (~,’ith
Comparison to NL~P and USGS Studies) for COD (mgfl)

1OR i’X)LLUTA NT
NURP Median Urban S~te *

COD
82,
NR

Lumber & Wood Products
Paper& Alhed Prod.

198
121

03
04

C’l~mr.tls & Allied Products
Peu~I RefrainI & Related lnd,
S~me. Clay. G~tss Produc~

168
64

05
06
07

prtmar’y Metal Ind.
Metal Mmin~

313’
162
18

08
09

Coal & Lign~ MminI
Od & G~ Eatrtcfio~

13
36

10

Nonme~llic Mineral Mining
Hazardous Waste TSDFs
indusu’ta~ L.tndfilh & Dump~

56
$

Ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
I11
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Used Motor Vehicle Pare
Scrap & Wasle Malefiah
S~.am Electric Power Phnta
Railroad Transport
T~: Truck~, Freight. etc.
Warn Traasport
Ship & Bo~ Building. Repair
Air Trampo~
Was~ewam Trealme~
Food, Tobacco Manufact.
Texti;e & Apparel Manufact.
Fummare & Ftxmre~
Printing & Publishin~
Rubber & Ptastic Produc~
Le~her/Pmduc~
Fabricated Me~al produc~. ,/ewel~y

51
50
130
"/6
117
408
15
51
95
~4
296~
110
25
27
90

ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip.

31
115
174

Electronic Equip. & ~ts

65

297.64

131.00’ 1~ tx_)

198

191.69
96.14

61.00
57.50
48.00

151,55
107.47
221.34
144.54
16.45
140.12
58.79
117.40
114.46
135.00
253.33
104.02
318.10
135.16
130.93
73.22’
111.49
133.03
192.46
69.19
95.96
57.19
100.00
205.45
118.16
66.89
59.19

51.30
?050
71.10
6.00
g2.00
33.00
41.00
31.00’
61.00
120.00
32.50
1111.00
63.95
93.00
53.00
44.00
65.65
77.00
44,00
g3.00
49.00
53.00
~2.00
56.00
36.00
46.00

O

L

COD

USGS Commercial S~te *
Ol
02

V

65
NR
122.50

740~
29000

113
159

242.50
133.90
77.24

485.00
317.O0
$70,00

53 86.93
302
77.53
151 109.84

50.00
43,15
60.00

63000
13.90

15 195.07
$ 26.g6

352.00
247.00

31
51

160.00
13.50
92.00

500.00
1125,00

9
48 102.02

250.00
110000

13 66.23
117 203.7

360.00
7111~00
49g,O0

77 69.47
102 i119.461
374
85.64
14 75.79
43 65.80
118
75.63
84’ 157.95

500.00
260.00
2&6.00
410.00
745.00
2211.00
230.00
176.00~
330.00
900.00
440.00
310.00
170.00

i 15.94
66.20
411.90

2116

141.65

107
24
27
87
31~

4&05
76.33
42.37

114
169

E6.1T
46.55
36.32

56

72.08
91.94

51,00
41.00

37.00
34.00
27.50
60.00~
110.00
39.50
89.00
48.00
50.50
28.00
36.00
61.59
63.00
37.00
72.50
39.00’
43.00
50.00
47.50
29.00
24.00

1
NR
1080.0(
530.0(
320.01
375.0~
240.00
420.00
740.00
115.00
445.00
155.00
131.00
~411.00’
155.00
T00.00
2~0.00
4~9.00
250.00
203,00
240.00
I~.00
~0.00
463.00
111.00
!~0.00~
119.00
240.00
340.00
249.00
149.~0
200.00[
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Table F-5
Summar?. of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications 0Nith
Comparison to NURP and USGS Data) for Oil and Grease (rag/l)
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Table F-6

Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part 1I Permit Applications (3A’ith
Comparison to NURP and USGS Data) for Total Phosphorus (rag/l)
Grab Samples
log POLLUTANT
,,,
NURP Med,~n Urban Site ¯
tISGS Commercial S~te *
01
Lumber & Wood Producu
02 Pepcr & Albed Prod.
03 Chemicals & Ailed Producu
04 Petrol Refining & ReLtted lad.
05 Stone, Clay. Glas~ Produc~
06 Primary Mettl i~d.
07 Metal Mmin$
05 Co~l & Lignite Mim~
09 Oil & Gas F.xffacmm
10 Nonmefallic Mineral Mmm~
I1
H~zardou~ Wa~t~ TSDPe
12 Lndustri~l L~ndfilk & I~
13 U~d Minor Vebick ~
14 Scrap & Waste Maleri~
15 $~am Elecu~ Powe~ ~
16 ILtiiro~d Tram, por~
17 Tr~nspon: Trud~, g-~ elc.
il
Wa~r Tmn~oofl
19 Ship & Bo~l Duiklmg. ~ir
20 Air Trmu~x~
22 Was~-,wa~er Tre~u~em
23 Food, Tob~o ~
24 Textile & Ap~ Mamff~t
25 Furniture & Fix~
26 Printing & Publish~
27 Rubber & Plts~ ~
28 Leather/Produ~
29 Fabricated Me~al Produ~, Jeu, elry
30 Ind. & Comm. & Transport Equip.
31
Electronic Eqmp. & ~

P, Tetal

198
120
170
63
313’
163
21
8
$6
35
9
~0
13
127
75
115
405
15.
51
86
$6
298
110
23
27
89,
31
113
176
64

23.91
0.39
2.82
0.37
1.21
1.25
i.83
0.12
13,ff2
0.$4
0.24
0.91
0.19
0.81
0.79.
!.47
1.12
0.27
0.21
0.44
0.9~
5.13
0.35
0.27
0.37
0.41
0.36
1.03
0.29
1.50

0.29
0.18
0.24
0.13
0.28
0.17
0.30
0.04
0.18
0.20
0.07
0.50
0.03
0.50
0.29
0.~4
0.33
0.10
0.00
0.20
0.50J
0.36
0.14
0.20
0.14
0.19
0.16
0.22
0.14
0.13

Cor~posit~ Samples

~
~

2.66
1.06i
12.10
1.65
4.9~
I.lO
I 1.00
0.66:
14~.90
4.69
1.60
3.33
1.0!
2.20
3.09
8.10
3.90
1.20
0.91
I.$4
3.17
9.06
0.66’
0.89
1.~O
!.61
1.60
9.80
1.00
1.10

199
111
15g
~4
~)0:
149
16
3
33
31
9
47
30
114
78
102
373
14
45!
79
E4
~
107
24
27
85
31
! 14
179
57

P, To~l
0.42
0.33
0.31
0,18
6.29
0.30
0.36
0.16
9.51
0.23
0.25
0.13
O.~J’
0.23
0.52
0.14
! .06
0.35
O. ! 2
0.00
3.41
0.07
1.13
0.24
0.11 ’
0.09
0.95
0.38
3.05
0.26
0.77
0.29
0.63
0.27
0.92
0.45I
0.73
0.29
0.15
0.17
0.$8
0.00
0.29
0.20
0.(~
0.45
!.32
0.48
0.31
0.11
0.26
0.19
0.35
0.13
0.34
0.16
0.83’
0.18
0.$4
0.21
0.40
0.13
1.02
0.16

0,71
NR
i .72
0.91
16.40
1.25
3.24
0.96
7.00
0.35
19.46
2.61
0.32
4.05
13.’/0
1.10
3.10
3.05
2.91
0.32
0.70
1
5.96
0.60
0.71
1.30
O J3
1.30i
4JO
1.12
1.20

NURP and USGS reu~ we~ r~x~ed oe~y u coml~i~ ssmples, n~ Irab.
- Nm Reported
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3. Vuluos reportod as lqondotect woro assumed to be 0.0 ms/I
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NURP
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Table F-7

Summary. of Sampling Data From Pha~e I Part II Permit Applications OVith
Comparison to N’L~LP and LSGS Studies) for TSS (mg~q)

FOR POLLUTANT
NURP Med~n Urban S~e *
USGS Commercial Site *
01 Lumber & Wood Prodm:~

~I 5S

TSS

I

180
2Z8
191]

I I08

242

4800

198

57.~

03 Chemw.als & Allied Produc~
04 Pt~’ol RcfminI & Relaled IBd.
O~ Ston~. Cby. Ghss Producu
06 Prun~y Mini ind.
07 Metal Mmmg
03 Co~l & L~n~ Mmi~

169i
200
63
257
311
1067
162
M~
17
6Q~’
I(~ ~

40
93’
2.00
72
403
I~)

793
1330
262C
170~
I 0(XXI0
33420

1:~9
~4
302
149
i~
$

94
16~
386
162
623
~}

I I I-hz~rdous w,,s~ TSD~
12 ]nduso-ml L~ndfilb & I)ms~

$
~l

121
633

l I0~
19370

~
47

g3

31

E~ ~. & ~

63

~$
~

~9

29

O

M8

~6

100
IO9
230

46
149
69

L
1

NR
228~

1440
?17

251

~0

I~0

32
37~

~04
@I~

~

14
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Table F-9
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications {%Vith
Comp~ison to NURP and USGS Studies) for Lead (rag/i)

! Sector DESCR

~HON

FOR POLLUTANT
NUI¢2 M~l.m U~ $i’- "
USGS Com~wrc~tl Sn~ ’
01 ~r & Wood
02 Paper & AUted Prod.
03 Chemicah & Allied Productt
04 Petrol ht"minI & p.~t.~d
0~ S~o~e. C’~y. Gi~ !~
06 i~mary Mettl lad.
07 Me~ Miai~
Ol COll& t.qaite Miain~
10
1i
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25
26
27
25
29
30
31

Noemettaic Mmer~ MiaiaI
l’[azardom W~te T~D~
ladtmr~ LtMfilh & Dum~
Uteri Mo~ Vehicle Pare
Scrap & Wa,ue Matehah
Steam F..kct~ Po~t,e~ Ptu~
Raiiro, d Trampo~
Tran~x~t~ Truckj. F~i~ht, et~.
Wate¢ Trampo~
Ship & IMat l~ildin~. P, epair
Air Trampo~
Wa~,,w,ta~ Tr~almeat
~ Totmcco Mmaffact.
Textik & Apparel Mamffact.
~ & Ftxtm’~
!~ & l~tfli~
PJ~tm & ~ l~’odnm
i.za~e~/Producn
~bric=M Meal Pmo’ucn. Jcweh3,
Ind. & Comm. & T~ Equip.
E~ctromc Equip. & lnstrmnen~

’~

i,

Co~.r.~,t~ S~,~
~

2
47

0.05
0.07

0.05
00:

I~
136
23
2

0.2,1,
0.75
0,$9
0.02

6
9’
103
2l
32
4
6
2
27
12’
8
3
!
1
2~
32
76
60

’kz~d
0.18~
0.14
0.22
0.07

NR

009
0.17’

2
42

0.03
0.02

0.03
0.01

0.~
0.0~

0.01
0.02
0.00
0.~

3.~0
1.41
!.2~
0.04

I~
123
13
2

0.2~
0.19
6.07
0.00+

0.01
0.02
0.05
0.00

3.~
1.00
65.00
0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

4

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.62

0.0~

83.70

?

20.64

0.18

143.00

4.00
0.0~

96
23

0.$8
0.02

0.22
0.01

3.40
0.07

0.111
0.70
4.24
0.03
0.15
0.03
0.28
0.16
0.03
0.00
0.04
0.~9
0.97
0.08

31
3
S
3
26
10
7
3
0
I
2
30
75
56

0.0l
0.10
11.00
0.00
0.01
0.0!
0.04 ~
0.0

0.00
0.10
0.06
0.00
0.00’
0.0
0.03
0.01

0.0~
0.10;
0.33
0.00
0.09
0.04
O. 1
0.02

0.$5 0.21
0.02~
0.00
0.03
0,20
0.75
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.07
0.08
0.03’
0.00
0.02
0.11
0.22
0.02

0.01
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.00
0.0.
0.02
0.06
0.03
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.01
0.02
0.06
0.18
0.01

0.01
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.01
0.04
0.22
0.94
0.04
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Table F-IO
Summary of Sampling Data From Phase I Part II Permit Applications 0A’ith
Compar~n to N~,’RP and USGS Studies) for Zinc (mg/l)

Mean

Median [ 95 ¯

, No.

N’L’Pd~ Me,d~tn U~b~n $~ *
USGS Commercial She ~

~
~
~
~
~
~t

01

Lumber & Wood Produc~

02
03

l~er & Allm:l Prod.
Cbem~lh & Allied ~

0~

,$w~, Chy. G~ ~

06
07

P~ Meal I~.
Melal M=i~

O~

Co~l & Li~ni~ Mmm~

10
I1

No~m~allk Mmer~ Mmi~
Hazardom W~te TSD~

14

Scrap & W~te Matt~iala

i~

0.20
0.31
16
I
?$
8
i~4
14

047
0.62
2. i|’
0.35

0.37
0.62

1.70

0.24

0.62
?.70

0.14
0.46

!.17
I1.~0

2

8.E5
3.04
0.17

0.59
0.17

16.30
0.30

~

0.18

0.18

~
35

3.16

~~~~

!.~
0.05

16
17
il

~ T~
T~: T~. ~ ~.
W~ T~

I
~
~

19
~

~ & ~ ~. ~
~ T~
W~ T~

2
~

~
~

~. T~ ~

Mean

D
33

~

Tex~ & ~ ~

~
~

~&~

16
~

~&~

4

0.32~
0.14
0~
O.M
0.31
O. !~
0.~
0.7~
0.33

0.14
0.13
0.~
0.31
0.~
0.~
~.21

2.~
0.~

0.19
0.78
0.37

15
1
70

0.36
0.?$~

"?

0.39
6.5~

132
$

!.’74

Merlin

0.16
0.11
0.30
0.75
0.24

1.12

3

0.29

0.30

12.~~

~
39

3~
0.~

I
2~
3

0.~
I.M
0.42

I.~
0.~
O~

1
3

39.~
0.35

~

2.10
I.~
10.~

31 ’
14
4

1.~

3

~

~. & ~. & T~ ~.

~

038

0.~

235

31

~ ~. & ~

51

0.16

0.~

0.53 ~

~

|.2~
0.7;

9.6?

0.34

0,58’
0.75

NR

0.15.

3.ff7
0.06’

i.10
2~
0.~

0,5(

0.43
0.66

2

0.~
0.14

95

0.0~

0.11
Odl
0.33
0.~
0.~

20.90
0.09

0.~
0~
0.~
0.~
033
!
0.43
~.~

0.I~
0.~
0.~

0.~
0~1

0.59
0.47

0.~
032

039

0.14

1.~

0.15

0.~

0.47

0.~
0.~
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In December 1991. the Deputy Aclministrator of the U.S Enwonmenta! Protect,on Agency
(EPA) asked the Office of Wa:er to unc~ertake a research project w;:n two ok ect~ves; 1)
K~ent~fy ways to improve and stream,:ne the existing storm water regulatory program
~mplemented by the agency unc~er Section 402 (p) (2) of the C~ean Water Act: and 2)
c~ehne and annotate options for contro;i:ng sources of storm water runoff ties,dried for
Phase II of this ,same section.
In resDonse to this request, the Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Compliance
(OWEC) engaged The Rensselaerwlte Institute to develop a two-part proiect to ,9,,ather and
integrate d~verse opinion and insight on ways to improve the eff~c~r~cy and eflectiveness
of the existing Phase I program and the best possible response for the Pl’~se II program
designed to cover remaining storm water sources and problems.
Part I of the project was conducted dunng February and March. 1992 when six focus
groups were held around the U.S. to gain user feedback on how the current regulations
and implementation procedures could be Improved and streamlJrmd. These groups,
which included representation by both pubhc- and pnvate-sector permittees as well as
regulatory agencies, private consui1~ng f~rms, industry, and environmental interests,
identihed numerous ways EPA and others could address perrrutting and compliance
procedures seen as difficult ot problernat=,
Part II of the project began with an Expert Survey of 32 persons I’~ghly knowledgeable in
storm water and its control who represented different perspectr,,es (academic/research.
state/local government, commercial development, enwronment~ advocacy. ~
coosultant/engineenng) and cldferent geographic areas. Experts were asked to respond
to a set of options for targeting and controlling sources and to suggest additional
aJlernatives as well. Insights on voluntary measures that have proven effective in storm
water control were solicited through a separate survey of five experts in nonpoint
program approaches.
Based on the results of these sun~eys, three public meetings were announced in the
~ and held in Denver, San Francisco ~ Washington. DC dunng June.
1992. Those attending were dn,,ided into teams and asked to define their own preferred
strategies for a Phase I1 program response, including def~nitJon of sources to be
regulated, the preferred methocl of control (permit-based or other) ~ their sense of both
t, Jmetable and the rote EPA stxxJld p~ay,
Finally, a small group of insightful individuals representing diverse viewpoints from both
point source and nonpoint scxJrce programs was convened for a strategy design meeting
for the purpose of adding greater deptt~ and breadth to one or more Pl’~ase II approaches
iOentified in the public meetings. From th~s group, a ten-point strategy was created, as
well as a series of recommenclations to EPA on developing tt’=e secor~ phase of the
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st~,"n water program.
Thin Executive Summary presents the fir~r’,gs from each of these aCtMt~e$ in S,.J,,~r,~."
form. More complete recornrnendat~ns ~’e co~tainecl in the bo~y of Voturne =. T,,.L
project data base is conl~Jnecl in Votume I1.
Summ=~ of Findings on Im_omvln~a Ph~s~ I of the Storm Water Proara~
Fo,’ly indiv~luaJs participated in focus groups held in Atlanta. GA; Hartford, CT; Cn~,~.~;.
IL; Washington, DC; Seattle, WA; ~ Pl’x:>en~, AZ. Together, the participants ~nc=u~ec,
aJl iclent~f~>cl viewpoints and sepaJ’abte interests-including EPA regionaJ staff, state and
Ioc,=J government ol1~ciaJs, er~gineenr~ consu,"tants, enwronmentaJ 8clvocstes. ~
representatNes of corporations inclucled in ~ I permit.
PaJlJcipants responded to a set of questK)ns wt’~h probed for opinion ~ in~gl~; on
such matters as the unclear aspects of the ~ I regulations, add~ steps
sl’x>uk:l be taken to ,~’nphfy the process and help perrnittees to achieve compi~’~ce. ~
the re~atrve merits of indNtdua~ and group ~. tn adclitK>n to participant responses
to core questions, the afternoon of each ~ was used to furth~ e~:x:~ate problems
and sok~ons of interest to participants m =n infownatNe form~.
arv:l ~ boundan~. E~ht ~ common =ross all focus groups w~re
iOenbf~:l as key areas to be lartr~ and/or moclir=~d to irnprove program irnptemen~tion:
1.

EPA
~ notsert~e
beenofclear
about the
intendedofgoaJs
of theinregulatior~.
A
=trotlger
the relatN~
iml:x:xtaz~e
storm water
the frlzn’mwo~
term taJ’gets. There is a difference, for exarnp~e between clean water
standards and stream hea.~ statx:tards. It is clear that there ate storm
water permits. It is not ck~r how the permits rel’~ct 8 coherent program.

2.

The expense of prognu’n in-c~em~.~aI~n is significanth/higher than EPA has
estin’~ted. There is greet concern over what the program’s re~ costs have
been in terms of do~iars and ma,’~:~er costs of preparing a permit
appl~bon, and the ant~p~zted costs of achieving compl~ce. A broader
concern: rnunicipaJit~es now beleaguered by resource stx:~tfa~ cannot
reasonably afford the ~ costs of compl~znce w~ ,,u environmental
rogu~ztk:x~.
state ~ local leve~s, and has qu~,kly outpaced the ava~bi~ of resources
~’~I ~ needed to CaZTY it OUt. In some casas, field staff have been

z
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pulled in simply to process the paperwork invoke:/.
4.

Clarification is needed on the rcles ar~,’j ex33ectations EPA has for itself.
states and perm=ttees WI-~. ~ c~ear to every, one =s tt’~at EPA does not have
tr’,e capacity to aclm=nister and enforce t,",e program alone. This cannot be
seen as an EPA program aQm=n=stere,.l =n a "command a.m:l control" style
totaliy from Washington. It must =nvo."¢e actrve partic=pat~on, not simply
passive compl~J’~ce, from all levels

5.

More technical support for the program ~s needed. Expanded information
explaining the regulations and how to rm~lement them ~s especially needed.
Also. there should be less "national lever support and more focus on
reg=onal conditions. Much of the content of storm water workshops held at
EPA headquarters is irrelevant to any g~ven participant.

6.

States need EPA to either clarify how to interpret unclear points of the
regulations, or a/low them the iat~tucle to make the mterpretatiott$
themselves. One unclear a~’ea is the ="=consistencies and inequalities
created by use of industrial SIC cocles m such areas a~ transportatiott.
Another murky area is the group appl~,atK~ process.

7.

EPA should consider consolidating ~ograms in order to addres~ water
pollution in an ethcient ~ cost-effective manner. A watershed approach
is preferable to current pracbces of separatu’~g problem.~ by media.

O

2

Gener~ permits are "the way to go" and EPA should continue to focus on
ancl accelerate efforts in ~ dirocbon.

~L~

Many focus group rnen’d~rs made a point of indicating their pleasure with the focus
group fo~nat used ~ the ways in which EPA had 1) encouraged interaction attd
customer insight and 2) listened carefully to their actvice. A ¢omplele report on
group responses and conclusions is ¢ontaJnecl in the body of this publication.
Summary_ of Flndin~o,= on De~lgnln_g Phase II of the Storm Water Pro~_-~-G,,,

~,J

The second part of the Rensseiaerville project began with a survey of a select group of
32 ~ storm water program experts from across the country. ~ purpose w~
to ,so~crt oplt~t~s on ways to implement the second phase of the storm water program.
Five perspectives were represented: academic/research; commercial deveiopmer~
consultant er~gineedng/leg~; environmenta~ advocacy:. ~ state/local government. A
first mail-back survey round gained opir’~on ~ cortsensus on relevant issues and
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options for addressing Pt’~se II sources. Data from the hrst set of returned surveys were
analy~ed aria g,’ven ba:k to participants in a second survey round, which refined posihons
a~l crea~e~ more opt,~,-~s for Pt’~se II consideration.
To ensure inclusion of aJl critical perspectives, frye ~t._~._O.g.E~ program experts were
asked to prov~cle feea~ack, w=th emphasis on potent~ voluntary approaches for
addressing ~ II sources.

While approaches recommended differed by profession and geography, these common
largeting themes emerged for iaentif~nng whom to ir’,clu~le in ~ I1:
¯

clevek:~ e geogra.phically-based phasing plan by watershed
rnpa~rmenl/seventy of threat;

¯

determine selection criteria for pollulion sources 8rid use these to identify
mun~pa~tJes that should participate;

¯

do pilot projects first, eva~uate, m~d then Oevetop ~ implement a strstegy;

¯

er’~coutage and fund comprehensive ~ reseamh ~xl planning to guide

¯

require Phsse II lndu~’ies to be covered under Phase I general permits;

¯

cleve~ natk)nsI guidelines, 8rid leave selection of sites 8ncl methods to
8tat. ch=crotion;

¯

_morro
.r_ .~:luire
communities
( < 100.000)
to izpply
for perm~Ls ordy whefl thek,
waterl~naJier
contr~utes
a significant
pollution
problem;
~ ...~u,~ m I:~ouJauon, 8t~ 8~k:~v municip~ to exclusively regulate

Common themes expressed for contro~ strategies included:
¯

build a Best Management Practices (BMPs) rne~ that can be u~d by

states to ~t arid verify progress;
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¯

require localities to select from a hst of BMPs the ones most appropr~te for
their needs and a,..nply industry-specif=c BMPs nationwide with attowance for
state/local offices to modify;

¯

provide nationwide public education and community-wide pubhc education
on the need for storm water control;

¯

establish national or industry-specific minimum practices for controlling
storm water;

¯

implement good housekeeping and source reduction practices;

¯

require routine certification and audit of storm water pollution plans and
practices;

¯

establish industry-specific and watershed-specific BMPs: and

¯

establish BMPs required nationwide and stdctly enfome. Require facilities
to further treat storm water discharges where BMPs are not effective.

The strongest additiona~ factor in nonpolnt survey responses was the degree of emphasi~
placed on education at aJl levels, including the general public, local and state officials, and
local businesses and industry. Education was seen as the key to making voluntary
approaches effective. Voluntary compliance, in turn, was then advanced as highly
effectNe,
Respondents feel that EPA must be the "stick" that would fall--with permit requirements,
fines, etc.-if a storm water source does not voluntanly take action and achieve certain
minimum goaJs. But limited manpower and financial resources form a rationale for not
addressing ~ Ii with the costly conventionaJ federal rnar’~ates of Phase I.

Three meetings were conducted to gain public responses to options for targeting ~
controlling Phase II sources. They were held in Denver, CO: San Francisco, CA; lind
Washington, DC during June, 1992. At each meeting, three experts selected from
Expert Survey process presented their ideas on a regulating strategy for the moratorkjm
sources. Participants were then divided into small task teams, and given the charge of
devising their own strategies for targeting and controlling Phase II sources. A strategy
template was provided to guide group consideration of three key issues: 1) who should
be covered under Phase I1: 2) what controls are needed; 3) over what tJrr~frame the
program should be implemented. At the end of each public meeting, the task teams
presented their options to other participants for discussion.
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Common strategy characteristics emerged, in many cases paralleling those al3parent ~n
the expert survey. For targeting:
0

Targeting should be done by watershed. Information gathered from Phase
I st’~ould he!p i¢lentrf’y sens~trve watersheds. This may require
intergovemmental agreements.

0

The focus should be on "bad actor~’, i.e., those thet =re known problem
sources. The ones most frequently identified were: gas/auto service
industries, transponat~,.~, higtw,,ay systems, ~ use clevelopment and
agrKtulturaJ sources. There needs to be the ability for facilities not
contr=buting impairment of water to gain ~n exemption from permits, fees,
implementation of BMPs. Categones are an ineffective way to Oesignate
covered sources- should be done by the degree of risk a given facility
poses, because it may not be a whole industry, but rather indiviclual
facilities.
Sm~ municll:~Jities ~ be included, but they ~ have a much
~mpler appi~.at~n process. Or, only srnaJI municipaJities where a storm
water problem is k:lontif~:l shou~l there be required ~ction.
EPA should defer on selecting targeted ~,outces until the agency ~
carefully looked at tt~ clara gathered during ~ I. Numerous sourcel
of information =re avaJlable which would help =leterrnine targeting priories.
e.g., information gathered through 305b reports, information from I:q’ta,se I

If a permitlJng process is to be continued for point source~, NF:~ES gener~
costly. EPA shoutd make clearer to the applicant wh~ information is
required, e.g. provide the pem’~ee with a "checklist of incluskx’ts" for the
application, clevetop a menu of BMPs. Permit exemptions should be
granted to ~ targeted sources who offer no contribution to the problem.
Education should be seen not as an "add-on’, but rather as a primary too~
for effective control. Loca2y in’t,olemented education for public ~ industry
is espec~ly importer; the premLse is that infon’natk:>n and corl~tion born

More empha.sis should be placed on voluntary programs, e.g., 319 nor,~x~nt
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Develo~ ar’~d implement training pro~3rams for regulators, including regional
a~ sta;e, on the program. These people eJ’e tr~e ones who witt be the
~forrna~.:x-~al source for the regu~atect community, and need to know the
cleta.’.s of tt~ program.
As with the focus groups the participants in the publ~: meetings felt positive aboul the
format used. A rn~i-c~ack survey returned by more than 30% of meeting participants
showed that ~ strongty favored th=s interactrve process over what they perceived
the conventionaJ pra¢~,ce of a stream of public comments that encouraged adversar~
positioning anti Ix~eclom for those l~stening. Comtr~nts of attendees included:
o

"The opportunity to formulate ~n entire strategy to deaJ with this issue
very useful;*
"1 ob~ a better point of view of goverrm’~ent’s problems and felt that
gove~t representatives aL~o oOta=’~:l a better point of view of
ir~lu~try’s problerr~;"
"Result was II much less confrontational and much more problem-solving

~.:~’~e;"
e

"It wss a v~luable way to addres= drafting of regulations, Idlowing the
regulated community to feel a part of U’=e

....... ,,,.~.,. u~ u~ ~ me =::~A in other communiation ~ outreach
Desl_an Tem, n Meetl _r~_
y l~,,~oen~, ano selected EPA staff was convened in w~_~hi~v~,.~
oeveK)pmem or me e’na, se II storm water program and to build a strategy, or "m~
strategies, for addressing ~ II
Many discusskx~ were specific to certain types of activity-not only municipa~ o¢ industrial,
but to specific kinds ~ levels of enterprise. Others focused on regionaJ differences-for
example the strong ~istu’~ctions from places that are unifon’r~ wet, uniformly dry, or highly
volatile in hydrok:~ic~l terms. 8til~ others found differentiation in sca~such as
difference in impa~t a regulation wou~d have o~ a city as compared to a small town.
These distinct f~ir~ are contained in the fu~ report which follows in this volume.
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A broader set of ten recommendations emerged for the rr~or ~ il challenge which
generally transcend such O+~erences. They include:
1.

It 15 possible ~nd desirablo to identify priority target area~ for which
there is widespread consensus concerning ~eir contribution to water
pollution. Tr~ese areas beg~n with new devei~mer~t and redevelopment-both resider~t,a~ and commerc~J. They also inclucle transpor~t=on corridors,
Oense ex~t~r~j Oevelopmenl and automotNe ,secv~es.

2.

EPA needs to communicate more clea~ly arid regularly with everyone
impacted by the storm water regulations. The prK~-~ty focus should be
tess on the ~ of communication ~ more on ~ kinds of
cotl~nut~.&bo~.
EPA could improve program effectiveness, efficiency and cost control
in Phase Ii by "starting small’. The concep! of reglor~ and even local
prototypes =s a way of getting proposed new Phase il frameworks into
hancls of users ~ prompt fashion to build and refine basecl on early use.
Selectfvity in data collection and monitoring i~ e~entJal. At present,
some Oata co~iect~n frameworks consume tremendous time and ~
only to y+elcl bad or useless clata or murky or dis~outed conclusions. At othe~
t,’nes, very sa’nple act~ns taken with known toP,sequences require simple

venfmatmm, not extens e measuring.
More customer differentiation i~ =lso needed. At present the rnind-sel
appears to be tl’mt one size fits all. While giving the appearance of equity,
this concept actuaJly creates strong inequalities. The saJ’r~ programs and
regu~atm~-,,s that befit a large corporation or mun~ipahty are simply
equitable for s,"rmller enterpnse and com~, for example.
While the ultimate goal i= water quality standards, this il very difficult
to =thieve ~nd/or to mea=ure in the short term. Therefore, while
retaining wate+" quality standards as the ultimate goal. EPA should be
focumng on best management practices, and in particular those that reflect

preventive and non-structural solutions.
The most functional unit of both analy,=i= ~ Intervention i= the
watermhed. Most people in our samples for opinion and recommendation
stror~ly suggested the watershed approach--not only on the macro level
(e.g., ~e Bay) but the micro-level as wei.
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8.

EPA’I role t~ to offer technical lupport and direction more than
program funding or even lull guideline~ for Irate and Ioc~
imptomentation. In pazlicu~J’, bu~ng useful clara bases eJ’~d coliectio~
metho~ol~es not only on w~Ier qu~:.,’y but on pmcbces to achieve it is
cnticaJ. Such practices shou~l incluoo eclucat~on,
voluntary cm’npi~ance are much loss costly than litigation.

9.

A ¢ollsboreUve ~oproach to developing effecth, e eolutlorm tl pot~Ibte.
The interactr~ eiernents of this proioct are one reflection of the ability of
those with strikingly chfferent pers!:>ectrves (rangir~ from strong
environmental protection to a focus on economic ¢levelopment) to work
cooperatively.

10.

Agrlculture’l Ible~,ce from th~ Itoml water program
regrettable. In many reg~n$, agriculture (which includes INestock as well
as crops) is a pnmary contributor to surface water pollution. Permitting or
in other way~ controlling the trat~porl of agricultural ptoduct~ introduces
Intervention too late.

data points which underke them. ~ h ~’~Clucle$ the complete dala base, inckJding

~ instnJment~ used to co~¢t arx:l ~e inlom~tion.
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In December, !991, the Deputy Adrr~nistrator of the U.S, Er~ronmentaJ Protect~’~
A~e%y asked the Office of Water to unoe,’,~e a pro;ect that would achieve two resu.’ts:
firs’.. =::}entity ways to improve and strea~m~,ne the existing storm water regulatory pro~ra.m
currer~’,,¥ being implemented by the agency: and second, develop options for co~tro~.~r~
so,~ces of storm water runoff not currently required to ~ permitted under Section
40:2(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act.
In resi~nse to this request, tl’~e Office of Wastewater Enforcernen! and Compliat~ce
(O%’EC), working w~th The Rensse~aerwi~e lnst=tute, developed a two-part project. This
$eCbon addresses the outcomes from Pat1 I. wt’vch focused on identifying impto~ern~.~ts
to tt~ emst~g regulatory program.
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DescriotJon
As the first pan of The RensseLaervHle I .....
ns,:,u,e s proiect to help EPA assess the
eP, ectrveness ~ e~c~ency of the existing Sl~r’m ~,’,~.:e, Prc~jram. focus groups were held
m orverse regions of the country to ~n feecD,3c,, on t’,ow the regulations promulgated
on November 16. 1990 could be stream:.ne-o a.~3 ~mproved. Six such meetings
¢orn~nsing representatrves from state, mun~:~;:~;, prr,~:e =ndustr~ ar~ environrr, entaJ
groups were concl~Jcted between February 24 - M~,ch 2, 1992.
A totaJ of 40 inclMduaJs participated in the focus groups, which were held in Arboreta,
I-Izvttorcl, CT; Ch~,".ago, IL; W&shington, DC; S, ear,,e. WA: and Phoenix, AZ. The forn’~t
for each meetIng was the same: participants pro,,’~clecl feectback on eleven quest~.s
cle’veloped by EPA and instr~ute staff. The quest~’~s:
1.

Which aspects of the storm water tegulat~’ts ate least ¢le~,,?

2.

What additionaJ steps would be helpful in assisting permittees achieve
¢ompl~J’xte in the aJlotted timef~? Who should take those steps?

3.

ExacUy what kinds of guidance at~cl information are needed to help people
implement the program? How wou~l you pnont~ these bsted storm water
progra~ acbvit~es ~n terms of ~ usefulness?

~.

What ~pp<:w’t ~ld states, as ¢H:q~ot,,ed to EPA ~ ot~r otgat~£~t~, be
ex]:>e<:ted to pro~A<:le to tl’~ir "~,,’~ve~’se" of gerrr~tt~? Wl’~zt res<~j~

~ rw~ed in ~cle~ to prc~:le tt~
6. If you l’~d to ~ thr~ ~ to str~arn~ne ~ p4~ pr~:x=es.s, wd’zat
7.

What could EPA do to encourage those states without general permit
authority to get it? What steps ate needed to get general permits out’?
What s~mple, sho,’t-term gmssroots efforts can associations and trade
groups take to help th~ effort, ~ how could EPA support those efforts?
comp~ with the regulations have been most effeclNe to date? Are there
informat~-~al pieces that EPA could prepare that would best help these
efforts?
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9.

Wl~! are the techn=ques, methods or strategies you would recommend to
help perm~ttees achieve water quaJ~ty stand~ds? In what timeframe should
perm,~ees be required to comply with WQS"t

10.

G~,en that construction actMties are most often local =n nature and
temporary =n duration, do you have suggestions about how EPA could more
effectrvety regulate such activities?

11.

What sucJgestions would you offer in terms of the most efficient way to
enforce EPA exist=ng regular=on requirements, both application requirements
~ substantrve permitting requirements?

Responses to question #6 were revisited in the affemoon of each session, when
participants were asked to further define their recommendations, indicate who they felt
should be respons=l:>te for initiating the changes, and hst the initial steps they would take.
Response summaries were drafted following each meeting and sent to participants for
additions and rnod~fications. Their changes were incorporated into their respective
reports. This overall report summarizes, interprets, and analyzes group discussions and
conclusions.
Focus Groua Fi~dtn_~
Despite the many issues surrounding implementation of the regulations, the consensus
of all focus groups. =ncluchng inclustr~ representatives, was that storm water control is
r~=ded and appropnate. There was general agreement that storm water is a signif’w.ant
contributor to water pollut~:>n. Some felt that a regulatory program was appropriate to
address the problem. A number of part,:ipants expressed that, overall, the storm water
program is signifw.,antly more rational and easier to deal with than other EPA water
programs, for example, the wetlands program.
Yet the storm water regulations still inspire much confusion and frustration. There is
frustrat=on with EPA, as well. Many felt there was a lack of consideration given to their
inputs by the agency prior to promulgation of the regulations, and some thought that EPA
had been unresponsive to questions and concerns voiced since the regulations went into
effect. When pressed, however, most admitted that they perceived this to be an endemic
or generic problem of government. For a few, this perception will not be changed.
However, most were impressed that EPA was now willing to actually look at the stoffn
water program and solicit input from those dealing with the regulations on how they
could be improved or streamSnod.
Reservation was voiced, however, that EPA would do nothing with the recommendatiorB
generated from these focus groups. Their concern was that the results would have as
little impact on EPA’s decision-making and responsiveness as had previous efforts to
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make their opinions known.
It =s critical, therefore, that EPA ident~y those proceduraJ changes rnacle in response to
the recommendations, and ma~e them known both to lOCUS group pa~t~ipa~ts specific&lly
and to the permitled and regu~alory communities ~n gene,~.
The range of concerns voiced was large, and differed between geographic regions and
the representatior~ n’~ke-up of the group. Each group raised issues that were quite
specific to themselves or their region, e.g., New York Crt~ was concerned about the
eflects of tidaJ flow end backwater a~ they re,ate to water quarry; Uta~ a~l other arid and
semi-and states were concerned about sampl=ng PrOCedures when there was scarce
ralnfaJl; Seattle felt that t~ regu!ations did not a~!ow its storm water program to builcl on
earher wor~; general ontractors clo not underst~ncl why concrete m~dng requires a
separate permit even though it is ~lone on the construction site, etc. The specificity of
o~erns for each group is reflected in the indMduaJ summary reports, which are included
in Volume II.
Some issues and concerns identir,~:~, however, spanned geographic and demographic
boun(:~J~s. They were raised across groups as key areas in need of clarJf~..ation lind/or
mod~.ation. There were ~s~,~__n broad areas i¢lentified where members felt efforts
be rn~e to improve and ~u’ea,"n~e ~ storm wa~- regulalion/.
1. pennltteee and regulatory agencies feel that the EPA

A vl=w ,the
not
V,=,picture"
"bigger
.a{~ae lhat .st~m water Is a contributed/favor to water
~ ,,.,,,, u~ ~ n~ seem to ~e an understanding of what EPA ~
achieve with th~ re~t~:~ns prornul~ated in November 1990. A frequently
comment was that "t/~ bi~ picture" is mis~ing. Participants fe~ that EPA has
been clear about how tl~se regulations will accomplish the ~ of achieving clean
water, and in what tin’~frame. TI~s has hampered efforts to ¢orr~ly becau~ many
One participant ~d, "What is a clean urban stream?" The IX~nt: parl~il~ants
not sure what ~ they nee~ to attain to comply w~th the repletions and ~otact
~$ from being sue~ or fined for non-attainment.. Almost ~ part~ipants felt
that water qual~y $tar~ards were useful as the ultimate {~ toward which to work,
~ be a reasonable umerrame, est=mates ranged from five to ~ years, with
a few participants ind~"..atJng b~t, given the ~’ge number of pollutant
impacting on a given water body, achievement of water quality standards through
the storm water program alone is a strong improbability. One participant stated

14
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standards can be achieved with known storm water technologies’: i~ w~ll take
further research an~i Oevetopment of BM~s before water quahty standarcts could
be achieved.
It was clear that members need more gu,dance about where the prograJ’n is
heacled. Participants want EPA to be more exphcit about what should be achieved
in terms of improvement of water ClUa~ty in the timeframes that have been given
and with the technologies that are presently available.
Group members were aware that erMronmentaJ advocacy groups w~ll bnng
pressure on EPA to holcl to estabhshed numerical water quality stat~clards. ~ that
reducing or replacing them is not likely a v~le option. As one representatrve from
an environmental a0vocacy orgamzation stated regarding water qua~=ty s~ds,
"...(they are) the b_~3rl of the Clean Water Act." Participants felt, however, that
EPA needs to exphcitly acknowledge that cleaning up the waters of the U.$. is a
long-term effort that requires federal, state and local governments to work in
partnership with permittees rather than through "command and control"
relationships. Permittees fear being sued for non-compliance when it1 fact they ~"e
making the best efforts po$$il:~e.
Permittees and regulatory agencies want EPA to provide them the tithe lind
support they need to design and implement storm water progran~ tt~t make
sense in terms of effectiveness and cost. They feel that EPA, by not claatly stating
go~s, ~ hampered efforts to dea~ w~th the problem; permittees a,,’e nol ~,ure
which approaches to take because they don’t know what they have to ~,hieve.
They want the guidance and information necessary to implement ~
appropriate measures avaJlabie for their d~charges, and the ~ ~
efforts. As one group member observed, "...What is needed is a longer period
(than the permit period) to do BMPs- ~ then monitor their effectiveness. Whe~
necessary, go back and change things. It’s an evolutionary process. ~ i~
a quick tech fix! EPA is creating mote problems than answers. Octobe~ 1 ~
not be 1992, it should be 1995."
If EPA is to achieve success with the program, it needs to address conh.tsk:~n ~
program goals and timeframes. The agency needs to be explicit about whal
expects industrial and municipal permittees to accomplish in the first permit period,
what they expect them to achieve in the longer term, and what they anticipate
impact of the storm water program to be on overall water qu~ity.
The o=t of program Implementation h= $1gnifi¢~ntly higher that EPA
e=tim,=te=. There t= great oncern over wh~t the program’= real o=t= h,=ve
been in term= of dollar= ~nd n’~npower.
A great concern of focus group membem was the excessive cost of ~
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permit application, and the ~nbcipated costs of ach~ewng cornpl~znce A number
of state representatives indlcated treat imp en~en~’.:on of their state program took.
in terms of staff time alone, more tt’~m aii , , ,
o,ner wa.e, programs combined - w~thout
the concomitant 8dded federal doi;aJ’s It,at t,~ose Drocjrams prowded. That EPA
has provided minimum feder~ do~.r~ for tt~ program is a rr~or issue.
MunicipalIties and industnes were conceme~ wi:.~ the s~gnificant additional costs
of manpower and technology needed for bott~ a,’~pt:cation and comply]rice. One
focus group parbcipant brought for a~scuss.,on a study done by the School of
Public and Er~ronmentaJ Affairs at Indiana Unrvers~,*y. The study has identified thal
the actual mean cost for Part 1 of the mun~c~ e.pphcat~,.1 process for 59 cities
exceecled by ~ the EPA-estimated costs of the program [Gebhardt &
L.indsey (1992), "NPDES Requirements for MunicipaJ Separate Storm Sewer

Systems: Costs ~ Concems’J.
That EPA has set ~side some monies to assist in program development is not
commonly known information. There vva.s confusK)n among a number of focus
group members about the evaila1:)ility end abphca.bil;ty of grant monies, e.g. 104(b)
funds, that ~re cleclicatecl to impiementat~on of the program. For example, within
the same focus group, one person said that they had e, pplied for and recehved the
funds to help prepate their application; another member replied that they were told
that the monks could not be use~ for that purpose. Members of some groups
were unaware that the funds were ev~labie at aJI. This indicates that
¢on’,m4,Jnication from EPA ha~ been ir~dequate in letting eligible groups know ~
there ate some, aJbeit kmiled, dollaj, s a~ie to help them in setting up their
ptogram~, ~ that there has been incont~tent ¢ommunicotion about the
guictelines for use of those funds. Further, every person who indicated knowledge
of the money ~so noted that the funds av~labie were minuscule in comparison to
w~ w~s needed to actu~ty get the~ progran~ up end running.
Some state~ have developed the necessary rever’~Je-gathedng mechanisms to fund
their storm water program. One state representabve ir~licated that, by charging
~ fees, they have been abie to h~re s~x staff people for the program. A few
other state representatives incl,.areal that sto~’n water utilities had been successful
in he,prig to ra~e the funds necessary for program operations. A significant
number, however, contend that ti~eir state does not have the funds to implement
tt~ program, nor do they have a system lerked to raise these funds. Therefore,
~ed efforts ate not being made to resl:x:~ to the regulations. Further,
some state~ have implied that they clo not consider storm water a priority, and
therefore aJ’e not willing to devote any portion of b"~eir budget to the program. This
latter po~t creates a s~Jnificant problem for the thousands of pern~ee$ in such
a state that ate then without a cnt~cal support system to provide them guidar~
The storm wa~er field in gener~ is perplexed tha~ EPA could prom~.dgate these
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EPA for review. In h=s words, "1 wa~ted a month, and when EPA aM r~t respond,
I went ahead and pnnted it. They [EPAJ cli~n’t like that."
Some state representatives said that they were unwJl~ir~g to help industrial people
make 0ecisions on whether they a.re coverecl by the regu~tions, because they do
not want to be held accoun~bie when EPA ~ not spec~..sJly g~en states the
authonry to rna.ke interpreL~tlons of the SIC codes. Pa~cipants felt that the states
are more likely than EPA to know the specif=cs of the industries in t~eir boundaJ, je$,
and aJso to know which ones ere high-risk poIIuta~t sources, But states clo not
feel that EPA ~ grven tt-,em the aut~nty to use that know~:lge to n",~ke their
own judgments on whe~j.~er an industry is covered or not.
Industhe$ ~lso feel unsure ~,Jt their responsibilities under the regulations, and
me turning to the states for guidance. The regulations ate unclear, for example,
about what level of program implementation is expected in m given t.’meframe. As
one state representatrve put it, *...there needs to be some guiclance from EPA
the ~ on what (ir~ustnes) need to ~1o~"
States feel they I’=ve more knowledge of the industr~J risk= within their boundaries,
and know what is nee<led to bnng those risks into compliance. A number of
group members ¢~ted tt~e uselessness of having EPA ~levetop requ~ment= and
guidance for ~ given in0ustry when It ¢1~1 not ~ specihc Ir~lustrlel.
They fe~t It far rno~e effectN,e for EPA to work ~ inOustr~ representatives wherl
~:~dede~p~_,~g
~ma.
.en~, to .ensure
c..,~ity__’
_ arK:l correctness,
This wouk:l
create the
=)anent
ort ga~ung
r~lu~try
$ ommitment
to achieving
~ ~ely
results
~ rnema=~on, me ~ onstraints urx:ler which aJI levels of government ate
operating, and the limited staff at each level, working in partnership with states
permittees rather tt’Bn tt~rough a "command and contror’ re~Jonship could get the
program in place more quickhj and maximize its effectiveness. EPA needs to
leterrr~ each government level’s respons~ilitie$, be explicit about wh~! decisions
~ flexibii,l’y can be a~:~,ecl, and be clear about what ~ ate expected from
eacP, levet of government if given the authority to inteq)ret certain Ispect~ of
4.

More ~,upporting Infom’t~k:m for the program i= needed, ~ dlalemirmtio~
Infotmat~n sup~ to the reou~atk::.,~ -~,-=:
exp~Jt mf~ on how to implement them, was cited as a critJca~ needP~dhading
only I:~’tiaJ~y been met. AJI focus group members gave feed~;~u::k on ~ pieces
of EPA-gene~ted inf~ they t~o~ght wa~ useful, wt’~t they h)lt was not
heipfuJ, atv:l what otr)er ,formation ~ desired or fe~t wa~ needed. They also
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addressed tt~ regulations themsetves as a source of information.
a. Written Docum~,nt~
Wntten information EPA has prodded to supplement the regulations, such as
guidance documents and support,,ve materials, received overall good rewews.
Numerous parbcipants stated that both the Industry and Municipal Permit
Application Guidances were helpful,
The pnmary problem with much of the written guidance and information ~s that it
is coming out too late to be useful. A number of participants indicated that a
model general permit would have been helpful, but that they were at the point of
wnting their own, so for them =t was too late. Often group members’ suggestions
for specific informational documents were accompanied by the caveat that it was
~, e.g., permit wrzters guidance; Model Permits for MS4s: a BMP
manual; Construction ActNity Guidance.
Not everyone wants to receive new information at this point in the program. A
number of part~:ipants said, "Don’t ¢1o anything...We have a track" anything that
would confuse that would be a problem. Even clarification. We have an idea for
what we want to old and if gui0ance comes out now. it might conflict with what we
want to do."
One person commented that EPA should prepare guidance document~ =o tl’~t
they can be released concurrently w~th promulgation of the regulations. This would
avoid not having, them ready ~ a useful timefrarne. A number of participants felt
that EPA should be more wtli=ng to re~ase information in ~ form if the fatal
document is going to be late, EPA should make preparing information for Phase
II of the program a priority: the timeliness of delNery is a reflection of the
program’s credibility and of EPA’s commitment to the program. It is cleat that
those who have gone forth w=thout the support of written guidance are going to
be i~ resistant to any input by EPA that would require them to modify what
has a]raady been done.
Dissemination of EPA documents has been inconsistent. Regions vary in their
thoroughness of distribution, O~e group member said, "...EPA needs to be better
at getting this stuff to us. I of’ten have somebody walk into the office with
something that has been out for three months that I have not seen" This
frustration was echoed in a number of the focus groups. EPA needs to publish I
list of available documents which people can request either in writing or through
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The Storm Water I’-lotl~ne rece~ m=xecl renews from group membem. The
O
primary response was that =t eflectrveiy agaressecl very basic quosttons, but that
the program haa aavanced clu~ckty to the I:~:nt wt"~re more techn~caJ InformatIon
was nee~lecl. Trust in the abii~ty of tr’~se a.nswenng the PhOnes to acl0ress
complex issues was tow. However. this is not an unusual response to Hoti~nes;
o~en cai=ers coml~;a~n that intormaI~:~ ~,’ven L~ maclequate, inconsistent, or not
a~propr~ate to tl"~e sztuat=on of tl’-,e ca.J,er.
Some focus groul~ members stated they were pleased with the response they had
gotten from the Hotl~ne. Some =n<:hcated that they were rel~:l /ust to have
~ to call for program information. Ott~ers fett it was a good way to confirm
their "hunches’, Overall, grven the s~ze of the program ~ the number of
caJls that have been recerved, the percepbon of tt~e Hotl~’~e ls re~ativety ~.

2

Sor’ne aJternatrve roles were suggested for the Hotline. Members stated that it
¢oulct be used as at~ informatm~.~ cleanngl",ou~e, hawr~g av~lable a list of
that callers ¢oulcl turn to for more lecl-u-ucal mforrr~tJon. One person suggested
that operatom I~ve l~sts of experts in catogone$ to whom ~ couk;I refer ~
for more infom~tio~.
voiced was that r~ EPA ~ff people wa~ ¯ pro~:dem. ~
~ frusttatio~
created lot
the..a,I
ur~oproacheble, ~
me practw,
s~::~e, howev~,
raspor~ing
to a/I ttle=taft
phot~ ca~
Perceptm~’~
tt~t EPA
heaclquane~
U’~ey recew~ wo~ t~e up all ava,i~ble staff for ~ duration of the program;
._he~__clquan. era. staff .wouk:l clo nothing I:~ answer phone calls. Yet it ls
!o .r.ecogruze trot th~s problem influences peop~’s perception of EPA’s c~
.M= uxxougn O~s,s~’nination, etc. It~

tion w~l

,-,~ w,u~

-"

. Works!’~oos and Presentatio~

..~,..~.... _..: ......
~= u u~a KX~ WOrKShops, providino
Most felt that such workshops shou~ be sponsored and p~’u’~l by trade
associations and ott’~ membership 8.ssoc~ations like APWA, WEF, ASiWPCA, etc.
ratt’~er than EPA. They dicl feel that EPA shou~ be a speaker at the programs, and
be wi~ting to hetp aclclress the feclera~ perspectr,,es in response to ioca~ concerns.
A main concern of group members, from coest to coast, is reaching those
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mclustnes who are covered by the regulations: rnany businesses covered under
the regulatIons do not know that they must apply lot a c, errn~t. Trade assoc~tions
were recommended as one of the best ways to ce~ to the harder-to-reach
perm~ttees (usua~iy referred tO as "Morn-and-Pops’), E~ even they are hrnited to
those businesses who are members. Group members ment=oned other avenues
through which they have tried to reach these bus~ne~s.es, such as direct mailings
to municipaJ~t~es and working through Chambers of Cc,~.,,.,rnerce. None have been
completely eflecttve. Most members said that tn:s was not solely EPA’s
respons bii,ty but also one of states, local governmen:s and trade associations as
well. EPA could support th=s eflort by suggeshng me:nods for reaching these
businesses, and contacts at the national level that could be helpful, e.g., Small
Business Admirustration.
d. ~-he Re~_ulations as Information
The Federal Register notice of the regulations was considered by participants to
be a key source of information about the program. Numerous comments were
made about its inabihty to convey needed ~nfotma’,~>n clearly and concisely.
Length. layout, language and accessibility were i~lent~f~l as deterrents for many
"laypeople" to comprehend them.
One member said the length was approximately 127 pages too long; he felt it
should have been three pages, w~th a focus on what the regulations will do to
reduce water pollution. Many felt that the regulatK>ns were not user-friendly
because of the language used, which they referred to as "legalese’. One person
remarked, "What =s needed is an English version of the rags!" The citations were
claJmed to be confusing, ancl some felt substantive rc:,~u~rements were "buried" in
the wrong section, e.g., important permitted industr,,aJ activities were in the
Definitions sec~on, and municipaJ requirements were scattered throughout rather
than placed in a "Municipals" sect~n. Another noted tn, at the three-column format
was difficult to read for most not used to the Federa~ Register format.
Many noted that the Federal Register is a publication that may be picked up by
~ large businesses, but would rarely find its way ~nto the smaller ones. Given
the widespread impact of the regulations, there is vaJ~ cot~cern that EPA views the
Federal Register as a primary method to "get the word out." They felt this was not
a good assumption, since circulation of the Federa~ Register is very limited, leaving

the vast rr or tt ose

are affected.

covered by the regu t - unaware that they

There is need for a more clearly Stated version of the storm water regulations.
Trade associations have done a great deal to try to reduce the regulations to
layrnen’s terms for their members. But when suppiementaJ guidance documents,
which are more reader-friendly than the regulations, are not quickly forthcoming
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with 7.000 phone calls; they did not know how to respond to caJ~ers, so
~ ended up hiring a consultant to handle the questions.
One comment from a membor in the Phoenix group accurately represents
the feeling expressed across focus groups: "it ~s virlually impossible to
determine who needs a permrt...You are not looking at the runoff quaJrty
with the SIC codes. I do not know of an ex=sting code that looks at runoff,
and that ought to be the basis of the code (used for these regu~at~ns)."
EPA needs to clarify how these codes are to be used. As one member
stated, "OMB decided to use the SIC codes for other than they were
intended. EPA (therefore) must define how to use it; this needs research
and an environmental interpretation done." EPA also needs to be explicit
about states’ habil~ty if their interpretations of coverage ~re different from
what EPA’s would have been. One group member suggested that EPA put
together a brief (1-2 page) guidance summery to-help industries decide
whether they are covered, and also to develop descriptive categories of
industnes covered. EPA needs to define the minimum criteria for coverage
to help regulatory agencies and industries determine their status, and then
gNe latitude to states to use Best Professional Judgment when making
decisions to include or exclude a given industry.

Exposure:
The category of "exposure" was cited by aJI groups a.s one of the two most
difficult to determine. Members requested that EPA allow regulatory
agencies to use Best Professional Judgment in determining which industries
should be covered. Examples were mentioned, included the ~lJst doill
metal sculptures (all his activitms took place indoors), ~ the farmer
trucking potatoes to the potato chip factory (he was advised to cover
load with a tarp). As one member stated, decisions on whether an indu~
falls under the exposure category need to be determined on a case-by-ca~
basis, and may require a s~te visit for a final decision to be made. Merrd:~’8
did feel this category was "good" because it is the only otle ~ is risk.
based, yet "bad" pnmahJy because exposure is "fuzzy’.
EPA needs to allow states to develop their own definition and criteria for
exposure, reach agreement with them, and be comfortable w,ith ~
possibility that states may be different. The ~ number of overed
industries under the category would otherwise exhaust EPA’s resources to
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The group application procea=:
Focus group members feel that the group a~plicat~on process has created
s~gnificant confusion among perm:~ees: there is no such thing as a group
permit, yet there are large numbers o! ~ndustnes that participated in a group
a~plicat~on still under the impression that they will be covered by a group
pormit. As a number of part~cil~ant$ stated, "(those who applied for one)
think group applications mean group permits. And that is not the case."
One industrial member voiced their frustration: "industry feels that the group
application was misrepresented. (We thought,) this looks good; we can
band together, demonstrate our likeness, devise sampling techniques, and
regulate accordingly. Then we heard t~’tat you don’t get ¯ group permit; you
get sent to the next tier Oown- the state. And the state then decides what
you get... This has d=scouraged us from being proactive, forward think~’~g,
because the rules keep chatting in mid-stream."
Some members thought the group application was a useful process. One
stated, "The group application process will get the best information It the
least cost. It is the best research process because you can control it. For
example, the te~le ,’x:lustry: consultants will get together with them to
determine how sampling and BMPs will be done. It provides 8 sout¢e of
ompanson within itKlustty."
EPA needs to let participating industries know what the process ts about,
what the next steps wdt be for tl’mm after application review, ~ where
there will be extended tlmefrarnes for them to submit a NOI under a general

EPA needs to consider consolidating programs In order to address water
pollution in ~n efficient and o=t-etfecth/e manner,
.4JI groups suggested that EPA look at consolidating the different water programs
for greater cost-efficiency and effectNeness. Rather than looking at it by different
water source, e.g., storm water, wastewater, wetlands, etc., limited federal
resources could be applied on a priont=zed basis by watershed. Group membe~
felt that this approach would elm’~ate redundant efforts across programs, allow
dol~]J’s to be spent by risk priority ratt’~r than through separate program allocation,
and have a more profound effect on re~ucing water pollution.
The perception is that present programs are more interested in "bean counting’;
that is, keeping their present funchng levels at the expense of the environme~.
One group member said, "Avoid bean counting...Transfer the funds to where it
makes sense. Some water bocl~es have five different funding streams. (EPA)
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should look at one water body. and look at point a,nd non-point factors, See if we
can pull the program together to y~elcl an e."rv:.ronmentalty efficient program that
bnn;s all tn,.s together. T~s would form a ~ro:crj--~e of poliut=on eiimination by
tntegrat~on of programs," Another su~ges’,ea tr,,e Oevolopment of a "water
po~,~t~on block grant."
In no group was there a concrete discussion on how EPA would accomphsh this
at a fecer~ lave!, although many thought try! a s:a.,’t would be to get people from
each ot the programs to "sit clown together m the sa,me room" to O~scuss ways of
won,:ing together toward the same gc~s. $~te reoresentatrves were aware of
program separation at their level, and cited tr~e d .",erent funding streams - w=th
sor~ pro~rams having far more than others, ave..~.’.~le for each one, It is clear
tt~t most would like to see a strategy in place that ~ows monies to be allocated
based ul:~on watershed priority, This abi~a’y to be able to shift funds between
programs many felt would have eased the fine, nc~l I:~urden of getting their storm
water programs up and running,
EPA ahould onUnue to focus on general perrrdt= In order to get the program
implemented as efficiently == possible.
O~e of the most-mentioned ways of reducing regulatory burden was the use of
ger~eraJ permits to cover as many industnes as I:>Oss~ble. Many state participants
vo~e<t frustration at EPA’s slowness in gett~-~ a moclel general permit out, ~1
some remarked on their slowness in reviewed state a~pl=cat~ons for general permit
autnonty. One indicated that it had taken thee" state n~ne months for approval. Yef
groups were unanimous that general perrmts are ar~ excellent way to streamline the
Participants felt that states should want permit authority: as one member put it,
"...they should want control over their own destiny." States that have not applied
for general permit authority, such as New York, are seen by permit applicants as
unhelpful. One voiced frustration that his state DEC office could not provide
assurance when he needed it, because tt~e state had chosen to "ignore" the
regulat~:>ns: he ~ looked to the regional EPA office for assistance, even though
he was not sure that was the "nght" ro~’te for him to go. Another state
representative said that her state wants authority because "they could then issue
more permits, cover more people. It’s revenue-producing, and the dollars would

come into (our) department."

Many participants predicted that states without general permit authority will be
~med by the number of individual permits. They felt that EPA, as well as
state ~ national trade associations, should make states aware of the
consequences of not having general perrnff authority. One suggestion often heard
was to get trade associations involved in k:~bying state legislatures to put pressure
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on their slate government. Some members recked that EPA aJso put
pressure on states to P.~pty for per~ aulhonty by u.~ng a can’ot-st~ck a~proach:
a.ss~st tr~rn to a.,.~p,~y, but vathho~ program monies from non-de~_m~.ted states.
Others su"g~este~l r,"~at the ~ be do;~-s, such a.s the 106 monies, used as an
incentrve. Part~pa.nts le~ that ge~ng most inclustnes ~nto the program under a
general Imm, rr’nit Lm’~e~ would es’m3bi~h a base~r-+e to+" t+he pro~r’a.~ $o that a bered
approach could t:)e u$ed to k:lentn’y arml deaJ with po~iutar}t sources.
It wa~ e~ent from comments that some state representatives would I~ke to see
a model general perrn,1. They me looking fo+" gum.nee in Uevetopit~g their own,
an<:t modets-e¢,J-~r EPA-generate<3 or state-generated-wou~l obviously ~ssist
states =n Or’~Jng tne~" own. CrfticW to this effort is ~ U’ms ~e be made

avmmJ~e a.= q~.~.~,, = possible.
There is a common ~ across these saven issues. That threed i~ ~ need for more
a~l clearer commur~.abon, from use of terrrunology ~ language mote lamilJar to the

"iayperson’, to e~p~it gum.’me on fund raising approaches to support program
In many orgar~tJons, "rn!~oved communication" is cited as a =x~ghl-after end, but tl t=
often set forth wft.hout k:let~.~tion of ~ rnea~ by which to ~,chieve it. W~h ~ project,
EPA .ad0r.e.,~. tt’~e mea~ I~ ~sking the "experts’-those people a! the regior~, state
communication ha~ laJtet~l ~ what is needed to address the problem. It will be the
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Pat’t It of the project began with survey input from ~, select group of 32 storm water
experts from throughout the COuntry FNe perspectrves were represented:
a:aaemic/research: commercial development: consultant engineermg./legat:
er~’v",ronmental advocacy; and stage/local government. A Delphi-type survey approach
v, as used to obtain init~ opinion and consensus on relevant issues and ophons for
a~aress~ng Phase II sources.
Two survey rounds were conducted with point Source program experts. The instruments
presented responclents with a senes of potent~l targehng and control strategies aJong
w;:n t=ming options. Survey Participants were asked to identify the strengths and
weaknesses as well as steps and resources needed to implement each option and were
a~o grven the chance to suggest an ~lternat~e strategy to the ones presented,
Frye nonpoint program experts received one survey designed to capture more specifc
~nforrnation on voluntary approaches for ach=ewng program success. They were asked
to prowde the same level of detail for their preferred strategy as point source experts.
Please see Volume II of this report for survey transcripts ancl analyses.

Respondents were asked to identify, from a list of 18 potentiaJ sources, which sources
they felt to be the top five that "must be" regu~ted in Phase II. In descending order with
frequency of response in parentheses, the sources k:lentified were:
1.

"Some industriaJ activities not covered under Phase I because of anomalies in the
SIC codes." (24)

2.

"."."~burban areas of large metro areas outside city boundaries." (20)

3.

"Some commercial activities with industrial components." (18)

4.

"Large retail complexes." (15)

5.

"State highway systems." (13)

The themes that characterized the designation of these sources as the top five included:
1) contribution to poJiution load; 2) nsk posed; 3) administrative efficiency of control; and
4) cost-effectiveness of control.
Respondents were presented with specific strategies for targeting and controlling Fq’zase
II storm water sources. They were asked to assign a level of desirability and feasibility
to each. The scaJe used ranged from ~ (least desirable, least feasible) to "7" (most
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desirable, most feasible).
Th~ three t~’geting strategies, and ratings and comments they received, are listed below.
Responses to Strategy I were spread across the sc~Je: 3~,~ of respondents felt it was
"very 0es~rabte" and 3~,~, rated it "not desirable’. The sa~e response pattern was given
to feas=b~i;ry: 21% rated it highly feasible while L:>~ rated ~ not feasible. That strategy
was:

Strategy h "Eliminate Phase II as a separate part of the storm water program and
expand the current designation authority under Section 402 (p)(2)(e).’"
¯ 402(p)(2)(e): A discharge for which the Administrator or the State, == the
ca~e may be, determines that the storm water discharge ontributes to =
violation of I water quality standard or is I significant contributor of
pollutants to watera of the United States.

Some of the comments made by experts regarding this strategy included:
¯

"Gives the Administrator too much authority."

¯

"This approach provides the greatest ~xibility and provides time so that we
can learn from current prograrr~."

¯

"Not feasible...unfortunately, the science is often not good enough to
pinpoint culprits; the database,..is weak; it is difficult to single out one o/
many candidate polluters."

¯

"AJtows resources to be focused strictly on problem sources from the Phase

¯

"Arbitrary and capricious interpretation of intent of Congress."

¯

’Very desirable and feasible. It makes sense to target programs to areas
that contribute to water quality standard viotations and are signifw, ar~
contributom of pollutants."

Responses to Strategy I were the most mixed. While some saw it desirable because
sources covered would be more selective and limited and therefore the program would
require less resources and administration to implement, othe~ did not support it because
they were unsure what critena would be used for targeting sources, and were concerned
about the types of informatJon used in decision-making as we~ as the experience of those
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Most respondents fe~t that ~te~ would be costly, complex and unwieldy.
resemble Phase 1 m terms of =ts c~ra,,n on resources and manpower. Some responOents
fett it woul~l expand tt-~e number ol groups opposing stcx"m water regulations,
Strategy ih "Cover all remaining point lource Itorm water discharges under existJng
Phase I requirement,"
This strategy receNed a mean rating for desara.bit~ty of 225 and a rnea~ rating of feasibility
ol
Some of the comments regarding this strategy included:
;
¯

¯

"lnaclequate resources would Pose a rna~r implementation problem."

¯

!
!

"11~ advised arid will be increasingly costly. There is no need to promulgate
new reguLat~,~.s that we know wall not be enforced."

¯

"Wouk::l be ~ administrative nightn’w,~."

l

¯

"Too broad with respect to po~ent~ bettel~."

~ was seen by a rna~,~ of resporK:lents to be the mosl equitable ~ ratiortal
of the ~ree choc::e$, as well as tt~ most =¢~’lt~...4~y be.seal. Concern that po~ticzd
pressures rr~gh! sway the developrne~t of ta~ebng criteria was expressed by
respondents. That ~’ategy is:

firtd to be 8ppropl~)."~’v ""=’" Kmgmgi,, Or ~:>grllph~ ts~et~rtg, Or othe~

~This3.~rat.egy
rec .e~:l..
mean rating
for desirability
of 4.64 and a mean rating of feasibility
¯ n w~s rateo
tr~a rrtost
"
.
desa’able
ancl fea~l::~e
of the three suggested strategie=.

¯

"Best of ~ worlds - ~ objecti~."

¯

"Strategy III is the most desirable of the tt-d-ee strategies because it
maxirrgzes effk:iency, effectiveness, and the llexibi~,y to address water

particularly information needed to do inte~gent ta~gating."
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¯

"Desirable - th~s focuses scarce resources on hke~ and easity identi,r~able
problem azea~ Feasible - the factors (e,g, popu~at~n Oer~sity) are easily
i~:lentif~ble."

In the second round of surveTs, respondents were asked to recommem.~l a fourth strategy
i/they aid not support one of the tt’,-ee sug~este~ by EPA. Most tre.~uently rnent~’~ed
w~s a strategy tt~t wa~ ¯ ombination of Stt’~tegle= I end I11.
Four control strat~g~e,~ were presented to respondents for s~rr~" r~:~ngs of desirability
and teasil~ii=ty. These strate~,es were:
1.

"Mandatory ro~l,~nco on goner~ permits."

2.

"Direct rogulstlon.undor m national Pl’~=o II guideline, which may well
require = national ruten’m~ing by EPA."

3.

"Requiring direct regulation of Phase II municlpslfUe= urtdor 100,000
end requiring t~em to develop necessm, y controls for prlortty =ourcee
dlscha,-glng Into the muni¢ipaJ storm water system,°

4.

"Control under the nonpoint =ourr,,o program =uthortzod under Section
319 of the Ctosn Water Act."

Desirability ratings for the ~ tt’~se strategies were approximately the same: respondents
felt that they were "somewt’~" Oes~r~bie. The fourtl~ strategy was rated as slightly less
des~rabie. The greatest fea.~:~ty was assigned to Strategy 1. The lee.st fo~L~:)ie strategy,

In the second survey round, respor~ents were asked to describe iml:~ementation o! tholr
preferred strategy. When asked what mina’num control str~teg~s tt’wy would u~e, the

fo~to,,~ methods were mentXx~ed:
¯

a menu or roster o! BMPs from which could be selected the most
appropnate a;:~)ro~ches for the industry or watershed;

¯

public educalk~

¯

eroskx~ and ~ ontro~ methods;
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¯

emphasis on po~lut~n prevention.

Few respondents saw the implementation of Phase II to be a short-term process. Most
su~;ested a phase-in approa:t~ over a period of f~ve to ten years. During this hme. BMPs
cou:~l be tested for effectrveness ar’K:l cost-benefit in terms of reducing and el~minating
storm water pollutant problems, a~d programs could establish solid components of
education, training and techn~.aJ assistance.
lMon~oint Source Persz)ecttveNonpoint program experts eJso favored Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectNety..."
for taJ’geting Phase II sources, with a mean rating of 4.0 on Desirabil~y. The ratings
ranged, however, from "1" (not Oesirabk)) to "6" (very desirable). Some of the comments
included:
"Is inequitable. Establishes economic hardships for those required to
participate. Only strength is less administrative burden."
¯

"Would be easy to identify sources that fall under criteria. Could be
preventive since you are not waiting for a problem to happen."

¯

"Excellent in theory, but would require a lot of data for prioritization. ~
would create onfusK~ for some period of time."

The survey instrument used for no, point program experts was a modified version of !~
point source expert survey ~ included a fourth EPA-suggestedtargetir~g strategy for
consideration. It was:
Strategy W: "r~get ~nd =ddr~,.= problem= and =igniflcant =form w~ter lource= attd
pollutant Ioadings by using Section 319 and CZARA programs."
Respondents’ mean ratings of the strategy were 3.2 for de,sJrabil~y arid 2.8 for fea~.
Comments included:
¯

"These programs lack real regulatory teeth. CZARA 6217 applies ordy to

¯

"Section 319 is broader than NPDES ancl has more technicaJ experience
with BMPs. C7..AP, A 6217 results in specification by EPA of rnar~gement
measures, in effect setting starK:lards arid providing impetus to explore

¯

"Since only limited 319 funds are available, it would be difficult to get much
done."

,3:)
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¯

"This is an important pIece of a rnutti~aceted approach, but not aclequate
8Jone."

Respondents were g~,~en the same corn’,rot s.ra.P._.,.
, ’ ,".~ ~ for consideration ~s the point source
program experts. Of the four. #3: "Requiring c~rect regulation of Pr~se II mumcit:~i~t~es
under 100,000..." was most favored. ~tn a mean rating of ~.2 for cleslrsbil~ty 8rid ,3_8 for
feasib~ ,,"y. This control strategy was the only one to receNe ratings higher than "5" for
e~ther clesirabit~ty or feasibility.
The majority of respondents were opposed to exlending the October 1, 1992 deaclhne.
The reasons g~en mclucled:
¯

"The longer we wait to address the problem, the more costly, less
technically c~pable ~ ~ess enwonmentally effective the solution will be.
There are more opportunmes toclay, espec~lly in less populated
tomorrow to solve 8rid prevent problems."

¯

"Storm water-related use iml:mJrment is a seriou~ problem. Currently. them
is little being clone to rernecl~te existing problems and no 8ssursnce
problems re~ated to new clevelopment will be prevented. It is clesr ~ the

voluntary approach is not 8clequale."
¯

"l’hings aren’t getting betty. Fon.~ and impetu~ are a~’eedy In ~ capital=e on it."

Many of the recommendations made by point source program experts for targeting and
controlling storm water sources were echoed by nonpoint survey respondents. Some of
the ~ sirnilahties include:
¯

selection of Strategy II1: "Apply Phase II controls selectively..." as
desirable of EPA-suggested strategies. The most mentioned reasons for
preference were ease of i¢lentffy~-~g targeted sources, and the more efficlenl
use of resources;

¯

target by watershed impairment/threat severity;,

¯

conduct pilot projects first, evaJuate, and then develop and impleme~
strategy;

¯

develop minimum natlona] guide.s, and leave selection of s~tes and
methods to state discretion;

¯

initiate a focused dialogue with key stakeholders (for beth targeting and

controls).

¯
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Some of the similarities in preferred control strate~_ie~ included:
¯

O

V

build a BMP menu tt’~at can be used to imp;ement srid verify progress: allow
setect,:>n of most appropriate BMPs base~ on industry ~ watershed;

¯

provide public education or~ need for storm wat~ control;

¯

provide national criteria with flexibility for IocaJ implementation of most
appropriate controls;

¯

develop baseline control standaJ’ds for aJl new development.

2

One pdrna~ difference between point and nonpoint respondents was the application of
the "$t~ck" by EPA, with the "stick" being the requirement of pert’nits for tt’tose sources that
did no! achieve $ignifican! movement toward program goals via voluntary efforts within
a reasonable time~. As one nonpoint respondent phrased it, EPA should keep permit
requirements as the "gorilla in the closet" to be used as needed when voluntary effort~
were not adequate for the problem.
A ru’nber of nonpoint respondents Indicated that the 319 arid CZARA 6217 programs do
not have the "teeth" they need to ensure ¢ompla~’~ce, Most fee~ that a onlbinatio~ of

programs is nee0ed for success~ achievement of water qua~y gosh.
EPA ~rORM WATER PUBLIC MEETIIW"~_e

De=cdetion of the Meetirm_ F~m~__,
Three public meetings were conducted to gain cit=en suggestio~ on options for targeting

At each meeting, three experts selected from the survey process presented their ~
ort a regulating strategy for the rnoratorium sources. Following their presentations,
attendees were divided into smaJl task teams with an assigned facilitator, and given the
charge of clevis~ng their own strategies for targeting and controlling Phase II sources. The
strategy template provided to guide group consideration of key issues is presented below.
attendees for discus~:m.

Teams were asked to consider these i~,uee:
1.

~.~ (What light industrial, con’~’nercial, retail, reeidertt~, o¢
other areas or other areas do you include in Phase i1?)
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~"~

2.

~ (Do you use continued ret,~r’~ce on the existing NPDES
perrr~r,~ng process or something e~se such as nonpoint source
programs, seiecled perrn:~ng base<:i on nsk. geographic taJ’geting,

etc.?)
~ (How would you phase in the ma~or components of the
stra:e~y ~,"~:1 over we.at timeframe? Do you suggest full
recommer~ a c~,",erent set of cleacli~ne$ ~nd why’?.)
4.

Key ~te:$ to im~!ement (Please inc~..ste up to five critical, rr~ot
s~eps Io t~,e ~n e’np~ementing your sLrategy end the t~rnetable for

eect~.)
B.
~.

How w~l costs of your strategy be d~stributed over key player~
how wdl costs be ur’K:ler~toocl ~xI contro~ed?
~ mea, s~es of Derformance~ will you use eu’Kl how will you verify

trm env.’orm’~en~ results? (Do you re~, on numericat measures
quar~teat.Ne I:~lu~on inclice~ or othe~ ~actor~?)
Sitar _eOV Strer~_ h_~ (Name four key slrengths of your Ittategy which,
in you~ lUOgernent, m~e it preferable over ~ernatNe strategk~.)

I.

Strat _eov Vu~nerabi~t~,s (Name four most crflP----------------~J points st which your
~’megy ~ rno~ vu~rm~ to failure ~ shoreall in implementation.)
For whoever strategy i~ chosen, what could EPA do to m~ke the
lecisio~rnsking proce~ fo¢ I:>he~se II mote responsNe?

A total of sixteen ~ tearn~ presented their strategies fo¢ Phase II of the storm
program. The inclMcluaJ rusk team strategy outt,nes offered a diversity of approaches for
o~7"mg, irnpiemenbng, rnor~to~g, ar<l funding Phase II of the storm water program.
Individual ~rateg~e~ presentecl a large range of methods lot targeting ~ ¢ontro/l~

Des~e the diffetere representations, experiences and expertise, there were point~ of
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1.

V

T~rgettng:
a. Targoting should be done by watershed, information gathered from ~
I shoulcl help K:len~i~ sens~ttve watersheds. May require inlergove~menta!
agreements.
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0
L

clevelopment. ~e suggested preven~,~on methods ~nclucle: recycling storm
water, good housekeeping practices, p,ant~ngs to m~n~m~ze runoff, street
sweeping of work areas on a Oal;y Das,,s. sIorm waler coiiechon methods.
coverage of storage area.s, chan,~,ng manufactunng processes to rn~nirr~ze
pollutants, ~rnprovement of a=r em=ssions.
BMPs should be required I:~se~ upon tt’~e specific pollutant problem and
strategies known to be eflectrve in rts m~t;~’,.~!~on or elimin,~tion. The focus
must be a known connection between solution and ~ts effect on the
problem. BMPs must ~Jso recogmze fJnam:~ constr~nts, providing actions
that are re~atrvely higher ~n terms of cost-ettect~veness.

Timetable:
A minimum of two years is needed to prepare for Pl’~se II, with at ~ a
year dedicated to looking at Oata gained from Phase I of the storm waler
program. Effectrveness of presentty used BMPs neecls to be looked a! to
cletermine clifferences in efiect~’eness I:)eh, veen geographic locations ~
b.
4.

Whatever the period established for pi’~se-in, it should not begin ~
promulgation of the tegulatK)ns.

Role ~f EPA Headqum, ter~.
& Research, information dissemination, techni¢~ assistance.

b. TFundlng. not.for program for resea h.
Of ’~se~... ch. requested are water basin poll=ion control and
cl eWt°erm~ena~.K~
~n o[ erlectrveness of BMPs. The rnajodty of par~
recogn=e that EPA cloes not have the fiscal resources to fund programs.
What they ~o want lrorn EPA is guidance in establishing fund ~
rnechanLsrr~, such 83 storrrl water utiJJbe~.
c. Establishing broad guidelines for the program within which IocaJ fle~ is
Flexibility, at the same time, cloes not provide an excuse for inaction or
postponement. Rather, it recogr~zes that different actions and action
sequences are appropriate to different contexts and conditions.
d. Responsibility for traJr~ng regulators in the storm water program.
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LJnt~t those administenng the program are we{l equipped to enable action,
e~ctrve responses will be
Please see Volume il of this repo~ for copies of the ind~luaJ strategies developed at
each of the pubiic meetings.
~eet!n_a Format
A presumpt~:~.~ shared by EPA and the contractor, The Rertsse~aerv~lle Institute. was that
the convent~c~-~t torrT,.at for pubhc heanngs m’,cl meet,,,~s =s of l~rnited vaJue m engaging
citizens or ot n’~k~ng the cntJcaJ transition from cr=t~c~m to advice on how best to clo
things. Grv~n th~s behef, a d~fferent format wa~ dewsed tt~t proved quite different from
the typ~.sl a,~proach of lectures by experts arK:l/or testw~<:~-~es read to the record by
concerned
In the interactrve approach used. participar~ts were advised that they would be asked to
form into task teams to first listen to experts offer their =nsights. then to develop, as
tee’n, a preterred strategy for rospondmg to ~ II of tt~ storm water program. Each
team compnsed a cross-sect~on of those attenchng--mclu<:ling where there are possible
strong er’Mro~ne~ta~, ir~ustr~, anti ~ government perspective=.
In all three meet~gs, participants accepted the fon’P~ ~ e~ergetica]ly engaged In the
task of ¢onstruct~g a preferred so~ut~n. Th~ inckJC, ed tr~e sessK>n held in Washington.
D.C. where Participants from n’~or interest groups were in the I’t~bit o~ providing c~
feeaback aria crnK::~n more than engaging in a ~ Oe~gn proce~.
To gauge partK:ipant responses to the different ~ meeting format, a mail-back
quest~onn~e was used inviting comments by tt~e sot~e two hundred participants in
three pubbc meetings. Approximately 35% of those 8ttencling completed the suntey.
They were hrst asked to comment on their assessment of the more traditional public
hearing format. Most held a clear and consistent v~w of the tradiLionaJ approach as
focusing pnn’ta~ on prepared statements. Where cl~aJogue was included, it was seen as
¯

opinions are solicited for the record and to insure the perception of pub~
participation but not to prov~le gerune input. The sense is not of active

¯

~ participants are those with StTong com4ctions and often speci~
interests; they are not a representa, tNe ~ of public opinion and tend
to run the gamut of extreme perspectNes on a given issue.

¯

sessk)ns tend to become adversa~ or at best lrgumee~t~. No
mechanism for cooperation is available and differences tend to ge~
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magnif~:l, not resolved.
¯

the focus is on t~e problem much more tha~ on i<~eas for resok, ing it. Or~
the one ~ th~ at’tracts critics more tr-,a.n im~t~’nentors. O~ the other, it

prov~es l,~,~e gu~cia.nce to people ~ full welt kr’~ow tJ~e problem and are
looking for wa~ to cleaJ with it.
Participants were much more positrve a~out ~ format used. Arno~ the sentiments

regulated otw’r.jnity to feel part of the process’;

"Encouraged the regulated community to get ~ =2~L.f.0~ irwotved’;
"Participants f~ that EPA was actuaJly listening ~ disJoguing."
effected to better urx:~rstand each other.
"11 made you appreciate the USEPA’8 tough job of satisfying Ihe ortcernl

¯
onsutta~t representatNes. Ol:)~ned a better point of view of government’s
proi;dems ~ left that government representatives ~ o~tained a better
3.

The format cre~ted an atmosphere for coopenU.~ and even for
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Mr. Earl Shaver
State of De~aware Department of NaturaJ Resources ~ Erwironment,.oj Control
Ms. Coleen Sullins
State of North Carolina DMsion of ErMronmentnl Management
The I:>articipants selected were deemed, by their peers nationwide ~ EPA, insightful arK:l
h~nty a.rt=culate exponents of aJI rr~or w~wpo~n~ on the storm water program.
A~so in attendance were these key people from U.S. EPA:
Mr. Michael Cook, Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enfomement and ~
Mr. Geoffrey Grubbs, Directo~
Assessment and Watershed Protection Div.
U.S. EPA, Ofhce of Wetlands, Oceat~ and Watershed=
Mr. James Home, Special Assistant to ~ Director
U.S. EPA, Off=ce of Wa,stewate~ Enforcement attd Compliance
Mr. Ephraim King, Chief
NPDES Program Branch, Perm~ Div.
U.S, EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and ~
Mr. Jack Lehman, Deputy Director
U.S. EPA, Office of Wastewater Enforcement and Complian~
Ses=ion Findin_e=:
1.

Development of a ten-point oulJine describing a potent~ strategy for ~ II of
the storm water program.

Co~>istent with the overall purpose of the meeting, participants identW~K:l ten core
elements that they feel cons~ute a potent~l strategy for Phase II of the storm water
A.

Ob~ctiw: To get certain BMPs. ordinances and education programs into
place over a 10-15 year penod. Progress would be measured by getting
these elements into p~ace, with ~irecbon toward wate~ quaJity startdards and
benefic~aJ uses over a k:>nger penocl of time. EPA would work with all states
to help them develop Phase il programs,
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B.

~ EPA would set these They would include: the sources listed by
the group, us=ng a watershed approach where feasible, focusing first on
those local governments w=tln the sere and ca~abit~ty to get going.

C.

EduCption/outreach/technical assi~;tOn¢0 these are aJI crit~,,aJ components
of a successful program.

E.

JY~ndatOry_ Interim Milestones: EPA needs to determine intedm milestones
state programs need to meet which woul3 show they are on track.

F.

~ states/local governments need to develop plans for financing
the program,

G.

.~,~ nD.c~: guidance is needed on BMPs ~ ~ ordinsnces. These
wou~l be generated at the federaJ level, and states could adapt/modify ~

H.

"Defautt" system: IocaJ governments would take the lead with their
programs, but there would be a buitt-in default system where the states or
EPA would take over with more stringent controls if the Ioc~$ fail to meet
requirements.

|-

~ for high priority categories, could issue permits ff~l! allOW
flexJbihty or some alternatNe mechar~sm at state’s optiorl. Permits might be
just for h~gh pnortty categones; wo~dd include site design perfom’tance

J. l~ there would be a schedule for issuing permits to key
mun~cipaJities: high priority to low (e.g. coordinate by watershed); high
fl~xibility to "getting tough" with rec~itrant IocaJities. These would be based

on inspections, on-site reviews.

K.

~ this would be the difficult part of the program because of cost.
Need is to be able to design something useful. The system might be "tiered"
- highest to lowest priority; or "strategic’. focused only on gathering what

we ready need to know.

2. Sources to be targeted in Phase II.

The participants ldentit~:l a number of specif’,: unregulated po~utant sources that need
to be targeted in Phase II of the storm water program. An approach recommended by
some of the participants for controlling these sources is a "wh<:~ barn approach’, which
woutd focus attention and resources on actMties impacting the water quaJity of a given
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The group identified approximately 40 pollutant sources that they believe need to be
Incluoe~l in Pl-~ase II ot the storm water program, The sources iclentif~:l include the
following:
New Development/Redevelopment (commerc~ a.r’id residential)
Transportation Corridors
Dense Existing Development (commercial and residentS)
Automotrve Services
Federal facilities/military f~cilities
Feedlots (including ~laJry)
Fait~ng septic systems
All incorporated places with less titan 100,000
Non-urbanized watersheds yet to be determined
Parts of watersheds where land use is in a state of flux
Dry cleaning shops
Parking lots

0

2

Some forest operations
Nurseries/orchards
Recreational areas (e.g., stadiums, goff courses)

Landfl~
Office parks
Grain elevatorl
Concrete cutting sites

~ washes
Equipment maintenance

Boat y~ds

Tank ~
Restaurants
On-site solid waste (collection, hauling, transfer

Cemeteries
Wood stoves
Anirna~ waste

Warehouses/storage facilities
Exterior building maintenance
Brk::Ige maintenance
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Members of the group suggested that rather than use the Phase I a.~proach of inclucl~ng
sources by category into tt~ regu~.at~ons, regulatory staff time and res,:~,urces should be
aJtocated on a water b~in a~,~,;h, i.e.. t~get a watershed, lOentffy u’npact=ng actMties
a~d their location w~tnin tr~e walers.hed, and determ=ne a set of cr~er’,a to Oeal w~th the
.problems impainng the water’st-,ed. Th~ would ~k:~ I~mited reso~ces to have max=mum
=mpact.
3. Source priorit~.
After listing the range of sources that they felt should be included in the ~ II program,
participants voted for what they considered to be the top pnor~ SourceS, i.e. those
sources that EPA should aclclress immediately and clihgentty. The top sources selected
are l=sted below, in order of Oecreasing number of votes received. A~t so~’ces were
selected by at least 50% of ~ Parlx:=pants. The sources identified a.s top priority for
acldressing in this order:

A.

New Dev~o~:~e~/l:ledeveiopment (commercial and

B.

TransportatJon

C.

Dense

D.

, .’tomot

E.

Federa~ laciliOes/rr~ary

F.

Feedlots (including dairy)

G.

Failing septk:

(comme and

4. Lessons from a ~se study.
QuaJity Management program. The program is a multifaceted approach toward the
achievement of improved water qua]~ wh~h heav~ empha.siz~ voi~r~aty measures in
The program includes
quaJity treatment BMPs,
dischargers. Key facets inck.Kle: v~jorous technicaJ a~stance, education, state financial
support, education and support for storm water utility ~ t’,~gtwvay runoff
regulations, a full nonpoint watershed management program, storm w-~er operatio~ and
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The ~rogram is being phased in over severaJ yea."s It is a combination of mandatory
re~u :ements. technical guidance a.n<~ vo;un~-y compl~a.nce. There are specified focus
are~..s, such as shelifish protechon ¢~s’.nc!s and conservation clistr~cts. There is a
co<:~ra~r, at~on e~orl with indMclu~I a.n<~ genar~f perm~rtees in the Puget Sour~l ares.
The program v~ews its strengths to be greater IocaJ flexibility and acceptaJ~Ce of
requ:,ements, a strong sense of teamwork between aJl levels, better water quality results,
en~ be.’,er targeting and use o! hm::e.’J resources tlnan if they were regulated by NPDES.
They ~ew the NPDES program as the "gor,~a in the closet" that can be brought to bear
~f anQ when a source cloes not meet m~n~mum stanclazcls and requirements.
5. Principles for Phase II,
ParbCil:~nts discussed the basic principles they, believed should ddve the Pt’ta.se II
program at the national level. For tt~e program to be successful, it would require that the
Io~towwg pieces be put into place:

A

Require that people gather documentation of information regarding
clischargers’ activities and accompl~’tments and provide outsider~ w~ thai
0ocumentation;

B.

Formally define gaps where additional infon’nation and understanding tl
neecled. There needs to be art ~lcantJve to close these gapl;

C.

Support (with encouragement and incentives) efforts that will close th~Je
gaps, 8ncl advance tt’m state of the err 8rid/or provide 8 techt~ ~
besis for the program~’ requirements;

..

D. Act~ely encourage a broad spectrum of ur~lerst~xling and invok,em~

(the general public, community ieaclers, l, ervice groups, effvironmental
groups) via educatKx’~ programs and rnateria~;

E. StrategicaJly identify "good" guy~ and "bad" guy~ in the regulated

what is required (technical transf~);
G.

Require retevant/credible/useM monitoring only. Don’t waste people’s

tirne/money/erwrgy ~ data co~k~ction programs that yield bad or
irre~,vant data.
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6.

State suggest~’~s of what EPA needs to cons~ in Oe~lopi~ t~

A su~r~ of ~i~ts fr~ state r~u~t~ agents ~t.
~s~ f~ EPA to c~sider in Ooveiop~ng P~e
A.

EPA needs to provide states w~..h the minimum program requirements they
must ach=eve, and then aJiow states fiex~m~fy on how they will do il The
componenLs must include:

¯
¯
¯
¯

requirements/BMP standards for f~ew cleve!oomen|
e~ucabon/te~,hn~.a~ assistance
control requirements for iJl~ci~ connects’is/dumping
developing state-specific priorities

B.

EPA shoutd require states to adopt regulations that specify program
components that must be included;

C.

To a.~sure program funding. EPA needs to require that state and local
goverrvnents set up fund,ng mechar’,~ms, e.g. storm water utilities, permil
fees, etc.;

D.

EPA needs to compile and d.issert, W~te technicaJ information It,ll! would
support programs, e.g. set up a hat,oral or regionaJ cteaJ’ing~
mformatior= on storm water plans being implemented, BMP-speci~
information and materiaJs, etc.;

E.

EPA r’meds to compile a natiormJ BMP ~ that would assist rrmnd:>e~

the reg,. ated communey in Oet end ting appropriate

BMPs to address their storm w’uter problems. EPA needs to recognize,
however, that BMP applicatK>n w~ d~er between regions, e.g. climatic
differences wi~ require different approaches;
¯"-’-~,,=,~,~, ==~ =ra~rung programs; EPA also needs to hold
¯tates responsible for eflectrveness of these programs, and require
~ in the event that these measures clo not work;

H. EPA needs to determine what short ~ long term goaJs they wish
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storm water program to ach,eve.
7.

Iclentif~cat,~.~ of problem areas anti nee<Is of the regulated commun~ in 0eaJ,’~g
w~th the storm water program.

Parhcipants were asked to identify what their "l’~t buttons" were, i.e. e~ernents or
cons~erations tl’~at EPA migi~t include in the Phase II pro~r&m which would cause rr~or
problems for them, or those which if not consi0ere0 by EPA would create nee(Is for the
regulatecl community.
The list of "hot buttons" include the following:
A,

Perking those who have already sotved their problems by requiring

B.

I.~abilit~ for water quslity standards, sediment standards, ~ resoume
clamage clean.up in the first round.

C.

Failure to provide technic~ transfer, perm~ees need to know what to do
and how to do it.

D.

Failure to promulgate revised and sk’npiified NPDES regulations that get
around ~ ompl~.,ated approva~ process.

E,

Possible backlash from local governments if they are held respottsible fo~
instances of independent cornrnerc~ aCtN~ that they cannot address
ontrol when they don’t know about

F.

Lack of research on BMP effectiveness from a watershed perspectk~.
There is inadequate federaJ/state money to look at BMP= because

perm .

monitonng is so expensive.
G.

Possibility of EPA not basing the prognaJ-n on permits (except in cases
where the state can show that it can reach goaJs aJtemath/e~).

H.

The ~ent substantial risk of tremendous backlash ~ wou~d affect
people’s livelihoods, i.e. f~lure to try to sell the program to regu~or= and
public, including the NPDES permit process.

I.

Preventk>n v. wetJands - determining how to prevent storm water problems
wh~ protecting wetlands.

J.

Not addressing the roadblocks created by the regu~ons themselves. The
system is so complicated, it now t,~kes two generati<x’ks for pert’nits to gel
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K.

Lack of tederaJ monetary a..~sista.nce Some states may be reluctant to
cleve~p aclequate programs w~thout

L.

~ getting rid of the acronyms in the regu~to,.y language. No one
unOerstaJ-~s what EPA is say, u~.

M.

Concern that n’~nstrearn design =s end-of-pipe treatment. This is not
prevent~onf C7.ARA =s on a better track.

N

Altow~ng states to cut monitonng activities r~l. They need to be
enco~’aOed to no( el~’u~te tt~a! e~T~ent dLsproportK:>nately from their

O.

P.

Need
how to sell the
program
- toitget.through
OMB
top
ieve~stoo/figure
stateout
goven’u’nent$
exactly
what
is going to to
lake
~o and
get the

No~ idenUying h.r~ing Incentives and disincentive=.

¯

all levels of feeOback (focus group, survey. 8n<:l ~ti~ resu~s) generated
clunng The Rensse~aerv~i~e Institute project have pointod out tn~t b’-xe
regulated commur~,’~/aoes not ur’~lerstan~ what EPA is trying to
w~t~ the storm water program Assumption of what the goaJ is ranges from
ech~evernent of set water quahty numericaJ hmits tO returning ¯ water bocly
to its ongir,,aJ uses.

Confusion over the goaJs ceuses confusion for regu~atees in terms of selecting the tc:x~
that need to be used to reach them. EPA needs to determine what the federal purpose
is w~th regard to the storm water regulations grven the reality of hmi~tions of presently
eveJ~:)te methods ~ resources for preventing ~ treating storm water i~:~ilu~io~.
3.

ClUzen Involvement can play’ ~n lmporta.~t role in ~¢htavin0 prc~tum
EP.a,, =tateu ~nd local govemmen~ r~ed to promot~ ¢iU, zen ~lucatio~
enforcement eutJ’~odt~.

Participants gave numerous examples of how ¢itb, e~$ could play an ~tive
implementing ~ monitoring po~l~ reduction efforts. G~ten the limtt~l resources of
fecleraJ, state ~ local governments, vo4untaty citizen involvement can s~.q:)l:)ort
I:N’o~rarn outcomes, including enforcement. Education of citizens at d~ent le,,/eLs, e.g.
lUa~tative vs. !~u’~titat~/e morutoru-~, stream t’maJth vs. comi:)l~nce mor~to~’~, etc. would
be neeclecl. Gui<~u’~ce manuals ~ I)e clevelo~ to g~.~ie public
OeneraJ

u~anceo as nav~3 w~espreacl support.
1.

~: pc~ib!e and desirable to idenUfy priority target m for which them
espread ormermu~ oncern;rig their ontribution to w~tm’ poiluUon.
¢~T~se ".eaS. begin with new . ~de~:)Pr~. nt and redevelopment-both resk~lentiai and

ommercial. They a~so include transportation comdors, =lense existing
~eveloprnent ~ eutomot~,e se~ices. Further, the priority of these target soum~
is relative to the watershed upon which they are impacting.
Strategically, approaches that locus on a small number of priorit~s based on
relative risk will show stronger results than one that init~iy targets e broad set of
sources in Phase II. A~o, it much more cost-effective to icle~t~ and pursue the
"bad actors" (eg, those con~ toxicity as opposed to sediments ~ tud:)idity)
as e priority, then get to those adding incrernentaJ pollution through routine active.
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2.

EPA needs to ommunicate more clearly ~xI regularly with everyone
Impacted by the storm water regulatJorm.
The pdohty focus should be ~ess on the ~ of communication ~ rno~e on
~ kinds of commun~..at~>n. Specifically. commur~..at~ons should be:

$.

¯

more interactive-the examples of ~ focus groups arK:l public
meetings used in th=s project ~re otten cited as pro~luctNe formats
for future cit~’en input;

¯

more k:x~ized to contexts-as in more regionaJ workshops and fewer
nationa] ones. This means cornrnun~.~tK~-~ less inclined to reflect the
natK>neJ complexity of the program and more inclined toward
aclclressing the specific informatK>n and guidance needs of the
person invok, ecl in a specific and lel=mited way. It aJso means
"~" content ~ rno~ cot~suttative ¢liaJogue;

¯

less laden with acronyms and technical language that confu~e ~d
irritate n’Bny of the people who ate ~ true "customer~" o~ the
program, and who are required to can’y out the federa~
AJong w~th this, more at’te~tion ~hould be pak:l to ra’tding ~
marketing =impl~ie~ ratt~ ~ omptexttiel.

EPA ould Improve program effecttvene~, efficiency ~td o=t ontrol
Ptmle II by "starting

~ ~u~ ~no men introduced ompr~ at a Ix>int when modi~tiee

= ~’~u~t ano expensive.

--

strategies or best practices lot
.... u~ m~.=D~
anO COSt-~
values ofis volunlary
ousrmsses
(a sunwtary
of this approach
contained incompliance
Volume 2). by
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At present, some data collection frameworks con.~ume tremendous time arKJ
money only to y~elcl bad or useless data or murky or ~;sputed conclusions. More
attentK)n should be pa~d a.s to wt-,at constitutes "good science" and actMt~es that
may show the appearance of effecttve act~ty but ~n rea~:ry be consum;ng scarce
resources to no clear gmn. This ~so re~ates to tt-,e aCa.qe, "what you measure ks
what you will get." White the tendency is to see mon~’,onng and assessment as
questions of methodology, they must first be wewed ss questions of substance.
What are we try~r~g 1o measure ~ at what level of det,~JI and accuracy?.

"It-

Not all mea3unng and assessment need be arcane. In development projects, for
example, the use o! hay bates is known to contain overflows. No great study of
cause or effect is needed. And if there is floating oil on a body of water, we
start by verifying that il ks there--a useful step even If we ~1o not "me~ure" its
amount. At the same time, other kinds of assessment are meaningless without
extensNe (and expensive) levels of detail and ana/y~a.

-~-

A related point is that documentation of discharger astNffy and accomplishment
is a.s cntical as scientific study of water conditions,

At present the mind-set eppears to be that one ~ze fits all. Wh~le giving the
appearance of equffy, this concept actuaJly creates strong inequalities. The same
programs ~ regulations that befit a large corporalK:)n or muni¢ipaJity ate
not equitable for srnaJler enterprise and communities, for example. More broadly,
some specific operations within a gNen source category contribute signif~ant
po~utJon; others ontribute none. Some way to e~’~er make the ~ process
much less costly or to more quickly ~eparata out those who do no~ need

~ mention must be found.
form
general differentiation is between those who are causing a problem
by ¢leady inappropriate activity (the *bad actors") and those contributing to slorm

water pollution by standard and at times inadvenen! pcactice.
6.

While Ihe ultimate go~ i~ water qu~dity standards, It~ I~ very difficult to

VW~e re~r~ water q~ ~tandards as the ~nate ~oa~. E~A ~ be
~ev~t~ve ~ r~’~-sU~K:t~’uJ so~k:~s. An e~Je is stronger star,lards end
tec~u’~:~ies for sto~ water ¢on~ol n ~ J’esk:ient~aJ 8r~
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3

The codificatio~ and communication of best rnarmgernent practices spplies not
only to those targeted ancl controlled but to state and tocaJ actors implementing
storm water programs. For example, a set of "carrots and st~cks" known to
promote voluntary comp~’~ce =s iust as cntical to clissem~nate as a new approach
to storm retenbon ponas ~n a sub-division.
While BMPs are set in place, interim milestones for water quaJity are also critical-and feasible-as a way o! rneasunng progress, The trartsrtion from progress by
practice to act’,evement by water qualihj measure must begin now.
The molt furmtlonal unft of both ~_fylt= and Intervention II the wlter=hed.
Most people ~ o~ saJ’nples for opinion arK:l recommendation strongly suggested
the watershed a,oproach-not only on the macro level (e.g.. Ct~asapeake Bay) but
the micro-level as wet!. In parbcu~u’, this means looking at stream quaJity issues
beginning at tlnm headwaters for early contnbutions and aJterations. Most feit that
functiormJ different~atK>n of pollutant sources is not reaJly meaningful in terms CA
either regulation or effective c~ at the water~’~:J level.
8.

EPA’I ro~ II to offer tochnical suppod lind dlrectk:m more that program
fu~llng or even full guideline= for Irate attd local Implement~lJon. In
water query but oil practices Io achieve it i~ critical ALso key are traJtl~ atld
support programs and development of effective dissemirmtion networks. In all EPA
ro~es, the need is to recog~e both regionaJ differences and the need for a multi-

laceted set cA s~rategies, toots, approaches, solutions.
Another EPA function is to focus on lt~ connection between best marmgemenl

practices and long term consequences for water quaJity. While those who
introduce them are in tt~ best position to refine BMP’s, they cAten do not have the

tools to verify a con’etabon (let alone a causal connection) to water quality. This b

an important EPA fmctioR
9.

A oliabo~tive approach to developing effective solutions is possible. The

P-,o~abonm~ rr~.m begin w~m EPA its~, where tt~re is ¯ tendency for those

focus.s~-~ on permits end "harder" tools of cornl~ance and those focuss~3 on
In rea}ity, there is a sl~ong common theme from the need to see the storm water

program as ¯ way CA ~ IocaJ communities e,’xI industrk~ to change their
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aJI other c~zens.
10.

Agrtcutture ~ct~vPJel Ihould be included morl directly in the stocm w’lter
In many re~ions, agncu~ure (which includes INestock Ks we~l e,s crops) b I
prlmsJ’y con*,r~Dutor to surface W"d~.Or po~lUtK:~l. Whiie the present NPDES program
requires permr~ng of the ~: ~rl of 8gncut~ur~J products, this bnngs ~n~en,~t~n
too ~te. The cnt~caJ firs~ s~eps of ~gncutturaJ sctMties, e.g. ~ prepatatk>n,
growing, and harvesting, mu~( be ~’~cluded.
Beyond th~ re~J~ is the s~naJ sent that f~ whatever ~et of mesons, ~me
interests aze exempt f~om a program in which they cieady belong.
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~PA GROUP ~OLVKM~T PROJ~C~

~n early 1993, The Rensselaerville Institute undertook a progec~
deslgned to ~aln varlous groups’ involvement ~n development of
Phase ~I o~ ~he Sto.~m.. ~’:a~er program. Worklng w1~h the U.S. EPA
Dfflce o~ %~as~ewa~er Enforcemenu and Compl~ance. .’he Institute
~.--DiementeC an approach wnereDy groups and people w1~h Interest in
~e Sto~ ~ater prcgr~ bec~e actively lnvolved ~n 1den~ying and
dLscussLng a ser~es of program design options.
A series of meetings were held in Dallas, ~: Washington,
Chicago, IL; and Falls Church, VA.
ApProx~ely 150 people
par~c~Da~e~ in ~he meetings.
This reDor~ descrlbes projec~ i~l~entatlon and the
u~!ized, highlights t~e resul~s of the DroDec~. and provldes a
o~ reco~en~a~lons for progr~ develo~en~

One of the first steps of the projec~ was to craf~ a n~eE
options ~o descrlbe h~ the P~se II progr~ could be
Z~l~en~ed. At a Phase II ~tions Idenuifica~ion MeeUlng held in
Janua~ 1993. 14 differenu options for ~argeu and control of
iI s~o~ wauer discharges were ouulined. From ~he orlginal 14,
seven options were developed: each desi~a~ed cer~aln
resDonsibiliules and au~horluy between federal,
en~=~ies,
s~a~e and local
These seven oDuions were used as the basis for focusing
a~ each of ~he ~euings. Briefly, ~he presenued opuions were~

Phase :I sources ~uld be ~ar~e~ed ~ ~he s~a~es, usin~
info~on from 305(b), 303(d) and ~04(I) reports ~o targe~
sources =n watersheds where s~o~ water is a si~ific~
source of i~a~ent. Individual S~a~es would be able
selec= from a ~x of conurols ~o attain wa~er ~ali~y
s~ancards. ~ere would be no provisaon for Federal oversigh~
of S~aue conurol
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2. Eliminate Phase II; Expand Phase I DosAgnatlon Authority.
This opt:on would e!i~inate Phase -° of :he ~:or~.., water
program.
NPDES ;er~..,~t:Ing author~=~es would re~a~n
desl:;natlon au~hcrlty to target and centre1 any h~gh
sour2es of conce:T., under Phase I of the ~rogram.
The
r~a~nder of Phase -~ sources would be Drlor1=~zed and
controlled by S~a=es :hrough existing non-NPDES control
stra:eg~es.
3. NPDES Permits for Federally Selected Munici~alltles NOt
Covered Under P~e X.
Under this option, EPA would target urbanized areas and
emerging growth area portions of municipalitles and counties.
NPDES
permlts
would
be
issued
to
selected
municipali~ies/countles and would require the ~m~lementation
of a storm wa~er -~anagement program ~hrough which the
municipality would control con~nerclal/industr~al/resldentlal
sources w~thin their ~urisdic~ion.
4. T~erod Federal az~ State Tarot Soloct£on - T£ored NI~

and Non-NPDES Conr~r~l.
The flrs~ ~ier of high risk sources would be selected on a
national basis w~uh ~his option. Potential targets would
include categories of facilities or activi~ieSo and urbanized
and associated developing area portions of municipalities and
counties. Additional sources may be selected by individual
S~a~es based on info.,~mauion available to the S~ate, including
watershed data generated through 305(b) reports as well as
30~(d) and 304(1) :nfo-"ma~ion. First tier high risk sources
would be controlled ~.hrough NPDES permats (S~ate/EPA). Second
tier sources would be controlled through a range of control
measures under S~ate discretion.
5. F~ral Tar~mt Se~ect~on - NOn-NPDES
Wi~h this option, high risk sources would be Federally
selected. Potential targets include categories of facilities
or activities and -.--un~cipalities located in urbanized and
associated developLug areas. Individual States would select
their own control mechanisms for all Federally selected
sources. There wouid be no provision for Federal oversight of
State control mechanisms.
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6. State Target Selection Consistent with Federal Criteria State N~DES or non-NPDES Control.
EPA would develop select:on criteria for sources (criteria
would include watershed ~argetl:g and reliance on 305(b)
re~orts as well as 303(d) and 304(1) lists as approprlate).
StaLes would identify hlgh risk activities uslng these
cr1:eria.
Potential ~arge~s would include categorles of
facllitles or activities, urbanized and associated developing
area portions of mun~cipa!i~ies and counties, and sources
located ~n affected watersheds.
The State may i~plement
e~ther point or non-point source control measures as they see
fit. Federal oversight would be exercised; sub-options would
provlde ~or different oversight schemes.

With this option, high risk sources would be selected at the
Federal level. Potential targets would include categories of
facllities, or activities, and urbanized and associated
developing are portlons of municipalities and counties. All
sources identified would be controlled through NPDES permits.
At each of the three public meetings held, Participants were
presented the above list of options, and were provided
opportunity to ask clarifying questions about each one.
first task,
For theiE
were asked to identify strengths and
each option they
weaknesses
in terms of ta, ~ng,
....... control and timing strategies,
an~- dec~de what changes
¯ the o t .
~f any ey
th
would make ~n
.
.
r ~t.
’
p Io~ ~o
~ ore
Partzclnants wet- -~-^ ~; ..... = ......
- u~ up~lon|s; ~or consideration.
" ....
The second task for participants at each public meeting was to list
the key components that they felt should be included in a Phase II

u

,

to ] en i y actions

=ou~e
use acclons would have ma~or
uetrLmental effects on program
success.
Each team uwwu~nueu one person to recoro group responses to each of
the tasks. Following
the group,
each task, teams reported out to the res~ of
Individual m

ng

of responses
to the
team
a~pended to ~ repots
Executive Sun~nary.
The list of options
first ~eeting was
slightly different than the list used for the

options are
for

remaining meetings in both order of option presentation an~
wording. The list was modified for two reasons: i) there was a
sense ~hat, because the options were presented from most to leas~
Federal control, people in the first two meetings may have been
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Task I, I~ntlfylng Strengths ~ Weaknesses of Opt~o~
At each public ~eeting, individual teaz~5 presented their responses
~o each of ~he options lisced a~ve. The responses of all
for all ~ecings were c~iled for this report. ~e responses of
any individual te~ can be fo~d. ~ meeting, in ~he appendix.
Below, in ~s~ssion of various favored options, a s~ling of
responses across te~ and meetings is ~resen~ed.
~ion Res~nses:
Across the ~a~. ~ee~ing participants identified ~tion #6, "State
Targe~ Selection consistent with Federal Crlteria - Sta~e NPDES or
non-NPDES Control. ~d ~ion ,4. "Tiered Federal and S~a~e Targe~
Selection - Tiered NPDES and Non-NPDES Control
favored opuio~.
" as ~heir ~s~
~tion #6, ~ch would ~ve S~ates ta~et high risk sources bas~
upon Federally establish~ criteria for selection and would include
Federal oversight of Sta~e p~gr~, was seen ~o provide the
cons~st~ needed nationwide for ~arge~ selection while s~ill
allowxng s~a~es the fl~ibility ne~ed to control sources and
~den~lfy ~gh-risk pollu~ers. ~s oD~ion was seen as easily
~nco~ora~lng a watershed approach, and including both point and
non-Do~n~ so~ces. S~ of the s~r~g~hs ~den~ified for Option #6
include:
¯
¯
¯
¯

~fo~y of selection criteria of sources ~ng S~a~es;
r~al of the b~den on S~a~es to develop selection
~i~eria of their
~he f!~ibility to all~ non-point source controls:
giv~g Sta~es, who are closer to the probl~ and issues,
~re inpu~ into ~he d~ision-~king process;
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¯

giving States more latitude to develop programs which
meet their own needs and high risks;
¯
establishing a partnership model between EPA and States,
not a cc~’%v.mnd-and-control model.
Some of the weaknesses that participants associated with Option #6
included:
¯
the probability that there would be inconsistencies
between States on requirements;
¯
that it does not protect unL~aired waters, because the
focus is on remediation not prevention;
¯
the potential for disagreement between State and Federal
levels on the criterla established. The State may differ
in the pr~oriti:ation of pollutant sources;
¯
that Federal criteria may not be applicable to the State
because of geographic, industrial, or other unique
characteristics;
¯
a State may not have the resources to handle the program;
¯
the potential for State and local disagreement over
controls used;
¯
that it could penalize progressive States that have
already taken the initiative to develop a program, only
to have EPA set criteria that don’t "mesh" with their
progress;
¯
the possibility that industries with multiple facilities
in different States would have to deal with differences
in requirements, timing, etc.
Option #4 was identified by participants as the nex~ most favored
option. According to that option, EPA would identify the first
tier of high risk sources, and then the States would target
additional sources as appropriate. The EPA-targeted sources would
be permitted by EPA or delegated States, and then the States would
have ~he latitude ~o use a range of control strategies for
additional identified sources. Some of the strengths that teams
lis~ed for Optzon #4 included:
¯
¯
¯
¯ ¯

would allow for quickly addressing severe problems, so
the State would have more time to deal effeqtively with
other problem sources they identified;
provides more options for compliance in its latitude for
control strategies;
allows States more discretion and time to identify and
priorit~ze sources;
provides a potential advantage for industries to kee~
themselves clean enough so ~hat they are not targeted for
(State-selected) Tier ~I. This option might act as an
incentive to get industries to focus on pollution
prevention;
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¯
¯

offers the abi!i=y to zncc:~ora=e less resourre-zn=ens~ve
controls to lesser rlsk sources such as 404-~e
Tier - allows non-con~rmbu~crs cut of the ~?’stem (since
EPA would be =arge~Ing cnl}, de~e:~...mnez nlgh rmsk
sources);
see.~s to be more equitable than Phase ~ targeting and
control
permitting provides a clear ~o~nt of contr:i, i.e. the
"~or~lia zn the closet’.

Some of the weaknesses that teams associated with Option #4
included:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

the time and expense of Performlng risk assessments,
which the States would need to do ~n order to targe~ Tier
II sources;
promotes ’buck-passing, of responsibility between Federal
and S£ate levels;
~he possibility ~hat it would create inconsistencies
among States for targeting and controlling ~ndustrial
categories (high risk sources);
EPA/S~a~e coordination could be difficult, which could
prolong the ~me it would take to ~m~lement this option~
the potential inconsistencies that could occur for S~a~es
regulating interstate waters, e.g. Chesapeake Bay.
EPA may not have adewuate information ~o screen and
identify high risk sources on a national basis.

There did no~ seem to be a consistent "worst choice- option an~ng
meetings. However, among teams at the Dallas meeting, one option Option #7, in which high risk sources would be selected at the
Federal level and con~rolled through NPDES pernuts - stood ou~ as
unfavorable for six out of eight teams. Thelr co~n reason was
~hat the Federal level would be the primary decision-~ker in this
option. Across all meetings, ~eams favored options
a system of shared decision-making and responsibility reflecting
the need for a partnership between Federal and S~ate entities.
In one of the Washington public meetings0 two options - option #5,
in which high-risk sources would be Federally selected, wi~h no
provision for Federal oversigh~ of control mechanisms; and O~ion
#1, in which States would select sources and controls, wi~h no
provision for Federal oversight - were deemed the la.2.._._s-_ favorable.
In ~erms of Option ~5, par~icipants did no~ see the feceral "teeth"
that ~hey felt would be needed to enforce the program. Ymny people
across meetings felt that if there was. no~ "the gorilla in the
closet’, i.e. ~he threat of EPA enforcemen~ of the regulations
after incentives were ~ried and failed, the program wouid not work.
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Sentiment was sLmilar regarding Option Wl, and agazn centered
around the sense that so=e States would do very little if the
Feceral government were not driving them.
WaS quite apparent that. while involved groups do not want a
standard command and control situatlon with every aspect of the
program dictated at the Federal level, they still see a need and
role for Federal regulator/ enforcement as a motivator to get
States and the regulated cc,~:~.,~nity to i~’~lement effectzve storm
water programs.

Task II~ Contributors ~o ~~ Suc~em~

~

The purpose of Task II was to have participants identify the
crltical factors that would help to ensure a successful storm water
program, no matter which cptlon or combination of options was
selected. Teams were asked to identify the essential and basic
co~-~onents of a program that they believed would be required for
the program to be successful. Further, they were asked to advise
EPA on what the agency needed to avoid doing in order to further
ensure successful program outcomes
A summary of team responses to each of these tasks is presenRed

below.

Teams were asked to identi~ ~d lis~ wha~ th~ believed to be
k~ c~onen~s of a successful sto~ wa~er progr~. Resp~ses
t~s ~ask differed between group representation (e.g. S~a~e
gove~en~, local governs, e~c. ) and geographic r~ion.
were, however, c~n co~onents lis~ed ~ ~e~ across meetings.
~e first four i~ were ~nuioned ~ ~re t~ ~If of all ~rk
~e~; the r~inder were ~tioned ~ 25-50% of the ~e~.
i~ te~ id~tifi~ as k~ to a successful progr~ include:
parentheses are c~n~s ~de ~ s~e of the individ~l ~e~

1.

~lic ~ucation ~d a~reness ~ro~r~ (e.g. ~ugh
~rade association, at schools, use of various ~a eve~ n~ ~o be educated] ;

2.

~aining for r~lators and ~he re~lat~ c~~
(e.g. for S~ates, r~ions, pe~t ~i~ers, perigees;
periodic reg~onal/~uional meetings; ~ds-on tra~g
for ~icipali=~es ~d indus~; dialo~e ~d
between EPA, S~aues ~d locals; ~ec~ical assisn~ce);
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3.

TZ~.ely guldances {get ~uidances out ahead of :~:e as
reguia=Ions are passed: ~rcv~de guidance on tec::oiogS,
:ransfer and innovative :ecr~:ic~o; Inc!ude case studies
and a data ciear:ngnouse~;

4.

Dete---r..ina~icn of what lessons were learned ¯ c- Phase ~
of =he program, and mecrmn:sz~ for Fhase ~: =hat wlll
allow ~racklng and assessment cf the program w~hin
reasonable t:meframes. A key factor :s to allow enough
~me for an adequate review ~rccess of Phase i to see how
Phase II could build on and expand those efforts;

5.

Clear regulations (e.g. stra:ghtforward as possible: user
friendly, clarlty of coverage/applicability; clar:=y in
criteria; be more spec:fic in naming
~ndustrial
activities covered under the regulations);
6. Use of a Watershed approach to implement the program;

7"

National guidelines for the program (e.g. identify
measurable goals for regulated sources, standards,
designated use ~airmenus, mechanisms for oversight,
long range planning; recognize cost and implementation of
compliance: provide realistic measures of success];

8.

A phased-~n approach for the Phase II program (e.g.
reasonable time schedule, long-termphase-in). The most
co~on timeframe mentioned by teams was 3-5 years for
program Lmplementation;

9.

Pollution prevention incentives (send out guidance on
~ollution prevention to po~entially regulated facilities
now: offer exemptions; reduce requirements as an
incentive for successful use; possibly provide a menu of
programs on pollution prevention plans from which
e~ci~ies ca~ pick alld choose);

i0.

Program flexibility (e.g. to change deadlines based on
hydrological flow; to implement and use elements of a
watershed approach to bring in s~akeholdersandimple~.nt
a program).

Approximately half ~he teams noted that ~here need to be some

dedicated funding sources available to Sta~es0 local government and
per~ttees to assist in successful implementation of these program
components. Teams felt that EPA should either provide funds or
provide guidance on how S~ates ~nd local governments could
~mplement fund-generating systems, e.g. storm water utilities.
Team suggestions included: funding could first be made available
through congressional appropriation ~o EPA ~o help programs suar~,
a~d then programs could generate on-going funds through permit
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fees: EPA ~hould wake available federal grants and loans to Sta~es
locals and ;er~.~ttees.
°

Task II b: EPA Actions that Would be a Barrier to Program Succoss
Teams were asked to identify and list those actions that EPA should
avoid ~ak~ng lest those act:ons prevent programs from bein~
successfu . The actions most %requently mentmoned include:
I.

Unnecessary/unusable program requirements, including
excessive monltoring, unrealistlc ~MPs and compliance
criteria, cost-proh~bzt~ve ~est Management Practices;

2.

Fully developing
requirements
pilotto
testing
various
proposed components
of before
t~e program
catch
inconsistencles, Problems. etc. In other words, do small
scale testing of Program elements and use knowledge
gaxned from those Pilot tests to refine the regulations
before they are put into effect;

3. Unrealistic deadlines and goals~
4.

I~plementing program reg~lations without provid/ng
dedicated program funding;

5.

Promulgating
requirements
without
providingtowritten
guidances
andthe
technical
assistance
concurrent
doing

Criteria for Sel~tln~ A Phase IX O~
The final meetings brought together storm water experts from across
the country ~o develop an option in detail for ~he Phase II
program. One of the products from those meetings was a developed
set of criteria on which to base option selection.
Those criteria are that the Program:
1.

Does
not rely needs
solelytooninclude
the actions
of just
one player.
The program
multiple
levels:
EPA,
Sta~es, targeted municipalities and industries. For
exan~le, ~he Federal government should no~ be designer
and decision-maker, educator, enforcer and funder. The
program needs a balance of players across levels, each
with a clearly defined role. Also, there needs to be a
clear"the
avenue
for intervention
=at the Federal level if
i.e.
in ~he closet
Sta~es
or gorilla
municipalitles
fail to" im~lemen~ the program,
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2.

Provldes clear ~uldance and un~T~i~uous :argetlng
categories and words ~e.g., worts i~ke "su~f:=:ent¯
shouid be avoided, at !eas: ~f there :s no way to define
what =hey mean ~n a g~ven context).
S~mpi~c::y and
clarity should be favored: words that are a:~l~uous or
hazy should be avolded. The requia:~ons must be clear to
the reguia:ed c:..-r,.unr~y ~n term.~ of Goals, ob~ectrves and
implementation ~f EPA :s to gain "buy-in" from them.

3.

Provides the resources (no~ only dollars, but people as
well) or suggests how they can be obtained for tha~
option. The program needs to be clear on who pays for
what, e.g. Federal, State, local, perml~tee.

4.

Is flexible, especially in recognizing regional and local
differences, no~ only in terms of storm water pollutan~
loadings bu~ also in terms of their environmental impact.
For example, even if all gas s~a~ons puu ou~ an equal
volume of pollu~1on, the environmental imDac~ may vary
depending on loca~ion.
Or as another example,
recognition of the vas~ differences between Sta~es, such
as m~d-A~lan~ic com~ared ~o Souuhwes~, which would mean
a vast difference in wha~ ~hey need in ~erma of a s~orm
wa~er program.

5.

Needs to be na~ionally consis~en~ in ~he underlyln~
methodology used, i.e. consisten~ national guidelines,
identified goals, measures of success, e~c. while a~
same ~ime recognlzing regional differences and allowin~
flexibility ~o implemen~ a program ~ha~ bes~ addresses
~he particular characteristics of local ~roblems.

6.

Emphasizes the need for program responsibility and
auuhori~y ~ha~ is "pushed" down to a local level. The
sense of some of the par~icipanus in ~his meeting was
~hau ~he besu understanding of the problem and how
deal with i~ is ~he people closest ~o ~he problem who
have ~o deal wi~h iu, i.e. local problem/local governmen~
and groups. No~e: People representing local government
a~ ~he meetings were exuremely concerned abouu ~he lack
of resources and ~echnical expertise ~ha~ mi~h~ be found
a~ ~he local level in many situations. The need for
adequate funding was again identified as a critical
issue, and some suggested ~ha~ u~ili~y districts would be
~he only real way ~o fund ~he program unless ~he cos~ is
low enough ~ha~ i~ could be covered in a regular budge~.
The group agreed as a whole ~hac resources and technical
expertise no~ withstanding, ~his program mus~ be accepted
and supported a~ ~he local level if i~ is ~o be
successful.

?

°
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7.

Provldes the oDpor~nzty to integrate other water issues
and concerns--e.g.,
groundwater.
For
restric~lon on cer~azn iMPs affects groundwater
The ~e~hodology used sncuid allow integration with
groundwater0 habitat, and other water programs. :t needs
to integrate or De cc~’-~at~ble with ocher sections of the
Clean Water Act, e.g. r~ght now 402 causes 401 and 404
co, fiance problems.

8.

Needs to build on and t:e to Phase ~, where much ~rk
done and where ~menc~ has been established. A lull now
means the need for a n~ stare up - right now the ener~
level is high and awareness of the sto~ water progr~
has been growing, so £PA needs to tap into tha~
~vemenc. I~ ~PA wal~s too long in getting Phase I~ ou~,
inertia will set In. and i~ will take much mmre ener~
and e~or~ ~o ge~ ~ ~n place. ~d the ~alen~ed
will go on to s~hing else (208 was given
~ie).

O~her k~ areas o~ ~er~ dia~ssion aro~d ~se IX pro~r~
considerations included:
efZo~s- ~ PeYote sty. On the one ~d, we ~ve
a varieuy of ways of c~racterizing
besn errors: . Best
~d
, =~= .~les. ~ese are inpu~s, pressed to influence
_ _~ollow
_r+~ ~p
~ uu~=~s.
~e ~ality
~estion:
~o we~o the
people
s and wa~er
does w~t
not ~rove
¯
¯
st~rds we. se~
¯
.......
~ana
Ifwethe
~~~ve
extent
prac~ic~le"
is
ue~ In place
s~ill
an ou~c~e
~h

orcfall?

-

a naumonaA ~rogr~ which is a~niscered ~ ~he States. In
~ur~s _~° . reach ~h~n.

su or=s
scace
~e ocher
pr~se
is

local

~[~e~...I~_is
seen na~lonal
as a set
of S~ate
~ro~
perfo~nce
target.
In a~
. .... m~ves wn~cn s~re.a
Ae~S~ s=e respects, ~, s~c~ural
pr~se held
~feren~ progr~cic aDp~aches in such areas as desir~d
salable vari~ility ~ng s~aCes and localiuies.
~llz~le. ~’s in ~he residenuial developmenu field,
for ~le, were said, ~ s~ ~erus, ~o hold ~e for a
scale of 5 - 50 acres.
~d ~ watersheds for w~ch
solutions are desired a~ ac~lly ve~ s~ll. I~
¯scale up" ~swers.
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4.

Program "champions- are often a factor in program

success. One expert oDse~’e~. ~nd c=hers agreed, :hat :he
ind~vlduais Invoived tn s:or:., water ~ro~r~.~s were as much a
reason for high program perfcr=~..~nce as was the program plan.
We should be careful to allow ~. ~hls factor ~n the emphasis
on rules, procedures, and even workplans.

5.
Pollution ~roventlon should be em~haslzod. While often
anecdote!, a variety of exam~ies ~ere offered of situaulon$ in
which ~reven~ve steps solved a water quality problem. These
examples, like the Puget Sound ~rogram discussed in our
earlier re~ort, were generally focused and interactlve. They
did not rely on the spread of :nformatlon alone ~o preset
changes in behavior.
6. ~Aneeds to a11o~State and local Elexibility to
priorities as they have identified t~.
~e thee of
selectivity co~ined often with local flexibility, e.g.,
s~e areas, a little ~re grease has a ~remendous negative
~acu on the enviro~ent.
In o~hers, it does no~.
Selecuiv~y on ~arge~zng is also clear, e.g., ~ha~ ~P’s on
n~ l~d development (co~ercial as well as residential) ~uld
pay high dividends vs. other generalized targets.
~e centers those sources ~argeted. If a discharger has
~e~hing in ~heir pe~t -- all the ~P’s are in place ....
~d the water.is still dirty, is he or she liable? ~o~her
the distinction between larger organizations (co.orate or
~icipal) with resources ~o handle pe~i~s and processes
~ch s~ller ones which lack that capacity. To w~t extent is
the s~ ~le as "fair" for the s~ll to~ as for the bi~

~
States, felt
~ ~that EPA’s
~ler
ra~er t~ would
~ e~o~.
Participants
responsibilities
be to
develop national goals and guidelines, set national selection
criteria, establish a selection methodology, and develop a
universal methodology for selecting controls that would allow
programs to choose alternatives based upon their needs, e.g.
regional and local differences. Participants f~It strongly
that Federal oversight is a necessary component to ensure that
States do implement programs, i.e. be the "gorilla in the
closet’. However, in a partnership capacity, participants
felt EPA should first be ready to provide support and
technical assistance rather than punitive measures to programs
that were not meeting standards despite best efforts.

12
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Appendix
Or_~anization of Pha~ I! Comm¢,nl~
General Targeting Approaches for Both Municipalities and Industries
Yes
¯ E×amine Phase I data before selecting Phase II sources. |l.g.|v|
52
¯ Amend CWA and eliminate Phase II/cover additional sources under Phase I
[l.a]
28
¯ Establish requirements for State storm water programs to identify ~dditional
sources. [l.fl
18

Examine Phase I data befor~ selecting Phase II mure~. [l,l,lvi
The majority of the commenters (52 commenters) agree that a close examimtion of
Phase I is essential before launching into Phase II. Many of these commenten ~1~o
stressed that EPA should complete the Reports to Congress, as specified under
402(p)(2)(5) of the CWA. Such an examination would allow EPA to evaluate whetl~a’
the current approach is achieving the intended goals, or whether another approach to
storm water permitting would be more effective. As discussed in detail later,

ommenters express~ a number of concerns a~ut the storm water program,
including 1) the high cost associated permit compliance and program administration;
2) the ineffectiveness and inequity of "blanket coverage" of particular indttstrial
activities that do not pollute while other "bad polluters" remain unregulated; and
general uncertainty about the goals of the storm water program and whether, in fact,
these goals are being achieved under current program.
Amend CWA and eliminate Phase II by cevering additional sources under Pha~
I; administer through NPDES or section 319 (NPS) or section 6217 (CZARA).
[l.a]
To address these problems associated with Phase I, commenters indicate that a cha~e
in how facilities are ~’geted is necessary. Of the 91 cornmenters, approximately a
third (28) favor amending the CWA to eliminate Phase II of the storm water program
and to bring additional sources under Phase I. As far as regulating these Phase II
sources under Phase I, the majority of coramenters prefer a continued reliance on the
NPDES program as opposed to State non-point source pro~ (funded under
Section 319 of the CWA and/or section 6217 of the CZARA). While commenters
support continued reliance on NPDES, they overwhelmingly agreed that Phase II
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Appendix J
sources should no¢ be targeted by EPA headquancr~ bu~ rather by State andYor lo~al
entifes.
These commenters argue that by eliminating Pha~ II and bringing additional sources
under Phase I, the problems associated with Phase I storm water permitting wi!l be
most effectively addressed. In particular, by desl~ruting facilities under section
402(p)(2)(E), States can target those industrial activities that are impacting sensitive
watersheds and/or posing the greatest environmental risk. One State agency notes
EPA should "maintain national data for determining environmental risk, establish
priorities for additional activities to be covered under a storm water permit, and
oordimte compliance, enforcement and educational information among the States."
The majority of commenters believe that designation authority in the hands of the
State would be the most cost-effective targeting approach. However, other
commenters express concern over shrinking State budgets and indicate that additional
funding would be needed, particularly if the program were administered under section
:$19.

Those ommenters opposing the elimination of Phase II (7 commenters) argue that for
reasons of equity Phase 11 sources should be subject to the same requirements as
Phase I. The concern is that State designation of Pl’~se II sour~.s may result in
inconsistencies throughout the country. One municipality argues that in order to
effectively protect water quality, smaller municipalities should be required to develop
the same storm water management programs as the medium aml large municipaliti~
wer, required to under Phase 1.

:
i

~

~

¯

Establish requirtment$ for State storm water programs to identify additional

sources. [l.q
18 commenters out of 91 commenters favor the targeting option whereby EPA would
establish Phase II requirements for State NPDES storm water program~ to identify
additional sources. 5 oppose this option.
Those supporting this option believe that States and local entities (not EPA) should be
identifying additional sources for Phase LI permitting, adding that EPA should
somehow direct the States and municipalities to develop programs appropriate to their
unique requirements and monitor the progress of these programs. As far as EPA’$
exact role in this prcw.e~, some commenters assert that EPA should establish baseline
effluent limitations for particular indusu-ies and then establish control measures for
these industries. Other commenters believe that such determinations should be made
by the State, with EPA maintaining its important role as an information and guidance
clearinghouse. One State agency writes that "minimum criteria in the area of funding
levels and educational requirements seems appropriate." These coors indicate

J-2
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that this approach is preferable as it establishes consistent criteria for the development
of State storm water programs.
B.

Options for Targeting Phase I! Industrial So~

¯

¯
;
¯
.

¯

¯

Yes
Geographic Targeting: l.)csi~,nate additional individual sources in
watersheds oi cor~ccrn (tho,,e not meeting designated water uses) and in
specific rainfall zones II,e/l.g.i]
48
Focus on high-risk polluters and exempt facilities that don’t pollute.

No

39
Rely on Phase 1 MS4s to target industrial sources that discharge through
their system. 11.¢]
9

3

2

5

11

Geographic Targeting: Designate additional individual sourc~ in watershe~ of
concern (those not meeting designated water us~) and in specific rainfall zones.
[l.e./l.g.i]
Almost half of the 91 ommenters (45 commentcrs) support targeting sensitive
watersheds, i.e., those that have high pollutant loadings and/or those not meeting
designated uses. These commenters argue that such an approach is the most costeffective way to improve the quality of the Nation’s water. (Please note that within
this category, more ommenters support permitting watersheds under the NPDES
program than under State nonpoint source programs). Commenters sugge.sml that ~
approach should be coupled with identifying the industry "bad actors" within
watersheds of concern. (Identification of "bad ~-tors- is discussed in th~ following
section).
A number of commenters believe that watersheds should be prioritized based on
criteria such as threats to high quality resources or significant degradation. On~
industry offered the following suggestions for a watershed strategy: "1) Conduct l
survey of receiving watersheds and rank them based upon their designated uses and
level of contamination; 2) Identify and prioritize major sources of pollutant loadings;
3) Analyze the control measures to control these pollutant sources and prioritiz~
based on cost effectiveness." Some commenters stress the importance of developing
national criteria for evaluating watersheds so as to avoid inconsistencies among
different regions.

J-3
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In terms of evaluating watersheds, commenters suf_~t using the following CWA
mechamsms: Section 303(d) which pnoritizes a ra.,~k~z, of waters, section 305(b)
w~ch de~nbes water quality of all navigable waters in the State, section 319
watershed listings, and section 304(!) which lists v,a:e~ not expected to meet water
quality, standards. Some commenters suggest that .~.rr.,plmg data from Phase I cities
be used to generate regionalized water~hed loading criteria.

-

Regarding costs, a number of commenters agree that targeting watersheds would be
more cost-effective for both industries and States than current targeting strategies.
However, some States express concern over the cost of gathering watershed-specific
information in a timely manner. One State argues that "enurely too much effort
wo~ld need to be invested to determine what waters have been negatively impacted by
storm water runoff. Using the lists from 305(b) reports is not sufl~ient nor

acceptable."
As far as designating specific sources by rainfall zone, there was ~me scalI~red
~uppon for this measure. However, mo~t ommenter~ agreed that it could be diffkatlt
and costly to generate timely, meaningful data that could justify variances or
conditions between regions.

~,
¯
~
¯

i

i
!

Focus on hlgh-risk polluters and exempt fadlitle~ that don’t pollute, [l,d/l.l.II]
Nearly half of the ommenters (39 commemers) supported targetiag high.risk
industrial polluters. Only three commenters oppcr, ed the option. As di.%nassed above,
many comrnenters believe that targeting of "bad actor," should be linked to the
targeon$ of s~nsitive watersheds.
In general, commenters feel that the Phase I targeting of industries based on SIC
codes was not cost-effective. In addition, many ¢ommenmrs believe that a number of
the big industrial polluters were not included under Phase I of the storm water
program. Commenters unanimously agree that bad actors who are contributing to
water quality degradation should be targeted for Phase II permitting, while those
"good actors" who don’t pollute should be exempted. This approach, comment~rl
say, would reduce the reguk tory burden on all those facilities that are not
contributing to water quality problems.
One State agency stressed that determinations of "bad actor,s" must be done on ¯ State
or local basis, not by EPA. "Controlling activities that are specifically designated by
EPA could be a significant waste of time and resources if a particular jurisdiction hat
other activities that contribute to higher pollutant loads." This ¢ommenter
using data gleaned from municipal applications to determim Regional water quality
information.
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As far a ~,hic.h l~ani~ula{r )bad actors should be tar~.eted under Phase It, commenter~
suggested the fo~l~ \~ ~..~ industries: gas!auto service, State tughwa)s, large parking
lots (ma~is), mr, k x.~n,,~s, commercial activities with industrial components, and
construction a~.t~ ~;~¢s ¢,f less than five acres. Please note, ho~ever, that a number of
trade orfa.m~atio~-~ rc/’rcs~n~nf the above industries submitted let1~.hy comment~
oudimn~ v, hy their ux.iustries do not po~e envh-onmental ris~.
Those commenter~ o~D.~sin.~ the option (3 commenters) claim that focusing on =bad
actors" is a reacx~\ s~rat¢.~.v rather than a preventative one. Furt~r, one commemer
arfues that usinf: m~l~airment would be imprudent as States (after more than ~ dec..ade)
still have not comf,;ctcd inventories of their waters. The commenter further
that agricultural run,,t f and irn~ation remm flows, which are exempted under the
CWA, constitute s~m¢ of tl~ worst pollution in the country. One commenter
suggests the continued use of SIC codes but with exemptions provided for tho~ who
have provea that they doa’[
Rely on Pha~ l M,~ ~o t~rge~ Indu.~Hal )ourc~s tJ~t dlschar~ ~rough ~
~stem. [I.]
11 commemers oi~\,~-d the u~’gedng option whereby Phase I MS45 would
industrial sour~s d~.~har~in~ ~rough their syswms; 9 ommeme~ suppor~d ~
Those o:mm~mer~ opposing this option fe~l tba! the btu’den of ~,’ulatiag Phase It
industrial d~ha~cr~ would be mo great, and t~a[ this role rightfully belon~,s to
individual
mumcil~l,ties
they quality
span entire
watersheds.
~
Slate. Further,
~mmemers believe
that wa[er
problems
are no¢ conf’med
’ bu[ rather
argue tha~ s~ndard.~ w~Id no~ be uniform-or efforts migh~ ~o¢ be coordinatedbetween differem municipalities and, therefore, regulation Ra’ough Sm[e or EPA
would be more equitable. Municipalitie~ indicate a williagness ~o assis~ Sta~s in
targeting Phase II ~.~rces, for example, by providing a li.~ of pocemially hif, b-risk
industries. Commentcrs s~pporting this Ol~On believe thai because Phase I
munk:ipalir~es alre~ly have their s~orm wa~er mamgem~m plans in pl~ce, tJ~-y are
mos~ appropria~ enu~y ~o idemify additional sources under Pha~ II.
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V

C. Options for Targeting Phase II Munici~alitie~

¯
~
¯

¯
_

¯

0

L

Yes
Identify MS4s based on population, population density, and or
Population growth. [l.b]
20
Geographic Targeting: Designate additional municipal sources
impacting watersheds of concern (those not meeting designated water
uses) and in specific rainfall zones [l.e/l.g.i]
48
Permit small municipalities but establish simplified application
requirements. [l.g.iiil
15

No
20

5
1

Identify MS4s based on population, population density, and/or populathm
growth. If.hi
Commenters are split evenly (20 in favor, 20 against) Phase II MS4s being targeted
on the basis of population, popuhtion density and/or population growth.
Commenters in support of this approach argue that municipalities having particularly
dense populations and those experiencing intense population growth due to new
development should be of primary concern under Phase 1I of the storm water
program. One commenter also notes that MS4s could be targeted on the basis of
watershed population. At any rate, numerous commenters agree that effective Phase
I1 storm water programs must be coordinated on a regional basis [perhaps in
conjunction with those already established under Phase I]. This would allow for the
development/implementation of regional policies and regional BMPs, and would
facilitate addressing specific issues such as land use, structural controls and
construction activities. As discussed later, the majority of commenters supporting this
approach also advocate the establishment of simplified permit application
requirements.
The majority of the comments opposing this option are from small municipalities.
Approximately half of these commenters believe that municipal storm water
management should be conducted on a watershed basis rather than by deten:nini~
population density and/or growth. The other half opposes Phase LI regulation of small
municipalities altogether. "Phase II regulations will have a very si.maificant impact on
municipal budgets if implemented similar to Phase I," 11 municipalities wrote.
"These will entail increased staff levels, testing, consulting fees and other costs which
are unduly burdensome, particttlarly where there is no Phase I docamenlation to show
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that environmental quality is enhanced." Of primary concern among municipal
commenters is the astronomical cost associated v,ith completing municipal storm
v, ater permit applications. They argue that funds do not exist to implement the storm
v.ater program and that political pres,,,ures v,ould prevent them from securing storm
water utilities.
¯

Geographic Targeting: DesiRnate municipalities impacting watersheds of concern
(those not meeting designated water uses) and in specific rainfall ~:mes.
[l.e./l.g.i]
As discussed under the "Industrial Targeting" section, nearly half of the 91
conunenters (45 commenters) support targeting sensitive watersheds, i.e.. those that
have high pollutant loadings and/or those not meeting designated ,uses. While
targeting these watersheds can help identify significant industrial polluters, many
commenters also believe that this approach is useful in identifying MS4s for ~torm
water permitting.

These commenters argue that since watersheds are oftentimes a patchwork of rural,
suburban and urban lands comprised of incorporated and unincorporated areas, gorm
water permits should apply to the jurisdiction as a whole, not just to individual
municipalities within the watershed. Commenters note that in watersheds of concern,
all Phase I1 municipalities could become co-permittees with Phase I municipalities.
Where it is determined hMt watersheds are not polluted, Phase II municipalities would
not be required to obtain a storm water permit. This option provides opportunities for
municipalities to reduce administrative burdens, consolidate efforts to study or
evaluate approaches, and greatly reduce costs of program development and
implementation. Although a great deal of regional coordination would be r~quL,~,
commenters believe that such an approach would yield the greatest cnviro~
benefit.
(Please refer to the "Industrial Targeting" section for a summary of options for
targeting on a watershed basis).
¯

Permit small municipalities but establish simplified application requirements.
15 commenters support the idea of permitting small municipalities but establishing
simplified application requirements. Arguing that Phase I municipal permit
application requirements (particularly Part 2 requirements) were burdensome and
overly costly, these commenters suggest that Phase II municipalities be covered u.ndm"
a simplified general permit that requires a storm water management plan and flexible
watershed-specific monitoring requirements. One commenter suggests the following
components of a Phase H municipal program: 1) Sechment and Erosion Control:
J-7
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Appl)cants in~.,,,v,)rate erosion control into the development review and loc~
perm::ti~.~ pr~,~-.-5; 2) Sto~ I~ter Q~Iz,3, Control: Applican~ ~o~te sto~
~a:er BMPs i,,’,, 0~e municipal development ~v~ew a~ app~val p~ess ~ ~to
murzc:~al o~.r~,ms; and 3) Illicit Dtsc?~rges: Applicant p~hibi~ illicit ~tiom
~ gmpro~r d,,-q)ing, he/she develops a spill p~vention a~ ~s~ pl~.

A.

0

L

General Con!~ ~,i Strategies for Both Municipalit|es and Industries
2
¯

,
/
!
~

¯
¯
_

¯

Yes No
Continue 0J rely on NPDES programs; use NPDES general
permits 0,,I focus on BMPs. [2.a/2.d.i]
32 4
Rely on .,,.point source programs administered under section 319
of the CWA and section 6217 of CZARA. [2.b]
20 3
Establish 01andatory national Phase II perfomaat~ standards
without a p,:rmit. 12.c1
14 10

Coatinue to rely on NPDES programs; use NPDES general I~’mits that focm
B.MPs [2.a.!
Approximately .~2 commenters favor the continued use of NPDES programs to
nrgulate storm water discharges. 19 commenters prefer reliance on State nonpoint
uxtr~ program, trader section 319. Most commenters state that it would be
mett~ient to di~ ,mtin.ue the current program, and, as one commenter notes,
displacing the NI’DES program would "create a significant amount of confusion
arnortg authorit~,l NPDES States and the r~gulated community." Additionally, tbe
NPDF~S storm w.,ter permit program is in the initial stages of development and
may not be rea!lted for at least two years. The majority of the commenters who
support reliance .n the NPDES program eocottt-age use of general permits, for an
"emphasis on tb~ development of effective programs, not on lengthy and
applrcation pro~sses." Most commenters believe that BMPs am a mor~ effective
control strategy ~tnd a better allocation of r~xan’ces than monitoring and
effluent limitati~ms. BMPs utilized should be those which proved cost effectiv~ fo~
Phase I sources,
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¯

Rely on nonpoint source programs administered under section 319 of the CWA
and section 6217 of CZARA. [2.b.]
Approximately 21 commenters favor the use of State nonpomt source programs and/or
section 6127 of CZARA to regulate Phase II storm ~ater discharges. Many of these
ommentevs assert that storm v,ater runoff is a r~rtpoint source rather than a point
source and therefore should be regulated under section 319. Moreover, State
nonpoint source programs are already developed and utilizing them would lessen tbe
repetition of water quality programs. Several commenters emphasize, however, that if
State nonpoint source programs were expanded to include storm water runoff,
additional funding would be essential. Those commenters that supported tbe use of
section 319 see it beneficial in that the program encourages flexibility through
voluntary control measures, pollution prevention, and watershed plarming.
comn~nters express some trepidation that nonpomt sources may be moved under the
NPDE.S program, and assert that nonpoint sources should continue to be covered
under section 319, not NPDES.

Establish mandatory national l’hase II control ~trategl~ wttlmut

pexmlt.

Commem~rs am fairly divided on whether EPA ,~:mld establish natiotud control
strategies for Phase 11 sourr.es. Various statements from the 12 omtr~nt~r~ who
~upport mandatory guidelines indicate that this approach would be ost-~ff~:tiv~
would alleviate the administrative burdens of permit applications. A few
also state that, in order to be most effective, the guidelines and management prmctic~
should be industry-specific. A model that is mentioned by several commenters is th~
Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan and ~e Washington State
suggest that all States adopt a similar storm water management plan which wotdd be
required to at least meet a national standard; all municipalities within the State would
have to adhere to the plaa.
11 of the commenters who addrt~ss this control strategy oppose mandatory national
control guidelines for Phase II activities. Several commenters believe it would b~
diff~adt to effectively notify and educate the general population concerning the details
of ~da a program. Other commenters express concern that the diversity in clima~
and topography throughout the country requires more fle.xa’bility than national
standards would provide.

J-9
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B.

Key Elements of a Control Strategy

¯

Focus on education for public and affected industry. [2.d.ii]

¯

Emphas~. pollution prevention incentives and BMPs, particularly
for new development. [2.d.iii]
Establish correlation between severity of pollution and controls
required, using fines to aid implementation. [2.d.lv]

¯

¯

18 0
17 0
3

0

Focus on education for public and affected Industry. [2.d.il]
14 commenters state that education needs to be a primary focus of the Phase
program. One comrnenter notes that EPA should "keep it simple," particularly on
issues on coverage, since Phase It dischargers may be smaller grid less familiar with
environmental regulations than Phase l dischargers. Commenters unanimously s’tr~
the importance of public education and outr~ch. They urge that EPAJStates 1)
distribute guidance documents and fact sheets prior to implementing the rule, 2)
provide examples of pollution prevention programs, 3) conduct workshops, 4)
video presentations for distribution, and 5) launch public education campaigns geared

towns e,,plai i g water q lity probler = ociated wi,h storm wa=.

Emphasize pollution prevention incentives and BMPs, particularly for new
development. [2.d.iii]
14 commenters support an emphasis on voluntary pollution prevention programs.
This approach is favored because of its cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and reduction in
regulatory burden. Additionally, several commenters indicate that it would establish ¯
’partnership’ between the regulated community and regulatory agencies by
encouraging dialogue and guidance concerning pollution prevention techniques. One
State notes that the voluntary measures in its nonpoint sourc program have proven
very successful in improving water quality, and that similar practices could be
implemented for storm water runoff. The State recommends, however, that voluatm-)/
approaches be used in conjunction with mandatory approaches and that =provisions be
included for requixements placed on ’bad actors’ ff cooperation is not attained through
the voluntary programs. = Numerous commenters point out that education would
to be far-reaching ff the voluntary programs were implememed.

J-lO
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Establish correlation between severity of pollution and controls required, using
fines to aid implementation. [2.d.iv.]"
Only 3 commenters address this conra~l strateLv, and all 3 support a correlation
between severity of pollution and conu’ols required. O,’-~e commenter writes that,
"market based incentives structured to incor’~rate t~e eccmomic externalities
as.~ciated with pollution can be a valu.able t~q in hclF:2~ society balance economic
growth and levels of pollution." Another commenter r’,,:-tes that State agencies should
administer the fine/implementation system, as States can adjust their controls based on
the types of pollutant sources and semiuviq,’ of the watersheds in a particular region.

A. Options for Program Deadlln~ [3]

Yes No
¯

October 1, 1995 or later

¯

Prioritize sources; establish phased deadlines

¯

Eliminate Phase 1I; no deadlines

¯

Pending thorough review of Phase I

¯

H.R. 6167 deadlines satisfactory

3

¯

Before October I, 1994

3

12
1
20

Commenters unanimously feel that P~ II should not be implemented until ¯
thorough review of Phase I has been completed. A number of these ommenter~
indicated that Phase II regulations should not be publis,becl before October 1, 1995.

~II
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IV. Costs/Reeula{orv Burden
A. Issues associated ~’ith costs and regulatory burden

O

L

Balancing the need to protect the environ_ment with the cost-effectiveness of
the program [III.A.2]

¯

Examining the impacts of the storm water program on small businesses and
communities [III.A.7]
Assessing the regulatory burden on permittees and regulators [III.A.3/III.A.4]

General Cost/Benefit Concern,
Nearly a third of the commenters (26 commenters) express concern over the costs
associated with implementing the storm water program, and whether these osts
justify the need to protect the environment.
Mtmi¢ipalities, in particular, voice concern over the costs associated with completing
municipal permit applications ~ implementing storm water management progntm,t.
One commenter argues that while cities across the nation have spent over $1 trillion
dollars to implementing the program, water quality is not significantly improving
because of upstream discharges not regulated under the CWA. This commenter
further states that since urban runoff affects only 11% of river impairment and 29%
of lake impairment, the price tag of implementing storm water management prognum
is not justified. (Please note that a number of commenters question EPA’s
methodology in 305(b) r~ports as it pertains to assessing "designated uses" for

waterbodies).
Comments indicate that across the board-among cities, small business owners, and
trade associations-the storm water program is viewed as a major financial burden on
communities and industries. Of particular concern for cities (and especially small
cities) is the number of growing number of projects/regulations that need to
supported by shrinking municipal budgets. Generating a storm water utility to
support the program has proven politically difficult in a number of cities. On
industrial side of the program, there are equally as many concerns over costs and
benefits. In particular, commenters argue that a number of small industries which
.pose little risk to the environment were required to apply for a storm water permit
under Phase I, while "higher risk" industries such as oil and gas, agricultu~, and
retail gasoline facilities were not covered by the rule. A number of small industries
claim that sampling is cost-prohibitive and that the quantitative data generated arc
oftentimes inaccurate/meaningless. Regarding Phase H, one construction opea’ator
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A~.~dL~ J
argues that inclusion of ¢onstructio~ op~rat.ions under ~ ~cres would render ~
small-scale activities cost-prohibitive.

V
0

t

5trate~g_ies for l~a~ II
In closing, commenters offer the following suggestions for ma.xhrdzing costeffecuveness and environmental benefit under Phase If:
¯

Phase I of the storm water program must be thoroughly assessed in terms of
dollars spent and environmental benefits gained before laugghing into Pha~e If.

¯

~,PA and/or States must incorporate a more realistic benefit/cost aaaly$1.q
Phase If, particularly for the municipal side of the program.

¯

Under Phase U, emphasize storm water management atxlpollution p~
rather than sample gathering and ~malysis. (A number of the quantitative
requirement~ under P~rt 2 of the mumcipaJ permit ~vplic.~on were viewed
urmecessaO’ ~ overly costly)

¯

EPA and States should use data generated from Phase I of the program ~o ~ to
~ Phase U more cost-effective ~d envirotm,,eataily benefk:iaJ.

¯

l~ly more heavily on State or loca] entities for storm water program

2

5
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V. General Con¢~’rns!I~ue~ R¢lah~l to the $~orm W~ter Pro, ram [4]

¯

¯

¯

O

Lack of adequate outreachpublic ¢ducationJtu’nely guidan,~ during Phase I
resulted in confusion about:
* Which facilities are subject to regulation (use of SIC codes viewed as
confusing, inappropriate)
*

The types of permit application options available

*
*
*

Deadlines
The relationship between the industrial and municipal programs
The overall relevar~.-e of the program

1
2

Confusion resulted from different requirements in different States (i.e., tho~
with approved NPDES programs and those without) particularly in regards to
the group application process.

Lack of adequate outreach/public education/timely guidance during Phase !
resulted in confusion over a number of issues, including:
Use of SIC codes. A number of ommenters indicated that the~ w~ widespread
confusion during Phase l over which facilities were subject to regulation. In
particular, the use of SIC codes to determine regulatory status w~ viewed u
confusing. Multiple activities commonly occur at a single facility and people were
frequently unclear as to how they are classified under the SIC code system. Due to
this excessive confusion, commenters generally feel that SIC codes are an ineffective
way of targeting facilities for regulation under the storm water program.
Application Options. Commenters complained that the storm water permit
application options were not spelled out clearly in the beginniag of the program. In
particular, some expressed anger over the group application process. One commenter
notes that while the group application option seemed preferable ¯ year ago, it became
clear that this option was problematic given that certain States are not accepting group
applications as legal coverage. In addition, a number of group applicants would have
opted for coverage under the general permit had that option been available in the first
place. Commenters resemed that it was oftentimes necessary to hire expensive
consultants simply to tmderstand the regulations and stay informed of their application
OptiOns.

Deadlines. Commenters indicate that there was confusion ~ permit
application deadlines. In the future, this could be alleviated by improved outr~a~
and public education.
J-14
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The relationship between the induytrial and munidpal programs.
One commcnter recomrnend~ separating municipalities and industries into ~’o distinc~
rules so as to avoid cordasion over the differences between the two programs.
The "Big Picture" of the storm water program. As discussed throughout this
report, commenters seem frustrated over the fact that huge costs are being iax’urred to
implement the storm water program ~ithout a clear indication that environmental
benefits are being achieved. Commenters write that it essential for EPA to step up
public education and outreach efforts in the future.
¯

Confusion resulted from different requirements In different States (i.e., those
with approved NPDES programs and those without) particularly In regards to
group application proee~.

V
0

L

2

Numerous commenters state that the conflicting time frames between Sates ~d EPA
in developing and issuing the permits created enormous confusion for the rrgul~ted
community. As discussed above, this situation was particularly fnastrating memb¢~
of group applications.

5
2
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SELECTED NLkNAGEMEN’T MEASURES DEVELOPED UNDER
SECTION 6217 OF CZARA
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SELECTED ~L~NAGEMENT MEASURES DEVELOPED UNDER SECTION 6217 OF

O

MA.NAGE.MENT MEASURES ]FOR URBAN’ AREAS (Chapter 4 of CZARA guidaz, w~)
I. LNTRODUCTION

1
~ 2

n.
A. Ne~ Development Management Measure
(I) By design or performatr~:

(a) After construction has been completed and the site is permanently stabilized, reduce
the average annual total suspended solid (TSS) ioadings by 80 percent. For
purposes of this measure, an 80 percem TSS reduction is to be determined on an
average annual basis,~ or
(b) Reduce the postdevelopment loadings of TSS so that the average annual ~
loadings are no greater than predevelopment ioadings, and

(2) To the extent practicable, maintain postdevelopment peak runoff rate and average
volume a~ levels that are similar to predeveiopmcnt levels.

~

Sound watershed management rtaIuires that both structural and nonsmscnu-al measures b¢
employed to mitigate the adverse impacts of storm water. Nonstructural Management
Measures for new development 03&C) can be effectively used in conjunction with this
Management Measure reduce both the short-and long-term costs of meeting the treatment
goals of this management measure.

~.~

5

B. Watershed Pro~ectlon Management Measure
8

Develop a watershed protection program to:
(I) Avoid conversion, to the extent practicable, of ar~s that are particularly suscepu’ble to
¢¢osion and sediment loss;

~
t:

I See "C, uklaw~ Specifying Ma~g©n~-m Measur~ for $ourt~ of Nonpoim Pollution ta Coati Wal~.~"
Janua~, 1993. U.$. EPA, g40-lg-92-002.
~ Based on the average annual TSS Ioadings from al/ sam-ms less than o~ equal to ~h¢ 2-year/24-hogr saxm.

TSS k~lings from s~orms greater than d~e 2-year/24-hou~ storm are no~ expecuxl to be included in the calculatio~ of
the average amatal TSS ioadiags.

;

’ -
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(2) Preserve areas that provide important water quality benefits a.~’or are necessary to
maintain riparian and aquatic biota; and
(3)

Site development, including roads, hiehways, and bridges, to protect to the exten~
practicable the mtural integrity of v,’a~erbodies and natural drainage systems.

V
0

L

C. Site Development Management Measure
Plan, design, and develop si~ to:

1

(1)

Protect ar~as that provide important water quality benefits azat/or are particularly
susceptible to erosion and sediment loss;

2

(2)

Limit increases of impervious areas, except where necessary;

(3)

Limit land disturbance activities such as clearing and grading, and cut and fill to
reduce erosion and .sediment loss; and

(4) Limit distm’bance of natural drainage features and vegetation.
Ill. CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

A. Construction Site ~ and Sediment Control Managemem Memure
(1)

Reduce erosion and, to the extent practicable, reta~ r,~liment onsite during and after

(2)

Prior to land disturbance, prepare and implement an approved erosion and ~liment
control plan or similar administrative document that contains erosion and sediment
control provisions.

B. Construction Site Chemical Control Management Measm.
(1)

Limit application, generation, and migration of toxic mbslames;

(2)

Ensure the proper storage and dispo~ of toxic materials; and

(3)

Apply n~trients at rates necessary to establish and maintain vegetation withotR causing

significant nmrieat runoff to surface watch.

K-2
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V

setbacks cannot be achieved, site development with OSDS so as not to adversely affect
wraterbodies ancL or contribute to a public health nuisance;
(4) Establish protective separation distances between OSDS system components and
groundwater wl~ch i~ closely hydrologically connected to surface waters. The
separation distances should be based on soil type, distance to ground water, hydrologic
factors, and type of OSDS;
(5)

Where conditions indicate that nitrogen-limited surface waters may be adversely
affected by excess mtrogen loadings from ground water, require the installation of
OSDS that reduce total nitrogen loadings by 50 percent to ground water that is closely
hydrologically cotmected to surface water.

O

L
1

2

B. Operating Onslte Disposal Systems Management Measure
(1)

Establish and implement policies and systems to ensure that existing OSD$ are
operated and maimamed to prevent the discharge of pollutants to the surface of the
ground and to the extent practicable reduce the discharge of pollutants into ground
waters that are closely hydrologically connected to surface waters. Wher~ necessary
to meet these objectives encourage the reduced use of garbage disposals,
the use of Iow-volun~ plumbing fixtures, ~ reduce total phosphorus loading$ to the
OSDS by 15 percem (if the use of low-level phosphate detergents has not been
required or widely adopted by OSDS users). Establish and implement policies ~
require an OSDS to be repaired, replace, or modified where the OSDS fails, or
threatens or impair~ surface waters;

(2) Inspect OSDS ~t ¯ frequency adequate to ascertain whether OSDS tre failing;
(3)

Consider replacing or upgrading OSDS to treat influent so that total nitrogen Ioadings
in the effluent are reduced by 50 percent. This provision applies only:
(a) where conditiom indicate that nitrogen-limited surface waters may be adw-rs~ly
affected by significant ground water nitrogen loadings from OSDS, and

(o) where nitrogen loadings from OSDS are delivered to ground water that is closely
hydrologically connected to surface water.
VL POLLUTION PREVENTION
A. Pollution Prevention Management Me~.~ure
Implement pollution prevention and education programs to reduce nonpoint source pollutants
generated from the following acdvities, where applicable:

R0037896
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The irnpmper storage, use, and disposal of household hazardous chemicals, including
automobi!e fluids, pesticides, paints, solvents, etc.;

0

¯

Lawn and garden activitics, including the application and disposal of lawn and garden
care products, and the unpropcr disposal of leaves and yard trimmings;

L

¯

Turf m-amgement on golf courses, parks, and recreational areas;

¯

Improper operation and maintenance of on.site disposal systems;

¯

Discharge of pollutants into storm drains including floatable, waste oil, and litter;

¯

Commercial activities including parking lots, gas stations, and other entities not under
NPDES I:Xarview, tad

¯

Improper disposal of pet excrement.

VII. ROADS, HIGHWAYS, AND BRIDGF~
A. Management Measure for Planning, Siting, and Developing Roads and l-llghway~
Plan, site, and develop roads ~ highways to:
(1)

Protect areas that provide important water quality benefits or are particularly
$~..eptible to erosion or sediment Io~;

(2)

Limit ~ disturbance such as clearing ~d grading ~d cut ~1 f’dl to r~uc~ cr~ion
~,1 .~liment loss; ~,1

(3) Limit disturbance of natural drainage fealxtres and vegetation.

Site, design, a~! maintain bridge ~tmctur~ ~ tl~t ~iti~¢ a~l ~aluable ~quati~ ~:~y~-~a~
~:i ~ providing important water quality benefits ar~ pr~n~ ~m ~ve~ eff~:t~.

12. Management Measure for Construction Project~
(1)

Reduce erosion and, to the extent practicable, retain sediment oasite during etxl ~ter
co--on axxl

Ko$
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(2)

Prior to land disturbance, prepare and implement an a?F..wved erosion control plan or
similar administrative document that contain_~ erosion a:~.J sedmaent control provisions.

~O

L

D. Management Measure for Construction Site Chemical Control
(1)

Limit the application, generation, and migration of toxic substarw.;

(2)

Ensure the proper storage and disposal of toxic materials; and

1

(3)

Apply nutrients at rates necessary to establish and maintain vegetation without causing
significant nutrient runoff to surface water.

2

E. Management Measure for Operation and Malntenan¢~
Incorporate pollution prevention procedures into the operation and maintenance of ro~h,
highways, and bridges to reduce pollutant loadings to surface wat~rg.
g. Management Measure for Road, Highway, and Bridge Runoff Syltenll
Develop and implement runoff management systems for existing roads, highways, lind
bridges to reduce runoff pollutant concentrations and volumes entering ~u’face water.
(1)

~

Identify priority ~nd watershed pollutant reduction oppormnJtie~ (e.g., improvemen~
to existing urban runoff control structures; and

(2) Establish schedules for implementing appropriate ontrol~.

~
~’
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~.kNAGEMENT MEASURES FOR ANIMAL FEEDLOTS
CZARA guidance)
BI.

(Chapter 2.II.B of

Manalzement Measures for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Confined
Animal Facility Management (Large Units not subject to NPDES permit
requirements)

Limit the discharge from the confined animal facility to surface waters by:
Storing both the facility wastewater ~ the runoff from cortf’med animal facilities that
is caused by storms up to and including a 25-year, 24-hour frequency ~torm. Storage
structures should:
(a) Have an earthen lining or plastic membrane liaing, or
(b) Be constructed with concrete, or
(¢) Be a storage

(2)

B2.
¯

Managing stored runoff and accumulated solids from the facility thr~gh an
appropriate waste utilization ffraem.

Management bleasures for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Contlned
Animal Facility Management (Small Units not subject to NPDES permit

~___~

reduce runoff to minimize the discharge of contaminants in both facility wa.~watm- and in
runoff that is caused by storms up to and including a 25-year, 24-ho~r f:r~luency ~torm.
Implement these systems to substamially reduce signifw.ant increas~ m pollutant loading~ to

ground water.

Manage stored runoff and accumulated solids from the facility through an appropriate waste
utilization system.
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APPENDIX L
PRESIDENT CLLN’rON’S CLEAN WATER INITIATIVE
(PORTIONS RELATED TO STORM WATER PROGRAM)
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STORM WATER PROGRAMS
ISSUE:
How should CWA storm water requirements be revised to strengthen and facilitate
implementation of storm water controls7
BACKGROUND:
States report that approximately 30 percent of remaining surface water quality
impairment =s attributable to storm water discharges. Significant sources of storm
water d~scharges include urban runoff, industrial activity, construction, and resource
extraction (m~ning). For example, in urban areas, Ioadings from storm water runoff
for heavy metals, sediment, bacteria, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
acidity, and floatables are higher than those from POTWI.
To address these environmental risks, Congress established in 1987 ¯ two-phased
storm water program under CWA ~402(p). Phase I applies to municipal storm sewer
systems serving a population over 100,000, as well as storm water discharges
associated with industrial activity.
In November of 1990, EPA issued regulations that identified 220 municipalities whose
separate storm sewer systems are subject to Phase I of the NPDES program. States
and EPA have designated an additional 550 municipalities as part of the Phase I
program. The Agency estimates that the Phase I municipalities have a population of
over 90 milhon people (about 36 percent of the total U.S. population). EPA and
authorized States have received comprehensive permit applications from many of the
municipalities, and are in the process of developing and issuing permits for these
dischargers.
In addition, the Phase I regulations established regulation of over 100,000 industrial
facilities in eleven categories, including manufacturing, mining, waste management,
construction, and transportation. Permits for storm water d=scharges from Phase I
industries generally were required to be issued by October 1, 1993. The Ninth Circuit
struck down EPA’s exemption from Phase I regulations of construction sites under 5
acres and light industrial activities "with no exposure" to ra=n water.
Phase II applies to ell remaining light industrial, commercial, retail, and residential
facilities with storm water discharges that are not in Phase I. Preliminary estimates
indicate that millions of facilities are not addressed by Phase I. Phase II is potentially
ten times larger in scope than Phase I, and could address a large number of
municipalities without significant urban populations. EPA was required to Issue
Phase II regulations by October 1, 1993, which would designate classes of Phase II
storm water discharges to be regulated to protect water quality. Phase II sources are

116
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required to obtain a permit by October 1. 1994. EPA did not meet the October 1993
deadline for Phase II regulations.

V
O

Municipal Comoliance with Standard,~
Municipal separate storm sewer systems (or "M$4"--those municipal systems that are
covered by the storm water program) have stated that it is both technologically and
financially impossible to establ=sh treatment or management practices that can ensure
that urban storm water runoff complies with water quality standards. They have
indicated that it is highly uncertain whether feasible storm water control measures
(source controls, tradit=onal structural controls, and best management practices) will
ensure that storm water discharges will meet water quality standards. They further
argue that the only other alternative, collecting and treating essentially all of the storm
water from widespread urbanized areas, would be infeasible and result in significant
destruction of urban =’,reams and wetland=.

2

Under the existing CWA, ~402(p)(3)(B)(iil), a statutory =[andard exists that NPDES
storm water discharge permits issued to municipal separate storm sewer systems
require controls to reduce the discharge of pollutants in storm water to the "maximum
extent practicable" (MEP). The statutory standard can include management practices,
control techniques, and system design and engineering methods and other such
provisions that the Administrator or State determines are necessary for the control of
such pollutants. Because of the lack of a more specific definition of the statutory
standard of MEP, municipalities, permitting authorities, and members of the public are
uncertain as to the extent of storm water control requirements a municipality must
implement in its storm water management program.
Provisions for Facilities with No Exoosur=

L~

EPA attempted to exempt from storm water control requirements certain industrial
facilities that had no exposure of materials, equipment, or wastes to storm water.
However, this exemption of facilities without storm water exposure was overturned
by the Ninth Circuit. Such an exemption, if reinstated through legislation, would
create a strong incentive for facilities to implement pollution prevention. It would
simultaneously accomplish environmental objectives (reducing pollutants in storm
water) and greatly reduce administrative burdens for EPA, States, and industries.
Deadline Extensions for Phase II
EPA is.presently required to issue Phase II regulations designating sources for
permitting and establishing deadlines by October 1, 1993. In the absence of new
regulations, Phase II sources are required to have permits after October 1, 1994.
Given the scope and complexity of Phase II, EPA was unable to meet the October 1,
1993 regulatory deadline. Furthermore, EPA and authorized States will not be able
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to issue permits to all Phase !1 sources by October 1, 1994. This may expose
unpermirted dischargers, including many small municipalities or commercial enterprises
posing small risks, to litigation for o~scharging without a permit. In addition, potential
Phase II municipalities need additional time to develop the financial capabilities and
=nstitutional frameworks needed to comply with storm water requirements.
Phase II Storm Water Reouirement~
Phase II regulations must be reasonable in scope end establish a workable program
that will focus on sources of storm water discharges that pose the highest risk. The
Bureau of Census has designated 396 urbanized areas which represent the most
widespread and dense urban development. These urbanized areas occupy less than
2 percent of the total land area of the United States but contain 165 million people,
or about 65 percent of the total population of the United States. In addition, most
new development occurs in or adjacent to these urbanized areas. Between 1980 and
1990, over 75 percent of the national increase in populstion occurred in these
urbanized areas. However, over 5,0(X:) municipal entities in urbanized areas are not
in Phase I of the NPDES storm water program.
Authoriz~ MunlcioalitJes to Directly Reaulate Storm Water Facilities Within Thai,’
Under current CWA provisions, the storm water program requires permits for industrial
activities even if they are discharging to municipal separate storm sewer systerf~
which also must obtain storm water permits. Municipalities argue that this is
redundant and inefficient, end also undercuts their effectiveness in directly dealin~
with an industrial facility.
Inactive and Abandoned MineIt is estimated that there are in the range of 400,000 or more inactive and abandoned
mine sites (lAMe) on Federal lands. The environmental damages posed by these =ires
can vary significantly. While many sites are relatively benign, releases from other
sites result in significant environmental degradation, even decades after active
operations have ceased. A major administrative challenge is to (1) priodtlze these
sites that cause environmental problems so that the United States can address them
in a rational environmentally protective manner, and (2) effectively protect water
resource quality by addressing these sites according to the prioritized order. Another
major challenge is to target control measures so as to achieve the greatest
improvement in environmental quality for the limited Federal resources that may be
available. Although the estimates of total costs of mitigating water resource quality
impacts from lAMe vary significantly, they range into the many tens of billions of
dollars without such cost-effective, risk-based prioritization.
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A significant number of IAMs on Federal lands are believed to have point source
d=scharges of pollutants, as defined un0er current statute and regulation, to waters
of the United States subject toregulat,on undor the NPDES permit program. Given
the large number of IAMs and the costs of m~t~gating sites causing environmental
impacts, there is a need for a phased, cost-effect,re, risk-based prioritized approach
to mitigating these sources.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The Administration recommends that the CWA be amended to do the following..
Municioal Compliance with Standardl
¯

¯

¯

Establish a phased permit compliance approach that requires best management
practices in first-round municipal storm water permits, and through improved
best management practices in second-round permits, where necessary, to move
towards compliance with water quality standards. In later permita, compliance
with water quality standards will occur using water quality based effluent
limits, where necessary. This would give EPA and municipalities additional time
to evaluate the technical feasibility of establishing numeric effluent limits to
meet water quality standards end give States time to develop specific water
quality standards appropriate for storm water discharges, if necessary.
The Administration supports clarifying authority under section 402(p)|3)(B)
concerning "maximum extent practicable" (MEP). In contrast to best available
technology economically achievable (BAT) and best conventional pollutant
control technology (BCT) that are applicable for storm water discharges
associated with industrial activities, under MEP, storm water management
programs can be implemented in a site-specific and flexible manner to addresa
the storm water management concerns in the municipality. It should bo made
clear that MEP allows for the consideration of different factors including: (1)
the severity of the impairment caused by the source, (2) the effectiveness of
alternative approaches at reducing storm water discharges, and (3) the cost of
control measures. Under MEP, a storm water management program can target
controls based on differences in the type and size of sources, climate,
geography, and water quality concerns. Based on a statutory clarification, EPA
wilt then issue guidance on the best methods by which to implement MEP in
NPDES permits.
The Administration supports encouraging States to review and revise their
designated uses and water quality standards implementation procedures, aa
they develop water quality-based permits, to reflect the episodic nature of
storm water runoff, the varying Ioadings during storm water events, and the
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potential resilience of natural ecosystems to some infrequent, temporary
incremental Ioadings.
Provisions for F~ciliti0s with No Exoosure
Authorize EPA to exempt from individual storm water permitting requirements
facilities that can certify that there is no nor will be exposure of industrial or
o~er activities or significant materials to rain water and snow melt. This
change would ensure that several hundred thousand low-risk facilities ere not
subject to hlPDES requirements, allowing allocation of resources to more critical
areas. This wou~d also effectively create incentives for facilities to eliminate
contamination of storm water.
Dea~lline l~xtens~ons for Phase II
Extend the Phase II deadline for EPA issue to regulations to October 1, 1997.
Also, extend the deadline to obtain a permit to October 1, 1999. These
extensions are necessary to allow EPA to work with States and municipalities
in developing workable, effective regulations. Extending the deadline for
permits would give municipalities an opportunity to begin to build institutional
frameworks end provide the funding necessary to implement storm water
management programs. It would also allow permits to be issued to Phase II
municipalities at the same time Phase I permits are expiring. This will promote
regional and watershed.wlde permitting by allowing different municipalities to
be co-applicants and coordinate their storm water programs.
Phase II Storm Water Reauirement=
=,

Focus Phase II requirements on system-wide permits for municipal separate
storm sewer systems in Census-designated urbanized areas with a population
of 50,000 or more.
Target storm water management programs for municipal separate storm water
systems (MS4) in the 138 Phase II urbanized areas associated with a Phase I
permitted MS4 to address, at a minimum, non-storm water discharges into
storm sewers and storm water runoff from growth and development and significant redevelopment. The CWA should encourage NPDES permitting authorities
as part of a watershed approach to implement a more comprehensive municipal
storm water management program where appropriate based on water quality
impairments or other factor= for the M$4s in these urbanized areas. In the
remaining 258 Phase II urbanized areas, storm water management programs
would be required which focus only on controlling non-storm water discharges
into storm sewers and storm water runoff from growth and development and
significant redevelopment activities.
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Under Phase II for those MS4s required to implement a storm water
management program targeted to growth, development and significant
redevelopment and illicit connections, the mumc~pal program will control those
Phase II storm water sources, including discharges from construction of less
than 5 acres, which are part of growth, development, and significant
redevelopment activities end may address, where appropriate, subject to the
MEP standard, those Phase II sources causing water cluality impairment. For
those municipal separate storm sewer systems required by the NPDES
permitting authority to implement a more comprehensive storm water
management program, Phase II light industrial, commercial, retail, and
institutional storm water sources would be addressed through the program
under the municipality’s NPDES storm water permit, which meets the MEP
standard. Phase II sources not addressed through a municipal program would
not be covered by the NDPES program.
¯

Do not directly regulate Phase II light industrial, commercial, retail, and
institutional storm water discharges, and municipalities outside of Censusdesignated urbanized areaa under the NPDES program, unless otherwise
designated by the permitting authority for inclusion in the NPDES program
under §402(p)(2)(E) of the CWA. (EPA does not expect that this designation
process would be used, except in highly-unusual circumstances, to require an
NPDES permit for a typical homeowner.) Rather, such discharges could be
addressed by NPS program, if they were e targeted source.

Authorize Municioalitias to Directly Phase I Industrial Reaulate Storm Water Facilitie
Within Their Jurisdiction Under the NPDES Proorarn
¯

Allow EPA end authorized States to authorize municipalities to establish
programs for Phase I industrial storm water permit issuance and controls, where
it has the appropriate authority, and is willing to commit to implement Federal
requirements. EPA does not envision Federal funding to be available to
municipalities to perform this function. This recommendation is similar to the
industrial pretreatment program currently authorized under the CWA. As in the
industrial pretreatment program, storm water permits and controls that are
issued by municipalities in an EPA-approved program would be Federally
enforceable.

InactJve and Abandoned Mine,,=
¯

The Administration recommends that the CWA be amended to make the
following changes to the NPDES permitting program to target control measures
so as to achieve the greatest improvement in environmental quality for the
limited Federal resources available for inactive and abandoned mine sites (lAMe!
without an operator present:
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The Administration supports clarifying authority to issue NPDES permits
on a State-withe bas~s for lAMe within resource management units (e.g.,
one permit per State for the National Forest Service, National Park
System, Bureau of Land Management, or Fish and Wildlife Service
resource areas). This would allow Federal land managers to establish
State-wide priorities based on impairment or threats to water resource
quality and the most effective use of the ave,labia resources. Such
priorities could aitow some sites not to be controlled or be subject to
relatively less stringent controls.
The Administration supports an amendment to substitute, for existing
technology-based requirements under the NPDES program for IAMs on
Federal lands, the authority for Federal land managers to identify water
resource quality that is threatened or impaired by lAMe and to implement
targeted controls for such sites, similar to existing authority for permits
for municipal ~eparata storm sewer systems contained in section
402(p)(3)(B).
The Administration further supports allowing, in general, no more than
up to ten years to meet appropriate water quality standards within a
resource management unit, as defined in the language above, from the
date of issuance of an NPDES permit to the Federal land manager. The
Federal land rrmn~ger would be expected during this period to 1) strive
to achieve water quality standards as expeditiously as possible, 2)
continue to assess the water resource quality impacLs of lAMe where
they are currently unknown, and 3) continue to implement targeted
controls for those r~tes causing impairments or threats once identified.
This provision lJ’muld not apply to lAMe which were permitted under the
NPDES program prior to the date of enactment.

V
"r

2

L~

The Administration supports encouraging States to review and revise
their designated uses and water quality standards implementation procedures, as they develop water quality-based permits, to reflect the
episodic nature of storm water runoff, the varying Ioadings during storm
water events, and the potential resilience of natural ecosystems to some
infrequent, temporary incremental Ioadings.

.q
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PRESIDENT CLINTON’S
CLEAN WATER INITIATIVE:

Analysis of Benefits and Costs

~/
2.

4.0

Storm Water

EPA’s ¢~rr~nt Phase I storm water program requires NPDES permits of cities and
counties with mun~c~pa.l .s~e storm sewer s.vstems (,’,,IS.~s) serving populations of 10O,000
or more and "storm v, ater discharges associated with s:fnific.a.nt industrial activity." The Phase
II program, curremtl.v suspended due to a Congressiona/moratorium, could require permits for
all private sources of slorm ~,ater (commercial, industrial, re~,il, and institutional) and all
serving all populations that have the potential to affect water quality. In the Initiative, EPA has
addressed the potentially high costs of the Phase II program while still providing protection from
private sources and additional F, tS4s.

¯

The "worse cas~" scenario for storm water permitting reflects the most inclusive option
of aJl potential options that EPA would consider in proposing rules for the types of facilities
covered under Phase II. If F_PA were to propose regulations for permitting Phase II facilities,
EPA may propose to cover only a portaon of these facilities, based on consideration of costs
incurred and environmen~ benefits gamed. EPA could propose regulations covering the same
facilities to the same extent as suggested in the Initi=tive.
The Initiative’$ Phase II program will focus on system-wide permits for M$4s in Censusdesignated urbanized areas-i.e., areas with a population of .50,000 or more and ¯ populatio~
density of 1,000 persons per square mile. 1"he Census Bureau h~s identified 396 such urbanized
areas nationwide. Phase 11 M$4s will be required to implement storm water management
programs that ate sub.)ect to t "maximum extent practicable" (MEP) standard. These progrants
will, at a rmnimum, address: (l) nonstorm water discharges to their systems (i.e., illicit
connections) and (2) storm water runoff from growth and development and significant
redevelopment activities (including discharges from construction of less than ~ acres) and, where
appropriate, those Phase 11 sources causing water quality iml:)~.irment.
Where the NPDES authority deems it ~, M$4~ in the 138 urbanized
associated with a Phase 1 permitted MS4 may be required to have a more comprehensive s~orm
water rr~.,’~gement program (consistent with the Phase I storm water requirements).
comprehensive storm water management programs would cover Phase II light industrial,
commer~:ial, retail, and institutional storm water sources under a municipality’s storm water
permit. The NPDES program would not cover Phase II sources not addressed ~hrough
municii:~tl program. Such disch,~ges could be addressed by the NPS program if they wea~
targeted source.
4.1 Private Sources
Under a stringent interpretation of the C’WA, the current Phase I program is estimated
to cost industrial permittees $3.99 billion per year, while Phase II under a similarly s~ngent
in~rpretation could cost as much as $16.23 billion in annual costs.
¯
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To account for the uncertainty in estimating the potentiaJ costs, EPA has developed

V

ranges. These ra.nges account for va.nations in both the number of sources affected ~.nd the costs
incurred. The Inlti~.:)~ e’s P;’,.a.se II plan would reduce thes~

impaCL~ on commer¢~a.I, service,
0 and

institutionaJ facilities considerably, imposing costs of between SO,.L) billion and SI.67 billion

l~r yeax, as follow~:

10,000 facilities x $22,340/facility
28,000 facilities x $34,700/facility

$0.22 billion

96,000 facilities x $630/facility
269,000 facilities x $1.885/facility

$0.06 billion

100,000 sites x $630/site

$0.06 billion

100,0(30 sites x $1,88~/tite
TOTAL

$0.97 billion
$0.51 billion
$0.19 billion
$0.34 billion

$1.67 billion
From ¯ universe of 1.1 million significant sources, EPA has identified 100,000 that are
similar to Phase I industrial sources while the remaining 1.0 million arc retail, commercial, and

institutional. Of the 100,000 industrial sources, approximately 60 percent or 60,000 have no
storm water exl:)O~ure. Of the remaining 40,000 sources, EPA has assumed that municipalities
will require between 2.5 and 70 percent of ihe facilities to install storm water controls. To
further account for the uncertainty inherent in projecting costs, EPA has used $22,340 per
facility at the low end and $34,700 per facility at the high end of the estimated cost to comply
(F_.PA, 1994c). The total cost for industrial look-a-likes is estimated to be between $0.22 billion
and $0.97 billion per year.
Of the remaining 1.0 million sources, 60 percent are located in urbanized areas and may
be addressed under storm water management programs for the urbanized areas. As above, 36
percent, or 216,000 so~rces, are estimated to have no storm water exposure. Of the remaining
384,000 sources, or 64 percent, the low-end number of facilities (96,000 sources or 25 percent)
could incur costs a.s low a.s $630 per facility, while the high-end number of facilities (269,000
sources or 70 percent) could incur costs as high as $1,884 per facility.
In addition, 40 percent of the private source.s that art not covered by ¯ municipal
program would be coverod by the NPS program. Under the NPS program, only the sites
located in impaired watersheds would need controls. EPA believes roughly 25 percent of these
sites are in impairt~ watersheds. At a range of $630 and $1,885 per site and 100,000 sites, the
annual costs will be between $0.06 billion and $0.19 billion.
on these
estimates,
the toInitiative’s
total
cost on private
sourceslaw
is between
$0.34
billion Based
and $1.67
bLl.lion.
Compa~
EPA’s best
interpretation
of current
and assuming
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thal the moratorium will expire, the Initiative will avoid costs (or yield a cost savings) of
between $14.6 billion and $15.9 billion.
The Initiative may also result in potential cost savings for those facilities currently or
soon to be permitted under the existing storm water Phase I regulations. About 60 percent of
existing ~rmitted industrial sources and 100 percent of potentially permitted light industrial
sources will not require NPDES permils under the lnitiative’s provisions. In addition, small
(less than 5 acre) construction sites will be considered Phase 11 sources, and this would result
in additional cost savings of $’70 million per year. As a result, additional cost savings to private
sources from Phase I requirements will be between $1.1 billion and $1.6 billion.
The above estimates ate derived in EPA, 1994c, and are sumrn~zed here. Based on a
strinf.cnt intcrpretation of the current law, the overall cost savings (or costs avoided) to private
sources from these provisions would be in the range of $15.7 billion and $1"7.5 billion, ~s shown
in Table 21.
4.2 Municipalities
Costs for the current Phase ] program for municipal sources are estimated at between
$1.6 billion and $2.6 billion annually, based on a covered population of 69.3 million people and
per person costs of between $23.91 and $37.00 per person.~
If the Phase II moratorium expires, £PA could be required to promulgate regulations
covenng an additional Population of at least 74.1 million people (2.5.3 million in 138 urbanized
areas associated with Phas~ I bfS4s, 29 million in 258 additional urbanized areas between the
Population of 50,000 and 100,000, and potentially 19.8 million in other MS4s). EPA’s best
interpretation of the current law is that it would not include these additionaJ 28 million in other
MS4s. Using the same unit costs ($23.91 to $37.00), the existing Phase II program could ¢o~t
between $1.8 and $2.7 billion per year.
To account for the uncertainty of the impact in terms of the number of municipalities
affected and the costs incurred, EPA ha~ estimated a range of costs for the Phase II provision
in the Initiative. The following estimates are derived in EPA, 1994c, and axe summarized here.
About 25.3 million people live in 138 urbanized art.a~ (UAs) with growth and development and
illicit discharge. Costs range from a low of $15.33 per capita to a high of $23.72 per capita.
The range of total costs for thes~ urbanized arras is between $0.39 billion and $0.60 billion.
Next, EPA assumed that between 25 and 70 percent of the population in these UAs will be
covered by a comprehensive program based in part on the percentage of impaired urban waters.
The population affected will be between 6.33 million and 17.7 million. The additional cost of

I Populatioe e~ima~ for the municiptl ~ water ~ tt~ from the draft "Repor~ to Congnms o~ .~orm
Wa~r Dischatgen No~ Regulated Un~e~ Ph.tse 1 of the NPDE$ Storm Water Program° {’EPA, 1993d). Ave~Me
oa~ are from the draft EPA repoa "P~v~ew of Program ~ ia Pan 2 NPDF.5 MumcipaJ Su:~m WaJ~’ Pecmit

Al~licatioes" (EPA, 199~c).
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a comprehensive pl~ above ~e c~s~ of addressing gro~ and developmer,! ~.’~d iilici! dischaxges
will be in the range of $8.58 and 513.28 per capita. The to~ cost or" the comprehensive
coverage will vary from a low of 50.05 bi~A*on to a high of $0.24 bilbo;re.

V
0

EPA identified 29 mLtlion people in ~other 258 UAs who ~,dll be Mf~ted by the Pha.~
II provisions. The cost of comp’,~’~ce wiU vary from 515.33 l~r cap:ta to $23.72"per capita.
T~e total cost of this coverage will be in the r-~ge of $0.~ bi~:on ~d $0.69 billion. The fir~j
eiement of this cost on munic~pa:iti~ is the cost of addressing private ~urces ~d industrial
look-a-lik~ that impact watez qua.hty in ~ without the cow, prehensive program a~d in ~
wi~h combine ~wers. At ¯ per capita cost of $2.00, EPA esumates that about 7.5.7 million
people will incur $0.15 billion. At ¯ pe~ capita cost of $5.00, the upper.~nd ¢o~ would be
$0.38 billion.

25.3 million population x $15.33 i)~ ¢~pim
2,5.3 million ix)pulation x $23.72 l)m" capita

$0.39 billion

6.33 million population x $8.58 per c~m
17.7 million population x $13.28 ~ ~pi~

$0.05 billio~

29.0 million population x $15.33 pgr capita
29.0 rail/ion population x $23.72 per cN)ita

$0.44 billion

75.7 million population x $’2.00 per ~ta
75.7 million population x $5.00 l~ (:~l:)ita

$0.1,~ billkm

g

1
2

$0.60 billion
$0.24 billkm
$0.69 billi~
$0.3~ billkm
$1o03 blllloa

$1.91 Dlllk)a

The total unt to ~ muaicip~Ikie~ of t~e propo~ Phase II rc~luim~nt~ is ~
$1.03 billion and $1.91 billion, ~ thown in T~blc 20.
Compar~l w~th th~ cost of Ph~e II r~q~ts und~ ¯ ,~ing~nt int~a’pr~afion of fl~
curr~t law, ~ savings to muniCil~tms witl I~ bca’w~m $75.5 rail/ion and $850 mitlion l~r
y~r.

Th~ impacts of th~ Pha~ II storm watt" In, visions on slams haw no~ ~ estima~ but
4.4 Federal
Additional cost~ of the s~m’m w-am. l:n~tci~ons on federal agencies will ~ $19 million

yem’. EPA will ~¢ount for ~2 million pro" ~ of this cost, ~ DOI will ~xx~uat for $17
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million per year.
4.$ Benefits~
The benefits of storm water control as proposed in the Initiative are based on numerous
case studies and axe summarized as follows:
75 to 80 percent reduced loadings in urbanized are~ prior to and dunng
development,
¯

15 to 25 percent reduced loadings in ~xeas already developed,

¯

Greater environmental protection ~t lowe~ cost,

¯

Improved water resource quality, habimL and aquatic life; reduced flooding;
improved recreational opportunities; increased commercial fishing; improved
human health; and increased employment.

(Note that more cost-effective and instilutionally fea.~ble prevention and management methods
are available for new development than for ~ t,h~t/rove already been developed.)

Be~vue, Washln~ton (see Iong~ mmmary in Appendix B)
Bellevue has a population of nearly 87,000 am/covers a 30-squaxe mile area th~ oonl~ins
five lakes and over 50 miles of open streams. The city established a storm ~ utility in 1974
to maintain ¯ hydrologic balance, prevent property damage, and protect water qttality.
The city requires newly developing a~ezs to include on-site storm water management
provide~ protection for 24-hour, 100-year swrm events.
Examples of program benefits:
Flood control. One of the most successful aspecu of the program is flood
control, which relies on eight remote-controlled regional detention b,~tas
major stream corridors to monitor rainfall, stream flow, and water levels. This
helps ensure lhat flood gate~ control peak flows. Small detention basins ~sduce
peak flow rmes up to 60 percent, providing flood and stream-bank erosion
and protecting stream-side
~ See ~ ~e £PA (1994e) ~ ~ "CWA l~_./im of S~cm W~er CoeUui~" Im~’y 1994.
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Reduced property damage. As a resuh of storm water controls over the previous
10 yea~, property damages wer~ avoided during a 100-year storm in ]znu~’y
1986.

V
O

Reduced pollutant Ioadings. Runoff concent~tions of lead and total solids were
reduced by 10 to 25 percent through b~.anu~l cleaning of storm dr’zinage inlet
pum~s ~nd c~tch b~ins; oxygen demznding subs[~,nces, nulz’ients, &nd zinc
concen~’~tions were roduced by 5 ~ I0 percent, ConventJon~J sl~’~et-sweeping
operations reduced toxic loadings by 5 to 10 percent. Inst,.flat/on ~nd rn~nLer~nce of oil/w~ter ~tors reduced floa~bles in the drainage system.

t

Reduced illeg~l dumping. Dumping of motor oil ~nd debris in storm drains w~
a~gnific~ntJy reduced through increming public awa.reness of storm wa~er issue~
¯nd volun~r stenciling of storm dr~ns. A ¢e~en[ survey indic~e~

2

percent of area r~dent~ di~o~e of u~ed oil at a recycling facility.
Inccea.sed recreational opportunities. Clea~-up of Mercer Slough (a 325-acre
wetlznd) along with stream and wildlife en "Mncement of the pa~k resulted in
increased c~noe.ing on the ~]ough and increased visitation to the park’s trills.
Mm’rsy City, Utsh
Murray City (population 31,000) worked with the Utah Department of Trensportztio~
(DOT) to develop ¯ ~ water control system for runoH from ¯ 4.5-mile stretch of highway
in (:onj~ with the consm~on of m 18-hole, 135-~cre mumcipal golf course.

-.-,-,,) ~-,~ ~,~ ~ ssm weuan~ into four ponds on the golf court.

E,r.tmples of program l)mefi~

~o"~. ~’" u)~ ~¢u~ment, ou ana

grease, and dissolved
materials
" tom
fro .........
th~ highway
g

w~. costs. The detention ponds provide 7 acres of flood
~guons marea~rngau.on
aria c~eate¢l nearly I l gores of wetlands The ~onds
Wgf~" to " "

¯

"

.- ..... r ....

¢x:n~ u’ng~te the golf course, which mve~ nea~’ly $80,000 pea" year in watering
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the golf course, DOT saw $300,000 in land acquisition and storm water piping
costs by elimina:~g the need to construct a sepa.mte storm water dis~hazge system
for the highway.
Orlando, Florida
The city of Orlando (po?~!ation 160,000) receives over 50 inches of re.in annually, over
half of which converts to storm water runoff and flows into the city’s 83 lakes. One example
of a project to manage storm ~,a,.er is the creation of the Greenw~d Urban Wedand, which
consists of several ponds in a series.
Examples of program benefits:
Incrra.sed proper~y values. Overall, whenever Orlando constructs ¯ storm water
control lake, prc,perty values in that ~ increase.
A savings was rtaJized in construction of the Greenwood Urban Storm Water
Control Wctia~ with the sale of fill dirt that was excavat~ ($5/cubi¢)~xl).
Creation of ¯ natural parE:. The Greenwood Urban Wetland created a natural
parE: atmosphere (with footbridges, walking paths, picnic m’~as, ~ opportuniti~
for o6serving wetland wildlife) in ~ urbanized
Irrigation ~ dr’ir~ing water supply. Cleansed storm water is used to ~
upland ar~as of t~ parR, which conserves the drinking was~r ~upply.

Santa Clara Valley has ¯ municipal storm water permit covering 15 ¢o-permittee~
(14 municipal entities and or~ water control district). Three o/" th~ municilmlities haw
populations over 100,000, four are between 50,000 and 100,000, ~nd seven ~ less than ~$0,000.
Transportation ~..Xivities have been identifi~ ~s potentially the most significant
of storm water pollutants. Copper and zinc have been identified ~s significant contaminants
the storm water runoff into sou~ San Francisco Bay. These metal are carried by ~pended
particles. Brake pad dust is t~eved to be ¯ major source of the copper.
Examples of" program I~me.fits:
Significant r~luetion in opper loadings. Street sweeping =¢tivities clean 19,000
miles per month and have pmv~n~ 2,500 pounds of copper ~d 46,000
yards of material tl’u’oughout the area from entering storm sew~r~.
Reduction in t’k~ables. Cleaning 34,000 catch basins has rr.moved 1,000 cubk:
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A PPF_N’DIX B

0

STOILM AND SURFACE WATER UTILITY
BELLEVLT., ’,~,ASH LNGTON

Bellevue, Washington, is a suburban community loca.’.~ in the Puget Sound arr.a east of
L~e Washington in the Seattle metropolitan a_~..a. T’r,e cw,’ ex~enced substantial population
growth dunng the last 30 years and part~cu;.a..o~y rap~d gr~v,th o’,er the last 20 ycars. When
B~le,.’ue incor’porated as a city in 1953, the po?u;a:~on was approximately 6,000 and the city
hmits covered five square miles. By 1990, Be~.e’,ue ~’.ad gro~,n to a population of 86,000 and
an arr.a that covered 30 square miles, malc.ing ~t ~e fourth largest city in Washington State.
Recent estimates indicate that the watershed is over 90 percent developed, primarily with
re..sidential units and commercial and light industrial uses.

1

Rapid growth an~ ~evelopment created storm water runoff problems in most of the
natural sift:ares draining the area. The city’s 30-square mile a~ca contains over 50 miles of open
streams and five la.kes. Much of the average ann~,~xl rainfall of ~2 inches is carried by ~i~ng
streams into the following receiving waters: Kelsey Creek, Meydenbauer Bay and the I.,dm
Washington East Channel, Yarrow Bay on ~ Washington, La~ Sammamish, and ~
Creek. Of these, Lake Washington is ¢onsider~ the primary receiving water body. The ~
of storm water runoff problems documented in t~ Bellevue area include increased flooding and
strcambank erosion; property damage; str~.am so:hmentat~on/siltafion; diminished salmon runs;
water quality degradation by discharges of nutramts, hcavy metals, pesticides, and oil; ~ illicit
In response to citizen concerns about environmental degradation caused by gorm warm,
runoff, the city of Bellevue established a storm water uulity in 1974. The mission of Bellevue’s
Storm and Surface Water Utility (SSWU) is to manage the storm and surface water system in
Bellevue, to maintain a hydrologic balance, to prevent property damage, and to prtxcct water"
quality for the safety and enjoyment of citizens argl the preservation and enhancen~nt of wiktlif¢
habitat.

o

STORM AND SURFACE WATER UTILITY PROGRAMS
coatrol flooding and prP..~rve w~terw~y~. TI~ ~fility sel~lM an "Ol~a ~trcam conc~° ~
~’P~m~ as th~ m~in conve~ce sy~m for gorm water runoff. Thi~ ~y~m u~ ~io~.l,
m-~tr~.m flood control f~-ilities ~) ~t~u~te ~ flow~ for older dev~opmenL T~ Mfili~ ~
man~ th~ municil~l ~orm dr~ina~ ~y~tem. In Mdition, r~ul~tion~ r~quim develop~ ~o
provid~ erosion and sedimentation coau~l$ ~ Ml co~uu’uc~io~ ~iu~ ~md ono~i~ ~ ~
controls for ~ development. With ~u~f~l flood control ~y~t~m~ in pl~ce, ~ fo~u~ h~
~ly shif~d ~o water quality coau-ol~, i~¢l~ding r~luir~ments mand~tM by tb~ federal Cl~
W~m" A¢~. For th~ mo~ l~n, SSWU’$ ~ompPO-m~iv¢ effort ~o ~olv¢ ~mrm ~ q~li~

.
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problems is preventive in nature, but the utility also recogmzes the need for retrofitting and
capi~ ~mpro’,ements for treatment.

V
O

Management of Bellevue’s storm drainage system and open streams involves five maior
programs: a cap~’,.aJ improvement program, opcraUons and mamtertance, water quality control.
pubi;c education, and administratton. Activitaes conducted under each of the major prograrrts
are summa.nzed below.
*

¯

Capital improvement program. SSWU’s capital improvement program (CIP)
involves planning, design, property acqui.iit~on, flood control construction, water
quaJ~ty treatment, and stream enhancement projects. The utility constructed a
series of 11 in-stream flood control facihues (detention basins) within the
Bellevue stream system to provide protection for the 24-hour, 100-year storm
event. SSWU also improves stream passages for carrying capacity, stability,
wildlife habitat, and migratory fish passage.
"
Operations and umintenance. The operations and maintenance (O&M) program
involves those functions typically assoctat~l with urban drainage, such as repair
and minor replacement of SSWU’s structural facilities. Bellevue’s O&M program
~so includes operation of structures for flood control, including a telemetry
control system for structures and an emergency storm response program, ¯
drainage system inventory, and advice ,~o private citizens on private drainage
oncea’ns.

L
2

L~ITLITY FLN’ANC~%’G

V

The city decided that the most equitable system of drainage service charges entails basing
c~,~ges on the estimated amount of runoff that individt.~ properties contribute to the surface
~a:er system. All properties are classified according to t~eir mte,nsity of" de~,’elopment. Each
classification is a~signed a rate (per 2,000 square feet of pro~rty area), ~,ith current rates set
as follows: undeveloped ($0.17), light development ($0.99), moderate development ($1.23),

O

L

heavydevel°pment($1~oS~)’.andveryheavydevel°pment,$"~
46) Wetlands
ho~,ever,
wetlands are ¢laarged due to their value in water~u--~.
- .are ~d~ a class;
classification combined with the total square footage of~the
properly
determines
theThe
service
,.mt~ty
~tno qua~i~,y
control.
charge, which is billed every two months.
Program,
which grew
was initiated
by issuance
of raised
$10 million
revenue
bonds.
Three
major rate
Revenues
slowly until
rates were
to fundinthe
adopted
Capital
Improvement
increases occurred in 1980 (70 percent), 1982 (90 percent), and 1986 (35 percent), ~!
sub~quent ram increases have remained in the single-digit category largely to cover inflation,
Although the majority of SSWU revenue is from service charges, other revenue sources include
cleanng and grading permit fees, general facilities charges, and interest on fund accounts.
Revenues from the utility service charges and these other sources c.over the full costs of
Bellevue’s storm and surface water management program.
Single-family customers make up 92 percent of the 24,000 accounts and contribut~ 45
percent of the revenue. An average single-family household pays $16.44 every two months
per year) for 10,000 to 12,000 square feet of p~perty with a typical home.
PrOperties are not exempt from the utility charges. (W~hington State highways and Bellevue
streets are the SSWU’s two biggest ratepayers.)
BENEFITS OF ’FILE STORM AND SURFACE WATER I~ROGIL4dgl
One of the most successful of SSWU’s Programs is flood control, and several different
approaches to managing storm water discharges are achieving water quality improvements. In
addition, Bellevue’s reputation as a well-planned, environmen~ly sensitive city is enhanced
through SSWU programs that preserve the city’s numerous sta’eams.
Redu~iom ~ Pe~k Flow~
Bellevue’s use of the natural stream system to manage storra water preserves the
environment and reduces costs. Bellevue’s storm water ~ement activities to
address flooding and stream erosion problems range from four to ten times le~
costly than traditional storm sewer improvements.
¯

Small detention basins (detention times of 30 minutes or less) reduced peak flow
rates by up to 60 percent, providing flood and str~ambank erosion control that
protects strearnside property.
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¯

¯

¯

With a computerized remote control system, maximum flood protection along
major stream corndors is achieved through eight reftiona.l detention basins. The
remote control system monitors r~nfa.ll, stream flow, and water levels to ensure
optimal operation of flood gales to control ~ flows,
During a 100-yeaz storm experienced by the Bellevue ~ea in .la.nua.ry 1986,
property damages occurred only where planned improvements were not yet
constructed. Capit~l improvements totalling $15 million a~nd constructed over the
previous 10 years reduced flooding and streambank erosion, thereby avoiding
property damages.
Ca.]Is for emergency service during storm events continue to decrease, indicating
that SSWU’s flood control system has significantly reduced hazards to life and
property.

Reductions in Pollutant Loadings!Dlscharles
¯

Runoff concentrations of lead and total solids were reduced by between I0 to 25
percent over a two-year period through biannual cleaning of storm drainage inlet
sumps and catch basins. Chemical oxygen demand (COD), nutrient, and zinc
concenu~tions were roduced by between 5 to I0 percent over a two-year period.

¯

Toxic Ioadings were rexluced by between 5 and I0 percent by conventional strictsweeping operation$.

¯

Introduction of floatables to the drainage system was reduced by the installation
and maintenance of oil/water separators, some of which have the capability of
reducing oil and grease during oil spill events to levels generally associated with
background levels in urban storm watex.

¯

Dumping of motor oil and debris in storm drains was significantly reduced by
increasing public awareness of storm water issues through SSWU’s Stream Team
Program and volunteer stenciling of storm drains. A recent survey indicates that
85 percent of area residents dispose of us~l oil at a recycling facility.

¯

Dumping of motor oil and household chemicals was also reduced through
SSWU’s Oil Recycling and Hazardous Waste Program. SSWU collected 2,100
gallons of peu’~leum products at a recycling event in October 1993.

¯

Total solids in urban runoff originating from residential yards were r~luced by
increasing public awaxeness of practices such as pet waste and litter control.

¯

A wide variety of local businesses work with SSWU water quality staff to prevent
stoma water pollution at the source through an innovative program called Business
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Pa.nners for Clean Wa~’.
Pro~ection or Restoration of E~ological Resour~s
¯

Volunteers have planted thousands of native trees and shrubs along I0 miles of
Bellevue’s open streams to shoe stream wa’,ers and enhance fish habi~t. Other
stream enhancement pro.~ec~ conducted through the Stream Tearn Progr-~rn have
reduced stre.a.mbank erosion v,hich also lowered v,-ater temperatures and provided
shade Io enhance fish habitat.

¯

Kelley Creek’$ ~.~Imon fishery w~ enhanced through installation of regior~l
de~emion basins that help miugate peak flows and habitat improvement~ from
streamba~k revegemtion project. Previously, this s,~.Imon fishery w~ limited and
unhealthy because of. high ~ flows from urban runoff that altered
channel and era’tied pollu~a~.

¯

Anadramous fish populations ~r~ enhanced because SSWU’s flood control system
is designed to provide rr~mum flood protection with minimum imp~cl on
fisheries ~nd fish migration. Dunng salmon spawnin~ sea.son, flood ccmtrol
rerna.in open until significant heavy t’~nf~ll occurs.

¯

Sensitive ~ (floodpl~ns, wetl~nds, ~nd sce~ slopes) ~re pro~md ~’ough
city’s Natur~ De~"min~nts Regulations, which prohibit development of
de.~gn~[ed ~’~s, incl~din~ "]4.0 ~ of ~.

¯

The city is restoring Phaatom and ~ Likes in pannership with the
Washington Department of Ecology. Restoration measures for Phantom Lak~
over a two-year period r~uced annt~.xl interr~ phosphorus loading to the l,xke by
approxirna~y ’75 percent and reduced a.nnua.! external phosphorus loading by 39
to 54 percent. The trophic status of Phantom ~ improved subsmnti~lly aher
implementation of reswnm~ measure.s, although it remains a eutrophic Like.

¯

Ecological and aesthetic featur~ of the natur~ environment are preserved through
regulation of new development under city codes and a Comprehensive Plan
reflect the phi,’osophy th~ development should be integrated naturally with the

Recreation Activity
¯

Kelsey Creek, a natum.l w’~er channel that was developed to convey swrm
from the city of Bellevue to ~ Washington, provides recreational
such a.s canoeing, bitting, and hiking.

¯

Cleanup of Mercer Slough (a 32~-acre wetland), along with stream and wildlife

R0037922

enhancement in Mercer Slough Nature Park, resulted in increased canoeing on the
slough and increased v~s~tat~on to the park’s interpretive tr’4il.

V
v

¯

Phantom and/.Afsen Lakes furnish recreational opponunhies such as fishing and
educational opponunmes for school children, ~,ho visit the lakes for environmental education projects.

"~

Economk
¯

Clean water in Bellevue and the surrounding Puget Sound area is imponan{ for
drinking, food sources, recreation, and industry.
2
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Instructions. Form 2F
Application for Permit to Discharge Storm Water
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aCttVly Or ~ O¢)emtors O1’ MOtto w~ter Oischarges I1’~! EPA is evaluating for Oesign~ion aS ¯

OPe~ori OI lischa~es which ~re omcx::)s~ endreiy ~ S~cxm w~’ mus~ cOral:letI Form 2F (EPA
3~10..2F) in onjunc~m w~l~ Form I (EPA Form

dl~e IX~uct. rm~te¢l pro0u¢l, bYl~Uc~ wa~o WoO~~,
Or w~lw~tM) mu~ O0ml:l~O Mid ~ It.oral
~F, Fore1 I, and Fore12C (EPA Fon’n 3510-2C).
2
~ lll)or~lOrieS) mus~ :oml:leto Fon’n 1. Form 2F. and F~ml 2E (EPA Form 3S10-2D.

’"

The
al~icltlon
~1~
S~l~
to theN:q:~ying
EPA Rl~nl~
Oflk~ which
covers
in ~ me ~
is
Ioc~ed.
Formfames
2F musl
bebe
used
~ when
Ior pem~s
I~ States
whe~the
meState
NPDES
program is aclminmem¢l by EPA. For fsd~,Jes Jocated Jn States which 8re apprmsd to adm~n~e~ me NPDES
perrr~ Wogmrn.

’nd ~’~

)

Imm you~ EPA Re~on~ OffCe. Fon.n ~. Tel:Is ~ ~ me "~m lamn~-’tloas" ~ me ~I¢Ire~es of EPA

~ Av~ilBbility Of ~ If~

~ infc~mst~ You su~m~ to EPA w~ch ~oes t~/~ t~m ~J~’ed ~ t~s (om~ F~ ~.~F~ ~

EPA m N~
FB ~ ~ EPA IOe~t~ N~ ~ ~ to~ ~ each ~.~ ~ ~ F~ 2F. Y~ ~y
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Environmental Progrom Funding
Implementation ofenvirmunemal pmlectJon pmgfunu
Trad~Uonally, funding for envJronmemul Ix~mu has come from
~eneral revenue funds. Now that fed~al, rote. ~nd k~ govern.
mcnis are factn~ fiscal constraints0 alternative soures
becomln~ important opOons f~" Jmplen~nUn~ ~
pollution cx)ntn)ls and o(her environmental pIx)lecUon measut~
TracliOonal source# ol’ funding, su~ us tue# Imcl bonds, ire beinl
su~plen~nted by tnnovulJve funding ~ llke special license
plai~s and income tu chec~ffs.
The~ uJ~ four basic ways to fund public programs and f~ciUtJes:
curium revenues (pay us you go), borrowing (Ix~ding), Ima’~0emmental transfe~/assigtance (fee~ o~ axes collecled by one level of
government and passed on to another in the form of loans
and public-private p~nershJps (Wtvate seclm involvemenl In
I~s~orlcally public seclm" 8gtivitJes). Since not every financing
source o~ mechanism is appropriate foc every stale o~ local wogram,.
legal, adminJstraUve, and political aspects of financing must be
taken into consideration when selecting funding alta’naUves.
This hooklet provicks an overview of traditional funding n~:ha.
nisms and JnU’~luces slate and local govermnents to innovative
altemabves to Uad~tional funding. The focus is on mmpoint source
pollution, but funding sources and mechanisms can he applied Io
envmmmenla] programs in general. A lisl of ct)mact.~; and referenc~s |s in~luck~l at the back of the Ix~)klel to answer questkms and
provide additional inftwmaUon~
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FOREWORD

0

L

This document contains proposed guidance specifying management measures for sourc~ of
nonpoint pollution in coastal waters. Nonpoint pollution is the pollution of our Nation’s
by runoff from the land surface. In the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990,
Congress recognized that nonpoim pollution is a key factor in the continuing degradation of

many coastal waters, and established a new program to address this pollution.

1

The new program established by Congress recognizes that the solution to nonpoint pollution lies
in State and local action. It calls for the development and implementation of State coastal
nonpoint pollution programs. These State programs are to be developed in conformity with
technicaJ guidance developed by EPA on the best, economically achievable measures available
to protect coastal waters from nonpoint pollution. This document proposes that "management
measures guidance."

_

The proposed management measures guidance addresses five source categories of nonpoint
pollution: agriculture, silviculture, urban, marinas, and hydromodification. A suite of
management measures is provided for each source category. The number and type of systems
identified per source category are based upon the range and diversity of substantively different
subcategories, activities, and pollutants. In addition, the guidance contains a chapter
provides information on other tools available to address many source categories of nonpoint
pollution; these include vegetated filter strips, forested buffer strips, and wetlands. EPA regards
thi.’s proposed guidance as a significant beginning to a year-long process of refinement, ending

with publication of the final guidance in May 1992. We welcome public comments, information
EPA will also soon be publishing, jointly with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, proposed guidance for the approval of State programs that implement
management measures. That guidance will explain more fully how the management measur~
guidance proposed today would be implemented in State programs. EPA encourages reviewer~

of this document to review and comment upon that forthcoming guidance as well.

oben H Wayland, l~, Director,
Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and
Watersheds
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V
°2. Almost~ooe-lm/f
of ou~
population
now lives
in co~ml lxx~pl~,
arms. Byan2010,
crustal population
lmv~ grown
f~umtotal
g0,0(X),000
in 1960
to 127,000,000

"3. Mari~ rmo~rom ¢x)ntribu~ to tl~ Nation’s ~x~omic mbility. ~ md

2

?

u) ti~ PrOd"orion of ~ and ~Jl~h in tl~ Uniuxl Sm~m ouml warm. Y~ ~0 pm~m of
~m~.
"~. Nonpoint ~ pollution is ~g]y r~x)gnized u ~ si~t factor in

_

major cxm.sml pro~Imas, and in rural m~s, runoff from agricultural activitim my add m ~
Costal
planning
and u)
dm~opment
controlm~ssm.
mmsurm
ar~ msm~l
to pro~e~
w-ram’"6.
quality,
which
is subj~-~
~o~nu~d ongoing
Currmfly,
~x mxmgh
is ~

......... - ~-,~.~ ,,~ =nons u~ om~ n)o~s mr proud/rig coastal rmourcm and mu~ play ¯
lxrg~r role, paxticularly in improving ouml zor~ w-a~r quality .... "
Based upon the~ findings, ~mgr=s decla.~ ~
"It is the purpos~ of Congrms in this subtitle [the Coastal Zone Act P-~authori~tio~

Amendments of 1~00] u) enhance the effectiveness of the Coastal Zone Managemen~ Act of 1972
by increasing our undenmnding of the oastal e.nvixonm~nt and expanding the ability of
oastal zon~ manag=mm~ prugnms to address oas~ environmental problems."

r
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(1)

V
Informat~ on the activities and locations for which mr.h measure nay be
suitable and on fac~.s which ~ be taken into account in adapting the

(~)

lafomat~ on the pollmnts that my or my not be axUmll~ by the meum.

(3)

Dram rega~g the poUu~t n~duaio~ ~ M ti~ mm~ur~

(4)

~MI~ reg~ the ~m~ Of ~h ~e&lll~.

0

the level of detail used to dmczibe management meamum.

matm’ials ref~ .,- ............. gn public rev~ and ~omm~t, the aghni~
u~rmmauons ~ to the scope and content of the guidance.
I~ TECHNICAL .4d~OACH TAKEN IN DEVELOPING TH~ GUIDANCE
A.

~ne Nonnoint Source Pollution :’~. :._-~

~m~

Nonpoint source pollutants are transported to sur~ce water by ¯ variety of means, ~,,,.~,,~-cycle Io
whm
designing
Ground-w~r
contributions ofhydrologic
pollutant loadings
surfac~
watm’smanagement
in coastal ar~smeasu~s.
are often vm-y
significant.
Th©
Uansport
of nonpoint
poUutants
to coastal
through g~ound-wat~r
discl’.m’g¢ i~
govm~n~
by physical
andsource
chemical
prope~es
of the watm.s
water, poliutant,
soil, and aquifer.
Appendix B of the proposed guidance contains a discusxion of the effects of various nonpoint

~

$ourc~ control is the first opportunity in any nonpoint sour~ control effort. Sourc~ control
methods very for diffm~mt types of nonpoint source problems. Exampl~ of sourc~ control
include:
(1)

R~ucing or e.limina~g the inu’oduction of pollutants to a land area. Examples
include reduced nutrient and pesticide application.

J
~- ~
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applicable to nonpoint ~’~, but, rather, w/I/ be dizzily implemented on/y through state
programs developed in conformity with the guidance. Tbe~ con.~Jemtiom make it very
difficult to predict the on~ &rid economic impac~ of management measure~ that will ultimately

v~. r-.Xa~le~incI

¯

.

- "~-:

and ~ of v~g~ativ¢ filter stril~). Fu~J~r, it should be no~d that significant ~st-

sha~ a’~s~n~ is availabl~ ~ fam~n from a vari~ of f~ and s~ imp, ares to assist ~
tbe implen~ntation of tbe a~ri~tural maaagen~nt n~asmm.

~ff~t of this guidan~ EPA has .......... .

nuc achievability. Conunent~.s a~
be performed rapidly,

n~ement

~ they ~ be implemented in State progrtms. ~ described in "Background’, each State
Coastal Honpoim Pollution Control lh’ogram (CNPCP) must "provide for the implementation,
at ¯ rainJmum, of management measu~ in confo~’mity with the guidance published under
subsection (g) to protect coastal wate~ generally, .... " $tate~
CJ~angh amendment~ to their existing State nonpoint wurce program under section 319 of the

water A~t (as tn~ in 1987) and their Co~ Zone ManaBement Pro~.

AE~uA
HO,t~t,
plan to publish
draft state program
developmentq,t,.~,,,-,
a:u[ o.------,
---’ .....m
I-,oance
gustand
1991.
~ guidance
~ ..~.4.....,-_
,_._ .......

interested panics
.... -~-,--~ ~ m ptmasa nnal rote prozr’~ guidance in May 1992.
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p,~aw,-n or ~ -~ms apprmch would parallel the hio~,~,- effective ~ .........
~ontrols applimble to all sources in ¯ panicu~ calory has led to
relatively rapid ~ in the treaunent of point source digha:ges, l~e appro~h also
establishes equal requirements for all competing producers.

m.,,or..,~,.~,..,
m um~opmg
management
mmsurm
appropri~
Io individual
wurces
edasses~,~
of om~m
activities.
By t~quiring
minimum
measmes
of all land
ownen ~
not =mu’ibute to nonpoint source problems or the thr~at of sue.h. Funhermme, ¯ broadly

mtml waters) lie ¢emi~ intmned~ options. Fro" example:
(1)

A tiered approach could set different levels of minimum ~ntrol based upm the
extent and type of the problem, and the likelihood that any given land area or
e.~us of murees might ~ontribute to the problem. Ohaden should note that
section 6217(b)(3) alrmdy provides for additional management mmstum to

(2)

A mrgeted aPPrm=h that identiftm ¢ermin areas or la.um of smm:m for
treatment, whi/¢ leaving others untreated, presents a similar way to achieve
effective oontxol at lower cost within each tier.
A tiering or targeting approach could use t~m’ing or targeting not to distinguish
among differ~t sources’ control requixe~ents, but rathm- to prioritize and

(3)

C.

Land Uses and {~rltleal Concer!! A rl’~--"

Section 6217(b) requires that states identify land uses which, individually or cumulatively, my
muse or ¢onu’ibute significantly to a degradation of (a) coastal waters where there is a failure
to attain or maintain applicable water quality standm-ds or protect designated uses, or (b) eotstal
watch that are tltreatened by rea.umably foreseeable increases in pollution loadings from new
or expanding sources. The section also requires states to identify critical coastal areas adjacmt
to the coastal waters identified above. FinaLly, the section requires that the state coastal
nonpoint pollution control program provide for implemenmion of additional marmgement
measures that are necessary to achieve and maintain applicable water qua/ity standards.
Unlike the management measures specified in this guidance, the implementation of these
additiona~ measures is tied directly to water quality standards and designated uses of coasm/
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especSally in colder bottom watch where dead organic manet tends to accumulate, will reduce
the quality of ~ habitat and encourage the propagation of fish which are adapted to less oxygen
consequent ~ turbidity and color. Algae Srowth is also believed to be harmful to coral
~efs (e.g., Florida coast). Furthermore, the incrm~ turbidity rmults in less mmlight
penetration and availability to submerged aquatic ve~emtion ($AV). Since SAV pmvidm lmbimt
for tmall or juvenile fish, the loss of SAV has seve~ consequences for the food chain.
Cbe=pm~ Bay is an example where nutrlen= tre believed to have contributed to SAV kin.

niu’i~ in ~ ~ise~ive ~ which red~ ~ oxy~en-can-yin~ ~paci~y of the blood
Pr~e~on A~ency has ~ a lhnit of 10 ~ niW~--nim~m in waW used for

is added to the ~oil primarily by applyin~ commen~l ferdlizen and n~nure, but ~ by
~ is pre~n~ in or on the ~ is available for plant use at any one time. Orphic
normally ~e~titutes the majority of the soil nitrogen. It is slowly converted (2 to 3 perc~tt per
year) to the more readily plant available inorganic ammmium or nltmte.
The chemica/ form of nitrogen affects it~ impact on water quality. The most biologically
important inorganic forms of nitrogen are ammonium (NI-I, +), nitrate (’NOr), and nitrite (NO~.
Organic nitrogen occurs as particxdate matter, in living organisms, and as detritus. It occun in
dissolved form in compounds such as amino acid, amines, purines, urm, etc.
Nitre-nitrogen is highly mobile and can move readily below the crop mot zone, especis/ly in
sandy soils. It can also be U’ansported with surface runoff, but not genera/ly in large quantities.
Ammonium on the other trend, becomes adsorbed by the soil and is lost primarily with eroding
sediment. Even if niu’ogen is not in a readily available form as it leaves the field, it can convert
to an available form later.
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imitate wild~e habim; or bx~ak reprodu~m ~ of plant
Conservation t.t=~e (329)
, --,,,~-- -, ~= ~,u~ pounas of flat, small grain ~idue equivalent oe the
surface during the fitk:al erosio~ pehod.

Contour farmin_~
Farming sloping land in such ¯ way that prelming land, Planting, and cultivating

Contour orchard and WEe" fruit area C331~

A crop of close-growing grasses, legumes or small groin grown primarily for seasonal prot~io~
and soi~ improvement. It usually is gzown for 1 y~r or less, excep~ where there is permanent
"I’n¢ purpose is to control erosion during periods when the major ~ do not furnish adequate
Critical are~ _~lantin_~ (342~
Planting vegetation, such as trees, shrubs, vines, grasses, or legumes, on highly credible or
cririca.lly eroding ~ (does not include tre~ planting mainly for wood product~).
The purpose is to stabilize the soil, redu,.~e damage from sediment and runoff to down.~.eam
a~as, and improve wLldlife habitat and visual

R0038176

R0038177

!

R0038178

The purpose is to: (I) reduce slope length, (2) mduco ermion, O) reduce ~ediment content in
the runoff water, (4) ~ water quality, (5) interc~ and conduct ~ runoff at ¯
non~o~ive velocity to a stable outer, (6) retain runoff for moisture con.~’vafio~, (7) pmvmt
gully development, (8) re-form the l~d ~£~ce, (9) improve f~nabilit~, or (10) ~
Water and ~iment ontrol basin (63gJ

An eanhm embankment or a co _mbination ..ridge and chan~ gener~y on.~.uc~ ~,~ ~
slol~ and minor wat~rcours~ to fo~n a sediment trap and warn. ds~mtion basin.

(T - ~d 2-2) ~re
,
ted to sh ....
¯
°
ot the effectivene~ of selected management
- T--7".
’ ,~=o, in
gmer~,
infonnatiee
pra~es
u included
Tablequaul~tive
2-3.
¯

..The inforr~on contained h~ is ~nmily g’~ic~ented -,-, EI’A .........
me ove.r~l effectiv~ess of m~,~oemmt .......... ,/" ." ~ ~

USDA estimates that the level of ennion control provided for by the slx~fied management
measure (’T’) will z~sult in an average annual savings of 9 Tons/Ac,/Yr in the 28 ~utal Sta~.
This will be a~hieved by bringing ave~’~g¢ en~ion ~ down from 11.4 Tons/Ac/Yr ~o an of 4.5

Cost estimates for conu’ol of erosion and sedimem transport from agricultu=l lands are provided
in Tables 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6. The costs in Table 2-4 are based upon ~~ in
Chesapea~ Bay Progr-~n, but are iIlust~tive of the costs that could be incurred in coastal arem
ac’ros,s the Nation. The costs in Table 2-5 a~e based on modeling runs for Indiana. The coats
in Table 2-6 a~e national summaries provided by the USDA, and represent costs on a much
bro~der scale. Only the costs in Table 2-5 represent ~ to the landowner or opexator. It
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Table 2-1. Erdmated l~llutant Reduction~ for Selected Management

Pm:tice

Runoff
Volume

Sedimmt
~

Total P
Lead

(~)

(~6)

(~)

Total
~

(~)
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Table 2-3. Water Quality Statement for Selected Man~emc~_~t Pra~_’_,~s~
Practice

wat~ Quality Smlmnent

~-axmezvatton
cover (327) Agricu/nn-al chemicals are u.~ually not tpplied to this cover in large

quantities and surface and ground water quality may improve where these
materitl tre not used. Gr~md cover and ~p residue will be ~
with ~ practice. Erosion and yie,]ds of sediment and sediment relat~
steam pollutants should decrease. Tempemturm of the soil surface runoff
and receiving water may be reduced. F_.ffectj will vary during the

yield. Due to the reduc~on of deep percolation, the Imc, hing of mluble
sources pollution to sll water resources.

028)

This prance reduces erosion by incrmsing organic matter, resulting in ¯
reduction of sediment and a.~sociated poliutan~ to ~ watch. Crop
rotations that improve soil I~lth may the disrupt disease, insect and weed
reduces the availabifity of some pollutants in the watershed. Deep
percolation may carry soluble nutrients and pesticides to the ground ~.
Underlying soil layers, rock and unconsolidated parent material may block,
delay, or entrance the delivery of these pollutants to ground water. The
fa~ of these pellutants ~ be site specific, depending on the crop
management, the soil and geologic conditions.

tinge (329) This practice reduces soil erosion, detachment and segment transport by
providing soil cover during critical times in the cropping cycle. Surface
residues reduce s~il compaction from raindrops, preventing soil sea~g and
increasing infiltration. This action may increase the leaching of agricultural
chemical into the ground water.
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Table 2-3. (Continued)

O

Crop re~idue~ m the ~ze ~ the miambial and bacterial ~ on
e~ near the I~fa~e. Nitrat~ rout mrfac~appIied pe~icide~ may be tied-up

1

tma may rmu~e t~e tmotmt of m~nent and te.lated

086)

~ ~ re~uce~ ermion by having pe~nt~ vegetation on ~n area of

the field. Field borden ~’ve a~ "anchoring point~" for contour row~,
t~ra~, diver~om, and ~ontmtr ~trip ~x~pping. By elimination of the
~ of tilting and planting the end~ up and down ~lope~, erosion frmn
zonzmtrated flow in furrows and long rows may be reduced. ~ u~e may

reduce the quantity of ~diment and re.i~zd potlutan~ tramported to the
Whe~ the field borden at~ located such that runoff flows acm~ them in
~ flow, they may cause the depmifion of sediment and prevent it from
a ztrezm or water body, the practice may reduce the amount of pesticide
application dzifl from entering the surface water.
093)

FiJu~. ztriln for sediment and related pollutant~ meeting minimum
requiremenu may trap the coarser grained u:diment. They may not filter
out ~oluble or suspended fine-grained material,,. When a storm mused
runoff in exce~ of the de&ign runoff, the filter may be flooded and
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wma Q=~y s=mmt
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Table 2-3. (Continued)
0

L

Water Quality Sa=mmt
and, when there is ~ffficient water available, may incrm~ ~of

flow,

,=,.u ~n~u ~manent, ~ ¢hemi._cah and di~olved

~ will mt be efficient filter atlas in there areas of onceaUated flow.

Ten’ace,
(600)

Thh ~ reduces the ~lope tength and the amount of surface runoff

may reduce the erosion ra~ tad productio~ of sediment within the ~
pollutant content in the runoff water which enhance surface water
reclucin
¯ty .~avte outlets, thus
. , . g the occurrence of ephemeral and
a greater amount of ~oluble nutrient~ and pes~icide~ to be leached into the
soil. Underground outlet~ may collect highly soluble nutrient and pesticide
lmchat~ and convey runoff and conveying it directly to an outlet, ten’ac~
may increase the detivery of pollutant~ to sm’face water~. Ten’ac~ inerm~e
the opportunity to leach ta/t~ below the root zone in the soil. Terrac~ may
have ¯ detrimental effect on water quality if they concentrate and accelerate
delivery of ditu)lved or suspended nutrient, ~alt, and pe~cide pollutant~ to
Water and
miiment control
~ (638) The practice tratn and remove~ sediment and sodiment- attached
~ubstance~ from runoff. Trap control efficiencie.s for .u~diment and total
phosphorus, that are transported by runoff, may exceed 90 percent in ~ilt
loam soils. Di~olved substance, such as hitrate~, may be removed
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Table 2-4. Cost Estimate~ for Selected Management Pra~ce~ From Unesapeake Bay
Lqstalln~ofls

Pmc6c,

Total ~ Total Cast Animal Cest

Tnn=d’

(++990 Doilm) (rl/.+~./yrp

IAb

Spat

Commsl~

20,627

~71,704

II.P

1

~

4,7S4

213,941

IL9

$

112

175,92~

~S.$

10

4,311

2,4~8,144

~I+,0

10

Tenacss
Omsed Wetar
Divet~ans

61.5

1.53,.516

40.~

10

21,1g0

3,952,7S2

30.,5

10

4,.3.51

44,206

2.7

$

(m Cr. A~es

15,041

627°368

~.2

$

o~ Crop m~d
Pututelaad

4,655

677,069

23.6

10

Sedim~
Ws~u" a~trol
Gnmod Fil~
Sumps

SOY~RCE: U.$o Enviroament~l Pmu~tio~ At~ncy. Ches~pes~ Bay PrcS, r~~ 1991.
can be subv.amittly lewe~, and rest pe~ ton of sediment "saved" can al~ be muc~ lower.
: Annul ~t is calculated s~ totaJ tmottized ~ (1O~) ove~ llfe Sl~ of prac.~e, divided by (acres tre~d x life
sptn).
~ Net ~ ~r+ oft~ mn~ low~ ~I~ tixil, f~luently beinl nes=ive.
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$OLrl~C]~: Oriffi~h ~ ~1., 19M.
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Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Stabiliza~ioe and Consen~on Service,
1991.
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The cost to install no-till systems (practice SL15) for the primary purpose of erosion control was
about $25.00per acre treated in 1990. This cost is not amortized. Practice SLI~ decreased the
av~e annual e~osion r~e from 12 to 3.7 T/Ac/Yr, ¯ s~duction of ~ peeca~.

V
OL

Most su~ctur~l pr’~’tice~ for erosion znd sediment control are desired to oper~ without humms

change the wa~r level in the ~stem. Man~ement pr~ices such as coaserva~on till~e, on th~
2

Filt~ strips and field borders need to be maintained to prevent obannelization of flow and the

p~:nt of the inv~stm~t cost (U.S. I)qzu~m~t of A~ricultm’~, Soil ~ Service$.

Pt~nnin. Co~__de~zt .[9..

Site specific r~our~ information should be obtained from the SCS Field Office Technical
Guide. Befor~ d~’iding on the man,emit pr’~-tices for building a man~em~nt measu~
system, th~r~ ar~ s~,~l plam~g issues that should be consida’ed. System adaptation to tbe
site conditions, acceptability of the pntcrice(s) in the system to the land user, and the reduction
in erosion that will be realized by insta]tation of the practices are key aspects that must be
Local or state laws and regula~ons may dictate a specific level of ~oslon redu~ion or specifi~
conservation pr’~’~ce.s that must be included. ~ that ~re chose~ for the man~emont
mca~urc must also m~t objcctivc~ of the land user.
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’
Ormmd-wa~ infi/tration from ~ lands tha~ have h~d nutrients ~plied to them, may

mmspon ~ foI/owi~ pollmnts:
~ major and minor nutrieau, and mlts.

murk, including;
~
:,_.:

¯

Commercial fertilizer h~ a ¢h7 or fluid form, o~taini~ N,P,K,
nul~im~ and
added to the manm’~, om~n.ing N,P,K, secondary nutrimm, micro-nuu, imm,

¯

Mtmi~ipa] ~l/or indu.~i~ trmm~t plant sludge, containing N,P,K,
nuuiemu, micrv-nutrimu, m/U, metals msd organic solids;
Municipal and/or indusu~ treatment plant efflueat,
ontaL’~S N,P,K, secoadm.y nutrients, micn~-nutrients, salts, meaLs and

s

^~ depositim of nutrimu such as nitrogen and sulph=.

4.

Manaeement M~,re to Control

Following are the management measures for controlling e~cess nutrient use in agriculture. To
e3Lm~te application of excess nutrients, to improve timing of application, and to increase the
use efficiency of nu~ents, a nutrient management plan should be developed and implemented:
(1)

~ a farm and field map containing soils information, a history of previous
crops and current c~op rotation.

(2) Assess soil productivity by field to detern~e expected yields for the target crop.

2-42
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¯

Tc~ting of the ~oil in the field for phosphorus, potassium and aim;’,

¯

Plant tissue testing for nutrient need~ during the growin$ teasm (where
tissue te~ are calibrated with crop nutrient reeds);

¯

Estimate of the nitrogen :¢mtributim form ~ organic matter

¯

Nutrient analytis of manure and I~udge; md

¯

Calculation of the niuogea ¢ontributiou to the toil from ~ grown

V
0

L
1
2

(4) U~e of ~ timing ~md q~plimtion metho~ for nutrienta that nmximize pltnt u~on of nutrients ~td minimize the lot.t to ~ eavinmment, including split
application md Imndiag of tim nutrimt~ aml ineotpo~on of fettilizm, tmaurm

O) U~ of ~ ~ (~ pr-~Jo~ 340 t~ow) ~ ~v~e~ ~u~u ~ ~
K=vd control to keep nitrogen-laden water within the root zone for plant us~ and

Cover and Green Manure C~ro~
A crop of close-growing grasset, lesum~ or small grain $rowa primarily for
tmsmal protectiott and toil improvement. It usually L~ grown for I yetr or
except where there is imrmanent cover as in ote, hat~.
The purpos~ is to ontrol erosion during lmriods when the major corps do not
furnish adequate over;, add organic material to the toil and improve infiltrmicm,

(6)

Evaluate field limitations [mind on mvironmeatal hazards or ~xmcems such ~:
¯

Sinkholes, wells and other mutes of dire~ aczess to gzound water such t,

kam topoua~y;
¯
¯
¯

HigMy erodibl© toils;
Highly permeable soils; tad
ShaLlow ~quifeta.

* Soil te~ting for nitrates in humid regions has produced inconsistent resuIL~ and ~
be u~d with caution. Consideration should be given to the alternative approach of plaat ~
testing early in the growing season to determine the nitrogen need~ of the crop.
/
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Table 2-11. ~fimated Cost Implications for Selected Management Ptacfice~

V
O

o

o

optimum ’nm of

o

2

Optimum Method of
Fertilization

minimal

NA "

minimal

SOURCE: Non-Point Source Tatk Force, latmatimal Joint Commitdon, 1983.
When developing a nutrient man~emont plan the following imm ~ be given careful

A soils map for each field sh

¯

~. ....

u. o: ~ xo 0

av_~
map ~o,,,a
.oe.. ~_a/:yom.pa~_
ed by~nd
the ~n
exactindication
acres w~thinofthethe
field,
¯ fiveproductivity
ymz
=r~ge
or crop
for t~e field
~oi~
of t~
Nutrient requi~mont_~ of the t~rg~t crop
The most critical element of the plan h the yield goal e~ablisbed for the crop.
This is to be ba~ on the yield history and productivity of the soft in the field.
The goal must be ~ for the so~l, the growing season ~ and
management abifity of the producer. Once the yield goa] for a target crop is
estabLi~ed, the nutrient requirements for the target crop can be calculated.
¯

Nul:rient sources avai/able by field and rotation sysmn used for the field
A list of all sources of nutrients must be developed for each field. ~ wonld
include re.suits from soil re.sting, analysis of animal wastes that will be at~plied to
247
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~’~

the field, analysi~ of any oth~ organic was~ that w/l/be applied to the field,
~dit for crop re~idue~ from pr~ous cro~, credit for cover crop if g~own prior
to the target crop, ~’e~iit for nitrogen in irrigation water and atmo~phe~
¯

Indication of ~ny envinmmenta/hgzard~ or
/~t should mdic=e areas of exce~ve le~hing within the field, depth ~o
ground water, dis~nce to surf’ace water, location of sink hole~, indication of karst
subsurface formations, location of wa~ supply we/Is snd are~ of the field thst

uuw.mn, u w~ recommend times of appfica~on for the source# ~
methods of appfication. Tiffs may include sprit applications of omme~’ial
the ..use of slow re/~e~e nutrient source.

~ld nutrimts d~in~ ~is ti~ peril.
Os~eratlon alld Mainh, n~,nee for Nu .t~t,~ Ms~._-;~.._~l ¯

The utilization of a nutrient management plan requires periodic soil testing for each field, soil
and/or tissue tes~g during the early growth stages of the ~ and t~sting of manure, sludge
and irrigation water if they are used. The plan may cal/for multiple applications of nutrients
requiring more that one field operation to apply the total nutrients required for the crop.

A nutrient management plan should be updated whenever the crop n~on is changed or the
nu~cnt source is changed. Appfication equipment must be ca/ibrated and inspectcd for wear
tnd damage pcriodica/]y and repaired when necessary. Records of nutrient use and source
should be maintained a/ong with other production records for each field. These will be used to
UlXlate or modify the management plan whe~ necessary. The m~eme~t plan should be
reviewed at least every three yem.

R0038212

(1) Evaluate the pest problems, previous pest control measure, a~d cropping history.
2.49
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Table 2-14. Estimated Pe~cide Reductions for Selected Management Practices

1. Propw m. o~
2. um of" pmticidm ~

so. 7ss
100~

pm~~ q~:~m

SO-?SS

==msmmz

V=~mmmed (tin ~p = lOOS

SOURCE: Non-Point Source Task Force, Into’national Joint Commissioa, 1983.

In ~eneral, most of the costs of implementing a pesticide management plan m~ progr-~m o~s
management plans and for field scou~ing during the growing season. Producers can actually save
money by implementing pesticide management plans.
The Non-Point Source Task Force of the Int~nationa/Joint Comrr~ssion for the Grea/IAkes
Basin (1983) estimated the cost implications for selected pesticide management practic~ sad the
data are summm-izcd in Table 2-15.
Costs for erosion and sediment contzol and for in’iga~ion management are in Sections A and P,
respanively.
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Table 2-1:5. Estimated Cost Imp~!__e~’ons for SeJe¢~___-~ Pesticide M*~.~ ~’~-_~¢~

2. Use of pesticides with minimum

:.

4. Optiamm tlmlas of

0

0

mlalml

0

minlml

SOURCe: Noa-Po~ :Source Task Porce, Imernmtousi ~oin~ Commission, 19S3.

The land whae pesticides will be used should be located on a map o/’ tlm farm.
In addition, the following information should be compiled for each field:
-

Crops to be grown and a history of c~op ImXhanion;
Information on soils types;
Raxn’d on past pesticide use on each field.

Pesticide requirements for the target pest(s).
The most critical clement is establishment of the economic yiel~ reductions
thresholds for each crop. The reduction tlLresholds must be ~ for the

R0038220

list of e~virmmen~l haztrd~ for each field

and ~lnt~s~ fo~ ~ ~-

~ for ~,

R0038221

"Range land condition rating (percent climax vegetation): Excellent - 76-100~, Good
= 51-75~, Fair - 26-50~, and
Poor = 0-2~.

R0038223

The pro’pose is to: (I) maintain existing plant cover or has~ its improvemmt

while properly using ~ forage of all zrazinx uni~, ~2) reduce
improve water quality, (3) increase ~ of grazing by uniformly using all
parts of each grazing trait, (4) insure ¯ ~upply of fortge throughout the grazing
~ason, (5) increase production and ~e quality of for~e, (6) enhance
wildlife habitat, (7) promote fle~bility in the grazing program and buffer the

adverse effe~s of drought, and (8) promote energy conservation through reduced
use of fo~il fueL

mainlain or improve the qutnlity tnd quality of de~irabk vegetttioa.

The purpme i~ to:, (D iaermse the vi~ aad reproduetioe of
improve water quality; (3) improve er maintain the condition of the vegetttioa;
(4) increase forage production; (~) mtiatain natural beauty; and (6) reduce the

hazard of ~
(2)

’Providing water a~l mlt ~ptemeat fa~ties away from =reams will help keep
livestock away from =t~ambank~ and riparian zones. The establishment of
alternate water ~plies for livestock i~ aa essential mmponmt of this mea.~ure
when distribution pmble.n~ of li,,’e~=k oc~ns in ¯ grazing unit. In tome
ahadin$ and loafing. ~ will be a~omplJ.~d through the following:

The purpoce t~ to ~onvey water from ¯ ~ of t~pply to a point of use.
A water ~mpoundme~t made by mastruct~ ¯ dam or an emba~fi~nent or by
excavation a pit or dugout.
The purpose is to provide water for livestock, fish and wildlife, recnafion,
control, and other related uses, and to maintain or improve water quality.
Trou_~h or Tank
A Ixough or tank, w~th needed devices for wat~ conu-ol and waste water disposal,
installed to provide drinking water for livestock.
The purpose is to provide watering facilities for livestock at selected location3 that
will protect vegetative cover through proper distribution of grazing or through
better grassland management for erosion control. Another purpose on some site~
2-60
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Table 2-17. Water Quality Slatemeat for Selected Manage.meat
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V
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Table 2-17. (Continued)

Practice

(516)

Water Q~lity Statement

Pipelines may decrease sediment, nutrient, organic, sad bacteria
pollution from livestock. Pipelines may afford the opportunity for
alternative water ~ources other than streams and lake, poshly keeping
the animal~ away from the stream or impoundment. This will prevent
waste deposition directly in the wa~r. The reduction of concentrated
accompany ~ nmoff.

(614)

By the installation oft trough or tank, livestock may be bet~ distributed
n~duced, thu~ reducing erosion. By itself this practice will have only a
minor effect on water quality; however when coupled with other
conservation practices, the beneficial effect~ of the combined p~

removes these substances from downstream. Chemical concenU’ations in
the pond may be higher during th= summer months. By reducing the
amount of water that flows in the channel downstream, the frequency of
flushing of the stream is reduced and there is a temtx)rary collection of
substances h¢ld temporarily witl~n the channel. A pond may cause
more leachable substance to be carried into the ground water.

R0038230

V
(642)

..When ~ is obmiaed it has poor quality ..t~=use of dix~olved submncm,
~u use m the sur~ce environment or its discharg~ to downslxe~m waler
~~_~_m’. tl~e. na~.. wz~. q~itY end the hazards of iu use in the ~
.
-by- back ~flushing,
.-- ’,z,.’,-.,,.~.,,,,=~,~
:zorn
thepoIlu
lants through the well ztsel.f
or ~::ident, or
flow

R0038231

¯ In some locations, t~ilwat~r or runoff of applied irrigation water are subject to o~J~r
wa~r right~ or are required to be released to maintain stream flow. In these special cases, reuse
on-sit~ may no~ be ~owed and would no~ be on~’ed part of the management m~asure for
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R0038236

(5)

of o

A ~’ip or area of vegetation for removiag tedimeat, o~paic matter, aad other
pollmau from nmoff aad waste wat~.

..... r~t,,.,~ u u~ l~’vem emaon at the uplandedge of fields by
the energy of irrigation water applied as concentrated flow.
Surface drainage field ditch

A ~ ditch for coZlectinS

.~urfac~ or channel flow from furrow~ and carry it to a~ outlet for
recovery and reuse or for the conu’olled delivery of exce~ water, to a filter ~trip
for U’ea~ent; and collect or intercept exce~ subsurface water, and carry it to an
outlet for recovery and reuse or for the conu’olled deriver), of exce~ water to
filter U~ip for treatmeat.
$.

F.ffeetivene~ ]nl’orm..Qnn

Following is information on pollution reductions that can be expected from installation of the
management practices outlined within this man~emeat measure.
The Rock Creek Rural Clean Water Program (RCWP) projec~ in Idaho is the source of much
information regarding the benefits of irrigation water management (Idaho Department of Health
and Welfare, 1990). All crops in the Rock Creek watershed are irrigated with water diverted
2-73
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Table 2-18. Water Quality Statement for Selected Management Praaiczs

O

L
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V
Table 2-18 (Continued)

O

L
contamination considerably, compared to one appli~ion during
planting. Poor management my cause pollution of surface and
hazardous to vegetation, animals, and surface water resotuces.

Appropr~ safety equipmmt, operation and maintenance of the
mvirmmenml pollution or backflows to water sources.

subsurface (443)

Opermion and management of the ir~gation system in a manner

which aliows little or no runoff may allow small yields of sediment
or sediment-attached substances to downsueam watch. Pollutants
my increase if irrigation wat~ management is not adequate. Ground
water quafity from mobil dissolved chemicals may a/so be a hazard
if irrigation water management does not prevent deep percolation.

Subsurface irrigation that tequila the drainage and removal of excess
water from the field may discharge increased amounts of dissolved
subsmn~ such as nutrients or othe~ salts to surface watt.
Tcm~ of downsu’eam water courses that r~c~iv¢ runoff watc~
may be incu’eased. T~’n~rcs of downstream watc~ might be
d~n~sed with subsurface systems when excess water is beini
pUml~l from the field to lowe~ the water table. Downsu~am
t~mlx~atures should not be ~ccted by subsurfa¢~ irrigation durini
summc~ months if lowering the watc~ table is not required. Improved
~uatic habitat may occur if runoff or sccp~ occurs from sm’fac~
systcnu o£ from pumpin~ to low~ tbe wa~ table in subsu~acc

systems.
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Table 2-18 (~etinum’)

Practice

Water Quality Stmmnent
lave to be disposed in a.q environmentally ate mmmer and lomtiou.
Dispo~l of these waters should be part of the overall man~ement
plan. Although some ground wa~ redmrg¢ my occur, little if any

pouu ou hmrd

Filter strip 093) l~tltm" mips for sediment mul related pollutants meeting minimum

requirements may trap the comer groined sediment. They may not

filter out soluble or mupended fine-gmi~l nmteriah. Whe~ a storm
eatmed runoff in exee~ of the design runoff; the filtm" my be flooded
and my muse large loads of pollutants to be released to the strrface

Filter strip for runoff form eoecentmted livesteck are~ may trap
organic material, solids, mater~ which become adsorbed to the
soluble maleriah. This type of filtm, is often wet and is diffib~t to
Filtm" strips for ~trolled overland flow treatment of liquid ~
my effectively filter out pollutants. The ~lter must be properly
strips on forest land may trap cmrse sediment, timbering debris, and
other deleterious materitl being transported by runoff. This may
improve the quality of surface water and ha~ little effect on soluble
material in runoff or on the quality of ground water.
All types of filten may reduce croon on the area on which they ire

R0038244

SOURCE: USDA, Agricultural Stabilization ~nd Conservation S(~H~, l~gl.
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~
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¯
*

Section 319, Nonpoint $outue Pmgrm
Section 320, National ~ Program

~

¯

~314,~~~

¯

L

Secaoe 1 ~7, ~ ~y ~

S~ ~ U~ ~1 ~
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a~ivity in certain e~y sensitive areas to e~sure prevention of impairment. For example,
mine harvesting prattles may need to be avoided ce steep slopes or the amounts of pesti~de
o~ herbicide applied may be reduced in order to prevent pollution. It should focus on the
of
pollution to be an effective control.
’l’nere may be a number of Management Measures approaches m a certtin problem. States
should remain flexible to work with operators and other agencies to find feasible solutions to
water quality and habitat problems which achieve equivatent NPS on~ol levels specified in this

All states with important forestry activities have identified Best Management ~ (BMP’s)
to control silviculturally (forestry activities) related nonpoint soun:e (NPS) water quality
problems. Often the water q~ality problems which a~ presently occurring are not due to the
iaeffe~iveness of the pra~ices ~ves, but of the failure to implement them apply.
There are two basi types of state forestry NPS programs. One is a voluntary progrtm relying
upon a set of Best Management Practices as guidelines to operators. Sometimes BMP’s can be
applied in the normal course of forest harvest operations with few significant added costs.
Operator education and technology tran~er is a primary activity of the state depamnents of
forestry. Workshops, brochures, field tours are continually held to educate and demonstra~ to
operators the later wa~r quafity management techniques. I~ndownen hiring oper~n,s a~ often
encouraged to requi~ operttors who have attended state sponsored workshops or to stipulate in
centrals that the state fmestry BMP’s must be applied.
The other type of stale foresu7 program is a set of Forest ~ce Rules and Regulations based
on a Stat~ Forest Practices Act or local government regulations. These Rules and Regulations
may closely resemble the sets of BMP guideIine~ described previously, but have requirements
which are enforceable. Often streams are classified based upon importance for municipal water
supply or prvpagafion of aquatic life as the most sensitive designated use. Protective
requirements of va~ous kinds for shade, large woody debris recruitment, bank stability, and
othen are often stipu/ated for sm~tmside zones, riparian areas, filter, or buffer strips. I-Ian, es:
plans of operations or applications to perform a timber harvest are frequently required for review
by the State Department of Forestry and other state agencies.
Present state Coastal Zone Management (CZM) programs may already include specifi~
regulations or BMP guide.lines for forestry activities. In some state~, CZM programs have
adopted by reference, or as pan of a networked program, the state forestry regulations or BMPs.
IV. FEDERAL LAND MANAGEMENT AGENCIES
Federal land management agencies engaged in forestry activities such ts the USDA Forest
~ and the USDI Bureau of I.~nd Management are to meet all federal, state, interstate, and
3-2
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neighboring streams or walefood~, which greatly ith’lue~ce water quality and aquatic habitats.
(1)

Filten sediments from watch flowing acro~ the ran’face towa.-d ,w,~e~ood~,

(2)

Provides a tmewable source of large woody debris for ove~ for ftthes and other
woody debris also provides hydraulic control features to di~ipate flow energy and

O)

Provide important water L,f :e ting tO moderate re, cam tempe tt during

(4)

Provide hydraulic ro~ghne~ ~ banks and within m~am e.hann~ to attenuate

(~)

Provide ¯ wurce of energy and nutrients 0iaer and leave~) for ~ tdbmary

The identification and de~gnation of meam.~le are~ i~ needed to determine the extent and
disu-ibution of highly vtlued and ~n~itive riparian rea~rc~. The boundar~ of the~ are~ are
determined by the minimum distance needed to provide protection ~o the water quality and
Some Stat~ and forest management agencie~ and companies have ~t minimum dLstanc~ to
rea.~onable ~ of pollution or Io~ of the funcfio~ degribed above.
Use of existing resource inventorie~, wate~ qtality data, meam ¢la.tsificatiotu, ~tate water
quality designations, topographic map~, aerial photo~, and best profe~l judgment of the
harvest ~1 planner and resource ~alist~ are needed to define the boundarie~ of the
strearnside speciaJ management area. Any activities planned witl~n the trea must not degrade
wat~ quality or habitat va]ue. Most m~te~ have identified greamside management zone widtlu
in BIV~ guidelin~ or State regulations.
Boundarie~ of tlti$ area must be clearly identified to avoid any misunderstanding by the fore, try
opentor. This will prevent the inadvertent continuation of forestry activitie~ which aze
occu.mng outside of the meamside ~ecia] management area wl~ch would impaLr the water
quality and habitat value~ if conducted in the SSMA. The designation of this area mu~t
accomplL~h the following:
(I)

Reduce delivery of forestry activity created sediments from upland or adjacent
ar~a~ to the waterbody being protected except during storm event~ with
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r~’urrence intervah greater than 10 yean estimated using slandm-d procedu~e, and

V
0

USDA A~~ S~on ~d ~~on ~ (~). For ~~ ~~t
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(I)

Small culvert~ should be designed to pass the 25 year recurrence interval
discharge without entrance head above the top of the structure

R0038268

(2)

Major culverts and small bridges should pass the ~) year r~-~ence inlz~al

discharge without head above the top of the structu~ and
(3)

Major bridge~ should piss the 100 year recurrzm~e integral discharge without head
above the sm~ctu~.

(4)

Additional capacity must be provided when debris loading above the structure
would po~ntially become lodged in the sU’uctu~ opening and reduce its ~tcity.

~Use..o.f
fords should
should be
be located
limited to
extreme
situations
of bridges
andorculvem
is not
easmte. Fords
wher~
streambeds
arewhe~
stableuse
having
bedrock
a concrete
apron careXully instal/cal. Springs flowing on~uously for more than 1 mouth must lave
drai~ge structures, rather than a/lowing use of mad ditc~e~ te ~trry the ~ t~ ¯ dmina~
culvert.

.... ,.........
~’.."T-" _sioe~opes.
-,.-,~,~-,~,,u~.
~ onstru~on
o~ the ~
-.~,~
~,~::tum~u
u~ r~asontole
Sidesl,,,,-....~--- ~ .....
¯
design as crowned, .mtl

or

.ca,v~. road cut material
. to ¯. statable a~x~sal m’ea. Surface

Careful design of the surface drainage to match natura/sideslope drainage swales and
spacings must occur. Inlet and out/~t structures for culverts must be planned to avoid
sedimentation where erosion of dishes and fil]s occurs. Road dips must be designed to drain
freely without eroding the road surface. Roads in flat zr~as shou/d have elevated roadbeds to
avoid development of mudholes (th~ practice may not be appmpri~ in flat areas with periodic

e.
Roads planned fer aJ/-weather use must be surfaced with suitable materials unless native surfaces
support u’uck tr&ffi¢ without becoming rutted or eroding. Planning for rock quarry locations
mus~ include a quarry development and rehabiliuttion plan.

Use of available geologic information, soil maps, topographic maps, aerial photos, loca/
experience, and technical ~nsultation with a geologist, a geotecknic~l engineer or a qualified
specSa~t must be made whe~ landslide prone areas are known to exist in the planned area to
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crossed, specialized constmcbon techniques will be planned to prevent lands[JdJng. $~t
¯~omuon~
.
. of bm
~ug
mt~t be
usedriFap,
to appropriately
dedgn tectmiqum
dope drains,
walh, hnique~
u~e of geotextile
materi~,
and other ~pem/ized
to
prevent land~dmo

Locations of wa~r sources used to w~ and ompact mad beds and ~g must
ptm~ned. The wa~r source d~ve~opmmt and wau~r rank-truck ac~ms must be p~mmed

mu~ not be used as wa~r impoundmmts unlms th~.y have been suitably dmigned as an
~lsSuch mrtl~ emtmnkmmts must have outlm ~mtmls m allow ~ prior to runoff

Road~ crowing mu.~egs (high wz~r t~ble k’ms in northern ~ typified by humus
v,’a~n) must use overlay ~ m:hniq,e~ with suitable non-hazardow maw’Jab. Crow
TI~ following are specifications for ~
(1)

Location: The locations of new roads must no~ encroach on smams, fills mu~
Construction of new switchback roads must not occur near su~ants. There must
not be planned conm’uction of a su~,nside road when there is an existing ro~d

(’2)

Drainage crossings: Must meet the dedgn levels described above. Mus~ be
designed to allow fish passage in fish-bearing streams. Fish
specifications should be de,~igned for the ~ speck= pre:sem.

(3)

Road prism: Sideslopes gre:a~ than 60 percent for new consm~don requir~ full
bench construction and removal o£ fill rnate~-ial to a suitable location. Plannin~
of ~h¢ road surface prism must ma~:h th~ road sur~a~ drainage system.

(4)

Road drainage: Sl:~’in~ o/~ drainage ~ mus~ match ~
appropriate to endure the 2~ year precipitation r~curren~ interval for a storm
dur~on appropriate to ~he area wiu~out tilling, gullying or loss of drain~e

~-10
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Surface Materials
Seed

$4.75/100

Mulc~ing

$1eO.OO/~,e

Construction of Skid ~

(W er

$40.(X)/100

DLm)

The following example percentages for activities related to the construction of forest road~ are
based on USDA Forest Service estimat~ from the P~ific Northw~t:

Clearing phas~

E.

Add

MM No. ~ Ro~d
1.

Comoonents snd Spedfle~tt,p.

Landownen with roads must manage those roads to prevent sedimentation and pollution from
u’ans]x,’,ed materials. Roads that
whether in use or not, must be treated to prevent erosion. Major sources such as landslides
must be prevented by maintenance or removal of drainage crossings such as bridges, culverts,
and fords as well as road surface drainage structures such as ditches, culverts, dips, waterbars,
etc. Large deposits of sediment due to sloughing or road relaxed landsliding must be stabilLzed
If roads are no longer needed, en effective treatment is to remove drainage crossings end
culverts if there is a risk of plugging or faL1ure from lack of maintenance. In other cases it is
economically more viable to periodically maintain the crossing and drainage structures. Roads
subject to rutting must either be maintained to properly drain without excess sediment or be
blocked from traffic. While road maintenance is an expensive proposition, it is far cheaper than
repaLr after failure or decades of fish population losses. For some unstable sections, the only
effective treatment is excavation and haul of the road section or expensive geotechnical solutions
such as groundwater drainage, grouting, or support by pilings.

The effectiveness of this ~ is 75-90% due to the periodic nature of road rna.intenance
activiLies, cspeciaJly for older roads not in use. The effectiveness varies with the landslide

$-14
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V
In the State of Virginia Best Managemm~ ~ Haruibook for foremy, the following
were e~h~ated~ for the management tad maintmance of for~t roads and tkid trails:

$3.2.51100 feet

Filfing Ruts and Grading

S3.251100 feet

Water Bm

$4.73/each

Seed~
lte~immeat of Skid Traih
Wate~ ~
Seediag

$4.7~/~00

$ .80/100 feet
"-

$4.7~1100 feet

The following example costs for activities re.rated to the construction of forest mad~ are ba~ed
on USDA Forest Service esfimat~ from the Pacific NorthwesU

Routine maintenance of drainage
Routine maintenance of the road suffa~
native surfa~

$200-600/mile mucUu~

Road barrien
Replacement of drainage ~tlve~

$300-5,000 each
$30-50,000/mfle

bridges
Excavation of unstable road ~ction
Underground drainage, ~

$. I-5.0 millio~
$.1-I.0 miUion
$.2-1.0 milIioe

mv~

$200-$1200/mile

S2OO-S6C~m~e

-i
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(1)

Planned harvest units ~ not add to prublems of cumulative sedimentathm
effects.

(2) Selection of the sllvim,tlturaJ system will include consideration of potential water

quality impa~+ from needed roads and skiddiag opm’atiom.

O)

Areas with identified risks of landslides by a qualified specialist, eg. geologist,
soil Eienl~-st, geotectmical engineer, or hydrologist will not be harvested.

This MM wilJ provide a 85-1005$ effectivemess in prt, venfing the entry of sodiments into
waterbodies. This variation is due to ~ties in identif3~g landslide prone areas, the slope

Provide an additiona~ 15 lXm:ent of planning time for water quality considerations in timber

1.

Comnonentq and

I~dings and slddtrafls will be pre-planned to conlrol erosion and delivery of sediments to
watercourses. Locations am primarily determined in the field based upon the distribution of
timber volumes designated for harvest. Generally, this pre-planning will tak~ place when the
harvesting unit is layed out as described in MM No. 6. The most economicaJly efficient
locations for landings and skidtmiis will be adjusted to protect watexbodies from the delivery of
sediments. Landings must be located outside of the Streamside or Wetland Spocia~ Management
Landings will be no larger than necessary to safely and efficiently store and load trucks.
Drdinage structures such as waterbars, culvert, and ditches will be constructed. Slope of the
landing surface should be less than 5 percent and will be shaped to promote efficient drainage
of runoff. Landing fills must not exceed 40 percent slope and must not have incorporated woody
or organic materials. If landings are to be used during wet periods a suitable depth of gravel
surfacing will be necessary to prevent rutting.
Groundskidding of logs will be limited to slopes less than 40 percemt. For sensitive softs further
limitation of activities on slopes is needed. During wet periods, groundskidding should be
stopped when rutting and churning of the soli begins and when runoff from skidtra~s is turbid
and no longer infiltrates within a short distance from the skidtrail. Groundskidding on frozen
soils or frozen snowpack should be conducted as a method to avoid disturbance of sensitive soils

R0038277

V
during winter logging. W’mt~r logging may still lead to sedimentation if prov~’ons for drainage
during the spring thaw or break up are not made,

0

Skidtrails should also be pr~-planned (again, this should be do~ prior to harvest - MM No. 6)
to minimize disturbanc~ and compaction of soils. In SSMAs fedling of m~s should be carried
out with the large ends toward the skidu’alls (telling to the lead) to minimiz~ disturbance and
yarding costs. Skidtmils w~l not be located within Str~mside or Wetland Spec~ Management

L
,,~

Areas. Ya.,’ding of trees within these areas must be accomplished by endlining, us~ of winch and
cable to ~ach log turn. Unimproved skidtrails should not be located across flowing drainages.
Improved crossings may be constructed as long as es.nh material do~ not enter watch and
woody mat~-rials are removed immediately following skidding operations in the a~a. Skidtrails
mus~ not exceed 1200 feet in length. Th~ pattern of skidtralls will dispers~ rather than

Depending upon the sensitivity of th~ area considering facton such as percent slope, mount of
area in skidtnils, volume of timber yaNed, soils, climate, runoff events, proximity to streams,
proper location and pre-plarming of landings and skiduails should provide 85-100 percent

3.

Ca~

q
H.

MM No. 8 Landlno~ and Cable Yardln?
I.

~=~
U

Comoonents and Soeciflcatlon~

Landings for cable yarding equipment will be carefully located and designed. Locations with risk
of landslides identified by a qualified speci~st (geologist, geotechnical engineer, soil scientist,
or hydrologist) wil! not be used. landings will not be located within Streams/de or Wetland
Special iVianagement Areas or located ovex drainages.
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MM No. 9 Mechanical SRe Prenaratl_.m
I.

Comnonents and

terrain greater than 10 percent, ground disturbing activities will be conducted on the contour
leaving slash windrows also on the contour. The objective is to provide a seedbed or remove
competing vegetation species from seedlings while minimizing the potential for erosion.
,’~
Mechanical site preparation will not be conducted within Streamside Special Management Areas.
Filter strips of suitable width will protect all drainages to prevent sedimentation by the 10 year
for
ofcommon duration for the ciimat¢ of the area. All slash material
must be removed from drainages by the end of the workday. Operation is prohibited during wet
periods when equipment begins to cause rutting or churning of the soil. Windrows will be
lo~ated a ~af¢ distance fi’om drainages to prevent movement of the material during high nmoff
both sides of the windrow.
Bedding operations in high wat~ table areas will be conducted during dr~ periods of the year.
Bedding areas will be located on the contour or at right angles to the direction of flow when
flooded. Openings in the beds will occur at sufficient intervais to avoid ponding and allow wa~
levels to equalize on both sides of the bed. Disttabed soil arm between beds will be minimized.
Special care will be used to prevent changes in the natural hydrologic onditions of thee
forested wetland.

The use of this MM should provide 80-100% effectiveness in preventing sedimentation to
streams and in protecting Igte hydrologic conditions in wetlands.

Cam
The cost to conduct erosion control practices during site prepantion for forest regeneration
averaged about $62.00 per acre treated in 1990 based on national summaries provided by the
ASCS. In the State of Virginia Best Management Practices Handbook for forestry, the following
costs were estimatedt for the site pretm=ion:

Prescribed Burning
BuLldozing or Shear Blading
Chemical
Ground
Aerial

Chopping

$16.00/acre
$105.00/acr¢
$41. 00/ acre
$38.00/acre
$70.00¢acr¢
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The following example costs for activities related to site preparation are USDA Forest Service
estimaun from the Pacific Northwest:
Add 5 percent to the cost of mechanical ~ite preparation for achieving these MM’s.
J. MM No. ~O ~ ~
I.

Cemnen~nt~ and Sv,~lek~tJ~.;--

No prescribed fire for site preparation or forestry slash removal uurnmm will be ,.~,~,,,...a _
SSMAs. Prmcribed fire in wetland ............... ---: .... -.,,.,in
drainages where there u risk of sedimm,.--,- -, ........... .veg~aUon. " or
ability of vegetation roots. Firelines will be consuucted outside of the sU’mmside zoom
th~ risk of sedim~mtion to nearby drainages. Pre~zi~ons for pre~’ribed fire will avoid
conditions requiring extrusive blading of fire lines by heavy ~luipn’mnt.
appropna~ mtm’v-~ to prevent ri.lls and m~llles on

receiving the runoff. Waterbars ,h,.,,,~,4 ~ ....... ?-7 . ,-~
area. .... ,,~ ,a.,~a-ac~o w ortm runoff outside of the burned

Use of this MM to reduce erosion related to prescribed fire should provide 90-100~6
effectiveness in preven~ng sedimentation to waterbodies in the area. Variation in effectivene~
is due to slope, soils, intensity of the burn, runoff events, and climate.

In the State of Virginia Best Management Practices Handbook for forestry, the following costs
were e~dmated: for the use of prescribed fire for site

Prescribed Buraing

$16.00/acre

The following example cost percentages for prescribed fir~ are USDA Forest Service estimates
from the Pacific Northwest:
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MM No. 12 Reveeetation of lY~-t.,ebed A.-::
1.

Comoonents and S __neeltleag~o=_-

The objective of this MM is to reduce erosion by the fast~t revegetation po~ble. Revegetati~
effor~ wiil be conducted in the mo~t efficient and effective manner economically feasible
appropriate to the area. In humid areas during the growing season, gra~ and legume seeding
will be done immediately following the completion of the earth disturbing activity, preferably
within days a~ter the activity has ended. Use of straw as mulch, hydromulch, ~ and fertilizer,
wetting agents, jute netting, woven fabrics, etc. will depend on the most soece~ mixes of

" " ofthe wet l~nod
¯ often fall
¯ -~u~gnu .to Just prior to the normal
beginning
’
and spnng.
Seeding done earlier
would commonl fall
.,.

conducive to seed-killing mold and fungi.
On steep slopes use nauve woo~y p~ants p/anted m rows, cordones, or wattles may be more
effective than grass in becoming established and binding the soil with roots.
Seed mixtur~ will contain plants with soil binding propertY,. Cat~e grazing must be prevented
on newly re-estabLished vegetation plantings. Seed sedection should include natives where
possible, and should consist primarLly of annua/s to al/ow natural revegetation of native
understory plants in time. Exotic spec~ whi~ may spread to other areas must not be used.

The effectiveness of revegetation to prevent sedimentation of a~a waterbodies varies from 40~
to 60% This variation and limited e~fectiveness is due to the period of time that soils are exposed
to rain and snowmelt before vegetation is estabLished. The period of exposure is strongly related
to the weather, climate, antecedant soil moisture, softs, slope steepness, runoff events, and
grazing by animals.

The cost to est~gish permanent vegetative cover on critical areas for the primary purpo~ of
erosion ¢ont~o! was about $140.00 per acre in 1990 based on national sumrn~es provided by
the A$C$. In the State of Virgin~ Best Management Practices Handbook for forestry, the
following costs were ~timatedl for the use of pre.scribed rue for site preparation:
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¯

Lime
Fatilimr

$19.GO/toa
Vm~..ble- depmd~ m

Seed
~ulching

$4.7~1100 fzet
$1.S8.O0/acm

1

The following example costs for zevegetat~m methods 8m based oa USDA ~ $etvi~e
2
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A specified a~a must be designated for drtining lubicants from equipment during routine
maintenance. The tma thould allow all waste lubricants to be collected and ~tored until
transported off-~ite for recy~ding, re-u~e, m ~q~os~l az an a.ppmv~d rite. W~te oil, filten,
grease cartridge~, and othe~ petroleum contaminated matea’iah will not be left ~ refu~ in
fom~t, but mu~t be tr~n.~ported to an approved di~pmal aite.

This MM is 9~ effective in preventing the entry of petroleum Woducts into
small percentage of failure occurs as fuel ~ from leaking tanks or trtffi¢ gcide~ts. Leaking
of petroleum from moving vehic~ ~annot be complete.ly eliminatad nor ~an traffu: aeg~lents.
3.

Preventive mea.~Jrea

$0 "l’neae mea.~r~ are already required by

NOTE: Comments are solicited on all aspects of this ~’tion, and particularly on the
and the level of detail in this discussion. In addition, comments on the rest and effectiveae~
information which is provided or additional information which may be available elsewhere are
requested. Additional or alternative management measures requir~ to address a given
or pollutant source, or which are more applicable to a specific ~gion of the United States, are
also requested. EPA will be collecting additional information on management measures, and
their costs and effectiveness, during the t~-vi~on of this dra~ guidanoe. The contributions and
suggestions of commenten on the~ subjects will be weh:ome.

Commonw~al~ ~t’ Vg, gi~. 1~9. ~ ~ment ~ l~ff~x~k o 1~
V~rginia State Water Control Board, Planning Bulletin 317.
USDA. 1991. Agricultural Conservation Program - 1990 Fiscal Year $~ Summary.
ASCS, Washington, DC.
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Some generic water quality impacu a.~,ciated with urban runoff include: (I) rapid ~m-term
changes in water quality during and shortly after storm evenu which result from the discharge
ofpollutant~ at re3atively high concentrations; (2) longer-term water quality impac~ on biological
communitie~ and health a.tu~fiated wi~ the discharge of toxic polJutanu at lowe~ coecentmtio~;
(3) long-term effecta a.~ociated with the di~harge of nutrient, and other poUutanta blo ~

V
0

L

¯ ~uing and rmmpm.tim of in place polJuttntt.
B.

Urban Nmmehtt Som,ee Pe-’L.i,t~.:

7

Listed below are the principal type~ of NPS pollutant~ found in
dea~ption_t of their potentitl to advtrte/y affect ~rface and coastal urban runoff" with brief

2

..~ZI~I: Suspended ~limem~ ompr~e ~e bulk of urban no~ "

-;,,~::auonai f.shine I’Iio’~ ..-~:-~"’,~ -"~ ~mpa.trment o! Ommemlal
"ti
"’--.r ma~ tmU~ lOli~
oepo~on
m
" law ~,,.I...,~... ~ .._
_term__.
e~fmete .
mumlae,, ~ s~lim~ntati^,, ^,, y rmult m mnothered
and alteration of the water’s ae, thetic value. AdditionaJ chronic effect~ may occ~ where
~edimenta rich in organic matter or clay are
~,,u~mz~t

,-’~,~,mpouuon or organic matter by mi,’,,~----: ...... ..are cntica/ to healthy warm.
., ....
s,=uams oepiems dissolved oxygen (DO) levels b
oncentrations of decaying organic matter can sev=.ely depress DO levels after storms (EPA,
i983). The ~ study found that oxygen demanding subsumces are present in urban runoff

~hc°nce~.u’~ions
approxim~y
equal........
to those"~-.~_~’y
mapeake Bay Office
is currentl
treatment disch,m-gm. The

,,~,o-,m~nomg
t~at DO that
levels
not4-2
faJlonly
below
specified
~Ju’esholds for selected habitats (see~ Table
4-2: Note, however,
Table
applies
to ~e
Chesapeake Bay and should not be applied elsewhere without adjustment).
~lJ~Z~: The problems created by excess phosphorus and nitrogen loading to water bodies are
well known ~nd discussed in ~ in Chapter 2 (agricull~e). Accelerated cutropMcatio~,
decreases of submerged aquatic vege~ion (SAV’) and toxicity to humans or wildlife may occur
when the concenwa~on of certain forms of nuu’iems exceed a criticaJ level. Surface aigal scum,
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constituents found in u~an runoff. The preacnce and oocen~raXions of th~sc metal is in tome
l~re~ence of heavy metals and nitra~
~l~: Oil and ~x~a3e oon~a~n ¯ wide variety of hydrocarbon compounds. Som~
polynuclear aromatic hydm~azbom (PAH’s) are known to be toxic to tquatic life at low
oeceot~. The 1~ impacts of hydro~ on the aquatic environment are not weJl
~aderstood.

~: Othe~ toxic chemicals am ra:ely found in u.,ban runoff from n~idenlitl and
concentrations in urban runoff generally are near detection ILmits. PAHs commonly detected
organic compounds found in mban nmoff have not been unrelated with known problems. Tbe~
is currently a lack of data m indum’ial runoff" to draw conclusions about the fate and effects of
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A.

CONSTRUCTION
]WJlrm~s~nt
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¯

erosion (PA S & E,1983)
Vegetative buffer ~il~

(See (~zer 7 for additioe~ dam oe v~etative smbitizatiou/fittrmim pmakes.)
= me eage
boundary
of
eonstru~on site dimubaace to: (1) lzm, ent sedimmts fromp washing
off siteorand;
(2) direct
surface nmo~ into a ~nent trap or hasin.

¯

SiJt fences or curtains
sediment provided roa~ or broken bales ar~ replac~l (VA F.msion and Sediment

surface runoff of sediment during storm evee.ts. The sediment-laden water is retained for a

l~.or ~ne to allow sediment panicu~es to settle to the bottom of the tr~p. Current designs

of sediment traps and basins have been found to be only moderately effective. Satthes~aitbe,
found that for 2/3 of storms in the Northeast, sediment controls were less than 50~ effective.
In Maryitnd, current recommendations have bee~ proposed to requi~ traps and basins with 1800
cubic feet/acre of permanent pcol and 18(X) el/acre of "dry de-watering storage’. This design
with a toud volume of 3600 of/acre will effectively treat 90% of the storms each year assuming
(I) a runoff coefficient of .5 during the most active stage of construction and (2) 90% of annual
runoff results from storms of 1.5 inches or less (Performance of Current Sediment Control
Measures at Maryland ~on Sites, Schueler and Lugbili, 1990).
Su_~er l~sin Practic~ - Super basins have wet and dry storage equivalent to one-inch of sediment
per acre of upland watershed area. Properly designed and maintained super basins ~an provide
refiable high rotes of sediment removal for most armuaJ storm events.
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Practices Available as Took to Aehleve Mmrt~_=~.._.-~.~ M--~-_._~ I
Toxic subslance~ and nutrients tend to bind to fines. In most ca~es where proper e~sion and
sediment controls have been utilized, heavy metah, hydrocarbon~ and nutrient~ will be
immobifized. There i~, however, an additional ~et of practicea which can be utilized to reduce
the volume and oncentration of floatable and soluble pollutants str.h as off and grea~e and

¯

Maintain highway equipment and machinery only in confined mess specifically
designed to control runoff (BIV~ Handbook, VA Sate Water Control Beard
Planning Butletin 321, 1979).
and prevent migration of poilutan~
to prevent runoff of pollutant* and contamination of gn~ndwa~.

¯

Spill l~’venfioe and Control Plan - Spill prevention and control i~ an
element oft runoffemtrol strategy. Agencies, contractu~ and other

g~cifically deigned m mn~ol runoff (BMP Handbook, VA $~te Water ~ntrol
Botrd Planning Bulletin 321, 1979).
g. Ermton and Sediment Praett~ for Particularly ._%~.~_|~e

and the type of re~urce~ needing protection will dictate the combination of practic~ which are
~. Comments ~ solicited on the following set of pra~ce~ and their ~uitabflity
inclu~on in the final guidance a~ ¯ management measure for particularly ~en~itive watenhe~.
(Note: The Maryland Che~t~ake Bay Critical A~a Progra~ r~,ulations define u~itive areas
~ having the following feature: hydric soih or soih with hydric Wopeni~, highly erodible
soils with high g values, steep slopes greater than
(I) 72-hour stabifization requirement;
(2) Installation of double rows of silt fencing;
(3) Oversizing of sediment traps and basins;
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Table 4-3. En:mlon end Sediment Control
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Pollowing is ¯ list of management practices for urban stormwater runoff managem~t that are

(]) Pond Systems (Dmmtim/Rmmdm)
(a)

Detmfion devices: l~unoff is temporarily stored, then subsequently
discJmrged to a surfa~ wa~r. Pollution ab~z~nt r~sults from ti~ settling
of poUutants during the detention pedocL

(b)

P, ztemtion devices: Runoff is permanently mpUu~ so thin it is neve~
disclmrged directly to sur~z~ wm~s. Wetlands may orlon be conmucted

(2) aio~nuim

a/lows poiJmnt removal but also recimrgm tlz gn~undwater through infiJumim.
These methods my also be incorporated as components of pond systems. (See

The devk~ or pra~e~ de~:dbed above at~ the Ia’imary mea~ by whi~ to ~nttol the bulk
E.

~q’eetlveness of Stormwater Runoff Contrg~’-

~ best available pmcedur~ for urban stormwa~ management include both smx:ttual and nonstructural components and involve a combination of detention, infiltration and filtering devices.
Treatmmt systems, rather than individual practices, will tend to achieve the gremest pollutant
reduction goal. Systems shoukl include source control, stormwater managemmt and riparian
prm~on to achieve the highest level of effectiveness.
Stormwater treatment systems a~ site-specific; their effectiveness is highly variable and
dependent on many facun’s, including the fogowing: contribu~ng drainage are~ the infiltration
~cs of soils on site; site tzpog~hy; ~ available space for a ueatment mucnu~ on
site.
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It is important to recognize that infiltration systems create a risk of Wansferring pollutants from
surface water to ground water. Therefore, infiltration systems should not be used near wells or
in wellhead protection arms or in settings in which drinking water supplies may become
~ - An Infiltration Trench works by diverting stormwater runoff into a shallow
(3 - 8 feet) excavated tnmch which has been back-filled with stone to form an underground
reservoir. Runoff is then either exfiltrated into the sub-soil or ollec~d in under-drain pipes and
conveyed to an outflow facifity. Infiltration Trenches are an adaptable practice that adequately
remove both soluble and particulate pollutants. Infiltration Trenches are primarily an on-site
-,,, ,,,,~ ,,,: u~ ~=w pracuce~ Umt aaequamy provide pollutant removal o~
n~e capabilities of a site and ~an often fit into margins, perime~, and other unutilL~d
p~treatment, and regular ma~ntm~n~ to prevmt premature r.logging.
flow from the lower end of a parking Io~ or paved surface. Runoff is diverted off tbe paved

~ - Infiltration Basins m~ an effective means for rmnoval of soluble and fine
paniculate pollutants. Unlike other infiltration systerr~, basins are easily adaptable to provide
full control for peak storm events. Basins can a/so serve large drainage areas (up to 50 acres).
construc~on seaunent basin, and are reasonable cost effectiv-. :- ::"’---’-:- -- - -=- -- .-" "

~ - A small in~tration system designed to accept gormw=er from a roof-dr~ downspout. Rather than dispersing its stormwater acro~ a paved surface or grassed a~a, the down
spout pipe connects ~y into the dry weJ.l which filters roof top runoff into soils.
]~[~L]~]I~I - Porous Pavement is a permeable pavement having the capability to remove
both soluble and fine particulate pollutants in urban runoff and provide groundwater recharge.
Use is restricted to low tm~c volume parking areas. Poro~ Pavement systems can receive
runoff from adjacent roof tops. This reasonably cost-effective practice is only feasible on sites
with gentle slopes, permeable soils, deep water tables and bedrock levels. Requires careful
design, installation, and maintenance. Although Porous Pavement has the high capability to
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improvemmts for stormwater via natural filtration, settling, ~md nutrient up~im of ~hz gram

runoff and protect filter media from excessive sediment loading at stormwater quality zozm~l

pea~ 1"he system feannes a grass cover crop and altenu~g sub-layers of peat, sand, and ¯

Ftl~ strips have a low to mode~a~ capability of removing pollutants in urban runoff, sad
exhibit higher removal rates for particulate rather than soluble pollutants. Pollutant removal

the effectiveness of any strip. Another pra~cal design problem is prevention of ~t’mwater
Filter Syst~-ms are an essential component of a comprehensive nonpoint source cot~tml strategy,
but should generally be used in cet~junction with infiluatio~ systems and/or ~ ~!=ems, ts ¯
~t fo~ nmoff.
4. Source Control Sve,,em

~ - Implementation of sl~’eet-cleaning programs, scheduled on a regular bash,
can be effective at r~noving pollutants attached to fine sediment. Street-cleaning should occur
on a more frequent basis during periods of more frequent storm events. Street maintenance can
be effective in reducing the total amount of pollutant load which is carried off-site by runoff.
Implementation of catch-basin maintenance and cleaning programs to remove sediment and
Leaf & l~wn V~eta~ion Collect~orl - Implementation of leaf and lawn vegetation collection
programs to reduce the amount of nutrient load in stormwater runoff can be an effective, yet
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¯

of potlutanm du~ng winter mmtla. The majc~ ~ of poUutants m~ f~om v~xic~iar depo~
and runoff. (FHWA, US DOT, Teclmiml Summary, Sourem and M.xgrmion of Highway
PoUmants, lteporm No. FHWA/ItD-~0~7-060.XX, June 19~7.)
~c~s. "l’ne disposition and Imbseque~t magnitude of pollul~nts found in highway runoff

C. ]~lmtlemellt

The management ~ for rm~h t~l highway~ tre devi~d to (I) prevent dim:t di.~
of gmrawater runoff from imperviou~ mad ~ into u~agal receivin~ watch, and (2)
1. Leeatlea m~d ~

Locam ma~ and highway~ away from wetJan~, critical habitat area~,
the ~a.~ zone, and to minimize ~t and fill Deggn drgnage ~y~’rn~ to avoid

/
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Table ,t-5. Highway Runoff Constituents and TI~ Primary Sources
0
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(4) .~du~nn ]’ro~,. P-.nmmr~e public participation ~gh ~ ~ u
A~tA~gh~y. ~~~~ ~fis~~,~

L

n
U
n

U
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1~..~.,~
(I) Site
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HOUSEHOLD MANAG]~t~ MEASLr~

Ao

~mlkaldl~
L

Pollutants g~-a~d f~om ~ include:
O)
~)

Household toxi~ - used oU, paint, mivmu md pm~Zm
NuU~nU - aitmgm and

2

O) Pat~au - bactaia, fecal oliform and ot~ petJx~m

water qtality especially in are~ of high popu~on density (The Jou~ Falls Watersh~ Ufoan
Stormwamr RuaoffPrvje~t, 1986). PubLic education and outre~ are :ru~ to the e.ffectiveae~
of these ~

¯

Lmdscaping a~ivitim - erosion (see cmstruction sectiou)

¯

Household toxi~ o impropm" dispoml of oil/grm~e, antifreeze, paint, household

¯
¯

Pets - improper disposal of fecal mmm.
Car/boat cam - poor maintenance, washing

Communities should establish and implement pr~3"arns to educate, assist, and where appropriate,
require households and work’places to ~ the int~’oduction of pollutants and pollutant
sources into s~ wa~ or terrestria/areas in a manner that may result in runoff to sur~
D.

Manaeement Practices Avsil~hle as Tools to Achieve the Management Measure.

The management practices listed below m’e principl~ and tools that local communities may u~
to build household management programs to achieve the management measure in s~on VI.C.
Thes~ practices axe arranged by source and implcmentable on an individual basis. These
prac~ces, based on the principle of sourc~ re~uc~on, axe self-implemen~g, reduc~ us~ of
mater.s and in gene.nl lowm" operating and maintenance ~osts to existing pollution reduction
sy~ms:
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US~ absoteb~t matm’ials (e.g., ~t littm’) to so~k up household

"~
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Five management measures apply to OSDS in coastal treas. The goals of the management
measttr~ am to: (1) minimize pollutants discharges to OSDS; (2) minimize the flow of water
to OSDS through conservation, ther~y prolonging OSDS life and improving operatioe, and (3)
minimize or eliminate the discharge of nutrients, pathogens (viruses & bacteria), tnd other
poUumnts from the OSDS into ground and surface ~.
1. Ph(m)h.t. Limits in Deter~n~t~

~

Detergents should contain low amounts of phosphates. Phosphate ~rictions m’e already in
~J
place in many coastal States, including the District of Columbia, Indiana, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, New York, Virginia, Wiscons~ (see Table 4-6).
.~
This measur~ is especially prote~ve of systems located near wher~ groundwater discharges to
the surface or that are faLling/overloaded, enabling phosphorus to reach sensitive, phosp~6

limited embayments.

b. Effectivene~/Com
The use of these detergents in place of high phosphate detergents is expected to reduce the
loadings of phosphates to OSDS by 50 percent (F_.PA, 19~). Cost should be negligibl~.

I
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BODs

15.0

(10.~ . ::)0.~)
Sup~a~ 26J
SoU{L~ (L~.$. 4:~.6’)
N’~
~ 0.]

0.6
(0.::. 0.~)

1~.7

(~ - :Z).~)

i::24J . :)1.1)

2M

63.2

27.0
(S2J - ~J)

173
(xo.$. ~.6)

7O.7

L’t
(4.~ - ]~.S)

~.~
(L] -

L:
(0.6 - L6")

:.~
~ - ~.4)

4.O

~ ~d ra~s of r~u/U npcm¢ by BPA, 1900.
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plumbing, for which I~A, soliciting cost information, and a wa~r-fight
holding ~ank, which should cost about $I,000. The costs t~ haul and treat the
blac~ will be ~out $200/yr to haul it a reasonable disl~nce plus ~
(2)

D.

Site Den~i~ Control~ t~ Limit ! _~_din~ of Nitrogen m C_t~_~tal W~tL, r~. The ~
loading$ of nil~ogen fn~m combined OSDS can be ontml/ed to the equivalent
treatment
of
other si~ restrictions to limit the number of ~m’ces in a ~ area under tbe
control of one or more j~

Other Pr~etle~ That M~v Be Used m Tools to Achieve OSDS

Many practices are available or being developed which could to,at pollmnts from O$D$
leve!s ~luivalmt to those obtained using the lVlan~ement Mm.~’m above. ~ include:
(1) Wastew~t~, Senerafion and Hauline for Exi~n~ Svs~m~
Low volume ~

would result in pumping/hauling costs of 200 dollars per year (at $50 every 3
months), but the high cost and inconvenience for replumbing re~leno~

practices discussed above. ~t~d removals due to sepa~tion ~ hauling of
blackwater (including elimination of garbage disposals) will be the ~ame as in
5.d.i. above. Existing conventional treatment for greywater would likely

(2)

Wa~tew~ter Sene~tion and RUCK Svstem~l - This syst~’a may be ~ in lieu of
hauling s~--~ted wastes. A RUCK system is d~igned Io mtrify bl~c~ in
a buried sand fil~r and then mix the nitrified black-~ater with g, zeywa~ in ~n
~zobic lank. The gr~ywa~ pmvid~ the ca~oon sourco for d~trific~m
within the ~’obi¢ =ak. Final disposal of the effluent is in a convenfion~! ~fl
~bsorption system. The RUCK system requires blackwar~./~
lanks and a buried sand filter. Supposedly, cffec’dvely tn~ts BOD, ~
solids, and as much as 50 l~’~ent of the nitrogen. Tbe Agm~-y is soliciting

O)

Holdin~ Tanks for All Wastewater from Existin~ Sy~tem.s - Holding ~ ~r~
most effective as conlzols for all pollulan~ but ar~ usually ~ costly ~n optioa fo~
existing housing due m the high cost of pumping and hauling. A
holding ~ of a 1000 gallon capacity would have m be pumped out ~-y ~$-10
days at 50 gallons/capita/day and a family of four, even with flow n~duction from
high efficiency fixtu.n~. At 50 dollars l~r load the olx:ra~g cost is 150-300
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(6)

Ca_oilal Improvement Plans fCIP} - Localitie~ may use the development of capital
facifities, roads, and sewage lines and P(31"Ws, to guide development in
aRas away horn sensitive areas which protect coastal water quality. Localities
can adopt CIPs which describe the loca~on and liming for capital impmvemem,
etc. By establisidng development schedules, the locality finatiz~ thoee
improvements it will implement within a given period (usually 5 yem). This type
of development may pt’uvide inc~five~ I~ ~ to ~u~ter around the~e

impmvemenU and reduce development of criti~l
water quality tn addition to providing flood coetrol benefits, la many ~a,,e~, the
e=ablhhment of a m’ea~ or masttl buffer wi~ have aL,~ady ~ the~
important are~ (See the aio~tratioe m~ioe of ~ t, uida~:e.)
(8)

~ - Forem f~r runoff and m ¯ protective land u~e which
t~e=~ave are~ ~xtld be large blocks and linked to the buffer ~ rather tlma
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L INTRODUCTION
~/~ IY d~igned and operated marinascan reduce impacts to the ,..o-" .....
efi~ the boatin~ "’b’: ....
ontained at the cenh-..z;-.~ -.- Y NPS zmpacts of boats can .......v~onment, as well
=as...m’ing the Ix~st possible sitin- ~,_ _u~_~oprnent doe, not necessarily m~,~,. ~,,,, .mcorin~.
~e’~ polluuon from ---’--implemew=,;... __.,,
and/or,

ope~ons and n~m~a~

...-o l~vuution from ,,-. ......

"~-~’~ m

"o"tx~t x)ur~ potlutanU (or hnpacU) at the

represent the best
svs~
.... ~ (in ,~-’tion~
n n, ,,,¯ and
,,=
o! practices
av
....ITI
, "-.~
recreatioaal bmtingaor reduce
affable
to
en
.B.) that
NP$ pollutant ~-," ~ .t NP$ pollution
fi~)m ,,,-,-; .......
......
management meastu-~, theguidance provid~
information
a variety
of pr~ctic~
For each
o~ theseon
three
categories,
following the
~ .~ tools to accomp~h the
effectiveness of these measure~, ^._ma~_~eme, nt measure. An attem,,t ~- -,- . that may
Comments are welcome on the composition, effectiveness and cost of these maaa#¢ment
,-~vtm oy the~e measure.

It is expected that each oas~ State’s decision on implementation of th~ management reinsurer
will be bazz~d on the management mategy d~eloped as ~ of it, vision for the future.
Pollution prevention ~hould be at the fore of any such strategy. Hence, while flexibility i~ a
keystone we expect that all Statea will need a proce~ for State or local-level r~,iew/
management of environmental impacta from marinas and recreational boating.
A site ~election proce~ bas~ Upon a clear understanding of potential water quality impact~
the most important factor for avoidance of NP$ pollution from marina development ~d
operation. Determin~on of potential water quality irnpac~ as pan of the marina siting proc~
can avoid NP$ pollution impacts and degradation of the water body. also protecting designated
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A. Nonnoint Source P~llution Imnacts from M~r4n=q and .~--._-~.L~ted Bowfin- A~::’~

V

NonpoLnt pollu~io~ fTOm marinas and rec~e~t~onaJ boatin& activities may result in
adverse emvLmnmenta] e.~ects to neazby water column and benthic resources. TheSe impa~ Cmn
be caus~l by physical and chemical disturbances. A few important examples of these impe~

L

¯

Toxicity in th~ wau~ column, both leth,d and sublethal, ~
Ira, eL5 of dis~ved oxyg~t and eJeva~ levP.L5 of metals and pelxolmuu

¯

~ levels of metals and organi chemicals in the tLtu~ of organisms 8u:h

¯

Inc~ased leveb of pollutants in sediments resulting in fox/dry o~ avoidance of the

¯

Shoeling, and shox, PJ~ and shallow ax~8 erosion due to bulMheading, momdx~

~~

o.f the .n~_y. biologi ~ml. o.sunuaity and ".sed~t should also be onsidm’ed during
__.a~.~n~ _. g.N’PS poliu.Uon ~pacU fry. m ~ _d~.elopment and opermion. 0~PA
sundaxdized bioeAsays to assess chronic effect.5 and bioaccumulation r~ulting from sediment
ontamination. Guidance for the deveJopm~nt of biological and wildlife critm’ia
deveJoped by F..PA.) Following is a list of specific pollutants and measures of pollution, as well

(1)
(a)
(b)
(c)

dissolved oxygen (DO)
nutrient., (nitrogm and phospho,~m)
pa~oge~s (coliform as indicator)

()
(~

pe~ole.um hydrocaxtmm
tom1 ~ solids

(d)

metals (copper, IeM. tin)

$-2
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V

photosynthesis ~K! harming tx~th(m. Dredging during construction has essenti~ly the same
~t’ecU as d.~ging for mintmmx=, as discussed be.low.
O

D~yoto-day mm’inm ~ can be ¯ source of stormwa~ runoff from impervious su.-’f~:m, L
including car l~’king lots and buildings and sanitary and greyw-agr disposal on land (e.g.,
poorly functioning or ovmtoaded septic sys~ans in sandy oaml mils). Conmmimnts from
land-sid~ Ixmt maintmma~ projects, including hull scraping, rending, weJding, painting and
B~t maintenaage that o~-’un in the wa~r will be a direct source of contaminants (~ described
above). Chemic~, such as ch~mated ~per anenic-, copper- and tributyltin-based antifouling

fuel or oil tpllis, propwash within channels (causing turbidity and resuspe~ion of
conmnina~ ~diments) and sitorefine erosion due to motorboat wake. Disposal of mdtary
tbo~ without), tad di.~.harg¢ of greywat~ ar~ otter
Anot~ category of NPS pollution from marinas is dredging. For the purpos~ of tl~

disrupting photosynthetic activity), and may n~suspend contaminated sediments. Dislx)~ of

Some of the most visible controversy associated with r~reational boating deals with the dispo~
of mtitary waste. As a source of frt:sh pathogen pollution, untreated sewage discharges from
boats have a greater potential for the presence and survival of disease-causing organisms than
do discharges from treated municipal sewage source. However, boats are considered point
~ources under the CWA, and sewage discharges from boats are rogulated under section 312 of
the CWA.
C. Federal Pr(nmung that Anvly to Marinas and Recreatlonal
The siting and permitting pr~:ess which rnarin~ are subject to varies from State to State. State
and Federal agencies both play a role in this process. Boats are not requir~ to be equipped
with a MSD. However, if a boat does have a MSD, the MSD has to meet certain standard~.
Section 312 of the CWA required EPA to develop st~dards for MSD discharges to prevent the
discharge of untreated or inadequately treated sewage into or upon the navigable waters of the
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as ~rving as hi hl

: ’-

uai

producave
" pnma~
’ a.rm-v
~ .... ~ u~mg, ~ aS ~ areas for ’

¯

¯ --

(1) .S.im marinas

(2) Site marinas adjaeeat to deep
arm to be dredged should be the minimum noeded fo~ the marina itself, including
¯
adjactat
optm water. Durin

be
¯,, ,.,~m ¯m me marina
. .

than
9

O) Sit, marinas n~ar ~’rently permitted public arras for dispo~ of dr~lged
(4)

$it~ marinas away from w~Jands, shealfm resounms, submerged aquatic
vegetation, and critical habitat a.rtas.
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Construction of a marina or docking faellity may mult in short term localized water quality
problems due m alteration of e~isfing upland vegetation and changes in the area’s watt-shed.
However, the long term effects of marina maintenance and operations cause the greatest concern.
Marina operation may contribute pathogenic organisn~ a~ well a~ petroleum hydrocatbom
heavy metaL~. The o~:muation of human activity in the area of a marim aho pose~ ¯

partic~ar water quality ae~rn ~ of the potential problem of ~-wage digxn~

Fecal oliforln
are used a~ an indicator of the pathogenic organhms (viru=n, ba~=.ia,
and parasites) that may be present in sewage. Therefore, all water quality a.~essmeuts for
water-based marina designs thould identify and document potential fecal coliform loadingl and

the ~ dmure zme~ tlm ~ re.It from tl~ne estimated findings (see Figure 5-I).
water quality standard for fecal coliform of 14 orga~ns MPN (most probable number) per I00
~te~ of water. Once the elmut~ zone ha~ been determined, it should be determined if the
shellfi~ elmure zone would remlt in any impact to existing shetlfish harvest area~. If the

¢. Di~olved oxygen coctee~tr~ti~,
All water quality a.~essraents ~uld address the potential for violations of water quality
~andards for dissolved oxygen concentrations. In most States’ watch, ¯ standard exists for the
24-hour average concentration and an instantaneous minimum concentration. The
must present rea.umable estimat~ of these concentrations for the planned marina and adjacent

watch. The e~imat~ should be lined on monitoring or modeling, depending on the
The water quality a.t~ssment should be based on marina location and configuration. The fu~t
and most basic distinction made is ~ of open versus semi-enclosed marinas (marinas located
within an embayment which effectively partitions the marina from the open ~.mbient watch).
Within the semi-enclosed marina category, fur~er distinctions are made for existing versus
proposed embayments, and whether the wate~ at the site are completely mixed or vertically
stratified due to tempe~ .ture and ~linity gradients.
i. Tier 1 assessments: open maria~
Marinas are considered to be open if they are located along an existing shoreline and have no
man-made or natural barriers which tend to restrict the exchange of water between ambient wat~
and water within the marina area. These marinas generally consist of a number of piers or
docks wl~ch extend from the shoreline (Figure 5-2). The water quality assessment for dissolved
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Figure ;-~ -Illustration of En©lo~d Marln~
and Potential Monitoring $1t~

~"-
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Previou~ ~"tions of this guidebook have described naturtl resoun:m which may be impmed by
the construction and operation of ¯ marina. D~ging to construct or mintain a marina me
result in losses of these resources and/or adve~e impacts to nearby resources because of
~iti~l ~ others due to migration, spawning and early development of impmlant ~

adverse impa~ to the ~g habitat and avoiding possible violations of water quality

standards. Prop~ pla~mnmt of silt sc~ens o~ turbidity curtains is a common and relalively

Whenever dredged material my be contaminated, disposal in an upland diked eeetainmemt mm
disposal arm.~. Diked disposal areas must be sized and designed to ppzvent twuslmmim og
erosion of the dredged material and subsequem trans~rt back into adjaceat watch. "I’aey must
also be sited to avoid ground water onmminatim.
Another ~ optioe, available cmly for clean, uncontaminated fill, is placement on m’ ram’

D~lging in waters of the United States is z~,ulated by the Army Corp of Engineers, as
discussed earlier in the introduction. This guidance on dredging and dredge dispoud is provided
so that prospective .marina ownen have an indication ~ to what they may expect from effom
t~ ~t~ a ma:i~

as mzintenance area~ dtould be treated, as de~ribed under the Stormwater Management Section
of this section.
Upland basins should not be excavated in ar~a.s upgradient or within I000 feet of public ~
private well fields, nor should excavation occur within water supply protection ar~s, or ~
an increased threat of ~l~e water encroachment is Likely. A danger exists that dredging may
improve the hydrologic "connection" between brackish water and the fr~h water aquifer, which,
when coupled with a head loss from pumpage with~ the aquifer, may result in co~taminati~
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1. Shoreline Pr~__,~__!on and l~4n Dm4eNatural vegetation should be used whe~ver feasible to stabilizz shoreJin~s. ~, wben
bulkheads, since tbey generally Inovi~ g~at~ habi~ and nsduce wave rcfle~ons. Shoreline
In instants wh~e bulkheads are to be inslall~, they should be consmu:ted in such ¯ mann~

. tuo .mnma~y ~eaa
ot the wallstsbiliz~l
~ should
by be ....
¯ to .fa~ure
¯
type of bulkhead. Whe~ public walkways, s~ps, or romps run adjacent to bulkheads, handrails

should be avoided in critical down-wind or similar areas whe~ this is most likely to be ¯
problem. If square orners axe unavoidable because of other consiclea~ons, then points of

and se~¢ment of their foundations. Still, adequa~ provisions should be made to
migration and loss of fine mat~iais through the riprap, such as placement of ¯ filter flbrk:
beneath the armor layer. The slope of the ~-v~ment should be sufficiently fiat m maintain
stability, but in no ~ should the slope be s=~x~r than on~ vertical to 1.5

Considerations for ~ construction are addressed in the ufoan section of ~ document.
Control measm’~ such as turbidity curlains, v~g~tativ¢ baxriers, ~. should be used to contain
erosion.
2. Nnvi~_ntlon and Access Channel
Channels should be located in areas with safe and convenient access to waters of navigable
depth, based on the kind of v~ssels exl~cted to use the maria, but in no case exceeding the
depths of adjoining channels and waters. "Safe and convenient" access should be determined
on a case-by-case basis, taking into account such factors as existing water depths, distance to
exis~g canals and their depths, and tidal and wave actions. ~for~ considering
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should ~em~ to ~ ~o~ess ~o deepe~ wa~r by extending docks and piers farther from ~.
The max~num extent to which ¯ pier should extend into the waterway should be determined by
each state and applied in a onsistent manner (10~ of the width of t~ channel lm be~n ~ in
some c~se, s). In some cases, rather than dredging (and possibly having W develop ¯
compensation plan), it may make more sense t~ simply limit the maximum boat dra~s in the

~nount of

AL~o, naturally

$. Was~ewat~.

centrally loca~d sewage pumpout rations. These stations are ~enerally located at the end of a
requiring pumpout services dock at rite pump-out s~fion, a flexible hose is connected to fl~
wa.~-wa~r fitting in the full of th~ boat, and pumps or a va~’uum sy=em move the was~-wa~
~o an on-shore holdin~ =nk, a public sewer system, a priv=e treaUnent faci/ity, or other
(removable) toilets, a safisfiwtory disposal facility could be a toilet into which the ponabk
(removable) toilets can be dumped. PortableYmobii¢ sy=ems ar~ simiiar to marina-wide systems
except that the pumpout stations are mobile. The mobile unit includes a pump and a small
storage tank. Thc unit is connected to the deck fitfin~ on thevesse, l, and wastewa~ is pumped
from the vessel’s holdins ~k to the pumpins unit’s storage tank. When the storage tank is full,
¯ ~mca=a mps~ae systems prov~ae continuous wastewater collection a~ a s/ip. SLip~ide pumpout
should be provided to live-aboard vessels. The re, mainder of the roW.ha can stitl be served by
Note that chemicals from holding tanks may retard the normal functioning of septic systems.
Neithe~ the chemicals nor the concentration of wastes has proven to be a significant problem for
properly operating public treatment plants provided there is adequate dilution between the marina
and the neaUnent plant. In some cases, the effluent from the marina may have to be dilut~l
before introducing it to the sewer system.
Shoreaide resu’oom facilities for the use oi’ marina patrons should be required at all marinas.
Adequate restroorn facili~es for any given marina are dependcm upon the nature (recreational
or public, or residential or planned community) and size of the marina and its ancillary featm~.
Resu-oom faci/ities should be conveniently located and well-maintained to encourage their use
by board’s a~ the marina. At residential or planned communJv/marin~ public restrooms may
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....... -~r~:er reqmremm~ for ~ructu~, typically requiring onl~ a few
upon

.......

before being placed back into slor~¢ Drv storage

Construction of dry storage buildings must conform to all applicable requL, ements of municipal,
county, or State housing, electrical, plumbing, fi~ lm)tecfion, and building codes. In the

absence of any such fu~ protec~on ~les, f~ l~x~-tion proc~urm for dry swrage m~s m~
ovm’ed in the National Fit~ Protectio~ Association (HFPA) 303, Fire Protection St:m,~.nt for

~ SCrd~S, S~i~S, ~OS, ~. should only be done i~ ~s d~s~d to ~ ~
m ¯ mann~ that prevents it from ~ adj~t watts and wetlands (see ~ction~ om
7. Fuel Stora~,. and DeHvm7

(1)

Posting of notifumio~ procedurm in th~ m, mt of a spill

(’2)

Immediate on-site av’~labifity (less than 1/4 hour) of containment equipment such
as booms, absorbent materiah, or sk~mmm. This equipment should be
conveniently stored on site. ~ble marina pe~onnel should be W~qed in
the proper use of this equipment. Marina penonnel should be r~qui~ to
participate in annual drifts to dcmonstr~e their readiness in the evmt of a spill
and to assure that containment equipmm~t is in working order.

O)

Disposal of the collected fuel or other material contaminated by the pollutant in
accordance with applicable State and Fedm’al
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IV.

MANAGI~tJ~NT MEASUIt~ FOR OPi~U, TIONS AND MAINTi~ANC£ OF
MARINAS AND BOATS

A. F, uvtronmgnttl ~

The Management Measures, listed in Section It below, are designed to addgms the follmving
The oper~icm and maintm~m~ of a marina and uso~ted boa~g produces tl~ same
as those addressed in the design of marinas as wedl as day-to-day activit~ such as disposal of
problem my gesult from disposal. of fu& wastes into the water in ooncemtr~tions that overload

Small boat yards and marinas m~ ¢gmfronted with handling a tignifimnt number of Imardmm
waste souses due to the variety of maintenance and n~tir oper~ions that result from boat
operations. Ownen of marinu have a t~xmsibitity to see tt~t no lma:eous m==~ m=r
the body of wa~r on wixich they age lomted.
Many of the ~ geaerm~ by boat yards and marinas must not be digtmrged into ether
go to sanitary sewen tnd most outside drains go to tmtuxal waters. Wastes improperly, disposed
down drains may cause water pollution, damage or impair sewage treaUnent plants and ~tn be
harmful to work=’s. Contaminants of ~gem include, antifr~e~, oils, detergenu, wash water
f~m cleaning noon and ~ tnd paint dust.
B. Management
of marina~ and boats:
(1)

Encourage the recycling of fish wastm baclc into the natural ecosystem in

(’2)

Tarps and vacuum,~ should be used to collect solid wastes prc~luced by cleaning
and r~’Imtr of boats. Such wasu~ should be prevented from entering adjacent
water.

(3)

Vacuum or sweep up and retch debris, sandings, and trash from boat maintenance
areas on a regular bas~ so that runoff will not canT it into the water.
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(4) Fish wutes should not be r~cyeled into surface waters in such a way that they
2. Beet Malnt.nan~ ~

Sma~ beat yards and nurinas are ~,nfron=d with handling a significant number of hazardous
waste souses due to the ~ of maintaunce and ~ opsntions that result from boat

~ l~ac~ice ent~h the contaiament of hydmblut (pressure washing) ~ to prevent

ufiUfies should be consulted for pr~reatm~t possibilities. ~]eaning processes that use chemical
additives su~ ~ solvents or degreasen must be done in a self,ontained system that prevents

b. Abra.~ve blastina Ontainm~t
Grit from abrasive blasting ~nttins paint chips and oU~" maI~JaJs should be prevented from
entering natural waters or storms. ’Dock~de’ blasting, ou~de a drydock or containment area
bltsting operation~, o~kx~.ar~s ~hould be enclosed in plastic ta, rps and no blasting should be
done on windy days. The bottom edge of tarpaulins and plastic sheeting must be weighted so
that it will remain i~ place during light breezes. A spray booth should be used whenever
possible to capture the btast grit and should be used if sand is being uted.

adequate venl~ation for people working in them. Paint guns ur~d in spray booths should be
either High Velocity Low Pressure (HVLP) or High Efficiency Low Pressure (HELP) which are
rated at 65 % e~cient paint transfer, or electrostatic paint spraying methods. In replacing
exircing spray guns, convert to HVLP or HELP types. Cleaning paint guns can also be
ha2ardous since spent solvent must be treated as a hazaxdous waste and not discharged directly
into dra~s. Cleaning should be done in an enclosed gun cleaner/recyc~ machine.
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It is recommended that a process be developed by eve~ Stat~ t~ permit and regulate ~
boating a~d marina development and operation. This proce~ should be the foundation on whie.h
impleme~t~l. Most States already have programs designed tO accomplish many o~ the actiom
programs as described in this chapter. However, it is recommended that Stal~ ~ and, if
programs should comet of the following:

physical presence or operation of marinas. The intent of the regulations should be three-fold.
of new marinas. The controls should be most comprehensive for new marinas becattse new
ot~’uction offers the gr~at~st opportunity f~r proper environmental planrfing and ~emmt.
Second, to allow upgrading of existing facilitie~ in ways which can be~efit the envisonme~t by
imposing r~asonable resections which would effectively discourage or prevent environmentaJly
detrimental impacts. In this ca.~, it is recognized that physical constrtints at exis~g sites may
present insurmountable limitations over the scope of feasible improvements that can eccur.
Third, to provide for safe and e~vironmentally sound operation of existing and futu~ marinas
through prevmtion of pollution by good housekeeping pr~edures.

To improve success in reducing NPS pollution from maxinas and recreational Ix~ing, ¯ Imblic
education program is vital. The public should be educated about causes of NPS pollution and
prances that will reduce NPS pollution. Specific areas in which boaters should be educated
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HYDRObIODIHCATION, DAMS AND LEVEES, AND SHORELINE EROSION
bL4.’qAGEMENT blEASURES

~ u~u may cause ~rb po~u~on ^ ~ose~ of .~--- o,~.~.~-- ~- --. ....... ~
............

--v-,-,-s u~ s=~omc re, on or I~e ~mlrv ~

¯----. v-,,.,--,,,~ ~ m~a~canuy anects mny oati
L HYDROMODI~CATION
A. Overyi~w o1’ ~

which, in turn, ould cause ~ of wmer

Specificall_.ma~j~.oce,
dido. Ived.
change bouom
=dimeam.
y,
L~ ¯ I~l~Cy
IO~"ox_ygen
f’Ut~" ~and
s~d~m~tlts
to ~umulJ~
in
mese areas iml~"ting the benthic biota. Such areas ma attract ---:"-- -Ychanne~tiou
organU: mmm.ial
and concentrate pollutants. In addition, dredging for
nmy incrmme
~!..w~.inmasion from the ocean during low river flow periods but
saumues outing high flow periods by hastening passage o~’ flood flows.
(2)

Dams and lm_noundmem~. Dams and impoundments may alter the distributiom
’of sediments in the estuary and may muse migration of the turbidity maximum
zone (i.e., the zone of greatest sediment concentrmion) thereby iacrmsiag
sedimentation r~es in some areas and decreasing them in others. Also, by
¯reducing the discharge volumes, downstream current velocities ~nd ~ flows
may be reduced which in turn may promote the accumulation of fine ~
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~ ~ ~ pollution du~ to hydrologic modifi~tion~. ~ ~onsidm~afion ~ be
~iv~n to both ~ and stn~’tuml measures during th~ early planning stag~,
~onstrucou~ mea.~u~ should be given preference in the planning ~ag¢ given their poten~l to
pro~1 or resW~ habitat. Certain environmental conditions such as might exist in wetlands ~
other m~itiv¢ ~luatic sites, for example, may rule out swactural considerations. A
nonsWactuml program will be easiest to implement if it can be developed and adop~ for m
snd o~s ride against a complete nonstructural program, an appropriate use of both stmctu~

(I)

lhooer _~o_ieet des~. Sediment erosion from (and deposition to) the bed of ¯
coastal waterway can be managed by proper project design. Proper deign is sit~

and flow condition specific and cannot be genenSzzd, but app~ mode.~
should be used to d~ign waterway modifications. The best available technology
includes 2-dimensional numerical and hybrid (numerical plus physical) models.

(McAna/ly, 1986, "Modeling Esmadne Sedimentation Processes," Proceedi~,
Symlx~um to Reduce ~,~i.ntcnance Dredging in Estuaries, National Academy of

Sermon, Wash~gton, DC.)
(2)

~ Sediment en~sion from ovefoaak arms that flood d,.a’iag high
water events can best be ¢ontmlJed by vegetative ov~r.
(a)

In mlt and brackish water areas, the best available technique is planting
mar~ grasses suitable to the salinity level. Grasses anchor the ~oil with
roots and detritus and reduce flow stresses on the bed by sheltering it.
(Allen, H. FI., W¢bb, J. W. & Shirley, S.O., 1983, Proceedings, 3rd
Symposium on Coastal Ocean Management, American Society of Civil
Engineer, pp 735-748; Fredette, ctal., 1985, "Seagrass Transplanting,
I0 Years of CE Research, Wetlands Research Conference.)

(b)

In fresh water areas, the best technique is planting of tzee breaks, which
function much as grasses do plus diminish downst~’eam water flow energy.
Tree breaks diminish the flow capacity of the overbank area, so evaluation
of the tradeoff between upstream flood contzol and overbank erosion must
be made. (Lower lvlississippi Valley Division, U.S. Army Corps of
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hydrologic regime of steam sysl~ms. ~ ~ .~ ~,,~.~ with the siting, onsmic:~J~,
and operation of dan~ and ~ ~re due pt~m-ily to the disturban~ of soil and grotu~ over,
changes in stream hydraulic, and modificafi~ of ~ ~ (Le., ima or reductioa

of =mys fdtering =o
~ are two large ~ of impmmdmmts (V’u-~inia 1~ of Coaaervatioa sad

The second class i,~ the slorage ~t, in which there ia a large hydraulic bead (high
released from the dam. Flood control dams and hydro-power dams are usually of the
d~. Run-of-the-river impoundmenU generally have a much ie~ ~ ~

(I)

Flood

(4)

Water supply, domestic, indust~, irdptim

(5)

Other - rec~xion, fish and wild,re propagation, low flow augmentation, etc.

These various use~ often require differing design and managemmt practice~ and, in case~ of
multiple-use objec~ves, present conflicl~ng operational requirements, l:or example, flood control
impoundments have large storage capacities to contain flood watch. As the wet or rainy season
approaches, water is released to insure that adequate storage capacity is available for the periods
of high flow. The dam is operated to trap excess flow during the wet season, and Io later
rr.leue ~ flow during periods of low steam flow.
In contrast, the operation of dams for power generation has traditionally been foc~ed
meeting peak elecl~icity demands. The dams, therefore, usually must impound and store large
quantifies of water, providing control over downstream relea~ to meet peak needs.
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Downstream Erosion Controh - The release watch from aa impoundment can cause proble~
downstream by eroding the ~ channels and by scouring the stream bed (Virginia
Department of Conservation and Recreation, 1979). The amount of ermion potential
determined by the erodibility of the ~ channel and banks, aad by the amount of "excel"
energy the water ~
The ~ method of controlling erosion h to place energy di.~ipaton ~ of the water

tak~ maay fornn,

easily by [Iowa.
Gabiom are wire mesh ba.tk~ filled with rock, and caa be placed in the ~tream to foam a
flexible and seldom fail becau.w of ~tling or ~hlfting. However, gabio~ require pedo~
{2onerete lllo¢.ks and IJners can u.vually be made on-~ite ~we dam con~u, uctioa typically
nece~a.~7 to make concrete block~ larger to provide the ~ame reshlance to
Concrete .Umcua~ are inflexible, and the~ore more likely to fail due to ~tling and ~ifling.
Son Bioen~ed~ techniques can be ~ to addre~ the resulting eroaion from dam and levee
operation. Grading or re’racing ¯ problem ~ambaak or eroding area and u.ting interwoven

management practice for erosion and sediment control for

d.
River rock is obtained at essentially no cost because it is obtak~ on ~ite in mo~t ca.ws (V~
Department of Con.sen~on and Recreation, 1979).
Riprap i~ more expensive than river rock because of quarrying and wansponatim
Tennes.we, riprap is estimated to cost $2,000 per 100 feet, assuming I cubic yard of riprap per
linear foot (Tenne.s.sce Department of Health and ~nvironmeat, ca. 1990).
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characteristics, instream flow regime, bed material composition, and cham~ morphology. It
is wise to compare ~sults of several methodologies, which could vary by erie or even two
of magnitude, when predicting flushing or scouring flow requirements, and, if possible, provide
field verifu:afion. An awareneu of the assumptions and limitations inherent in any l~dictiv~

axe still in an early stase of development.
Environmental Desi_t,n of W~t*~’ways t’ENDOW~ - This ~ is described mukz’ Ihe
manasement practice for ermion and sediment control for constntctioa.

This management measure addresses impacO to fisheries caused by the amount and acheduli~
of flow releases, downstream sedimentation of spawning areas, changes to water
and fish passage. The generation of pov~r at hydroelectric dams results from the movement of
reservoir water through penstocks and turbines to downstream areas. Migrating young fish may

b.

ManaS_ eme~t

The management measure for fisheries protection is ¯ combination of practices that minimizes
the loss of desirable fish species by: (1) maintaining minimum instream flows for the protection
of desirable aquatic species, (2) controlling flow fluctuations within seasonal bounds to protect

against damage to aquatic life, (3) providing for flushing or scouring flows as needed for aquatic
habitat maintenance, and (4) providing for adequate fish passase for spawning and migratory

Following is a list of management practices for fisheries Inotection that are available as tools to

ach~e the fisherie~ protection management measure.
Maintainin~ Minimum Flow~ - In the design, consu’u~on, and operation of stru~’~r~, the
minimum flow requirements to support aquatic and other wa~-dependent wildlife in downstream
areas are addressed. Instream flows arc usually mainta~ed to protect or enhance one or a few
harvestabte species of fish (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1976). Other fish, aquatic
organisms, and r~paria~ wildlife are a3sumed to also be adequately Inot~cted by these flows.
Redu~on of Flow Fluctua~ion.~ - Sezsona] discharge limits are established to prevent exce~v¢,
damaging rates of flow release. Limits are also plac~l on the rate of cha~ge of flow and river
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The following informatkm is Utkm from Teanessee’s Sectio~ 319 (Clean Water Act) nonpoint

L

~-Expecta2 mg/Lto4 mg/Lixx:zeueindiuolvedoxygen. Thisls awoven
m~thod, but th~-e is ¯ question z~anling cavitation zesulting from vmfin~.

prmsure in the ~ grid thus induce am’trice (Virginia Department of Cmservatim and

Surface W~,~" ~mm_. EXlagt ¯ 2 mg/L to4 mg/L iacnate in dissolved
pumps, diss°lved oxygen ieve~ can be ~ beyond a 2 mg/L to 4 mg/L increase.

The c°st Ln’f°nnati°n l~’°vided in Table 6"I is l)tsed uP°U daxa provided by the Tennessee Valley

Authority (Tenn~s~ Z)epamnent of F,=zlOz and F.nv~zment, ca. 1990).
6.

L"hemle~l and Oth~. Pollutsm Control for Ca;-~--"..-

a.

1~roblems to be w~l~,,d

b.

Ma~__ emenz m~,-,~e

~,J

The ~¢ment measure for control of chemicals and othex pollutants during the onstnu:d~
of dazns and levees ~s a combina~on of pra~ices thaz minimizes the zisk of deJivez-y to nazu~
w-az~-w~ys of chem~czls and othe~ pollutants z,~__=~_ ",,,~ with th~ ons~on activities.
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Tenne~ Va/ley Authority wat~ use umh ba.~d o~ the ttmmption of lo~ power-~memti~
poUmtial.
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strongly related to an area’s wave climate. A relatively simple measure of
potential wave ~mate i~ the measure of fetch (the distance over open water tha~
winds can generate waves). In coastal bays ~ estuaries, the fetch is tim/ted to
the distance, to the opposite shore. For instance, a low energy shore may have
a short fetch across a creek but a very long fetch toward the northeast (i.e., storm
exposure). Further upstream, the driving factor may be overland runoff
,- .... ,,~ ,=v,~ uu~ xo mmr grea~ widths and dem
.... ~, ........
,,,.,, ,.,~..m© aooma oe mrecOy
related W the extent of ....
(4)

Determine limits of the reach. A reach is a segment of shore.fine wherein the
erosion processes and responses are mutually intm-active.

For exampl~,

~,.~,~u. wetlands
o~ow a~quate
now
and cL,
c~dation
to protoct
the functionaJ value of ¯adjacent
or other
aquatic
habitat.
If wave

~,.

¯_~,~,~_u~,.~.~g .n~.~tat or u~ng a combination of low profile sm~:tur~ with
~usnmg ~quatic aaeitm.
-Management plnu,,~T-’

~ section discussm management practices that m’e ---"-’- .........
erosion managemem m~-,=,~, ’r~ ..... -. ..... ~y~o~© y..mo~ to ~cmeve the shoreline
man~ement practice. Erodin
ar~as
ma ¯by wmd-ch-iven
. . ~,
,- action, ~
g
y be
influenced
wave
fluxes, storm discharges from land, upemfion of water cn/~, or various land use ac~ivitim.
Selection of the appropriate management practice depends upon a comprehensive understanding
of the d.,’iving force~ behind shorefine erosion. The three basic categories of shorefine erosion
(1)

Nonstructura/: includes bank gnding and beach nourishment. ~ include
restoration and re-vegetation of wet/ands (emezgent marsh, shrub-scrub, or
forested) and other vegetation re-establishment (see chapter on wet/ands/rip,u’ian
restoration for additional information).
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Combim~io~ and Bio~ngin~.in~: includ~ mixed us~ of structural ~t
mmsmmural approaches such as biological engineering practices, including llve
~taking, live fascine, brushlayer, branchpacking, brushmatre.sses; also headland
breakw’~m’s a~l b~ch nourishm~t with vegetation re-establishment, bank

~ are various methods and combinations of ~ available from which to choos~ o~z
compatible with other m~thods (if combinatio~ ar~ se.kcted) and wi~ th~ objectiv~ of t~

1. ~

Bank ~rading is basically O~e re~zpin~ of the upp~ sho~fa~ of ¯ sediment bank to ~

_

b.

(See Wetlands and Riparian ar~a chapter on restoration for addilional information beyond
emergent marshes like restoring vegetation in areas further upstream such as boctomland for~t
or scrub-shrub.)
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b.

Seawalh and bulkh,~d,

A seawa/l is a strucutre that is _built to protect the landward ,ide of the wtl/from dama~g tidal
elevations and wave attack. Seawalh may be ~ with cOnChS, steel sheet piles
weed. Bulkhead~ have two f~nctions. The first is to retain or preyer sliding of material

---,-~,~ ~ ,-= ,~,=,= ~acn o~ ~noretme must t,e evtluated. ~ co=~ of bulthea, h vari~

the energy category and the locality of the project. Typictl cmU (for timber bulkhead)
$200.00 to $275.00 per linear foot. These cosu may vary $25~t to 40~ depending on the

A groin h a thore pmtecfim device, finally oriented pet’pendicu~ to the ~ore, that may
eon.~t of one or more muctures. The purpose of these m’ucunes h to trap littmal drift, thu~

----- f=~d ,- ,,~ to avoid ~d

¯

. ...~.~m

Oroin "-’-’ ............ ve~. ero=on~ e~ects m the downdri/~ aae o~ a mo~t.
$3~ to $~80 lq~dino m the wa .......

.

van~

d.
,,,.~ ............... energy
Ir~nspon. Sand
~,vuq~ m
,uun~ me
~,nor~ IS uie~lore ~ behilld
.
¯ ut~-tums aria accumu~al~l. Breakwaters
ar~ often n,,,.,4 ............
-- ~.- . ..
the ~on of longer reaches of shore.E~ for less cost.
ty f sediment
..........

The h~,dland co~l once~ is to ~ ~.van~¢ of.the shomline’s na~unl movem~t
equi/ibrium. Less msis=nt shorelines o~rween stable head/ands conl~nue to erode unl~l the
ecluiEbrium point is r~achecl. As the shoreline r~ache~ a stabl~ onfigur~ion, a sha/low
embayment is formed between me headlands. Tl~is equi/ibrium state wig depend on the v-ave
d/mate and the sediment Ixanspon mech,~isms acting on the shoreline. By mainlaining
headlands as [oca/points for stabifizafion or by inducing artifice/ones, the shoreJ~ne should
stabi/ize be.m, een these heaclL~ds. An extensiv© eroding shore.line reach may be conlzolJ~l by
structur~y protect~g onJy about 30 percent of the lotal reach. Breakwaters and headla~
~ average $90.00 to $350.00 per Linea~ fool.

R0038407

V
U.S. Anny Corps of P.,n~inez~. Yem~ l-~w ~t ghore ~on... t _Pro~e~_ Owner,s G~_...
U.S. Army Coqm of Engina~. Year7 Low Cost Shore Protection ... ¯ Ou|d~ for
K)ovemm~t

docummt "Sb=eUne F.n~cm ~.Tbe ~ Xpprou~"
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MANAGEMENT blEASURE FOR WETIA.NI~ PROTECTION AND
BIOFILTRATION
L INTRODU~rION

O
L

A. I~mzl~
specinc categories of -,,,,--= ,~_,__. ,- t ...: .~,,,~ ~ uonpo~ pouutiou from five
applies to a broad varietv of s~u,,e~, .---;- -spectty .. management measure that, in emma.

2

prot~on, and vegemive f~ter mrip,.

~ toss of wetland and riparian m’mm u buffen between .-,---,
efficiency. As a result, excessive ~.--’- ......,,,- ~ ,=,,mz~ wmcu im:reue dmiua~
vy rituals from nmzby land use activi,~ .............
. oils, greasm, and
.,~ -.~um tnpm’mn m~), u
Pla .yed by mixed hardwood forests ~n-’~" ~r~v~el~ _~s~t_._y ~ ~ wa~r quality role
, Ca, and Mg. It was nmi~ ,~.o, ,.,.., ........
up
would result m ¯ twea -

~ N,

.
¯

¯

Ltnd use activities that altm’ the structure or hydrologic regime of wetlands and ~ area~
may onu-ibute significantly to NPS problems. When riparian vegetation is removed or
degraded, the banks of streams, bays, or estuaries are destabilized and become more vulnerable
to erosion from storm events, wave k’~ion, or concentnted runoff. Floceptain wetlands are very
e~cient in retaining sediments whm the wetlands come in contact with flood watch. However,
when the hydrology of these same wet~ds is modified, such as by channelization, they may
become exporters of sediments instead. Tidal wetlands perform many water pu:ifical~
functions. However, when they are severely degr~led such as when drained by tide gates, they
have been shown to be a source of nonpoint pollution. When such tidal wetlands underlain by
a layer of organic pe~s are drained, the rapidly decomposing sob may release sulfuric acid that
may significantJy reduce plt in surrounding watch.

R0038411

"

Wetlands and riparian mum also offer important advantages in habitat protection. Pmtectim
and prot~-tive us~ of wetlands and riparizn zones should allow for both nonpoint sour~ control
utilize proper nmnagement teclmique~ to protect and restore the multiple benefit~ of the~
systems. For these reasons, EPA rez:ommends that land managers should factor both pmtectim

filter strips can substantially reduce the delivery of mtiment and mine nutrients to ~aztal watera

from nmpoint ~

wetland or riIztrian areas is less critical than identifying ecological systems of concern. In fact,
in many case~, the area of ~zzcern may include an upland buffer adjacent to sensitive wetland
1. Wetlands Deflnlt~m

R0038412

characteristics because of high soil moisture. Topographic relief and presence of depositional

~ f~1;ijj,~, q,~_ ~ ¯ . .

-~--~

~, ~,,e,~u~ usm~r, wmscr-holdin~

m onvey oel~nitive boundarim.

ability to ter subsurm~ as well as surfsce flows, while filU~r suips are primarily involv~
th~ ~tr~io~ of ~ ~

indigenous ve~em~ion lom~l bmwem "--~-t .........Stnl~ plan~!
. m m,
vmg’ wau~r
for the purpo
..ugaUng
_.’~.,~,,~,
~ m_pouuuon
aria rec~i
s~of mnovmg
~ eu~s
of nonpoint source
pollumn=
nutrients, pesticides, ~dimmt and suspmded solids. VF$ employ sU’ips of permmial
legumes, and/or hay ~ps m m as ¯ ~lter m ~ sedimmt ~ suspenc~ solids, m r~lu~
runoff ve.lo~ity, and to f~:ilimu~ mi~ ab~ into ~
The pol/umnt-removal mechani.un of the f~z -,~.- rmul
including a change in flow h-’-.-’: ....... "q" . a n~__m a mmoin=ion of
The physical proc~ of ~,,,~.~-’~----m~u~---u~-’-- ~ .pn~:ms-°-r n~u~’alizing or a=imi/atin
"~- ,....~,, ~ vy
[’~’A RF.QUF.STS CO~: Shou~ ~ ~ also addrms o~. aqua~ rmour~s
~ua~c ~

Submerged Aq.~ic Ve~ation:
~ tend to d~m. p~ wav~ mergy the~by vroma~n,

Wetlands, riparian area.~, and v~em~ive flit=" s~ips are impomnt component~ of systems
ontm! nonpoint sourcm of pol/ution. A prin~pl¢ of pro~ction involves minimizing imlmm
to wetlands and ripm-ian area~ s~ving to omrol nonpoint source pollution, by maintaining
exis~g functions of the wetlands and riparian are~, including: vege=~ve composition and
cover;, flow ~cs of surfac~ and ~’ound warm.; hydrology and geochemical

7-$
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wide appfi~d)itity amt should be broadly employed to ~ coastal wate~ from wdin~nU ~d
nu~ients.

V
0

I~ MANAGEMENT,,~~

L

A. Benefits of Wetlands in NPS Cn.t~!
Wetlands provide many beneficial uses including habitat, flood att~nuatioa, wa~r qual~
improvcn~tt, shore.lJ~ stabilization, ~nd groundwa~r r~charg¢ and discharge. Wetlan~ can
play a critical role in reducing no.point soun:e poDu~On problems in open bodie~ of water by
trapping and/or transforming ~llu~nts before ~g tlwan lo ~djat:mt wam’t. ~ role in
wa~r quali~ indudes p~x~,~g, removing, tranfforming and sWrage of ~.h pollut~nt~ ~

"/
~

A ,..w~d. ’s po~itio~ i~ th~ Im~L~ap~, bo~h i~ r~latio~ to
pomuon m the watershed, affe~t~ iu wa~r quality funcfion~. Wettand~ in ~h¢ upper
the watershed ar~ believed to have the greatest over~ impact on water quality because ¯ later
percentage of water in the river ha~ contact with adjacent
estimated that tl~ first 20 me~rs of ¯ wetland (both riparian and ~alt mar~) inm~/ia~y
below the ~mrce of nonpoint ~ource pollution may be the most e.ffectiv~ fil~.
In iU lun¢ 18, 1990, "National Guidance: Wetlands ~nd Nonpoint Source Control Procaine’,
EPA formaDy recognized snd advi.~d EPA Regional and State program managen of fl~
importance of linking N’PS and wedand program ~ivities to enhance the effecfivme~ of bo~h.
That linkage can be extended to include the Sta~ oa.~al zone programs to addr~s the new NI~
requirements in the Coas~ Nonpoint Pollution Control Program. This link~¢ between ~
and aonpoi~..t ~ programs i~ particularly appropriate ~ivm ,the spe~al emphasis placed m

¯

B. ]V6m~,~.m~t Praeti~.~ to Pr~,~__ and ]~,.eor~
Thez¢ are two overal/ management practices for wetlands: 1) Es~lish a prefermce for
protection of existing wetland systems adjacent to paint wateflxxties (impact avoidance), 2)
Identify wetland areas in a watershed to Uu’get for ~on for their NP$ reduction and other
1. Man~eement Practice. Proteetkm
Establish a preference in NPS programs for protecting wetlands (impact avoidance). Avoiding
impact to wetlands is fundamental ~ pollution prevention. A principlc emphasizing protecti~
advocates avoiding impact to wetland areas when practicable to maintain existing bea¢fic~
(function) and to meet existing wau:r quality =andards.
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~ - The vegetation in ¯ wetland is important both for uptal~ of nutrients and ~ ¯ carbon
and l~tter source for the ~!. The carbon, in turn, fuels the immobi~i~on of ~ and
nitrogen by mi~organhn~ in the rail and the transformation of nitrogen into a gaseous form
through denitrificafion. The layer of liter along the riparian area surface al$o serv~ to trap
sediments which in turn ~ calxtu~ the particulale phosphort~.
retention time of the water in the wetland and the wetland t~l~e. Niu~en is removed primarily

effect of wet~nds is to reduce nitme concentrations. Howeva, niU’ate may be flushed from

due to contact of ¯ im~e pacat=g¢ of the water with the wetland or riparian area. In higher
order steams, the primary contact with wetlands occurs during flooding paiods (e.g., palusuine
wetlands) or when wat~ is impounded (Whigham and Ckittcriing, 1958). Some examples of
effectiveness of nltmgm removal are OVhigkam and Chit~rling, 1988; Johnstott, 1990):

Cyl~ swtmp in ~

49’%

~pa:~ foist of North C~’olJ~ ~ pl~n:

86~

Phos"Dhorus - ~ role of wetlan~ in retaining phosphoru~ has shown mixed r~ulu, depending
on the wetlands location. Because total phosphorus i~ sorbed to fine silt~ and clays, the sediment
mention functions of wetlands tend to utp phosphor~ as well. In contr., studies have ~hown
that phosphorus i~ not efficiently u’4pped in upland riparian areas because the fine $edimeats with
attached phosphorus either move through the riparian zone, or particulate phosphorus is trapped
and released u di~olved phosphoru~ (Cooper, 1986; Whigham and Chitterling, 1988).
The most important wetlan~ for phosphorus removal appear to be palustrine wetlands further
down the watexshed from fu~’t orde~ streams. In addition, phosphorus removal appean to be
greatest where the au-face water comes in contact with the wetland vegetation and Litte~
Riverine wetlands have also been shown to reduce both nitrogen and phosphorus, but it depen~
on contact time with the wetland usually associated with flooding events. For example, one
study ~hows a 10-17 percent retention of phosphorus when 50% of the wetland i~ inundated, and
a 46-69 percent retention when more than 50~ is inundated. When surface flow i~ dJffu~
rather than channelized, fine silts and clays along with attached phosphorus are deposited in
wetlands along riven.
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compatible mechav.isms and objective~ to NPS implementation goals in the crustal zone. Fo~
example, the Corps of Engineen administers the CWA Section 404 program; USDA implemmt~
Swaml~ust~, Con~on Rescue and Wetlands Resexve Programs; EPA, the COE and Slatm
work ~oge.~her ~o pe~orm Advance Id~tificafiou of we.~ands for special con~lemfion (S~ioa
404); and $1at~ ~ the CZM prog~mn which provides o~t7 for ~
dem’minations ~d ~ CWA 401 ¢ertificafioo program which allows for omid~-~im of

,,

.

Exar~_ les f~rom Sm~ and !oe~ ~m~m~

Baltimore County, Maryland, adopted ¯ bill to protect th~ wa~r quality of streams, wetlands,
and floodplains that requirm fo~ buffm’s for any activity that is musing or contributing
pollution including: nonpoint pollution of the wau~s of the Stat~ in that county; m’mioo and
sedimeata~m of su~am ¢hann~; c~ de~-sdafiou of aquatic and riparian habim~.
The county has manasement requi~ments for the forest buffen inoluding wetlands and
floodplain~ tha ~ limitation~ on ~lt~-afion of the natural conditions of these rmourc~s. The
pmvi~ions also ~ for lmbfi¢ and private improvement~ to the for~t buffex to abate and
warm" pollution, erosion and sedimentation of stream ~, mul degradation of aquatio tad

enforceable provi~ons to addre~ stormwater and nonpoint discharges into wetlands. ’roe
primary means for requiring compliance with standards will be through waste discharge permia,
rules, order, and directives ~ by the Department of Ecology. In :a~es where BMPl are
not being implemented, the Department my puttee voluntm3, corrective a~fion, orderl,
2.

Management Practice * It*~c~_oeation

When conditions a~e appropriate, restm’ation of wetlands and riparian are~ should be preferr~
over structural management measures to gain NPS and additional benefits for w-at~s of the U.S.
P.~’toration of wetlands refers to re-establishing a wetland and i~ range of functions where one
existed p~vio~y by re-establishing the hydrology, vegetation, and other habitat ¢~.
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F
~
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L

~

¯

’,’on of wetlands and riparian areas in tbe ~¢d have bern ~x~wn to ~sult in h’PS

V

0

y m ,~ ¯ wholistic
approach to wa~ quaff
that
.ty
.addres~s
h~$
ImPlores
while
na~.ting
the ~oais of ~h. r,~.
Water^~
..... m protec~ aria mmm t~ ~ "~’-’sical ..........
° - - -" ~ functi, ma-- be .... 2
Full restoration of omplex wetland and riparian
ve, rinsed on lite ¢ondition~ o--J--: ....... Y ml~mlt 0
olants, etc ’rh,. ¢^n,.,~ ...... _-,. -,t,~..,a~.y oz _s3_s3_s3_s3_s3_s3_,smm to ~e restored, availability of mti~

~u"

ecosys~-m ~ a~d site conditions. "r~ Ineceding ~’s section on shoreline erosion alto

(I)

Restoration of hydrology is a erltkai factor to gala NPS benefits and incremm
pr~bab~t~ ~f meeesstui restormlo~

(2)

Restore native plant species when ,~’-.’~le eltb-- -" ......
types n~h~ than planting monocuRures. Deep rooted plants may work be~er

When possible plan restoration as part of naturally oecurrinz aquatic
ecosystems. Factor in ecological principles when selecUng sites and desi~nlnj
restoration such as: ~ high habitat diversity and high productivity in the
river/wetland systems; look for opportunities to maximize habitat onnectedne~
(between differem habitat types); and restore to provide refuge or migratioa
corridors along rivers between larger patchs of upland habitat - animals are mo~t
likely to colonize new areas if they can move upstream and downstr~m under
(4)

Seek a range of pre-exiglng functions: Maximize the wetland function~
r~tored to replicate pre-existing functions. In addition to Pollutant
transformation, functions to restor~ may include flood ontrol, food chain
support, and habitat. Additional measures (such as adjacent land u.~ BMPs) and

R0038419

/

wildlife if lmdings include pollutants toxic to wildlife. See chapten
Agficul~e, SLlvicuJmre, and Ud~an kc~vifie~ fo~ ~xcific~om of
a.

Effectivene~ of rem,~-ation ~

The ultimate goal of wetland and ripm~ restoratim i.~ to re~on~ ~ u oppmed to
buffer ~trips, but this may evolve over time through managed ~
An eco~tem ~ be ~tf-~taining, whe:e~ buffm" ~ a:~ t, eae~y mr.
¯
¯

Restore a range of wetland or riparian functio~ that umJ to exht at tl~ rite.
Do not degrade val.e of ~m.adi~ zmtml habitm ~ mx:ommlkd

See ~-’fioe II.B.l.b. for typical removal effecfivene~ of HIS pollutants by these
b.

Plannin_e and ~itifl~

A re~vely high deg~e of ~ ha~ been achieved with revegetation of cm.~l,
and fre~wa~r mnhe~ becau~ hydrology i~ relatively emy to nutor~, native ~ed mr~ are
o~ pre,wat, and natural ~-vegetafion of~ occun. Manh vegetation aho qui¢idy reache~
maturity in compamon with ~rub or forint vegetation. Succe~ rat~ for man~ ~eem to be
cor~lated to l~’Oper elevatim. ~ ha~ bern dif-ficult to re.re due to ~n.~fivity
~oi~s are within a ~iven nnge (dependin~ on the site) and the wave conditions a~e nm extmne
~alker, 1988). Since many of the facton vary with ~ite conditions and wetland type, ¯
review of ex~in$1~ and c~-s~ies O~mh ~ and un~ccess~) i~ needed.

Identif~

of

pn~lcn~. ~ the role of nmorin$ site~ within ¯

¯

Set goals for the restoratioe project based on location and type of N’PS problem;
when practical, replicate multiple functions whiJe still gaining HPS benefia.

¯

Locate historic accounts (i.e., maps, descriptions, photographs) to identify ~it~
tl~t were previously wetland or riparian. These sites are likely more suitable for
restoration if the original hydrology has not bee~ permanently altered.
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IV. MANAGEMENT PRACTICES FOR RIPARIAN ARE~
A. Beneflt~ of Klnmrlan ~ in ~ Contr~
groundwat~ flows from sourcm upland of the re’m, rmnoving or buff~’ing the receiving
body from the effects of the pollutants, or p~vmting the retry of pollutants into th~
wa~r body. A ripm’ian buff’m" su’ip should be usvd to prot~ a strmm from land u~ a~iviflm
adjaccet to the stream, and normally ~onsists of gra.~, shrubs and trv~$ in th~ ~rmmb~nk
(New York DF.C, 1986). Riparian buffers pe~’orm much ~ wetim~ by filtrating, storing and
~ transforming nonpoint source pollutants (Stmrt snd Cu-~, 1991).

from up~n~ runoff as ~ as in the abatement of su’eambank minion ~.S. I~A, 1955).
of ~It~ring (much Ek~ tl~ v~ativ¢ ~t~ ~’ip), ~d tl~ biologic~l ~ of ~u~i~t ~

1.

Msn~,ement Pr~____ot~__.

is to establish a pref~rmce for lnote~on of existing riparian mess ~djacmt to pmmt
~es (impact avoidance). The nonpoint source goal in protecting riparian areas is to

improve w-,ter quality (1) by retools nutri ts, sa im t su. , da solids. ,nd

and other toxics from surface runoff, was=water, subsurface and gnmndwa~ flows
sources upland of the riparian area, ~1 (2) by buffering the effects of upland nonpoint sourc~
pollution befor~ its entry into waters of the riparian
(1)

Consider wetlands and riparian areas on ¯ watershed or lsndseape scale so
that t~hey form ¯ ontlnumn ot fl/ters before waters enter an emmsT. This
practice includes basin wetlands, riparian buffers and wetlands adjacent to strmms
the sources of NPS pol/utio-,.

(2) Identity riparian arem with significant nonpoint sourte control potential
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~ - Filter strips ~ optimally at dopes of less than 5 %; slopes greater
than 15% render them ineffective beca~ surface runoff flow will not be sheet~ and uniform. Their effectiveness is strongly titeMependent, i.e., VFS Imv~
been demm~med to be iaeffective ea hilly plots or in terrain which ~
(2)

Site Consideration.~ - Filter strips are most effectively employed at sites which
generate suspended solids, sediment and sediment-bound pollutants. As sediment
~ in the filter, effectiveness ~; if the filter strip becomes
inundated, it becomes ineffective. Without maintenance, the effectiveness of filter
strips will decline over time, as more runoff events occur (Magette, et tl., 1989).

O)

~ - Sodiment and sediment-bound nitrates, phosphorus, and toxics
are efficiently removed by filter strips. However, removal rates are much lower
for soluble nutrients and toxics. Soluble nutrients are more effectively removed
by riparian vegetation.

(4)

-Y.tgtiai~:tL~ - Criteria for choosing the best vegetation type include dense
growths of grasses and legumes which are resistant to overland flow.
F_.ffectivene~ increases as the ratio of vegetated filter area to unvegetated area
increases. A filter strip should be at least as long as the runoff-contributing area.
"Contact time" between runoff and the vegetation is a critical variable.
7-16
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!
.Accumulated sediment an~ par~culate matter in the filter strip should be removed at relular
intervals to prevent inundation of the device. Frequency of this type of service will depend
t~e frequenc~ and volume of runoff flow~
D~elopm~nt of chann~ and ero~m rills within tim filt~r m’ip m’ea must be avoided. To
VL MONITORING CONSIDI~,ATION$

effe~dv=mss. Followin~ are examplm of ways to monitor results. Additional mo~z~n~
which are morn appropri~ for specific projects and condifio~ my b~ needed, r~zbli~h ¯

¯

~ ma~n~restomtion of ~

¯
¯

Monitor wa~r quality d~tng~
Tra~ n~gafion and lm~ (a~ag¢ and type)

¯

¯

Conduct base~e m~I (quautific=ic~ and qmial di.m, ibuticm)

wetland/fon~)
Monitor institutional pro~m~ in avoidance/prot~.tio~ such as: (I) State o¢
tax incentives (2) mul~i-agmry Im~patiou in prot~o~/~ fforts,
watershed initiatives, (4) acreage promct~l through lonj-lm
Fote~ou/restor~o~ t~mgh ~xluisirion or euemems, (6) number of =mini
(not limit~ to agriculture, but also urban, ¢onsm~on, silviculture, etc.),
numl~r of Wetlands l~scrv¢ or Coos~rv~o~ Re=r~ sign-ups.

Success oftm depends upon the lo~g-mm~ ability to manage, promct, and manipulate wetlsMs
and adjacent buffer are~. Resun~ wetland and ripm~ sysmms oftm require °mid-com3e
corrections° and management ~¢r time. Careful monitoring of sysmms af~ their ~
e~tablishm~lt and, in some c.A~$, a~ve ma~3gcm~lt of the syst~*ms, al~ ofi~ critical to 1o~

term success. To ~ chances of success, restor~l wetlands should be designed ~
sustaining or self managing sysmms. This i~ more likdy if the project is re-establishinj ¯
wegand a~a whe.m one ¢xismd pr~ously.
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water intai~ ability of the sol/surface wi/l result in run-off. Soils may m:ept
brief periods of high intensity influx or prolonged periods of low intenzity influx

before run-off occurs (Taylor and Ashcroft, 1972). ~ is because iafiltmim
i.~ driven by rail hydraulic conductivity and hydraulic gradients that
rapidly during an infiltrttion event (Kirkham and Powers, 1972). These hydraulk
properties are governed by ~ physical propeni~. Infiltration rates will alzo
events due to changing soil physical properties (Baker and Ltflen, 1983; Omttd
and Vcorhces, 1987). Soil physical pmpe~es related to water intake ability are
the ~oil t~ture, antecedent (previous) soft water content, and ~oil
(compaction or bulk den~ty). In general, coarser soil textures 0arger ~oi1 parti~
size), lower antecedent water contents, and better soil structure (lower bulk
densities) will provide increa.~ infiltration. Time-related fa~n
antecedent soil moisture contents, soil compaction, and the occurrence of frozen
soil conditions ~ignificantly affect infiltration rates (Schepen, 1987).
~-2
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by rtducing the ~oil water vonumt. This can be acoompli~ed on itrigaml land

R0038451

Co - amount of pol/umnt initizlly przazt

The rate of pollutant migration through tl~ mmmmmf zone, relative to
precipi~on/d~o~u~on ~nd zL~n~ioe~k~ion (SUmse ~nd Pem~m,1989).
of the contaminmst is strongly miami to its d~re~ of warn, solubility
For insoluble contaminants, viscosity and density dram’mine its mobili~
grm~r than warm. tend to sink to tlz bottom of an aquifm, and move slowly in
relation to ground-warm’ flow. In contrast, contaminants with a solution dauity
less than wa=r =~d to remain at the mp or flint m the top as u~,y move through
McKee, 1986). The rate of migr~on for fiquid contaminant~ that do no~ mix

can attr~ and immobifize conmninants in soil water (Jurin~, 1988). The
~L~3~ivity of a pollutant is its relative ~ to throe charged soft surfacm
(Strmge and ~, 1989).
The complex physical and chemical intcm~ons that dicta~ the mobility
of the contaminant axe not omple~y tmd=’smod. Hov,’cver, their effecu on
conmminam mobility can t~ simplified by the use of distribution coefficients.
is m~L~~ chemi;L1 tgu’ameter that estimate~ the relative amount of the
con~t immo~ifized in the soil (Strenge and Petenon, 1989):
Di~bution Coefficient (K~) -~- Concentration of Contaminant Immobilized
Concentration of Contaminant in Solution
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capacity for positively char~ed solut~ (’Brady, 19’74). This CalXtCity is m./alzd to
the amount of surface area which is a function of the si~e of soil lmtic~ and the
type of miaerah within the wi/. Representative ~-face areas of mih and e.lay

miaerah 0urtnak, ~988) ia~ude the fonow~:
Stn~e Area (m~la)

Sandy rail

1040

Effective CEC will generally decrl~ase with lower pH leveJs, as hydrogen io~
will dominate the exchange complex, and incr~se with higher organic matter
contents (Wagerer, 1987; Tisdate et. al., 1985), largely due to increased surface

The pH of the soil solurlo~ will also have important effects on poUulant
degradation and solubility (mobility) due to hydrolysis (Dick and Daniel, 1987;
GlolSe.lty, 1987). For inorganic contaminants, hydrolysis determines metal
species that exist i~ solution. For organic contaminants, the effects of hydrolysis

R0038455

The discharge of ground water Lt tmmtrolled by the permeability (It

"

conductivity)
the utter
" " ¯potential over the aquifer,
ydraulk:
aq of
, distribution
of the
hydraulic
and

.,_ s ~ ~ow, m me ~setme of interfering layen, tend~ to be mainly v~,~ ,.
tlong the flow path of the aquifer. -,= ~ m response to water prmsum gradients
The rate of aquifer flow in response to pressure gradients wiJJ be determined by
the permeability of the mat~al comprising the aquifer. Permeability is a function of the
interconnected pore space within the material For consolidated material (rock
formations), permeability wilJ depead on the presence and exUmt of ftacmrm, joints, or
the inhertnt permeability of the material itself. Configurations of subsurface materiah

R0038456

effective porosity of the aquifer (Freeze and Caterry, 1979). Dislmrtim, oe the other
hand, refen to the spreading of ¯ contaminant ~ it flows through the aquifer. Because
dispersion causes the tnixLqg of cmtaminated grotmd water with uncontaminated grotmd
water, it is ¯ mechanism for dilutkm. Both tdvectim and dispmion are otttrolled by
the physical pmpmim of the ~uifer, the distribution of hydmulk potmtial~ within the

The advectiee of cmmmintnts in an aquifer is directly ,~,~,~__te~ with the flow
of ground water. In aquifers of high hydraulic conductivity (i.e., permeable), rapid
movement of otmtaminants is facilitated by rapid movement of gtmmd warm. "lee
movemeats of ground water and comaminants are also dependent on the steelmms of the
hydraulic gradient in the alL, teflon of grouad-wat~ flow. Finally, in aquifer with high
porosity (e.g., fine grain material), the movement of ground water is generally slow and

The dispettim of ~ontaminants in an aquifer is controlled by mechanical
of grmmd-water flow, and molecular diffusion can be determined by the contaminant
hydraulic conductivity and small particle size, diffuxive translxm of ontaminants is large
to arrive at a discharge point (e.g., coastal water) prior to the arrivat time derived from
the average ground-water velocity.
The movement of contaminants in an aquifer is also controlled by propertim of
.previously discus.wd, getw.t-ally apply to contaminant, in the aquifer with the exceptioe

B-10
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environment may be ~’~-ely restricted due to limi~l amountz of ozygm ~md organic
mam-~

V
0

]I. ASSP.SSH]~IT OF lIMPS
contaminant movement through the rail. ~ followiag re:doe addt~s~ the impacts that
d~. ty~ of
have
m ~’fa,:e wat~
and greed-water mi~pfies. The following
theBM]~
generalmay
types
of tgricultur~,
forestry,

Reduction of run.off velocily: l~ which ~

2

Filtration of ~dimgtgt~’~ BM~ which remove sedimemt~ from

~~v~~. ~my~~~

"
~~ of ~~m ~ ~ ~ ~.

Watercourse smbili~o~l: BMPs which phyxically reduce or preset the displacennemt of soil
particlm lining warm’ourses. These may in¢lud~ techniques such as ~s~b~t of
streambank vegetation or the lining of strcambanks with geotextilm, rocks, or oncre~. These

BlvlPs affect g~’ound and surface watch through:

R0038459

¯

dec~ oeta~on of surface and ~round waters by mduci~ the ~

A~E~ ~m~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ nu~t ~~ ~ ~ ~

~

of cmam~t l~ t~ m~L

R0038461

-.., ~ u-aps, ummg or operatimm
toaffo~ maximum resistan~ or ---.-~ ......
~ vccxors sucu as tl~ prmeacc of cz~ain plant rmidum. These ILMPs affect ground
¯

~ contamination o[ suKa~ and ~xmd wam~ by r~lucing tl~ usa~ of

¯

increased L’~ltrmim and decreased run-off d.~ to increased

Cr(m selection/rotation~ BMPs which prevent buildup of pest populalions due to
~nvironmc~t or th~ us~ o[ a crop or varict~ which has incrmscd
U~Ola
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COMPARISON OF BMP ~ ON ~ QUANTrrY AND QUALrrY OF (}ROUND AND SURFAC~
WATER
IMPACT OF BMI~ ON:
Cmneml BMPs
SF.~~ATION CONTROI.~ ...........

Ground Watt"
P.~.hars©

Comaminatio~

Sur~ Waist
Rachar~

Co~tamin~on

redu~on of nmoff velocit~

~

~1

decrease

decrease

filu-atioe of sedimea~

increase

variable

decrea.w

decrea~

seulb~g impmmdme~

variable

variable

variable

~ mbilimfioa

variable

varkble

variable

mducia~ exc:~s in soil

no effect

decrez~

no effect

~onta~nm~t of manure sourc~

decreas~

decr~

d~’r~me

biologi~l pest onu’ol
mechanical pest on~ol

no effec~

decrease

no effect

decrease

increase

decrease

decrease

decre~

crop selection/rotation

no effect

decrease

no effec~

decrease

on demand pesticide use

no effec~

dec~a.w

no effect

decrease

pesticide application timing

no effect

decrease

no effect

decrease

decrease

decrease

decrea.w

PESTICIDE CONTROLS

WATER COI~FROLS
irrigarlon scheduling
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At this time, all regulated Ph~e P municipalities should have submitted both Partj 1.. and 2 of the
mtm~cipal storm water permit application and will soon begin implementing the norm water management
program~ they have proposed.

PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL
The lmrpose of ~ manual i~ to provide hands-on guidance for municipalities on how to be~ implemem

for the n~micipality’s smn~ water managemem at~vitks. ~ r~luirmm~’ howev~, cannot specify

nmd to take stein to emm~ tim mm~ water mmageme~.t prvgrm~ are implememed ia a prat:tkal.
prote~on progrem. Storm wm~ semce~ include a ho~ of murm categories, mmy of tham mm~bted
divene set ofmtm~..am effective Storm Water ~ Ptm (SWMP) pro~am will eomider all

’r~ nanua/a inzended to help muni¢ipalitie~ thr~mgh thi, implemenmion process. A Imic seven-rap
planning proce~ deu:n’bed in thi, chapm" provide, ¯ framework for e~eaive d~:ttion-mak~ and ie~-

progranmafic mearar~. In addition, th~ manual i~ imended to hdp munir.ipafities transform their gorm
water management program deme~ f~m words into ~tion. For example, many tmmicipalitie~ pledged
to develop "pubfic otm’each pmgram~" to promote awarem~ abom the effec~ of gtonn wa~r nmoff.
But how should such programs be m~uu.ed’? What are the mou coat-effective metl~h for educating
’Punua~ to Section 402(p)(2) of the Clean Water Act, Phase I of the norm water prog~m ¢over~
the following: A) a discharge with respect to which a permit has been issued mxler Section 402 before
February 4, 1987. B) a discharge associated with industrial activity, C) ¯ disc.barge from a municipal
separate norm sewer sy~’tem serving ¯ population of 100,000 or more, and D) ¯ storm water discharge
that the adminL~nzor or State determines may be ontributin~ to ¯ violation of ¯ water quality nandard
or i~ ¯ significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States. Phase rl of the norm wat~

program potentially could cover any sources no~ covered under Phase I. A requen for public comment
on Phase l] targeti~ and conn’ol olxiom appeared in the Federal Register on September 9, 1~)2.
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Chapter One

Introduction

"

V

TI-IE SEVEN-STEp STOP.,M WATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM PLANNING PROCESS

"~

The prims3, goal of the Clean Water A= and the NPDES permitting program is to protect the physical,
chemical, and biological integrity of our Nation’s waters. Toward this end, municipalities are required
to devei~ storm water management programs that will control discharges through their atonn sewer
systems to the "maximum extent practicable" and to prohibit non-storm water discharges t/~ongh their
MS4s. Within this statutory and regulatory framework, regulated municipalities wi/! define their own
set of goals that address all aspects of water quality, including chamcal water quality (e.g., toxics and
conventional pollutants), physi=al water quality (e.g., temperature, flow, and circulation), habitat quality
(e.g., channel morphology, ~ition, and biotic communities), and biodiversity (¢4, species nmnber
and range). Table 1-:2 identifies simple goals for ¯ sonic/pal storm water umnaseme= program.

resoun:e conditions. Much of this inforn~ion was collected during Pans I and 2 of the municipal
permit application. Guidance on how to begin to assess existing conditions may be found in the
Gu~ance Manual for z~e Prepara~on of Par~ 2 of O~e ArPDF.S Permit Applican’ons for D~c&srSz~
~rom ~m~cfpa~ ,T~avme,~orm ~ ~ys~em. Existing r.onditiom thm should be ~ for the

1
"
’

c.hanne~ scourmg, and rmdimo= depoaltion.

Understandiz~ the chan~eristics of receiving waters is essential for storm water
program developmeot. Municipalities should evalua~ ¯vailabl~ da~ on the physic, a],
and biologic, al concLitions of receiving waters--and examine existing uses versus designated uses
for particular resources--to determ~e which waterbodies sncl which specific m’eas demand higheat
priority. A wide range of information should be mvai]ahie from Stme ~ Federal agencies and
loca/universities. Similarly, the pla,q~ng and public works depm’unent r, hould have relevant
i~ormation on receiving waters in its possession.

1-10

2

...

Municipalities mm~ ide~jf~ arms or ~m~es Imow~ or maspected to contain significant
confrontations of pollutants, including industrial si~ (those required to obtain permhs under tbe
I~PDES progrmn), omn~rcial m~a~, mid~tial m, a~l ormtruc~ion activities, in som~ ~,
these ~’e~s of concern may be defied on ¯ .ategoric~l basis (e.g., all s~’vice stations), v~ail¢ in
other ~s, the ar~ of concern may be more site-specific (e.g., ¯ pamculm. ~rvic~ atation). A
significant nonpollut~ut courc¢ of con~rn is ~xcessively high flow, which r~-ul~ in l~tnk ~osion,
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TABLE 1-3. TYPES OF DATA TYPICALLY INCLUDED IN A WATtle_ ._$]:11~ I~OFTI.I~_
0

w~e~h~, (2) ~e e~ to w~ ~ ~llution sou~ ~ ~e ~iv~ water ~, (3)
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Introduction

Chapter

[ Step 6: Collect Storm Wmer Qtmltty D~ta

~
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have also developed State Priority Rankins Systems and undertaken monitorin~ pr~grtms to track

Progr~n isfformatiou may be used by municipalities omplet~ their ~torm watt"

* Prioritizin8 implemenmion of SWMP

* ~tmtify Tot~ M~m~m V~y Le~ ¢rMDL~).

T~C’mzl~Z°n~Ac~’mmb°rtz~~’~"~°f1990requ~St~with--" " coastal
by --~ Ocmnic
conuol in coastal ~ ~nd the o~n’lmfion of inland ~m~es of pollution ~o

.

Coordin,~ with e.xizt~ S~ programs, includi~ Sine and local warn. quali~, plato
programs und~ ~:tions 208, ~13, ~19. and ~20 of tl~

" Submit State coas~ zon~ boundaries and s~:fion 6217 man,~nt ar~s to NOAA for rt.view

(r~r~x:ed below) and additional n~asures where
¯

~ Draft

Provide technJcaJ lad othe~ a~i.~’taace to local Bovernmez~ lad the public for impl~

I-I?

August I~, 1994
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a description of activities potentially affecting w=er quality, ¯ program to control l~)ilutanx sources
(w.~ludmg xmpl~,on of appropriate BIVlPs), and an ongoing progr~n ,o ~onduct monitoring.
Rel~omhip to SWMP lmplemeat~.

overlapping r~imrmnm~, and mumcipahues are urged to share informgion baweeu the~ two
programs. Activities common to both ime.h~:

~ Clean L~es Program seu goals for defining the caus~ and ~ of poUution problems in the lakes
each State. Emplmis is placed on dewdoping w=asbed
"
~

ite~ouship to SWMP Impimmmmtfm

* Identification of ~wkonmeu~ eonditiom
*

Description of the l~e’s sources of pollmion ~d ~ ~~ions to redu~ the pollution

Final l)r~t
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lntrodu~on
~

Chapter Om

Relationship to SW/V[P Impiemmtstioa
"
lnforn~ion obtained under the I~P may be helpful to the municipalities in their effom to:

0
L

¯
"

Assess pollutant sources/load~n~s in particular wat~sbods
Monitor u’ends in rec~ivin~ water quali~y
lmplen~nt public ~ e.Jements of t/~ proMmlL

1

FEMA works closely with local ommunkies to ~ flood hazard m~s and fioodi~ risks. Plood
plain maps are also available ~ the ~,mcy.

¯

Effectively place structma/coutrOIs

~ollutiou Prt.va~ _an ACt of 1~
The Pol/ution Prevemion Act of 1990 esmblisbed ¯ national policy specifying that pollution prevazion
should be emphasized over pollmion commi or u’eauncm. With this policy, Congress defined ¯ pollution
prevention kierarchy to be fol/owed by all pol~mJon reduction pro~rmm:
,..

¯

Prevem or reduce at the source wbenev~ feasible

~,

¯

Where prevention is unfeasible, recycle in an environmco~ly safe manner

~ Dr~

l-~l

An~,mt 17, 1994

R0038501

¯

Where prevention or recyclin~ is no( f~sibl¢, ~ in an environmen~ly

¯

As ¯ last resort, dispose of (or otherwis~ r~lease to the envimmnem) msterials in
z~vironmen~ly safe summa.

Relstiomh/p to SWMP bn~dememt~jm

hot.hold hazardous waste collation, lotion and elimination of

August 17, 1~4

1-22

Final Dr~

R0038502

J

R0038503

R0038504

1994
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~ Draft

R0038505

R0038507

R0038508

information Iv~ilabla by local park dt’l~trttmms, health dqmmmms, public works depm’tmtms, and lomJ

~=

0

univmitim.

L

laformafio~ ~ w~’nhed voMifiom th~ may have b~n ollecud as part of the

’"

* Majoroutfa~m~dindumial
mnm’lxniom m tl~ MS4

" lhmoffsampli~mmul~

mp~m

" Rmulm of ~Id sm~min~ mmb~

R0038509

Aut’ust 17, ~
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~

R0038510

R0038511

R0038512

R0038513

1

~ Dml~

2~

August 17, ~

R0038515

R0038516

R0038517

R0038518

R0038521

Prel~n~na~ ~’reerdn~ ~
Simple equafiom ctn be used to estimate mmutl average loading onm~tions of urban nmoff for BOD,
suspended ~olid~, volatile solids, tot~. phosphau~ phosphorus, tnd total nitrogen. PoLlutam Imdm~

August 17, LV94
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Final Dr~

R0038522

R0038523

,

~V i~uo.mu~’ul

R0038525

I
~,,

).
~

The simplest approach is to use qusl~uive mnkk~s, such as i~. moderze, o~ low, ~o priori~z

L

pollution problems. T~ble 2.4 provides an example of such ¯ rm~lbng s),s~n. The ~ssi~ned ralinSs mus~

equJvalenx basis. F°r e~hproblem, tbersnking cmer~nbe~ned relmverai~of i to 10, with
a hi~J~" rmin~ i~4icmi~ a hi~h~, priority, in Table 2..4, the cri~ led to zI~e which ~rea should

2

ST~ 4: SCREEN, RANK, AND SELECT CONT/tOLS

R0038527

t

TABLI~ 2-4. ESTIMATED NONi~OINT $OORC~ LOADINC~ IJSIN(~ CONSTANT CONCEN’I~TIoNS

~

!

The followi~ is =n example of a numerical r~cing system for prioridzi~ pollution so~u~s. A
hypoth~ir~ applir~ion of this weighted ~ methodology m~s the following criteria: ws~.r
body importan~ (as reflec~d by strum or lake size), type of use (ranging from urban draina~ to
r=cre.~otal con~.ct), sinus of use (impaled versus denied), level of use (low, mod~ra~, or high),
pollmant loads (not ~ loads but ~.imates for compa~tive porpos~s), and impl~m~tabiliw
consols (based on im’dtt~ona] f.ac~rs, ~ ordinances, or teclmi~J ~nsidemtiom). ~
criteria used for ~ e~m~ple are simil~ to those idemified in Table 2-I. Oth~ ~iteria may be
just as valid. The rrJa~v= ixaporr, lnce of the ~ criteri/is desig~s~d by ~ssi~ni~
cr~-rion a w©i~ ~ for the site-sp~fic condi~iom of ~be ws~’sh~ u~d~r ~omider~ion.
The ~ of ~//w~i~l~s reed to ra~k tbe pr~bl~ ~ I00. N~a, for ~.h probl~:n, the
are ranked usin~ a su~sted range of ] to 9, with a higher nun~i~a~ ranki~ h~di~afi~g a idgh~r

2-I). h~fonnafion de~n’b~g the ~ is ~ in Tables 2-~ ~,d 2-6. Typi~ sotm:~ for
these dm mdude si~’-q~~c polJu~-n~ ioM~ data, modeJ r~ults, and Iiman~= valu~ bum

stream. Consistent with the goak for the bypo~etica] wa~er~e~[, Su~e~m C is raoked hi~le~
the lowest r~d~i~ bemuse it is reed IDainJy as ~n urban drain, aud Stream A is ranked beeween
the o~er two su~ams because it is used to support squ~ic life. With re~pe~ to "~n~s of me."
l
n recen~
¯ tow ~
ranki~
for use
~ bemu~~
_~y ,, poorv,,--.-.,,-.-,,-.~,
a~a m ~on as ou~m
pan ofa~
urb~ dm~e
b~ ~,,,,o
,,=,-=--~

c for me

for "leveJ of use" r~=x:t the number of poopl¢ usi~ or a/~=~x/by ~.h

ry

nr=am’s
,4..~ -~.~.
............
ot poubased
.t~, and
of" land
us~ type
_, .~...~.~.~
~ su’=am o~.
~s ranked
on the
the ~nou~
proportion
of nollut~
In~!in
to be easiest to impl=~=~ canto)Is because it is pred~y mdu.ra-iaL Bas~l on the
prese~ed in this example, the wa~’rshed of Stream C should r~eiv= priority duri~
implementaxion of onm)is, fol~owed by the wau=~ed of Stream A and then tha~ of Stream

R0038529

-0

R0038530

R0038532

R0038533

Autnm 17, t994

~.~

letaal Draft

R0038534

R0038535

R0038539

An important step in BMP plsn selection is to detem~e the decision factors of importznc~.
of these ahem is site,specific and needs to be desmnined by the pro~tm

R0038540

m

~tics of the wstashed and the fuancial and personnel resources available. Typical
m

0

d~cisionmaking ~iteria are discussed be, low. Note t/~ ~ are similm" to the problem assessxm~ criteria

~

L

me in Step 3.

¯

¯ Avsilsbil~’ of tools (~Imim/mahods md mmsurm) m zldrms ~dvase slde zffam of a

di~ult, b= is of~ impomm m ~1~ memll suc~ms of a program. Ti~ umin ~ to omi~ m~.

.. m

¯ Level of public sulpon for implemaz~ ¯ paniaslar BIvlP
¯ Pubfi¢ Perception of ltz value of i/z ~soux~z.

~’

n

~ 17, ~

R0038541

!

R0038542

m
i:

.t~ th .ose thai do not. Priorh), omidera~iom and pollution soun:~ should be the focus- of the selecu~l
*,~rl~v¢. The fa=ors to omider m~:

ar~ Z=m.~y no~ ~ elema~ of tl mvimmnem snd may ~rv¢ m imect br~di~

~~
,.

¯

Poten~ for positive effecu of BMP on the onunsmi~ (¢.S., propa~ value,
wa~ resotm:es, squ~ic ~ m~d plant life, wildlife, or wa~nds
o--on. the kls of uaelbl¢ laod. wet.lands hxl]:~~, opera,ion ~ ~

~b~ ou~

=

di~=h~= wim~ ~ ~wn~ wa~ m~ i~..~ T~ ~ ofur~n ~n ~~

I

R0038543

1

R0038544

R0038545

R0038548

R0038549

R0038550

R0038551
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R0038552

R0038553

KING CO~$ $.A.clN PlaNNING PROGRAM F.~I’AB~G WA~ PRIORITI~

V

R0038554

~ores were msJg~d: "0" - k)w qu~, (re,my problems), "l" - ~ (~ ~). ~ "2"~ ~ ~i~
(f~ ~im).
T~I~2.1I ~2.14 ~~mof~~~j~~. T~2-1~~

’"

~ ~ T~ 2"16.

R0038555

L

R0038556

August 17, ~
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R0038557

R0038558

R0038559

!

Chapter Two

TABL£ 2-I$. BASIN PRIORITIZATION.
.._._._.

Ranked Aeeordiug to Total Seor~

,,Big Bear
Jenkim
Soos
ELk~
Evans
Hyicbos

~
3
3
4
4
4

6
5
7
g
7
6

9
10
8
?
7
7

Cov-~3gion
May
Middle G~

0
$
4

i
3
i

Ti~.L~

4

£ Fk Luac~
Mi~
Swm~,,

4
4
4
2
3
2

22
22
22
21
21
19

9
6
7

4
0
2

14
14
14

3

4

3

14

2
4
3

l
2
4

5
2
4

4

12

1

12

Coal
Salmon

3
3

4
4

3
4

1
0

11
II

Des Moi~
t~e Bear
N’~nb
Duwtmi~
L,k Washington
McA~eer
Vii~er
~-yons
V~id~e Puget
rho~ton

3
2
0
3
3
4
2
3
3
1

2
3
5
1
4
3
3
3
0
1

2
5
5
2
2
1
3
0
0
0

3
0
0
3
0
1
1
2
0
!

I0
10
10
9
9
9
9

2

3
3

Sur(~ce Wa~cr J~qamm Divi~m (1~)

R0038560
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R0038567

R0038568

/

R0038569

R0038570

TABLE 2-21. BMPs AND TRF.~TMENT LEVEL COD~*

~

1
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FIGURE ~-$. 8AN’I’A CLARA COUNTY
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R0038573

R0038574

R0038576

WA~AN iCJ~ER IW.STORATION, lAKE COUNTY, ll~.~qOl~
V
The Wax~egan Riv~/Ravi~ sys~’m is ~e pr~ dm=m~e for ~he urban ar~s of Wmdc~an. Sig=if~m ~
~ ~ ~ ~ of m~ ~ ~ ~ ~id~le w~ ~i~ ~bl~. D~y ~
w~~i~~~~~~onp~l~~ ~ ~~of~
nv~lm~ ~

R0038577

L

R0038578
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R0038579
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R0038580

R0038581

R0038582
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F~0038583

R0038584

!

R0038585

CHAPTER 3
GUIDANCE ON COMPLETING ADIVHNISTRATIVE REQUIREMEN’~
INTRODUCTION
Chapters I and 2 ~mrized th~ municipal r~onn wa~r n~ua~ement pro~,r~n r~d~ory ~
¯ and ~tid~nce for m~nicipal officials to rank ~onn ~ nan~nz a=iviti~ for maximum
cffec~iven~s. Th~ l~ter dir, cuss~ the sdmini.m~v¢ ~ of a municipal ~ ~

Public inform~ion aad public panicip~on progran~ ar~ m~ntia] to the impl~mem~on of ~ effective

~ mani~m~ pl~ns. Sever~l fimdi~ options are m~l~ble to municipalitim: local fundi~

PUBLIC INFORMATION CAMPAIGNS

The proton’s ffo~ and ob.jectiv~ will form the framework for developing public inforn~ion
participation efforts. Program Soals are finally ~eneral a~d should include the e~ence of ¯ prol~m’l
purpose. They should also include ~me mea~ure of the expecl~ ot~,come. An ex~npl¢ ~o~ might be
"~o proem our ~ by ~ and ~ponin~ itizens ~d orsaniz~ons that ~re worki~ locally
for prote~ion of w=Lmls and w~zer quality."

R0038587

R0038588

Guidance on Completing Admin/strattve Requirem~lts

C__~er Thr~=-

Identifying and learning about target audiences allows messages and programs to be developed in ¯ way
that will reach and intluence these subgroups. The following contacts can provide more information

¯ Chamber of Commer~ for information on the interests of local business people and what
types of mmemls are most useful to them
¯

Other ~overnment agencies tha~ interact with groups ~imilar to ~ you will targe~ ~e.~..
planuing deparmmn for ¯ lm of onsm~on conn-as:mrs who bare received buildin~ pem~

¯

Tax records or zoning retards to fred indusu.ial and ~ f~llil~

¯ Board of Edu~on u, idemify ongoing =:hool progrmm and methods for ,:c~dbug~ to
¯

l-,’brtries to find io~1 and Sta~ magazines and newtlet~ directed ~ t]~ific audien~ (e.g.,

are mnong the most importm f=:u,n for emuring program ~. Imtm such as reguimory ,kmdlinm
large. A key element of the municipal storm wa~ management plan Ls to help ~omnamities tmdermnd
the importan~ of the storm water program and citizens’ participation in kupmving wa~er quality.

where municipalities hnend to ~ ¯ utility fee for the ~torm wa~r program. Municipafifi~ my
encounter opposition to ¯ new fee if the benefits of the

program

c~es,

One of the biggest politictl obs~:les that municipalities face is th~ the impacts of polhned storm wa~er
nmoffmay not be obvious. For exa~le, ¯ water body that has been overloaded with sediment from an

R0038589

!

August 17, 199~

~.~

Final Dr~q

R0038590

R0038591

./

August 17, 1994
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Final Draft

R0038592

R0038593

¯

Bright colors m’~ useful because they attra~ our attemion.

¯

Pictures grouped together ~v¢ greater interest than picmrm scattered throughout an article.
They can also th~ be ~ to "tell a story."

¯

L

--

Gr~,~hics are especially useful for ~howing "how to" t~= inform~ou.

bay= to sp¢~! on production and dimibution? How much ~ do you have? How many matt people
-

t,~ available and wl~ are th=ix sk~Is and =~-rtise? Is it poss~l¢ to ge~ l~Ip from citizen volunteers for
dev¢lopmeut grid dmribufioa of mat=rials? Producin~ your omtmudc=ion matrons may be a major o~t

--

""
’-

of your program. Make rar~ tlat you imv~ mx~,h rmmm:~ to produ~ sufficimt quantitim of your .

~onsicl~ the number of people that need to be teat.bed as ¯ function of the amount of available money.
A "cost-per-person" can be calculated by dividing the total cost of pmdu~on by fl~ numl~r of p~pl¢

--

.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROGRAMS
Pt~blic education and participation efforts often go l~)d-in-hand, but public participation Imy g~ltdr=
aclditionxl coordin=ion efforts and can present unique challenges to those implanenfing the storm water
tnsnagemm~ program. The benefits of involving the public m th~ implmnemation of the storm watzr

"-~ ~m~

If the public is etg, ouraged to participate in th~ decisio~ process of the program, the, k
support for the program will lilly ~.
Lm’ge numbers of oannunity manben can ~ over snore of a w=asha:i or n~nicipslity
than ¯ landfui of regulators.
The public is often the prin~y source of repom of fl/icit onnectiom and illegal dumping to

August 17~ 1994

~.~

Final Dratt

R0038594

-

Guidance on Completing Adm/nis-~aflve Requiremm.~

Chapter Ti~--:~

R0038595

V

Public participation efforts omribute to the success of the s~orm waxer m,tuage~%-m program by educatin~
other citizens and promo~n~ responsibUity for, and i~eres~ in, thepr~,erv~ion of waxer quality. Thb,
in turn, wi~ help genera~ public and politica] support for the storm water program. The ~
staff may save c~rta~ r~sourc~, but will have the added respomibUity of Con~mnicatinj with other
groups and proKr.ams, oordinat~ and training volumeers, and orsanizi~ pubLic events. The foLiowinj
effons, amox~ others, have onm’buted to the sur.~s of various public ~o~ progrmns:

"

L

-.2

¯

Neighborhood repmsen~es to educate their neighbors about tb~ effects of bouJebold

¯

Flous~l~ld hazardmu ~ ~llec~icm ~

The followin~ p~es presem case sludies of selected municipalides and their public information and public

August I?, 19~

3-10

~ Draft

R0038596

gnu

SANTA ~ COUNTY, CMJ]~RNIA

V

The overall goal of Santa Clara County’s public oul]~.ach effort is to educate its targe~ audie~es about the
~ignJficance of storm wa~er pollution. The objectives of the program m~ to elicit public support through vohmteer 0
efforts, m e~ourage changes in everyday chemical usage and disposal habits, and to ge~.ra~ political support for

Control of leaks and spitls from muomobUes, u, ur~, ~ storage tanks
The role of mmsphe~¢ emissions i= geum’afing nonpoint tmu’~e

..

1

~,,,.-~.,, ~.~t]~.~g u~ ~ ......

¯ coon~o, wi~ ~ ~ ~ co.=y Househok~ Hmnk,m Wm,~ IsmSnm to ~k.v=Jop and
dimibute 1) m,o potlumnx-specif~ ~

guidebook tot use ~ the,~,~dimam
¯
¯

L

Developmem of edu=m.io~ curriculum to tea=h sm0ents abo= the impa~s of mbaa nmoff and ~
Devel°pmem of media mppox’t a~J ~ to promote public awarmm, t of namJcipal storm warm,

II

J

R0038597

R0038598

August 17, 1~4
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R0038599

R0038600

The goa] of ~he ~ C~org¢’s County program is to educate the public about wmer qu~i~, fooasing o~ slep~ th~
people can t~ke ~o improve wmer qua]liT. The p~gram will identify specific ~asks for public pan~ipafion b~ ~he
~=,~t of wa~e~ quality. T~ored m the specific ommunity demographics a~d p/pes of land use, the p~o~m
m~y include an arr~ of edur.a~m~al programs de.~ing wi~h ~be follow~g wpi~s: Lswn ~a~ {prop~" ~ aim
pesticide application), ~ar ~a~ (~ar washJ~ tips proper dispo~l of oi~ and antibe~e), reo/edi~, ~ of
yard wastes, r~ of poUt~m spLLL~, ia~ing Io improve wlidllfe habi~l and wa~er qu,tlity, swim~ pool

The e°unty l~’s als° l~’°pmed a number °f public °um"ae~ Pr°~’ams I° hnmlve cili~ms a~d
over ~heir local waL~r ~soun~s. Along with public edur.,~on Im~rams, public oun’e~:h Im~rams will be ~
in morro wa~r pollmjon l~’t’v~ion efforts. To t~e exumt possible, ~ommu~ity g~ups wi~ be ~ ~o ~
and orga~z~ a nm~ber of volume~, ac~vities, indudi~ m~ pLmting, m~am r.i~anups, n~d e.h~am~, biolo~.al

¯

Recn~onal

¯

Honsebold hnzardom ~u~ ~

drains. The public ~ also be im~n~xed w wash for bMustries or other entities lh~ may be con~
unpe~fiued, non-storm ~ discharges ~o eh,. maim sewer. A Wa~" Quality Ho~3iue numb~ is plmmed th~ will
enable the public m talk W local officials abom violations and other ~ quality probl~ms. ~ information may

g~oups, ommumty assoc~jons, ~viron~on~ g~ups, Citiz~ Advism7 Orm~, schools, to ad~ ~b¢ir beJp in
implementing the s~orm water mazagemem program. Th~ coontbation will entai/not.ificafion of programs (sl~am
t~veys, watershed surveys, ompLtLnts), trab~ of al/ people imen:sled i~ any program, and recruitnm~ of
volumeen for baselUz w=e~ quality ssmplmz.

~ Draft
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The following pamphlets and booHets me exmnples of public education mslerials that
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R0038602

R0038603

You Can Make A Difference
.rang up after your I~t can b¢ as simple as
~ should y~ do wi~ ~ w~m y~ pick up? No ~lu~on

0 R~~~... ~ Bu~in~...

~ ~b~ ....

or ~r ~r ~o~g

.

R0038605

e..~,~-

YARD CARE AND THE ENV~NMEHT

Practical Tips for Home and Yard
A SERIES OF WA, ~:H OUALI~Y" FA~;~ SHEETS FOR RESIDENTIAL
It’s ~n uM’omma~ fac~ of uH~n IU’e--mam/of

,__

be s mulx’ise, boweva., to learn tb~

R0038606

R0038607

1

R0038608

oo

Household alternatives for source control of heavy metals.
ften It is Imlx~ihle to tell whether a Wnduct
Ocontains
metals or not. Prnduct taRred;¯n! list~

are incomplete for one reason or another. Gradually
this will change as the public demands "green" ur
environmenl,~lly s~nsitiveprodoc~s and more

complete be, ng

I. the me¯aUrae.
research into the contents of household products is

L~ultdr~
Produ~

AlternelJve

i)~

In general,

~0
:~
~
~

Tree,_ShakJee Liquid L, and White
_Kin~ ~ contain the lowest metals
levels of Ix~ducts tested,
Blonde

or water-based

rn
,.
quantity carefully.
Paint
memov~m

~N~n-chlortne liquid bleaches are lowest
metals. Avoid bleaches coutainim¢
p ...h~Th.ales. Try less bleach per loa~,
w~m oaxing soda added, or Wesoak
heavily-soiled items fro" 30 minutes
in warm water with ¯ half-cup
washing Soda.

To remove ...p.a. in! from hand.,~
massage w~th margarine or a few
drops of baby oil. Wipe dry and then
wash with so~.
lb strip paint.use ¯ hook scraper, an
abrasive block or sandpaper. Clean
brushes right after u~. Hover u~
IT¯so!in¯. Soften hard pain! brushes
inhot vinegar and wash with soap
and wa~er.

Fabric
soft¯nero

~heets have lower metals levels than liquids:. Or,., add o .he cup vinegar or ¯ quarter
cup naking son¯ during final rinse,

~

~

,qutomothr~

Product

A~

l~oot IOlk~"

Crystals that

Hand-washin~ d. _e~,r~,n~ l# ha~e less

toilet to
control
the growth of roots in sewer lines _may
contain copper. Mechanical removal
may be an alternative.
.
I%,~k’Me~
,M.a~ contain copl?er. Tr7 ¯ttxactin~
oiras or inl~oducm~ lady burs or
prayin~ man!is to your ~rden. For
smaJl infest¯lions, wipe leaves or use
¯ high-pre~suro water sprayer and
plain soap.
Weed eoulrof Pull by hand or co~er urea with
mulch, fabric, or ~

Avoid

.powdered varieties. Cbee~"
of meliquid,
, Life

~o .difference between powder end
.mired. An al!ernative is soa"mm
hexametaphosphate, in ~me qanntlt7
. dete~’enL

(illrd~l~z

Product

ree 0quid

T ,g conduced the W, sh n ou To,

Coalition of Seat0¯ and other organizations has
shown that certain products contain lower levels of
metals than others. The information in this brochure
is only ¯ pmtial listing of products and alternatives,
and will be updated and expanded from lime to time.
And chok-ee don’t hm to be all m" nolhb~,
~ for example that you have a favorite deterK, ent
that contains heavy metals. Try ¯ substitute every
second or four!h washload. You’ll still be reducing the
amount of metals by 25 to S0~--and eventual~ you
ma~ choose to make the subslJtutiou completely.

~ iWi~nL.q ~

P~eeervMJv~ Avoid products with cop.p.e, r, arsenic,
creosote. Use decay-res,s~nl wood
products such as redwood and cedar.
Use finishes derived f~om natural
such as shellac, tung oil.
~.~ I~ns~l oiL

machines.
l~ou~o|d Cl~,.,~nt~l~
Product
~

~Med
motor oil

Altern~hre
Dissolve baldn~
soda in water, or
q~’nkle on surf’ac~
to be cleaned or on ¯
q~on~e. Shakloe ~
Ease_liquid and Sol!
Scrub have lowest
metals le~eis of
I~oducts tested,

May contain metals;
nerer pour on bnd
or down ¯ sewer
drain. San lose and
other cities have
curbside recycling
pick-up; or check
with service stations/¯utucenters.
Aiso;Iry to buy recycled oil.even
for h~gh performance autos.

Fluidm

,Spent antifreeze and brake fluid
shouM be stored properly until they
an be d’~rslx~’d ~f at-¯ hazardous

R0038615

FIGURE ~-1. STORM WATER MANAGEMENT PLAN--~ RESOURCES*

"l’h.is schem,~ic is adapted born ¯ figure in an ar~cle w~it’t~ by Douglas W. Ayres a~l
"Fm.uncing C.~pi~l lmp~vemmus," th,u was published m theAmeri~z~ Wm~ Works Journal, Augur. 1991.
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Ulustrates the capital and financing process. The figure shows the process by which capital projccu are
financed in rclmion to the benefits derived from the proje~m.

0

L

The following disamion provides an overview of the rt~cnu~ options identified in Fig~u¢ ~-1. In

~’owth add expansion onto previously undeveloped land, tb~ the authorhy ~ asae~ developme~
2

’ln-fd! is the cumulative development of single io~ ~.anered throughout the community or the
of propecv] thax resu~u in higher densities or ~ demand on public facilities. In terms of storm warn"
management, it i,u’ludes rmidenUal to o~ use changes and an increase in the amoum of imperviom m~fme

Final Drai~
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Development Impact Fees on Developed Land
Levying dev¢lopmem impact fees on properties bein~ redcveloped, in-f’tli developed, or und©r .ha~ed
use must be determined ~o assu~ current ratepayers that they are no~ subsidizi~ dev¢lopmem. When
levying developmem impact fees, the~e should be a distinct division between replacement and expamio~
of the sy~em. The ompone~ of a prvj~ apponiot~l ~o replacem(~ should be quanti£md, lene
d~v¢lopmem impact fees. H the division is not made, currem o.momers may pay for both repla~i~ and

Fending of Nmdevelopmem-Related Project ~
Portiom of projecu ti~ mmot be legally or accurately charged to developmem should be financed by
existi~ facUities or portion of an upoade or an expanded plant thal mnnot be properly be apportioned
Wdev¢lopmenz. F’or example, aewetmemers should not beexlm:zed wpay for replacing adownslrmm
slorm sewer line that has deteriorated as a restdt of a~e. Methods appropriate for use in fmanci~ storm

Permit fees may be used to fund the poruon of a storm water program that r~,ulates activities of
construction and development. Consmu:tion permits generate revere, and they can be used to
standardize the on,smu~on of new faci/ities and promote the use of BMPs to limit construction site
rlmoff.

1~00386’18

R0038619

The =wrm wa~er service charge is determined ~’ough three commonly used me,hods, each based on
disruption of r.he naaa’al drainage sysu~n. The fir~ is an approximation of the pe~-m imperviou.~
surface. Percent impervious surface is ¯ measure of the property th~ does no~ allow wa~er to pe~effate

August 17, 1994
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Fiscal Resources
Cbapter TI~-~
funds invested in the r.~pinlization of SRPs asskt communities in meetin~ their needs by providing onetime loans or ~an~. Below market .rest rates a~ the single most imponanx advanta, e to -communities. This reduced capittl ¢oti decreased the level of user fees required to repay the projec~

V
O

L

debt. The L"WA r~/uires recipient~ of SP, F assir, an~e to provide a dedicated murce of t~.venue to ~over
¯ loan payments. However, SP,!: ar, si~tanc~ to storm water nah:~emem program~ is limited. To address

co r ,

p..= .-, les of how

activities can be funded under the SRF program. For more information on expanded uses, refer to EPA,
Office of Water, Funding of F.rpand~ U~e Ac~vizies ~y Stole Roolving Fund Programs: F.za~les and
Program Recommen~on~, August 1990, (~PA 43/09-90.006).

2
.-

M°st States have issued SRF loam -~ inten~ ratm of 2 to $½ perce~ below marke~ rates. With the
be minima] and, therefore, not as mzractive to mmmunities. Similar to the onsmu:tion gran~, some
States may require ommmmities to provide a "match-prior to granting the loan. However, econmnically
distressed communities have indicated tl~ tbey would be unable topay back ¯ loan even at ¯ zero percem

In addition to all the financial methods mentioned previously, States provide grm~ to communities for
use restrictions. Some States, for example, may provide grants to omnamities to be meal as the
prerequisite SRF match. Grants are neither ¯ mnstant or omistent revenue source and should not be
seen as an integral pan of financing the daily oparations of the storm water program. Grants are more
likely to be issued for large one-time ~piu] e:cpa~fiture~ to a~m in reducin~ the fua~ial burden on

Table 3-2 fists selected F’ederai gram programs tl~ ~ assi~ in the fmancin8 of ~torm water mmagemem
needs. The I~ does not include gran: program available a~ the Sw.e level. The Cara/o8 of" Federa/
Dom~¢ co-~;-~ ¯ comprehensive list of F-edertl assistance prograna.
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Once you have addressed the circmmmnces of each program componem, the stan~ of the SW’MP m a
whole should be summarized.

!

-i
R0038630

Proposed Changes to SWMP Established in Perndt Cend~em
After reviewing the effectiveness of your program components over the last year, you ~n determine
which components require adjustments in order to meet long-term goals of water quality improvement.

"

L

’

2

Among the reasons for proposing a change m:

¯

The exist~ ompon~ Ins not performed as t=icipmd

¯

Physical ~ bare changed (e4.. the addition of an ouffall or consolidation of

¯

New technologies are svailable that produce bea~ results.
~’~.’

When n~mioipalitim make prognnmafic ctangm, tbe background infomazion used to formulate ~
de~isions ~x~d be consulted. For example, you ~onld be aware of the ~ m-ategy used to develop

the unnponm, such = cost or time umsuamu. Comider how tbe ini~ grategy may have influm~ed

"

cotnpone~ performance (e.g., lark of ftmding may have ctmailed an activity before the end of the

"

proposed cmt~nent in terms of il~ imp~t on budget, ghadu~e, and pr~-viotmly stated program goal~
should also be provided. For example, Santa Clan Val]ey’s aonutl report included ~ectiom that
described mzu:esses and shortfa/ls and fu~’e changm as a result of these two tr~t. All changes mu~t

’-’

be consistent with r=gulatory nquirane~ in Section 122.26(d)(2Xiii). geqnes,.s for significant revisions
m the storm water management program may r~pfire municipalities to partially resubmit their storm
water per~ application, as noted in Section 122.26(d)(2Xiv) grid (dX2Xv).

As pin of the Storm Ware: Manngeme~ Program, namiciptlities are req~fired to provide an annual
"assessment of ontro]~," ,, well a~ ¯ "f~al tna/ysis." This section should be completed only after yon
the coIlec~ed data and documented achievements of the program to the emimated data (e.g., reductiom
in pollutan~ Ioadi~ and other site-specific measurements included in Pans Itnd 2 of the penn/t).
Progrxm com~nents wilJ not always meet the anticipated r~trn value, and others may exc~

August 17, 1994
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Annual Reports

* The form of precipitation (rainfall or mow melt)

0

* The type of sample olltgted (grab, flow weighted composite, or time weighted composite)
,

The results of the analysis performed on the samples (.$., the ~onemm~tiom of the
poUutams).

L

Monitoring data ~’e best presemed in ¯ table or matrix format. Mot~toring data tan gso be given in line
graph~, I~r ~uts, pie d~trts, or oO~-r easily undemood formats.
2
Muni:ipgiti~s are also required to subngt in their Part 2 appli=atiom a sr.hedul¢ for ~ estimates
of the s~asoml pollutant loads and evem ~ean oont:e~rafion of any pm’ame~-r detegted in any sample
oli~:t~d for tl~ Part :2 application requirements. ~ proposed se.heg~¢ w~U be reviewed by the

¯

~ ~tl~ mmjo~ ~

¯

F,,~’ti~ of tl~ e~ x~ om=m.~g~ of ~==h l~=~ for x ~ ev~

-

I~. "1"~ obj=:x~v~ of ti~ pln~ nx~ to:

--" +
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by noting the number of meetings or classes, subject matter, attendance figures, the number and type of
media spots, prinzed materials distributed, etc. In evaluating program success, it may also be helpful to
use some indirect measures, such as a decrease in illegtl storm dram dumping, which may be attribulable
to storm drain stenciling. The key to Sam~ Clara Valley’t enforr.ement program, for ex,tmple, is the
ordinznc.e regulating indum’ial or other polluting activiti= within the municipality. The ordinance to be
developed by Santa Clara Valley will include lansuage addressing the followin~ activities: eonn’oIlin~
non-storm water discharges to storm draim, watercoune protection, ~gu/ation of outdoor material
t~orage, control of improper t, retse dtspo~, and storm water management requimnena for new

Mtmicipalities wer~ r~quind to provide information on receiving watch and watenheds in Part I of the
permit application. This inforn~on included a discussion of water bodies cited in State repom required
by CWA Sections 305(b), 30~(I), and 314(a); the Staze Nonpoim Source Report; and other
identifying sensitive ~. To omplete ~ u~tion, you will need to review information gathered
for these State and Federal prograua durin~ the ~ year sad data from the required monitoring program.
The m~micipality rrtly have
gathered receivin8 water data ~ pan of its strategy for contLnuing
program assessment. In addition, information may be available from other Federal progrmm,
in Chapter 1. Be aware tl~ mm~’ical data are no~ the only way to determine water quality. One
criterion you may use when judgin~ water quality is how well the body of water meet~ ~ designated uses
(e.g., recreational or industml use~).
Once w~er quality improveme= has be~n nomt, the nex~ step i~ to determine the
chan~s. For instance, if the annu~ monitorm~ ~ indic~e th~ dir, charge w*,¢r quality and r~ceiving
water quality have improved proponior~lly, h may b¢ am’ibu’.able to the successful implementing of the
SW]~. 1~ monitoring ~ indic.a~ an improv~me= in d~h~ge quality yet receivi~ w=er q,,-lity

R0038637
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~.o-Pmumee AeUv/tles Comp~m~l and In lh~rms
O

The activiti~ conducted by ~e subcommittee and the ~o-perminees for the PI/P element are
summm’ized below. The dmail~d ~ submitted by the sulgommitle~ and the ¢x~
pt~=ted in the "Public laformat~/!~on. Program Elm~m~t Rqaort.

*"

pen~itt~s are summarized in Table 3-4. Of the 15 co-pe~nittees, 6 mli~l wholly or partially om
~heir genm-ai fund for funding of PlfP elemm~t ac~vities in FY 91-92, and 10 acquit! fundl~
through relined program funds, f~es, or utili~im. Ftmding for the program ~emmu was ~
for 1~ o’perminees in FY 91-92, and I report~l ~J~m ~he budgm was oam, ain~d. Staf~g for tl~
Pl/P eleme~ was suff’~m~ in FY 91-92 for nine a~-permitu~ and insuffic~nt,
limited for six o-pe~inees. A total of five of the six ~o-pe~’min~ rqx~ti~

L

,
2

Public Informmion and Pm~eh~m~on AmNfl~

preparm.ion of advm~ats for ra~io and TV; ~ mailing of brochurm, and
of bii~g inseru (Tabl~ 3-$). Brocinn~ and posu~s w~ disaibu~! m ~ stud
92, mor~ than 21,000 swrm drains w~ s~n~ed, 76 articles and advm~mus
published, 238 i~sen~ions and evenu wer~ prmen~! or ane~ded, a~d mor~ ~ 77,000
the lead in pr~u~mg bookmarks for the co-permiu=s to distribu~ m librm~ for summ~
~ading programs. Copim Of San Jo~’s a~m~i~ PI/P amvitim ar~
"
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TABLE 3-4. PI/P PRO~RAM ELEMENT INFRASTRUCTURE

General Fund

.
Sufficient

Overext,-~,.~

Cupertino

R~.~uitPr~
vo,~i,i~i~

Environmental Bill

None

Sufficient

Sufflei,.~.

Los Altos

No ~:--~.~

Sewer I~.-~t~fi~
Fund

None

Sufficient

Sufficient

No cha~

None

Los Altos Hills

Gen~,’ Fund

~2.~Lr~l)~d

] Jmit~d

Los Gs_!n~

Him ! ~trf

~’T,~.’ Fund

Sufficient

Insufficient

Contact with WVSD

Reorganization of

Milpilas

~

Funding

Co-Permltte~
...
Campbell

Source

,~m__~uni

C~-~;

~mfTIng
’

I ’-’~!.,~,~

Capital l~.~io;~c.-~
Progrmn

’ Sufficient

Sufficient

No changes

None

C..~,-~ Fund

Sufficient

Limited

Rec~it volunteers for

Hone

W~tc~er Entccpd~e
Fund

Suffi~icui

IAmhed

No changes due Io
hifi~ l’i~

Coordination
divisions

S(oim Drain Utility

Sufficient

Suffi,,b.m

No ,4-rages

.. .,o~
S~ Clsnt

Storm Drain User Fee

Sufficient

Sufft,-i,.~

No :’~

Capital I~,~,v~...,~
Program

Sufficient

Limited

Hire IMmr Its needed None

SCVWD

Water Utility/Fiond
Control

Sufficient

Suffk’la~

No dtm~es

Monl© S~,~,
Moumain View
Palo Alto

S~-~o~a

City Budget

Sufficiem ...... No

Suunz: smt’ c"bn v~ey Pm I] Monlci~ pamjt Al~kation

None

Coordination due to

R0038642
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TABLE ~$. PI/P PROGRAM ~ AC~rlvrrY SUMMARY

B~/~ ~~
B~mg
..... ~

~

4,~

~

~’~

~’~’- ~

S~ ~ ~

! 4,~
~
~,~

1

19,~

6,~
~,~

0

1

I~

~A ~,
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TABLE &.$. PI/P PROGRAM ~ ACTIVrI~ 8-OMMARY (Cotttimm~
0
Not Mm

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Storm ~-.i~. _=_m~ils
[~i’==~’iOttS/e~m

~ Dr~

C~,~u,~d pitot
NO goals ~tt,hlit~4

~

A/~ust 17, I~M

R0038645

August 17, 1994

~.$0

~~
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INTRODUCHON

The previous chapten presented inform=ion on rm,,.iciptl storm wmer management progrmn regulatory
req.ir~ne~, guidance for municipal o~ci~ls to rank ~orm wa~r managunm= a=ivitim for maximmn
cost effectiveness, taxi de~ed procedures on how to implemma specific administrm~ requirmnems.
This chapter describes the procedurm for ~ illicit discharges sad implanenting illicit dischtrge
programs. Specifically, it discussm the components of an effecl~,.e illici~ di~e de~~on progrma,
EPA’s method for ideutify~ iJlicit diehards, and exmnples of ilficit discharge progrmm that lave beem
or will be implememed in differmt ~.
Current interest in ilficit or imppropriate connections to morro drainage ~ is an outgrowth of
investigations into the large~ problem of de~-nnin~ the role of mban storm w~er nmoff as ¯ omribu~
to receiving water quality problma. Water discharge from gtona wate~ drainage systems oflem in~lude~
watch from many non-morro waler murces. A 1987 gI~:IY in Sacnmento, California, found that tlmo~
half the water discharged from the morro water drainage gy~m w~ not dire~y atlribtuable to runoff.
Illicit and/or inappropriate en~m to the gtorm drainage system are likely sources of this discharge and
can as:count for ¯ sigxdficant amount of the pollutants discharged from t~orm drainage
Common sources of non-~orm ~ entries include san~ry wastewater, automobile maintenance and
operation waste produ~, laundry washwawr, household toxic substances, acr.idem a~d spill
proc~ wastewater. Although these ~ources can en~r r~e rtorm drainage t3~em variotts way~, they
generally resuJt fix~m either direct connections (e.g., wa.s’tewa~er piping either mistakenly or deh~-r~ely
connected to the t~orm dnms) or indirect connectiom (e.g., in~tration into the ~torm drain tynem or
spilLs collected by drain inlets). Sources can be further divided imo those discharging continuously and
those discharging intermittently. Table 4-1, pr~-med in lnves~ga~on of Inappropriate Pollutant En~es
lnIo Storm Drainage 5~ys:ems, gives a simple overview of typical polJtv~t sources and their most likely

characterizes. The table lis~ the potem~ sourc~ for i~ppropriate pollmam entries into the storm
s~wer system from residen~.ia/, commercial, and indu.m-ia/areas.
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¯

Prohibition of illicit and/or in~propriate

¯

Ficld screening of outfalls within the drainage

August 17, ~
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Invest~ation of Pot,,~ti_’._! rllldt and/or Inavm-om~t_e
Applicants should praise criteria to. identify the pans of the MS4 that need investigation. Procedures
for investigating likely loc.ations for i/licit and/or inapproprmte onne~ons include an MS4 inspection. .....
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FIGURE 4-I. SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART SHOWING THE DETAILED METHODOLOGY
CONTAINED IN TI~ USER’S GUIDE
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.~/lcft rand/or hmppropr~e Dischm-~s

Ckspter F~,--

The initial phase of fl~ investig~ive protocol includes inifia/mappin~ ~ surveTs. These ~fivities
requir~ ~ effort ~d result in little cl~nce of nfissing ¯ ~iously conmmin~ed ou~slt. Mor~

m,

t,

~ ~,,

the klen~ed problem sr~s. After mn~five saion has been tsk~n, rzpes~ed outfs/! field surveys

sn investi~tion of i/licit mzl/or imppropri~ enzria to ¯ storm wsm" or wsstews~, dr~e system.

?

Providin~ ¯ metlx~lo~ to identify mzl desm’oe potazizl mu~es of ~

pote=izt tTpe of industrisl, residazis/, or ~ sources r~spomible, ss m, ~id to

~
~
,,-.’

¯ Field ~rv~ ~nd dm ~oll~flon
* Analy~m of dm ~oll~d
¯ C~*gor~tion of ouffall~
¯ Inv~stig~ion m~l ~
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l]llclt and/or Inappropriate Discharges

ClmUi¢r Fo~

The user’s guide suggests tracers for common pollutant sources (e.g., sanitary wastewater, septic tank
0

effluent, laundry wastewater, and vehicle washwater, as well as potable water and "natura/waters’). A

L

non-storm water enn, y investigation may need to select additional tras:m specific to p(xentia] pollutant
sources, especially indus~es, in the study area (e.g.. major ions, specific heavy metals). For each
drainage area a~ needed (use of data from other drainage area investigafiom is not recotmneaded).

discharge, lt is knportant that the tncer data be accurate. Guidan~ is provided ia the user’s guide oa
_

representative sampling and on the manber of samples requi~ for valid dam.

Field inve~igations are used to loc~ and record ill outfa/ls, ino/uding ouffalls not previously kleatified
from the mapping exercise. During field investigations, outfalh as~ physic.tlIy impected and samples m~
taken of any dry-weather flow for analyses. The field survey should, al a minimmn, include:

*

Accurately locating ouffa~ sad aasigning ID mmlbm

* Estinati~ out~ discharge fiow rate (or klentifyint likely intermitter discharge)
*

¯

Physically impecting and recording outfali ~cs, inclodiag discharge odor, color,
turbidity, floatable malxer (e.g., solids, oil sheen), temperature, deposits, ztaim, vegetation
affected by polJutsnt~, and damage to outftll structu~
Collecting dry-weather discharge samples for tra~er analyses of specific conductivity (can be
field measured with temperantre), fluorides, hardness, ammonia, potassium, surfa(~ants,
fluorescence, and pH, as well as other samples, depending on industrial activities.

Intermittent flows will be more difficult to confirm and sample. Additional field visits, use of axtwmatic
samplers, and flow damming techniques may prove succe~ful for obtaining samples of intermiuent flows.
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Illicit and/or lnspproprt~e Dlschmlt~

V

2

Po.~ ~~ ~
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Chapter Wour

"

This cha~er discussed the components of &n effective illicit and/or in=ppropriate disch~’g¢ dme~ion
progran). The przse.nce of illicit and/or in~propriate onnect/ore within ¯ storm sewer - ~sn can
sdvers¢ly zffcc~ ~ ¯ B ’
¯

~"
’

detection program, a anmicips/ity can id .~t~y the source(s) of i/licit and/or in~pproprime dischsrs~ m~d

rmourc~s_. ~ess the pubhc s knowledge of wa~r quality issues, and develop ~n SWMP that will
successmUy complmne~ the illick and/or i=ppmprimz disch~¢ program This lmp~ prmazed the
componems of an effective program. EPA’, mml~d of daaxing ~ rod/or impproprt~ disdmst~.

.

umpprupnme amctmrges, field saemiag, invmti~ioa

.-

methods to omrol infi/tr~on from uni~ry sewers w storm sewers. Within tl~e
use
of GIS for mappin~ ilfi~ and/or in~propri~ connections mxl for maimainin~ a dm base of in~onmfioa

u=pprol~ discharges. This information is then used to loc~ the Ixxentisl source(s) of the disdmrgm

"

The following case studies prov~ information on the various ways illicit and/or insppropri~ discharge
programs can be developed
These .....
unp and ." lemented
" componenu
mmucipahues have incorporated the
of an effective program in ways ti~ m’~ most effective to their sp~ific needs.
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In 1985, the Fort Worth Public Health Depamnent (Health Department) developed and implemented a unique
program for detecting illicit trial/or inappropriate discharge connections to its MS45. The program, Imown as the
DraYage Water Pollution Control Program, focuses on empowering people to take ~ion agafi~sl illicit and/or
.inappmprime dischargen and places less emphasis on excessive data ollection. As ¯ r~sult, Fort Wo~h’s program
ts osx efficie~ and emmm orrzctive compliance. TI~ four omponon~ of Fort Worth’$ program m~:

¯
¯

~.~m~~ of I~’oblem8
l~’evemioa of i~roblems.

om:z~m.ions of zix mzz~is m drais~z ~lim~ms.

water booty (Trksity River). To ProPerlY msms the atfea these discharges have on ~e wmer body,
DePmmm~t t~tl~ it is m~ufi~ to monitor the digh~es over m emended period of ~. The moaitorl~
technique used, however, is not one of qum~tazive mmlysis but ~.iies mostly on ~ ob~e~atim of the ouffalls
persiste~ featm~ (e.g., vegetation, mires/life) at m ou~all m~ directly x, elated to wator quality. Evm
persistent
wa~
qutlity
feansrm
rout vice
areversa.
¯ direc~
One
indication
indication
of of
wmm"
a healthy
qutfity,
walm.way
one has is
to she
know
immmz:e
which featu~s
of a variety
m associated
of plma md
wishmires
goodI
fife; unhealthy wataways have liule or no plant and animal life.

frequem observaxions and by the use of modified versions of oovemional chemical tests. ~ Hea/th Departmzal
methodology does not re.,tdi/y utilize consu/tlng firms or labor~ories to de~m’mine if ¯ problem ’ ¯
exac~ detm-mi~ttions are ~qutred, then the services of I/~ aforzmmaima~ m~ mlicited, eztsu, however, if
The Health Depzrunem chose 24 dr~ outfalls and oae control sit~ for mos~t/y water quality monitoring to
assess the prese~e or absence of the mulesirable feanm~ in the ouffal/s. Undesirable feanum include filamentous
sewage ba~eria, mosquito ltrv~, fish k~is, wmer color, wa~r odor, wmm" /arity, water pH, oi/sheea, floalable
sullY, and positive warm" ~ to Nessler reagent. The iaformm~on galhered fi’om the monthly monitoriug is
recerded on data sheets. The ~t ar~ compi/ed from all of the :iU~s and displayed on ¯ table with ¯ 45-month
pmfi/e. The occurrmce and persistence of tmdesirshle femurs indicale the impact th~ outfall dr~e has on
Trinity River m~! the effecziveness of correction and ps~vmtion n~asu~s within the program. ’

The 24 drtinage ounealls ar~ then subjected m biotox]ci~y testing. The purpose of the testing is to determine the
presence of toxins in the wax~ay, the hazard level ~ by the toxins, and the source of the toxim. The object
of the tes~ is not to define the pruperties of toxic substances. Inslead of ¯ labor~ory biotoxicity tes~, the Hea/th
Depamnent condxtcts in-siru toxicity tests. Native aquatic species m’~ used to assess the envimnmm~tal tffecu of
the toxins on the waxes’way habital. The us~ of naxive species is key because they m~ acc~tomed to
env~onmm~i c/xaraclgrtstic~ of t/~ ecological r~on. To ~s~ the~ spe~es, the Hea/th Depm’tmm~ used
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The object~e of the spill response program is to l~VeU! aod respond to spills. "l’ne ~ program is well
developed; therefore, Ch,arlone wi~ only enhance the public education and awareness aspe~ of the program.
Chadoae, the Fire Department is t~spoasible for the spi!/n~nse program and maisuains ¯ Haza:dma Malerials
(HAZMAT) team. The city will review the lYPeS of spi/ls and their causes in order to ~ the risk to storm
~ystems and surface walen. The public edu~on and awareneas mn~ will educate people on the Hlictt and/or

o= of rO0,O00. ~ be~n immediamly.
i~bHc Renerfln~ !~

¯

~ "~

i

-¯-

¯

Encourage the pubtic ~o n~tfly rspon signs of illich md/er taappmprt~

*

Urge the publle Io patriciate ill MCDEP’s ~ Walk.

/remedially with an m/mated oo~ of mo~ than $70,000.

The obje~ve of ~ pmgr~n i~ to properly dtspme of and mma~e meal oil and homehold
Chadone will add~s this problem with public eduction and changes to exi=ing programs. The
include meal oll r~, perm~e~ hou~hold l~zardo~ waste program, and ¯ ~-view of the curr~l small

qum~

The used oil program i~ ~.n~y bated m exten:~ve Imbli~ edu~ioa. The mmPonem* to ~.vi~e/apaad thia
¯

¯

Review of the I~bli~ md private f~litie, tim ~ u~d o~ t~d ¯ damain=ion of a~litioaa]~
Review of the exJ.ni~g Mer.k~enburg Coont7 program to de~rmine Ibe f~mibili~y of expaad~g the
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¯

Television Public Service Aanouncemem~.~ DWU Ires developed four public service announcemems for

¯

Se.anle Public Libraries" DWU is cu~ently working to dim.ilxue copies of the educational videos
all braae, h¢~ of the Imblic library. The video I~ alto bcm made available for ~ o~ t~ pubik:
ac~ss cable m~ioa DWU will develop edu~a~oaal diaplay~ for all of the librmiea.

Semi is pm of the local bazanJom waste maaagemeat plaa aad i~ cunmtly develol~s
for ~mall buaiaessea. The compoaem~ of the program ~re m provide f~ee omite

~d Was~ Ut~y llmmhdd Bamrdom Wa~e Pmlrm
The S¢,anle Solid Was~ Utility olxa’ams one permanent household h&ardous waste

Network was d~Jol~d ~gh ~ progrm and minim of priva~ busim=~, public

If in~Itn~ion from t~e sanity7 sewer m ~he ~ ~ occun, the /t7’$ maJn~e~mce ~w w~ll o~h~a ¯
~elevision or wa/k-~m)ugh inspec~on u) loca~ the leak and make the necessary repaY. Storm drain
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"V
abe city will ~ the strategy of "haiviag-imervais" to locate the a~a of the eotttce. ~ method will be al~iJed

L

e..

to the ~ trunk of the tewtr system and bratmb rims m m:msm-y, btvemgatiom will occur haifw~ bemem
the field screening points md dm upimr most headwater locations. These btvestigatiom will us~ the mine

as the field griming, mmept only ooe site visit will be conducted. The Departtm~ of Pubik: Wodm will pegfot~
ti~ field smve~.

Five actiom ate taken to eli~itmte a tource otge it is identified:

of tl~ susplxaed ~ to ~ tbe m~erloptaltor of ~ ~ ~ m ~ that d~e

¯

Site Visit m~d ~tel’view: After the ~ b ~. ¯ staff Imt~0o f~nlo the I)e~Mttme~ off

screening data, then it it negessary to perform fltmmnam-Jc dye tests of plumbing flxtu~ and flora

’-’

of Pu~ Worga.

~’~

¯

Notification of N~!-,~,~,~: Oxa:e ~ eu~octed ~ b g~d~n=od, the owmr/opemtor w~! be
isstted a notification of tgggompLimae with the Storm Sewer Disdmrge Ordinatme and wtll im mbjegt

¯

,E~.~~: TbePubLicWorkss~’/wLIlco~l~tfollmmpimpect~mstoemuretlmcortect~,e

~,

The city ~ otai:me to im~l~m~t ~ H~ Mma-i~ Fatm’gtney ittq~m Ptm throuOt the Virginit ~
Fire Dq~’tment. The plgn is smmm~l to comply with SARA Title Ill. Emergency Pla~ing and
Ri~t-to-Know legislation, abe reqxmse plaa details the pro~ m to be foUowed M the evem of ¯
bazardom materials spLll, wtLiCh could tffect l~n’sons, property, or tim envimmmm. The plan aim dm~bes the
roles and rmpoa~biliti~ of local govetmm~ and private agtagim when mq~mding to ~ materia~

The Fire Departmem is responsible for the command and control of activities dining ¯ spill event. The Fire

Au~m 1% ~
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
"%~" "~’~E A~IN~S~TOR

President of ~e ~na~
2OSlO

Washington, D.C.

CRWOCB LA
PHONE 213 2BB ?630

FAX 213 2BB
~ r~u~r~ by S~ion 30~(b) of the Clean Wa~er k~ (~k), ~ a~ ~ans~i~ng to ~e Cong~ ~e 1994
~ationa~ ~’ater Quali~ lnvento~ Re~. ~is bienma{ re~ is ~e tenth in a ~d~ of na~onal water qual~
assessments pubiish~ since 197~ by ~he U.S. En~ron~en~{ Prot~on Agent. On ~em~r 14, l
t~ans~i~ to you the exKuOve sum~a~ of ~e re~ and sum~ahes of water quali~ condi~ns
S~t~ and Te~tohes; ~e enclo~ &ndud~ ~e enO~ of ~ r~
Bas~ o~ su~ condu~ ~ the Stat~, ~is re~ indi~tes ~at, ~He moR of ~e Na~n’s
wate~ are of ~ quaH~, a~ut 40 ~rcent of ~e ~ation’s su~ ~e~, lake, and ~uades a~ t~ ~Ilu~
for basic uses, such as fishing or s~min9. ~e~ ~sul~ a~ consistent ~ ~ose ~ in l ~2 and
tha~ on the whole, we have manag~ to hold ~e line or pr~t ~er d~da~on, and ~II ~a~n~in
~pu{ation gro~h and g~ in K~( ~.
States ~ that ~e ~n~dal u~s ~at th~ ~signate for ~e wate~ in ~eir water quali~ ~nda~,
as drink£ng water supply, ~ing, and ~e propaga~on of aquatic i~e, were i~ir~ in 36 ~en~ of
hver m les, 37 ~rcent of su~ey~ lake acres, and 36 ~rcent of su~y~ ~tuadne ~uare miles. In addle, S~
re~ ~at ~hey consider some of ~e g~ quali~ wate~ ~ate~ ~u~ ~ c~td ~ome im~i~
~liu~on prevenSon or con~of a~ons a~ ~t ~ken.
Acco~i,~g to the S~tes, ~e most common~ m~ problem in im~ir~ wate~ is ~Uu~ ~noff from
agncultural ~ands and u~n s#~. Pollu~n~ include nu~ien~, silk,on, and ~eda. ~hcultu~
~urce of ~HtuUon in nve~ and lake, and ~nM in ~e top ~r~ ~urces in
It is imp3~nt to r~nize ~aL despite ~e rema~ble accompHshmen~ of ~e pa~ ~o d~des, sign~nt
water ~llut on problems remain. ~e cost of ~age trea~ent still n~ ~s e~mat~ to ~ over $1 ~ bill~n.
Toxic ~llub~n~ d~scharg~ by indust~ continue to ~ a threat to humans, aquatic I#e, a~ ~ldl~e. Runoff
agncultural o~rat ons, ciW str~, and con~ion sites al~ causes sign~cant water ~lluUon problem.
Wetlands, wqich cleanse our water, prot~ our pro~ from fl~s, an~ provide br~ing grounds for ~r
Nation’s fisheries an~ wate~owl, continue to ~ lost and d~rad~. For ~e~ rea~ns, we want to ensure ~at
continue the pr~re~ we have made toward cleaner water an~ addre~ our remaining water ~llu~on p~ble~.
We l~k fom~ard to working wi~ Congr~ in effo~ leading toward ~s 9~1.
Sincere,

Carol M. Broker
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

¯ ,~.~j

WASH NGTON D.C. 20460
THE ADMINISTRATOR

The Honora:~le Newt Gingrich
Speaker of the House of
Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Mr. Speaker:.
As recruited by Section 305(’b) of the Clean Water Act (C’WA), I am transmitting to the Congress the 1994
Nationai Wa:er Qualit-y Inventory Report. This biennial report is the tenth in a series of national water quality
assessments oublished since 1975 by the U.S. Environmental Protection Ac3~; ",.cy. On December 14, 1995, we
transmi~ed to you the executive summary of the report and summaries of .ter quality condition in each of the
St~]tes and Territones; the enclosed includes the entirety of the report.
Based or~ surveys conducted by the States, this report indicates that, while most of the Nation’s surreal
waters are of good quality, about 40 percent of the Nation’s surveyed dyers, lakes, and estuaries are too polluted
for basic uses, such as fishing or swimming. These resu~ are consistent with those reported in 1992 and show
that, on the whole, we have managed to hold the line or prevent further degradation, and still maintain continued
population growth and growth in economic activity.
States reported that the beneficial uses that they designate for the waters in their water quality standards, such
as dr.nking water supply, swimming, and the propagation of aquatic life, were impaired in 36 percent of su~’eyed
nver miies, 37 percent of surveyed lake acres, and :36 percent of surveyed estuadne square miles. In addition, States
report that they consider some of the good quality waters threatened because they could become impaired if
pollution pre~ ention or control actions are not taken.
According to the States, the most commonly reported problem in impaired waters Ls polluted runoff from
agricultural laqds and urban streets. Pollutants include nuthenB, siltafJon, and bacteria. Agriculture is the leading
source of polJ Jt.ion in river~ and lakes, and ranks in the top three sources in estuaries.
It is important to recognize that, despite the remarkable accomplishments of the past two decades, significant
water poliut;oq problems remain. The cost of sewage treatment still needed is estimated to be over $100 billion.
Toxic pollut.ar~ts discharged by industry continue to pose a threat to humans, aquatic life, and wildlife. Runoff from
agricultural operations, oty streets, and construction sites also causes significant water pollution problen~.
Wetland.% which cieanse our waters, protect our property from floods, and provide breeding grounds for our
Nahon’s fisheries and wateflowl, continue to be lost and degraded. For these reasons, we want to ensure that we
continue the Drogress we have made toward cleaner water and address our remaining water pollution problems.
%e look forward to working with Congress in efforts leading toward this goal.
Sincerely,

Caro! M, Browner
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The Quality of Our Nation’s Water
Introduction
The Nahonal Water Ouotity
Invento’y Report to Congr~ i~
prima0 vehicle for informing Congress arid the public about gefletal
~water o~alit~ conditions in the
[ ~ : " .,
.
~
..~.United States This do<:umeflt d’lat.
acterizes our water quality, ident, Jf~ ....
widespread water quality probleft~
of naticnal significance, arid
describes various programs implemented to restore and protect our
water~.
The Nahona[ Water QuoFay
Imento0 Report to Congress summa-~"
"
nzes the. water quality information
submitted by 61 States, A.medcan
Indian "tribes, Ten’itories, Interstate
Water Commissions, and the District ...........................................
,..
of Colurnbla (hereafter referred to
Tdbes,
and
other
junsdictions
favor
Workgroup
and
the
Intergovemas State, Tnbes, and other junsdicflexibility in the 305(b) process ~o
mental Task Force on Moqitodng
tions) in their 1994 water quality
accommodate natural variability in
Water Quality. These actions will
assessmer~t reports. As such, the
their waters, but there is a trade-off
enable States and other iurisdictions
report td, ent~es water quality msues
between flexibility and consistency,
to share data across politica! boundof conc~ m to the States, Tribe~, and
Without known and consistent sur.
aries as they develop watershed
other/ur~sdictions, not lust the
vey methods in place, EPA must use
~ssues of concern to the U.S. Envfprotection strategies.
caution in comparing data or deterEPA recognizes that national
ronmenta[ Protection Agency (EPA).
mining the accuracy of data submitinitiatwes alone cannot clean up our
Section 305(b) of the Clean Water
ted by different States and jurisdic,
waters; water quality’ protection and
A=t (Cm,~,"..) requires that the States
tions Also, EPA must use caution
restoration must happen at [he local
and othe~r part~opating iunsd~ct~:ms
when companng water quality
watershed level, in conjunction with
submit water quality assessment
information submitted dunng differState, Tribal, and Federal activibes.
repo~Ls everv 2 years. Most of the
ent
305(b) reporting periods
S4milarty, this document alone cansur,,ev inf3rmation in the 1994
because States and other junsdicnot prowde the detailed information
Section _:O5(bl reports is based on
bons may modify their cri~ena or
needed to manage water quality at
water q~.aiiLv reformat,on collected
survey different waterbodies every
all levels. This document should be
and e’,ai~,ated by the States, Tnbes,
2 years,
used together with the individual
and other iunsdlcbons during 1992
For over 10 years EPA has putSection 30S(b) reports (see the
and 1991t
sued a balance between flexibili~
~ns~de back cover for informabon on
It ~s ~mpoqant to note that th~s
report ~s based on informabon suband consistency in the Secbon
obtaining the State and Tnbal Se~.
30S(b) process Re£ent acbons by
t~on 305(b) ~epor~d~, ~,ai.ershed
m~t~ed b States, Tribes, and other
EPA. ttqe States, Tribes, and other
management plans, and other local
lur~sdCbCr:~ that dc not use ~denhlur~s@cbons ~nclude imDlemenbng
documenLs to deveiop ~ntegrated
cal su,-ve, methods and cnlena to
the recommendabons of the
water quah:), managemen[ opbons
ra~e [he~." wa~er quality The States,
Nabonal 305(b) Consistency
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Key Concepts
¯

Measuring Water
Quality

"

is better than the fishable and swimmable water qualit~ goals of the

~

The States, participating Tribes,
and other iudsdictions survey the
quality of their waters by determining if their waters attain the water
(~uality standards they established,
Water quali~ standards consist of
beneficial uses, numeric and nan’atire critena ~or supporting each u~e,
and an antidegradation statement:
¯ Designated benefidal uses are
the desirable uses that water quality
should support. Examples are drinkir~g water supply, primary contact
recreation (such as swimming), and
aquatic life support. Each desighated use has a unique set of water
quality requirements or critena that
must be me~ for the use to be real~ed. States, Tribes, and other jurisdictions ma2 designate an individual
waterbody fo~ multiple beneficial
uses.
¯ Numeric ,,~ater quality criteria
establish the minimum physical,
them ca!, an~ biological parameters
required to s~pport a beneficial use.
Physical and :hemical numenc
criteria may set maximum concentrations of pc~llutant~, acceptable
ranges of ph ’s~ca~ parameters, and
m~n~mum co~centrat~ons of desirable paramete,s, such as dissolved
oxygen ~urreric b~ological critena
describe the ~=×pected attainable
community, attributes and establish
values based ~n measures such as
sp~es r~cun~ss, presence or
absence o~ in~icator taxa, and
chs’,r~Dut~o~ ot classes of organisms.

~

i
~~

¯ Narrative water q~ality criteria
deflne~ rather than quanti~,, conditions and attainable goals that must
be maintained to support a designated use. Narrative biological ontena establish a positwe statement
about aquatic communize character,
istics expected to occur within a
waterbody For example, "Ambient
water quality shall be sufficient to
support life stages of all native
aquatic species." Narrative critena
may also describe conditions that
are desired in a waterbocty, such as
"Wat.ers must be free of substances
that are toxic to humans, aquatic
life, and wildlife.~
¯ Antidegradation statements,
where poss~b]e, protect extst~ng uses
and Drevent waterbod~es from detenotating, even if their water quality

.

The C"WA allows States, Tribes,
and other jurisdictions to set their
ow~ standards but requires that all
beneficial uses and their criteda
comply with the goals of the Ac’L At
a minimum, beneficial uses must
provide for "the protection and
propagation of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife" and provide for "recreation
in and on the water" (i.e., the fi.~hable and swimmable goals of the
Act), where attainable. The Act prohibit~ States and other jurisdictions
from designating waste transport ot
waste assimilation as a beneficial
use, as some States did prior to
1972.
Section 305(b) of the C-WA
requires that the States biennially
survey their water quality for attainment of the fishable and swimmable
goats of the Act and report the resuits to EPA. The States, participating Tribes, and other iurisdictions
measure attainment of the C’MCA
goals by determining how weli their
waters support their designated
beneficial uses. EPA encourages the
surveying of waterboclies for support of the following individual
beneficial uses:
~-

j

~- t
--~"~---~’ The waterbody prowdes suitable habiLat for protection
and propagation of desirable fish,
shellfish, and other aquatic organIsms
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Flsh Consumption

~

The waterbody supPO~ fish free from
contamination that could pose a
human health risk to consumers.

~

Shellfish Harvesting

The waterbody supports a population
of shellfish free from toxicants and
pathogens that could pose a human
health risk to consumers,

concerns. For example, many Tribes
and States designate their waters for
the following beneficial uses:
Ground Water
IRecharge
1 ~
The surface
waterbody plays a significant role in
replenishing ground water, and
surface water supply and quality
are adequate to protect existing or
potential uses of ground water.

~ VVildlife Habitat
Water quality supports the waterbody’s
role in providing habitat and
resources for land-based wildlife as
well as aquatic life.
Tribes may designate their
waters for special cultural and
ceremonial uses:

Ddnldng Water
"~1
The waterbody can
supply safe drinking water with
conventional treatment.

~

Primary Cont~’t
Recreation Swimming

People can s~am in the waterbody
without risk of adverse human
health effects (such as catching
waterborne diseases from raw
sewage contamination),

~~.

Secondary Contact
Reo’eation

People can perform
activities on the water (such as
boating) without risk of adverse
human health effects from ingestion
or contact with the water,
I ~ ] Agriculture
The water quality is
suitable for irrigating
fields or watering livestock.
State.,,, Tribes, and other judsdictions may also define their own
individual uses to address special

Water Quality Monitoring
Water quality monitoring consists of data collection and sample
analysis performed using accepted protocols and quality control procedures. Monitoring also includes subsequent analysis of the body of
data to sul)port decisionmaking. Federal, Interstate, State, Terntoriai,
Tribal, Regional, and local agencies, industry, and volunteer orou:)s
wi;th approved quality assurance programs monitor a combiT~aba~l of
chemical, physical, and biologica! water quality parameters throughout
the country.
II Chemical data often measure concentrations of pollutants and other
chemical conditions that influence aquatic life, such as pH (i.e.,
it),) and dissolved o×ygen concentrations. -file chemica! d::ta m ~,,
analyzed in water samples, fish tissue samples, or secflmcnt sami~ :s.
¯ Physical data include measurements of temperature, tu~iditv
(i.e., light penetration through the water column), and solid~ irl
the water column.
¯ B o oq;ca! data measure the health of aquatic communities.
Biological data include counts of aquabc species that indicate
hcakhy ecological conditions.
¯ Habitatandancilbryda,a(suchaslandusedata) helpinterpretthe
above monitoring information.
Monitorin~ aaencies vary parameters, samp!,ng frequency, and
~mp,r;c~ !~[,~ ~,Ue(t:on to meet proqram object;ves and ku;d.;’,.:-~ conquaqer;v, or ,:nnt

~ ,’). irregular int,’.",,ilts Or durinQ one-tlme ildt, ~’,’e
su,~u~,s. Saml~hnc m,;v be conducted at fixed sam-piing stahons,
domly sek.ctud slat~o~s, stabons near suspected water quahty problems, or stations ~n pristine waters.
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i

!Culture
Water quality sup.
..... ports
the waterbody’s .....
role in Tribal culture and preserves
tt-,e waterbody’s religious, ceremonial, or subsistence significance.
The States, Tribes, and other
ludsdictions assign one of frye levels
of use suppcrt categones to each of
their waterbodies (’Table ES-1). If
!:x3ssible, the States, Tdbes, and
other iurisdictions determine the
level of use support by companng
monitonng cata with numeric tritena for each use designated for a
particular waterbody. If monitoring
data are not available, the State,
Tr~De. o, other junsdiction may determine the I.~,el of use support
with qualitative information. Valid
qualitative information includes land
use data. fish and game surveys,
and predictiv~ model resulLs. Monitoted assessment~ are based on
momtonng data Evaluated assessment~ are based on qualitative in.
formation or monitored information
more than 5 ,/ears old.
FOr waterbodies with more than
one designated use, the States,
TriDes, and other jurisdictions consohdate the ir:dwidua! use support

Fair/Partially Supporting
./~
Overall Use - One or
m°re designated bene:~LJ
ficial uses are partially
supported and the remaining uses
are fully supported or threatened
These waterbodies are considered
impaired’
,
i Poor/Not Supporting
j~
Overall Use - One or
i
I ~, ~ more designated benefi~ cial uses are not
supported. These waterbodies are
considered impaired,

-

Symbo~

Use Support Level

~ -- -- Fully Sul~oorting
-

= Poor/Not AttainableThe State, Tribe, or outer
~ ,urisdiction
has perlormed
a use-attainability
analysis
and demonstrated that use support
of one or more designated benefi.
cial uses is not attainable due to
one of six biological, chemical,
physical, or economic/social cor~titions specified in the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR Section
1 31 .t0). These conditions include
naturally high concentrations of
pollutants (such as metals); other
natural physica! features that create

Condil.J~n

Definiti~n

Good

Water qualib, meeL~

,~"<o

.I

cies~gnaled u~e cntena.

- ...............
Thneatened
,,t~"

f

Good

-

4~
Water quality support~

~

:F’~

beneflcia! u.~es now
but may not ~n the future

unless acbon =s taken.
Partially Supporting

Fa=r

0repaired)

Water qualibi tails to meet

designated use cntena at braes
r

--~--- - .......................
Not Supporting
i~

~i~,~

Poor

Water quahh frequently

(impaired)

to m,:~t oes[gqated use criteria

Poor

The State, Tribe, or othe,
d,ct,o,~ has performed a useatta,nabihty ar, at’/s~s and
de’T,,~r’~tr~ted iF=at use support,
~s not atta "abJe O,Je to one

informat,on irto a s~ngle overall use
support deter-ninabon:
i ......

Good/Fully Supporting

Not Attainable

~

:
I~"

nat*~d beneficial uses are
___ ful!’~ supported.

all Use - One or more
des gnated beneficial uses
~ are threatened and the
r(:,ma,n~n~ use, are full), supported.

2

--

~eo,~-o ,~’o~,~ot,oe.,

/
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,:-,

V
O
unsuitable aquatic life habitat (such
as ~r, adequate substrate, riffles, or
pools); low flows or water levels;
dams ar, d other hydrologic modificabons that permanently alter
waterbo..qly characteristics; poor
water quality resulting from human
activities that cannot be reversed
without causing further environmental degradation; and poor water
quality, t,qat cannot be improved
without ~mposing more stringent
controls than those required in bhe
CWA, which would r~ult in widespread ~:onomic and social
impact&

States modified these tota! water
estimates where necessary. Based on
the 1992 EPA!State figures, the
national estimate of total river miles
doubled in large part because the
EPA/State estimates included
nonperennial streams, canals, and

¯ Impaired Waters - The sum of
waterbodies partialty supporting
uses and not supporting use&

at~d Reset~:~

The EPA then aggregates the
use support information submitted
by the States, Tribes, and other
jurisdictions into a national
ment of the Nation’s water quality.

How Many of Our
Waters Were
Surveyed for 1994?
Nat/oqal estimates of the total
waters of our count~ provide the
founc~aho~ for determining the percentage o~ waters surveyed by the
States, Trh~es, and other jurisdictions
and the p>rtion impaired by pollution. For the 1992 reporting period,
EPA provicied the States with estimates o{ t;tal river miles and lake
acres der~ed from the EPA Reach
~:iie a dat~ base conta~,qir~g traces of

ditches that were previously
excluded from estimates of total
stream miles.
Estimates for the t994 reporting
cycle are a minor refinement of the
1992 figures and ind,cate that the
United States ha.s:

RNe~ arid St~ ¯ 615,806 - 1 ~ ~
¯ Total miles: 3,548,738

¯ Total acres: 40,826,064

~
¯ 26,847- 78% sur~
¯ Total square mi~: 34,388a

~

w~t,~

¯ 5,20 -

¯ Total mi~es: 58,42! rnile~, including A~.~a’s

~ .
Great ~
$boretir~

¯ 5,224 - 94% surveyed
¯Tota] mik~ ~.559

Source 1994 Se~t on, 3L:S~t~) repor~ ~obm~tted by the States, Tr~be~, Temtones,

Commissions
*Exciuchncj estuanne water~ ir~ A~aska becau~ no est~m, ate was availab@

~’,aterood~es adapted from
1:!00.000 scale maps prepared by
the US Geologica! Survey. The
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¯ More than 3.5 million miles of
r~ve~ and streams, which range in
s~ze from the M~ssissippi River to
sinai~ streams that flow only when
wet weatk.er conditions exist
0.e., nonperennial streams)

¯ More than 58,000 miles of ocean
shore ne including 36,000 miles in
Alaska
¯ 5,559 miles of Great Lakes
shoreline

¯ Approximately 40.8 million acres
of lakes, ponds, and reservoirs

¯ More than 277 million acres of
wetJands such as marshes, swamps,
bogs, and fens, including 170
million acres of wetlands in Alaska.

¯ About _~4,388 square miles of
estuanes (excluding

f

_

_
I

The Intergovemmental Task Force
on Monitoring Water Quality

n~ r--,ss ~n of the TFM ~s to develop and a~a imD,,ementat~on of a

:, s ~. ¯ ~ ;
-, ~ ’-~ ~ u successo, t~e Nat .~na~ Mo~ ~o~,ns Cr ~
........
.....
~’-

-

-

~ :~’~ 3" ~’r~e hrS’, seconc an~ fma

"r,,, ~ ~ C, eo~’x)<a Survey
:

t~,,~’ ~ n,.~ Center

~ ~,n VA 22092
~-e~,0-426-90C)0

T~M~ re;;c~ - -

2

he greatest risk. Many State~,

’- ~, 9-72 [ne
Intergovemmental Task Force on Mo~, tonng VYa~er
C,_ "- -:K.,Aconvened
to oreDare a strategy for *mprov ~,a ~,:’~o... -. - -~::,~,ng na~onw~cle The ITFM ~s a Fe3era Stat~ n,~: .....
o" -~ ~-~.~ ._.a a~enoes 9 SLale an~ ~mers~a!e ageno~ an~ 1 ~----.
ca~ ,~:~ :-. T~ >.. The EPA Chairs the T~M w~th me -=" a_~ ~. c~
a~= L~,~-. ’,~’~,e Se~retana~ as Pan. of their Wa~er in~armab.~ Cor~s ,- ,.
k~:,n Prua ~ ~’rsuant ~o OMB memo 92-01

(~, .r_,o,4~ Dn comDara~e hec anG

Most States do not survey all of
their waterbodies during the 2-year
reporting cycle required under CWA
Section 305(b). Thus, the surveyed
waters reported in Figure ES-1 are a
subset of the Nation’s total waters.
In addition, the summary information based on surveyed waters may
not represent general conditions in
the Nation’s total waters because
States, Tribes, and other jurisdictions
often locus on surveying major
perennial rivers, estuaries, and pubhc lake~ with suspected pollution
problems in order to direct ~.ar~e
resources to areas that could ~

Tribes, and other jurisdictions lack
the resources to collet--t use support
information for nonperennial
streams, small tributaries, and
private ponds. This report does not
predict the health of these
unassessed waters, which include an
unknown ratio of pristine waters to
polluted water~.

"

_~:

-

Where possible, States, Tribes,
anti other )urisdictions identify, the
PollutanLs or processes that degrade
v~ater quality and ind<ators that
oocument impacts of water quality
oegradabon The most widespread
l:~lutanLs and processes ~der~tified
In r~vers, lakes, and estuanes are

presepted ~n Table ES-2 Pollutants
nc ude se@ment, nutrients, and

-

cr’em~ca~Contam~nants (such as
,~ d~o;~ns and metals) Processes that
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degrade waters include habitat
modification (such as destruction of
streamsMe vegetation) and
hydrolc~_,c modification (such as
flov, reduction). Indicators of water
qual ty degradation include physical,
chemical and biological parameters.
Example.~ of biological parameters
include species drversity and abundance. Examples of physical and
chemical parameters include pH,
turbidity, and temperature. Following are descnptions of the effects of
the pollu:ants and processes most
commonly identified in rivers, lake~,
estuanes, coastal waters, wetlands,
and ground water.

Low Dissolved Oxygen
Dissolved oxygen is a basic
requirement for a healthy aquatic
ecosysterr. Most fish and beneficial
aquatic insect~ "breathe" oxygen
disso!ved in the water column.
Some fish and aquatic organisms
(such as carp and sludge worms)
are adapted to low oxygen condibons, but "host desirable fish species
(such as trout and salmon) suffer if
d~ssolved cxygen concentrations fall
below. 3 t¢ 4 mg/L (3 to 4 milligrams of oxygen dissolved in 1 liter
3f water, Or 3 to 4 parts of oxygen
3er million parts of water). Larvae
and/uvenile fish are more sensitive
and requir~ even higher concentrahons of d~s,otved oxygen,
Man}f sh and other aquatic
organisms (an re(over from short
penods of !_~w dissolved oxygen
a’,ailab~hty. However, prolonged
eprsodes of depressed a~ssolved
oxygen concentrabons of 2 mg/L
or less can result ir’} "dead"waterbodes Prolonged expOsure to low
d,.s~o)ved o%vgen con@boris can

suffocate adult fish or reduce their
reproductive survival by suffocating
sensibve eggs and larvae or can
starve fish by killing aquatic insect
larvae and other prey. Low dissolved

Sou,ce

oxygen concentrations also favor
anaerobic bacterial activity that produces noxious gases or fou! odors
often associated with polluted
waterbodies.

Based on 1994 Section 305(b) repor’.s submitted by Slales, Tribes, Territories, Comm ss ons and the District of Columbia,

Fish Kills
- Thbes, and other
Fish kill reoorting is a vo!unta .rX process; States,
)urisdictions are not required to report on how many fish k~i’s occur, or
what might have caused them In many cases ~t is the public-anoers.
and hunters, recreabonaf boaterm or hike~-v,.ho first nohce fish
and report them to game wardens o~ other Sta~e oF~cla~ M~:v
kills go unaetected or unreDorled and others may be c’~ cuL !o
tJgate, especia!ly if the,#’ occur ~n remo’m areas fh’s is because
fish may be carned quickly downstream or me? be d:t~cu’:t to count
because of turbid condit ons it ~s tht.refore I,kei~ that the s,’ahs’,,£s
sented b.~ the State.<, Tribes. and othe, lur~sa,ch.ans un~’ereH ,~- ~
total number of fish W!s that occurre,~ natlon¢,,ide between 1#~2 anc
1994.
Despite these problems, fish kl)~’., are an *mDo~ant consi,Jerat.~on in
water qua!ity a%essment~ in 1994. $2 States, Tnbes, and other
@ctlons reported, a total of 1,4S4 fig- k:tl ~nodent~ These States attrlbuted 737 of the fish kills 1,) poI U’,iOa 2S7 to umnov, r~ causes, 2c3 tc
natura~ condmors (such a, It,v, tiny, an.1 h~:-;h temc, erc,u-~, ant 220
kiis [o ar~qblouOL~S CZL.’S,[’~ Po;utant~ ’~c’st orcen c,,te,:1 at ’,h~ ca.se Of
k,Fs ~nc!ude O~,,v_Q+[.r-_dcL~gt,nq ~:b’ta ~e* sewage, pe~:,c..~_~e~ manure
ar’,c Sha3 -. O! ,!’-~ ~ C!~ : " ",,: ar,~ :~n~o:: a Leas r,~. so..’( ~ o" ’
k% vqC~uoe aQ’~[..]!a’J’ a?:~,,i £,.~ IrqG. ’t*,a. dG(harQos mu’3:;;_,~!
apphcabons
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Oxygen concentrations in the ......................
~
water column fluctuate under natural conditions, but severe oxygen
depletion usually results from
human activities that introduce
iarge quantities of biodegradable
~
organic mate*ials into surface
waters. Biodegradable organic
materials contain plant, fish, or an#
!"
mal maker. Leaves, lawn clippings,
.~
sewage, manure, shellfish processing
waste, milk solids, and other food
’ ¯ ’~
i~
.J
- ,.,
processing wastes are examples of
~"
o
oxygen-deple’:ing organic materials
.~
. ~
that enter our surface waters.
.
; In both phstine and polluted
"waters, beneficial bacteria use oxy~
....
gen to break apart (or decompose)
organ,c mater,als. Pollutionwaters because warm water cannot
cot, tanning orc;anic wastes provide a
hold as much oxygen as cold water,
cor’bnuous giut of food for the bacWarm conditions further aggravate
tena, which acceferates bacteriat
oxygen depletion by stimulating
actlvi~’ and Fx~pulation growth. In
bacteria! activity and respiration in
polluted waters, bactenal consumpfish, which consumes oxygen,
bon of oxyger can rapidly outpace
Removal of streamside vegetation
oxygen replen shment from the
eliminates shade, thereby raising
atmosphere and photosynthesis
water temperatures, and accelerates
perlormed by ~igae and aquatic
runoff of organic debns. Under such
pants. T]qe resJlt is a net decline in
conditions, m~nor additions of poiluoxy!~en concentrabons in the water,
tion-containing organic matenals
Toxic pollutants can indirectly
can severely deplete oxygen,
lower oxvaen (oncentrations by
kili~g algae, aquatic weeds, or fish,
Nutrien~
which provides an abundance of
Nutrients are essential building
fc>3d for o~yge~-consum ng bacteblocks for healthy aquatic commumna Oxygen Oe~tehon can also result
ties, but excess nutnents (especially
from chemical "eacbons that do not
nitrogen and phosphopds cornmvowe bacteria Some pollutants
pounds) overstimulate the growth
tngger chem<al reacbons that place
of aquatic weeds and algae. Excesa chem~cai oxy<)en oemand on
swe growth of these organisms, in
recewlng water~
turn, can clog navigable water~,
C)ther facto’s (such as temperinterfere with sw~mm~ng and boat.
atur~ and sat,n~i~) ~nfiuence the
rng. outcompete native submerged
amount of oxycen d~ssoived in
aquatic veg~etahon (SAGO, and lead
ware- ProiDngeJ hot weather will
to o×ygen aeplehon Oxygen conaep,ess o×~en concentrabons and
centrabons can fluctuate da~ly
ma~ ~ause fish ),,ti~ even ~n clean

dunng algal blooms, dsing dudng
the day as algae perform photosy’nthesis, and falling at night as algae
continue to respire, which consumes
oxygen. Beneficial bacteria also consume oxygen as they decompose
the abundant organic food supply
in dying algae ceils.
Lawn and crop fertilizers, sewage, manure, and detergents contain nitrogen and phosphorus, the
nutrients most often responsible for
water quality degradation. Rural
areas are vulnerable to ground
water contamination from nitrates
(a compound containing nitrogen)
found in fertilizer and manure. Very
high concentrations of nitrate
(>10 mg/L) in drinking water cause
methemoglobinemia, or blue baby
syndrome, an inability to fix oxygen
in the blood.
Nutrients are difficult to control
because lake and estuadne ecosy~
terns recycle nutrients. Rather than
leaving the ecosystem, the nutrients
cycle among the water column,
algae and plant tissues, and the
bottom sediments. For example,
algae may temporarily remove all
the nitrogen from the water column, but the nutrients will return to
the water column when the algae
die and are decomposed by bacteha. Therefore, gradual inputs of
nutrient3 tend to accumulate over
time rather than leave the system.

’

2

I

5

3

9

i3

Sediment and Siltation
In a water quality context, sedi.
ment usually refers to sol! particles
that enter the ~,ater column from
eroding land Sediment consists of
parhcies of a!t sizes, including fine
clay particles, stir, sand, and gravel.
Water quaht), managers use the
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term "siltation" to describe the
pension and deposition of small
sedimenl i:)articies in waterbodie~.
Sediment and siltation can
severely alter aquatic communities.
Sediment may clog and abrade fi.~h
gills, s~Jflocate eggs and aquatic
~nsect lar,,ae on the bottom, and fill
~n the pore space between bottom

"

"

""

2

cobbles where fish lay eggs. Silt and i
sediment ~nterfere with recreational
activities and aesthetic enjoyment at
waterbodies by’ reducing water clarity and fill ng in waterbodies. Sediment may also carry other pollutant3 into waterbodies. NuthenD and
toxic chemicals may attach to sedipa~cies into surface waters where
the poliutants may settle with the
sec~ment c.r detach and become
soluble ~n the water column,
Rain washes silt and other soil
13articles oF of plowed fields, construction si!es, logging sites, urban
Ireas and ~tnp-mined lands inlo
v~aterboci~e~ l:roding stream banks
also deposi silt and sediment in
waterbod~e:, Removal of vegetation
on shore can accelerate streambank
erosion,
Bacteria and Pathogens
Some v, aterborne bacteria,
v ruses, and Drotozoa cause human
ilinesse~ tha’, range from biphoid
and dysentery, to minor respiratory
ancl skit~ d~seases These orgamsms
n-,ay enter ~,ate~ throagb a number
o~ route~, ~n( Juding inadequately
treate~ se~,,a~e, stormwater dra ns,
sept< svsterr ~, runoff from l~vestock
pe~s an: se.vaae dumped Over.
boarcl from ~ecreahonal boats
Because ~t ~s mposs~Die to test

’~,aters for eve.-) possible

~-’:-’

~"

--

¯
..~

disease-causing organism, States
and other iurisdictions usually measure indicator bactena that are
found ~n great numbers in the
stomachs and intestines of warmblooded animals and people The
presence of indicator bacteria suggest3 that the waterbody ma) be
contaminated with untreated
sewage and that other, more
dangerous organ sm~ may De
present. The State~ Tribes, and
other iurisdict~ons use bacterial cnte.
na to determine if waters are safe
for recreation and shellfish harvesting
Toxic Organic Chemicals
and Metals
Tox< organic chemicals are
synthetic compounds that contain
carbon, such a~ Do!.vchlor Mated
D~pne’~vls (PCBs). d,o;~s anti the
pesl~c~oe DDT These s’,’n:neszed

compounds ot~en persist and

accumulate in the environment
because they do not readily break
down in natural ecosystems. Man),
of these compounds cause cancer
~n people and b~rth defects in other
predators near the top of the food
chain, such as birds and fish.
Metals occur naturally in the
environment, but human activities
(such as industrial processes and
mining) have altered the distribu-

3

t~on of metals in the environmenL
In most reported cases of metals
contam~nabon, high concentrations
of meta!s appear in fish tissues
rather than the water column b,ecause the metals accumulate~n
greater concentrations in predators
near the top of the food chain.
pH
Acidity, the concentration of
h>~roger ~ons cP~ves man.: chem,ca reacDoqs i,:-~ l~v~ng orGa~,~sms

T’-,~ standaro measure o’ ac~d~v is
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pH, and a pH value of 7 represents
a neutral condition. A low pH value
(less than 5) indicates acidic condit~ons; a high pH (greater than 9)
indicates alkaline conditions. Many
biological processes, such as
reproduction cannot function in
acidic or alkaline water~. Acidic conditions a!so aggravate toxic contami,
nat~on problems because sediments
release toxicants in acidic waters
Common sources of acidity inclucie
mine drainage, runoff from mine
tailings, and atmospheric deposition,

Habi~t modifications include
activities in the landscape, on shore,

Hydrologic modifications alter
the flow of water. Examples of
hydrologic modifications include
channelization, dewatenng, damruing, and dredging.

¯ Removal of streamside vegetation
that stabilizes the shoreline and
provides shade, which moderates
inslream temperatures

Other pollutants include salts
and oil and grease. Fresh waters
may become unfit for aquatic life
and some human uses when they
become contaminated by salts.
Sources of salinity include irrigation
runoff, brine used in oil extractJon,
road deicing operations, and the
intrusion of sea water into ground

¯ Excavation of cobbles from a
stream bed that provide nestJng
habitat for fish
¯ Stream burial

Habitat Modification!
Hydrologic Modification

Industrial

and in waterbodies that alter the
physical structure of aquatic
e~:osystems and have adverse
impacts on aquatic life. Examples of
habitat modificatJons include:

¯ Excessive suburban sprawt that
alter~ the natural
drainagemagnipatterns
by increasing
the intensity,,
rude, and energy of runoff waters,

and surface water~ in coastal areas.
Crude oil and processed petroleum
prcx;lucts may be spilled during
extraction, processing, or transport
or leaked from underground storage
tank~.

Water Pollution

Pulp and paper mills, chemical manufacturers, steel plants,
metal pro<ess and prociu~-t manufacturers, textile manufacturers,
fc~d pro~essir~ plant~

M~ni¢ipal

Publichy owr~ed sewage treatment plant3 that may recerve

Cornbine~l
Sewer~

5ingle facilities that treat b~th storm water and sanitary s~’wage,
wtq~ch may be<ome ov,er’~,acled dunng stom~ events and

Sources of Impairment generate the pollutanL~ that violate use
suppor~ criteria (’Table ES-3). Point
sources discharge pollutan~ directly
into surface waters from a conveyance Point sources include indus-

..........

__

~nd~rect d,~harges from ~’~dustr, at facilitie~ or b~s~ne--~.~

_

d~s~harge untreated was!es into surface waters,

Storm Sewers,.’
Udoan Runoff

tna! facilities, muntcipal sewage

Runoff from ~mperv~ous ~rf~e~, including sb’eets, parking
1o~ bu~id~ngs, lawns, ar, d other paved areas

sewer overflows. Nonpoint sources

Agricultural

..........
Crop product*o~, pas ure.~ rangelaqd,
feedloL~, other animal
holding areas

SiNicultural

Forest management, trt~ harvesbng. ~o~g~ng road construction

Construction

~and development, road ¢o~stru~bon

Resource

M~n~ng petroleum dr~ihrKj runoff from, m~ne taihng sites

Extraction
Land Disposal ..........

Hvdroio~_R
Mod~fl(ation

treatment plants, and combined
dehver pollutants to surface waters
from diffuse origins. Nonpoint
sources include urban runoff, agn.

....................

----

Leachate or d*scharge frc~m, septt¢ tanks landfills, and
ha2ardous waste sites

_

Channe;,zabor’, ~re~g,’~,~. ~am construct on streambank
mc~4~cabon

--

cultural runoff, and atmospheric

-

depos~hon of contaminants in a~r
pollution Habitat alterat ons, such

as hydromodiflcat c,n, dredg r~g, and
streambank cJestabilzabon can
also
,
dearade ~*,ater quality.

rates the s~n~ficance of causes and
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sources of pollution by the percentage of irqpaired waters impacted by
each ind,vidual cause or source
(obtainej from the Section 305(b)
reports s,abm~tted by the States,
Tribes. aqd other jurisdictions). Note
that the :ause and source ran~ngs
do not describe the condition of all
waters m the United States because
the States iclentCni the causes and
sources degrading some of their
impaired waters, which are a small
subset of surveyed waters, which
are a subset of the Nation’s total
waters For example, the States
identified sources degrading some
of the 224,236 impaired river miles,
which represent 2,6% of the sur’,’eyed nver miles and only 6% of
the Nation’s tota! stream mile~,
’~

-q’he term ’point source’
means any discernible,
confined, and discrete
conveyance, including but not
limited to any pipe, ditch,
channel tunnel, conduit, well,
discrete fissure, container,
rolling stock, concentrated

vessel or other floating
from which pollutants are or
may be discharged. This term
does not include agricultural
storm water discharges
and return flows from
irrigated agriculture."
Clear, %ater Ad Se<Uon 502(14)
e~

_-

Table ES-4 lists the leading sources
of impairment related to human
activiUes as reported by State~,
Tribes, and other jurisdictions for
their rivers, lakes, and estuanes,
Other sources cited include removal
of npanan vegetaUon, forestry activities, land disposal, petroleum extraction and processing actMties, and
construction. In addibon to human
actMties, the States, Tribes, and
other jurisdictions also reported
impairments from natural sources,
Natural sources refer to an assortment of water quality problems:
¯ Natural deposits of sails, gypsum,
nutrients, and metals in soils that
leach into surface and ground
wate~
¯ Warm weather and dr), conditions that raise water temperatures,
depress dissolved oxygen concentrabons, and dry up shallow
waterbodies
¯ Low.flow conditions and tannic
acids from decaying leaves that
lower pH and dissolved oxygen

concentrations in swamps draining
into strearr~,
With so many potential sources
of pollution, it is difficult and
expensive for States, Tribes, and
other jurisdicbons to identify speci~c
sources responsible for water quality
impairments. Many States and other
iunsdictions lack funding for monitonng to identify all but the most
apparent sources degrading
waterbodies. Local management
priorities may focus monitoring
budgets on other water quality
issues, such as identification of contaminated fish populations that pose
a human health risk. Mar~agernent
priorities may also direct monitoring
efforts to larger waterbodie~ and
ovedook sources impainng smaller
waterbodies. As a result, the States,
Tnbes, and other jurisdictions do
not associate every impacted
waterbody with a source of impairment in their 305(b) repot, and
the summary cause and source
information presented in this report
applies exclusively to a subset of the
Nation’s impaired waters.

Ag iculture

Agncul~ure

Municipa! Sewage
Treatment Pfan~

Municipa! Sewage
Treatment Plants

Urban Runoff/

Storm Sewer~
2

- ~-- ~rc~c~.:..-’~b,tat--- - Urban Runoff/
Mc~ f cabo~

Storm Se~ers
ResourCe Extra(Don

Storm
U’%pe~ifled Nonpomt

Sources
Nydr°l°g~’r-~Hab~Lat

Mumcipa! Sewage
Treatment

Agr<uJture
lndustna ~c,,nt Source~
Pet,roieurn A¢b~be~

~OurCe Based
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Rivers and Streams
Rivers and streams are charac ....
terized by flow. Perennial rivers and
¥’" other iudsdict~ons to expand survey
~
!,,~
~,~’/~ "
streams flow continuously, all year
coverage of the Nation’s waters and
"~,
round Nonperennial river~ and
expects future survey information to
streams stop flowing for some
cover a greater portion of the
period of tJm~, usually due to dry
Nation’s rivers and streams.
conditJons or apstream withdrawal.
Ma-~y nvers and streams originate in
nonperennial headwaters that flow
Total nvers = 3.5 million miles
only dunng snowmelt or hea~
Total surveyed = 615,806 miles
showers. Nonperennial strearn~
provide cdtJca! habitat.s for nonfi.~l
f 7% Surveyed
species, such as amphibians and
dragonf!ies, as well as safe havens
for iuvenile risk, to escape ~
predation by larger
The health of rivers and streams ~
is di,ectly linked to habitat integrfty
83% Not
on shore and in adjacent wetlands.
~
Surveyed
Stream quality will deteriorate ff ............ actMties damage shoreline (i.e.,
npanan) vegetation and wetlands,
A/together, the States and
which filter pollutants from runoff
1,.~.~..~-i,~.,,c.~T,,r,~,~.~." .... J
Tribes surveyed 27,075 fewer rfver
and bind soils. Removal of
miles in 1994 than in 1992 Indi~ Good
vegetation also eliminates shade
~4dually, most States reported that
(~ul~ Supporting)
that moderates stream temperature
~-~°’ 57%
they surveyed more river miles in
as wel! as the land temperature that
1994, but their increases were offset ......
can warm runoff entering surface
by a decline of 85,000 surveyed
waters. Stream :emperature, in turn,
nver miles reported by Montana,
(Threatened)
affects the availability of dissolved
Miss ssippi, and Maryland. For 1994,
7%
oxygen in the water column for fish
these States reporte~i use support
¯
and other aquatic organisms,
status for only those nver miles that
~ Fair
they surveyed in direct monitoring
Overall Water Quality
programs or evaluations rather than
i 22%
using inferences for unsurveyed
For the 1 994 Report, 58 States, waters.
Te~tories. Tribe2, Commiss ons, and
Poor
The following discussion applies
the District of Columbia surveyed
! (Not Supporting)
exclusively
to
surveyed
waters
and
615,806 redes (] 7%) of the Nation’s
~’ i 14%
cannot be extrapolated to describe
total 3.5 m,lhon miles of rr~ers and
~1
conditions
in
the
Nation’s
rivers
as
a
streams (Figure ~S-2) The surveyed
whole because the States, Tribes,
nvers and s~r~ams represent 48% of
ancl other iurisd~ctions do not conthe 1.3 miJi,on ~ies o! perennial
s~stenUy use statistica! or probabilnvers and streams that flow year
~i (Not AtZainab~e)
ist~c su-vey methods to characterize
I
round ~n the low,.=r 48 States
all their waters at t~s t~me EPA is
so,~ce Based or’ 1994 Sect,or- 305

~,~

~!~

workiq~ with the States, Tribes, and

~e~o~,s s~bm~Ited b.~ S~ates,
a’~ the Distr~cl of Columbia
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Of the Nabon’s 61S,806
su.~,eyeo nver miles, the States,
Tribes, and other jurisdictions found
that 64% have goc~ water quality.
Of these waters, 57% fully support
their desi?nated uses, and an additional 7~ support uses but are
threatened and may become
~mDaired if pollution control actions
are not taken (Figure ES-3).
Some form of pollution or
habitat degradation prevenLs the
remain~nc 36% (224,236 miles) of
the surveyed river miles from fully
support;m~ a healthy aquatic cornmun~t), or human activities all year
round. Twenty.two percent of the
su’veyed rwer miles have fair water
auah~ that par~aally supports designateO use: Most of the time, these
waters- prcvide adequate habitat for
aauabc or~anisms and support human ac0vit,es, but periodic pollution
interferes with these activities and/or
stresses aqaatic life. Fourteen percent of th~ surveyed river miles
have poor water quality that consistent~y stresses aquatic life andlor
prevent~ ~ople from using the nver
!or~ actJwt~es such as swimming and
~ishing.

What Is Polluting Our
Rivers and Streams?
The SLates and Tribes report
that bacten~ pollute 76,397 river
miles (wh~c,= equa!s 34% of the
,"npa~rec~ n,,er miles) (Figure ES-4).
~,acter~a prov~e e~.~dence of poss Die fecal c ~nLam~ation that may
cause ihness if Lhe public ~ngesLs the
~,ater.
,’,
S,,,,at~on
comc.osed of tiny soil
paqlcles, rerqams one of the most
~,oesp:eao :~oJlut_ants impacting

rivers and streams. The States and
Tribes reported that siltation impairs
7.5,792 nver miles (which equals
34% of the impaired river miles).
.,

Bacteria and siltation are
the most widespread
pollutants in rivers and
streams, affecting 34o/o of
the impaired Hver miles.
Siltation alters aquatic habitat and
suffocates fish eggs and bottomdwelling organisms. ~ce.tsN, e siltation can also interfere with dnnking water treatment processe~ and
recreationa! use of a nver.
In addition to siltation and bacteda, the States and Tribes also
reported that nubfients, oxygen.
depleting substances, metals, and
habitat alterations impact more
miles of rivers and streams than
other pollutants and processes.
Often, several pollutanLs and
processes impact a single river segmenL For example, a process, such
as removal of shoreline vegetation,
may accelerate erosion of sediment
and nutrients ~nto a stream,

Where Does This
Pollution Come From?
The States and Tribes reported
that agriculture is the most widespread source of pollution in the
Nation’s surveyed rivers (’Figure
ES-4) Agnculture generates poltutant~ that degrade aquatic life or
~nterfere w~th public use of ] 34,557
nver miles (which equa!s 60e-~ of
the impaired rwer miles) In 49
SLates and Tribes,

Twenty-one States reported the
size of rivers impacted by specific
types of agncultural a~ivibes:
¯ Nonirrigated Crop Production crop production that relies on rain
as the sole source of water.
¯ Irrigated Crop Production crop
production that uses irngation
systems to supplement rainwater.
¯ Rangeland - land grazed by animals that is seldom enhanced by
the application of fertilizers or pest~.
cides, although managers sometimes modify plant species to a liraited extent.
¯ Pastureland - land upon which a
crop (such as alfalfa) is raised to
feed animals, either by grazing the
animals among the crops or harvesting the crops.
¯ Feedlots - facilities where animals
are fattened and confined at high
densities.
¯ Animal Holding Areas - facilities
where animals are confined bnefly
before slaughter.
The States reported that
nonirrigated crop production irnpaired the most river miles, followed
by irrigated crop prc~uctJon, rangeland, feed!ors, pasture and, and
animal holding areas.
Many States reported declines
in pollution from sewage treatment
-

Agriculture is the leading
source of impairment in

the Nation’s rivers,
affecting 60o,,b of the
impaired river miles,
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plants and industhat discharges as a
re.’,u~t of sewage treatment plant
construcUon and upgrades and
permit controls on industrial
discharges. Despite the improve.
m~nts mumci~al sewage treatment
planLs renan the second most
common source of pollution in
nver~ (impainng 37,443 miles)
cause population growth incr~a.~e~
the burden o~ our municipal fadliHydrologic modifications and
habitat alterations are a growing
concern to the States. Hydrologic
modificabons include activities that
alter the flow of water in a stream,
such as channehzatJon, dewatenng,
and damming of streams. Habitat
allerations include removal of
Leading Pollutanl~
streamsJde vegetation that protects
the stream from high temperature%
Addi:~ona! gmn.~ in water quality
cond4ions will be more subtle and
require innovabve management
strategies that go beyond point
source controls.
The States, Tribes, and other
junsdictions a!so reported that urban
runoF and stom~ sewers impair
26,862 river miles (12% of the
impaired nvers~, resource extraction
~mpalt~, 24,059 rver miles ~’11% of
the mnpaired nvers), and removal
of streams<~e ve~etat on impairs
21,206 river miie~ (10% of the
impaired rivers).
The Sta es, Tqbes, and other
iunsdict~ons a!so report that "naturaF’ so,.~rces imDa r s~gnificant

stretches o1 r~vers and streams.
"Naturot" source:, such as low flow
and soils with arsenic deposits, can
prevent waters from supporting use.s
in the absence of quman actwlhes

To~l r~rver~ _- 3.5 miIl~on miles

~

2

Total surveyed = 615,806 mite~

Total impaired = 224,236 miles
Impatre~
L.

= ....... ~ - ~

34

Nutnent~
Oxyge~.Dep~bng Sub.
Me~ls

~
~

Habitat A,’teratJons

~ MOderate/Min.~[] Not Specdied

~
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~
~------------J~--L_~
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~
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¯
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Lakes, Ponds, and Reservoirs
Lake,.~ are sensitive to pollution
inputs because lakes flush out their
contents relatively slowly. Even
under natural conditions, lakes
undergo eutrophication, an aging
,,~.,.. Ii
process that slowly fills in the lake
"
with sediment and organic matter
(see sidebar). The eutrophication .............
process a~ter~ basic lake characteristics such as depth, biological pro--ductivity, oxygen levels, and watt’
r~ .
clarity. The eutrophication proce~ is ~
commonly defined by a series of
~’
trophic states as de~ribed in the
sidebar.

-

-Total lakes = 40.8 million acres
Total surveyed = 1 7.1 million acres
~ 42% Sur-te,yed

-Not Surveyed

Overall Water Quality
Forty-ei.ght States, Tribe~, and
other iunsdictions surveyed overall ~
.... ~
’ ....
use support in more than 17.1 raillion lake acres representing 42% of
quality. Water~ w~th good quality
the approx,mately 40.8 million total
include 50% of the surveyed lake
acres of la’es, ponds, and reservoirs
acres
fully suppo~ng u,es and 13%
in the Naton (Figure ES-5). For
of the surveyed lake acres that are
1994, the States surveyed about
threatened and might detenorate ff
I million fewer lake acres than in
we fail to manage potential sources
1992.
of pollution (Figure ES-6).
The number of surveyed lake
Some form of pollution or
acres declined because several States
habitat degradation impair3 the
separated fish tissue data from their
remaining 37% of the surveyed lake
:survey of overall use support. Some
acres Twenty_eight percent of the
of these States, such as Minnesota,
surveyed lake acres have fair water
have established massive databases
quahty that pa~atly supports desigof fish t~ssue contamination informa,
hated uses. Most of the time, these
hon (whick- is used to establish fish
waters provide adequate habitat for
consumpbon advisories), but lack
aquatic organisms and support
other types of water quahty data for
human activities, but periodic poilur’nanv of their lakes in ] 994, these
tion interferes with these activities
States chose not to assess overall
and/or stresses aquatic life. Nine
use suppo~ enbrely with fish t~ssue
percent of the su~,eyed lake acres
data alone, which ~s a very narrow
suffer from poor water quali ,t-y that
md,cator of water quali~,,
conslstentiy stresses aquatic life and."
The Sta:es and Tnbes reported
or prevents people from using the
t~qat 630:‘ O’ the,, surveyed 1 7.1
lake for actwlbes such as swimming
r’qi[i:olq lake acres have good water
and fishing.
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What Is Polluting Our
Lakes, Ponds, and
Reservoirs?¯
Forty-one States, the Distnct of
Columbia, and Puerto Rico reported
the numOer of lake acres impacted
by indwiduat :>ollutants and
processes.
Thirty-seven States and Puerto
Rico identified more lake acres pof
luted by nutnents than any other
po!lucant or process (Figure ES-7).

The States and Puerto Rico reported
that extra nutnents pollute 2.8 raillion take acres (which equals 43% of
the impaired lake acres). Healthy
take ecosystems contain nutrients in
small quantities, but extra inputs of
nutnent~ from human activities
unbalance lake ecosystems.
In addition to nutrient.s, the
States, Puerto Rico, and the District
of Columbia report that siltation
pollutes 1.8 million lake acres
(which equals 28% of the impaired

lake acres), enrichment by organic
wastes that deplete oxygen impacts
1.6 million lake acres (which equals
24% of the impaired ~ake acres),
and metals pollute 1.4 million acres
(which equals 21% of the impaired
lake acres).
Metals declined from the most
w~lespread pollutant impairing lakes
in the 1992 305(b) reporting cycle

Acid Effects on Lakes

Trophic States
Oligotrophi(
Mesotrophk
Eutrophic
Hfp, ereutrophic
Dystrophic

Clear waters wth IJtLle organic matter or sediment
and minimum biological actJvity,
Waters w~ more nutrients and, therefore, more
b~o ogica! produclJwty,
Waters extremeh, hch in nutrients, w~th high b~c~cal
~oOucti¥1ty Some spec;es may be choked out
Murk), hi_~hiy producbve waters, closest to the wet:~-~
s~a~us. Many dear’wa~er species cannot su~ ~’,’e
Low in nutnents, highly colored with dissoh,e~ hu,T,¢
or~anlc ma~er (Not necessar,lv a part ot the .....
troph~c progression,)

The Eutrophication Process
Eutrop~-~¢~bon ~ a natural ~’r~e~s. but human achv4~es Can
acceierate eu:-o~r~ cahon by ~ncr~as~r~ the rate at whic~ nu!r~e, Ls a.n~
organ~.~ sub~.~,ce_, enter lakes trom tnk,r surroun,-jmG vva’~er~bo~ ~’.~
cu lura runo~ u~,an runott, t~ak~ng s~p’,: sv:qems se;.,:::~ 3 ,’

S11r’-lu;a:p H~,- ~’Ovdr. O~ alCae and aou~t,.: l: ~’~Ls cr(a:,.~ ccqL ?".3

increases in take acidit7 can
radical y alter the communit
7 of
f~.~ and plant species in lakes
and can increase the so!ubiiity of
toxic substances and magnify
their a.averse effects. Twentye~r:ht States reDor~.ed the results
o" lake acidmcahon asseSsments.
T~ese States assessed pH (a
m,. a~u~c- of acid~L,¢) at more than
5,9?3 !at, es and detected acidic
cc’q,~ bcns in 526 lakes and a
th’eat of acidic conditions in 423
ia~c Most of ~e States that
a-~e~sed acidic condihons are
lc,(~ted m the No,beast, upper
M,g,’,’est, and the South
Onw 11 States identified

so~,co~ of acid,c cond,bons,
,L~, ~,,~ and Ne~’~ Hampshire
a~:, i:~:~.d most of ther acid lake
cor,~ ~ ~°s to aci~ depos,hon
ff’.c’r a: ~,c. ran fo~, or dry,
¢, :,’:: : ~n in co--iunct,on

’

v,’ ~ the p- ~ a~ to gen-

t~S.~ ?
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to the fourth leading pollutant
impairin~ lakes in !994. The decline
is due to changes in State reporting
and assessment methods rather
than a measured decrease in metals
contamination. In t994, several
States chose to no longer
overall use support with fish contamination data alone. Much of
that data consisted of measurements of metals in fish ti~ue. As a
result of excluding these fish ti,£~ue
data, the national estimate of lake
acres impaired by metals fell by
over 2 million acre~ in 1994.

More States reported
impairments due to
nutrients than any other
single pollutant.
l
Fort’y-one States also surveyed
trophic status, which is asso<iated
with nutrent ennchment, in 9,735
of their lakes. Nutrient enrichment
tends to iqcrease the proportion of
lakes in tl-,e eutrophic and hypereutrophic categories. These State~
reposed that 18q6 of the lakes they
su"veyed for trophic status were
ol;go[ropk c, 32°~ were mesotrop,h,c, 36°e were eutrophic, 60"c were
h~pereutr~,Dhic, aqd 3% were dysbe representatlve of natior, a; lake
c,c, qdlt,Dn~ ~caus~ States often
lem c,r ps.t?,c oo:~,sp!~.:nt or because

Not

Total lake~ = 40.8 million acres

Total su~eyed = 17.1 million
acre~

Total impaired = 6.7 million acres

Leading Pollutant~

Impaired %

$iltat~:~

~ ,,,~11~
Oxygen-Depleting Substances ~ ~. _. TL’T _-T_’~ ~
Metals
~
Suspended Solids
~
Pesticide~
~
Pnorib’ Organic Toxic
Chemicals

~
0

MltJni¢,~:~al Point £otlrces

Impaired
!~’~"~~" ~’~---~
-’r.
111~ .....

50
18

L!- p~<.;*ed %’.9,.-F,~ qt So..,~,_es ~

15
~2
11

Ind..;s’. ~ p., st Sources
J " ]~]~

are F"’oba~ les.~ ,,~.,p,~;,(_~ -are
ur’,de’repr~ :.ented in these
a%essment.,

21

¯ Maiot
, 14
¯ Mode,ate/M,nor
1
I~ Not Spe<ff,ed
8
- ~---L--~.L__.L___L_ ~L. __i __
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Percent of Impaired Lake Acres

Leading Sources
Ag~,cufture

28
24

0
I

~ ~,,ot Sr,,<,f,ed

j’L0
10
~’L0
4’0
S0
Percent of Impaired Lake Acres
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Where Does This

Pollution Come From?
~orry-t~o States and Puerto
Rico reported sources of pollution in

and Pue~o R~co ~ ~t ag~
culture is the most ~despread
source of ~ilu~on in ~e Na~’s
s~meyed lakes [F~gure ~-~.

~""

-

.

grade aquatic life or inteflere ~
pubhc use of 3.3 million lake ac~

(~ch ~uals 5~ of ~e im~i~

Agriculture is the leading
source of impai~ent in
lakes, affe~ing 5~/o of
impaired lake acres.
~~ ......
The State~ and Puerto R~(o also
repo~ that rn~n~a~ sewage
treatment p~a~ ~Hute 1,3 million
ak~ acres (19’~ of the impar~Iake
attest, urban ~unoff a~d storm
se~,,.e-~ pollute 1 2 million lake acres
(]8~.~ of the s ~ey~ !ake acres),
uns~ifi~ ~,on~aiqt sources im~ir

~mpair~ lake acres), hydrol~ic
m~¢afions and habitat alterations
s~,,era~ hundr~ thousan~ lake
d~rade 8~2,OO0 lake acres
the ~mpa~r~ lake a(res), and ~ndus.
~stes, construction, flow r~ulat~a~
lake acres (1 1% of the impair~ !ake
~qoff, contaminated ~imen~,
acres) Many States prohibit new
atmospheric de[~tion of ~llut~int source discharges
but exist,ng mun~cipa~ sewage treat(inctudin~ septic tan~).
men~
of ~Hution entedng lakes.
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The Great Lakes
The Great Lakes contain onefifth of the wodd’s fresh surface
water and are stressed by a wide
range of pollution sources, including
air pollution. Many of the pollutants
that reach the Great Lakes remain in
the system indefinitely because the
Great Lakes are a relatively closed
water system with few natural
outlets. Despite dramatic declines in
the occurrence of algal blooms, fish
kills, and localized "dead" zorles
depleted of oxygen, less v~sible
problems continue to degrade the
Great Lakes.

~.~ ~..- -"-

Overall Water Quality
The States surveyed 94% of the
Great Lakes shoreline miles for 1994
and reported that fmh consumption
adwsone: and aquatic life concerns
are the dominant water quality
problems, overall, in the Great Lakes
Total Great Lakes : 5,559 miles
(Figure ES-8). The States reported
Total surveyed = 5,224 miles
that mos! of the Great Lakes
nearshor~ waters are safe for swimming and other recreational activi.
ties and can be used as a source of
drinking water with normal treatmerit. However, only 2% of the
surveyed nearshore waters fully support desionated uses, overall, and
I% support uses but are threatened
6% Not Surveyed
(Figure ES-9). About 97% of the
surveyed waters do not fully support
designated uses, overall, because
fish consumption advisones are
posted throughout the nearshore
waters of ,’he Great Lakes and water
quality, conditions are unfavorable
for suppomng aquatic life ~n many .....
cases Aquatic life ~mpact3 result
from perst~tent toxic pollutant burdens ~n bl’ds, habitat degradation
and destn..cUon, and competibon

~’

~°i (Fully Suppor’dng)
~I
: ~1’ o i C Threatened)
%
--=-~-. -~ Fair
..
34%
~-- I
~’ ! (Not Suppor~ng)
f~ 63%
Poor
(Not Attainable)
~ 0%

Source Based on 199,4 State Secbon
305(b) reports
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O
and predation by nonnative species
such as the zebra mussel and the
sea lamprey.

Considerable progress has
been made in controlling
conventional pollutants,
but the Great Lakes are
still subject to the effects
of toxic pollutants.

Total shoreline = 5,559 miles

Good

Tota~ sun~

These figures oo not address water
quality conditions in the deeper,
cleaner, central waters of the Lakes.

Total impair~ = 5,077 miles

What Is Polluting

Leading Pollutants

Impaired

the Great Lakes?

P.o.v Toxic or~,n~

-j

Chemicals
Pesticides
Nonpdodty Organic
Chemicals

The States reported that most
of the Great Lakes shoreline is
polluted by toxic organic chemicalsin fish tissue samples. The Great
Lakes States reported that toxic
organic chemicals impact 98% of
the impaired G~eat Lakes shoreline
miles. Other leading cause~ of
impairment inc!ude pesticides,
affecting 2!%; ~onpdority organic
chemicals, affecbng 20%; nutrients,
affecting 6%; and metals, affecting
6% (Figure ES-10).

~

M~.

Metals
Oxygen.Depleting
Substances

Moderate/Minor

[] Not Specified
0

-

20
40
60
80
1-00
Percent of Impaired Great Lakes Shoreline

Leading Sources

Impaired %

A~r Pollution
~L~
Discontinued Discharges ~-~’-~~

20

Land Disposal of Wastes
Unspecified NPS
Agriculture
Urban Runoff/Storm Sew.

~
~

0

¯ Mc,::ter ate/M~no~"
5

10

15

20

6
4

25

Percent of Impaired Great Lakes Shoreline
Based o~ clat~ co~ne~ ~n A~end~ F, Tables I:-4 ar~i 1:-5
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Pollution Come From?
Only iour of the eight Great
Lakes States measured the size of
their Great Lakes shoreline polluted
by specific sources. These States have
lurisdiction over one-third of the
Great Lakes shoreline, so their
findings do not ne(essarily reflect
conditions throughout the Great
Lakes Basin,
¯ W]~onsin identifies air pollution
and discontinued discharges as a
source of pollutants contaminating
all 1,01 7 of their surveyed shoreline
miles. Wise onsin also identif’~,~d
smaller areas impacted by
contaminated sediments, nonpoint
sources, in,:lustrial and municipal
discharges, agriculture, urban runoff
and storm sewer~, combined sewer
overflows, and land disposal of
waste.
¯ Indiana attributes all of the
pollution aong its entire 43-mile
shoreline to air pollution, urban
runoff and storm sewer~, industrial
and muniopal discharges, and
aghculture
¯ Ohio reports that nonpoint
sources i>ol,ute 86 miles of its 236
miles of shoreline, in-place
contaminanLs impact 33 miles, and
land d~sposal of waste impacts 24
miles of shoreline.
¯ New Yor~ identifies many sources
of pollutants in their Great Lakes
waters, but the State attributes the
most miles of degradation to
contaminated sediments (439 miles)
and land di~.posal of waste (374
miles).
ES-22
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Estuaries
Estuaries are areas partially surrounded by land where rivers meet
the sea. They are characterized by
varying degrees of salinity, complex
water movements affected by ocean
tides and river currents, and high
turbidity levels. They are also highly
productive ecosystems with a ran~
of habitats for many different
species of plants, shellfish, fish,
and animals.
Many species permanently
inhabit the estuarine ecos~/stem;
others, such as shnmp, use the
nutrient-rich estuarine waters as
nurseries before traveling to the
Estuaries are stressed by the
particularly wide range of actMties
They rec~ve pollutants camed by
rivers from a,~ricuttural lands and
cities; they often support madnas,
harbors, and commercial fishing
fleets; and their surrounding lands
are highly prized for development,
These stresses pose a continuing
threat to the survfval of these
bountiful waters,

0

I

Total estuaries = 34.388 square miles
Total surveyed = 26,847 square miles
,~i~.~.~ 78(78% Surveyed

~

Not Surveyed

~

Some form of pollution or
habitat degradation impairs the
remaining 37% of the surveyed
estuanne waters. Twenbi-seven
percent of the surveyed estuarine
waters have fair water quality that
partially supports designated uses.
Most of the time these waters proOverall Water Quality
vide adequate habitat for aquatic
organisms and support human
Twenty-f ve coastal States and
activities, but periodic pollution
lurisdictions surveyed 78% of the
interferes with these activities and/or
Nation’s tota estuarine waters in
stresses aquatic life, Nine percent of
1994 (Figure ES-11). The States and
other junsdictions reported that
the surveyed estuarine waters suffer
from poor water quality that consis63% of the surveyed estuanne
tentty stresses aquatic life and/or
waters have good water quality that
prevenLs peopt~ from using the
fully support_~ designated uses
estuarine waters for activities such as
(Figure ES-12). Of these waters, 6%
swimming and shellfishing,
arerate threatenedif we fait toandmanagemightpotentialdeten°"
sources of pollution.

~f ~,, ~ Go~xl
| ,,~x,o (Fully Supporting)
~y
57%

~

Crhreatened)

~-~ Fair
~I

(Partially SupportJr~j)
27%
Poor
(Not Supporting)

~---~’ Poor
~

Source

<1%(N°t At~inabie)

Base0 on 1994 Section 305(b)
reports subrmtted by SIates,
Tr~bes, Territories, Com,m~sslons,

- anc~ the D~str~ct of CokJmb~a
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What Is Polluting
Our Estuaries’~
¯
The S~ates identified more
square miles of estuarine waters
polluted by nutrients and bacteria
than any other pollutant or process
(Figure ES.I 3). Fifteen States
reported that extra nutrients pollute
4,.548 square miles of estuarine
waters (which equals 47% of the
impaired estuarine waters). As in

lakes, extra inputs of nutrients from
human activities destabilize estuanne ecosystems,
Twenty-five States reported that
bactena pollute 4,479 square miles
of estuarine waters (which equals
46% of the impaired estuarine
waters). Bacteria provide evidence
that an estuary is contaminated
with sewage that may contain
numerous viruses and bacteria that
cause illness in people.

The States also report that oxy.
gen depletion from organic wastes
impacts 3,127 square miles (which
equals 32% of the impaired
estuarine waters), habitat alterations
impact I,$64 square miles (which
equals 16% of the impaired estuarine waters), and oil and grease
pollute I, 344 square miles (which
equals 14% of the impaired estuarine watet~.

o
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Where Does This
Pollution Come From?
Twenw-three States reported
that urban runoff and storm sewers
are the most widespread source of
pollution in the Nation’s surv~
estuanne waters Pollutant~ in urban
runoff and storrr sewer effluent
degrade aquatic life or interfere wtU1
public use of 4,508 square mile~ of
estuarine waters (which equal 46%
of the impaired estuarine waters)

2
Total e~tuade~ = 34,388 square
miles

The States also reported that
pollute 3,827 square miles of estuanne waters (39% of the impaired
estuarine waters), agriculture pollutes 3,321 square miles of estuadne
waters (34% of the impaired estuarine waters), and industrial discharges pollute 2,609 square mile~
(27% of the impaired estuadne
waters) Urban sodrces contribute
more to the degradation of estuanne waters than agriculture because
urban center~ are located adjacent
to most major estuaries.

~
¢"
~
~

~~

~

.
~

~
Leading Pollutants

Impaired %

Nutrients
B~:teria
Oxygen-Depleting Sub.
Habitat ~Jterat~on~
Oil and Grea~t
Priodty Tox~: Chemicals
Metals

~ ...........

~r

~
~
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~
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Land Disposal of Wastes
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~
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L_____3
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¯
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Ocean Shoreline Waters
o.

Although the oceans are expansive, they are vulnerable to pollution
from numerous sources, incJuding
city storm sewers, o~ean outfalls
from sewage treatment plant~, o~at.
board disposal of debris and sewage, oil spills, and bilge discharges
that contain oil and grease.
Nearshore ocean waters, in particular, suffer from the same pollutJotl
problems that degrade our inland
waters.

Overall Water Quality

1
Total ocean shore = 58,421 mile~
including Alaska’s shoreline
Tota! sur,,eyed = 5,208 mil~
9% Sunteyed

~

"

~% Not

Suweyed

Thirteen of the 27 coastal States ~
and Territories surveyed only 9~ of
the Nation’s estimated 58,421 mile~
of ocean coasUine (Figure ES-14).
Most o{ the surveyed waters (4,834
~’ .... ~
, ....
’,~L. =~,"~’~’---- .......,~
miles, or 93%) have good quality
~ .....
that supports a healthy aquatic
L:~’~ .............,
activities such as swimming and
community and public activities
shellfishing.
(Figure ES-15), Of, these waters, 225
Only six of the 27 coastal States
miles (4% of the surveyed shoreline)
(Fully Supporting)
identified
pollutants and sources of
89%
are threatened and may deteriorate
pollutants degrading o~ean shorein the futune,
I
line waters. General conclusions
Some form of pollution or habicannot be drawn from the informa(Threatened)
tat degradation impairs the
tion supplied by these States
remaining 7% of the surveyed
4%
because these States border less
shoreline (374 miles). Five percent
than I% of the shoreline along the
of the surveyed estuadne waters
Fair
contiguous States. The six States
have fair water quality that partially
identified
impacts
in
their
ocean
supports designated uses. Most of
5%
shoreline waters from bacteria, metthe time, ~hese water~ provide
,
als,
nutrients,
turbidity,
siltation,
and
adequate habitat for aquatic organpesticides. The six States reported
Poor
isms and support human activities,
that urban runoff and storm sewet~,
but peric~ic pollution interferes with
2%
industrial discharges, land disposal
~ (Not Supporting)
these activities and/or stresses
of wastes, septic systems, agricul¯
aquatic lif~ Only, 2% of the surture, unspecified nonpoint sources,
veyed shoreline suffers ~rom poor
~ Poor
and combined sewer overflows
water qual ty that consistently
(CSOs) pollute their coastal shorestresses aqJatic life and/or prevent~
line waters.
people from using the shoreline for
Source

Based ~n 19~4 Secbon 305(’b)
Temto,’~s.
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Wetlands
Wetlands are are~ that al~
inundated or saturated by ~Jrface
water or ground water at a
quency and dura~on ~i~t ~
sup~ (and ~t und~ ~I
circums~nces d~ supS) a
pr~alence of v~e~5~ @~I~
adapt~ for life in ~turat~ ~
conditiors. Wetlands, ~ a~
found throughout ~e Unit~ S~ ........ ~-~.~
generally include ~amps, ~,
~s, and similar am~.
We~ands are ~ r~n~ ~
some of T~e most uniq~ a~
im~nt natural areas on ea~. ~
They va~’ in ~ accordi~ to d~- ~
ferences ~n I~1 and r~l
hydrol~y, v~e~bon, water ~
ist~, soils, to~raphy, a~ di~te.
~ ............ ......
c~ ..........
Coas~l wetlands include estuahne
mashes; mangrove ~amp~ found
r~ucing ~i~nt ~ad~ to
for fl~ prote~ion ~au~
in Puerto Rico, Hawaii, L~isiana,
~eMng watt. ~ water mo~
d~elopment increases ~e rate ~nd
and Flo~a; and Great ~k~ c~s~l
through a ~tland, plan~ slow the
volume of surface water ~ff,
wetlands. Inland wetlands, ~ich
water, allowing ~iment and ~I~ereby increasing
may ~ a~jacent to a wate~ ~
lu~n~ to ~le out. Plant r~ ~ap
damage.
i~at~, i~clude ma~he~ and wet
s~iment and am ~en able to
Wetlands pr~uce a weal~ of
meado~ ~omland har~
me~lize and detox~ ~llu~n~
natural
pr~uc~, including fish and
fore~, G~eat Plains praise ~tholes,
and remove nutnen~ such as ni~
shellfish, timer, ~Idlffe, and ~Id
~press~um ~amps, and ~u~gen and phospho~,
flee. Much of the Nation’s fishing
western playa lakes.
Wetlands ~nction like natural
and shellfishing indus~ ha~
In their natural condit~n,
~slns, storing either fi~ater ~at
wetlands~ependent s~i~. A
wetlands orovide many ~nefi~,
overflows rive~an~ or surface
national su~ey condu~ by ~e
including f~ and habi~t for fish
water that coll~ in isolated
Fish and Wildlife ~ice (~S) in
and wildh’:e, water qualiW improv~
depressions. By doing ~, wetlands
1991 illustrates the ~onomic value
menL f~,d prot~tion, ~horeline
help profit adjacent and
of
some of the weUands~e~ndent
erosion cc:ntrol, ground water
downstream pro~ from fl~
pr~uc~.
~er 9 billion ~unds of
e~change, as well as natural
damage. Tr~s and other we~ands
fish and shelffish land~ in ~e
prod~c~ lot human use and op~rv~e~ion help slow ~he s~ of
United S~tes in 1991 had a dir~
lunibes io~ r~reation, ~ucat~on,
fl~ waters. This action, combin~
d~ide value of $3.3 billion. ~i~
and research,
with water storage, can lower fl~
se~ as the bas~s of a seaf~
Wetlar~ds help main~in and
heigh~ and r~uce the waters
pr~essing and ~les indust~ ~at
improve ~ater qual~W by ~ntercept.
erosive ~tential. In agricultural
generated to~l expenditures of
~
~ng suffac~ water ~noff ~lore ~t
areas, wetlands can help reduce the
$26.8 bih~on. In addition, 35.6 railreaches ope~ water, removing Or
likelihood of fl~ damage to crops,
lion anglers s~nt $24 billion on
retaining r,utr~en~, pr~ess~ng
Wetlands within and upstream of
~reshwater and ~l~ater fishing It is
chemical ~nd organic wastes, and
u~a~ areas are es~cially valuaDle
esbma~ed that 71% of commercially
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valuable fish and shellfish depend
direcU~ or indirectly on coastal
wetlands,

Overall Water Quality
The States, Tdbes, and other
jurisdictions are making progress in
developing specific designated uses
and water quality standards for wetlands, but many States and Tribes
still lack specific water quality tritena and monitoring programs for
wetlanc~s. Without criteria and
monitoring data, most States and
Tri~es cannot evaluate use support.
To date only nine States and Tribes
reported the designated use support
status for some of their wetlands.
Only one State used quantitative
data as ~ basis for the use support
decisions.
EPA cannot derive national conclusions about water quality conditions in ~l! wet3ands because the
States u~,ed different methodologie~
to survei.,, only 3% of the total
wetland.~ in the Nation. Sumrnanzing State wetlands data would also
produce misleading results because
two States (North Carolina and
Louisiana) contain 91% of the
surveyed wetlands acreage.

sources of degradation, 12 States
identified causes and 13 States identiffed sources known to degrade
wetlands integrity to some extent,
The~e States listed ",ediment as the
most widespread cause of degradation impacting wetlands, followed
by flow alterations, habitat modifications, and draining (F~gure ES-16).
Agriculture topped the list of
sources degrading wetlands, followed by urban runoff, hydrologic
modification, and municipal point
source~ (F~gure ES-1 ~).

Wetlands Loss:
A Continuing

Problem

It is estimated that over 200
million acres of wetlands existed in
the lower 48 States at the time of
European settlement. Since then,
extensN’e wetlands acreage ha~
been lost, with many of the original

~k~au~’~ .................
Sediment
~
Flow AJterations
~
Habitat Atterations
Filling and Draining

What Is Polluting Our
Wetlands and Where

Pesticides

Does This Pollution

Patho~s

Nutrient~

Come From?

Me~a~s

The !;tares ~ave even fewer data
to c~uanti~y the extent of pollut]nts
degradin<~ wetlands and the sources
of these ~ollutants Although most
States cat,not quantify wetlands area
~mpacted by individual causes and

Unknown Toxicity

wetlands drained and convened to
farmland and urban deveiopmenL
Today, less than half of our original
wetlands remain. The tosses amount
to an area equal to the size of Callfomia. According to the U.S. Fish
and W~ldlife Service’s Wetlands I.o~
in the United States 1780’s to !980’s,
the three States that have sustained
the greatest percentage of wetlands
loss are California (91%), Ohio
(90%), and Iowa (89%).
According to F’WS status and
trends reports, the average annual
loss of wetlands has decreased over
the past 40 years. The average
annual loss from the mid-1950s to
the mid-19?0s was 458,000 acres,
and from the mid-1970s to the mid1980s it was 290,000 acres. Agriculture was responsible for 87% of the
loss from the mid-1950s to the mid1970s and 54% of the loss from the
mid-1970s to the mid-1980s.
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A more recent estimate of
wetlands losses from the National
Resources Ir~ventory (NRI), conducted by the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS), indicares that 792,000 acres of wet.
lands were lost on non-Federal lands
between 1982 and 1992 for a
yeady loss estimate of 70,000 to
90,000 acres. This net toss is the
result of gross losses of 1,561,300
acres of wetlands and gross gains of
768,700 acres of wetlands over the
10-year penod. The NRI estimates
are consistent with the trend of
declining wetlands losses reported
by FWS. Although losses have
decreased, we still have to make
progress toward our interim goal of

no overall net loss of the Nation’s
remaining wetlands and the longterm goal of increasing the quantity
and quality of the Nation’s weUands
resource base.
The decline in wetlands losses is
a result of the combined effect of
several trends: (1) the decline in
profitability in converting wetlands
for agricultural production;
(2) passage of Swampbuster pro~,sions in the 1985 and 1990 Farm
Bills that denied crop subsidy benefit~ to farm operator~ who converted wetlands to cropland after
1985; (3) presence of the CWA
Section 404 permit programs as
well as development of State management programs; (4) greater

$.oun~e$
Agriculture
Urban Run ~
Hydrologic Aodificatiofl
Municipal ~int Sources
Construction
Road Constr Jction

public interest and support for wetlands protection; and (5) implemenration of wetJands restoration programs at the Federal, State, and
local level.
Nineteen States listed so~Jrces of
recent wetlands losses in their 1994
305(b) reports. Residential development and urban growth were dted
as the leading sources of current
losses. Other losses were due to
commercial development; consttu~tJon of roads, highways, and
bridges; agriculture; and industhal
developmenL in addition to human
activities, a few States also reported
that natural sources, such as rising
lake levels, resulted in wetlands
losses and degradation.
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Ground Water
Ninety-f~ve percent of all fresh
~ ................
water available on earth (exclu~Jve
of icecaps) is ground water. Grour~l
water-water found in natural underground rock formations called aquifern-is a vital natuFal resource wil~
many uses. The extent of the
Nation’s ground water r~<:~urces is
enormous, At least 60% o( the land
area in the conterrninous United
States ovedies aquifers that may be
susceptible to contamination. Usable
ground wate" exist~ in even/State.
""
~
~
Aquifers ran range in size from
~z.
|
thin surficia! tormations that yield
smatl quantities of ground water to
~’
large systems such as the High
:~
Plains aquifer that underlies eight
western States and provide~ water ......
!
l
to millions. A’though the Nation’s
ground wate~ is of good quality, it
systems are dependent on ground
is recognized that ground water is
water. Seventy-four percent of
more vulnerable to contamination
community water systems are small
than previously reported and that
ground water systems serving 3,300
an increasing number of pollution
people or less. Ninety-frye percent
events and contamination sources
of the approximately 200,000
are threatenirg the integrity of the
noncommunity water systems (serv.
resource,
ing schools, park_s, and other small
facilities) are ground water systems,
Irrigation account3 for approxiGround Water Use
matety 63% of national ground
Natonalt) .51% of the populawater w~thdrawals. Public drinking
tion relies to some extent on
water supphes account for approxiground water as a source of drinkmatety 19% of the Nation’s total
~ng water. Thi~ percentage is even
ground water withdrawals. Domes~
tic, commercial, livestock, industrial,
mining, and thermoelectnc withGround water provides
drawats together account for
drinking water for 51%
approximately 18% of national
ground water withdrawals,
of the population,
higher in rural areas where most
resident3 rely on potable or treataDie ground ~ater as an economical
source of drinking water. E~ghty-one
percent of cop~m’Jnl~ water

Ground Water Quality
Although the 1994 Section
30S(b) State Water Quahty Reports
indicate that, overall, the Nation’s
ground water is of good quahty,

many local areas have experiem:ed
significant ground water conLamination. The sources and types of
ground water contamination vary
depending upon the region of the
country. Those most frequent.~
reported by States ir~clude:
¯ Leaking underground storage
tanks, Approximately ] .2 million
federally regulated underground
storage tanks are buried at over
500,000 sites nationwide. An estimated 139,000 tanks have leaked
and impacted ground water quality.
¯ Agricultural actJv~es. SevenDj.
seven percent of the 1.1 billion
pounds of pesticides produced
annually in the United States is
applied to land in agricultural
product.ion, which usually overlies
aquifers.
¯ Superfund sites. More than 85%
of all Superfund sites have some
degree of ground water contamina.
t.ion. Most of these sites impact
aquifers that are currentJy used, or
potentially may be used, for drinking water purposes.
¯ SepUc tanks. Approximately 23
million domestic septic tanks are in
operation in the United States.
These tanks impact ground water
quality through the discharge of
fluids into or above aquifers.
The most common contaminant3 associated with these sources
include petroleum compounds,
nitrates, metals, volatile organic
compounds (’VOCs), and pesticides.
States are rel>orting that ground
water qua;ity is most likely to be
adversely affected by contamination
in areas of high demand or stress.
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To combat these problems, States
are developing programs designed
to evaluate the overall quality and
vulnerability of their ground water
resources, to identify potential
threats to ground water quality, and
to ident~ methods to protect their
ground water resources. Thirt)’-three
States indicate that they have implemented statewide ground water
Ground water monitoring proStates, depending upon the special
needs of each of the States. For

monitor ground water quality on a

for a large suite of chemicals,
whereas other States limit monitoring to one or two specific chemicals
that are a definite threat to ground
water quality.
Groun6 water monitodr
rides a great deal of information
about the nature and quality of our
Nation’s ground water resources.
Still, there is much we do not know
about how human activities influence ground water quality. Our
continued quest for information
ter will help protect and preserve
this vast and vulnerable resource.

high-quality water for future
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Water Quality Protection Programs
Although significant strides ha~
of discrete ~llu~nt ~um~,
aquatic resources remain at d~
from a ,ombinat~n of ~.t
~urces ~nd complex nonfat

-

-

~

Since 1991, EPA ha~ promot~
wate~h~ prot~on appr~h
holistic fram~ for a~
complex ~llu~on problems.
~e wate~h~ ~ot~
approach is a plac~ba~
tha~ int~rates water quali~,
agement a~Ni~es wi~in hydr~k .
cally d~in~ drainage ~in~
wate~h~ather ~an
defin~ by ~liti~l ~a~.
~us, or a given wat~,
approach encompass not ~ly ~e
water re~urce (such as a s~am,
lake, estua~, or ground water aquiwate~h~ ~ause water tames ~e
fer), but all the land kom ~ich
eff~ of human a~ities throughwater drains to ~e re~urce. To
out the wate~h~ as it drains off
~e land into surface wate~ or
leaches into ~e ground water,
Under ~e Wate~h~
EPA’s ~ce of Water envisions
Prote~ion Approach
me wate~h~ protecbon approach
as the pnma~ m~hanism for
~PA), a "watershed"
achieving dean water and healthy,
is a hydrogeologic area
sus~inable ~osystems throughout
defined for addressing
~e Nation. The wate~h~ prot~tion approach enables stakeholde~
water quali~ problems,
to ~ke a comprehensive I~k at
For example, a WPA
~osystem issues and ~ilor co~watershed may be a Hver
Uve a~ions to l~al concerns within
the c~rd~nated fram~ork of a
basin, a count-sized
national water pr~ram. ~e
watershed, or a small
emphasis on public paRicipation
drinking water supply
a~so provides an op~uniW to
incorporate environmen~l lustice
watershed,
issues into wate~hed restoration
and prolection solutions,
prot~t water resources, it
ing~y impo~ant to address the conrant Administrator for Water, Ro~
dlbon of land areas within the
Peroasepe, created the Watersh~

:

~’~

"" ’

’ : "

Management Poli~ Commi~ to
c~rdinate the EPA water pr~ram’s
sup~ of ~e wate~h~ prot~ti~
approach. DuNng 1995, EPA’s water
pr~ram manage~, under ~e dir~tion of the Wate~h~ Managem~t
Poli~ Commi~, ~aluat~ ~eir
programs and ident~ additional
activiUes n~ to sup~ ~e
wate~hed proration approach in
an action plan.
EPA’s ~ice of Water ~11 continue to promote and sup~ the
wate~hed protection approach at
local, State, TNbal, TerritoHal, and
Federal levels. ~e ~ice of Water
rec~nizes that the wate~h~
protection approach relies on ac~e
pa~icipation by I~al govemmen~
and citizens who have ~e most
direct knowl~ge of I~al problems
and op~unities in their waterwill look to the States, Tn~s, and
Territones to create the fram~o~
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for supporti,~g local efforts because
most EPA p-ograms are implemented by the States, Tribes, and
Territones.

The Watershed Protection Approach (WPA)
Several key pnnciples guide the watershed protection approach:

The Clean Water Act

¯ Place-based focus - Resource management activities are directed
within s~cific geographical areas, usually defined by watershed houridades, areas overtymg or recharging ground water, or a combination
of both.

A number of laws provide the
authority to develop and implement
pollution control programs. The
primary statute providing fo~ water
quality protection in the Nation’s
rivers, ~akes, wetlands, estuaries, and
coastal waters is the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act of 1972, commonly known as the Clean Water
Act.
The C’M~A and its amendments
are the driviqg force behind many
of the water quality improvements
we have witnessed in recent years.
Key provisions of the C’3NA provide
the following pollution control
programs.
Water Quality standards and
criteria - States, Tribes, and
other iurisdictions adopt EPAapprove~J standards for their
waters that define water quality
goals for individual waterbodies,
Standards consist of designated
beneficial uses to be made of
the water, criteria to protect
those uses, and antidegradation
provisiors to protect existing
water quality.
Effluent guidelines - The EPA
develops nationally consistent
guidehnes lim~bng pollutants in
discharges from industrial
facihties and municipal sewage
treatment planLs. These guidelines are then used in permits
~ssued to dischargers under the

¯ Stakeholder involvement and partnerships - Watershed initiatives
involve the people most likely to be affected by management decisions in the decision making process. Stakeholder oa~c~pabon er.sures
that the obiectives of the watershed iniUa,i..e will i’nclude economic
stability and that the people who depend on the water resources in
the watershed wHl participate in plannlng and im~ementabon activities. Watershed initiatives also establish p,~rtnerships between Federal,
State, and local agencies and nongovemme.qtal o~ganization~ with
interest~ in the watershed.
¯ Environmenta! obtecttves - The stakeholders and partners identi~
environmental objectrves (such as "populations of st~-iped bass will
stabilize or increase") rather than programmabc oDiectives (such as
"the State will eliminate the backlo~ of oischarge permit renewals") to
measure the success of the watershed initiative. The environmental
obiectives are based on the condition of the ecological resource and
the needs of people in the watershed.
¯

Problem Identification and prioritization - The s~keholders and
pawners use sound sciert tic d,~ta and methods to k~enti~ and prioribze the pnma~! threats to human a~,o ecosystem health v, qthin the
watershed Consistent w,th the Agency’s m~ss~on, EPA wews
terns as the interacbons of complex communities that include people;
thus, healthy ecosystems provide for the health and welfare of
humans as well as other living things.

¯

Integrated actions - The stakeholders and partners take corrective
aCtlOnS in a compre~ens,ve and ~ntegrated manner, evaluate success,
and refine acbons if necessaw. "[he watershed protection approach
coordinates actwities condu~te~ by’ numerous government agenoes
and nongovernmental organizahons to maximize effioent use of
limited resources.
__~
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National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES)
program. Additional controls
may be :equired if receiving
water~ are still affected by water
quality problems after permit
limits are met.
Total Maximum Dall~ LoadsThe development of Total Maximum Daily Loads, or TMD~,
establishes the link between
water quality standards and
pointJno,~point source pollution
control actions such as permits
or Best F, lanagement PracOces
(BMPs). A TMDL calculates
allowable Ioadings from the
contributing point and
nor~:)int sources to a given
waterbotffy and provides the
quantitative basis for pollution
reductior~ necessary to meet
water quality standards. States,
Tdbes, and other jurisdictions
develop and implement TMDI~
for high-priority impaired or
threaten~ waterbodies.
Permits and enforcement - All
industria! and municipal facilities
that discharge wastewater must
have an NPDES p~rmit and are
responsible for monitoring and
reporting levels of pollutants in
their discharges. EPA issues
these permits or can delegate
that pem~itting authority to
qua!if’yin_c. States or other jurisdictions. The States, other qualifled iunso~ct~ons, and EPA

inspect facilities to determine if
their discharges comply with
permit limits. If dischargers are
not in compliance, enforcement
action is taken.
Grant~ - The EPA provides
States with financial assistance
to help support many of their
pollution control programs,
These programs include the
State Revolving Fund program
for construction and upgrading
of municipat sewage treatment
plants; water quality monitoring, permitting, and enforcement; and developing and
implementing nonpoint source
pollution controls, combined
sewer and stormwater controls,
ground water strategies, lake
assessment, protection, and
restoration activities, estuary
and near coastal management
programs, and wetlands protection activities.
Nonpoint source control - The
EPA provides program guidante, technical support, and
funding to help the States,
Tribes, and other jurisdictions
control nonpoint source potlution. The States, Tribes, and
other jurisdictions are responsible for analyzing the extent
and severity of their nonpo~nt
source pollution problems and
developing and implementing
needed water quality management actions.

The C’WA also established
pollution control and prevention
programs for specific waterbody
categories, such as the Clean Lakes
Program. Other statutes that also
guide the development of water
quality protection prograrn~ include:
~= The Safe DHnldng Water ~
under which States establish
standards for drinldng water quality,
monitor wells and local water
supply systems, implement drinking
water protection programs, and
implement Underground InjecUon
Control (U!C) programs.
¯ The Resource Conservat.Jon and
Recovery Act, which establishes
State and EPA programs for ground
water and surface water protection
and cleanup and emphasizes prevention of releases through management standards in addition to
other waste management activities.
¯ The Comprehensive Environ.
mental Response, Compensation,
and Liability A~t (Superfund
Program), which provides EPA with
the authority to clean up contamihated water~ during remediation at
contaminated site~.
¯ The Pollution Prevention A~
of 19’9~, which requires EPA to
promote pollutant source reducOon
rather than fc~:us on controlling
pollutants after they enter the
environment_
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Protecting Lakes
Managi,~g lake quality often
requires a combination of in-lake
restoration measures and pollution
controls, including watershed management measures:
Restoration measures are
implemented to reduce existing
pollution problems. Examples of
in-lake restoration measures
include "~arvesting aquatic
weeds, dredging sediment, and
adding chemicals to precipitate
nutrient:, out of the water cotumn. Restoration measures
focus or~ restonng uses of a lake
and may not address the source
of the pollution,
Pollution control measures
deal with the sources of pollutants degrading lake water

quality or threatening to impair
lake water quality. Control measures include planning activities,
regulator3, actions, and imptementation of BMPs to reduce
nonpoint sources of pollutants,
Dudng the 1980s, most States
implemented chemical and
mechanical in-lake restoration
measures to control aquatic weeds
and algae. In their 1994 Section
305(b) report.s, the States and
Tribes report a shift toward
nonpoint source controls to reduce
pollutant loads responsible for
aquatic weed growth and algal
blooms (Figure ES-18). Twenty-two
States reported that they implemented best management practices
to control nonpoint source pollutJo~
entedng more than 171 lakes.
The States reported that they

implemented agricultural practic~
to control soil eros$on, constructed
retention and detention basins to
control urban runoff, managed ani.
real waste, revegetated shorelines,
and constructed or restored wet.
lands to remove pollutants from
runoff. AJthough the States reported
that they still use in-lake treatments,
the States recognize that source
controls are needed in addition to
in-lake treatments to n~tore lake
water quality.
Successful lake programs require
strong commitment from local dtJzens and cooperation from natural
resource agencies at the local, State,
and Federal le~l~.
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in the estuadne basin. Each managernent conference develops and
initiates implementation of a Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP) to restore
and prolect the estuary.
II

The NEP currently support~
28 estuary project~.

The National Estuary
Program
Section 320 of the Clean Water
Act (as amended by the Water
Quality Act of 1987) established the
National Estuary Program (NEP) to
protect apd restore water quality
and living resources in estuaries. The
NEP adop~ a geographic or watershed approach by planning and
implemen:ing pollution abatement
activities for the estuary and its
surroundir,g land area as a whole,
The NEP embodies the ecosystern approach by building coalitions, addressing multiple sources of
contamination, pursuing habitat
prote~:tion as a pollution control
mechanism, and investigahng crossmedia trarsfer of pollutants from a~r
and soil imo specific estuanne

waters. Under the NEP, a State gov.
emor nominates an estuary in his of
her State for participation in the
program. The State must demonstrate a likelihood of success in protecting candidate estuanes and provide evidence of institutional, financial, and political commitment to
solving estuarine problems,
If an estuary meets the NEP
guidelines, the EPA Administrator
convenes a management
conference of representatives from
interested Federal, Regional, State,
and local governments; affe~.-ted
industries; scientific and acadern~
institutions; and citizen organizations. The management conference
defines program goals and obiectives, identifies problems, and
designs strategies to control pollution and manage natural resources

The NEP integrates science and
policy by bringing water quality
managers, elected officials, and
stakeholders together with scientist~
from government agencies, aca.
demic instJtulJons, and the private
sector. Because the NEP is not a
research program, it relies heavily
on past and ongoing research of
other agencies and institutions to
support development of CCMP~.
With the addition of seven estuary sites in July of 1995, the NEP
currently supports 28 estuary
proiects (see Figure ES-19). These
28 estuanes are nationally significant
in their economic value as well as in
their ability to support living
resources. The proiect sites also
represent a broad range of environmental conditions in estuaries
throughout the United States and
its Territories so that the lessons
learned through the NEP can be
applied to othe~ estuaries.
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Shortly afler coming ~nto
oflice~ the Clinton Aclministration
convenec~ an intera~ency wor~.~ng
grou~ to aciaress concerns ~.:~
I:e~deraT wetlands Do~cy. A’ter
ing from. States, cleve’.c~De:s, !~::~
ers. env~ro,~men:.at In:ere-sLy. me’~’~bets o~ Coqgress, and sc~.m~7~,
the worker? group a~,,~.-ic::~J a
comprehens:ve 40-p~im ~":-, ,~
wetlan0s p~’otect,on to make we’lands Droarams more ~air, flexible,
and effective. Th:s pi3n was is:ut-~
on Au.q~st 24, "1993
The Adm~n~s,~rat[on’s \~,’e:’.~-.~
Plan emphasizes ~mpro~no t-e~-,al
weUands pohcy b~
¯ Sbeam!~qing weUands per~. :.
bn~ pro:ram~
¯ Increaser ~ cooDe.raDo~ ~,..:~
pnvate l~qG’ov, n,3rs to pr~:<t
and rest>’e v,~’~:~::~
¯ Basing weti~ DrotecL~O~ on
go,s~ SC ence aria sou~J
iu~me,:,~
¯ Increas rg pa~t~clDa:,:~ by
States, ~n~es, ~a g:~e~:qmen~s., and t~e p~:~ ~ ~n
wefianc~_~ pro~ect,o~.

Protecting Wetlands
A variety of public and pnvate
programs protect wetlands. Section
404 of the C"WA continues to prov~le the pnmary Federal vehicle for
regulating certain actMties in wetlands. Section 404 establishes a
permit program for discharges of
dredged or fill material into water~
of the United States, including
wet~l’~l$.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineer$ (COE) and EPA jointJy implement the Section 404 program. The
COIl is responsible for reviewing
permit applications and making
permit decisions. EPA establishes the
environmental criteria for maldng
permit decisions and has the
aUthOrity to review and veto Section
404 permits proposed for issuance
I:)y the COE. EPA is also responsible
for determining geographic )urisd~cbon of the Section 404 permit
program, interpreting statutory
exemptions, and overseeing Set-tion
404 permit programs assumed by
indMdua! States. To date, only two
States (Michigan and New Jersey)

have assumed the Sectk:m 404 permit pro<jram from the COE. The
COE and EPA share r~r~ponsibility
enforcing Sec-tio~ 404 requirements.
The COE issues individl~al
tior~ 404 permits for specific
or general permi~ t’Table ES-.$).
Applications for individual perm~
go through a review pro(ess that
includes opportunities for EPA, other
Federal agencies (such as the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the
National Madne Fisheries Senvk:e),
State agencies, and the public to
comment. However, the vast ma~’.
ity of actdvities proposed in wetlan~
are covered by Section 404 general
permits. For example, in I:Y94,
48,000 people applied to the COE
for a Section 404 permit. Eighty-two
percent of these applications were
covered by general permits and
were pro(essed in an average of
da~$. It is estimated that another
.S0,000 activities are covered
general permits that do not require
notification of the COE at all.
General permits allow the COE
to permit certain activities w~thout
performing a separate individual

General Permtt.~
(stJ’eamlined permit r~4e~ peo~edu~)
Nationwide
Permit~

.....
¯ Cove~ 36 ~pes of
act~wt,es that the
COE c~eterm~ne~
to t’~ave m~r~rnal
ac~e,~e impact.~
o’~ the erw~,-o~ment

Regional
Permits
I ,, De~etol:~d by COl:
Distnct Offices to
¢o~er actr~itJes in a
spe~rflecl region

Ni~ldual
Perrnlt~

Programmatic
Permit~
State
Programmatic
Permit~
I
/

Other.~

¯ Sl::~::~al Management
clecis~ons to State
¯ COE c~eiers
permit
Agenoes
agency while
¯ Watershed Planning
reserving authority
Commrss~ons
to require an

¯ Required for maior projec’t~
that have the potential tO
cause s,:jni~Scant
imp~’t~
" Proiecl must
interagenoj ~
¯ Opportunity |o~ pulpit
comr1"~’nt
¯ Opportunity to~ ,401
certification
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permit review. Some general
permits require notification of the
COE before an activity beains. There
are three types of general permits:
¯ Nationwide permits (NWPs)
authorize specific activities across
the entire Nation that the COE
determines will have only minimal
individual and cumulative impacts
on the environment, including construction of minor road crossings
and farm buildings, bank stabilization actiwties, and the filling of up
to 10 acres of isolated or headwater
wetlands,
¯ Regional permits authorize types
of activities within a geographic
area defined by a COE District
Office.
¯ Programmatic general permits
are issued to an entity that the COl:
determines may regulate activities
within its .urisdictional wetlands,
Under a programmatic general permit, the COE defers its permit decision to th~ regulating entity but
reserves it~ authority to require an
individual ~ermiL
Cutter tly, the COE and EPA are
promoting the development of
State programmatic general permits
(SPGPs) to ~ncrease State involvement in wetlands protection and
minimize c~plicative State and fed.
era! review of activities proposed it:,
wetlands. Each SPGP is a unique
arrangemeqt developed by a State
and the C()E to take advantage of
the streng’~’~s of the individual State
wetlands p’ogram Several States
have adopted comprehensive SPGPs
that replace many or all COE-issued
nationwide general permits. SPGPs

simplify the regulatory process and
increase State control over their
wetlands resources. Carefully developed SPGPs can improve wet.lands
protection while nL~lucing regulatory
demands on landowners,
Water quality standards for
wetlands ensure that the provisions
of C’WA Section 303 that apply to
other surface waters are also applied
to wetlands. In July 1990, EPA
issued guidance to States for the
development of wetlands water
quality standards. Water quality
standards consist of designated beneficial uses, numeric cnteria, nan’atire cnteria, and antidegradation
statements. Figure ES-20 indicates
the State’s progm_ss in developing
these standards,
Standards prorate the foundation for a broad range of water
quality management actMties under
the C"WA including, but not limited
to, monitoring for the Section
30.~(b) report, permitting under
Section 402 and 404, water quality
certification under Section 401, and

the control of no-point source
lution under Section 319.
States, Territories, and Tribes are
well positioned between Federal
and local government to take the
lead in integrating and expanding
wetlands protection and manage.
merit programs. They are experienced in managing federally mandated environmental programs, and
they are uniquely equipped to help
resolve local and regional conflic’l~
and identify the local economic and
geographic factors that may influence wetlands protection.
Section 401 of the C’3NA gi~
States and eligible American Indian
Tdbes the authority to grant, condition, or deny certification of feder.
ally permitted or licensed ac-tMtJe~
that may result in a discharge to
U.S. waters, including wetlands.
Such activities include discharge of
dredged or fill material permitted
under C"WA Section 404, point
source discharges permitted under
C-’WA Section 402, and Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission’s

25 State~ and Tribes Reporting
Antidegradation
Use Classification
Narrative Biocntena
Numeric Biocntena ~

~ Proposed
¯ Under De~,elopment
¯

-0

In Place

l
1
l
5
10
15
Number of States Reporting

20
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hydropower licenses. States review
these permits to ensure that they
meet State water quaiity standards,
Section 401 certification can be
a powerful tool for protecting wetlands from unacceptable degradation or destruction especially when
implemented in coniunction with
¯ wet/ands-specific water quality standards. If a State or an eligible Tdbe
denies Section 401 certification, the
Federal permitting or licensing
agency cannot issue the permit or
license,
Until recent!),, many States
waived their dght to review and
certif~ Section 404 permits because
these States had not defined water
quality standards for wetlands or
codified regulations for implement,
ing their 401 certification program
into State law. Now, most States
report that they use the Section
401 certfficabon process to review
Se(bon 404 projects and to require
mitigation if there is no alternative
to degradation of wetlands. Ideally,
401 certification should be used to
augment SLate programs because
activities that do not require Federal
permits or licenses, such as some
ground water withdrawals, are not
covered,
State Wet ands Conservation
Plans (SWCPs) are strategies that
integrate regulatory and cooperatire approaches to achieve State
wetlands man,~gement goals, such
as no overall ret loss of wetlands,
SWCPs are nol. meant to create a
new level of b.~Feaucracy. Instead,
SWCPs improve government and
private-sector effectiveness and
efficiency by identifying gaps in
wetlands protection programs and
identifying opportunltaes to improve
wetlands programs,

States, Tribes, and other jurisdictions protect their wetlands with
a variety of other approaches, induding permitting programs,
coastal management programs,
wetlands acquisition programs,
natural heritage programs, and integration with other programs. 13"le
following trends emerged from
individual State and Tdbal reporting:
¯ Mo~t States have defined wetlands as waters of the State, which
offers general protect~n through
antJdegradation clauses and desig.
nated uses that apply to all waters
of a State. However, most States
have not developed .specific wetlands water quality standards and
designated uses that protect wetlands’ unique functions, such as
flood attenuation and filtration.
¯ Without specific wetlands uses
and standards, the Section 401
certification process relies heavily on
antidegradation clauses to prevent
significant degradation of wetlands.
¯ In many cases, the States use the
Section 401 cer’,Jfication process to
add conditions to Section 404
permits that minimize the size of
wetlands destroyed or degraded by
proposed activities to the extent
practicable. States often add conditions that require compensatory
mitigation for destroyed wetJands,
but the Sta~.es do not have the
resources to perform enforcement
inspecbons or followup monitoring
to ensure that the wetlands are
constructed and functioning
properly,
¯ More States are monitoring
selected, largely unimpacted
wetlands to establish baseline

conditions in healthy wetlands. The
States will use this informatJon to
monitor the relative performance of
constnJcted wetlands and to help
establish biocdterla and water qualit), standards for wetlands.
AJthough the States, Tribes, and
other iurisdictions report that they
are making pro<jress in protecting
wetlands, they also report that the
pressure to develop or destroy wet.
lands remains high. EPA and the
States, Tdbes, and other judsdictk:)ns
will continue to pursue new mechanisms for protecting wet/ands that
rely less on regulatory tools.

Protecting the
Great Lakes
Restoring and protecting the
Great Lakes requires cooperation
from numerous organizations because the pollutants that enter the
Great Lakes originate in both the
United States and Canada, as well
as in other countnes. The Intema.
tional Joint Commission (I~C), established by the 1909 Boundary Waters
Treaty, provides a framework for the
cooperative management of the
Great Lakes. Representatives from
the United States and Canada, the
Province of Ontario, and the eight
States bordering the Lakes sit on the
t~C’s Water Quality Board. The
Water Quality Board recommends
actions for protecting and restoring
the Great Lakes and evaluates the
environmental policies and actions
implemented by the United States
and Canada.
The EPA Great Lakes Nakional
Program Oftice (GLNPO) coordina’,es Great Lakes management
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activities conducted by all levels of
environrnental programs in the
government within the United
Great Lakes Basin with minimum
~’- ....................
States, The GLNPO also work~ with
requiremefll~.
~
nongoven-,mental organizations to
Initiative efforts were well under
protect and restore the Lakes. The
way when Congress enacted the
GLNPO provides leadership through
(
Great Lakes Critical Programs Act of
its annual Great Lakes Prognarn Prk)n’.
’
~’~
1990. The Act requires EPA to pubties and Funding Guidance. The
lish proposed and final water quality
GLNPO also serves as a liaison to .... ~_~.
guidance that specifies minimum
the Canadian members of the IJC
!,~-~
water quality cdteria for the Gr~at
and the Canadian environmental
f
Lakes System. The Act also requires
agencies.
~
the Great I~kes States to ado!~
The 1978 Great Lakes Water
t.
provisions that are consistent with
Quality Agreement (as amended in
the EPA final guidance within 2
(.
1987) lay the foundation for on~
years of EPA’s publication. In addi.
~
going efforts to restore and protect
tion, Indian Tdbes authorized to
the Great Lakes. The Agreement
administer an NPDES program in
committed the United States and
the Great Lakes Basin must also
Canada to developing Remedial
! ~--- ............
adopt provisions consistent with
Action Plans (RAPs) for Areas of
EPA’s final guidance.
Concern and Lakewide ManageLakes Basin during the past 3 years.
To carry out the Act, EPA proment Plans (LaMPs) for each Lake.
EPA and the States also impleposed regulations for implementing
Areas of Concern are specially desigmented the 38/50 Program in the
the guidance on April 16, 1993,
hated wateeoodies around the Great
Great Lakes Basin, under which EPA
and invited the public to comment.
Lakes that show symptoms of senreceived voluntary commitments
The States and EPA conducted pubous water quality degradation. Most
from industry to reduce the emislic meetings in all of the Great Lakes
of the 42 Areas of Concern are
sion of 17 pnority pollutants by
States dunng the comment period.
located in harbors, bays, or fiver
50% by the end of 1995. In addiAs a result, EPA received over
mouths entering the Great Lakes.
lion, EPA, the States, and Canada
26,500 pages of comments from
RAPs identify impaired uses and
are implementing a virtual eliminaover 6,000 commenters. EPA
examine management options for
lion initiative for Lake Superior. The
reviewed all of the comments and
addressing degradation in an Area
first phase of the initiative seeks to
published the final guidance in
of Concern. LaMPs use an ecosyseliminate new contributions of
March of 1995.
tern approach to examine water
mercury.
The final guidance pdodtizes
quality issues that have more wideThe Great Lakes Water Quality
control of long-lasting pollutants
spread impacts within each Great
Initiative is a key element of the
that accumulate in the food web-Lake. Public involvement is a cdtical
environmental protection efforts
bioaccumulative chemicals of concomponent of both LaMP developundertaken by the United States in
cem (BCCs). The final guidance
ment and R,a,P development,
the Great Lakes Basin. The purpose
includes provisions to phase out
EPA advocates pollution prevenof the Initiative is to provide a
mixing zones for BCCs (except in
t~on as the most effective approach
consistent level of protection in the
tim~ted circumstances), more extenfor achieving the wrtual elimination
Basin from the effects of toxic
swe data requirements to ensure
of persistent toxic d~scharges into
pollutants. In 1989, the Initiative
that BCCs are not underregulated
the Great Lakes. The GLNPO has
was organized by EPA at the request
due to a lack of data, and water
funded numerous pollution prevenof the Great Lakes States to
quality critena to protect wildlife
t~on grants throughout the Great
promote consistency in their
that feed on aquatic prey.
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Publication of the final guidance is a
milestone in EPA’s move toward
increasing stakeholder participation
in the development of innovative
and comprehensive programs for
protec’ung and restoring our natural
resources,

The Chesapeake Bay
Program

_

In many areas of the Chesapeake Bay, the quality is not sufficient to support living resources
year round. In the warmer months,
large portions of the Bay contain
little or no dissok, ed oxygen. Low
oxygen conditions may cause fish
eggs and lat’,’ae to die. The growth
and reproduction of oysters, clams,
and other bottom-dwelling animals
are impaired. Adult fish find their
habitat reduced and their feeding
inhibited,
Many areas of the Bay also have
cloudy water from excess sediment
in the water or an overgrowth of
algae (stimulated by excessive nutrients in the water). Turbid waters
block the sun ight needed to support the growth and survival of Bay
grasses, also known as submerged
aquatic vegetation (SAV). W~thout
SAV, critical habitat for fish and
crabs is lost. Although there has
been a recent resurgence of SAV in
some areas of the Bay, most areas
still do not support abundant populations as the,~ once did.
The main causes of the Bay’s
poor water quality, and aquatic habi.
tat toss are elevated levels of the
nutrients nitrc~en and phosphorus,
Both are natural fertilizers found in
animal wastes, soil, and the atmos,
phere These nutnent~ have always

existed in the Bay, but not at the
2000. In the 1992 amendment~ to
present elevated concentrations,
the Agreement, the partners real.
When the Bay was surrounded prifirmed the 40% nutrient reduction
marily by forests and wetlands, very
goal, agreed to cap nutrient loadlittle nitrogen and phosphorus ran
ings beyond the year 2000, and
off the land into the water. Most of
agreed to attack nutrients at their
it was absorbed or held in place by
source by applying the 40% reducthe natural vegetation. A~ the use of
lion goal to the 10 maior tributaries
the land has changed and the
of the Bay. The amendments also
watershed’s population has grown,
stressed managing the Bay as a
the amount of nutnent~ entenng
whole ecosystem. The amendments
the Bay has increased tremendously,
also spell out the importance of
Now in its twelfth year, the
reducing atmospheric sources of
Chesapeake Bay Program is a renutrients and broadening regional
gional partnership of Federal, State,
interstate cooperation.
and local participants that has diProtection and restoration of
retted and coordinated restoration
foresLs is a cdtical component of the
of the Bay since the signing of the
Chesapeake Bay Program becau~
historic 1983 Chesapeake Bay
scientific data clearly show that
Agreement. Mao4and, Pennsylvania,
forests are the most beneficial land
Virginia, the District of Columbia,
cover for maintaining clean water,
the Chesapeake Bay Commission,
especially forests alongside
EPA, and advisory groups form the
waterbodies in the riparian zone.
partnership. The Chesapeake ExecuThrough the Chesapeake Bay Prolive Council provides leadership for
gram, unique partnerships have
the Bay Program and establishes
been formed among the Bay
program policies to restore and
region’s forestry agencies, forest
protect the Bay and its living
manager~, and interested citizen
resources. The Council consists of
groups. Since 1990, the U.S. Forest
the govemors of Maryland, Virginia,
Service has assigned a Forestry Proand Penns)4vania, the mayor of the
gram Coordinator to the ChesaDistnct of Columbia, the administrapeake Bay Program to assist both
tor of EPA, and the chairperson of
the EPA and Bay Program committhe Chesapeake Bay Commission.
tees in developing strategies and
Considered a national and interproiects that will contribute to the
national model for estuanne restoraBay restoration goals. A Forestry
lion and protection programs, the
Work Group, formed under the
Chesapeake Bay Program is still a
Nonpoint Source Subcommittee,
"work in progress." Since 1983,
raises and addresses issues related to
milestones in the evolution of the
forests and the practice of forestry
program include the 1987 Chesain the watershed.
peake Bay Agreement and the 1992
In addit on, State foresters and
amendments to the Agreement. The
local governments have developed
1987 Agreement set a goal to reand implemented numerous
duce the quantity of nutnents enterprograms and pro)ects aimed at the
ing the Bay by 40% by the year
protection and restoration of forest.s,
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Forestry incentive programs in all Of
the Bay States have resulted in the
planting of millions of trees, the
restoration o’ nearly 50 miles of
riparian forest, the development of
stewardship ~lans, and forest
enhancement projects on thousands
of acres within the Bay watershed.
On the positive side, the extent
of Bay grasses has increased by 75%
since 1978. The current extent Of
SAV attains 64% of the goal established by th~ Chesapeake Bay Pro.
gram. Striped bass, or rockfish, have
made a remarkable recovery over
the past decade due to improved
reproductior and better control of
the harvest. There has been a modest increase ,n the number of American shad returning to the Bay to
spawn. Controls on the harvest of
American shad, creation of fish passages at blockages, stocking pro.
grams, and habitat restoration are
expecled to yield increases in the
Amencan shad population and simitar fish species that inhabit the Bay
during part 3f their life cycle,
Phosphorus levels continue to
decline and, after many year~ of
increasing n trogen concentrations,
most of the Bay’s tributaries are
showing a leveling off of this trend,
Some trib~Jtaries are showing declin~ng trends ir~ nitrogen concentrabons. These trends indicate that
both point and nonpoint source
pollution abatement programs are
working.
Despite the promising trends in
nutnent cor~centrat~ons, oxygen
concentrabcns are still low enough
to cause severe impacts or stressful
conditions ~n the ma,nstem of the
Bay and several larger tributaries,
Prospects for the Bay’s oyster

"~" ~’~

~-~

.~..~.~

"

" ~ -~ ~

populations remain poor. Overharvesting, habitat Joss, and disease
have severely depleted oyster stocks.
New management efforts have been
developed to improve this situation.
The blue crab is curTently the
most important commercia~ and
recreational fishery in the Bay. There
is growing concern about the health
of the blue crab population due to
increasing harvesting pressures and
relatively low harvests in recent
years. Both Maryland and V~rginia
have recently implemented new
regulations on commercial and recreational crabbers to protect this
important resource,
Overall, the Chesapeake Bay still
shows symptoms of stress from an
expanding population and changes
in land use However, conditions ~n
the Chesapeake Bay have improved
s~nce the Chesapeake Bay Program
was launched, and continuation of
the Program promises an even
brighter future for the Bay.

--’~

~’ ~

The Gulf of Mexico
Program
The Guff of Mexico Program
(GMP) was established in 1988 with
EPA as the lead Federal agency in
response to signs of long-term environmental damage throughout the
Gulfs coastal and marine ecosystem.
The main purpose of the GMP is to
develop and help implement a strategy to protect, restore, and maintain the health and productivity of
the Gulf. The GMP is a grass roots
program that serves as a catalyst to
promote sharing of information,
pooling of resources, and coordination of efforts to restore and reclaim
wetlands and wildlife habitat, clean
up existing pollution, and prevent
future contamination and destnJCt~on of the Gulf. The GMP mobilizes
State, Federal, and local government; business and industry;
academia; and the community at
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large through public awareness and
information dissemination programs,
forum d~scussions, citizen committees, and technology applications,
A Policy Review Board and the
Management Committee determine
the scope and focus of GMP activities. The prog_ ram also receives
input from a Technical Advisory
Committee and a Citizen’s Advisory
Committee. The GMP Office, eight
technical issue committees, and the
operations and supporl committees
coordinate the collection, integrat.ion, and reporting of pertinent data
and information. The issue committees are composed of individuals
from Federal, State, and k:x:al agenties and from industry, ~:ience,
education, business, citizen groups,
and private orgamzatiom,
The issue committees are
responsible for documenting environmental problems and management goals, available resources, and
potential sotut,ons for a broad range
of issues, including habitat degradatJon, public health, freshwater
inflow, manne debds, shoreline
erosion, nutrient ennchment, toxic
pollutants, anc~ living aquatic
resources. The issue committees
publish their fiqdings in Action
Agendas.
On December 10, 1992, the
Governors of Alabama, Florida,
Louisiana, M ss ssippi and Texas;
FPA; the Chair of the Citizen’s Advisory Committee; and representatives
of 10 other Federal agencies signed
the Gulf of Me.~ico Program Partnersh~p for Action agreement for
protechng, restoring, and enhanc~ng the Gulf of Mexico and adjacent
lancis The agreement committed

the signatory agencies to pledge
their efforts, over 5 years, to obtain
the knowledge and resources to:
¯ Significantly reduce the rate of
loss of coastal weUands
¯ Achieve an increase in Gulf Coast
seagra~ beds
¯ Enhance the sustainability of
Gulf commercial and recreational
fisheries
¯ Protect human health and food
supply by reducing input of nutnents, toxic substances, and path(>gens to the Gulf
¯ Increase Gulf shellfish beds avail,
able for safe harvesting by 10%
¯ Ensure that all Gulf beaches are
safe for swimming and recreational
uses
¯ Reduce by at least 10% the
amount of trash on beaches
¯ Improve and expand coastal
habitats that support migratory
birds, fish, and other living resources
¯ Expand public education/outreach tailored for each Gulf Coast
count), or parish
¯ Reduce critical coasta! and shoreline erosion,
Beginning in 1992, the GklP
also launched Take-Action Proiects
in each of the five Gulf States to
demonstrate that program strategies
and methods could achieve rapid

results. The Take-Action Projects
primarily address inadequate
sewage treatment, pollution prevention, and habitat protection and
restoration. Several proiects aim to
demonstrate the effectiveness of
innovative sewage treatment technologies to control pathogenic contamination of shellfish harvesting
areas. Other projects aim to restor~
wetlands, sea grass beds, and oyster
reefs. The Take-Action Projects are
designed to have Gulf-wide applw~ation.

Take-Action Projects
in the five Gulf States
primarily address sewage

treatment, pollution
prevention, and habitat
protection and
restoration.
Since 1992, EPA has streamlined
and restructured its management
scheme for the GMP to increase
Regional involvement and better
meet the needs of the 5-year environmental challenges. The GMP has
also expanded efforts to integrate
Mexico and the Cahbbean Islands
~nto management of the Gulf. These
actw~ties include technology transfer
and development of international
agreements that prohibit the
c~scharge of ship-generated wastes
arid plashes into waters of the Guff
and Caribbean Sea.
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OUS waste generated nationwide
each year. RCRA is part of EPA’s
comprehensive program to protect
t
ground water resources through the
~ development of regulations and
methods for handling, stonng, and
disposing of hazardous matenal and
through the regulation of underground storage tanks--the most
-¯
frequently cited source of ground
/"
water contamination.
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Ground Water
Protection Programs
The sage adage that "An ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of
cure" is being borne out in the field
of ground water protection. Studies
evaluating the cost of prevention
versus the cost of cleaning up contaminated ground water have found
that there are real cost advantage~
to promobng protection of our
Nation’s ground water resources.
Nume’ous laws, regulations,
and programs play a vital role in
protecting ground water. The tollowing Federal laws and programs
enable, or provide incentives for,
EPA and/o, States to regulate or
voluntarily manage and monitor
sources of ground water pollution:
¯ The Resource Conservation and
Recove .r’y Act (RCRA) addresses the
problem o! safe disposal of the

¯ The Comprehensive Environmentat Response, Compensation, and
Liabilib/Act (CERCLA) regulates the
restoration of contaminated ground
water at abandoned hazardous
waste sites.
¯ The Safe Ddnking Water Act
(SDWA) regulates subsurface
_

hate ground water.
¯ The Federal Insecticide, I:ungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
controls the use and disposal of
pesticides, some of which have
been detected in ground water
wells in rural comrnunities.
¯ The Toxic Substances Control Ac"t
(’TSCA) controls the use and disposal
of additional toxic substances,
thereby minimizing their entry into
ground water. Other Federal law~
establish State grants that may be
used to protect ground water.
¯ Clean Water Act Sections 319(h)
and (i) and 518 provide funds to
State agencies to implement EPAapproved nonpoint source
~,~,~,~,~,~.._,.~.,~_

Comprehensive State Ground Water
Protection Programs
A Comprehensive State Ground Water Protection Program (CSGWPP)
is composed of six ’strateg< acbvibes." They are:
¯

Establishing a prevention-oriented goal

¯

Establishing prior ies based on the characterization of the resource
and identd~cabon of sources of contaminabon

¯

Defining roles, responsibilibes, resources, and coordinating mechanisms

¯

Imnlementing all necessary efforts to accomplish the States ground
~,ater protection goal

¯

Coord:nati’~o ~nfon-n, abon co!iect~on and management to measure

¯

Improving public educabon and part~opabon
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management programs that includ~
ground water protection activities.
Several States have developed programs that focus on ground water
contamination resulting from
agriculture aqd septic tanl~,
¯ The Pollution Prevention Act ~
proiects to demonstrate agricultural
practices that. emphasize ground
water protectJon and reduce the
excessive use of fertilizer~ arid
pesticides.

-

Comprehensive State Ground
Water Prote~ion Programs
(CSGWPPs) a~empt to combine all
of the above efforts and emphasize
contaminabon prevention.

Comprehensive State
ground water protection
programs support Statedirected priorities in
resource protection,
CSCWPPs improve coordination of
Federal, State, Tribal, and local
ground water programs and enable
d stribution of resources to established pnodties,
Another means of protecting
our Nation’s g’ouncl water resources
is through the ~mplementation of
Wellhead Prot~’ct,on Plans. EPA’s
Off,ce of Crouqd Water and Dnnk~ng Wa~er rs SL.pport,ng the
development ~nd implementation
of Wellhead 13r3tect,on Plans at the
local level throJgh many efforts. For
examp e, EPA-funded support is
provided through the National Rural

Water Association Ground Water/
Wellhead Protection programs. At
the conclusion of the first 4 yeat~ of
this program, over 2,000 communities in 25 States were actively involved in protecting their water
supplies by implementing wellhead
protection programs. These 2,000
communities represent almost 4
million people in the r’Jral areas of
the United States who will have
better-protected water supplies.
Recognizing the importance
and cost-effectiveness of protecting
our Nation’s ground water
resources, States are participating in
numerous activities to prevent
future impairments of the resource.
These activ;ties include enacting
legislation aimed at the development of comprehensive State
ground water protectron programs
and promulgating protection regutations. More than 80% of the
States indicate that they have

-~’~ -’~ "~ "--,~’-~-

current or pending tegislatiorl
geared specifically to ground water
protection. Generally, State legislation focuses on the need for program development, increased data
collection, and public educatiot~
programs. In addition, States
may mandate strict technical
trois such as discharge permit,
underground storage tank regi~J-ations, and protection standards.
All of these progran~ are
intended to provide protection to a
valuable, and often vulnerable,
resource. Through the promotion of
ground water protection on both
State and federa! levels, our
Nation’s ground water resources will
be safeguarded against cofltamination, thereby protecting human
health and the environmenL
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What You Can Do
Federal and State programs
have helped clean up many waters
and slow the degradation of others,
But government alone cannot ~e
the entire problem, and water qual.
ity concerns persist. Nonpoint
source pollution, in particular, is
everybody’s problem, and every.
body needs to solve it.
Examine your everyday actMUes
and think about how you are contributing to the polluUon problem,
Here are some suggestions on how
~
you can make a difference.
~

and other hazardous household
materials to proper disposal sites
such as approved service statjons or
designated lanclfil~.

Be Involved
:
"
"~" ..........

Be Informed

You should learn about water
~
quality issues that affect the cornmunities in which you I~,e and ..... ~ k- work. Become familiar with your
and shrubs to help prevent erosion
local water resources. Where does
and promote infiltration of water
your drir~king water come from7
into the soil. Restore bare patches in
What activities in your area might
your lawn to prevent erosion. If you
affect th~ water you drink or the
own or manage land through which
rivers, lakes, beaches, or wetlands
a stream flow~, you may wish to
you use lor recreation?
consult your local county extension
Lean- about procedures for
office about methods of restoring
disposing of harmful household
stream banks in your area by plantwastes sc they do not end up in
ing buffer stnps of native vegetasewage treatment plants that cantion.
not handie them or in landfills not
Around your house, keep litter,
designed to receive hazardous
pet waste, leaves, and grass clipmaterials,
pings out of gutters and storm
drains. Use the minimum amount of
Be Responsible
water needed when you wash your
car. Never dispose of any houseIn your yard, determine
whether additional nutrients are
hold, automotive, or gardening
wastes in a storm drain. Keep your
needed belore you apply fertilizers,
septic tank in good working order,
and look tot alternatives where ierLit.
~,~thin your home, fix any dnp.
izers might run off into surface
ping faucets or leaky pipes and
waters. Consider selecting plants
install water-saving devices ~n
and grass~,s that have low mashieshower heads and toilets. A~ways
nance recqa~rement3 Water your
follow d~rect~ons on labels for use
lawn conservatively. Preserve
and @sposal of household chemiexisting trees and plant new trees
cals. Take used motor oil, paints,

As a citizen and a voter there is
much you can do at the community
level to help preserve and protect
our Nation’s water resources. Look
around. Is soil erosion being co~trolled at construction sites? Is the
community sewage plant being
operated efficiently and correctly7 Is
the community trash dump in o~
along a stream? ts road deicing ~alt
being stored properly?
Become involved in your col~
munity election processes. Uste~
and respond to candidates’ view~
on water quality and environmental
issues. Many communities have
recycling programs; find out about
them, learn how to recycle, and
volunteer to help out if you can.
One of the most important things
you can do is find out how your
communib/protects water quality,
and speak out if you see problen’~.

Volunteer Monitoring:
You Can Become Part

of the Solution
In many areas of the countJ~,,
citizens are becoming personally
involved in monitoring the quality
of our Nation’s water. As a
volunteer monitor, you might be
involved in taking ongoing water
quality measurements, tracking the
progress of protection and restoration project.s, or reporting special
events, such as fish kills and storm
damage.
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Volunteer monitoring can be of
great benefit :o State and local gayemmenLs. Some States stretch their
monitoring budgets by using data
collected by volunteers, particularly
in remote areas that otherwise
might not be monitored at all.
Because you are familiar with the
water resources in your own neighborhood, you are also more likely to
spot unusual cKcurrences such as
fish kills,
The benefits to you of becoming a volunteer are also great. You
will learn about your local water
resources and have the opportunity
to become personally involved in a
nabonwicle campaign to protect a
vital, and mutually shared, resource,
If you would li~,e to find out more
about organizing or joining

volunteer monitoring programs in
your State, contact your State department of enwronmental quality,
or write to:

For Further Re~li~;j

Alice Mayio
Volunteer Monitoring
Coordinator
U.S. EPA (4503F0
401 M St. SW
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 260-7018
For further information on water
quality in your State or other judsdiction, contact your Section 305(b)
coordinator listed in Chapters 9, 10,
and 11. Additional water quality
information may be obtained from
the Regional offices of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
(see inside front cover).

Volunteer Monitoring. EPA-800-F934308. September 1993. A brief
fact sheet about volunteer monitodng, including examples of how
volunteers have improved the
environment.
Starting Out in Volunteer Water
Monitoring. EPA-841-B-92--002.
August 1992. A bdef fact sheet
about how to become involved in
volunteer monitoring.
Nationol Directory of Otizen Volun.
teer Environmental Monitoring ~
grams, Fourth Edition. EPA-841.B94-001. January 1994. Contains
information about 519 volunteer
monitonng programs across the
Nation.
Volunteer Stream Monitoring.. A
Methods MonuoL EPA-841-D-9~.
001. 1995. Presents information
and methods for volunteer moniVolunteer Estuary Monitoring: A
Methods Manual. EPA-842-B-93004. December 1993. Presents
information and methods f~ volunteer monitoring of estuarine
waters.
Volunteer Lake Monitoring,. A Meth.
ads Manual. EPA-440/4-91-002.
December 1991. Discusses lake
water quality issues and methods
for volunteer monitoring of lakes.

~, i
-
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I
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Many of these publications c~n
also be accessed through EPA’s
Water Channel on the Intemet.
From the World Wide Web or
Gopher, enter http://
ww’w.epa.gov/OWOW to enter
WIN and Icx:ate document. See

page 380 for additional informat,on about EPA’s Water Channel.
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Fish Consumption Advisories
Sta~es issue fish consumpUon
advisori~.s to protect the publk:
flora ingesting harmful quantities
of toxic pollutants in contaminated
fish and shellfish. Fish may accumulate dan~erous quantities of pottutants in tqeir tissues by ingesting
many smaller organisms, each
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of pollutant. This process is called
~
bioaccumulation or biomagnifica~
tion. Pollutants al~o enter fish and
.
.
!
~
shellfish tissues through the gills or
!
~ T ~,~.~.~’
skin.
~,
!
Fish consumption ac~Msoti~
recommend that the public limit the ,~~
quantib’ and frequency of consump-~ ~-~ ~-~. "~, .~ ~.,_~,. _ J
tion of fish caught in specific
waterbodies. The States tailor indiStates because the States use their
vidua! aevisories to minimize health
own criteria to determine ff fish
nsks based on contaminant data
tissue concentrations of toxics pose
collected in their fish tissue sama health risk that justifies an advipiing pr¢~grams. Advisories may
sory. S~ates also vary the amount of
complet~.ly ban fish consumption in
fish tissue monitonng they conduct
severely polluted waters, or limit fish
and the number of poltutant~ anaconsum~Uon to several meals per
tyzed States that conduct more
month o" year ~n cases of less severe
monitoring and use strict criteria will
contamiration. Advisories may tarissue more advisories than States
get a subpoputation at nsk (such as
that conduct less monitonng and
children, pregnant women, and
use weaker cnleria. For example,
nursing mothers), specific fish spe62% of the advisories active in 1994
ties, or larger fish that may have
were issued by the States surroundaccumulated high concentrations of
ing the Great Lakes, which support
a po!lutar~t over a longer lifetime
extensive fish sampling programs
thar, a smaller, younger fish.
and follow strict criteria for ~ssu~ng
The E PA fish consumption
advisories,
ad~sor-y database tracks advisories
Most of the fish consumption
issued by each State For 1994, the
advisories (73%) are due to metdatabase hsted 1,531 fish consumpbury. The other poliutants most
t~on advisories ~q effect in 49 States.
commonly dete<:ted in elevated
F~sh cons Jmpbon advisories are
concentrations in fish tissue samples
uneven;) distributed among ~he

are polychlorinated biphenyts
(PCBs), chlordane, dioxiqs, and DDT
(wit~ its byproducts).
Many coastal States report
restrictions on shellfish harvesting in
estuarine waters. Shellfish-particulady oysters, clams, and mussels-tood from water. Waterborne bacteria and viruses may also accumulate
on their gills and mantles and in
their digestive ~ystems. Shellfish
contaminated by these microorganisms are a senous human health
concern, pa~cularty if consumed
raw.
Sta~es currenUy sample water
from shellfish harvesting areas to
measure indicator bactena, such as
total coliform and fecal cotiform
bacteria. These bactena serve as
indicators of the presence of poSenUally pathogenic microorganisms
associated with untreated or
undertreated sewage. States restrict
shellfish harvesUng to areas that
maintain these bacteria at concentrations in sea water below established health limits.
in 1994, 15 States reported that
shellfish harvesting restrictions were
in e~ect for more thar~ 6,052 square
miles of estuarine and coastal waters
during the 1992-1994 reporting
period. Six States reported that
urban runoff and storm sewers,
municipal wastewater treatment
facitihes, nonpoint sources, marinas,
industrial discharges, CSOs, and
sephc tanks restricted ~hellfish
harvesting.
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Introduction
Purpose
The National Water Quality
Inventory Report to Congress is the
pnmary vehicle for informing Congress and the public about general
water quality conditions in the
United States. This document characterizes whether waters are meeting water quality standards, identities widespread water quality problems of national :ignificance, and
describes various programs imptemented to restore and protect our
waters.
This document, the tenth in a
senes published since 1975, satisfies
reporting requ~remen~ in Section
305(b) of the Clean Water Act
(C’WA), formally known as the F-t~leral Water PolkJtion Control Act
Amendments of 1972 (Public Law
92-500). Section 305(b) requires
that States anc~ other iurisdictions
survey the health of their surface
waters ever), 2 years and submit
biennial reports describing their
water quality conditions to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). Section 305(b) also requires
that EPA summarize the report~
submitted by the States, Tribes, and
other jurisdictic, ns and convey the
information to Congress on a biennial schedule,
The National Water Quality
Inventory Repor~ to Congress is a
compilation of in[ormation reported
by States, Tribes, and other iurisdictions. As such, this report identifies
water quality issues of concern to

the States, Tribes, and other jurisdk.
tions, not just the issues of concern
to EPA. This report summarizes the
water quality assessment informaton submitted by 61 States, Amedcan Indian Tribes, Tenitodes, Inter.
state Water Commissions, and the
Disthct of Columbia in their 1994
Section 30S(b) report~. Most of the
survey information in the 1994
tion 305(b) reports is based on
water quality information collected
and evaluated during 1992 and
1993.
It is important to note that the
States, Tribes, and other jurisdictions .
do not use identical survey methods
and cdtena to rate their water quality. They favor flexibility in the
305(b) process to accommodate
natural variability in their water~,
but there is a tradeoff between flex.
ibility and consistency. Without
consistent survey methods in place,
EPA cannot compare data submitted North
by different States and jurisdictions
or determine the quality and ac.curacy of their data. Also, EPA must
use caution when comparing water
quality information submitted during different 305(b) reporting periads because States and other juri.~dictions may modify their criteria or
survey different waterbodies from
one reporting period to the next.
For more than 10 years, EPA
has pursued a balance between
flexibility and consistency in the
Section 305(b) process that could
generate data of known quality and
accuracy. Recent joint actions by
EPA, the States, Tribes, and other
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iurisdictions include implementing
the detailed information needed to
the recommendations of the
manage water quality at all levels.
National 305~b) Consistency
This document should be used
Workgroup and the Intergovemtogether with the individual Section
mental Task Force for Monitoring
305(b) reports (see the inside back
Water Quality, revising EPA’s Guide.
cover for information on obtaining
lines for Preparation of the 305(b)
Section 305(b) report~), watershed
Reports, and beginning to implemanagement plans, and other local
ment monitoring recommendations
documents to develop integrated
in the State Section 106 Grant Guide.
water qua~ty management opbons.
lines. The 1996 305(b) Guidelin~
re~:ommend moving toward a goal
Background
of comprehensively characterizing
waters of every State every 5 years
Integrated water quality manusing a vadety of monitoring techagement begins with a basic under.
niques targeted to the condition of,
standing of how water move~
and goals for, the water. These
through the environment, corr~
actions will improve consistency and
into contact with pollutant~, and
accuracy in the Section 305(b) data,
transports and deposits p<)tlutan~.
which will enable States and other
The water cycJe depicted in the
jurisdictions to share data across
highlight on page 1 5 illustrates
political boundaries as they develop
general links between the atmoswatershed prote~15on strategies,
phere, soil, surface waters, ground
The Section 305(b) information,
waters, and plants. Additional links
which focuses on attainment of
between surface wate~ and ground
water quality standards adopted by
States, Tribes, and other junsdic,
waters are described below.
tions,
complements the water qualitydatacontainedintheNat~a,
.~.~ Rivers and
Water SummaO, 1990.91 - Hydrologi~ Events and Stream Water Ou~l.
ity, in which the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) applied statistacal
analysis methods to a nationally
consistent water database. Congress, EPA, and the public can use
the summary information in this
report and the Nabonal Water Summar)/to develop national goals and
strategies for restonng and protecting our waters,
EPA recognizes that national
initiatives alone cannot clean up our
waters; water qualib, protection and
restoration must happen at the local
watershed level, in conjunction with
State and Federal activities. Similarly,
this document alone cannot provide

Streams
Rivers and streams
are characterized by flow. Perennial
rivers and streams flow continuously, all year round. Nonperennial
nvers and streams stop flowing for
some pedod of time, usually due to
dry conditions or upstream withdrawals. Many nvers and streams
ong~nate m nonperenn~al headwaters that flow only dudng snowmelt or heav~ showers. Nonperennial streams provide crffical habitats
for nonfish species, such as amphibians and dragonflies, as wel! as safe
havens for juvenile fish to escape
from predation by larger fish. (See
note on page 25 regarding the
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V
national est,mate of total stream
miles atmos~: doubling from 1.8
miIlion miles in 1990 to more than
3.5 million miles in 1994.)
The health of rivers and streams
is directly linked to habitat integrity
on shore and in adiacent wetlands.
Stream quality will deteriorate if
activities damage shoreline (i.e.,
dpanan) and wetlands vegetatiort,
which filter :~ollutants from runoff
and bind so~ls. Removal of
vegetation also eliminates shade
that moderates stream temperatur~
as well as the land temperature that
can warm runoff entering surface
waters. Stream temperature, in turn,
affecLs the availability of dissolved
oxygen in the water column for fish
and other aquaUc organisms,
~ Lakes,
’

L_

Rese~oirs,
and Ponds

Lakes, reservoirs, and ponds are
depressions that hold water for
extended periods of time. These
waterbodies may receive water
carrying poll~tants from rivers and
streams, melting snow, runoff, or
ground water discharge areas. Lakes
may also receive pollution directJy
from the air.
Pollutants become trapped in
lakes, reservoirs, and ponds because
water exits these waterbodies at a
slow rate. Therefore, they are especiatiy vuineraole to additional inputs
of potlutanLs from human activities
in lake water~hecls. Even under
natural conditions, sediment, nutrienLs, anti orcanic materials accumulate in lakes and ponds as part of a
natural aging process called
eutroph~catioq. Unnatural sources of
nutrients (such as point source discharges and agncultura! runoff)

ovedoad lake systems and accelerate
eutrophication. AJgae blooms,
depressed oxygen concentrations,
and aquatic weeds are symptoms of
cultural eutrophication from unnatural sources of nutrients.

L

Lakes
The Great Lakes-Superior, Michigan, Huron, Erie, and
Ontario--are the largest system of
fresh surface water on earth, I~
area. They contain approximately
18% of the world’s fresh water
supply. The Great Lakes basin is
currently home to one-tenth of the
population in the United States and
one-quarter of the population of
Canada.
Despite their large size, the
Great Lakes are sensitive to the
effects of a broad range of contan~nants that enter the Lakes from
polluted air, ground water, surface
water, and overland nJnoff. Even
dilute quantities of toxic chemicals
can have adverse effects on water
quality in the Great Lakes because
many toxic chemicals persist in the
environment and concentrate in
organisms, including fL~h.
Overall, scientists estimate that
atmosphenc deposition contributes
35% to 50% of current annual
inputs of a variety of chemicals
entering the Great Lakes. In wet
deposition, precipitation evenLs
(such as rain or snow) remove pollutants from the atmosphere. Dry
deposition occurs when particles
settle out of the air directly on a
lake surface or within the extensive
land basin draining into a take. It is
difficult to manage atmospheric
sources of pollutants entering the
Creat Lakes because these pollutants

2
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may originate in the Great Lakes
basin or hundreds of miles away.
For Lake Supenor, the largest of
the Great Lakes, available data indicate that volatilization (i.e., evaporation) and other processes remove
far greater quantities of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) than are
introduced to it from atmosphenc
deposition and river inflow combined. Atmospheric deposition,
nevertheless, is the largest source of
new PCBs to the lake system and
serves to significantly retard the PCB
stripping process. Meanwhile,
conthbutions from the reservoir of
already contaminated sediments
remains the overwhelming source of
total PCBs to the water column and
biota,

1

~
~_~~

~

Rivers meet the
oceans, Guff of
Mexico, and the Great Lakes in
coastal waters called estuanes,
Estuanne waters include bays and
tidal nvers that serve as nursery
areas for many commercial fish and
most shelffish populabons, including
shdmp, oysters, crabs, and scallops,
Most of our Nation’s fish and shell,
fish industry relies on productJve
estuanne waters and their adjacent
wetlands to provide healthy habitat
for some stage of fish and shelffish
development. Recreationa! anglers
also enioy harvesting fish that
reproduce or feed in estuaries, such
as stnped bass and flounder,
Pollutants from both local and
distant sources tend to accumulate
in estuanes. Most pollutants that
enter nvers migrate toward the
coast. As nvers approach the coast,
their mouths broaden and flow
decreases. The low flow and fluctuating ~Jdes, typical of estuanne

waters, reduce flushing and trap
nutnents and pollutan~ in estuadne
waters. This natural trapping proce~
lays the foundation for rich
estuadne ecosystems but also makes
estuaries vulnerable to excessive
loads of nut~ents and poflutant~.
Historic development patterns
have amplified natural trapping
functions and overloaded estuaries
on all our coasts. Historically, indus.
trial development and i~opulation
centers clustered around estuadne
bays with access to shipping and an
adjacent waterbody for waste
disposal. Now, many coastal cities
must address contaminated $ediments and develop alternative
posal systems for their outdated
combined sewer systems.

wo.ond,

In general, wetlands
are a transition zone
between land and water where the
soil is occasionally or permanentJy
saturated with water. WetJands are
populated by plants that are specially adapted to grow in standing
water or saturated soils. There are
many different types of wetJands,
including marshes, bogs, fens,
swamps, mangroves, praine potholes, and bottomland hardwood
forest~. Wetlands may not
appear to be wet. Many wetJands
dry out for extended pedods of
time. Other wetlands may appear
dry on the surface but be saturated
beneath the surface.
Salt~’ater wetlands fringe es’tuaries; freshwater wetlands border
rivers, lakes, and the Great Lakes or
occur in isolation. In general,
wetlands improve water quality,
provide cntical habitat for a wide
vanet~ of fish and wildlife, provide
storage for flood waters, and
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U
stabilize shorelines. Wetlands filter
sediment and nutrfents (from both
natural and unnatural ~ources) out
of the water before they enter adjacent waterbodies and underlying
ground water aquifers. Wettands
atso provide storage for floodwaters
and reduce the velocity of overland
runoff. Reduced velocity translates
into less damage from flood water~,
Wetlands can be physically
destroyed by filling, draining, and
dewatering, or weUands can be
damaged by the same pollutant~
that degrade other waterbodies,
such as toxic chemicals and oxygendemanding substances,

~--, Ocean
= Shoreline
~ Waters
Our ocean shoreline water~
provide cnt ca! habitat for various
life stages of commercial fish and
shellfish (such as shdmp), provide
habitat for endangered species
(such as sea turtles), and support
popular recreational activities,
including sport fishing and swimming. E)esp te their vast sLze and
volume, oceans are vulnerable to
impacts fforn pollutants, especially
in near, bore waters that receive
input~ from adjoining waterbodie~,
ground water seeps, and land
surfaces. Beach closures due to elevated bacterial concentrations are
one of the most v~sible symptoms of
water qualit~:~ degradation in ocean
shoreline wate~ resulting from
activiUes on’.hore Wastes disposed
of offshore may also impact
nearshore waters, as was demonstrated ~n the late 1980s when trash
and med~¢a! wastes disposed of at
sea washed ,~shore on the East
Coast_ Oi! sFills from tankers or

offshore exb-actiorl facilities can also
generate persistent adverse impact~
on ocean shorelin0 waters.

L

~ Ground
Beneath Water
U’le land’s
surlace, water re~de~
in two general zor~es, the saturated
zone and the uns<+turated zone
(Figure 1.1). The unsaturated zone
lies directly benealh the land
face, where air and water fill in the
pore spaces betwl+~n ~oil and ro<:k
particles. Water Saturate~ the pore
spaces in the sat[urated zone
beneath the unsalurated zone in
most cases. The term "ground
water+ applies to water in the saturated zone. Surface water repte+~
ishes (or recharge,,) ground watt’

_

by percolating through the

unsaturated zone, Therefore, the
unsaturated zone plays an
important role in ground water
hydrology and may act as a path.
way for ground water ¢ontamination.
Ground water can move later.
ally and emerge al discharge rites,
such as spdngs on hillsides or seeps

G round Water
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7he Clean Water Act of 1972
¯ . . it is the tlatl’otlal goal

that, wherever attainable,

goal of water
qualit), which provides for
the protection and propaga.
tion offish, shellfish, and
atl itltcrim

wildlife and provides for
recreation in and on the

water, "be achieved by
]uly 1, 1983...

in the bottoms of streams, lakes,
wetlands, and oceans. Therefore,
ground water affects surface water
quantity and quality because polluted ground water can contaminate surface waters. Conversely,
some surface water~, such as wetlands, contain flood water~ and
replenish ground waters. Low of
wetlands reduces ground water

recha~je,

The Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act still guides
Federal, State, and some Triba!
water pollution control programs
more than 20 years after it was
enacted by Congress. In 1972, the
CwA launched a national objec-tive
to "restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of the Nation’s waters." The Act set
two goals to achieve this objective:
¯ Eliminate the discharge of pollutants into navigable waters by 1985

Water ql~/ity standards
COttSist O~

¯ Desi.~zated beneficial uses
criteria for
biological, chemical, ate/

¯ Achieve an interim water quality
level that protects and propagates
fish, shellfish, and wildlife and
supports recreation in and on the
water, where attainable,

¯ ~llm¢l-ic

physical parameters
¯

Narrative criteria for
biolozical, chemical, and

physical parameters
¯ A!Itl’d(’,~Tl2dtll’l’oll policy

As it became evident that the
Nation could not eliminate pollutant
discharges by 1985, Congress
amended the CWA to stress achiering the interim water quality levels,
which came to be known as "the
fishable and swimmable goals of the
AcL"
The EPA measures national
progress in achieving the CWA
interim water quality levels by
summarizing attainment of State
and Tribal water quahty standards,
Water quality standards consist of

L
designated beneficial uses, numeric
and narrative criteria sufficient to
protect each use, and an antidegra.
dation statement:
1
¯ Designated beneficial uses are
the desirable uses that water quality
should support. Examples are
drinking water supply, primary co~tact recreation (such as swimming),
and aquatic life support. Each designated use has a unique set of water
qua,ty requirements or cdteria that
must be met for the use to be realized. States, Trfbes, and other jurisdictions may designate an individual
waterbody for multiple beneficial
uses.
¯ Numeric water quality criteria
establish the minimum physical,
chemical, and biological parameters
required to support a beneficial use.
Physical and chemical numedc
criteda may set maximum concerttrations of pollutants, acceptable
ranges of physical parameters such
as flow, and minimum concentrations of desirable parameters, such
as dissolved oxygen. Numedc biological criteda describe the expected
attainable community attributes and
establish values based on measures
such as species richness, presence or
absence of indicator taxa, and distribution of classes of organisms.
¯ Narrative water quality criteria
define, rather than quantify, conditions and attainable goals that must
be maintained to support a de.$ighated use. Narrative biological criteria establish a positive statement
about aquatic community characterist~cs expected to occur within a
waterbody. For example, "Aquatic
hfe shall be as it naturally occurs,"
or "Ambient water qual~ shall be
suffioent to support hfe stages of all
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ir~digenous aquatic species."
Narrative criteria may also describe
conc~it~ons that am desired in a
waterbody, such as, ~Naters must
be free of substances bhat are toxic
t~ humans, aquatic life, and wild.
life."
I Antidegradation sLatements,
w~ere possiole, protect existing uses
anc~ prevent waterbodies from
deteriorating even if their water
quality is better than the fishable
and s~qmmable goals of the Act.

States, Tribes, and other jurisdictJorts
to survey waterbodies for support o~
the following indMdual benef~ial
uses:

~m~I L

life Support
~ Aquatl(
The waterbody prorides suitab~ habi~t for protection
and propagation of desirable ~’~1,
shellfish, and other aquatk:
organisms.

2
~

Fish Consumption
The CW~, a~lows States, Tribes,
The waterbody
and other iurisdictions to set their
ports fish free from
own standards but requires that all
contamination that could pose a
beneficial uses and their criteria
human health ti~ to consume~
comply with the goals of the Act. At
a minimum, beneficial uses must
provide for "the protec’lJon and
~ Shel~sh Har~in~j
The wated:)ody ~lppropagation of fish, shelU’ish, and
wildI!fe" and provide for "recreation
ports a population
of shel~sh free from toxicants ~
in and on the water~ (i.e., the fishpathogens that could pose a human
able and sw~mmable goals of the
health risk to consume~.
Act), where attainable. The Act prohibits States and other jurisdictior~ I ~ 1 DHnldng
from designating waste transport or ~-~ i Supply
waste assimilaUon as a ber’~]cial
use, as some States did prior to
L J-" ~-~-’]J The waterbody can
1972.
supply safe drinldng water with
conventional treatment.

Methodology

R re Uo Swimming

Section 305(b) of the CWA
requires that the States biennially
survey their water quality for attainmerit of the filtrable and swimmable
goals of the ACt and report the
result~ to EPA. The States, participating Tribes, and other jurisdictions
measure attainment of the CWA
goals by determining how well their
~,aters suppo~ their designated
beneficial uses EPA encourages

0

People can swim in the waterbody
without risk of adverse human
health effects (such as catching
waterborne diseases from raw
sewage contamination).
~ Secondary Contact
I Recreation
People can perform
activities on the water (such as
boating) without risk of adverse
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human health effects from ingestion
or contact with the water,

The water quality is
suitable for irngating
fields or watering livestock.

I1" possible, the States, Tribes, and
other iurisdictions determine the
monitoring data with numeric cri~ria for each use designated for a
particular waterbody. If moni~.oring
dataorare
not available,
themay
State,
Tribe,
other
jurisdiction
determine the level of use support
with qualitative information. Valid
qualitative information includes land
usepredic-tive
data, fish and
game
~urveys,
and
model
nesults.
Moni-

States, Tribes, and other jurisdictions may a~so define their own
individual uses to address special
concerns. For example, many Tribes
and States designate their waters for
the following beneficial uses:

toted as~essment.~ are based on
re~ent monitoring data collected
assessmen~ are based on qualit~
tire information or monitored infor.
mation more than 5 years old.

Rechal~je
’
The surface water,
body plays a significant role in
replenishing ground water, and
surface water supply and quality are
adequate to protect existing or
potential uses of ground water,

¯
~

Overall Use Support
-For waterbodies with more than
one designated use, tbe States,

consolidate the individual use supWater quality support information into a single overall
ports the waterbody’s use support determination:
role in providing habitat and
resources for land-based wildlife as
well as aquatic life.
o O~erall Use
- AJI desig~-~ Good!Fully
Supporting
nated beneficial uses are
Tribes may designate their
~ fully supported.
waters for special cultural and
ceremonial uses:
i
!’ Good/Threatened
all Use - One or more
i Water quality supL__~ Culture
---~ ports the waterbod,v’s
role in Tribal culture and preserves
the waterbody’s religious, ceremonia!, or subsistence significance.
The States, Tribes, and other
iurisdictions assign one of five levels
of use suppor~ categones to each
of their waterbod~es (’Table 1.1).

~i

! designated beneficial uses
are threatened and the
remaining uses are fully supported.
:

~ Fair/Partially Supporting

~ more Use
designated
bene~" i Overall
- One
or
~ ficial uses are partially
supported and the remaining uses
are fully supported or threatened.
Tr~ese waters are considered
impaired.
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I oor/Not Supporting
Overall Use - One or
more designated bene~ ficial uses are not
supported. These waters are consid,
ered impaired,
!
Poor/Not Attainable !<~#’~ I 1-he State, Tribe, or other
:urisdiction has performed
a use-attainability analysis
and demoqstrated that use support
of one or more designated beneficial uses is not attainable due to
one of six biological, chemical,
physical, or economic/~:~cial conditions specified in the Code of Federal
Regulations (40 CFR SecUon
131.10). These conditions include
naturally high concentrations of
pollutant~ (such as metals); other
natural physical features that create
unsuitable aquatic life habitat (such
as inadequate subs~rate, dffles, or
!:~’OIS); lOW fIov~ or water levels;
dams and other hydrologic modifications that Permanently alter
waterbody characteristics; poor
water quali~ resulting from human
activities that cannot be reversed
without causing further environmental degradation; and poor water
qualiw that cannot be improved
without imposing more stringent
controls that~ those required in the
C’WA that would result in widespread economic and ~ocial
impact.~.

~

¯ Impaired Water~ - The sum of
waterboclies partially supponJng
uses and not supporting u~es.
~
t
¯
~

Total
Surveyed Waters
_
-Most States do not assess all of
their waterbodies dudng the 2-year
reporting cycle required under C~/A
Section 305(b). Thus, the surveyed
waters reported in Figure 1-2 are a
subset of the Nation’s totat wate~.
In addition, the summary information based on surveyed waters may
not represent general conditJor~ in
the Nation’s total water~ because
States, Tribes, and other judsdictJons
often focus on surveying major
perennial dyers, estuaries, and pub.
lic lakes with suspected pollution

O~e Support Level

Water quality
Condition

Fully Supportirtg

Good

Water qL~ality
de-~gnated use

Th~jtened

Good

Water quality
beneficial uses now
but may not in U~ future
un~e~ action is

PJrtlally Supporting

Fair
(Impaired)

Wate~ quality fails to
designated use c.n/er~a at

Not Supportir~g

Poor
(Impaired)

Water quality frequently fails
to meet designaled us~ cnter~a.

Poor

The State, Tdbe, or other iun~.
dic~Jon has pen’ormed a us~-

Not Attainable

Definition

attamab~hty analy~s and
demonstrated that us~ suppoct
ts not attainable due to one of
~x biologica chem~.al,
phys~ca or
cond~hons s~f~e~ in the Code
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problems in order to direct scarce
resources to areas that could pose
the greatest risk. Many States,
Tribes, and other jurisdictions lack
the resources to collect use support
information for nonperennial
streams, small tributaries, and private ponds. This report does not
predict the health of these
unassessed waters, which include an
unknown ratio of pristine waters to
polluted wate~,

!~

~
,

~
!
I~
.:

,-

! UttJe
~
Little River
is designated for aquatic life
~ and primary contact recreation. The State

~

that 15% of the samples contain dissolved
~ examinesoxygen
dissolved
oxygen data
noteslife
concentrations
below and
the aquatic
use chtenon of 5 parts per million (ppm).
B~.cterial indicators do not exceed the contact recreation
cn~enon~ Therefore the waterbody partially support~ aquatic
life use and fully supports contact recreation use. The water- ~
body partially supports overall uses based on monitored data.

~.~

Turkey I~ke
Turkey Lake is also designated for aquatic life use and
pnmary contact recreatJon. However, the State has

/.>~.~ ! never sampled chemical and physical parameters, such
-.~" ~~ as dissolved oxygen, in the lake. The State
L._.~ did perform a biological survey of the lake
and noted the presence of desirable fish spe- ~
ties and insect larvae. The survey also revealed a probable
source of sewage contamination upstream. The lake
appears to fully support aquatic life use but may only
par~ialiy support contact recreation use due to sewage
contamination. The waterbody partially supports overall
uses based on evaluated informaUon (the suspected source
of sewage contamination).
i

Pollutants That
Degrade Water
Quality and Sources
of Impairment
Where possible, States, Tribes,
and other jurisdictions identify tJ~
pollutants causing water quality
impairments and the sources of
pollutants degrading their water.
bodies. Causes of impairment
pollutant~ or processes that violate
numeric or narrative use support
criteria. Causes of impairment
include chemical contaminant~
(such as PCBs, dioxins, and metal~),
physical parameter~ (such as temperature), and biological paramet~n~
(such as aquatic weeds) (see High.
light on page
~ource$ of Impalrment genet.
ate the pollutants that violate u.~
support criteria (Table 1-2). Point
sources discharge pollutants dined:ty
into surface waters from a conveyante. Point sources include indu~.
trial facilities, municipal sewage
treatment plants, and combined
sewer overflows. Nonpoint sources
deliver pollutants to surface wate~
from diffuse ongins. Nonpoint
sources include urban runoff,
agricultural runoff, and atmospheric
deposition of contaminants in air
pollution. Habitat alterations, such
as hydromodif cation, dredging, and
streambank destab ization, can also
degrade water quality.
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Percentage of Total Waters Surveyed
for the 1994 Report
¯

~

R~’er~ and Streams

¯

615,806 - 12~6 s~tv~yed

Lakes, Reserv~rs,
and Ponds

¯
¯

17,134,fS3-42%~y~d
To~I acres: 40,826,064

Es~u~r~

¯ 26,847 - 78~ ~
¯ To~ square mit~:

Ocean Sho~lir~
Waters

¯
¯

5,208 - 9~
To~l miles: 58,421 mile~,
36,000 m~les o~

Gnat l.al~s
Sh~’~Nlne

¯
¯

5,224 - 94% ~
To~l miles: 5,559

i
~
¯

¯

"

Source 1994 Section 305{b,~ r~port~ submitted by tJ~ States, Tribes, Temtone$, and
Comm~Jo~s
~-xc~uding estuanne waters in A~a~ka because no estimate was available.
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0
Throughout this document,
EPA rates the significance of causes
and sources of pollution by the
percentage of surveyed waters
impaired by each individual cause
or source (obtained from the Section 305(b) reports submitted by
the States, Tribes, and other judsdictions). Note that the cause and
source rankings do not descdbe the
condition of all waters in the United
States because the States identify

the causes and sources degrading
some of their impaired waters,
which are a small subset of surveyed
waters, which, in turn, are a subset
of the Nation’s total waters. For
example, the States identified
sources degrading some of the
224,236 impaired river miles, which
represent 36% of the surveyed river
miles and only 6% of the Nation’s
total stream miles.

Category

Examples

Industzlal

Pu~p ar~ paper mills, chemical manufacturL~s, $tee~ plants,

2
-

metal I~ocess and product manufacturers, textile manufacture’s,
foocl I:~:~ce~ng plants
Munldl~l

Publicly owned sewage treatment p~ants U~at may rt~:en~
indirect discha~e~ from iodustnal facilities o~

(:o~nbh~,~l

~

Single facilities that t~at both stofmwate~ ar~ sanitary sewage
which may become overloaded dunng storm events and
discharge untreat.~ wastes into surface waters.

Storm Sewers/
Urban Runoff

Runoff from ~mperv~ous suda~es including sI~,,ets, parking lots,
buildings, Lawns, ar~c/other paved areas

A(:Jr~:-ultural

Crop producbo~, pastures, rangeLan~, feed~ots, othe~ animal

holding areas
SIN4cultur~l

Forest management, tte~ harvesting, locjging road

Co~s’b’uctJOn

Land cieveloprr~mt, n::wad

Reso~:e

Mining, petrok~um dnfling, runoff from mine tailing site~

Land Disposal

Leachate o~ discharge fro~ septi( tanks, Larw:~fills, and
ha.zar(:Jous waste s~tes

Ffydrologk

ChannelLzation, dredging, dam co~strot-Oo~, str~ambank
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The Water Cycle
~e water ~cle descfi~ h~
water move~ through the en~ronment and ~oentifies the lin~
~een ground water, su~ace
water, and the atmosphe~ (~
figure). For convenience, di~u~ions
of the water ~cle usually ~in a~
end in the a~osphere. Wat~ in
¯ e atmosphere conden~ a~
onto the ea~ in the fo~ of rain
snow. ~e rain or snow ~n c~in
contaminan~ from air ~llu~.
The rain and snow may fall dir~
onto sudace water, ~ intercept~
by plan~ or st~u~, ~ fall ~to
the ground, tntercept~ wat~
evaporates d~r~tly back into ~
atmosphere or ddps ~to ~
ground.

~rcolate into ~e und~
ground water, or flow into o~
sudace wate~ unUI reachi~
~ean. From the ~ean, wat~
~a~rate$ ~ck into
~, com~

melting snow ~rcolate d~ into
¯ e ground, ~aturating ~e ~1 a~
r~harging ground water ~u~e~.
Tr~s and o~er plan~ ~ke up
water in ~e up~r ~il z~
through ~eir r~ and ~tum ~
water to the atmosphe~ in a
pr~ess call~ #anspiration. Gr~
water ~low the r~t zone ~y
m~grate man~ miles and em~
(or discharge) into a dis~nt suflace

~.~

’ ~ ~.~ -~ _

,
.

....

, .......

When rairffall or melting sn~
ground into surface water,s
(such as lakes, streams, wetlands,
~ coas~a~ w~te~). Runoff may
dislodge soil Fa~icles and ~ltu~n~
and ca~ ~em into sudace water~ies. Sudace wate~ may ~a~
rate back into the atmosphere,

"
~: ~’~

--~-
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Pollutan and Proces e
That Damage Water Quali

~

~is h~ghlight de~s individual ~llutanb and pr~esses
~parately. in reali~, wa~er quali~
usually suffers from the combin~
eff~ of several ~llutan~ and
pr~esses. EPA encourages water
qualiW manage~ and the public to
u~ a holistic approach to managing
our int~rat~ water quali~ pro~
~ms.

or I~s ~n ~sult in ~dead~ water~ies. Prolong~ ex~su~ to
dis~lv~ oxygen c~diU~s ~n
suff~ate adult fish ~ r~uce t~r
repr~uctive su~al by s~a~
sensiUve ~gs and la~ae or ~n
s~e fish by ~lling aquaUc in~
la~ae and other pr~. Low dis~
oxygen concen~a~ons al~ fa~
anaerobic ba~e~al ~ ~at
pr~uces noxious ga~ or f~l
Low Dissolved O~gen
~o~ o~en a~iat~ wi~ ~llut~
wate~ies.
Dis~ oxygen is a ~sic
Oxygen concen~s in
r~uirement for a healthy aquatic
water column flu~uate under ~tu~osystem. Most fish and ~neficial
ral conditions, but s~ere o~g~
aquatic ins~ "brea~e~ o~n
depletion usually ~sul~ from
disso~ in the water column,
human a~vities ~hat in~uce
Some fish and aquaUc organisms
large quantities of bi~radable
(such as carp and sludge wo~s)
organic matenals into surface
are adapted
tions, but most desirable fish s~ies Hats con~in plan~ fish, or animal
(such as ~out and ~lmon) suffer
dissolv~ oxygen concen~ations fall
age, manure, shellfish preening
~low 3 to 4 mg/L (3 to 4 milli,
waste, milk solids, and other
grams of oxygen dissotv~ in 1 liter
pr~ess~ng wastes are examples of
of water, or 3 to 4 ~ of oxygen
bi~radable organic mate~als ~at
per million pa~ of water). ~ae
enter our surface water.
and juvenile fish are more sensit~e
In ~th prisUne and ~llut~
and r~u~re even higher concentra,
water, beneficial bacteria u~ oxytions of dissolv~ oxygen, ranging
gen to break apa~ (or d~om~)
from 5
Many fish and other aquaUc
ing organic wastes provide a conorganisms can r~over from sho~
tinuous glut of f~ for the ba~eda,
pen~s of tow dissolved oxygen
which accelerates bacterial acU~
availab~li~. However, prolong~
and ~pulat~on gro~h. In ~llut~
ep~s~es of depressed dissolved
wa~ers, bacterial consump~on of
oxygen concentrations of 2 mg/L
oxygen can rapidly outpace oxygen
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replenishment from the atmosphere
and photoscnthesis P~rformed by
algae and aquatic plants. The result
is a net decline in oxygen concentrations in Lhe water,
Often, water quality managers
measure the biological oxygen
demand (or BOD) of pollution or
natural organic materials in water.
BOD is a measure of how much
oxygen is consumed by bacteria
while they decompo~ different
m~xtures of organic materials. Toxic
1~311utants can indire~ fly elevate
BOD by killing algae, aquatic weeds,
or fish, which providt,s an abundance of food for oxygen.tonsure"
ing bacteria. Oxygen depletion can
also result from chemical reactions
that do not involve hactena. Some
pollutants tngger chemical reactions
demand (or COD) o~ receiving
waters,
ature and sahnity, influence the
amount of o~ygen cl~solved in
water. Prolonged hol weather will
depress oxygen com~’ntrations and
may cause fish kills even in clean
waters because warn~ water cannot
hold as much oxygen as cold water,
Warm conditions further aggravate
oxygen deplel~on by stimulating
bactenal actiwty and ~espiration in
fish, which co’~sum~,, oxygen,
Removal of streams~l~ vegetation
ehm~nates shade, th,-~by raising

HIGHLIGHT

water temperatures, and accelerates
runoff of organic debris. Under such
conditions, minor additions of pollution-containing organic materials
can severely deplete ox)~jen.

Nutrients
Nutrient~ are essential building
blocks for healthy aquatic communities, but excess nutrients (especially
nitrogen and phosphorus ¢ortw
pounds) overstimulate the growth
of aquatic weeds and algae. Exce$sire growth of these organisms, in
turn, can clog navigable waters,
interfere with s~mming and boating, outcompete native submerged
aquatic vegetation (SAV), and lead
to oxygen depletion. Ox~gerl
concentrations can fluctuate daily
the day as algae perform photos)mthesis, and falling at night as algae
oxygen. Beneficial bacteria also consume oxygen as they decompose
the abundant organic food supply
in dying algae cells.
Lawn and crop fertilizers, sew.
age, manure, and detergents conrain nitrogen and phosphorus, the
nutnents most often responsible for
water quali~ degradation. Rural
areas are vulnerable to ground
water contamination from nitrates
(a compound containing nitrogen)
found in fertilizer and manure.
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Very high concentrations of nitrate
(>10 mg/L) in drinking water cause
methemoglobinemia, or blue baby
syndrome, an inability to fix oxygen
in the blood,
Nutrients are difficult to control
because lake and estuarine ecosystems recycle nutrients. Rather than
leaving the ecosystem, the nutrients
cycle among the water column,
algae and plant tissues, and the
bottom sediments. For example,
algae may temporarily remove all
the nitrogen from the water cotumn, but the nutrients will return to
the water column when the algae
die and are decomposed by bacteria. Therefore, gradual inputs of
nutrients tend to accumulate over
time rather than leave the system¯

Sediment and Siltation
In a water quality context, sediment usually refers to soil particles
that enter the water column from
eroding land. Sediment consists of
particles of all sizes, including fine
clay particles, silt, sand, and gravel,
Water quality managers use the
term "siltation" to describe the suspension and deposition of small
sediment particles in waterbodies,
Sediment and siltation can
severely alter aquatic communities,
Sediment may clog and abrade fish
gills, suffocate eggs and aquatic
insect larvae on the bottom, and fill
in the pore space between bottom
cobbles where fish lay eggs. Silt and
sediment interfere with recreational
activities and aesthetic enioyment at
waterbodies by reducing water
clarity and filling in waterbodies,

Sediment may also carry other poltutants into waterbodies. Nutrients
and toxic chemicals may attach to
sediment particles on land and dde
the particles into surface waters
where the pollutants may settle with
the sediment or detach and become
soluble in the water column.
Rain washes ~ilt and other soil
particles off of plowed fields, construction sites, logging sites, urban
areas, and strip-mined lands into
waterbodies. Eroding streambank$
also deposit silt and sediment in
waterbodies. Removal of vegetation
on shore can accelerate str~ambank
erosion.

Bacteria and Pathogens
Some waterborne bacteria,
viruses, and protozoa cause human
illnesses that range from typhoid
and dysentery to minor respiratory
and skin diseases. These organisms
may enter waters through a number
of routes, including inadequately
treated sewage, storm water drains,
septic systems, runoff from livestock
pens, and sewage dumped overboard from recreational boats.
Because it is impossible to test
waters for every possible diseasecausing organism, States and other
iurisdictions usually measure indicatot bacteria that are found in great
numbers in the stomachs and intestines of warm-blooded animals and
people. The presence of indicator
bacteria suggests that the waterbody may be contaminated w~th
untreated sewage and that other,
more dangerous, organisms may be
present. The States, Tribes, and
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other jurisdictions use bacterial tritena to determine ff waters are safe
for recreation and shellfish harvesting.

Toxic Organic Chemicals
and Metals
Toxic organic chemicals are
synthetic compounds that contain
carbon, such as PCBs, dioxins, and
DDT. These synthesized compounds
often persist and accumulate in the
environment because they do not
readily break down in natural ecosystems. Many of these compounds
cause cancer in people and birth
defects in other predators near the
top of the food chain, such as birds
and fish.
Metals occur naturally in the
environment~ but human activities
(such as industrial processes and
mining) have altered the distribution
of metals in the environment. In
most reported cases of metals
,:ontamination, high concentrations
of metals appear in fish tissues
rather than the water column
because the metals accumulate in
greater concentrations in predato~
near the top of the food chain.

pH
Acidity., the concentration of
hydrogen ions, drives many chemical reaction.~ in living organisms,
The standard measure of acidity is
I=,H, and a pH value of 7 representz
a neutral condition. A low pH value
(less than 5) indicates acidic
conditions; a high pH (greater than

Chapter One Introduction

9) indicates alkaline conditions.
Many biological processes, such
reproduction, cannot function in
acidic or alkaline waters. ~cidic co~ditions also aggravate toxic cotw
tamination problems because .~=d6
merits release toxicants in acidk:
waters Common ~Jrces of acidity
include mine drainage, runoff from
mine tailings, and atrnospherk:
deposition.

Habitat Modification/
Hydrologic Modification
Habitat modif’~=ations include
activities in the landscape, on shore,
and in waterbodies that alter the
physical structure of aquatic
terns and have adverse impac~
aquatic life. Examples of habitat
modifications include:
¯ Removal of streamside vegetation
that stabilizes the shoreline and
provides shade, which moderates
instream temperatures
¯ Excavation of cobble~ from a
stream bed that provide nesting
habitat for fish
¯ Burying streams
¯ Excessive development sprawt
that alters the natural drainage patterns by increasing the intensity,
magnitude, and energy of runoff
waters.
Hydrologic modifications alter
the flow of water. Examples of
hydrologic modifications include
channelization, dewatedng,
damming, and dredging.
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Tribal Water Quality
Tribal lands span the United
States and are diverse in climate,
habitat, and water usage. Water
quality is one of the top environmental priorities for the maiority of
Tribes throughout the United States.
Over the past 7 years, approximately 1OO Tribes have developed
or have begun developing water
quality programs, including water
quality cdteria and standards,
through grants from Section 106 of
the Clean Water Act. This number
represents close to 40% of all Tdbes
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in the contiguous United States tha~
are eligible for Section 106 grant.s, a
number that reflect~ the importance
of this effort by Tribes Tdbes are
also establishing water quality programs wi~h General Assistance Program (GAP) grants, which can be
used to develop general multimedia
environmental programs on reservations.
As Tribes expand their interest
in administering water quality programs on Triba! lands, their technical capabilitie~ and desire to monitor those waters over which they
have iudsdiction also grows. Some
Tribes have special concerns about
water quality because they acquire a
!arge portion of their food or
income from water resources and/or
water plays a significant role in their
traditional ceremonies and cultural
hentage.
Tdbes are interested in developing water quality management
options and assessments in all of the
areas described in this report. Some
Tnbes are conducting water quality
monitonng programs for surface
and ground waters and assembling
databases of biological, chemical,
physical, and bacteriological anai’yses. Others are working toward
adopting standards involving biological criteria and ecosystem preservatlon. Still others are developing
nonpoint source assessment and
management programs and estabhshing their own laborato~, capabil.
~ty for mon,toring waters and
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training staff to perform monitoring,
good vehicle for recommending
~oint Tribal consortia, intertribal
actions to FPA to protect Tribal
councils, and other collaborative
waterbodies and achieve the objecefforts have been established to
tires of the Clean Water Act. EPA
examine entire watersheds. All of
encourages Tribes to use the 305(b)
these effort~ reiterate the common
process as a mechanism for sharing
goal shared by communities
their ideas, concerns, and iniormathroughout the country to acquire
tion with State and Federal waler
the data needed to preserve and
quality managers.
restore water quality for generations
to come. Tribes will continue to
make water quality a pdority as they
develop and expand their capacity
to contribute information to the
National Water Quality InventoO,
Re~ort to Congress.
..
F_PA’s Office of Wetlands,
Oceans, and Watersheds (OWOW),
in conjunction with the Section
305(b) Consistency Workgroup
(which includes 3 Tribal membe~
and 25 State members), developed
flexible guidance to assist Tribes in
reporting water quality information
for inclusion in the 1996 N~tional
Water Quah~/ Inventory Repo~ to
Congress. This guidance describes a
level of reporbng that may be
appropriate for most Tribes’ first
’
305(b) repo~.
In 1995, OWOW also produced
a booklet, Knowing Our Waters..
Tnba/ Reporhng Under Section
305(b), to enc,:~urage all Tdbes to
monitor, assess, and report on their "~
water quality. The goal of Tribal
reporting is to document the status
of water quali~,, and identify water ~ E --, ......
quality i~nprovemenLs needed on
Tribal lanOs. The 30S(b) report is a
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Rivers and Streams
I:orty-eight States, three Interstate River Comm ss ons one Territo’7, and the District of Columbia
(hereafter collectively referred to as
Strifes), and six American Indian
Thbes rated nver water quality in
their 1994 Section 305(b) reports
(see Appendix A, Table A-l, for
in@vidual State and Tribal infotmatioq). These States and Tdbes sur.
veyed conditions in 615,806 miles
of nvers and streams; most of the
surveyed rivers and streams are
perennial waterbodies that flow all
year. The surveyed rivers and
streams represent 48% of th~
1.3 million miles of perennial
nvers and streams in the lower
48 States, or 1 7% of the esti.
mated 3.5 million miles of all

..............

rivers and streams in the country,
including nonperennial strear~ that
flow only dudng wet periods
(Figure 2-I).
AJtogether, the States and
Tdbes surveyed 27,075 fewer Hver
miles in 1994 than in 1992. Individually, most States reported that
they surveyed more river miles in
1994, but their increases were off.~t
by a decline of 85,000 surv~
river miles reported by Montana,
Mississippi, and Maryland. For 1994,
these States reported use support
status for only those river miles that
they surveyed in direct rnonitodr~
"

States and Tribes

SURVEYED

17%

of their total river milesa ~
: for the 1 994 report
I

~

Rl~er Miles Surveyed by States
1994 ¯ 615,806 miles = 17% sunceyt~l
¯ Total miles: 3,548,738a

¯ .2,.,

¯ Total miles: 3,551,247

~s~o ¯ 647,066 miles = 36% surveyed
¯ Total

tates and Tribes SURVEYED ,~j, _j/ #~
615,806 Miles of Rivers and Streamsll~ "~,2 ~
~.for the 1 994 Report
I¢
’\,

To~I Number c~ Mile~: : "~/
~,~
3.5 Miltio~ :

~
Mil~.
~urveyeO

~

!1
|

T
",

vet Mi~e~:

1.3 M,i,o~

__

/,,

r~port~.
1990RepotttoCo,,~re.~s U.S EPA~

1992.

’

the States and Tnbes asses~,~ a
smaller I~rcenl.age of the Nation’s
fryers in 1994 Howe.vet, in 1994
most States and Tribes included

from 1 8 rnflhor~
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Chapter Two River~ and St~arr~

programs or evaluations rather than
using inferences for unsurveyed
waters. Previously, Montana and
Maryland assumed that nvers of
unknown quality were surveyed and
in good condition. Mississippi
assumed that conditions in evalu.
ated rivers represented conditions in
upstream tributaries,
The changes made by Montana, Mississippi, and Maryland are
examples of the numerous modiflca.
tions the States made to their water
quality survey methods between
1992 and 1994 as a result of the
many Federal and State partnership
efforts to improve monitoring in the
Nation. Due to these changes, the
summary data presented herein
should not be compared with summary data presented in the 1992
Report to Congre~.
The summary information presented in this chapter applies strict.Jy
to the portion of the Nation’s rivers
surveyed by the States and Tribes.
EPA cannot make generatizatJons
about the health of all of our
Nation’s rivers based on data
extracted from the 305(b) reports
because most States and Tnbes rate
their waters with information
obtained from water monitohng
programs designed to detect
degraded waterbodies. Very few
States or Tnbes select water sampiing sites with a statistical design to
represent a cross section of water
quality conditions in their junsdic.
bon. Instead, many States and
Tribes direct their limited monitoring resources toward waters with
suspected problems. As a result, the
surveyed nvers reflect condibons of
targeted waters rather than a representative samphng of all waters,
in the future, increased use of
st~tistically based programs will

enable EPA and the States and
Tdbes to report more comprehem
sfvely on the general health of the
Nation’s waters. Examples of statiC.
calty based programs include prol>
ability des~ns implemented by
Delaware and Mar~and, EPA’s Environmentai Monitoring and Assessment Program (EMAP), and EPA’s
Regional Environmental Monitoring
and Assessment Program (R-EMAP).
EMAP is a long-term monitoring
program with a unique approach
that combines a probability-based
sampling strategy with ~ological
indicators (quantifiable expressions
of an environmental value) to asie~
the overall condition of ecological
resources. R-EMAP applies the
cepts, methods, and approach
developed by EMAP to resolve specific environmental issues of impottance to the EPA Regions and the
States.
National data from other
eral agencies, such as the U.S. Geotogical Survey (USGS) and the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), and pnvate
organizat ons, such as the Nature
Conservancy, will also clarify
national water quality trends. (See
Chapter 1 3 for additional information about monitonng and
assessment programs.)

Overall Water Quality
The States and Tribes rate
w~hether their water quality is good
enough to fully support a healthy
community of aquatic organisms
and human acbv t es, such as swimming, fishing, and dnnking. The
States designate individual m’ers for
specific activities, termed "~nci~vidual
designated uses." EPA and the
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States use the following terminology
to rate their water quality:

social conditions (see Chapter ]
additional infon’nation).

¯ Good/Fully Supporting: Good
water quality supports a diverse
community of fish, plants, and
aquatic insects, as well as the array
of human activities assigned to a
fiver by the State.

Most States and Tribes rate
well a fiver supports indMdual
(such as swimming and aquatic
habitat) and then consolidate
vidual use ratings into a genera!
water quality rating termed "overall
use support." A rfver receives a ~
¯ Good/Threatened: Good water
overall rating ff water q~ality
quality currently supports aquatic
consistently fails to support any ~
life and human activities in and on
human activity or a healthy aqU~lltk:
the river, but changes in factors
community
(see Chapter 1 for I
such as land use threaten water
complete
discussion
of use Supl:~).
quality, or data indicate a trend of
Forty.three States, six
increasing pollution in the river,
three Interstate Commissions, Pl~l’to
Rico, and the District of Columbll
¯ Fair/Partially Supporting: Fair
reported overall use support stalta$
water quality supports aquatic
for rivers and streams in I:J~ir 1 ~4
communities with fewer species of
Section 305(b) reports (see Appen.
fish, plants, and aquatic insects,
dix A, Table A-2, for individual $18te
ano/or occasional pollution interand Tribal information). Ar~othel.
fetes with human activities. For
States reported individual use sul~.
example, runoff during severe thunport status but did not report o~,~t.
derstorms may temporarily elevate
all use support status. In ~¢h
fecal coliform bacteria densities and
EPA used aquatic life use
indicate that swimming is not safe
status to represent overall water
immediately following storms,
quality conditions in the State’s
rivers and strearn~.
¯ Poor/Not Supporting: Poor
Aitogether, 64% of the 615,80~
water quality does not support a
surveyed fiver miles have good
healthy aquatic community andlor
water quality. Of these water~, ,~
prevenLs some human activities on
fully support designated uses
the river. For example, persistent
7% have good water quality thal
PCB contamination in river sedifully supports uses but is threatened
men,s (originating from discontinand might deteriorate if we fail le
ued ~ndustrial d,scharges) may conmanage potential sources of pollu.
tam,hate fish and make the fish
tion (Figure 2-2).
inedible for years.
Some form of pollution or
habitat degradation prevents tl~
¯ Poor/Not A~ainable: The State
remaining 36% of the surveyed ~
has performed a use-attainability
miles from fully supporting a
anal},s~s and demonstrated that use
healthy aquatic community or
support of one or more designated
human activities all year round.
beneficial uses is not attainable due
Twenty-two percent of the survey~l
to one of six specific biological,
nver miles have fair water quality
chemical, phys cal or economic/
that parbally supports designate~l

~ ~: "~ .
~,.~_.
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Surveyed Watet~

uses. Most of the time, these waters
provide adequate habitat for aquatic
organisms and support human
activities, but periodic pollution
interferes with these activities and/or
stresses aquatic life. Fourteen percent of the surveyed nver miles
suffer from poor water quality that
consistently stresses aquatic life and/
or prevents people from using the
river for activities such as swimming
and fishing.

Tota! rivers = 3.S million milesa
lotaJ surveyed = 615,806 miles

~
¯ ] 7% ~rveyed
¯ 83% nol ~t-,,ey~
of the sur,,eyed miles:
¯ 40% were momtored
¯ 42% were e~aluated
¯ 18% were not specified
O~erafl Surveyed Water Quality

without dsking their health?

Overall Use Support
~ ~.

! ¢_~.~-~ ....

r

~"-’~.~.-~ _ . .....
~,b Suppor~ing~
$7~
-~
Fair
Good
(PartJalb~

F

i~
L ~.~#~ ~;~ , .~

E

’

¯ Ddnking water supply - Can the
nver or stream provide a safe water
supply with standard treatment?

.

,,~:--~:_
..-, ,:
~
c>.~.-

Poor

~

-~ ~

~’ .... ~ ....... L .............
6a’,ed OI OJtj r. or,[a,n~(~ lm A.p~>end~x
A ,]’able A-2

~1"
14%

[
(
i’

’
r

Poor
(No~

.

~

¯ Agricultural uses - Can the water
be used for irrigating fields and
watedng I~vestcx:k?
Only eight States did not report
individual use support status of their
rivers and streams (see Appendix A,
Table A-3, for individual State and
Tribal information). The reporting
States and Tribes surveyed the sta-

Supporting)

~.

¯ Secondary contact recreation Is there a dsk to public health from
recreational activities on the water,
such as boating, that expose the
public to minor contact with the
water?

~
~

Primary contact recreation
Can people make

fu, bod contact

Individual use support informalion provides additional detail about
water quality problems in our
Nation’s surface waters. The States
are responsible for designating their
rivers and streams for State-specific
uses, but EPA requests that the
States rate how well their dyers

in Surveyed Rivers and Streams

¯ Fish consumption - Can people
eat fish caught in the ~ or
~tream?

(swimming) -

Support

a~o~r~e: ] ~4 state ar~ Tnba~ Sect,on 30S(b)
repott~

¯ Aquatic life support - Is water
quality good enough to support a
balanced community of aquatic
organisms, including fish, plants,
insects, and algae?

¯

Individual Use

~% ~

support six standard uses so that
EPA can summarize the State data.

A~ainab}e)

<~;
~2~-~
’ -- -

J

uses most frequently and identified
more impacts on aqualic l,fe and
swimming uses than on the other
individual uses (Figure 2-3). These
States and Tribes reported that fair
or poor water quahty impacts
aquatic life in 16!,367 stream miles
(31% of the 527,269 miles surveyed
for aquatic life support), Fair or poor
v,.’ater quahbi conditions also ~mpair
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swimming activities in 92,058 miles
(23% of the 394,528 miles surveyed
for swimming use support).
Many States and Tribes did not
rate fish consumption use support
because they have not codified fish
consumption as a use in their standards Some of these States consider
fishing use as a component of
aquatic life b’se-nvers and streams
that provide a healthy habitat for
fish support fishing activities even
though anglers may not be able to
eat their catch in these States. EPA
encourages the States to designate
fish consumption as a use in their
waterbodies to promote consi~er~y
in future reporting.

information about pollutant~ and
sources is incomplete because the
States cannot identify the pollutant
or source of pollutants responsible
ior every impaired nver segment.
In some cases, a State may recognize that water quality does not
fully support a designated use, but
the State may not have adequate
data to document that a specific

Individual Use Support in Rivers and Streams
~siar~t~

Water Quality
Problems Identified
in Rivers and Streams
Figures 2-4 and 2-5 identify the
pollutants and sources of pollutants
that impair (i,e., prevent from fulty
supporting designated uses) the
most river miles, as reported by the
States and Tribes. The two figures
are based on the same data (contained in Appendix A, Tables A-4

different perspective on the extent
of impairment attributed to individua! pollutants and sources. Figure ~
2-4 compares the impacts of the
leading pollutants and sources in all
surveyed rivers. Figure 2-5 presents
D,,-~gw~.~,#
the relatwe impact of the leading
pollutant3 and sources in impaired
rivers, a subset of surveyed rivers
with identified water quality
problems.
The following sections describe I b~_
the leading poilutant3 and sources
of ~mpairment ~dentified in rivers. It
is important to note that the

Good

.~27,269

Fair

Poor

21

10

Poor

3t0,oI~
74
394,52"8

3

10

13

8

9

2.29,s22
80
!92,660

]o~,763 L---~L

~

<1

I

4

Ba~ed on dat~
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SURVEYED River Miles: Pollutants and Sources

Total river~ : 3,~ million miles

~
Total sur,.~/ed = 615 806 miles

Surveyed 17%

ling Pollutants

Surveyed %

Bacteria
Nubient$

12

Oxygen-Depleting ~ub.

8

Suspended Solids
to ~’,.
~

IU’, .: " "

¯

I~

-.

0

.~

10

15
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25

Percent of Surveyed River Miles
-"

Sources
Surveyed %
Ac:Jnculture

""

¯’

Municipaf Point Sources

2.2

Urban Runoff/Storm .S~wen

6

Resource Extraction

Ig

RemovaJ of Strearnside Veg

Forest~

¯ Mai~

4

¯ Moderate/Mir~-

I~
0

El No~

4
3

5
10
15
20
25
Percent of Surveyed River Miles

Based on data contained ~n Appendix ~ Tables A-4 ar~:I
NoIe Percen~ges do noI add up ~o I~ ~au~
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IMPAIRED River Miles: Pollutants and Sources
Total rivers = 3.5 mill~’-~ mile’s
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’0
pollutant or pro~ess is responsible
for the impairment. Sources are
e~en more difficult to identify than
pollutants and processes,

Pollutants Impacting
Rivers and Streams
Fifty-five States and Tribes
reported the number of river miles
impacted by individual pollutants
and processes, such as invasions by
exotic species (see Appendix A,
Table A-4, for individual State and
Tdbal information). EPA rank~ the
pollutants and processes by the
geographic extent of their Impact~

l.
~
I
’~]1

The Effects of Siltation in Rivers and Streams

~

¯ ,~,,

~,
.

Sediment

L~,,~

~

~.~
’ ’.’
,¯¯,¯,¯~

!
¯

:, . , ,
~~
"~ ~ ~a~_~--~-~ ~v-~,~%~~’~ S~,ment suffocates
fish e~igs and bottom-

~~"’~’~

o’welhng orgarl~sms
~

~, Sediment smother~ cobbles

where fish lay eggs
Siltatiot~ is one o[ the leadinX pollution probl~r[s tn the Nation’s rive’3
and ,str#~zn3. Over the Ion,~ term, unchecked siltation can alt~r habitat
~ith pro.found adverse el~ect3 on a~luatic life. In the short tt~’nl, silt
~an Ail/ fish directly, destroy ~p~nin~ beds, and increase ~’atcr turbid,
i~ resz~ltirzg i~ depressed photosynthetic rates.

on aquatic life and human activities
(i.e., the number of nver miles im.
paired by each pollutant or process)
rather than actual pollutant loads in
rivers and streams. This approach
targets the pollutants and processes
causing the most harm to aquatic
life and public use of our waters,
rather than the most abundant pollutants in our rive~ and stream.s.
The States and Tdbes report
that bacteria pollute 76,397 river
miles (which equals 12% of the
surveyed river miles). Bacteda provide evidence of possible fecal contamination that may cause illne~ if
the public ingests the water. States
use bacterial indicators to determine
if rivers are safe for swimming and
drinking. Bacteria commonly enter

surface watem in inadequately

treated sewage, fecal matedal from
wildlife, and runoff from pastures,
feedlots, and urban areas.
Siltation, composed of tiny soil
partJcles, remains one of the most
widespread pollutants impacting
rivers and streams (Figure 2-6). The
States and Tdbes reported that siltation impairs 75,792 river miles
(which equals 12% of the surveyed
river miles). Siltation alters aquatic
habitat and suffocates fish eggs and
bottom-dwelling organisms. Aquatic
destroyed when silt fills in these
spaces. The loss of aquatic insects
adversely impacts fish and other
wildlife that eat these insects. Exces.
sive siltation can also interfere with
dnnking water treatment processes
and recreational use of a river.
Sources of siltation include agdculture, urban runoff, construction, and
forestry.
tn addition to siltation and bactena, the States and Tnbes also
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Chapter
re~ mat nut~en~, oxyge~
depleting subs~nces, me~ls, and
Sources of Pollu~n~
hab~t alterations impa~ more
Impaling Rive~
miles of rive~ and s~eam~ ~n
and
S~eams
other ~llu~n~ and ~r~.
O~en, ~veral ~llu~n~ and
F~-~ S~t~ a~
Pr~e~ses impact a single ~er ~.
ment For example, a pr~ess, such
to human a~B~ ~at im~
as removal of shoreline v~e~tion,
~me of ~eir ~e~ and s~a~ (~
ma~ accelerate erosion of ~iment
~ndix ~ Table A-5,
and n~’trlen~ into a s~eam. In ~uch ~ S~tes a~ T~
vidual S~te a~ T~I inf~).
cases, the S~tes and T~s count a
single mile of river under each ~1~at ag~ultu~ ~ ~
lu~nt and pr~ess cat~o~ ~at
~ad ~e of ~lu~
impac~ the river mile. The~f~,
Na~’s su~ ~. ~u~
~e ~ver miles impair~ by each
gene~t~ ~llu~n~ ~t
~llu~t or p~ess do not add up
~ua~c I~e ~ int~
to 1~.
u~ of 134,557 ~ ~ (~
Mo~t S~tes and T~ al~ rate
~uals 22% ~ ~ ~
~llu~n~ an~ pr~e~s as ma)or ~
miles) ~ 49 S~t~ a~
m~erateiminor con~buto~ to
(F~u~ 2~ a~ 2-5).
im~ent. A ma~or ~llu~nt or
T~ S~ ~
pr~ess es solely res~nsible for an
~e of ~e~ im~ ~
.
im~ct o pr~ominat~ o~r o~r
~ ~ ~uttural ~
~lt~ta~ and P~e~s. A m~.
atelm~nor ~llu~nt or pr~s is
¯ ~i~at~ Cr~ ~ _
one of multiple ~llu~n~ and ~r~
¢~ ~u~i~ ~t rd~
cesses ~at d~de aqua~c I~e ~
~ ~e ~ ~e ~ ~.
~nteflere wi~ human u~ of a ~.
m I~gat~ C~ p~ _
Cu~ently, EPA ~n~ ~llu~n~
P~uc~on ~t u~ im~
and pr~es~ by ~e g~raphic
~t~s to sup~t ~i~.
extent of their im~c~ (i.e., ~e
hUmOr of miles impair~ by each
m ~and - land gr~
~ltu~nt c.r process). H~er, ~
mats ~at is ~ldom ~
abundant ~/lu~n~ or P~esses
~e appli~on of f~l~
may have more severe impa~ on
¯
cides, al~ough land mana~
sho~ sL’eam reaches. For example,
~metimes m~ plant s~
a toxic chemical spill can eliminate
limit~ ~tenL
aQuabc I~fe ~n a sho~ s~eam ~ile
w~oet3 distribut~ ba~e~a do not
m PaRurela~ _ ~nd u~
crop (such as affalfa) is ~i~ to
atilt aquat,c life but ~casionalty
~na~cate a ~)tent~al human heal~
f~ animals, eider by gr~ing
animals among ~e crops ~
hazard from swimming. ~e indivesting ~e crops. Pasturela~
v~aual S~te and Tribal 305(b)
re~ provide more de~iled infor,
actively manag~ to encoura~
set~t~ plant s~ies to g~, a~
mabon a~ut the ~ve~w of ~llubo~ ~n s~if,c l~abons
fe~ilize~ or ~s~ci~s may ~
applied more o~en on ~stureland
¯an rangetand.
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¯ Feedlots are generally facilities
where animals are fattened. By
EPA’s definition, feedlots are large
sites where many animals are
confined at high densities,
¯ Animal Holding Areas - facilities
for confining animals briefly before
slaughter. By EPA’s definition,
animal holding areas confine fewer
animals than feedlots.
Nonirrigated crop production
leads the list of agricultural activities
impacting dyers and streams,
followed by irrigated crop produci~-~=-~-’-:--" "-tion, rangeland,
feedlots,
pastureland, and
animal holding
areas (Figure 2-7). Runoff from irrigated and
nonirrigated cropland may intro-.c. ~____ ,- duce commercial fertilizers (that
contain nitrogen and phosphorus),
pesticides, and soil particles into
\
/"
rivers and streams. Manure applied
~
-~, ¯ ~,~ ’~"
to cropland as a fertilizer may also
~
wash off of irrigated and nonim~ 1, ~’%"_- ~
gated fields and prevent rivers and
,
streams from fully supporting desig¯ ": i ~
nated uses.
~ 3r~ c_=,-a~, s~ vA
Animal waste runoff from feedlots and animal holding areas can
introduce pathogens, nutrients (including phosphorus and nitrogen),
and organic matedal to nearby
rivers and streams. Rangeland may
generate both soil erosion and
animal waste runoff. Pastureland
usually has good ground cover that
protect~ the soil from eroding, but
pastureland can become a source of
animal waste runoff if animals graze
on impermeable frozen pastureland
during winter,
The States and Tribes also
repor~ that municipal sewage treatment planLs pollute 37,443 dyer
miles (6% of the surveyed r~er
miles), hydrologic modifications and
habitat alterations degrade 37,080
river miles (6% of ~e surveyed river

~

miles), urban runoff and storm sewers pollute 26,862 river miles (4% of
the surveyed river miles), resource
extraction pollutes 24,059 r~er
miles (4% of the surveyed ri~er
miles), and industrial discharges
pollute 16,348 river mi,~_s (3% of
the surveyed river miles).
The States and Tribes also
report that "natural" sources impair
many miles of rivers and streams in
the absence of human actMtJes.
"Natural" sources include soils with
natural deposits of arsenic or
that leach into waterbodies, waterfow~ (a source of nutrients), and
low-flow conditions and elevated
water temperatures caused by
drought. The total size of dyers
impaired by ~natural" source~
probably exaggerated because some
States may automatically attribute
water quality impairments to "natural" sources if the State cannot idem
t.fly a human activity responsible for
a water quality problem.
Other sources, such as mining
and forestn/activities, can play a
more significant role in degrading
water quality at a regional or local
level than at the national level. For
example, resource extraction (ira
cluding acid mine drainage) contributes to the degradation of 39% of
the impaired river miles in the coal
belt States of Kentucky, Maryland,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. These States report that
resource extraction impairs about
7,590 miles of rivers and streams.
Yet, at the national level, resource
extraction contributes to the degradation of only 11% of all the
impaired river miles in the Nat~on.
At the local level, streams impacted
by acid mine drainage are devoid of
fish and other aquatic life due to
low pH leve!~ and the smothenng
effects of iron and other metals
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deposited on stream beds. The pdmary sources of acid mine drainage
are abandoned coal refuse disposal
sites and surface and underground
mines,
In the Pacific Northwest States
of Oregon and Washington, States
identify, forestry activities as responsible for almost half (46%) of the
impaired river miles, but, at the
national level, States report that
forestry activities contribute to the
degradation of only 9% of the
Nation’s total impaired ri~er mil~,.
Forestry activities include harvesting
timber, constructing logging roads,
and stand maintenance. California,
Florida, Montana, and ~ArL~co~n
also report that fOrestry ~
degrade over 1,000 miles of ~l.reami
in each State.
Many States reported decline~
in pollution from sewage treattnent
plants and industrial discharges
since enactment of the Clean Water
Act in 1972. The States atttibu~.~,,d
improvements in water quality cotlditions to sewage treatment plant
construction and upgrades arid
permit controls on industrial
discharges. Despite the improvements, muniopal sewage treatment
plants remain the second mo~t
common source of pollution in ri~e~ because population growth increases the b~rden on our municipal facilities.
Several States reported that they
nonpoint sources, hydrologic modifications, and habitat alterations as
they reduced ~:onspicuous pollution
from point sources. Hydrologic
mc>:l~fications and habitat alteration~
are a growing concern to the States.
Hydrologic modifications include
actiIties that alter the flow of water
in a stream, such as channelization,

dewaterlng, and damming of

streams. Habitat alterations include
removal of streamside vegetation
that protects the stream from high
temperatures and scouring of
stream bottoms. Additional gain~ in
water quality conditions will be
more subtle and requir~ innovatJ~
management strategies that go
beyond point source controls.

Agricultural Impairment: Rivers and Streams
(21 States Reporting)
~~
a3~

Impaired by Agriculture
134,557 Miles
Leading Agricultural Sources

%

Nonimgated Crop Prod. ~-"--~._..’2Z~Z.;_C .............
- .....
Irrigated Crop Prod.
~--~--~~--~--- .........
Rangeland
t=eedlol~
Pasturelarld
Animal Holding Areas

~--~ :~-’~--~--~

~
~’~
0

,

¯

.,
[] Maior impact

[] Moderate/Mirlor
E] Not Spe~if~-d
I
i
I
I
L___
5
!0
15
20
25
Percent of Ri~er Miles Impacted
by Agriculture In General

11
3

Base~ c~ dat~ contained In A,p~3end~ A, Table A-6
Note Petter%ages clo not acid up to I0{~b because mOre than c~e i:x:~lutar, t o,* 9:xJrce may

,mpa,r a ~ ~’gment

r-
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Habitat Quality of De aware
Nontidal Streams
Delaware ha~ fewer than 10
municipal or industnal point sources
that discharge to nontidal waters,
Nonpoint sources, including agriculture and urbanization activities, have
the maior impact on its nontidal
streams. Delaware has the capacity
to produce over 250 million chick,
ens per year, has over 50o/o of its
land area in crop production, and
has an urban population that is
increasing annually by 10%.
Delaware uses water quality
monitonng to assess the condition
of it~ surface waters for inclusion in
its Section 305(b) report Delaware
designed the biological and habitat
measures to assess the condition of
nontJdal streams and evaluate the
impact of nonpoint source poilution. Biological and habitat assessments conducted by Delaware during the ~all of 1991 and 1993 used
a modified version of the EMAPEstuanes probability-based statistical
samphng design. The key to the
modified approach involved selectin9 conveniently accessible site~
adjacent to Delaware’s roads as a
cost-effective means of sek~:ting
sam, piing sites.

Results of these assessmen~
impact decisions related to stormwater controls and the management
of streams and ditches and their
riparian areas. Storrnwater controls
are needed throughout the State,
and existing sediment and
stormwater control regulations mu~
be aggressively adhered to in order
to prevent further deterioration ~
habitat quality from urbanization.
Data documenting the poor condOtion of ponds and the Inland Bays
indicate the need for maintenance
and restoration of streamside and
nparian vegetation to attain the
ecological and water quality potentiat of Delaware’s surface water~.

2

~--

Objectives
The pdmary objective of this
monitoring approach was to provide an assessment of the biological
and habitat condition of nontidal
streams throughout Delaware. The
data were intended for use in the
305(b) report and to support the
establishment of biolc~ical criteria in
the development of State Water
Quality Staqdards. A secondary
obiect ve was to quantify the relationship be~veen biological quality,
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using aquatic macroinvertebrates,
and habitat quality. This inforrnation
will be used to evaluate habitat
degradation as a biological stressor
in nontidal streams and to assess
the effect of nonpoint source poilubon on stream ecological health,

Sampling Design
The probability-based statistical
sampling design developed by
EMAP-Estuanes was modified for
nontidal streams and used for these
assessments. This design allowed Ior
the assessment of conditions over
larger geographic areas by sampling
a set of randomly selected sites.
The number of sites selected
was based on the areal extent of
the length of n~er and stream miles
in each of 35 subbasins. The State
took samples fr:~m a list of 3,311
randomly selected road crossings
idenlified with a geographic infor,
marion system (GIS).
The distance be,~ween road
crossings in DeI~ware averages 1,1
miles. Assessments were made 100
to 150 meter-s (,~pproximately 330.
SO0 feet) upstream of the road
crossing to ensure that the result4
werem,n~maJ~
; ¯ , ~ffc~ted by the
cultural actwitie_~ near the road.

Using road crossings as sample
sites in Delaware is believed to be
an acceptable approach because the
road crossings occur frequentJy and
are fairly evenly distributed, so they
are representative of the nontidal
streams; the conditions just upstream from Delaware’s ~’nall court.
t~ roads (as opposed to major im
terstate roads) are not ~:jnific~ntJy
different from those between road.s;
and the stratification using 35
subbasins overcomes any patchine~
in distribution. The statistical cet.
tainty of this approach is being further investigated by funding froth
EMAP-Surface Water~ (SV~ to cornpare the statistical validity of the
road-crossing design with the standard EMAP-SW statistical sampling
design.
The study design enabled the
rlata collected from these sites to be
extrapolated with confidence to the
entire State. The result3 from the
189 sampling sites represent a database of sufficient s;ze and statistical
certainty to provide a comprehensive assessment of the biological
and habitat conditions of nontidal
streams throughout the State and in
individual countie’~.

2

Ilm~

~5
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Biological Monitoring
Chemical monitonng is particulady complex and expensive when
applied to diffuse and intermittent
pollution sources, and criteria do
not exist for such major nonpoint
source pollutants as sediment and
nutrients. Biological monitoring may
provide, therefore, a cost-effect~e
monitoring tool for identifying
nonpoint source problems and
tracking the progress of control
programs.
Measurements associated with
the aquatic macroinverlebrate community were used as the basis for
determining the biological quality of
the nontidal streams. There is considerable variability in the community of organisms found in the
aquatic environment. "l’his variability
must be accounted for in order to
detect differences among sites and
among time periods. In this study,
to minimize temporal variability,
data were collected only during the
fall of 2 years. Site variability was
further reduced by defining groups
of waterbodies with such similar
characteristics as salinity, depth,
width, and ecoregion. In Delaware
nontidal streams, this categorization
resulted in two distinct ecoregions:
the Piedmont Ecoregion, character.
ized by gently rolling terrain, and
the Coastal Plain Ecoregion, charac.
terized by flat terrain. Biological

monitoring was conducted so~ety in
the Coastal Plain Ecoregion.
Standardization of collection
and sample processing methods is
also important to minimize biological and habitat data variability. The
Mid Atlantic.Coastal Stream
Workgroup, consisting of biologi~,~
from four States and two EPA
gions, developed and tested
dard methods for collecting data.
Delaware used the methods ~
oped by this workgroup.

Habitat Measurernen~
Measurements to define
quality of the physical habitat wer~
used to evaluate the relationship
between habitat and biology in
both ecoregions. The habitat
parameters used to score the
habitat quality of each site am
follow~:
Northern Piedmont E¢or~Jlon
¯ Channel modification
¯ Instream habitat
¯ Bank stability
¯ Bank vegetative type
¯ Shading
¯ Riparian zone width
¯ Velocity or depth ratio
¯ Sediment deposition
¯ Embeddedness (the percent of
a rock "stuck" in the substrate)
¯ Riffle quality
¯ Riffle quantity
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Coati main Ecor~l~
* Channel m~U~
* Instream habi~t
, Bank ~bili~
* ~nk v~e~t~e ~
* Shading
* Ripa~an z~e ~
* P~

Available re~:

For fu~her info~ation:
John Maxt~
Delaware ~paffment of Natu~l
Resources and Environ~l
Con~
PO ~x
~ver, DE 1 ~3
(302) 739~5~

NonE~al Str~
~o~icol Int~d~ o~ H~
Quali~ of N~t~l
of Kent a~ S~ C~n~
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Mid-Atlantic Highlands/ sessment
(MAHA)

~
i
l

L~
,
’~
~
:

In 1992, aquatic biologists in
Pennsylvania, Man/land, Virginia,
and West V~rginia, EPA Region 3,
and EPA’s Office of Research and
Development (ORD) began to
explore the feasibility of developing
biocnteria for the Mid-Atlantic Highlands and using ecoregions as a
management tool. Three years later,
this modest effort has evolved into a
multistate, multiagency effort
known as MAHA (Mid-Atlantic Highlands Assessment). The Mid-Atlantic
Highlands, covedng some 65,000
square miles, is comprised of many
unique terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, extending east to west
from the Blue Ridge Mountains to
Ohio and north to south from New
York to North Carolina/Tennessee
(Figure 1). It includes six major
watersheds: West Susquehanna,
Upper Susquehanna, Potomac,
Kanawa, Monongahela, and
Allegheny.
The natural features of this
region illustrate both the complexity
and the interconnection of ecological systems. The streams are inhabited by the greatest vanety of freshwater mussels in the United States.
The surrounding landscapes contain
some of the most diverse deciduous
forest~ in the wodd, as well as geographically restricted species that
are on the edge of their range or
are isolated genetically The Shenandoah National Park is world
renowned for its beauty and variety

of animal and plant life. This region
also includes extensive and unique
cave ecosysterm.
In 1995, nine Federal agende~
formed the Mid-Atlantic Highlands
Coordinating Council to foster and
promote cooperation among the~
entities in camying out their r~sponsibilities in the Mid-Atlantic High.
lands. An interagency Memorandum
of Understanding (The Highlands
Accord) was signed during the sum.
mer of 1995 in the Nation’s Capital
by and between the U.S. Department of the Interior’s Office of Surface Mining, the National Park Setvice, the National Biological Service,
the Fish and Wildlife Service, the
U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S.
Forest Service, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture’s Natural Resources
Conservation Service, the Agricultural Research Service, and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency.
The purpose of the Memorandum of Understanding is to establish a framework for regional cooperation and participation among the
Federal cooperators and with the
States and other parties toward a
collective and more holistic
approach to the management, conservation, and protection of the
Mid-Atlantic Highlands’ natural
resources. It is anticipated that
another three to five Federal agencies and relevant States wil! ioin the
Council over the next year. The
Council will conduct an ecological
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assessment of the condition of the
ac~uatic resources in the Mid-Atlantic Highlands. their associated
watersheds, and the factors that
affect them. The protection and
sustainability of these valuable natural resources can be enhanced
through cooperation among the
Federal, State, and local agencies
and citizens groups involved in
managing the area’s ecosystems,
Field studies began during
! 993. This was the first step toward
building a joint monitoring and
assessment effort that will ultirnat~
be used to characterize the ecok~
cal condition of the Highlands. The
field efforts in MAHA are an integration of the bas~ EMAP-$urface
Waters stream pilot, the Region
R-EMAP project (biological criteria in
streams of the Ridge and Valley

and water chemistry. Additionally,
information from satellite image~
and aerial photography were collected for the watersheds sampled.
Of these site~, 41 had been speciflcally selected as being representatire of either minimally disturbed
sites or site~ known to be highly
impacted. The remainder of the
sites had been selected usim:j a
statistical pro~ess, similar to electio~

(assessment of streams sensitJv~ to
acidic deposition in response to the
Clean Air Act Amendments).

Dudng the Spdng of 1993, f’~d
crews from Pennsylvania, Mar)4and,
Virginia, West Virginia, EPA Region
3, EPA’s ORD, and the U.S. Fish and
Wi!dlife Service visited 2.56 stream
locations across the four-state area.
Using common protocols, they
sampled these sites for fish, benthic
invertebrates, attached algae,
physical habitat., riparian habitat,

Figure 1. E¢ol~Ical Regions of the Mid-Atlantic Highlands.
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polls, so that information from these
’
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¯
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sites could be used to estimate the
conditions found across all small
streams within the region,
The information presented here
represents just the initial findings of
the first year’s survey, yet significant
information about the chemical,
biological, and habitat conditions of
streams in the mid-Atlantic was
uncovered. Additional analyses are
ongoing by the Region, States,
ORD, and local universiUes to more
fully describe the stream conditions
in MAHA. This first survey only
addressed srnall, "wadeable~
streams (first- to third-order
streams). Although small, these
streams account for approximately
80% of the total stream length in
the region. Thus, impacts or

.................
Total (All Ecoregions
Combined) ~~

~

Appalachian Plateau
Ecoregion

"---

" "~---

¯ % Chronicaffy Acidic
¯ % Chronically Acidic + Episodicaffy Acidic
Figure 2. The Extent of Acidification of Streams
in the Mid-Atlantic Highlands Regions.
~

of MAHA Streams
Previous studies have identified
streams in the Mid-Atlantic High.
lands as very sensitive to acidification from sources such as acid rain
or acid mine drainage. Previous
30.S(b) reports from States in the
mid-AtlanUc identified resource
extraction, predominantly coal raining, as one of the major impacts or~
streams. This study looked at
impacts from acidification in the
A~palachian Plateau, the Ridges,
and the Blue Ridge ecoregions.

ANC s 0 was the c.te.on for

Blue Ridge Ecoregion
.5 10 1.5 20 2.5
% of Stream Length

Chemical Quality

capacity (ANC) in streams, it was
estimated that 32% of the stJ’eam
length in the Appalachian Plateau is
either chronically acidic (12%) or
chronically and episodically acidic
(20°/o) (Figure 2). For this analy~,

Ridges Ecoregion

0

alterations in these systems can
have a significant effect on the
region’s fisheries and a cumulative
impact on the larger streams and
rivers with which l~ople are more
familiar.

30

chronically acidic streams and ANC
< 50 was the criterion for episodically acidic systems.
Given the high impact in the
Appalachian Plateau, there was
interest in determining how much
of the acidification impact was from
deposition, mine drainage, or a
mixture of impacts. Figure 3 shows
the relative magnitude of different
chemical impacl~ in streams of the
Appalachian Plateau. Mixed impacts
affect 29,000 km (] 8.02] miles) of
stream white mine drainage impact
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,s seen in 11,~0 km (6,835 miles) Ripadan Co~
of stream. Aodic de~sition ap~a~
to account for approximately 8,~
Hist~cal~, altera~ to ~
km (about 4,971 miles) of impact~
~pa~an ~t~ has ~t ~ ~
streams in the Appalachian Plateau.
concern in water quali~ ~. ~
Wl[hin this e( ~gion, approxi,
as our conc~ s~ead to ~
mately 21,~,~ ~m (13,~9 miles) of
pass the proration ~ ~ Me, ~
the small streams show~ li~le ~
~a~ ap~rent ~t ~t~ to
no chem~ca~ impact. ~e s~eam
other face~ of ~e ~fi~ ~,
benthic communiW sho~ a
~sid~ the wat~ i~ff, c~ ~
res~nse to these impact, ~ ~
n~i~nt~ im~ the ~.
res~nse ~ing most ~ere in
ati~s to ~e s~p ~ ~ ~
s~eams show~ng impac~ from acid
~e s~eam, ~e ~ c~,
mine drainage (Figu~ 3).
have ~n ~ to ~ ~
~ally im~nt im~s ~
aqua~c life. ~is d~n ~

Good Stream Biotic Integnty Index Poor
0

5 10 15 20 25

Mine Drainage

13 Mine Droir~9~

Acid Depo~t~on
~.

Low/No Impact

O

~,._.

Low/No Impact

0
Stream Length (km)
¯
¯

Nonocidic
Acidic

Figure 3. Extent of Chemical Impacts in Streams of the Appalachian Plateau Ecoreglon
and Resulting Condition of Aquatic Insect~ (Measured as Biotic Integrity).
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Biotl¢ Integrlty
The presenc~ of healthy,
diverse, and sustainable biological
communities in streams reflects a
strong bioti~: inte~jdty. The State
and Regional biologists co~tinue t~
e~aluate the best indicator~
integrity and establish biotogi~l
criteria based on these indicator.
Much was learned, however, duril’~j
this first survey about the region’s
biological stream resources. In the
smallest streams (first-order), 21%
the stream length (18,900 km or
11,744 miles) contained no
present whether the absence
is due to natural caus~ or to
anthropogenic alterations,
the first-order streams contain

3

._o Appalachian
~~ Plateau
~ Blue Ridge ~__~
Northern
Appalachian ~]
Plateau
Ridges

i

provides shade, cover, and a constant supply of vegetative material
for use by aquatic insects. Previous
305(b) reports for the region estimated that less than 1% of the
assessed stream length was
impacted by hydrologic or habitat
alterations. The current study suggests that this number might be
much higher, ranging from 73% of
the stream length in the Western
Allegheny Plateau to 1 7% in the
Ridges of th~ Mid-Atlantic Region
(Figure 4).

100

No Buffer Sthp
Impacted Buffer Sthp

Figure 4. Percent of Riparian B,,ffer Impaled or Destroyed
Along Streams in the Mid-Atlantic Highlands Region.

16,1 .$6 miles) with game fish as the
second- and third-order steams
combined (~2S,000 km or
miles). Clearly this very small stream
resource should be an important
part of an), management efforts to
sustain sport fish. When this same
information about fish presence is
anal),zed by ecoregion, the Ridge,
Valley, and Western AJleghefly
ecoregions show significant portio~
of the stream resource with no fish
present-39%, 1
respectively. It is uncertain whether
the lack of fish is a natural conditJon
or results from disturbances to the
ecos~tem.
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HICHL!GH~CHT HIC, HLICHT
The Mid-AtJantic Highlands
provide habitat for one of the most
diverse fish communities in the
country. Thus the introduction of
exotic species, intentional or accidental, presents a significant threat
to native fishes Results from the
year of the MAHA sun,,ey provide an
initial estimate of the extent of nor~native fish in the streams of the
region. Overall, approximately 1
o{ the stream length in the midAtlantic contains nonnative (exotic)
fish species. This is a result of both
intentional introductio~ by fish
stocking programs and accidental
releases or invasions by nonnatJve
fishes. The presence of exotic
speoes is greatest in the third-order
streams where approximately 49%
of the stream length contains exotk:
fish species. In contrast, only 2% of
the first-order stream length appear~
to contain normative fish species.
Future analyses of the MAHA
data will refine the estimates provided here as well as present additional information on the condition
and related causes of impacts to the
stream resource of the Mid-Atlantic
Highlands.

2
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_~.

ls~

i __ . I___~I
~ .....
~.

~

r

2nd

~ ~"
i~
~~
~’
"-"

I
3rd

25,000 50,000 75,00~ 100,000
Stream Length 0u~)
[] No Fish
¯ No Game Fish
¯ Game Fish
Figure 5. Occurrence of Fish by Stream Order t~ the
Mid-Atlantic Highlands,
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Lakes, Reservoirs, and Ponds
Forty-four States, Puerto Rico,
and the District of Columbia (hereafter collectively referred to as
States), and two Tribes rated lake
water quality in their 1994 Section
305(b) reports (see Appendix B,
Table B-l, for individual State and
Tdbal data). These States and Tribes
surveyed over 17.1 million acres of
lakes, reservoirs, and ponds, which
equals 42% of the 40.8 million
acres of lakes in the Nation (F~ure
3-1). The States and Tribes based
66% of their survey on monitored
data and evaluated 18% of the
surveyed lake acres with qualitative
information (including best profes-

governments did not specify
whether 16% of the surveyed lak.~
acres were monitored or evaluated.
The number of sut~yed lake
acres declined betweefl 1992 ~
1994 because several States ~
not to use their fi~h U~sue data to
help determine o~rall use ~
Some of these States, such as Minnesota, have established massive
databases of fish tissue co~tamir~
tion information (whicfi is ~ to
establish fish cons~Jmption
~ke, Reservoir, and Pond Ac~s
Surveyed by the States and Tdbes

States and Tribes
~’
| J ~ I r" V I" r~
,,~ ~ ~Vl- ll..

sional iudgment by water quality

¯ Total acres: 40,826,0~4’

of their total lake acresa
for the 1994 report

|
|

J

~

1994 ¯ 17,134,! 53 acres = 4z~

, for the 1994 Report

I t,

s~,~d

Bd~ On ~Jd[d (Or~[alnt’O hq Appendix B, labte B-1

40,826,o~i

1990 ~eport to Conc]res~. U S
t992
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advisories) but lack other types of
water quality data for many of their
lakes. In 1994, these States chose
not to assess overall use support
entirely with fish tissue data alone,
which is a very narrow indicator of
water quality. In general, fish t~ssue
data do not measure the health of a
lake’s aquatic community or swimming conditions although they do,
of course, affect fish consumption,
These States determined that it
would be more useful to incorporate their fish tissue data into their
discussions of public health conceres (see Chapter 7).
These changes are just o~e
example of the numerous ~
tions the States made to their water
quality survey methods betweer~
1992 and 1994 as a result of many
Federal, State, and Tribal partner-

ships implemented to

monitoring in the Nation. Due to
these changes, the summary data
presented herein shou~ not be
compared with summary data
presented in the 1992 Report to
Congre~.
Discrepancies in State survey
methods also undermine compansons of lake information submitted
by individual States. Lake data
should not be compared among
States, which devote varying
resources to monitonng biological
integrity, water chemistry, and toxic
pollutants in fish tissues. The discrepancies in State monitoring and
survey methods, rather than actual
differences in water quality, often
account for the wide range in water
quality ratings reported i~y individual States.
The summary information presented in this chapter applies strictly
to the portion of the Nat=on’s lakes
surveyed by the States and Tnbes.

EPA cannot make generalizations
about the health of all of our
Natk~n’s lakes based on data
ex’a’acted from the 305(b) reports
because most States and Tribes rate
their waters with information
obtained from water monitoring
ptogran~ designed to detect
degraded waterbodies. Very few
States or Tribes randomly select
water ~ampling sites to represent
cross section of water quality conditior~ in their jurisdiction. Instead,
many States and Tribes direct their
limited monitoring resources toward
waters with suspected problems, ha
a result, the surveyed lakes probably
contain a higher percentage of polluted wate~ than all of the Nation’s

General Water Quality
The States and Tribes rate
w~ether their water quality is good
erx:x~gh to fully support a healthy
community of aquatic organisms
and human actiwt~es, such as swimrning, fishing, and drinking water
use. The States and Tribes designate
indiv~lua! lakes for specific activities,
ter~ "individual designated
uses." EPA and the States use the
following terminology to rate their
water quality:
¯ Good/Fully Supporting: Good
water quality supports a diverse
community of fish, plant.s, and
aquatic insects, as well as the array
of human activities assigned to a
lake by the State.
¯ Good/Threatened: Good water
quality currently supports aquatic
life and human activities in and on
the lake, but changes in such factors
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~

as land use threaten water quality,
or data indicate a trend of increa$ing pollution in the lake.
¯ Fair/Partially Supporting: Fair
water quality supports aquatic cornmunities with fewer species of fish,
plants, and aquatic insects, and/or
occasional pollution intederes with
human activities. For example, runoff during severe thunderstorms
may temporarily elevate fecal
coliform bactena densities and indicate that swimming is not ~afe
immediately following summer
storm~,
¯ Poor/Not Supporting: Poor
water quality does not support a
healthy aquatic community and/or
prevents some human actMties on
the lake. For example, lake waters
may be devoid of fish for more than
a month each summer because
excessive nutnents from runoff
initiate alga blooms that deplete
oxygen concentrations.

complete di~:ussion of use support).
I:orty-ofle States, two Tribes,
Puerto Ibco, and the District of
Columbia reported overall use support status for lakes in their 1994
Section 30S(b) reports (se~ Appendix B, Table B-2, for individual
State and Tdbal informaUon).
Another thr~e States reported individ~al use support status but did
not report o~erall use support status. in such cases, EPA used aquatic
life use support status to represent
gener~ water quality conditions in
the St~e’s ll~.
The States and Tdbes reported
that 63% oi’ their surveyed 17.1
n~ltion lake acres have good water
q~Jality ~ 3-2). Wate~ with
good quality include 50% of the
surveyed lake acres fully supporting
use~ and 13% of the surveyed lake
acres that are threatened and
might deteriorate if we fail to manage potential sources of pollution.

¯ Poor!Not Attainable: The State
has performed a use-attainability
analys!s and demonstrated that use
support of one or more designated
beneficial uses is not attainable due
to one of six specific biological,
chemical, physical, or economic..J
social conditions (see Chapter 1 for
additional information).
Most States and Tribes r-ate ho~
well a lake support3 individual u~es
(such as swimming and aquatic life
habitat) ana then consolidate indiwdual use ratings into an overall
water qualit:~, rating. A lake re~eives
a poor overall rating if water quality
consistently fails to support any one
human act,,,,ty or a healthy aquatic
communlt~ (see Chapter I for a

~ur~,,~,~l Water~

£

Total lakes = 40,826,064 ~:res~
Total surveyed = 17,13~,153 ~:r~s
¯ 42~ su~,yed
¯ 58% r~t ~
~
Of the sur~ed acre:
¯ 66% were monitored
¯ 18% were ~,atuated
¯ 16% were not ~oecified
(::)~all .Surveyed Water Quality

63% ~
’souse: 199~ State and 1"~ Sem~n
$0S0~) ~

in Surveyed Lakes, Reservoirs, an~
~.~

Good

.~

~

I

i’Threeteneel)

:
)
"~..~

~’
~,~.

Poor
(Not

Poor
(Not

,,
~~

2

!1~

.~7°/° Impair~

Overall Use Support

"

~

o ’ A~.a~r~abNl)

L~ -"’
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Some form of pollution or
habitat degradation impairs the
remaining 37% of the surveyed lake
acres. Twenty-eight percent of the
surveyed lake acres have fair water
quality that partially supports desighated uses. Most of the time, these
waters provide adequate habitat for
aquatic organisms and support
human activities, but periodic poilut, ion interferes with these activitJes
and/or stresses aquatic life. Nine
percent of the surveyed lake acres
suffer from poor water quality that
consistently stresses aquatic life and/
or prevents people from using the
lake for activities such as swimming
and fishing,

Individual Use
Support
~

Individua! use support information provides additional detail about
water quality problems in our
Nation’s surface water~. The States
and Tribes are responsible for desighating their lakes for specific uses,
but EPA requests that the States and
Tribes rate how well their lakes support six standard uses so that EPA
can summarize the State and Tnbal
data. The standard uses cons,st of
aquatic life support, fish consumption, pr,mary contact recreation
(such as swimm,ng and diving),
secondary contact recreahon (such
as boating), drinking water supply,
and agricultural use (see Chapter I
for a descnption of each individual
use).
Forty-one States, one Tribe,
Puerto Rico, and the District of
Columbia reported mdiwdual use
support status of their lakes, resetvo~rs, and ponds (see Appendix B,
Table B-3, lot in0iv~dua! State and

Tribal information). The reporting
States and Tribes rated aquatic life
use and swimming use in more
lakes and identified more impacts
on aquatic life use and swimming
use than the other individual uses
(Figure 3-3). These States and govemments reported that fair or poor
water quality impacts aquatic life in
over 4.4 million lake acres (31% of
the 14.5 million acres surveyed for
aquatic life support), and sw!mming
cdteda violations impact 2.9 million
lake acres (1996 of the 14.8 mill~n
acres surveyed for swimming use
support).
Many States and Tdbes did not
rate fish consumption use support
because they have not codified fish
consumption as a use in their standards. Some of these States consider
f sh use
ngas a component of
aquatic life use-lakes that provide a
healthy habitat for fish support fish~ng activities even though angler~
may not be able to eat their catch
in these States. EPA encourages the
States to designate fish consumption as a use in their waterbodies to
promote consistency in future
reporting.

Water Quality
Problems Identified
in Lakes, Reservoirs,

and Ponds
Figures 3-4 and 3-5 identify the
pollutant~ and sources of pollutants
that impair (i.e., prevent from fully
supporting designated uses) the
most acres of lakes, as reported by
the States. The two figures are
based on the same data (contained
In Appendix B, Tables B-4 and B-5),
but each figure provides a different
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perspective on the extent o¢ irapairment attributed to individual
pollutants and sources. Figure 3-4
shows the relative impact of the
leading pollutants and sources in
surveyed lakes. Figure 3-5 presents
the relative impact of the leading
pollutants and sources in lakes with
identified problems (i.e., i~:~:l
lakes), a subset of surveyed lakes.
The following sections describe
the leading pollutant~ and sources
of impairment identified in lakes. It
is important to note that the information about pollutants ~
sources is incomplete because the
States cannot identify the poltuta~
or source of pollutants impairing
every impaired lake. In some ~
a State may recognize that watt"
quality does not fully suppo~ a
designated use, but the State may
merit that a spt~=ific pollutant ~"
process is responsible for tl~ ~’~
pairment. Sources are even r~
difficult to identify than pollutant~
and processe~.

aquatic life and human activities
rather than actual pollutant loads in
lakes, This approach targets the
pollutants and processes causing
the most harm to aquatic life and
public use of our waters, rather
than the most abundant pollutants ’
n our akes, reservoirs and [x~nds. ,

S~,:~

l
I
I~_

~POtts

Of

e acres
surve~ved

Individual Use Support in Lakes, Reservoirs, and Ponds
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Pollutants knpa~r~
kakes, Re~erv~ir~,
Forty-one States, the District o~
Columbia, and Puerto Rico
reported the qumber of lake a~res
impacted by .ndividual pollutanl~
and processe.,, such as invasions I1~
noxious aquatic plants (see Appendix B, Table E-4, for individual
State and Tribal information). EPA
measures the ~mpact of each pollutant or process by summing the
total lake acres impaired (i.e., not
fullysupportlr, gdes,gnateduses)
by each pollutant or process. EPA
ranks the pollJtants and processes
by the extent of their impacts on
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SURVEYED Lake Acres: Pollutants and Sources
Tolal lakes = 40.8 million

~

~Total sur’,~,yed = ~s million

Leading Pollutants ....
Nu~n~

Sur~ed ~
17

Si~tion

11
9

~

Oxygen-Depleting Subs~-~es
Metals

I

Pest~
Pdodb/~’gank Toxk:
Chem~,~ls

¯

Moderate/lVl~or
~ No~ ~oe(:if’~’,d

I I I I I I I
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Percent of Surveyed Lake Acres

Leadlng Sources
Agriculture
Municipal Point Sources
Urban Runoff!Storm Sewer~
~_

4

¯L

r

3

Sun, eTed % 20
7

~

7

Unspecified Nonpoint Sources

~

U

6

HydrolHabitat Modification
Industrial Point Sources
Land Disposal

[’3 Not Specified
0

l I I I 1 i I
5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Percent of Surveyed Lake Acres

4

Based on data contained in ApDendtx B, Tables B-4 and B-5.
Note: Percentages do noI ~id up to 100% be(_au~ too, re U’~n ~ pollutant o~ s~rce ~
impair a lal~.

p-
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IMPAIRED Lake Acres: Pollutants and Sources
Total lalu~s = 40.8 million acres

s~~

T~ ~ = 17.1 mill~

Lyading Pollut~n~
....

Chemicals

Im~

1
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8

t 1 I I I ! I I
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Percent of Impaired Lake Acres

Leading Sources
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[] Not Specif~l

Land Disposal
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Percent of impaired Lake Acres
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Note Percentages do not add up to
because more than one pollutanl
or so~rce r’r~y ~mp~r a bake

Ba’~d on data cot-ta~r~eO ~r~ Appendix 8, Tables E,-4 ar’~d
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Thirty-seven States and Puerto
Rico identified more lake acres polluted by nutrients than any other
pollutant or process (Figures 3-4
and 3-5). The States and Puerto
Rico reported that extra nutrients
pollute 2.8 million lake acres (which
equals 1 7% of the s~ lake
acres). Healthy lake ecosystems contain nutnents in small quantities, but
extra inputs of nutnents (primarily
nitrcw:jen and phos~ohofus) ttom
human activities unbalance lake
ecosystems (Fw:jure 3-6). When ternperature and light conditions at~
favorable, excess~we nutrients s~Jrnulate population explosions o#

Lake Impaired by Excessive Nutrients

L

undesirable algae and aquatic
weeds. The algae sink to the lake
bottom after they die, where bactena consume the available dissolvt, d
oxygen as the bactena decompose
the algae. Fish kills and foul odo~
may result if the bacteria deplete
the dissolved oxycjen.
in addition to nutrients, the
States, Puerto Rico, and the District
of Columbia report that siltation
pollutes 1.9 million lake acres
(which equals 11% of the sun~-~l
lake acres), enrichment by otcjanic
wastes that deplete oxygen irr~oacts
1.6 miltion lake acres (which equals
9% of the surveyed lake acres), and

~’~
~,~

Healthy Lake Ecosystem

I

Noxious aquatic plants

dug shor~hne and reduce
access to lake

De~l algae
to bottom
Baclena deplele o;(~jtm ~,

they. decompose dead algae
,~’utrient~ cause nui~Rnce over’~,~rowth o[ alxn¢ a.s well ~_s noxious a(p~ti~ plnnLs, ~’hich lends ~o
d(’p/~’tion vi~ l)hint re~pirution and microbial d(~ompy~.sition o/ ph~nt m~t~er. I[ no~ properly man,axed and
can contribute to e~cessik,e nutrient~ in lakes.
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metals pollute 1.4 million acres
Currently, EPA ranks I::~lu’~ants
(which equals 8% of the surveyed
and processes by the geographk:
lake acres),
extent of their impacts (i.e.,
Metals declined from the most
number of lake acres impaired by
widespread pollutant impairing lakes
each pollutant or proce~). How.
in the 1992 30S~b) reporting cycle
ever, less abundant pollutants o~
to the fourth leading pollutant
processes may have more ~vere
impairing ~akes in 1994. The decline
impacts than the leading pollutant~
is due to changes in State reporting
listed above. For example, extreme
and assessment methods rather
acidity (also known as low pl..I) can
than a measured decrease in metals
eliminate fish in isolated lakes, but
contamination. In 1994, several
acid impacl~ on lakes are co~’~enStates chose to no longer assess
trated in northeastern lakes ~
overall use support with fish conmining States and are not ~
tamination data alone. Much of that
spread across t~e country ~ a
data consisted of measurements of
whole. The individual State
metals in fish tissue. As a result of
reports provide more detailed
excluding these fish tissue data, the
information about th~ ~ of
national estimate of lake acres
pollution in specifh: k:~tiot~
impaired by metals fell by
2 million acres in 1994.
Sources of Pollutants
Often, several pollutants and
Impacting Lakes,
processes impact a single lake. For
examp e, a process, such as removal
Reservoirs, and Ponds
of shoreline vegetation, may
Forty-two State~ and Puerto
accelerate erosion of sediment and
Rico reported sources of potlutior
nutnents into a lake. In such cases,
related to human activit~ that
the States and Tribes count a single
lake acre under each pollutant and
impact some of their lakes, reset
vo~rs, and ponds (see Apper~lix B,
process category that impacts the
Table B-S, for individual State infor.
lake acre. Therefore, the lake acres
marion). These States and Puerto
impaired by each pollutant and
Rico reported that agriculture is the
process do not add up to 100%.
most widespread source of pollution
Most States and Tribes also rate
in the Nation’s surveyed lakes (Figpollutants and processes as major or
ures 3-4 and 3-.S). Agriculture genmoc~erate/minor contributors to
erates pollutants that degrade
impairment. A maior pollutant or
aquatic life or interfere with public
process is solely responsible for an
use of 3.3 million lake acres (which
impact or i~redominates over other
equa)s 20% of the surveyed lake
pol~utanLs and processes. A moderacres).
atejminor pollutant or process is
The States and Puerto Rico also
one of multiple pollutants and
reported that municipal sewage
processes that dec~racte aquatic life
treatment plants pollute 1.3 mill~
or ~nterfere with human use of a
lake acres ~7% of the surveyed lake
lake. The States report that nutrients
are the most wic~espread major
acres), urban runoff and storm sewers pollute 1.2 million lake acres
cause of impairment in lakes,
(7% of the surveyed take acres),

2
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unspechSed nonpoint sources impair
989,000 lake acres (6% of the
surveyed lake acres), hydrologic
modifications and habitat alterations
degrade 832,000 lake acres (5% of
the surveye6 lake acres), and industrial po, nt sources pollute 759,000
lake acres (4% of the surveyed lake
acres). Many States prohibit new
point source discharges into lake~,
but existing municipal ~age treatment planU remain a leading
~ource of pollution entenng lake.
Effluent from sewage treatment
plant~ m~y i~:lu6e nutrient~ and

arnn~. ~ as oxygendepleting wastes and chemicals
from industr~ facilibes that
~sc’J’~ ~ t~ municipal
The ~ ~ Puerto Rico
ti~ted ~ .~r~ that impi~t
severa~ hundred l~xL~nd lake
~, ~ ~ disposal of
w’~t~, c~Iru~J~, ~w r~:julation, higt~ay maintenance and
rum:~, c~’~ii~ir~ted
atmospl~ ~ of poflut~nt~, ~:1 ~ w-~t~cat~.
(ir~::~ ~ t~’~).

.;, i .. ".t ,,- ,’i/_..; .~,.-..~’",

’

, -

,
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Tidal Estuaries and
Ocean Shoreline Waters
Rivers meet the o(eans, Gulf of
Mexico, and the Great Lakes in
coastat waters called estuaries. This
chapter describes conditions in tJdal
estuaries, where tides mix fresh
water from rivers with saline water
from the oceans and the Gulf of
Mexico. Fresh water estuane~
around the Great Lakes are discussed in Chapter 12.
Estuarine waters include bays
and tidal nver~ that serve as nursery
areas for many commercial fish and
most shellfish populations, including
shrimp, oyster3, crabs, and scallops.
Most of our Nation’s fish and shellfish industry relies on productive
estuanne waters and their adjacent
healthy habitat
wetlands~...~ -~ tO provide ..........

~o~ some stage of fish and shellfish
development. Recreational anglers
also en~oy harvesting fish that reprook~:e o~ feed in estuaries, such as
~ bas~ and flounder.

Estuaries
Twenty-three of the 27 coastal
Slates and other government enti.
tJe$ (hereafter collectively referred to
as S~tes) rated general water quality conditions in some of their

Estuaries Surveyed by States
and Territories
:

1~94 ¯ 26,847 ~quare mile~

States

SURVEYED

¯ To~ ~,
.,,~
.,~,~

.~.

~ ....,~~ii~~
"~’- watersaOf their780/0fortOtalthe lestuarine994 report~ !
26,847 Square Miles of Estuarine"~

-J

"J /

, Waters for the 1994 Report

.L~-I /"
~
.... .

~

~

1~2 ¯ 27,227 ~quare miles = 74%
¯ Total square miles: 36,89~

"\,,
_~

~.

~1 _~’~
Square Miles

/r"
~

1~20 ¯ 26.692 square miles = 75%
sur~eyecl
¯ Tola~ square miles: 35,624~

Surveyed

bSource 1992 State 5e~hon 305(b) report~
~Sourc¢ 1990 State Section 30S(b) repo~
Based on data conta~neo ~n Appench~ (_, labie
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estuarine waters (Appendix C, Table
C-2, contains individual State data),
In addition, California and New
Jersey reported individual use support status in estuanne waters but
did not summarize general water
quality conditions. The EPA used
aquatic life use support status to
represent general water quality conditions in California’s estuarine
waters and shellfish use support
status to represent general water
quality conditions in New Jersey’s
estuarine waters,
Altogether, these States surveyed 26,847 square miles of estuafine waters, which equals 78% of
the 34,388 square miles of estuarine
waters in the Nation (Figure 4-1).
The States based 42% of their survey on monitored data and evaluated 31% of the surveyed estuanne
waters with qualitative information
(including be~ professional iudgment by water quaIity managers),
The States did not specify whether
27% of the surveyed estuarine
waters were monitored or evaluated.
The States constantly revise
their survey methods in an effort to
improve their accuracy and precision. These changes limit the cornparability of summary data presented herein and summary data
presented in previous Reports to
Congress. Similarly, discrepancies in
State survey methods undermine
compansons of estuarine information submitted by individual States.
Estuanne data should not be cornpared among States, which devote
varying resources to monitoring
bioiog~ca! integrity, water chemistry,
and toxic pollutants in fish t~ssues
The discrepancies ir~ State monitoring and survey methods, rather than

actual dNeren4es in water quality,
oh.en account tot the wide range in
water quality ratings rL,~:x~ed by
individual State~

General Water Quality
EPA directs the St~es to rate
whether their water quality i~ good
enough to fully supt:x:~t a healthy
community of aquatic organisms
and human activitY, such as ~imming, fishing, and drinking. The
States designate individual estuaries
for specific actMtie~, termed "individual designated uses." EPA and
the States use the following terminology to rate their water quality:.
¯ Good/Fully .~wt~: Good
water quality supp(w~ a cliver~e
community of fish, p&~nt~, and
aquatic insects, as well as the array
of human actwities ~ to an
estuary by the State.
¯ Good/Thneatened: Good water
quality current)y supports aquatic
life and human ac-tNiti~ on the
estuary, but changes in such things
as land use threaten water quality,
or data indicate a tref~l of increasing pollution in the estuary.
¯ I~air/Partialty .~uppofting: Fair
water quality suppcw’ts aquatic cornmunit~es with fewer species of fish,
plants, and aquatic insect.s, and/or
occasional pol{ubon interferes with
human activities. F-cx- example, runoff during severe thunderstorms
may temporarily elevate fecal coliform bacteria densities and indicate
that shellfish are not safe to harvest
and eat immediately after summer
storms.
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¯ Poor/Not Supporting: Poor
water quality does not support a
healthy aquatic community and/or
prevents some human acth,,ities on
tt~e estuary. For example, estuadne
waters may De devoid of fish for
more than a month each summer
because excessive nutrients from
runoff initiate atgal blooms that
deplete oxygen concentrations,

water quality rating. An ~
receives a poor overall ~ if
water quality consistently ~ to
suppo~ any one human ,~dvity Ix
a healthy aquaUc comn’w.~’~
Chapter 1 for a co~nple~ (:f~cus.sion
of use support).
The States reported ~ 63% of
the surveyed estuarine w~al~rs
good water quality that ~ ~

ports desw:jnated uses ~ 4-2).
¯ Poor!Not Attainable: The State
has performed a use-attainability
analysis and demonstrated that use
support of one or more designated
beneficial uses is not attainable due
to one of six specific biological,
chemical, physical, or e~onomic/
social condibons (see Chapter 1 for
additional informabon),
Most States rate how well an
estuary supports individual uses
(such as swimming and aquatic life
habitat) and then consolidate
individual use ratings into an overall

Of these water~ 6% ~te ~
and mk:jht deteriorate if ~ fail to
manage potential soulx:~ ~ ~
tion.
Some form of poll~:~ ~ ~
tat degradation iml:wlin$ ~
remainirw:j 37% Of the ~
estuarine waters.
percent Of bhe survL-yt~:l ~
waters ~ fair water {Nard/~
partialh/suppo~ de.$i~ ~
Most Of the Ume these ~ provide adequate habitat for
organisms and support I’~m’n~n
acth/iUes, but periodic ~

Surveyed Wate~
Total estuaries = 34,388 Square mile~
Total surveyed = 26,847 square miles
¯ 22~ not surveyed

.....
~

!
~ ~-~

C :, ::
~’ ~

!
~

]
,

.:~ng) .....~ .... ~ :
-

(Part:ally

_
~OOd

27%
.~-

Based on aaIa c~n~a~ned ,n Apper~O~x C, Table C-2

.

Of the surveyed estuarine watef~:
¯ 42% were monitored
¯ 31% were evaluated
¯ 27% were not specified

Overall Surveyed Water Quality

aSou~e 1994 State Section 305(b)
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interferes with these act,vities and/or
stresses aquatic life. Nine percent of
the surveyed estuarine waters suffer
from poor water quality that consistently stresses aqual,c life and/or
prevents people from using the
estuarine waters for activities such as
swimming and shellfishing.

~

sGu°°d Water qUali
~Po~rts Shellfisk:i_tY
m 14% of th’’-’rage
Waters SUrveyed

,~’-"--~ ~"-~-"~
\
__~
~
Individual Use Support in E:tL’
.-i L~......

D~,k~nat ed

u,e

S~,re

Go~d

Ml~e~

(~u~iy

’
Good

F.

__
~-

~"

s~.y~ ~po,~,,~ ~T;,~=t~ S= ..

~.

;

m~,~ ~e s~.~
9
~.~, c~

~

-.

~~
~

~

.

"

I0,494

i

2

12,813

7~
,~ -~
i~._

1

~-- -

~ co~ s,,n~m,~
~22 ~ ~

~

~

s~o~.~,~ co~

~j

r

~

’"
~

Individual Use

Support
IndMdua! use support informa.
tion provides additional detail about
water quality problems in our
Nation’s surface water~. The States
are responsible for designating their
estuaries for State.specific uses, b~
EPA requests that the States rate
how well their estuaries support
standard uses so that EPA can
summarize the State data. The
dard uses are aquatic life support,
fish consumption, shellfish harvesting, primary contact recreatio~
(such as swimming and dMng), and
secondary contact recreation (such
as boating) (see Chapter 1 for a
description of each individual use).
Few States designate saline estuarine
waters for drinking water supply
and agricultural use because of high
treatment costs.
Twenty-one States reported the
individual use support status of their
Table C-3, for individual State infor.
mation). Most often, these States
examined aquatic life conditions
and swimming use in their estuarine
waters (Figure 4-3). The States
reported that pollutants impact
9
aquatic life in 6.945 square miles o¢
estuanne waters (30% of the
23,11 7 square miles surveyed for
aquatic life support) and violate
shellfish harvesting criteria in 3,302
square miles of estuarine waters
(26% of the 12,813 square miles
surveyed for shellfishing use support). Pollutants also violate
mlng criteria in 3,263 square miles
of estuanne waters (15% of the
22,118 square miles surveyed for
swimming use support).

Based on d..ta cont.~,ned tn Appenu~ C, ]able C-3
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Water Quali
Problems Identifi~
in Estuaries
Figures 4~ a~ 4-5 id~t~ ~e
~llutan~ and sources of ~llu~nB
~at impair (i e., prwent from fully
supposing designat~ uses) ~e
most square miles of estuadne
water, as re~ by ~e S~tes.
The ~o figures are ba~ on the
~me da~ (con~in~ in ~ndix
C, Tables C~ and C-5), b~ each
figure pro~des a different ~~ve on the extent of imminent
a~dbut~ to ~ndividual ~ltu~n~
and sources. Figure 4A sh~ ~e
relative ~m~d of the leadi~ ~llutan~ and ~urces in su~ey~ ~tuanne water. Figure 4-5 presen~ ~e
relative impact of ~e leading ~llutants and sourc~ in estuaries ~
identifi~ problems (i.e., Impalr~
estuanes), a sub~t of suwey~
estuanne water,
The following s~ion~ d~cd~
¯ e leading ~tlutan~ and ~uE~
of impai~ent iden~ied in ~tuades.
It i~ impo~nt to note ~at ~e
info~ation a~ut ~llu~n~ and
sources is incomplete ~use ~e
S~tes ~nnot idenU~ the ~llu~nt
or source of ~llutan~ im~idng
eve~ estuanne watery. In some
cases, a S~te may r~nize ~at
water quali~ d~s not fully sup~
a designat~ use, but the S~te ~y
not have ad~uate da~ to d~ument that a s~ific ~llutant or
pr~ess is responsible for the impairment. Sources are even more difficul~ to identi~ than ~llu~n~ and
priests,

Pollutan~ and Pr~esses

Imping Estuaries
T~-~ S~t~ ~ ~
num~ of ~ wat~
im~d~ ~ ind~l ~lu~n~
a~ ~, ~¢h as ha~t
alteraO~ (~ ~ndix C, Ta~
C~, f~ i{~ual S~te inf~
~). EPA ran~ ~ ~tu~n~ a~
~ ~ ~ g~raphi~ e~t
of ~ im~ ~ aqua~ ~e a~
hu~ ~ (~asu~ ~ ~
~d~ ~m mi~ im~ir~ ~
ea~ ~tu~nt ~ ~) ~
~ ~1 ~llu~nt ~$
~. ~i$ a~r~h ~ ~
~lu~nG a~ ~ ~usi~ ~
~ ~ to ~ua~ life a~
~ ~ ~r watt, ~ ~n ~
~ a~nt ~ll~nB ~ ~
~en, ~ ~n one ~l~nt
~ ~ im~ a ~le
watt. In ~ch ~s~, ~
a~ o~ jud~i~ {~nt a
$i~ ~m mi~ of ~tua~ u~
e~h ~llu~nt ~ p~ ~t~
~t im~ ~ ~ua?.
~ ~~ ~ ~tuadne wat~
im~i~ ~ all ~ ~ll~nt a~
pr~ ~t~od~ ~ not ~d up ~
1 ~.
~ S~t~ ~ ~
~uare mil~ of ~adne wa~
~llut~ by nu~ and ~a
~an any o~ ~llu~nt or ~
(Figur~ 4~ and 4-5). Fi~n S~t~
~ ~t ex~a nu~en~ ~ll~e
4,548 ~uare mil~ of estuad~
wate~ (~ich ~uals 17% of ~
su~ey~ estuanne water). ~ in
lakes, ex~a inpu~ of nutden~ ~
human aGMties des~bilize e~uanne ~os~tems. ~en tem~ratum
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SURVEYED Estuaries: Pollutants and Sources
Not Surveyed
22%

Total estuaries = 34,388 square
miles
2

Goal
Surveyed 78%
Total surveyed = 26,847 square mile~
Surveyed %

, .Leading Pollutant~
Nutrient~

~_~.
NUTFJ ! !~TS A~.’~ ~. LT,
are ~ ~
" c~~
"
a~,t~ ~
’" : s~,~.
~ r\
~.,
II ~
::

,~ .....

~

17

Oxygen-Depleting Sub.
Habitat Alterations

~’~-~
~._-~

12
6

Oil and Grease
Priority Toxic Chemicals
Metals

D
r~

¯ Ma/or
¯ Moderate/Minor
[-J Not Specif, ed
3

~
0

3

5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Percent of Surveyed Estuartne
Square Miles

Leading Sources

Surveyed

UrbansewersRunoff/Storm
Municipal Sewage
Treatment Plants
Agriculture

~

Industrial Discharges

~

[

~

Petroleum Industry

~

Construction

~

Land Disposal of Wastes

~
0

14
12

!10
¯ Malot
¯ Moderate/Minor
[] Not Specified

S
5
5

5

10 15 20 25 30 35
Percent of Surveyed Estuarine
Square Miles

40

Ba~,e~ on data conta~neO ~n Appendix C, Tables C-4 and C-5.
Note Percentages do not acid up to 100% be(a~’,e more than on~ pollutant or ",ource may
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IMPAIRED Estuaries: Pollutant~ and Soun:es

Total ~rveyed = 26,847

Total impaired = 9,700 square mil~

Leading Pollutants
Nutrient~
Bacteria
O×y~en-DepletJn~ Sub,

Impatre~ ~
¯ ~ .... ~

o ..........

~
, ~ ..........

Habitat Alterations

~

Oil and Grease

~

..~

~

47
46
, 32

+.+r~

16
14

¯ Ma~’

ii tfII1I1 I
I
0 5 10 15 20 25 ]0 35 40 45 50
Percent of Impaired Estuarine Square Miles
leading Sources

Agriculture
Industrial Point Sources
Petroleum Ac ~vities

URB,,S, NI RUNOFF AND
SlOr"d SEV,’ERS are t~.~
in.3 S~drCe o; F3 u:?~,

Storm
I aU. T~ ] 7’ :~ Of a’
~’.’~.: e:~see F~,_~.~ 4~),

Impired %

~ ....
~
t.

Const~ction

~~

Land Dis~sal of Wastes

~

!~

~
.~
~

~dc nt:h~d.

27
]3
~ M~erale/M~nor
~ Not S~if~

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Percent of Impaired Estuarine Square Miles
Bas~ o~ ~ata con~l~ m ~nd,~ C, ~aDles C~ and C.5.

13
13
Note. Pe~ce~ges do ~t ~d up
because more lhan one pollutant
or ~urce may ~ an
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and light conditions are favorable,
excessive nutrients stimulate popula,
tion explosions of undesirable algae.
Decomposition of dead algae depletes oxygen, which may trigger
fish kills and foul odors. Explosrve
growth of algae populations can
reduce light penetration and inhibit,
growth of beneficial aquatic plants.
Submerged aquatic plants pro~
critical habitat for desirable shellfish,
such as scallops,
Twenty-five SLates reported that
bacteria pollute 4,479 square miles
of estuanne waters (which equals
17% of the surveyed estuadne wateti)l Most SLates monitor harmless
bacteria, such as Esche6chio col/, that
inhabit the digestive tracts of humans and other warm-blooded
animals and populate sewage in
high densities. Bactena provide

evidence that an estuary is contaminated with sewage that may conLain numerous viruses and bacteria
that cause illness in people. Most
States monitor the indicator bacteria
rather than run multiple tests to
detect the numerous harmful viruses
and bacteria in sewage.
Pathogenic viruses and bacteda
~,4clom impact aquatic organisms
such as fish and shellfish. However,
sheflfish can a~cumulate bacteria
and viruses from contaminated
water and cause illness when
ingested Therefore, the Food and
’ Drug Administration and the SLates
restrict the harvest and sale of shellfish grown in waters polluted with
indicator bacteria. Bacteria also
interfere with recreational activities
because some pathogens can be
transmitted by contact with

the keadir~j ~urce ~ impau’me~t
~ -~ ~,wage tr~atn’leflt plants rn~/~

I,. I ~ ’~m~

Some h, actt, ri,i. such as fecal (’oliforms, provide evidence that an estuary is contaminated with fecal material that
mas ((:.ntain path~t’nic bacteria and viruses harmful to lx, ople. Often. the pathogenic viruses and bacteria do not
ad~er~(]T impact aquatic life such as fish and shellfish. However. shellfish ma~ accumulate bacteria and viruses
that (a~isc human di~,t.ases when in~esled, lhervfore, officials restrict sht.lHish ha~esting in contaminated walers
to prol~.ct |)tthlic h(’allh. Bacteria a]s~ impair swimming uses Ix-cause some pathogeni( bacteria and viru~’s can be
transm~ttt, d by contact wilh contaminaled water.
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Ocean Shoreline Water~ Surveyed
by States
Including Alaska’s O~ean Shoreline
1994 ¯ 5,208 miles = 9%
¯ Total o~ean shorehne miles: .$8,421=
~~

~
urveyed

~
91% Not Sur~eyea
Excluding Alaska’s Ocean Shoreline
1994 ¯ .~,208 miles = 23% r, ur~,eyed
¯

Total cx:ean shoreline miles: 22,421a

~

Ocean Shoreline
Waters
Thirteen of the 27 coastal States
and Territories rated cjene~a~ water
quality conditions in 5,208 miles of
ocean shoreline. The surveyed
waters represent 9% of the Nation’s
coastline (including Alaska’s 36,000
miles of coastline), o~ 23% of the
22,42] miles of natK)nal coastline
excluding Alaska (see AppendiK C,
Table C-6, for indivick~l State ir~ormation). Most of the ~rveyed
waters (4,834 miles, or 9396) have
good quality that support~ a healthy
aquatic community and ~
activities (Figure 4-7). Of the~e
waters, 22.5 miles (4% of the

of the surveyed estuarine waters
have fair water quality that partially
supports designated uses. Most of
the time, these waters provide ad.
equate habitat for aquatic organi~’r~
and support human activities, but
periodic pollution interferes with
these activities and/or stresses
aquatic life. Only 2% of the surveyed shoreline suffers from poor
water quality that consistently
stresses aquatic life and/or prevent~
people from using the shorelir~ for
activities such as swimming and
sheltfishing.
Overall Surveyed Water
.~,,,,,-Ip=,,,~..~ Iml:~ired

surveyed shoreline) ~1~

and may deteriorate in the future.
tat degradation ~ the
shoreline (374 miles). Five perc~t

93% Good

Overall Use Support
Not Sur~-yed
Of the surveyed ocean shoreline miles:
¯ 30% were monitored
¯ 36% were evaluated
¯ 34% were not specified

,

in Surveyed Ocean Shoreline Water~
~--’

1992 ¯ 3,398 miles = 17% surveyed
¯ Total o{ean shoreline miles: 20,12~b

1990

(’Threater~d) Fair
4,230 miles= 22%surveyed
{
¯ Total ocean shorel=ne redes: 19,200

aSource

~994 State Se~hon 305(b) repor~

~’~ource

!990 State Se<t,on 30S(b)report3

Supporting) Supporting)

~II~ ’~
¯

Poor
2%

A~,,

"~’~:’~~ ~

II~oor

Attainable)
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Individual Use
Support

~fo~-nat~,n supplied by these States
because these States border less
than 1% of the shoreline along the
con~cjuous States. The six States
identif~:l impacts in their ocean
shoreline waters from bacteria, metals, nutnents, turbidity, siltation, and
pesticides (Figures 4-9 and 4-10).
The six States reported that urban
runoff and storm sewers, industrial
discharges, land disposal of wastes,
septic systems, agriculture, unspecifled nonpoint sources, and combined sewer overflows (CSOs) pollute their coastal shoreline waters
(Figures 4-9 and 4-10).

EPA requests that the States rate
how well their ocean shoreline
waters support five standard uses so
that EPA can summarize the State
data. The standard uses consist of
aquatic life support, fish consumption, shellfish harvesting, pdmary
contact recreation (such as swimming and diving), and secondary
contact recreation (such as boating)
(see Chapter 1 for a description of
each individual use). Few States
designate sahne ocean waters for
drinking water supply use and
cultural use because of high treatment costs.
The States provided limited
information on indMdual use
support in ocean shoreline waters
(Appendix C, Table C-7, contains
individual State informatior0. Ten
States rated aquatic life support
and swimming use in their ocean
shoreline waters, but fewer States
rated their ocean waters for support
of sheltfishing, fish consumption,
and secondary contact recreatiola.
General conclusions cannot be
drawn from information representing such a small fraction of the
Nation’s ocean shoreline waters
(Figure 4-8).

Water Quality
Problems dentified

Individual Use Support in Ocean Shoreline Waters
Good
~ ~* ~

Fair

Poor

Poor

Zl

1

0

4

~

0

<~

1

0

~ --~
2

4.125

St~NI f ~’,2"u ng

in Ocean Shoreline
Waters
Only si~ of the 27 coastal States
identified pollutanU and sources of
pollutants degrading ocean shore-

~,~4

~__[_ ~

~o,~:~, c~

and C-9, contain individual State
intormaUon). General conclusions

cannot be drawn from the

2,315

~,

t

Based on data contained in AppenfJ~x C ~aDie C-7
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i

0

SURVEYED Ocean Shoreline: Pollutants and Sources
Not Sur~eye~-~.

Total ocean shoreline = 58,421

_~i~ PNlu~n~

S~d % -

Land Disposal of Wastes

2

r~ry~’

S~ptJc Systems

Agricultur~

2

¯ ~a~

I

Unspecified Nonpoint
Sources
Combined Sewer
O~erflo~,~

U

¯

Mc~eratelMino~

L’-I Not Specif~l
I
0

5
10
Percent of Su~eyed Shoreline Ml~es

I~ased on data co-tanned ,n A,Dpend~x C, Tables C-8 and C-9
Note: Percentages do r~ot add up to 100% be~au~ mo~ than ~ pollu~nt
impair a s~:~menl of o<ean shorehr~e

¯
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0

IMI~AIRED Ocean Shoreline: Pollutants and Sources

2

Total ocean st~orelin~ = .$8,421
miles (including AJad~a’s shoreline)

Total surveyed = .$,208 miles

Total ~mpaeed = 374 rn~

L..a
Leading Pollmants

Im~ %"

,

t1IIIII1lI
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
Percent of Impaired Shorelin~ Miles
Leading Sources

Impaired %-

Urban Runoff/Storm Sew. ~. .............

Land Disp~a! of Wastes

~_~~

Septic Systems

~
~1~

Agriculture

Combined Sewer Overfl.

~
10

~.~

48

25
23
1

¯ Maio~
[] Not Specified

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Percent of Impaired Shoreline Miles
Based on data ~ onta,~ed ~n Appendix C. Tables C-8 and C-9

20

11
50

Note Per~en~age~ do not ~d up to
because more than one poilu|ant
o~ ~,c~rce may ~m~a~r
o~ean ~’~’~line.
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EMAP Estuaries Summary

’
,

~

~

’
"’
.:

The Environmental Monitoring
and ~ssment Pr~ram (E~)
has ~n d~elo~ )~n~ by EP~
the National ~eanic a~ A~sphenc Administration (NO~), a~
¯ e National Biol~l~l Su~ (NBS)
to provide the public, ~n~s~, and
Congress wi~ info~ati~ to ~aluate the general heal~ ~ ~
Nation’s ~ol~ica! r~rces. E~
w~ ~th ~al, S~te, ~ional,
and national re~urce ma~ to
facil~te info~ation transfer and to
ensure ~at key questions a~ ~ing
addresS. Con~uen~, ~ is a
gr~ing interest in
indicator, da~, and resul~ am~g
d~ision make~ at all ~els. ~e
c~cep~ u~ for s~ffic
st~ies are ~ing investigat~ at
vanous Iwels as a ~tential ~sis for
monitonng and assess~nt guidance for S~tes.
EMAP conduc~ annual su~
to as~ss ~e presence of ~llution
and i~ efi~t on "~ol~cal health"
ind~cato~ such as aquatic plan~,
animals, and the habi~ ~at sustain them. At presenL ~e pr~ram
is developing the n~ t~ls to
charactenze the condition of ~e
Nabon’s wateF resources ~th the
goal of implementing long-term
monitonng that will provide infor.
marion on ~e overall health of ~
environment and the efl~ive~ss
of strat~ies implement~ for ~tlu.
t~on prevention and control. EMAP
~mphng was design~ to yield
statrst~cal~y representative estimates
of enwronmental condition

EMAP ~tuades,
1~1~3
~e pre~nt f~us of
~tuadne com~nent (E~-E) is
~e d~elopment of a na~l
~nitodng design, and ~e st~
cu~ntly ~ing complet~ ~11
to pro~de a fram~o~ f~ ~t
design. In addison, ~e cu~t
~udies can
r~ional heal~ of ~tuadne wa~
or re~urces. Ec~ical heal~
~ing a~ss~ ~r~h ~e in~
gation of dis~5ons of fish a~
is dete~ining ~at ~on of ~uaries are healey enough to su~in
In addition, EM~ studies will ~aluate why ce~in areas am not a~
to main~in ~pula~s of
~ganisms.
Be~n 1 ~0 and 1~3,
EMAP-E investigat~ the ~ol~i~l
condition of
or provinces ~at combin~ reDr~
sent 55% of ~e Na~on’s e~uanne
acreage:
¯ ~rginian Province: estuaries of
the Middle AUant~c S~tes from
Ca~ C~, Mas~chuse~, to Ca~
Hen~, ~rginia (~mpling ~an in
1990)
¯ Louisianan Pro~nce: estuad~ of
the Cuff of Mexico from ~clote
Anchorage, Florida, to the Rio
Grande, Texas (~mpl~ng ~an in
1991).
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’
Resui~ will include estimates ~
the resources i~ these ~o pro~nc~
as wel~ as na~onal estimates ba~
on this 55%.
Each summer since 1~,
EMAP-E monitoring teams ~
coll~t~ ~om s~imen~ to
determine the humor and ~s ~
organisms present and to ~ ff
these ~imen~ con~in ha~l
~llu~n~. Fish have ~n coll~,
lden~ifi~, and e~amined for di~a~,
In addition, scientis~ have ~ken
water quati~ measuremen~ i~luding dissolv~ oxygen, ~lini~, a~
tem~rature.

In General...
~e EMAP-~tua~ ~udy des~n
~s ~s~ on a random site ~1~
pr~ess ~ that monitor~ sites, as a
whole, are sta~sScatly repre~n~
of the Nation’s estuadne water.
~us, information gain~ from ~e
EMA~ study, which asses~ ro~h~
55% of our estuaries, ~n ~ us~
to estimate condi~ons of our estuanne resources on a national scale.
6as~ on the ~990-1993 pilot
pro~ec~, about 74% of the Nation’s
estua~es are in g~d condition for
supposing a dive~i~ of plan~,
animals, and human uses. ~e
remaining 23% to 29% have ~r
benthic (bottom-dwelling) and fish
commumty condibons and unacceptable levels of ~’.tut~on for
human uses suc~ as commercial
sh~lf,shing Sediment contam~nat~on, affecting ~e d~vers~ and

a~ance of ~llut~n-~nsi~
~ic organisms, is a ~ading
cau~ of ~r conditions in ~ ~
~r~nian and Lou~sianan Pr~nc~.
~p~xi~tely 2~ to 3~ ~
~ Nati~’s estuadne wat~ a~
cat~ as d~rad~ f~ ~
hu~n u~ incl~ing ~mmi~
~ng, fishing, a~ wal~ a~
~e ~ore. ~e fa~ c~
to ~is d~dation are (1) ~
c~, ~ich aff~ r~a~
u~; (2) marine de~s, ~h
aff~ aestheti~ and ~ldlffe hea~;
a~ (3) con~minan~ in ~e ~
~s of fish a~ ~1~.
In the ~rgin~n Pr~e,
~d~ debds is ~e ~st ~al~t
~rce of human-u~ d~r~ati~;
wat~ clad~ and fish ~on~mi~t~
are ~al rather than r~l is~.
In ~ Louisianan Pr~nce, mad~
~ds and water clad~ are ~
~j~ con~buto~ to human-u~
~r~a~on.
~rall, con~minant c~c~a.
~s in fish and shel~sh are I~,
with ~e exception of ~me hea~
~ls. No fish or shellfish st~i~
c~in PCB residues greater ~an
t~ health cdteda set by ~e F~
and D~g Administration (FDA). ~e
overall incidence of fish contaminabon is I~ in ~ r~ions; howev~, e~vat~ concentrations of
con~minan~ might ~ ex~t~ in
s~ific I~alities adjacent to con~minant sources. Pen~ic suwe~
will allow scientis~ to track ~tenbal
changes in fish tissue residue levels
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and improvements or declines in
the health of fish and shellfish,

Fish Diseases
Between 1990 and 1993, over
30,000 fish were examined for disease. Only 1.54 (<0.6%) had external abnormalities. The EMAP-E data
provide the first evidence that the

i
L
~

. frequency of pathologies in estuanne fish is low. Bottom-dwelling fish
(e.g., catfish) have the highest frequency of disease, 4 to 10 times
more than other groups. The numbet of fish with external pathologies
increases in areas with multiple contaminants in the sediments, regardless of the area of the country. Data
indicate that pathologies are tocat in
nature and appear to be associated
with increased contaminant
toadings.

Sediment Contamination
and Toxicity
Most contaminants entenng
waterways (such as pesticides, PCBs,
and heavy metals) end up in fish
and bottom sediments; however,
these substances are not always
present at levels that are toxic to
marine life. t=MAP-E took more than
600 sediment samples during the
pilot proiects and examined them
for 12.5 different contaminants. In
general, the data show’ that about
34% of the V~rginian Province and
6% of the Louisianan Province have
a concentration of a contaminant
above the ERM criterion. The ERM
criterion is the levet of a contaminant that will result in ecological
effect~ approximately 50% of the

time (based o~ scie~J~c literature
studies) and serv~ as a "red flag."
For example, if a contaminant is
found to be above the ERM criteaffected about haft the Urne.
There are distinct difference~ in
the types o¢ co~tarnmants found in
the two provinces~ The V’u’ginian
Province is characterized by industrial contaminants ~ some urban
pesticides; the Louisianan Province is
characterized by ag~’-ultural cc~taminants. The I:X-ese~:e of toxic
sediments can have a direct effect
on aquatic life. Sedirr~.mts are ~
ally considered toxic whe~ there is
greater than a 15% mortality rate in
organisms exposed to the sedio
ments. Through toxidty testing,
approximately 19~ of the Virginiart
Province sediments and 9% of the
Louisianan Province sediments have
been found to be toxic to estuadne

or~anL~ms.
Water Quality
Dissolved oxygen (DO) is a
fundamental requirement for all
madne life. A threshold concentra.
tion of 4 to ‘5 ppm (parts per raillion) is defined by many States as a
water quality standard. A concentration of 2 ppm is considered
extremely stressful to most organisms. DO leve~s have natural daily
and seasonal fluctuations and are
usually higher during daylight hours
due to photosynthesis, the production of oxygen by aquatic plants.
Low levels occur mostly in bottom
waters and have the greatest impact
on organisms that live in the sediments such as oyster~, crabs, and
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dams. Up to a quarter (9% to 2.~%)
o[ the bottom water area in the
Virginian Province has DO levels of
below 5 ppm, whereas 4% to 8%
has concentrations of less than 2
ppm. These depletions of oxygen
occur primarily in the Chesapeake
Bay Less than 10% (2% to 8%) of
the Louisianan Province’s bottom
waters have concentrations of less
than 2 ppm. However, of these,
about .50% are locations where
daytime concentrations exceed
5 ppm Approximately 1.~% to 21%
of bottom waters in the Gulf of
Mexico have DO levels below
.S ppm.
Marine debris has multiple
negative effects, including entanglement and/or ingestion by animals
and the economic cost of lost tourism and beach cleanups. EMAP-E
estimates that 1 7% to 23% of the
Virginian Province and 12% to 22%
of the Louisianan Province have
marine debris either floating on the
water or lodged in the bottom sediments. This observed amount of
debris would correspond to 3.8
million acres out of more than 23.6
million total acres nationally. About
80% of the clebns observed is cans,
glass, or paper; 15% appears to be
plastics.
Clear water, another factor
measured by EMAP-E, helps sustain
healthy and productive ecosystems
and is a trait that the public values.
Water clarity was defined as the
percentage o’ light reaching
1 meter dept~ Less than 1% of
the waters ~n the Virginian Province
have clarity or less than 10%
(primarily occurnng ~n the upper

tGHLICHT

portions o~ large tidal f~), and
1S% to 19~ have clari~ of less
than 2S%. In the Louisianan Pro~ince, 20% of waters have tess than
10% clanty, w~hile about half of the
estuanne waters have cladty of le~
than 2.~%. The vas~ n’~odt), ~
waters with this low clarity are west
of the Miss~ssi~
A

Program i~ Transition

In 1994, testing of" eco~:jicat
indicators and sampling ~
began in the Carolinian and
nian Provinces and was continued
for a ritual year in th~ Loui~anan
Province. Also in 1994, EMAP-F
began to expand ~ co,,~-~’ag~ to
include additional coast~ ~:o~terns, specif~.ally coastal w~tland~
and offshore waters. A study tO
determine the best set of ecological
indicators to~ coastal wetlands was
completed, and monitoring programs were initiated [o~ coastal
waters in the Southern California
Bight and the Cuff of Mlex~:o
through cooperative efforts wiG the
State of California and NOAA.
The final year of province-wide
monitoring and assessment was
1995 in the Carolinian Province
(second year) and the West Indian
Province (first year), for 1996, field
sampling is continuing in the midAtlantic region (Delaware and
Chesapeake Bays and coastal areas),
and in regional EMAP programs
begun ~n 1994. EMAP is continuing
research on biological indicators of
environmental condition and on the
statistical elements of a national
monitonng design.
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Recent Trends in Coastal
Contamination*
Background
The National Oceanic and
Atmosphenc Administration (NOAA)
created the National Status and
Trends (NS&I") Program in 1984 to
address national concerns over the
quality of the coastal marine environment. One of its goals is to
assess spatial distributions and
temporal trends in chemical contamination. To meet that goal, the
NS&T Mussel Watch Project was
formed in 1986 to measure concentrations of a broad suite of trace
metals and organic chemicals in
surface sediments and whole sobparts of mussels and oysters
collected from about 300 coastal
and estuarine sites. The mussels and
oysters are collected every year, and
the resulting bme senes indicates
trends in chemical concentrations,
The most important result to date is
that contamination is decreasing tar
chemicals whose use has been
banned, such as chlorinated hydrocarbons, or severely curtailed, such
as cadmium, For other chemicals
there is no evidence, on a national
scale, for either an ~ncreasing or
decreasing trend,

Chemicals and Species

Monitored
The 14 element~ and groups
organic compounds for which there
are data on trends over the period
1986 to 1993 are: arsenic, cadmium,
copper, mercury, nickel, lead, selenium, zinc, DDT (parent compound
and metabolites), PCBs (18 cor~
nets), PAHs (24 compounds), Chk~dane (four compounds), Dieldrin
(plus Aldnn), and buty~tJn (tri-,di-,
and mono-butyttin).
Since no single species o~
mollusk is common to all coasts, it
has been necessary to collect
different ones: the blue mussel
Mytilus edulis on the East Coast from
Maine to Cape May, New Jer~-=y; the
American oyster Crossostreo virginica
from Delaware Bay southward and
throughout the Gulf of Mexico; the
mussels M. edulis and M. californianus
on the West Coast; the oyster OslJ’ea
sandvicensis in Hawaii; the zebra
mussel Dreissena p~lymorpha at
in the Great Lakes; the mangrove
oyster Crassostrea rhizophorae in
Puerto Rico; and the smooth-edged
jewel box Chama sinuo~ at the one
site in the F!orida Key~.

¯ The informabon contained In th~ highlight was extracted |ram Recent Trends tn Coastal
Enwronmentot Quoh~ Re~,~tt~ from th~ Mussel Watch Profect 1986 to ! 993, pobllshed by t~

Nal~ona! Oceamc arid Almo~,pher~¢ Adm~r~strabon, U 5 Department of Commerce, Silver
Spring, Ma~land, june 1995
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Temporal Trends
A trend is a correlation between
concentration and time. There are
154 sites that have been sampled in
at least 6 years. The data for those
sites have been examined by a
simple nonparametric statistical test
to see if, with 95% confidence,
concentrations are trending in a
single direction, up or down.
The most common result is a
lack of trends. Among the 2,156
combinations of 14 chemicals at
154 sites, there are only 41
increases and 21 7 decreases at the
95% level of confidence. On a petchemical basis the tJ’ends are:

Chemical

Number Numb~
of
Increaslm:j Decre~in~
Trends
Trer~$

T’Chlordane
~.,DOT
,~,Dietdri~
~PCB
,~.,PAH
,~J~utyttin
As
Cd
Cu
I-k:j
Ni

0
0
0
0
2
0
5
3

43
24
19
26
3
11
14

7
4

8

Se
Zn

2
6

12
7

t
Given a 5% I~obability
random data showing trends, there
could be 54 increases and 54
decreases that are not real trends.
Conceivably, none of the 41
increases are real. The important
point, however, is that decreases
greatly outnumber increases.
Decreases exceed increases by a
factor of three or more for all the
chlorinated hydrocarbons, tributyl.
tin, arsenic, cadmium, copper, and
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~lenium. At a higher I~el of aggr~
gation, as in Figure 1, there are
d~reasing trends in national g~
metric means for all of ~e~ chemi.
~ls except ~lenium.
~reasing trends are not unex.
~. ~1 the monitor~ chlonnat~ hydr~a~ns have ~n
~nn~ from u~ in the Unit~
States a~ ~n has ~
~nn~ as a bi~ide on r~rea~al
~. For cadmium and a~ic
~re ha~ ~n d~rea~s in ~eir
uses. ~ere has ~n a 2~%
d~mase in to~t annual ~dmium
consumptmn due to drops in u~
for ~ro~a~ng onto meal surfaces for ~s~flng automo~le
~, as a ~bil~ in plastic, and
f~ u~ in ~g~n~. ~nual
...................... ~

e
~
~ t~

~

"
~DDT ~
~"
’N~.~,

~
~
~
¯~
O=
M.~

~
", ~
"
, ’,
,,,

,,
Cadmium

"", ~- " ~
.~.~

Data Availabili~

Chlordane
~

86

88

90

consumpt~n of a~nic in
Unit~ S~ates ~$ m~in~ fai~
steady si~e 1986, ~t ~ has
~n a d~line in
u~. ~ere h~ ~ ~ ~rall~
~rea~ in u~
Unit~ S~tes. Possi~y, i~ d~reasi~ tre~ i~icates i~rea~ ~cc~s
in control of co~ ~ns from
~ny
~h c~a~
~m~ ~ ~t i~te ~e~
~e element
aff~t~ by human ac~, ~e
existence of monodic ~s like
~o~ ~tifi~ ~ am like~ due
to ac~vi~es ~at
d~reasi~ an ~m~t’s c~tion in the en~nt. ~1 ~ of
natural facto~i~r inte~l, s~h
as mollusk gr~ or rep~u~,
or external, such
rainfall in
l~o~n aff~t ch~l concen~ations. Such natural f~ ~n
make trends in chemical c~cen~a~ons difficult to deter. Howler, it
would ~ difficult to
favor ~ year-tmyear c~es
~at would ~use det~ of a
monotonic trend in theres!!
concentrations. ~e ~ace element
~ends, therefor, a~ most like~
d~ tO human a~s.

92
Year

~igure 1. D~reasing Nationa! G~me~c
Mean Concentrations in Mollu~

94

A computer disk with all the
raw data is available, and
da~ can also
Internet using the Unive~l
source L~ator at h~p:kk~.
orca nos.noaa.gov/pro~/n~nd~
n~ndt.html.
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Wetlands
Introduction

L
generally located alc~g the Atlantic
and Gulf coasts due to the gradual
slope of the land. Mangrove
swamps, which are dominated by
halophytic shrubs and trees, are
common in Hawaii, Puerto
~ouisiana, and soul.hem Florida.
Inland wetlands are most
mon on floodplains along rive~ and
streams, in isolated depressions
rounded by dry land, and along the
margins of lakes and ponds. Inland
wetlands include marshes and wet
meadow~ dominated by gras~,
sedges, rushes, and herin; shrub
swamps; and wooded swaml:~
dominated by trees, such a~

Wetlands are areas that are
inundated or saturated by surface or
ground water at a frequency and
duration sufficient to support (and
that under normal circumstances do
support) a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated
soil conditions (Figure 5-1). Wetlands generally include swamps,
marshes, bogs, and similar areas,
This is the definition of wetlands as
it appears in the regulations iointly
issued by the Army Corps of Engineers (COE) and the U.S. EPA (33
CFR Part 328.3(b), 40 CFR Part
232.2 (r), and 40 CFR Part
230.3(0).
A wide variety of wetlands exist
across the country as a result of
regional and local difference~ in
hydrology, vegetation, water themistry, soils, topography, climate,
and other factors. Wetlands type
is determined primarily by local
hydrology, the unique pattern of
water flow through an area. In
general, there are two broad
categories of wetlands: coastal and
inland wetlands ....
V~Ath the exception of the Great
Lakes coastal wetlands, coastal wetlands are closely linked to estuaries,
where sea water mixes with fresh
water to form an environment of
varying salinity and fluctuating
water levels due to tidal action.
Coastal marshes dominated by

Ge~,t :a~
i
14’etlands are ofie~, found at the interface ~’tween dry terrestrial eco~’stem~, such as upland forests and ~ra.sslands, and p~rmanently w#t
aquatic e~osystemz, such as lakes, rivers, bays, estuaries, and o~ean~.

grasses, sedges, and rushes and
halophy’tic (salt-toying) plants are

RepnnteO w,th modifications, by permission, from M~t~h/Gosselink: Wetlands 19~6, fig 1-4,
p 10 1960, van Nost£and Reinhold

Depiction of Wetlands Adjacent to Waterbody
Terre~lt~l
System

Wettam:l

Aquati~
System

~~’
"--~..~,._

~ctu~e~ ~
w~er Le,.~’4 ~,

Hitch Water
--Low Water

"N--- Permanently Flooded -"
"~’~-~-’~,......._
Produ~ivity
Lo~, to Medium

Generally H~gh
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hardwood forests along floodplains,
Some regional wetlands types
include the po~osins of North
Carolina, bogs and fens of the
northeastern and north central
States and Alaska, inland saline and
alkaline marshes and ripanan wetlands of the arid and semiarid West,
vernal pools of California, playa
lakes of the Southwest, cypress-gum
swamps of the South, wet tundra of
Alaska, the South Flodda Everglades,
and prairie potholes of Minnesota,
Iowa, and the Dakotas.

products for human use and oppor.
tunities for recreation, education,
and research.
Wetlands are critical to the
survival of a wide variety of animals
and plants, including numerous rare
and endangered species. Wetlands
are also primary habitats for many
species, such as the wood duck,
muskrat, and swamp rose. For
others, weUands provide important
seasonal habitats where food, water,
and cover are plentiful.
Wetlands are among the most
productive natural ecosystems in the
world. They produce great volumes
Functions and Values
of food, such as leaves and stems,
of Wetlands
that breaks down in the water to
form detritus (Figure 5-2). This
enriched material is the principal
In their natural condition,
food for many aquatic invertebrates,
wetlands provide many benefits,
various shelffish, and forage fish that
including food and habitat for fish
are fcx:x:l for larger commercial and
and wildlife, water quality improve~
recreational fish species such as
ment, flood protection, shoreline
bluefish and sthped ba~.
erosion control, ground water
Wetlands help maintain and
exchange, as well as natural
improve water quality by intercepting surface water runoff before it
reaches open water, removing or
retaining nutrients, processing
Coastal Wetlands Produce Detritus that Support
chemical and organic wastes, and
reducing sediment loads to receivFish
and
Shellfish
Coasta! Wetlands Plants
ing waters (Figure S-3). As water
moves through a wetland, plants
slow the water, allowing sediment
and pollutants to settle out. PLant
roots trap sediment and are then
Estuarine Water
, abte to metabolize and detoxffy
pollutants and remove nutnents
zoop ank/~...~
ton
,~N~. ~~~
such as nitrogen and phosphorus.
~
Wetlands function like natural
I
~ %~
basins, storing e+ther floodwater that
~, ~
+’~’~
overflows riverbanks or surface
1
Sheepshead M nnowl
water that collects in isolated
¯
’
+’-~+Oyster ~ +~ -~ + r.~_,~ "-" ~ -, ~ ’ +f+’ I depress+ons. By doing so, wetlands
- + ,’~~. , ,~,~ help protect adjacent and
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0
downstream property from flood
damage. Trees and other wetlands
vegetation help slow the speed of
flood waters. This action, combined
,~*~, water storage, can lower flood
heigh-~ and reduce the water’s eros~,e potential O:igure 5-4). In agdcu,tural areas, wetlands can help
reduce the likeiihood of flood darn-

able to store flood water~ and
reduce channel erosion. Wetlands
bind soil, dampen wave aclJon, and
reduce current velocity through
friction. These properties are very
valuable for stabilizing shorelines
(Figure .%.5).
WeUands water storage cap~ity
also allows recharge of ground

upstream of urban areas are espedally valuable tot flood protection,
since urban development increases
the rate and volume of surface
water runoff, thereby increasing the
risk of flood damage,
WeUands are often located
between nvers and high ground
(called uplands) and are therefore

sources of water for drinking ~
agricultural u.~es (Figure 5-~). rr.b
evated ground water tables and
water stored in w~tlands are also
important fo~ maintaining stream
base-flows. Water entering weUands
during wet pedods is released slowly
through ground wate~ or as runoff,
moderating stream flow voiurnes

Water Quality Improvement Functions in Wetlands

L

Flood Protection
Functions in Wetlands

~, A,~’~ i’
’~ ?

~’

.!
Sa~rce:

o~ Eco~x~.

Shoreline Stabilization
Functions in Wetlands
t ~,~

Nutrient
Removal

.. o.~

Chemical
Detoxification
5ocJrce: ~’ashir~ton State Deparlrnent of Ecoio~.
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Ground Water Recharge

Functions of Wetlands
~, ’, ,,.
!’.~i~,~,f
"
’

~!.~.
~f .....~.~1~,
,~
: . " ";I

~
Source: washingto~ State Deparv~nt
of Ecology
~,~,~.~~~. ~- _

Strearnflow Maintenance
Functions in Wetlands

O

necessary for the survival of fish,
wildlite, and plants that rely on the
stream (Figure 5-7).
Wetlands produce a wealth of
natural products, including fish and
shellfish, timber, wildlife, and wild
rice. Much of the Nation’s fishing
and shellfishing industry harvests

spent over the years to reduce
flooding. Loss or degradation of
weUands intensifies flooding by
eliminating the wetlands’ capacity
to absorb peak flow~ and gradually
release flood waters.

national survey conducted by the
Fish and Wildlife Service in 1991
illustrates the economic value of
.some of the wetlands-dependent
products. Over 9 billion pounds of
fish and shellfish landed in the
United States in 1991 had a direct,
dockside value of $3.3 billion. This
served as the basis of a seafood
processing and sales industry that
generated total expenditures of
$26.8 billion. In addition, 35.6 raillion anglers spent $24 billion on
freshwater and saltwater fishing. It is
estimated that 71% of commercially
valuable fish and shellfish depend
directly or indirectly on coastal
webands,

over $17 million of annual flood
damage would result from the
destruction of 8,422 acres of wetlands in the Chades River Basin. For
this reason, the COE decided to
preserve wetlands rather than co~struct extensive flood control facilities along a stretch of the Cl~des
River near Boston. A~nual benefits
of the preservation pro~ect avt,~age
$2.1 million while annual costs
average $617,000.

Consequences
of Wetlands Loss
and Degradation
Source ~’ash,r’~gton State Department
o~ Ecology.

¯ In Massachusetts, the U.S. Army

¯ The Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources estimates that it
costs the public $300 to replace the
water storage capacity lost by
development of 1 acre of wetlands
that holds 12 inches of water. The
cost of replacing 5,000 acres of
wetlands would be $1.5 million,
which exceeds the State’s annual

a prop. tion for contact.

The loss or degradation of wetAnother consequence of wetlands can lead to serious conselands loss or degradation is decline,
deformity from toxic contamination,
quences, including increased floodor extinction of wildlife and plant
ing; species decline, deformity, or
species. Forty-five percent of the
extinction; and declines in water
threatened and endangered species
quality. The following discussion
listed by" the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
describes several examples of the
Service (FWS) rely directly or indiconsequences of wetlands loss and
rectly on wetlands for their survwal.
degradation,
Floods continue to seriously
¯ The destruction of wetlands
damage the property and Iiveliaround Merritt Island and St. John’s
hoods of thousands of Americans
Istanc~ in Florida has been ~dentJfied
despite expenchtures of biltions of
as a ma~or contributor to the
local, State, and Federal dollars
extinction of the Dusky Seaside
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Sparrow. The sparrow’s habitat was
diked and fl~ in an a~empt to
con~ol mo~uitos, then drai~ a~
bum~ to promote ranchi~. ~e
last Dus~ Seaside Spa~ d~ in
captivi~ on June 16, 1987.
m ~er-!~ging of mature ~
land hardw~ fo~s~ is ~li~ to
have cau~d ~e extin~ ~ ~
Ivo~ Bill~ W~ker in ~
Unit~ S~t~. The clead~ of ~ttomland har~ fo~ has al~
aff~ed the Louisiana Bl~k ~ar, ~
~amp ~ar, by d~ ~
~a~s habi~t. ~th i~ ~la~
plummeting kom ~e ~nds ~
~e~l hundr~, ~e ~S ~
list~ ~e Louisiana Black ~ar ~
~threaten~" u~er ~ ~~
S~ ~
¯ Popula~ons of Mallard ~ a~
No~em Pin~il Duc~ in ~
~eHca d~lin~ c~n~l~
~n 1955 and ~ ea~ 1~.
In 1990, ~e humor of Mallard
D~M in ~e prairies of ~ Un~
S~tes d~lin~ ~% from ~e num~r count~ in 1989 to ~e ~
~putation figures on ~d,
although r~ent da~ i~i~te ~at
wateflowf ~pulations a~ m~unding. ~e well-~ing of watefl~
~lations is dir~ ~ to ~
s~tus and abundance of ~nds.
~ watedo~ ~pulaU~s am
~u~ into the remaining ~tlands, conf~n~ condi~ons favor
outbreaM o~ avian cholera and ot~r
con~g~ous di~ases in wated~,
Wetlands loss and d~radation
also reduce water qualiW pu~ication
functions ~do~ed by wetlands,

m ~ C~r~ ~omla~ Ha~
~ Swamp in S~ ~li~
~ valuable water q~li~
~m~, ~ch as ~m~ a~ ~
bil~i~ ~i~nL numB, a~
toxic con~minan~. ~e to~l c~
of c~st~ng, ~aU~, a~
main~ini~ a te~a~ ~t
p~nt to ~m ~ ~me ~n~
~d ~ $~ mill~.
¯ ~t~ ~n ~s ~
an im~nt ~ in ~uci~ n~
~t ~s ~t~ ~ Ch~a~
~y. In ~ sty, a d~dan f~
in a ~inan~ ~u~ural
wat~ ~ a~t ~ ~
~ ~s a~ 8~ ~ ~
ni~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ h ~t~ a ~ ~ ~
~y. ~ ~ s~h ~
~ afl~ ~ ~t~ q~ ~
~ ~y ~ i~ma~ u~
~ ~ ~ ~e ~
¯ A ~ ~ ~ ~milar ~ ~
~ ~k~k ~r in N~ J~
~t~ ~ i~ in
erosi~ ~t ~1~ ~ ~
~~ ~ ma~hlands. In ~
sty, ~h ~tion was ~t at
o~ ~te a~ ~ u~istu~ at ~
o~ site. ~e ~nk at ~e c~ s~e
er~ ~a~ 2 mete~ (~e ~n
6 f~t) in 1 ~ar ~i~ ~e uncut ~te
exhi~t~ n~l~ible ~nk erode.
~se examples illu~te ~
int~ral role of ~Ua~s in ~r
~osystems and h~ weUan~
dest~ion a~ d~radaUon ~n
have ex~ns~e and ~anent
cons~uences. By prese~ng
wetlands and their ~nctions, ~tlands wil~ continue to provide ~
~nef~ to ~ple and ~e en~r~menL
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Extent of the Resource
Wetlands Loss
in the United States
It is estimated that over 200
million acres of wetlands existed in
the lower 48 States at the time of
European settlement. Since then,
extensive wetlands acreage has
been losL with many of the original
wetlands drained and converted to
farmland and urban developmenL
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Twentv-t’wo States have lost at least 50% of their ori~nal wetlands,
Se~en of these 22 (California, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Ken.
t~cky, and Ohio) have lost more than 80% of their original wellands,
Source

Da~!, TF. , ]990, I’~’cllatM~ L~¢~ itl the, Unih’d 5~tes 17~0’~ to ~980’~,
U ’.; ~epartment of the Interior, Fish and Witdhte S.etv~¢e.

Today, less than half of our original
wetlands remain. The losses amotmt
to an area equal to the size of ~
iomia (see Figure 5-8). According to
the U.S. Fish and W~ldlife Sennce’s
Wetlands Losses in the United Slates
1780’s to 19803, the three States
that have sustained the greatest
percentage of wetlands loss are
California (91%), Ohio (90%), ~:1
Iowa (8996).
According to FWS status ~
trends reports, the average annul
loss of wetlands has decreased ou~
the past 40 years. The average
annual loss from the mid-19.$Os to
the mid-1970s was 458,000
and from the mid-1970s to mid198os it was 290,000 acres.
ture was responsible for 87%
loss from the mid-1950s tO the midmid-1970s to the mid-1980$.
A more recent esUmate of
wetlands losses from the National
Resources Inventory (NRI), conducted by the Natural Resources
Conservation Service (NRCS),
cates that 792,000 acres of wetbetween 1982 and 1992 for a
yeady loss estimate of 70,000 to
90,000 acres. This net log is
result of gross losses of 1,561,300
acres of wetlands and gross gains of
768,700 acres of wetlands over the
10-year period. The NRI estimates
are consistent with the trend of
declining wetlands losses reported
by FWS. Although losses have
decreased, we still have to make
progress toward our interim goal
no overall net loss of the NaUon’s
remaining wetlands and the longterm goal of increasing the quanUty
and quahty of the Nation’s wetlands
resource base.
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The decline in wetlands losses
¯ New Hampshire recently cornare a result of the combined effect
pleted a wetlands mapping pro~
that translated LANDSAT digital
of several trends: (1) the decline in
imagery into a geographic informaprofitability it~ converting wetlands
tion system (GIS) format. The
for agricultural production;
proiect included extens~,’e field
(2) passage of Swampbuster in the
1985 and 1990 Farm Bills; (3) presvedficaUon. The GIS mapping ~
ence of the CWA Section 404 pertern revealed many small wetland~
mit programs as well as developthat were overlooked by previo~
ment of State management prosurveys. As a result, New Hampshire’s estimate of total wetlands
grams (see Chapter 17); (4) greater
acreage climbed from 200,000 ~
public interest and support for wetlands protection; and (5) implemento almost 400,000 acre~.
ration of weUands restoration programs at the Federal, State, and
¯ In 1993, the North Carolina Division of Environmental Management
local leve!,
Nineteen States listed sources of
(DEM) used hyd~ sole, a~ a ~
line to inventory wetlands in the
recent wetlands loss in their 1994
305(b) reports (Figure 5-9). ResiCoastal Plain, rather th~n NWl n’wN~
dential development and urban
used in previous inventories. DEM
randomly selected 27 sample ~
growth were cited as the leading
of 9,900 acres each, mapped ~
sources of current Io~es (see
Appendix D, Table D-l, for indilished soils data for each ~ite, and
vidual State information). Other
calculated the total area of hydrk:
losses were due to commercial de~oils in each site with a video ~::~velopment; construction of roads,
ware analysis package.
highways, and bridges; agriculture;
and industrial development.
Several States and the District
Sources of Recent Wetlands
of Columbia reported on effort~ to
inventory wetlands. Some of the
(I 9 States Reporting)
programs are designed to augment
the PWS’s Nat.ional WeUands InvenSour~e~
to~ (NWI), while others are
Residential Development
designed to produce independent
and Urban Growth
I
status and treqd inforrnaUon. Some
Commercial Development III II
of the programs have already been
Road/Highway/Bridge
completed and others have been
Construcuon
authorized but not funded.
Agriculture
~
¯ In 1994, the District of Columbia
adopted a new estimate of total
wetlands acreage generated by
applying the Planogrid method to
aerial NWI maps. The finer detail
and resolutior of the new methodology almost doubled previous esUmates of wetlands acreage.

Industrial Development
Filling and Draining
(Unspecified)
Impoundments

Losses
j Total
I

15
13
12
10

~

7

~

7

~
~
0

t
~
I0
20
Number of States Reportlng

6
30

Basel on tiara conLa~ned ~ Appenchx D, Tal:~ D-4.
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¯ The Ohio Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) is conducting a
statewide inventory of wetlands as
part of its Remote Sensing Program
with cooperation from numerous
agencies. The program utilizes digital data from the LANDSAT Themarie Mapper, digitized soils data,
low-level aenal photographs, and
USGS topographic maps to identify
and map different types of wetlands, including farmed wetJands,
DNR plans to update the maps
every .~ yeats,

’

n~ting monitoring pro~’-ts at
selected reference wetlands that are
relatively free from impacts. The
States ~1 use the data collected at
these reference wetlands to define
baseline co~:litions in healthy
w~r~s and standards to protect

L
~’~

¯ Every 3 y~ars, Kansas collects
water quality samples from seven
we~ands (covering 2S,069 acres)
owned by the State or ~ Federal
government. The State monitors
one stat5o~ per wetland for nut~
ent~, minerals, heavy metals, clarity,

Monitoring Wetlands
so s, bacteria,
ak3ae, temperature, ~d
Functions and Values
=ygen.
Wetlands monitoring data are
cdtical to the achievement of
important national goals, such as no
overall net loss of wetlands runebons and values. With States and
Tribes developing water quality
standards for their wetlands, State
and Tdbal monitoring programs are
cntJcat for determining if wetlands
are meeting their designated and
existing uses. Monitonng data are
also needed to prioritize wetlands
for restoration and protection and
to define successful mitigation.
Monitonng programs can provide the data needed to identl~,
degradation of functions and values
in wetlands and sources of that
degradation, but specific wetlands
monitoring programs are still in
their infancy. Currently, no State is
operahng a statewide wetlands
monltonng program,
However, several States include
a few wetlands in their ambient
mon~tonng programs, and a growing number of States are imple-

¯ Kentucky added several wetlands
to it~ reference reach rnonitofing
program to characterize chemical
wate~ quality, sediment quality, fish
tissue concentrations of contaminants, habitat conditions, and gem
eral biotJc conditions in each physiographic region of the State. The
information will be used to develop
designated uses and biological criter~a fix" wet~’~ds.
¯ Minnesota initiated the Reference
Wetlands Pro~ect to develop a basis
for assessing the biologica! and
chemical heatth of wetlands. The
pro~ect ~s characterizing invertebrate
communities, vegetation, amphib.
~ans, land cover, and water and
sediment chemistry at 32 relatively
undisturbed wetlands and three
impacted wetlands. The information
will provide the basis for determining use support status and evaluating wetlands health and will help
the State determine if restored
wetlands can achieve a condition
comparable to natural wetlands.
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¯ New Hamoshire plans to monitor
a variety of parameter~ at five
wetlands throughout the State during 1994-1995 to provide baseline
data for developing specific
wetlands water quality standards.

monito~ng in the wetland. The
wetland is impaired b~ exotic speties, fill,~g and draining, and other
habitat alteratJot~.

Designated Use
Support in Wetlands

3,200 of ,t nds pa ly
sup uat : use,

The States,Tribes, and other
jurisdictions are making progress in
developing specific designated uses
and water quality standards for wetlands, but many States and Tribes
still lack specific water quality triteha and monitoring programs for
wetlands. Without criteria and
monitoring data, most States and
Tribes cannot evaluate use support,
To date, only nine States and Tribes
reported the designated use support
status for some of their wetlands
(see Appendi~ D, Table D-l). Only
Kansas used quantitative data as a
basis for the use support decisions,
¯ California reported that 12°/o of
the 121,900 acres of surveyed wetlands fully supports aquatic life use
and 88% part~ally supports aquatic
life use due to metals, nutrients,
oxygen depletion, and salinity,
Sources impacting wetlands include
municipal wastewater treatment
planLs, urban runoff and storm
sewers, and hydrologic and habitat
modifications.
¯ The Coyote Valley Band of Pomo
Indians ~n northern California classifled all 1.6 acres of their wetlands as
part~ally supporting uses for wildlife
and use as a r{panan buffer. The use
support anaiys s was based on
reconnmssanc~ surveys rather than

Wetlands Acres Surveyed by States
and Tribes
Including A~aska’s wetlands
¯ 8,822,472 act~ = 3%
surveyed
Total acres (including AJaska)

¯ ~ Hoopa VaBey Tdbe in northem California repo~led that all of its

= 277

use, w~ldlife habitat use, and use as
a riparian buffe~. ~lling and draining, flow alteratiorts, other habitat
alterabons, and exotic species impair
the wetlands. AgrioJIture, for~try,
construction, hydtok~ modifications, and unknow~ source~ have
degraded wetlands o~ the Hoopa
Valley Re~=nvatio~.
¯ Iowa used best i:~ofessional judgment to deterrnin~ the designated
use support ~tatus of 83 publicly
owned wetJands cove~ng 26,082
acres (about 69o/o of the State’s
total wetlands). Iowa reported that
3% of the sunmyed wetlands acreage fully s~Jpports aquatic life use,
31% fully suppor~ aquatic life use
now LxJt is threatened, 52% partially suppo~ aquaOc life u~e, and
14% does not support aquatic life
use. SiltaDon, nutrients, habitat
alteration, and pesticides have significant impacts on Iowa’s wetlands.
The leading sources of degradation
are agricultural runoff and dewatering activities.
¯ Kansas used monitoring data to
determine use suppor~ in nine publicly owned wetlands (covenng
25,069 acres) and qualitative informatlon to assess c)~e wetland (coyering 70 acres). The State did not
survey the remaining 25 publicly
owned wetlands covering 10,388
acres. Kansas repon.ed that 20% of

3% Surveyed

97% Not Su~b, ed
Excluding AJaska’s wetlands
¯ 8,822,472 acres =
surveyed
Totat acres (excluding AJa~ka)
= 107 million
~ ,~

,,~
8% Surveyed

f

"~’x~

92% Not Surveyed
’~rom Dahl, T.E 1990.
~h~ D’ml(.,t _~t~l~ 17,~o.~ I~ l~#,.~)s u.s.
Department of the Inter~r, t:~sh and Wildlife
Source: ~994 Section 30S(b) ~epom
subrnmed by S~ates, Tribes.
Terr{tones, and Commissions
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the surveyed wetlands acreage fully
supports uses now but is threatened, 55% partially supports uses,
and 25% does not support uses
such as noncontact recreation and
aquatic life support.
¯ Louisiana assessed use support in
almost 1 million acres of its 8.7
million total acres of wetlands. The
State reported that 91% of the
assessed wetJand acres fully supports
uses and 9% partially supports uses
due to bacteria, siltation and suspended solids, and hydrologic
modifications. Sources of impairment include channelization, dredging, flow regulation, drainage and
filling, recreational ac-’dvities,
upstream sources, af~d natural
source~,

,

~

...... ...................

,,~

~

~
~

~
,.

¯ Nevada surveyed use support in
36,169 acres (25%) of its 136,650
total acres of wetlands. Nevada
reported that 28% of the surveyed
wetlands partially supports uses,
67% does not support uses, and
6% cannot attain designated uses.
The State rel:x:)rted that 100 acres
are impaired by ammonia, pH, and
organic enrichment and low dissolved oxygen concentrations.
¯ North Carolina used aerial photo.
graphs and soil information to rate
use support by current land use.
North Carolina rated wetlands on
hydric soils with natural tree cover
as fully supporting uses. Partially
supporting wetlands have modified
cover and hydrology but still retain
wetlands status and supl:~:~t most
uses. For example, pine plantatio~ts
still retain value for wildlife habitat,
flood control, ground water
recharge, nutrient removal, and
aquatic habitat, although the modifled wetlands support these uses less
effectively than undisturbed wetlands. Wetlands converted to agrifledcultureas not°r
urt~an landoriginal
use are classisupporting
wetlands uses.
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North Carolina used this mebhodology to survey use support in
over 7 million acres of wetlands,
The State reported that 66% of the
surveyed wetlands fully suppor’,~
uses, 13% partia!ly supports uses,
and 22% does not support uses.

Summarizing State wetlands
data would also produce misleading
results because two States (North
Carolina and Louisiana) contain
91% of the surveyed wetlands acreage.
More States and Tribes will
assess use support in wetlands as
they develop standards tor wetlands. Many States are still in the
process of developing wetlands
water quality standards, which pr~
vide the baseline for deten’nining
beneficial use suppor~ (see Chapter
13). Improved standard~ will ~o
provide a firmer foundat~o~ fo~
assessing impain’nent~ in wetland~
in those States already reporting use
support in wetlands.

¯ Oklahoma assessed one we!’Jand
covering 120 acres. The State clamfled all 120 acres of the wetland as
threatened,
EPA cannot draw nationa! cor~
clusions at)out water quality conditions in all weUands because the
States used d~fferent methodolog~
to survey only 3% of the total
weUands in the Nation.

V

0
I,

More Information on w~fland~s
can !~ obtained from
EPA’s l~’etland~s Hotllne
t at
betwee~ 9 a.n~. and S
~ Eastern Standard Time.

Causes Degrading Wetlands Integrity
(12 States Reporting)
Sediment
Flow Alterations
Habitat Alteratso~s
Filling and Draining
Pesticides
Nutrient~
Patho(jens
Metals
Unknown Toxicity

~’~:~’~- ~"~’~= ==~

~
i
~
~1

3
2
2
2
2

I

o

s

c’

lo

Number of States Reporting
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The States have even fewer data
sources (see Appendix D, Tables D-3
to quantify the extent of pollutants
and D-4, for individual State infordegrading wetlands and the sources
rnation).
of these pollutants. Although most
States cannot quantify wetlands area
Summan/
impacted by individual causes and
sources of degradation, 12 States
Currently, most States are not
identified causes and 13 States idenequipped
to report on the integrity
tified sources known to degrade
of their wetlands. Only nine States
wetlands integrity to some extent
and Tribes reported attainment of
(Figures 5-10 and 5-11). These
designated uses for weUands in
States listed sediment as the most
1994. National trends cannot be
widespread cause of degradation
drawn from this limited information.
impacting wetlands, followed by
This is expected to change, howflow alterations, habitat modifica- ever, as States adopt wetlands water
tions, and draining. Agriculture
quality standards and enhance their
topped the list of sources degrading
existing monitoring programs to
wetlands, followed by urban runoff,
more accurately assess designated
hydrologic modification, and natural
use support in their wetlands.

Sources Degrading Wetlands Integrity
(1 3 States Reporting)
Sources
Urban Runoff
Hydrologic Modification
Municipal Point Sources
Construction
Road Construction
Land Disposal

Total

6
4
~
~1
0

4
4
5

10

15

Number of States Reporting
Based on dat~ conta~neci *n Appenci~x D, Table D-3.
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Ground Water Quality
Ground water is a vital national
resource t,~at is used for a myriad of
purposes. It is used for public and
domestic water supply systems, fo~
irrigation and livestock watenng,
and for industrial, commercial, raining, and thermoelectric power product.ion purposes. In many parts of
the Nation, ground water serves as
the only reliable source of drinking
and irngation water. Unfortunately,
this vital resource is vulnerable to
contain nation, and ground water
contaminant problems are being
reported throughout the country. In
their 1994 305(b) reports, States,
Tnbes, and Terntories identified
contaminant sources and the assoc6
ated contaminants that threaten ~
integrity of their ground water
resources. Controlling these sources
of contamination and preventing
further contamination of the
resource have become the focus
of numerous local, State, and Federal programs,
This chapter contains inforrnation provided by 48 States, 2 Ten’itories, and 5 Tribes in their 1994
305(b) reports. The 1994 305(b)
reports are based on guidelines,
developed by EPA, requesting that
each reporting agency characterize
the quality of its. ground water
resources. Because few States and
Tnbes possess the capability to characterize ground water quality using
ambient monitoring data, EPA asked
them to provide available informa.
tion on specific ~:or~tam~nant sources
and associated contaminants

1

degrading ground water quality.
And, for the first time, EPA asked
States and Tribes to provide infotmarion on selected paramete~ that
will be used in the future to provide
an indication of spatial and tempo.
ral trends in ground water quality.
This chapter present~ an overvie~v of ground water use in the
United States as well as a discus.~on
detailing State-identified sources of
contamination and contaminants
that are adver~ly impacting our
Nation’s ground water quality. State
progress in the development of
ambmnt ground water monitoring
netwo~ is highlighted. The
progress made in developing
ground water indicator~ i~ also
~leso’ibed.

2

"

~-~

Ground Water Use
in the United States

5

"

S

tn 1990, ground water supplied
51% of the Nation’s population
with drinking water--the highestprionty use of water. Overall,
ground water supplied approximately 20% (80.6 billion gallons per
day [bgd] out of a total 408.4 bgd)
of all water uses in the United
States. These water uses include
public and domestic water supply,
irrigation, livestock watering, mining, and commercial, industrial, and
thermoelectnc cooling applications.
Figure 6-1 illustrates the distribution
of ground water use among these
categones. As shown, irrigation

2

9
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National Ground Water Use as a
Percentage of Total Withdrawals
Irrigation 63%
Thermoelectric 0.7%
Commercial 1%
Livestock Watering 3%
Domestic 4%
Mining 4%
Industrial .~%

r~
i

Public Drinking
Water Supply 19%

Source: Ol:~n.File Report 92-63, U.S C.,eolog~:al Sur~.

~’

r

Withdrawal and Discharge of Ground Water
as a Percentage of Contribution
Thermoelectric 0.3%

~
f
/

/

Commercial 0.S%
Livesto¢:k Watenng 1.4%
Mining 1
[! "~
!

!

Domestic 1.9%
",~-’- Public Drinking

Water Supply 8.7%

~

Irrigation

29.0~

~j__
~
~---~--~"

Stream Baseflow

Maintenance 54.09~

Source O~en-~de Report 92-63. US C, eolog,cal Survey. and f~ot~ono! Water Surnmor~ I986,
Hv(~rOJO~K ~ent~ and Ground. Wc~ter Qua! ty, U S Geolo(~l~ca! Survey, Water-Supply

Pal:~r 2325

(63%) and punic water supply
(19~) are th~ Largest uses of
ground water withdrawals.
One of the ~argest and most
important contributions of ground
water is not presented in Figure 6-1.
The volume of ground water that is
naturally discharged to streams and
other sudace waterbodies, thereby
maintaining streamflow during per.
iods of low flow or drought conditions, was previously unrecognized
and unquantified. This volume, 492
bgd, is measured using special
instruments or estimated using
stream gaging and hydraulic gradient data. The importance of ground
water flow into streams and other
surface waters cannot be underestimated. Ground water can transport
contaminants to streams and affect
surface water quality and quantity,
which may impact ddnking water
supplies drawn from surface waters,
fish and wildlife habitats, swimming,
boating, fishing, and commercial
navigation. Modifications to the
quantity or quality of ground water
discharged into surface water ecOsystems can also have major ecoadverse impacts on recreation, public health, fisheries, tourism, and
general ecos),stem integrity.
The importance of ground
water to stream baseflow maintenance is illustrated in Figure 6-2,
which shows all of the major uses of
ground water in relation to stream
baseflow maintenance. Stream
basefiow maintenance accounts for
.~4% of ground water discharges.
The next highest use of ground
water is irrigation, which accounts
for 29% of national ground water
use. Figure 6-3 shows that ground
water use for drinking water supply,
agricultural supply, industrial/
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commercial supply, and mining
and thermoelectric supplies varies in
different regions of the country. For
example, ground water is more
heavily used for dnnking water and
industrial/commercial supplies in
eastern States and for drinking
water and agricultural supplies in
western States.
Despite the variation in usage
across the Nation, ground water
used for drinking water supply is
one of the most cdtical uses. Data
reported by the U.S. Geological
Survey were used to estimate

ground water statistics related to
public water supply (PWS) and privale wells on a State-by-State basis.
Specifically, the data were us~,~:l to
determine whether there wa~ an
increase or a decrease in the volume
of ground water used for PWS from
1970 to 1990; the percent change
in volume during the same period;
the ratio of the change in ground
water use from 1980 to 1990 to the
change in surface water use dudng
the same period for PWS; the percent of population dependent upon
ground water for ddnking water the

Distribution of Ground Water Usage
Across the Nation

,
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Vulnerability

~

~--

Virtually all aquifers hav~ some
inherent susceptibility to contamination. To determine the susceptibility
of aquifers to contamination from
shallow (Class V) injection wells, EPA
performed a nationwide assessment." The purpose of the assessment was to determine ground
water vulnerability and aquifer sensi,
tivity for each of the 48 conterminous States.
Ground water vulnerability is
dependent upon the geology of the
physical system. However, population density and distribution are also
important as the greatest number of
shallow iniection wells occur in areas
of high population density. Aquifer
sensitivity is related to the potential
for contamination to occur. Aquifers
that have a high degree of vulnerability and occur in areas of high
population densRy are considered to
be the most sensitive. The assessment determined that 44% of the
shallow unconfined aquifers in the
continental United States are highly
susceptible to contamination, and
that 60% have some degree of
susceptibility.

~timates of inherent susceptibility can be obtair~-~d through a vari.
ety of assessment methods that
consider different characteristics of
the aquifer and/or overlying matedals. The assessment method selected
depends on the goal of the assessment. Because the goal of, and
method for, each assessment may
be different, multiple assessments
may yield different results. Such a
seeming discrepancy in results does
not detract from the benefits of
susceptibility assessments for ground
water management purposes,
because results are goal-specific.
Several States have performed
their own statewide aquifer sus~eptJbility assessments to address a highpnority management concern. For
example, Georgia performed a
"DRASTIC" assessment of susceptibility and determined that approximately 65% of the State was either
moderately or highly susceptible to
surface-applied sources of contamination. These results are similar to
those obtained by Pettyjohn et al.
(! 991)* in which it was estimated

* Pettytohn, W.A, M Savc~a, and Dale Serf, 1991, l~e~/.~onel A3~e~ment of Aquifer Vulner~biht),
ond Sen~,dlv~ty In the Contermmou~ Unded 5~ates, Robert S. Kerr [nv~ronrnental Research

Laborato~, O~ce of Research and Development. U.S Environnnental Prote~ion Agenoi, A~ia,
OMahorna, 319 pages.
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that 62% of Georgia is susceptible
to shallow subsurface sourc~ of
contamination,
Although high-priority
differ among States, the resu~ of
the nationwide assessment show
that a significant part of the Nation
is highly susceptible to at least ~
t~pe of contamination. That ~ a
significant po~on of the Nation’s
ground water is susceptible atte~
to the need for contaminant

V

2
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HICi-! ICHC"~’,i’~C, HT HIGHLIGHT

Examples of Surface Water
Con minated by Con minated
Ground Water
EPA’s C~ake Bay ~ice
estimat~ ~at 3~ to 4~ of the
nitrat~ ~ted~ ~ ~y, the mawr
~llu~nt in ~ ~y, comes from
ground water ~e. Agnculture
is t~ p~a~ ~ce of ~ese
ni~at~ ~ fa~i~ is common
in ~e h~ wat~ draining into
t~ ~y. ~ ~ mtrates, ~stici~s atm ~t~ t~ ~y. Pesticides
are u~ to c~ ~ on land
and may ~ ~g ~neficial
organics in ~ water as well.
Thus, t~ ~ ~t the~ organisms ~ ~ c~ng gr~nd
water ~ ff ~t~ the Bay is lost.
To fu~h~ e~te the problem,
¯ e foms~ ~at ~nd the shoreline contin~ to ~ c~ar~ as development spree. R~arch sho~
that tr~s am ~ in remo~ng
nitrates and o~ ~iu~n~ from
ground water ~f~e R d~scharges to
surface water, and ~us another
water cleani~ ~nism ~ lost. In
addition, ~ ~ent that
removes t~ ~s a~s yet more
~llu~nt I~ to t~ wate~h~,
This ge~ra! ~1, ~th minor
vanations, is c~n throughout
¯ e count,
EPA r~ently ~blish~ A R~i~
of Meth~s f~ ~Ung Non~int
Source C~lami~t~ G~nd Water

DisUse to ~e Wa~,"
identif~ ~ ~s c~ly
u~ to ~te
g~u~ water ~rgi~ to
water. ~t~ ~ ~ are
well ~bli~, ~i~ ~r~
that dead.s ~ngs ~ g~nd
water for s~
abun~nt. N~, a
~e ~nt~ lit~ure
more than 1~ ~ ~o~
in ~h c~t~ g~
water was di~ into
con~mi~ted ~ff~e watt.
~m~,
~ In ~e Mis~d Val~ watt,
ground water ~coun~ f~ ~% to
95% of ~ hi,ate ~i~ to
suff~e watt.
~ On the St. !~n’s R~er, F~,
a~ut 2~ of ch~e I~ding
comes from g~ water ~ng
into ~nals ~at d~in into ~e ~r.
~ At the Mahan~o Cr~k watersh~ in Penns~ania, a link was
obse~ ~n t~ intensiW of
corn pr~uction and concentra~ons
of atrazine in gr~nd water. ~ corn
pr~uction and the use of atr~ne
increased, higher concentratiom of
a~azme were ob~ in
wells. S~ifi~l~, atr~ine was

*U S. EP,~ 199~, C~.e c~ W~te~, EPA 570/9-91-010.
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detected at concentrations less than
EPA standards in 74% of all sampled
w+lls,

and heavy metal con<:entrations
100 to 10,000 times abo~ ~
water le~.

¯ In Rehoboth Bay, Indian River
Bay, and Little Assawoman Bay,
Delaware, over 75% of nitrogen
loading comes from ground water
discharge.

¯ In Cedar River, Io~a, the pe~
Odes atrazine and deethyl~trazit~
were found in the river and 75%
was contributed from ground water.

¯ in Key Largo Marine Sanctuary,

¯ In the Indian River e~tuary in
Florida, dissolved reactive phosl:it~te

showed numerous pesticide i~aks

ground water dischar~je.

Microbial Paths of Contamination
Vane.s pathogenic microorganisms are also introduced into ground
water and sudace water as a result of various human activities. These ac-tMties include matfunctiomng sepbc systems, back.siphonage o~ water systems,
and maintenance det-~ciencies. The most relevant d~seases spread by these
pathogens are those related to consumpbon ol contaminated dnnkm9
water, including 9ast.roenteritJs, campytobactenosis, and hepatitis A. The
protozoan Co,pto~ond,’um has recently been recognized as a s~gnificant
human pathogen. Floods and other natural d~saste,,’s can also cause pathogens to enter ground wate~ and surface water used lot dnnbng water
supplies.
In the summer of 1994, State agenoes in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota M,ssour. Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wi~onsin and
the Cemers for D~sease Contro! and Prevenbon coord;nated a survey of the
contam~r,aboq of well water..Samples were ta~,en from 5.530 private wells
evemv soaced across these States. Prehm~nary resub3 of the su~’ey indicated
that co,!orm bacl#r~a were present in 4]:’u of the~e w~q!s. The presence of
COlr~oq’r~ bact+r+a may indl£ate contam~nat,on b’~ harm!ul bactena and
’,’~ruses In th,. sampied ’,ve~ s. Federal or’.nKl!~ water standards estabhshed
tor n,trates ard atr,,.z~ne ,n Dub,,c w3ter S~,’stt~mS were e~ceeded in 14% and
0 4~ o~ the’,( wer~ resr.ect,’,~ ,, ]he resu.!ls are be,ng analyzed for asso.Qa.
boris betwe~r weli contam~nabon and ~,,eli consider,on practices and healLh
effects
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supplies in 1990; and the percent of
ground water used for private drink,
ing water supplies. Ground water
statistics are provided in Appendix
I-1. Figure 6-4 illustrates the
percentage of population dependent upon ground water for dnnking water in 1990. A~ shown, Ne~
Mexico, Mississippi, and Florida rely
on ground water for 90% or more
of their drinking water supply. Following is a brief summary of significant trends,

’.

~

public water systems at a rate
greater than overall public water
use.
¯ Alaska, Arizona, California,
Florida, Kentucky, Missouri, and
Puerto Rico more than doubled
their use of ground water for public
¯ Hawaii, Idaho, Louisiana, Manyland, Minnesota, Montana, Massachusetts, New Mexico, North Catolina’, Pennsylvania, Texas, and
Wyoming nearly doubled their
use of ground water for public
supply.

For the period 1970 to 1990,
¯ Twenb’-one States and one Terntory increased ground water use for

r-or the period 1980 to 1990,

Percent of Population Dependent on Ground
Water for Drinking Water
1990

¯ Fo~ incremental drinking water
use, ground water supplied two of

eveny throo add ona ga lo.s
water supplied by public water
systems nationally.
In 1990,

¯ More than haft of the naUonal
populaUon was dependent upon
ground water for drinldng water.
More than haft of the population
(51% to 93%) in 30 States relied on
ground water for drinking water.

¯

¯ ~proximately 32% of
national population dependent
upon ground water obtained their
drinking water from private wells.
¯ Ninety-five percent of the population in rural areas relied on
ground water for their water supply.
~PR

,e

~"~
¯
~:~ ~e~can Sam~
~ Guam

¯ In Kentucky, Maine, North Caro~vl
I 90.100%
lina, South Carolina, and West V~r1 70.89%
gin~a, 65O,/o to 77% of the populaI 50-69%
tion relied on ground water from
~ 30-49%
private wells.
~_~ 20.29%
-~ 0-19%

Source Oper~ ~de Rel=~or~ 92-63, US Geolc~tcal Sur~
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¯ At least 40% of the population in
23 States and 1 Territory relied on
ground water from private wells,

human health or result in increased
costs to consumers. Many IocatJons
within every State have shown
water quality degradation that

Ground Water Quality constr=ns of ground watt"

resources. A~ ground water quality
is degraded, Americans are becom.
ing increasingly aware that contami-

Ground water moves slowly, on
the order of less than an inch to
nated ground water is both difficult
tens of feet per day. Consequently,
and expensive to dean up.
contaminants introduced into the
The fo~ statistics help to
subsurface are less likely to be
illustrate tt~e prevalence of localized
diluted than those introduced into
more rapidly moving surface water.
incident’
The slow movement of ground
water often results in a delay in the
¯ More th~n 85% of abandoned
detection of ground water contamihazardous waste disposal sites
nation. In some cases, contaminants
(Supeffund s~tes) have some degree
introduced into the subsurface more
of ground water contamination.
than I 0 years ago are only now
Most of these sites impact aquifers
being detected and affecting
that are currentJy used or could
ground water uses.
potentially be used for ddnking
While the larger ground water
water.
resource is of good quality, localized
areas of high demand and chemical
¯ Of the contamir~ted aquifers at
use can be affected by contaminaSuperfvr~ sites, 62~ discharge into
tion. This situation exists because
surface waters. Of ~ aquifers,
locations of more productive
38% are used to supply ddnldng
ground water yields are often places
water. Nineteen percent of these
that allow more infiltration and
contaminated aquifers discharge to
recharge of aquifers, carrying consensitive ecological environments.
tammants more easily to ground
¯ At 49% of the SuperflJnd sites
water. This vas~ resource remains
where cleanup costs are expected to
exceedingly vulnerable to contamiexceed $20 million, dealing with
nation by toxic compounds, bactelarge volumes of contaminated
ria, viruses, anct inorganic contamiground
water is a key factor
nants. In one study of five midwescontributing to that cost.
tern States, the Ground Water
Protection Council* estimated that
¯ Currently, 418 land disposal
between 15~0 and 48% of the land
facilitJes are su~ect to ground water
area is uncledain by highly vulnermonitoring requirements under the
able aquifers.
Resource Conservation and Recovery
Contamination of ground water
Act (RCRA). Of these, an estimated
typically occurs ~n localized areas.
37% are undertaking measures to
These incidents are frequently sericlean up existing ground water
ous and often pose threats to
contamination. The EPA estimates

~’~
Do You DHnE Ground Vv’at~.r~
Groan,’.
’,~ t~ ..........

¯ Wayne & Pett~:mn, A.?uff~ Vulnetob ~ry, ~.e~ r4ty. O~d Ground Wot~r Q4.~hty ~n Selected States, Ground Water Protecbon Council, 1994,
94
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that another 10% of the land
disposal facilities will detect ground
water contaminants in the next
2 years.
¯ EPA estimates that 1.2 million
federally regulated underground
storage tanks (USTs) are buried at
over .S00,000 sites nationwide. An
estimated 1 39,000 USTs have
leaked and impacted ground water
quality.
¯ EPA estimates that the total number of leaking USTs could reach
400,000 in the next several years.

inorganic contaminant~ reported to
have exceeded MCLs.
¯ Fifteen volatile organic compounds O/OCs) and eight pesticides
were noted to have exceeded MCI~
in ground-water-supplied public
water systems. Among the most
frequently cited of these cornpounds were trichloroethylene,
tetrachloroethylene, and benzene.*
AtJ’azine, alachlor, and lindane
the most frequently cited pesticides.

Sixteen States also reported on
the occurrence of ground wate~
contaminants at levels that are
The EPA requested that States
approaching the MCL The
provide information on the degraconcentrations of these contamidation of ground water resources
nant.s in ground water do not yet
used for public drinking water suppresent human health hazard~.
pl7. As a result, 21 States reported
Nonetheless, the), provide a clear
on the quality of ground water supindication that future uses
plied by a total o! 20,294 public
ground water may be impaired. O~
water systems that serve approxithe 16 States reporting:
mately 52 million people. Among
the~ State~:
¯ Fourteen States detected nitrate
¯ Nineteen reported incidents of
public water systems that use
ground water exceeding the Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for
at least one contaminant. These
exceedances occurred in 3% of the
ground-water-supplied public water
systems and affected drinking water
quality for 1.4 million Amencans.
¯ Eleven reported incidents in
which ground water supplied by
public water systems exceeded the
MCL for nitrate. Barium, arsenic,
and fluoride were cited most
frequently among the other 12

at a level between 50% and 100%
of the MCL in ground water sup.
plied by public water systems.
Among the 12 other inorganic contaminants reported to be approaching the MCL, the most frequently
cited were cadmium, nickel, selenium, and thallium.
¯ Fourteen VOCs and 13 pesticides
were reported at levels that
approached MCLs. The most
frequently cited of these cornpounds were benzene, carbcm
tetrach oride, and vinyl chloride.*
Lindane, simaz~ne, and aldicarb
were the most frequently cited
pesticides.

Tnchloroet~’~v’iene is a carcino~en ~i.e, cancer-causing substance) used ~n textiles, adhes~,es, and met~ll de~r~asers Tetrachloroethylene
Carbon letrachlonde is a carc~ncx~emc coml:~Onen~ Of sotvents and their decJradabo~ p.’odu¢~. Vln)4 chlonde Is a carcinogen that may lea<h
from pOIyvl~yl chloride pipe Or be Iormed by the breakdown of other ~otvent~
-
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Ground Water
Contaminant Sources

-

Ground water quality may be
adversely impacted by a variety of
potential contaminant sources. EPA
presented a list of potential
contaminant sources in the 1994
305(b) guidelines and requested
each State to identify and rank the
specific sources that threaten their
ground water resources. Ranking
was based on the best professio~ll
judgment of the State ground water
officials and took into account the
number of each type of source in
the State, the location of the various
sources relative to ground water
used for dnnking water purposes,
the size of the population at risk
from contaminated drinking water,
the risk posed to human health
and/or the environment from
releases, hydrogeologic sensitivity
(the ease with which contaminanl3
enter and travel through soil and
reach aquifers), and the findings of
the State’s ground water protection
strategy and/or related studies,
Figure 6-5 lists potential ground
water contaminant sources ranked
according to the number of States
that identified each source as a
high, medium, low, or unspec~ed
priority. As shown, the greatest
number of States reported that leaking underground storage tanks
(~USTs) are a source of ground water
contamination with 41 States rating
USTs as a high.priority source of
ground water contamination in their
1994 305(b) report~. Montana ind;cated that there have been 963
confirmed releases from USTs and
that half of these releases impacted
ground water resources. Leaking

u rs have cau
ground water pollution problems in
Rhode Island with more than 511
leaking USTs identified in the State
since 1985. Many of these sites have
required active remediatio~ of corw
taminated ground water. In several
cases, restoration of contaminated
ground water was deemed infeasible, and alternative measures had
to be taken to supply affected areas
with drinking water.
The primary causes of leakage ill
USTs are faulty installation and or.
rosion of tanks and pipelines. It is
estimated that, on a national basis,
139,000 tanks have leaked and
impacted ground water quality, and
reports of leaking USTs continue to
increase. Rhode Island indicated that
new reports of leaking UST sites
requiring investigatJon for potential
ground water contamination nurm
bered 50 to 70 per year during
1992-1993. Montana indicates that
new reports of leaking USTs come in
at a rate of 20 to 30 per month.
This dse in the number of repor~ of
leaking USTs most likely refiect~
increased awareness, stricter requirements on site assessments upon
closure of tanks, and monetary aid
to assist responsible parties to dean
up the contaminated sites. In addition, increased reporting of UST
leaks may reflect an increase in leaks
as older tanks corrode.
In general, most USTs are found
in the more heavily developed
urban and suburban areas of a
State. They are primarily used to
hold petroleum products such as
gasoline. Ninety-five percent of the
USTs in Texas contain petroleum
products. Rhode Island reports that,
of 255 active sites, approximately
75% involve motor fuels (gasoline
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and diesel fuel). The majority oi
these leaks at the active sites in
Rhode Island occurred at gasoline
service sLations. North Carolina
reported that leaking USTs
accounted for 87% of the grc~Jnd
water contamination incidents
occurring from October 1991
through September 1993. Of these
incidents, 86% were related to the
release of gasoline. Maine reports

that petroleum leakage has conLaminated over 200 private wells
~ 1990 and 1992.
Septic tanks and shallow injection wells were list~l as the third
and eleventh most common source~
o¢ ground water conLamination,
res!:~Jvely. Shallow injection wells
(classif’~,,d ~s Class V wells in the
Underc~-o~nd Injection Control
Pro~r~) inject flu!ds into or above

Contaminant Sources Prioritized by States

Underground Storage Tanks I
Pestici0e ~phcaUo~s

Landfills (unpermitted)
Landfills (permitted)
Surface Impoundments

52
48

t

i .....

I
Aboveground St~je, Tanks I

. .+.
. ~ -. " .......

+

" ""

Road Salt+rig

P~pehnes ~nd SPwer Lin~

J ~ ~--~-~ .....

"

~

!~

Deep In~e,:!.,on Wells

’ ~-’"

45
42
40

~
+

:~

i "] ¯

I ~:’~

Waste Tamng~
Irr,gat,on Practices

""

28

.~,~

~4
¯ High Prio~
¯ Medium Pric~
[] Low Priority
¯ Unspecified Prio~ty

~ ¯

’

"] ¯
-~] ¯
I0

20

30

40

23
20
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50

Numbe~ of State. Tribes, and Terrltodes Reporth~j
Source +994 Seat,on 305~Dj repo~ ~,uDm+tted D) Stales "[~’+be+, and Terr+tone<+
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underground sources of drinking
water. They include dry wells, septic
systems, geothermal reiniection
wells, industrial and utility disposal
wells, and aquifer recharge wells,
New Jersey reports that in a fourcounty study, including Passaic,
Somerset, Camden, and Ocean
Counties, subsurface discharges of
wastewater from industrial septic
systems, dry wells, and service
station drains are a major source of
drinking water contamination. Onehundred and twenty-four private
wells and five municipal wells were
contaminated--half by subsurface
discharges,
Contamination of drinking
water from shallow injection wells
may take years to be detected in
nearby wel~s. A chemical company
in the Bethpage/Hicksville area of
New York disposed of industrial
wastewater containing a carcinogenic compound---vinyl chloride--into sumps. Two million gallons of
wastes were d~scharged each year
for 19 year~. This led to extreme
contamination of the Magothy aquifer. Fourteen wells, including five
municipal supply wells, were contaminated with industrial organic
wastes. An estimated 100,000
people were affec’ted by the contaminated wells,
One obstacle in remediating
ground water contaminated by
shallow in~ection wells is determining the responsible parties. Three
wells were closed in Burlington,
Ma~ne, due to trichloroethylene
(-FCE) and tetrachtoroethylene (PCE)
contamination. The closure of the
wells affected 50% of the town’s
pnmary well field and approximately
20,000 people. Two nearby manufacturing planLs are unconfirmed

I:~ suspected so~ces of contamina.
tion. Both faciti0es have dry well.~
and septic systems that contain TCE
and PCE. The town continues to
supply water to resident~ usir~j
weltfietd that pt~x~ sen,’ed
backup water
In severe case~, even when
responsible parties are ~,,~:luired to
remediate the cor~taminated area,
costs are high---often too high for
the responsible party or partie~ to
afford. From the 1950s through
1981, a thermo~t manufacturer in
South Cairo, New York, poured
wastes containir~:j TCE and PCE
slu~2es down drains coroner:ted
an abandoned ~:~t~: sy~l.em. A~
result, high ~ of TCE and
were detected in five privately
owned wells in ~ vicinity. A 1983
Consent Order rL,~luired the rnanufacturer to dean up the site, supply
bottled water, and install, monitor,
and maintain carbon filter
for the fiv~ affected homes. In 1
the manufacturv~" filed for
bankruptcy, and EPA has assumed
responsibility fo~ maintaining the
carbon filter systems and monitoring. EPA has also installed two ne~
carbo~ filtration un~ and an air
stripping system and drilled a new
wel! in an effort to provide clean
water. Future remedial action will
include the provision of an alternate
water supply through a pipeline at
estimated capital costs of
$2,270,000 and annual operation
and management cost~ of
$100,000.
A March 22, 1991, repor~
prepared for EPA entitled Dnnking
Water Contaminat~:~n by Shallow
Inle~io~ Wel!s estimated that shattow injection wells contaminated
the dnnking water o! approximately
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1.3 million people at a cost ranging
from $30,000 to $3.8 millK)n,

Ground Water
Contaminants
EPA also requested that State~
identify and rank the contaminants
impacting their ground water
resources. This information was ~$o
based upon the best profe~io~l
judgment of the State ground water
experts. Factor~ that were coredered include the areal extent o~
contamination, I~ location of

contamination relative to ground
water supplies used fo~ drinking
water purposes, the size of the
population at dsk from ddnking
water threatened by th~ contaminant, the risk po~l to human
health and/or the environment from
this contaminant, hydrogeologic
sensitivity, and findings of tl~
State’s ground water protectJo~
strategy or other repot.
A~ shown in Figure
greatest number of State~ cited
petroleum compounds as a highpriodty contaminant in their ground
water. Petroleum compour~

Ground Water Contaminants Prioritized by States
Sources
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generally associated with underground and aboveground storage
~nks, and their frequent deteclJon
~n ground water is consistent with
the high prionty assigned by the
States to storage tanks as a
contaminant source,
Petroleum is a complex mixture
of more than 200 different compounds. Studies have found that
four compounds (benzene, toluene,
ethyl benzene, and xylenes) make
up 95% of the compounds
detected in ground water impacted
by petroleum releases. It is generally
these compounds that are most
frequently detected in contaminated
ground water. Using this info~
tion, Montana was able to relate
five incidents of benzene contamination in public water supplie~ to
leaking USTs.
Nitrate was the second most
common ground water contaminant
cited in State 305~b) reports.
Twenty-four States indicated that
nitrate was a major concern. Ten of
these States indicated that nitrate
was the prime contamir~nt of
concern. High concentrations of
nitrate in dnnking water c~n cause
serious human health problems,
especially in babies. Exposure to
high concentrations of nitrate (>10
rag/L) in drinking water causes
methemoglobinemia, or blue baby
syndrome, an inability to fix oxygen
in the blood.
Nitrate is soluble in water, and,
as a consequence, it is easily transported from the soil surface to
ground water. Nitrate is applied
extensively on agricultura! fields,
residential lawns, and golf courts
to promote crop and lawn growth,
Sources of nitrate inctude fen. izer,
ciomeshc wastewater and sludge,
and sephc tanks Natural

concentrations of nitrate in gro~tld
water vary, but a cor~ce~tratio~ of
3 n~/L is often considered to be
typical out~ide of areas of naturally
high nitrate levels. Cor~enttatJons
measured above this leve~ are
tally considered to be the result of
human activity. Elevated conce~tra.
tions Of nitrate in ground water ~
frequently considered to be an
important indicatiorl of the
degradation of grour~ water
standard for nitrate is 10 rr~j/L
Following are hkJ~Jht~ of
several State programs focusir~j on
nitrat~s.

The Maine ~ and Water Consetvatior~ Disttic~ co~-t~ soil from
the plow layer Of 249 corn fields as
part of a Manure Management
~ Soil nitrate wa~ four~ to be
twice the level r~.~.~.=d to produce a

nom~l corn crop, suggesting a

threat that the excess nitrat~ could
leach to ~round w~ter. In resporLse,
the M~ine Cooperative F.~emio~
Service deve4oped guidelines fo¢
rt~nure ut.ilizat~on that include
{]) the analysis of nit.r~e levels in
soils and plan~ prior to fertilizatiofl,
and (2) fertilization according to
realis0c crop uptake rates.
~
The Oakwood Lake~Poimett
Rural Clean Water Program examined the impacts of agricultural
chemical practices on ground water
quality. A total of 114 monitoring
wells were installed at se’~en study
sites that represented both faro’led
and unfarmed areas. The study
result~ showed that nitrate concerttrations in ground water ranged
from less than 0.1 mg/L to more
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Frequently Detected Pesticide
Residues in Ground Water

’
i

Ground water monitoring for
agricultural chemicals during the
past decade has shown that this
vital resource is susceptible to con.
tamination. The tabulated information on the following pages shows
the result~ of recent monitonng for
pesticides in the ground water of
some States. These studies indicate
that among the most frequently
detected pesticides are those with
active ingredients from the triazine
(atrazine, cyana~ne, simazine, and
prometon) and amide (alachlor,
metolachlor, and propachlor) herbicide families. While a number of
pesticides have been detected in
ground water, however, very few
are found at levels that exceed
health-based standards for dnnkJng
water,
Atrazine is the common name
of an herbicide that is frequently
used to control weeds in corn,
sorghum, and other agncultural
crops. Atrazine has a high potential
to be transported to ground water,
and is the seventh most frequently
detected active ingredient tracked in
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Pesticides in Ground Water
Database.* Atrazine residues were
found in 1,512 (5.6%) of the
26,909 well samples that were
collected for studies conducted
across the United States from 1971
to 1991. Only 172 of the wells

(0.6%) yiek:led samples in which
atrazine levels exceeded the MCL
Alad~lot is the common narn~
of an herbicide that is commonly
applied to weeds in corn, cotton,
soybeans, and peanuts. Alachtor ha~
a moderate potential to be transported to ground water and is the
ninth most frequently detected
ticicle residue listed in the Pesticides
in Ground Water Da~base. Of ~
26,8S6 wells tested for alachlor
residues in the past two decades,
543 (296) contained detectable
levels of this herbicide. AJachlot
residues that exceeded the MCL ~
this compound were found in 101
wells (0.4%).
~imazine is the common name
of an herbicide used primarily to
control weeds in corn, vineyards,
citrus orchards, and other agricultural crops. Simazine has a moderate potential to be transported to
ground water. The Pesticides in
Ground Water Database lis~
simazine as the tenth most frequently detected pesticide residual
found in ground water over the
past two decades. Simazine residues
were found in 486 (2.2%) of the
22,374 well samples that were
reported from 1971 to 1991. Only
89 of the wells (0.4%) yielded
samples in which simazine level.~
exceeded the MCI

*US En~ronmenta] Prolect~on ,a,g~er~cy, 1992. [ P/~ Pe~hodes ~n Ground Wooer Datobase
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Factors Affecting
Pesticide Occurrence
in Ground Water
In a study of the corn and
soybean producing region of the
midcontinental United States,
researchers sought to understand
the occurrence and distribution of
selected agricultural chemicals and
their degradation products in shallow aquifers.* The study region
included parts of Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.
Nearly 60% of the pesticides and
nitrogen fertilizers used in the
United States is applied to crops in
these 12 States. A total of 303 wells
were sampled during both the
preplanting and postplanting
seasons. Herbicides and metabolites
were detected in 24% of the
samples. None of the pesticides
were detected at levels that
exceeded the MCL.
Many of the studies summarized ~n the attached table sought
to discern retationships between the
occurrence of pesticides in shallow

HT HiG~ ~,~

ground water and ~ aquifer ~

Und use conditions

the cropland particularly susceptible
to ground water contamination. In
a recent study of agricultural chemicals in the ground water of
Nebraska,* the authors cocK:luded
that the following facto~ may be
related to pesticide occurrence in
ground wate~.
¯ Neady 70% of the atrazine
detections occurred in highly ruinerable areas where nonpoint nitrate
contamination has aiso been documented.
¯ The dispersed pattern of alachlor
detections may suggest contamination that originated from misuse,
overuse, back siphoning, or spills at
mixing/loading areas, rather than
through normal agricultural application.
¯ Some dete~ions of propachlor in
ground water may be related to use
of the pesticide to control weeds
around the wellhead Of unsealed
irrigation wells.

"Burt, ar~, M R , and D ~,~. Kolp~n, tgg], H’.,dro!oql( and ’,and-u~ fa¢lor~ as~81~ ~th ~i-

odes and r~trale ~n r, ear su~a( aqu~ters, jo~’~/o; ~n,~fo~,ment0,~ Quohtt, Vol 22, NO. 4, ~.

~6-656
Rein ~’C’, 34 pp
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A National Look at Nitrates*
In addition to work being concartx)nate bedrock. It was shown
ducted by States, the U.S. Geologithat nitrate concentrations were
cal Survey evaluated nitrate concerthighest in areas of sand), ~il.
trations on a national basis. The U.S.
1"he anal)~is indicated that
Geologica! Surve3, conducted an
nitrate
concentrations exceeding the
anal~is of approximately 12,000
MCL were most frequently detected
water sampte~ collected from wells
in imgation and stock wells (16%)
and spdngs in 18 of the 20 Study
as opposed to private wells (9%)
Unit~ of the National Water Quali~
and public water supply w~lls (1%).
A~sessment and five supplemental
However, EPA still urges well owner~
study area~.
who know or suspect that their
The anal)sis indicated that
wells are affected by nitrates to have
about 50% of the wells were
the water tested. Because of the
charactenzed by elevated levels
many factors that may influence the
of nitrate (levels that exceeded
contamination of drinking water
3 rag/L, which is typically held as
wells, EPA recommends an
the threshold indicating human
approach that focuses on pollution
impacts). Nitrate concentrations
prevention. Among the steps that
exceeded the EPA maximum con.
should be considered to protect the
taminant level (MCL) of 10 mg/L in
Nation’s ground water resources are
approximately 21% of the samples,
appropriate
applications of pestJSamples collected from agricultural
cides and ferti izers, site-specific
areas had significantly higher nitrate
assessments to accurately target and
concentrations than other land use
protect vulnerable ground water
settings (for example, forest), with
supplies, identification and protec16% of the samples exceeding the
lion of ground water recharge areas
MCL. The nitrate concentrations
and wellhead areas, more careful
were generally highest in the Northuse of flood irrigation, and contineastern, Northern Pta ns and Pacific
ued efforts to identifl/problem
States. This reflects the fact that
areas.
much of the agricultural land in
these regions of the country is
underlain by permeable, more welldrained materials, such as unconsoli.
dated sand and gravel, or fractured

I:rom Nutr~ent~ ~ Groundwoter and ~urfoce Wotef of th~ Umt~ 5tote$ - ~ ~1~ Of ~to
l~r~ 10~2, Wa~er-Resources tnveshaahons Re~ 95~03~, by DK. Mue er P.A
Ham~ on D R He,set, KJ H~tt, and B ~ Ruddy, U S G~l~ca! Su~ey, ~n~r, C~aOo,
1995
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Occurrence of Nitrate Concentrations Associated
with Hydrogeologic and Land Use Factors
22% of wells in agricultural arels
exceeded the MCL for nitrate.

Forest land had significantly
lower concentrations of nitrate
in ground water than other
land use settings.

9% of private wells ar~l 1% of
public supply wells exceeded the
MCL for nitrate.
16% of irrigation and sto<:k wells
exceeded the MCL for nitrate.

Shallow wells (<100 feet)
typically reflect land use

Nitrate concentrations generally
decrease with depth (>1 O0 feet),
as a function of soil and aquifer
characteristics.

Median mtrate concentrations
were highest in areas with
sandy soils,

Concentrations were greatest in
unconsolidated sand and gravel
and in fractured carbonate
bedrock aquifers.
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than 70 mg/L. Fifteen percent of
the 3,092 samples exceeded the
EPA MCL of 10 mg/L. The highest
nitrate concentrations were found in
the top 20 feet of the aquifer, and
nitrate concentrations were significantty higher at the farmed sites,
AHzona
Nitrate is one of the most cornmon pollutant~ in Arizona’s ground
water. Large portions of aquifers
within the Salt River Valley, including areas within Glendale, Me~a,
Chandler, and Phoenix, contain
ground water with nitrate concerttrations high enough to render the
water unfit for consumption. In
addition, high nitrate levels occur in
Marana, St. David, Quartzsite, Bullhead City, and other areas. Septic
tank discharges are particularly
prevalent sources of nitrate in rural
areas and have often contaminated
drinking wate~ wel!s,
As a consequence, the following
investigations are under way:
¯ Studies will be conducted in the
Bullhead City/Riviera, Fort Valley,
and Casa Grande areas to investigate the impacts of septic tanks and
other nitrate contributions.
¯ Maps that reflect nitrate concerttrations in Arizona’s ground water
are being produced to target
prevention activities,

Georgia
The Georgia Environmental
Protection Division (EPD) sampled
over 5,000 shallow domestic dnnking water wells for nitrate/nitrite.
Results indicate that only 1% of the
5,000 wells is characterized by
n~trate concentrations that exceed
the MCL of 10 mg/L for nitrate in
drinking water. Water from 97% of

the wells is characterized by nitrate
concentrations of less than 5 mgJL
Although it does not appear that
nitrate is a widespread problem in
Georgia, the EPD observed a
slight increase in average nitrate
concentrations in the recharge areas
of some Coastal Plain aquifers.
These increases may indicate
future increase in nitrate in
down-clip confined portions Of the
aquifers. EPD will continue to
tot changes in the aquifers.

Agriculture, Iowa’s large~
try, is currently the primary source
of ground water contamination in
the State. One of the mo~t
cant impacts is related to the aPll:~.
cation of commercial fertilizers. An
estimated 30% to 50% of the nitrogen applied as realizer to Iowa
farm acres is volatilized and Io~
the atmosphere or is lost through
infiltration through the soil. Currently, approximately 18% of the
State’s rural population is senmd by
water with nitrate concentrations in
excess of the MCL (10 mg/L as
nitrogen). However, only 10 out Of
1,130 ground-water-based community public water supplies (PWSs)
have levels of mtrate exceeding the
MCL. High leve!s of nitrate affect a
relatively low percentage of the
population of Iowans served (0.3%).

Ground Water
Monitoring
Section 106(e) of the Clean
Water Act requests that each State
monitor the quality of its ground
water resources and report the
status to Congress biennially. The
most comprehensive approach to
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determining overall ground water
quality is to use an ambient ground
water monitoring network. However, the expense associated with
installation and maintenance of such
a network is often high and,
depending upon State pnodties, it
may be prohibitive. Despite this,
many States are taking the initiative
to develop programs designed to
evaluate the quality and vulnerability of their ground water resources,
to identify potential threats to
ground water quality, and to
determine ways to protect their
ground water resources from degradation. Thirty-three States indicated
that they have implemented statewide ground water monitoring programs that focus on one or more
contaminants. This is an increase of
four States from what was reported
in 1992. Additionally, six States
indicated that they are in the protess of developing similar programs,
Following is a brief description of
several State monitoring prc~rams.

Pennsylvania - Fixed
Station and Ambient
Monitoring Programs

effectiveness of their regulatory
program.
Pennsylvania’s Fixed Station
Monitoring Program was developed
following division of the State
into 478 ground water basins
(Figure 6-7). These basins were then
priodtized based on ground water
use, land use (potential unmonitored sources of pollution), and
environmental sensitivity. The SO
highest ranking basins were se~
for inclusion in the Fixed Station
Monitoring Network Program.
To date, $37 ground water
monitoring stations have been
established in 20 basins ¢ovedr~j
2,318 square miles. The average
ground water basin is 125 square
miles in size and includes 2S monitodng locations, which are selected
to represent the ambient ground
water quality of a 4-square-mile
area. Each ground water sample is
analyzed for 27 parameters.

Ground Water Basin Map of Pennsylvania

To improve the effectiveness of

Water Quali~ Management d~lo~ ~o ground water quali~
S~t,on Mon,todng Ne~o~ and ~e
Ambient Ground Water Quali~
Sure, Pr~rams. ~ese joint p~
grams enable Pennsylvania to
(1) deter emerging ground water
problems (2) evaluate the impac~
of unmonltor~ sources of ~llution,
and (3) assess the overall
~rce 1994 ~’ater Quahty ~sessment, 30~(b) Re~, Com~weal~ ~ Penns~’an~
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Pennsylvania’s Ambient Ground
Water Quality Survey Program was
initiated in 1988 to obtain ground
water quality data in those basins
not covered by the Fixed Station
Program. Because these basins are
considered to be less vulnerable,
ground water samples are scheduled to be collected only two times,

!
:
r
o.
i~,

Florida - Comprehensive
Monitoring Networks
Florida’s Water Quality A.~urance Act required the establishment

Location of Ground Water Quality Monitoring
Program Background Network Wells in Florida
i~

L

of a ground water monitoring n~work designed to (]) establish the
baseline water quality of the maW
aquifer systems in the State,
(2) detect and predict changes in
ground water quality resulting from
the effects of various land use acth~.
ties and potential sources of co~tamination, and (3) disseminate to
local governmenLs and the pub&:
water quality data generated by the
network. The Florida Network has
three components: the Backgn:xa-~
Network, the Private Well Survey,
and the Very Intense Study ~
Network.
The Background Network w~
designed to help define background

2

water quality usinga state.wide grid
of wells that collectively tap all
maior aquifers, including the
Claibome aquifers (Figure 6-8).
One-third of the wells are samp~d
annually with a

~.

we~ls e~ :~ years. ~p~ed

~
~’

~

:

"

~’.~

: ". ¯
,,. ’. :.

Background Network Wells

~

Department of Environmental Protection
Ground Water Quality Monitonng Program

tions.

,. " "

1,919 wel}s sampled as of january 1993

i.

..
......

~

. .i
~:;

~.
~
¯"t"

~.
,~--’-~
Source

1994 l:londa Water Quahty A~essmenL 305(b) Report, Florida D~partment of En~ronmental Prote~bon.

are avaqable to the public on the
Rorida Ground Water Quality Monitoring Network Electronic Bulletin
Board and in three State publ~caThe Pnvate Well Survey provides
an evaluation of water quality in
private drinking water wells ~
families in 67 Flonda counties. The
survey calls for 50 private water
wells to be sampled in each individual county. To date, sampling in
23 counties has been completed.
Twenty-three areas believed to
be highly susceptible to ground
water contamination based on
p’edominant land use and
hydrogeology are being studied as
part of the Very Intense Study Area
Network. A total of 461 wells make
up th~s network, which is designed
tO monitor the effects of multiple
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sources of contamination on water
quality within a segment of an aquilet. The land uses represented are
urban, suburban, industrial, agricutrural, and mixed. Cumulative monitoting data will be compared to
similar parameters in the Background Network representing the
same aquifer segment to determine
the effects of land use and site
hydrocjeology ul:~on ground water
quality,

Kansas - Assessing
Temporal and Spatial
Trends

_

were analyzed for radionuclide$. In
evaluating the data, 103 instances
were found in which the chemical
quality of the raw gro~Jnd water
samples exceeded State dtinldng
water standards. Of these, 71 were
related to the presence of nitrate.

Wisconsin - Pesticide
Monitoring Program

2

Wisconsin ~ a pesticide
rnonitodng program in response to
the detection of aldicarb in 1980 In
ground water near Stevt, n.s Point.
Initially the rr~onitoring pn:x:jram

Kansas established a Ground
expanded in 1983 to i,"~.Jude addtWater Quality Monitoring Network
tional pesticides (e.g., atrazine), ~
in 1976 to procure long-term, statesevera! studies were initiated to
wide ground water quality data for
determine the potential impact of
use in the identification of temporal
pesticide use on ground water
and spatial trends related to
quality. Following are the results of
(1) alterations in land use,
four studies:
(2) application of land treatment
met~hods and other nonpoint source
best management practices, (3)
changes in ground water availability
or withdrawal rates, and (4) variaKansas Ground Water Quality
tJons in climatological conditions
Monitoring Network
within the State. In addition, the
network is intended to assist in the
identification of ground water
contamination problems.
of 242 wells ~l:igure 6-9), including
irrigation wells (I 4%), private
domestic wells (10%), multiple use .....
wells (3%), livestock watering wells
(1%), and industrial supply wells
]l
---Jr- t ¯
1993, 599 samples were analyzed
for common inorganic chemicals
and heav’! metals; 28, samples
were analyzec~ for pesticides; 110
samples were analyzed for volatile

organic chem,cals; and 10.S samples

V
0

I- "’I
¯ ~’~ I L L~ "~---~1

¯
~~~ ¯ ~ .~:.’,~
¯

~_~~

So~arce 1994 Kansas Water Quahty
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¯ In 198.5, the Wisconsin Departmerit of Agriculture, Trade, and
Consumer Protection installed rnonitoring wells at a number of farm
fields in susceptible geologic environments. To date, atrazine was
detected at 2.S of the 35 study sites
and alachlor was detected at 7 of
the 23 study Urea.
¯Dudng the period betwt~.m
August 1988 and February 1989,
well water from 534 Grade A dairy
farms was randomly collected by
the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade, and Consumer Protection and analyzed for 44 pestitides. One or more pesticides were
detected in 71 wells,
¯ Sixty-nine of the 71 Grade A
dairy farm wells were resampled by
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources along with 212 wells
located in the areas of concern to
determine the possible extent of the
pesticide occurrences. One or more

Ambient Ground Water Data from Ohio:
Average Barium Concentration in Well Stations

pestk:ides were deteded in 57 of
the 69 resampled wells and 63 of
the other 212
¯ To better understand pesticide~
and nitrates in ground water, the
W’~cor~n Department of Agdcu6
ture, Trade, and Consumer
Protectio~ ~ampled nearly 2,200
rural wetk for atrazine and t.dazine
bed:~ides. Sixteen percent, or 351
of 2,187 wells, contained detectable
co~:entratior~ of triazine-da~
In re-d~onse to concerns about
beslJcides in ground water, Wisco~.
sin adopted an administrative rule
to regulate atrazine use starting with
the 1991 growing season. This rule
has been revised in each subsequent
year to a(count for additional
atrazine data. Application rates are
limited statewide based on ~::~il
texture and former use. The use of
atrazine is prohibited in certain
areas of the State. Throughout the
rest of the State, a rate of application is required that is more stringent than Federal recommended

~-~.

.....

Arkansas - Ambient

Co~en~,.~t=on (.g’L)

Ground Water

Monitoring
"Ba<10.00
10.01 <l~a<50.00
50.01<Ba<100.00
!00.01 <Ba<200.00

~
~rt=~,~_~l
~~
r_~._~.~_~_~.,~ ~£.~.-~--~i~i:,, --

Ba>200.00
~~
0

¯ Dete~t~on bm~t = 10 pg/L

I

5

I !
10 1.S 20 25
Number of Well Stations

1
30

I
35

Source 1994 Ohio Water ReSOurce Inventor/, State of Ohio En~nronmental Prote~hon ~¢~e~cy

The Arkansas Department of
Pollution Control and Ecology has
established an ambient monitoring
program at vadous locations statewide that enables the State to
gather background ground water
quality data from various aquifers in
the State. Arkansas monitors water
quality in 100 wells and 10 springs
once eve ,r’y 3 years. The wells and
springs are monitored for specific
constJtue~t.s likely to be. found in
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the respective areas. Monitoring
wells located at industrial or landfill
s~tes regulated by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

or the Comprehensive Env~ronmen-

ta! Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA) are monitored
at least annually, but only for indicator parameters required by the
n~utatJons

of their monitoring d~ta. Se~ral
preliminary plots are presented in
Figures 6-10 and 6-11.

£

Indicators of Ground
Water Quality

1

Developing tl~ ability to char.
acterize trends in ground wate~
quality over space and time w~
one of the key r~:~tion$ ~
EPA’s 1986 Ground-Water Strategy.

2

Ohio - Tracking Ground
Water Quality Using GIS Ho~r. data co~,ct~ and ot~The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency Division of Drinking
and Ground Waters is responsible
for characterizing Ohio’s ground
water quality. The Division has colletted an extensive amount of

ground water quality data thro~jh
three monitoring programs: 1~
Ambient Network, the Pollutk:~
Source Network, and the Nonpolnt
Source Network. The Ambient
Network currently includes apptoximately 200 well stations at neatly
110 (70%) are public water systen~
and roughly 40 (30%) are indu.~
trial/commercial water suppliers.
Raw water samples are collected
semiannua!ly and are analyzed for a
Organic constituents are analyzed at
least annually.
Until recently, the ambient
ground water data were kept solely
in hard-copy files. However, during
the past 2 years, the data were
entered into a comprehensive database sy3tem, and Iocational inforr~lbon pertaining to each well statJon
was entered ~nto a GIS. In using the
G1S program, the Ohio FPA has
gained the abihty to provide both
graphical and numerical summaries

~

nization varies ~ tl~ States,
and a single data .~:~:e !ot
~

Ambient Ground Water Data from Ohio:
Geographic Barium Plot - Preliminary Averages
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Ground Water Quality Indicators
~

EPA’s 1986 Ground-Water Strat.
egy recommend~ t~t S~tes
develop the ab~liW to characte~e
trends in ground water qualiW o~r
time. To sup~ ~is ~1, EPA’s
Ground Water Prot~ Divis~
has ~n inv~v~ in ~e Interg~emmen~l Task F~ce for Monit~
Water Quali~ (ITFM), ~ich has
d~elo~ a ~t of en~ron~n~l
’. indi~t~ ~at EPA a~ the S~tes
may use to ~rget ~itoring effo~
and ~t pnodOes in g~ water
prot~ a~vi~s.
Sel~tion of gr~ water indicato~ by the ITFM was ~ ~
¯eir relevance to im~nt water
qualiw issues, such as human health
proration, moniton~ obtectives,
and the existence of appropnate
ana!~ical meth~ol~ies. The lotlowing cdtena were c~sider~ in
the sel~ti~ of indicator parameten
for ground water ~nitonng:
¯ Is the indicator parameter ~tentially toxic to human health and the
en~ronmen~ livest~k, and/or
~neficial plan~?
l D~s the presence of ~e
parameter (e.g., hardness, iron,
taste, odor, color) impair the suitabili~ of the water for general use?
~ Is the parameter of concern in
suflace water and is it easily
transposed from ground water to
surface water?

¯ Is the parameter an important
"sup~ variable" for inte~re~ng
the resul~ of ph~icat and chem~l
measuremen~ (e.g., tem~rature,
s~ific conduc~nce, major
~lance, dep~ to ~e water ~b~)~
’
¯ Is anal~is of the para~t~
affor~ble using well~s~blis~
anal~ica! meth~s at approp~te
minimum det~tion and re~
levels n~es~ to achieve
obj~es of ~e
Due to r~ional d~e~ in
the relative im~nce of wat~
quali~ issues and ~e ~tenEal f~
significant differences in the o~.
tires of monitoring pr~rams,
one set of indicaton
appropriate for all monitonng prm
grams. However, the following ~e
provides examples of ground wat~
monitoring paramete~ that c~ld
~ consider~ for monitoring in
areas of diffenng land use and con~mmant sources. The ~ble f~uses
on classes of contaminant, including volatile organic com~unds
~OCs), semivolatile organic cora~unds (SVOCs), ~troleum hydrm
car~n compounds, ~sticides, and
pathogens. The ~ble does not
include physical indicators such as
color, ~or, pH, s~ific conductance, temperature, or to~l
dissolv~ solids ~cause the~ six
indicator com~unds are suggest~
for each of the cat,dries in the
~ble.
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The abbreviated table below
provides a starting point for evaluating the relationship between land
use patterns and likely contaminant
loading to ground water. Monitoring agencies may tailor this list by
revie~nng exishng data to determine
what parameters are likely to be
present in a given area. If documented occurrences of a particular
parameter exist, that parameter
should be included in the monitoring program.

If not, the likelihood that that
parameter will be present in the
ground water system must be determined. For example, whether
potentJa! sources of the contaminant exist in the area, w~ether th~
p~ys~al and chemical propert~e~ of
the indicator parameter are likely to
enhance mobility in the en~ironmerit, and w~nether the aquife~ ~
tern is susceptible to contamination
mud be considered.

2

Potential Indicator Parametem ~sed on Land
I~nd O~e
Parameters
VOCs

Munh:Ip~
L~ndSewer/
fill
Pipeline
¯

l:],o~e~’tk:
Commen~lal
Stor,~je
T~dcs
Prot~r~y
¯

A~rlculturai
Anin~l
Feedlots
’5

TCE
1,1-DCE
wr~
$~0C~
PCP
PAHs
D~oxins
PCBs
Petroleum
Hydrocarbons
BTEX
Pesticides _
Pathogens
Nitrate

¯
¯
¯

5

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
-

¯
¯
¯

¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

¯
¯
¯
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characterizing ground water quality
does not exist for purposes of this
report. To amend this problem, the
Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water developed a set of indicatots to track progress and set priorities in ground water protection
efforts. The initial (1992) set of
ground water indicators included
¯ MCL violations in public ddnking
water systems supplied by ground
water, and the population at risk
from these violations
¯ Extent of ground water contarnination resulting from hazardous
waste sites, and the population at
dsk from exposure to this contamination
¯ Detections and levels of VOCs in
ground water
¯ Detectk)ns and levels of nitrates
in ground water
¯ Extent of leachable agricultural
pesticide use.
In its guidelines for preparation
of the 1992 State 305(b) report~,
EPA encouraged States to use one
or more of the above indicators to
characterize ground water quality.
As development of ground water
indicators progressed, more explicit
guidance was provided to the States
for preparation of their 1994 State
30.5(b) reports,
The 1994 guidelines focused on
four indicators specifically selected
to provide a relative indication of
the condition of ground water
resources. The selected indicators
were based on existing data and/or
data that could readily be collected

by the States over time. Where data
were available, the States were
encouraged to report the following:
¯ Number of MCL exceedances for
ground-water-based or partially
ground-water.supplied community
water systems
¯ Number of ground-water.based
or partially ground-water-supplied
community water systems with
reported MCL exceedances
¯ Number of ground-water-based
or partially ground-water-supplied
community water systems with
detections between .50% and 100%
of the MCLs
¯ Number of ground-water-based
or partially ground-water-supplied
community water systems that hav~
local Wellhead Protection Programs
in place.
Although this was the first time
EPA had requested information
specific to ground-water-based or
partially ground-water-supplied
public water systems, 21 States
were able to provide quantitative
data characte~ing at least one of
the above indicator parameters.
States most frequently reported the
total number of samples analyzed
for metals, VOCs, pesticides, and
nitrates, along with the number of
exceedances in each category.
The above set of indicator
parameters is being refined so that,
over time, it can be used to detect
and predict changes in ground
water quality resulting from human
effects and to assess the overall
effectiveness of State ground water
monitonng programs.
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Public Health and
Aquatic Life Concerns
Water pollution threatens public may also ~val!ow toxic ~ubstances
health by contaminating seafood,
or absorb toxic pollutants through
drinking water supplies, and recreskin exposu~ in contaminated recational waters with toxic substances
rea~:~al waters. Fish and shellfish
as weft as pathogenic viruses and
contamination usually po~e~ a
bacteria, which cause disease,
greater human health nsk than does
Aquatic organisms tolerate most
contaminated drinking water or
bacteria and viruses pathogenic to
recreationa~ waters because fish arid
isms are more sensitive to toxic

substances ~ their tissues (.~e

Aquatic organisms also suffer if
chemical and physical conditions
exceed an acceptable range. Imporrant chemical and physical conditions include acidity (pH), dissolved
oxygen concentra0on, and

concentration of toxicant~ within
fish and shetl~r~sh tissues may be
from ten to or~e millien times the
concentration of toxicant~ in the
.~J~ing

Concerns

advisors to p~t~-~ the public

TOXIC Pollutants
Health officials link waterborne
toxic pollutants, such as mercury,
PCBs, and some pesticides with
human birth defects, cancer,
neurological disorders, and kidney
ailments. Once discharged to surface waters, these toxicants persist
in the sedimenLs ancl contaminate
the food chain arid the overlying
water. Waterborne toxicanb can
enter human systems via ingestion
of contaminated fish, shellfish, or
drinking water supplies. Swimmers

States L~ue fish consumption
ingesting ~armful quantities of toxic
pollu~ant~ i~ co~mi~ated fish and
shellfish. I~ general, advisories recommend tha~ the public limit the
quantib, and frequency of consumption of fish caught in specific waterbodies. The States ~ilor individual
advisories to rrunimize health Hska
based on contaminant data coltected in their f~sh tissue sampling
programs. Advisories may corn.
plete}y ban fis~ consumption in
severely polluted waters or limit fish
consumphon to several meals per
month or year in cases of less severe
contamination. Advisories may target a subpopulation at risk (such as
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Bioaccumulation of Pollutants in the Food Chain
Certain organic pollutants (such as PCBs and DDT) ~ave two prop,~
erties that lead to high bioaccumutation rates. These pollutants are
hydrophobic (i.e., do not have an affinity to water) and thus attach to
the surface of particulates such as clay particles and small aquatic plants
~
called phytoplankton. These organic pollutants are also lipophilic (i.e.,
have an affinity to lipids or fatty tissues) and readily dissot~ in fatty
tissues of plants and animals. As a result, these pollutants biologically
accumulate (bioaccumulate) in phytoplankton at concentrations that
greatly exceed the pollutant concentrations in surrounding waters,
which may be so low that they cannot be measured ~ by vt~j
sensitive methods.
Small fish and zooplankton (mi(roscopic grazers) consume vast quantities of phytoplankton. In doing so, any toxic chemicals accumulated by the
phytoplankton are further concentrated in the ~h, especially in their fatty
tissues. These concentrations are ~ncreased at each level in the food chain.
This process of increasing pollutant concentration through tbe foocl chain is
called biomagnification.
The top predator~ in a food chain, such as
lake
trout, coho and chinook ~almo~,, and fi.~Bald Eag~[ll~l~ ~ . Humans
eating gulls, herons, and bald eagles, may accu..~
I~ {~
mulate concentrations of a toxic chemical high
enough to cause senous deformiOes Or death or to
~
impair their abihty to reproduce. The concentra!___~f ~.,/~ //~ /
tion of some chemicals in the fatty tissues of top
Cormorant ~"~ "~.~’~Hernng
predators can be mitl~:~s of braes higher than the
~ -~ Gull
concentrabon in the surrounding water.
!-’~
~
Coho
Eggs of fish-eal:ing birds often contain some
~
Lal~ Trout~l,
Salmon
of the highest concentrations of toxic chemicals.
"~’-~
Thus, the first apparent effects of a toxic chemical
’~’.~’~
Chinook Salrnon’~l~
in a waterbody may be unhatched eggs or dead
~w
or ma’,formed chick3. Soentis~ monitor colonies of
.t~
Sculpin ’,,.gulls an o’,t~er aquatic birds b~ause these effects
Chub ~. "
can serve as early warning signs of a growing
Smelt
toxic chemical problem.
8ottom-Feeder~ ~
6iomagnification of pollutants in the food
chaic ~s also a signifi~nt concern for human
Et
~
~//P~ankton
healLq. To protect their residents from these nsks,
-----.d"
\~,I,{ ~J
SLates issue fish consumption ad’,qsories or
~’~c-~~- ,’ Dead Plants
~
~ and A~imals
warnings about eating certain typ~s of fish.
Bacteria and Fungi

~

.£ource Adapted from The ~PA Cre.~t P~a!~’~ PrO~q~rot’~ ~n Introddcl~O~ to the I~,~
end the £(r,,s~,,~ Cm~, 1994, }PA-4S~,’B-94/0~.0, Office of ~r Q~a!l,%i Star~3arcis,
Durh3r’n, North Carohr~a
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children, pregnant women, or nuts~ng mothers), specific fish species
that concentrate toxic pollutants in
their flesh, or larger fish within a
speoes that may have accumulated
higher concentrations of a pollutant
over a longer lifetime than a smaller
(’i.e., younger) fish.
EPA evaluates the national
extent of toxic contamination in fish
and shellfish by counting the total
number of waterbodies with consumption advisories in effect. EPA
used its database, the National List.
ing of Fish Consumption Advisor~,
to tabulate the number of State
advisories. EPA built the database to
centralize fish consumption advisory
information separately maintained in
various State agencies and the U.$.
Fish and Wildlife Senate. EPA cor~
tacted each State in the fall of 1994
to update the database.
The 1994 EPA National listing
of Fish Consumption Advisories
listed 1,531 advisories in effect in 47
American Samoa (Figure 7-1). The
database counts one advisory per
watertx:x:ty, regardless of the nurr~
bet of species affected and the
number of toxic pollutants detected
at dangerous concentrations in fish
sampled within a waterbody (se~
Appendix E, Table E-l, for individual
State data).
EPA cannot identify States with
a high proportion of toxic contami.
nation based solely on the number
of fish consumption advisories
issued by each State, National statisbcs on advisories are difficult to
interpret because the intensity and
coverage of State monitonng programs vary widely from State to

L

advisories in each State unfaidy
penalizes States with supedor
toxicants monitoring programs and
strict criteria for issuing corlsump.
tion warnings.
The EPA has advocated consistent critena and methods for issuing

¯

1
2

Fish Consumption Advisories in the United States
.
"

~
¯ ~ sam~

Number of Advisories in Effect
(September 1994)
~0
~ 1.10
I 11-20
I
1 31..~
I
I
¯ state.,,~ ~

State and each State can set its own
crder~a for ~ssu~ng advisories. Simply

Note: States that ~erform routine fish bssue analysis (such as the Great Lakes States) will
detect more cases of frsh contammahon and essue more aclwsories than States with less
ngorous fl~ samphng programs In many cases, the States w~th the most fish advisories
~upport the Pest monitoring proqrams for measunng toxic contamination in fi~, and
their water quality ~s no worse than the water quality in othe~

companng the total number of fish

Bas~,,d on data contained in the EPA Nat;onal L~sting of Fish Consumption Advisones acquired
from the States in SeplemDer 1994 (see Appendix [, Table E-l, fc~r indr~dual State data)
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fish consumption advisories in several recent publications and wor~shops (see sidebar, page 1 31 ). However, it will be several years before
the States implement consistent
methods and criteria and establish a
baseline inventory of advisones. EPA
expect~ the States to issue mone
advisones as they sample more ~ites
and detect contamination that previously went undetected,
Mercury, PCBs, chlordane,
dioxins, and DDT (with it~ byproducl.s) caused almost all of the fish
consumption advisories in effect in
t994 (Figure 7-2). EPA and the
States have banned or r~stricled the
use of PCBs, chlordane, and DDT

MERCURY
is the most
common contaminant found in fish.

hated hydrocarbon compounds
persist in ~’~limenLs and fish ti~sue~
and still threaten public health,
During the 1990s, the States
began reporting widespread
mercury contamination in fish. As
States expanded their fish ti~ue

Pollutants Causing Fish Consumption Advisories
r- ........ .......
k~l%llut~nl~
Mercury

.~ .............
~i ....

~ ...........

tj

1,120

PCBs

~

391

Chlordane

r~

115

~

54

Dioxin5
DDT

26
0

200 400

600 800 1000 1200

Number of Advisories Issued for Each Pollute, hi
!~,a~::l on 3at.a cont.,ned in Appendix E. Table ~--2.

monitoring programs, they found
elevated concentrations of mercury
in fish inhabiting remote lakes that
were pr~’iously considered unpolluted. States from Wisconsin to
Florida ret:~:~rted widespread metcury contamination in fish collecled
primarily from I~kes. The source Of
the mercury contamination i~ d~cult to identify because mercury
naturally occurs in soils and rock
formations. Natural processe~,
as weathering of mercury depo~il~,
release some mercury into surf~:e
waters. However, resource manage~
believe that human actMtie~ ha~
accelerated the rate at which
mercury accumulates in our wate~
Air poflut~on may be ~
significant source of mercury contaminat,:m in surface wate~ and
fish. According to EPA’s Toxic$
Release Inventory, almost all of ~
mercury released by permitted ~
lurers enters the air;, industries and
waste treatment plants discharge
very little mercury directly into
face waters. Emissions from waste
incinerators, coal-fired planLs, ~melters, and mining operations may
carry mercury many miles to remo~
watersheds (see sidebar, page 1 32).
Other potential sources of mercury
contamination include slag heaps
from metal mines and land-distur~
ing activities that may mobilize
natural mercury deposiLs, ~uch as
channelization, reservoir conso’uct~on, and drainage projects.
Air emissions may further aggravate mercury contamination by
generating acid precipitation that
increases acidity in lakes. The accumulation of mercury in fish appears
to correlate with acidity in a
waterbody. Slightly acidic conditions
promote the chemical conversion of
mercury to a methylated form that
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is more readily available for uptake
and accumulation in fish. States,
such as Louisiana, are using this
correlation to target waterbodies
with acidic pH and low buffenng
capacity for mercury sampling in
fish.
EPA sponsored a symposium to
gather and exchange the available
information on mercury contamination in fish. The National Forum on
Mercury in Fish met in September
of 1994 to examine fate and transport of mercury in the environment
and methods to assess the health
effects of mercury.
The EPA Fish Consumption
Advisory Database does not identif~y
sources of contamination in fish.
Sources of contamination are diffi.
cult to isolate because migratory fish
may be exposed to toxic pollutants
in the sediments and water column
or may ingest toxic contaminants
concentrated ~n prey miles from the
sampling areas where they are col.
letted. Furthermore, migratory or
resident fish may be exposed to
toxic pollutants that have been
transported great distances from
where they onginated,

Bacterial and Viral
Contamination
Waterborne viral and bacterial
pollutants may also cause serious
human illness and death. People
can contract infectious hepatitis,
gastroenterit~s, dysentery, and
cholera from waters receiving inadequately treated sewage. Bacteria
and viruses ma~, enter human
systems througr~ contact with
contaminated swimming and bath~ng waters or through ingestion of
contaminated drinking water or
shellfish,

Shellfish Contamination
Contaminated shellfish pose a
public health risk particularly to
those who consume raw shellfish,
Shellfish, such as oysters, clams, and
mussels, extract their food (plankton) by filtering water over their
gills. In contaminated waters, shellfish accunm.~ate bacteria and viruses
on their gills and mantle and within
their digestive systems. If shellfish
grown in contaminated waters are
not cooked properly, consumers
may i~ ~v~ bacteria and viruse,~,
To protect i:x~blic health, the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
administers the NalJonal Shellfish
Sanitation Program (NSSP). The
NSSP establlsJ’~s minimum monitoring requirements and criteria for
State shellf~ programs that want
to participate in intestate cornmerce of shellfish. States cannot sell
shellfish outside of their State
boundaries unless their shellfish
sanitation program follows NSSP
protocols. Coastal States routinely
monitor shellfish harvesting areas for
bacterial contamination and restrict
shellfish harvests in contaminated
waters. Most often, States measure
concentrator,s of fecal coliform
bacteria such as Escherichia coil,
which are ronpathogenic bacteria
that populate human digestive systems and occur in fecal wastes.
Their presence in water samples is
an indicator of sewage contamina.
tion that may pose a human health
nsk from pathogenic viruses and
bacter~. Fecal bacteria, however,
may exceed cdtena even when no
human sewage is present because
birds and nonhuman mammals also
excrete them.
The NSSP recognizes thre~
types of shellfish harvesting
resthctions:

L
In 1990, EPA began developing technical guidance to help
the States adopt consistent criteria
and methods for issuing fish consumption advisories. The guidante consists o/lout volumes:
¯ Volume h Fish Sampling
and Ano/ysis recommends
standard methods for sampling
and analyzing contaminant~ in
fish tissue.
¯ Volume Ih ga’~k A~ses.~nent
and hsh Consumption Limits
suggests protocols for selecting
critena for unsafe concentrations
of contaminanLs in fish.
¯ Volume IIh Risk Manage.
ment suggests protocots for determining if the health risk justifies
issuing an advisory.
¯ Volume IV.. Ri~k Communi.
cation recommends methods for
informing the public about fish
consumption ad~nsories.
FPA published the first edition
of Volume I in !993 and released
a second edition in the Fall of
1995. Volume It was issued in
1994. Volume III is due to be
released in t996, and Volume IV
was released ~n the Spring of
1995 EPA presented the first two
volumes to St.~te, Tnbal, and
Regional managers at two workshops in 1994.
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Air Pollution Impacts on Water Quality
¯

..

PollutanLs are released into the air from man-made or natural
sources. Man-made sources include industrial stacks, municipal incinerators, pesticide applications, and vehicle exhaust. Natural sources
can be volcanic eruptions, windblown gases and particles from forest
fires, windblown dust and soil particles, and sea spray.

¯ Po!lutants released to the air are carded by continental wind patterns
away from their areas of origin. Depending on weather conditions
and the chemical and physical properties of the pollutants, they can
be carded varying distances from their sources and can undergo
physical and chemicat changes as they travel.
¯ Air pollutants are deposited to the earth or directly to waterbodies by
either wet or dry deposition. Wet deposition occurs when pollutants
are removed from the air by falling rain or snow. Dry deposition
occurs when particles settle out of the air by gravib, or when gases
ar~ transferred directly from the air into water. Air pollutants that
deposit on land can be carried into a waterbody by stormwater

i
1

¯-

’ ,.’-,. -

i :-=:"- - "

Source A~apte~ f,om The EF’A Cre~, ~’~e’3 PrOqrom An Inltodt~c~x:~ to tk~ ts~,ues

o,~/ me [~c~,~ en 1994, ,~PA-453 B-94,030, Ofhce of ~r Quality Planmng
and S~anc~ara~, Durham, Nortt~ Carohna
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¯ Prohibited Waters v~olate criteria
consistently; therefore, shellfish
cannot be harvested at any time.
¯ Restricted Waters may be hatvested if the shellfish are transferred
to clean water to reduce concerttrations of bacteria,
¯ Conditionally Approved Waters
temporarily exceed bacteriological
critena following predictable events
(such as a storm). Shellfish from
these waters may be harvested
when cdtena are rneL
The s~ze of waters with shel~sh
harvesting restrictions does no~
estuarine waters because States
sometimes restrict harvesting in
clean waters. The NSSP requir~
that a State prohibit shellfishing in
clean waters if the State cann~
monitor a watertx~ on a routine
schedule that ensures rapid dek~tion of unsafe conditions. As a
result, funding for monitoring acUv~
ties can raise or lower the s~ze of
waters classified as "prohibited"
even if water quality does not
change. Georgia, for example,
reported that funding for a new
laboratory position during 1992 and
1993 restored shellfishing to clean
waters previously classified as ~prohibited" due to a lack of monitoring.
AS a preventive measure, the
States also automatically prohibit
the harvest of -~hellfish near marinas
and pipes that discharge wastewater. These closures protect the
public from accidenta! releases of
c¢~:aminated wastewater due to
treatment planl matfuncUons or
overflows during severe weath~.r.
The preventwe ctosures app~ to
mannas because fecal bacteria concentrahons may increase dunng

high use periods, such as weekends.
The States prohibit sb~lfi~ in
these waters even though ~
waters may not contain h~rnfuI
concentrations of fecal b~’te~a
most of the Ume.
Despite these drawt~J~, the
size of waters with sheltfl~ing
resections is our most divot rne~
sure of impacts on the shegf’Lshir~g
resource. However, orgy 16 of the
27 coastal States and Tetritod~
reported the s~ze of their estuarine
waters affected by she~q~ h~rv~ting restrictions (Table 7-1). W~th

_.

_,.~’~,. r,~-~.,r.1~.],N,,mb~r of
Waterbedies
~th Resttlctk~$
3
_

Slate
~a~
Alaska

(sq. miles)
.533.0
--

Connec~
Detawar~
Oe~aware ~ ~n
D~stdct o~ Cok~mb~
Flon~

_
1

33.2

-~"

2,186~

Hawaii
Lo~man~

0
26

Man~md
Massachu~,,~s
Mi~s~p~
New Hampshir~
Ne~ le~ey
New Yo~
North C~otina
~
Puerto Ibco
Rhode Island
So~th Carolina
Texas
Virginia
V~gin IsLands

-_
_
11
-67
_
-_

0
_
170.0
176.3
$61.2

20
99
25
192
_

-

18.7
164.2
306..5
-.53.6
323.6
802.8

_

Washington

Totals

so~.2

I

733

-6,052.4

’The D~stnct oi Cotumb~a prohibi~ commeroal har~es~

of its water.
Source: 1994 Stale Se(Uon 305(’0)
-- Not repo~ted in a nume~..ai lo~’maL
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few States reporting numerica! data,
EPA cannot summarize the national
scope of shellfish harvesting
conditions at this time. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is developing a database to
track State restrictions that should
provide a more complete profile of
shelffishing conditions in the future,
The reporting States prohibit,
restrict, or conditionally approve
shellfish harvesting in 6,052 square
miles of estuarine waters. Aleut
one-third of these wate~ are conditionally approved, so the public can
harvest shellfish from these waters
when the State lif~ temporary
closures. For comparison, 12 States
reported that almost 8,000 square
miles of estuarine waters are fully
approved for harvesting shellfish at
all times (Appendix E, Table E-3,
contains individual State data),
Only five States reported the
size of shellfish restric-Uons caused

by specific sources of pathogen
indicators (F~jure 7-3). Other States
provided narrative information
about socJrces degrading shellfish
waters.
¯ Georgia reported that the State
prohibits shellfish harvesting in 362
square miles of its waters. Harvesting is prohibited in 280 square mile~
o~ potential shellfish waters due to a
I~ck of data. Most of Georgia’s
o~er restricted areas are closed
because of their proximity to industt~ discharge pipes and marinas.
¯ Louisiana reported that sewage
treatment plant upgrades expanded
areas open for shellfish harvesting,
but the size of healthy oyster
growth zones still decreased
because of nonpoint source poilu.
tion, sewage from camps, saltwater
intrusion, and marsh erosion.

Sources Associated with Shellfish Harvesting Restrictions
Sourt’~S

5 States Reporting

Urban Runoff/Storm Sewers

’Total
--

~ 454

Nonpoint Sources (general)
Point Sources (general)
Industrial Discharges

csos
Septic Tanks

~

147

I

11

|

7

0 50 100 IS0 200 2S0 300 350 400 4S0 SO0
Square Miles Impacted
Based on dat~ co.tanned
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¯ Maryland reported that nonpoint
source runoff is the most pervasive
source of bacterial contamination in
the State’s shellfish waters. Other
sources include boating activity,
agricultural runoff, seafood process,
ing, and combined sewer overflows.
¯ New Hampshire reported that
the State has upgraded and
constructed five treatment plants in
recent years and eliminated several
combined sewage outfalls discharging into coastal waters. The State
plans to upgrade the four remaining
sewage plants discharging into
coastal waters and begin addressing
nonpoint sources, such as septic
tanks, by 1997.

Drinking Water
Concerns

¯ The rising sales of bottled water,
now exceeding 2.2 billion gallons
annually with a wholesale valu~
estimated at over $2.4 billion, bear
testimony to consumer co~ern$
over tap water quality.
¯ Consumer and environmental
groups have lobbied for improved
public information and education
on ddnking water safety issues,
including monitor:j, soun:e water
protection, and drinking water treatmenL
There are approximately 57,600
Community Water Systems that
provide year-round ddnking water
to the homes of approximately 244
million Americans (roughly 9096 of

a~ u.s. bouseho~) (F~ju~ 7-~).

The EPA also regulates over 140,000
additional systems l~t provide
year-round ddnking water to people
at schools, roadside rest stops, ~
other facilities. The~ community
and noncommunity systems draw
water from surface water or ground
water and are sul::~t~.-t to the ddnk.
ing water regulations set forth
under the Safe Ddnking Water Act.
Under this Act, water suppliers are
required to conduct test~ to deter.
mine whether ddnking water quality
meets safety standards (Figure 7-5).
The suppliers must then report the
results to the State agency r~pon.
sible fo~ drinking water protection.

After decades of concerted
effort, Americans can generally turn"
on their taps without worry about
the quality of the drinking water
that flows out. Yet many important
questions about ddnking water
safety remain unsettled. The EPA
reviewed available information conceming the safety of public water
supplies and d~scovered that there
are pockets of serious trouble, gaps
in information, and emerging
threats to ddnking water safety.
Rising consumer awareness of
pollution and other environmental
problems has raised concerns about
drinking water safety:

Community Water Systems

¯ A 1993 survey commissioned by
the National Geographic Society
found that nearly one-third of
Americans beheve that their drinking
water ~s either (ontarninated or may
become contaminated in the future,

The EPA estimates that almost
10% of Community Water Systems
have experienced one or more violations of Federal safety standards in
the past few years. Most of the
violations relate to actual
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contamination by microorganisms
or lead or the failure to adequately
test drinking water quality. In fact,
one system out of every three conducts only part of the monitoring
required to verify drinking water
safety,

Number of Community Water Systems (CWSs)
and Population Served by Size of System
3,073 317

6 2O

4,122
25
~i
107

14,451

Total Number of CtNSs

Total Population Served by C’WSs
(in millions)

16

5
23

84

48

14

38
Population Served from Surface
Water (in millions)
CVVS Size:
~.~ Very Small

[] Small

¯ Medium

The EPA has promulgated
National Primary Ddnking Water
Regulations (NPDWRs) covering 84
contaminants. These contaminant~
include 21 volatile organic cornpounds, 35 synthetic organic compounds, 18 inorganic compounds,
three radionuclides, five microorganisms, a water quality indicator, and
a disinfection byproduct. Most of
these regulations relate to cont~rr~
nants that may be introduced into
source water due to land use pracrices near the water supply, The
NPDWRs provide enforceable stundards that protect the quality of the
Nation’s ddnking water.

1
2

Drinking Water Quality
and Microbiological
Contaminants

Thanks to basic drinking water
disinfection, drinking water in the
United States is virtually free of certain diseases, Cholera and typhoid
fever, which afflict many people in
14
other nations, have been effectively
removed from our drinking water
supplies. However, Americans are
not free of drinking water problems
posed by microbiological contaminants. Many of the following problems were due to microbiological
contamination of source water~.

Population Served from Ground
Water (in millions)
¯ Large

National Primary Drinking
Water Regulations

¯ Very Large

¯ In 1993, an estimated 403,000
residents of Mitwauke~ I:~:ame il!
from an outbreak of the common
waterborne protozoan, CryptosporidJum.
¯ Residents of Sheboygan, Wisconsin, parts of New York City, and a
large portion of the Washington,
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DC, metrol~litan area were advised
to boi! their tap water due to nsks
of microbiological contamination.

Drinking Water Quality
and Chemical/Radiological

¯ States re~r~ that more than 850
Communi~ Water Systems, collectively serving more than 1 million
people, were ordered to issue "boil
water" advisories,

A total of 16,294 Community
Water Systems (nearly 29%) experienced violations of NPDWRs in
1992. Approximately 32% of Cornmunity Water Systems experienced
violations of NPDWRs in 1993. V’tolations occurred in virtually eve~
State and influenced the wate~ quality o~ approximately 63 millio~
people. Most of the violatio~
affected very small systems se~incj
between 25 and 500 people. The
following violations of health-based
standards occurred in 1993.

¯ Drinking water contamination
was not uncommon in 1993 following the summer floods in the
midwestem and southern States.
¯ In 1993, 67% of the Community
Water Systems that violated
NPDWR.s did so by failing to meet
microbiological requirements.

L

Contaminants

1
2

I~~
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nearly ] 1% of the ~pulation ~ of Keeping Our Ddn~ng
by Community Water S~tems
Water
(26.S million ~ple) ~lat~
heal~-ba~ s~ndards.
men~l c~s,
~ 1,516 CommuniW Wat~ S~tems
quan~ t~ ~ of main~ini~
ex~rienc~ violations for ino~anic
~fe d~n~ watt.
con~minan~. The~ ~ola~s
supply s~t~s ~t ~e ~nda~s
aff~ 7.2 million ~.
~t fo~ in ~ ~ ~A ~t~
¯ 852 Communi~ Wat~ S~te~
ex~enc~ ~ola~ns for ~n~
con~minan~. ~ ~ola~s
afl~ 8.7 million ~.
¯ 576 Communi~ Water S~tems
ex~nenc~ ~olaOons for r~iol~ical con~minan~. ~e~ ~la~m
a~ 1.3 milli~ ~ple.
m 574 Communi~ Water S~ems
ex~enc~ ~dous, frown6 or
~istent noncompliance
chemical or radiol~ical r~uir~
men~ (1
s~ndards for ni~ate, 3% for
dde, and 3% for radium).

~, ~ Q~, ~,~. v~

m 12 Communi~ Water S~ems
and 22 Noncommuni~ Water
S~tems ex~Henc~ heal~-~
violations relat~ to ~chlor~ylene, a carcin~en u~ in textiles,
adhesives, and me~! d~reases,
caus~ health-~s~ violaUons in
ddnking water supplies include
a~azine, ethylene dibromide, and
~ene.
~cept for naturally ~cumng
contaminan~ such as fluonde and
radium, all of the violabons
mention~ a~ve result~ from
land-use prachces near ~e aff~t~
water supplies.

~ ~ ~ ~l~.
¯ R~ ~ e~sum f~
approxi~te~ 50 million ~,
and proton ~ a~xi~t~
2~,~ chiU~ ~ ~n~
~ls of
¯ P~n ~ ~ ~an 1~,~

~e d~n~ wat~ of milli~s

excess ~ ~ each year f~
~uc~ ex~su~ to ~rcin~enk
con~minan~ in dnn~ng watt.
the Safe Drinking Water A~ h~e
at~
mates are ~s~ on apprai~ls of
that will n~d to invest in ~ea~t
to m~t dEnking water s~nda~s
and an~cipat~ ~ea~ent co~.
¯ ~e national cos~ a~d~ble to
compliance with exisUng d~n~ng
water ~fe~ r~ulations are
eshmated to ~ $1.4 billion
annually.
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¯ The projected effect on hou~hold water bills ranges from an
increase of 2S cents per month for
systems serving 1 million or more
households to $ ] 2 per month for
systems serving 1 O0 or fewer
households,
¯ Greater than two-thirds of the
estimated costs relate to control of
microbiological contaminants and
lead in drinking water,
¯ The proiected effect of monitoring requirements on household
water bills ranges from an average
of 1 cent to 35 cents per month for
90% of American households,
¯ For small Community Water Systerns, however, the projected effect
of monitoring requirements could
exceed $10 per month,

Protecting Ddnking Water
Sources
Land use in both urban and
rural settings may pose chemical
and microbiological threats to current and future drinking water supplies. Urban uses of land have more
than tripled since the 19S0s, rising
from 1 8.3 million acres to $6.6
million acres. Population growth
and the expansion of urban land
use are likely to pose new nsks of
contaminabon in areas that may not
have been at risk before. In rural
areas, the use of agricultural chemi,
cals has doubled since the 1960s.
Many States list agnculture as the
leading source of water quality impairment in our Nation’s rivers,
In a 1 988 survey of surface
water utilities and State dnnking
water agencies, the American Water
Works Asso<iahon tnvestigated the

relationship betwee~ land use and
water treatment. Their results suggest that more advanced water
treatment practices are necessan/
for source waters derived from
tersheds where urban or agricultural
land use practices predominate.
Virtually all groups interested in
drinking water safety promote
stronger efforts to prevent pollution
from entering drinkit~:j water
sources rather than relying sc4ety
water treatment to reduce health
threats. The EPA encourages source
water protection activities geared at
protecting surface water and
ground water that is used for drink.
ing water supl~.

Recreational Restrictions
State reporting on recreational
restrictions, such as beach closures,
is often incomplete because most
State agencies r~ on local health
departments to voluntarily monitor
and report beach closures. Most
State agencies that prepare ~he
30S(b) reports do not have access
to an inventory of beach closures.
The information obtained varies in
quality because health departments
that monitor infrequently will detect
fewer bacteria violations than health
departments with rigorous beach
monitoring schedules.
Twelve States reported that
there were no contact recreation
restrictions reported to them during
the ]994 reporting cycle, but one
State mentioned that unreported
closures could exist. Twenty-two
States identified 374 sites where
recreation was restricted at least
once during the reporting cycle
(Appendix E, Table E-6, contains
individual State data). Local health
departments closed many of these
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sites more than once. Pathogen
indicator bactena caused most of
the restrictions, but Louisiana
reported that advisories remain in
effect at three sites where sediments
are contaminated with toxic chemicals from an industry, an abandoned creosote factory, and an
abandoned hazardous waste facility,
The States identified sewage
treatment plant bypasses, malfunc,
tions, and pipeline breaks as the
most common sources of elevated
bacteria concentrations in bathing
areas. The States also reported that
runoff, failing septic systems, a ~
stock operation, and combined
sewer overflows resthcted recreationat ac’tMties,

Aquatic Ecosystem
Concerns

...

¯
"

’ - C- ~ "

Many native aquatic organisms
are more sensitive than humans to
toxic pollutants. In sever~ cases of
contamination, toxic pollutants kil!
all aquatic life; in tess severe cases,
toxic pollutants eliminate some speties from the aquatic community,
The aquatic system deteriorates as
toxic contaminants poison aquatic
organisms (including fish, shellfish,
benthic organisms, and plants),
increase their susceptibility to disease, interfere with their reproduction, or reduce the viability of their
young. Toxic pollutants also disrupt
the chemical and physical balance
in an acluatic ecosystem and indirectty cause mortality. Chapter !
provides additional information
about toxic pollutants,
Low oxygen concentrations,
excessive temperatures, or high or
low aodity can have more devastating impacts on aquatic communities

than toxic pollutants. Organic
pollutants (such as sewage, manure,
food processing wastes, and ~
clippings) impose a biochemical
oxygen demand (BOD) on receiving
waters because bacteria consume
oxygen as they decompose c~ganic
wastes. Nutrients also may indir~,~y
deplete oxygen concentrations by
feeding algal blooms (see Chapter 1
for a full discussio~ of dissolved
oxygen depletion).
Acidity (the concentration of
hydrogen ions measured as ~
drives many chemical reactions in
living organisms. Many biological
processes (such as reproduction)
cannot function in either acidic 0ow
pH) or alkaline (high pH) water~.
Acidic conditions also aggravate

toxic contam t on proems

because sediments release toxicants
in acidic waters. Common sources
of sulfuric acid, and, to a lesser
extent, nitric acid, include mine
drainage, runoff from mine tailings,
and atmospheric deposition.
Alkaline conditions (high pH)
may result indirectJy from inputs of
nutrients that induce excessiv~ algal
activity. In order to fuel photos)mthesis, rapidly expanding algae
populations may break down carbonate compounds after they co~sume all of the carbon dioxide available in the water column. As the
algae convert carbonates to carbon
dioxide, hydroxyl groups (OH- ~ns)
are released into the water column,
raising the pH. Alkaline conditions
(high pH) harm gill membranes on
fish and other aquatic organisms.
The pH may swing back down during the night as the algae halt pho.
tosynthesis and stop scavenging
carbon dioxide from carbonates. At
night, the algae also continue to
respire, which returns carbon
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dioxide into the water column that
can bind up the hydroxyl groups
and lower pH Such fluctuations in
pH severely stress aquatic organ~sms.
Human activities on shore can
aggravate physical and chemical
conditions in waterbodies. The
States report growing concern over
~nstream impacts from removal of
shoreline vegetation. Shoreline vegetabon shades streams from excessire heat and binds shoreline soils
together, which prevents sediment
from entering the water column,

and New Hampshire stated that
there were no fish kill incident~
ported in their waters during 1992
and 1993. Thirty-five States and one
Territory reported thaL pollution
caused 737 fish kills in their waters
(Figure 7-6). This figure undere~l~.
mates the real number of fish Ellis
in the Nation because 15 Stat~
did not provide fish kill data arid
fish kills in remote areas may not be
detected o~ reported to Stat~
and wildlife officials.
EPA summarized the number
of kills due to pollution, natural
conditions, hydrologic rr~:~clificatio~,

,,~

Fish Kills Caused
by Pollution
The number of fish kills provides
Number of Reported Fish
a limited indication of pollutant
impacts on aquatic life because fish
kills do not atway~ result from pollution. Both natural conditions (such
as drought, low flow, and warm
water temperatures) and pollution
can deplete dissolved oxygen in a
waterbody and suffocate fish. Pollutants may also weaken fish and make
them more susceptible to natural
stressors, such as disease. In many
cases, investigators cannot determine if pollution, natural causes, ot
both caused a fish kill because there
is little evidence at the site of the
~
fish kill. The exact location of the
fish kill may be a myste~ because
currents can car~ fish downstream
,o ~"~
from the source, further complicat~ng the investigation.
~I~
Forty States. Tribes, Commissions, and Temtories submitted
~=~ Carnpo Indian Reser~atio~
~ Coyote Valley Reservation
numencal data about fish kills in
~ Gila Rwer Indian Community
their 1994 Se~’tion 305(b) reports
~ Hoopa Valley Reser~aUon
(Appendix E, Table E.7a, contains
~ Hopi Tnb~
c:= Soboba Band of M~ssion Indians
lr~clividual State data). "rwo Tribes,
the District of Columbia, the
Ba~ o~ data co~t~ir~-,,~i in A~pendix
Delaware R~ver Basin Commission,

V
0

Kills Caused by Pollution

2

¯

Not Reported

~0
m
m
n >70
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Causes of Fish Kills
(29 States reporting 1,4S4 fish kills)
Unknown
Natural
---- Unsbe~ified
Causes ---./.,,.~-~. 26%
18%

--’

7

Amb<guo~s -,..
/ ......
CauseP
~ M~d~.r~b~
16%
-- I~ollu~n
36%
Based on data co~tained in A,f:~oend~x E.
Table E-Tb.

°Amb~uous cause~ inck~de low di~-d
oxygen w~hout a spe~if~.~d ~ource, algae
blooms, red bale, disease, and them~l
shock, which may be due to either poilubonot natural condioo~s.

ambiguous causes, and unknown
causes. EPA used the following
criteria to classify the cause of fish
kills:

¯ Dumping - throwing unwanted

¯ Pollution - the State clearly identified a specific pollutant responsible
for the kill or cleady stated that

¯ Unknown the
- State did not
identify a cause of the kill.

¯ Natural Conditions - the State
used the term "natural" to describe
the kill.
¯ Ambiguous Causes - the State
attributed the kill to low oxygen
concentrations, disease, red tides,
algal blooms, or thermal shock and
did not specify whether pollution
contributed to these problems or
no~.
¯ Hydrologic

Modifications the
State identified dam construction,

dewatedng, channel~ation, or
drawdown as the cause of the kill.

kills in 29 States that reported both
the total number of fish kills and the
number due to pollution (Figure
7-7). Pollution clearly caused about
one-third of the fish kills. Natural
conditions caused about one-f’#th of
the fish kills. AJmost haft of the fish
kills were due to unknown or
ambiguous causes.
The States reported that toxic
pollutant~ caused more than half
(S5%) of the fish kills attributed to
human activities (Figune 7-8).
Toxic potlutant~ include pesticides,

Pollutants Causing Fish Kills
35 States Repo~.ing

The States
reported that toxic
pollutants caused more
than half (55%) of the
fish kills attributed to
human activities,

Oxygen.D~pleting Substancesb

s~,~
Ma..,.
~al st,-~
p~(~v)
s,~

147

~1
~

I

12

0 50 1~ 150 2~ 250 3~ 350
Number of Fi~ Kills
~s~ on Oa~ con~n~ ~n ~nd~x E, Tabl~ ~-Sa, E-8b, and E~
~Toxlc ~liu~n~ ~nclude ~st~odes, oi~ anO gas, ammonia, chlonne, a~ un~ tox~
~Oxvgen-deDlehng substances ~cl~e BOD, f~ pr~ess~ng wastes, and ~ ~ndustrial
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herbicides (weed killers and deioiiants), oil and gasoline products,
chlonne, ammonia, metals, and
unspecified hazardous substances,
Pesticides were the most frequently
identified toxic pollutant causing
fish kills (Figure 7-9). Many pesticide
kills occurred on small private lakes
and ponds and impacted few fish,
but several pesticide releases killed
over 10,000 fish Per incident. The
States reported that agricultural
application and runoff caused most
fish kills from Pesticides, but the
States also reported that golf course
maintenance and mosquito abatement projects released pesticides
and killed fish. Historically, the most
devastating pesticide kills have
resulted from train derailments
releasing highly concentrated pestJcides and herbicides into waterbodies,
Following pesticides, oil and
gasoline products (including jet fuel)
and chlodne caused many fish kills,
The States reported that oil and
gasoline products entered waterbodies from traffic accidents, airport
runoff, and leaking storage facilities,
The States reported that chlodne
from drinking water treatment
plants, sewage plants, and swimming pools entered waterbodies in
lethal concentrations. The States
also reported that less common
toxic pollutants caused fish kills,
including road tar, deicing chemicals used at airport, and fire suppression foam used at the scene of
traffic accidents,
The States reported that oxygen-depleting substances caused
20% of the fish kills attributed to
human activihes. In waterbod=es,
bacteria consume oxygen when
they decompose substances contanning organic plant, fish, or animal

matter. Oxygen-depleting substances include food products and
byproducts (such as molasses, bad
milk, and seafood processing
waste), agricultural feed, sewage,
manure, rendering wastes, ~
other industrial wastes that co~tain
plant or wood fibers. Sewa~ arid
manure can also contain high co~centrations of ammonia, which is
toxic to fish and other aqua~c
organisms. The States repotted that
sewage contritx~ted to 596 of the
fish kills due to pollution, and
manure from animal and ~
operations contributed to 4~o of the
kills due to pollution.
Thirty-five States listed soun:es
of pollution causing fish kills ~
7-10). These States identJf-~l agticulture as the leading ~ of fi~
kills. Agricultural runoff may
manure and fertilizer, in additio~ to
Pesticides and hed:~.ides. Sewage
treatment plants followed ~
ture as the leading source of
kills. Sewage treatment plar~ also
release ammot~ia, nutrier~ ~tnd
oxygen-depleting substances ~
receiving waters. Sewage treatment
plants also cause fish kills b~ ~
charging overchlodnated
The other leading sources of fish
kills included industry; spilk ~
leaks from storage tank~, tnx:~,
barges, trains, and pipelines;
nonagricultural applications of Pestitides; general runoff; and drinking
water systems. Less common
sources of fish kills included ~
ruing pools, petroleum ac-0vit~,
land disposal of wastes, bridge
demolition, fountain maintenar~:e,
and dam releases.
The summary data on fish kills
obscure important variations in the
number of fish killed and the value
of the species affected dudng

L

Toxic Pollutants Causing
Fish Kills
(33 States reporting 404 fish kills
due to toxk: poltut~nL~)
Un spec~,d Toxic
Sobst~nce~ -31%

r--

Hert:~:X~

Ammonia--~
I 2~
8%
Chlo~ne -~
oil and C, asolin~
12%
Ih-o~ucts
~a,~=d o~ daU co~t~ir~.d in Appendix
1"~ E-~b.
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individual fish kill incidents. The
summary data cannot distinguish a
fish kill that affected 10 fish from a
fish kill that affected several hundred
thousand fish. Numbers of fish kilted
cannot measure the value of a fish
kill because consumers and anglers
value some fish species more highly
than others, and we do not under,
stand the value of different species
in the ecosystem. The States reported that many desirable fish
species were killed by pollution,
including trout, salmon, perch, mullet, shad, bass, aholehole, crappie,
bluegills, menhaden, herring, and
catfish,

~

Sediment Contamination
Many waterborne toxic pollutants settle to the bottom and partition between the sediment material
and the solution in the interstitial
water between the sediment partitles. Bacteria degrade some
toxicants in sediments, but many
toxic contaminanLs (such as metals

t1

Laj
--

and PCBs) persist in sediments for
many years after the onginal toxic
source has been eliminated. Disruption of contaminated sediments or
natural interac0ons may reintroduce
toxicants into the water column for
decades.
Dredging contaminated sedirnents may also reintroduce toxicant~ into the water column and
food web. Due to these impact~,
~=~diment contamination can
obstruct maintenance dredging of
harbors and navigation channels.
Dredge spoi! disposal methods
(such as open water dumping,
spreading on "reclaimed" lands,
and diked containment areas) may
a~so create new aquatic life threats.
CurrenUy, no national cdteria
are in effect that define harmful
concentrations of pollutant~ in
ment. However, EPA released draft
sediment criteria for five pollutants
(enddn, dieldrin, phenanthrene,
fluoranthene, and acenaphthene) in
January of 1994 for public comment
and plans to publish final criteda for

Sources Associated with Fish Kills
L. Pollution Sources
Agriculture
Sewage Treatment Plants
,ndust~a, Di~:harge~
Spills
Runoff (general)
Other Pesticide Applications

35 States Reporting
~-~ ~" .......
~ .........

Total
13~

~’~.~’~,~-,, ,~
"~

86

~

76

~

69

~

36

~

28

0

20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Number of Fish Kills

160

Basecl on data conLa~ned in Appendix E, Table F.-9,
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0
the frve toxicants in 1996 alter
responding to final comments. An
approach for assessing metals contamination in sediments was presented to the EPA Science Advisory
Board in January of 1995. The
approach for determining metals
toxicity in sediments received a very
favorable review.
In 1994, 23 States reported
incidents of sediment contamination
in their 305(b) reports (see Appendix E, Table E-10, for individual
State data). Several States preferred
not to list contaminated sites until
EPA publishes national cdteria for
screening sediment data. Other
States lack the analytical tools and
resources to conduct extensiv~
sediment sampling and analysis.
Therefore, the following discussion
probably understates the extent of
sediment contamination in the
Nation’s surface waters,
Twenty-two States listed 641
separate sites with contaminated
sediments and identified pollutant~
detected in sediments. These States
most frequently listed metals (e.g.,
mercury, cadmium, and zinc), PCBs,
DDT (and its byproducts), chlor.
dane, polyaromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), and other priority organic
toxic chemicals. These States also
identified industrial and municipal
discharges (past and present), landfills, resource extraction, abandoned
hazardous waste disposal sites, and
combined sewer overflow~ as the
primary sources of sediment
contamination.
EPA develops guidance and
information sources to provide
States with better tools for assessing
and managing sediment contamination, including

¯ A cor~ium of sediment
assessment methods (Fall 1992)

i,

¯ Draft Sediment Quality Cdteda
for Non-ior~ Organics (October
1993)

~’~

¯ National Sediment Invento!~
(Report to Congress, Spdng 1996)
- E-~aluation of Contaminated
Segment Sites (l:all 1995)
- Point Sources Inventory
(Fall 1995)
- t~t Sources Inventory
(F~tl 1996)

/~

~

¯ Seditr~ Remediation Methods
(Spdng I~93)
¯ EPA’s Sedh’nent Management
Strategy wi~ focus the Agency’s
resources on preventing, remediat.
ing, and managing disposal of
dredged contaminated sediments
(Summer 1994)

’
~
~~

¯ A test~ manual for evaluating
sedimer~ disposal in inland water~
under Section 404 of the Clean
Water ~ (.~ng 1994)

I~

¯ Guidance documents describing
method~ for conducting acute toxic,
ity tests, chronic toxicity tests, and
bioaccumuia6on tests for sediments
(Fall 1993)

wI
t

.,

~
¯ Methods for deriving sediment
quality cntena for heavy metals
(late 1997).
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Waters Su ey for Toxic
Contamination

¯ Rive~ miles surveyed: 160,33.~
¯ Tota nver miles: 3.5 milhon

~
¯ Lake ~:res surveyed: 7.5 million
¯ Total lake ~cres: 40.8 miltion

~
¯

Great Lakes miles surveyed: 5,161

¯ Total Great Lakes shore miles: 5,559

~
¯

Estuanne water~ sur~.-,.y~d: ?,86.S

¯

Total estuanne waters: 34,388
s4~uare mit,es (excluding

Total Waters Affected
by Toxic Pollutants
Responding to public concern
about toxic pollutants, EPA
requested that States track the overall extent of toxic contamination in
their surface waters. Forty-two
States and Tripes reported the size
of waters surveyed lor toxicants
(either in the water column, sediments, or aquatic organisms) and
the total waters found to contain
elevated concentratJons of toxic
pollutants (see Figure 7-11 and

Appendix E, Table E-11,for indiState
data).
Thirty-six States and Tribes
reported that they surveyed
toxicants (pnmarily in the water
column) in 160,335 miles of rivers
and streams. These States and
Tribes surveyed only 5% of the
Nation’s 3.5 million river miles for
toxic contamination. The States and
Tribes detected elevated concentrations of toxicants in 25% of the
surveyed rivers and streams (Figure
7-12).
Thirty-four States and Tribes
reported that they sampled

Waters Surveyed for Toxic Contamination
36 S~tes =rid Td~ Re.rig
¯ven and S~ams

m

To~l ~ean ~ m~: ~,421

~

(excl~ ~a~)

18

Grit ~

~
~
~
~

~tua~a
~ean Sh~

93
~
J
0

23
<1
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1
Percent of Total Waters Su~
for Toxic Contamination

U
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toxicants in more than 7.5 milli~
acres of lakes, rese~oi~, and ~nds.
The su~ey~ acres represent 18%
of the Nation’s 40.8 million lake
acres. The States and T~s found
elevat~ concentra~ons of toxican~
in 29% of the ~mpl~ lake acres.
Sevent~n coas~l S~tes
~mpled toxican~ in 23% of ~
Nation’s estuaEne water. ~e~
S~tes dete~ el~at~ toxic concen~ations in 26% of ~e 7,865
~uare miles of estuaHne wate~ ~at
¯ ey ~mpl~.
Only thr~ S~t~ and ~e ~in
Islands re~ly sum~ ~x~n~

in ~ean shoreline watm. ~
S~tes found el~at~ concentra~s
of toxi~n~ in 14% of ~ ~mpl~
c~sUine, but this inf~ ~m
not ~ appli~ na~nally ~
~e S~tes suwey~ less ~n 1% ~
~e Nation’s c~s~! ~t~ (ex~
ing ~e ~asM sho~ine),
Five S~tes r~ ~t ~
su~ey~ most of ~t G~t ~
sho~line for tox~an~ ~H~ ~
fish O~ue ~mpt~) and ~
elwat~ toxi~n~ in 98% ~ ~
~i~.

--~

V
0

~~

Th~ r~Sl~lt5 do ~iot
de~ t)l~’ ~xt~’t~t Of

toxic dot~tatnina~i(m
all wat~ a~oss the
~a~Oll ~d~l~.~
tOXJ~ po//z~t=~l~ ar~

found in the seditnent
and the Food chain,
in ~ wat~? column.
L

Percentage of Surveyed Waters with Toxic Contamination
Waters
Rivers and Streams

34 St.=tes and Tribes Reporting
25

~

Great Lakes
Estuanes

98
26

~

Ocean Shore

14
~IIIIII1I
0 10 20 ~,0 40 50 60 70 80
Percent of Surveyed Waters
with Toxic Contamination

~"

I
90 100
~

Ba~l O~ ~a~ conLained in AI:~e~L~ E, Tab~ E-] 1.
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Protecting Our Drinking Water:
EPAfs Source Water Protection
, Initiative
Americans have long enjoyed
the luxury of safe, affordable drinking water. A rising awareness of
water pollution incidents, however,
has caused people to be concerned
about drinking water quality. Many
communities have recognized that
preventing the pollution of lakes,
river~, streams, and ground water is
the key to ensuring the long.term
safety of drinking water. This

common sense approach ~s ~o~

as source water protection.
The Safe Drinking Water Act
emphasizes monitoring and treatment to protect drinking water
safety. However, protection based
on monitoring and treatment alone
is not sufficient. Neady all groups
interested in drinking water safety
see a need for stronger efforts to
prevent pollution from entering
drinking water sources rather than
relying solely on water treatment to
reduce health threats,
The EPA encourages this prevention-oriented approach and is
actively promoting the development
of grass roots source water protection activities. As part of the Source
Water Protection Initiative, EPA
hopes to:

¯ Restore the public’s rights and
responsibilities to protect their drinking water
¯ Raise public confidence in the
safety and quality of their dnnking
water SUl:~ly
¯ Reduce the costs of providing
safe drinking water.

Wellhead Protection
Programs
Many States and communities
are currently promoting source
water protection in Wellhead
Protection (MCHP) programs. The
1986 Amendment~ to the Safe
Drinking Water Act established the
Wellhead Protection Program to aid
communities in protecting their
drinking water quality. Through
wellhead protection, communities
identify the land areas that contribute ground water to public water
supply wells. They then develop
plans to manage the potential
sources of contamination in those
vulnerable areas, thereby reducing
the likelihood of polluting the drinking water source.
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By the end of December 1994,
a total of 37 States and Terdtodes
had EPA-approved WI-IP Programs
in place, tn addition, thousands of
local WHP initiatJves have been
undertaken ~n communities across
the Nation. As of 1993, approximately 3,800 communities that are
dependent on ground water for
drinking water had complete WHP
programs.
_.

Expanded Source
Water Protection

Goals
The idea of wellhead protection
can apply to surface water supplies
as well. The EPA is encouraging
stronger watershed protection
programs, through approaches
available under the Federal Clean
Water Act, to protect surface waters
used for drinking water supplies.
Sobrce water protection, for both
ground water and surface water,
may offer significant advantages to
both drinking water purveyors and
consumers.
The FPA is planning a National
Source Water Protection Workshop
in 1996. This workshop witl provide

communities with the tools and
information needed to establish
source water protection programs.
The workshop will be televised and
will target communities that have
delrneated their source water prote~tion areas and carded out source
identification. The wod~shop will
also assist communities in moving
toward source management.
The EPA has also ~t the following intedm and long-term source
water protection goals:
¯ By 1997, establish a core network
of 10,000 communities with active
and comprehensive local WHP
prograrn~ in p~ce.
¯ By 1997, incorporate source
water proteclJon and source
management as priority obiectJves
in proiects requiring financial assistance from other Federal programs.
¯ By 1997, begin to expand source
water protection approaches to
communities reliant on surface
water for drinking water.
¯ By 2005, have .50% of aH cornmunity water supplies covered by
active and comprehensive local
source water protection programs.
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Healthy People 2000 Environmenta
Health Water Objectives
Background
In the late 1980s the Public
Health Service (PHS), working with
over 300 government and non.
government organizations, began
developing Healthy People 2000, a
set of public health goals and objectJves for the year 2000. This initiatire was a logical extension of their
previous efforts, the 1990 Health
Objectives tar the Notch. Both initiarives included sets of health objeci
20
~
i~
~

15

§2
~’~

~

10

~

5°°

1988

.
°

~ "- ~

1990

,"

~,~s with targets to b~ achieved at
the end of the respectJve decade~
Both also included chapters that
specifically focused on improvements in environmental health
objectives retated to water q~lity
and its relationship to human
health.
Monitoring the 1990 enviroe,mental obiectives had been seve~
limited by lack of data and the
ongoing development of Federal
regulations relating to specific
media, including water. Therefo#e,
one focus of Healthy People 2000
was to identify objectives t~at
measurable. Healthy People 2000
includes 16 environmental health
objectives, three of which relate
water to health; data to monito~
these objectives have been available
on either an annua! or biennial basi~
since the year 1990 and will
available at least through the year
2000. At the end of 1994, 10 of the
16 obiectives showed some progr~s
toward their year 2000 targets.

1992

~ Total
Community Water Systems
Source: Waterborne Surveillance System, CDC/NCEH.

Figure 1. Waterborne Disease Outbreaks, 1988-92.
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HIGHLIGH

Water Objectives
and Progress
The first of the three waterrelated obiectives cal’,s for a reduction in the number of outbreaks of
waterborne diseases from infectious
agents and chemical poisonings in
drinking water to no more than 11
per year by the year 2000. The
numbers of these rare events have
fluctuated considerably since 1988
when 16 outbreaks were reported
(see Figure 1). While public health
officials work to maintain and
improve the quality of drinking
water, variations in physicians’
reports to State Health Departments
and the availability of resources to
confirm the outbreak as waterborne
hamper the monitoffng of these
outbreaks.
The second obiective calls for
an increase in the percenta,~e of the
population whose drinldng water
supply meets the Safe Drinking

GHT HIG!4’

Water Act regulations. The data

ource for this obi ,e is

2

Federal Reporting Data System
(FRDS). The proportions reported
since the 1988 baseline appear to
have changed little, but as Figure 2
indicates, the quantity and
stringency of testing standards have
continued to increase.
Third, Healthy People 2000
monitors the quality of surface
water using EPA’s National Water
Quality Inventory. A3 originally
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Figure 2. Compliance with Safe Drinking Water Act
Regulations, 1988-93.
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written, this obiective called for
and Monitoring
a decrease in the proportion of
impaired surface water (specifically,
Responsibility for aggregating the
data for the 16 objectives is shared
rivers, lakes, and estuaries). The data
by the National Center for Environavailable to date are shown in
Figure 3; however, there were
mental Health, the Agency for Toxic
severa! limitations on accurately
Disease Registry, and the National
monitoring this objective. In consulCenter for Health Statistics, all of the
tation with EPA, this objective has
Center~ for Disease Control and
been revised and will focus on
Prevention. The National Institute of
increases in the proportion of waters
Health’s National Institute of Envi.
ronmental Health Sciences also
that meet the specific designated
shares the responsibility of monitoruses of fish consumption and swim.
ming.
ing these objectives. There has been
extensive cooperation and data
sharing with EPA on the beneficial
use objective, which relies on data
from the States, Tribes, and other
~ 1988
jurisdictions. EPA and PHS are cur~ 1990
r’~ 1992
rently coordinating the development of EPA’s NaUonal Environmen~ 2000 Target
tal Goals and revising the Healthy

~
Rivers

:

!
~

Lakes

~

Estuaries

Figure 3. Proportion of Assessed Waters that Do Not Support
Beneficial Uses, 1988-1992.

objectives. The status of the Healthy
People 2000 objectives is reported
annually in the Healthy People 2000
Review;, environmental obiectives are
monitored using data from the
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, FPA, and other sources.

For further information:
Fred Seitz
National Center for Health Statistics
6525 Belcrest Road
Hyattsville, MD 20782
(301) 436-3548
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Mercury Contamination
in Maine Lake

’

EPA’s Region 1 and the Maine
Department of Environmental Protection have established a Regional
Environmental Monitonng and
Assessment Program (R-EMAP)
project to study mercury contaminatton in Maine lakes. The Maine
Department of Environmental Protection has found various populations of fish contaminated with
heavy metals, PCBs, dioxin, and
other chlorinated organic cornpounds, as stated in the EPA report
R.EMAP Reg~ona! Environmental Monitonng and Assessment Program. Most
of the contaminants have been as~ciated with specific point source
discharges. In addition, elevated
levels of toxic contaminant~ (especially mercury) have been found in
some lake biota at locations where
there are no known discharges of
toxic contaminants. Maine has
issued a statewide adviso~ on the
consumption of fish from any lake in
the State. This and prior advisories
have been very general and
conservaUve.
Through the Regional Environmental Monitoring and Assessment
Program, which uses the Environmental Monitor:.ng and Assessment
Program (~.MAP) probability-based
sampling grid and methodologies,
the Maine Department of

Environmental Protection has been
able to conduct a statewide
merit of co~taminated fish in Maine
lakes. The proiect design and techniques adopted from EMAP
expected to enable scientists to
conduct statistical analyse~ of the
relationships of such intrinsic factors
as age, size, and species of fish;
limnological factors; and extrinsic
factors (fo~ example, land use o~
atmospheric deposition). The a~aly$es are needed to issue more
specific advisories identifying, in
particular, high-risk lakes, species,
and s~ze classes. Also, this information is expected to be helpful in
identifying future management
n~,~ds to reduce mercury leans in
the Maine lacustrine emaronment.

For further information:
Da~d L Courtemanch, Ph.D.
Maine Department of Environmental
Protection
Director, Division of Environmenta!
Assessment
Bureau of Land and Water Quality
State House Station 17
Augusta, Maine 04333-0017
(207) 287-7789
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State and Tribal
,R ec om m e ndations
in their 1994 Section 305(b)
report~, 40 States, Territories, and
Tribes made recommendations for
improving water quality management programs in order to achieve
the goals of the CWA. The recommendations encompass a range of
actions at the Congressional, Federa!, State, Tribal, Temtonal, and
local levels and are often expre~,,d
in terms of State, Tdbal, and Temtohal obiect~ves or continuing needs,
tt should be emphasized that the
States, Tdbes, and Temtories
reported the following recommendations and that this discussion does
not attempt to assess the merit~ of
their recommendations. Nor should
this discussion be construed as an
EPA or Administration endorsement
of any’ State. Tribal, or Temtorial
recommendation. Many of the
recommendations do, however,
coincide with current EPA program
concerns and pnodties,
The most frequently reported
recommendations address five major

co~ce~:

¯ Nonpoint source abatement
¯ Financial and technical support
from Federa; agencies
¯ Interagen~ data sharing and
management
¯ Watershed initiative~
¯ Ground water management,

Other concerns le~ frequently
reported include toxic pollut~nt~,
lake management, public education,
pollution pre~mtion, waste management for animal and poult/y
operations, water quantity impact~
on water quality, and multimedia
cycling of pollut~nt~ among air,
water, and ~:~il. The following dis-

cussion ~ummarize~ the

recommemdatio~s most frequently
reported by the States, Tdbes, and
Temtorie~. These necommendation$
are often linked and interdependent. For example, many States,
Tribes, and Territories recommend
that Federal agencie~ provide financial and technical support to implement waters~ initiatives that provide a framewo~ lot monitoring
and managing nonpoint ~ource
pollution. The following di~cu~ion
touches on the conr~--tJons between State, Tribal, and Territorial
concerns and r~commendations.

Nonpoint Source
Abatement and
Watershed Protection
Initiatives

The most frequently
reported recommendations
address five major
¯ Nonpoint
¯ Financial

and technical
support from Federal

¯ Interagency

data sharing
ayl~ management
¯ Watershed initiatives
¯ GTOblY~d

management

Recommendations most often
cited by the States, Tribes, and Terntories concern the identification,
prevention, and control of nonpoint
sources (NPSs) of pollution, such a~
agricultural runoff and runoff from
construction sites. The States and
other entities most frequently cite
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the need for additional funding for
the development of better monitoring and assessment methods to
detect NPS impacts, identify specific
NPSs responsible for impacts, and
measure the effectiveness of NPS
controls. Many States reported that
new monitoring methods are
needed to distinguish point source
impacts from NPS impacts and to
identify specific nonpoint source.~
responsible for water quality degradation. For example, Rhode Island’s
305.(b) report states:
Decision makers at this time do
not have adequate instream and
site-specific water quality data.
NPS management plans are
currently based on generic
nonpoint pollution source
~types" (e.g., agriculture, urban
stormwater, etc.) and cannot
provide adequate priofitization
of BMP controls on a specific
watershed or subwatershed
level,
Rhode Island suggests that a
small percentage of C’WA Section
319 NPS Federal funds be made
available for wet weather NPS monitodng. Rhode Island reports that
additional funding for NPS monitoring is needed to update their assessment of NPS impact~ and determine
the effectiveness of implemented
BMPs.
Many States link nonpoint
source monitoring and abatement
to adoption of a watershed management approach. The States
report that a watershed protection
approach can be used to target
waterbodies for intensive NPS monitoting and to integrate local, State,
and Federal efforts to control NPS
impacts. The watershed approach

encourages local involvement and
enables States to maximize efficient
use of funds by coordinating point
source controls and NPS management. For example, New Jersey’s
305(b) report states:
A watershed approach can
require intensive site-specific
monitoring designed to assess
pollution sources and loading
and fill dat~ gaps... Detailed
assessments of pollution
sources, both point and nonpoint, on a local basis, would
allow man~jement effort~ to
institute potlutk)n controls on a
finely detailed level. Working
with local govemrnental agenties and environrne~tal/citizen
groups can provide the Department [of Environmental Protection] with enormous amounts of
information regarding local
actMties, land uses, and point
sources that either can potentially or are known to impair
local water quality. These same
agencies and groups can act to
change land uses, zoning regulations, agricultural practices,
etc.
Nebraska’s 305keo) report suggests that States and other governing entities can use the watershed
approach to priodtize watersheds
for more efficient allocation of funds
to implement NPS pro~,,,c’ts:
The Nebraska Department of
Environmental Quality should
continue with its systematic
assessment of watersheds
identified as either suspected or
unknown with regards to
nonpoint source pollution
~mpacts. These assessments
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State and Tribal
Recommendations
In their 1994 Section 305(b)
reports, 40 States, Temtor~es, and
Tribes made recommendations for
improving water quality management programs in order to achieve
the goals of the CWA. The recommendations encompass a range of
actions at the Congressional, Federal, State, Tnbal, "rerritorial, and
local levels and are often expressed
in terms of State, Tribal, and Territorial obiectives or continuing needs,
It should be emphasized t~at the
States, Tribes, and Territories
reported the following recommenclarions and that this discussion does
not attempt to assess the merits of
their recommendations. Nor should
this discussion be construed as an
EPA or Administration endorsement
of any State, Tribal, or Territorial
recommendation. Many of the
recommendations do, however,
coincide with current EPA program
concerns and prionties,

O~er concerns less frequently
reported include toxic pollul~n!~,
lake management~ public educatiorl,
pollution prevention, waste management ~or animal and poultry
operations, water quantity impacts
on water quality, and multimedia
cycling of pollutant~ among air,
water, and ~oil. The ~ollow~ng discussion summarizes the
recommendations most f~quently
r~ported by the S~tes, Tribes, and
Territories. These recommendations
are often linked and interdependent. For example, many States,
Tribes, and Territories recommend
that Federal agencies provide financial and technical support to implement water~hed initiativ~ that provide a framework for monitoring
and managing nonpoint source
pollution. The following discussion
touches on the connections between State, Tribal, and Territorial
concerns and recommendations.

recommendabonsThe most frequentlYaddressreportedfivemajor

Nonpoint Source
Abatement and
Watershed Protection
Initiatives

co~e~n~:

¯ Nonpoint source abatement
¯ Financial and technical suppor~
|rom Federal agenoes
¯ Interagency data sharing and
management
¯ Watershed inif.iatives
¯ Ground wa~er management,

The most frequently
reported recommendations
address five major
COI~Cc~TI$~
¯ Nonpoint

source
abatement
¯ Financial and technical

support from Federal
agencies
~

Interagency data sharing

and management
~ Watershed initiatives
¯ Ground water

management

Recommendations most often
cited by the States, Tribes, and Terntones concern the identification,
prevention, and control of nonpoint
sources (NPSs) of pollution, such as
agricultural runoff and runoff from
construction sites. The States and
other entihes most frequently cite
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should document the presence
and quantify the magnitude of
water quality impacts and beneficial use impairment due to
nonpoint sources. Through the
Nebraska Nonpoint Source
Management Program, a listing
of pnority watersheds should be
defined and action plans developed in order to expedite the
funding and implementation
process for nonpoint .~x~rce
project~,
The States, Tribes, and Temtodes also recommend implementing
a watershed approach to address
other water quality issues (in addi.
tion to NPS pollution) within a
holistic strategy. Illinois’ Section
305(b) report recommends that
Federal agencies grant flexibility to
the States so that they can incorporate numerous program elements
into a watershed approach:

water resource issues; determination of those watersheds
needing to develop watershed
~mplementation plans based on
available resources; and coordi-

Illinois’ report also refers to t~
linlcs between the availability of
financial resources, implementation
of a watershed approach, and
management of NPS pollution:
In approaching water quality
from a watershed approach,
there is an immediate need for
assessment and planning related
to correction and prevention of
NPS pollution. This effort will
require both resources and time
to be accomplished correctly.

~I’)C~
ori
I~II~S i~ot]itor
i
~O__of

,,lanagernent

Although many States, Tdbes,
and Territories report that implementing a watershed approach
require additional financial
several States recommend adopting
the watershed approach to maximize efficient use of their declinir~j
budgets. Massachusetts’ 30S(b)
report

~
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Better coordination and
exchange of information with
other agencies is needed
because of the Department [of
Environmental Protection]’s
decreasing monitoring
resources. To help a!leviate this
problem, the Commonwealth
has adopted a watershed
approach. This approach
ensures interagency and inter,
governmental coordination,
allowing limited resources to be
used to their fullest.
Many States and other governing entities report that shrinking
budget~ are a widespread problem
that threatens existing water quality
monitoring and assessment programs in addition to new initiatJves,

Financial and
Technical
Support
,
Most States, Tdbes, and Territories expressed a common concern
that they will not be able to maintain current water quality monitor~ng and assessment activities if Federal funding shrink~. Rhode Island’s
1994 305(b) report states:
Federal funding for monitoring
work is rapiclly decreasing on an
annual basis. At the same time,
States am under severe fiscal
constraints in their annual budget proiections. Present funding
does not provide for a long.
term commitment to continue
sampling such new water quality stations. There is no easy
solution currently available to
solve this fiscal dilemma Citizens’ monitonng groups will
most likely become an

important resource in the
State’s efforts to follow present
water quatity conditions over
future yea’s, but such efforts
cannot replace State mandates
to n’~nitor t~-4"~ds and present
water quality conditions.
W/s~stn’s 30S(b) report
expresses the views reported by
numerous S~s, Tribes, and Ten’itories:
W’~h the shif~ in attention to
complex, i~ is essential that
more and ~ uniform data
collectk~n and analysis
procedures be established to
accurately determine the condition of the Natior~’s waters
and identify trends in water

deo at and t ck
problem

many water quality programs iS
there is no mechanism for funding the mor~toring needed for
good science.
Ne~v Mexico recommends full
funding for a~ research programs
related to wat~ quality:.
Th~ U.S. Congress should provide adequate funding to EPA,
the USGS, and other appropriate Federal agencies to support
basic ecological, hydrologic,
medical, public health, and
other research relevant to water
quality protection and to support technical assistance and
technolocjy transfer to the
States.
The States and other entities are
also concerned about fundir, g for
water quahty management
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programs in general. Many States
specifically request that Congress
maintain funding for the C’WA Sect~on 314 Clean Lakes Program, In
most States, lake monitoring lags
behind monHoring of rivers and
streams. Without Section 314
grant~, many States could not support take monitoring and assessment activities or restoration
proiects Resources and incentives
are also needed to address: data
availability and coordination,
ground water resource issues, wetlands issues, fish contamination,
interagency coordination, public
education, regutato~ enforcement
and compliance, biological criteria
cievelopment, pollution prevention
and source reduction, land management practices, and developing
technologies,
Both Tribes and States recommend that Cor~gress change fund.
ing allocation ~Jles in the CWA that
limit funds for Tnbal water quality
management programs. The
Campo Indian Rese~ation’s 305(b)
report recommends that Congre$~
revise CWA Se<tion 518 to remove
the cap on Federal funding for
Tribal water programs:

Sections 106 and 319)funding
available for Indian Tribes.
Under Section 518 of the
a maximum budget for Indian
Tnbes has been set at less than
1% of the U.S. IFPA’s CWA Section budget. Considering that
there are 345 Reservations in
the U.S., the allocated funding
falls far short of tJ’eating Indian
Tdbes as States for funding
under ONA Sections. A rno~
reasonable allocation for funding Indian Tribes under the
C"WA wo~ld be to replace the
less than 1% maximum witJ1
minimum funding amounts.
New Mexk:o’s 305(b) report
also recommends expanding fund.
ing for Tribal wate~ quality
programs while maintaining State
funding:
The funding set aside for Indian
Tribes in the ONA puts Tdbes in
direct competition with SLates

..~. ~-’
~ " - -,’
"¢
,
.~
,~,

Although the ONA was
Indian Tribes as States under
certain CVvA sections, funding
available tc Tribes has not followed the :~esignation. A concern of paramount importance
to the success of water quality
mar~agement programs for the
Campo Inci~an Reservation, and
all other Indian Reservations
pursuing authority under
sections of the CVv’A, is the
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for the limited available Federal
funding. The funding provided
to Tnbes is inadequate to
develop or implement effective
water quality programs. The
U.S. Congress should provide
sufficient dedicated funds to
Indian Tribes so that they can
develop and implement effectire water quality programs,
These funds should be in addition to, not in place of, monies
allocated to the States.
Many States, Territories, and the
District of Columbia stressed the
need for continued appropriations
to maintain or expand their RevoNing I:und programs for wastewater
treatment plant construction. The
States and other governing entities
are also concerned about the h~h
cost of abating combined sewer
overflows (CSOs). Michigan states
that municipalities need funds to
implement State CSO contrc~ strate~
g,es. Rhode Island suggests that EPA
and Congress allocate specia! funding for implementing CSO mitigation measures that would be administered through the Revolving Loan
programs.
The SLates, Tribes, and Territodes also request that EPA continue
to provide technical support and
guidance on issues of national concem. Specifically, their recommendations include the follow~ng:
¯ Develop technical guidance for
evaluating sources of runoff’ pollution
¯ Provide additiona! guidance for
assessing waterbod~es with biologi,
cal and chemical data and estabhshing biological standards

¯ Provide guidance on stormwater
and CSO permittJng
¯ Finalize sediment contamination
criteda
¯ Improve consistency in the implementation of whole effluent toxicity
limits in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
program
¯ Continue to sponsor profe~ional
training courses for the States and
other governing entities on the
subjects of permit wnting, compii.
ante inspections and sampling, and
enforcement
¯ Provide resources and technical
support for geographic information
systems.
In addition, the States and ot~her
governing entities look to EPA to
improve coordination among water
quality programs.

Interagency Data
Sharing and
Management
,
The need for better coordination among State, Tribal, Territorial,
and Federal water quality programs
is an underlying theme of many of
the Section 30.~(b) reports. Coordination is needed among agencies as
well as across programs in all areas
of water quality concerns, Better
coordination can eliminate duplicarive monitoring activities (thereby
stretching limited funds) and ensure
that generated data are of adequate
quality to be shared among
programs. Improved coordination
and data sharing are also essential
elements of a water3hed approach.
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Twen ,ty-one States, Tribes, and
Terntones expressed concern that
data sharing is restricted by the lack
of common protocols for data col.
lection, analysis, and storage,
Arizona’s 305(b) report states:

Data sha.dng is of special inter.
est to Tribes because Tribal water

Water quality informaUon is
collected and disseminated by
numerous Federal, State, and
local governments throughout
Arizona. The ability of different
agencies to use this vast database is hampered by many
issues, including data collection
approaches, comparable methods, translaUon of database~,
and polioes on data and infocmarion sharing,

¯ U,S. EPA’s monitoring programs
should support ecosystem management by using certain flora and
fauna from the ecosystem being
evaluated as "ecosystem indicators"
to set a standard for when a waterbody is in gocxt health,

2

NegoUations are presently
beginning with major off-Reserration water users, with the aim
of faidy and finally apportioning
the water~ of the basin. Nondegradation of water quality will
be the basic element of the
Band’s position in these nego6ations. As part of these negoUations, sharing and cooperative
analysis of data on the h),drology and water quality of the
San Jacinto watershed will be
necessary. It is the Band’s hope
and intent that this affirmati~
approach to water management
should lead to a systernaUc,
integrated water quality monitonng program for the basin
that will be of lasUng benefit to
all water users.

Several States reference the
wonk of the Intergovemmental Tast~
Force on Monitonng (ITFM) as a
positive approach for addressing
data comparability and sharing
issues. In addition to ITFM participation, the States and other enUties
suggest that EPA work with them to
develop national monitoring and
assessment strategies. W~on~ln
suggests that
¯ U.S. EPA should develop a
national monitoring strategy for the
assessment of the Nation’s waters,
including prov,sions for making
funding of monitoring part of each
program and accommodating State
pnonties for data collection and
waterbody evaluation.

L

quality is usually dependent upon
water quality and watershed actJvities outside the jurisdiction of the
Tribe. The Tribes need data from
outside of their iurisdictions to identify sources of water quality degradation and to negotiate solutions
with non-Tribal parties. The Soboba
Band of Mission Indians’ 305(b)
report $tate~:

i~/~,

Ground Water

Concerns
’
Many of the States and other
governing entities recommend that
EPA develop a comprehensive
framework for coordinating programs and eliminating inconsistenoes among Federal programs that
address ground water. However, the
States also suggest that they should
conbnue to play the primary role in

!
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managin9 and implementing
ground water protection programs,
For example, New Mexico’s 305(b)
report states:
Existing Federal statutes including the CWA, the Safe Ddnking
Water Act, the Resource Conserration and Recovery Act, the
Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act, and the
Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980 (Superfund) estabfish diffedng cdteda
and procedures to control
ground water quality... These
programs have not addressed
ground water in a coordinated
manner and have created
administrative and statutory
inconsistencies which may be
obstacles to effective ground
water quality management.
Inconsistencies between Federal
laws relating to ground water
quality should be removed...
The U.S Congress should adopt
legislation providing that once a
State adopts ground water qual.
ity standards satisfying national
minimum criteria, then those
State standards become the
basis for cleanup or control of
any and all FederaI programs
relating to protection of ground
water in the State.
Other States concur that EPA
should coordinate ground water
management and provide technical
support to States and other jurisdictlons implementing specific ground

water protect~n and restoration
measures at the kx:al level. Wiscen$tn’s 305(b) report
U.S. EPA should develop a cootdinated ground water management strategy in conjunction
with other appro~ate Federal
agencies that includes a
drought strategy and allocation
~=herne. U.S. EPA should
as a resource agency that prorides technical assistance for
ground water quality i~sue~ as
opposed to mandating a process and administrative over.
sight. U.S. EPA needs to provide
guidance and regional
tency on the use of nitrogen
fertilizers due to increasing concentraUons of harmful nitratenitrogen in ~ound water
naUonwi~.
Michigan’s 30S(b) r~port
states:
The State is restricted in some
areas of ground water program
development by a lack of acUon
at the Federal level. To avoid
preemption problems, the State
relies on the Federal government to set certain standards
that are later incorporated into
State programs. The State is
also relying on ~he Federal government for basic scientific data
relating to the health impacts of
the synergistic effects of the
chemical combinations most
often found in contaminated
water supphe~
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A number of States, Tribes, and
Territories expressed concerns about
the continuecl ability to fund State
and Federal ground water research
and protection programs. Tribes
express numerous concerns about
ground water quality because many
Tribal lands lack reliable surface
water supplies due to upstream
withdrawals, arid climates, oh- a lack
of surface waters within Tdbal
boundaries. Even Tribes in non-add
climates rely on ground water to
supply large portions of their
domestic water supply. The Tribe~
recommend that ground water
monitoring be enhanced oi’1 Tribal
lands and development of wellhead
protection programs move fotwa~l.

16~;

The States and other entities
also recommend that EPA continue
to advocate the watersJ~
approach for integrating monitoring
activities, data sharing, gro~Jnd and
surface water management, wetlands management, interac~,,~--y
activities, and point and nonpoint
source management. How~,,ver, the
States and other entities suggest
that they should maintain control
over the development and implementation of the wate~hed
approach within their jurisdictions.
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Conclusions
In general, the States, Tribe~,
and Territones recommend that EPA
continue to provide general guidance for establishing minimum program elemenl~ while allowing the
States flexibility for developing and
implementing specific progran~
tailored to their individual conditions and needs. The States and
other governing entities also r~:om.
mend that Congress continue to
fund the development and distrib~
t~on of technica! support by EPA
and other Federal agencies, including the USGS. Many States, Tribes,
ing for water quality monitoring
should be main~.ained, ff not
increased, because monitoring
a critical role in defining water
quality issues and measuring the
effectiveness of water quality
management programs.
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Individual State and Territorial
Summaries
This section provides individual
summaries of the water quality
survey data reported by the States
and Territones in their 1994 Section
305(b) reports. The summaries
provide a general overview of water
quality conditions and the most
frequentJy identified water quality
problems in each State and Terntory. However, the use support data
contained in these summaries are
not comparable because the States
and Territories do not use comparable cntena and monltoring st.rategies to measure their water quality,
States and Terntories with $tt~

2

criteria for defining healthy waters
are more likely to report that a high
percentage of their waters are in
poor condition. Similarly, States
with progressive monitoring programs are more likely to identify
water quality problems and to
port that a high percentage of their
waters do not fully support desig.
hated uses. As a result, one cannot
assume that water quality is worse
in those States and Territories that
report a high percentage of irapatted waters in the following
summaries.
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sou,ces o,.ver po,,u,,o

Alabama

agnculture, municipal wastewater
treatment plants, and resource
extraction. In coastal wate~, the
leading sources of pollution are
urban runoff and storm sewers,
municipal sewage treatment plants,
and combined sewer
Toxic priority organic chemicals
impact the most lake acres, usually
in the form of a fish consumptJon
advisory. These pollutants may
accumulate in fish tissue at a
concentration that great,ly exceeds
the concentration in the surrounding water. Unknown source~ and
industfia! dischargers are responsible
for the greatest acreage of impaired
lake waters.
Special State concerns include
impacts from the poultry broiler
industry, forestry activities, animal
waste runoff, and hydroelectric
generating facilities.

-- ~.n ~,~,~.,
For a copy of the AJabama 1994
305(b) report, contact:
Michael J. Rief
Alabama Department of
Environmeqtal Management
Water Quali~ Branch
P.O. Box 301463
Montgomery, AL 36130-1463
(334) 271-7829

Ground Water Quality
Surface Water Quality
Since enactment of the Clean
Water Act of 1972, water quality
has substantially improved near
industrial and municipal facilities,
However, pollution still prevents
about 29% of the surveyed stream
miles, 15% of the surveyed lake
acres, and 20% of the surveyed
estuaries from fully supporting
aquatic life use Oxygen-depleting
wastes and nutrient~ are the most
common pollutants impacting rivers
and coastal waters. The leading

The Geologica! Survey
Alabama monitoring well network
indicates relatrvely good ground
water quality. However, the number
of ground water contamination
incidents has increased significantly
in the past few years due to better
reporting under the Underground
Storage Tank Program and
increased public awareness of
ground water issues. Atabama has
estabhshed pesticide monitoring
and a Wellhead Protection Program
to identif~ nonpoint sources of
ground water contamination and
further protect public water
supplies.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Alabama

In 1992, the AJabama Department of Environmental Managemerit (ADEM) initialed the Flint
Creek watershed proj~ to
simul[aneousl~ manage the many

Good
fFu.y

De~l~n~t~l U~’

Fair
Good (~,~l~

(N~

Supporting} (3"hre,lened) Supporting) ~uppo~)

Rivers and Streams ~==I Mi~. ~74~

~nclud~g J~tensJve l~est~ and
poult~ operations, crop pr~uc~on,
mumc~pal d~scharge~, household
septic systems. ~despread li~ng,
and urban ~off. Nume~us F~eral, State, and i~al agencies play a
role ~n the wate~hed praise ~h
includes data call,on a~vi~,
public ~ucation and ou~each, a~
development of a to~l maximum
daily load ~MDL) m~el for ~e
wate~hed. ~e m~el ou~t ~11
show the mix of ~int and
non~int load~ngs t~at can ~
pe~itt~ without violati~ in~eam
water quali~ s~ndards. ~EM
ex~ to increase u~ of ~e
wate~h~ p~t~tion app~h.

¯

~

1~

o

0

I~,~

~

0

~

~

0

10

17
~

~ke~ ~o~1 ~ ~

~~

~

~,31~

~

Programs to ~sess
Water Quali~

~
~

A~abama’s sudace water monito~ng ~r~ra~ includes a fix~
s~bon ambiem ne~o~, red.air

31~

,, s

I 1~

0

~~

~

0

0

~

E~tu~rie~ ~oml ~u~ MI~ ~
~~

~ntens~ve waste~oad afl~aOon
s~eys, water qoali~ demonst~Oon
su~eys, and com~hance monitonng
of ~o~nt source discharges. ~ a ~t
s~e~ ~ es~abl~s~,ing biot~cal c~t~
ha, A~EM is assessing the habi~

~~

~

0

~

0

I

0

0

0

0

several candidate reference s~eams.
aD~a~ ~n th~s hg~e Refer ~o the S~ate’s

100

State s ~s

.

~)nciudes non~renniai steams that d~ up

and do not t)O~ a~ yea~

r

~

-

~

5~
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Alaska

For info~ation a~ut wat~ quali~
in ~as~, c~
Edc ~
~as~ Depa~ent of ~ron~l
Cons~aUon
410 ~lloughby S~t - Suite 105
Juneau, AK 99801-1795
(90~ 465-5328

~e S~te of ~as~ did ~t
submit a 305(b) re~ ~ @A
1994.

R0038912
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¯

Overalla U~e Support in Alaska (~992)
Goo~l
(~u0ey
Good
s~,~) ~ ~) ~ A~)

Fair

Poor

Poor

~kes ~ Ac~. ~2,~)

~tuartes F~ ~ MI~
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Arizona

baok
destabilization, channelization
dam construction, flow regulation,
and removal of shoreline vegetation) were the most common
sources of stressors in both streams
and lakes, followed by resource
extraction (mining) in streams and
urban runoff in lakes. Nonpoint
sources played a rote in degrading
96% of the impaired river miles and
93% of the impaired lake acres.

Ground Water Quality

~ ~n ~r~-~
~uscs ~-D*~,~ H~x~ U~)

For a copy of the Arizona 19~4
305(b) report, contact:

-~ -

Diana Marsh
Arizona Department of
Environmental Quality
3033 North Central Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85012
(602) 207-4545

Surface Water Quality
Good water quality fully
supports swimming uses in 59% of
Anzona’s surveyed nver mites and
94% of their surveyed ~ake acres.
However Arizona reported that 51%
’
of their surveyed stream miles and
28% of their surveyed lake acres do
not fully support aquatic life uses.
Anzona r~ported that metats, turbid.
ity, salinity, and suspended solids
were the stressors most frequently
identified ~n streams The tending
stressors in lakes were salinity,
meta s, i~organ~cs, and low d~ssotved
oxygen Natural sources, agriculture,
and hydrologic mod~ficat.~n (stream

Arizona is graduaffy establishing
a network of water quality index
wells in pnncipal aquifers to
measure ground water quality
conditions and document futur~
trends. Existing data indicate that
ground water generally supports
dnnk~ng water uses, but nitrates,
petroleum products, volatile on:janic
chemicals, heavy metals, pesticides,
radioactive elements, and bacteria
cause localized contamination in
Arizona. Both natural sources and
human sources (including agnculture, leaking underground storage

tan~, and septic ta~) ger~ra~e

these contaminants.
The Sta~e has established 50
ground water basin boundanes, four
of which are designated Active
Management Areas because they
encompass the largest population
centers with the greatest ground
water demands. A Comprehensive
State Grounawater Protection
Program has been initiated as a
demonstration proiect in Tucson.
Under this program, the State will
work with all interested parties to
set pnorities for ground water
management arid m~t~gate existing
water quah~k’ problems.

R0038914
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Arizona’s r~onpoint source co~.
trol program integrates regulatory
controls with nonregulator~ education and demonstration pro~ect$.
Regulatory programs include the
Aquifer Protection Permit Program,
the Pesticide Contamination
Program, and best management
requirements for controlling nitrogen at concentrated animal feeding
operations. The State is also ~
oping best management practices
for timber actrcities, grazing
ties, urban runoff, and sand and
gravel operations. Arizona’s point
source control program encompasses planning facility construction
loans, permits, pretreatment,
inspections, permit compliance,
and enforcement.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
Recently, r-ederal and State
agencies increased efforts to coordinate monitoring, provide more
consistent monitoring protocols,
and provide mechanisms to share
data, spurred b)’ tightened budgets.
Monitoring programs in Arizona
include a fixed station network,
complaint investigations and special
studies, priorit~ pollutant monitoring, ar,d monitoring to support
biocnteria deve opment. ADEQ will
develop narrative biological cdteda
with biological, physical, and chemica! data collected at over 100
biological reference sites in 1992,
1993, and 199~.

L

Individual Use Support in Arizona
Go<xI

F~,lr

Poo~

Poo~

Rivers and Streams (ToW I~11~. 104~0)b
2
~ To~ ,~,~

~

~

0

~1

0

~,~

~’~
~4,~1

~
~2

1~

~
42

0

0

°~ subset of Arizona s designated u~e~ ap!:~ar m th~s f~ure. Refer to the St~te’~ 305(b) t~,,port
fo~ a full de~npbon of the State’s uses.
~ln~lu~e~ nonperennial streams that dry up and ok) no~ flow ~1 ,v~.~,.
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Arkansas
low~ by ~e~a and nutHen~.
~culture
~llu~ in ~ S~te’s ~e~ and
~urce of ~llu~ in four ~k~.
Munici~i wast~ater ~ea~ent
plan~, mini~,
impact ~e~ and s~ams.
has limit~ da~
~llut~ in ~k~.
S~ial S~te concerns inclu~
~ p~t~ti~ ~ ~tural we~a~
b~ ~hanisms o~r ~an d~
char~ ~i~ and ~e d~e~
ment of more efi~e me~s
~enti~ n~int ~rce imp.
~n~s @ aim c~em~ a~
im~ fr~ ~ ex~nsion of c~
fin~ animal pr~uc~on o~ra~s
and major ~u~
QIt includi~ r~d
r~d maintena~e, ~pa~an la~
clea~, s~eam~ grav~ ~al,
and u~n cons~n.

~~~

Ground Water Quali~
~o~ a co~ o~ ~e ~
305(b) re~ con~
Bill Kel~
Arenas Depa~ment of Pollution
Contro~ ~nd Ecoi~
P.O. Box 8~13
Li~le R~k, AR 72219-8913
(~01) 562-7~

~e
Pollution Control and Ecol~
(DPCE) re~ that 56% of ~eir
su~ey~ r~e~ and streams and
have g~ wa~er qual~w ~at fully
suppo~ aquatic life uses. G~
water
swimming use in 81% of the
su~eyed ~ver miles and 1~% of
the su~ey~ lake acres. Siltation and
tu~idi~ are ~e most fr~uentty

det~t~ in ~me d~es~c we~ls
undergoing rapid expansion of
~ul~ and I~vest~k o~raOons,
including no~hwest
A~an~s. In no~hwest ~nsas,
nitrate contamination was d~utic wells ~mpl~. Wells ~mpl~ in
pristine areas of no,west ~n~
were not con~minat~.

R0038916
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Programs to Restore
Water Quali~

"
Individual Use Suppo~ in ~n~s

A~an~s has f~u~ ~nt
~urce management effo~ on c~
trolling waste from confin~ ani~l
pr~uction o~rations. ~n~s
utilizes eduction, technical

G~

FLIt

~ ~’
~P~*~) ~ ~)
Rlver8 and ~am~ ~I MI~.

volunta~ an~ r~ulato~ a~ to
control non~int source ~ll~
from ~ult~, ~ne, and dai~
o~rations. Uquid waste ~t~s ~
r~ulat~ by ~it and d~ ~e
~stems are controll~ by ~n~ ~
impiemen~tion of BMPs in ~r~t~
watersh~s. Water quali~ i$ ~itor~ duHng wate~h~ ~ to
~aluate ~e eff~s ~ ~
~

7~1

0

~

0
81

8,4~

1~

~

8

1

’

0

1

0

0

0

_

0

0

~00

Programs to ~ss
~n~s classifies i~ wat~
re~urces by ~or~ion ~ ~mi~
phalli, chemical, and biol~i~l
~aracte~sti~. ~ere a~ ~
~or~ions including ~e ~1~, G~
Coas~l, Ouchi~ Moun~in, ~
~s River Valle~, Boston Moun~in,
and Oza~ Mountain R~ions. By
ctass~ing water resources in
manner, ~kan~s can idenU~ ~
most common land u~s within
each r~ion and addre~ ~e ~
that threaten the water quati~.
~e S~te has increas~ ~e
water and ground water monit~
to dete~ine the fate of an~l
waste applied to pastures. ~n~
also condu~ 10 water quali~
su~eys in wate~h~s ~roug~t
the State to determine ~int a~
nonpoint sources of ~!lu~
impacUng ware- quali~.

V
0

[~
~

0

~l

0

O

0
’

~

~,~M

~

0

0

0

0

"* ~t ~ ~n~s’ ~g~t~ u~ a~ in this ~um R~ to ~ S~te’s 30S(b) ~ f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~e S~te’s u~.
~ ~ s~ams ~t d~ up ~ ~ ~t ~ ~ ~.
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California

source extraction. In lakes, siltation,
metals, and nutrients are the most
common pollutants. Construction
and land development pose the
greatest threat to lake water quality,
followed by urban runoff and storm
sewers, forestry, and ~and disposal
of wastes.
Metals, I:)e~Jcides, trace elements, and unknown toxic contaminants are the most frequently iden~fled pollutanLs in estuaries, harbors,
and bays. Urban runoff and storm
sewers are the leading source of
pollution in California’s coastal
water~, followed by municipal sew.
age treatment plan~, agriculture,
hydrologic and habitat modhScatJons, resource extraction, and
industrial dischargers. Oceans and
open bays are degraded by urban
runoff and storm sewers, agricullure, and atmospheric deposition.

-- ~°
0~scs~~-c),9~ h~vo~x~ Unit)
For a copy of the California 1994
305(b) report, contact:
Nancy Richard
California State Water Resources
Control Board, M&A
Division of Water Quality
P.O. Box 94421 3
Sacramento, CA 94244-2130
(916) 657-O642

Ground Water Quality
Surface Water Quality
Siltation, pesticides, nutnents,
and bactena impair the most r~ver
miles in California. The leading
sources of degradation in
California’s nvers and streams are
agriculture, unspecified nonpoint
sources, forestry actJvit~es, urban

California assigns beneficial uses
to its ground water. Salinity, total
dissolved solids, and chlorides are
the most frequently identified pollutants impairing use of ground
water in California. The State also
report~ that trace inorganic elements, flow alterations, and nitrates
degrade over 1,000 square miles of
ground water aquifers.
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O
Programs to Restore
Water Quality
No information was provided in
the 1994 30S(b) report.

Programs to ~sess
NO information was pr~id~ in
~e 1994 305(b) re~

L

Individual Use Support in California
Good
~Fu~

Good

Fair

Poor

Poor

=

0

Rivers and Streams ~o=l MII~ ¯ 211,513~

"-

1~,~

~

~

~kes ~o~t Acres = 1,6~)

Estuaries ~oml Square MII~ = ~1.1)

+A su~et of Cahfom~a s de$~gnat~ u~s
appear +n th+s hgjre Refer to the
~lnctude3 noM~re~iaf streams that d~ up
and Oo not fio~ all year

j

416

=~

119

~

0

0

0

<1

0
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V

O
Colorado

.g.0u,tore.
coo,,ruotion,
runoff, and municipal sewage treatment plants are the leading $ourc~
of pollution in lakes.

Ground Water Quality

2~

Ground water quality in Colorado ranges from excellent in
mountain areas where snow fall is
heavy, to poor in alluvial aquifers of

_

soluble minerals along with human
activities are responsible for significant degradation of some aquifers.
Nitrates and salt~ from agricultural
act~ties have contaminated many
of Colorado’s shallow aquifers. In

"~

q
.

~ i~ ~.~
(uses ~-D,g,~ M),dr~ u~)
For a copy of the Colorado 1994
305(b) report, contact:

L..~

John Farrow
Colorado Department of Public
Health and Environment
Water Quahty Control Division
4300 Cherry Creek Drive, South
Denver, CO 80222-1530
(303) 692-3575

Surface Water Quality
Colorado reports that 89% of its
surveyed river miles and 91% of its
surveyed lake acres have good water
quality that fully supports designated
uses. Metals are the most frequently
identified pollutant in nvers and
lakes. High nutdent concentrations
also degrade many lake acres. Agriculture and mining are the leading
sources of pollubon in rivers.

metals contaminate aquifers. Colorado protects ground water quality
w~th state.de numedc criteria for
organic chemicals, a narrative
dard to mainl;ain ambient corld6
tions or Maximum Contaminant
Levels of inorganic chemicals and
metals, and specific use classifications and standards for ground
water areas. Colorado also regulates
discharges to ground water from
wastewater treatment impoundments and land application systems
with a permit system.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Colorado’s nonpoint source
program supports a wide range of
projects. Ten proiects were funded
to identifli appropriate treatment

R0038920
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Connecticut

nutrients, and habitat alteration.

Sources of these 0o,,uta

~ ~n ~
(uses ~-~g,t H~d~ Un~)
For a copy of the Connecticut 1994
30S(b) repo~ contact:

Surface Water Quality

Donald Gonyea
Bureau of Water Management, PERD
Connecticut Depa.-r.ment of
Fnvironmental Protection
79 Elm Street
Hartford, ~ 06106-5127
(860) 424-3827 or (860) 424-3020

Connecticut has restored over
300 miles of large rivers since enactment of Connecticut’s State Clean
Water Act in 1967. Back in 1967,
about 663 river miles (or 74% of
the State’s 893 miles of large rivers
and streams) were unfit for fishing
and swimming. In 1994, Connecticut reported that 222 river miles
(25%) do not fully support aquatic
life uses and 248 miles ~28%) do
not support swimming due to
bacteria, PCBs, metals, oxygendemanding wastes, ammonia,

urban runoff and storm sewers,
industnal dischargers, munk:ipal
sewage treatment plants, and inplace contaminants. Threats to
Connecticut’s reservoir and lake
quality include failing septic s~tem~,
erosion and sedimentation from
construction and agriculture,
cultural wastes, fertilizer~, and
stormwater runoff.
Hypoxia (’low dissolved ox3K:jen)
is the most widespread probiern in
Connecticut’s estuarine water~ in
Long Island Sound. Bacteria also
prevent shellfish harve~ng and an
advisory restricts consumption
bluefish and striped bass contaminated with PCBs. Connecticut’s
estuarine waters are impacted by
municipal sewage treatment plants,
combined sewer overflow~, indu~trial discharges and runoff, failing
septic systems, urban runoff, and
atmospheric deposition. Historic
waste disposal practices also contaminated sediment~ in Connecticut’s harbors and bay~.
Ground Water Quality
The State and USGS have ident~ed about 1,600 contaminated
public and private wells since the
Connecticut Department of Env~ronmental Protection (DEP) began
keeping records in 1980. Connecticut’s Wellhead Protection Program
incorporates water supply planning,
discharge permitting, water diver.
sion, s~te remediation, prohibited
activities, and numerous nonpoint
source controls.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Connecticut

Ensuring that all cit~ens ~n
share in the ~nefi~ of clean water
will require continu~ ~it
~~"
enforcement, additional a~anc~
Rivers and Steams
wastewater
treatment, combin~
sewer separation,
con~nu~ aqua~ ~. ] ,~,.i.

--

toxiciW cont*ol, and resolution of
~
nonpoint source issues. To date,
,
~
14 sewage treatment facili~s ha~
~
install~ advanc~ ~atment to
remove nu~en~. Non~int ~e
management includes ~uca~n .....
proje~ and a ~i~ing pr~ram
for land application of s~age, agricultural sources, and ~lid wa~e
~
management facilities.
Wetlands are prot~ ~ ~
~kes ~o~I ~. ~,~)
State’s Clean Water A~ and S~ndardsofWaterQuali~.~ch
municipali~ ~as an Inland WeSan~
~
Agency that ,~ulates filling and
~
~] ~---- ~
establishes r~ulat~ b~er are~
Connmicut’s cou~ ha~ s~ong~
upheld enforcement of ~e wetlands

Conn~ti(:ut ~mples physical
and chemical paramete~ at 27 fix~
stream sites aqd biol~ical paramactivities irclude intensive biol~ical
su~eys, tox;c~, testing, and fish
and shellfish t,ssue sampling for

G~

FMr

~ ~ ~t

P~
~
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2

t

~

0

’’

~s

~4~

0

1~

0

0

~

b~er areas to prot~t ~ands.

Programs to ~sess
Water Quali~

V
0

~
Estuaries ~a! Square Miles = ~)

-

~3

~
~.

[~ .......~ _~ ....

.accomu[atJ°n of toxic chemicalS,Not re~m~
p~
’A s ~bset o~ Cot ~bcut s designat~ u~S .........

~--

0

0

0

0

0

0

30~(t) ~e~ fo a fuI de~pt~on of l~
S~ate s u~s
~lncludes ~on~ ~.~nial streams that dm up
and do not flo~ al~ year
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O
ents stimulate algal blooms a~
gro~h of aquatic w~s. Toxi~
result in six fi~ consumption reset.
Clay Cr~k, R~ ~on Cr~k ~
jones River, and t~ De,ware ~tua~. ~ricultural ~noff, ~p~c s~
tems, u~n ~noff, municipal ~.
age treatment plan~, and indus~l
discharge~ are the p~
of nutrien~ and tox~ in
suflace water.

Ground Water Quali~

~~~
~sGs ~,g~ ~ ~
For a co~y of ~e ~laware 1994
305(b) re~ con~

Su~ace Water Quali~

~laware’s ~v~ and streams
Brad Smith
generally meet s~ndards for aquatic
De~aware Depa~ment of Natural
life uses, but 93% of the su~eyed
Resoorces and Environmen~l
Con~ol
stream miles and 76% of the survey~ lake acres do not m~t bact~
D~vision of Wa~er Res~rces
~a criteria for ~imming. Bacteria
p.o. Box ]40]
are the mos~ widespread contamiDover, DE 19903
nant in Delaware’s su~ace water,
(302) 739~590
but nutrien~ and ~oxi~ ~se the
most serious threa~ to aquatic life

High~ualiW gr~ wat~
pr~ides ~thirds of ~lawa~’s
~mes~c water su~. Ho~r,
nitrates, synthetic organ~ ~m~ls,
~l~ater, and iron c~mi~te
isolat~ wells in ~ areas. In ~
agricultural areas of Kent and Su~
counOes, nitrates in gr~nd wat~
are a ~ten~al health concern and
a ~tentiat ~urce of nu~ent
contamination in su~ace watt.
Synt~c organic chemicals ha~
enter~ some ground wate~ ~om
leaking industrial underground
storage ~n~, landfills, aband~
hazardous waste sites, chemi~l
spills and lea~, sep~c s~te~, and
agncuitural a~vi~s.

Programs to Re.ore
Water Quali~
The Depa~ment of Natural
Resources and Environmen~l C~tro~ (DNREC) adopted a wate~

R0038924
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approach to determine the most
’
effective and efficient methods for
Individual Use Support in Delaware
protecting water quality or abating
existing problems. Under the watershed approach, DNREC will evaluate
Goo~l
Fair Pool’ Poor
I’F:ulh,
Goo~ (P"~l~h~
INel
all sources of pollution that may
tNe~
impact a waterway and target the Rivers and Streams (l"ot~ Mllea ¯ 3,1~)~
most
sources for management.significant
The Appoquinimink
River [~---~.l ~.,.,. ~
subbasin, the NantJcoke R~ver
subbasin, the Delaware’s Inland Bay~
subbasin, and the Christina River
subbasin are priority water~heds
targeted for development of integrated pollution control strategies.
Delaware’s Wellhead Protection
Program establishes cooperative
arrangements with local govern7
~3~
ments to manage sources of ground
water contamination. The State may LBkes (’rot~l Acr~ ¯
assist local
govemmenLssite
in enacting
z°ning
°rdinances,
plan reviews, l,~-_h"~...~..1 T(~I ’~=" h
operating standards, source prohibitJons, public education, and ground
water monitoring,

--

V
O
L

1
2

10o

0

"
.

Programs to Assess

Water Quality
Delaware’s Ambient Surface
Water Quality Program includes
fixed-station monitoring and biological surveys employing rapid
bioassessment protocols. Delaware is
developing and testing new proto_
cols for sampling biological data in
order to determine whether specific
biological criteria can be developed
to determine support of designated

2,605

0

~

0

Estuaries (Total Square Milel

USes.

I

- Not repotted
~A subset of Delaware’s designated uses
appear m th~s figure Refer to the State’s
305~b) report for a ful! des~npbon of the
State’s uses

25.0

0

blnciudes nOnDerenr.a! streams that dn/up

and do not flow a’J year
’ Exc’ude, wa,er, ur~der ,un~,~t,on o~ ,he
De~aware R~ver Bas~n Commission

.~/"~
~

4~
28.9

~

41
0

~~1~

O
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District of Columbia

qualitative evidence that water quali~ improving. However, a fish
consumption advisory and a
swimming ban remain in effect fo~
all District surface waters, and sediment contamination degrades
aquatic life on the Anacostia River.
Combined sewer overflows are th~
main source of bacterial pollution
that causes unsafe swimming corKl~.
tions. Urban runoff may be the
source of high concentrations o~
cadmium, mercury, lead, PCBs,
PAHs, and DDT found in sediment

samples.

Ground Water Quality
~-~

~ ~a~ ~
~’scs ~q:~ ~ Ur~t)
~"
For a copy of the DistJ’ict of
Columbia 1994 305(b) report,
contact:
Dr. Harold Karimi
Department of Consumer
and Regulatory Affair~
Environmental Regulation
AdministJ-alJon
Water Quality Monitoring Branch
2100 Mar*~in Luther KirKj Jr.
Avenue. SE
Washington, DC 20020
(202) 645-6601

Surface Water Quality
Poor water quality still characterizes the District’s surface waters, but
water quality has stabilized and is
improving in some areas. The recovery of submerged aquatic vegetation
and fish communities in the Anacostia and Potomac River~ provides

During the 1994 305(b) assessment period, the District initiated
ground water monitoring. The first
round of sampling revealed that the
ground water is potable. Some
pollutants were detected at low
concentrations in isolated cases.
Ground water is not a public drinking water source in the District, b~
the District has a comprehensive
State ground water protection
program to assess and manage the
resource. The program includes an
ambient ground water sampling
network, ground water quality regulations (including numerical and
narrative criteria), and guidelines for
preventing and remediating ground
water quality degradation.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in District of Columbia -

The District is implementing
Good
Fair
innovative storrnwater runoff con~,~
Good (~
trots for urban areas and promoting D~u~,
~’~
the watershed protection approach
Rivers 8rid Strearll~ (’rot~l Mllel ¯
to clean up waterbodies that cross
Anacostia River. "~e District nee~
Mar~and’s cooperation to contro~
pollution entedng upstream tributaries located in Maryland. Additional
funds will b~ needed to implem~t
urban stormwater retrofits, CSO
~

Poor
~

L

Poor
m,~
1

l~

-

rJ

in both the District ar~ Maryland
to improve water quality in t~
Anaconda R~er.

4

~t

0

0

0

0

0

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
The District performs monthly
physical and chemical sampling at.

.-

~

~/~

River, the Anacostia River, and their
~11
0
tnbutaries. The Dis~ct samples
phytoplankton (microscopic plants)
monthly at 15 stations and zooplankton at 3 stations, The District
z~
0
~
samples metals in the water column
four times a year and analyzes toxic
Estuaries (’total Squ~r~ I~1~ ¯ ~.~)
pollutants in fish tissue once a year.
In1992and’t993, theDistrict ~,~__~ !r’~!~ ~
conducted rapid bioasse~sments on
29 waterbodies.
~.1

0

0

0

i,.

~

0

0

lr~

0

..~

.,~
~

~

~

0

~A sub~et of D~$tnct of ColumbLa’$ cl~hated USeS appear in th~$ f~jure. Rt~ tO
Oe~npt=on of the DIs~.rK:I ~, u.~’$.
~lr~ludeS nonperenn=al streams U~aI* dr), up
and do no( fio~ all year

=;.8

0

0

0

j
0
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ag
co,tor0,
water, indu~tda~ wast~at~, a~

Florida

hydrol~ic ~iF~ations a~ ~
major ~urc~ of water ~ in
S~ial S~te ~ems i~e
massi~ fish ~lls (~ mu~ ~ 20
tons of fish) in ~e P~ ~y
wstem, ~despread toxic c~minati~ in ~imen~, ~
mercu~ con~mination in ~,
~edal con~mina~ in ~
Miami R~er, and-algal ~ a~
extens~e di~ff of ~
~agra~ in FIo~ ~.

Ground Water Qual~

~ ~n ~
~SGS ~ ~ ~)
~or a copy of ~e Florida 1~4
305(b) re~ con~
J~ Hand
~loHda Dept. of Environ~n~l
R~ulation
Twin Towe~ Building
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tal~ahass~, FL 32399-24~
(9~) 92~-9926

Sudace Water Quali~
~erall, ~e ma~ofi~ of Rodda’s
sudace wate~ are of g~ quali~,
but problems exist around densely
~pulat~ u~an areas, pnmafity in
central and southern Florida. In
nve~, nutrient enHchmenL low
dissolv~ oxygen, high bactena
count, tu~id~, and sus~nd~
solids d~rade water quali~. In
lakes, the leading problems include
algal hi.ms, tumidity, and nutnent
ennchment. In estuaries, algal
bl~ms, nutrient enrichment, low
dissolved oxygen, and turb~d~
degrade quah~. Urban stormwater,

. Da~ kom 1,919 ~ ~
FIo~da’s ambient ~it~
ne~o~ indi~te generally ~
water quali~, but ~al gr~
water con~mina~on ~ ex~
Ag~cultura! chemi~ls,
aldica~, alachtor, bromacil,
simazine, and e~ylene di~
(EDB) have cau~ I~al a~
r~ional (in ~e case of EDB) p~
ferns. Other ~rea~ include ~tr~
leum pr~u~ from leaking underground storage ~n~, nitrates
dai~ and o~er I~vest~k ~ons,
fe~ilize~ and ~sticides in ~o~water ~noff, and toxic c~m~als in
leachate from ha~rdous waste sites.
~e S~te r~uires peri~ic tesUng
of all communi~ water ~ems for
118 toxic organic chemi~ls.

Programs to Restore
Water Quali~
Florida controls ~int ~rce
~llution with ib own di~har~
~rmitting pr~ess similar to ~e
NPDES pr~ram. The S~te
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about 4,600 ground water and
surface water discharge facilities.
The State also encourages reuse of
treated wastewater (primarily for
irrigahon) and discharge into
constructed wetlands as an altematwe to direct discharge into natural
surface water~ and ground water.
Flonda’s Stormwater Rule and
core of the State’s nonpoint
program. These regulations require
first inch of runoff water in pond~
to settle out sediment and other
pollutants. Ongoing contrac’t.s focus
on best management practices for
other nonpoint sources, including
agnculture, septic tanks, landfills,
mining, and hydrologic rnodifh:a-

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
Florida’s Surface Water
ment Program (SWAMP) will identify ecoregion subregions and
develop community bioassessment
protocols; develop and implement a
sampling network to monitor water
quality trends and determine
current conditions; and perfo~l"n
special water quality assessments if
funds are available. The State
defined 13 ecoiogicat subregions for
the State and has established 66
reference stream sites for developing
bioassessment protocols.

V
O

’
--

Individual Use Support in Florida
Good

Fair

L

P~r

~ u~"

~.,~ rn,,~,~ ~,,,.,~)
Rivers and Streams (’total Mile=. Sl,&~)b
~-,--’----

l

To,-I u~

I "-- =’
~1,~e

2

~

_

’

1
I

~

t~( ~ ~ ~
~-___J 1~,~ ~

0

5

I

Estuaries (Total ~:{uar~ MII~. 4,~)

this use.
’A subset of Florida s des~nated uses appear
m th~s figure. Refe" tO tt~e State S 305(b)

1,717

elncludes ~onperenmal streams that dry up
and do no~ flow al year

3.706

9

11
~

~~44

0
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,Georgia

increa~.
during 1992-1~4. ~w~,er, ~is
a ~sult of ~ s~n~nt s~eam
acc~ to ~diU~al ~. Pe~istent
fia, ~tic~, f~l~e~, me~ls, oil,
~ds, a~ ot~ ~llu~n~ was~
into ~ a~ ~k~ ~ st~wat~.

Ground Water Quali~
~ia’s ambi~t Gr~
Water Monitoring Ne~o~ con~s~
of 150 ~lls ~mpl~ ~H~i~l~.
To date, increasing niUate concenonly
~nito~ng ne~ ~t ni~
conc~trations am ~11 ~1!
~ful I~els in ~st ~lls. ~di~onal nitrate ~mpling in 5~ ~lls
exc ~ EPA’s Maximum Con~m~
nant Level (MCL) in tess ~an 1% of
the test~ wells. Pesticide monitoring indicates ~at ~sticides do not
¯ reaten G~rgia’s d~n~ng water

~ ~n ~
~u~s ~, ~ ~)

For a copy of ~e G~rgia 1~4
305(b) re~ con~
W.M. ~nn, III
G~rgia En~ronmen~l Prot~on
D~vision
Water Quali~ Management Pr~ram
Floyd Towen, ~st
205 Butler S~ SE
Atlanta, ~ 303~
(4~) 656~905

Su~ace Water Quali~
Improvemen~ in wastewater
treatment by in~ustnes and munici~lities have made it ~ssible for
G~rgians to fish and swim in areas
where water qualiW conditions were
unacceptable for d~ades. Water
quallw in Georgia streams, lakes,
and estuaries during 1992 and 1993
was g~d, but the num~r of
stream miles and lake acres not fully
supposing designat~ uses

Programs to Restore
Water Quali~
Comprehensive ~er basin
management planning will provi~
a basis for int~rating ~int and
non~int ~urce water proration
e~o~ within the S~te and with
ne~gh~nng S~tes. In 1992, ~e
G~rgia Genera~ ~sembly pass~
Senate Bill 637, which r~uires
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0
Department of Natural Resources to
develop management plans for each
river basin in the State. The State
began developing comprehen.~ve
plans for the Chattahoochee and
Fhnt River Basins in 1992 and the
Oconee and Coosa River Basins in
1993. Georgia is also participating
in a Tri-State Comprehensive St~ly
with the Corps of Engineer,
Alabama, and Flodda to dev~p ....
interstate agreements for maintain.
ing flow and allocating a~imilati~e
capacib!. Other interstate basin
proiects include the Savannah
Watershed Pro!ect with South Carolina and the Suwannee River Basin
Planning Project w~th the Geo~ia
and Florida Soil Conservation
Sen,4ces.

’

Individual Use Support in Georgia
Goo~
~ uN"

Rlvars and Straan~ O’~J I, II~.
~

P~

- -,

-

-

-

_

~
~

145 Georgia
fixed monitoring
stations,
con.
cont,nued
sampling
at
ducted 14 intensive surveys, and
performed over 600 compliance

~
~/1,1~

~

~

0

~!~

~.~5

0

"5""

0

I

$

0

0

~1

~1

0

0

0

[~J

0

0

,,, <1

0

0

E$1uaries crot~l ,~l~m I~i~.
~ T~
~

~~[i] "~1

2

apt’at ~n th~s figure Refer tO the Slate’~
305(b) report for a full Oescnpbon of the
State s uses
~l~cl~ies nonl:~renr~al streams that dr~ up
anc~ clo r~ot flow a~ yea~

P~x~f

] To~

-

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

and 1993. Georgia also sampled
toxic substances in effluent from
point source dischargers, streams,
sediment, and fish tissues at
selected sites throughout the State.
The State assessed the overall toxicity in wastewater effluent with both
acute and chronic aquatic toxicity

Folr

~,,~,~ ~ ~ ~ ,~,~,)

0

100

r
~
l
~1
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Hawaii

o0 ,o,

Kauai

1~

~

Oahu
,~

Molokai
~

Maul

~~

Ground Water Quality

Hawaii

~.,scs ~-~,g~t ~ u~)
For a copy of the Hawaii 1994
305(b) report, contact:
Eugene Akazawa, Monitoring
Supervisor
Hawaii Department of Health
Clean Water Branch
919 AJa Moana Blvd.
Honolulu, HI 96814
(808) 586-4309

sources, including agricu,.
ture and urban runoff. Very few
point sources discharge into
Hawaii’s streams; most industrial
facilities and wastewater treatment
plants discharge into coastal waters.
Other concerns include explosive
algae growth in West Maul and
Kahului Bay, a fish consumption
advisory for lead in talipia caught in
Manoa Stream, and sediment
contamination from discontinued
wastewater discharges at Wailoa
Pond and Hilo Bay.

Surface Water Quality
Most of Hawaii’s waterbodies
have vanable water quality due to
stormwater runoff. During dry
weather, most streams and estuaries
have good water quality that fully
supports beneficial uses, but the
quality declines when stormwater
runoff came.~ pollutants into surface
waters. The most significant poilution problems in Hawaii are siltation
and turbidity, nutrient_s, fertilizers,
toxics, pathogens, and pH from

Compared to mainland States,
Hawaii has very few ground water
problems due to a long history of
land use controls for ground water
protection. Prior to 1961, the State
designated watershed reserves to
protect the purity of rainfall recharcjing ground water. The Underground Injection Control Program
also prohibits wastewater injection
in areas surrounded by "no-pass"
lines. However, aquifers outside of
reserves and no-pass lines may be
impacted by injection wells, household wastewater disposal systems,
such as seepage pits and cesspools,
landfills, leaking underground
storage tank.s, and agricultural
return flows.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
County governments are
required to set erosion control standards for various types of soil and
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land uses. These standards include
critena, techniques, and methods
Overalla Use Support in
for controlling sediment erosion
from land-disturbing actMties. The
G~
Fair
State would like to enact ordinances
~.~
Goo¢l ~
~o,~,,~
~
~,,,~)
that require t.~e rating of pesticides
on their potential to migrate
Rivers and Streams (Total Mi~= ¯ 249)b
through soil into ground water. The
Total Mtl~
State would regulate the use of
~n,~
pesticides that pose a threat to
32
ground water. Until more stringent ....
0
0
~
ordinances can be enacted, the
Lakes (Total Acr~ ¯
State recommends using alternatives
to pesticides, such as natural preda-tots and other biological control,
The State also encourages the
~
of low-toxicity, degradable chemicals for home gardens, landscaping,
Estuaries (Total Squar~ Mlle~ ¯ 3~0 )
and golf courses,

L

Hawaii

~

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
_

Hawaii has scaled back its water
quality monitoring program because
of budgetary constraints. The State
has halted toxic~ monitoring, fish
tissue contam=nation monitoring,
and biological monitoring and elimihated samplin.;] at numerous fixed
monitoring stations. The State also
reduced the frequency of bacterial
monitoring at coastal beaches. The
State does not expect conditions to
change in the near future.

"
~__i-~ ""~"~
~"

2

~o
,~~

_

Oceans (Tota! Mile= ¯ 1,O&3)
" T~t=~ s~,~=,= ~a
~m~.~.~",~
u,~, ~,3
~ ’= ---,.=

2

V
O

~

. Not reported
=Overalt use s~Jpport is presented be(:ause Hawaii d~d not repot% indMdual use I4Jppo~ ~, the~

~4 Sectio~ 30S(b) repot.
blr~ludes rK:mperenn~al streams that c~, up and do not Bow ~1
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wo,o qoa,

Idaho

su~ace wate~ are ~ignat~ and
classifi~ u~ a c~sistent ~tem.
Idaho’s ~ent of
mental Quali~ (~ ~en~
~eral wate~

_.~ ~ ~’-~

~ ..~_ ........ ~ ~
~’ :.~_ -

en~ im~ct ~ C~r d’~ne R~
drainage, ~i~ ~en~ and ~i~nt impa~ H~s
m~dle Snake ~r exhibi~ ~v~
eu~oph~ati~
ment. M~cu~ con~mi~t~ ~h
ti~ue in Br~l~ Re~ir, and
Ca~de Rear ~s ~t sup~
ag~cultural u~s ~ to ~n~ch-

Ground Water Quali~
~e I~ S~t~ Monit~
over 8~ wells. ~ pr~m a~

pr~uc~, ~, a~ ~cid~
are the most p~valent ~llu~n~
ground water. ~ Idaho L~islatu~
adopt~ ~e Grou~ Water Quali~

~ ~,~ ~n~
(uses ~-~,g,t ~ un~)
~

~o~ a cop>, o~ ~e ~daho ~
305(b) re~ con~
Don ~roban
Idaho Depa~ent of Heal~
and Weffare
Division of Environmen~l Quali~
1410 No~ Hilton
Statehouse Mall
Boise, ID 83720
(208) 334-~860

Sudace Water Quali~

P~an in 1~2.

Idaho omi~ i~ water quali~
assessment for surface wate~ in
their 1994 30~(b) re~ ~au~
~e S~te is in the middle of a major
ove~aul of i~ water quah~ management pr~ram. Idaho is rest~cturing i~ pr~ram around ~e
wate~hed protection approach,
~ a first step, Idaho is r~esignating
i~ wate~dies and expanding i~
assessment data~se to include
smaller streams that previous~ were
not assessed. The S~te ~st~ned

pnon~ i~ues:
existing ground water ~rams,
(2) development of S~te ground
water standards, (3) d~lopment
of a S~te wellhead ~ot~Uon
pr~ram, and (4) classification of
Idahc’s aquifer. Ground water quali~ proration programs in Idaho
include underground inj~ion
control, ground water ~lnerabili~
mapping, and manage~nt for
animal waste, lan~ills, ~icides
application, underground storage
~nM, and ~age dis~l.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
EPA has primary responsibility
for issuing NPDES permits in Idaho.
Idaho’s DEQ ~s concerned that EPA
is not issuing permits for minor
point source dischargers, and

"
Individual Use Support in Idaho
Good
F=lr
(~
Goo~ ~
~,,~) ~ mm~..,~
Rivers end Streama (’ro~ MI~=. 115,S~S)b

I~,~ u..’

~

Poor
~

Poor

unpermitted dischargers are rare.
Neither DEQ or EPA have sufficient .....
staff to conduct compliance inspections. Without oversight, there are
no assurances that these facilities are
being properly operated and meet ......
water quality standards.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

.

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lakes (l"ot~ ~ ¯ 700,000)

DEQ operates a water quality
monitoring program that measures
biological, physical, and chemical
parameters, Data collection varies in ......
intensi~, from desktop review~ of
existing data (Basic or Level I),
through qualitative surveys and
inventories that cannot be repeated
with confidence (Reconnaissance or
Level II), to quantitative measurement~ that can be repeated and
yield data suitable for statistical
anaiysis (Intensive or Level III).

-

-

_

"A ~ub~t o~ idaho’s designated u~es appear in this figure. Re~e~ to th~ State’s 305(b) report
a full de’so’iption O1’ th~ State’s use~.
blr~ludes no~perenmal ~.rean~ that dry up and do not flow ~11
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Illinois

~, ~. ~..~

" ,~,/. ~
~ ~.

from ~n~int ~u~ces.
~r sources of ~er ~llution incl~
~istent ~int ~urces, hydrol~
ha~t m~ifi~, u~n ~ff,
a~ r~rce ex~.
Tre~ anal~ al~ i~t~
imp~ ~t~ q~li~ in ~k~.
~ ~ ~a~nt ~u~ ~ ~
~ining ~llu~ in lak~ i~l~
n~den~, sus~ ~lids,
~tion. The ~st ~alent
of ~llu~n in lak~
~minat~ ~imen~, ag~u~um,
and hydml~ic/habi~t alte~
Water quati~ al~ c~n~
impr~e in ~e Illinois
~ke Michigan. Trophic ~tu~
prov~ ~om m~phi~
c~i~ons in ~e 1

Ground Water Quali~
~ ~n ~
~s~s ~ ~ ~)
For a cop~ of ~e Illinois 1994
30S(b) re~ con~
Mike Branham
Illinois En~ronmen~l Prot~on
Agen~
Division of Water Pollu~on Con~ol
P.O. Bo~ 192~6
Springfield, IL 62794-9276
(21 7) 782-3362

Surface Water Quali~
~erall wat~ qual~ has
~eadily improv~ o~er ~e past 24
yea~ since ena~ent of ~e illinois
En~ronmen~t ProtOn ~.
Trend ana~is generally indi~tes
s~ble or impro~ng trends in stream
concentrations of d~s~lv~ oxygen,
oxygen~epleUng wastes, and ammonia consistent ~ ~e continu~ d~line in ~nt ~urce impa~,
However, dis~tv~ oxygen deptetion and ammonia stitl impair
streams, as do nutnenb, sil~tion,
habitat!flow alterations, me~s, and
suspend~ sohds. The State is a~so
concem~ a~ut upward #ends in
nutnent concentrations det~t~ in

ally g~, but ~st a~
a~iUes con~minate ground wa~r
in i~lat~ areas. Ground ~ter
con~minat~ around lea~ng u~rground ga~line stooge ~n~,
a~v~round ~troleum storage
faciliUes, ag~cultur~l chemical o~tions, ~lt piles, lan~lls, and wa~e
~a~en~ storage, a~ dis~l
facili~.

Programs to Re.ore
Water Quali~
~e Illinois En~ronmen~l Pr~
t~ion Agen~ (IEPA), Bureau of
Water, is commi~ to implement.
ing a Target~ Wate~h~ ~pro~h
in which high-nsk wate~h~s am
identifi~, prioritiz~, and ~1~
for integrated and c~ra~e
assessment and proration.
approach represen~ an expansi~
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and evolutior~ of their previous
efforts in geographic targeting.
Current nonpoint source program
activities focus on improving public
awareness and adding land use data
to the nonpo,nt source database
available statew~de.
Illinois established a Great Lakes
Program Office in FY93 to over~
all Lake Michigan programs on a
multimedia basis. Activities include
promotion of pollution prevention
for all sources of toxic~ in all media
(such as air and water).

V

O
Individual Use Support in Illinois
Good
(F=~
Go~t
~=’~,’~ ~
Rivers and Streams (Tot=l MII~ ¯ ~Z,l~O)b

Fair

L

Peer

Peer

~,~ u=~"

¯

.~.

~1
14.159

1

47
[]

2

o

~

1

o

I

0

o

Programs to Assess

Water Quality
The Division of Water Pollution
diverse set of monitoring programs
during 1992 and 1993. These programs include ambient and toxicity
monitoring, pesticide monitoring,
intensive dyer basin surveys, fish
contaminant monitoring, and volunteer lake monitoring These programs generate a rich inventory of
monitoring data for assessing water
quality conditions across the State.
IEPA based their 1994 assessments
on data from heady 3,500 stations.

=,~07

~

--

;

~f ~

o

o

-

-

71
17

I

117,7~.

$

0

/1’
~/’,1~ r~

0

0

II

5
lS
117,742 m

~

?

0

Great Lakes (Total Shore Mikes. 63)

"-

~3

0

63

0

~3

0

0

_

0

0

0

~.

0

0

0

0

"A SUbset Of IIh~104 Oes,gnatecl uses appear in this figure Refer to the States 305(b) report fo~
a full Oe~cr~phon C4 the State S use~
~lncludes nonperenma! streams that dry up and do not flow all year
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Indiana

compoood,, oxygen-deple0ng
wastes, pesticides, metals, cyanide,
and ammonia. Tl~e sources of these
pollutants include industrial facilities,
municipal/semipublic wastewater
systems, combined sewer overflows,
and agricultural nonpoint sources.
Indiana identified elevated
concentrations of toxic substances
in about 8% of the river miles
monitored for toxics. Hk~h concentrations of PCBs, pesticides, and
metals were most common in sediment samples and in fish tissue
samples. Less than 1% of the surveyed lake acres contained elevated
concentrations of toxic substances
in their sediment.

,~

~ .~ -~ ~

Ground Water Quality

Indiana has a plentiful ground
water resource serving 60% of its
population for ddnking water and
filling many of the water needs of
~ m,~n m~r~-~
business, industry, and agriculture.
~uscs ~-D,g,~ H~,~ ~)
Although most of Indiana’s ground
¯
water has not been shown to be
adversely impacted by human activiFor a copy of the Indiana 1994
Surface Water Quality
~es, the State has documented over
305(b) report, contact:
863 sites of ground water contamiOver 99% of the surveyed lake
nation. Nitrates are the most cornDennis Clark
acres and 79% of the surveyed nver
mon pollutant detected in wells,
Indiana Department of Environmiles have good water quality that
followed by volatile organic chemimental Management
fully supports aquatic life. However,
cals and heavy metals. In agriculOffice of Water Management
only 18% of the surveyed nver miles
rural regions, data indicate that
P.O. Box 6015
supporl swimming due to high
7% to 10% of the rural drinking
Indianapolis, IN 46206601 5
bacteria concentrations. A fish conwater wells contain unacceptable
(31 7) 243-5037
sumption advisory impairs all of
nitrate concentrations and some
Indiana’s Lake Michigan shorehne,
detectable quantity of pesticides.
The pollutants most frequently iden.
Heavy metat contamination is assotiffed in Indiana waters include
c~ated with waste disposal sites.
bactena, prioribi organic
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~

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Indiana

Since 1972, Indiana has ~oent
over $t.4 billion in Federal construefunds, and $190 million in match~ng local funds to construct or
upgrade sewage treatment facilities.
AS a result of these expenditures,
53% of indiana’s population is now
served by advanced sewage treatment. The State ,ssues NPDES per.
m~Ls to ensure that the~e new and
improved facilities control pollution.
Indiana is increas ng enforcement
activities to ensure compliance with
permit requiremenlLs.

Good
(~w~

Fair

Good

Poo~

Po~"

Rivers and Streams (’roml i,!lle~,

7.,116

m$

~9
~s.~t3

~

.

0

~

Programs to Assess

Lakes ~o~ A~. ~4~.~,~

Indiana initiated a 5-year
baseline biologica! sampling ~
gram in !989. As of 1994, the State ~
had collected 2,000 aquatic in~-’t
samples at 439 sites representing
81% of the State’s geographical
area. In the future, the State will be
baseline dataset. Indiana and EPA
Region 5 are also developing fish
community measurements for evalualong biological integrity in Indiana’s

~(~

0

~00

0

I~.2(KI

0

.~I

.~I

0

~reat Lakes (’tot~! IW,e~,

43

0

0

1~

0

0

0

0

0

0

’A sub~e~ ot h;~1,ana s des,gnatec~ u~es appear ~n lh,s hgure Refer to the Stales ~05(b)
for a lull d~, ~p[~on Of the Stale ~, uses
~Inclu(:Jes n~,,~l~erenma~ streams that dr~ up and do rw)t fK)w all y~ar.
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Iowa

of the s~ ~am mi~s a~

II

Ground Water Quali~
~ ~ ~ .~%~ ~ ~ ~ ~,~ ~ ~ ~ ~
~ ; ~ ~ ....
~: ~ ~,~ ~ ~ %~ ~ ~

~ of all I~a’s d~n~ water.
~ulturai challis, un~rg~

b’,,’~~~ ~,’ X%~
1,140 public g~nd water suppl~.

~,~ ~~ .>~ ~ ~~ ~
~~ ~.~.-~.. t :y~ ~ ~-:~~

~~~
~scs ~ ~ ~)
m
For a copy of ~e I~a 1994 30~(b)
re~ c~
John Olson
iowa ~pa~ent of Natural

Resourc~
Water Resources ~
9~ East Grand Avenue
WaUace S~te ~ce Building
Des Moines, ~ 50319
(515) 281 ~905

Su~ace Water Quali~
~iment and plant nu~en~
~om ag~cuitural ~urces, m~ificabons to stream habi~t and hydroi~y, and natural conditions (such
shallowness in lakes) impair aquabc
I~e uses in 48% of the su~ey~
nve~, 35% of ~e su~ey~ lakes,
and 33% of
control rese~oi~. Swimming u~ is
impaired in 92% of the 556 survey~ river miles and 27% of the
su~ey~ lakes, ~nds, and resetvoid. Saylo~ilie, Coralville, and
Rathburn Rese~oirs have g~
water quah~ that fuUy sup~ all
designated uses, but sil~t~on
severely impac~ R~ R~k Resewoir.

tides a~ ~et~ organic c~
~unds, such as ~n~
d~a~, in
~at~ gr~nd water. In mo~
ca~s,
small concentraUons ~ought to
~ no immolate ~reat to publ~
health, but li~e
heal~ eff~ of Iong-te~ ex~sure
to bw concentrabons of
chemi~.

Programs to Restore
Water Quali~
In 1979, Iowa ~an impl~
menbng
control strat~y ~th ~uca~on
projec~ and cost-share pr~rams to
control s~iment, ~e great~
~l)u~nt, by volume, in ~e S~te.
~ter, I~a adopt~ ~1~ ~at
r~uire that land dis~l of animal
wastes not contaminate sudace and
ground water. ~ndfi/I ~1~ es~
lish s~ific siting, design, o~rabon,
annual insp~t~ons and ~it

R0038940
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Kansas

treatment plants also elevate patho.
gen bacteria levels in Kansa~ water.
Erosion of farmland soils and urban
runoff are the principal sources of
suspended solids. Irrigation return
flows, oil and natura! gas extractJc~
activities, and natural sources intro.
duce dissolved solids.
Cultural eutrophication is
responsible for 3,4% of poor water
quality conditions in Kansas’ surveyed lakes, and pesticides impair
an additional 23% of the surveyed
lakes. Overall, agricultural actMtie~
are responsible for almost half of the
pollution in the State’s lakes.
cultural activities and hydrornodiflcation are the major sources of
impacts in wetlands.

Ground Water Quality

~ ~=~ ~
t~scs ~-~t ~ un~)
For a cop)’ of the Kansas 1994
305(b) report, contact:
Mike Butler
Kansas De;)artment of Health
and Environment
Office of Science and Support
ForDes Field, Building 740
Topeka, KS 66620
(91 3) 296-5580

Surface Water Quality
Suspended solids and dissolved
solids impair aquatic life uses in
93% of Kansas’ surveyed streams,
Bacteria also prevent 95% of the
surveyed streams from fully support.
ing swimm=ng uses. Runoff from
feedtot.s, animal holding areas, and
pastureland introduce pathogen
bacteria into rivers and streams,
Discharges of undertreated or
untreated wastewater from sewage

The Kansas Department of
Health and Environment (DHE) has
documented ground water contamination from human activities at
neady 350 sites in the State. Underground storage tanks, oil and natu~
ral gas operations, and agriculture
are the most significant sources of
ground water contamination in
Kansas. Kansas maintains a ground
water monitoring network of 242
wells. During ~ 990-1993, nitrate
concentrations exceeded EPA’s
Maximum Contaminant Level in
11% of 618 ground water samples.
A State Wellhead Protection Program is still under development,
and several Kansas communities are
developing local plans.

R0038942
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V
O

L

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Kansas

Kansas requires permits for ~
G~d
stock operations that utilize wastewater control facilities (such as
o~t~ u~"
~m,~
manure pit~, ponds, or lagoons);
Rivers and Streams (Tot=l Mllel ¯ 134,3~)~"
confine 300 or more head of cattle,
hogs, sheep, or a combination of all
t~
three; or house a commercial
poultry flock of 1,000 or more bird~.
7
16,~.t
0
DHE may also requir~ permits for
other livestock operations that have
the potential to create pollution
problems, such as open lots located ......
adjacent to creeks or operations
with a history of improper wastewater disposal practices. The major
16,~,1
elements of the Kansas Nonpoint
Source Pollution Control Program
Lakes (Total ~ ¯ 172,~01)
include interagency coordination,
_

cal assistance, enforcement, and
.
water quality certif+matJon.
¯
173~ol
’nf°rmati°n and educati°n’ techn~" I~"~----~’~’* ! T" ~:~

Programs to Assess
Water Quality .....
Every year, DHE collects and
analyzes about 1,S00 surface water
samples, SO aquatic insect samples,
and 40 composite fish tissue
samples from stations located
throughout the State. Wastewater
samples are collected at about 50
municipal sewage treatment plants,
20 industrial facilities, and 3 Federal
facilities to evaluate compliance with
discharge permit requirements. DHE
also conducts special studies and
prepares about 100 site-specific
water quality summaries at the
request of private citizens or other
interested parties..

1~

Fair

2
o

17

0

0

~
~

161,4M

~

0

e

0

-Not reported.
°A subset of IMnsas’ designated uses apl:~ar in this fQure. Refe~ to the State’s 30S(b) report
for a full descnpt~o~ of the State’s u~es.
hn~udes r,,onperenma! streams that dry up and ~o no~ flow all year.

,
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s ,,o rce of

Kentucky

co~ifo~ ~te~ ~ oxygendepleti~ ~bs~, fol~ by
ag~cultur~ ~, ~p~c ~n~, and
straight pi~ di~rges. Sudace
mining and ag~ure are ~e ~~r ~rc~ of ~n. Nu~en~
from ag~ultu~l ~off and ~p~c
~n~ ~ve ~ ~t ~ad
im~c~ ~ ~
~lini~ ~s in ch~
conc~a~s ~ nu~en~ ~
~e ~e ~ ~ing
quali~ in K~s dve~ a~
s~ams. ~ S~te al~ I~ a
~mming a~ on 76 mi~ ~
although ~e ~ ~ains in
e~ ~ 86 ~. Fi~ c~sum~

~
~
-- ~
~s ~ ~ ~)

~.~

For a copy of ~e Kentuc~ 1994
305(b) re~ con~:

Surface Water Quali~

Tom Va~all
Depa~mept for En~ronmen~l
Prot~on
Dwision of Water
14 Reilty Road
Fran~o~ ~ice Pa~
Fran~o~ ~ 40601
(502) 5~-3410

~ut 83% of Kentuc~s
su~ey~ nve~ (including the Ohio
River) and 95% of su~ey~ lake
acres have g~ water qualiw ~at
fully sup~ aquatic life. Swimruing use is fully suppled in 1~%
of the su~ey~ lake acres, but 52%
of the su~eyed river miles do not
fully sup~ swimming due to el~
vated bacteria levels. Fecal colifo~
bactena, siltation, and oxygendepleting substances are the most
common po!lutan~ i~ Kentucky
nvers. Sewage treatment faciht~es

~r~ c~ f~ ~Bs and ~ ~
Ohio River f~ ~ and ~1~.
~e S~te i~ ~ ~ f~
~e Gr~ ~et ~ke ~au~ ~
PCB spills from a gas pi~li~ c~
preset s~on a~ for five ~ds
on the West K~tuc~ ~ldlife Management ~a ~u~ of me~u~
con~mination ~ un~
~rc~.

Ground Water Quali~
Underground ~orage ~n~,
septic ~nM, aba~n~ h~ardous
waste sites, agHcu~ural acOvities,
and landfills are ~timated to ~ t~
top five souses ~ ground water
con~mination in Kentucky. BacteEa
is the major ~llu~nt in grou~
water. The S~te is concem~ a~t
the lack of grou~ water da~,
absence of grou~ water r~ulatlons, and the ~t~tial f~ ground
water ~ltuUon in ~rst regions of
the S~te.

Chapte~ Nine State Summarie~

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Kentucky’s revolving fund program supported 26 wastewater
treatment projects completed in
1992-93 and another 2S ongoing
proiects, These proiect.s either
reptaced outdated or inadequate
treatment facilities or provided tentralized treatment for the first time.
Kentucky requires toxicit~ testing of
point source discharges and perm~
for stormwater outfalls and
combined sewer overflows. The
proiects addressing watershed
remediation, education, training,
technical assistance, and evaluation
of best management practice~,

Individual Use Support in Kentucky
Goo~:J
(F,~
~) ~ ~

~g~u~"

Good ~

FLIt

Poor

Poor

hirers and Streams (’rota~ I,!lte=. ~,~I)~
!=~..~.~
] To~ MI~=

n

,1

7

10

~4~/

0

O

1

4,~

o

10

~1~

4

1

0

.~

0

0

~

14,~

~

0

0

l~kga (Total ~.~. ~ )

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
215.008

Kentucky sampled 44 ambient
monitoring stations characterizing
about 1,432 stream mile~ during
24 of these stations. Seven lakes
were sampled to detect eutrophication trends and 2 lakes were
sampled to analyze the impact of
suspended solids on recreational
activities. The State also performed
five intensive studies to evaluate
point source and nonpoint source
impacts, establish baseline water
quality measurement.s, and reevaluate water q~,ality in several strear~.

~tT,zso

0

°~ subset of Kentucky’s des~gnale~ uses appear in this figure. Re~ef to
tot a full descnptio~ Of the State’s use~.
hnclud~ nO~l:)ef~-~n~al ~t.rean’~ that dry up and do not flow all

/
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Louisiana

~
~

~~~
~usas ~,g,~ ~ ~)
For a copy of the Louisiana 1994
305(b) re~ con~

....

~ E. Hindd~
Louisiana Depa~ment of En~ronme~l Quali~
~ce o~ Water Resources
Water Quali~ Management Division
P.O. Bo~ 82215
Bato~ Rouge, ~ 70884-2215
(5~) 7e5-0511

Su~ace Water Quali~
~ut 4~ of the su~ey~
s~eam miles, 4~ of ~e su~
lake acres, and 70% of ~e su~
estua~ne wate~ have g~ water
qua~w that fully sup~ aquatic
life. F~al colifo~ bacteria continue
to ~ the most common ~llu~nt
in Louisiana’s nve~ and streams,
fo~tow~ by low d~ssotv~ oxygen
concentrations and nutnen~. ~ a
resuR of violation of feca~ colifo~
ba~ena standards, 55% of the survey~ river miles do not fully sup~ swimming and other con~ct
recreational activities. Th~.six ~rcent of the su~ey~ lake acres and

wate~ al~ do not ful~
~mming. S~rces of ~c~e~
include s~age discharges from
munici~l t~a~t plan~, su~Msions, ~ail~ ~, and apa~m~t
comple~e~. ~pt~ ~n~, ~a~/
sto~water ove~, ~stures, and
rangeland atm ~nera~e bacte~t
~llut~n. ~Hcultural ~noff
at~ o~gen~p~ti~
and nu~en~.
In lakes, noxi~s ~uatic p~n~
(~ich result fr~ h~h nu~nt
~ds) are ~e most com~n
lem, foll~ by ~a,
dismlv~ oxygen, nu~, and
a~ grease. Ups~am ~u~es
~llutan~ impact t~
acres (pdmaHty in ~ke Pontchar~ain), foll~ ~ mun~i~l ~nt
~urces, indus~al ~int ~urc~,
and ~t~leum extra,on ~.
In ~tuaH~, oi! and gma~, n~end, and bacteria a~ ~e
common ~llu~n~. Upstream
~urces of con~mina~, ~o~m
extraction a~Mties, municipa~ discharges, ~er/sto~water ove~,
and septic ~n~ a~ ~e leading
sourc~ of ~llution in estuari~.
Hydtol~ic m~i~Uon impa~
one sumey~ we~and.

Ground Water Quali~
~e quality of water in ~e
State’s ma~or aquifer ~stems
remains excellent. ~ s~ial concem, however, are ~e shallow aquife~ and the water-~aring zones
that are not us~ as ma~or ~urces
of water. These stra~ cont~bute
significantly to the ~ater balance of
the dee~r aquifer, but ~e shallow
aquifers are increasingly threatenS.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Louisiana

Currently, most reductions in
non~::)lnt Source pollutio~ resul~
from cooperative demonstration

Go~l
F-It
{~,~
Go<~:l
~
~m~-~,~) ~ ~)

I:~uN’

P~
.~
~l}

prof~ due to a lack of r~ulat~
8utho~ in Louisiana to control
pro~ have demons~at~ alt~t~ve nee fa~ing management p~~ces to r~uce s~iment and nu~en~ in the Me~en~u River ~n,
adv~ated lawn ~m manage~t
to r~uce erosion and ~ff in ~
Bayou Ve~il~on wate~h~, a~
r~uc~ fKal colifom (~c~abuns in the Tangi~h~ R~ ~
~mplementing septic ~nk and dai~
waste lag~n ~u~Uon p~
and u~rading municipal wast~

.

~,1W

I,~

-

-

o

~0
~

0

0

~

0

~ke~ ~otal ~m m 1,~,~)

Programs to ~ses~
Water Quali~

".

~,~

~e ~u~ace water ~nit~
pr~ram consis~ of a ~x~-~ .....
su~e~, s~ial studies, and wa~
water dizharge compliance ~mpiing. ~e ~x~ ne~o~ includes at
least one long-te~ ~end ana~s
s~bon on th~ major s~eam in each
basin of the S~te. ~e S~te ~sition~ other fix~ ~mpling sit~ to
momtor target~ sourc~ of ~llut~on or water~ies. Louisiana
not maintain a r~ular fish ~ssue
~mphng pr~ram.

- Not r~
’A subset of Lour~ana s d~lgnat~ u~
ap~ar ~n~,s fio~re Refer to ~e S~te’s

~tncludes non~rennia~ steams ~at d~ up
and do not flo~ all year

~,~

0

r~
J
~

[~

~

~

l,W~

~

~ .....

~B
4,~2

0
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Maine

fish tissue is the most significant

prob,em
maior ers. Ox eo
depleting substances from nonpoint
sources and bacteria from inadequate sewage treatment are the
most significant problem in smaller
rivers and streams, Lakes are
impacted by oxygen-depleting
substances from nonpoint sources,
including urban runoff, agriculture,
and forestry activities. Bactena from
municipal treatment plants and
small dischargers contaminate shell.
fish beds in estuarine water.

Ground Water Quality

~~~
(uses ~-~t ~,d~ U~)
For a copy of the Maine 1994
305(b) repo~ contact:

Surface Water Quality

Maine’s water quality has significantly improved since enactment
of the Clean Water Act in 1972.
AUantic salmon and other fish now
return to Maine’s rivers, and waters
that wereclean o~ce open sewers are
Augusta,State HoUSeME Station0433317
now
enough to swim in.
(207) 287-7695
Ninety-n~ne percent of the State’s
nver miles, 81% of the lake acres,
and 90% of the estuarine waters
have good water quality that fully
supports aquatic life uses. Dioxin in
Phil Gar~ood
Maine Department of Environmental Protection
Bureau of Water Quality Control

The most significant ground
water impacts include petroleum
compounds from leaking underground and aboveground storage
tanks, other organic chemicals from
leaking storage facilities or disposal
practices, and bacteria from surface
disposal systems or other ~ources.
Maine requires that all underground
tanks be registered and that inadequate tanks be removed. About
23,000 tanks have been removed
since 1986. Maine also regulates
installation of underground storage
tanks and closure of landfills to
protect ground water resources
from future leaks.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Maine restored designated uses
~n 20 miles of dyers by working
with Kraft pulp and paper mills to
reduce the levels of dioxin in their
d~scharges. Construction of small

R0038948
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wastewater treatment systems also
ehminated some bacteria problems
and d~ssolved oxygen problems on
small streams. However, as the State
makes progress in restoring waters
~,.ater quality problems emerge
from nonpoint sources. Therefore,
initiatives for the future include
implementing pollution prevention,
nonpo~nt source management,
watershed-based planning, coordinated land use management, and
water quality monitoring. The State
is linking pollution prevention with
the watershed protection approach
in a pilot proiec!, within the Androscoggin River basin. The State is
providing local officials and citizen
groups with technical assistance to
local solutions for reducing pollution
generabon throughout the watershed.

Individual Use Support in Maine
Goocl
(~,w~ Good

I:,,Ir

Poor

0

~

0

0

0

<I

0

e

le

0

o

Rivers and Streams (Total MIi~I,.
99

~
:~,~,~

0

31,~7

O
n

$I,~I

[]

lakes (Total Acr~ = 9~,7"~)

,

~.~t~
10p

Water Quality

~,~,r~

o

o

o

o

Maine’s surface water monitoring program ipciudes ambient water
quality monitoring, assimilative
caDacity and v, asteload allocation
studies, diagnostic studies, treat-

~.’rt6

11

5

0

0

and special investigations. Due to
budgetary con_~traints, some ~
these activities are much more
limited in sco~ than is desirable for
accurately characterizing water
quality conditions in Maine.

~$~uarie$ (’total Square ~lle~ =
~~
_

1,~

0

4~1

0

<1

0

0

- ....

- NOt repoiled
’A subset of Ma,nes des~gnate~i uses appear
m tm~s flg~Jre P.el~r to the States 30$(b)

32
1, ~,

usesreD o~ l or a |u !! Oescr~ptlon of the State’s
~ln¢tuSes non.terra,at streams that ~ up
and Oo not flow all yea"

~__~_
_-- ~.~]

1,6~_
~

<1

O
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Maryland

~es of sediment include
agricultural runoff, urban runoff,
construction activities, natural erosion, dredging, forestry, and mining
operations. In western Maryland,
abandoned coal mines release acidic
waters that severely impact some
streams. Agricultural runoff, urban
runoff, natural runoff, and failing
sepUc systems elevate bacteria con.
centrations and cause continuous
shellfish harvesting restrictions in
about 104 square miles of estuarine
waters and cause temporary
tions in another 72.3 square miles
after major’ rainstom~s.

Ground Water Quality

~ ~=.~n ~,nd~es
(uses ~:~,~ ~v~og~ un~)
=
For a copy of the Man/land 1994
30.5(b) report, contact:
Sherm Garrison
Maryland Del~artment of Natural
Resources
Chesapeake Bay and Watershed
Program
Tawes State Office Building
Annapolis, MD 21401
(410) 974-2951

Surface Water Quality
Overall, Maryland’s surface
waters have good quality, but excess
nutrienLs, suspended sediments,
bacteria, toxic materials, or stream
acidity impact some waters. The
most serious water quality probtem
in Maryland is the conhnuing accumulation of nutrients in estuanes
and lakes from agricultural runoff,
urban runoff, natural nonpoint
source runoff, and point source dis-

charge~. ~cess nutrients stimulate
algal blooms and tow dissolved oxygen levels that adversely impact
water supplies and aquatic life.

Maryland’s ground water
resource is of generally good
quality. Localized problems include
excess nutrients (nitJ’ates) from fertilizers and septic systems; bacteria
from septic systems and surface
contamination; saline water intrusion aggravated by ground water
withdrawals in the coastal plain;
toxic compounds from septic tank~,
landfills, and spills; petroleum product~ from leaking storage facilities;
and acidic conditions and metals
from abandoned coat mine drainage
in western Maryland. Control efforts
are limited to implementing agriculrural best management practices
and enforcing regulations for septic
tank.s, underground storage tank.s,
~and disposal practices, and well
construction.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Maryland manages nonpoint
sources with individual programs for

R0038950
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each ~ndividual nonpoint source
category Urban runoff is addressed
through stormwater and sediment
control laws that require development pro~ecLs Io maintain prede~e!opment runoff patterns through
~mplementation of best management practices (8MPs), such as
swaies The Agncultural Water Quality Management Program suppo,~
many approaches, including Soil
Conservation and Water Quality
Plans, implementation of BMPs, and
education. The Agricultural Cost
Share Program has provided State,
and some Federal, funds to help
offset the cos~ of im~ementing
almost 8,000 agncultural BMPs
s~nce 1983, An Animal Waste Permit
Program requires discharge permits

Individual Use Support in Maryland
Go<x:I

""

Fair

Pool’

Poor

~

0

8,OO0

0

8,~

0

0

0

0

e

o

(1

0

o

~

o

o

o

o

o

o

~r1
6,~
I~kes ~rotal A~a ¯ 77,~)

able discharge to waters of the
State.

Programs tO Assess
Water Quality

2~,o~o

Ma ~ryland’s monitonng program
includes a fixed-station network,
compliance sampling at point
$,e~7
source discharges, bioassa), tests of
effluent toxicit~ special intensive
Estuaries {Total
sampling programs on the Potomac
and Patuxent R~vers, acid deposition ~-~---’--~
mon~tonng, fish tissue and shellstock
°
sampling, bactenal sampling in
shellfish waters, phytoplankton
samphng, biological monitonng,
and habitat assessments.
2,522

L.J

[1
0

1

0

0

90

~A sub~,et O~ Mar~lancl~ de~,gnated u~e~

lz/

l~__j

1,828

app(’a’ in th~s t,que Reler to the State~

er~ up

0

4

6

0

0

<1

,{1

0

1

r~

2,522
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Massachusetts

~

~
~’
~ ~.

and estuarine wate~ in ~e S~te.
The leading s~rces of c~mination in Mas~chu~’ sudace wate~
are st~water ~, combin~
s~er overly, and m~nicipal
~age ~a~t plan~,
Quabbin Re~irs 25,~
acres sup~ ~mming and
aquaUc life, but high ~ls of
mercu~ in s~ fish r~t
consumpt~n, Unlike o~r ~ter~y ~s, coas~ wat~ ~edal
quali~ has deteriorat~ ov~
past 10 years, es~lly in a~a~
such as Ca~ C~ ~ ~n~nt
~urce ~llution has ~sult~ in a
tenfold incre~ in
dosu~.

" ’ ~’

~
L
~

Ground Water Quali~

~ ~n ~
~uscs ~,~ ~ ~)
For a copy of ~e Mas~chu~
1994 30~(b) re~ con~
Wa~en Kimball
Mas~chJSe~ Depa~ment of
Environmental Prot~on
~ice of Wate~h~ Management
40 Inshtute Road
Noah Gra~on, MA 0~536
(508) 792-7470

Sudace Water Quali~
~e ~994 re~ ~s not refl~
Mas~chuse~’ dve~ and lakes
~ause re~ing to~i miles fr~ of
all con~minan~ obscures profess
in removing ~me con~minan~
~om many waters. The meth~ of
re~ing suwey resui~ obscures ~e
s~tewide r~uction in oxygendeptetmg wastes ~ause bacteria,
nutrient, toxic ~liutan~, ammonia,
and acid~ still ~mpact a~ut haft of

Con~minan~ ha~
det~ in at ~ast 2~ g~nd
water suppy wells in 87 munici~lities. Organic chemicals (es~ially
TCE) contaminate 60% of ~ese
wells. Other con~minan~ include
metals, chlordes ba~eda, inorganic
chemicals, radiation, nu~en~, turbidi~, and ~sticides. Since 1983,
Mas~chuse~ has requir~ ~i~
ground waters and ~ni~ wast~
water discharges of 15,~ gallons
or more ~r day. The ~i~
r~uire yawing d~r~s of wastewater treatment based ~ ~e quali~ and use of the receiving ground
water. Additional controls are
n~d~ to eliminate con~minaUon
from septic systems and sludge
dis~l.

R0038952
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Massachusetts

Wastewater treatment plant
construction has result~ in sign~cant improvemen~ in water quali~,
but $7 bi(i~on of unfund~ wastewater n~ds remain. The Nonpoint
~ourceContro( Pr~ramhasJmpl~
ment~ 3~ pro(~ to provide t~h-

G~

F~lr

~n~ ~,

p~

P~r

Rlvere and Streaml
~

n~ca( assistance, implement ~[

~

,-

management practices, and ~u~te
the public. The State has
adopted a combin~ s~er ~e~
~(i~ that provides engining
~rge~ for cleanup and is present~
addressing ~vera! CSO a~tement
proj~.

I

1 ,~7

Programs to ~sess
Water Quali~

~kes ~o~1A~. 1~1,1~)~

~e Depa~ent of Envi~n-

~

wate~hed planmng approach to
c~rdinate s~eam monitonng wi~ ~
wast~ater discharge ~i~ing,
water ~drawa ~i~ing, and
non~int source con~ol on a 5-~ar
ro~t~ng schedule. The DEP is al~
adapting i~ monito~ng strat~ies to
provide info~ation on non~int
source ~llution. For example, DEP
Estuarie~ ~otal
will focus more oq wet-wea~er
~mpling and biol~ical monitoring
F~
]~
Ounng d~ periods in order to gain
a more complete unde~tanding of

~A s~b~t ~ Mas~chuse~’s Oeslgnat~ u~
ap~ar ~n th~s h~ure ~efer to the S~tes
3OS(b) re~ f~r a fult Oe~n~hon of ~e
Sta~e s u~s
~lnciudes non~renn~a streams tha~ ~ up
a~d Qo not ho~ al~ year

~"

"

~
~
~

-’~ ~
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Michigan

¯

~ ~ ~,u~d~r~
(uses ~-D,g,t Hyclrok~9~ IJnit)
For a copy of the Michigan 1994
305(’b) report, contact:
Greg Goudy
Michigan Department of Natural
Resources
Surface Water Quality Division
P.O. Bo~ 30028
Lansing. MI 48909-7.528
(5t 7) 335-3310

Surface Water Quality

~urc~, agriculture, municipal and
industrial discharges, combined
sewer~, and atmospheric deposition.
Very few lakes in Michigan
completely fail to suppor~ fishing
and swimming, but there is no
doubt that bot~ point and nonpoint
~ources have increased the rate o~
eutrophication (overenrichment),
altered biological communitS~, and
degraded the overall aesthetic and
recreational qualib, of a great
number of M~chigan’s fragile lake
resources. Many more lakes are
threatened by long-term, cumulative pollutant loads, especially in the
rapidly growing communities on
northern lower Michigan.
Four of th~ five Great Lakes
border Michigan. The open waters
of Lakes Superior, Michigan, and
Huron have good quality. Po~’
water quality is restricted to a few
degraded locations near shore. Lak~
Ene’s water quality has improved
dramatk:ally in the last two decades.
Once declared dead, Lake Ene now
supports the largest wall~,e sport
fishery on the Great Lakes. The dramatic improvemenLs are due primarily to nutrient controls applied to
sewage treatment plants, partJculady in the Detroit ar~a.

Ninety-eight percent of
Michigan’s surveyed dyer miles and
99% of Michigan’s surveyed lake
acres fully support aquatic life uses. Ground Water Quality
Swimming use is also fully supported
in 98% of the surveyed rivers and all
Most of the ground water
of the surveyed lake acres. Pnonty
resource is of excellent quali~, but
organic chemicals (in fish) are the
certain aquifers have been contam~maior cause of nonsupport in more
nated with toxic materials teaking
river m~les than any other pollutant,
from waste disposal sites, busifollowed by siR.at~on and sedlmenta,
nesses, or government facilities. Th~
tion, metals, and bacteria Leading
Michigan Ground Water Protection
sources of pollution in Michigan
Strategy and ~mplementation Plan
include unspecified nonpoint
identifies specific program initiatives,
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schedules, and agency responsibili.
ties for protecting the State’s
ground water resources.

’

Individual Use Support in Michigan
Goo~

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

r~..~

~"~’~"
River~ and Streama ’~’~*’)
~rot.i Ml~
~ ,, Sl~

Major point source reductions
loads have reduced or eliminated
water quality problems in many
Michigan waters. However,
control nonpoint source pollution,
eliminate combined sewer ova.
flows, and reduce toxic contamination. Michigan has implemented an
industrial pretreatment program,
promulgated rules on the discharge
of toxic substances, and regulated
hazardous waste disposal facilities,
but many t°x~city pr°blerns are due
to past activities that contaminated
sediment~.
"- .

"

~0,sT~

i.~_J

~

0

~

0

i~ke$ (Totel A¢~ ¯ M7,019)
’"
f~_~’~.~,~ t 1’°~’~ 9~

0

~,~,~s

0

S

0

0

0

Great Lake~ (Total I~11~.

--"

~o~ ~

Chemical, biological, and physical
surveys were c:)nducted to identify

"

and degraded biological communiwater clua!itY standards vi°lati°ns ~
ties in numerous watersheds.

"~A subset of Mich,gan’s designated u~
appear m~ th~s fig~re Refe~ to the State’s
305Ib) report lot a ~ull Oescnpt~on of the
States use~
~inc~uc~es nonpenennia~ streams that dry up
and ~o not flow all year.

l

~0,~/~

4~g,8~5

devoted a significant amount of
staff time to documenting water
quality impacts from nonpoint
sources of pollution and verifying
information in the Michigan

Good

~

3,2~

0

~

3,~

~~1

0
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Minnesota

oo fish meals co~sumed for c~in
s~s and ~e c~s~s. Most of
~llution ohgi~t~ from ~nt
sources has ~n c~oll~, but
runoff (es~l~ ~ ~ncuhural
~ions) still d~r~ water q~li~.

Ground Water Quali~
~e S~te ~in~ins a G~
Water Monitonng a~
Pr~ram to ~al~te ~e quali~
ground wate~ that ~pply
water to 7~ ~ Minneso~’s
lation. ~e Pr~ram ~mpl~
wells in t~ ~uthea~em and
western r~ions ~ ~ S~te during
1992 a~ 1993. ~ ~mpl~
analyz~ for 43 i~ganic para~
ete~ and 68 ~ organ~
compound. Monitonng det~
nitrates in 6~ of t~ wel~ a~
I~els of V~s in 41 ~lls.
~rcent of the ~m~ wells
con~in~ nitrate c~c~traU~s
exc~ing EPA’s Maximum C~~minant L~el. Natural ~urces of
manganese, ir~, and a~enic al~

~~~
~sGs ~,~ ~ ~)

For a copy of ~e Minne~ 1994
30S~) re~ c~
Elizabeth BHnsmade
Minnesota Pollution Contro~ Agen~
Water QualiW Division
520 ~fayette Road No~
St. Paul, MN 55155
(612) 296-8861

Su~ace Water Quali~

in~e~e~e ~ u~s ~ g~ou~d watt.
Programs to Re.ore

~ut 73% of the su~ey~ r~er Water Quali~
miles have g~ quali~ that fully
sup~ aquatic life uses and 39%
Du~ng the 1~4
of the sumeyed nvers fulty suppo~
~cle,
Minneso~ r~ i~
~imming. Seventy-nine ~rcen~ of
Non~int Source (NPS) Manage~e su~eyed lake acres fully suppo~
ment Pr~ram ~th new strateg~
~mming. The most common ~t.
for addressing agncuttural source,
lutan~ identif~ i~ rive~ were bacforest~,
u~an runoff, contaminat~
tena, oxygen-depleting subs~nces,
s~imen~, feedlo~, mining, and
pH (acid W), ~l~ni~!tota! d~ssolved
septic systems. The State
solids/chlor des, and metals. Nonrevised strategies for monitori~ and
~nt sources generate most of the
assessing NPS impact, e~ucating
~llut,o~ ~n r~ve~ M~nnesota’s 272
the public, implementing BMPs, and
mi~es of ~ke Superior shoreline have
appl~,~ng the watersh~ prot~ion
fish consumption advisories These
approach
to NPS management.
advisories recommend some
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Minnesota adopted rules to

implement the State’s Wetlands

Individual Use Support in Minnesota

Conservation Act and developed
wetlands water quahty standards
during 1992 and 1993. The Wet-

Goo~

land Conservation Act rules require

~l.llgnlll~l UHI

that local governments regulate
drain and fill activities in wetlands

Rivers snd Streams Crot,,l MII~ ¯

waters wetlands, which are listed on
the Protected Waters Inventory. The
rules allow the local governments to
grant one or more of 2.5 exemlm
tJons for proposed activities on
smaller wetlands with less inundat.ion.

~~
""
j’

I

Fair

P~x)r

-

-

To~i

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

2,~

Lakes (Total Acres ¯ 3,:k~0,1el)
Minnesota maintains an Ambient Stream Monitoring Program
with 78 sampling stations. The State
f ~___~1~ ~t,~ ] T~.~ ~,~
also performs f,sh tissue sampling,
sediment monitor ng, intensive surveys, biological surveys, and lake
assessments and supports a citizen
lake monitoring program. In 1994 .....
the State completed the Minnesota
River Assessment Pro)ect, a comprehensive study involving over 30
~_%1
Federal, State and local agencies.
1,~s~,z05
The prolect ~ncorporated intensive
Great Lakes (Total ~li~a
biological monitoring and habitat
cal monitoring ~o identify multiple
sources and their impacts. A pilot
use support methodology was used
for rivers in the Minnesota River
basin that reflected this comprehem
sive mon~tonng

P~x)r

~

-

-

0-

"ro~
:, .J ....

-

_

_

¯ Not reported.

30S(D) repo~ io~ a fu!~ Oescrlphon of the

’~ Incluc~es non~’renrhal streams that dry up
and clo not flow al year.
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Mississippi

97% of ~ su~ey~ lake ac~s
sup~ ~mmi~. Nut, end, siltation, ~stic~, and oxygen~pleting ~bs~es are ~e ~st
common ~llu~n~ in Mississipp~
~

nant ~urce of ~llu~n in

~--~-~:
,’

In estuaries, 74% of ~e sur~ wate~ have g~ quali~
~lly sup~ aquaUc life u~$, but
shellfishing a~vities are impair~ in
al! of ~e suwey~ estuafine water.
~ena and ~ls ~u~ most of
the im~c~ obse~ in ~tuade$.
High ba~eda I~els are as~iat~
wi~ shelffish hawesUng restdc6ons.
~e S~te a~but~ impa~ in

~k ~./~ ~;’,~ . ~’~
~ ~, ~

~~~
~. ~ ~ ~

~o~ a copy of ~ M~s~ssippi ~4
305(b) m~ c~
~n~ R~
Mississippi De~ent of
Environmental
P.O.
~x 10385 Quali~
JacMon, MS 39289~385
(601) 961-5158

Su~ace Water Quali~
Mi~issippi re~ ~at 81% of
i~ sumey~ n~ have fair water
quali~ ~at ~n~ically d~s not
suppo~ aquatic life uses and
another 5% have ~r water quali~
that d~s not sup~ aquatic life
uses. About 35% of ~e suw~
nve~ do not fully sup~ sw~mruing. The most common ~llu~n~
identifi~ in Mississippi’s nvers
~nciude nutr end, ~sticides, sil~tion, oxygen-depleting substances,
and bacteria. Agricut~ure is the most
common source of ~ilution ~n
rivers, fo~low~ by mun~cipa!
sewage treatment plan~
About 65% of the su~eyed lake
acres have g~d water Quat~ty that

storm ~, ~tic wstems, and
la~ dis~l ~.
consump~on ~des, includi~
~r~ commercial fishing ~ns d~
to el~at~ c~centrations of PCB$,
PCP, and dioxi~ ~t~ in

Ground Water Quali~
~tens~ve con~minaSon of
dnnking water aquffe~ and public
water supplies remains uncommon
in M~ssiss~pp~ a~though l~alized
ground water con~mination has
~n det~t~ at vadous faciliUes
across the S~te. ~e most frequentty identifi~ sources of con~mination are lea~ underground
storage ~nM and fautW septic systerns. Brine contamination is also a
problem near oil fields. URle da~
exist for domestic wells ~at are
seldom ~mpled. Ground water
protection programs ~nclude ~e
Pesticide Container R~cling Pr~
gram, the Underground Storage
Tank Pr~ram, the Underground
l~ection Control Pr~ram, the
Agr~chemical Ground Water

R0038958
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Monitoring Program, and the Wellhead Protectior Program (approved
by EPA in 1993).

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

O
L

Individual Use Support in Mississippi

G~

F¯lr

Poor Poor

~..~.~ u..

During 1993 and 1994, Missis- Rivers and Streams
sippi developed regulations for con-~i 1T" I~I"

ducting Section 401 Water Quality
Certifications. The regulations
enable the State to review Federal
licenses and permit~ for compliance
with State water quality standards,
The comprehensive regulations ....
went through public review and
were adopted in February 1994.
Mississippi also expanded its definition of waters of the State to
include wetlands and ground
water~.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

.~’-

2

1,974

’n

|,~
Lakes (l"ot~ k~re~. SOO,OOQ)

.:

I~~

~’~,~,~I
Each year, the State sample~
about 2S of their 57 historical fixed
monitoring stations on a rotating ....
schedule. The State monitor~ phy~ical and chemical parameter~
bimonthly, metals in the water coDumn t-,~ce a year, and biological
~,~1
~
parameters once a year. The development and implementation of a
Estuaries (’total ,~lU,,m
rapid bioassessment methodology

9~

0

2

<I

0

L
of State waters beyond the historic
fixed stations. Several stations are
also sampled annually for metals ....
and pesticides in fish tissues. The
State mon~tonng program is supplemented by a network of 27 stations
~~
operated by the USGS.

-

3

0

O

_

¯ Not reported
~A subset of M~ss~ss pp~ s designated uses
appear ~n thrs figure Rele* to the State ~
305(b) report for a fuli Oe~r,pt~on of the

State s uses

I$

~
-~

0

0

33

27

0
39

an~ do not flo~ al year ..... r -
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Missouri
"
’ ~ .’

ation. In lakes, I~ dis~tv~ o~
from ups~eam
and~orpro~ems, and~sOc~
are the most c~n ailm~.

~ ! , "~, . ~} ~...
, :~ ~’; U
,~ ~.~
I ~-.~-~ ~ ~",1 .~,
-~
~ .’ ~
~.

k
~

of lake d~a~.
~e Mi~ud ~pa~ent
Health a~ ~at ~ pu~ic

~?~_~..~

~

J,

~~

and sucke~) from non~
,treamsorlak~tol ~und~

~.

~. ~
~’
~
~
.

chlordane,
~minan~ in ~ fi~.

~ ; ~+~ ~~ ~-~- ~
~ [~~’ ~
, ’ ~ , ~ ~.~ .-.2
"~~~~
.,
x A~.~ .~ ~3 ] ~
~ ~
~
"
"

" ~~

~ ~n ~
~scs ~,~ ~ ~)
For a copy of ~e Mis~ud 1994
30~(b) re~& con~:

Surface Water Quali~

John ~rd
Missou~ Depa~ment of Natural
Resources
Water Pollution Con~ot Pr~ram
P.O. ~x 1 76
Jefferson Ci~, MO 65102~176
(314) 753-7024

~most haft of Mis~uf’s nve~
and s#eams have impair~ aquatic
habi~t due to a combination of
factor, including natural g~l~,
climate, and agncultural land use.
~ a result of these factor, many
streams suffer from low water
volume, low di%olv~ o~gen
concentrations, high water

Ground Water quali~
In 9ene ra,, ground waterq=
ti~ and quali~ increases fr~
to~uthandw~toea~.
ground water aqu#~ in ~
and western Mis~un are ~t
sui~ble for dnnNng water due
high concentrations of natural mi~
erals. Nitrates and, to a much I~r
extent, ~sticides al~ con~minate
wells in this r~on. ~ut on~ird
of the pdvate wells exc~ drin~
water s~ndards for nitrates, and
a~ut 2% of p~vate wells exc~
d~nking water s~ndards for eith~
atrazine or alachlor. S~t~ide,
highest pno#~ concerns include
ground water con~mination from
~ptic ~nM, f~dto~ and pasture
land, and underground storage
~n~,

r
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Sewage treatment plant construction has restored many surface
waters ~n Missoun, but overloaded
older facilities still impact about
62 stream miles. Nonpoint source

Individual Use Support in Missouri
Good
o~ u..’

1 ~
j
21,0o~

tax on coal that generates $1 million to $2 million annually. Stream
miles impactec~ by abandoned coal

.21,01s

proiects
miles as’ a result of reclamatJo~

toting strategy features fixed-station
chemical sampi,ng, short.term
intensive chemical surveys, rapid
v~sual/bioassessments, and detailed
biological monitonng to advance
ria. The State a!so conducts toxicity
testing and samples fish tissues for
toxic chemicals Dunng 1992-94,
four watershed proiects featured

concentrated mon~tonng activities
designed to a~swer specific que~
t~ons about animal waste management and farm chemical reduction
options.

m,wo~ ~

Good

Fair

Poo~

Poor

I

0

Rivers and Streama (Total Mile= ¯51,01~)

restoring ware- quality. To date, the
most successful activity has bee~l t~e
rec amation of abandoned coal

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

V

S,~n~

rl~
loo

10o

0

0

0

~

0

0

0

0

(1

0

Lakes (’ro,-~ A=,,.
I~--~__~
.2~,31s

0
for a full cie~npt~on of t~e State’~ u~e~.
I~Ir~CtLK:IeS nonperenmat ~lu~arn~ that Ory up and Oo no~ flow all y~.at.
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-5..
fu,ly support mm n
62% fully support drinking water

Montana
~

use. Agriculture (especially irrigated
crop production and rangeland)
impair~ 60% of the surveyed stream
~
.....

"

--:.. -~. -¯ - -

~ ~.-... -~ . .
--~::.:~
¯

.- ~ ~
.- _.
’~..~. ~- .. ~ ~/ and municipal sewage treatment

-. ’ . ~

acres. In general, nonpoint sources
are a factor in 90% of the impaired

,vers and ~0% of the impair
lakes. Resource extraction, forestJ~,
plant~ have less widespread impacts
on water quality.

Ground Water Quality

~ ~ [~ou~,~
(uses ~,-~9~ H)’d,’o~gk U~)
~
For a co;:)y of the Montana 1994
305(b) report, contact:

Surface Water Quality

Christian J. Levine
Montana Department of Health
and Eqvironmental Science
Water Q.Jality Bureau
Cogswel Building
! 400 Broadway
Helena, MT -59620
(406) 444--52,42

Most of Montana’s rivers and
streams (74%) have fair water quality that periodically fails to support
aquatic life uses. Another 5% have
poor water quality that consistently
fails to support aquatic life uses.
About "14% of the surveyed lake
acres have good water quahty that
fully supports fish and aquatic life,

More than .50% of Montanans
get their domestic water supply
from ground water sources. Ground
water is plenUfut and the quality is
generally excellent, but Montana’s
aquifers are very vulnerable to pollution from human activities that will
expand as the population expands
throughout the dyer valleys. The
Department of Health and Environmental Sciences and the Department of Natural Resources and
Conservation are jointly prepanng a
Comprehensive Ground Water
Protection Plan to protect ground
water quality and quantity.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Montana is actively pursuing
interagency/interd~sciplinary watershed planning and management.
Currently, five large watershed

R0038962
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proie<:Ls are under way in Montana:
the Flathead Lake Watershed Management Plan, the Blackfoot River
Watershed Management Project, the
Grassroots Planning Process for the
Upper Clark Fork Basin, the Tri-State
Clark Fork Penal Oreille Watershed
Management Plan, and the
K°°tenai River Basin Pr°gram’ Each
program advt.:ares collaboration
by all interested parties to devise
comprehensive management
options that s~multaneous~y addre~
all maior factors threatening or
degrading water quality.

Individual Use Support in Montana
Good

Fair

Poor

Po~’

Rlveta and Streaml (’total lille= ¯ 17~,750)b

[ _~ ! ’r°t=’ I~i~~

o

-

_

_

_

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

$
o
Montana will need to expand
lakes {’rou=l ~t~ ¯
it~ monitonng and assessment program to adequately measure the
effectiveness of the State’s nonpoint
~ ~=~-=~
source control procjram and other
1~7,1~0
o
watershed management programs,
To date, only 10% of the State’s
stream mites and 2% of the lakes
have been assessed. Fixed-station ....
monitoring is I,mited to three of the
State’s 16 nver basins: the Flathead
and upper and lower Clark Fork
basins. The Department will ask the
7~,s~4
0
~
~1
0
State Legislature to fund additional
¯
- Not r~.port,e~3
staff and operating expenses to
’A ~,ub~et of Montana’s d~.~gnated u~es appear in this figure. R~ to the State’s 30.$(b)
expand ambient monitonng in the
for a full Oe~:npbo~ of the S~ate
State. The State is also concerned
~lncludes no~pere~ni,,l strean’L~ that dry up arid do not f~w all year.
that the U.S. Geological Survey may
discontinue trend monitoring in
Montana.
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V

O

,.e in Nob,asO streams
b
L

Nebraska

~

~e dive~i~ and availabili~ ~ ~b6
El~at~ conc~tra~ns ~
me~ls, primafi~ a~nic, were ~e
most common water quali~ pr~
lem iden~fi~ in lakes, foll~ by
sil~tion, I~ dis~lv~ oxygen, and

atrazine, also ~rad~ 18
N~bras~ applies more a~ne ~
crops ~an any o~er S~te in ~
Unit~ S~t~. Sources of ~liu~
in lak~ include munici~l
t~atment plan~, ag~cultu~, c~
station, u~an ~noff, and h~
~ic habi~t

Ground Water Quali~

-- ~ ~
~s ~lt ~ ~)
For a copy of ~e N~ras~ ~994
305~b) re~ con~

Su~ace Water Quali~

~though natural grou~ wat~
quati~ in Nebras~ is g~, hun.
dr~s of indi~dual ca~s of gr~
water con~mination ha~ ~
d~ument~ in Nebras~ a~ ~
num~r of con~minat~ ~ls
increases ~e~ year. Maj~ ~urc~
of ground water con~mina~on
include ag~culturat a~es, indus.
trial facilities, leaking underground
storage ~n~, oil or h~rdous su~
s~nce spills, ~lid waste lan~ills,
wast~ater lag~ns, b~ne dis~l
pi~, and ~ptic ~tems.

Ag~culture ~ ~e most ~deSteven Walker
s~read source of water quali~ pro~
Nebras~ Depa~ent ot
lems in Nebraska, but u~an runoff
Environmen~t Quali~
also
impac~ the 5~te’s ~e~ and
Water Quali~ Division,
s~eams.
Ag~cuttural
runoff susintr~
Programs
to Restore
sudace Water S~on
duces
excess
s~l~ bacte~a,
Water Quali~
P.O. Box ~8922, State House S~on ~nd~ solids, ~st~c~des, and nutn~ncoln, N~ 68509.8922
en~ into sudace water. ~unicipal
(402) 47~.-2875
Until r~entty, Nebras~’s
and industnal facilibes may contribNon~int Source (NPS) ~anag~
ute ammonia, bacteria, and me~ls,
merit Pr~ram concentrat~ on
Channelizahon and hydrol~c
protecting ground water res~rc~.
m~ificaUons have impactea aquatic
Sudoce water proration eflo~
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consisted pnmarity of two federally
funded demonstration project~ on
Long Pine Creek and Maple Creek.
Now, Nebraska is evaluating the
role of NPS pollution statewide. In
1 994, Nebraska supported 35 NPS
proiects throughout the State.
Nebraska recently revised
wetlands water quality standards to

GcK~I
m-~
~,~) ~ ~

F,,It
~ ~

~
1

T.,.i.
~

life, aesthetics, wildlife, and agncultural water supply. The State also
protects wetlands with the water
quality certification program, permit
requirements for underground iniec.
tion activities and mineral exploration, and wat~ quality rnonitodng

Management Program cannot be
effective without monitoring infor.
marion to identify and priodtize
waters impacted by NPS, develop
NPS control plans, and evaluate the
effectiveness of implemented best
management practices. In response
to this need, Nebraska developed
an NPS surface water quality mo~itonng strategy to guide NPS monitonng proiects. Dunng 1992 and
1993, the State conducted 100 NPS
screening assessmenLs; 2 followup
intensive NPS watershed asse~ments; BMP effectweness studies in
10 watersheds; and a pesticide
reconnaissance survey in the Big
and Little Blue River Basin.

Good

Rivers and Sttearn~ (T~I MII~.

protect beneficial uses of aquatic

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

L

Individual Use Support in Nebraska

~ uM’

¯ ,

0
~
m

i

11
I

0

1

<1

0

I~’~),~2S

I

~

1&1,412

1

<1

=,~

~

2

~

7,44a

1,0/I)

0

Lakes (Total Acr~. 2~0~00)

¯

t~

114.~1~

~1

V
O

~

0

0

0

’A ~ub~t of Nebraska’s der~:jr~ated u~e~ appear ~n this fKjure Refer
fo~ a full descnpbon of [he S~ate’$ ~
~lnctuOes nonperenmal streams that dry up and do not flow all year,
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Nevada

uses; and 52% have poor water
that does not supl:x~rt
aquatic life uses. Thirt),-eight petcent of the surveyed streams fully
support swimming and 62% do not
fulty support swimming, in lakes,
29% of the surveyed acres fully
support aquatic life and swimming,
and 7~% partially support these
uses.
Agricultural practices (irrigation,
grazing, and flow regulation) have
the greatest impact on Nevada’s
water resources. Agricultural so~rce~
generate large sediment and nutrient loads. Urban drainage systems
contribute nutrients, heavy metals,
_~-- ~- - - , . . . .-

oxygen. Flow reductions also havea
dilution of salt.s, minerals, and
pollutants.

Ground Water Quality
~uscs ~-D~g,,, ~,~ u~)
For a co~y of the Nevada 1994
30.S(b) report, contact:
Glen Gentry
Bureau o! Water Quality Planning
Division of Environmental Protection
123 West Nye Lane
Carson C~t-y, NV 89710
(702) 687-4670

Nevada lacks comp~hensive
ground water protection legislation,
but the State does have statutes
that control individua! sources of
Surface Water Quality
contamination, including mining,
underground storage ~nk.s, septic
Only 10% (about 1S,000 miles)
s~stems, handling of hazardous
of Nevada’s nvers and streams flow
materials and waste, solid waste
year round, and most of these
disposal, underground injectJon
waters are inaccessible. For this
wells, agricultural practices, and
reporting penod, Nevada surveyed
wastewater disposal. Land use
1,440 miles of the 3,000 miles of
statutes also enable loca! authorities
accessible perennial streams with
to implement Wellhead ProteclJon
designated beneficial uses. Thirty
Plans by adopting zoning ordipercent of the surveyed stream
nantes, subdivision regulations, and
miles have good water quality that
site plan review procedures. Local
fully supports aquatic life uses; 18%
authorities can implement certain
have fair water quahty that somesource control programs at the local
times does not support aquatic life
level.

r
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Nevada’s Nonpoint Source
Management Plan a~ms to reduce
NPS pollution with interagency
coordination, education programs,
and incentives that encourage voiunla~ installation of best management practL-es. During 1992-1994,
the State continued updating the
Hondbook o~ 6e3t Manogernent Procbees and supported NPS assessment
activities in each of the State’s six
ma~or rwer basins. The State also
completed a Wellhead Protection
Plan for the State and began deve!oping a State Cround Water ProtectJOn Policy.

Good
~:)~s~n~ uM~

~,~!

Several State, Federal, and local
agencies regularly sample chemical
and physical parameters at over
100 sites in ~:he 14 hydrologic
regions of the State. Nevada hopes

[~-~.¯ ]" ’-’~"
128,945

Truckee River Basin, Carson R~ver
Basin, Walker River Basin, and the
Humboldt River Basin. The State
also monitor~ a number of lakes and
reservoirs in coniunction with the
Section 3!4 Clean Lakes Program.

Poor

Po~r

FIJvet8 alld SttealTl$ (Total Mllea ¯ 1~,~’/~)I~
"rot~i
~
:
I,~I~
~
[~(~_~., " I

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

Nevada’s ma!or river systems, the

Fair

~,~! m,~ ~}

Lakee (To~ Acr~ ¯

several routine sampling sites after
the State adapts rapid bioassess.
ment Drotocgls to the arid condibons in Nevada. The State also
coordinates i~tensive field studies on

L

Individual Use Support in Nevada

-

-

~
r~

~

~
/

0

-

2

~

n

-

-

_

0

0

"/1
l~&~l~ ~

e

. Not ~epor~ed
’A subset of Nevacla’s designated uses appear in this figure. Refer to
to~ a futl ciescr~pt~on of the State’s uses
~lncludes nonperennlal streams that ciD, up ~ do not flow all year.
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,nd,c.,. mm,

New Hampshire

conditions. Nutrients are the ma~
~u~ ~ imminent in ~akes and
~. ~e S~te sus~ ~at
non~int sourc~ are res~nsible f~
~st of the ~llu~on entedng ~
S~te’s water.
N~ Hampshire ad~s ~
~ to ~s~ consump~on ~
fish ~ht in ~e ~dro~in
R~r ~low ~in, ~e C~n~c~
~er, Ho~e~ Po~, and ~
Groat Bay ~tua~. O~ fish c~
~mp~on a~iso~ is ~st~ on ~
~ro~gin River ~1~ ~n
d~ to etevat~ conc~t~s ~
dioxi~ in fi~ ~ue. ~ Jam~
R~r C~raUon ~r mill in ~.

III

d~

Ground Water Quali~
~~~
~us~s ~-~,~ ~ ~i~)
For a copy of ~e New Hampshire
1994 305(b) re~ con~:

Sudace Water Quali~

Gregg Comst~k
State of N~ Hampshire
Depa~ment of ~vironmen~l
Se~ices

~erall, ~e qualiw of N~
Hampshire’s su~ace wate~ is excellent. ~er 99% of the State’s ~er
miles and 95% of the lake acres
have excellent or g~ water qual~
~at fulty sup~ aquatic life uses
and swimming. P~r water quah~
conditions are more widespread ~n
estuanes; high bacterial levels interfete with shellfish ha~est~ng tn 66%
of the estuarine water. Bacteria ~
also the leading cause of im~irment ~n rivers ~ere high ba~ena

WaterDivis~oqSUDp{y & Pollution ConEol
Concord.~ Noah NHMain03301Str~t
(603) 27~-2457

N~ Hampshire’s ~all
grou~ water qualiW is ve? 9~.
In ~e ~aliz~ areas, ~tural~
~cumng a~enic, fluoride, and
radionucli~s (pHnci~lly radon)
exc~ dnnking water s~ndards.
Relea~s from ~oleum facilities,
indust~al o~rations, and lan~lls
have con~minat~ ~solat~ areas
with ~troleum or volatile organE
com~unds. S~ium is ~e only
con~minant that has exhibit~ an
increasing presence in ground wat~
due to ~e widespread application
of road ~1~ in winter. N~ Ham~
shire is developing a Comprehensive
State Ground Water Protection Pr~
gram to coordinate ~eir various
ground water assessment, preention, and restoration pr~rams.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Over the past 20 years, Ne~
Hampshire has elimi~at~ or abat~
all significant u~treat~ municipal
and ~ndustrial wast~ater di~har~
in State wate~ R~ently, ~e
vices (DES) inibat~ a wate~h~
protecbon approach to iden~ a~
resolve remaimng ~liution pro~
lems. DES ~t~ compile wate~h~
maps and land u~ da~, ~en~
ma~or ~urces of ~llution, m~el

Individual Use Support in New Hampshire
Goo~l

P~o~

0

<I

<I

0

<1

0

0

0

~

<1

0

o

o

o

0

0

P~r

Rtve~ 8~d St~a~s ~o~1MI~I. 10.~1~
9~
"
~"

I0,~I
~00
10.~1

~ota; maximum dai~y bads for ~lu~n~, and revise discharge ~i~
as n~ed in the S~te’s ~
DES estimates t~at each ~sin
assessment will ~uire 2 yea~ to
complete at cu~ent funding I~els.

Fair

~~,

n

~kes ~! A¢~. 1~,012)

Programs to ~sess
Water Quali~

~,~-

D~S implement~ a ro~
wate~h~ momtodng pr~ram in
1989. In 1993, ~he ~tion was ....
could intens~ momtodng at sit~
wo~ating s~ndards. Dudng 1994
and 1995, DES ~ invesUgate
sources of ~olabons confi~ by
¯ e 1993 da~.

n

Estuaries

...... _ ~
Not m~

,,,

o

~"

u~5 ap~ar In lh~s qqure Refer 1o the
Slate S 30Sb~ re~r: fo~ a Iu!l de~rlphon Of

the State s uses
anG O0 not flO~ al~ year

"

28

0

0
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,,New Jersey

include nutrients, low cfissolved
oxygen concentrations, pesticides,
and priority organic chemicals, Major sources impacting New Jersey’s
waters include municipal treatment
plants, industrial facilities, combined
sewer~, urban runoff, co~structior~,
agnculture, and land di~osal of
wastes (including sep~ t~mks).

Ground Water Quality

i

~~~
~uscs ~-c~,,, ~ u~)

For a copy of the New jer~,,y 1994 Surface Water Quality
305(b) report, contact:

There are currentJy over 6,0OO
ground water pollution inve~tiga.
lions under way in New Jet~,~y. The
most common pollutants found in
ground water are volatile organic
compounds, metals, base neutral
chemicals, acid-extractable chemicals, PCBs, and pesticides. Underground storage tanks are the most
common source of ground water
contamination, followed by landfills,
surface spills, and industrial/commercial septic systems. New Jersey
adopted new ground water quality
standards in 1993 that revise the
ground water classification system
and establish numerical criteda for

ma~y po,ut~n~s, m.e ~t~r~a~ds also

protect good ground water quality
Sixty-eight percent of the 1,61 7
from degradation by future
Kevin Berry
surveyed stream miles have good
actMties.
NJ DEP
water quality that fully supports
Office of Environmental Planning
aquatic life, but New Jersey’s high
401 East State St.
Programs to Restore
population density threatens these
Trenton, N] 0862S
Water
Quality
waters. Bacteria (which indicates
(609) 633-] ] 79
unsafe swimming conditions) and
New ler~ey’s Department of
nutnents are the most common
pollutants ~n rwers and streams. AJt
of the State’s lakes are believed to
be threatened or actively detenorat,
ing. Bacterial contamination is the
most w~despread problem In estuarles, impa~nng both shellfish harvesting and swimming. Other problems

Environmenta! Protection (DEP) is
adopting a watershed approach to
water quality and quantJty management. The watershed approach
coordinates mon tonng, modeling,
planning, permitting, and
enforcement activities within a
geographic area that drains into a

R0038970
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malor river, lake, or estuary. The
watershed approach allows all interested parhes to participate in the
development of consensus-based
management options. DEP is
currently conducting a watershed
protection pilot proiect in the
Whippany River watershed with

Individual Use Support in New Jersey
Goal
+~,~
Good
~+<.m,~ ~

I:~m.t~ u~.’

Fair

Poor

Poop

Rivers and Streams (’rot=l I~lle=.

regiona! interest groups, and prwate
citizens.

~~

,

1,617

0

$25

0

19
II

13

0

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
DEP’s current monitoring program is centered around physical
and chemica! sampling at fixed
stations designed to monitor longterm trends. Unfortunately, the
fixed-station network cannot prowde data to address other management needs, such as identif),irlg
specific sources of pollution and
measunng the effect~eness of specific pollution control actions. Therefore, DEP recommends supplementing the fixed-station monitoring
program with intensive watershed
tecbon management proiect~’ lnten-

.

_

-

.

-

-

-

_

Estuaries (’rota! ,~luare ~11~ ¯,1~0)

water quality data to flow conditions, model wasteload allocations,
and determine assimilative capacity
of waterbodies.

_ ! ui.~ ~
6~4¢

,:"I

’A subset of Ne~, !e’se",,’s des~gr~a+ed u~,

0

0

--

J0~(D) repo~ lO~ a tuli descr=pt~O~ of th~
~tnclude, no’~peren~a! streams that dry up

0

Lakes 0"ot~l.a,¢r~. ~4,000)

sire surveys wo~JId collect data to
profile water quality over 24-hour
periods, identi ,fy pollution sources,

State,uses

~__

o

20
t

0

I

and dO not ,~o~, a,I year
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o out 4% of the degracledwaters

New Mexico

,,

(124 stream miles).
Agriculture and recreaUonal
activities are the primary sources of
nutnents, siltation, reduced shoreline vegetation, and bank destabili.
zation that impairs aquatic life use
in 91% of New Mexico’s surveyed
lake acres. Mercury contamination
from unknown sources appears in
fish caught at 22 reservoirs. However, water and sediment samples
from sun/eyed lakes and reservoirs
have not detected high concenb-ations of mercury. Fish may contain
high concentrations of mercury in
waters with minute quantities of
mercury because the process o/
biomagnification concentrates
mercury in fish tissue.

Ground Water Quality
About 88% of the population of
(uses 6.D,9,~ ~,~ro~ un,~)

For a copy of the New Mexico 1994 Surface Water Quality
305(b) tee>oft, contact:

EHk Galloway
New Mexico Environment
Depa~ment
Surface Water Quality Bureau
F.vatuatio~ and Planning Section
P.O. Box 26110
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6110
(505) 827.2923

New Mexico depends on ground
water for dnnking water. The EnvYronment Department has identified
at least 1,745 cases of ground water
contamination since 1927. The

most common source of ground

water contamination is small houseAbout 93% of New Mexico’s
hold septic tanks and cesspools.
surveyed stream mites have good
Leaking underground storage tanks,
water quality that ful!y supports
iniection wells, landfills, surface
aquatic life uses. Ninety-ntne percent
impoundments, oil and gas producof the surveyed nver miles fully suption, mining and milling, dairies,
port swimming. The leading proband miscellaneous indus~ia! sources
lems in streams include habitat alter- also contaminate ground water in
ations (such as removal of streamNew Mexico. New Mexico operates
side vegetation), siltation, metals,
a ground water discharger permit
and nutrients. Nonpoint sources are
program that includes ground water
responsible for over 93% of the
standards for intentional discharges
degradation in New Mexico’s 3,255
and a spill cleanup provision for
impaired stream miles Municipa!
other discharges.
wastewater t;eatment plants impair

R0038972
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
New Mexico’s Nonpoint Source
Management Program contains a
senes of implementation milestones
that were designed to establish
goals while oroviding a method to
measure progress and success of the
program Implementation consists
of the coordination of efforts among
NPS management agencies, promolion and imDlementation of best
management pra~tice~, coo~ination
o~ watershed proiect~, insg~’tion
and en~or~ement ~tivities, ¢~n~i~tency reviews, ~nd odu~tion ~nd
outreach act~ti~.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in New Mexico
Good

Fair

Poo~

Poor

I
Io~

m

0

0

0

Rivers and Streams
T~ MII~

93

4,.~I0

~

0

0

o

lakes (Totel A¢,’.~. 151,320)

New Mexic° relies heavily °n
chemical and physical data to assess
~
<~
~,’/I$
[~’~’~--~ .1 -~t
0
water qualib.. Fish tissue data
~oo
became avaiiable in 1991, and data
from biological surveys and bioassay
11l,~1
tests were incorporated into the
0
0
0
0
1994 assessments where possible.
The State also conducts extensive
monitoring to determine the
eflectzveness of best management
practices implemented under Lhe
~A subset of New Mexico’~ designated uses appear m ~is figore Refe~ to the State’s 305("0)
Nonpoint Source Management
re~r~
Program. Duqng the current 305(b)
h~ludes no~pere~mal streams lhat d~ up and do not flow all year.
reporhng cycle, New Mexico completed two special water quality
surveys alon~ the Rio Hondo and
the Red River in Taos County.

LJ
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New York

~ ~n ~
~u~s ~-D~: ~ ~)

For a copy of the New Yo~ 1994
~0~(b) re~, con~:

Su~ace Water Quali~

Nine~ne ~rcent of N~
York’s nve~ and streams, 74% of
~e S~te’s lake acres, 97% of ~e
NeWEnvironmentalYO~ S~te Depa~mentconse~auonOf
State’s Great ~kes shoreline, and
Bureau of Monitoring and
99% of the ~ys and tida~ wate~
~ssment
have g~ water quaIiW that fully
50 Wo~ Road
sup~ aquatic life uses. Swimming
A~bany, NY 12233
is fully sup~ in 99% of the
(518) 457-88!9
su~eyed r~vers, 78% of the su~
lakes, 80% of the Great ~kes shoreI~ne, and 93% of the su~ey~ estuanne waters. Eighty-five ~rcent of
New Yo~’s Great ~ke’s shoreline
George K. Han~en, P.E.

sumption use ~au~ of a
consumption a~.
Agriculture is a ma~ source
nutrien~ and silt ~at impair
Yo~’s nve~, lakes, and re~.
Hydrol~ic m~ifi~tion
m~ification are also a major ~rce
of water qualiW imminent in
and lakes. U~an ~noff is a
~urce of ~llution in ~e S~te’s
estuaries. ~ct~a from u~n
and o~er murces clo~
2~,0~ acres (16%) of ~ten~l
shellfishing ~s.
Contaminat~ ~i~n~ are
the p~ma~ ~urce of 7% of
impair~ Hve~ and lakes, 76% of
¯ e impair~ Great ~ke’s shomli~,
and 27% of ~e im~ir~ estuaH~
wate~ in N~ Yo~ S~te. ~imen~ are con~minat~
chlo~nat~ organic ~stici~,
cu~, ~dmium, mirex, and dioxins
that bi~oncen~ate in the
chain and result in fish consumpt~n
advi~des.
S~age treatment plant const~ctJonand u~rades ha~ had a
significant impact ~ water quali~.
Since 1972, the size of nve~
impaled by municipal ~age
treatment facili~es has d~lin~
from a~ut 2,~0 miles to 3~
miles.

Ground Water Quali~
~ut 3% of the S~te’s public
water supply s~tem wells (160
wells) are clos~ or abandon~ d~
to con~mination from organic
chemicals. ~e most com~
contam~nan~ are synthetic ~e~

Chapter Nine State Summanes 2.33
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and degreasers, gasoline and other
petroleum products, and agricultural
pesticides and herbicides (pnmarily
aldicarb and carbofuran). The most
common sources of organic solvents
in ground water are spills, leaks, and
improper handling at industrial and
commercial facilities.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

’

~,,.~u~
,.~.~ ~ ~ ~
Rh~r= ir~l Stm~I O’~.~f I~ ,, ~
~ ~’~"~

""

~~

..~

~

~

I~
I,
__

,~

’~

G,.,t L,~.. rr~-,.,.rta

In ~987, Ne~ ¥~k State imp~merited the ~otating Intensive ~sin

~r~

ing ~rc~ram ~hat concentrates ....

~

of the State’s hydrologic basins for
2-year period_,, The DEC monitors
the entire State every 6 years.
Intensive moritoring clarifies causeancl-effect relationships between
pollutants ancl water quality,
measures the effecbveness of imple-

2

’

’

V~r~ually every county of the
~
State has a county water quality
I~I
coordinating committee composed
.1
~
~L1
of local agencies (such as Comell
Cooperative ~tension and soil and
~’-water c°nservati°n districts), local
representabves from State and
~...:
~.~
~_~
_ I~
Federal agencies, and public interest
groups, The county committee,
~lJ
meet regularly to discuss local priori~
~
~
Ues and fashion local strategies to
address nonpoi~t so~r~e pollution. ~.~./;,~.~ ~

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

L

Individual Use Support in New York

i’ C
~

~

rn
~$tu~,ri~ Crew’ ~ lili~,,~ ¯

~

,

~

~

~

~
~

Q
~i~

,~

supports regu atory decisions,

,~

I

1.s~

~A sub~et of Ne’~, York s designated use!,
305(b) report fo" a full Oescnpbun Of the

t----

~I

U
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North Carolina

These sources ger~erate siltation,
deplete dissoM~d oxygen.
Only 3% of the surveyed lakes
in North Caroli~.a are impaired for
swimming and aquatic life uses. A
few lakes are impacted by dioxin,
metals, and excessive nutrient
enrichment. The Champion Paper
mill on the Pigeon River is the
source of dioxin contamination in
Waterville Lake. The State and the
mill implemented a dioxin minimization program in the mid-1980s
and completed a modernization
program in 1993 that will reduce
water usage and discharges.
About 93% of the estuaries and
sounds in North Carolina fully
port designated uses. Agriculture,
urban runoff, septic tanks, and point
source discharge~ are the leading
sources of nutrient, bacteria, and
low dissoNed oxycjen that degrade
estuane~.

~scs ~=~,, ~ ~
For a copy of the North Carolina
1994 305~ib) report, contact:
Carol Met.z
NC DEHNR
Division Of Environmental
Management
P.O. Box 29535
Raleigh, NC 27626-0535
(919) 733-5083

Ground Water Quality
Surface Water Quality
About 70% of the State’s surveyed ~reshwater nvers and streams
have good water quality that fully
suDports aquahc life uses, 25% have
fair wa~er quali~y that partially supports ac~ua~c life uses, and 5% have
poor water quality that c~oes not
support aquatic life uses. Eighteen
percent of t~e surveyec~ rivers 00
not fuli~, support sw~mmir~c3. The
ma!or sources of ~mpairment are
agriculture (respor~sible for 56% of
the ~mDa~red nver miles), urbar~
runof~ /respor~s~bte ~or 13~,,~), po~n~
sources (responsible for 12~), and
construction (responsible for 11%).

About ha/f of the people in
North Carolina use ground water as
their pnmary supply of drinking
water. Ground water quailb, is
generally good, but new cases of
ground water contamination
affected 276 public water supplies
during 1992-1993. The leading
source of ground water contamination is leaking unc~erground storage
tanks, which contaminate ground
water with gasoline, diese! fuel, and
heating oil. Dunng 1992 and 1993,
North Carolina adopted new regulations for administering Leaking
Ur~derground Storage Tank funds
and amendeO ground water
standards.

R0038976
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in North Carolina

In 1992-1993, North Carolina
continued ~ aggressive pr~ram to
control non~mt source ~lluOon.
Noah Carolina adopt~ a
nond~scharge ~le for animal waste
management implement~ an
innovative nutrient ~ading pr~ram
be~een ~int and non~int
sources m th~ Tar-Pamlico fiver
basin, signed 2,5~ n~ con~ac~
under the Agqcuttural Cost Sha~
Pr~ram to implement ~st ~n ....
agement practices, and r~lass~
a~ut 2~ water supply water.s

Goo~

Poor

Poor

Rivers and Steams ~o~1 MI~. 37,~)~

Programs to ~sess
Water Quali~

~kes ~o~l ~. ~)

Carohna was p~ma~ly ~aluat~
using ph~sica~ and chemical da~
coll~t~ by the Division of ~r~mental Management (DEM) fr~ ~
statewide fix~-s~tion ne~o~ and
biologica~ assessment. ~ese
include macrcinve~ebrate (aqua~¢
inset) comm~ni~ su~, fish
communi~ st~cture analyses,
ph~oplanktor analyses, bloats,
and hmnoiog,cal revi~ of lakes and
wate~heds. Other sources of informarion were ~nt source monit~.
ing da~, shelbish closure re~,
lake troph~c state studies, and
repo~ prepar~ by other I~al,
S~te, and ~e~eral agencies.

~A subset o~ No~ Carohna s des~gnat~
uses ap~ar m ~ s fiaure Refer ~o the
S[a~e s 305fb~ re~o~ lot a fuli descnpbon ~

Fair

~,~

~

0

0

-

-

~,~

E~tuaries
-.

~~~’~

the Sta~es uses

j

and do mot fio~ al: year

L ~-

-

-

-

-

-
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North Dakota

sources of contamination are agri-

culture,
removal of stre
etation, municipal sewage Lreatment
plants, and other habitat alterations.
Natural conditions, such as low
flows, also contribute to violations
of standards.
In lakes, 95% of the surveyed
acres have good water quality that
fully supports aquatic life uses, and
98% of the surveyed acres fulh/
support s~imming. Siltation, nut~ents, oxygen-depleting substances,
and suspended solids are the most
widespread pollutanLs in North
Dakota’s lakes. The leading sources
of pollution in lakes are agricultural
activities (including nonirrigated
crop production, pasture land, in’igated crop production, and fee&
lots), municipal sewage treatment
plants, and urban runoff/storm servers. Natural conditions also prevent
designated uses.

~scs ~,, ~ u~
~o~ a cop> of u~e North Da~ot~
1994 305(b) report, contact
Michael Ell
Noah Dakota Department of Health
Division of Water Quality
P.O. Box 5520
Bismark, ND 58502
(701) 328-5210

Ground Water Quality
Surface Water Quality
North Dakota reports that 78%
of its surveyed nver~ and streams
have good water quality that fully
supDorts aquatic life uses now, but
good conditions are threatened in
most of these streams. Eighty-nine
percent of the surveyed streams
fully support swimming. Elevated
siltation, nutrients, ammonia, pathogens, oxygen-depleting wastes, and
habitat alterations impair aquatic life
use support in 22% of the surveyed
rivers and impair swimming ~n 11%
of the surveyed rivers. The leading

North Dakota has not identified

widespread ground water con~mination, although some naturally
occumng compounds may make
the quality of ground water undesirable in a few aquifers. Where
human-induced ground water contamination has occurred, the
impacts have been attributed pnmarily to petroleum storage facilities,
agricultural storage Cacilit~es,
feed o~ poorly designed wells,
abandoned wells, wastewater
treatment lagoons, landfills, septic
systems, and the underground
~nlec~on of waste. Assessment and
protection of ground water
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continue through ambient ground

water quality monitonng activities,

Individual Use Support in North Dakota

the implementabon of wellhead
protection projects, the Comprehensive Ground Water Protection
Program, and the development of a
State Management Plan for Pesticides.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
North Dakota’s Nonpoint
Source PollutJon Management Program has provided financial support
to 26 proje~t.s over the past 4 yea~.
Although the size, type, and target
audience of these projects vary, the
projects share the same basic goals:
(~) ~ncrease oublic awareness
of nonpoint source pollution,
(2) reduce o~ prevent the delivery

o~g,~ uN’
Rivers and Streams (l"~t~t MII~
Total Miles

~
I

Sl0

0

0

4,6~0

4

[]

o

o

U

0

0

11

0

0

1

1

<1

L~,kes (’rot~i .~r~. ~,015)
"r~l ~,~
,-

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

solids, and nutrients), toxic contami-

~

,~e~ 1

State, an6 (3) 6i~eminate int~’n~tion on effe<tive solutions to NPS
pollution.

The Noah Dakota Department
of Health monitors physical and
chemical parameters (such as disso!vecl oxygen, pH, total dissolved

~

7,1~o

s19,3~

I

~.e~

~

615,5"76

~
~

2

’A ~ubset of North Dakota’s ~es,gr~ated uses appear m this f~ure Refer to th~ State’~ 30S(b)
repod for a full oe~npbon of the State’s u~es,
bln(lu~es nonpefennial streams bhat dry up and do not ~ all y~ar

nan~ in fish, whole effluent toxicity,
and fish community structure.
North Dakota’s ambient water quali~ monitonng network consists of
6~ sampling sites on 31 nvet~ and
streams.

~

I

~
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Ohio

-- ~ m~d~.~
~uscs ~_o,~ h,~,~,~,~ u~t)
~
For a copy of the Ohio 1994 305(b)
report, contact:
Ed Ranldn
Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency
D~v~sion of Surface Water
1685 Westbett Drive
Columbus, OH 43228
(614) 728-3385

Surface Water Quality
Ohio based their 1994 assessments on data collected between
1988 and 1994. Ohio’s assessment
methods compare observed ecolog~cal charactenstics (including
data on aquatic ~nsect~, fish species,
habitat, and streams~de vegetation)
wl[h background cond~hons found
at least-~mpacted reference s~tes tot
a gwen ecoreg~on and stream type
Ohio ~dent~fied ecological
impact~ from organic ennchmem

trations, siltation, habitat modrficabon, metals, ammonia, and flow
alterations. Fecal coliform, bacteria
indicate impaired sv~mm~ng condi.
tions in 9% of the surveyed river
miles. These impacts stem from
municipal d~scharges, runoff from
agriculture, hydromodificabon,
industrial discharges, mining, urban
runoff, and combined sewer overflow~.
Ohio estimates that wastewatet
treatment plant construction and
upgrades have restored aquatic li~e
to about 1,000 river miles since the
]fl70s. Since 1988, the percentage
of surveyed river miles fully fit for
swimming a~so grew from 49% to
60°/o. However, increasing threats
from nonpoint sources could erode
gains made w~th point source
controls and slow the rate of
restoration.
The most common impacts on
Ohio lakes include nutrients, volume
loss due to sedimentation, organic
ennchment, and habitat alterations.
Nonpoint sources, including agriculture, urban runoff, and septic
systems, generate most of these
impacts. However, municipal point
sources still affect 63% of the sur.
veyed lake acres.
Most of the Lake Erie shoreline
is fit for recreationa! use, but a fish
consumption advisory for channel
catfish and carp remains in effect
along the entire shorehne Ohio also
~ssued hsh consumption advisones
for all speoes of fish caught on 137
river miles and documented
elevated levels of PCBs in fish
caught at two small lakes.

r
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Ground Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Ohio

About 4.5 million Ohio resident~
depend upor, wells for domestic
water. Waste disposal activities,
unOeroround storage tank leaks,
and spills are the dominant ~ources
of ground water contaminatJon in

Perctnt

~,~u=~"

5,s13

,

In:lu~e~. no~D.e~.nn,a st,earns that d~’ up

~
[]

o

-

~,~

~

7

.1

0

_

23,~79
I

0

I

0

~

52

_

0

.~~
76
,~

55.12~

!

14
~

D

Great Lakes (’Tot,,I Mlle.~ = ~36}
Total M,l~, S~Jt,~y~l
~;’~
./

’A subset of Oh< ~ Oes~Qqated uses appear
~ th ! fit~ure Reef ~o t~,e State s 305(b)
reDo’t to’ a ~u! ~:e~(~,~[,on o! the States

P~,r

Lakes (Total Acr~ ¯ 240,378)

Program~ to ~se~
Water Quality

detect’°n °f a:luat’c life use impa’rment by a~out 35% to 50%,

P~x~r

.

To fulty restore water quality,
Ohio EPA advocates an ecosystem
approach that confronts degradation on shore as well as in the
water. Ohio’s programs aim to cotrect nonchem~cal ~mpacts, such as
channel modification and the
destrucbon o! shoreline vegetation.

foundation o~ Ohio’s water programs because tradit~ona, chemica!
mon~tonng alone may not detect
ep’sodic poliuiion evenD or non.
chemical impact3 Ohio EPA found
that biosurve,~ data can increase the

Fair

Rivers and Streams (’total MI~I.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

of biosurvey data, physical habitat
data, and bioassays with water
chemistr7 dat..~ to measure the overall ~ntegnt3,, of water resources. Bio-

G~I
(Fu,~
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~,,,~ m,,~.~=r,
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0

0
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0

0

0

0
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Oklahoma

~ petroleum extraction and hydrologic/habitat modifications.
Fifty-seven perce~t of the
surveyed lake acres full) support
aquahc life uses and 60% fuliy support swimming. The most widespread pollutants in Oklahoma’s
lakes are siltation, nutnenLs, suspended solids, and oxygen-depleting substances, Agnculture is also
the most common source of pollution in lakes, foltowed by contami.
noted sediments and flow regulation Several lakes are impacted by
acid mine drainage, indudinq the
Gaines Creek arm of Lake Eu~aula
and the Lake O’ the Cherokees.

Ground Water Quality

-

~
.

....

i

~ m,~r. m~-~r~.~
0Jscs ~-D,g~ ~ro~x~: u~)
For a co#’y of the Oklahoma 1994
305(b) report, contact:

Surface Water Quality

John I~er
Oklahoma Department of
Environmental Quality
Water Quality Dtvision
1000 NE 10th Street
Oklahoma Ci~, OK 7311 7-1212
(405) 27!-5205

Fifbi-eight percent of the surveyed nver miles have gooct water
quality that fully supports aquatic
life uses ancl 65% fully support
swimming The most common pot.
lutant~ found in Oklahoma rivers are
siltabon, pesticides, nutrienLs, and
suspended solids. Agriculture is the
teadmg source of pollution ~n the
State’s rwers and streams, ~oltowed

Ambient ground water monitor.
ing has 0erected elevated nit.rate
concentrations in monitoring wells
scattered across the State. Monitoring has also detected isolated cases
of hydrocarbon conLamination,
elevated selenium and fluoride concentrations (probably due to natural
sources), chloride contamination
from discontinued oil field activities,
metals from past mining operations,
and gross alpha activity above maximum allowable limits. Industnal
solvents contaminate a few s~tes
near landfills, storage plLs, and
Tinker Air Force Base. The State
roles agr culture in/echon wells,
septic tanks, surface ~mpoundments,
and industria! spills as the highest
pnority sources of ground water
contamination,
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Oklahoma’s nonpoint soun:e
control program ~s a cooperatn~e
effort of State, Federal, and local
agencies treat sponsor~ demonstration protects. The demonstration
pro!ect~ feature implementation of
agricuftura! best management pr~¢rices, water quality monitonng
before and after BMP implementation, te~hmcal assistance, education,
and develooment of comprehensive
~,,atershed management plans. Currentty, Oklahoma is conducting five
NPS pro!ect.s in Comanche County,
Greet and Beckham Counties,
Custer Couqty, Tillman Counb/,
and ~e Ilhnois R~ver Basin.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
Oklahoma’s Consenvation Commission is conducting five large
watershed studies in the Illinois ~
Basi~, the L4Cle R~ver Basin, the
Neosho (Grand) R~ver Basin,
Southeast Oklahoma Multiple Basin,
ar~c~ the Poteau R~verAMster Lake
Proiect (a cooperative effort with
the LeF~ore Conservation Distnct,
the Water 8oard, and the USGS). All
tooether, 3~.~ s~tes will be sampled
for- chemica, parameters and one-

third of these s~tes wilt also be
sampled for biological integrity.

Individual Use Support in Oklahoma
Go~xl
Fair
P{x)r
~,~
Go,:x:l
~
~,~,~.. ¢r~-,.,,~ ~,~) ~,~~

~ uN’

RlYers and Stresm~ (’total MI~ ¯ ~T’~)b
-~...~.
] "r~.m ~
~
~

~

~,115

I

-

-

rl/

-

1~

-

1~

~’~’

~.~l(e$ O’ota~ Acr~ ¯

~1
I-L~ !

,~,s,~

~

~

-

-

~

~
~. J1

-

~1~

~

. ~ot
’A ~bset of Oklahoma ~ deggnated us~. ;~ppea~ m Lhi~ figure Refer to the State’~
repc~ fo." a full Oes~npt~m of U’~e State s u~.
hnc~u~es nonperenmal ~.breams ~a[ O"y up ar~ c~ r’~t ~ ~! y~r
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reuon

~ially sup~n uses, and 14%
not sup~ uses. The most common problems in Orion’s lakes are
excess nutrient, pH (ac~di~), and
low d~ssotv~ oxen. DEQ sus~
¯ at agnculture a~ natural cond~Uons (including ~11~ depth and
high ~a~rati~ rat~) a~ the most
significant ~urces ~ ~ake ~oblems.
Six ~rcent of Oran’s ~tuaHne waters have g~ quali~
94% have fair water q~li~ d~ to
~N~ic v~oiaUons of bad~a s~ndards. High concentra~ons of
~ctena usuallw result
at municipal wast~at~ ~eat~t
plan~ during rainfall
~mpro~r manag~nt of ani~l
w~.

Ground Wat~ Quali~
~~
~
~~~
(usGs ~,~ ~ ~)
For a copy of the Or~on 1994
305~b)

Fo~-thr~ ~rcent of Orion’s
su~ey~ nve~ have g~ water
quai~W that fully sup~ desig.
nated uses, 30% have fair water
Wa~erE~v~r°nmenta~Q~a~i~ DivisionQUaliw
qual~ that papally sup~ uses,
811 SW ~xth Avenue
and 27% have ~r water qual~
Po~ and, OR 972~
that d~s not sup~ u~s. ~e
(503) 229-6962
most w~despread problems ~n
Orion’s streams are habitat alterat~ons, high tem~ratures, and
at~on from gr~ing, other agncu~rural actiwt~es, forest~, and recreat~on,
In lakes, 74% of the su~eyed
acres fu~y sup~ uses, 12%
Ro~ Baumga~ner
Or~on ~epanment of

~-

Sudace Water QualiW

Monitonng has
ni~ates, ~nze~, o~
organic com~unds, ~tena, ~itides, and ~stici~ in gr~nd
water. Sus~t~ souses
septic systems, ag~culture, highway
maintenance, indus,, and cornmerce. Dunng !992 and 1993,
DEQ conduct~ s~t~de ground
water monitonng, d~elo~ a
ground water da~ management
~tem, and issu~ 16 gran~ for
re,arch and education proj~
designed to prot~ ground wat~
from non~int ~urces of polluUon.

Programs to Restore
Water Quali~
Or~on r~ently iniaat~ a
Watershed Health Pr~ram to
encourage pubhc/private pa~ner.
sh~ps for managing water qualiW
and ~osystem enhanceme~ Under
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the Watershed Health Program,
field-based technk:a! teams work
closely with watershed councils
composed of local resident~ ar~
stakeholders to set priontJes and
fund proiect2, DEQ and other State
agencies targeted the Grand Ronde
Basin and the combined South
Coast and Rogue Basins to begin
implementing the Watershed Health
Program with $10 million in State
funds for 1994 and 1995. These
basins were selected because of
e×~st~ng Tota! Maximum Daily Load

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

Overalla Use Support in Oregon
Good
F~lt
~.~
Good
r~.-..~ ~
FIIver8 ~nd Sttesm$ (Total I,!l~,s ¯ 114,82~)~
1’~.,,i
~

Ing 1992 ano 1993, DEQ increased
the number of ambient river monitonng stations and expanded other
mon~tonng programs, including
ground water studie~, continuous
monitoring, mixing zone studies,

Poet

~

~,1~
Lakes (’tota! Acr~ ¯ 618,~4)

~,..~
Estuarie~ (’rota! Squ~r~ ~. ~)

DEQ routinely monitors about
ent nver monitonng program. The~
streams receive about 90% of the
wastewater ciischarged by point

Pixy

I

-

~~
~._~

~

~

-

0

-

~Overall u~ ~Jpport is pte--.~-~tecl in th~s fK:jur~ be~u~ Oregon d~ not report ind~,u,I

~.up~:~ort ~n their 1994 Sect,on 30S(b) r~pott.
hndum~ nonpe~enn~al ~trean~ that ~lry up ~nd do not ~

an~ bioa~sessment~. I~ecen~,

Oregon also initiated the ~ !~
to×its stu~, :he Tillam~x~k
National ~stuary Program, and the
Lower Columbia River Bi-State Program to prowde more information
on estuanne water quality.
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Pennsylvania

-~ .. ~ ~’~
~ .... ~- ~

,,
~"

.
"

.-.

,~,,o water quality d~radation in
Penn~an~a, Drainage from mining
s~tes ~lutes at least 2,4~ mi~s
~tream~ repre~nting 52% of all
d~r~ $~eams in ~e Commom
--’~. Other ~urces of O~rada.
t~ ~lude agriculture (impacting
694 miles), municipat s~age ~eat~t ~an~ (impacting 241 miles),
~ i~ustdal ~int ~urces Om~ct~ ~ miles).
~ns~vania has iss~ fi~
wat~ies. Most of ~e a~i~
~ ~ to elevat~ concentrat~o~
of ~Bs and chlordane in fish

_

~ss~ t~ mirex and mercu~. In
1~4, ~ S~te deacOvat~ ~o
~s for dioxlns on C~u~
C~ and the Sou~ Branch ~
C~s Cr~k as well ~ one a~
~ f~ ~lordane on ~e ~ware

-- ~’~ ~
For a copy of the Penns~vania 1994
30S(b> ~e~ con~
Robe~ Fr~
Pennsylvania Depa~ment of
Env~r,Dnmental Resources
Bureau ,Dr Water Quali~
Management
Div~sior: of ~sessment and
Standards
P.O Box 8465
Harrisburg, PA lTl0S-~6~
(?l 7) ~3-3638

Ground Water Quali~
Surface Water Quali~
~er 81% of the su~,ey~ nver
miles have go~ water quah~ that
fully suppo~ aquabc file uses and
~imming A~ut 8% have fair
water quahty that pa~ially sup~
these uses, and I 1% have ~r
water quah~ that d~s not sup~
aquatic hfe uses and swimming ~e
most widespread ~liutan~ are
metals, which ~mpact over 2,092
miles. Pollutants identifi~ less
frequenUy include sus~nded sol~ds
(impact~n~ 603 miles), ~utnen~
(impacting $86 miles), and pH
0mpac~n9 273 m~les>.
Aban~on~ m~n~ drainage ~s
the most s~nif~cant source of

~r sources of ground wat~
c~mmation in Pennsylvania
i~u~ leaking underground storage ~nM, containe~ from h~ard~s ~tenais facihties, and impro~r
handl~ or ove~se of fe~ilizer.
Petrol~m and ~troleum bypr~
uc~ are the most common ~llutan~ in ground water. C~I mining
and ~ and gas pr~uction have
also e~t~ concentrations of ~veraI el~en~ (including chloride,
iron, ~rium, and stronbum) in
some ~ions of the Common.
wealth. A Ground Water Quali~
Prot~t~n Strategy was adopt~
an~ released to the pubhc ~n Feb~.
a~ 1992, an~ an Implemen~on
Task F~ce was lo~ed i~ August
1992. The Task Force rewewed all
pr~ram regu~abons a~d schedul~

R0038986
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Puerto Rico

uses, and 51% do not support
aquatic life uses, Swimming is
impaired in 55% of the surveyed
lake acres. Uses are impaired by
inorganic chemicals, low dissolved
oxygen concentrations, bacteria,
pnorlt), organk chemica}s, metals,
and peslJcides.
Only 16% of the a~sessed e~tua.
fine waters fully support aquabc life
uses and only 1 7% fulty support
~wimmlng due to oxygen-depleting
organic substances, bacteria, and
habitat alterabons. Land disposal
wastes, urban runoff, agriculture,
municipal sewage treatment,plant~,
and natural conditions are the rno~t
common sources of water quality
degradation in river~, lakes, arw:l
estuaries. Industrial and municill:~
d~scha~ges also pollute beaches.

Ground Water Quality
Organic compounds, including
dichloromethane, 1,1,2.tnchloroethane, and toluene were detected
below maximum contaminant
in several wells. Four wells were

~ B,~, ~,-~
(uscs ~-D~_, ~,~r~,k~: Un~)
~

Fo-a co~,v ol the Puerto Rico ~4
305(b) report, contact:

~

Eric H. Morale~
PueRo R~co Environmental Quality
Board
V~ater Quality A~ea
Box 11488
Santurce, PR O00tO
(809) 75~ -5548

Surface Water Quality
In rivers and streams, 1 7% of
the surveyed miles have good water
quality that fully supports
aquabc life
,
uses, 32% partially support aquatic
life uses, and 51% do not support
.
aquatic hfe uses Swimming is
impaired in 79% of the surveyed
rivers and streams Low d~ssolvec~
oxygen, pesticides flow alterat on,
bacteria, a~d nutnenLs are :he most
widespreacl problems in r~vers ancl
streams. In lakes, 30°,0 of the surveved acres fully support aquatic lile
uses, 19% part~aliy support these

clo~ed due to bacterial contaminabon and high tumidity and two
wells were shul down due to contam,nation from volatile orgamc
compounds. The ma~or sources of
ground water contamination are
sepbc tanks, livestock operations,
agnculture, ~torage tanks, and landflis Puerto R~co adopted ground
water use class~flcat~or~s and water
quahty stanc~arc~s ~n 1990. In 1993,
tr~e Environmental Quality Board
completed the ground water prior~tv hst that ranks cr~bcal areas for
remedia’,~on and protection
activities.

R0038988
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Puerto Rico requires permit5 or
ce~iflcates fo~ ground water and
su~ace water discharges, under~around storage tanks, and livestock
operabons Certificates require live-

Goo~
~F~,~
Goo~
~’~’~’~’ ~ ~,~
Rivers 8rid Streams (Totat Mllal ¯ 5,~)I=

~,~u,,"

Water Quality
Under a cooperative agreement
with the ~overnment of Puerto Rico,
the USGS co!reeLs bimonthly
samp!es at _57 fi×ed surface water
monitoring sta:lons. The samples
are anaiyzed for d~ssolved oxygen,
nutnents, bacteria, and conventional
paramete% Tw<e a year, the
samples are analyzed ~or metals and
severa! to×< substances. Puerto Rico
a!so maintains a Permanent Coastal
V~ater Qua:,~, ~wetwork of 88 stabons an0 the San Juan Beachfront
SDec~a~ Mion toting Network of 22
stat~on.~ sampled montht~ for bacterla~ contam~nabon.

Fair
(~.~

Po~r

2

~

real waste management systems
and other best management pract<es During ’,he 1992-1993 report~ng penod, P~erto Rico issued 194
certificates for livestock operations;
inspected 427 livestock operations;
implemented 77 BMPs in priodty
watershects~ offered 15 conferences
to educate the public about
nonpo~nt source pollution and con.
trois, and monitored the effect~eness of BMPs ~mplemented at poult~, dais, and hog farms.

Programs to Assess

L

Individual Use Support in Puerto Rico

8
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I

I
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0

Lakes (Total Acre= ¯ 10,~7)
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Rhode Island

use of several surface waters

~
~~~
~us~ ~D,0,~ ~ un~)

~

For a copy of ~e Rh~e Island 1994
30S(b) re~ con~
Connie Carey
Rh~e Island ~pa~ent of
Environmen~l Management
Division of Water Resources
2g~ Promenade St.
Prov de~ce RI 02g08-~767
(401) 277.65~g

Sudace Water Quali~
Eight-four ~rcent of Rh~e
Island’s nve~, 81% of lakes, and
g6% of estuarine waters sup~
aquatic life uses. However, many of
these wate~ are considered threaten~ ~ut 80% of nvers, 94% of
lakes, and 93% of estuaries ~lty
suppo~ ~mm~ng. ~e most significant pollutanb in Rhode I~land s
waters are hea~ metals (es~ialty
cop~r and lead), pr,or~t~ orgamc
chemicals (PCBs), bacteria, low d~ssolved oxygen, excess nutnen~, and
low pH’low ~uflermng capaci~,.
R~umng algae bl~ms, h~gh nutrlend, an~ h~gh turbiol~ threaten the

Rivers a~ estuanes are
impact~ by i~us~a{ and munidpal dischar~, comb~n~ s~er
oveMIows, u~n ~noM, highway
~n~, fai~ ~p~c s~tems, and
con~minat~ ~imen~. ~kes am
pnmadty im~ by non~int
~urces, i~tud~ng septic
at~sphe~ ~sition, a~ ~
and ~d ~.

Ground Water Quali~
~ut 24% of ~e S~te’s ~p~
labon is sup~i~ wi~ dnnking
water from public and pnvate ~lls.
~eraH, Rh~ Mand’s ground
water has ~ t~ excellent quali~,
but over 1~ con~minan~ ~
~n ~t~t~ in I~al~z~ areas.
Twen~ communi~ and eight
~ncommuni~ wells have ~n
clos~ and 4~ pnvate wells have
r~uir~ ~eatment due to con~mination. ~e most common ~llutan~ are ~um proud, ce~in
organic solv~, and hi,ares. Signiflcant ~llution ~urces include
teak~ng underground storage ~nM,
hazardous and industnai waste dis~sal sites, ill~al or impro~r w~te
dlspo~l, chemical and oil spills,
landfills, sepbc ~stems, road
storage and application, and
izer appli~n.
Program$ to Restore
Water Quali~
Rh~e Island’s Non~int ~urce
Management Program s~nsor~
the foliow~ng activities during Igg2]gg3: (I) preparation o~ NPS managemen~ plans for ]0 su~ace water

R0038990
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surety watersheds~ (2) development
o" a Community NPS Management
Gu~ae; (3) development of a
Stormv..ater Design and Installation
Manual (4) Dreparation of a manual
for selecting best management
practices for mannas; (5) d~elo~

’

Individual Use Support in Rhode Island
Good
(F~,~
Good
~.~,,~,~ ~

t:~-~ uN’

Fair

Poor

Poor

Rivers a~d St~8~s ~o~! MII~ = 1,1~)~
~

~6) m~ti~ation pro~ at Gr~n~¢h
Bay. inciudlng ~pt~c ~tem ins~t~o~s and replacement; (7) t~hnica~ assistance to communities d~op,n~ zomng or NPS con~ol ~d~nantes; and <8) ~vising and u~at .......
ing the Rh~e Island NPS Manag~
ment Plan.
~

47

¯

0

~

Programs to ~sess

Water Quali~

~kes @~I ~=~s = 17,~)

pr~ram consis~ of: (1) dischar~
effiue~t moni~onng, (2) the ~ach
Momtoring P,~ram, (3) ~e Shellfis. Grow, ng ~a Monitonng
Pr~ram, (4) USCS Water Quali~
Trend Monitonng F~x~ S~tions,

¯

~~
17~s

-

t~ons sampled bv the Rh~e Island
Depa~ment c,f Environmen~l Mana~ement, (6) b,o~ogical monitoring,
and (7) hmlte~ expansion of ambie~t water auah~ stream bioiogica~

I 1~

III 1~

-

-

-

17,~8

~

0

-

8

Estuaries ~o~! ~u~r~ Mile~ ~ 1~)

Rh~e Island added 25 toxi~ monitorin, c stabon~ to previously
oDmonitor~ streams.

". ,

I~

4

0

8

1

Not m~n~
~A sub~: Of Rh~e Island s ~s~gnat~ u~

.

30~,D, re~ to a f~l Oe~crlpbon ol

85

S~:e s use~
~l,,Cluoe~ ~,On~r~nn,ar streams that d~ up
a~d ac: not riO* at: year

mncluaes ~ear ~ater~

,~
~

!93

2

4
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South Carolina

~ precaution due to potent~a, poilut~on from nearby mannas or point
source discharges.
Bactena are the most frequent
cause of impairment (i.e., parua or
nonsupport of des~nated uses) in
nvers and streams; metals are the
most frequent cause of ~mpa~rment
in lakes, but only 1% of lakes do
not fully support uses; and tow dissolved oxygen is the most frequent
cause of impairment in estuaries.
Toxic contaminants do not appear
to be a widespread problem in
South Carolina surface waters. Of all
waters assessed, only 5% had elevated levels of metals and only
had concentrations of PCBs,
cides, and organics above
assessment cntena.

Ground Water Quality
~1~
-- ~, m~J~.~
(LJscs ~.~g,~ ~x~ u~)

,.. _

For a cop~ of the South Carolina
1994 305(b) report, contact:

Surface Water Quality

Gina LOwTnan
So~J~.h Caroht~a Department of
Health and Enwronmental Control
Bureau of Water Pollution Control
2600 Bull Street
Columbia SC 29201
(803~ 734-5153

Ninebi-one percent of surveyed
rivers, 99% of surveyed lakes, and
7.5% of estuaries have good water
quahty that fully supports aquatic
life uses. S~xby-three percent of
nver~, 99% of lakes, and 86% of
estuanes fulty support swimming
Unsuitable water qua!l~ is respon.
sidle for shellhsh harvesbng prohibtt~ons ~n only 2% of the State’s
coastat shellfish waters Another
11% of shellfish waters are closed as

Overall ground water qua!k"y
remains excellent, a,though the
number of reported ground water
contamination cases rose from 60
cases in 1980 to 2,207 cases in
1993. The increase ir~ the number
of contaminated s~tes is pnmarily
due to expanded monitoring at
underground storage tank sites
Leaking underground storage tanks
are the most common source of
contamination, impacting 1,741
sites, followed by leaking p~ts,
ponds, and lagoons.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
The South Carohna Department
of Health and Environmental Control (DHEC) ~n~t,ated a Watershed

R0038992
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Water Ouali~y Management Strategy (WWQMS)to int~rate monitonng, asses:~menL problem identi~
cation and prior tization water quak
and other management activities by
river drainage basins. DHEC ha~
oehneat~ five maior drainage

Individual Use Suppo~ in South Carolina

Water Quali~

¯

r

~
~4

c o~es~nding w, th the ~QMS
sch~ule.

~

~

-

_

_

~kes ¢o~ ~.

chem~ca~ and physical ~ramet~
,
~11~
monthly at flx~ prima~ s~Uons ....
l~at~ ,n or ~ear high-use water.
DHEC ~mples seconda~ s~ti~s
(near d~schar~es and areas ~th a
h~sto~ o~ water quah~ problems)
momhly from May ~rough O~o~r
DH~C a~ds new wate~hed s~tions
w~th~n the s~c basin under
~vesbgatio~. Watershed stations are

Fair

RIv~r~ and 9~aml ff~l ~1~ I ~,~1)~

wate~heds. Eve~ year, DHEC ~11
develop or r~i~ a management
plan and impiemen~tion strat~y
for o~e basin. It will ~ke 5 yea~ to
assess all basins in ~e S~te. ~
basin strat~es ~11 ~f~us wat~
quall~ prot~tion and rest~aU~
pnoriti~ for all~aUon of limit~

Programs to ~sess

G~
~, ~ ~)

~,~t~u~’

~ ~

0

0

-

-

Estuaries ~O~! ~Ul~ MIt~ = ~

[~

,,~

,,
j~ ~

o

~

o
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South Dakota

~ ~ m~-~,~

erosion, and other natural forms of
erosion. Ninety-eight percent of
South Dakota’s surveyed lake acre~
fully support aquatic life uses now,
bu~ the quality of these lakes i.~
threatened. Similarly, 100% of the
surveyed lake acres fully support
swimming, but these waters are
threatened. The most common
pollutant~ in lakes are nutrients and
sediments from, agncultural runoff.
The high water conditions that
prevailed in South Dakota for rnosl
of this reporting penod greatJy
increased watershed erosion and
sedimentation in lakes and streams.
Suspended solids cntena were
severely violated in many nvers and
streams, and there was an increase
in the incidence of fecal coliform
bactena in swimming areas at lakes.
However, water quality, improved in
some lakes that experienced low
water levels dunng the late 1980s,
and high flows diluted bacteria in
nvers and streams.

~o,~ a copy o~ the South Dako~

Ground Water Quality
Ni.ate~ e.ceed

1994 305(b) report, contact:
Andrew ~epsys
South Dakota Department of
Env ronment and Natural
Resources
Divisioq of Water Resources
Management
523 East Capitol, Joe Foss Building
P~erre, SD 5750!.3181
(605) :~73-3882

Surface Water Quality
Seventeen percent of South
Dakota’s surveyed nvers and streams
fully support ac]uatic life uses and
83% do not fully supporl aquatic
life uses. Thirty-five percent of the
surveyed rivers also suppo~ swimm~ng, and 65% of the surveyed
nvers do not fully support sw~m.
ruing The most common pollutan~
impacting South Dakota streams are
suspended solids due to water erosion from croplands, gult~ erosion
from rangelands, streambank

Contamlnant Levels in more wells
than an), other pollutant. About
1.5% of the samples collected at
t~ree eastern State aquifers during
1988-I 993 had mtrate concentrat~ons that exceeded the S~.ate critena of 10 mg!L. More than 70,,6 of
the samples collected from the Big
Sioux aquifer co~stenti), exceeded
the n~trate standard Potential
sources of nitrate include ~ ommercial fe~ihzer use and manur~ applications There were no violations of
drinking water standards for

R0038994
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petroleum products reported during
!992-1993, but petroleum products
were involved in 81% of the spills
reported during the period.

Individual Use Support in South Dakota
Good

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Falr

Poor

Poor

0

.

Rivers and Streams (’rotal Mt~.

wastewater d scharge permit
reau~rement~ has steadily ri~en from
37% in 1979 to 75% statewide in
1993 followir~g construction of 162
wastewater treatment facilities.
Comphance i.~ even higher (97%)
among the plants completed with
EPA Construction Grants. South
Dakota relies ~rimadly on voluntary
implementation of best management pracbce~ to control pollution
from nonpoint sources, such as

_

(~.~
Good
,~,~.~,
~...,,

~..~.~u.,

~
.

17

2,~2.

_

~

0

_
~s
0

rl

Lakes O’o~al Acr~ ¯

bons, and mining. The State has
initiated over ~0 BMP development
an~ implemer-tation projects.

,
0

Programs to Assess
Water Quality .....
water qualit), monitoring at established statior~s, special intensive
surveys, ir~te,qs,~,e fish surveys,
w’asteioad allo~ al,o~ surveys, and
mcii,,id~,al nomf~,~,~.., so~rce ~roje~t~.

~s.o’tl

0

- Not
s~b~ o~ S.o.ut~ D,~kot,a’s d~nated w~es appear m t.h~s figure Refer |o

The USCS, Co,ps o,’ Eng neers, and
U.S. forest Ser%ce a!_~o conduct
ro~Jt~ne mon~o-~ng throughout the
State ~.%ater ~a~p!es are amalyzed
for cher~i~al, p3ysica, biological,
ar~ct bacter~olo~_ ical para~~eters.
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oc,o. 0g co,,u ,

Te n ,, essee

--

hydrom~ification, and munici~l
~int ~rces. Inten~ impa~ ~
mining ~cur in ~e Cum~da~
Plateau r~ion, a~ ~ quali~
water di~ha~ ~ dams
impac~ s~eams ~ east a~ midd~
Tennes~.
In lakes, 421,407 acres (78%)
~. ~~
"

~~~~

~~

-

"

~ ’~ ~
"~ ~ ~

~~~
~sGs ~t ~ ~)
=~
For a copy of the Tenn~s~ 1~4
305(b) re~ con~
Gr~ ~nt~
Tenness~ Depa~ent of
Environment and Conse~ation
Division of Water PolluUon Con~ol
401 Church Street, L&C ~nex
Nashville, TN 37243-1534
(615) 532-0699

Surface Water Quali~
Six~-~e ~rcent of suwey~
~e~ and s~eams fully sup~
aquatic life uses, 25% papally su~
~ the~ u~s, and 1~ are not
suppling aquatic life uses due to
severe ~lluOon. Conventional ~llutan~ (such as siltation, suspend~
solids, nu~ien~, and oxygen~eplet,
ing substances) affect the most nver
miles. Toxic materials, bacteria, and
flow alterations impact Hve~ to a
lesser extent. Major sources of

ac~ (less than 1%) are ~reaten~,
aquatic life u~, and 87,126 ~
(16%)donotsup~m~u~
due to ~em ~llu~on. T~ ~
~despread problems in lak~ im
elude nu~en~, ~ dis~ o~gen, sil~tion, and p~oH~ o~.
Major ~urc~ of ~ese ~llu~n~
are agnculture, municipal w~
water ~eatment plan~, steam i~
~undmen~, hydrol~ m~~on, mining, and nu~ent addle.
Fish consumption a~ a~
~st~ on 142 miles of ~e~ ~
streams and over ~,~ ac~ ~
lakes due to elevat~ concen~aO~s
of ch~rdane, PCBs, dioxim, ~cu~, and o~er toxics in fish ~$s~
~mples. Swimming and wading am
restrict~ in Cha~n~a Cr~k and
East Fo~ Poplar Cr~k due to tox~
contamination from di~onOn~
waste dis~l prance.

Ground Water Quali~
Ground water quali~ is generally go~, but ~llutan~ con~minate (or are thought to controlnate) the resource in ~alized ar~.
~ese ~llu~n~ include, ~t are
not limit~ to, volaOle and
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semivolatile organic chemicals, bacteria, metals, petroleum product~0
pesticides, ano radioactive materials.

Individual Use Support in Tennessee

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

G~
~,~,~ ~,,

Rivers and
Tennessee is considering issuing
discharge ~i~ on a ro~ting
basis for each of ~e S~te’s ~
~ver basins and is stu~ing r~i~
aliz~ s~ndards ~at ~ke into
~~
account natu~l backgr~ c~
Oons. ~e ~i~ in each ~sin
would ~ ~aluat~ a~ ~issu~
t~ether on a 5-year ~cle. Ten~
Maximum Daily ~ad ~udi~ ~t
use a wate~h~ appr~ch to all~
care maximum ~llu~nt ~i~
among all ~e ~int ~urc~ dis-

~,~

~kes ~

Programs to ~ses~
Water Quali~

~

Tenne~’s ambient monit~
ne~o~ consis~ of 156 a~ve s~Uonal ~llu~n~ (such as
oxygen, ba~ena, and sus~nd~
solids), nutHen~ and sel~ meta~s. The S~te a~so ~o~ intens~ve su~e~ at streams where S~te
~onne~ sus~t that human
actwities are degrading s~am qu~
i~. Intensive su~eys o~en include
b~olog~cal monitoring. ~e S~te
samples toxic chemicals in fish and
s~ment at sites with sus~
toxici~ problems.

~-~r ~:oor

~,~

~,~
~
’~ ~b~t ~
~ for ~
~ ~enn~ ~ams
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Texas

The Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission (’TNRCC~
Goo~
Fair
launched a basin approach to water
f~"W
~r~t~ UN"
Goo~ ~,~,~
resource management with the
Rivers and Streams (Total Mlle~ ¯ 191,228)~
Clean Rivers Program (CRP). The
CRP is a first step in the develop~
meat of a long-term, comprehen.
sive and integrated geographic
~ To=~ =l~=
management approach aimed at
_4
~mproving coordination of natural
98
resource functions in the agency.
The basin approach will provide a
~4,3S~
0
framework for identifying problems,
tnvolving stakeholders, and integrat.
ing actions. The basin approach also
allows for the use of risk-based tar14,~’~
0
15
~
geting to priontize issues and better
allocate finite public resources.
L~kes (’l"otml Aett= ¯ 3,065,600)

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

1,s0s,0~e

fixed stations as part of iEs Surface
Water Quali~ Monitoring Program
(SWQMP). The TNRCC samples
different parameters and varies the
frequency of sampting at each site
to satisfy different needs. The
TNRCC also conducts intensive
surveys to evaluate potential

Poor

1

0

<1

0

<1

0

0

<1

0

0

0

2

<1

0

0

0

4

0

o

~
Estuaries (TOtal Square Miles =

ers during low flow conditions and
special studies to investigate specific
sources and pollutants, About 3,000
citizens also perform volunteer environmental monitoring in the Texas
Watch Program¯

Poor

u~ ~ IT

$9
~A subset of T(xas’ designated uses appear
m [h~s hgure Reler to the States 30S(b)
report for a full des~rlphon of the State’s
bln<ludes nonperenn~a! streams that dry up
an(~ Oo not flow all year

~

~

0

0
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oo , oo ,o,ro oce met.,

Utah

~imen~ to streams in ~e a~as.
Re~rce extraction and ass~iat~
actM~, such ~ r~d const~on,
al~ impa~ U~h’s ~e~ a~
sUeams.
~ut 61% ~ ~e suw~ lake
acr~ ~#~ sup~ aqua~c I~e u~s,
32% ~ially sup~ ~ese u~s,
and 7% do not sup~ aqua~ life
us~. ~ leading ~roUle~s in ~k~
include nut,end, sil~tion, I~ di~
~ o~n, sus~nd~ ~ids,
organic en~ch~ent, noxious
plan~, and violations of pH c~te~.
~e major ~urces of ~llu~n~ a~
gr~ing and i~gation, indus~al
~unici~al ~int sources, drawd~
of ~oi~, and natural condiU~.
Fish and ~tdlife consu~p~
~es are ~st~ ~ ~ I~
~on of ~hley C~k drayage
and St~a~ ~ke in Uin~h
due to el~at~ I~els of ~lenium
found in ~sh, duc~, and ~n

~

Ground Water Quali~
For a copy of ~e U~h 1994 305(b)
re~ con~
~omas W. T~le
U~h Depa~ment of ~vironmen~l
Qual~
Division of Water Quali~
P.O. Box ~44870
Salt ~ke Ci~, ~ ~ 14~870
(801) 5.38-6859

Su~ace Water Quali~

I~ general, ~e quali~ of
gr~nd water in U~h has remain~
~ ~e 5,726 ~er mil~ surrelat~ely ~ ~roughout ~e
vey~, 7~% fully sup~ aquatic life
S~te, although some ground water
u~s, 2~ pa~al~ sup~ ~e
d~radaUon ~cu~ in ~u~ cen~al
uses, and 5% are not supping
U~h in the metro~li~n area of
aquatic life u~s. The most com~n
Salt ~ke Ci~ and along ~e
~llu~n~ impaling Hve~ and
Wasatch Front area from Pa~on
streams are sil~tion and s~imen~,
noah to B~gham Cir. Sources of
to~l dissolv~ ~lids, nu~en~, and ground water degradation include
me~ls. Agricultural practices, such
imgation, urbanization, landfills,
as grazing and imgation, elevate
mining and mine ~ilings, and drawnutnent and s~iment loading into
down. In 1994, n~ ground water
streams. Point sources al~ con~
r~ulaUons went into
ute to nutrient I~ds, ~ile natural
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
The State’s Nonpoint Source
Task Force is responsible for coordinating nonpoint source programs in
Utah. The Task Force is a broad.
based group with representatives

’
Individual Use Support in Utah
Goal
~u~

~) ~

~

In 1993, Utah adopted a
basinwide water quality monitoring
intensive studies in the Weber River
B~sin in !993 and the Utah LakeJordan River Basin in 1994. A fixedstation network was also developed
to evaluate general water quality
across the State. Utah’s surface
water quality monitoring program
consists of about 200 ambient st¯tions, 7 salinit~~ monitoring stations,
and 30 biological monitoring site~.
In addition, 1 35 industrial and
municipal sites were monitored.

~

Poor

I

0

Rlver~ and Streams (’roll I~1~. ~,gll)

cies; Ic~al governments; agricultural
groups; conservation organizatJofls;
and wildlife advocates. The Task
Force hell:~l State water quality
and agricultural agencies prioritize
watersheds in need of NPS pollutio~
controls. As best management prac- ~
tices are implemented, the Task
Force will update and revise the
priodty lisL
~.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

Fair

Good

~
,

!,721

11

0

0

~

|

0

0

0

0

0

14

lakes (Total Acr~.

-

4so,071

1

0

0

0

0

0

o

~ o~ Utah’s deign¯ted uses ap~ar in ~his f~ur~. I~e~e~ to the State’s 30~b)
¯ lull de~cnpbo~ ol the State’s uses.

~lnck.~ r~x~pe~enni¯l s~ams tha~ dry up a~d d~ not I~w
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Vermont
mm

~
’

’ ~--~
=~"~
~, ~ "

~~~~
~ ~"r" ~
~ ~ L:

~- . , ~
;
~"~
~ ....

,~

"
~ ....

~ {~ ~

~

~ ~,
!~; ~ ~
"

"

~

305(b) re~ con~
Jerome J. M~dle
Ve~ont Agency of Natural
Re~urces
Dept. of Environmen~l Con~ation
Water Quali~ Division
!03 South Main S~
Building 10 Noah
Wate~u~, ~ 0~671~08
(802) 244-69~1

Champlain) ~1~ sup~ aquaUc life
u~s, 27% papally sup~
uses, and ~ do ~t sup~
aquatic life u~s. ~e most
proteins in lak~ i~lude flu~uaUng
water ~s, nu~ent en6ch~n~
algal bl~ms, organic ~h~nt
and I~ di~ o~gen, ~,
wate~i~oil, an aqua~ ~,
infes~3%of~eS~te’s~k~
¯
stream~nk erosion are ~e m~
fr~u=Uy =en=fi~ .urces of
problem,.
In ~ke Champlain, nu~
~e major cause of impai~n~
soHes ~st~ for ~out con~mi~t~
~ PCBs and walleye con~minat~ wi~ mercu~. Di~ove~ of
~e zebra mus~l in 1993 ~reatens
all u~.

~ ~in ~
~scs ~,t ~ ~)
~

~or a copy o~ ~e Ve~ont ~994

land developmenL
Six~-four ~rcent of ~e sur-

Surface Water Quali~

Ground Water Quali~

~ ~e ~,2~ miles of su~
dve~ a~ s~eams, 81% ~lly su~
~ aquatic life u~s, 15% ~ally
sup~ these uses, and 4% do not
sup~ aquatic life uses. Ten ~rcent of the su~ey~ rive~ and
streams do not fully sup~ ~mming. The most widespread impa¢~
include sil~tion, thermal m~ifications, organic en6chment and low
dissolv~ oxygen, nut,end, path~
gens, and other habitat alterations,
The pnncipal sources of impac~ are
agricultural ~noff, streambank
destabillzation and erosion, removal
of streamside v~e~tion, upstream

~ quali~ of Ve~ont’s
ground wate~ is not well underst~ due to a lack of re~urc~
r~uir~ to gather and assess
ground water data. Ground water
con~mination has ~en det~t~ at
h~ardous waste sites. Other sources
of concern include failing sep~c
systems, old solid waste dis~l
sites, agriculture, road ~1~ leaking
underground storage ~nM, and
landfiis. ~e State n~s to impl~
ment a Comprehensive Ground
Water Proration Pr~ram, but lac~
the financial and technica! re~urces
to do ~.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Dudng the reporting period,
Vermont implemented dechlodnation at 18 publicly owned sewage
treatment plants, which improved
water quality in about 47 miles of
dvers and streams. The State also
completed constnJction of the last
two planned sewage treatment
plants and upgraded four other
plants. To prevent habitat modifica.
tions, the State used the SectJon
401 water quality ce~ficat.iorl protess to require minimum stream
flows at four hydroelectric fadlities.
The stream flow requirements
should improve water quality on

Individual Use Support in Vermont
Good
~F~

Good ~

Fair

Poor
~

Poor
~

is

4

0

2

0

River~ and Streams
t~ ~
~
~ L~--~°" ’~1~

-~-~

~e
L~
98

III ~

~,~

,o .,.,,

L~ke$

Water Quality

Vermont’s monitoring activities
long-term trend monitoring.
Notable monitoring activities
include fixed.station monitoring on
lakes and ponds, citizen monitoring, ~__~ _~
~ong-te~n acid rain lake mon~o~no~
compliance monitoring for permitted dischargers, toxic discharge
monitoring, fish contamination
todng of aquatic insects and fish.

Lake C--~’amp

~1 A~r~ = 174,175)

.
114,175

aDP~ar ~n th~ figure R~fer to the State’s
305(b) re~otl for a fult Oe~npbon of the
S~ate s u~es.
blnctudes I:~’~nn~al streams only.
E~clud~ng L~ke Chan’~in.

174,175

0

7

I

10

0
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publicly owned lakes fully support
their d~sig~at~ u~s, a~d a~ut
1% do not fully ~p~ uses. ~e
most comm~ ~oblems in I~kes
i~lude dis~l~ oxygen deplete,
colifo~ ~eda, pH, and tem~r~
tu~, pdmad~ fr~ n~nt
,~~
vey~ wate~ fully sup~
Iff~ use, ~% sup~ ~i$
are threatenS, and 5%

~~

most common problem in ~inWs
estuadne water, follo~
ganic endch~nt and I~
oxygen c~cen~on$.
~rginia’s Atlantic ~ean ~i~
~1~ $up~ d~nat~ u~.
Six advisories limit fish corn
sump~on on 369 mil~ of ~rgin~’$

~~~
mscs ~ ~ ~)
For a copy of ~e ~rgin~ 1994
~OS(b) re~ con~
Ca~e Go~u~
~pa~ment of ~ron~n~l
Quali~
Water Di~sion
~ice of Water R~urces
Management
P.O. Box 1~9
Richmonc, VA 2~240-~
(8~) 762~290

Su~ace Water Quali~
~ ~e 34,575 ~er miles surv~, 90% ~lly sup~ aquatic life
use, ano~er 5% fully suppo~ ~is
use now but are threatenS, and
5% do not fully sup~ ~is use. ~
in past yea~, fecal colifo~ bacteria
are the most widespread problem in
dyers and streams. Agriculture and
pasture land contribute much of the
fecal col~fo~ bacteria in ~rg~nia’s
water. U~an ~no~ also is a significant source of impac~ in ~th rivers
and estuanes,

of miles of tidal ~bu~des to
James River. ~e Common~al~
I~ one advi~ ~at had
restfict~ fish consump~on on
Jac~on RNer a~ ~he Up~ Jam~
R~.
Ground Water Quali~
Sampling by the ~rginia
Depa~ment of Health det~
ba~ena! concentrations exc~ing
Maximum Con~minant Levels at
133 ground-water-ba~d communi~ public water systems in 1993.
Nitrates and ~st~cides were al~
det~t~ in a small ~rcen~ge of
the private wells ~mpl~ in a pilot
study in No,hampton Count. ~rginia revis~ ground water prot~tion roles w~th the Ground Water
Management ~t of 1992.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
Virginia’s Department of Environmental Quality recommends
control measures for water quality
problems identified in the 305(b)
report in their Water Quality Management Plans (VVQMPs). WQMPs
establish a strategy for bringing
impaired waters up to water qualit~
standards and preventing the degradation of high-quality waters. Con.
trol measures are implemented
through Virginia’s point source permit program and application of best
management practices for nonpoint
SOUrCeS.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

’

Individual Use Support in Virginia
Good

Fair

Poor

1

0

Rivers and Streams
,
?"-~_~ t°~u"e=n

~

~4,~/~

..~,M4

6

r~

$

~

4

1

<1

0

2

0

<1

0

Lakes ¢rom~

The Ambient Water Quality
i~"~::~ 1
Monitoring Program grew to 896
monitoring stations, a 26% increase
’"
since the previous reporting period.
These stations are sampled for
chemical and physical parameters
on a vadable schedule. The Core
Monitoring Program consists of a
subset of 51 stations that are
~.~4 ~
0
sampled for pesticides, metals, and
organic chemicals in fish and sediEstuaries (Total Squane M,a= = =,~O0)
ment on a 3-year cycle. About
sampled during the 1992-1993
reporting cycle.

- Not reported.
A subset of V~rqinLa’s designated uses
appear ~n this f,gure Refer to the State’s
305(b) report fl)r a full de~ript~on of the
States uses
Includes nonpe’ennial streams that dry up
and do not flow all year.
S~ze Of s,gnif+cant publicly owned L~ke~,
a subset of a!l lat, es in V=rgm,a

Poor

o~r~ u~’

¯"

-

1

<I

0

S

0

0

0

7

I

0

0

0

0

0

=,4"t0

2,~6~

-

1(,0

~~

2,470

~L

I
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Virgin Islands
~
~~
-~

",
¯
~ .~ US "’~..~.~~--~-~ ~-,
¯

_~
~~

t. Joh~

St. CroJx

~ ~n ~
~scs ~’9’~ ~ ~)

of wgi

305(b) re~ con~
~ne Han~
U.S. ~rgin Islands ~pa~ment of
Planning and Natural Resources
Division of Environmen~l Prot~on
P.O. Box 4340
St. ~omas, ~ ~801
(809) 773~565

~age ~ea~ent plan~, ~t~
by the ~rgin Isla~s ~~t
Public W~, a~ ~ maj~ ~e
of water q~li~ ~a~ons ~
Terror. N~I~ com~
mainte~nce s~ff, ~1~ in ~
quent ~akd~s ~ li~ ~
~mp s~Uo~, and ~li~.
qu~Uy ~u~ un~ ~
charges into sudace watt. St~
wat~ al~ ~ms ~
~at~nt faciliU~ a~ ~1~
b~s~s of raw ~ un~a~
~age into ~ a~ ~s.
O~er water q~li~ ~
~sult from un~iff~ d~
~it ~olaUons ~ ~ate i~
~al di~harge~, oil ~Hs, a~
un~iff~ filling a~M~ in
grove ~am~. Non~nt ~
concern incl~ failing ~ ~
terns, erosion ~ dwe~¢
u~n ~noff, wa~e di~l ~
v~ls, a~ s~lts.

Su ace Water Quali

Ground Water Quali~

~e U.S. ~rgin Islands consi~
of thr~ main islands (St. C~ix, SL

~e ~rgin Islands’ g~
is con~minat~ wi~ ~eHa,
water, and volati~ orphic c~-

~omas, and St. John) and over 50
smaller islands and cays I~at~ in
the Caribbean Sea. The islands lack
~rennial streams or large ~eshwater lakes or ~nds. Water qualiw
in the U.S. ~rgin Islands is generally
g~ but d~llning due to an
increase in ~int ~urce discharg~
and non~int source ~llu~on
entering the manne en~ronmen~

~unds. Septic ~n~, ~aking
municipal s~r lines, and ~a~
bypasses con~minate grou~ wat~
with bacteria. ~e~umping of
fe~ causes ~l~ater in~sion. V~
con~mination is due to underground storage ~n~ and i~i~
criminate di~harges of waste ~1.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Overall’ Use Support in Virgin Islands

The Temtorial PolluUon DisGood
Fair
charge Elimination System (’rPDES)
Good ~
~
requires permits for all point source
d=scharges, but not all permitted
Estuaries (’total Squ~r~ MII~ ¯
facilities are in compliance with their
To~
~
permit requirements. During the
1992-1993 reporting period, the
Division of Environmental Protection=,=.-.~,= --,.s.s
I
brought four major violator~ into

compliance. The Virgin Islands is
also developing new regulations for
sewage disposal systems and advocating best management practices
in the Revised Handbook for
Hornebuilder~ and Developers.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

Poor
~

Ocean Shoreline (l"ot~

15
aOverall use suppo¢l is pre~nted in this figure because the
v~lual use s~pport in their ! ~94 Sect~n 30S(b) report,

Note: ~ w,g,o ~,~, ~

The Ambient Monitoring Program performs quarter~ sampling
at 64 fixed stations around St.
Croix, 57 stations around St. Thomas, and 19 stations around St.
)ohn. Samples are analyzed for fecal
coliforms, turbidit% dissolved oxygen, and temperature. Twenb/sta.
tions on St. Groix were also sampled
for phosphorus, nitrogen, and suspended solids. Intensive studies,
which include biological sampling,
are conducted at selected sites that
may be affected by coastal development. The V~rgin islands does not
monitor bactena in shellfish waters
or toxic~ in fish, water, or sediment.

R0039007
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V
O

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

"

L

Individual Use Support in Washington

Washinqton provides financial
Good
incentives to encourage compliance
~=~
Good
=
with permit requirement.s, the prin~.=~ u~
~.,~) ¢r~=~.~
Opal vehicle for regulating point
Rivers and Stream= (’rot=l MII~ ¯
source discharges. The State also
has extensiv~ experience devel°p"
ing, fund mj, and implementing
t~i l~’°u~ ul"
18
nonpoint source pollution preven,
7,~1
0
tion and control programs since the
eady 1970s, The State has clevetoped nonpoint source control plans
with best management practices
~1
0
0
~
for forest practices, dairy waste,
irrigated agriculture, dryland agriculture, and urban stormwater. The
4,~7 I~
0
State is now focusing attention on
watershed planning. Efforts are curt.~kes (’roml ~ ¯ 4~,~)
rently geart, v5 toward prioritizJng
watersheds and developing compre~
hensive plans for the pdodty water~
sheds.
1,1,,137
~
0

Fair

Poor

|~

~

11

n

Poor

2

0

0

Is
<I

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

Programs to Assess

Water Quality
Washinqton implements an
aggressive program to monitor the
quality of lakes, estuaries, and rivers
and stream~. The program makes
use of fixed-station monitoring to
track spatial and temporal water
quality changes so as to ascertain
the effectiw,ness of various water
qua"ty proqra~s and be able to
identi~ de~rable adjustment~ to the
programs.

~.4~

o

~,~20

~

~tuaries ("1"o~1 ,~;lu~r~ MII~I = ~)

[~+

i

~ ~ ~2
143

7

~

’A subse~ o! ~,’ashington’s designated
ap~ar ,n rh,~ h~ure Refer to the S~te’$

0 0!~ ~0

0

0

0

0

0

S~,es u,e,
blnciudes noe~l~renn~al streams t~i d~ up
and ~o noi lh~w all year

, ..,
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West Virginia

,o west wrg,o,00,

and lakes. Fecal col!forms and acid.
it~ also impair a large number of
river miles. In lakes, oxygendepleting substances, acidity, nutrients, and algal blooms also impair a
significant, number of acres. Coal
mining impaired the most stream
miles, followed by municipal point
sources and agriculture. Coal rain.
ing was also the leading source of
degraded water quality in lakes,
followed by forestry and agriculture.
West Virginia reported that fish
consumption advisories are posted
for the Kanawha R~,er, Pocatalico
River, Armour Creek, Ohio River,
Shenandoah River, North Branch of
the Potomac River, the Potorna~
River, and Flat Fork Creek. Five of
the aoMsodes were issued because
of elevated dioxin concentrations in
bottom feeders. The other advisories
address PCBs and chlordane in sucker~, carp, and channel catfLsh.

~scs ~-~,~,, ~o~ u~
For information about water quality
in West ~qrginia, contact:
Mike Atcurt
West Virginia Division of
Environmenta! Protection
Office of Water Resources
1201 Greenbrier Street
Charleston, VVV 2.5311
(304) 5.$8-2108

Ground Water Quality
Surface Water Quality
West Virginia reported that 42%
of their surveyed nver and stream
miles have good water quality that
fully supports aquatic life uses, and
75% fully support swimming. In
lakes, 32% of the surveyed acres
have good water quality that fully
supports aquatic life uses and 100%
fully support swimming,
Metals and siltation are the
most common water quality

-West Virginia ranked mining
and mine drainage as the highest
priority source of ground water
contamination in the State, followed
by municipal landfills, surface water
impoundments (including oil and
gas brine pit.s), abandoned hazardous waste sites, and industrial landfills. West Virginia has documented
or suspects that ground water has
been contaminated by pesticides,
petroleum compounds, other organic chemicals, bacteria, nitrates,
brine/salinity, arsenic, and other
metals.

R0039010
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
NO information was available

from the State.

L

Individual Use Support in West Virginia

No information was availabl~
from the State.

~

Fslr

Poor

V

Poor

Rivers and Streams (’r~l Ull~ ¯ ~,~)

2
~ rl~"~

I,~4 ~

21,523

~

13

s

0

0

O

-

0

+A subset of West V~rgima’~ de’-~jnated use~ appear in th~s figure. Refe~ to the State’s 305(b)
report for a full cle~npt~o~ of the State’s uses.
blr~-Jud~ nonpereflmal streams that dr), up and do no~ flow all year.
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Wisconsin

bah,tat and flow alterations,
siltation, excessive nutrients, and
oxygen-depleting substances. The
sources of these problems are often
rural areas, and river modificaUons,
such as ditching, straightening, and
the loss of wetlands alongside
streams. Wastewater discharges also
moderately impair more than 1,000
miles of streams.

~_~

~

’

acres fully support aquatic life use~,
3% support these uses but are
¯ threatened, 1 .~% partially support
these uses, and 2.~% do not support
aquatic life uses. The p~mary source
of lake degradation is deposition of
airborne pollutant~, especially rner-

..~.~/~~~~
Wisconsin’s Great Lakes’ shoreline
partially supports fish consumption
use due to fish consumption

~

Lakes. Bacteria from urban runoff
also impair swimming along 60
miles of shoreline.

~ ~s~ Ik~,~es
~sscs ~D,g~t Hy~o~og~: U~)

~or a copy of the Wisconsin 1994
30.S(b) report, contact:
Meg Turvflle-Heltz
Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources
P.O. Box 7921
Madison, Wi $3707
(608) 266-01.$2

Surface Water Quality
The Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (WDNR) found
that 78% of the surveyed river miles
fully support aquatic life uses, 2%
support these uses now but are
threatened, 14% partially support
aquatic life uses, and 6% do not
support aquatic life uses. WDNR
believes that the survey process
underestimated the number of
threatened river miles. The most
prevalent problems in rivers are

Ground Water Quality
The primary sources of ground
water contamination in Wisconsin
are agricultural activities, municipal
landfills, leaking underground storage tanks, abandoned hazardous
waste sites, and spills. Other sources
include septic tanks and land application of wastewater. Nirsatenitrogen is the most common
ground water contaminant. Nitrates
come from fertilizers, animal waste
storage sites and feedlots, municipal
and industrial wastewater and
sludge disposal, refuse disposal
areas, and leaking septic systems.

R0039012
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
WDNR is integrating multiple
agencies, programs, interests, and
jurisdictions in an "ecosystem
approach" that looks at all parts of
the ecosystem when addressing
water qualib,---the land that drains

"
Individual Use Support in Wisconsin
Good

Fair

Poor

Poor

Rivers and Streams (’ro~

t°
waterb°dy,
above it~ ~"~, 1 ~ r~
thethe
plant.s,
animals,the
andair
people
using it. Since the 1970s, WDNR
has prepared water quality management plans tor each of the State’s
river basins that summarize the
. ~,~.~
condition of waters in each basin,
identify improvements and needs,
and make recommendations for
cleanup or protection. WDNR updates the plans every .S years and
uses the plans to rank watersheds
L~kes (Total ~r~ ¯
consin Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Abatement Program and to
address wastewater discharge con-

-

2~4,4~

,~ 6

~_

1 16

6

0

NA

NA

NA

J 21
lOO

0

0

3

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
In 1992, Wisconsin implemented a surface water monitoring
strategy to suppor~ river basin planning. The strategy integrates monitoring and management activities in
each of the State’s river basins on
the .S-year basin planning schedule.
In recent years, Wisconsin has
placed more emphasis on monitoring polluted runoff and toxic substances in bottom sediments and
t~ssues of fish and wildlife.

NA

NA

NA

Great Lakes (Total Ml~el
¯ -~

~ 1,017 ~

%017

0

1,017

0

0

0

4

4

0

2

0

NA = Not appi,cat)le because use is not cles=gnated in Stale standards
~A subset of W~sCons~n s cles~gnaled uses appear
repo~ for a
blnctuaes nonperenn=a~ streams that Or~ up and c~ not flow all year.
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Wyoming

--~’ .:~"

0o .

~tnJction of highways, road~, ~nd

In lakes, 31% of the surveyed
acres fully support aquabc life uses,
47% partially support these uses,
and 22% do not support aquatic life
uses. The leading problems in lakes

~ Z ~:~ "~ ~.~f..~.~;-~-~’.~ t |-~
"!
~
~ ~i

~

~

~/
/~.~

"’
~" ’ ~ ~

ents, sediment and siltation, other
inorganic substances, and metals.
quality problems in lakes are natural
sources, rangeland, irrigated crop~
land, flow regulation, and munk:il~l
,~

The State’s water qualiD/survey
is designed to identify water quality

~

waters are not impacted. However,
the State lacl~ definitive information
to that effect.

)r~,~,~

~ ~.~,, ~ ~,~>
For a copy of the Wyoming ~4
305(b) report, contact:
Beth Pratt
Wyoming Department of
Environmental Quality
Water Quality Division
Herschler Building
122 West 25th Street
Cheyenne, WY 820,02
(307) 777-7079

Ground Water Quality
Surface Water Quality

Some aquifers in Wyoming have
naturally high levels of fluoride,

selenium, and radionuclides. Petro-

leum producLs and nitrates are the
Of the 6,091 river miles surmost common pollutants in Wyoveyed, 13% fully support aquatic life
ming’s ground water, and leaking
uses, 22% fully support these uses
underground storage tanks are the
now but are threatened, 63% parmost numerous source of contamitially support aquatic life uses, and
nation. Other sources include
2% do not support aquatic life uses.
uranium and trona mineral mining,
The most widespread problems in
agricultural activities, mill tailings,
rivers and streams are siltation and
spills, landfills, commercial and
sediment, nutrients, total dissolved
industrial sumps, septic tank
solids and salinity, flow alterations,
leachfields, wastewater disposal
and habitat alterations. The most
ponds at coal-fired power plants
prevalent sources of water quality
and other industrial sites, and cornproblems in rivers and streams are
mercial oilfield disposal pits.
rangeland, natural sources, irrigated

R0039014
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Wyoming

Wyoming requires dischar~,~
Go~l
Fair
permits and construction permits for
all wastewater treatment facilities.
~ u~’
~’~ ~ ~,~
The Department of Environmental
RIvers and Streama 0"~t~l MI~. 11~,~___~
Quality (DEQ) reviews proposed
plans and specifications to ensure
that plants meet minimum design
cnteria. Wyoming’s nonpoint r~:~Jrce
,
program is a nonregulatory program that promotes better managemerit practices for all land use activities, including grazing, timber hat .....
vesting, and hydrologic rnodif~,.a.
tions.

P~.
~,~

-

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
ing reference stream sites around
the State in orcler to define chatacteristics of relatively undisturbed
streams in each ecoregion. The
State is sampling chemical and biological parameters, such as dissolved
oxygen, nutnents, aquatic insect
species composition, species al~n.
dance, and habitat conditions at tJ~e
candidate reference stream sites.
~.~
0
0
Once estab ished, the reference site
conditions will serve as the basis for -Not reposed
assessing other streams in the same
~,,pon lot ,, full clescription of the State’s use~.
ecoregion or subecoregion.
~In~lud~ nonperennial streams that dny up and do not flow all y~t.
Wyoming will use the reference
conditions to establish a volunteer
biological monitoring program.

0
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Tribal Summaries
This chapter provides indMdual
summaries of the water quality survey data reported by six American
Indian Tribes in their 1994 Section
305(b) reports. Tribal partJcipation
in the Section 305(b) process grew
from two Tribes in 1992 to six
l"ribes during the 1994 reporting
cycle, but Tribat water quality remains unrepresented in this report
lot the hundreds of other Tribes
established throughout the country.
Many of the other Tribes am in the
process of developing water quality
programs and standards but have
not yet submitted a Section 305(b)
report. As Tribal water quality

1

2

programs become established, EPA
expects Tribal participation In the
Section 305(b) proce~ to incr~se
rapidly. To encourage Tribal
pation, EPA has ~pon~:~’t,~l water
quality monitoring and
training ~essions at Tribal Iocatiom,
prepared streamlined 305(b)
ing guidelines for Tribe~ that ~
to participate in the proce~,
published a brochure, Knowin9 Out
Waters: Trit)ol Repo~’ncj Under .~c.
t;on 305(b). EPA hopes tJ~at subsequent reports to Congre~ will co~rain more informat.Jon about water
quality on Tribal lands.
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Campo Indian Reservation

,

- ~.
~

~,~,o or upstream of the Rese~v~
tJon, but grazing livestock have
degraded streams, lake~, and
wetlands with manure containing
fecal coliform bacteria, nutrients,
and organic wastes. Livestock also
trample streambeds and riparian
habitats. Septic tanks and construction also threaten water quality.

Ground Water Quality

~

’

~
~

Ground water supplie~ 100%
of the domestic water consumed o~
the Campo Indian Reservation.
Nitrate and bacteria from nonpoint
sources occasionally exceed drinking
water standards in some domes~
wells. The proximity of individual
septic systems to drinking wate~
wells poses a human health risk
because Reservation soils do not
have good purification properties.
Elevated iron and manganese levee
may be due to natural weathering
of geologic materials.

Loc~uon oi’ Reset’vaUon

Programs to Restore

~or a copy of t,e Campo =ndian
Reservation 1994 305(b) report,
contact:
~

Stephen W. Johnson
Michael L Connolly
Campo Environmental Protection
Agency
36! 90 Church Road, Suite #4
Campo, CA 91906
(619) 478-9369

Surface Water Quality
The Campo Indian Reservation
covers 24.2 square miles in southeastern San Diego County, California. The Campo Indian Reservation
has 31 miles of intermittent streams,
80 acres of freshwater wetlands, and
10 lakes with a combined surface
area of 3.5 acres.
The natural water quality of
Tribal streams, lakes, and weUands
ranges from good to excellent.
There are no point source discharges

Water Quality
The Campo Environmental Protection Agency (CEPA) has authority
to administer three Clean Water Act
programs. The Section 106 Water
Pollution Control Program supports
infrastructure, the 305(b) assessment process, and development of
a Water Quality Management Plan.
The Tribe is inventons, ing its wetlands with funding from the SecOon
104(D)(’3) State WeUands Protection
Program. The Tribe has used funding from the Se~:tion 319 Nonpoint

R0039018
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Source Program to stabilize stream
’
banks, construct sediment retention
Individual Use Support in Campo
structures, and fence streams ant’
riparian zones to exclude livestock.
~
F.tr
CEPA wilt promulgate water quality
(~.~
Good ~
standards in 1995 that will establish
~..~u~
~"~ ~ ~)
beneficial uses, water quality criteria,
Rivers
and
Streams
(’r~t~l
MI~=.
and antidegradation provisions for
all Tnbal waters.
In ! 994, the General Council
~ to~ ,=~
passed a resolution to suspend
~
0
0
cattle grazing on the Reservation for
at teast 2 years and to concurrentJy
restore degraded recreational water
resources by creating fishing and
~1
0
e
~
s~nmming ponds for Tribal use.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
Streams, wetlands, and lake~ on
Tribal lands were not monitored
until CEPA initiated its Water
Pollution Control Program in 1992.
I:ollowing EPA approval of CEPA’s
Quality Assurance Project Plan in
May 1993, CEPA conducted shortterm intensive surveys to meet the
assessment process. Based on the
results of the 1994 305(b)
ment, CEPA will develop a longterm surface water monitoring program for implementation in 199.S.
CEPA will consider including biological monitoring, physical and chemical monitoring, monthly bacterial
monitoring in lakes, toxidty te.~dncj,
and fish tis,~ue monitoring in its
monitoring program.

~

16

0

~

Indian Reservation
~,~

0

0

0

~l~kes 0"*~ ~.
,

"A sub~et of Campo Indian Reservation’s designated ~ appear

l"nbe’s ],0.S(b) repo~ fo~ a full de~ripbo~ of the Tribe’~
hndu~e~ r~,’~r~n,~l ~’~an~ mat dry up and do not ~ all
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V

0
Coyote Valley Reservation

~
Lo~Jtio~ o~

cemed about bacteria contamination in the Russian Rrver, potentSal
contamination of Forsythe Creek
from a malfunctioning septic system
leachfield, and habitat modifications
in both streams that impact aquatk:
life. Past gravel mining operations

2

removed gravel spawning beds,
altered flow, and created very steep
banka. In the past, upstream mining
also elevated turbidity in Forsythe
Creek. The Tribe is also concerned
about a potential trend of increasing
pH values and high water temperatures in For~ythe Creek during the
sumlller.

Ground Water Quality
Legend
~ Not ~
~mm Not Supporting
~1 Partially Supporting
m~m Suppo~ng

For a copy of the Coyote Valley
Reservation 1994 305(b) report,
contact:
Jean Hunt or Eddie Knight
The Coyote Valley Reservation
P.O. Box 39
Redwood Valley, CA 95470

~

Surface Water Quality
The Coyote Valley Band of the
Pomo Indians is a federally recognized Indian Tribe, living on a
57-acre parcel of land in Mendocino
County, California. Segments of the
Russian River and Forsythe Creek
flow past the Reservation, although
flow diminishes in the summer and
fall. Fishing, recreation, and religion
are important uses for surface waters
within the Reservation.

The Coyote Valley Reser~,ation
contains three known wells, but
only two wells are operable, and
only one well is in use. The old
shallow irrigation well (Well A)
abandoned because it went dry
after the gravel mining operation on
Forsythe Creek lowered the water
table. Well B, located adjacent to

~or~he Cree~, i~ u~=d to in, gate =
walnut orchard. Well C, located on
a ridge next to the Reservation’s
housing uniL~, is not in use due to
severe iron and taste problems.
Sampling also detected high tevets
of barium, total dissolved solid~,
manganese, and conductNib/in
Wells B and C. However, sample~
from Well B did not contain organic
chemicals, pesticides, or nitrate in
detectable amounr_s. Human waste

R0039020
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contamination from septic systems
may pose the greatest threat to
ground water quality.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality

Individual Use Support in Coyote Valley Reservation
Good

Programs to Assess

Water Quality

Poor

~.

Poor

0

0

~

Rivers and Streams (’total I~le~. 0~)b

Codes and ordinances for the
~eservation will I:~ estalNi.¢~ to
create a Water Quality and Man~jement Program for the Reservation.
With codes in place, the Coyote~
Valley Tribal Council will gain the
authority to ,’estrain the discharge ot
pollutants that could endanger the
Reservation water supply and affect
the health and welfare of its people,
a~ well as people in the ao~ace~t
communities.

Flit
,~,F..,
~ ,~ Good ~

~,.~.~u.’

~

~-

]o
~.~

0

0.~

0

O~

0

0

’A subset ot Coyote Valtey ResefvaDon’s de~gnated uses ,ppe~ in
~ to the Tnbe’s 30.~’b) ~ for, tuff ~:ript~n of ~e Tribe’s uses.

b~.~ ~.~ ~,m, ~,t ~ .~ ~ ~ ~ot r~.

The Tribal Water Quay
Manager will design a monitoring
system with assistance from enviro~
mental consultants. The Water ~
ity Manager will sample a temporar~ monitoring station on r-orsythe
Creek and a proposed sampling
station on the Russian River ev~y
month. A fisheries biologist will
survey habitat on the rivers every
other year, as funding permits.
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Gila River Indian Community

Arizona

with high suspended s~=dirnent
Surface water was evaluated
with qualitative information due to
the lack of rnoni~odng data. Most of
the Community’s surface waters
have fair water quality that partially
supports designated uses because of
turbidity, siltation, salinity, and
metals loading from rangeland,
agriculture, irrigation return flows,
and upstream mining. Information
was not available for assessing
L=f~ect~ Of tOxiC contarl~Rant~ artd
acid rain. There is no information
about water qualit7 conditions in

Ground Water Quality

~ ~’~ ~
~ ~ c=n=

For a cop), of the Gila River Indian
Communi~ 1994 305(b) report,
contact:
Errol Blackwater
Gila River Indian Communit~
Water Quality Planning Office
Comer of Pima and Main StJ’eeLs
Sacaton, AZ 85247
(602) 562-3203

Surface Water Quality
The Gila River Indian Community occupies 580 square miles in
Centrat Arizona adjacent to the
metropolitan Phoenix area. About
8,500 members of the Pima and
Maricopa Tribes live in 22 small
villages inside the Communi~. The
Gila River is the maior surface water
feature in the Community, but its
flow is interrupted by upstream
diversions out.side of the Communit),. Arid conditions and little
vegetative cover cause sudden runoff

Communit7 ground water
ity generally complies with EPA’s
Maximum Contaminant I.eve~s, but
concentrations of total dissolved
solids often exceed recommended
concentrations. However, members
of the Community have either
adiusted to the aesthe0c problem of
high dis.~31ved solids or begun purchasing botlJed water, as have other
ground water user~ in the metropolitan Phoenix area. Occasionally,
concentrations of coliform bacteria,
nitrates, and fluoride exceed recornmended criteria in isolated wells.
Pathogens from onsite sewage disposal systems have been detected in
ground water and pose the primani
public health concern. Other conceres include salinity and pesticides
from large-scale agriculture and
potential fuel or solvent leaks.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality

-’Individual Use Support in Gila River Indian Community

The Gila River Indian Cornmunit~ needs a comprehensive water
quali~ protection program, espy.
ciall7 as nearby urban growth and
agricultural expansion create addi-

l:~t~t~ul~e,

Good

~
demands on aquatic resources. As a
first step, the Community’s Water
11~
Quali~ Planning Office intends to
address point sources of pollution
through a Ground Water Protection
Strategy. The Strategy will seek to .....
eliminate all discharges that could
reach ground water or require rapid
mitigation if a discharge cannot be
li~
avoided. Principles of Arizona’s
~
Aquifer Protection Permit Program
Lakes (’rot~ ~., 1~)
may serve as a basis for the
Strateg~ will be streamlined and
simple to implement. The Strategy
may include technolog),-based or
standards-based protocols for facilitJes and conditions for land use
perm~.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
The Communib! needs monitor-

ing programs for ground water,

surface water, and wetlands in order
to assess use support and to
support a water pollution conb’ol
program.

Fair

Pool

Poor

i~x,~) ~ ~j
Rivers end Streams (Totll MIIII. 11~)I~
~l
0

0

0~

"
0

0

0

0

~

..~
~"

~

~.

1~

1~

0

o

ls~

0

0

I

. No~ reported.

0o~
10c
[]
0

0_

"""--

’~, subset o~ Giia R~.~ Indian Comrnunib/’s designated us~ appear in this r~ure. Refer to the
Comrn~n=b/’s 30.~(b) rL=pod fO~ a full c~escripbon of the Co~nunitys uses.

bJncJu~e~ nonpe~e~al s~ams that dr), up and ~o not flow all
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so oe w,,o oo the

Hoopa Valley Indian
Reservation

tion appear to be free of toxic
o,,ooic chemicals, but poor forest
management practices and mining
operations, both on and off the
Reservation, have caused significant
siltation that has destroyed gravel
spawning beds. Water div~’sions,

~

Trinity River above the Reservation,
have also stressed the fishery by

’
\

"

\

velo<:ity. Low flows raise wate~
temperatures and reduce flushing of
accumulated silt in the gravel beds.
Upstream dams also stop gravel
from moving downstream to
fecal coliform concentrations aLso

Ground Water Quality
’
~ No~ suppo~ng

~

~ suppoc~g
0

~or a copy of the Hoopa Valley
Indian Reservation 1994 305(b)
report, contact:
Colleen Goff
P.O. Box 1314
Hoopa, CA 95546
(916) 625-4275

~s~

P

Surface Water Quality
The Hoopa Valley Indian Reserration covers almost 139 square
miles in Humbo!dt County in northem California. The Reservation conrains 133 miles of nvers and streams,
including a section of the Tnnity
River, and 3,200 acres of wetlands,
The Reservation does not contain
any lakes.

Ground water sampling
revealed elevated concentrations of
and fecal coliforms in some wells.
The Tribe is concerned about potential contamination of ground water
from leaking underground storage
tank~, septic system leachfields, and
abandoned hazardous waste sites
with documented soil contamination. These sites contain dioxins,
herbicides, nitrates, PCB$, metals,
and other toxic organic chemicals.
The Tribe’s environmental consultants are designing a ground water
sampling program to monitor
potential threats to ground water.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quality
In 1990, EPA approved the
Hoopa Valley Tribe’s application for
treatment as a State under the
Section 106 Water Pollution Control
Program of the Clean Water Act.
Following approval, the Tribe
received Section 106 funding to
conduct a Water Quality Planning
and Management Program on the
Reservation. The Tribal Water Quality Manager !s developing water
quality criteria for the Reservation,
with the help of environmental consultants. The proposed cdteria will
be reviewed by the Hoopa Valley
Planning Department and the Tribal
Council.

’
Individual Use Support in Hoopa Valley

Indian Reservation
Good

Fair

Poor

Poor

0

0

0

0

0

-

-

Rivers and Streams (’rotal MII~. 13,1)=
~
.

77

0

10o
77

0

Water Quality
In June of 1992, the Tribal Planning Office and its hired consultants
and six ground water sites. The
Tribe measured different pollutants
at each site, depending on the sur.
rounding land use activities, including conventional pollutants, toxic
organic pollutants, metals, and fecal
coliforms. The Tribe plans to establish fixed monitoring sites in the
near future, which will complement
ongoing biological monitoring conies Department on the Trinity River.

Wetlands (’rot=l Acr~ ¯ 3,200)

3~o0

o

0

-

_

_
-

3~200

0

0

0

0

- Not reDor~ed
~A ~.ubset of Hoopa Valley Indian Rese~vatlon’s designated use,. appear in this f’~ur~. I~ tO
~he Tnbes 305(b) reporl for a full descnpbon of the lnbe’s uses.
~lnciucles nonperennial streams that dry up and do not flow all y~at,
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,n add,tion to the

Hopi Tdbe

Locabon of Hopi Tribe

and ephemeral washes and streams,
surface water on the Hopi Reservation occurs as springs where ground
water discharges as seeps along
washes or through fractures and
ioints within sandstone formations.
The Hopi Tribe assessed 18 springs
in 1992 and 1993. The assessment
revealed that several springs had
one or more exceedances of nitrate,
selenium, total coliform, or fecal
coliform. The primary potential
sources of surface water contamina.
tion on the Hopi Reservation include
mining activities outside of the Reservation, livestock grazing, domestic
refuse, and wastewater lagoons.

Ground Water Quality

For a copy of the Hopi Tribe’s
1994 305(b) report, contact:
Phillip Tuwaletstiwa
The Hopi Tribe
Water Resources Program
Box 123
Kykot~mobi, AZ 86039
(520) 734-9307

Surface Water Quality
The 2,439-square-mile Hopi
Reservation, located in northeastern
Arizona, is bounded on all sides by
the Navajo Reservation. Surface
water on the Hopi Reservation consists primarily of intermittent or
ephemeral streams. Only limited
data regarding stream quality are
available. The limited data indicate
that some stream reaches may be
deficient in oxygen, although this
conclusion has not been verified by
repeat monitonng.

In general, ground water quality
on the Hopi Reservation is good.
Ground water from the N-aquifer
provides drinking water of excellent
quality to most of the Hopi villages.
The D-aquifer, sandstones of the
Mesaverde Group, and alluvium also
provide ground water to shallow
stock and domestic wells, but the
quality of the water from these
sources is generally of poorer quality
than the water supplied by the
N-aquifer.
Mining activities outside of the
Reservation are the most significant
threat to the N-aquifer. Extensive
pumping at the Peabody Coal Company Black Mesa mine may induce
leakage of poorer quality D-aquifer
water into the N-aquifer. This
potential problem is being investigated under an ongoing n~onitoring
program conducted by the U.S.
Geological Survey. In addition, the
U.S. Department of Energy is

R0039026
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V
0

investigating ground water impacts
from abandoned uranium railings at
Tuba City. Other potential sources
of contamination in shallow wells
include domestic refuse, under.
ground storage tanks, livestock graz.
ing, wastewater lagoons, and s~ptic
tanks.

Good
Fair
Poo~
(~
Good ~
m,~,~.~,~) ~ ~ m~~
Rivers and Streams ~o~1 ~!ll~. ~0~’

Poor

~ UN’

Programs to Restore

’

T~., ....

~

Water Quality
~

~

sl

Draft water quality standards
(including an antidegradation
policy) were prepared for the Tdbe
in 1993. The Tribe is also r~viewing ~
a proposed general maintenance
program to control sewage lagoons.
The Tribe has repeatedly applied for
EPA grants to investigate nonpoint
source pollution on the Reservation,
but the applications were denied.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

L

Individual Use Support
in Hopi ReservaUon

~’J

0

0

0

2

~

0

0

Springs (’ro~-! Numl~r,,

ing springs and ground water during the 1994 reporting cycle. Future
surface water monitoring will assess
aquatic life in springs, lakes, and
streams; baseflow and storm flow in
streams; and biological, sediment,
and chemical cow,tent of streams
and springs.

~

~ 1~

-

11
_~.

0

~

0

- ....

~

19

0

0

0

¯ Not reported
’A subset of the Hopi Tribe’s designated use~ appear in this figure. Ref~ to tbe Tribe’s 3OS(b)
report lot a full des~riphon of the Tribe’s uses.
~lnclude~ nonperenniat streams that dr~ up and do not flow ~ 3~’.
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Soboba Band of Mission
Indians

~o~, but upseeam
g~nd wat~ ~rawals ou~
of ~e Re~a~
~ to int~i~t s~tus f~
water on ~e S~ Re~a~on
excellent a~ ~ains unim~ir~
date, ~s~ on ve~ limit~ ~.
~ quali~ of sudace water,
~ent it is available, ~1~ sup~
~v~

~harge, wildlife habi~L
a~. ~erall, ~e greatest ~at
water quali~ on
va~ is ~ ~u~n ~ sud~e
off~e~a~ d~

Ground Water Quali~

~ ~=~ ~

~or a copy of the So.ha Band of
Mission h~dians 1994 305(b) ~
con~G:
Jamle S. Meg~
So.ha B.~nd of Minion Indians
P.O. ~x 487
San Jacinto, ~ 92581
(909) 654-2765

Sudace Water Quali~
~e So.ha Rese~a~on encorepasses a~ut 9.2 ~uare miles in
~uthem California a~ut 80 miles
east of Los ~geles. The San Jacinto
River is the major suflace water feature on the Re~a~on. At one Ome,

~r~ major water ~pp~
~ water from
¯ e ~ba Re~ation. Gr~nd
water overdraft ou~ide ~e Re~ma.
Oon has seriously ~uc~
drawal capaci~ of ~e Reagan’s
wells and aquifer. ~e chemi~l
quali~ of ground water on ~e
So.ha Rese~a~on is ~cellent
remains unimpair~ to date. ~e
single most c~tica! threat to wat~
quali~ is a pro~sal by the ~stem
Municipal Water Dist~G to rouOne~
r~harge ~eat~ effluent at a ~te
within 6~ f~t of an exisO~
S~ ~11.
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Programs to Restore
Water Quali~

’
Individual Use Suppo~ in So~ba Band
of Mission Indians

~ere a~ no focal wat~ ~lution control pr~rams in ~e
the Rese~ation. Howler, the ~
G~
has achi~ compliance with EPA
monitoring and Ueatment ~ui~
Rlve~ Rnd ~a~8 ~1 ~ ?~
men~ for i~ domestic ground wat~
supply s~tem and ~e Band is c~sidering Oevelopment of a ~1~
prot~on pr~ram. In addison,
Band is s~king assis~nce from EPA
under the Indian En~ron~n~l
General ~sis~nce Pr~ram to ~
~te ~e Band a~ut water quali~
issues, es~blish water ~urce ~
~00
o~er water prot~ ini~a~es.
~e So~ba Band is continui~
i~ straggle to asse~ and defend i~

~’4

Fruit

~

0

0

s~n~ n~otiating w~ ~e major
water use~ ou~i~ of ~
~on to faiHy ap~on ~e wat~
¯ e barn. Nond~rada~ ~ wat~

Programs to ~sess
Water Quali~
~e Band adv~ates shadng a~
c~raUve anal~is of da~ on ~
hydrol~y and water quali~ ~ ~e
San Jacinto wate~h~ to facili~te
water ngh~ n~otiations. ~is
mative approach to water re~u~e
management should lead to a ~
tematic, int~rated water quali~
monitoring pr~ram for ~e ~sin
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Interstate Commission
Summaries
Interstate Commissions provide
a forum for joint administration of
large waterbodies that flow through
or border multiple States and other
jurisdictions, such as the Ohio River
and the Delaware River and Estuafine System. Each Commission has
it~ own set of objectives and protocols, but the Commissions share a
cooperative framework that embodies many of the pnnciples advocated

by EPA’s watershed management
approach. For example, Interstate
Commissions can examine and
address factors throughout the basin
that co~tJ’ibute to water quality
problems without facing ~
imposed by political boundaries.
The informaUon presented here
summarizes the data submitted by
four Interstate Commissions ~ their
1994 Section 30.S(b) reports.
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Delaware River Basin
Commission

~~~
(us~ ~ ~ u~e)

~r a copy o~ ~e ~a~ ~
Basin Commi~i~ ~ 994 305(b)
re~ con~
Ro~ Kau~h
Delaware River Basin Commission
P.O. Box 7360
West Trenton, NJ 08628~360
(609) 883-9~00, ext. 252

Su~ace Water Quali~
~e ~lawa~ ~er ~sin coven
~ions of ~lawa~, N~ je~,
N~ Yo~ and Penn~ania. ~e
Delaware River ~tem consis~ of a
207-mile freshwater ~men~ an
85-mile tidal reach, and ~e ~laware Bay. NeaHy 8 million ~ple
reside in ~e Basin, which is also ~e
home of numerous indus~al
facilities and the ~ facili~ of
Philadelphia, Camden, and
~lmington.

o’ w.t

94% ~ ~e es~a~ wate~ in
~,~ ~ g~ wat~ quali~ ~at
~I~ sup~ ~ I~e u~s.
~ ~rc~t ~ ~ ~efine wat~
~ not sup~ ~ c~mp~
a~ ~ have fair quali~ ~at ~r~l~ sup~ ~mmi~. In ~tu~
fi~ water, ~r water quali~
~i~ s~llfishing in 2~ of
~ water. ~ dis~ o~
co~a~ons and toxic con~minan~ in ~i~nt d~r~e
of ~e ~er t~al ~er and e~a~.
~al col~o~ ~e~a and high
valu~ im~ir a f~ mi~s
~laware ~. ~ of ~1 1 ~4,
fish c~sump~ a~
~l~a~ ~er a~ 22 ~ua~ mi~
of ~e ~I ~er, ~ning
~bl~ to ~ consump~n
channel ~, ~ite ~r~,
ame6~n ~ts c~mi~t~
~Bs and chicane.
In general, water quali~
impr~ since ~e 1992 305~)
a~s~t ~. ~dal ~er o~gen ~els were higher du~ng

c~ su~er ~, r~idu~ of
tox~ chemi~ls in fish and shel~sh
d~lin~, and ~pula~ons of
~nt fish s~ies (such as
~ss and AmeHcan shad) increa~
duhng ~e 1994 as~ss~ent ~.

Programs to Restore
Water Quali~
For ~any yea~, ~e
R~er ~sin Commission and ~e
su~ounding S~tes have
ment~ an aggressive pr~ram to
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reduce point source discharges of

’

oxygen-depleting wastes and other
pollutants. These programs will
continue, in addition to new efforts
to determine the role of stormwater
runoff. The Commission also
adopted new Special Protection
Water~ regulations to protect existing high water quality in the uppar
reaches of the nontidal river from
the effects of future population
growth and development. The

Individual Use Support in the Delaware River Basin
Good

-

monitoring. The Combined Sewer
Overflow Study and the Toxics
Study will both require additional
specialized water qualit~ analyses in
order to understand how and why
water qualit~ is affected. New
management programs will very
likely require customized monitoring
programs.

Poor

~
, ~1~
[~ .] T°~""

~o7

14

~o~

~

0

0

0

o

0

$

0

0

2

0

0

~e

0

0

Eatuarles (’rot=l Squ=r=

intensive monitoring program along
the entire length of the Delaware
parameters are sampled at most
stations, located about 7 miles
aparL The new Special Protectk)n
Water~ regulations require evefl
more sophisticated monitoring and
modeling, such as biological moni-

Poor

Rivers and Streama

comprehensive watershed management approach to coordinate
severa! layen of governmental
regulatory programs impacOng tfte
Delaware River Basin.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality

FiIr

o~=~ u~"

"

~

210

|

215

0

0

1~

0

0

IIII

0

0

0
’A subset of the Delaware R~ver Basin Commission’s designated use~ appear in this figure.
Refer to ~ Co~nmis~=~o~’s 30.S(b) report fo~ a full Oescnptio~ of the Cornmis.uo~’s uses.
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Interstate Sanitation
Commission
~ ./~.~ / J dec,ea.. The reduction in bact.
~..~.~
~\
,\, ~,~
"
"
~\~:
I

r

In general, water qualiby in the

o,.tr,reportJng
waters,mp
.ed ur
o/de. Dissolved oxygen concentrations
increased and bacteria densities
round disinfection regulations
(which took effect in 1986), and the
elimination of discharges receMng
only primary treatment at Middlesex
Topic~ of concern to the ISC
include compliance with I$C
tions, toxic contamination in
waters, pollution from combined
s~er ove~ow~, clos~.~:l shellfi~h
capacity to handle growing flows
from major building projects.

Ground Water Quality
The ~SC’s primary ~ocus is
surface waters shared by the States
/

~scs ~-c>~, ~ uo~,>
For a copy of the Interstate Sanitation Commission 1994 305(1:))
report, contact:
Howard Golub
Interstate Sanitation Commission
311 West 43rd Street
New York, NY 10036
(212) 582-0:~80

necticut.°f NewJersey, NewYork, and Con.

~

~
Surface Water Quality
Established in 1936 by Federal
mandate, the Interstate Sanitation
Commission (ISC) is a tristate environmental agency of the States of
New Jersey, New York, and Connecticut. The Interstate Sanitation
District encompasses approximately
797 square miles of estuarine waters
in the Metropolitan Area shared by
the States, including the Arthur Kill/
Kill Van Kuli, Lower Hudson River,
Newark Bay, Raritan Bay, Sandy
Hook Bay, and Upper New York
Bay.

Programs to Restore
Water Quality
The ~SC ac0ve~ pa~ipates in
the Long Island Sound Stud)’, the
New York-New Jersey Harbor Estuary Program (HEP), the New York
Bight Restoration Plan, and the
Dredged Material Management Plan
for the Port of New York and New
Jersey. The ISC has representatives
on the Management Committees
and various workgroups for each
program. For the HEP, the ISC organized a meeting entitled "Current
Beach Closure Practices in New
York, New Jersey, and Connecticut:
Review and Recommendations" in
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O

November 1993. Representat~es of
State, county, and municipal health
Individual Use Support in Interstate
departments and environmental
Sanitation Commission Waters
agencies were invited to discuss
bathing beach monitoring and do~
sure policies. The public and enviGood
Fair
Poor
Poor
ronmenta! advocacy groups were
~ u~
~u~
~
~v,~)
~
~,~.~
also invil.ed. The ISC reported the
results to the HEP Pathogens Work
Estuaries (l’ota! ~qu~r~ MII~. ~)
Group.
T~u~ h
During 1993, the ISC inspected
71 CSO ouffalls in an effort to lden¯¯~ ~
tify and eliminate all dry weather
~.,
discharges. The ISC notif~l the
States of dry weather discharges
de~ec-ted during field investigations
and worked with the States to elimi- ~
nate dry weather discharges.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
The ISC performs intensive
ambient water quality surveys and
samples effluent discharged by publicly owned and pdvate wastewater
treatment facilities and industrial
facilities into District waten,rays. By
agreement, the ISC’s effluent
requirements are incorporated ~
the individual discharge pe/Tnit.s
issued by the participating S~tes.

L

1
2
-

~
~A subset o¢ the Inte~ulte Sanitabon Comrni~,on’s des~gnatecl uses appear in th~ figu~, llet~
to the Commission’s 30S(b) ~ fo~ ,I full de.~npt.jon o~ the Coenmiss~on’$ u~es.
No~e: All w~ters under the ~/risd~.Jon o~ ~h~ Inl~e~t~l:e Sanitat, Jon Con~l~&~ ~~ estuary.

~,.

~

~
~
S
~~

~r
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Ohio River Valley Water
Sanitation Commission
(ORSANCO)

Virginia. ORSANCO i$ .n
intestate agen~ ~th mulEple
ing int~te spills, ~e~ng
,~,~ trea~t $~ard,, .~
monito~ng a~ ~ing ~ Oh~
Rivar main~t~. ~ main~t~ ~
981 mite~ tr~ Pi~rgh, Penn~

~ Ohio Riv~ are PCB and ~.

~~~

~s ~t ~ ~)
For a copy of ~e O~CO 1994
305{b) re~ con~:

Su~ace Water Quali~

Jason Hea~
ORS~CO
5735 Kellog Av~
Cincinnati, OH 45228-1112
(51 3) 231-7719

~e Ohio River Valley Water
~ni~tion Commission (ORSANCO)
was es~blish~ in 1948 by the
signing of the Ohio River Valley
Water Sani~tion Comp~ by
Illinois, Indiana, Kentuc~, N~
Yo~, Ohio, Pennsylvania, ~rginia,

~e~a, ~tic~, a~ ~ i~
~ wat~ column. ~ S~t~ ~
issu~ fish c~sumpti~ ~
a~ ~e enU~ leng~ of ~ ~
R~r ~s~ on OR~CO ~.
OR~NCO al~ sus~ ~at ~
muni~ combin~ ~r ~e~
along ~e en~m ~ of ~e ~
el~ate ba~eria ~els a~ im~ir
~imming. ORS~CO det~
ba~e~a con~mina~ at all ~
~nito~ng s~tions ~s~m ~
maj~ u~n areas ~ a ~
num~ of CSOs.
Cop~r, ~, and ~
exc~ c~tefia for prot~
wa~ water aquatic life in wat~
near ~e Galli~li~HunUngton a~a,
Cincinna~, Loui~ille, and ~e Padu.
cah area. Acid mine d~ina~ is a
sus~t~ ~urce of ~me me,is in
~e Ohio Ri~r.
Public water supp~ u~ of ~e
Ohio River is impair~ by 1,2dichlor~thane near Padu~h and
~ atr~ine near Louiwilte and ~e
mouth of the River at Grand Chain,
Illinois. The extent of a~azine
con~mination is unknown ~au~
f~ sites are monitor~ for a~ine.

NOTE: A more detailed account of water quahty throughout the enUre Ohio Ri~ Basin is p~es~tnled in Chapter 12.
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V

2~S

O

Ground Water Quality
ORSANCO does not have jurisdiction over ground water in the
Ohio River Basin.

Programs to Restore

Water Quality

L
Individual Use Support in the Ohio River Valley Basin
Good

~"~"~"

~
Fair

""~"~) ~ ~"~1 ~

Rivers and Streams fl’ot~l tl.~. 37,~)~

Poor

Poor

~
2

In 1992, an interagency
~
~
workgroup developed a CSO
wl
0
program for the Ohio River Basin
~
0
with general recommendations to
improve coordination of State CSO
strategies. In 199,3, ORSANCO
Ill
0
0
aclded requirement~ for CSOs to the ~
Pollution Control Standards fo¢ the
Ohio River and the Commissioners
adopted a strategy for monitoring
~1
0
0
~
r~
CSO impac~ on Ohio River quality.
II
The Commission also established a
"A subset of ORSA.NCO’$ designated uses ~:~ear in this figure. Refe~ to the Commi~,ion’$
Nonpoint Source Pollution Abate305Co) repo~ fo~ ¯ fult descnpUon of the Commis~’s
~1~ no.perennial ~ that dry up and ~o not flow ~1
ment Task Force composed of
ORSANCO Commissioners, ~
sentatives from State NPS ¢o~ltrol
agencies, and representatives from
industries that generate NP$

-

Programs to Assess

Water Quality
ORSANCO operates several
monitoring programs on the Ohio
River mainstem and several ma}or
tributaries, including fixed-station
chemical sampling, daily sampling
of volatile organic chemicals at
water supply intakes, bacterial monitoring, fish tissue sampling, and fish
community monitoring. ORSANCO
uses the Modified Index of Well
Being (Mlwb) to assess fish community characteristics, such as total
biomass and species diversib/.

9
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Susquehanna River Basin
Commission

~ o~ ~ ~ ~signat~ u~.
Me~ls, I~ pH, a~ nu~en~ are
¯ e p~ma~ ~u~
drainage
the me~ls a~ pH problems
d~rading steams. ~rc~ ~ n~
~ indue munici~l and d~

~
~ral ~noff, and g~nd wat~
infl~ f~ ag~cultural
Du~ng past re~ ~,
SRBC did not c~u~ any
~r as~n~. H~, a
2-year proj~ fund~ by

~

dation of lake da~ u~n
SRBC ~n launch
pr~.

~ ~~c~

~~~
(uses ~o~ ~ ~)
For a copy of ~e Susquehanna R~er
Basin Commission 1994 305(b)
re~, con~:
Robe~ E. E~ards
Susquehanna River Basin
Commission
Resource QualiW Management

and ~rotec~on

1721 Noah Front Strut
Harrisburg, PA 17102~23
(71 ~ 238-~23

Sudace Water Quali~
~e Susquehanna River drains
27,510 square miles from pa~ of
N~ Yo~, Pennsylvania, and Ma~land, and del~e~ over haft of ~e
fresh water ente~ng ~e Chesa~ake
Bay. ~e Susquehanna River Basin
Commission (SRBC) sumey~
17,4~ miles of the 31,193 mil~ of
~ve~ and streams in ~e Su~u~
hanna River Basin. ~er 90% of the
sumey~ ~ver miles ~lly sup~

Ground Water Quali~
Gr~nd wat~ in ~e ~n
generally of ad~uate quali~ f~
most uses. Many of ~e ground
water quali~ problems in ~e ~n
are relat~ to naturally di~
constituen~ (su~ as iron, suffate,
and dis~lv~ ~lids) from ~e
~ic unit from ~ich the water
o~ginates. ~e SRBC
a~ut ground water con~minati~
from septic systems and ag~cultu~l
a~.

Programs to Restore
Water Quali~
~e Susquehanna ~ver Basin
Compact assigns p~ma~ res~nsibil~ for water quali~ management
and control to ~e signato~ S~t~.
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The SRBC’s role is to provide a

regional perspective for coordinating

iota!, State, and Federal water
quality management efforts. Fo~
example, the SRBC reviews proposed discharge permits (issued by
the States) and evaluates potential
interstate and regional impact~. The
SRBC also recommends modifications to State water qualit7 startdards to improve consistency
among the States.

Programs to Assess
Water Quality
The SRBC’$ role in interstate
and regional issues shaped the
Commission’s monitoring program.
The SRBC’s fixed-station monitoring
network collects base flow data and
seasonal-storm nuthent data on the
Susquehanna mainstem and ma~
tributaries to assist the Chesapeake
Bay Program in evaluating nutrient
reduction projects. The SRBC also
established an interstate stream
water quality network to evaluate
s~’eams crossing State boundaries
for compliance with State water
quality standards. Biological trK)nk
toting is conducted annually at 29
sites. The SRBC also conducts intensive subregional surveys to analyze
regional water quality and biological
conditions.

’

Overall’ Use Support in the Susquehanna River Basin
Goo~

Good

Fair

Poor

Poor

~"~) ~
RJvera and Streama (’rot~l M,e=.
- ....
~0
~

~ .... 17,~1~
Tot~lMIm~

Lakes Fot~l Acr~.

~
. Not report,-d.
"Ove~-a, use suppo~ is p~.sented in ~is ~ure because ~ Comn~ssk)n did not report
visual use suppo~ in thor 1994 .Section 305(’b) report.

b~:ludes no~perenn,al streams that d~/up and do no~ rx~w

,,
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The Watershed Protection
Approach and Place-based
.Management Programs
Watershed
Protection

Approach

human act ities thr ho=
watershed as it drains off the land
into surface wat~,~ or leache~ into

the ground

Introduction
The Nation’s aquatic resources
are among its most valuable assets.
Although significant strides have
been made in reducing the impacts
of discrete pollutant sources, our
aquatic resources remain at risk
from a combination of point sources
and complex nonpoint sources,
including air pollution, Since 1~1,
the EPA has promoted the watershed protection approach as a hoestic framework for addressing corr~
plex pollution problems.
The watershed protection
approach is a place-based strategy
that integrates water quality management activities within hydrologi.
tally defined drainage basinswatersheds-rather than areas
defined by political boundaries.
Thus, for a given watershed, the
approach encompasses not only the.
water resource (such as a stream,
lake, estuary, or ground water aquifer), but all the land from which
water drains to the resource
(F~gure 12.1). To protect water
resources, it ~s increasingly imporrant to address the condition of
land areas within the watershed

because water carries the effects of

Watershed Management Units
in the Great Lakes Basin
Superior.

Huron
"~,

"~,
Michigan ~.

- /
~.--~ "\

~’l, .~ ~-,’~"
!,, ~ ~. "~.~ \
’"~-Kalam=zoo

Ontario

Erie

Ri~er
The watershed protection approach may be apphed to watersheds of all
varies, depending on the oblectwes and scope of a watershed ~nitlatwe, For example, partnerships are developing comprehenswe manaqement strategies for the entire Great Lakes
Basra, the watershed draining inlo each Great-Lake. and the watersheds dra~mng into ind,.
wdua~ areas ol concern on the Great Lakes, such as the Kalamazoo Rwer watershed. Each
level of detail provides add*bona! insight about the lac~ors contr~buhng to complex waler

quahty problems.
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Several key principles guide the
watershed protection approach:
¯ Place-based focus - Resource
management activities are directed
within specific geographical areas,
usually defined by watershed boundaries, areas overlying or recharging
ground water, or a combination of
both.
¯ Stakeholder Involvement and
partnerships - Watershed initiatives
involve the people most likely to be
affected by management decisions
in the decision making prcx:ess,
Stakeholder participation ensures
that the objectives of the watershed
initiative will include economic
stability and that the people who
depend on the water resources in
the watershed will participate in
planning and implementation actMties. Watershed initiatives also establish partnerships between Federal,
State, and local agencies and nongovernmental organizations with
interests in the watershed,
¯ Environmental objectives - The
stakeholders and partners identify
environmental objectives (such as
~populations of stdped bass will
stabilize or increase") rather than
programmatic objectives (such as
"the State will eliminate the backlog
of discharge permit renewals") to
measure success of the watershed
initiative. The environmental objectives are based on the condition of
the ecological resource and the
needs of people in the watershed.
¯ Problem identification and
prioritization - The stakeholders
and partners use sound scientific
data and methods to identify and
prionhze the primary threats to

human and ecosystem health within
the watershed. Consistent with the
Agency’s mission, EPA views ecos~terns as the interactions of complex
communities that include people;
thus, healthy ecosystems provide for
~ health and welfare of humans as
well as other rMng things.
¯ Integrated actions - The stakeholders and partners take corrective
actions in a comprehensive and
integrated manner, evaluate success,
and refine actions if necessary. The
watershed ptotecth:~ approach
coordinates activities conducted by
numerous cJ~:~.=rnment agencies and
nongovernmental organizations to
maximize effK~ent use of limited
resources.
EPA’s Office of Water envisions
the watershed protection approach
as the primary mechanism for
achieving clean water and healthy,
sustainable ecosystems throughout
the Nation. "r’ne watershed protec.
tion approach enables stakeholders
to take a comprehensive look at
ecosystem issues and tailor correcrive actions to local concerns within
the coordinated framework of a
national water program. The
emphasis on public participation
also provides an opportunity to
incorporate environmental justice
issues into watershed restoration
and protection solutions.
In May of 1994, the EPA A.ssistant Administrator for Water, Robert
Perciasepe, created the Watershed
Management Policy Committee to
coordinate the EPA water program’s
support of the watershed protection
approach. During 199.S, EPA’s water
program managers, under the direction of the Watershed Policy Committee, evaluated their programs
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and i~ntifi~ additi~al a~ti~
ne~ to sup~ the wate~h~
proration approach in an ac~n
plan. ~e acUon plans a~
~eral b~ad dir~n$:

k~ of
H~,
~ to ~ S~t~, T~ a~ T~
to~ to create
sup~ I~

¯ Enhance interagen~ c~rdina~on at ~e F~eral, S~te, and ~1
leve~.

~t~

EPA’s ~e
¯ Build S~te, Td~!, and Te~todal
wate~h~ protKti~ ~bilities by c~te
encouraging S~tes and Td~s to
int~rate existing pr~ram$ (~ch as t~ ~ (~ ~ h~hF~t
NPDES Periling Pr~rams, ~on
319 Non~int Source Pr~rams,
In ~ EPA ~ ~ ~.
Comprehensive S~te Ground Wat~
Proration Pr~rams, and S~te Wet- ~e Na~ ~ c~ ~.
lands Con~wa~on P~ns) using
comprehensive S~te, Td~t, and
~h~ ~lti~
Temtodal wate~h~ apple,s.
¯ ~elop t~ls (such as ~th~s,
m~els, cnteda, indicator, da~
managemenL and monitoring t~hniques) for imple~nting ~ watersh~ prot~on app~ch,
m Pro~ ~aining on wate~
app~ch concep~ and t~$.
m Improve c~rdina~on ~in @~
and streamline pr~ram ~uir~
men~ (such as al!owi~ multipur~se planning, ~nding, and re~ing for wate~h~ effo~).
m Reach out to wate~h~ s~k~
holde~ by publicizing accomplishmen~ at m~tings and conferences
and in newslette~ and publications,
EPA’s ~ce of Water will continue to promote and sup~ the
wate~h~ protKt#on appr~ch. This
approach relies on active pa~icipation by I~al governmen~ and
citizens who have the most dir~

S~te$
~r~ v~$ ~e ~ Wa~
~r~, ind~ ~ ~ ~1~
N~nt ~ur~ ~,
~ ]~ Na~al ~ p~
gram,
and
Gr~ Water

~n~ to ~ild u~
~th
g~, s~h as ~ C~ake ~y
Pr~r~ and
Nati~l Pr~m, to ~te ~r.
ne~ to ~ wat~ ~t~
appr~. ~e~ int~ p~
grams (~H~ ~ter in ~is c~p
ter) la~
Agents ~i~ t~ard c~ensire wat~h~ ~n~t a~
contin~ to pro~ ~ f~
imple~Sng ~ "plac~
appr~ch" to e~ron~l
pro~em ~M~.
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The National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES)
Watershed Strategy
I
On March 21, 1994, EPA issued
! the NPDES Watershed Stratecjy to
fully integrate the NPDES permit
program into the water~hed protection approach. Over the past 20
years, the NPDES program has
employed permitting requirements
to achieve significant reductions in
pollutant discharges to surface
waters from industrial and municipal
facilities (see Chapter 10 for a full
description of the Point Source Control Program). In mos( cases, the
: States have assumed responsibilibZ
for implementing the NPDES permit
program. In recent year~, the NPDES
program expanded to address
remaining sources of pollutant discharges, including combined sewer
overflows and storm water dis.
charges. The NPDES Watershed
Strategy provides a cost-effective
mechanism for addressing the
remaining point sources of environmental impacts while maintaining
successful control of traditional
discharges,
The NPDES Strategy outlines
naiional obiectives and implementation actwities to (1) integrate NPDES
program functions into the broader
watershed protection approach,
and (2) support development of
statewide watershed or basin
approaches The Strategy identifies

six essential items that EPA
Headquarter~ and the Regions mu~
support:
¯ Statewide coordination promote development of water~hed
or basin management framework~
that identify the roles and responsibilities of participating programs,
long-term programmatic and environmental goals, geographically
delineated basins, and a schedule
for periodically evaluating the environmental conditions in each basin.
NPDES permits encourage
States to develop basin management plans that synchronize permit
issuance within basins.
i~ Monitoring and assessment encourage the States to develop
statewide monitoring strategies that
coordinate collection and analysis of
data with NPDES permit issuance
and other management activities
within basins.
¯ Programmatic measures and
environmental indicator~ - revise
national accountability measures to
facilitate implementation of watershed protection activities and
establish new measures of success
tha~ reflect progress toward
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achieving watershed protection
goals,
¯ Public participation - promote
long-term public support for basin
management activities by providing
opportunities for the public to
participate in goal development,
pnonty setting, strategy development, and implementation,
¯ Enforcement - coordinate cornpliance and enforcement programs
and activities at the Federal, State,
Terdtona!, and Tribal levels to focus
resources on priority point sources
within identified basins.
The NPDES Watershed Strategy
is intended to support ongoing
State and Tribal initiatives and
supplement the efforts of other
environmental programs by identifying areas where the NPDES program can contribute. The Strategy
recognizes that the NPDES program
may play a ceqtral role in a number
of watersheds, but point sources will
not represent the primary stressors
in many watersheds. In such cases,
the NPDES program can support
environmental
obiectivesfor
as
’ such
and facilitate activities
meeting
monitoring and public participation,

Several State and EPA Regions
have taken significant steps toward
integrating NPDES program activi.
ties into the broader wares’shed
protection approach, ~ the
NPDES Watershed Strategy remains
largely untapped. To promote
implementation at the national
level, each EPA Regional Office
completed the following action
items during FYg5:
¯ Regional State-by-State Asset,menEs and Action Plans - assess
current watershed protection a~"tMties in each State and develop
Regional action plans that identify
how the Region will support and
facilitate each State’s movement
toward the watershed protection
approach.

~

¯ State/EPA Workplan Agreements
- include specific activities within
workplans that will promote the
central components of the NPDES
Watershed Strategy.
¯ Internal Coordination - develop
Regional strategies that describe the
Regional decision making processes,
oversight role, and internal coordi.
nation efforts necessary to ensure
support for the watershed protec.
t.ion approach.
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Implementing the Watershed
Protection Approach on the
Bear River, Utah
The Bear River has a 7,600square mile watershed located in
Wyoming, Utah, and Idaho. The
Utah Division of Water Resources
initiated the project in an effort to
resolve rnaior environmental problems:

broad-reaching anal~is of pollutant
loading to the river as w~ll a~
ch.emical, biological, and physical
habitat assessments. Because the
Bear River encompasses Utah,
Wyoming, and Idaho, a regional
planning effort has been initiated.
The purpose of the regional effort is
¯ Soil erosion, increased ~=~liment
to share information, coordinate
Ioadings, coliforms, and high
planning efforts, and involve
nutrient Ioadings due to animal
"grassroots" directk>n and partJcipa.
feeding operations, dairies, urban
tion. An array of water projects in
development, roads, oil and gas
the Bear River Basin initiated by
exploration, and silviculture
different organizations and group~
are being coordinated through the
¯ Ripadan vegetaUon removal
Bear River Watershed Water Qualiby
Coordination Committee.
¯ Stream channelization
For example, the State of Utah,
EPA, and the U.S. Department of
¯ Degraded stream channels and
Agriculture (USDA) initiated a
~
streambank.~,
watershed restoration project on the
~
Little Bear River (one of the major
Interest in increasing the use of
tributaries in the basin) using funds
the fiver as a dnnking water source
from USDA and EPA. The project
for the growing urban population in
includes stream channel and riparthe lower basin and along the
ian habitat restoration, land manWasatch Front prompted the Utah
agement, and animal waste treatLegislature to enact the Bear River
ment
actions. Several additional
Development Act and fund a Bear
nonpoint source projects are now
River water development and manunder way in Wyoming that are
agement plan. The effort is to
aimed at restoring tributary streams
address both water development
that have been impacted by
and water quality issues, v~th a
channel zation, streambank modifiwater quality plan that includes a
cation, and riparian habitat loss.
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HICHLIG

......................

IGHLIGHT

These "on-the-ground# demon- ¯ U.S, Forest Service
stration projects are helping to gen.
erate enthusiasm for more coopera- ¯ Utah Department of Agriculture
rive effort~.
Stakeholders:

¯ Utah Department of
Environmental Quality

¯ Bear Lake Regional Commission

¯ Utah Division of Water Resources

¯

Bear River Resource Conservation ¯ Utah Division of Wildlife
and Development Council
Resources

¯ Idaho Division of Environmental
Quality
¯ Idaho Fish and Game
Department

¯ Utah Power and Light
¯ Wyoming Department of
Environmental Quality

¯

Local citizen groups

¯ Wyoming Game and Fish
Department

¯

Soil Conservation Service

For further information, contact:

¯ U.S. Bureau of Land
Management
¯ U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
¯

U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency

¯

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Barbara Russell
Bear River Resource Conservation
and Development Council
1260 N. 200 East, Suite 4
Logan, UT 84321
(801) 7.53-3871
FAX: (801) 753-4037
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Place-based
Management

Programs
Introduction
The programs descril:~=,d in this
section (the Great Waterbodies
Program, the Great Waters Program,
and the National Estuary Program)
embody a watershed protection
approach at different scales. The
Great Waterbodies Program and the
Great Waters Program target entire
drainage basins, such as the Gulf of
Mexico, which drains two-thirds of
the continental United States and a
large portion of Mexico. The
National Estuary Program (NEP)
target~ clusters of watersheds that
drain into a spec~c estuary, such as
Galveston Bay. NEP sites rna), be
nested within a larger basin
targeted by the Great Waterbodi~
or Great Waters Programs, such as

the Gulf of Mexico.
Although scales differ, these
programs share a common placebased ecosystem approach to solving water quality problems. The
ecos),’stem approach recognizes that
all components of the environment
are interconnec!.ed and that poilution released in one area can caus~
problems in another. This concept
requires all responsible parties to
recognize and reduce impact~,
Therefore, managing pollution on
the ecos),stem level requires building institutional framework~ that
involve all affected parties, such as
agricultural interests, environmental
advocacy, organizations, industry,
government agencies, and private
citizens. Consensu~ is a key to

manning

on

to

The ecos~tern approach also
encourages pollution prevenbon
and efforts to avoid ac0ons that can

e~ indir~t~ ~ to contamination of the waterbody./Uthough

such ecosystem perspectives are
hardly new, they are more often
applied to much smaller units sudl
as watershec~

The Great
Waterbodies Program
"

Background
The Great Waterbodies Program
manages water quality protection
in the three ~argest watersheds targ~ted by EPA: the Gulf of Mexico,
the Great Lakes, and the ~
peake Bay.

The Gulf of Mexico
Background
The Gulf of Mexico is fed by
rivers draining a vast area in
countri~. The Gulf’s watershed,
which covers almost 2 million
square miles, is far larger than
other in the Nation. It includes twothirds of the continental United
States, one-half of Mexico, and
part3 of Canada, Guatemala, and
Cuba. Over 1.] million square miles
of the Gul~s watershed are in the
Mississippi River drainage s)’stem,
making the Mississippi the single
largest freshwater riverine influence
on the Gulf.
The Gulf of Mexico is enorrnousl~, productive and diverse.
Covering 600,000 square miles, the
~utf prov~es habitat for a maiority
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of U.S. migratory waterfowl. Its
commercial fisheries produced 1.7
billion pounds of fish, oysters,
shrimp, and crabs in 1993, and
almost 90% of U.S. offshore oil and
gas comes from Guff water~. Seven
of our Nation’s busiest ports border
its shores, and many nations of the
world fish its waters. As a recreational resource, the Gulf and adjacent estuaries provide a playground
for sport fishing, dk, ing, water skiing, sailing, swimming, sunbathing,
beachcombing, or just plain relax.
ing.
However, the health and vitality
of the Gulf have been declining in
recent years, caused in part by
increasing populations along its
coast and upstream tributaries in
the watershed and the growing
demand upon ~ resources and in
part by the accumulation of year~ of
careless depletion, abuse, and neglect of its environment. These
problems in the Gulf have reduced
its ability to regenerate naturally,
The result has been alarming damage and destruction of the Gulf’s
ecosystem and habitats, particularly
weUands and seagrasses. An estJmated 50 square miles of Gulf wetlands were lost each year between
the mid-!950s and the 1970s.
These losses stem from: marine
debris, toxic substances and pesticides, coastal and shoreline erosion,
nutrient enrichment, alterations in
freshwater inflow, nonpoint source
runoff, and contaminants from inefficient or nonexistent septic systems.
The effect~ are seen in decreasing
populations of waterfow~ and
marine wildlife, increasing degradatbon and loss of wetlands and other
habitat, and growing threats to
human health from environmental
pollution,

In response to signs of serious
long-term environmental damage
throughout the Gulf’s coastal and
marine ecosystem, the Gulf of
Mexico Program (GMP) was estab.
lished in August 1988 with EPA as
the lead Federal agency. The Pro.
gram Office is located at Stennts
Space Center in Mississippi. Its main
purpose is to develop and help
implement a strategy to protect,
restore, and maintain the healt~
and productivity of the Gulf. The
GMP is =1 grass roots program that
serves as a catalyst to promote shar.
ing of information, pooling of
resources, and coordination of
efforts to restore and reclaim wet.
lands and wildlife habitat, clean up
existing pollution, and prevent
future contamination and destruc.
lion of Gulf resources.
Because of the immense
graphical expanse of the Gulf, as
well as the numerous, and diverse
nature of, environmental threats to
it, no one agency has the expertise
and authority needed to deal effeclively with the vast array of pmblems that threaten the Gulf. In
response to this, the GMP office
Stennis Space Center has evolved
into a multiagency organL~.atJon
with staff from the Natural
Resources Conservation Service,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration/National Marine
Fisheries Service, Fish and Wildlife
Service, Food and Drug Administration, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Missi~ppi
Cooperative Extension Service, and
Mississippi Soil and Water Conservation Districts. This multi-agency staff
assists in directing the organizational
and operational strategy of the program on a day-to-day basis to more
effectively deal with Gulf issues. In
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addition, advantages of this staff
include a broad-based in-house
expertise and a far-reaching net--

|
The ,¢o,,fls of-the, Gul/ o/
~,f~’xico ]~ro,~am are to

¯

Protect, restore,, athl
~?~hat~~" th,~ c~.,~,~l m~,l
maritm wat¢,rs o,f t],,,.’ (;,,~!/"
at+d iL~ P+,+t~+r,+] (-o,z+h,’+:
habih~t~

¯

5tt.stai~ li~qr].~" rt’sourc~’:

¯

i~rot~’~t tmm,m t,,~’,~l mz,t
t]~¢ food .~t~,~.t~i~.

¯

~.tt.~lzr¢ r~~r~’ati~m,d ~, o.f
C;td.tshor¢~, t~’~.:h:’~. ~m,f
~’ah’rs i/~ ways co~si~t~t
~th the economic wdlbein~ oft.he r~o/z.

working capability,
The GMP mobilizes Federal,
State, and local govemmenL- business and industry; academia; and
the community at large through
programs of public awareness, informarion dissemination, forum discussions, citizen committees, and technofogy application. A Policy Review
Board and the Management Cornmittee determine the scope and
focus of GMP activities. The program also receives input from a
Technical Advisory Committee and
a Citizen’s Advisory Committee. The
GMP Office, eight technical issue
committees, and the operations and
support committees coordinate the
collection, imegration, and report,
ing of pertinent data and informa,
tion.
The issue committees are
responsible for documenting environmental problems and management goals, available government
and pnvate resources, and potentia!
solutions relating to specific issue
areas. The issue committees are
composed of individuals from Federal, State, and local agencies and
from industry, science, education,
business, citizen groups, and pnvate
organizations. These committees
cover a broad range of issues,
including habitat degradation, public health, freshwater inflow, marine
debris, coastal and shoreline erosion, nutrient ennchment, toxics
and pesticides, and living aquatic
resources. They develop and present
their findings in GMP documents
called Action Agendas, which
describe strategies to build upon
programs already under way and to

develop new cooperative rnechanisms with other pu~ic and private
organizations. The ~lction Agendas
also provide ~J~tecj~ to monitor
and assess the et~,~ene~ of
ongoing effo~ ~tnd to communicate
information to indMd~als and agencies that can best u~e iL Two additional comrnitte~ i:m~de opera.
tional support for ~ education
and outreach and data and inforrna.
tion tJ-an.der ac’0vi0es for the entire
GIvlP.
Partrlershi~ for ~
On Decemi:~ 10, 1992, EPA;
the Governors of Alabama, Flodda,
Louisiana, Mi~sis.gppi, and Texas; the
Chair of the Citizens Advisory Con1mittee; and ~tives of 10
other Federal agencies signed a Gulf
of Mexico Program Pattner~ip for
Action a9reement for protecting,
restoring, and ent~ncing the Gulf of
Mexico and ad~e~t lands. The part.
nership document includes vision
and goal statement~ and nine 5-year
challenges for the GMP. The goals
established for the Gulf of Mexico
Program are to protect, restore, and
enhance the coastal and marine waters of th~ Gulf of Mexico and iLs
natural coastal habitat~, to sustain
living resources, to protect human
health and the food supply, and to
ensure the recreational use of Gulf
sho~es, beaches, and watet~ in ways
consistent with the economic wellbeing of the regK)n.
The 10 environmental challenges
commit the s~natory agencies to
pledge their efforts, over the next
5 year~, to obtain the knowledge
and resources to
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¯ Significantly reduce the rate of
loss of coasta! wetlands
¯ Achieve an increase in Gulf Coast
seagrass beds
¯ Enhance the sustainability of Gulf
commercial and recreational fisheries
¯ Protect human health and the
food supply by reducing inputs of
nutrient, toxic substances, and
pathogens to the Guff
¯ Increase Cuff shelffish beds available for safe harvesting by 10%
¯ Ensure that all Gulf beaches are
safe for swimming and recreational
uses
¯ Reduce by at least 10% the
amount of trash on beaches
¯ Improve and expand coastal
habitaLs that support migratory
birds, fish, and other living resources
¯ Expand public education/outreach tailored for each Gulf Coast
county or parish
¯ Reduce cdtJcal coastal and shoreline erosion,
The GMP structure has been
streamlined to better meet the
needs of the new 5-year environmental challenges. In addition, EPA
has restructured its management
scheme for the GMP to increase
Regional involvement in the program as it moves to implement
env=ronmental protection and restoration activities.
The Gulf waters are impacted
not only by the United States, but
by Mexico an31, to a lesser extent,
by islands in the Caribbean Sea. The
GMP has expanded iLs activities to
provide suppc, rt to this international
community. By promoting Special
Area Designation under MARPOL
Annex V, the Program has advanced
the emplacement of regulations to

reduce the discharge of
ated waste in the Gulf and
bean; the discharge of any
prohibited under Annex V. Additional assistance to Caribbean countries is provided through pattid!:~
tion in the United Nations F.nvim~
mental Programme via their
bean Environment Program
(CEPPOL) and the Intergoverrmte~tal Oceanographic Commission,
which focus on addre~ ~
based sources of i:x~lution for the
Caribbean.
The GMP i~ al~o
technology transfer with Me~,~.
The Program of Ecolo~jy, Fishl~
and Oceanography of the
Mexico (EPOMEX) partici~al~ in
the GMP’s living Aquatic
committee and in other I~jtam
activities. EPOMEX is an agency
coordinates the scientific
institutions of higher educati~ in
the areas of the coastal zone and its
biological resources and the co~’.
vation of the marine
coupling science with resolve
ager~ and policy makers
of Mexico.

Take-Action
Dudng 1992, the GMP
launched important enviro~me~it
proiect~ in each of the five Gulf
States to demonstrate that GMP
strategies and methods could
achieve positive results quicidy.
Called "Take-Action Prc~ects,- they
primarily addness habitat protectiotl
and restoration and public health.
They are designed for Gulf-wide
application to help restore the en~
ronment,
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Water Quality
In Louisiana, Florida, and Aiabama, several Take-Action Projects
deal with pollution and contaminants from inadequate treatment of
human waste--a main cause of dam.
age to Gulf coastal ecosystems and
a major concern to public health
officials and to the tourism and
seafood industries.
¯ An innovative wastewater treatment system is being monitored in
a pilot project near the Port Fourchon/Bay Marchand area of
Lafourche Parish, Louisiana. The
upwelling injection system filters
human wastewater through a sand/
soil ~ to remove fecal coliforms
and enteric viruses-the primary
pollutants and contaminants in
human waste. The system uses inexpensive, easy to install equipment
that has potential use throughout
the Guff’s system of rivers and bayous. Monitoring and mathematical
modeling will be used to evaluate
the improvement of environmental
conditions in nearby oyster Weds.

material and renewable resource as
a sewage treatment medium is
intended to reduce fecal colifon’ns
in nearby oyster-producing waters.
PolluUon Prevention
The State of Mississippi has
developed a common sense public.a0on entitled The Gult’ol~Mexico
Hitizens Pollution Pre~’n~on Hand.
book. Written in nontechnical
language, the handbook describes
the Gulf of Mexico and explains
why it is a valuable resource to our
Nation’s economy and quality of
life. This take-action guide provides
a detailed listing of contacts for
more information, and it explains
specific ways that everyone in the
Gulf region can be actively involved
in restoring and preserving the
environmental qualit), of the Gulf.
Habitat Protection

Based on a Texas program
called Coastal Preserves, a GMP
Take-Action Project called Gulf Ecological Management Sites (GEMS),
seeks innova’dve approaches to pro.
¯ A Take.Action Project is under
tect coastal tra~s that have been
way in Florida’s Suwannee Sound
identh’~ed as important to the Gulf
and Appalachicola National Estuaecosystem. In some cases, areas
fine Research Reserve to upgrade
may be preserved as wilderness. In
existing septic systems that pollute
others, t~ey would be conservedcoastal waters. Contamination from
that is, carefully monitored and
fecal coliforms has required suspenmanaged to maintain their vitality
sion of oyster harvesting and threat- as wildlife and marine life habitat
ened to close beaches. Health offiwhile being used for hunting, fishcials are monitoring improvements
ing, resource extraction, recreation,
to oyster habitat and recreat.ional
or other development. Ideally, these
uses of coastal waters,
tracts would be under the managemerit and protection of a goven~¯ The use of peat moss as a mement agency or established environdiurn for filtration and biological
mental organization.
treatment of household wastewater
To promote the concept Gulfis being demonstrated in Weeks
wide, the GMP sponsored a GEMS
Bay, Alabama. Use of this raw
Workshop in New Odeans to share
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info~ation a~t ~e n~ ~
prot~ such areas; to di~uss ~
resources available to help manage,
presewe, or connie them; a~ to
develop a strat~ for generabng
Gulf-wide sup~ and funding f~
protecting ~e most valuable of
¯ e~ ~a~.
¯ AdopUng this co~epE Mi~issip~
establish~ a C~staf Presses Prm
gram and ~t aside a d~at~ ~rUon of the Graveline Bayou ~tua~.
~is area has ~n plac~ u~er ~e
rot~tion and manage~nt of ~
te’s ~pa~nt of Mad~ R~
~rces.

~

--

g Prot~ion of o~ter habi~t ~ ~
g~l of a Take-~on p~j~ in
Alabama. ~ter ~s a~ ~ ~
terns in the shall~ wat~ ~
Mobile Bay, often ha~ unint~tionally by ~te~ and fishe~,
have ~n ma~ ~th ~ and
signs to help ~ate~ and fishe~en
avoid damaging ~em in ~e Mute.
Habitat Re~oraUon
~e d~radation (and in ~ny
~ses, complete di~p~arance) ~
wildlife and manne life ha~ is
one of ~e most senous en~r~tern. Restoration of these habi~ is
the f~us of numerous GMP Tak~
Acbon Pro)ec~ throughout the Guff
R~ion. WeUands, reefs, seagras~s,
and the quality of the water in ~e~
habita~ are among the most significant concerns r~eiving immolate
aRen~on.
Seagrass B~s
One of several Take-Action
Proj~ in Alabama’s Mobile ~y is
an ir,novative pr~ram to restore

V

0
~~~~
~ ~ ~t f~ ~,
~mp, a~ ~bs. A n~ ap~
~g ~ is ~s cos~
lair inten~ ~an cu~nt
~s ~ ~nU~ from exisU~
~a~ ~s. ~ag~s~s a~
nat~ ~ ~ ~s of ~ld ~an~,
gr~ h ~ ~ral en~r~t
~m ~t~ m~h<~
~, ~ ~t~ in ~nat~
a~ ~ ~ ~s a~
~i~ ~ ~ ~ to ~
e~. ~ ~ c~t a~ ~uid~
~ ~ ~nt ~ t~n~l
~, ~ ~ram ~s
~ ~ to ~nds~

~ ~ c~ c~
~n ~ ~ ~~
G~.
~~
~ T~ ~
~’s ~ ~y b ~
~ ~ a ~ ~h ~a~ ~ an
a~ ~e ~ar ~e Dau~in
Isla~ ~ ~. A ~life ~t
~f~ ~ CMI War, ~ ~
~ ~ ~ in a~ u~ f~
nu~ d ~ u~ induing g~
sh~ a~ ~ ~ ~nk
~ ~ ~ ~is pr~ is to
acc~te ~ ~tu~l r~la~
m~e! f~ ~ ~nmade ~
and ~ a~as. A team ~
en~ is ~ ~nhodng
ma~h ~s~ (from ini~al
sloping of ~e ~ and plan~
ma~h a~ ~ flora, to
rebuildi~ of ~ ~jacent du~
~tem) a~ ~1 c~du~ a l~gte~ ~aluati~ ~ ~e habi~t’s
heal~ a~ d~nL ~
"living marsh" ~11 al~ sere ~ an
outd~r exhibR for ~e nea~
£sa~a~ut~ ~nne ~ienc~
mu~um inten~ to ~ucate ~e
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Great Lakes Shoreline Miles Surveyed
by States and Tribes
1994 ¯ 5,224 miles = 94% sur~

¯, Zotal shore*,~e m*les: 5.SS~

~
94% Surveyed

~i
t Surveyed
1992 ¯ m~
.’,3~9
99%miles:
~Jrveyed.
Totalmiles:
shoreline
5,382b

~
1~0 ¯ 4.8S7 miles = 94% sur~,~d
¯ Total shoreline miles: 5,t69c

~
Of the surveyed Great Lakes shoreline
water~:
,. 82% were monitored
¯ 14% were evaluated
¯ -~% were not specified
Overall Surveyed Water Quality
97% impaired

~ood

a Sour~:e 19~4 sta~e Sect,on 30.S(b)reports.
b Source 19~2 S~ate Se(t~on 30SIDI reports
Source

1990 State Sect,on 30S(b) reports

public about the marine flora and
fauna found in the surrounding
area.
wide.

Oyster Seds
In Louisiana, Florida, and AJabama, the number of oyster reefs
that have been closed to harvesting
operations has steadily increased in
recent years due to bacterial
contamination from inadequately
treated human waste. The solution
is a series of Take-Action Projects to
install upgraded septic systems or
innovative sewage treatment systerns in areas affecting the oyster
beds. In a few short years, these
low-cost, easy-to-install systems are
expected to revitalize oyster habitats
and help rebuild associated cornmercial operations,
¯ In Louisiana, the Nation’s numbet one producer of oysters, a takeaction project in cooperation with
the National Estuary Program targets 240,000 acres of the BaratariaTerrebonne Estuary that contain
68% of the State’s private oyster
leases-an area increasingly closed to
harvesting. Likewise, the oysterproducing areas near Suwannee
Sound and Appalachicola Bay
(Florida) and Weeks Bay (Alabama)
will benefit from similar projects to
improve sewage treatment systems,
¯ Another Take-Action Proiec in
t
Alabama’s Mobile Bay aims to
restore and create oyster habitat
with a certain type of Mexican coral
taken from dead reef deposits found
inland and used to form new living
reefs for young oysters to grow on.
This first-of-it~-kind application of

such coral will shorten the time it
takes for oyster reefs to form. If

successful, it could have far-reaching
impacts in reef restoration Gul~-

The Great Lakes Basin
Background: Water Quality
in the Great Lakes
Great Lakes water qualit), is
classically divided into two issues:
nutrients and toxicants. Together
with the Great Lakes States and the
Province of Ontario, the United
States and Canada have worked to
implement a broad strategy to
reduce Ioadings in both categories.
In addition, the two counthes have
acted in acknowledgment of the
interrelationship among water quality and many other elements of the
ecosystem, including habitat and
community structure, and the
dynamics of exchange with the
atmosphere and sediments.
During the past two decades,
the United .States and Canada have
corrected many of the nutrient
enrichment problems in the Great
Lakes region that attracted national
attention in the 1960s. Since 1970,
phosphorus detergent restrictions,
municipal .;ewage treatment plant
construction and upgrades, and
agricultural practices that reduce
runoff have cut the annual phosphorus load into the Great Lakes in
half.
The decline in phosphorus loadings is most evident in Lake Erie,
which receives more effluent from
sewage treatment plants and sediment from agricultural lands than
the other Great Lakes. Lake Erie also
experienced a concurrent decline in
ph.ytopiankton biomass, an indicator

of trophic condition and nutrient
enrichment. This dec/ine in
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phytoplankton biomass, accompastandards set to protect human
nied by dramatic improvements in
health. As a result, virtually all of the
water clari~ and greatly reduced
waters along the Great Lakes shoreoccurrences of anoxia in the Lake’s
line fail to fully support fish coneastern basin, provides eAdence that
sumption and therefore fail to fully
the phosphorus controls implesupport overall designated uses
mented in the 1970s and 1980s
(Figure 12-2). The levels of most
have reversed Lake Erie’s severe nuorganochlorine
contaminants have
trient enrichment problems of the
declined dramatically since control
1960s.
measures began in the mid-1970s.
This picture is complicated by
As a result, although the trend
the recent invasion by, and profuseems to be leveling off, concentra.
sion of, the zebra mussel, an exotic,
tions of these contaminants in fish
or nonnative, species. Its impact is
tissue have declined. Toxaphene (or
not yet well quantified but is
toxaphene-like compounds), howbelieved to be substantial. The zebra
ever, appears to be running counter
mussel is a very effective filter feeder
to this trend in Lakes Superior and
and is generally thought to have
Michigan, where fewer declines and
had a profound effect on plankton
even some increases have appeared.
community structures in Lake Erie
It is not clear, however, whether or
and elsewhere in the Great Lakes
not
this increase can be attributed
with concomitant changes in the
to historical use of the pestk:ide,
food chain as energy is re,outed into
toxaphene, or if the increase is due
the benthic (or bottorn-oM~eller)
to the introduction of a sirnilar corncommunity. Recent invasions of
pound
from an unidentif’~,,d source.
other exotic species, such as the
spring water flea (by~hotrephe~) and
two species of gobey, combined
with introducbons of Pacific salmon
and the rusty crayfish, have dramatitally altered the structure of ~
Great Lakes Shorelin~ ~;i~ :,-.
Great Lakes’ communities.
Despite dramatic declines in the
occurrence of algal blooms, fish kills,
POOr
and localized "dead" zones depleted
.~
--- ~
of oxygen, less visible problems
SuppoSing)
continue to degrade water quality in
Fair
the Great Lakes The States report
(Parllllly
that toxic contamination is the most
Supporltng)
prevalent and persistent water poilu,.
Good
tion problem in the Great Lakes. The
(’threatened)
o
~,1%
eight States bordering the Lakes
!~/~
O~
have issued advisories to restrict
~, ~>
(Not
t~
consumption of fish caught along
~ Good
Attainable)
their entire shorelines. Depending
/~
;~, (Fu{ly
~,~L ~"~’-~i~
~~’ "
upon Iocat on, mercury, PCBs, pesti~P~
~’
cities, or dioxins are variously found
L .......
’~
Suppo~ ....
in fish bssues at levels that exceed
~’~, -~’- _
Based on clala contained in A,ppend~x F, Table F-2
"’
’

Support
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_ Good Water ,.f
"udll[~v
....

¯ Urt~^~

9

Efforts are under way by the U.S.
EPA and Canada to determine the
source of the toxaphene and
toxaphene-like compounds. Fish
consumption advisories have been
issued for the Great Lakes due to
apparent "toxaphene."

ecr.eation’~n
¯ he Shoreline
miles SUrveyed

is impaired throughout the Lakes,
more than 96% of the Great Lakes
shoreline fully supports recreational
uses and drinking water supply use
~~
(Figure 12-3). However, in the wetlpublicized outbreak of Cryptospor.
idiosis in 1993, storm flows carried
Individual Use Support in the Great Lakes
pathogens from the Milwaukee
River uplands well into Lake
P,,cr,~
Michigan, where the pathogens
Good
Fair
Poor
Fc.,~
C~ugr,=ted
~,~i~e~ (~u=~y
Good (P=~t,=i~
~o~
,, ,:
entered
the Milwaukee municipal
U~e
Su~eyed Suppo?t~ng) ~hreater~
S~rppon~ng} Sup=,orting, ~ t~, :,.!
c~rinking water intake, resulting in
over 1 O0 deaths and thousands of
.~.=.,- t.~. ~
illnesses.
~,3
The individual use support data
11
17
submitted by the States indicate
s,z24
=~
1o
|
0
that the remaining problems on the
Lakes have the greatest impa~t on
~,
fishing activities and aquatic life.
~
-~
Aquatic life impac~ include des,224
2
0
r_~.~_____~,
plated fish populations and repro~,~,~ co~~*~,~,,~
duction problems in pi~:iverous
9~
(fish-eating) birds (Table 12-1 and
--~
r"-~,,
box). Aquatic life impacL~ result
from persistent toxic pollutant burs,2.24
~
]
3
,]
~-..0
dens in birds, habitat degradation
s~c.~ co~-t
9,
and destruction, and competition
r
and predation by nonnative species,
L.~~
such as the zebra mussel and the
i
4,ss2
0
L
.
0
~
sea lamprey.
~w~ ~
~a
The States reported that priorit~
~" " ~
organic chemicals (primarily PCBs)
are the most prevalent cause of
i
4.9&~
impairment in their Great Lakes
0
i
0
2
Wr,~,.,~
-waters (Figure 12-4). These toxic
~
chemicals persist in fish tissues, wild~ "
’
life tissues, and sediment. The States
1!
reported much lower incidences of
4,925 _.~
0
o
~,
~
j metal contain nation, depressed

~

~

~

~__~

~ased on da’a conta~necl in Appendix F, "[able F-3
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Trends in PCB Contamination in the Great Lakes
Research
conducted
by the dramatically
United States
and the
Canada
in the Great
indicates
PC8However,
concentrations
in wildlife
have declined
since
FPA banned
mostLakes
uses of
PCBs inthat
1976.
the PCB concentrarJons in fish persist well above concentrations set to protect public health, and the

1

~ersistent PCB burdens in some fish, mammals, and birds still may impair reproductive success. For
example, concentrations of PCBs in Lake Michigan lake trout ck=clined by about 90% since 1970, but
remain at about 180 times the target goal of 0.014 parts per milhon. Sim ady, body I:xJrdens of PCBs i~
a colony of Forstefs terns near Green Bay, W~sconsin, declined by 66% while hatching success tripled
between !983 and 1988 However, the terns’ offspnng continued to suffer *wasting" and other fatal
health problems, which may have res~:~ted from the contaminant burdens in the adult birds, rot additional information, see D. D~ Vault, D.M. Whittle, and S. Rang, Toxic Contominonts in the Great Loke~,
SOL~C Worlung Paper presented at State of the Lakes Ecosystem Conference, Chicago, IL (’EPA 905-D-940Ola, October "1994).

Population
Decrease

Effec~ on
Reproduction

Eggshell
Thinning

Mink

Behavioral
Changes

X

Biochemic~
Changes

X

Otter

NA

X

NE

NE

Double.-cre~ted ~
Cormorant

X

B~ack..crowned
Night Heron
Bald Eagle

Species

X

X.

X

X

X

X

X

= Hemng Gull

X

Ring-billed
Caspian Tern

~

X
X

X

Commo~ Tern

X

X
NE

X
NE

Lake Trout
BtOW~
White Sucker
X = E~ect~ documented.
NA = Not appl~..able
NI~ = Not examined.
? = Suspected because population declined.

X
X

NA
NA

NA

X

X

X

Fonter’s Tern
Snapping
Turtle

~

2

NE

NE

X

X

NE

X

~1~

NE

X

X

NE

NE

NE

X

X

NOTE: Unpublished records of gross birth detect~ exist for the double-chested cormorant, great blue t~ron, and the V=rgin=a
rail.
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SURVEYED Great Lakes Shoreline: Pollutants and Sources
Not Survey~l
Total shoreline = 5,5.59 miles

Good

Impaired

Surveyed 94%
Total surveyed = 5,224 miles
Leading Pollutants
Priority Toxic Organic
Chemicals
Pestk~ies

S~.veyed
95

Chemicals
Nutrients
Metals
Ox~en-Depletim:j
Substances

19
~

¯ Mqor
¯ M.od~,,te/M.xx
r~ N~ ~

6
6

IIIIIIIII
5

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180200
I Percent of Surveyed Great Lakes Shoreline
’_ Leading Sources

Sur;~;,-~cl %

Air Po!lutJon

20

Discon~nued Discharges
from Pipes
Contaminated Sediment ~

19
14

Land Disposal of Wastes

9
Unspecified NPS
!

Agriculture
Urban Runoff/Storm

~
r~J

:

Ma~:x
Moderate/Mino~
[] Not Specified

6
4

;0 5 10 lS 20 2S 30 35 40
Percent of Surveyed Great Lakes Shoreline
B.ase~i on data contained in A@pendix F, Tables F4 and F-5.
Note Percentages do not add up to ]00% because ~ Lhan ~ pollutant ~ source may
impa,r a s~=,grnent of shorehne
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IMPAIRED Great ~kes Shoreline: Pollutants and Sources

~

To~I ~eline = 5,559 m~

G~
3%

~

Total impaired = 5,077 mile’~
Leading Pollutants
~

Pnonty Toxic Organic
Chemicals
PesUcides
Nonpriority Organic
Chemicals

Nutrients
Metals
Oxygen-Depleting
Substances

Sour~:es

Impaired %

21
2O

¯
J

Contaminated Sediment

¯

20
40
60
80
100
Percent of Impaired Great Lakes Shoreline

--’---------" ----’--’---" ~ --

Impaired

Unspecified NPS
Urban Runoff/Storm Sew

%

~’~

~
~

6
4

~

5 10 15 20
Percent of Impaired Great Lakes Shoreline 25
Base~l o~ data co~ta~necl in A~pend~x F, Tables I:-4 and F-S.

found in 95% of all
Great Lakes shoreline
waters, and
¯ constitute 98% of all
water quality problems.
¯ are

20

¯~
¯ Moderate/Minor
[] Not Specified

PRIORITY TOXIC ORGANIC
CHEMICALS are the most
common pollutants affecting
surveyed Great Lakes shoreline
waters. Water quality problems
from these toxic chemicals

~
~.~~ ~’Z-: .L~-Z--~_ ~’~’-2~. ~r
~,,~.__.
~,
~ ......
~ .......... _
~-- ~ " ,~

Agriculture

6

[-1 Not Speof, ed

Air Pollution
Discontinued Discharges

6

¯ Major
¯ Moderate/Minor

m

J

~’ ~

1

4

0

Note: Percentages do not add up to !00%
because more than one pollutant
Of ~Ource n-lay irn~r a ~,~::~n~ent

of sh~rehne.
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O
oxygen conditions, and nutrient
pollution.
Only four of the eight Great
Lakes States measured the size of
their Great Lakes shoreline polluted
by specific sources. These States
have jurisdiction over one-third of
the Great Lakes shoreline, so their
findings do not necessarily reflect
conditions throughout the Great
Lakes Basin (Figure 12-5).
¯ Wisconsin identified air pollution
and discontinued discharges as
sources of pollutants contaminating
all 1,017 of their surveyed shoreline
miles. Wisconsin also identified
smaller areas impacted by contaminated sediments, nonpoint sources,
industrial and municipal discharges,
agriculture, urban runoff and storm
sewers, combined sewer overflows,
and land disposal of waste,
¯ Indiana attributed all of the
pollution along its entire 43-mile
shoreline to air pollution, agriculture, and industrial and municipal
discharges,
¯ Ohio reported that nonpoint
sources pollute 86 miles of its 236
miles of shoreline, in-place contaminants impact 33 miles, and land
disposal of waste impacts 24 miles of
shoreline,
¯ New York identified many sources
of pollutants in their Great Lakes
waters, b~t the State attributes the
most miles of degradation to
contaminated sediments (439 miles)
and land disposal of waste (374
miles).

Building Institutional

L

Frameworks for the

Great Lakes
Rehabilitating the Great Lakes
requires cooperation from numerous
organizations because pollutants
originate in both Canada and the
United States as well as other countries, and pollutants enter the Lakes
via multiple media (i.e., air, ground
water, and surface water). The Inter.
national Joint Commission (IJC’),
established by the 1909 Boundary
Wate~ Treaty, lay~ the foundation
of the institutional framework for
managing the Great Lakes. Under
the auspices of that Treaty, the
United States and Canada signed
the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement in 1978 (see further
discussion on page 322). Representatives from the Governments of the
United States and Canada, the Province of Ontario, and the eight States
bordering the Lakes sit on the IJC’s
Water Quality Board.
The IIC Water Quality Board
makes recommendations to the
United States and Canada regarding
actions needed to maintain the
integrity of the Great Lakes ecos)~tern. It provides various platforms
for addressing Great Lakes issues.
The Board also monitors and reports
upon the progress of the two
nations in meeting their commitments under the Agreement and
evaluates and comments upon their
environmental policies and actions.
The EPA Great Lakes National
Program Office (GLNPO) coordinares activities within the United
States at all government levels,
working with nongovemment
organizations to protect and restore
the Lakes. One vehicle for this coordination is the Joint K’~lerol/State
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5-Year Strategy (1992- 9 7) for Protect.
Public-I:~vate partnerships
mg the Great Lakes. GLNPO provides
port the institutional frarnewo~ for
additional leadership through its
managing the Great ~ water
annual Great Lakes Program Priorities
quality. Special boards, commband Funding Guidance. It also serves
sions, and committees composed of
as a liaison and provides information
representatives from univ~
to the Canadian members of the IJC
environmental orojanizatio~s, agriand the Canadian counterparts to
cultural interests, indust~, shipping
the EPA. GLNPO is responsible for
interests, and government p~y vital
direct negotiations and cooperation
roles in coordinating policy
with Canadian Federal agencies
management decisions. Some of
through the Binational Executive
these groups focus on local areas
Committee.
and issues, while others represent
The Great Lakes States and the
national organizations. To better
Federal agencies wonk together to
coordinate their acOvitJes on the
provide a broad range of routine
Great Lakes Basin, groups ~
monitoring of the Lakes and their
begun to support umbrella c~
basin. The States and U.S. Geologizations, such as Great lakes United.
cal Survey perform most tributary
Great Lakes United, started in 1982,
monitor ng and State agencies and
represents more b~n 180 allotted
the U.S. Fi~ and Wildlife Service,
groups in the United States and
together with the National BiologiCanada. One of ~ goals is to fadlical Service, collect tributary and
tare citizen involvement in deci~on
open Lakes fish for contaminant
making processes. Other Gre~t
monitoring. GLNPO conducts
Lakes environmental organizations
essentially all the United States’
have a specific geographic fo~:us,
open Lakes water quality and sedisuch as the Lake Michigan r-edetament monitoring and carries out
tion, or concentrate on a narrow~
contaminant analyses on fish
topical area, such as the Tip of
sampled by other agencies. It also
Mitt Watershed Counol, which
carries out, and is the primary fundprimarily addresses land use issues
ing source for, maior special studies,
(especially wetJand~ issues).
such as those for mass balance of
The Great Lakes Commission is
Lake Michigan and Green Bay.
a binationatly chartered indepenThe Great Lakes govemor~ have
dent organization that integrates
worked together on a number of
environmental concerns with
common issues over the years. For
economic development concerns.
example, the Great Lakes Protection
The Commission’s members
Fund was formed by the Great
appointed by the States, Canadian
Lakes Governors in 1989. The misProvinces, and both Federal gov~nsion of the Fund is to identify, demments. The members issue reports
onstrate, and promote regional
on subiects such as the environrnen.
action to enhance the health of the
tal impacts of transportation optJon.s
Great Lakes ecosystem. It is the
in the Great Lakes Region. The
Nation’s first mutt~state environmenreports provide data for decisiontal endowment. The Great Lakes
making by the government bodies
States have pledged $100 million to
with authonty to manage the Lakes.
iLs permanent endowment.
The Commission is working unde~ a
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cooperative agreement with GLNPO
to operate the Great Lakes Information Network (GLIN), an Intemet
Server. The GLIN provides a major
outlet and source for Great Lakes
environmental information,
Private conservation groups are
also working with government
agencies to protect natural areas in
the Great Lakes Basin. GLNPO is
funding 69 restoration and protection proiects based, in part, on findings of the Great Legacy Project.
The Great Legacy Project, sponsored
to a considerable extent by GLNPO,
includes efforts by the Nature Conservancy of Canada and the United
States and other conservation
groups to pool natural heritage data
from several public agencies and
land trust~ and to apply geographic
targeting approaches to identify
particularly high-quality resource
areas. Since 1992, GLNPO has instituted and formalized a competitive
process to select high-priority onthe-ground habitat protection, restoration, and remediation proiects.
In 1994, GLNPO completed a
statutory 6-year mandate, the
A~sessment and Remediation of
Contaminated Sediments (ARCS)
Program, working with academic,
commercial, State, and local experts
t° devel°p and test new secliment
remediation technologies. In both
the habitat and sediment remediation arenas, it has organized significant training events and conferences to benefit both the public
and private sectors,
In the fall of 1994, GLNPO and
its Canadian counterpart in
Environment Canada, together with
the eight Great Lakes States, the
Council of Great Lakes Industries,
environmental groups, and the
Province of Ontario, convened a

partnered endeavor to provide all
sectors of the Great Lakes commu.
nity with a synopsis of the state of
knowledge on the Great Lakes ecosystem. This effort took two forms:
the State of the Lakes Ecosystem
Conference, a ma~or conference for
senior environmental manager~, and
a set of six peer-reviewed draft topical papers and an integration paper.
The papers were presented at the
conference and designed to provide
a comprehensive snapshot of the
condition of the Lakes’ ecosystems.
They provided a starting point
for a series of topical and LakeJoyLake discussions that became a
framework for interaction and cornmunication among disparate and
sometimes traditionally oppo.~,=d
sectors.
The draft papers are posted on
the Intemet GUN server for public
access and comment. Comments
from attendees and the Great Lakes
community provided a final level of
review prior to publication in mid1995. The conveners of the State of
the Lakes Ecosystem Conference
worked with the authors to incorpo.
rate discussion and commentary
into the final paper~.

The Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement
The 1978 Great Lakes Water
Quality Agreement (GLWQA), a~
amended in 1987, established a
commitment by the United States
and Canada to restore and protect
the Great Lakes. The Amendments
to the Agreement stress two central
concepts: (1) the ecosystem
approach, and (2) the virtual elimi.
nation of persistent toxic
substances. The Agreement set a
limited number of ecosystem-based
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obiectives for water quality, biota,
habitat, and beneficial uses of the
Lakes. The Agreement also institutionalized the Areas of Concern
concept as well as commitments to
develop Remedial Action Plans and
Lakewide Management Plans to
address Great Lakes problems.
Although there has been considerable progress in addressing
impacts from point and nonpoint
Ioadings of conventional pollutants
under the GLWQA, the Great Lakes
are still highly vulnerable to toxic
pollutant~. The IIC released a set of
recommendations identifying 1 ]
"critical pollutants" for which management scrutiny is warranted
throughout the Basin. These chemicats and possible sources are
presented in Table 12-2.

The Great Lakes Water
Quality Initiative
The Great Lakes Water Quality
Initiative (GLWQI) is a key element
of the environmental protection
efforts undertaken by the United
States in the Great Lakes Basin. The
purpose of the Initiative is to provide a consistent level of protection
in the Basin from the effects of toxic
pollutants. This will further the
national goal to restore, maintain,
and protect the water~ of this
particularly valuable and sensitive
ecosystem.
On March 23, 1995, EPA published Water Quality Guidance for the
Great Lakes System in the Federal
Register (60 CFR 15366). EPA issued
the Guidance under the terms of
the Great Lakes Critical Programs
Act of 1990. Now that the Guidante is available, the next step is for
the States and Tribes to incorporate
provisions consistent with the

Guidance into their law~ and regulatJons within 2 years.
~tJort$
The GLWQI was organized by
EPA at the request of the Great
Lakes States in 1989. State gov~rnors had signed an agreement in
1986 to promote consistency in
their environmental programs for
the Great Lakes Basin. At the ~me
time, the governors had request~l
that EPA facilitate these effo~t.~ to
p~omote con.~istency, and, in 1989,
the Council of Great Lakes G<~v~’.
no~ unanimoudy reaffirmed their
participation in the GLWQI, with
U.S. EPA Region 5 (Chicago, IL)
taking the lead role.
The Initiative provided a fon~n
for a regional dialogue to establi.dl

r~mmum requirements that w~uld
reduce disparities between State
water quality contJ-ols in the Great
Lakes Basin. The scope of the InitJatire included development of proposed Great Lakes water quality
guidance for Great Lakes-specific
water quality criteria and methodotogies to protect aquatic life, wild.
life, and human health; pro~edure~
to implement water quality criteria;
and an antidegradation pol~’y.
Organization and Process
The open dialogue used in the
Initiative was exemplary and is a
model for the future. Three committees were formed to carry out the
Initiative:
¯ A Steering Committee (camposed of director~ of water programs in the Great Lakes States’
environmental agencies and EPA’s
National and Regional Offices)
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Chemi(al

j

Production
and Release

Source

2, 3, 7,8-TCDD (dioxin) and
2, 3, 7, 8-TCDF (furan)

Unintentional

Contaminant in herbicides used in agriculture, range, and forest management. Also produced as a byproduct of
combustion of fossil fuels and waste incineration and through production of p~ntachlorophenol (PCP) and pulp
and paper production pro~esses. 2, 3,7,8-TCDD is the m~st toxi~ OF 75 congerien (forms) of dioxin, and 2,3,7,8TCDF is the most toxic of 13.S congeners of furan.

Ben-~ol~Jpyrene (b[u]p)

Unintentional

Pr.oduct of incomplete combustion of fossil fuels and wood, including forest fires, grills (charcoal broiling), auto
exnaust, and waste moneration. One of a large family of po~uclear aromatic h~’drocartx)ns (PAHs).

DDT’ and its breakdown products
(in(:luding [’)DE)
Dieldrin¯

Intentionald
|ntentionald

He*a~hlorobenzene (HCB)

Unintentional

Byproduct OF combustion OF fuels and waste incinera~ and OF manufacturing pflxess~ using chlorine.
Found as a contaminant in chlorinated pesticides.

Intentior~ll

Used as a fuel additive and in soldec, plp~, and p~inL

Unintentional
Intentionald

Released through combustion OF fuel, waste, and cigarettes, and from pipes, cans, and paint chips.

Alkylated lead
¯_
Mirexb

Mer(:u~

Polychlorinated biphenyts (PCS)~

J

Insecticide; used heawly for mosqudo control in tropical areas. Banned for use in the U.S. and Canada with so~e
exceptions for gypsy moth control, Once used extensively in North Ameba and worldwide.
Insecticide used extensively at one time, especially on fn~iL "

Fire retardant; pesticide used to control finn ~nts. Breaks down to mo~ toxic form, photornire~, in pre~w~ce of
sunlight.

Unintentional

Present sources are residuals froro manofa(.luring sites, spills, and land disposal.

Intentional

Used in meLallurgy, batteries, thermometers, electrical switches, and disinfectants.

Unintentional

Byproduct of (h or-all~ , go d mining, paint, and electrkal equipmenl manufacturing processes./Uso occurs
naturally in soils and sediments. Releases into the aquatic ef~ro~ment may I~e accele~-ated by sulfate deposition
(i.e., acid rain) and leaching frown landfills.

Intentionald

Insu.l.at!ng, fluids us~,=d in. elect.rical Capa(iton and transforme~ and in the productk:m of hydraulic fluids lubricants,

Unintentional
soiIPnmanlyand sedimentreleased deposits.t° the en~ronment through leakage, spills, and waste storage and disposal. Leaches frorn
]’°~aphene¯

Intent~:~ald

Insecticide used on cotton. Substitute for Do’r. Use in Great Lakes Basin not documented, but the presence
of toxaphene in the Great Lakes raised the issue of ion~range transpo~ or atmo~ deposition. Efforts are
under way by EPA and Canada to identJ~/the so~Jrces of the increased leveis of tOXal:~ene and to~apher~e-like
compounds.

Use restr=~led in lhe United SLates and Canada.
Banned for use in the United States and Canada.
Ma~ufa(ture and new uses prohibited in the United States and Canada.
]’h(t intentional production and release of the chemical o(curred, for the most part, pHo~ to the issuance ol bans and r~’trk’tio~s that currerltly limit the use OF th~ chemical
in the Umted States and Canada.
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discussed policy and scientific and
technical issues, directed the work
of the Technical Work Group, and
ratified final proposals,
¯ The Technical Work Group (consisting of technical staff from the
Great Lakes States’ environmental
agencies, EPA, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and the National
Park Service) prepared proposals on
elements of the Guidance for consideration by the Steering Committee.
¯ The Public Participation Group
(consisting of representatives from
environmental groups, municipalities, industry, and academia)
observed the deliberations of the
other two committees, advised
them of the public’s concerns, and
kept its various constituencies
appnsed of ongoing activities and
issues,
From the start, one of the Cornmittees’ goals was to develop the
Guidance elements in an open public forum, drawing upon the extensire expertise and interest of individuals and grou~ within the Great
Lakes community.

Great Lakes Critical
Programs Act
The Initiative efforts were well
under way when Congress enacted
the Great Lakes Critical Programs
Act of 1990 to amend the Clean
Water Act. The general purpose of
these amendments was to improve
the effectiveness of EPA’s existing
programs in the Great Lakes. The
Act required EP~, to publish proposed and final water quality
guidance that specifies minimum

requirements for waters in IJ~
Great Lakes System in three areas:
(1) water quality standards (’~::luding numerical limits on poliutan~ in
ambient Great Lakes waters to protect human health, aquatic life,
wildlife; (2) antidegradation policies;
and (3) implementation procedul~.
The Act also requires the Gre~
Lakes States to adopt ~ in
their programs that are consistent
with the final Guidance wiff~n
2 years of EPA’s publication. In ~e
absence of such action, EPA
required to promulgate any nece~.
sary requirements within t~at
period. In addition, Indian Tribes
authorized to administer an NPOF~
program or water quality stand~
program in the Great Lakes ~
will also need to adopt
consistent with the final
into their water programs.
To carry out the Act, EPA proposed regulates for implementing
the Guidance on April 16, 1993,
and invited comment from the public. States and EPA conducted public
meetings in all the Great ~
States during the comment
including two EPA public meetings.
As a result, EPA received over
26,.500 pages of comments horn
over 6,000 commenters. EPA
reviewed all of this informat~ in
developing the final Guidance that
was published in March of 199.S.
Conclusion
The final Guidance rep~_~,ents a
milestone in effo~ by Great Lakes
stakeholders to define and appl~.
innovative and comprehensrve environmental programs for protecting
and restoring the Great Lakes. In
particular, the publication of the
final Guidance culminates 6 years of
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intensive cooperative effort that
included participation by the eight
Great Lakes States, the environmental community, academia, industry,
municipalities, and EPA regional and
national Offices.
The final Guidance wilt help
establish consistent, enforceable,
long-term protection with respect to
all types of pollutants, but will place
short-term emphasis on the t)q:)es of
long-lasting pollutants that accumulate in the food web and pose a
threat to the Great Lakes System.
The Initiative Committees devoted
considerable effort to identifying
such chemicals--persistent bioaccumulative pollutants termed "bioaccumulative chemicals of concern"
(BCCs)--,and developing the most
appropriate criteria, methodologies,
policies, and procedures to address
them. The special provisions for
BCCs, initially developed by the
Initiatrve Committees and incorporated into the final Guidance,
include antidegradation procedures
to minimize future problems; general phaseout and elimination of
mixing zones for BCCs (except in
limited circumstances) to reduce
their overall Ioadings to the Lakes;
more extensive data generation
requirements to ensure that BCCs
are not undertegulated for tack of
data; and development of water
quality criteda that will protect wildlife that feed on aquatic prey.
The GLWQI also supports more
comprehensive management plans
for the Great Lakes envisaged by
the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement of 1987 between the
United States and Canada. Lakewide
Management Plans (LaMPs) for each
Great Lake and Remedial Action
Plans (RAPs) for each of 42 Great
Lakes "Areas of Concern" are under

development by EPA, the States,
local governments, and Canada.
The GLWQI contributes to the
implementation Of all of these
efforts because it defines levels of
protection needed for any pollutant
that might threaten the Great LakeL
The GLWQI represent~ a part.
nership between the States and
Federal government to protect this
unique national resource. EPA is
currently providing technical assistahoe to the States. Over the past
20 years great progress has been
made to improve the quality of
water in the Great lakes, and the
GLWQI represents a further step in
ensuring the health and quality of
the Great lakes in the future.

Remedial Action Plans
for Aa’eas of Concerti
implerne~ting control measures
for pollutants usually begins in
smaller drainages and waterbodies.
At the smallest geographk: s~:ale,
IIC initially idenUfied 42 Area~ of
Concern (AOCs) located primarily
along river mouths or hartx~
where beneficial uses were
impaired. Altogether, the IJC identJfled 14 types of use impairment
ranging from limitations on use of
water for commerce to fish cor~
sumption restrictions, reproductive
problems among wildlife, and
restrictions on disposal of dredged
sediments.
The United States later desighated Presque Isle Bay (in Pennsylvania) as the 43rd AOC, but Canada
delisted Collingwood Harbor (in
Ontano), retuming the total number
of AOCs to 42. The United States
and Canada designated all 42 as
AOCs, all of which face maior toxic~
concerns. Thirty-five of the 42 AOCs
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report toxics concerns in ambient
water, 41 of 42 report toxics in
sediments, and 38 of 42 AOCs
restrict consumption of fish bar.
vested from local waters because of
elevated toxic concentrations in fish
tissues,
In 1985, the Great Lakes States
and the Canadian Provinces agreed
to develop and implement a Remedial Action Plan for each AOC. In
1987, the United States and
Canadian Federal Govemrnents
incorporated the commitment to
develop RAPs into the Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement. A cornplete RAP encompasses the following stages and has a planning docurnent associated with each milestone:
STAGE 1 - Identifies the nature of
the problem(s) and summarizes
available information.
STAGE 2 - Specifies remedial and
regulatory measures needed to
STAGE 3 - Measures and summarizes r~sults as progress is achieved
in implementing management
plans.
Of the 3?. U.S. RAPs, S had
been completed through Stage 2
and 19 others had been completed
or heady completed through Stage
1 by I;he end of 1994.
One of the RAPs, Fox River/
Green Bay, faced particular difficult~es in identif,/~ng the comparative
significance of various sources of
certain contaminants, especially
PCBs. In an unprecedented partnership, GLNPO ioined with the Office
of Research and Development,
several State agencies in W~sconsin

and Michigan, other Federal agencles, and several academic institutions, to sponsor the Fox River/
Green Bay Mass Balance Study from
1987 through 1994. This study
demonstrated the feasibility of the
mass balance approach for identJlying the rela0ve contributions to
toxicant-induced environmental
problems, and it provided the RAP
committee and the State of W’LIco~
sin with a unique tool to forecast
the effects of proposed environmental ~t decisions.
~ Management

Plans

Lakewide Management Plans
are the next leve! of geographic
integration envisioned in the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement.
These plans are whole lake planning
efforts. Under the Agreement,
LaMPs are to emptoy an ecosystem
approach founded on the same use
impairments forming the basis of
the RAP l::)n~ess. While focusing
the LaMPs will also address habitat
and nutrient concerns. Public
involvement is a critical element in
LaMP development.
The first effort at lakewide management was the Lake Ontario
Toxics Management Plan (LOTMP),
undertaken via a 1987 Declaration
of Intent (known as the *Four-Party
Agreement") among the U.S. EPA,
Environment Canada, New Yod~
State Department of Environmental
Conservation, and the Province of
Ontario. This Agreement antici.
pared, in many respects, the LaMP
concept expressed in the 1987 revisions to the GLWQA. The LOTMP
effort is chaired by EPA Region 2.
The Plan first developed a list of
cntical pollutants for Lake Ontario in
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1989. The ~Four Parties" agreed at
that time to undertake revisions that
would permit the LOTMP to
become the LaMP for Lake Ontario.
Since then, there have been two
maior revisions of the LOTMP and,
in August 1994, GLNPO and Region
2 cooperatively undertook an intensire month-long special stud~ moni.
toring organic contaminants in the
water and sediments of Lake
Ontario. Public hearings on the first
draft of the Plan as a Stage 1 LaMP
are under way.
The United States has prepared
the LaMP for the Lake Michigan
Basin, which is contained erttirely in
this country. The effort is headed
up by EPA Region .S and involves all
of the Lake Michigan States: Wis.
consin, Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan. Although impacts from nutrients and un-ionized ammonia toxicit), persist, most of the problems in
Lake Michigan stem from toxic
contaminants already in the Lake
s~stern and ongoing toxic toadings
from point and nonpoint sources,
Future iterations of the LaMP wilt
address all 14 beneficial use impairmerits,
Building on work in progress at
the various AOCs, the Lake
Michigan LaMP will look at the lake
ecos~’stern as a whole and identify a
set of critical pollutants. In some
cases, this is a subset of the range
of pollutanLs being addressed at
smaller geographic units such as the
AOCs. In other cases, pollutan~
that are not of the highest concern
in localized areas but are deemed
critical to the entire Lake Michigan
ecos~vstern may warrant scrutiny,
The LaMP will propose a tiered
concept for developing management actions.

Currently, there is a major effort
under way on the part of GLNPO
with the assistance of the Office of
Research and Development Environ.
mental Research Laboratory.Duluth,
Region 5, and the Lake Michigan
States (Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,
and Michigan) to carry out a fullscale mass balance study of Lake
Michigan. This Study, begun in the
spring of 1994, i~ an effort to pro.
vide the LaMP with a more deffnitive understanding of Ioadings and
fates of four toxic substances (PCB
congeners, tran.s-nonachlor, atrazine, and mercury). It will pcojec’t
the effects of various management
scenarios selected by the LaMP
Management Committee. The Stage
1 Lake Michigan LaMP first draft
was published in January 1992 and
revised in September 1993. A final
version is antiopated by the end of
1995.
The LaMPs for each Great Lake
will also encourage pollution prevention approaches. Lake Superior
provides perfiaps the best opportuni~ to implement pollution prevention because it is the Mast impacted
of the Great Lakes. Lake Superior
has been spared much of the
extreme ecological disruptions as.sociated with industrial and municipal
discharges, introduction of exotic
species, and overharvesting of the
fisheries that have had devastating
impacLs on the lower Great Lakes,
especially Lakes Ontario and Erie.
In the Fall of 1991, the United
States, Canada, and the States of
Minnesota, W~sconsin, and Michigan and the Province of Ontario
formally agreed on a new regional
agreement to protect Lake Superior
from toxic pollution. The Binational
Program seeks to encourage
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pollution prevention and expand
authonties (where appropriate) to
implement a goal of zero pollutant
discharge and emission of nine persistent bioaccumulative toxic substances. As a first step, both the U.S.
and the Canadian governments will
work to freeze Ioadings of toxic
discharges. The United States and
Canada issued a draft Stage 1 LaMP
for Lake Superior in February 1994
and expect to transmit a Stage 1
version incorporating public commerits to the IJC in the near future.
A draft Stage 2 LaMP is expected to
be made available to the public by
the time of the I~C’s biennial meet.
ing in September 1995.
The LaMP for Lake Erie is now
in the early stages of devek>pment
with a binational Management
Committee and Workgroup in
place. The Workgroup, under the
direction of the Management Cornmittee, has begun developing ecosystem objectives and assessing the
status of beneficial uses for Lake
Erie. The Workgroup has also initJated a variety of public involvement
activities, including developing a
Lake Erie Forum and requesting
comments on a concept paper
outlining the LaMP framework,

Pollution Prevention
Initiatives
The EPA GLNPO is working with
EPA Regions 2, 3, and 5, the States,
and their Canadian counterparts to
promote pollution prevention as the
most effective approach to achieve
the GLWQA goal of virtually elimi,
hating discharges of persistent toxic
substances in the Great Lakes. In
1991, EPA and the States developed
the Great Lakes Pollution Prevention

Action Plan to highlight how EPA
and the States will minimize the
use, production, and release of toxk:
substances at the source. The
tion Plan targets pe~stent
bioaccumulative toxic ~ubstance~, for
reduction or elimination.
The GLNPO has allocated
nificant funding and developed a
formal process for funding numer.
ous pollution prevention grants
throughout the Great Lakes Basin
for the past 3 year~. ~ three
Great Lakes Regions of F.PA are
ing the pollution prevention approach to priodtize ~:~lutions. The
Regions view pollution prevenl~:~l
as a voluntary program that falls
back on regulation as needed. The
1992 program goal was ~rpassed
by over 100 million pouncls in
duced contaminant relea~ into the
environment.
The EPA Regions and Great
Lakes States are implementing the
National 38/50 Program in the
Great Lakes Basin. Under this program, EPA has received voluntary
commitments from indust~ to
reduce the emission of 17 priority
pollutants by 50% by the end of
1995. This goal is expected to be
achieved ahead of schedule. A~ part
of the Binational Program to Protect
Lake Superior, EPA and the States
are also cooperating with Canada
to undertake a virtual elimination
initiative for Lake Superior that seeks
first to eliminate new contributions
of Great Lakes critical pollutants,
with special emphasis on mercury.
The EPA is also working with utilities
located within the Great Lakes Basin
to accelerate the phaseout of b’ansformers containing PCBs.
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The Chesapeake Bay

Program
Background
Now in its twelfth year, the EPA
Chesapeake Bay Program is a
regional partnership of Federal,
State, and local participants that has
directed and coordinated Chesapeake Bay restoration since 1983
when the histonc Chesapeake Bay
Agreement was signed. The partners
in this agreement are the State of
Maryland, the Commonwealths of
Pennsylvania and Virginia, the Distrier of Columbia, the Chesapeake
Bay Commission, and the EPA, representing the Federal Government,
as well as participating advisor),
groups,

Chesapeake Bay Watershed with Its
10 Subwatersheds

Western Shore MD

R~
Eastern Shore MD
astern Shore VA
~--------’~-~

Shore VA
\~

Considered a national and int~national model for estuarine restoration and protection, the Chesapeake
Bay Program is still a "work in
progress." Since 1983, milestones in
the evolution of the program
include the 1987 Chesapeake Bay
Agreement, which set a goal of a
40% reduction of nutrients entering
the Bay by the year 2000. In the
1992 amendments to the Agreelent, the partners reaffirmed the
409/o nutrient reduction goal,
agreed to cap nutrient ~ad~ngs
beyond the year 2000, and agreed
to attack nutrients at their source by
applying the 40% goal to the 10
major tributaries of the Bay. The
agreements have also stressed
management of the Bay as a whole
ecosystem, using the restoration of
both habitat and living resources ~s
measures of progress.
Federal agencies also play a
significant role in the Chesapeake
Bay Program. The Federal Governlent owns 1.6 million acres of land
in the Bay watershed. In 1994,
officials from 25 Federal agencies
and departments signed the Agreelent of Federal Agencies on Ecosystern Management in the Ch~_sapeake Bay. This Agreement set out a
number of specific goals and commitments for Federal agencies on
their lands throughout the watershed, as well as new cooperative
efforts by Federal agencies elsewhere.
"[he Chesapeake Bay is an enormously complex and dynamic systern of fishes, watedowl, and vegetation in an estuary where salt
water from the Atlantic Ocean and
fresh water from the many tributaries of the Bay come together (Figure
1 2-6). A host of complicated interactions having physical, chemical,
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and biolog,cal dimensions present
formidable challenges to the understanding and management of this
great estuary (Figure 12-7).
If we liken the Chesapeake Bay
to a patiem in the hospital undergoing treatment for a life-threatening illness, we can now report that
the patient’s vital signs, such as
living resources, habitat, and water
quality are stabilized and the patient
is out of intensive care. Some vital

1/

signs, such as striped bass and Bay
grasses have improved dramatically,
others, such as oysters, are still in
danger, with still other vital
mixed but stable. Nutrient ~
continue on their downward slope,
with phosphorus reduction out.C,J’ipping that of nitrogen. Dissolved
oxygen remains unchanged but has
stopped declining. In the following
sections, these f,~dings are examined in rno~ det~l.

,,~

Effects of Pollutants in the Chesapeake Bay
Health), System

N~ents

,~dtments

Toxk.ant.s

"’11:..111..:..1:11..:..1..1..1....................................

..

Low Dissolved
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Water Column Habitat
, Clear Water
¯ Algal Growth Balanced
Oxygen Levels Adequate
: Finfish Abundant

~

Crowth Inhibited

I~
Bottom Habitat

Fish, Shellfish and Other

~urce: R~ta~ from Ahce J Lips~ In: Mawlond Tn~to~ ~tmt~t~ the Che$o~k¢
EnwronmenL ~lt~m~e, MD

/
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Stresses on the Ecosystem
Land Use

filling, draining, or conversio~ to
open water. This represents a loss of
about 8 acres pe~ day.

The Chesapeake Bay’s waterPopulation
shed, radically changed by European settlement three centuries ago,
Population growth is the single
continues to undergo changes that
most important factor underlying
reflect how we use the land in this
the various stresses on the Bay eco64,000-square-mile expanse. Urban,
system. In 19.50, the Bay’s water.
suburban, and agricultural lands all
shed contained 8.4 million re~
leach more pollutants into the Bay
dent~. By
than do natural forests and wetgrown to 14.2 million and, by
lands. About 40% of the land is no
2020, there will be an estimated
longer in ~ natural state and we
17.4 million people IMng in the
are losing wetlands at a rate of
watershed. An expanding
8 acres per day.
population relies on highways and
Data from 1990 show that forautomobiles, increasing both the
est is the dominant land use within
number of cars on the road and the
the Bay watershed, constituting
miles driven. The growing popula.
about 59% of the land, mostly in
tion also requires land for homes,
areas far removed from the Bay’s
transportation, shops, jobs, and
shoreline. Agricultural land, includrecreation. Forests and other lands
ing pasture and cropland, constiof environmental significance are
tutes about 33% of the watershed,
often converted to meet these
Urban and suburban lands are genneeds.
eralh! close to the Bay and its tidal
An ever-increasing population
tributanes and cover about 7% of
has resulted in higher wastewater
the watershed. Wetlands, critical
flows to the Chesapeake Bay (Figure
habitat environment, represent
1
about 1%. Nutrient and sediment
wastewater treatment and bans on
loads from forest land are low comdetergents containing phosphorus,
pared to urban and agncultural land
point source loads of phosphorus
uses.
have been reduced by 70% since a
Based on projections of a
peak in the 1970s, despite a 40°/o
steadily increasing population, the
trois, iust recently iml~lemented’ are
increase in total flow. Nitrogen conlargest change in land use will be
from forest and agriculture to urban
already starting to reduce the levels
and suburban. In 1985, about 4.0
of this pollutant entering the Bay
million acres of the watershed were
from point sources such as industry
urban or suburban. This number is
and municipal sewage treatment
projected to increase to about 5.4
plants.
million acres by the year 2000, an
Along with changes in land use,
increase of 35% over the 1985 acrepopulation growth also results in
age. Bet~,~een 1982 and 1989,
higher flows from waste"water treat20,000 acres, about 2.5% of wetment plants. This wastewater conlands, were lost primarily through
tarns the nutrients phosphorus and
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nitrogen, excessive quantities of
which are the primary polluUon
threat~ facing Bay waters. The Federal Construction Grant~ Program
provided !reproved treatment at
municipal plants to remove pho$.
phorus, resulting in a sharp decline
in phosphorus discharges between
1970 and ! 980. These reductions
have continued since 1980 with
additional treatment plant upejrade~
and the implementation of phosphorus bans that prohibit the use of
this nuthent in household detergents. Overall, phosphorus loads
have declined by about 70o/o since
the 1970s. Nitrogen discharge~
increased steadily between 1950
and 1985. Improved t~eatrnent at
both industrial and municipal wastewater facilities is responsible for
reductions in nitrogen discharge~
since 1985. Innovative technologies,
such as bioIogical nutrient removal
(BNR) provide better management
of the sewage treatment process,
resulting in lower nitrogen
phosphonJs lev~,~.
The signatories Of the Cheta.
peake Bay Agreement have committed to develop and implement nutrient reduction strategies~the
Tributary Strategies--that will
and nonpoint source loads by 4096
by the year 2000. Great ~l"Jides have
been made in reducing point ~ource
phosphorus loads. Continued reduc.
tions are needed, especially in nitrogen, however, to offset flow
increases In areas of rapid population growth

V

Impacts on the Eco~,~em
Rivets - Nutrient and sediment
pollution from the Susquehanna
and Potomac Rivers, the two larg~’t
freshwater tributaries feeding the
Bay, show encouraging signs.
many years of increasing nitrogen
concentrations, most of the Bay’s
tributanes are showing a leveliog o~
of this trend and some are actually
showing a decline (Figure 1
Such results demonstrate that point
and nonpoint ~urce abatement
programs instituted over the ~
10 years are producing the de~’ed
re~u~.
The quality of fre~ water ent~’.
ing the Chesapeake Bay from t~
~urrounding nontidal tributarie~ I~
an important factor in the water

~,~
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and habitat quality of the estuary,
When taken as a whole, results from
cooperative monitoring of input
from the Bay’s rivers generally show
very encouraging signs,
Historical data from the 1970s
and more recent data for 19841993 show that the concentrations
of several important pollutants are
either declining or leveling off after
previously increasing trends. Point
and nonpoint source controls
appear to be having an impact on
the total phosphorus concentrations
for a number of the riven. The
phosphate detergent bans enacted
in Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
and the District of Columbia during

Pollutant Trends in the Bay’s Rivers
Nitrogen
Phosphorus
Sedirnent
Decreaung trend
Incre~ng t~md
No t~end
Insuffioefl! C~l~
Sampling stat~o~

NPS

NP$

NPS

P,tuxent

NPS

NPS
" I~m~’t ~

~_~ _
~O~ttto=

NPS
.~ ~,

~’um~,n~e~

L

the mid-1980s have clearly contributed to the lowering of phosphorus
inputs from the flyers. Even nitrogen, which has only recently been
targeted for load reductions is
showing declines in part:, of the
Susquehanna and Patuxent Rivers.

~
r~

Estuaries - Nutrient levels in the
tidal saline waters of the Chelapeake Bay and its tributaries are
responding to the trends seen in
the inputs of nutrients from the
nontidal rivers (Figure 12-10). Many
regions are
in
phosphorus levels. Nitrogen flowing
into the Bay has stopped increasing
in most areas. Despite these
promising trends, dissolved oxygen
k=vels are still tow enough to cause
severe impacts and stressful conditions in the mainstem of the Bay

and several of the target tributaries

(Figure 12-11).
The main causes of the Bays
poor water quality and aquatic habitat loss are elevated levets of the
nutrients nitrogen and phosphorus.
NPS
Both are natural fertilizers found in
animal waste, soil, and even the
atmosphere. In excessive amounts,
these nuthents cause an excessive
N P S growth of algae, which clouds the
- -O10 water and I:docks the sunlight that is
essential for submerged aquatic
grasses. When the algae die, they
sink and decompose, using up the
dissolved oxygen in the water. Low
NPS
oxygen conditions may cause the
.
eggs and larvae of fish to die. The
growth and reproduction of oysters,
clams, and other bottom-dwelling
animals are impaired. Adult fish find
their habitat reduced and their feeding inhibited. Animals that cannot
’~ ~!~
move may die.
Nitrogen concentrations in the
water appear to be declining in
some areas, especially Maryland’s
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V
upper western shore, the Patuxent
River, and the James River in
Virginia. In all areas of the Bay and
its tributaries, phosphorus concentrations are either declining or have
remained stable since 1984.
Changes in dissolved oxygen conditions are few and do not show any
consistent pattern. The observed

L

changes are primarily due to
improved treatment at indust~al
and municipal point sources located
in the major metropolitan areas that
surround the upper tidal tributa~es.
Sediment - Potentially toxic co¢~
taminants stored in the Bay’s hot.
tom sediments from years of

Nutrient Status and Trends
Total Phosphorus
Elk Run
Gunpowder

~ck

Total Nitrogen
Elkl~

)’~ll~ ~s,s~fi~s

Gunpowcler

~

Che~er

Back

Potomac

Potomac
0

Po~omoke

Pocomoke

"~’~

@ Improv+ng
James

tl I ~

StatusKey

~I

¯ Severely Impacted

~

¯ Stressed
¯ Fair

James

NOTE: Nutnent and chlorophyll status shadings are based on relative levers compared to similar salini~ regions ebewhere in tJ~ Bay’ and its
ts’ibu~ar~es. If the nutrient levels were shown as absolute levels, the upper tnbutanes would have the htghest nu~ent levels.
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pollution reach levels of concern
only in a few localized areas that
have intensive industrial activity and
high population densities. The
inputs of many of these pollutants
have already been reduced but
additional measures are being studled to mitigate an), possible toxic
impacts,
Many types of contaminants,
including trace metals, organic

compounds (such as PAHs and
PCBs), and pesticides (such as DDT,
chlordane, and atrazine), pose a
threat to Bay water. Most of these
contaminants cling to particles suspended in the water and settle to
the bottom; therefore, their concen.
trations in sediments are typicall~
much higher than in the water.
Monitoring toxic substances in the
sediment is an efficient method o~
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determining contaminaUon levels in
the Bay and identifying areas that
may require further evaluation of
potenUal contaminant problems.

L

Trends in Submerged Aquatic Vegetation

Uving Resource Response
Submerged Aquatic Vegetation Submerged aquatic vegetal~:m
(SAV), a critical habitat for fish,
crabs, and watedowt, has increased
75% since 1978 in response to
improving water quality (Figure 1212). These increases achieve about
64% of the iniUal restoration goal.
Survey results for 1994 show a 10~
decrease in the acreage of S~V due
largely to record freshwater flows in
spring that transported increased
nutrient and sediment loads into the
Bay. Additional improvements in
water quality will be needed to
sustain the resurgence in SAV.
The strong link between water
quality and SAV distribution ~nd
abundance makes .~AV plant co~
munities good barometer~ of the
Chesapeake Bay’s health. ~AV
torically covered vast areas of the
Bay’s shallow water~ and nurtured a
late 1960s and eady 1970s, how.
ever, Bay SAV populaUons experiincreased nutrient and sediment
pollution from development within
the watershed.
Significant progress has been
made in defining water quality
requirements for SAV in the Bay.
Those requirements emphasize

good water clarity and low levels of
suspended sediment, nutrients, and
algae. The Chesapeake Executive
Council used this new informabon
about SAV in 1993 to establish an
SAV restoration goal of 114,000
acres Bay-wide.
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Recent changes in Chesapeake
Bay SAV populations suggest that
most of these populations can
rebound rapidly if water quality
conditions are improved and mainrained. Some areas may not
become revegetated even after the
return of suitable water quality conditions, however, due to a lack of
SAV propagules either within or
close to these areas,
Biological Communities - Important biological communities in the
Bay, such as plankton and benthos,
reveal underlying concerns in the
food web that sustain some of the
more visible Bay species. Zooplankton describes the community of
floating, often microscopic animals
that inhabit aquatic environments,
Zooplankton are the most plentiful
animals in the Chesapeake Bay and
its tributaries. The most common
zooplankton are the crustacea,
which include animals such as crab
and barnacle larvae,
Zooplankton are proving to be
good indicators of water quality
conditions, habitat quality for living
resources, and the effects of toxic
contamination in the Bay. Several
studies have indicated that sufficient
numbers of zooptankton during the
cntical life stages of larval stnped
bass are vitally important to their
growth and survival. Zooplankton
act as a cdtical link between water
quality and living resources, and
zooplankton environmenta! indicatots are currently under development for use ~n assessing the health
of the Chesapeake Bay.
Phytoplankton refers to the
community of floabng, mostly
microscopic plants or algae that
inhabit aquatic environments. They

are a critical component of the
Chesapeake Bay ecosystem and
represent the first biological
response to the Bay’s nutrient
enrichment problem. Phytoplankton are particularly important to the
Bay ecosystem because they are
primary producers, converting
energy from sunlight into food for
animals such as zooplankton, oysters, and fish. Although phytoplankton form the foundation of the food
chain in the Bay, problems can
occur if this community grow~ out
of control due to excess nutrients.
"Benthos" describes an inverte.
brate community of organisms that
live on or in the bottom sediments.
This community includes a wide
variety of organisms such as darns,
oysters, and small crustaceans, in
addition to the blood and clam
worms commonly used as bait.
Because most benthic invertebrates have limited mobility and
cannot avoid changes in habitat
quality, they are often used as
reliable and sensitive environmental
indicators. Some benthic organisms
are commercially important and all
have important functions in the Bay
ecosystem. They act as nutrient
recyclers and important links in the
Bay’s food chain, feeding on microscopic plankton and serving as food
for the bottom-feeding blue crab
and fish such as spot and croaker.
Most of the areas with severely
or moderately degraded benthic
communities are located in deeper
tributary channels and the deep
trench of the Bay and experience
stress from low concentrations of
dissolved oxygen. Sediment concentrations of toxic substances appear
to have a secondary, but significant,
influence on benthic community
condition, pnmarily in industrialized
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areas such as the Elizabeth,
Anacostia, and Patapsco Rivers.
Results indicate that implementation of the 1972 Clean Water Act
resulted in large reductions in the
quantity of contaminant~ discharged
through industrial wastewater
outfalls or sent to municipal wastewater plants and ultimately to
Chesapeake Bay. Generally, contam~nant concentrations in the .~=diment have been substantially
reduced in the past two decades,
Subsequent revisions of the Clean
Water Act and the Clean Air ~
required additional measures to
reduce the discharge of trace metal
and organic contaminants and prevent toxic impacts,
The Chesapeake Bay Program
recently completed evaluating its
toxic substances reduction strategy
to better define the nature, extent,
and magnitude of toxics problems
in the Chesapeake Bay.

-

¯

Stfll~"d Bass - Due to improved
reproduction and better control of
the harvest, stdped bass, al~o
known as rockfish, have made a
remarkable recovery over the past
decade. The ~ncreasing numbers of
striped bass ( Morone ~4~xatilis) ~
darting through Bay waters are a
tribute to interagenoy cooperation
in the management of an important
Bay resource. Monitoring data show
that significant progress has been
made in rebuilding the population
from the all-time lows of the 1980s
(Figure 12-1 3). Striped bass spend
most of their adult life in the ocean,
returning each spring to spawn in
tidal fresh or brackish waters found
along the Atlantic coast, with the
principal spawning and nursery
areas found in the Chesapeake Bay.
The increased abundance of striped

bass is due largely to the implemen.
tation of coastwide fishing
restrictions, including a fishing ban
in Chesapeake Bay, allowing more
fish to reach sexual maturity.

L

Shad - American shad, w~k:h
spawn in the Bay’s tributaries, h~
suffered population decline~ ~
the past century from overharv~t.
ing, dam construction that blocks
migration routes, and habitat de~raclarion. Once one of the rno~ cornmercially valuable N:~:ies in the
Chesapeake Bay, American shad
(Aloso sopidissirna) populations have
declined to a shadow of their
former abundance. Historical over.
harvesting and habitat degradation,
combined with stream impediments
blocking miles of spawning and
nursery grounds, have been cited a~
the main causes for this reduction.
Due to declining stocks, Man/.
land placed a moratorium on shad
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in 1980, prohibiting the sale,
capture, or possession of shad
caught in Maryland waters of the
Chesapeake Bay. The District of
Columbia also placed a moratorium
on American and hickory shad in
1989 and Virginia imposed a moratodum in 1994. None of these management decisions affect the coastal
"intercept" fishery, which continues
to harvest the species all along the
Atlantic coast, although Mar)dand
has proposed to end the coastal
fishery in 199.5.
In 1989, the Chesapeake Bay
Program established an Alosid Fisheries Management Plan to protect,
restore, and enhance Bay-wide
stocks of American shad, hickory
shad, blueback herring, and alewife,
Efforts have focused on habitat restoration, restocking, reduction of
fishing effort, and stock assessment
survey improvement. Through these
efforts, managers and researchels
hope to restore a once valuable
species to its former abundance in
the Bay.
An integral component of the
shad’s long-term success is its ability
to return to its upstream spawning
habitat. The removal of blockages
and construction of denil fishways
and fish elevators to create fish passages has reopened 17:5 miles of
river to anadromous fish throughout
the Bay watershed. Many new
projects are under way. The Bay
Program has committed to reopening 582 miles of stream habitat by
1998 and 1,356 miles by 2003.
Blue Crab - The blue crab is currently the most important commercial and recreational fishery in the
Say. With increasing fishing pressures and relatively low harvests in

recent years, there is growing
concern for the health of the stocks.
Both Maryland and V~rginia have
recently implemented new regula.
tions on comrnercial and recreational crabber~ to protect this
important resource.
With the declir~e of other species in the Bay and the resultant
increase in crab harvesting pressure,
concern about the future of this
great resource is mounting.
A priority for improving managernent of the blue crab fishery is
to enhance our understanding of
crab population dynamics. Knowledge of both environmental and
anthropogenic factors contributing
to annual fluctuations in reproduc.
tire success and population levels is
essential for effective fishery managemenL
As with other Chesapeake Bay
fisheries, a comprehensive approach
to managing the blue crab is
needed because biological, physical,
economic, and social aspects of the
fishery are shared among the Bay’s
jurisdictJons. To provide such an
approach, a Bay-wide blue crab
fishery management plan was deve!oped in 1989 to sustain the ecological and economic value of the blue
crab stock. The plan has alreac~
resulted in the implementation of
better fishery practices and more
effective monitoring of the blue
crab stock, as mentioned previously.
A revised plan based on more
accurate data and requiring further
conservation measures will be
completed in 1995.
Oysters - Prospects for the Bay’s
oyster population remain poo~.
Overharvesting, habitat loss, and
disease have all conspired over the
year~ to deplete the stocks severely.
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New management efforts have been
developed to improve this situation,
Oyster harvesting has been an
integral part of the Bay region’s
economic development and cultural
hentage. The filtering capabilities of
the oyster enable it to remove large
quantities of algae and sediment
from the water column, while its
shells provide habitat for a variety of
benthic organisms and fish species.
Some scientists fee! that the restoratJon of this creature is an important
key to improving water quality and
the overall health of the Bay.
In 1989 the Chesapeake Bay
Program established an oyster management plan w=th the goal of conserving oyster stocks while maintain,
ing a viable fishen/. In the latest
effort to restore oyster stocks in
Maryland, 40 representatives including watermen, academir3, State
officials, environmentalists, and
aquacultunsts ioined in an O~ter
Roundtable to address the oyster’s
dilemma. These discussions led to
the signing of an "action plan" with
~erat recommendations for aquaculture, research, and the designation of special "recovery areas.M
This management plan is the first of
its kind to recognize the ecological
importance of the oyster in addition
to its commercial value.
Waterfowl - The Bay’s waterfowl
consist of several species, not all of
which are indigenous. A long-term
decline in the abundance of the
native waterfowl is of great concern,
"r~e necessary corrective action to
reverse this trend is habitat improvement and resurgence of SAV.
Historica!!y, waterfowl were so
abundant they seemed to blanket
areas of the Say. Today, their
numper~ are greatly reduced,

VV’~lespread detedorat~:m of
water habitats and wetlands,
coupled with increasing human
disturbance, hav~ reduced the ab~
ity of many Bay areas to support
waterfowl. Overall, waterfowl ate
declining in the Bay, with the latgest declines occurring in the Canada
goose populatiort. ~ black
~:ooters,
continueso~l~lu=~w
its gradual’ and
decline, a~ do
Merganser, bufflehead, mallard, and
the nonindigenou$ mute ~ran
populatJo~ are incre.adr~.
C~~
The connection between
human activit~ o~ land artd
Chesapeake Ba~ degradation
clear. ~ also contrib.
utes to declin~ in the Bay’s living
resources. While the findino~ in th~
report al!ow fo~ much optimi.u’n,
they al~o warn that we are far
declaring victoO, in our fight to rave
the Chesapeake Bay. The r~u~
show that the Che~peake Bay
interconnected system and that
activit~ on the land and mi~management of the resources can .r, et off
a chain of events that ultimately
yields degraded conditions in the
water and loss of IMng resources.
The results also ~ that these
conditions, which have resulted
from almost 300 years of abuse, ate
reversible.
Overall, the Chesapeake Bay still
shows symptoms related to stre~
from an expanding population and
the changes such growth brino~
about in land use. However, the
concentrated restoration and management effort begun 12 year~ ago
has produced tangible results---a
state of the Chesapeake Bay that
better toda.y than it was when we
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started~and promises the future
will be even brighter,
We cannot return the Chesapeake Bay to it~ pnstine, or original,
state, nor will we ever have the
uninhabited expanses that our parenLs and grandparents knew. We
will probably never go back to the
days when we could harvest oysters
by the tens of millions of bushels
nor to the days when we could
catch as many 40-pound rockfish as
our boat could hold. Those days are
gone forever. But, we can have
relatively clean water and large,
protected areas of marsh and shoreline. We can have viable fish and,
bird populations, although never
the "limitless* stocks of fish for all to
harvest. The lessons we learn from
these experiences, and our willing,
ness to act on them, will determine
the state of the Chesapeake Bay
that we leave to future generations,

The National Estuary
Program
The National Estuary Program
embodies the ecosystem approach
by building coalitions, addressing
multiple sources of contamination,
pursuing habitat protection as a
pollution control mechanism, and
investigating cross-media transfer of
pollutants from air and soil into
estuanne waters,
Congress recognizes that estuaries are unique and endangered ecosystems and that traditional water
pollution control programs alone
cannot address the more complex
issues associated with estuaries.
These issues include protecting
living resources and their habitats,
controlling diffuse sources of pollutants, and managing estuanes as

watershed ecosystems. Responding
to the unrnet needs of estuanne
ecosystems, Congress established
the National Estuary Program in
1987 under Section 320 of the
Clean Water ~
The NEP adopts a geographic,
basinwide approach to environmental management. A State governor
nominates an estuary in his or her
State fc~ participation in the ~
gram. The State must demonstrate
a likelihood for success in protecting
candidate estuaries and provide
evidence of institutional, financial,
and political commitment to soMng
estuarine problems.
If an estuary meets the NEP
guidelines, the EPA Administrator
convenes a management conference of representatives from inter.
e~ed Federal, Regional, State, and
local governments; affected industries; scientific and academic institutions; and citizen organizations. The
management conference defines
program goals and obiectives, ider~
titles problems, and designs strategies to prevent and control poilution and manage natural resources
in the estuanne basin. Each man.
agement conference develops and
initiates implementation of a
Comprehensive Conservation and
Management Plan (CCMP) to
restore and protect its estuary.
With the addition of seven estuary programs in July 1995, the NEP
currently supports 28 estuary
projects (Figure 12-14):
¯ Puget Sound in Washington State
¯ Columbia River in Oregon and
Washington
¯ Tillamook Bay in Oregon
¯ San Francisco Bay E~tuary in
California
¯ Morro Bay in California
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¯ Santa Monica Bay in California
¯ Corpus Christi Bay in Texas
¯ Galveston Bay in Texas
¯ Baratana-Terrebonne Estuarine
Complex in Louisiana
¯ Mobile Bay in A~abama
¯ Tampa Bay in Florida
¯ Sarasota Bay in Florida
¯ Charlotte Bay in Florida
¯ Indian River Lagoon in Florida
¯ San Juan Bay in Puerto Rico
¯ Albemade-Pamlico Sounds in
North Carolina
¯ Maryland Cc~l Ba~ in
Mar~Aand
¯ Delaware Inland Bays in Delaware
¯ Delaware Estuary in New Jerk=y,
Pennsylvania, and Delaware
¯ Bamegat Bay in New Jersey
¯ New York-New Jersey Harbor
in New York and New Jer~,~
¯ Long Island Sound in Connecticut and New York
¯ Peconic Bay ,n New York
¯ Narragansett Bay in Rhode Island
¯ Buzzards Bay in Massachusetts
¯ Massachusetts Bay in Massachu-

¯

Hampshire Estuaries in New
Hampshire
¯ Casco Bay in Maine.
New

with estuary managers to suggest
remedies. Because the NEP is not a
research program, it relies heavily
on past and current research o~
other agencies and institutions to
support its work.
Appendix C, Table C-10, li~
physical and economic characten~
tics of the NEP estuarine basins. The
table also describes each estuaty’s
susceptibility to pollution in term~ o~
its ability to flush out and dilute
pollutants. This information is being
evaluated as part of a natio~l
survey of nutrient enrk:hment in
estuaries, sponsored jointly by EPA
and NOAA.

Estuarine Problems
Each of the 28 estuaries in the
NEP is unique, yet the e~uartes
share common threats and st,’~so~.
Each estuary faces expanding
human activity near its shores that

Locations of National Estuary Program Sites

These 28 estuaries are nationally
significant in their economic value
as well as in their ability to support
livingresources. Theprojectsites
also represent a broad range of
environmental conditions in
estuaries throughout the United
States and its Territories.
decisionmaking for the protection,
restoration, and maintenance of
estuaries. Through a characterization
process, scientists from Federal,
State, and local government agencies, academic institutions, and the
private sector analyze an estuary’s
problems and their causes and work

~11P~
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may degrade water quality and
habitat. Eutrophication, toxic
substances (including metals),
pathogens, and changes to living
resources and habitaLs top the list of
problems being addressed by the
NEP Management Conferences.
Tables C-11, C-12, and C-13 in
Appendix C list the problems stressing the NEP sites,

Eutrophication
Nutrient~ enter waterways
through sewage treatment plant
discharges, stormwater runoff from
lawns and agncultura! lands, faulty
septic tanks, and even ground water
discharges. (For example, nitrates
are believed to leach into ground
water and discharge into the Delaware Inland Bays.) Algae and bacteria respond to elevated input~ of
nutrien~ by rapidly reproducing.
Decomposition of the algae consumes oxygen and causes hypoxialow concentzations of dissolved oxygen.
¯ The Long Island Sound Study
Management Conference (which
includes representatives from NOAA,
State and County agencies in Connecticut and New York, and New
York City) is focusing on sources of
hypoxia in the basin surrounding
the Sound. During recent summer~,
poor water circulation exacerbated
hypoxia problems in parts of the
Sound. The Long Island Sound
Study identified nitrogen as the
primary nutrient linked to hypoxia in
the Sound and concluded that discharges from sewage treatment
plants and runoff are the leading
controllable sources of nitrogen
Ioad=ngs to the estuary,

¯ The Delaware Inland Bays Management Conference is focusing on
the Inland Bays’ capacity to assimi.
late nutrients. First, the study idenU.
f’md critical inforrnaUon gaps and
planned research projects to fill the
gaps. Ongoing r~search project~
target four goals: (1) determine
ground water contributions of nuthenLs, (2) develop a mass balance
model of nutrient cycling between
ground water and the Inland Bays,
(3) define nutrient transport processes in the Inland Bays’ basin, and
(4) develop a strategy for using
living t~otJrces as indicators of
water quality. The pro~ect coordi.
nares public input and research
conducted by Federal, State, ~
demic, and private scientist~ in an
attempt to characterize the estuary
and develop a Comprehensive Conser~atJon and Management Plan.

Toxic Substances

L

~’~
P~

.
~

¯ Metals in Massachusetts Bay illustrate the impact from sewage treatment plant~, atmospheric
deposition, and polluted tributaries.
The Bay receives high metal loading
from the Merrimack River. The
Comprehensive Conservation and
Management Plan for the Bay will
have to address sources of metals
contaminating the Merrimack River
as well as sources discharging
metals directly into the Bay.
¯ Sediment core samples collected
at Narragansett Bay revealed that
most metal concentrations peaked
during the 1950s and have declined
by an average of 60% since the
1950s. The study attributes declines
in metal concentrations to improvemenLs ~n sewage treatrnenL
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¯ The Casco Bay Estuary Project
focuses on the extent of toxic conlamination in Bay sediments. Heavy
metal concentrations in Casco Bay
sediments exceed concentrations in
most NEP estuaries. The Casco Bay
study detected heavy metals, PCBs,
PAHs, pesticides, dioxins, and other
organic compounds in the Casco
Bay sediments. NOAA’s flounder
liver survey revealed heavy
concentrations of lead, copper, zinc,
silver, and PCBs in fish captured in
Casco Bay.

Pathogens
Pathogens are bacteria and
viruses that cause diseases. To protect public health, State agencies
prohibit the harvest of shellfish in
waters contaminated with pathogens or pathogen indicators, such
as fecal coliforrns. Waters conlaminated with pathogens also pose a
health risk to swimmers, surfers, and
diver~. "
¯ A growing network of sheitfish
farms on the Indian River Lagoon
serves as a monitoring system to
alert scientists and managers to
water quality problems in the
Lagoon, including the presence of
pathogens,
¯ Elevated counts of bacterial and
viral indicator~ in two .Santa Monica
storm drains raised concern about
the safety of swimming near storm
drain outfalis. Additional sampling
confirmed elevated bacterial indicatot counts in the surf zone and in
storm drain runoff. However, the ¯
data were inadequate to calculate
health risks. The study recommended additional research to

determine the source of fecal organisms and viruses in the storm drains
and the disper--~on of runoff along
the shoreline.
Living Resou~es

and Their Hal~lt
Ov~f~rv~ting ~ loss of
habitats hav~ led to a decline of
valuable speci~ an ino’ease in
populations of less desirable species,
and a decrease in the diversity of
IMng resourc~ in estuaries. Land
devetol:~ent in upland areas

creases sedimentation in waterways;
construction in we~ands destroys
this valuable filter system and habltat for juvenile fi~; buikheading
interferes with natural plant and
animal shoreline intetaction.~; and
dredge and fill activities create tur.
bid waters, des’aoy habitat, and
interfere with circulation patterns. In
Florida, ongoing estuary pro~l:s
study the e~fects of habitat change~,
rapid growth and development, and
sewage treatment plant expansion
on living resources.
¯ The Florida Marine Research Institute is conducting cooperative studies of fish-habitat relatk~ships in
Tampa Bay with NOAA funding
channeled through the Fkxida
Department of Environmental RegulatJon. These studies examine fish
community structure along the
salinity gradient, fish density in
seagrass beds and unvegetated
habitat.s, and the use of microhabitats by economically valuable
fish species. The Slate will enter the
results of this research into a database for predicting the effect~ of
future habitat modifications.
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¯ In Sarasota Bay, water quality
trends indicate that nutrient and
salinity levels and the alkalinity/
acidity ratio have decreased over
time. The decrease reflects a shift
from agrarian to urban land use.
On the eastern shore, submerged
aquatic vegetation has declined,
particularly in an area within trans.
port range of a seawater treatment
plant outfall. Although the total
concentration of suspended solids is
elevated, researchers cannot link
increased biomass to decreased light
resulting from the sewage plant
discharges. Further studies are investigating another possible cause of
the vegetation losses: the formation
of insoluble calcium carbonate from
the soluble bicarbonate present in
the sewage plant effluent.
¯ ~ Bay Study Group of the City
of Tampa has conducted extensive
monitoring in Tampa Bay. Monitodng at middle Tampa Bay and
Hillsborough Bay indicate wastewater plant upgrades implemented
in 1979 reduced nitrogen and ohiorophytl concentrations and bluegreen algae levels in Hillsborough
Bay. Dissolved oxygen concentrations and water transparency also
increased. At the same time, sea
grasses colonized shallow areas
around Hillsborough Bay, which had
been barren of attached vegetation
for several decades preceding the
sewage plant upgrades. The Bay
Study Group has documented a
fourfold increase in the quantity of
sea grasses since they began
monitoring sea grass in 1986.
Although historical information
and current investigations have
expanded our understanding of
estuarine problems, cooperative

scientific studies must continue to
evaluate management options for
correcting estuarine impairments.
Knowledge of estuarine systems lays
the foundation for successful
management plans.

Looking to the Future:

Trends and Needs
Closer Integration with
EPA Programs
There is growing concern about
impacts on estuaries from air deposition, solid and hazardous waste
sites, and contaminated ground
water. Several NEP projects are
investigating cross-media pollutant
sources. The Long Island Sound
Study is investigating the role that
vehicle emissions play in polluting
the Sound. Work at Superfund sites
in Puget Sound and Buzzards Bay
has been coordinated with NEP
projects, but even closer ties
between remediation activities at
waste sites and estuary proiects are
needed. Although the New YorkNew Jersey Harbor estuarine program addresses the problems
caused by solid waste, few projects
deal directly with trash by encour.
aging household recycling and
waste reduction. With cooperation
from the Rhode Island business
community, the Narragansett Bay
Project is performing hazardous
waste audiLs and encouraging
source reduction, recycling, and
safer chemical substitution.
Though much interaction
among EPA’s base programs is
under way, more integration is
needed at EPA Regional Offices and
Headquarters.
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A Scientific/Management/
Public Partnership
Using the scientific knowledge
gathered and interpreted during the
characterization phase ensures that
the public, elected officials, and
special interest groups-all part of
the Management Conferenceunderstand the problems of the
estuary and are preparecl to support
the measures needed to correct the
problems,
This process is simple in theory
but complex in practice. Scientists
do not akvays agree on the causes
of a problem or the solutions. Furthermore, scientists and managers
do not always communicate well
with each other. In the NEP, managers operate on a 5-year plan; yet
scientists rarely operate on a fixed
5-year plan. Under the auspices of
the Management Conferences,
however, scienUsts are focusing their
research and applying their results
to project managers’ needs and
time constrain~. Managers are chatlenging scientists to direct their
studies to meet Management Conference needs for short-term
answers. The Management Conference enhances communication
between scientists and managers
and results in petter soluOons to
management issues,
Members of the public often
express concerns about highly visible problems, yet these issues may
not be the most important problems for the Management Conference to consiOer, in fact, spending
resources on a highly visible but
relatively insignificant problem could
divert attention from a crucial matter. It is tmperative, therefore, that
scientific findings be widely

communicated and form the basis
for public education efforts.
¯ Faced with diverse constituencies,
each with a different idea of what
constitutes a monitoring program
appropriate for Santa Monica Bay,
the Santa Monica Bay Restoration
Program held a 2-day consensusbuilding conference for scientists,
managers, dischargers, regulators,
and public interest group
representatives. The conference goal
was to outline monitoring objeclJv~
that would guide the development
of detailed hypotheses and sampiing and analysis plans. Conference
participants were led through a set
of structured exercises that focused
on the overall concerns driving the
regulatory/monitoring s~stem,
agreement on a monitoring philoso.
phy for the Bay, and determination
of which Bay resources were the
most highly valued. These exercises
were followed by a decisionrnaking
process through which speci~
monitoring objectives were dev~
oped. The selected objectives
reflected management goals,
scientific knowledge, and public
concerns.
Every estuary program in t~
NFP has a public participath:~n and
education component. Solutions to
pollution problems are grounded in
scientific information, but protection
of habitats and commitment to
action are dependent upon public
education. Through education and
participation, the public gains an
understanding of the estuary and its
problems, the will to act to solve
immediate problems, and the desire
to be stewards of the ecosystem for
the future.
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Priority Concems
The public, in partne~hip with
scientists and government managers, faces enormous challenges com.
pounded by the population growth
projected to continue in the coastal
zone well into the 21st century. We
will need to manage this growth
more effectively to protect our
coastal resources. Critical management areas that must be addressed
include general growth and
development, nonpoint sources,
and natural habitat destnJctJon.

the impervious surfaces, collecUng
pollutants deposited from the air,
and delivers the pollutants direct~
into surface waters. W~thout wetlands and other vegetated areas, the
land cannot filter pollutants from
storm water runoff before it enters
estuarine waters. Looking ahead,
our major challenge is contrqlling
nonpoint sources resulUng from
population growth and their
impacts on estuadne habitats.

Nonpoint Source Control
Section 319 of the Clean Water

Growth and Development
Coastal population growth and
development patterns disrupt natural processes in coastal ecosystems
and threaten both the ecologic and
economic values of estuaries. As we
approach the year 2000, we must
improve convenUonal pollution controis and accelerate enforcement
actions. However, new strategies are
required to solve the more complex
problems brought about by increasing pressure to develop rural areas
and sensitive pnsUne areas.
Shoreline development often
strips vegetation and eliminates
wetlands, which exposes the land to
erosion. Increased sedimentation in
shallow waters chokes underwater
grasses and threatens fish and shellfish habitats. Development near
shorelines also damages life-sustain,
ing habitat~ for shore birds and
animals,
As development replaces vegetation with less pervious surfaces
(such as buildings, parking lots, and
roads), ra=nwater cannot seep slowly
into the soil and replenish ground
water. Instead, storm water runs off

Act provides funding for some
nonpoint source control projects in
estuarine waters (see Chapter 11 for
a full discussion of the Section 319
Nonpoint Source Program). States
employ both voluntary and regulatory controls to encourage implementation of best management
practices to minimize nonpoint
source pollution generated by agdculture, construction, silviculture,
mannas, and urbanization.
The 1990 amendments to the
Coastal Zone Management Act
(CZMA) require States with federally
approved coastal zone management
programs to develop nonpoint
source pollution control programs in
coastal areas. Each State’s program
will consist of selected management
measures for source categories, such
as construction, mannas, and agriculture. The States wil! develop and
implement the coastal nonpoint
source programs through existing
State coastal zone management
programs administered by NOAA
under Section 306 of the CZMA
and State nonpoint source programs administered by EPA under
Section 319 of the Clean Water Act.
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In January 1993, EPA i~ued
Guidance Specifying Management
Measures for Sources of Nonpo~nt
Pollution in Coasta/Waten~ and
NOAA and FPA jointly issued Coastal
Nonpomt Pollution Control Program:
Program Development and Approval
Guidance. Please turn to Chapter 15
for additional information about the
Coastal Nonpoint Source Pollution
Control Program.

our under~nding of habitat problems and develop new technologi~
to mitigate adverse imp~.
amples of new technolog~ include
stabilizing shorelines with vegetatJoll
instead of bulkheads and techr~iclt~
for creating wetlands. EPA is working with Management Co~fere~
to increase habitat mitigation ~
ties, such a~ removing ~
blocking fish mig~’atior~ and

Habitat Protection

_

¯

NEP projects are looking
beyond traditional pollution control
approaches toward strategies that
address total estuarine ecosystem
healr.h. These strategies base habitat
protection plans on a ~.ientific
understanding of how ecosysterrt~
function. The~e long-term strategie.~
require further coordination of
research and monitoring activitie~
performed by EPA, NOAA, individual
NEP projects, marine academic institutJor~s, and other Federal and State
agencies,
While long-term strategies are
being developed, management
conferences act locally to addre~
immediate threats to estuarine habitats. For example, management
conference~ limit fish harvesting,
replant seagra~ beds, seek building
restrictions such as setback requiremeats, create land conservation
areas, and curb harmful uses of
water’ways. Such efforts are not
implemented in all NEP sites but will
likely be more widespread in the
future.
Management conferences will
need to work even more closely
with agencies such as the U.S. Fish
and W~ldlife Service and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers to improve

Steps in the Right
The NEP recogniz~ that it rr~y
take decad~ to ~fill ~
directive to restore and i~otect
aries of national ~gnificance. In the
short term, however, progre~
tinues. Each e~tuary proje~-t in t~e
NEP is focusing on the ~
mental problen~ i~ i~ e~tuary ~d
integrating protection e~fo~ ¢o~
ducted by Federal, State, and
agencies. NEP I~ect~ a~ cor~idering air and land pollutJ~ ~:~r~e~ in
addition to controls for traditional
point ~:)urce pofluter~. Firlally, NEP
project~ are de’veloping restoratio~
and protection ~trategie~ based
upon an understanding Of
ecosystem functio~ and encouraging the public to care for estuarine
ecosy~tew~.

The Great Waters
Program
Introduction
Section 112(m) of the 1990
Amendments to the Clean Air Act
directs EPA, in cooperation with
NOAA, to assess the a~
deposition of hazardous air
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0
pollutants (I-lAPs) to the Great
Lakes, Lake Champlain (bordering
Vermont and New York), Chesapeake Bay, and coasta! water3 in the
National Estuary Program and the
National Estuanne Reserve System
(Figure 12-15). The main ob)ect~e
of this assessment is to provide a
biennial report to Congress on the
issue of atmospheric deposition to
the Great Waters. The essential goal
of the Great Waters Program is to
evaluate whether the problem of
atmospheric deposition to these
aquatic ecosystems is a significant
one, and, if so, what should be
done to prevent adverse effects on

Locations of Designated Great Waters

~
~

~p~

~ke H~ C~mp~,n ~

~/ ~ ~ ~j~=.z~o~=~.~--~,~
’

L~ke
M~ch~jan

’~" "’~
’ ~ /: ~l~-~-ches~pe~,e
; \’\ L

/

~

~

human health and the environment.
Specifically, Section 112(m)
requires that EPA establish depo~
tion monitoring networks in the
Great Waters, as well as conduct
additional study, such as assessing
sources and deposition rates, evaluating adverse effects, research on
monitoring methods, and biotk:
sampling. The reports to Congress
address three main issues: (1) the
contribuUon of atmospheric depodtion to total pollutant loading to the
Great Waters; (2) the adverse effects
on human health and the environ.
ment; and (3) sources of the pollutants. In addition, EPA must deter.
mine whether the other regulator,
programs under Section 112 are
"adequate to prevent serious
adverse effects to public health and
serous or widespread environmental
effects, including those effects
resulting from indirect exposure
pathways." EPA must then promut.
gate such changes under Section
112 that may be necessary to prevent adverse effec~ and make reclatory changes under any other
sans’ to ensure protec0on of human
health and the environmenL

p’~
,o~=~

~ ~-~ _~,~---~

~
~

~

,& Great Water~ designated by name
¯ EPA National Estuary Program (NEP) Sites
~ NOAA NERRS Designated Sites’
~ Existing EPA and NOAA NERRS I:X.=signated Sites
~ Existing EPA and NOAA NERRS Proposed Sites
¯ NOAA = Nahonal Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NERRS = Nahonal Estuarine Research Reserve System

Progress Under
Section 112(m)
EPA has made progress implementing the specific monitoring
requirements of Section 112(m). In
1992, EPA established five master
(regional background) stations to
collect wet and dry toxics deposition samples at each of the Great
Lakes
as partDeposition
of the Integrated
Atmospheric
Network, a
ioint effort between the United
States and Canada. EPA and the
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Chesapeake Bay States began coltecting toxic~ samples at three
stations on the Bay in 1990. EPA Ls
also involved in mercury deposition
monitoring on Lake Champlain and
interacts wqth a State-run toxics
deposition program for the Lake.
EPA has implemented many
other activities to expand our
understanding of atmospheric
deposition of HAPs and related risks
to human health and the environrnent:
¯ Conducted an extensive literature
review and supported the devetol~.
ment of three background documents leading up to preparation
and release of the first Great Waters
Program Report to Congress in May
¯ Assessed the 1990 Amendments’
list of 189 HAPs to determine which
I-LAPs are most likely to be problemaUc when deposited in aquaUc sy~
¯ Preparing a naUonal screening
level emission inventory for specific
pollutants in Section 112(cX6), as
well as assisting the Great Lakes
States in developing a comprehensire toxics emi~ion inventory and
database system
¯ Deve!oping protot~e long-range
mercury transport models and indi.
re~:t mercury exposure models
¯ Conducting sampling to evaluate
deposition to Galveston Bay and
Tampa Bay with methods that will
complement other Great Waters
work
¯ Analyzing existing ambient air
metals samples for the Guff of
Mexico States

¯ ConductJng a scoping level rn~sbalance for nitrogen in the Gulf Of
Mexico
¯ Assessing the urban contj’ibuUort
to atmospheric loading, as well as
evaluatin~ other processes and p~
rameters through field measuremerits for use in modeling
¯ Evaluating chemical exposure ~
health effects from consumption Of
Great Lakes fish with the Cente~ for
Disease Control’s Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Regist~
(ATSDR)
¯ Monitoring air toxics with EPA
Region 5, the Southeast Chicago
Initiative, and ATSDR
¯ ParticipaUng in development Of ¯
Lake Michigan Mass Balar~e for four
high-priority chemic~
Many of these actJvities are
State, and local agencies. EPA also
leverages relevant a~tiv~Ues per.
formed by other agencies, including
the Lake Michigan Ur~n Air Toxic~
Study, metals and NO, monitoring
in Chesapeake Bay, sample analysis
for the Integrated Atmospheric
Deposition Study, the Great Lakes
regional toxi~ emission inventory,
and the compilation of available
emissions invento~ data on a
national scale.

The Great Waters Report
to Congress
In May of 1994, EPA’s Office of
Air Quality Planning and Standards
submitted the first Great Waters
Program Report to Congress,
Deposition of Air Po//utonts to the
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Great Waters. This first Report to
Congress summarizes the current
understanding of atmospheric deposition of toxic chemicals to the
Great Waters and identifies key
regulaton/and research needs.
EPA and NOAA relied heavily on
part~ipation by independent scientists to help prepare Deposition of Air
Pollutonts to the Great Waters. As a
first step, EPA sponsored a literature
search on the topic of atmospheric
deposition of chemicals to surface
waters, identifying more than 1,100
scientific publications. EPA then
convened three committees of leading independent scientists and
charged them with evaluating and
summarizing the literature in the
three areas identified in Section
112(m):
¯ Adverse human health and environmental effects of atrnosphenc
deposition to the Great Waters
¯ Relative atmospheric Ioadings to
the Great Wate~
¯ Sources contributing to atrnospheric deposition in the Great
Waters.
Each committee prepared a
draft paper that was the topic of
discussion at a workshop sponsored
by EPA in the fall of 1992. Attendees of the workshop included cornmittee members, other independent
scientJst~, EPA scientist_s, EPA program representatives, and representatives from groups such as NOAA,
State agencies, industry, and environmental groups. Following the
workshop, the committees prepared
final background documents that
became the foundation for the

Report to Congress. The contents of
the Report to Congress are summa.
rized bebw.
EXl:)O~Ure ~ Effects of

Atrno~:)h~ Deposition
Ov~ the ~ three decades,
scientists have collected a large and
convincing body of evidence show.
ing that toxk: chemicals released to
air can travel ~ distam:es and be
deposited on land or water at Iotations far from ~ original sources.
Perhaps most notably, it appears
that PCBs and some other pollut.
ants that are persistent in the environrnent 0nclud~ serial pest~
tides that hav~ r~:)t been used in
significant amounts in the United
States since the 1970s) hav~
become widely distdl:x~ted in the
environment. These toxE: chemicaLs
remain in our environment and
continue to cycle between air,
water, soil, and biota (living otcjanisms) even after their manufacture,
use, or release has stopped. Their
persistence increases the potential
for exposu~ to these toxic chemi.
eels.
Poflutants of concern (see
sidebar) also accumulate in body
tissues and magnify up the food
web, with each level accumulating
the toxics from its diet and passing
the burden along to the animal in
the next level of the food web, Top
consumers in the food web, usually
consumers of large fish, may accumulate chemical concentrations
many millions o~ times greater than
the concentrations present in the
water. Fish consumption adviso~es
have been issued in hundreds of
waterbod~s nationwide, including
the Great Lakes, as a result of unsafe
concentrations o~ chemicals in fish
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due to biomagnification (see Chapter 7 for more information about
fish consumption advisories),
Significant adverse effects on
human health and wildlife have
been observed due to exposure
(especially through fish consumption) to persistent pollutants that
bioaccumulate. Adverse effects

range from immune system disease
and reproductive problems in wildlife to subUe developmental and

neurological impacts on children
and fetuses. Although most of the

chemicals of concern are probable
human carcinogens, many are al~o
developmental toxicants capable of
altering the formation and functJon
of critical body systems and organs.
Therefore, developing embryos,
fetuses, and breast-fed infants am
parbcularly sensit~,e to these chemicals through exposure of the
mother.
Ecological effects attributable to
pollutants of concern are significant
and can be subtle or delayed in
onset, such as immune function

_ Bioaccumulative Chemicals of Concern
’

--

A~drin
4-Brornophen)4 pheny~ ether
Chlordane
4,4-DDD; p,p-DDD; 4,4.-TDE; p,p-TDE
4,4-DDE; p,p-DDE
4,4-DDT; p,p-DDT
Dielddn
Endnn
Hep~tor
Heptachior epoxide
Hexach~orobenzene
He-~achlorobutadier~e; h~xachloro-1,3~
Hexa~hlorocyclohexar~; BHC
a -He xa chlorocyc Jo~exane; Iz-BH~
b-Hexachloroc’ydohexane; ~BHC
d - He xa chlor ocyclo~e×am.,;
Lindane; "~BHC; "f~hexachtorocyclo~exar~e
Mercury
Methoxychtor
Mirex; dechiorane

Potential Bioaccumulatlve Chemicals of Concern
I~,enzo[o]pyrene; 3,4-ber’~zopyrer~
3,4-Ber~zofluoranthene; benzo[b]fluo~anthene
11,12-Ber~ofluoranthene; be~zo[kJfluoranthene
1,12-E~’nzoperylene; ber~zoLgh~]perylene
4-Chlorophenyl phe~y~ ether
1,2:5,6-Dibertzanthracer~e; dibenz~a, hJanthrace~e
Dibutyl pht~alate; di-n-but~t phthalate
Indeno[ 1,2, 3-cdJpy~ene; 2, 3<~-phen)4ene pyrene
Pheno~
"toluene; methy~benzene

Oc~achloros~ene
PCBs; po!ychio~’~;~ted biphenyls
Pentachlorot:~o~zene
Photomtrex
2,3,7,8-TCDD; dioxin
1,2, 3,4-Tetrac hlorobenzene
1,2,4,5-Te~achlorober~zene
l"oxaphene "
Source U.S Enwronmental Protection Agency, Propo~.eo water qoahty gu~0ance ~ot the Greal Lakes system: P~-opos~=O rule and corr~hO~, ~e~lero/
I~eg~ster 58:20802-21047, April 16, 1993.
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impai~en~ ~pr~u~ive proNems,
or neurol~ical change~ll of
~ich ~n afl~ ~pulation survival. Other adve~ ~ol~ical ~f~ are caus~ by nitr~en com~unds. Atmosphe~ ~urces of
nitr~en exace~ate nu~ent en~chment (or eu~ophication) of c~s~l
wate~ies, ~ich ~sul~ in
impac~ that range from nui~nce
algal bl~ms to ~e depletion ~
oxyg~ and resul~nt fi~ ~lls.

Relat~e Pollu~nt Loadings
~om Atmospheric
~s~n
St~ies s~ ~at s~n~nt
~ions of I~dings to ~e Groat
Waten of ~e ~llu~n~ of concern
a~ coming from ~ a~.
~r example, 76% to 8~ of ~
~dings of PCBs to ~ke Su~or
and up to 4~ of ~ ~dings of
ni~en into ~ Che~ake ~y
are estimat~ to come from air
~llution. H~er, ins~cient da~
a~ available to quant~ ~e ~erall
relate atmosph~c ~dings f~ all
of the HAPs ente~ng all of the
Creat Water. ~erefore, relate
Icadings estimates am, and ~11
conOnue to ~, chemical-s~c
and wate~y-s~ific. ~e abs~
lute quanti~ of a~osphe~c loadings also wa~an~ a~ention ~au~e
~en small Ioadings of ~llu~n~
that bioaccumulate can r~ult in
significant ~llu~nt burdens in fish
and, ul~mately, in humans.

Sources of Atmospheric
Pollutant Loadings
Pollu~an~ of concern in ~e
Crea( Waters originate from ~th
I~at and distant sources. Many
sources of atmospheric ~ltutan~

~t ~t~ ~ Great Watm
~ ~n~, including waste
i~i~t~ at indus~al and munid~I f~ili~, ~r ptan~,
~m ~des, motor vehicles, va~~s ~a~ufing p~ess~,
~1 come,on of f~sil ~els.
H~, detaining ~e ~utar
~ ~nsible f~ de~sit~
~llu~n~ is quite di~ult ~u~
c~binat~n of sourc~ gen~ate
a~sp~ I~dings ente~ng any
~u~r water, and ~ns~
di~ va~ de~nding on
~ara~e~sti~ of ~e chem~ls,
~iss~ns, and ~a~ c~di~.
~iO~l da~ a~ n~ to
~ a~ ~e~ze ~e s~c
~ insensible for ~llu~n~
~at a~ ~sit~ to ~e G~t
Wa~
R~ommendaUons a~
~A c~side~ ~e impli~t~
of a~ and ina~ion, ~ile aim
~n~ ~at ~ion 112(m)
~ndat~ ~at EPA sh~ld
~pr~n~ a~e~ ~ and to
~a~ure ~ot~on of hu~n heal~
and ~e en~ronment.~ EPA ~om.
~s t~t reachable actions are
jus~fi~ ~ ~e available ~ien~c
info~at~ and should ~ impl~
~nt~ ~w while research con~nu~. N~ough ~ere are sign~cant
unc~inties in the available informa~on, ~ere is enough convinci~
~nce to prompt action. ~ve~
eff~ of the chemicals of concern
are ~ident and studies of
wate~ sh~ ~at signifi~nt pro~rtions of toxic ~llution come from
~e atmosphere. EPA ~lieves that
the ~haracter~sti~ of toxici~,
tence, and tendenc~ to bioaccumulate wa~an( s~ial treatment of
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Great Waters pollutants of concern.
However, the actions recommended
by EPA focus on chemicals of concem rather than specific sources
because the linkage between specific sources and subsequent deposition and effects has yet to be demonstrated. NOAA concurs with the
principles of this policy,
EPA’s recommendations for
action fall into three strategic
themes. First, EPA will continue
ongoing efforts to implement Section 112 and other sections of the
Clean Air Act and use the results of
the Report to Congress in the development of policy that will reduce
emissions of Great Waters pollutant~
of concern. Under this theme, EPA
will take actions that include: publishing emission standards affecting
important chemicals of concern
ahead of schedule, where possible;
evaluating the adequacy of control
technologies for important pollutants; publishing an advance notice
of proposed rulemaldng (ANPR) for
establishment of lesser-quantity
emission rates (LQERs) to define
smaller sources to be regulated as
ma)or sources and evaluating which
Great Waters pollutants warrant
establishment of an LQER; evaluating which area sources should be
regulated with maximum achievable
control technology (MAC’F); and
considering appropriate emission
levels requiring regulation when
sources are modified.
Second, EPA recognizes the
need for an integrated multimedia
approach to the problems of the
Great Waters and, therefore, will
utilize authorities beyond the Clean
Air Act to reduce human and environmental exposure to pollutants of
concern. Under this theme, EPA will
take actions that include using the

Great Wate~ Cote Project Management Group as a coordinating body
to commut&=ate with other offices
and agencies. The objectives will be
to coordinate w~k and especially to
identify lead offices to implement
recornmendatio~s; support changes
to the Clean Water Act that address
nonwaterbon-~ sources of water
pollution; addness the exportation of
banned pesticides; emphasize poilution preventio~ effort~ to reduce
environmental Ioadings of po!lutant~
of concern; at~d facilitate information ~ betw~n EPA and other
agende~,
Third, EPA will continue to
support re,arch activities and will
develop and implement a pr~jram
~,rategy to define further nece~ary
research. Und~ this theme, EPA will
take actJom that include focusing
research ptanning on a rna~.
balance approach to determine
relative ioadings; using an appropd.
ate mix of monitoring‘ modeling,
and ermssion inventory tasks in conductJng mass-balance work; a~
ing the need for took to be devetoped for risk assessment for total
exposure to pollutants of concern
and for regulatory benefits asse~sment; and continuing to support
or~going research efforts.

Copies of the first Great Waters
Program Report to Congress,
Deposition of AJr Pollutants to the
Great Waters, can be obtained,
as supplies permit, from the
library Services Offices (MD35), U.S. Environmental Protec.
’don Agency, Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina 27711, or,
for a nominal fee, from the
National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), 5285 Port Royal
Road, Springfield, Virginia
22161, phone: 1-800-553-NTIS
or 703-487-4650. The NTIS
number for ~e Report to Congress is PB94-203 320. The
following technical support
documents may also be obrained from NTIS: the EfiecLs
Support Document (’PB95-166
997), the Relative Loading Support Document (PB95-166
963), and the Sources Support
Document (P895-155 040).
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Waters of the Ohio River
and Tennessee River BasinA Vital Natural Resource
About This Highlight...
You may notice that this highlight is a little different from the rest of this
report. It covers an entire nver basin rather than a single State, it summarizes
information on use support by hydrologic unit, and the style and format are
(hopefully) easier for general audiences to understand.
These features are the result of recommendations on how to improve
munication of environmental information to the public that were developed by
the Intergovemmental Task Force on Monitoring, a group working to improve
water quality monitoring nationwide. The chapter also incorporates similar s~jgestJons from an EPA working group. If these changes are well received, we will
incorporate them more extensively in the next Not~al Water Quality Invento~
and in other related publicaOons.
From trout streams in the moun.
rains of western Penns)4vania to
industha! ports along the Ohio and
Tennessee Rivers, waters of the Ohio
River and Tennessee River basin i~ay a
vital role in the economy and quality of
life in a part of the United States
roughly the size of France. Covenng
parts of 14 States, the Ohio and Tennessee River basin provides a place to
live and work for over 26 million
people,

Water Uses
Pit.burgh, Cincinnati, Louisville,
Columbus, Indianapolis, Chattanooga,
Nashville, and hundreds of other towns
depend on the basin’s rivers to provide
water for their residents and industries.
Shippers rely on the nearly 2,600 miles
of navigable waterways for reliable,
cost-eflect~ve transportation of raw
materials and other commodities.
Power plants in the Ohio and Tennessee River basin produce about 10%
of the Nahon’~ electricity and are

strategically located along waterways so
the), will have adequate ~pplies
cooling water for operation. Farmers
irrigate their crops with water from
these streams and lakes to help feed
their families and the Na0on.
Boaters, skiers, swimmers, anglers,
kayakers, and other water sports
enthusiasts use the basin’s many lakes
and stream~ to satisfy their recreational
interests, pumping millions of dollars
into local economies. And the thousands of species of fish, mussels, insects,
birds, and other wildlife that spend at
least part of their lives in the basin’s
lakes and streams are the food web that
support~ recreational and commercial
fishing, watedow~ hunting, and many
other commercial enterpnses.

Water Use Designation
and Criteria
To help ensure that the Ohio and
Tennessee Rwer basin’s waters are clean
enough to support these varied uses,
each State specifies the uses each of the
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waters in its borders should support. For
each designated use, the States and EPA
have developed a set of water quality
critena that the waterbodies must meeL
These criteria include limits ort
chemical contaminants, and many
States now include standards for the
integnty of aquatic biological communities, particularly for those waters classif~i lot supporting aquatic life uses.

How Clean Are the Waters
of the Ohio River and
Tennessee River Basin?

What’s the Big Picture
for the Ohio River and
Tennessee River Basin?
Although it’s reassuring that most
of the streams surveyed in the Ohio and
Tennessee River basin fully support a
variety of uses, most of us want to
know how Our area compares with
others, and whether any of the ~blern
streams are neat~oy.
’Figure 1 summarizes inforrnatio¢l
o~ aquatic life use support foe the
whofe Ohio and Tennessee River basin.
Each area in the map represents land

Good News for Aquatic Ufe

that drains into one moderate-sized

About 75% of the streams and river
miles surveyed in the Ohio and Tennessee Rwer basin fully support aquabc life
uses, and another 15% partially suppo¢1
those uses, For .~% of the fully support,
mg category, there is some threat to
that status. Only 10% of surveyed
stream miles are judged as not supporting aquatic life uses, based on evaluation guidelines recommended by EPA.

stream or stream segment. Each area is
shaded with one of f~e patterns based
on the relative amOunt of meam miles
that fully support aquatic life uses versus
the amount that do~ not suppotl
aquatic life uses, a~cording to EPA
guidance.

-

~L

¯.. And for Recreation
For water contact recreation such
as s-w~mming, wading, and skiing, 78%
of surveyed miles fully support those
uses, with about 5% of that category
al~ threatened. For 14% of the surveyed miles, water quality is not good

How About Drinking Water?
Only about 2% of the basin’s
waters were evaluated for their suitability as sources of drinking water supplies.
Most of the surveyed reaches (78%)
fully support this use, with that support
threatened for about 5%. For only 7%
is waler quality so poor that, based on
use.EPA guidehnes, they do not support this

T

~’~

it
\
Figure 1. Aquatic life use support: Ohio River
and Tennessee River subbasins.
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HIGHLIGH’,~HT HIGHLIGHT
The map points out some
impotent facts about companng
information across broad areas. How
wel! you can evaluate use supbort
throughout a large basin depends on
the availability of enough of the right
information and on States using compa.
rable assessment techniques and interpretations. For example, there is a distinct boundary along the Ohio-indiana
border between relatively good condi.
tions for ,~quatic life use support in
Indiana and relatively poor conditions in
Ohio. In reali~, there probably isn’t
much difference in stream quality, but
Ohio has much more information available, and depends heavily on biological
data to evaluate aquatic life use support Similar use support boundaries are
apparent along several other State lines
in this map.

¯ ¯
Siltation

Other

~

!
/ Oxygen-Depleting

14%pH

i

Pollutants? And Where Do
They Come From?
Pollutants
As Figure 2 illustrates, Ohio and
Tennessee River basin States rel:x~ that
siltation impairs aquatic life in more
stream miles than any other pollutant.
Organic enrichment, such as ~adequately treated wastes, runoff from
confined animal production operations,
and some types of industrial wastes, is
the second largest catego~ o¢ pollutant
impairing aquatic life uses.
The States report that bacterial
contamination is the main reason so, he
streams are not suitable for swimming
and other contact recreation uses. OnEj
two States reported on causes of
support for drinking water supply uses,
citing pesticides and other toxic organic
chemicals as the main problem.
The most commo~ contaminants
that cause Sates to issue advisor~
about limiting or avoiding consumption
of certain fish are PCBs, chlordane, and
mercury.
Sources

Pathogens ~ ~’~""~’~j
3% ~
A~tered Habitat
4%
¯

Nutrients
8%

What Are the Main

Metals
13%

Figure 2. Pollutants and processes impairing aquatic life
use in the Ohio River and Tennessee River Basin.

Mining and other t~:)es of resource
extraction, including petroleum extrac.
tion and processing, are the most
mon source of pollutants in the Ohio
and Tennessee River basin (see Figure
3). Without proper controls, these types
of activities are sources of siltation,
acidity, and metals contamination of
streams.
Agricultural sources are the second
largest source category, contributing
silt, nutnent~, bactena, and organic
enrichment to streams. Within this
category, cropland and pastureland are

I
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the largest sources, followed by animal
holding and management area~ and
feecllo~,

But Isn’t Sewage
Responsible for Most
Pollution?
The third largest category of pollutant sources Is all types of urban activi.
bes. Together, urban runoff and wastewater treatment plant discharges
account for almost as many impaired
stream miles a~ do agrk:uttural sources,

So, What’s the
Bottom Une?
The most important message from
this summary of conditions throughout
the Ohio and Tenne.~=e River badn
that our Nation’s water pollution control programs are working. Most of the
re~ion’s streams are ~Jitable for people
to use for fishing, ~wimming, and
obtaining water to
distributed to their homes.
In addition, the basin’s streams and
r~vers support a productive economy,
providing habitat for fish, cooling and
process waters for industhes, navigat~
for raw materials, and a place for the
public to recreate.
Perhaps the second most important
message is that the work of protecting
and tmproving water quality is never
done, and it is everyone’s business. As
control of wastewater discharges
improves, runoff from city streets, home
tawns, pastures and croplands, and
other land disturbances I:~=corne a
bigger part of the equation,
But these "nonpoint" sources are
much more difficult to control. EflectJve
reduction of poIlut~on from these
sources requtres individuals to accept

: : ..................
responsibility for how their actions affect
water quality. All of u~-farme~,
homeowners, cor~tra(:tor~, students,
motorist.~--have to recognize our co~tdbutions to the problem and change

T~==,,.. ~ tGHLIGHT

way we do th~j~

Where Did the Data Come From?
How Complete Are They?
The infon’mation in this chapter is based on assessments reported by
the 14 Ohio P,r~er and Tennessee R~ver basin States. Of the basin’s 255,000
miles of streams, they collectively reported on 83,000 miles (33%) for
aquabc life use ~pporL 44,000 miles (17%) for cor~ta~t recreation, and
6,200 miles (296) for dnnking water. No information on lakes, wetlands,
ground water is included in this highlight, simply because it wasn’t i:~-~ti.
cal to try to evaluate that information for the whole Ohio and Teones.see
River basin w~th the time and resources available.

...
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Figure 3. Sources of pollutants and processes impairing
~luatic life use in the Ohio River and Tennessee River Basin.
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Water Monitoring
and Assessment Programs
¯Introduction
Water quality monitoring is
essential for an understanding of
the condition of water resources
and to provide a basis for effective
policies that promote wi~ use and
management of those resources,
A targe number of Federal, Tribal,
State, and local agencies and prirate sector organizations currently
collect water quality information for
a wide range of purposes that can
generally be divided into five
categories: (1) status and trends,
(2) detection of existing and ernerg,
ing problems and setting priorities
among them, (3) designing and
implementing programs, (4) evaluating program or project success,
and (5) emergency response monitonng.
Numerous public and private
groups conduct many and vaned
monitonng programs to fulfill one
or more of these purposes. This
chapter discusses current conditions
of water resource quality monitoring in the United States and efforts
to establish an integrated nationwide monitonng strategy.

Overview of National
,Monitoring Activity
Water resource quality monitoring is conducted by Federal,
interstate, State, local, and Tdbal

agencies, as well as publk:, private,
and volunteer organizations. A
recent study undertaken by the
Intergovemmental Task Force on
Monitoring Water Qualit7 indicate~
that 18 Federal agencies conduct
separate monitoring programs across the country,
as do all States and Terdtories, local
governments, and an increasing
number of American Indian Tribes.
At the Federal level, ambient
water quality data are tolled’ted by
the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S.
Fish and W~ldlffe Se~ce, the U.S.
Forest Service, the Bureau of Redamarion, the National Park ~wvice,
EPA, National Oceanic and Atmosphedc Administration, the Termedsee Valley Authority, the Bonneville
Power Administration, the U.$.
Army Corps of Engineers, the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM),
and various other organizations
within the Departments of Agriculture (USDA), Energy, Defense
(DOE), and Interior. Of this group,
the USGS, FWS, EPA, NO,a~, and
TVA have either long-term regional
or both regional and national programs for water quality monitoring.
The other agencies and organizations monitor ambient water qualiv primarily at site-specific or
project scales, usually for limited
pedods of time.
Results from Federal monitoring
programs have provided important
information at the national and

In addition to monitor-

ing performed by
States, Tdbes, and
Territories,

approximately 141
18 FEDERAL
AG E N C I ES
corlduct 141 monitoring
programs across the
country.

~, ~:: ~.,,.. ~
t~’~,.L, .
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data indicate that fecal bactena
counts and total phosphorus
concentrations have decreased at a
considerable number of stations
across the United States from the
late 1970s to the late 1980s. The
FW5 and NOAA data show that
bioaccumulation of trace elements,
pesticides, and trace industrial cornpounds has occurred at many Iotations in our rivers, estuaries, and
near-coastal areas. And data from
EPA monitoring indicate substantial
improvement in the phosphorous
concentrations of the Chesapeake
Bay during the past 6 yea~.
Similarly, v, qthin each State,
both State and local monitoring
programs have provided the data to
characterize State water resource
quality and asse~ the effectiveness
of water management and regulatory programs. A growing number
of Tdbes are also rnonitodng their
water resources. Contributing to the
picture are the monitonng programs run by industrial and municipal dischargers, by private groups,
and by volunteer monitoring organizations,
This wealth of information from
individual agencies, however, cannot be easily aggregated to provide
an ovennew of national water quatity conditions because of inconsis-

tenc,es among the va ous agencies

in monitoring purpose and design
as well as data collection methods
and assessment procedures. In addition, data are often stored without
accompanying descriptors, thus
other data users cannot determine if
they can use the data for their own
purposes,

Effects of Changes
in Water Programs
In addition to this multiplicity of
effort, water programs themselves
are changing, necessitating similar
changes in water monitoring activities. The country is moving beyond
single-media command-and-control
programs into mote holistic man.
ageme~t programs based on risk
assessment and reduction. New
emphases include watershed,
ecoregion, and geographically
based programs; a focus on biological, ecological, and habitat integrity
and diversity; ~ weather runoff
control prograrn~ such as those for
nonpoint sources, stormwatet, and
combined sewer overflows; and
wetlands and sediment contamina.
tion programs. Traditional rnonito~ing programs must be expanded to
include assessment of biological and
ecological resources and new methotis must be deve~oed to identify
and control pollution from hard.totrace, diffuse sources of pollution
such as wet weather runoff and
sediment contamination.

Intergovernrnental
Task For(:e on

Monitoring Water
Quality
In January of 1992, representatives from EPA, USGS, NOAA, FWS,
COE, USDA, DOE, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and
seven State agencies and one
interstate agency formed a 3-year
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Intergovernmental Task Force on
Monitoring Water Quality (ITFM) to
prepare a strategy for improving
water quality monitoring nationwide. The Tennessee Valley Authority, National Park Service, one State,
and one Amedcan Indian Tribe,
have since been added. The ITFM is
par~ of the implementation of OMB
memorandum 92-01 to strengthen
coordination of water information
across the country. The USGS has
lead responsibility for this under its
Water Information Coordination
Program.
The ITFM is chaired by the U.S.
EPA with the USGS as vice chair and
Executive Secretariat. To date, over
100 additional Federal, State, and
interstate agency representatives
have been involved in the deliberalions of the ITFM and its six task
groups:
-

¯ Institutional Framework
¯

Environmental Indicators

¯

Methods

¯

Data Management Sharing

¯ A~sessment and Reporting
¯

Ground Water.

The ITFM is considering the
full range of nationwide water
resources, including surface and
ground waters, near-coastal waters,
assooated aquatic communities and
habitat, wetlands, and sediment,
Water resource protection factors
include human and ecological
health and the uses designated for
the Nation’s waters through State
and Tribal water quality standards.

Monitoring actMtJes include
gathering data on physical, chemi.
cal/tox colngical, and
ecological/habitat parameters.
The mission of the rrFM is to
develop and implement a natk:mal
strategic plan to achieve effective
collection, interpretatiort, ~ presentation of water quality data and
to improve the availability of existing information for ded~:)nmaidng
at all levels of govemme~ To
accomplish this, t~ rll:M has
recommended and ~
implementation of an ir~,,grated
nationwide voluntary strategy that
will meet the nationwide objec0v~
of various monitoring programa,
make more efficient u~e of available
resources, distribute infom~ati~
more effectively, and provide cornparable data and cort~t~t
ing of water quality stat~ and
A permanent Natio~ Monitor.
ing Coundl will provide guidelines
and support for comparable field
and laborato~ method~, quality
assurance/quality control, environ.
mental indicators, data ~
ment and sharing, ano]l~y data,
interpretation techniques, and trainin9 Regional data collec~on under
the national guidelines w~uld provide the needed information fo~
nationwide assessment of water
resource quality.
The ITFM and it~ successor, the
National Monitoring Council, are
also producing products that can be
used by monitoring programs
nationwide, such as an outJine for a
recommended monitori~j prngram,
environmental indicator $eteciJon
criteria, and a matrix of indicators to
support assessment of State and
Tribal designated u.~.
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Major Nationwide
Monitoring Programs
¯ Environmental Monitoring and
Assessment Program (EMAP)
EPA’s Office of Research and Development initiated EMAP in 1990 to
provide information on the current
status and long-term trends in the
condition of the ecological resources
of the United States. EMAP develops
indicators to measure ecological
condition, monitors for those indicators, and presents analyses of data
in pedodic reports. Site selection is
based on a random design within
natural resource areas so individual
results can be interpolated with
confidence to the condition of the
Nation as a whole. EMAP, in cooperation with NOAA and the FWS,
monitors seven resource groups:
Near Coasta! Waters, Surface
Waters, WeUands, Forest.s, Arid
Lands, Agroecosy~tems, and Great
Lakes.
¯ National Acid Precipitation
Assessment Program (NAPAP)
During the 1970s, the effects of
acid rain on the environment and
human health became a major
concern for many scientist~, public
policy officials, public interest
groups, the media, and the general
population. Reports were published
iinking emissions from industry,
electric power plants, and automobiles with acid rain. Many believed
that acid rain damages crops,
forests, buildings, animals, fish, and
human health. Congress established
NAPAP under the Acid Precipitation
Act of 1980 to provide the information needed for policy and

ulatory decisions on
deposition. The areas of investig~.
tion addressed by NAPAP Task
Groups are Emissions and Controls,
Atmospheric Processes, Atmospheri~
Transport and Modeling, Atmospheric Deposition and Air Quality
Monitoring, Terrestrial Effects,
Aquatic Effects, and Effects on Materials and Cultural Resources. NAPAP
has also developed Assessment
Work Groups in the areas of Atmospheric V~sibility, Human Health
Effects, and Economic Valuatiort.
¯ U.S. Geological Survey, Natiorial
Water Quality Assessment Program
(NAWQA)
The USGS developed NAWQA to
provide a nationally consistettt
description of current water quality
conditions for a large part of the
Nation’s water resources; to define
tong-term trends (or lack thereof)
in water quality; and to identify,
describe, and explain, to the extent
possible, the major factors that
affect observed water quality conditions and trends. This program is
concerned with both ground and
surface water quality; ultimately, 60
drainage basins will be monitored
under this program.
¯ U.S. Geological Survey, National
Stream Quality Accounting Network
(NASQAN)
This network is composed of 420
stations on large rivers, located at
the outlets of major drainage basins
to collectively measure a large frac.
tion of total runoff in the United
States. The stations reflect general
water quality conditions in the
country. Measurements at NASQAN
sites include inorganic constituents,
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radionuclides, and bacteria, but
exclude routine analyses for organic
chemicaLs.
¯ U.S. Geological Survey, the Hy.
drologic Benchmark Network (HBN)
Composed of 55 stations located in
relatively pristine headwater basins,
this network is designed to define
baseline water quality conditions
and the effects of atmospheric
depositJon on water quality. The
Network measures inorganic co~stituents, radionuclides, and bacteHal contamination, among other
parameters,

_

Both NASQAN and HBN achieve
their objectives but neither is
designed to provide a statistically
representative sample of basins
throughout the Nation, nor are
stations in NASQAN purposefully
located downstream from industry,
municipal, and urban runoff outfalLs
to isolate and measure maximum
considerations are a component of

the N~WQA program.
¯ ~.S. Geological Survey, the
National Atmospheric Deposition
Program/~ational Trends ~etwork
Composed of 200 sampling sites
wiU~in the interagency ~APAP, this
~etwork is designed to determine
spatial patterns and temporal trends
in chemical wet-only deposition. It
supports research into impacts on
aquatic and terrestnal ecosystems,
Measurements are limited to inorganic constituents only.

¯ U.S. Army Corps of rr.r~girleer$
Water Resource Monitoring
The COE routinely monitors ph)’s~li
and chemical water quality pararneters at most of its 541 reservoir
prc~-ts. The Corps monitors to ~id
in day-to-day operatior~al decisioctmaking, determine status arK]
tref~s, identify and solve problems,
evaluate project pedorrnance,
respcmd to emergencies. In addilion, the Corps co~,,~s and ~
ares water quality data for its haz.
ardous and toxic waste site cleanup
program, for special studies such
the Chesapeake Bay Program,
for many other Coq:~s missi¢~
respotts~litJes. Many of these
pro~ data sets ~’e tempora~
spatially quite extensive, often cow
ering much of a project’s watershed
and tailwater. There has beef1 a
gradual tre~l toward
biolog~al mordtoHng to ~
project pedormaftce. AJl data are
maintained at IocaJ Corps offices.

¯ U.S. ~ and Wik~life
National Contaminant Biomonitoriog Proof’am (NCBP)
This I:~X~ram, now being revised,
determines tissue residue levels in
fish and birds r~tionwide. The
tissue part of the program consists
of ~ ~ 0 stations at nonrandornly
selected points alor~ the Nation’s
maior rivers and in the Great Lakes.
Fi~ tissues are analyzed for organic
contaminants (pesticides and indus.
trial chemicals) and seven elements.
Sampling has been conducted on a
2- to 4-year basis since the mid1960s.
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The National
Biological Service
~,~-r¢’ta~ of tile hltet~or, Bn~e
Babbitt, proposed tile creation
of an indcl~’~ldent, nonadvo~aO, biolq~ical science
burea~ withitl t_he Depar~m~zt
of th¢~ lnt~’rior. Tile ]Vation~zl
BiolqUcal &~rvic~, ~I3S~ pro~de.s itlforln~l~iotl and tccJmical assisholc~’. ~lc Nf~5 ~’~l~
create~t by incorporatit~.~
elem~,zlLs froth e~ht buredt~.~
within tile De~art~n~lt. 7he
NBS kuts three major f’unctiot~:
¯

¯

¯

’
~

biolo~cal and ecolo~cal
research
im’e~ttor~,
’ arid monitoritl~
of tile Nation’s bioh~’t~al
resources

~
!
i

it~nnaliotl tran~f~’r
activities,

Tll ,N’~S/~’cmtle opcrtltioth~l
on ,’,’ovembcr ~ I, ~993.
-~

¯ U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
Biomonitoring of Environmental
Status and Trends (BEST) Program

¯ National Oceanic and Atrnospheric Administration, National
Status and Trends Program (NS&’r)

This program, now under develop.
ment, has three major goals: (1) to
determine the status and trends of
contaminants and their effect on
natural resources; (2) to identify and
assess the major factors affecting
resources and provide current and
predictive information to alleviate
impacts; and (3) to provide summary information in a timely mannet to decisionrnakers and the
public. The BEST Program has two
maior components: F’WS lands ~nd
FWS trust species and their habitats.
Activities include collection and
evaluation of existing data for site
characterization and bioassessment
data from four general categoriesecological surveys, tissue residue,
organism health or biomarkers, and
toxicity tests/bioassays,

NOAA conducts the NS&T, which
includes the Benthic Surveillance
Procjram and the Mussel Watch
Program. Indicator~ for determining
the effects on marine biotas of con.
taminated sediments are currently
under development. Parameters that
are sampled for NS&T include accumulated compounds in the tissues
and conditions of physical features
of selected biota as well as sediment
chemistry.

¯ U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
National Wetlands Inventory (NWI)
Program
This program determines status and
trends of U.S. wetlands to produce
comprehensive, statistically valid
acreage estimates of the Nation’s
wetlands. This information is widely
distributed and mandated by the
Emergency Wetland Resource Act of
1986. To date, more than 32,000
detailed wetlands maps have been
completed covering 72% of the
coterminous United States, 22% of
Alaska, and all of Hawaii and Puerto
Rico.

¯ National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National
Estuarine Research Reserves
The National Estuarine Research
Reserve System was created to
protect representative areas of the
estuarine environment and to
provide a system of protected sites
for long.term monitoring and
research. It is a State-Federal partnership managed by NOAA under
the Coastal Zone Management Act.
The Act requires nomination of a
reserve site by the Governor of a
State and designation by the Secretary of Commerce. Since 1972,
NOAA has kept this partnership,
and the evolving statutory mission
of the program, by providing
resources and guidance to the
States, by developing national programs, and by shaping the legislation into an operating program.
Twenty-one reserves have been
designated including sites in Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, the Great Lakes, the
Gulf of Mexico, the Atlantic Coast,
and the West Coast.
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¯ Tennessee Valley Authority,
Water Resource Monitoring
TVA conducLs a regional water
resource monitoring program to
evaluate ecological health arid ~uitability for body-contact recreation of
reservoirs and maior streams in the
Tennessee Valley and to evaluate
the suitability for human consumption of fish in those waters. The
program includes systematic measurement of physical, chemical, and
biological variables at ~rategic IocaUons. Results are used to draw
attention to pollution probiem~, to
set cleanup goals, and to measure
the effecOveness of water quality
improvement efforts over Ume. "I~A
aim monitors aquatic plant and
mosquito populations around I~/A
lakes to help target management
efforts. Monitoring of conditions in
tailwaters below .~=veral dams
focuses on prioritizing fadliti~ for
reaeration of reservoir relea.~es and
providing data to evaluate
effec0veness of U’~se effot1~.
¯ U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Resource Conservation Act of 1977
Mandated by the Resource Conservation Act (RCA) of 1977, the USDA
is "to provide for furthering the
conservation, protection, and
enhancement of the Nation’s soil,
water, and related resources for
sustained use." In recognition of the
importance of, and need for,
obtaining and maintaining information on the current status of soil,
water, and related resources, USDA
makes a continuing appraisal of the
soil, water, and related resources of
the Nation. The obiective of the
appraisal currently under way is to

pre~nt information to assist polio/
decisionmakers and program managers to form better policies and
programs to address soil, water, arid
other environmental concerns for
the next 2 decades.
RCA appraisals include dat~ on: the
quality and quantity of soil, water,
and related resources, including fi~h
and wildlife habitats; the capability
and limitations of those re~:xlrces
for meeting current and projected
demands on the resource base; the
changes that have occurred in the
status and condition of ~
resoun:es r~ulUng from various
ing technologies, techniclUe~’ and
uses, including the impact of

For
Fed~r~l water ~li~aJit~
pro,~’rams, see the Guide to
Federal Water Quality
Pro~rarn.s and Information,
~il~ble ~om EPA’s Public
Infornzat~otl Clearinghouse’ at
(202) 260-7751.

practice~; and the current Federal
and State law~, policies, prograrr~
rights, regulations, owner~ip~, and
their trends and other considerations re~ating to the ~,e, developmerit, and conservation of r~l,
water, and related resource~
Developed by the Interagency
Work Group on Water Quality, the
GuJd~ to Fed~r~z/Water Qualit), Pro.
~ams and lnfonnai~’o~ is an attempt
to inventory all significant Federal
water quality programs and informarion of national scope or interest.
The guide contains information on
(1) factors affecting water quality
including under~.ing demographic
pressures; use of the land, water,
and resources; and pollutant loading; (2) ambient water quality informarion, including biological, chemical, and physical/ecological conditions; (3) other effects of water
pollution including waterborne disease outbreaks; and (4) a listing of
programs established to preserve,
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protect, and restore water quality,
For a copy of the Guide, contact
EPA’s Public Information Clearinghouse (PIC) at (202) 260-7751.

Office of Water
Programs to Support
Monitoring
Environmental Indicators
The EPA Office of Water (OW) is
developing a strategic plan that
outlines its future directions and
articulates its goals. To measure
success toward these goals, OW is
establishing indicators to accurately
characterize the health of national
water resources and measure how
well the waters meet their designated uses. This effort has identified
data sources to track the indicators,
Future indicator development
activities include developing compatable monitoring and reporting
mechanisms by working with other
agencies and national trends programs, such as EPA’s EMAP and
USGS’ NAWQA, through the ITFM.

Monitoring Program
Grant Guidance
EPA gives grants to States to
assist them in administering poilution prevention and control
programs, including monitoring
activities. EPA, working with States
and the ITFM, has developed an
outline for a recommended monitoring program. A comprehensive
monitoring program would include
both ambient monitoring and monio
toting to determine the effectiveness
of individual projects and individual

programs designed to protect
waterbodies o~ control sources of
pollution. Recommended elements
of a monitoring program include
monitoring program objectives; a
monitoring design description; writ.
t~ protocols that are comparable
with other~; analytical laboratory
~ppo~ quality assurance and quality control procedures; data storage,
management, and sharing; water
resource assessment and reporOng;
t~aining; and integration of work
with partner~, including volunteer
monitoring groul~.

305(b) Consistency
Workgroup
The 305(b) Consistency Workgroup, convened in 1990, was
expanded in 1992 and 1994 to
address issues of consistency in
water quality reporting and to
improve accuracy and coverage of
State assessment. The 1994 305(b)
Consistency Workgroup consisLs of
representatives of 23 States, 3
Tnbes, 1 Territory, 1 interstate Commission, 6 Federal agencies, the 10
EPA Regions, and EPA Headquarters.
This standing workgroup, which will
develop future 305(b) guidance,
makes recommendations to improve
each iteration of guidance to the
States, Recent recommendations
have included refining total State
waters estimates and providing
more detailed guidance for aquatic
life use support assessments, includ.
ing appropriate methods for using
biological data along with physical
and chemical data.
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Water Monitor
Newsletter
Since the eady 1980s, EPA has
issued a regular status report on
monitoring activities at EPA and
among the States. Now known as
the Water Motzitor, this report prorides monthly updates on State,
EPA Regional, and EPA Headquarter
activities in areas such as biological
monitoring, total maximum daily
load development, biological cdteda
and protocol development, volunteer monitoring, and the waterlhed
approach. New document~ and
upcoming meetings are highlighted.
To obtain a copy or be placed on
the mailing list for the Water
Monitor, write to Editor, Water
Mo~zitor, AWPD (4503F), 401 M St.
SW, Washington, DC 20460.

Bioloaical
Monitoring
~
The Biological Criteria
Program
Priorities established since 1987
(initiated jointly by the States and
EPA) encourage the States to first
develop, and then adopt as appro.
priate, narrative and quantitative
biological criteria (biocfiteria) into
their water quality standards and
assessment programs. This success30 States developing quantitative
biocriteria, including three States
that formally adopted quantitative
biocritena into their water quality
standards. For the status of specific
State programs, please refer to
Appendix G.
To support this priority, the
Agency has prowded guidance for
development and implementation

of biocdteria (see sidebar). Several
future guidance documen~ will
provide additional technical informarion to facilitate activities directed
toward that implementation. When
fully implemented, biocriteria will
expand and improve water quality
standards programs, help to quarttify impairment of beneficial uses,
and aid States and Tribes in setting
program i:~odties. These cdteda will
be useful because they provide for

EPA Publications About Developing and
Implementing Blocdteda
USEPA. 1993. EPA Reg~n 10 In.Stream Biological Monitonng Handbook (for
Wadeable Streams in the POCifiC Norlhwest). G.A. Hayslip (ed.). EPA-910-9-92013. Region 10, Environmental Services Division, SeattJe, Washington.
USEPA. 1992 Procedure~ for Initiating Narrative Biological Criteria. EPA 822-B.

924302. Office of Water, Office of Soence and Technology, Washington, D~.
USEPA. 1991. Biolc~/~ical Criteria.. State Development and Implementation Efforts.
EPA-440-5-91-003. Office of Water, Washington, DC.
USEPA. 1991. ~otogica/ C.ritena: Guide to Technical Literature. EPA-440-5-91004. Office of Water, Washington,
USEPA. 1991. Bioloeical Criteria: Re~,orch and Regulation. Proceedings of a
Symposium. EPA-44~)-5-91-O05. Office of Water, Washington, DC.
USEPA. 1991. Policy o~ the Use of Bio!oc~ical Assessments and Criteria in the
Water Quahty Program. Office of Water~ Office of Science and Technology,
Washington, DC.
USEPA. 1991. Technical Support Document tar Water Quality.based Taxies
Control. EPA 505-2-90-001. Office of Water, Washington, DC.
EPA 440-5-90-004.’Office of Water Regulations and Standards, Washington,
DC.
USEPA. 1990. Pro~’ecdings of the 1990 Midwest Pollution Control Biologists
Meet,rig. W.S. Dav~s (ed.). EPA-909-9.90-005. Region 5, Environmental
Sciences Division, Chicago, Illinois.
USEPA. 1987. Re~oorr to the National Workshop on lnstream Biological Monitor.
ing and Cn~er~3. Ot!~ce of Water Regulations and Standards, Instream Biological Criteria Cornm~ttee, Region 5, and Enwronmental Research LaboratoryCorvati,s, Washington, DC.
USEPA. 1987. Surface Water Monztonng: A Framework for Change. Office of
Water and Office of Pohcy, P arming and Eva uahon, Washington, DC.
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direct measurement of the condition
of the living resource at risk, detect
problems that other methods may
miss or underestimate, and provide
a systematic process for measunng
progress resulting from the implementation of water resource quality
programs. Biocdteria are intended
to supplement, rather than replace,
chemical and toxicological methods,

Bioassessment Protocols
In 1989, EPA’s Office of Water
issued rapid bioassessrnent protocols
(RBPs) for streams as a tool
intended to provide States with
b~ological monitoring methods to
supplement traditional inst~eam
chemical anah/ses. The key concept
underlying these protocols is the
comparison of the structure and
function of the aquatic community
in the context of habitat quality at a
given stream stud), site to that of an
ecological reference site or condition. On the basis of this compari,
son, a water resource quality assessment can be made. EPA has pro-

,~ded technical sup~or~ and ~aining
to States to encourage the implementation of the RBPs and biological criteria. Currenth/, over 30 States
have active RBP-based water
resource monitonng programs for
s~’eams, another three are under
development, and three States go
beyond the guidelines. Updated RBP
guidance is being developed to aid
States in adapting the onginal protocol framework to go beyond a
single reference site approach to
including ecoregional reference
conditions that fit a variety of ecological regions. Over 30 States
either have, or are developing,
ecoregional reference conditions,

Mocf’~ted RBPs are also being
pared for other water resource types
including lakes/reset~,oirs and estuar.
ies. Work is also under way to evaluate the effectiveness of RBPs for
assessing combined sewer
flows. In addition, a generic quality
assurance/quality control (QA/QC’)
guidance will be available in the Fall
of 1995. For a cop),, please contact
the EPA Monitoring Branch at 202-

260.7046.
Quality Assurance/Quality
Control for Biological
Monitoring and Biological
Assessmerlt
The U.S. EPA Of~ce ot Water
and Off~:e of Research and Develo~
meflt are assembling generic guiclance documents for production
quality assurance prc~ct ~ for
biological monitoring and assessment. This work is curr~tJy under
way and involves review and input
from State and EPA ~ monitoting personnel.

Fish Advisory Guidance
and Databases
In response to inter~t on the
part of States to have nationally
consistent methods for issuing fish
consumption advisories, EPA’s Off~:e
of Science and Technology (OST),
Standards and Applied Science Division, is developing national guidance documents. This guidance,
developed in cool, ration with
States, Tdbes, and others, is ~
sented in a four-volume set of documen~ titled Guidance for Assessing
Chemical Contaminant Doto for Use
in Fish Advisories, Volume h F~sh Sam.
piing and Analysis (September
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1993); Volume Ih Risk A~sessment
(STOrage and RETdeva0 Database
and Fish Consumption Limits (June
(see page 374 for more information
1994); Volume Ilk Risk Management
about STORET and ODES). The u~e
(FY95); and Volume IV.. Risk Commu. of real fish tissue data during protonicatio~ (FY95).
type development should help EPA
In addition to this guidance,
identify needed data fields and test
0SI" has developed two databases,
the data structure.
one for States to report fish advisory
During 1996, EPA intends to
information and another that concompletely convert the NFI"DR to a
tains fish tissue contaminant data.
STORET-based fish tissue database.
The Fish Advisory Database contains
The primary benefit of including the
fish advisory information reported
NFTDR as a ~ubset of STORE-r is
nationwide by States including the
that one "platformH will be abl~ to
waterbody affected, the type of fish
store both water quality data ancl
species, the type of advisory, and a
biological data, such as fi~ ti~
contact person. It is ululated annuinformation. L~isting data ~t~
ally and can be obtained by conwould pe able to easily migrate to
tatting the EPA Fish Contaminant~
the new STORFT system when it is
Section at the following addre~ or
completed in 1997. Additior~l Ir,dor.
by calling (202) 260-1305:
marion may be obtained by writing.
to the following addr~:
FLsh Advi~:~] DatalM.~
Coordinator
NFTDR
U.S. EPA (4305)
U.S. EPA (43OS)
Office of Science and
401 M Street, SW
Technology
Washington, DC 20460
401 M StreeL SW
Washington, DC 20460
National Study of
OST established the NaUonal
Fish Tissue Data Repository (NFTDR)
to (1) simplify data exchange by
improving the comparability and
integrity of fish Ussue data;
(~2) encourage greater regional and
interstate cooperation; and (3) assist
States and Tnbes in their data collection effort~ Uy providing ongoing
technical assistance. Currently, the
NFTDR is part of EPA’s Ocean Discharge Evaluation System (ODES)
Database and there is relatively little
fish tissue data in the NFTDR. To
make the NFTDR more accessible,
EPA intends to modify the NFTDR
and ~ncorporate it as a major prototype during the modernization
(Phase III) of EPA’s STORET

L

For further information about
databases and information
systems, see the Offic,~ of
Water Enviromna~tal and
lh’ov~ram lnfom~ation
Conlpendium available from
the EPA Office of Water at
(202) 260-5684.

2

Chemical Residues in Fish
In late 1992, EPA issued a
report on results of the EPA National
Study of Chemical Residues in Fish
(NSCRF), formerly called the
National Bioaccumulation Study.
This study is a followup to the EPA
National Dioxin Study and substantially broadens that work with
regard to both the number of
chemicals analyzed and the number
of sites examined. Th~ NSCRF was a
screening study designed to determine the extent to which water
pollutants are bioaccumulaUng in
fish and to identify correlations with
sources of the contamination within
a watershed/drainage basin.

~U

._j
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,,

Specific Water
Program Monitoring

11 pro~cts ~.~ ~n appro,~.d.
M~ ~nfon~t~ about the Sect~

National Estuary
Program Monitoring
Guidance

Wetlands Monitoring

EPA is developing guidance on
the design, implementation, and
evaluation of estua~ monitoring
.programs required under Section
320 of the Clean Water AcL The
guidance document identifies the
major steps involved in developing
and implementing estuar~ monitoring programs, document~ existing
monitoring methods, and describes
their use in monitoring the effecUve.
hess of estuarine management
actions. Case studies of existing
programs are included.

~ ....

EPA’s Wettands Division ~s now
working closely with FWS and EPA’s
EMAP-WeUands Program to characterize the ecok>gical status and
trends of existing wetlands. Standardized protocols are being devdoped for measuring wetlands
conditions. See Chapter 1S for
further information about EPA and
State wetland~ rnonitodng and
protection programs.

Grourld Water
Monitoring
EPA’s support for State Ground

’
"

~-~--

319 National Monitoring Program is
provided in Chapter 15.

~

~ : ......
"---"
" .......
K,ngs Par=, E=ementary,
],rd C, raoe, Spr,nghelci. VA

Nonpoint Source
National Monitoring

Program

EPA developed the Section 319
National Monitonng Program to
improve our understanding of
nonpoint source (NPS) pollution
and to scientifically evaluate the
effectiveness of NPS pollution control activiUes. Under this program,
EPA’s Regional Offices nominate
projecLs by forwarding State proposals to EPA Headquarters for rev=ew
and concurrence. Projects are
selected on a competitive basis from
within each of the EPA Regions. EPA
works with proiect sponsors to develop approvable 6- to 10-year
proiect~. The project sponsors then
work through the StatelEPA Section
319 process to obtain approval
and funding. As of June 199.5,

Water Protection Programs has
expanded in line with the Ground
Water Task Force’s recommenda.
tions in the report Prot~ting
Nation’s Ground Water: EPA’s Strat.
e,~,~ for th~ 1~)03. This document
addresses the development of consistent data collection protocols to
improve accessibility, quality, and
the usefulness of ground water quality data. To that end, the Ground
Water Minimum Set of Data Elements for Ground Water Quality
was finalized requiring their use for
EPA ground water monitoring.

Volunteer Monitoring
Programs
EPA’s Off~:e of Water encourages all citizens to team about their
water resources and supports volunteer monitoring because of its many
benefits. Volunteer monitors
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¯ build awareness of pollution
problems
¯ become trained in pollution
prevention
¯

help clean up problem sites

¯ provide data for waters that may
otherwke be unassessed, with
accompanying data on the methods
used to collect the data
¯ increase the amount of water
quality information available to
decisionmakers at all levels of
govemmenL
Among the uses of volunteer
data are delineating and characterizing watersheds, screening for water
quality problems, and measuring
--

contacts for volunteer programs in
the Region, managing cjrant~ ~o
State agencies that include pro~sions for volunteer water monitoring
and public participation, and
providing information exchange

EPA Volunteer Monitoring Materials
EPA’~ Volunteer Monitor~j Program. EPA-841F-g5-O01. February 1995. Contains a general desc~ of EPA activities to promote volunteer monitoring.
Volunteer Monitoring. EPA-800-F-93-OOS. September 1993. A brief fact ~eet
about volunteer rno,~onng, i~:luding examples of how volunteers have
improved the enwro~n~mt.
Starting Out in Volunteer Water Monitoring. EPA-841-B-92-O02. August 1992.
Abnef fact d’~eet about how to b~corne involved in volunteer monitonng.
Notional Director), of Citiz~n Volunteer Environrnento/ Monitoring ,Omgmms,
r-ourth Edition. EPA-841-B-94-O01. ~anuan/ 1994. Contains inforrnatJon about
$19 volunteer monitonng programs across the Nation.

baseline conditions and trends.
Proceedings of the Fo~.~h National Citizen3 Vo/onteer Water Monitoring Confer.
EPA support~ volunteer monitor- ence. EPA-841-R.94-003. February 1995. Presents proceedings from the fourth
national conference held in Portland, Oregon, in 1994.
ing by providing technical guidance
and forums for exchanging volunProceedings of the Third Nat~nol Citizen’s Volunteer Water Monitoring Confer.
teer information. For example, EPA
ence. EPA-841/R.92-O04. September 1992. Presents proceedings from the
sponsors biennial national conferthird national conference held in Annapolis, Maryland, in 1992.
ences that bdng together volunteer
Volunteer Stream Monitonng: A Methods Manual. EPA-841-D-9S-001. 199.5.
organizers, State and local agencies,
Presents information and methods for volunteer monitonng of streams.
environmental groups, school
Volunteer Estuary Monitonng: A Methods Manual. EPA-842-B-93-O04. Decemgroups, and the business sector. EPA
bet 1993. Present~ information and methods for volunteer monitonng of
also maintains an electronic bulletin
estuarine waters.
board forum for volunteer monitors,
Volunteer Lake Monitonng: A Methods Monu~!. EPA-440/4-91-002. December
distributes a national newsletter for
1991. Discusses lake water quahty issues and methods for volunteer mon=torvolunteers, and maintains a direcing of lakes.
tory of volunteer monitoring programs across the Nation. EPA has
Volunteer Water Monitonnq. ,4 Guide for Store Managers. EPA-440/4-90-010.
August 1990. D~scusses the importance of volunteer monitoring, quality asreleased guidance for planning and
surance considerations, and how to plan and implement a volunteer
implementing volunteer monitoring
program.
programs as well as guidance cover~ng volunteer monitoring methods.
The Volunteer Monitor. A naUonal newsletter, published twice yearly, that
Many of EPA’s 10 Regional
)rovides information for the volunteer monitonng movement. Produced
through an EPA grant.
Offices are actively involved in volunteer monitoring. Their support
TheWater Monitor A monthly newsletter published by EPA to exchange suractivities include providing technical
face water assessment informahon among States and other ~nterested parties.
assistance related to quality assurVo!~nteer Monrtonn_~ o~ the ~,’onpo,’~t Source ~/ectromc Bulletin Board S~tem.
once and quality control, serving as
A 2-page fact sheet on EPA’s electronic forum for volunteer man,tars.
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services for volunteers. Some offices
hold Regional workshops to bnng
volunteers together and build partnerships,
In the coming years, EPA plans
to continue developing technical
tools for volunteers, including guidance on assuring quality data collection. EPA will also continue encouraging cooperation and information
exchange among volunteer programs and between volunteers and
State, kx:al, Tribal, and Federal
agencies. A common theme of all of
these activities will be a commitment to increase the diversity of the
volunteer monitoring community
nationwide,

EPA Data and
Information Systems
Storet Modernization

data for marine, estuarine, and
freshwater environments. ODES
users can access STORET inforrnation for further manipulation using
ODES graphical and modeling tools.
EPA information systems are
being called upon to respond to
new program needs, including geographically odented management
approaches, storage of ground
water quality and associated geologic data and biological and habitat assessment information, and to
enhance sharing of data (acro~
" EPA, other Federal, State, and local
programs). STORET, BIOS, and
ODES are undergoing a major
modernization ~heduled to be
complete in 1997 with interim
products throughout, including a
fu, prototype in late 1995. This
effort will result in a more flexible,
efficient, and usable state-of-the~rt
information system, which, in rum,
will provide improved tools for
ground and surface water quality
decisionmaking.
For more information on
STORET modemizalJon and the
prototype now available for testing,
contact:
Phil Lindenstruth
U.S. EPA (4503F)
Assessment and Watershed
Protection Division
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460
(202) 260~19

The STORET (STOrage and
RETrieval) Database of ambient
water quality data, first developed
in 1964, is one of the oldest and
largest water information systems
currently in use. It is maintained by
the Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and
Watersheds. STORET stores inforrnation on ambient, intensive survey,
effluent, and biological water quality
monitoring and provides users with
an array of analytical tools and linkages to other data systems. STORET
primarily contains chemical and
physical water quality monitoring
data, with biological sampling and The Waterbody System
site information stored in the associated BIOS (Biological System) DataThe Waterbody System ONBS) is
base, another major component,
a data management tool used by
ODES (Ocean Data Evaluation SysStates to record assessments of
tern) is a separately maintained and
ambient water quality for surface
linked information system specifiwaters. Although originally designed
cally for water quality and biological
to facilitate the reporting under
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Section 305(b), the WBS is used by
many States to track results of all
their ambient water quality assessments. During the ! 994 reporting
cycle, 27 States, Territories, and
Interstate Water Commissions
submitted WBS data files,
The Waterbody System contains
information that program managers
can access quickly on the water
quality status of a particular waterbody. Data elements include waterbody identification, water quality
status, assessment information,
designated use evaluations, causes
Of impairment (nutrients, pest~
siltation, etc.), and sources of
impairment (municipal treatment
plants, agricultural runoff, etc.).
Enhanced twice since it was
originally developed in 1988, system
users communicate regularly with
each other and can receive user
information and support from the
Monitoring Branch at EPA Headquarters,

The Permit Compliance
System
The Permit Compliance System
(PCS) is an information management system maintained by the
Office of Waste,water Enforcement
and Compliance (OWEC) to track
the permit, compliance, and
enforcement status of facilities regulated by the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System
program under the Clean Water
Act. PCS tracks information about
wastewater treatment and industrial
and Federal facihties discharging
into navigable river~. Tracked items
include facility and discharge
characteristics, permit conditions,

inspections, enforcement actions,
~ compliance schedules. PCS
distinguishes between major
minor fadlities based on the poten.
tial threat to human health or the
environment. Only major facilities
must provide complete records to
PCS, currently numbered at around
7,100; however, States and Regions
do submit information for approx.
mately 56,300 minor facilities. PCS
users are able to use graphical ~
statistical tools to analyze PCS data
~ can use a PCS/STORET interf~ce
to ~ the systems and suppolt
additior~ a~se$.

The Toxics Release
Inventory
l~e Emergency Planning ~
Community Right-to-Know Act
(EPCRA) of 1986 established the
Toxics Release Inventor, (’11~, a
public database that contains information about toxic ~
re~as~ to water, air, and land from
manufacturing facilities. The ~
co~tains data submitted annually by
individual manufacturing fadlitJes
sub~ to the EPCRA reporting
requirements. The EPCRA repotting
req~Jbements apply to manufactur.
ing faolities that
¯ Employ 10 or more full-time
employees
¯ Manufacture or process over
25,000 pounds of any chemical or
chemical category listed in the
EPCRA, or use more than 10,000
pour~ds of any chemical or chemical
catecjo~ listed in the EPCRA
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II
Standard Industrial Codes
(SICs)
SIC
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Industry Group
Food
"robacco
Textiles
Apparel
Lumper and Wood
Fumiture
Paper
Printing and Publishing
Chemicals
Petroleum and Coa!
Rubber and Piastic~
Leather
Stone, Clay, and Glass
Pnmary Metals
Fabricated Metals
Machinery
(excluding electrical)
36 E~ectrical and Electronic
Equzpment
37 Transportation Equipment
38 Instruments
39 M=scellaneous
Manutactunng

¯ Conduct selected manufacturing
operahons in the industry groups
specified in the U.S. Government
Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) Codes 20 through 39, including chemicals, petroleum refining,
primary metals, fabricated metals,
paper, plastics, and transportation
equipment (see siclebar).
The EPCRA regulations require
that eligible manufacturing facilities
identify the toxic chemicals they
released (from a list of more than
300 individual chemicals and 20
chemical categones); the quantity of
each chemical released to the air,
water, and land; and the quantity of
each chemical transferred off site for
treatment, disposal, or recycling. In
response to the Pollution Prevention
Act of 1991 facilities are also
’
required to report additional informarion about waste management
and source reduction activities. The
reported data are stored in the TRI
~ and in State files available to the
~ public.
¯
The TRI database provides the
public with direct access to toxic
chemical release and transfer data at
the local, State, regional, or national
level. The public can use the TRI
data to identif~ potential concerns
in local waterbodies or throughout
the Nation. With TRI data, the public can work with industry and goveminent to reduce toxic chemical
releases and the risks associated
with them.
Industry can use the TRI data to
obtain an overview of use and
release of toxic chemicals, to identify and reduce costs associated with
areas of pollution prevention, to
estabhsh reduction target.s, and to

measure and document progre~
toward chemical release reduction
goals. The public access of the TRI
data has prompted many facilities
to work with their communities to
devek)p effecti~ strategies for
redudng envin:x~.,mtal and human
health ~ posed by toxic chemical
Federal, ~ate, and local govern.
menl3 can u~e the TRI data to iden.
tiff/hot spot~, compare facilities or
geographic areas, evaluate pollution
control and pte~mtion progrartt$,
and track progre~ in reducing
waste. The OffEe of Water has used
TRI data with other pertinent
exposure arid toxicity data to iden.
tify and ptio~itize contaminant~ in
drinking water, to identify and
quantify inputs of toxic chemical~
into the Gulf of Mexico, and to
compile data on toxic releases into
municipal treatment piant~.
The TR! database has ~
limitations. I"RI captures only a pottion of all toxic chemical releases
naUonwide because nonindustrial
sources, such as dry cleaners and
auto service statiorts, are not
required to submit TRI data. In
dition, the TRJ data alone are not
sufficient to calculate potential
adverse effects on human health
from toxic chemicals because TRI
does not track exposure of the
public to released chemicals.
The TRI data are available to
the public online through the National Library of Medicine’s TOXNET
system and through the Right-toKnow Network (RTK NET~, which is
sponsored by the Unison Institute, a
nonprofit organizat~:~n. TRI data are
individual State diskettes. For informarion about obtaimng TRI data,
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the public can call the TRI User
Support Service (202-260-1531) or
the EPCP,~O, information HoUine
(1-800-535-0202).
TRI users can obtain additional
inlormation about health effect~ and
ecotoxicity of chemicals in the TRI
database from PC-TRIFACTS, an
auxiliary software package developed by EPA.

Contaminated Sediment
Strategy
In early 1993, EPA issued its
Contaminated Sediment Manage.
merit Strategy: A Proposal for Discussion. Then, in August ] 994, the
Strategy Document, EPA’s Contominoted Sediment Mon~gement Struteg,v, was announced in the Federal
Register. One of it~ main objectives
is to describe EPA’s current understanding of the extent and severity
of sediment contamination. EPA’s
Contaminated Sediment Managemerit Strategy describes actions that
the Agency will take to accomplish
the following four strategic goals:
(]) prevent further sediment
contamination that may cause unacceptabte ecological or human health
risks; (2) when practical, clean up
existing sediment contamination
that adversely affect~ the Nation’s
waterboclies or their uses, or that
causes other significant effects on
human health or the environment;
(3) ensure that sediment dredging
and dredged material disposal continue to be managed in an environmentally sound manner; and (4)
develop and consistently apply
methodologies for analyzing contaminated sediment~. To accomplish
these goals, EPA will continue to
develop and improve methods for

identifying contaminated sediments,
to provide a basis for assessment of
sediment co~taminat~n, to outline
steps to reduce risk supported by
sound science, and to outline a
strategy for assessing the extent and
severity of sediment conta~nination.
One of the initial steps to imple.
merit not only this strategy but to
meet mandated statutory requirernent~ to address and resolve contaminated sedk~=nt problems is to
develop national inventories of COnlaminated sediment sites and polut.
ant sources (j:~oint and rmnpoint).
During tf~e past ] years, EPA’s Office
of S~=nce and Technology has
com~ed tt~ National ~
Inventory 0NS0, an extensive
geographically re~emnced datable
of sedime~ quality monitoring and
pollutant source informa0on for I~
Nation’s freshwater and estuarine
ecosystems. Th~ Site Inventory comportent ot the NSi co~tair~ detailed
monitoring data on sediment chemist.ry and biological effects collected
by Federal and State ager~:ies
beginning in ]980. The Point
Source Inventory component of l~e
N$1 contains over 22,000 indivick~
records of point source discharges
of 118 different chemicals from
municipal, Federal, and industr~
facilities in ]9~2. The NSI database
will be continually updated and
improved. Based on an evaluation
of current data, OST will produce
an assessment of the national extent
and severity of sediment contamination acros~ the country and present
the result~ in a Repo~ to Congress
in early 1996.
For mo~ information about the
NSI, contact the OST Standards and
Applied Sconce Division:

d°curi]e;~t ~,~’

CCh~
" ..... - .~;~ ~CFOss

r
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National Sediment Inventory
U.S. EPA (4305)
Office of Science and
Technology
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460

Nonpoint Source
Information Exchange
The Nonpoint Source Information Exchange, housed at the
Assessment and Watershed Protection Division of EPA’s Office of
Water, is designed to serve as a
national center for the exchange of
information concerning (1) the
nature of nonpoint source pollution,
(2) NPS management techniques
and methods, and (3) institutional
arrangements for the planning and
implementation of NPS manage.
ment including financial arrange.
ments.
The Exchange contains two
maior activities: a technical bulletin,
the NP$ News-Notes, published
approximately eight times per year,
and the NPS F.Jectronic Bulletin
Board System (NPS BBS). The target
audience for the News-Notes is State
and local water quality manager~
although, with a circulation of over
10,000, other interested parties
including public officials,
environmental groups, pnvate
industry, citizens, and academic~
receive ~,~e~s-Notes regularly,

The NPS BBS, first opened in
1991, provides timely and relevant
NPS and other information to a
similar audience. There are more
than 1,200 users of the NPS BBS
who, through the system, can
access several special interest areas:
Agricultural Issues, Fish Consumption Advisories and Bans, Waterbody
System Users Group, NPS Research,
Watershed Restoration Network,
Total Maximum Daily Loads, Coastal
Nonpoint Source Pollution, and
Volunteer Monitoring. Also available
are on-line searchable databases
such as the Clean Lakes Clearinghouse, NPS News-Notes database,
the Fish Consumption Bans and
Advisories database, and the
National Registry of Watershed
Pro~ects.

Great Lakes Envirofacts
The Great Lakes National Program Office (GLNPO) is initiating a
computer system development pilot
effort called Great Lakes Envirofacts
(GLEF) to assist managers and technical staff in developing strategies to
reduce toxic chemical Ioadings. The
keystone goa! of GLNPO’s data inte.
gration program is the development
of a system to enable technical staff
to access, display, analyze, and
present Great Lakes multimedia and
geographic information from their
desk top, providing environmental
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decisionmaking support for Great
include COASTNET bulletin board
Lakes Program managers. The GLEF
for coastal waters and estuary propi!ot project will explore both the
tection activities, the Clean Lakes
system requirements of Great Lakes
Clearinghouse, the Contaminated
Program staff and the technical
’Sedime~It N~,s bulletin, and the
means (hardware, software, and
Office of Science and Technotogy’s
telecommunications) to begin realizResource Center.
ing its keystone goal.
The GLEF will build upon the
EnvirofactMGateway system devel.
oped by EPA’s Office of Information
Resources Management (OIRM)
Program Systems Division (PSD). .....
The Envirofact~ database store~ envi.
ronmental monitoring and program
(e.g., PCS, TRIS, FINDS) information
in a "elational structure. Gateway is
a graphical user interface that provides spatially referenced access to
the Envirofacts database. The Great
Lakes Envirofacts project will be the
first implementation of the Gateway/Envirofact~ concept, testing its
capability and utility for the Great
Lakes Program.

Other Information
Clearinghouses &
Electronic Bulletin Boards
Several other clearinghouses,
electronic bulletin boards, new~letter~, and information updates on
water quality activities have been ....
developed by EPA for use by State
and local govemment_~, Federal
agencies, and the public. These

..,

.
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EPA’s Water Channel
¯

The Office of Water’s Office of
Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds
has established the Water Channel
on EPA’s Intemet site. The Water
Channel broadcasts water information and tools for communities and
American citizens to understand
and use in managing their own
environmental resources. It is a
means to promote and strengthen
partnerships to manage, protect,
and restore America’s water
resources. Information is meant to
flow from those who have it to
those who need it.
You can get to know EPA’s
water programs and people. You
can browse newsletter~, fact sheets,
brochures, publications, regulations,
press releases, and congressional
testimony. You can learn about the
quality of our Nation’s water
resources and our environmental
goals. You will get ideas about how
you can get involved, like volunteer
monitonng. You can choose from
an array of opportunities to learn
more by using the Wetlands and
Drinking Water hotlines or ordering
publications on-line. Those looking
for technical assistance and data will
find water quality monitoring meth.
otis, tools, and access to STORET
water quality data. You can connect
to countless other sources of envi.
ronmental information at other
Internet sites. You can send EPA

comments, suggestions, or request~
for inforrnatJon not yet available on
the Water Channel,
The Water Channel offerings
will continue to grow. Watch for
new information, links to partners,
homepages, and services. Visit frequently and stay in touch with EPA
water programs at work across the
Nation to help you manage and
protect the environment.
The Water Channel utilizes
EPA’s public access ~ervers with
Internet connectivily, It can be
accessed over the World Wide Web
or Gopher. Enter the Universal
Resource Locator (URL) for the EPA
homepage (http://www.epa.gov)
and go to EPA Ofl__~__JLes and Region~
and then to Office L~f Water or enter
http://www.epa.g~v/OWOW for
direct access. Users need an Intemet
provider with an Inlemet Protocol
(IP) address, at leasl a 386 or cornparable personal computer, 4 megabytes of RAM, and look for viewing
the graphics on the Wodd Wide
Web.
For more information on the
Water Channel, call Karen Klima at
202/260-7087 or send an e-mail to
OW-OWOW-lnterm, t.Comment~@
EPAMAIL.EPA.GOV. If you encounter
problems with EPA’~ public access
server, contact EPA via e-mail at
intemet_support@u=~ixmail.rtpnc.
epa.gov.
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Nutrients in Ground Water and
Surface Water of the United
States--An Analysis of Data
through 1992 by the U.S.
Geological Survey
Historical data on nutdent
(nitrogen and phosphorus) concen,
trations in ground and surface water
samples were compiled from 20
study units of the U.S. Geological
Survey’s National Water-Quality
Assessment (NAWQA) Program and
five supplemental study areas. The
resultant data sets contain analyses

~_~__
~ 1~, ¯
,"

of about 12,000 ground water and
more than 22,000 surface water
samples. These data were interpreted on regional and national
scales by relating the distributions of
nutrient concentrations to ancillary
data, such as land use, soil
characteristics, and hydrogeokx:jy.
Nitrate was the nutrient of
greatest concern in ground water. It
is the only nutrient that is regulated
by a national ddnking water standard. Nitrate concentrations in
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m N~trale ¢oncentrabons significantly h~gher than beneath undeveloped areas
L] N~trate concentrabons nol higher than undeveioped areas

Insufficient information to COmpare
Figure 1. Nitrate Concentrations in Ground Water Beneath
Agricultural Areas in NAWQA Study Units.

rily in agricultural areas (see Figure
1). Concentrations in about 16% of
areas exceeded the drinking water
standard. Concentrations were higl~
est in sha!low ground water, less
than 100 feet below land surface.
The standard was exceeded in only
about 1% of samples collected from
public supply wells.
A variety of factors influenced
nitrate concentrations in ground
water beneath agncuttural areas.
Concentrations were higher in areas
where soil and geologic charactenstics promoted rapid movement of
water to the aquifer. Elevated
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concentrations commonly occurred
in areas underlain by permeable
materials, such as carbonate bedrock or unconsolidated sand and
gravel, and where soils are generally
well drained.
In areas where water movement
was impeded, denitrification might
lead to low concentrations of nitrate
in the ground water. Low concentrations were also related to interspersion of pasture and woodland
with cropland in agncultural areas,
Elevated nitrate concentrations in
areas of more homogeneous cropland probably were a result of inten,
sive nitrogen fertilizer application on
large tracts of land. Because of the
time involved for ground water to
move vertically in some areas, the
full effect of current nitrogen
fertilizer applications might not be
noted in some aquifers for many
years, Likewise, the effect~ of implementing management practic~ to
improve water quality might not be

"
and the distribution of local charac.
teristics could be useful in identifying areas of potential nitrate
problems.
Nutrient concentrations in
surface water also were generally
related to land use. Nitrate concerttrations were highest in samples
from sites downstream from agriculrural or urban area~ (see Figure 2).
However, concentrations were not
as high as in ground water and
rarely exceeded the drinking water
standard. Elevated concentrations of
nitrate in surface water of the north.
eastern United States might be
related to large amounts of atrnospheric deposition (acid rain). High
concentrations in parts of the Midwest might be related to tile drainage of agricultural f~ds.

HIGHLIGH~HIGHLIGHT
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Certain regions of the United
States seemed more vulnerable to
nitrate contamination of ground
water in agricultural areas, Regions
of greater vulnerability included
parts of the Northeast, Midwest,
and West Coast. The well-drained
soils typical in these regions
little capacity to hold water and
nutrienLs; therefore, the~e soils
receive some of the largest applications of fertilizer and irrigation in
the Nation. The agricultural land is
intensively cultivated for row crops,
with little interspersion of pasture
and woodland. Regional patterns
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R Nitrate co¢~ce~trations s~gnificanlly h)gher than downstream from undeveloped areas
R N)trate concentrabon~ not h)gher than downstream from undeveloped area~
~.~_ Insufl~c)ent )nfocmat)on to com,~are
Figure 2, Nitrate Concentrations in Surface Water Downstream

.--~

from Agricultural Areas in NAWQA Study Units,
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HIGHLIGHT

Ammonia and phosphorus concentrations were highest downstream from urban areas. These
concentrations generally were high
enough to warrant concerns about
toxicity to fish and accelerated
eutrophication. Recent improvements in wastewater treatment have
decreased ammonia concentrations
downstream from some urban
areas, but the result has been an
increase in nitrate concentrations.
This condition limits the direct
threat of toxicity but does not
change the potential for euttophication.

v

Information on environmental
factors that affect water quality is
useful to identify drainage basins
throughout the Nation with the
! greatest vulnerability for nutrient
contamination and to delineate
areas where ground water ~ surface water contamination is most

likely to occur. The results presented
in this report suggest that the best
management strategies will differ
among regional areas of the Nation.
Understanding the regional patterns
and environmental factors that
affect nutrient concentrations in
ground water and surface water is
cdtical for designing programs to
manage and protect water
resources.
Results from this study are sum.
marized in the following report:
David K. Mueller et al., 1995,
Nutrients in Ground Water and 5urface Water of the United States--An
Analysis of Data through 1992, U.S.
Geological Survey Water-Resources
Investigation Report 95-4031, 74
pp. The report can be ordered from
USGS Map Distribution, Box 2S286,
Bidg. 810, Denver Federal Center,
Denver, CO 80025, phone 303236-7477; FAX 303-236-1972.
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TVA "Vital Signs" Monitoring
About 10 years ago, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) began a
thorough review of its traditional
water quality monitoring efforts.
Familiar issues-~budget pressures
and the "data.rich, informationpoor" syndrome--were the motivating factors. From that initial review
and subsequent cdtical scrutiny, "rVA
has developed a "vital signs" monitoring program that reports to the
public each spring on the fishability,
swimmability, and ecological health
of 30 TVA reservoirs and rna~r
tributaries,
The annual report is a userfriendly magazine, RiverPulse, that is
mailed to about 13,000 individuals
who have called to request it and is
distributed through marinas, parks,
TVA visitor centers, and other public
outJets. Feedback from readers indicates that this annual report is well
received and very effectively communicates technical information to
nontechnical audiences. Many of its
features are being adopted by other
organizations that report to the
public on environmental conditions,

RiverPulse summarizes monitor.
ing information collected during the
previous spdng, summer, and fall.
Informal technical reports document
monitoring methods, analyses, and
results. The monitoring program
integrates physical and chemical
rnonitodng of streams and reservoir
waters with quantitative evaluations
of benthic invertebrate and fish
communities to develop an ecologY.
cal health rating fo~ each lake. A
sediment chemistry and toxicity
component of the rating was elirnihated in 1995 as a result of budget
constraints. Fish Ussue contaminaUon monitoring and associated
State-promulgated fish consumptJo~
advisories provide information on
fishability, and results of bacterk>.
logical sampling at beaches and
informal recreation areas are the
basis for the swimmability ratings.
Copies of Rive’Pulse can be
obtained by calling (615) 7S1-2333.
More information on TVA’s monitor.
ing program can be obtained by
leaving a message at this number,
by calling Dr. Neil Carriker at
(615) 751-7330, or by sending an
e-mail message to ncarrik@rnhs.
tva.attmail.com.
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Point Source
Control Program
Treating Municipal
Wastewater

--

Municipal trea~ent ~acilit~s
r~eive wast~ater ~ residential
~urces as well as from indust~ and
sto~ water ~noff. ~e a~y of
~llu~n~ ~at may ~ ass~iat~
with ~ese ~urces i~ludes ~s~nd~ solids, organ~, ~sticid~,
hea~ me~ts, nu~, acids,
~s, and ba~e~,
Ad~uate ~ea~t of mun~
pal wast~ater is im~nt for ~e
proration of the Nabon’s water
resourc~ and public health. ~.
out ad~uate treatm~ ~is ~llu~ ~ses a ~hous ~reat to
aquatic I~e, c~m~ial and r~
abonal op~n ~e~, sudace water
dhnking supplies, g~nd ~ter
dnnking supplies, and ~e general
health and stability ~ ~e Nation’s
stream, nver, lake, ~uahne, and
coastal ~o~tems.
The Clean Water A~ r~uires
municipalities to ach~e treatment
tevels based on t~hnoi~y ~dormance. The 1981 ~’A amendmen~ extend~ ~e Oeadtine for
ehg~ble trea~ent plan~ to achieve
"seconda~ treatment" to july 1,
988. S~onda~ treatment removes
at least 85% of several key conven,
bonal ~llu~n~. If s~onda~ treatment is not enough to m~t water
quali~ s~ndards, the Clean Water

e ess r .
_

treatment

Historically, under ~e
Water ~ EPA ~s ~ au~o~
to help mu~i~ ~ ~r
wast~ater ~a~t ~ems
~o~di~ gr~ ~ c~~.
Since 1972, ~ ~h
Cons~ Gr~ ~ram,
pr~ ~t~ $~ ~ll~n
to mun~l~ ~ c~
impr~ ~ ~at~ ~a~t
~t~s.
In t~ 1987 ~~ to
~e Clean W~ ~ C~gr~ and
~e Presi~t ~ to p~ ~
~e Con~m~ ~n~ Pr~m.
i~ p~ce, ~e ~te R~ng Fund
(SRF) was c~t~ a~ ~s
in ~e creati~ ~ ~ ~n
~s in each S~te a~ ~o ~co.
~e ~al of ~ ~F p~m is to
es~blish instant a~ ~anent ~urc~ ~ ~ing in e~
S~te. Capi~l~ of ~e~ ~nds
is provid~ by ~ F~I (8~)
and State (2~) ~em~n~.
Congress ap~t~ ~ ~an
$10.3 billion th~h fi~al ~ar
199~ for State R~ing Funds. In
addition to ~o~i~ I~ns for constru~i~ of wayfarer ~a~ent
facili~es, SRFs al~ fundi~ f~
many acti~ties ~t p~ous~
eligible und~ ~e Con~on
Gran~ Pr~ram, i~luding con~ol
of non~int ~rce ~noff and
estua~ prot~Oon ~.
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The Amendments of 1987 also
included new water quality requirements. The primary programs with
new enforceable requirements are
those dealing with storm water,
toxic discharges, and sludge use
and disposal. The SRF loan program
provides States with more discretion
than ever before in selecting
r"

~~

able to finance proiects they may
consider to be of higher priority,
as nonpointStates
source, estuarine,
~ proiectssuch
for funding.
are now
combined sewer overflow, or storm
water control projects. AJI States and
Puerto Rico had approved SRF
programs in place as of September
1990.
EPA has awarded over $11.1
billion to States to capitalize SRF
programs since 1988. States have
contributed about $2.2 billion to
meet the 20% match requirement,
In addition, 21 States have issued
about $5.4 billion in leverage bo’~ds
to further capitalize their SRF
programs. From these and other
sources, capitalization of SRF
programs totals about $19 billion
through fiscal year 199.5.
The Administration remains
committed to the State Revolving
Fund Program to continue capitalization of the program to a leve(
such that 51 State programs are
able to issue in excess of $2 billion
in loans annually for the foreseeable
future,

Funding Needs
for Wastewater
Treatment
The Needs Survey, a biennial
report to Congress, is the pnmary
mechanism for assessing municipal

wastewater treatment needs
nationwide. The 1992 Needs Survey
focuses on the expanded CWA
funding eligibilities under the SRF in
the 1987 Amendments to the Clean
Water Act. Models were used to
supplement documented needs
estimates for combined sewer overflows. Models were also used to
develop preliminary urban storm
water and agricultura~ and siMcul.
tural nonpoint source polluUon
control implementation costs since
very little docume~tation of specific
projects or costs was available from
the States.
EPA’s needs estimates include
those facilities and activities for
which a water quality or public
health problem could be documented using specific criteria
established by EPA. The capital
investment necessary to satisfy all
categories of need is presented in
Table 14-1. Costs for operation and
maintenance are not eligible for SRF
funding and therefore are not
included. Additional nonconstruction estimates are included for program development costs associated
with storm water and NPS contJ’ol.
The 1992 total documented and
modeled needs are $137.1 billion to
satisfy all categones of needs eligible
for SRF funding for the design year
(2012) population.
This amount included $50.1
billion in modeled needs for CSO,
storm water, and NPS pollution
control. For storm water and NPS,
the estimates exclude operation and
maintenance costs (O&M) since
O&M cost~ are ineligible for SRF
funding. However, O&M costs are
the malor costs associated with
storm water and NPS program
~mplementabon. Only agriculture
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and

NPS

control cos~ were estimate. Many
~s of NPS ~llution +e ~t
address~: a~ndon~ mi~s, u~n
areas, sepbc systems, con~minat~
se~men~, hydrom~i(ica~, and
atmosphenc de~sition,
~e n~s estimate for ~e
Nation rose ~n consent dol{a~ ~
$53.4 billion (39%) from 19~ to
! 992. ~e increa~ was d~ to a
vaneW of fa~o~, ~d~
improv~ d~umen~ ~ SRF
el;gibi~ilies and ~e u~ of ~s to
capture full CSO, as ~11 as ~1
u~n sto~ water and NPS c~.

Treating Indusffial
Wastewater
EPA to ~blish un~,
con~stent effi~n{ limi~
li~ for indus~al di~.
a~ T~hn~
~able (BA~)
~1 Pollu~nt C~ T~
~ (~ gu~ f~ a~ 2~
i~l ~.
~u~at~

Needs Category
l’ltl~ II Eligibilitte~
SecOndary Treatm~t
II ~a~ T~a~t
Replacement/Reha~l~

V

N~ Intercept~ ~
C~b~n~ ~r ~

VI

St~ Water (ms~uU~l ~e c~ ~

~o~ c~t~s t-~
~ther Eli?i~litie~ (~s 31~ a~
Ground Water, ~t~n~, WeUa~s
G~ND TOTAL

]1.]
15~
3.6
14.2
41"2~
0.1 ~

1~.1

1.2 ~_
I~7.1

~lncludes SR~-ellgible cos~ to d~ ~ im~t ~ wa~ ~ ~ ~
e~g~ble st~cturat and c~s~ct~ co~
NOTE Cos~ for o~rabon and maint~e ~ ~t ~ f~ SRF ~ ~
~refom are ~ i~u0~.
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,~ ~.

15 additional secondary industries
that represent Best Practicable Contro! Technology Currently Available
(BPT) levels¯ EPA is studying an
additional dozen industries for
future guidelines development,
In addition to these technologybased requirements, EPA, in 1984,
issued a policy on the water.qualitybased control of toxic pollutants
discharged by point sources. In
198.5, EPA issued the Technical Suppo~ Document for Water C~uolity.
Bosed Toxics Control to support the
national policy. EPA updated and
enhanced this document in 199|.
Both the policy and guidance re(-

~ ,_,

-- - ¯
Major
Permits
Total Facihbes i 7,105

Minor
Permits
57,143

Total
2,070
Expired
217
Percent
10.5%
Stat,=4s~.~ed Petrnit~
Total
5,035

7,243
4,055
56%
-49,~O0’

t.119 l ,st

r

~e,ceot
22.~
~Z.I~
Source: Permit Comphance System,
NOTE: A ma!or permit is for a maior faciht),
or act~vit), classified as such by the
EPA Regiona! Actmin strator, or in
the case of approved State
Programs, the Regional Administra-

tor ~n con~uncbon with the State
D~rector. Others are classified as
minor permn~,

measure of adverse water quality
impact and as a regulatory
parameter. In 1989, EPA amended
its NPDES regulations to clarify the
use of effluent discharge limitations
for whole-effluent toxicity in addition to specific toxic chemicals. The
use of whole-effluent toxicity as a
regulatory tool coupled with controis for specific chemicals provides
a powerful means of detecting and
controlling toxic problems,

Permitting,
Compliance,
and Enforcement
=’
EPA and the States use rigorous
permit conditions to control point
source discharges from industnal
and municipal wastewater treatment
facilities. During the early 1980s, the
rate of permit issuance fell behind
the rate of permit expiration, and
large backlogs of unissued permits
developed. Efforts to remedy these
backlogs have been largely successful, especially for major permits,
Table 14-2 illustrates the status of

permit issuance as of February
1993.
Once the permit is established,
compliance with these conditions is
essential for achieving water quality
improvements. Despite examples of
water quality improvements assofJated with upgrading municipal
facilities, 10% of major municipal
treatment plants are in significant
noncompliance with applicable per.
mit conditions. Industrial permittees
have historically achieved a higher
rate of compliance; 7% of industrial
facilities are in significant noncompliance with their permit condition.
FPA and States with approved
ensuring that municipal and
industrial facilities comply with the
terms of their discharge permits.
Currently, 40 States have approval
from EPA to administer their own
NPDES programs. This responsibility
includes issuing permits, conducting
compliance inspections and other
compliance monitonng activities,
and enforcing compliance. EPA ha~
the lead implementation responsibility in the remaining States. EPA and
the states evaluate compliance by
screening self-monitoring reports
submitted by the permitted facility.
Facilities that are determined to be
in noncompliance are subject tO
Federal as well as State enforcement
action.
Figure 14-1 illustrates rates of
significant noncompliance based on
statistics maintained by EPA from
March 1988 through December
1994. Significant noncompliance is
based upon violations of a permit,
administrative order, and judicial
order requirements. Examples of
violations for permits include
exceedances of monthly average
effluent limiLs at least Wvice during a
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6-month period or any exceedance
of limits set b), an administrative
order. Discharge monitoring reports
or pretreatment schedules more
than 30 days late are also considered in significant noncompliance.
S,gnif,cant noncompliance rates for
munictpal and industrial facilities
jumped in F’Yg0 primarily because,
for the first time, EPA calculated
noncompliance directJy from it~
automated database. Therefore, if
data are not entered into the Permit
Compliance System in a timely
manner, the system will autornatically determine that the facility is

not in compliance. EPA is continuing to refine its tracking of compliance with permit conditions to bet.
ter reflect instances of noncompli.
ante by the regulated community.

National Municipal
Policy
-Due to the generally poor
municipal compliance record, and
because of
over the performance of treatment
works built primarily with Federal
funds, EPA developed the National

congres onal concen
INDUSTRIAL
FACILITIES

have a higher rate of

compliance with
discharge permits than
Percentage of Facilities in Significant Noncompliance do municipal facilities.
with NPDES Permit Requirement~
20

16

12
~ 10
Z
.E 8

4

0

1~IlII
1988

1989

1990

~ Nonmuni¢ipal$
~ Mumcipals

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

Date

Source: USEPA Permit Compliance System, S~mmet 1995,
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Municipal Policy (NMP) to address
the failure of publicly owned treatment works (POTWs) to meet treatment levels required for compliance
with the CWA. On January 23,
1984, the EPA Administrator signed
the NMP into effect. The NMP cladfled and emphasized EPA’s resolve
to ensure that municipalities comply
with the Clean Water Act as quickly
as possible, regardless of whether
Federal grant assistance was

level in August 1987. The first
Administrative Penalty Order (APO)
was issued in September 1987.
Through October 1990, 396 APOs
have been issued assessing a total of
$7.5 million in penalties. These
orders have been an effective tool in
expeditiously addressing violations
of the CWA and represent an integral component of EPA’s overall
enforcement strategy.

available for t atment p ant

Controlling Toxicants
construction.
The deadline established for full
The 1987 amendments to the
compliance with the Clean Water
Clean
Water Act reinforced both the
Act was July 1, 1988. By this date,
water-quality-based and technology.
all munidpal treatment facilities
based approaches to point source
were to be in compliance with the
control, requiring EPA to develop
secondary treatment requirement of
and update technology-based stanSection 301(b)(1X8) of the CWA or
dards and adding specific direction
with more stringent limitations
as to how water-quality-based limits
established to me~t State water
should be used to achieve addSquality standards. Of the total
tional improvements. One of the
universe of 3,731 maior municipal
Act’s pdmary emphases lay in
facilities, 1,478 facilities were identistrengthening the Nation’s toxics
fled as requiring construction to
control program.
meet the 1988 deadline. By July 1,
1988, all but 423 municipal facilities Identifying Waters
had ache.wed compliance with the
requirements. Since the 1988 deadImpaired by Toxicants
line, 188 facilities have come into
compliance, and, of the remaining
Section 304(I) of the CWA
235 facilities, all but 50 have been
required States to develop lists of
placed on enforceable compliance
impaired waters, identify point
schedules. EPA is continuing to track
sources and the amounts of pollutthe progress of these facilities in
ants they discharge that cause toxic
meeting the requirements of the
impacts, and develop an individual
C’WA.
control strategy (ICS) for each such
In the 1987 Water Quality Act
point source. These ICSs are NPDES
amendments to the CWA, EPA was
permits with new or more stringent
given authority to seek administralimits on the toxic pollutants of
tire penalties from permittees in
concern. The individual control
noncompliance with the Act’s
strategies must be accompanied by
requirements. EPA issued guidance
supporting documentation to show
and delegated the authority for
that the permit limiLs are sufficient
issuing these orders to the regional
to meet water quality standards as
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soon as possible but no later than
long-term planning and setting of
3 years after establishment of the
priorities for actMties such as rnonlICS. The general effect of Section
toring, total maximum daily load
304(I) was to immediately focus
development, nonpoint source
national surface water quality procontrols, and permit revisions.
tection programs on addressing
EPA implements control meaknown water quality problems due
sures for all toxic pollutants as part
entirely or substantially to point
of its ongoing surface water pro.
source discharges of Section 307(a)
gram. Section 304(I) emphasized
toxic pollutants. Under Section
implementing point source controls
304(I), EPA and States identified 678
to protect particularly impaired su~’.
facilities in the United States that
face waters for priority toxic pollutwere required to have individual
ants. EPA will continue identifying
control strategies. ICSs have been
impaired waters and controlling the
established for .~93 of these facilities,
discl~.ge of toxic and other
In developing lists of impaired
pollutants through existing repoctwater~ under Section 304(I), States
ing, standards setting, and permitused a variety of available data
ling programs.
sources (including State Section
30.S(b) reports). At a minimum,
Toxk~’y Testing
dilution analyses were conducted
based on existing or readily avail.
On March 9, 1984, EPA issued
able data. EPA asked States to
a policy designed to reduce or
assemble data quickly to report
eliminate toxics discharge and help
preliminary list~ of waters, point
achieve the objectives of the Clean
sources, and amounts of discharged
Water Act. The "Policy for the
pollutants by April 1, 1988, in their
Development of Water Quality.
Section 30.~(b) reports. These lists
Based Permit Limitations for Toxic
were then to be refined and
Pollutants" (49 FR 9016) described
expanded by the statutory deadline
EPA’s
integrated toxics control proof February 4, 1989
gram. The integrated program cor~Through the 304(I) effo~ .~29
sisted of the application of both
waterbodies were identified as being
chemical-specific and biological
impaired entirely or substantially by
methods to address the discharge of
point source discharges of Section
toxic pollutants. To support this
307(a) toxic pollutants. In addition,
policy, EPA issued the Technkol
678 point sources were listed as
Support Document for Water Quality.
being responsible for impairing the
B~sed Toxics Control (TSD) guidance.
quality of those water~. There are
EPA
continued the development of
also t 8,770 waters on the "long"
the
toxic~
control program by revislist that includes all waters impaired
ing the TSD in 1991 and by includby any pollutant from either point
ing some aspects of the policy in
sources or nonpoint sources. CurNPDES regulations at 40 CFR
rently, approximately 87% of the
122.44(dX1) in June 1989.
ICSs required are in place as EPAToxicity reduction evaluations
approved or drafted NPDES permit~.
(-FREs) identify and implement whatThe long list will be used for
ever actions are needed to reduce
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criteria ~ ~
discharge ~;:" ~

effluent toxicity to the levels spedfled in the permit. TRE~ combine
toxicity testing, chemical analyses,
source investigations, and treatability studies to determine either
the actual causative agent~ of effluent toxicity or the control methods
that will reduce effluent toxicity,
EPA is current~ documenting suc.
cessful TREa conducted by permittees, States, and EPA researcher~,
Methods and procedures for con.
ducting TREs are described in several EPA guidance document.s and
referenced in the TSD.
In December 1994, EPA conducted a survey of .S0 States, 7 Terntodes, and 3 Tribes to determine
the extent of implementation of
whole effluent toxicity (WET) controis for industrial and municipal
point sources. FiffT-one iurisdictions
incorporate WET limits in discharge
permits based on numeric cntena or
narraUve criteria for toxics. Fifteen
iurisdictions have numeric WET cnteria (acute and/or chronic cnteria)
in their standards.

The National
Pretreatment

Prog ram
-" ~

~

The pnmary goal of the
National Pretreatment Program is
to protect POTWs and the environment from the adverse impact that
may occur when toxic, hazardous,
and concentrated conventional
wastes are discharged into sewer
systems from industrial sources. To
achieve this goal, the EPA has promulgated national pretreatment
standards for pollutants that: (1)
interfere with the operation of a
POTW, including interference with

~ use or disposa~ of rr~nicipal
sludge; or (2) pass thn~gh the
POTW and contaminate the receiv.
ing stream or are otherwise incornpatible with the operation of the
treatment works. In addition, the
program is intended to impro~
opportunities to recycle and nedaim
municipal and industrial wastewaters and sludges. The prevention
of interference, the prevention of
pass-through, and the improvement
of opportunities to recycle wa.stewater and sludge are the three
regulatory objectives of the National
Pretreatment Program. These ob~tires are accomplished through a
pollution control strategy with two
elernen~
¯ National Categorical Startdards: National technology-based
standards dev~oped by EPA Headquaffers reflecting best available
technolo~ (BAT) in establishing
effluent limits for the 126 *priority
pollutants" as well as for convertUonal and nonconventional pollut.

for

=ndu cation.

¯
Standards:
G~er~l Prohibitions: NaUonal regulator), prohibitions established by
EPA against pollutant discharges
from any nondomestic user that
cause pass-through or interference
at the POTW.
3l~ci/ic Prohibitions: National regulatory prohibitions established by
EPA against pollutant discharges
from any nondomestic user that
cause: (1) fire or explosive hazard,
(2) corrosive structural damage,
(3) inlerference due to obstruction,
(4) interference due to flow rate or
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concentration, (5) interference due
to heat, (6) interference from petroleum-based oil, and (7) acute
worker heaffh and safety problems
from toxic gases,
Locnl LimiLs: Enforceable local effluent limitations developed by POTWs
on a case-by-case basis to reflect
site-specific concerns and implement the Federal general and specific prohibited discharge standards
as well as State and local regulations.
To ensure the success of the
pretreatment program, EPA also
issues guidance document~ and has
conducted scores of training seminars to assist POTWs in developing,
implementing, and enforcing effectire pretreatment programs,
The primary focus for pretr~atment implementation is at the local
level since the POTW is in the best
position to regulate ira industrial
users. States may become involved
in pretreatment implementation
through a formal approval process
in which the Federal Government
transfers its oversight responsibilities
to the State. The Federal Government, through the EPA, is involved
in pretreatment through standard

setting, policy development, and

oversight of program implementation by approved States and POTWs
in States without approved pretreatment programs. At present, 28
States have received approval from
EPA to administer the pretreatment
program, including five States that
have chosen to directly regulate the
industrial community in their States
in lieu of local program approval
and implementation, tn addition,
1,481 local programs have been

approved by either EPA or approved
States, and another 50 programs
are under development. The pretreatment program currently
lares approximately 30,500
cant industrial users (SIUs).
On ~uly 24, 1990, the EPA pro.
mulgated the Domestic Sewage
Study (DSS) final rule, which imptements the recommendations made
in the DSS. Specifically, the rule is
designed to improve the contto~ Of
hazardous wastes discharged to
Po’r’ws as well as strengthen the
enforcement of pretteatment
program requirement. In additi~,
the rule requires that POI"W$
duct toxicity testing of their effluenLs. A continuing task will be to
integrate the implementation of
these requir~rnent~ into the
operations of the POTWs’ pret]~t.
ment programs.
The environmental accomplis~
ment~ of the National Pretteatment
Program have been ~jnif~:ant.
Nationwide, EPA estimates that
toxic pollutant Ioadings to POI~Vs
have decreased by up to 75%
through pretreatment. In many
cases, the effects on surface water
and sludge have been dramatic.
Between 1975 and 1985, for
example, 15 POTWs discharging to

San F,ancisco Bay decreased thor
overall metals Ioadings by 80%,
despite a 15% increase in POTW
flows. In Wisconsin, 14 of 24
POTWs reported marked decreases
in average total metals concentrations in their sludge after’approval
of their local pretteatment programs.
The compliance status of industrial users and POTWs is an indicator
of the programmatic success of
pretreatment implementation. Based

t;’).-,, , .
-

"--~-~

Up ~o 7~ ~’’-r’s~’d by
Pretrea~ "uugh
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on data reported by POTWs or
States, approximately .54% of significant industria! users of sewage treatment plants are in significant noncompliance with discharge standards and/or reporting and self-moni,
toting requirements. This compares
with a rate of 6% significant noncompliance for the major industries
in the NPDES program, which discharge directly to waterbodies,
According to data in EPA’s national
database, 39% of POTWs are failing
to implement at least one significant
component of their approved
pretreatment programs.
EPA has focused its oversight
and enforcement resources on
ensuring that local municipalities
properly implement their approved
programs. Toward that end, on
October 4, 1989, EPA announced
the National Pretreatment Enforcement Initiative against cities for failure to adequately implement their
approved pretreatment programs. In
this ac0on, EPA ioined with several
States in bringing civil judicial suits
or administrative penalties again~
61 cities. This effort was designed to
alert cities as to their requirements
under the pretreatment program
and to ensure adequate implementation of the program. A followup
announcement was made on May
1, 1991, containing 755 additional
actions against both POTWs and
significant industria! users,
In July 1991, EPA issued a
report to Congress on the effectivehess of the pretreatment program
as required under Section 519 of
the CWA. This report analyzed the
maior strengths and weaknesses of
the program and has provided
direction for improving the
program,

Managing
Sewage Sludge
The need for effective sewage
sludge management is continuous
and growing. In the United States,
the quanti~ of municipal sewage
dudge produced annually has
almost doubled since 1972. MunicJpal!ties currenUy generate approx,.
mately 5.3 million dry metric tons
of wastewate~ sludge per year, Or
approximately 47 pounds per
person per year (dry weight basis).
Improper sewage sludge manage.
rnent could lead to significant envi.
ronmental degradation of water,
land, and air as well as adver~
human health conditions.
Prior to the 1987 amendments
to the Clean Water Act, the author!t~ and regulations related to the
u~ and disposal of sewage sludge
were fragmented and did not provide States and municipalities with
adequate guidelines on which to
base sludge management decisions.
There was no single legislative
approach or framework for integrating the vanous Federal law~ to
ensure that sludge would be used
o~ disposed of in a consistent or
environmentat!y acceptable manner.
Section 406 of the Water Quaiit~ Act of 1987, which amends SecLion 405 of the Ctean Water Act, for
the first time seLs forth a comprehens~ve program for reducing the
environmental risks and maximizing
the beneficial uses of sludge. The
program is based on the development of technical requirements for
sludge use and disposal and the
implementation of such requiremenLs direcgy through the rule and
through permits.
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In May 1989, EPA promulgated
regulations for including sewage
sludge conditions in NPDES permits
and for issuing sludge.only permits,
These rules also outline the requirement.s for States to seek EPA
approval to implement the new
statutor~ requirements,
EPA is the permitting authorib/
for sewage sludge since there are
currently no approved State programs. Initially, EPA is relying
strongly on the self-implementing
nature of the technical regulations.
In ~:ebfuary 1993, EPA amended the
permitting regulations to establish a
tiered permit application schedule,
I:PA is focusing its initial perrni~ng
efforts on
¯ Sewage sludge incinerato~
(which require site-specific pollutant

¯ Facilities posing a threat to
human health and the environment
¯ Facilities needing a permit to
promote beneficial use
for renewal,
In implementing the new
sewage sludge requirements, EPA is
also focusing on approving State
programs and educating the generaJ
public and the regulated community.
On February 19, 1993, EPA
"
published the Standards
for the Use
or D,sposal of Sewage Sludge. This
regulation pertains to land applicabon, inc~nerahon, landfilling, and
surface disposal of sewage sludge,
The standards for each use or disposal practice consist of general
requ~remenLs, pollutant limit~,

management 1:~4ctk:e~, and operational standarc~. The final rule also
includes monitoring, recordkeepin~,
and repotting requirements.
Standards ~ to publicly and
private~ owned t~atment wo~
that gene~te ot tre~t dorn~
sewage sludge, ~ well ~ to
person who Ltses or disposes of
sea/age sludge Itom such treatment
works. The ru~e requites compliance
with these standa~s as expeditiousl~ as possible but not later than
12 months afte~ the date the rule is
published, or within 24 morlths of
publicatio~ if ~ of new
pollution control f~:ilities is required
to cocT~ with the regulations.

New Initiatives in
Point Source Control
Combined Sewer
Overflow Control
Currently ~ 1,100 communities nat~)nwide use combined
to cam/sanitary ~ industr~l
wastewater and storm water. These
facilities are rna~ located in otder
cities in the Northeast, the midwest,
and along the west coast. Cornbined sewer overflows occur when
the capacit~ of the combined sewer
s~stem is exceeded during a storm
event. During these storm events,
part of the combined flow in the
collection s~tem is discharged
untreated into receiving waters. The
overflow~ may contain high levels of
suspended so~ic~, floatables, heavy
metals, nutrients, bacteria, and
other pollutants. Pollution from
CSOs can pose health risks, degrade
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the ecology of receiving waters, and
impair the designated use of water
resources,
EPA published the first National
Combined Sewer Overflow Control
Strategy in the Federal Register on
September 8, 1989, at 54 FR
37370. Although implementation of
the 1989 strategy resulted in some
progress toward controlling CSOs,
EPA determined, in August 1991,
that implementation of the 1989
s~rategy was not proceeding rapidly
enough.
During the summer of 1992,
EPA conducted a negotiated policy
dialogue with key stakeholders.
Based on the negotiated policy diaIogue and subsequent negotiations
between municipal and environmental groups and States, a CSO
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Framework Document was submitted to EPA’s Office of Water for
consideration as part of the ~
opment of a draft CSO policy.
Although the framework was not
the result of consensus among the
negotiating parties, significant
agreement was re~ched, allowing
OW to use the framework as the
basis to develop a draft CSO policy.
On December 22, 1992, the
Assistant Administrator for Water
and the Assistant Administrator for
Enforcement issued a draft CSO
Control Policy (dated December 18,
1992) for comment. The final C$O
Control Policy was published in the
Federal Register on April 19, 1994
(59 FR 18688).
The main purposes of the Policy
are to elaborate on the 1989
National CSO Control Strategy and
to expedite compliance with the
reduiremen~ of the Clean Water
The Policy is being developed
to provide guidance to permittees
with CSOs, NPDES authorities, and
State water quality standards
authorities on coordinating the
planning, selection, sizing, and construction of CSO controls that meet
the requirement~ of the CWA and
to allow for public involvement
dunng the decisionmaking proce~.
The CSO Policy represenLs a
comprehensive national strategy to
ensure that municipalities, NPDES
permitting authorities, water quality
standards authorities, and the public
engage in a comprehensive and
coordinated planning effort to
achieve cost-effective CSO controls
that ultimately meet appropriate
health and environmental objectires, including compliance with
water quality standards. The Policy
recognizes the site-specific nature of
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CSOs and their impact~ and provides the flexibility necessary to
tailor controls to local situations,
Contained in the Policy are
provis=ons for developing appropriate site-sp(,cilic NPDES permit
requirements for all combined sewer
systems that overflow as a result of
wet weather event~ and enforcement initiateves to require the
immediate elimination of overflows
that occur during dry weather and
to ensure that the remaining CWA
requirements are complied with as
soon as practicable. The 1992
Needs Survey modeled the cost o¢
compliance with the draft 1992
CSO Policy. The Needs Survey esti.
mated that the nabonal capital cost
of CSO corrections will be $41.2
billeon. The moOeled estimate
compares to the State-documented
costs of $22.4 billion for 375 of the
approximately 1,300 CSOs needing
correction,
EPA is preparing a number of
guidance documents to assist in the
implementation of the final policy,
Specific programmatic areas that
this guidance witl address are implementing rn~n~mum CSO control
measures by all communities with
CSOs; monitoring and modeling o¢
combined sewer systems, CSO
discharges, and receiving water
impacts; preparing long-term CSO
control plans by CSO communities;
and drafting NPDES permit requiremen~ for CSO discharges by EPA
and State NPDES permit wnters.

NPDES Stormwater
Controls
Since 1972, State and EPA
efforLs unct~.~ tr~e NPDES program
have trad~t~o~al~y focused on

controlling pollutant discharges
from POTWs and industrial process
wastewaters. As these sources o¢
pollution came increasingly under
control, the need for controlling
pollutants in stormwater point
source discharges became more
critical to efforts to achieve the
goals of the C’WA. As reflected in
this report, stormwater discharges
from a vanety of sources, including
storm sewers discharging urt~n
runoff, construction site runoff, runoff from resource extraction actt~
ties, and rurK)ff from land d~
sites, are ma)or sources o~ use
impairment.
Section 402(p) o¢ the C’WA
amendments c~ 1987 establisJ’~d ~1
timetable and framework for EPA to
address stormwater discharges
under the NPDES program. SeclJon
402(p) required EPA to dev~l~ a
two-phase program to control l:X~int
source discharges o~ storm water.
On November 16, 1990, EPA
promulgated permit application
requirements for the first phase for
discharges from municipal sel:~lrate
storm sewe~ systems serving POl~la.
tions of 100,000 or more and for
stormwater discharge~ ass~x:iated
with industrial actMty including:
¯ Manufacturing faciliti~
¯ Construction operations or
activities disturbing 5 or more acres
¯ Hazardous waste treatment,
storage, and disposal facilities
¯ Landfills
¯ POTWs with approved pretreatment programs and/or discharging
over 1 miltion gallons per day
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¯ Recycling facilities
¯ Pc~,ve~ p61nt~
¯ Mining operations
¯ Some oil and gas operations
¯ Airport facilities
¯ Certain transportation facilities
(such as vehicle maintenance areas).
Permits were required to be
issued for these sources, for the
most part, by October 1, 1993.
For the second phase, EPA
prepared a study that identi~md
potential stormwater discharges,
not regulated under Phase I, to be
controlled to protect water quality,
The study, entitled "Storm Water
Discharges Potentially Addressed by
Phase II of the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System Storm
Water Program," was submitted to
Congress in March 199.~. The study
iden~ies the nature and extent of
pollutants =n these discharges and
proposes one possible option for
controlling these discharges,
To explore additional options
for a Phase I1 stormwater program,
EPA convened a Federal Advisor),
Committee subcommittee comprised of a broad spectrum of stakeholders. The subcommittee will
provide EPA with recommendations
for a Phase II stormwater program
by December 1996. EPA is required
under a consent decree to propose

regulat.ior~s by Sep¢ember 1, 1997,
and fi~(e ~s ~ ~arch I,
I~.

Pollution Prevention
EPA has estabEshed an Office of
Pollution Prevention that works with
other program offices to improve
pollution prevention activities within
the Agency. For example, an
Agency pollution prevention policy

has been developed, and a strategy
to address pollution prevention in
manufacturing and chemical use has
been dr,~ted. Future strategies will
focus on the municipal water and
wastewater, ag~"uRural, energy,
and transportation sectors. A subcommittee coming representa.
tires from EPA Headquarters and
Regions has been formed to
deveiop an Agency-wide training
strategy to erLsure that pollution
prevention concepts are integrated
into all Agency activities.
In terms of the point source
control program, the Agency’s draft
pollution prevenr.k)n strategy, recognizes the impotence of permitting
and enforcement a~v~ties and will
continue support for a strong
program in the~ areas. Training is
being provided to familiarize NPDES
!:~-rnit wdters with pollution
prevention opportunities, how their
permit decisions can affect other
media, and how to effectively
communicate the concept of
pollution prevention to industrial
managers.
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Nonpoint Source
Control Program
Background
Nonpoint source pollutio~
generally results from land runoff,
atmospheric deposition, drainage,
or seepage of contaminants. Maj~"

o rces oo oi t

include agricultural runoff, runoff
from urban areas, and runoff from
silvicultural operations. Siltation and
nutrients are the pollutants respo~
sible for most of the nonpoint
source impact~ to the NaUon’s surface waters. These diffuse sources
are often harder to identify, isolate,
and control than traditional point
sources. A.s a result, from 1972 to
1987, EPA an~l the States placed
primary focus on addressing the
obvious problems due to municipal
and industrial discharges: issuing
permits for point source discharges,
then inspecting, monitonng, and
enforcing those permit~ to ensure
that point sources met the Clean
Water Act requirements.
Sections 208 and 303(e) of the
Clean Water Act of 1972 established
the initial framework for addressing
nonpoint sources of pollution. States
and local planning agencies analyzed the extent of NPS pollution
and developed water quality
management programs to control it
with funds provided by EPA under
Section 208. Best management
prachces were evaluated, assess,
men~: models and methods were

e o -d0
technical assi~!~nc~ wer~ made
~railable to Slate and Io~1 wate~
quality managers.

The National Section
319 Program
In 1987, Congress enacted
Section 319 of the Clean Water Act,
v~nich established a national program to control nonpoint ~:)urce$ of
water pollution. Section 319 created
a three-stage national program to
be implemented by the S~tes with
Federal approval and a~istance.
States were to address nonpoint
source pollution by (1) developing
nonpoint source assessment reports,
(2) adopting nonpoint source management programs, and (3) implemeriting the management programs
over a multiyear timeframe.
,aJl States and Territories now
have EPA-approved nonpoint source
assessments. EPA has also fully
approved 55 State nonpoint source
management programs and has
approved the high-priority portions
of all remaining State management
programs.
Section 319 also authorizes EPA
to issue annual grants to States to
assist them in implementing their
EPA-approved programs. From F’YgO
through FY95, Congress appropriated approximately $372 million for
Section 319 assistance. EPA first
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issued guidance on the award and
management of Section 319 funds
in February 1991 following extensire public comment. In June 1993
the guidance was updated to incor.
Ix)rate suggestions from EPA
Regions and a workgroup of State
program managers and lessons
learned during 3 ),ears of awarding
and managing Section 319 grants,
The guidance encourages States to
focus Section 319 funds on high.

{

C:

¯

V, .- ¯

C~,,J:qL; ~’

¯ Controlling particularly difficult
or serious nonpoint source prob.
lems, including, but not limited to,
problems resulting from mining
acth, iUes
¯ ImplemenUng innovative
methods or practJces for controlling
nonpoint sources of pollution,
including regulatory (e.g., enforcement) programs
¯ Controlling interstate nonpoint
source pollutJon problems
¯ Carrying out ground water quality protection activities that are part
of a comprehensive nonpoint source
pollution control program
¯ Addressing nationally significant,
high-risk nonpoint source problems
and focusing implementation
activities in priority watershed
or ground water areas
¯ Comprehensively integrating
existing programs to control
nonpoint source pollution
¯ Providing for monitoring and
evaluation of program effectiveness,
including using water qualih/monitoting prot.ocols

¯ E)emonstrating a long-term
commitrnent to building the
institutK)ns necessary for effec’dve
nonpoint source management
¯ Emphasizing pollution prevention
mechanisms
¯ Protecting particulad), sensiUve
and ecologically significant waters
(e.g., wetlands, estuaries, wi~d and
scenic rivers, exceptional fisheries)
¯ PromoUng comprehensive
watershed management
¯ Providing for the use of
antJdegradation provisions and
other measures necessary to ensure
that population growth, new deve~
opment, and new or expanded
economic activity do not result in
impairment of high-quality waters
and waters cur~entJy meeting water
quality standards
¯ Addressing urban storm water
that is not subject to NPDE5 permit
requirements
¯ Promoting implementation of
coastal nonpoint source management measures develop~l pursuant
to Section 6217(g) of the Coastal
Zone Act Reautho~zation AmendmenLs of 1990.
Roughly half of each State’s
annual award suppor’t.s statewlde
program activity (staffing, public
education and outreach, technical
assistance) and half supports specifc:;
pro)ect~ to prevent or reduce
nonpoint source pollution at the
watershed level.
EPA and the States have
recently begun a process to exam~ne and improve naUonal and State
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nonpoint source programs to
enhance program processes as well
as substantially improve water qual.
ity. As a first step, EPA, in close
cooperation with the States, develaped additional guidance in April
1995 that provides greater flexibility
to the States for strengthening and
implementing their nonpoint ~ource
management programs,
Funding under Section 319 is
also available to American Indian
Tribes with approved nonpoint
source assessment and management
programs. In September 1994, EPA
issued A Tribal Guide to the Section
319(h) Non~oint 5ource Grant Program to provide Tribes with an
overview of the Section 319(h)
grant process and to assist Tribes in
working with EPA Regions to meet
the basic requirements for grant
eligibility,

Section 319 National
Monitoring Program
EPA developed the Section 319
National Monitoring Program to
improve technical understanding of
nonpoint pollution and the effectiveness of various nonpoint source
control technologies. This program
selects watershed proiects that consistently monitor water c~uality and
land management with standardized protocols for 6 to 10 year~. A~
of June 1995, EPA had approved
and funded 11 projecLs in the States
of Vermont, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, Michigan,
iowa, Nebraska, Anzona, Illinois,
Wash ngton, and California. EPA has
also funded a p~lot ground water
demonstration proiect in idaho,
Several of these projects are summa,
nzed here¯

The ~ke Champlain, Vermont,
project is a paired watershed study
that will be carried o~t coopera.
tively by the University of Vermont
and the Vermont Department of
Environmental Conse~,atio~t. TTte
study is designed to exan’~e
effectiveness of best mar~jement
practices installed in two treatment
watersheds to control sediment,
nutnents, and bacteria contribution~
from livestock. The study c~ls fo~
2 years of pretreatment d~ta toilettion, 1 year of monitoring during
implementation of notlpoint co~.
trois, and 3 years of I~tation monitoring. Data will be collected on a number of I:~’amete~,
including total suspended ~:)iid~,
total phosphorus, total
nitrogen, |ecal coliform,
perature, dissolved oxygen, condu~:.
tivity, fish, and mao’oir~ertebr~tes.
Land use and agricultural

~,~,..

"

will a~so be rn~itored inten~
each ~,atmbed.
low-gradient warm water sl~’eam in
the Sheboygan ~ wat~-~’~l,
which d~ains to Lake Michigan.
Land use in the water~ed is
mar~ty agncultural. Data collected in
1992 indicated that the stream is
highly degraded, impacted by
nonpoint sources from barnyards,
upland erosion, manure spreading,
streambank erosion, and pastures
along the creek. Habitat degradation---e.g., lack o~ co~e~, disturbed
bank.s, and an absence of pools-also contributes to the stream’s
problems. The project, which
includes a paired watershed and
upstream-downstream studies, will
encompass the rnonitodng of
chemical, physical, and biological
parameters and the implementation
of nonpoint source controls. A
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number of State and Federal agen.
ties are cooperating on this proiect,
The Wisconsin Department of Natu.
ral Resources is providing technical
assistance and has administrative
and monitoring responsibilities; the
USGS is carrying out chemical and
physical monitoring; Sheboygan
County is providing cost-share assislance and designing nonpoint
source controls; and U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service (USDA-SCS), University of Wisconsin Extension, and
USDA’s Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS) will
also assist in implementation of the
project,
The Sny Magill watershed
project in Iowa incorporates paired
watershed and upstream-downstream studies to monitor and assess
improvements in water quality
resulting from the implementation
of nonpoint source controls. Land
use in the Sny Magill watershed, the
study site in the paired watershed
study, is entirely agricultural with no
industrial or urban areas. Land use
consists predominantly of cropland
(corn, oats, and alfalfa), pasture,
and forest. Sediment is the maior
pollutant but nutrients, pesticides,
and animal waste are also of concem. The USDA will provide technical assistance, cost sharing, and
educational programs to assist agn.
cultural producers in implementing
nonpoint source control measures
such as sediment control, stream
corridor management improvemerits, and animal waste management systems. Land treatment appli,
cation wilt be coordinated with
water quality monitoring,
The Bloody Run watershed (a
neighboring watershed of approx,mately the same size) serves as the

paired companson watershed, or
control site. Primary monitonng sites
were established on both water.
sheds to measure discharge and
suspended sediment. Other sites on
both creeks wilt be sampled for
chemical and physical water quality
variables on a weekly to monthly
basis. A habitat assessment will be
cor~ducted along stretches of both
stream corridors annually, fL,,hing
surveys will be conducted annually,
and biomonitoring of macroinvertebrates will be performed
bimonthly.
The Long Creek project is
located in south<entra! North Carolina. The watershed contains mixed
agrh:ultural and urban/industrial
land use. Long Creek serves as the
pdmary water supply for Bessemer
City (population S,000). Sediment
from eroding cropland is the major
problem in the upper third of the
watershed (above the water supply
intake). Long Creek is impaired
mainly by bactena and nutrients
from urban areas and animal holding facilities below the intake. Proposed nonpoint controls include
implementing the land use re~J’iclions of the State watershed protect.ion law for areas above the water
supply intake, erosion and sediment
controls, animal waste management, and livestock exclusion. Water
quality monitoring will include a
single station before and after
improved erosion control near the
water intake, an upstream/downstream design on the Creek above
and below the dairy farm, and a
paired watershed design at a cropland runoff site on the dairy. Cont~nuous and grab samples will b~
collected at various sites to provide
the data neeaed to assess the eff~.
t~veness of the nonpo~nt controls.
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The Morro Bay watershed,
located on the central coast of
California, is an important biological
and economic resource. Morro Bay
estuar~ is considered to be one of
the least altered estuanes on the
California coast. However, heavy
development activities have resulted
in an increase of nonpoint source
pollutants entering the watershed.
The nonpoint source pollutants of
pnmary concern include sediment,
bactena, metals, nutrients, and organic chemicals. At present rates of

examples of successful solutions to
nonpoint source pollution problems
from S~tes, Temtories, and Tribe~
The described projects include infor.
mation and education prograrns,
streambank stabilization projects,
animal waste management
~ u~oan runoff prc~ct.s.

Nonpoint Source
Management
Programs and

sed menta on, Morro Ba.y be Implementation

~"

lost as an open water estuar), within
300 .years. Not only has the accelerated sedimentation rate negativel.y
~mpacted fish and macroinvertebrate species, it has also resulted in
significant economic losses to the
o~ter industr/. This proiect was
0eveloped to characterize the sedi.
mentation rate and other water
quah~ conditions in one of the
Ba)~s tributaries, evaluate the effectiveness of several best managen~ent
practices in improving water and
habitat quality, and evaluate the
overall water quality at selected sites
within the watershed.

Reports on Section

The State~, loon! ~:~vernment~
¢omm~it~ groups, and EPA
Regior~ have initiated rnan.y
tire ~ across t~ Nation to
~ nonpoint ~:~Jrce polluti~1
pro~k~t~. The proiects de~cril:~,,d in
t~ ~ exempli~ the div~it~
of ~o~he~ that have been
~o~ied to NPS pollution
and control. In some ca~es, pr~.
~ ot control is only beginning. In
ol:J’~- situations, prevention and/or
control measures have been in place
tong e~Kx~cjh to show signi6cant
~-~JttS. For additional information
abo~t the following pro~ects, ptease
con~ steve Dressing at (202)

319 Activities
As required b.y Congress, EPA
published a report about Section
3 ~ ~ Monogin9 Nonpoint .~ource
Pollution, in 1 992. This report
described the Section 319 Program,
summar=~ed the State nonpoint
source assessment reports submitted
to ~PA, and described Regional and
State activities ~mplemented to control nonpo~nt source pollution. In
199,’, EPA published Section 319(h)
Success .~tor~es, which provided

North and South
Rivers Watershed,
Massachusetts
The closing of shellfish beds
contaminated from bacterial poilu~ concerned man), citizens in the
North and South Rivers watershed,
located south of Boston above Plymouth. This concern propelled the
North and South Rivers Watershed
Association into action, assembling
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volunteers to ~ample water quality
before, during, and after rainstorms
to determine the extent and sources
of bactenal coJ~tamination. The
volunteer mor~llors found that bactedal pollut on, which was particulady widesprend after rainfalls, was
caused pnmar=ly by failing septic
systems, stormwater discharges,
illegal septic tit-ins, and roosting
birds,
Funding f~r the monitoring was
provided by a Section 319 grant of
approximately $35,000 and other
private fundinU sources. AS part of
their project, the group worked
with individual polluters to correct
situations ancl with the local boards
of health to enforce local ordi.
nantes. As a re*~utt, the volunteers
made great P~cJress in cleaning up
both the North and South Rivers. In
addition, the data gathered
throughout th~ project will supplement that of tire Massachusett.~
Division of Maeine Fisheries, the
agency that d~’lermines the schedule for additio~al shellfish harvesting
day~.

Statewide Stormwater
Runoff Control,

New York
Although many waterbodies in
New York sufl~-r from stormwater
runoff in deveh~ped areas, New York
chose to focu~ on preventing new
development l~.~m causing further
problems. Wilt~ approximately
$28.5,000 in S~’~ tion 319 funds over
several years, lhe State has established an exte~vve information and
education pro.~am to address
stormwater ru~.~ff from new devel,
opment,
The 319 q~,~nts have provided
funding for a ~mber of projects,

These pro~ect_s include reprinting an
urban erosion and sediment control
manual, which contains standards
and specif’KatJons for erosion and
sediment control measures common
to construction sites; production of
a State Department of Environmen.
tal Conservation document on reducing the impa~ of stormwater
runoff from new development; enabling Department of Conservation
staff to work directly with local govemment~ and assisting them in
developing Ioca~ ordinances; conducting a variety of training courses
on erosion and sediment control;
development ol a cooperat~
agreement that created the Sea
Grant Extension ston-n drain stencil.
ing program; and development of a
video entitled Luck Isn’~ Enough: The
hght for C/eon Water.

Mammoth Cave
National Park, Kentucky
The Mammoth Cave National
Park is a major tourist site, attracting
over 2 million visitors annually.
However, the unusual geology that
attracts visitors to the park also
makes it particularly vulnerable to
poor water quality. Instead of flowing into sur/ace streams, rain falling
within the karst (limestone forrnation) sinkhole plain in and around
the park flows into some 15,000
active sinkholes. The water travels
through underground streams and
caves, including Mammoth Cave,
before emerging as spring water in
the Green River. In the past several
years, the State has become
concerned that water quality
degradation from intensive agriculture (due to excesswe nutrients and
bacterial contamination) could seriously affect the area.
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The Mammoth Cave/Karst Area
Water Quality Project was designed
to reduce pollution in the park area
and the surrounding karst sinkhole
plain. The Kentucky Division of
Water used part of iLs Section 319
grant to support the project’s water
quality monitonng, technical assistahoe, and installation of nonpoint
source controls on demonstration
farms in fiscal years 1991 through
1993. Activities were coordinated by
a technical advisory committee
formed with representatives from a
number of State government agenties, citizens, and land users. Other
agencies involved with the project
include ASCS, SCS, National Park
Service, and Tennessee Valley
Authority.

Nolichucky River
Watershed, Tennessee
Concern over nonpoint source
water pollution from livestock production prompted Tennessee to
target five subwatersheds in the
Nolichucky Rwer watershed. Animal
waste systems were installed to
store animal wastes and manure,
which farmers later use to fertilize
crops. A Secdon 319 grant of
$58,000 provided assistance for
installing best management pracbces in the watershed and also
allowed project staff to monitor the
water quality to measure the effectJveness of management practices,
A year after insta ation, the Tennessee Department of Health found
statistically valid ~mprovements in
benthic habitat in two watersheds,

Nanticoke Watershed,
Delaware
Trap Pond in the Nanti~oke
watershed is the recreational focus
for Trap Pond State Park. Increasing
bacterial contamination and syruptoms of accelerated eutrophk=atio~
and algal blooms were evident ~
water quality in the lake became
degraded. Two probable ~
were identified: a direct d~
from an underground septic
and livestock with direct access to
the stream. The problem with the
leaking sepUc system was corrected
and a SectJon 319 grant of $84,000
was awarded to implement animal
waste management systems and
nutrient management plans on
farms throughout the watershed. All ...... .of the producers fenced livestock
", ~ :" "
out of streams and some 98% of
. ._~.. ".L
the producer~ installed manure storage facilities, buffer strips, and other
best management practices.
"

West Lake Reservoir,
Iowa
West Lake is the surface resetvoir for Osceola and Woodbum,
cities located in south-central Iowa.
The lake was impaired by sediment,
p~sUcides, and nuthent~ primarily
from row crop agriculture. A
319 grant of neady $170,000 was
awarded for program staffing and
implementing best management
practices. Best management prac.
tices such as no-till and integrated
crop management reduced sediment delivery and herbicide levels
to the lake. In addition, a voluntary
atrazine ban assisted in the lake’s
recovery.

"
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Big Sioux Aquifer,
South Dakota
The Big Sioux Aquifer and other
smaller surface aquifers lie under
approximately 1,000 square miles of
eastern South Dakota. The aquifers
supply dnnking water to about onethird of the State’s population,
Although no widespread pollution
problem existed, studies had unco~ered isolated cases of nitrate contamination in the aquifer. With a
grant from Section 319 funds and
contributions from citizens and
other organizations, the East Dakot~
Water Development District
(EDWDD) began the Big Sioux
Aquifer Protection Proiect. The goal
of the projet-I was to protect the Big
Sioux Aquifer and other sensit~e
aquifers from contamination
through information and education
efforts and the development of Iota!
zoning ordinances,
As part of the pro~ect, the
EDWDD also identified shallow aquifer~ vulnerable to contamination;
located 30 public water supply wells
within the project area; gathered
information about the public water
supply wells to help delineate a
wellhead protection area for each
one; installed 48 monitonng wells
within nine wellhead protection
areas to provide an early detection
system; and used the Farm°A’Syst
Program to inform landowners in
rural areas about threats to their
domestic wells. The group also
developed a model ground water
protection ordinance; as of August
1993, two cities and nine counties
had adopted similar ordinances,

Pearl Harbor Bay
Watershed, Hawaii
Soil erouon and heavy siltation
in the East Loch of Pead Harbor
prompted the U.S. Navy to request
that the South Oahu Soil and Water
Conservation District hold an interagency meeting to explore ways to
prevent son erosion from all land
use~ in Hawaii. As a result of the
meeting, the Pead Harbor Estuary
Program Interagency Committee
(PHEPIC) was formed; i~ membership consisted of 17 agencies and
groups.
Through the use of Section 319
funds in concert with other monies,
PHEPIC began a public education
and information campaign. As pal~
of these efforts, a storm drain stem
oiling proiect was undertaken to
raise public awareness about how
storm drains are connected direc’~
to streams and the ocean. Section
319 funds were also used in cooperation with Hawaii’s Department of
Transportation and Department of
HKjhways in a demonstration
proiect to restore a severely eroded
site adjacent to the Pearl Country
Club. This project involved revegetation of eroding roadside cuts v~th
drought-tolerant, low-maintenance
vegetaoon.

Funding for Nonpoint
Source Control
In addition to Section 319
funds, several States have taken
advantage of State Revolving Funds
to provide loans to finance
nonpomt source and other water
pollution control programs. SRFs
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were originally established to assist
States in upgrading their sewage
treatment systems, but the 1987
amendments to the Clean Water
Act provide States with the opportunity to use these funds for nonpoint
source control. SRF loans are particulady suitable for funding struttural BMP construction, such as
stormwater detention ponds and
manure storage structures.
Numerous States, including
Washington, California, Delaware,
and Ohio, are using SRF loans to
fund a wide variety of nonpoint
programs. Approved projects will
retrofit failed septic tank~, construct
stormwater management structures,
remediate leaking underground
storage tanks, and build poultry
composting facilities. As States meet
sewage treatment system upgrade
requ rements SRF funds will
become increasingly available to
address nonpoint source problems,

Coastal Nonpoint Pollution
Control Program
As this report show~, sedo~s
water quality problems associated
with nonpoint pollution still remain.
The shift in population toward the
coasts and associated development
pressures moved Congress to provide States with new information
and tools to achieve more effectJve
protection of coastal waters from
enacted the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZAR,a,) of
1990, which established under Section 6217 a new coastal nonpoint

O
administers the CZMA and EPA
administe~ Section 319, and the
two agencies have worked cooperalively toward implementing Section
6217.
Section 6217 require~ that
States with federally approved
coastal zone management programs
develop and implement Coastal
Nonpoint Pollution Control
Programs to ensure proteclJon and
restoration of coastal waters.
Twenty-nine States and Territories,
including several Great Lakes State~,
currently have approved coastal
zone management programs.
Under CZARA, State Coastal
Nonpoint Pollution Control
Programs mu~t ~ for imply.
mentation of (1) management
measures specifk~d by EPA in the
national technical guidance, and (2)
additional, more stringent measures
developed by each State as nece$.
sary to attain and maintain water
quality standards where the baseline
me~ures do not accomplish this
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obiective. The CZARA further
provides that States’ Coastal Zone
Managemen~, Programs must
contain enforceable policies and
mechanisms to ensure implementation of the baseline and additional
management measures,
EPA issued final technical guidonce in ~anuary 1993 titled GuMonce
.~pecifying Manogernent Meo~ure~ for
~ources of Nonpomt Pollution in
Coosto/Woter~. This guidance specities management measures for five
maior categories of nonpoint poilu,
tion: agricultural runoff, urban runoff, silvicultural runoff, hydromodification, and marinas and recrea.
tional boating. The guidance also
describes specific practices that may
be used to achieve the level of
prevention or contrc~ specified in
the management measures,
EPA and NOAA have also issued
joint program guidance to assist the
States in developing coastal nonpoint pollution control programs,
Final program guidance was issued
in January ] 993. The program guidonce addresses issues related to
development by the States of

coastal nonpoint programs for joint
approval by NOAA and EPA. In
addition, NOAA and EPA have
recenthy taken steps to provide
States and Territories significant
additional time and flexibility in
developing and implementing their
coastal nonpoint programs. The
States must submit coastal nonpoint
control programs to NOAA and EPA
within 30 months of issuance of the
management measures guidelir~
0uty 1995). NOAA and EPA then
have 6 months to complete their
review of the coastal nonpoint
programs.
Between November 1993 and
June 199S, NOAA and EPA met
with over 20 coastal States and
Territories to review their progress in
developing coasta! nonpoint ~
grams. These "threshold review~
have assisted States in identifying
where additional work may be
necessary for meeting the require.
ment~ of Section 6217 and have
enhanced NOAA’s and EPA’s understanding of the vadety of State programs and approaches for controlling nonpoint pollution.
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Protecting Lakes
Background
Since the early 1980s, and especially with the 1987 CWA reauthorization, nonpoint source impacts and
multimedia issues such as acid rain
have received increased attention in
Federal regulaUons. Addressing
these more holistic concerns has led
to lake programs and proiects that
are closely coordinated with other
Federal, State, Tribal, or local initia-

t es.

EPA encouraged States to
develop and implement lake
pro~ects on a watershed basis. This
ensures that restoration ac’t~,ities are
long term and comprehensive,
Under this approach, nonpoint
source control, ground water protection, water quality permitting,
estuarine protection and cleanup,
and wetlands protection issues can
be addressed in a holistic manner,

Biennial Lake
Assessment
Under the 1987 C’WA reauthorizat~on, several new provisions were
added to the onginal provisions
encouraging States to identify their
publicly owned lakes and classify
them according to their eutrophic
condition. Lake assessment informatio~ was to be updated in a fashion
analogous to other State water quali,ty assessmenLs and reported bien.
nially foIlowin(~ the same timeiines
as the Section 305{b> reports. Most

States now ir~J~le their Sectio~
314 lake assessmenL~ in their 305(0)
reports. Recent procedural chancjes
to the regulations governing the
Water Quality Planning and Management Program (FRL-3979-8,
Federal Register, !!ol. 57, No. 143,
Friday, July 24, 1992) now dearly
~oecify that ~ assessment materials should be part of the 305(0)
report submittals.

Publicly Owned Lakes
Section 314 requites that
States repo~ on their "significant
publicly owned l,~es’-leaving the
definition of "sicj~Ecant" up to the
individual State. S~es have defined
significant publicly owned lakes with
varied ph~ical and legal criteria, but
most States ~ included minimum
s~ze cnteria and recreational use
caveats in their def-~tion$. For
example, New Hampshire’s defini-

tion of significant p

:ly

lakes is "any fre~,hwater lake or
pond that has a suf(ace area of 10
or more acres, is no{ private, and
does not prohibit recreational activity." As a general rule of thumb,
most States settle on a set of
significant lakes ranging in number
from less than a hundred (for
smaller States) to a few hundred
lakes in larger western or midwestern States. However, some States
classify all of their lakes as significant
publicly owned lakes.
The States bs, pical~y focus on
highly utilized lakes because local
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citizens and governments are more
likely to assist in control and restoration projects and assume ongoing
stewardship for these lakes and their
watersheds. High-value lakes attract
a d,verse group of local stakeholders
to anchor the activities associated
with lake projects,

~

Lake Beneficial
Use Impairments
and Trends
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The 1987 CWA Amendments
contain many provisions encouraging a water-quality-based approach
to pollution assessment, planning,
and management activities. Biennial
lake assessments are now expected
to make use of available information
to document publicly owned lakes
where uses are known to be
impaired as well as lakes where
there is evidence of water quality
deterioration. Many States use EPA’s
Waterbody System to produce summary tables that categorize lake
acreages by use attainment (e.g.,
fully supporting, threatened, partially supporting, or not supporting).
Summary tables are also generally
provided that categorize the major
causes and sources of pollution.
However, many States still lack

drinking supplies, bathing area
restrictions, and incidents of
waterborne diseases. This informa.
tion is reported for all watetbody
types, including lakes. Perhaps the
most common concern reported is
the contamination of fish tissue ~
toxicants, leading to fish consumption warnings or advisories.
tho gh this information is certainly valuable, many States have
difficulty relating fish consumption
advisory data clearly to provisions in
their own water quality standards.
For instance, a public health agency
may declare a fish consumption
advisory for a lake based on trigger
values for some toxicant (for
instance, mercury) that are not tied
to numeric standards criteria for any
particular beneficial use. States are
making progress in achieving consbtency in their reporting of concerns
such as fish consumption advisories
in relation to their reporting State
beneficial us~ attainment status.
However, results for these two types
of assessment information may
require careful scrutiny to avoid
misinterpretation.

Continued
Importance of
Trophic Status
Classifications to
waterlakes, therebyquality standardScomplicatingSpecifiCthe
process of lake water quality assessment.
Under the 305(b) reporting
process of the Clean Water Act,
States are encouraged to provide
waterbody-specific summaries of
vanous public health and aquatic
life concerns. This can include infor,
mahon on fishing advisories, fish
kills, sites with sediment contamination, restnctions on surface water

Reporting on trophic conditions
is still a central feature under the
1987 C’WA reauthorization, and
most States still use ranking systems
based primarily on trophic status
information as the foundation for
protecting lakes.
Trophic condition is a characterizahon of a lake’s biological producttv~ty based on the availability of
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plant nutrients. Commonly accepted
systems for describing trophic status
recognize a range of conditions,
with oligotrophic indicating the
least biologically productive lakes
and eutrophic indicating significantly higher levels of productivity.
For national reporting purposes, the
following categones are recom.
mended: oligotrophic, mesotrophic,
eutrophic, and hypereuttophic. For
those lakes showmg exceptionally
high levels of organic materials and
associated reduced pH levels, humic
substances, and natural color, the
term dystrophic is used.
Both natural lakes al~d
manmade reservoirs usually show
shifts in their trophic condition ov~
time (Figure 16-1). It is important,
however, to distinguish between
natural eutrophication, the process
by which lakes gradually evolve and
age, and cultural eutrophicatiorl,
which can be defined as the culturally induced rapid acceleration of
the natural eutrophication process.
The natural eutrophication process
ordinarily may take centuries, as
lakes naturally shift from an olig.
otrophic to a more eutrophic status.
Sedimentation processes will eventual+y lead to trophic shifts in
manmade impoundments, generally
in a much shorter time period than
for natural lakes. Reservoirs, therefore, have effective lives ranging
from a few decades to perhaps a
few hundred years. Newly
,mpounded reservoirs may initially
be characterized as eutrophic
because of the de~a,v of woody
debns but may shift to a less
eu:rophic status for most of the
imDoundment’s useful life. The cul.
rural eutrophication process, for
either natural lakes or reservoirs,
involves the rapid (over a matter of

The Progression of Eutrophication
Cultural (Human-Induced)
EutrophicaUon

Natural Eutrophication

~

’~

Oligotrop~

Oligotrophy

~15
~
~
~.
"6
~

¯ Urt~an Runoff
¯ Industrial
¯ Fertilizer~ and
PestJcides

j Mesotrophy
-

--

j ¯ Sediment

.

¯
Cleft column) The progression of natural lake aging or eutrophication through nutnent-poor (ohgotrophy) to nutnent.nch (eutrophy) s~tes. Hypereutrophy represents
extreme produchv~t’y character~ze~ by algal blooms of dense macroph~e populations
(or both) plus a high level of sedimentation. The diagram depicts the natural
process of gradual nutnent enrichment and basin filhng over a long period o¢ time
(e g., thousands of years).
(righl column) Cultural eutrophication in which lake aging is greatly accelerated
(eg, lens of years) by increased ~nput3 of nutr~ent~ and sedimen~ ~nto a lake, as
a result of watershed d~sturbance by humans.
So~rce: ,VC" l~,? A~.~n~enf R~r~ NCDEHNR, DEM Report No 92-02 June 1~92
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~a~ ~ a f~ d~es) e~
of the wate~ ~au~ of
human-induc~ exte~l n~nt
and s~iment input.
~use there is an inh~nt
~ d~amic as~t to the ~o~ic ~1~ a~es in lakes, ~ution must ~
~ exercis~ in characte~ing any~ ~ing o~er ~an an oli~tro~
~ condiOon as unde~rable. On
~ other hand, many ~s of an~ ~ro~nic st~s~s may
~ in rapid ~ic ~tus ~. ~
~ a ~ke sh~ rapid ~~
t~a~ a ~te exhibi~
exc~s~ algae gr~,
o~anic and in~nic ~i~~, and ~aso~l or diu~l d~
~ o~ deficienci~ leadi~
to ~nox~s ~o~,
sh~ in the com~si~ of
I~e fo~s to
~ an a~anc~ s~ge of cuffu~l
eu~h~ati~
c~m~ly, ~r~ external inpu~ of
nutden~ ~om ~int a~/or
~n~int ~urces ~ads to an u~
sirable s~ge of cultural eu~ophi~~on. Restoring a lake to a more
desirable ~oph~ condition ~11 ~en
~uire r~u~ons in the extema!
nutnent I~ing and ~ssib~ in-lake
mstoraUon a~ivities to mitigate ~e
impac~ of previous ~llution input,
~en evidence sugges~ that
~lluUon facto~ are d~ing the lake
to a more eutrophic s~te, a S~te
~11 likely rate that watery as a
relatively high prioriW candidate for
management attenUon. ~her
of information are helpful in pHo~tizing a public lake’s management
n~s (e.g., d~umen~tion of
trends and consideration of fa~o~
such as acidi~ or toxics), but
trophic status assessmen~ are still
¯ e back~ne of the classification
systems us~ in most S~tes.

~ ~st ~ ~ S~tes ~ke
~ ~ ~ ~ Cad~ in
~ 197~. C~ ~ p~
~h ~t~ ~ ~ ~ Mi~
He ~ a ~ ~ i~ic~
~ ~ ~m~ ~a~
~ ~ to~ ~s, ch~

~tt~l ~~ (~ n~t
~~), ~ ~ble ~t~
~ ~j~ ~~ p~t
in a~l ~~), and a

~t~ ~x~ ~ls) ~e ~lib~
an inc~a~
~tch a c~
condi~ to ~ ~ h~h~t s~tus
(e.g., ~ ~h~ to me~
~).
CaH~, ~ w~ a ~ong co~~on a~g
erally ~h
to~t phosp~ ~ ~an chior~
phil a ~ a~ much easier to
measu~ a ~ht ~ns~ren~ ~m
S~chi disk ~n to ~elop actual
water ch~i~ da~, ~ere has
~n a te~ to
using a Cad~ TSI to charact~e
~ophic s~te.
Well o~ ~ff ~e S~tes u~
one or more
indices ve~ ~mi~r to Cad~n’s.
the 1994 30S(b) re~ing ~cle,
there
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discretion ~en t~ ~ ~asu~
ment for a TSI comes f~m ~chi
disk readings. ~th~t o~r inf.marion a~ut a lake, and es~ial~
rese~oi~ ~ere r~ons in ~an~
paren~ may ~ due ~re to s~~nd~ inorganic ~cl~ than to
bl~ms of algae or d~ to ~ati~
of the sampling site ~ o~er fa~,
a S~chi measurement ~ g~
false signals as to ~ d~ ~
biol~i~l p~u~.
S~tes a~ i~masi~ using
TSIs ba~ on phosp~s ~, ~
~ible, chlorophyl a me~u~
men~. Ho~, light ~r~
da~ may ~ill ~ u~ful, ~ially
~en co~elat~ ~ ~sual ob~
bons of color. E~ ~ ~ of t~.
~ren~ is due m~ to tu~idi~
and sus~ ~lids ~an t~ algae,
it may indicate unwant~ ~i~
~tion problems aff~ng ~h~
~tanc~ and a ~ke’s ~ma~
value. ~en available, b~ ~
~ of ~chi dep~ readings a~
o~en a g~ t~l for ~d ana~is.
~chi readings, o~en c~l~ ~
v~unt~r moniton~ groups, can
¯ ~ore still play an im~nt r~e
in a S~te’s lake monito~ pr~
grams; buL for the hig~ quali~
chara~e~zabon ~ lake ~o~ic
~tus, measuremen~ m~ c~
reiat~ to biol~ica! pr~ and
f~ chain dynami~ am pmfe~.
Many S~tes are evaluating different ways to supplement meth~s
such as Cadson TSIs to make costefl~tive characteri~tions of trophic
s~tus. For instance, using a broader
range of parameter, them are o~er
s~ndard indexes that may p~ve
helpful; many of these indexes were
onginaliy develop~ in the 1970s as
pa~ of EPA’s pion~nng National
Eutrophication Su~ey. ~atever the
general form in a TSI formula, it is

high~ ~ to ~
~tem to c~it~s f~ in
s~ S~te ~ ~. S~t~
~h as ~ Ca~lina
~ ~i~l i~es, ~ 0~,
Minne~, a~ ~n~
appli~ ~i~ c~ in
preting ~r ~ke ~~ ~.
Oklah~a a~ Te~s a~
ati~ d~t ~ to
~ ~tus in ~
Many S~t~ a~ ~
wa~ to ~ ~~
(~~t) t~n~
ins~nce, ~ ~e
ce~in ~ ~ z~n~ b
s~ c~at~ ~ a
~la~ ~i~l c~n~.
~ a~ ~a~y ~~
algae~~ z~n~s
as ~phn~ ~x ~ ~
~e b~ldup ~ ~~ a~l
bi~ ~n ~ ~k~
app~e nu~t in~. Sh~
~ ~~ ~ ~
p~n~a~ f~e ~ ~n
~me~s le~ to a ~
t~ z~an~, al~ a~
flou~h. B~manipub~ ~n~
aim~ at i~easi~ ~ ~la~
of top pr~ator fi~ ~
~e ~pula~ons of f~
o~en co~ ~ ~h~ im~la~. Bi~n~ ~
plan~on communizes ~
~pulations ~n ~f~ ~te
overatl ~ophic s~tus. ~er
niques ~ing ~plor~ ~ at
~n~os or ~cmph~ in
li~oral areas. ~e~ t~ues ~n
~ valuable supplemen~ to
more traditional Carlson TSIs ~t
focus on algal s~nding ~op, nu~end, or ~ans~ren~ pa~met~.
In 1994, 41 States
that 18% of the 9,735 ~kes
~ey a~ess~ for ~oph~ ~tus
were oligo~ophic, 37%
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Trophic Status
of Assessed Lakes
Dystrophic -I
(3%)
Hypereutrophic ---]/ /

Oligotrophic

(6%) ~

J
(36%) ~~M~

In addition to impacts from
acidity per se, low pH conditions
can accentuate impacts from a variety of toxicants. For instance, many
metals show increased availability as
the pH drops and, where acid mine
drainage is involved, the pollutant
source for the acidity may also be a
source of toxicants. Acidity may also
accentuate the impact~ on aquatic
organisms of a variety of toxics and
may often increase bioaccumulation

Lake Acidity Impacts or biornagnification
that
move toxicantsprocesses
into the tissues
of

trophic
(37%)
Based on ~at= co~tained in/kopen~ H,
Table H-|.

me~otrophic, 36% were eutrophic,
6% were hypereutrophic, and 3%
were dystrophic (Figure 16-2). This
information may be somewhat
biased, as States often assess lakes in
response to a problem or public
complaint or because of their easy
accessibility. It is likely that more
remote lakes-which are probably
less impaired-are underrepresented
in these assessments,

During the 1980s, considerable
national attention focused on how
pollution can lower the pH of
receiving waters, especially lakes,
Acidity can pose a direct threat to
aquatic life and lake recreational
amenities. Maior potential sources
include atmospheric deposition and
acid mine drainage. EPA coordihated a maior multi-agency study
called the National Acid Precipitation A~sessment Program (NAPAP)
to study acid deposition. A wealth
of data were collected on many
lakes and stream systems under
NAPAP. NAPAP also provided
insights into promising monitoring
designs to document receiving
waters with actual acidity problems
or sensitivities to potential acid
impacts,
NAPAP concluded that the incidence of serious acidification problems was far more limited than
originally feared, and this Federal
hypothesis seems to be reflected in
evidence reported by the States in
their lake water quality assessments.
At least for significant publicly
owned lakes, the Adirondack~ area
of New York emerges as the only
region showing appreciable numbers of public lakes with significant
acidification damage.

fish and thus into the food chain.
Toxic accumulations in sediment
also complicate the use of lake
restoration techniques such as
dredging.
Acidic lakes are generally found
in areas where watershed soils have
limited buffering capabilities. Acid
rain or acid mine drainage can then
depress a lake’s pH levels to a point
at which many forms of aquatic
life are stressed or eliminated.
Table 16-1 summarizes some of
the common biological effects at
progressively lower pH ranges.
In the eastern United States,
such areas as southern New Jersey
have been shown to have limited
natural buffering capacity, making
many lakes potentially vulnerable to
acid deposition impacts. In addition
to lakes, some States are concerned
about acidity impacts on high-gradient trout streams. Where the acidity
concerns affect whole watersheds,
this encourages a search for
mitigation techniques that could
benefit both lakes and streams. New
York has undertaken some innovatire demonstration projects aimed
at liming whole watershed areas
instead of the more traditional
strategy of liming just the lakes.
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States have documented areas
where local geological and soil factors may render lakes deficient in
natural buffenng capacity and therefore vulnerable to acidity stress,
Such sensitive areas seem quite
prevalent in high-altitude glacial
lakes in mountainous areas in the
Rockies and several western States.
A maior concern here is low pH
water introduced from snowpack
meltwater. Many of these highaltitude lakes may show a seasonal
pulse of low pH inflows, usually
dunng the Spring. The ecological

cons uences are not entire y clear,

and States such as Colorado and
Washington will continue to study
this episodic phenomenon.
Serious impact~ from acid mine
drainage also seem relatively rare.
No State has found clear documentation of acidity impac~ related to
active mining actJvities. However,
there is some concern about abandoned mine workings. At least one
State, Oklahoma, is undertaking a
study on a portion of the Eufaula
Reservoir that lies in a region with a
long history of surface and hard
rock coal mining activities,
In light of these concerns, Congress added provisions for State lake
assessment reporting to document
known instances of acidity or toxics
impact to public lakes in the 1987
CWA reauthorization. If such issues
are related to actual impairments or
pose real degraclation threats, States
are encouraged to document methods and procedures that could
mitigate the harmful effect~ of high
acidity or toxic metals and other
toxic substances.
In ] 994, 26 States reported
that, of the 5,933 lakes assessed for
acidity, 9% exhibited acidity and
16% were threatened by acidity,

Ov~ half of
these lakes
exhibiting acidGeneral BIologk~ll
ity and roughly
one-quarter of
6.5 to 6.0 S~me adve~e eflec~ to~ h~hh/ac~l~e species
the lakes threatened by acidity _
oecrease~ reproduclJve success lo¢ trout and walleye
were in New
5.5 to $.0
Loss o¢ many common spo~ts fish and ~lditK:~al
York. Very little
nongarne spec~
information was
5.0 to 4.5
Loss of most spore fish. ~ few fishes a ...... -provided by
~proouce wr~e pH levels commonly below 4.5
States regarding
the soun:es of acidity to impacted
or threatened lakes.

Toxic Effects on Lakes
--

In the 1987 CWA reauthodzatJon, there was an expectation tihat
if toxics concerns were encountered
in lakes, they might be tied to an
anticipated widespread incidence of
acidity p~oblems. As discussed
above, evidence subtnitted by the
States and from the Federal NAPAP
investigations suggests that lake
acidity problems are much rarer
than anticipated. Toxic.s concerns
States have submitted, therefore,
are generally not related to
depressed pH levels.
Many States do report serious
toxics concerns, with the most cornmon centering on fish consumption
advisories. Most States maintain
programs to sample fish tissues from
their maior public lakes. These
collections also generally involve
sampling of ambient water and
sediments. Rarely do ambient water
levels exceed detection limits fc~
heaw/metals or common pesticides.
For sediment~ and fish flesh, however, virtually all States have at least
one public lake at which elevated
levels of some toxicant have been
documented. Any exceedances of

--
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FDA alert levels or other Federal or
State threshold levels will be noted
in the 305(b) reporting process.
Especially for contaminants in fish
flesh, State health authorities will
issue consumption advisories so that
the public can make appropriate
fish consumption decisions.
If a State has established provisions in its water quality standards
regarding these public health issues,
lakes may be reported as showing
beneficial use impairments. Where
such standards are not well-defined,
the information may show up only
in the 305(b) sections dealing with
public health/aquatic life concerns,
If it is carried over into the use
attainment portion of the 305(b)

documents, States may choose to
"assessment" ssue. Th s a ra dly

characterize the concern as a 30S(b)
evolving field, with many States
attempting to add public health
features to their water quality standaros or expanded standards’ provisions for wildlife protection,
Because many of the toxicants
in question are persistent substances
(e.g., chlordane or PCBs), it is often
likely that there are no active pollutant sources; rather the problems are
related to in-place contaminants,
This situation is compounded by the
fact that many of the organic or
heavy metal toxicants are multimedia problems, with any ongoing
pollutant loading coming from
atmospheric deposition. The sources
for such "air pollution" inputs are
generally not well known; in some
cases the ultimate sources may even
lie outside the United States, reflecting pollution processes on a hemi.
spheric or giobat scale. Faced with
these uncertainties, most States are
continuing to gather monitoring

data and are adopting risk management strategies.
In 1994, 39 States and Terfitodes reported that they found elerated concentrations of toxic con.
taminants in fish, sediment, or water
column samples representing over
2 million lake acres. These States
surveyed more than 7.S million lake
acres for toxic contaminants, many
of which had known or suspected
toxicity problems. This information is
difficult to interpret because States
do concentrate their monitoring
efforts on lakes with problems, and
each State uses its own criteria for
defining "elevated" concentrations
of contaminants.

Trends in Significant
Public Lakes
A final provision in the 1987
C’WA reauthorization encourages
States to make use of available
information to identify trends in
water quality for public lakes. With
the possible exception of bog-like
dystrophic lakes, lakes do naturally
display shifts in trophic status over
time, as well as pollution-induced
trends. Trend analysis can therefore
be extremely valuable in documenting the eutrophication rate. Where
possible, trend assessments should
look not only at shift~ in trophic
status but at all water quality issues,
including trends involving toxic contaminants.
The majority of States do
attempt some sort of trend determi.
nation. Frequently, determinations
are made based on best professior~al
judgment (BPJ) rather than more
quantitative tests. Virtually every
State that presents such BP/ trends
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assessments notes that confidence
limits or other measures of reliability
or precision are not available.
While the desirability of trend
assessments is widely recognized,
States still face challenges in gathering adequate information to sLatistically document trend signals,
Although States continue to explore
ways to detect empirically significant
trends, virtually ever), State
expressed the need to acquire additional data, a common estimate
being that at least 10 years of
observations would be needed to
apply more rigorous statistical methods. Another common theme is that
the par’terns displayed in many lakes
do not seem to be linear. Most
available statistical tests are geared
to spo~ng simple, linear trends.
Where the underlying physical
patterns are nonlinear or o/clical,
more complex analyses
are
needed.
Some States do apply quantitatire analysis techniques for lake
assessments. Illinois used linear
regressions combined with examination of statler plots of the raw data
and residuals. From 213 lakes, over
half (56%) of the lakes had compticared fluctuating patterns suggesting cyclical or nonlinear par’terns,
perhaps related to weather variabiliV. Illinois, therefore, felt that
additional data and further analysis
would be worthwhile. Wisconsin
and Minnesota used the Seasonal
Kendall tau test to look at trends in
water clanty. This is a nonparametnc test considered by many to be
generally preferable to parametric
tests for use with water quality data.
Wisconsin looked at 40 lakes, with
the test suggesting increasing trends
(tearer water:) for 16 lakes and
decreasing trends for 6 lakes,

Minnesota reported trends in Secchi
transparency for the 16 lakes with
8 or more years of data. At a 10%
detectk)n level, 13 lakes were co~sidered to have a significant decline
in transparenc7 and 44 lakes w~e
considered to have a significatlt
increase in transparency.
In 1994, 24 States reported that
of the 1,828 lakes assessed for
trends, 14% were improving, 6896
were stable, and 18% were degrad.
ing. This information may be
wha~ biased, as States often assess
trends in lakes that are part of
management study or because of
their easy accessibility, it is like6/
that more remote lakes are under.
represented in these assessments.

-

Pollution Control
and Restoration
Techniques

.

"

--

. .....
\

’

Managing lake quality often
requires a combination of in-lake
restoration measures and pollutio~
controls, including watershed
management measures:
Restoration measures are
No~ L= Vega, NV
implemented to reduce existing
pollution problems. Examples of
in-lake restoration measures include
harvesting aquatic weeds, dredging
sediment, and adding chemicals to
precipitate nu~ents out of the
water column. Restoration measures
may not address the source of the
pollution.
Pollution controls deal with the
sources of pollutants degrading lake
water quality or threatening to
impair lake water quality. Control
measures include planning activities,
regulatory actions, and implement.ation of best management practices
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to reduce nonpoint sources of pollutants. Watershed management
plans and lake management plans
are examples of planning measures,
Watershed management plans
simultaneously address multiple
sources of pollutant~, such as runoff
from urbanized areas, agricultural
activities, and failing septic systems
along the lake shore. Regulatory
measures include point source discharge prohibitions and phosphate
detergent bans.
States are asked to provide
materials on their lake restoration
techniques. For example, States may
provide specific restoration techniques from which they will draw to
develop lake-specific management
plans. Where possible, States are
encouraged to document specific

techniques recommended for individual pu~ich/owned lakes.
During the 1980s, most States
implemented chemical and
mechanical in-lake restoration measures to co~trol aquatic weeds and
algae. In 1994, the States reported
that they still implement in-lake
treatments, but they most frequentJy implement best managemerit p~acOces (BMPs) to control
nonpoint sources of nutrients and
siltation (Figure 16-3). Twenty.two
States reported that they imple.
rne~ted BMPs to control NPS
pollution entering more than 171
lakes. The States reported that they
implemented agricultural practices
to reduce soil erosion, managed
animal waste, constructed retention
and detention basins to cleanse

Lake Restoration and Pollution Control Measures
Im )iemented by States
Control Measures

Modified Discharge Permits
Shoreline Stabilization/Rip Rap
Chemical Weed and Algae Controls
Mechanical Weed Harvesting
Biological Weed Control
Local Ordinances and Zoning

Total

~-.~.~~

14
13

~~
~ ....
~1
-7" ~ " ~ "

12
11
11
j 10

~
0

~

~0 1~ 20
Number of States Reporting

25

alnclu~es best management practices, such as conservation tillage, sech~nent ~ietenbor~ bas=ns, vegetate~ buffe~s,
and anir~at waste management.
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urban stormwater, revegetated
shorelines, and constructed or
restored wetlands to remove pollutants before they entered lake
waters,

Clean Lakes
Demonstrations
The 1987 amendments to
Clean Water Act Section 314 estab,
lished the Demonstration Program
for lakes. The Act requires that the
EPA Administrator give priority
consideration to the following 10
lakes for inclusion in the DemonstratJon Program: Lake Worth, Texas;
Lake Houston, Texas; Beaver Lake,
Arkansas; Greenwood Lake, New
Jersey; Deal Lake, New Jersey;,
Alcyon Lake, New Jersey; Gorton’s
Pond, Rhode Island; Lake Washington, Rhode Island; Lake Bomoseen,
Ven’nont; and Sauk Lake, MinneThese 10 lakes have water quality problems common to many
lakes throughout the United States.
Most of the water quality problems
fall into two categories: (1) excessire siltation and sediment influx
and (~2) high levels of nutrient
loading,
These water quality problems
have many sources, but most can
be linked to the development of the
lakes’ water~heds. Urbanization can
increase runoff from lawns, highwa~% stormwater out’fails, and other
surfaces. Shoreline development (:an
resui{ in ~ncreased nutrient loading
from inadequate septic sy3tems and
the use of fertil=zers on lawns. Rural
clevetopment (:an lead to water

quality problems as well. Farms and
animal production faciliOe$ on or
near lakes use and generate large
quantities of nitrogen and phosphorus from animal feed, fertilizers,
pesticides, and animal waste. Runoff

or r ds can

significantly i~crease the nutrient
load to a lake. Soil erosion that

occurs during construc0on or from
poody maint=tined commercial,
residential, or agricultural lands can
cause a sigrdficant influx of silt and
sediment to ¯ lake.

Demonstration Lakes

"

Lake Worth. Lake Worth is tile
primary source of drinking water for
the City of Fc..,t Worth, Texas. It is
also a major recreational resource
and is surrounded by almost 4,000
acres of pubtk: parks. In recent
years, however, uses of the lake
the unchecked growth of aquatk:
plants in the shallow areas of the
lake. Studies r-J:x~ucted over the
past 30 years have given project
principals a dear understanding of
the history and present condition of
the lake and its watershed as well as
a coherent restoration p~an. This
proiect enioy~ very active public
participation, cooperation with the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
coordination through an inter.
agency planning committee corn*
pcsed of Federal, State, and local
entities. With the won~plan
approved and engineering designs
prepared, the restoration project is
well under way and ac0ve. The
project involves installation of an
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innovative pressurized wastewater
collection system, enhancement of
existing wetlands for nutrient
uptake, dam operation adjustments
to raise the water level, and
removal of stumps and abandoned
dock pilings,
Lake Houston. This 12,350acre impoundment serves as a
water supply and recreaUonal lake
for the City of Houston, Texas.
Originally, the lake had a storage
capacity of more than 160,000
acre-feet, but over the years the
capacity of the lake has decreased
by more than 18%. Studies indicate
that the diminished capacity results
from constant sedimentation and
that uses of the lake are impaired
by the excessive growth of aquatic
plants. The current water quality
problems are caused by runoff,
primarily from urbanized areas
around the lake, and point source
discharges. Feasibility studies are
under way to examine several restc~
ration and pollution prevention
methods for the lake, and the City
of Houston is independently conductJng a comprehensive lake and
watershed study,
Beaver Lake. Located near
Fayetteville, Arkansas, Beaver Lake is
a 28,190.acre reservoir that serves
as a drinking water supply and rec.
reational facility for the surrounding
population of mor~ than 200,000
people. Although the lake has
escaped any significant impairment
to date, the State of Arkansas is
concerned that rapid commercia!,
agrcultural, and residential develop.
ment threatens the water quality of
the lake¯ Over the years, the Beaver
Lake watershc--d has been studied

extensively through the cooperative
efforts of several Federal agencies.
All recognize that runoff from the
growing number of chicken and
swine farms in the watershed could
eventually affect the quality of the
drinking water supply. Studies indicate that water clarity in the upper
reservoir has been decreasing as a
result of siltation and algal blooms.
The source of the silt and nutrients
is believed to be the increased num.
her of confined animal producOor!
facilities and the spreading of the
waste from the facilities on nearby
pastures. EPA and the State of
Arkansas are encouraging farmers to
use best management practice~
voluntarily to reduce the potential
for nutrient loading to the lake. The
Army Corps of Engineers undertook
an extensive effort to characterize
the water quality of the lake and to
determine the impacts of the su~.
rounding watershed. Monitoring
data indicate that the trophic status
of the lake has not changed significanUy since 1970. Although point
sources of pollution to the lake have
decreased, nonpoint sources have
increased, resulting in no net
change in nutrient input. No specific restoration measures have been
recommended.
Greenwood Lake. Historic
Greenwood Lake is unique among
the Demonstration Program lakes
because it is located in two States,
New Jersey and New York. The lake,
divided almost in haft by the New
York/New Jersey State line, is part of
the headwaters for the Wanaque
Reservoir, which is a major water
source for northern New Jersey and
a popular recreational area.
AJthough Greenwood Lake is still a
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thriving water resource, it shows
signs of water quality degradation:
adverse changes in fishend populations, excesswe growth of aquatic
planLs, and unpleasant odors and
taste. This degradation is caused by
increased nutrient and sediment
Ioadings, which are the result of
development in the watershed,
stozmwater runoff, septic discharges,
and point source discharges into
tributaries of the lake. Sources of
lake pollution have been identified
and a 1 O-part restoration plan was
developed in the 1980s. Some Ix~rtions of the plan--specifically lake
drawdown and aquatic plant hatvesting--were implemented as early
as 1985. In addition, sewage treatment facilities have been upgraded,
stormwater control measures have
been implemented for new developmen~, and runoff conveyances have
been maintained. Ongoing efforts
include lake level drawdown, weed
harvesting, development of a
stormwater management plan
prioritizing sites, construction of
stormwater detention basins, and a
public education program. Preliminary result~ indicate that the recurrence of excessive aquatic plants has
decreased. In addition to the efforts
of the States and EPA, the COE has
developed a dredging plan for the
lake.
Deal Lake. Deal Lake i~ the
largest freshwater body in
Monmouth County, New Jersey. By
1950, sedimentation, algal blooms,
and bacteria concentrations had
become so excessive that recre.
ational uses were impeded or
prohibited. State and local interest
in restoring the lake culminated in
1983 in a State-sponsored

comprehensive diagnostic/feasibility
study. This study determined the
priman/source of sediment to be an
old landfill located upstream of the
lake. The source of nutrients and
bacteda appears to be excrement
from the abundant water~ow~ that
inhabit the lake. This study also
defined a remediation plan that
included in-lake work such as
dredging and drawdown, as w~l as
watershed management elements
such as stabilization of the upstream
landfill, stormwater mana~,m’~mt,
erosion control, and the protectio~
of ~ensitive habitats. The remedia.
tion plan was initiated in 1988 with
$1 million of State fur~. After
landfill was stabilized, a heavily
~-~limented portion of the lake was
restored by dredging, constrlJ~.io~
of a sediment trap, w~tland
enhancement, and reclamation of

¯

,~"-, ~’.,
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surface water habitat. Further acUvities completed or onc~ing include
(1) construction of stormwater
detention basins, (2) dredging to
create a new retention site, (3)
development of watershed and
"sensitive lands" management
plans, and (4) public education and
consultation with area schools.
Aicyon Lake. Alc’yon lake is a
Small manmade lake located in
Pitman, New Jersey. The lake has
been a center of community activ~
since the | 890s when Alcyon Park
was built on the lakeshore. In 1951,
Alcyon Park was sold and essentially
abandoned. By 1980, three sources
of pollution had been identified:
(1) the I iPari landfill, an abandoned
chemical waste dump; (2) urban
stormwater runoff; and (3) agricultural runoff. This pollution had been
ongoing for over 20 years. In 1980,
it was determined that the major
problem at the lake was the discharge of approximately 150,000
gallons of chemical waste from the
iiPari landfill. The LiPari Landfill was
designated as a Supedund proiect
and the landfill is now contained,
The Superfund Program is now
dredging contaminated sediments
from the lake and area streams and
wetlands. Under the Clean Water
Act, the Lake Demonstration Programs focused on the urban and
agncultura! sources of pollution to
the lake. This effort is in progress
and includes (1) examination of the
stormwater drainage system to
identify problem areas, (’2) a volunteer monitoring program, (3) public
participation meetings and an education program, (4) streambank
stabilization, and (5) a ioint effort
with the Soil Conserval~on Service

(recenUy ~med the Natural
Resources Conservation Service) to
implement watershed erosion
control ~
~’$ ~ Located near
Warwick, Gorton’s Pond is in a
heavily urbanized area of Rhode
Island. Consequently, it has many o~
the pollution problems associated
w~th residential ~ commercial
devetopmen~ These include surface
runoff thai contains oil, grease,
bacteria, fertilizers (nutrients), and
sedirneflt, Resulting problems are
algal btooms, overgrowth of aquatk:
vegetation, ~ a decline in the
fishery. R~o~’~’~dons from an
initial st~ stressed that the restoration iI~an rn~st deal w~th the
causes of the water pollution---land
use practic~ in ~ wat~
as well as in-lake work. land use
management r~mmendations
included erosion and sediment
control, particularly during construe.
tion and at stormwater outfalls;
storrnwatet treatment and/or diversion; and etirninatJon of point and
nonpoint source discharges such as
onsite sewage c~sposal systems.
In-lake methods proposed included
limited drying, nutrient inactivation, and aqua~ plant harvesting.
The design phase of a stormwater
infiltration basin has been cornpleted but t~ basin has not been
constructed.
Lake Washington. Located in
upper northwestern Rhode Island,
Lake Washington is a shallow basin
constructed more than 80 years
ago. In re~ent year~, excessive
growth of aquatic vegetation,
algal blooms, and increased sedimentation have occurred. The
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decomposition of the aquatic plants
and algae has decreased the dis.
solved oxygen content in the water,
threatening the survival of the fish
population. Part of the water quality
problems stem from the fact that
the lake has a naturally low inflow
of water, pnmarily ground water,
and consequenUy has poor flushing,
In addition, many lakeshore residents are on septic systems that
have exceeded their useful life. A
further source of pollution is runoff
from a highway that abuts the
lakeshore. Failing septic systems
have been identified as the primary
source of nutrients to the lake, and
a centralized wastewater treatment
system has been recommended,
In-lake work such as drawdown,
harvesting, and algicides may also
be needed, as well as watershed
management activities such as revision of local land ordinances, rip rap
and vegetative swells, land acquisibon, and better maintenance of
stormwater drainage systems,
Lake Bomoseen. Lake
Bomoseen is the largest lake located
entirely within Vermont. It covers
2, 364 acres and has an average
depth of 27 feet. As a result, the
lake is a major recreational resource
and con~butes to the economy of
the region. Since 1982, the aquatic
plant Eurasian water milfoil has
spread rapidly in some areas of the
lake. It is estimated that the plant
occupies more than 600 acres of
the lake out to a depth of 20 feet.
The Eurasian milfoil coverage is very
dense and has severely restricted
use of the lake. In the 1980s
rnechanical harvesters were used to
remove the plan~ from the lake’s
surface, but this method proved to

be ineffective and uneconomical in
controlling the plant growth. In
1989, staff of the Vem’~ont Department of Environrnent=d Conservation
(DEC) discovered a dramatic decline
in mitfoil growth in B~c~wnington
Pond in northeastern Ve~rnonL The
decline appeared to be ~soclated
with the pteserK:e of a pactJ~ar
native herbivorous (ic~lnt.eatif~g)
aquatic weevil that feeds o~ Eur.
asian milfoil. In 1990, D(-C began a
.5-year research pto~ on the use
of the native insect as a I:~dogical
control for miifoil in ~ Bomoseefl
as well as the other 2~ lakes in Vefmont that have a rn~loi#
The goal of the i:xoject is to determine the extent to whio~ the
aquatic weevil might contribute to
milfoil reduction and the suitability
of Lake Bomoseen ~nd other lakes
for weevil introduclJon. The project
has involved detewnining the distr;but.ion and abundance of the native
weevil in Vermortt t~ field coliec.
tJon of adult weevils for ~

stock, weevil rearing in a laboratoo,

greenhouse, introducti~ of weevils
into specific lake sites, and monitor.
ing to determine survival of the
weevils and feeding dam~je to
milfoil plants. Results from ~
quantitative sampling effort done at
the three weevil intmducbon sites
on Lake Bomoseen a~e not yet available. However, visua/observations
indicate that the wee~ have
damaged the milfoil at ~ three sites
and that some milfoil populations in
shallow water are starting to co~lapse. Norton Brook Reservoir also
received weevil intr~; however, introductions at this s~te were
discontinued due to a lack of positire results. Unlike the observations
at Bomoseen, little evidence o/
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surviving weevils and weevil feeding
damage was seen at this site. Therefore, at this point it is difficult to
predict how successful the weevils
will be at reducing Eurasian miffoil.
Sauk Lake, Sauk Lake covers
2,111 acres in central Minnesota
and has a predominantly agricultural watershed encompassing
.S counties, 49 townships, and
28 cities. The overgrowth of aquatic
plants and algae has severely
curtailed or entirely discontinued
the recreational uses of the lake.
The sources of nutrient and sediment pollution are agricultural and

urban runoff within the watershed
and upstream of Sauk Lake. The
State has begun to control these
sources and prevent pollution in the
upstream Lake Osakis watershed
area. Measures include agricultural
best management practices such as
no-till farming and feedlot runoff
diversion, streambank and shoreline
erosion control, urban storrnwater
diversion, and a community education program. Meanwhile, the Army
Corps of Engineers has been implementing a harvesting effort to re.
duce the aquatic plants in Sauk
Lake.
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Wetlands Protection Program
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A variety of public and private
programs protect wedands. The
Conservation Foundation organized
the bipartisan National Wetlands
Policy Forum in 1987 to coordinate
these disparate efforts and develop
a national, coordinated vision for
wetlands protection. The Forum
issued a report in November 1988
containing over 100 recommended
actions for all levels of government
and the private sector. It established
an intenm goal to achieve no over.
all net loss of the Nation’s wetlands
base and a long-term goal to
increase the quantity and quality of
the Nation’s wetlands resource base.
ShortJy after coming into office, the
Clinton Administration convened an
interagency working group to
address concerns with Federal wetlands policy. After hearing from
States, developers, farmers, environmen~l interests, members of Congress, and scientists, the working
group developed a comprehensive
40-point plan for wetlands protection to make wetlands programs
more fair, flexible, and effective.
This plan was issued on August 24,
1993.

Section 404
Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act continues to provide the primary Federal vehicle for regulating
certain activities in wetlands. Section
404 estatilishes a permit program
for discharges of dredged or fill
material into waters of the United
States, including wetlands.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and EPA jointly implement the
Section 404 program. The COE is
responsible for reviewing pelTnit
applications and making permit
decisions. EPA establishes the environmental criteria for making permit -decisions and has the authority to
review and veto Section 404 perWetlClrlC~S PlClrl eTTIph~Lsjzes
mits proposed for issuance by the
COE. EPA is also responsible for
i/T/p/’ov~r/g
determining geographic jurisdiction
of the Section 404 permit program,
interpreting statutory exemptions,
¯ StTe~lrrl/irlirlg wL~arl~
and o~erseeing Section 404 permit
pL~li~t~rl~ pro~oT~lrl~
programs assumed by individual
States. To date, onty two States
¯ ]~’TeO,~ir/~’ COODL~T~t~o/-/
(Michigan ard New Jersey) have
14;ith p/~l/at£ l~r/~
assumed the Section 404 permit
~’0 p/’ot£ct
program from the COE. The COE
and EPA share responsibility for
wL:’t]a~
enforcing Section 404 requirements.
¯
B¢15~1~
w~t/¢I/~S ~otecThe COE issues individual Section 404 permits for specific projects
or general pert’nits (Table 17-1).
Applications for individual permits
¯
go through a review process that
includes opportunities for EPA, other
Federal agencies (such as the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service and the
~OVL~TTI1TI~It~, ¢lrl~ the
National Marine Fisheries Service),

State agencies, and the puU to

commen ow r, the ast maio -

prOte on

ity of actMties proposed in wetlands
are covered by Section 404 genell
permits. For example, in FY94, ove~
48,000 people applied to the COE
for a Section 404 permit. Eighty-two
percent of these applications were
covered by general permits and
were processed in an average of 16
days. It is estimated that another
50,000 activities are covered by
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general permiL~ that do not require
notification of the COE at all.
General permits allow the COE
to permit certain activities without
performing a separate individual
permit review. Some general
permits require notification of the
COE before an activity begins. There
are three types of general permits:
¯ Nationwide permits (NWPs)
authorize spedfic actMties across
the entire Nation. NWPs cover
categories of activities that the COE
determines will have only minimal
individual and cumulative impacts
on the environment. Currently, 36
NWPs authorize activities including
construction of minor road crossings
and farm buildings, bank stabiliza.
tion activities, ~ome cranberry
operations, and the filling of up to
10 acres of isolated or headwater
wetlands,
¯ Regional permits authorize types
of activities within a geographic
area defined by a COE District
Office. Regional permits may
authorize activities in a specific

watert)ody, a county, a State, a COE
district, or multiple States within a
COE district.
¯ Programmatic general permits
are issued to an entity that the COE
determines may regulate activitie~
within its jurisdictional wetlands.
Under a programmatic general permat, the COE defers its permit decision to the regulating entity but
reserves its authonty to require an
individual permit. Under State ~
grammatic general permits (’SI~Ps),
the COE defers permit decisions to
a State program for specific ~
ties throughout the State or in a
significant portion of the State.
Currently, the COE and EPA are
promoting the development of
SPGPs to increase State involvement
in wetlands protection and minimize
duplicative State and Federal rev~w
of activities proposed in wetJands.
Each SPGP is a unique arrangement
developed by a State and the COE
to take advantage of the strengths
of the individua! State wetlands
program. SPGPs may cover all

General Permit~
(streamlined i:>en,nit review procedures)
Nationwide
Permi~

¯ Cover 36 types of
actwit~es that the
COE Oetermines

to have minimal
adverse impacts
on the environment

Regional

Individual
Permzts

Programmatic

Permits
¯ Developed by COE

State

District Office~ to
cove~ a~:tJvitie~ in a
specified region

Pro~rammahc

Pernli~s

¯ COE defers permit
decisions to State
agency white
reserving authority

to require an
indrvidual permit

PermiL~
i

that have the potential to
cause significant adverse

--

I
i

¯ Required for maior pro~ec~

=mpacL~
Oth~.rs

¯ Special Management
Agenc,es
¯ Watershed Planning
Commissions

proie~:t must undergo
=nteragency review
¯ Opportunity fo~ publ~
comment
¯ Opportunity for 401
cerbf~cabon review
¯
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regulated activities in a State or a
select set of activities in a portion of
the State. Several States have
adopted comprehensive SPGPs that
replace many or all COE-issued nationwide general permits (see highlight on page 442).
SPGPs simplify the regulatory
process and increase State control
over their wetlands resources. Carefully developed SPGPs can improve
wetlands protection while reducing
regulatory demands on landowners,

Wetlands Water
Quality Standards
Water qualib, standards for
wetlands ensure that the provisions
of C’WA Section 303 that apply to
other surface waters are a~so applied
to wetlands. In ~uly 1990, EPA
issued guidance to States for th~
development of wetlands water
qualit~ s~ndards. Figure 17-1 indicates the State’s progress in developing these standards (~ ~pendix D, Table D-S, for individual
State data).
Water quality standards have
three maior components: designated uses, criteria to protect those
uses, and an ant~degradation polio’s,.
min~mum, meet the goals of the
C’WA by providing for the
protection and propagation of fish,
shellfish, and wildlife and for recreahon in and or~ the water. States
may choose to designate additional
uses for their wetlands, such as
floo~ water attenuation or ground
water recharge where appropriate.
Once uses are designated, States are
required to adopt critena sufficient
to protect their designated uses.

Criteria are general narrative ~atements or specific numerical values
such as concentrations of contaminanf~ and water quality charactefi~tics. Narrative criteria can be particularly appropriate for wetlands
when quantitative data do not exi~
An example of a narrative criterion
is "natural hydrologica! conditions
necessary to support the biological
and physical characteristic~ naturally
present in wetlands shall be
protected."
Standards provide the foundation for a broad range of wate~

management activities under

the CWA including, but not limited
to, monitoring for the
30.~(b) report, permitting under
Sec~ons 402 and 404, wate~ quality
ce~fication under Section 401, and
the contro~ of nonpoint source
pollution under Section 319.

Development of State Water Quality
Standards for Wetlands
~~- ~
~
Antidegradat~°n

25 States and Tribes Total Reporting
~i ~,~-

¯

Nan-ative Biocriteda
Numeric Biocnteria

~
¯
0

[]
~ Under
I~ In Place

I

I
I
I
.S
10
1.S
Number of States Reporting

j
20

Ba~:~ on clat~ co~aine~ in ~opendix D, Tal~
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Water Quality

to

Certification of

section 4o4

Federal Permits
and Licenses

recently, rn~.y States waived their

’

perm

ght to

_

Section 401 of the CWA gives
States and eligible American Indian
Tribes the authority to grant, condition, or deny certification of feder,
ally permitted or licensed activitJe~
that may result in a discharge to
U.S. waters, including wetlands,
Such activities include discharge of
dredged or fill material permits
under Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act, point source discharge
permits under Section 402 of the
Clean Water Act, and Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission’s
hydropower licenses. States review
these permits to ensure that they
meet State water quality standards,
In 1989, EPA issued guidance to
States and American Indian Tribes
on how to use 401 certJflcation
authority to protect weUands.
Section 401 certification can be a
powerful tool for protecting wetlands from unacceptable degradation or destruction, esp~ially when
implemented in conjunction with
wetlands-specific water quality standards. Section 401 grants States and
Tribes the authority to deny certJfi.
cation or require conditions for
certification if the State or Tribe
determines that an applicant has
failed to demonstrate that a project
will comply with State or Tribal
water quality standards. If a State or
eligible Tribe denies Section 401
certification, the Federal permitting
or licensing agency cannot issue the
permit or license.
Most States now use their
Section 401 certification programs

and general Section 404 permits
because these States had not
defined water quality standards for
weUands or codified regulations for
implementing their 401 c~
program into State law. Now, most
States report that they use the
Section 401 ceflJficatio~ process to
review Sectio~ 404 pro~ts and to
require mitigation if there is no
alternative to degradation
wet~nds.
Ideally, 401 certification should
be used to augment State progran~s
because it applies only to pro~ects
requinng Federal permits or license.
Activities that do not requil~
permits, such as some ground water
withdrawals, are not covered.

State Wetlands
Conservation Plans

’

State Wetlands Consewatk:m
Plans (SWCPs) are strategies that
integrate regulatory and cooperative
approaches to achieve State wet.
lands management goals, such as
no overall net loss of wet=lands.
SWCPs are not meant to create a
new level of bureaucracy. Instead,
SWCPs improve government and
private-sector effectiveness and
efficiency by identifying gaps in
wetlands protection programs and
identifying opportunities to improve
wetlands programs.
A large number of land- and
water-based activities impact
wetlands. These activities are not
addressed by a single Federal, State,
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or I~al agen~ p~m. ~h
many public and p~ate p~rams
and activities prot~t ~t~nds,
these pr~rams are often limit~ in
sco~ and are not well c~rdinat~,
Also, these pr~rams o~en ~ not
address all of ~e problems ailing
wetlands,
S~tes, Te~tofies, and Tfi~s a~
well ~sitl~ ~n F~eral
and I~al government to ~ke ~e
lead in int~raUng and e~i~
wetlands prot~ion and ~na~

=e~ n~,=,. ~ .r, e~.
enc~ in managing f~erally mandated environmen~l pr~ms

under the C~an Water ~ a~ ~
Coastal Zone Management ~
~ey are uniquely ~uip~ to help
resolve I~al and r~ional confli~
and identi~ ~e t~al ~onom~ a~
g~raphic fa~o~ ~at may influence wetlands pint.on,
¯ Texas’ ~CP ~11 f~us on
nonr~ulato~ and volun~
approaches to ~tlands proton
to complement i~ r~ulato~
program. The plan will encourage
development of ~onomic incentiv~
for p~vate landowne~ to prot~
weUands and ~ucational ou~each
for S~te and I~1 o~cials,
¯ Tenne~’s plan f~uses on a
strategy to collar wetlands info~tion for outreach and ~ucation to
private owne~ of wetlands as well
as to r~ional and i~al d~isionmakers. Current implemen~tion
effo~ incluOe identi~cation of c~tical functions of major wetlands
W~s, Prior W sites for acquisiUon
and!or restoration, as well as maintenance ano restoration of natural
flo~plain hydrology through digitizat~on and use of remote sensing,

m Maine’s ~CP ~11 f~us on wa~
to es~blish ~tter c~ina~
~n S~te and F~ral ~u~
to~ pt~rams as ~1 as n~
nonr~ulato~ ~hanisms to fo~
volun~ st~ardship. In ~di~on,
~e S~te ex~ to u~ an ~o~
tern fram~o~ to guide t~ ~~za~on of ~tlands tot c~s~e ~ot~on and to ~ a~

impr~e c~t~ mit~a~
~.

Wetlands Monitoring/
Biocriteria Programs
Hi~l~, ~s ~t~
effo~ ~ c~c~at~ ~ ~
~Ong ~e ~d~m~ d~ of
~Uands d~ to ~ di~ha~ ~
dr~ and fill ~t~l a~ ~
con~ma~n of w~ to ~
mize ~i~ ~ ~h ~ h~ti~ and fishi~. S~t~ ~ ~
~enUy ~un ~ ~ke ~ t~
c~ol ~ o~ di~ ~
~n ~lt in ~ ~a~ ~
~tla~s. Su~ distu~ i~
hydrol~ alt~a~,
clea~ng, in~ ~ al~ ~
cies~ habi~t ~ag~, c~
cal ~llu~n~, ~i~, a~
chang~ in ~, di~ o~,
and tem~rature. ~e use of wat~
quali~ s~n~s is an im~nt
t~l for S~t~ to u~ to ~
~e~ ~u~ of ~a~s d~
~n.
~ssment of ~ biol~i~l
integ~ of a ~Uand is c~cial to
characterizing water quali~ ~
aquatic life tends to r~ ~
~ol~ical health of a wate~
(’including physical and chemical
conditions) and will refl~t a ran~
of dive~e d~rading im~ ~ a

r For more
~ ~e ~

~etla~

~ide~k,
~ailable
~eSS (~~8-]~0~).

~ Ask for c~ies
SWaP b~h~e

~lop
1~
~a~?" ~

Hotline (]~27828)
o~a~).
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system. Measuring and tracking
biological integrity is the best way
to ensure that numerous degrading
impacts, however subUe or long
term, are detected and monitored.
A biocriteria program seeks to
characterize the biological integrity
of relatively undegraded wetlands or
"reference" wetlands and uses this
information to set reasonable goals
for wetlands within a given ecoregion or area. These goals, or
beneficia! uses, when written as
aquatic life use designatkx’~
(ALUDs) and codified in a State’s
water quality standards, guide the
restoration of degraded wetlands
and maintenance of biological
integrity in all wetlands.
Supporting biocriteria are developed for each aquatic life use to
define biological and ecological
characteristics that wetlands must
possess to attain an ALUD. BK:x:riteria generally begin as narrative
statements and are assigned
numeric values as more data are
gathered. It is through this system
of biological goal-setting, monitoring, assessment, and updating of
biocriteria and ALUDs that the water
quality improvement and protection
goals of the CWA a,~ achieved,
The extent and importance of
impacts to wetlands will become
clear only with systematic biomonitoring of reference sites, comparison
with degraded wetlands, and
research on the links between the
type of disturbance and the ecological integrity of wetlands. Without
these data, and programs to protect
the quality as well as quantity of
wetlands resources, wetlands losses
will continue.
/Uthough State progress toward
development of biocr~ter~a programs
is limited and varied, several States

have begun systematic; long-term
regio~l rnordtoring and monitoring.
of reference sites necessary to support a wL=ttands biocnteria program.
Currently, Kentucky, Minnesota,
Montana, ~ New Mexico are
developing such programs. Other
States have irl~lted project~, often
limited to a specific region, wetlands type, o? monitonng method,
that will beip them gain experience
and acquire data needed for launching a statewide wetlands biomonitoting ~

Swampbuster
,,,
The Sw~mpbuster provisions of
the 1985 Food Security Act and the
1990 Food, Ag~ulture, Corlservation and Trade Act ("Farm Bills")
deny crop subsidy payments and all
ot~=r agricultu~l benefits to farm
operators who convert wetlands to
cropland af¢~ December 23, 198.5,
or who modify wetlands to make
cropping poss~e after November
28, 1990. The U.S. Department of
Agricultm’e’s Natural Resources Conservation Service (|ormerty the Soil
Conservation Sewice) is responsible
for determining compliance with
Swampbuster provisions and for
determining whether agncultural
lands fall under the jurisdiction of
Federal wetlands laws, including
both the Swan~obuster provisions
and Clean Wate~ Act Section 404.

State Programs to
Protect Wetlands
States protect their wetlands
with a variety of approaches, including use of CWA authonties (’such as
Sections 401 and 303), permitting
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procjrams, coastal mana~m~ent
programs, wetlands acquisibon
programs, natural heritage
programs, and integration with
other programs. For this reporL
States described particularly innovatire or effective approaches they use
to protect wetlands,

’,
~
~
:

--~

State-Reported
Information
The following trends emerged
from individual State reporting:
¯ Most States have defined wetlands as waters of the State, which
offers general protection through
antidegradation clauses and desi9.
hated uses that apply to all waters
of a State. However, most States
have not developed specific wetlands water quality standards and
designated uses that protect wetlands’ unique functions, such as
flood attenuation and filtrabon,
¯ Without specific wetJands uses
and standards, the Section 401
certification process relies heavily on
antidegradation clauses to prevent
significant degradation of wetlands,
¯ In many cases, the States use the
Section 401 certification process to
add conditions to Section 4C~4
perrn~ that minimize the size of
wetlands destroyed or degraded by
prop~secl activities to t.he extent
practicable,
States often add conditions that
require compensatory mitigation for
destro~,ed wetlands, but the States
do not have the resources to
perform enforcement inspections or
followup monitor~r~g to ensure that

the constructed wetlands are func.
tioning properly.
¯ More States are monitoring
selected, largely unimpacted
wetlands to establish baseline conditions in healthy wetlands. The States
will use this information to monitor
the relative performance of co¢~strutted wetlands and to help estal>
lish biocriteria and ware" ~
standards fo~ wetlands.
Some highlights from individu~
State reports are as follows:
¯ The District of CohJmbla ~lopied
narrative criteria for wetJands in
their 1994 water quality standards.
Wetlands are now classified for designated use categories of ~ C
(the protection and propagation of
fish, shellfish, and wildlife) ilnd C~lss
D (the protection of human he~llth
related to consumptkm of fish and
shellfish). Wetlands are now protected from significant adven~
hydrologic modif’~,.ations, excessive
sedimentation, depositk)n of toxic
substances in toxic amounts, nutrient imbalances, and other ,idve~e
impact~ from human act~ities.

¯ Massachusetts made significant
progress in establishing wefJandsspecific criteria. The State defined
wetlands as waters of the State,
designated uses for wetlands,
adopted aesthetic narrative criteria
and very general numeric c~eria for
wetlands, and drafted an antidegra.
dation policy. The State intends to
complete and implement the
antidegradation policy; draft narratire biological criteria; develop
specific numeric critena for appropr~ate parameters; develop criteria
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for designating wetlands and Outstanding Resource Waters; and incorporate these standards and criteria into the State 401 Water Quality
Certification Program. The State also
drafted regulations for implementing the 401 program dudng the
1994 reporting cycle,
¯ Dudng 1992 and 1993, Minnesota completed rules to implement
the 1991 Minnesota Wetlands
Conservation Act. These nJle~
require local governments to recj~
late the draining and filling ot
wetlands not classified as "public
waters weUands." Tw~nty.fn~
exemptions are included in the Wet.
lands Conservation Act and Rules.
Minnesota also began comprehensire wetlands conservation planning
in 1993. An interagency task force
staffed through the Minneso~
Department of Natural Resources
will develop statewide wetlands
goals and guidance for coordinating
local, State, and Federal weUands
programs,
Minnesota added specific definitions
of weUands to their water quality
standards, assigned water use classifications to weUands, adopted narrative nondegradation standards to
protect wetlands, and implemented
a wetlands mitigation process. The
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
began surveying reference wetlands
sites to develop biological and
chemical cnteria for the wetlands
use classifications and to assess the
biological and chemical health of
wetlands throughout the State.

¯ Nebraska adopted specific wetlands water quality standards in
November 1993. The standards
classify wetlands into two categodes: isolated wetlands and surface
water overflow wetlands that are
adjacent to lakes or streams. The
beneficial uses of aquaUc life, wildlife habitat, agricultural use, and
aesthetics are assigned to all wet°
lands. In addition, surface water
overflow weUands are protected for
the assigned beneficial uses of the
adjacent lake or stream. The State
~ssigned narrative water quality
cdteria to protect the beneficial uses
and numeric cdteria to protect uses
from toxic pollutants.
¯ Ohio is in the process of drafting
standards to protect the funcUonal
values of wetlands, including designated uses, narrative criteria, and an
anUdegradation policy specifh=ally
for wetlands. The State is also developing performance goals for wetlands mitigation proiects and
designing a monitoring program to
support both wetlands water quality
standard,, and the miOgaUon performance goals.
¯ Wisconsin AdministraUve Code
NR 103 established wetlands water
quality standards in 1991 that
include narrative criteria to protect
specific wetlands values and
functions, such as storm and flood
water storage, water cycle functions,
filtration of pollutants, shoreline
protection, wildlife habitat, and
recreational and scientific values.
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The standards have greatly
enhanced the effectiveness of
Wisconsin’s Section 401 Water
Quality Certification Program by
providing legal criteria for denying
or adding conditions to proposed
activities that will have a sign~cant
adverse impact on wetlands values
and functions. The standards have
controlled impacts to wetlands with.
out halting all activities in wetlands-the State granted 401 Certification to more than haft of the
wetlands permit applications reviewed between 1991 and 1994.

Summary

especially in the areas of application
of 401 certification, development of
water quality standards for wet.
lands, State programmatic general
permits, and formation of mor~
efficient ~oint application procedures
for permits. Despite these efforts,
States reported that they continue
to lose wetlands and the pressure to
develop in wetlands remains high.
in addition, there is littJe known
about ~ quality of the remaining
wetlands. States put forward a variety of recornmendations on how to
improve pcotec~on of wetlands,
including consideration of wetlands

~: ....
"’

on a or :osy tem

~t of scientific tools for
There are a variety of public
and private programs to protect
wetlands. A forum was held in 1987
to coordinate these and provide
national direction in the area of
wetJands. Section 404 of the ~
Water Act is the major Federal program for regulating activities in
wetlands. Other important took to
protect wetlands include volunta~
stewardship, wetlands water quality
standards, State water quality certiflcagon, State weUands conservation
plans, emergency wetlands resen~
and conservation reserve programs,
and Swampbuster provisions of the
Farm bills, as well as incorporating
wetlands considerations into other
programs such as the Section 319
Nonpoint Source Program.
States reported that they are
making progress in developing their
programs to protect wetlands,

States to assess and monitor eco.
logical and water quality functioru
of wefJands, greater sensith~ity for
arid climates, and regulation of
additional activitie~ that irnp~-t

r Mnr~ information on wetlands
[c,=-’, : <,::;~:;;ned from EPA’s
.: ~ ~,~i;ne at
|~.’o
f i< .. L..~2-T&2~, (,9 a.m. to
L~ p.m., eastern standard time).
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The New Hampshire State
Programmatic General Permit
On June 1, 1992, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (COE) issued a
New Hampshire State Programmatic
General Permit (NHSPGP) and simultaneously revoked most nationwide
permits for use in the State of New
Hampshire. These actions streamlined the wetlands permitting process by consolidating the Federal
Section 404 permit review pro¢:ess
with New Hampshire’s own comprehensive permitting process for activities proposed in weUand$, The
actions also eliminated much of the
confusion surrounding nationwide
general permits,
Under the NHSPGP, the New
Hampshire Department of Environmental Services (DES) Wetlands
Bureau and the New Hampshire
Wetlands Board perform the initial
review of all projects proposed in
the State’s wetlands. The Wetlands
Board makes the initial permit decisions, based on information and
recommendations provided by DES.
The ~ew Hampshire Wetlands Laws
of 1967 and 1969 require permits
from the Wetlands Board for all

projects proposed in the State’s
wetlands, regardless of project size.
There are no exemptions for agricuttural or silvicultural activities or
activities proposed by Federal, State,
or local agencies. The Wetlands
Board consists of representatives
from eight S~ate agencies and four
members of the public.
The WeUands Board issue~ thee
types of permits for activities proposed in wetlands:
¯ Minimum impact permit~ for
projects that impact less than 3,000
square feet
¯ Minor impact permits for projects
that impact less than 20,000 ~uare
feet (about haft an acre)
¯ Major impact permits for projects
that impact more than 20,000
square feet.
The NHSPGP establishes the
following procedures for processing
each of the New Hampshire
permits.
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= All proj~ ~at r~eNe a minimum impaG ~it from ~e Wetlands Board automatically fall un~r
the NHSPGP, ~ no COE a~n
r~uir~. ~e Wetlands ~rd noOties pe~it applican~ that ~e ~rmi~ed proj~t may commence
wight COE a~on.
= ~e COE and o~er F~al
agencies ~r~n proj~ ~t r~
a minor =mpaG ~it from ~e
Wetlands Board to dete~ine ff ~e
pro~ m~ condiUons of ~e
NHSPGP or r~uires an ind~ual
Section 4~ ~iL ~e COE ~ties ~e applicant ~in 30 da~ ~
an indMdual S~on 4~ ~it is
r~uir~. Proj~ with minor im~G
~i~ are approv~ automaO~l~
ff ~e COE d~s not intew~e in 30
days and the proj~ m~B ~e
condi~on~ of ~e NHSPGP.
¯ ~e COE and ot~r ~eral
des ~r~n pro~ ~at r~e~e a
major impact ~it from ~e Wetlands Board to dete~ine ~ ~e
project m~ condi~on$ of the

NHSPGP ~ ~ui~ an i~d~l
~n 4~ ~it. ~ COE
~ould no~ ~ ap~nt ~in
30 da~ ff an ~ual ~n
~it is r~ui~, ~ ~k
~t~n ~ ~t ~
appeal f~ ~ ~.
~li~nt mu~ ~
~i~0~ ~f~ ~ in~te
~oj~ ~ ~ ~ ~.

0

2

~ f~ ~t~
proj~ a~ ~ a~ ~d~
~om ~e NHS~P a~ aut~l~
r~uire an i~l ~1
~~
= P~ ~t ~ fill ~ ~n
3 acr~ of ~ ~ ~ U.S.
wa~
m N~ ~ ~ili0~, ind~i~
~dnas, ~{ht du~, ~t dubs,
and pu~ic ~
¯ Proj~ ~in ~ limi~ of
COE na~gaO~ ~
¯ Di~harge of ~ik in ~e ~ean
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¯ Improvement dredging in the
lower Merrimack River, the
Connecticut River, Lake Umbagog,
and tidal waters
¯ Breakwaters extending more than
50 feet from the shoreline
¯ Projects adversely affecting a
National Park, National Forest,
National Wildlife Refuge, endan,
gered species, or a National Wild
and Scenic River
¯ Any project likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of threatened or endangered species
¯ Project~ of national concern
(such as significant fill of wetlands
or projects that could affect archeological sites),
Dudng the first year of NHSPGP
implementation, New Hampshire
reported a 76% reduction in the
number of SeclJon 404 individual

permits issued and a sevenfold increase in the number of proiects
receiving documented Federal cornpliance with Section 404, The
NHSPGP process appears to benefit
everyone. The NHSPGP relieves
permit applicants of time-consuming parallel State and Federal permitring procedures, reduces the
COE’s average review period for
general permits, and frees up limited Federal and State staff to review
major projects.
The NHSPGP also eliminates
confusion over nationwide general
permits. Prior to implementation of
the NHSPGP, permit applicants who
received nationwide permits often
did not realize that they also
needed a State permit. Conversely,
applicants who received State permils often assumed that they qualified for a nationwide general permit
and failed to apply for a required
Section 404 individual permiL
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The Administration’s
: Wetlands Plan

~

Shortly afler coming into office,
the Clinton Administration convened
an interagency working group to
address legitimate concerns with
Federal wetlands policy. After hearing from States, developer~, farmer~,
environmental interests, rnemhers of
Congress, and scientists, the work.
ing group developed a comprehensire 40-point plan to enhance wetlands protection while making wet.
lands regulations more fair, flexible,
and effective. The plan was issued
on August 24, 1993.
The Administration Wetlands
Plan emphasizes improving Federal
wetlands policy by streamlining
wetlands permitting programs;
increasing cooperation with private
landowners to protect and restore
wetlands; basing wetlands protection on good science and ~Jnd
judgment; and increasing participation by States, Tribes, local governments, and the public in wetlands
protection. The Administration has
already taken a number of actions
to implement the Wetlands Plan,
including the following steps:

¯ Proposed a nationwide general
permit and created an administratire process to minimize the regulatory burden on small landowne~ for
small projects on their land
¯ Clarified, by regulation, that prior
converted croplands are not wet.
lands under both the Swampbu~et
and CWA progr~’t~
¯ Gave the U.S. Department of
Agriculture the responsibility for
identifying wetlands on agricultural
lands for both Swampbuster and
CWA programs
¯ Issued policies that have
increased flexibility in wetland~
permitting and reduced burdens on
permit applicants
¯ Allowed for greater flexibility in
permitting requirements in Alaska,
due to the unique circumstances in
that State
¯ Made it easier for permit applicant~ to use mitigation ~banks~
¯ Requested increased funding for
the Wetlands Reserve Program to
assist farmers who want to restore
wetlands
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¯ Increased funding to States,
Tribes, and local governments for
wetJands programs,
These efforts are onl~ the first
steps that the Administration is tak.
ing to reOuce the burden of Federal
weUands regulations. Activities currently under development include
¯ Clarif),ing exemptions of manmade wetlands from Federal jurisdiction
¯ F~t.ablishing clear and firm deadlines for COF. permit decisions
¯ Allowing administrative appeals
of pen’nit denials and weUands jurisdictional determinations as an alternative to expensive and timeconsuming litigation
¯ ~tablishing a w=_tlands delineator
certification program to expedite
regulator), decisions and improve
the quali~ and consistency of
wetlands delineations performed by
private consultants

¯ Improving wetlands a.t~=s,m~ent
techniques so that permit deds~l~
better refle¢l the fact that all
wetlands do not function in the
same mann~.

2

¯ Developing guidance to promote
the use of Section 404 programmarie general permits that reduce
overlap between State and Federal
weUands permitting procedures and
provide additional flexibilit), to State
and k:~..al governments
¯ Expanding the Wetlands Reser~
Program to all .50 States and allowing more t)q;)es of land to qualif~ for
the program.
Most of these actions ease the
Federal weUands permitting I:~rden
on smal! landowners and farmers.
The Administration is committed to
meeting our Nation’s weUands protection objectives without imposing
unnecessary burdens on America’s
farmers and individuals who own
property that happens to include
wetlands,

"~

~

B
=~=I
!~
r~
i Iw~
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EPA Wetlands Advance
Identification (ADID)
How the ADID Process
Works

This highligh~ describes the
advance identification of disposal
areas (ADID), o planning proce~ used
to identity wetlands and other water~
that are 9enerolly suitable or umuitable for the discharge of dredged and
fill material. It highlights how the
ADID p~oce~s works and the status of
ong~n9 project~,

The ADID process involves colletting and distributing information
on the values and functions of wetlands areas. EPA conducts the proce~s in cooperation with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and in
consultation with States or Tdbe$
and local interests. Local communities can use this information to help
them better understand the values
and functions of wetlands in their
areas. It also serves as a preliminary
indication of factor~ likely to be
considered during review of a
Section 404 permit application.
The ADID process is intended to
add predictability to the wetlands
permitting process as well as better
account for the impacts of losses
from multiple projects within a
geographic area.
Although an ADID study generally classifies wetland areas as suitable or unsuitable for the discharge
of dredged or fill material, the classification does not constitute either a
permit approval or denial and
should be used only as a guide by
community planner~, landowners,

............... ~

Status of EPA Wetlands
ADID Projects - 1993

~
~~
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and project proponents in planning
future activities. The classifiration is
stricUy advisory,

Status of ADID Projects
As of February 1993, 38 ADID
proiects had been completed and
33 were ongoing. The projects
range in size from less than 100
acres to more than 4,000 square
miles and are located from AJaska to
Florida, as shown in the map. ADID
proiect~ can be resource-intensive
activities, although some have been
completed in as little as 6 months,
Regiona! EPA experience indirates that the smaller or more Io~:al
the ADID project boundanes, the
more complete and effective the
analysis and results. For example,
ADID projects have been initiated
by local entities to facilitate planning effort~ such as the one undertaken in West Eugene, Oregon. In
this particular study, local ADID
efforts led to an abbreviated Section
404 permit process. Because the
ADID was incorporated into the City
of Eugene’s general comprehen~Jve
plan and because Oregon land-use
policies have the effect of local

,~.. ...........

.H!GH LIG H~(-,HT HIGHLIGHT

land-use law, the ADID effort
streamlined the regulatory proce~4.
These IocjI efforts have proven to
be one of the more succe~’iul wa~
of generating support for wetlands
protection. Local cooperation and
support are vital to the success of
ADID pro~’ts.
The number of ADID projects
has increased over time, and EPA
expect.~ rhone States, Tribes, k:~alities, and private organizations to
become inv~ved in providing funds
and otherwise supporting ADID or
other comp~.=hensive planning
effort. Because ADID effort~ are
usually based on watershed planning, they am extremely compatible
with geographk: and ecosystem
initiatives such as EPA’s Watershed
Protection Approach.
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HIC

HT HIGHLIGHT

Wetlands Mitigation Banking
~t~ ~.~ ~ th~

~
~

~tential to ~y 0 ~ont ~ in
the Sedion 4~ r~ ~m
by r~ucing ~oin~ o~ ~ a~
well as ~m~ ~ ~ce~s of wet.
lands mitigal~ ~. ~nd~e~
needi~ to mit~te ~ ~n~ate f~
outh~zed i~s {o ~nds as~at~ ~th d~t ~ities ~
h~e the ~t~ # ~i~
#ore on a~ m~n ~n~
rather than r~ ~ ~ting w~t.
~nds ~ ~ ~ t~ ~ment site.
A ~s ~ ~nk is a
~ands ar~ ~t ~ ~
restore, c~at~, ~, ~ (in
exceptional ci~es) pr~
~w~, ~h ~ t~ ~ aside to
com~n~te for futu~ convenions
of wetlands for ~ent ac~vi~es. A we~nds ~nk ~y ~ cr~
at~ when a ~m~t agent, a
co,ration, ~ a n~fit organiza.
tion unde~k~ s~h ~ities under
a for~l agr~ment ~ a r~ula.
to~ a~en~. ~ va~ of a ~nk is
dete~in~ by quan~ng the ~tlands values Rsto~ ~ creat~ in
te~s of "c~."

Benefits of Mitigation
Banking
= Banking can pr~ morn c~eff~Ove mitigat~n and
unceRain~ and del~ for qual~
praise, es~ially ~en ~e pr~
is a~iat~ ~ a
planning eff~
¯ Op~unities for ~cc~ul
gation are increa~ si~e ~e wet.
bnds can ~ funeral in a~a~e
of proj~ imp.
¯ Banking can eliminate or
~e tem~ral loses ~ ~Uands
values that ~pically ~cur ~en
mitigation is initiat~ cluing ~ a~
~e d~e~pment impac~ ~cur.
¯ Consolidation of nu~r~s ~all,
isolate, or fragment~ migration
projK~ into a single large parcel
may r~ult in increa~ Kol~ical
~n~.
¯ A mitigation bank ~n b~ng ~ientitle and planning ex~i~ and
financial resources t~ether, ~ereby
increasing the likelih~ of success
in a way not pract~l for individual
mitiga~on effo~.
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Status

2

The Administration supports
mitigation banking and is devek:)ping interagency guidance for the
establishment and u~e of mitJgatJo~
ban~. Approximately 100 rrdtiga.
tion bank~ are in operation or are
proposed for construction in ]4
States across the country, including
the first private entrepreneuri~
bank~.

_
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Ground Water
Protection Program
|

Fifty-one percent of the Nation’s
population depended upon ground
water as a source of drinking water
in 1990 (U.S. Geological Survey
Circular 1081, 1993). In addiUon to
providing much of our Nation with
dnnking water, ground water is
used for agricultural, industrial,
commercial, and mining purposes,
The impotence of our Nation’s
ground water resources is evident,
Unfortunately, ground water is vulnerable to human contamination,
and, in the 1994 305(b) reports,
States identified 66 contaminant
sources that threaten the integrity of
ground water resources. Because it
is expensive and technologically
complex to remediate ground wate~
resources that have been adversely
impacted by human activities,
ground water protec0on has
become the focus of numerous
State and Federal programs,
This chapter presents an overview of ground water protection
programs and activities that have
been described by the States in
their 1994 305(b) report~ and the
laws and programs instituted by the
Federal Government to provide a
framework for ground water protect.ion for the States.

State Programs
In their 1994 State 305(1:))
reports, State~ provided narratives
detailing legLdation, statutes, rules,
and/or regulations dedicated to
ground water protection that are in
place, pending, or under developrnent. The narrati~ also high.
lighted major studies undertaken by
the States in the interest of ground
water protection, issue~ related to
ground water quality that are currenUy of concern or may be in th~
future, ~ progress in developing
and implementing ground water
protect~)n programs. The purpose
of these narrativ~ was to provide
an indication of the comprehensive
nature of gro~Jnd water protection
activities among the States.
Clearly, State~ are committed to
a number of activities to address
existing ground water contamination problems and to prevent future
impairrnent~ of the resource. These
actMties include enacting tegLslation
aimed at the development of cornprehensive ground water protection
programs and promulgating protectJon regulations; adopting and
implementing ground water protection strategies; adopting ground
water classification and mapping
programs; and establishing

r
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Wellhead Protection (WHP) Programs¯ Figure 18-1 presents the
percentage of States, Terntories, and
Tribes reporting on each of these
activities¯ As shown, States are making excellent progress in developing
and implementing programs related
to ground water protection,

,

Ground Water
Protection Legislation
¯
~.

Forty-six of the 58 responding
States, Terntones, and Tnbes report
some form of current or pending
legislation geared specifically to
ground water protection. Generally,
legislation focuses on the need for
program development, increased
data collection, and public
education activities. In many States
and Tribes, legislation also mandates
strict technical controls such as

"
t~
\i
3
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discharge permits, underground
storage tank registrations, and
protection standards. Additionally,
some States and Tribes have
enacted legislation establishing a
policy to restore and maintain
ground water quality and remediate
pollution that has occurred.
Minnesota passed the Ground
Water Protection Act (GWPA) of
1989 and continues to fund project~
such as ground water monitoring
and data management, increa.~-,=d
control of pesticides and fertilizer~,
agricultural chemical cleanups, and
local water plans. The law also
states that ground water quality
should be maintained so that it
continually free of human-induced
pollutanLs.
The Michigan Legislature
enacted the Environmental
Response Act to identify, prioritize,
and fund the cleanup of envin~mentally contaminated sites in
where responsible parties do not

r

provide relief. The Michigan

ment of Natural Resources coordinates the State program with the
Federal Superfund program. The
two programs are complementary
in their goals and objectives.
The primary legislation for
Illinois ground water protection, the
Illinois Groundwater Protection Act
(IGPA), was enact~ in 1987. ~e
Act establishes the ~li~ of ~
State to "restore, prot~ and
enhance ~e ground wate~ of ~
State, as a natural and public
resource."
Discove~ of extensive con~m#
nation in the State’s ground water
prompt~ Arizona to develop st~ng
and comprehensive ground water
legislation. The 1980 Ground Water
Management Act promotes a

Source Seat,on 305(b) reports subm~tte(:~ by States, Tnbes, and Terntones,
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strategy of preserving, enhancing,
and protecting current water quality; remediating, minimizing, and
preventing past, present, and future
discharges to aquifers; and prohibit,
ing discharges of toxic pollutants to
aquifers. This Act defines several
geographic areas in which ground
water supplies are threatened. The
State has designated these areas as
AclJve Management Areas (AMAs).
Figure 18-2 illustrates one AMA.
Areas in which there is a possible or
known threat to ground water
resources are marked with the
appropriate symbol. Management
plans in these areas address the
threats of both overdrafts and
contaminants.

In Hawaii, problems with the
quality and reliability of surface
water supplies have ted to concern
over the protection of the State’s
ground water. The 1987 State
Water Code protects ground water
by authorizing the prohibition,
control, and regulation of activities
in areas vulnerable to ground water
contamination. The State has
adopted a policy of antidegredatk:m
and uses the authority established
by this legislation to require proof
that proposed actMties will not
degrade ground water before
issuing a permit.
The Rhode Island legislature
passed the Ground-Water Protection
Act in 1985, establishing a

Ground Water Contamination in the Phoenix Active
Management Area

Source .4~zonc Woter Ouohry ,~4~essrnent ~ 9[~4, Arizona Department of Env=ronmen~l Qualit),
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comprehensive ground water pro.
tection policy. Reenacted in 1991, it
emphasized restoring, enhancing,
and maintaining the chemical,
physical, and biological integrity of
Rhode Island’s ground water. The
legislature passed this law based on
the belief that ground water is a
critical renewable resource that
must be protected to ensure the
availability of drinking water,

Ground Water
Regulations
Of the 58 responding States,
Tenitories, and Tribes, 41 report
that they have established regulations specifcally geared toward
protection of ground water quality,
In general, State and Tribal ground
water protection regulations stipulate controls for the management of
specific sources of contamination
and standards for ground water
quality protection. These standards
may be used to apply limits on the
allowable discharges from contarninant sources and/or to set contaminant concentration targets or
threshold levels for ground water
cleanup,
Nevada has adopted statutory
authority and promulgated associated regulations to implement a
mining strategy that is widely considered to be a model for western
States in terms of both controls
placed upon the mining industry
and the explicit considerations of
impacts on ground water quality,
Regulations include several
requirements for the purpose of
protecting ground water by
minimizing or preventing discharges
from mining facilities.
The Florida Department of Environmental Regulation (DER) has

established both general and specific permitting provisions for per.
mitring discharges to ground water.
The regulations require that all discharges to ground water meet certain water quality condit~ns, such
is Florida’s water quality standards.
South Carolina’s ground water
regulations establish a ground water
classif~:ation system to protect public health and maintain and enhance
ground water quality. They include

general ru~ and specifc water

quality criteria to protect classified
and existing water uses. The regulations also set forth narrative standards for classification and specific
numeric water quality standards fix"
ground water that is classified as a
source of drinking water.

Ground Water Protection

Plans
Fif~-five of the $8 responding
States, Territories, and Tribes have
adopted, or are in the process of
developing, ground water protection plans. The general content of
these plans includes: selection of
goais and objectives for ground
water probtems identified in the
jurisdiction; development of a
ground water classification system;
program coordination mechanisms
for local, State, and Federal ground
water protection activities; public
education and/or involvement;
development of an interagency
ground water data collection system; legislative recommendations
pertaining to the regulation of
contaminating sources; development of a ground water monitoring
system; establishment of a WHP
Program; improvement of existing
ground water protection programs;
and development of statewide
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standards for ground water quality,
These plans provide the basis for
their Comprehensive State Ground
Water Protection Programs
(CSGWPPs).
Texas outlines goals, needs, and
recommendations in six important
areas in its Ground Water Protection
Plan: interagenc~ coordination, hazardous and nonhazardous materials
management, public water supply,
rural water supply, research, and
legislation. W~thin these areas, each
of the following plan elements are
discussed: status of existing programs, gaps or inadequacies in
these programs, areas of currerltly
unaddressed ground water issues,
recommendations for changes ~improvements in existing programs,
and institution of new programs
where needed,
The Indiana Plan is an agenda
for State action to prevent, detect,
and correct contamination and
depletion of ground water
resources. The implementation plan
identifies key steps, schedules,
responsibilities, resources, outputs,
and contingencies to accomplish
the objectives of the plan. This plan
is to be adaptable to new Federal
requirements, responsive to emerging issues and proprieties, and subiect to rewsion based on expenence,
.~ of January 1994, 8 of the 23
Nebraska Natural Resource Districts
had developed local Ground Water
Protection plans, including
¯ Stated goal to maintain ground
water levels and quality at
predevelopment l~vels forever
¯ Development of Cround Water
Control ar~as with mandated
l~rmitting, spacing, and re~:~rting
requirements

¯ Development of Special Protec,
lion areas with required education,
rnonitonng, and regulatory programs to reduce no,point source
contamination
¯ Development of Ground Water
Management Plar~
¯ Development of Ground Water
Quality Management Areas to man.
age nitrogen fertilizer application
and irrigation prac~e~.

Ground Water Protection

Standards
Although many States and
Tribes use Federal drinking water
standards to direct their ground
water protection activities, a
number have tailored the standards
to meet their specifi~ conditions.
State and Tribal ground water
protection standards may be either
narrative or numeric. Numeric
standards set health-based maximum contaminant levels (MCL3) fo~
specific compounds in ground
water. Narrative standards are
adopted for contaminants for which
numenc standards have not been
adopted. Forty-one States, Territodes, and Tribes reported the development or implementaLk)n of
ground water protection standard~.
All ground water in South Carolina is classified as Class GB, which i~
ground water that meet~ the definilion of an underground source of
drinking water (USDW). All USDW
supplies must have contaminant
levels that are below MC~ set forth
in the South Carolina Pnmory Drink.
ing Woter Regulotions. Compounds
for which standards or proposed
MCLs do not exist are evaluated
individually.

f--.

:~1
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Arizona’s Aquifer Water Ouali~y
Standards are the cornerstone of the
State’s ground water protection
program. All aquifers were initially
classified and protected for ddnking
water use, and none has been reclassified. Numeric Aquifer Water
Quality Standards were developed
and adopted by Arizona as enforceable standards for the maximum
permissible level of a parameter in a
public water system. The Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality has also adopted narrative
aquifer water quality standards that
allow regulation of pollutant discharges for which no numeric standards have been adopted,
Standards for ground water
quality in Nebraska are intended to
be the foundation for ground water
point source programs in the State.
Narrative standards deal primarily
with beneficial uses of ground
water. Beneficial uses of ground
water, hydrologically connected
ground waters, and surface waters
are all protected. Numeric standards
in the form of MCLs for various
parameters are also provided. Some
parameters listed are assigned
"reserved status." This means that
ground water standards have not
been adopted for these parameters
but will be in the future,

Ground Water

Classification/Mapping
Programs
Forty-two States, Territories, and
Tribes have developed or are de~loping ground water classif’~..ation
s~sterns to aid in the protection
management of their aquifers.
Classification systems can be used as
a basis for the maintenance and
restoration of ground water quality,
the development of ground water
. quality standards, and land use and
pollution source management and
regulation. Most ground water
sification s~stems are based on the
unde~tanding that some human
activities have the potential to
degrade ground water. The systems
are designed to restrict such ~
ties to areas overlying aquifers cor~taining lower quality waters while
protecting the most vulnerable and
ecologically important ground water
systems. Most States and Tribes that
have classification systems apply
them to the permitting of discharges or potential discharges to
ground water and the remediation
of contaminated ground water.
Some States may also use their
systems to guide the development
of new water supplies or to site
certain types of industries.
The first tiers of a State’s
cation system are typically designed
to identify and protect water that is
currently used or has the potential
to be used as a source of ddnking
water. The potential for ddnking
water use is generally based on
water qualit~ indicators, such as
salinit~ and total dissolved solids,
and potentia! yield. Some States
and Tribes also place ecologically
sensitive aquifers in the highest tiers
of their classification systems.
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Aquifers that do not meet these
requirements or that are unsuitable
for use because of poor ambient
water quality or because of past
contamination are generally classifled for other types of uses, such as
industrial processes or, in some
cases, waste disposal.
The New Jersey Department of
Environmenta! Protection and
Energy has classified the State’s
ground water on a regional basis
according to its hydrogeologic ch~.
acteristics and designated uses. The
State has applied a nondegradation
policy to the most sensitive ecological area but allow~ minimal degradation in some other areas, recognizing that some human activities
will adversely affect ground water.
In 1992, Michigan State Univer.
sity Center for Remote Sensing
mapped aquifer vulnerabili~ to
surface contamination for use in
siting facilities or activities with a ....
potential for ground water contamination. The most vulnerable areas
constitute 31% of the State’s land
area and are composed of highly
permeable soils over highly sensitive
glacial drift, principally composed of
sand and gravel (Figure 18-3). The
moderately and least vulnerable
areas make up 44% and 25% of the
State, respectively.
As part of the development of
the recharge areas for major aquifers in Rhode Island as well as
approximately 450 sources of
known and potential sources of
ground water contamination have
been mapped. The Rhode Island
Department of Environmental Management (DEM) has made extensive
use of the Rhode Island Geographic
Information System (GIS) in this
mapping. Maps can be produced
with the GIS at different scales, in

various formats, and with different
layers of information. DEM encour.
ages the use of these maps in local
ground water protection efforts.
The lack of a classif’~.ation
system does not indicate a lower
priority for ground water protection.

L

1
2

Aquifer Vulnerability to Surface Contamination
in Michigan

o_

~ Most Vulnerable
~ Least Vulnerable

~i,

Source: Water Ouahry ond Pollution Control, M~ch~gan 305(b)Report
D~PartJ~nent of Natural Resources
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The majority of States, Territories,
Coordination of
and Tribes that do not have explicit Protection Programs
classification systems apply the same
Among State Agendes
level of protection to all aquifen,
with either a statewide antidegradation policy or the preservation of
Historically, ground water protection programs have been over.
all ground water for drinking water
seen by many different agencies
use. For example, Minnesota does
within the States, Territories, and
not employ a classification system,
Tdbes, making coordinatk)n difficult
However, the State supports a
for those programs. Coordinating
nondegradation policy, promoting
preventive measures to protect all
the activities of these agencies to
ensure an efficient ground water
ground water from degradation by
protection program has become a
human activities,
top pdority in many jurisdictions.
Fifty-one States, Territories, and
Wellhead Protection
Tdbes report having developed a
Programs
plan to coordinate ground water
protection programs among their
The 1986 Amendment~ to the
agencies.
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
The Illinois Ground Water Proestablished the WHP Program.
tection Act (IGPA) created the
Under SDWA Section 1428, each
Interagency Coordinating Commit.
State must prepare a WHP Plan and
tee on Groundwater (ICCG) to
submit it to EPA for approval. By the direct efforts of State agencie~ and
end of Apdl 1995, a total of 39
expedite implementation of ground
States had EPA-approved WHP
water protection effcx’t~. Ten State
Programs in place,
agencies actively partk:ipate in the
Six cases of benzene contaminaICCG. In order to direct overall
tion were detected in public water
comprehensive ground water prosupplies in Louisiana in 1992.
tection efforts, the ICCG established
Louisiana’s WHP Program aided the
the Governor-Appointed Groundcommunities in locating the sources
water Advisory Council (GAG’),
of contamination and in the siting
which is compmed of various interof new wells. Case studies of these
est groups, including business,
communities prompted a coordi,
industry, agriculture, regional plannated effort between the WHP Proning, environmental, municipalities,
gram and the Louisiana Department
water well drillers, and public water
of Environmental Quality
supplies.
Underground Storage Tank (us’r)
Ground water protection in
Division to see that all unregistered
Colorado is a shared responsibility
USTs are registered and all abanof many agencies at all levels of
doned USTs within a 1,000-foot
government. Colorado authorized
radius of public water supply wells
four "implementing" agencies as
are closed. This restrictive radius will
partners in ground water protection:
increase with time.
M~ned Land Reclamation Board, The
Oil and Gas Commission, the State
Engineer (Division of Water
Resources), and the Hazardous
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Mate~als and Waste Man~ement
Division of the Health ~nL
Each of the implementing agenc~
has develo~ r~ulations to prot~
ground water ~in ~e area of
authori~ with which each agen~ is
charge, and ~ annual~ ~
their profess to ~e Water Quali~
Convol Division, the ager~ ~
final au~o~ for prot~ng ~
~rce.

Ground Water
Monitoring Programs
T~ ~s ~ g~ wat~
monitoring pr~rams are u~ by
States to coll~ da~ on ground
water quali~: ambient monitoring
and compliance monito~ng. ~bi- ’
ent monitoring pr~rams ~asu~
background or existing water quali~ and are us~ to ~ack ~ng-t~
trends in con~minant concen~aUons. Compliance ~nitoh~ p~
grams are r~uir~ by F~I ~
S~te r~ulaUons (e.g., ground
water monitonng at site cleanups
under CERC~ det~on monitoring under RC~ or communi~
water supp~ monitoring under
SDWA). Compliance monitohng
a~ivities measure for s~c constituen~ to ensure ~at their concentrations in ground water are
~low r~utated levels. In a~diUon
to ambient and compliance monitoring, S~tes may al~ rely on
monitonng data coll~ by
Federal agencies, such as the USGS
National Water Quali~ ~sessment
pr~ram, to as~ss basin ground
water quali~.
Chemica~ or constituent-based
indicato~ are generally us~ as paff
of a mon~tonn~ pr~ram to define
Vends in ground water quali~. ~e

cons~tu~t~ i~t~
each S~te am
~ on ~1 ~ ~ wat~
quali~, c~mi~nt ~ ~r~
U~, ~ W~ous~
naUon ~ffems. By
changes in ~e
~ese consUtu~ in g~ ~t~,
land u~s aff~U~ ~ ~ub
fe~ can ~ identW~ a~ c~.
~minis~ i~ ~
ano~ f~ ~ i~t~
~at may ~ u~
~a~e i~t~
of ~t~Ual ~
~n, ~h ~ ~ nu~
~s ~ste ~,
~achable ~
~e a~nt ~ to~
~lea~ ann~l~,
a~n~ wat~
chants in ~1
t~es. ~ ~inis~ N~t~
al~ S~t~ to ~r~
water pmt~
~"
Ta~ 1~1 sum~
~s of indicat~
pr~rams ~t S~t~ a~ T~
cu~ently u~ to mea~
water q~li~. ~ix I, Ta~ I-2,
pre~n~ ~is inf~a~ in g~at~
devil. Da~ ~m ob~i~
~ of 305(b) ~, ~.
ing pr~ram ~um~,
con~ ~th S~te o~ts. ~ c~
flicU’ng ~urc~, ~e m~t
info~aUon is W~t~
~rce is cit~.
~ual~ all ~
engage in some ~ of g~nd
water quali~ monitoH~ ~m.
S~ifically, 23 States ~ a~
ambient monitoring p~rams. In
addition, Colorado and Nwada
have pro~s~ ambient ~iton~
pr~rams. Sixt~n of ~ S~t~
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State

J

Alabama

C~stituent-Ba~
I~Icators
Not ap~a~

~minis~a~
Indl~t~

M~lt~

Not a~

C~pl~e;

runs, ~e~, V~)
Indiana

(~ena)

Not ap~i~

Not a~i~ble; ~n~ am~ent

~a

Not appl~ble

Not a~a~e

Complia~e;

~n~s

Not a~lica~e

Not a~i~e

~bient

Kentuck)

Not a~icable

Louisiana

Not applicable

~mini~rat~
~minis~a~e=

C~pliance; ~a!

Ma~ne

Not applicab~

Not a~l~a~e

(pH, alkahnity,
ion-s~ific conducive)

Not a~l~ble

(s~ific conductance,
~ TOC. COD, ionic ~tance)

Not a~a~

C~pl~e

~b~ent; F~eral; Compliance

Ma~an~
Mas~chu~t~
M~ch=ga~

Not apphcable

M~nnesota

Not applicable

~ministrative~
~ministrat~e~

Not apphcable

Not applicable

M~ss~ss~pp~

,~
~

Com~ia~e
Not a~icable
~ F~eral

Compliance

~

Compliance; F~eral
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State
M,~sou~

t

Montana
Nebraska

Administrative
Indicators

Monlto~ng

(n,trate)

Not apphcable

Not applicable; Federal

Not applicable

Not appl~,~ble

(pesticides, nitrate)

Not applicable

Compliance; penodic ambient studies; federal

Nevada

Not applicable

Not appl~.~ble

Not appl~.able; proposed Ambient

New Hampshire

Not al~.~l:~

Not applicable

New Jersey

Not applicable

Administrath~

Compliance

New Mex~..o

Not al~icable

No~ applicable

Compliance

(ail:~a par~cle ,~)

(p~blic supply
vulnerability)

C~¢nplZanc~ Feder,~

North Carolina

Not applicable

Not applicable

Compli~’tce

North Dakota

Not appl~.al~e

Not ~

,~u~blent

Ohio

No~ appt~.able

Not applicable

Ambient

Oldahoma

Not appli~ble

(maximum allowable

Compliance; Ambient

Oregon

Not applicable

Not appl~.able

Compl~nce

Pennsylvania

Not ap~ab~

Not appli~ble

Ambient

Rhode I.dand

Not applicable

Not applicable

Compliance; Federal

SotJth Carolina

Constituent
(bacteria)

Not appl~ai~
Administrative=

Compliance; Ambient

South Dakota
Tennessee

Not appl~.ab~

Not applicable

Not applicable; Federal

Texast~

Not applicable

Not applicable

Compliance; Ambient

Utah

Not appl~.able

Not apphcable
AdrninistratJve=

Compliance

New York

_

Constituent-Based
Indicators

Vermont
V~rginia

I
I

(many)
Not appl~.able

Administratrve=
Administrative=

Not

Compliance; Federal

Compliance
Ambient

Washingto~

(specific conductMty,
gross alpha,
nitrate, pesticides)

West Virg=ma

(many)

Not applicable

Ambient; Federal

Not apphcable

Administratrve*

Compliance; Ambient

Wisconsin

Comphance; periodic ambient studies
for agricultural chemicals;
Federal; proposed Ambient

Wyoming
Not applicable
l
Not applicable
Compliance
Indicators suggested by EPA in trie guidance do(ument for the 305(b) report.
SLate rehes on programs below State level fo~ ground water dat~.
NOTE Although al! States have federally mandated compliance monitoring programs, this table reports those States that use their
comphan,:e mon~tor=ng data ’.o evaluate ground water quahty.
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report using specif’K: constituent,
based indicators to track trends in
ground water quality statewide.
Florida has focused the set of
parameters monitored under their
ambient program based on their
understanding of local water quality
patterns and contaminant sources,
In regions of high agricultural land
use, Florida focuses on nitrate and
chloride levels in ground water.
Similarly, Florida analyzes for certain
trace metals (e.g., arsenic, barium,
cadmium, chromium, copper,
mercury, nickel, silver, and ~inc) in
regions of industrial land use. South
Carolina has established a network
of 114 public and private water
supply wells that draw water from a
single aquifer and are known not to
be impacted by contaminants in
order to assess ambient ground
water quality statew~de. South
Carolina tests for 39 individual
parameters once every 5 years on a
rotating basis. Several States are also
pursuing the use of indicators to
screen for certain sets of water quality parameters in their monitoring
programs. For example, Idaho is
developing the use of immunoassays to assess the presence of pesticides in ground water. Idaho uses
the immunoassay methods to analyze specifically for 2,4-D, alachlor,
carbamate, carbofuran, cyanazine,
metalachlor, and triazines,
In addition to ambient monitoring, 31 States report that they also
use data from compliance monitoring activities to assess trends in
ground water quality, and 18 use
Federal monitoring data.
A total of 18 States use administrative indicators to track potential
sources of contamination. Of these
18 States, 1 3 use indicators that
were suggested by EPA ~n its

guidance document for the 305(b)
Water Quality Report to Congress.
These indicators include MCL viola.
tions, point sources of pollution
(e.g., underground storage tanks,
militar), bases, RCRA, CERCLA, and
other hazardous waste sites), nitrate
contamination, and pesticide use.

Federal Programs
The Federal Government has
instituted laws and programs to
provide a framewo~ to States, Terdtories, and Tdbes for protection of
our Nation’s ground water
resources. These include Federal
statutes that mandate certain
ground water protection activities
and EPA programs that deal
specifically with the control of contaminant source activities conducted
under the authority of Federal star.
utes. Federal statutes include the
Safe Drinking Water Act, the Clean
Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and liability Act, the
Toxic Substances ConSul Act, the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rotenticide Act, and the Pollution
Prevention Act.
Under these Act~, the EPA is
responsible for 20 programs related
to ground water protection. Most of
these are regulatory programs that
re~trict or prevent specific activities
from introducing contaminants onto
the land, into the subsurface, or
into ground water resources. The
rest are nonregulatory and provide
national guidance and technical
assistance to iurisdictions to ident~
and protect their vulnerable ground
water resources and integrate existing ground water protection
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programs. Both types of programs
are key components of EPA’s successful ground water protection
strategy when building partnerships
with other EPA programs, Federal
agencies, State and local governments, industry, environmental
groups, and the regulated comrnunity. Several concepts fundamental
to this approach to ground water
protection are based on EPA’s guiding principles: ecosystem protection,
environmental iusUce, polluUon
prevention, strong science and data,
partnerships, and compliance. They
¯ Review regulations for opportunibes to get better environmental
results at less cost; improve new
rules through increased coordination.

_

¯ Act~,efy promote pollution prevention as a standard business pr~:rice and a central ethic of environmental protection.
¯ Make it easier to provide, use,
and publicly disseminate relevant
pollution and environmental informarion,
¯ Assist companies that seek to
obey but exceed legal requirements
and consistently enforce the law
against those that do not.
¯ Change. permitting so that it
works more efficiently, encourages
innovation, and creates more oppor~unities for public participation,
¯ Give industry the incentives and
fiexibiti~ to develop innovative
technologies that meet and exceed
environmental standards while cutting costs,

Highlights of a number of Fed.
eral ground water protection pro.
grams are presented according to
the following protecOon categories:
resource protection, pollutant souse
control, and pollution prevention.

Resource Protection
The protection of the Nation’s
ground water resources is addres,~d
under the Clean Water Act and the
Safe Drinking Water Act. The CWA
encourages ground water prote~:.
tJon, recognizing that ground water
provides a significant proportion of
the base flow to streams and I~ke~
Ground water protection afforded
by the SDWA is focused on wate~
that supply public water system~
(PWSs), and through implementation of the Wellhead Protection
Underground Injection Control
Programs.

Clean Water Act
In the CWA (Public Law 92-S00)
of 1972 and in the CWA Amendments of 1977 (Public Law 95-21
Congress provided for the tegulat.ion of discharges into all navigable
waters of the United States. Ground
water protection is addressed in
Section 102, providing for the development of Federal, State, and
local comprehensive programs for
reduction, elimination, and
prevention of ground water
contamination.
As part of the ONA, a process is
established that allows for the generation of information concerning
the quality of our Nation’s ground
water resources and the reporting of
this information to EPA and the U.S.
Congress. The requirements for this
process are found in Sections 106(e)
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and 30.S(b) of the CWA. Section
30.S(b) mandates that States
develop a pro¢jram to monitor the
quality of their waters and report
the status in this biennial National
Water Quality Inventory Report to
Congress. This process, referred to
as the 30.5(b) process, is the principal means by which the EPA, Congress, and the public evaluate water
quality, the progress made in maintaining and restoring water quality,
and the extent to which problems
remain,
Unfortunately, information
reported on the quality of our
Nation’s ground water resources has
not always provided a complete and
accurate picture of overal{ ground
water quality. This i~ due, in part, to
the expense involved in collecting
ground water monitoring data, the
complex spaUal variaUons of aquifer
systems across the Nation, and the
differing levels of sophistication
among State programs. Recognizing
this problem, EPA worked with
States to develop guidelines for the
comprehensive evaluation and
reporting of ground water quality.
Appreciating that data collection and organization vary among
the States and that a single data
source for evaluating g:ound water
quality does not exist, EPA
suggested several different sources
of data that may be used by States
to evaluate their ground water quality. EPA then encouraged States to
use available data that they believe
reflects the quality of the resource,
EPA also focused on allowing States
to report information for aquifers or
hydrogeologic settings that are a
State priority due to high ground
water demand or vulnerability.
Using these guidelines, States will be

able to provide a more meaningful
interpretation of ground water quak
ity.
Co~prehensive State Ground
Water Protection Program
Under the authority of the CWA
Section 102, rn.any States are developing Comprehensive State Ground
Water Protection Programs tailored
to their goals and priorities for the
ground water resource. CSGWPPs
will guide the future irnplementation ot all State and Federal ground
water pcograms and provide a
framework for States to coordinate
and set priorities for all groundwater-~’elated activities. Each
CSGWPP consists of six strategic
components: a goal, a prk)rityset’dng mechanism, roles and
resl:x~sibllities, management
measures, info~Tnation collection
and managerneflt, and public
participation.
The EPA is committed to working with States in developing and
carrying out the CSGWPP approach.
A State with an EPA-endorsed
CSGWPP work.~ in partnership with
the EPA to further improve State
ground water p~tection activities,
develop a vision of integrated,
resource-focused ground water
protection, and identify ways that
the Federal Government can
support State ground water protection efforts.
Figure 18-4 show~ the progress
in implementing the CSGWPP
approach. A.s of ] 994, the EPA had
approved four State CSGWPPs, and
EPA endorsement is anticipated for
an additional six States in ] 99S.
Another 29 States are expected to
submit CSGWPPs for EPA approval
by the end of fi~:ai year 1996.
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Safe Drinking Water A~
The SDWA was passed by
Congress in 1974 and amended in
1986. Under this Act, EPA sets
~,ational
on contaminant levels
in drinking water to ensure that the
water is safe for human consumlm
t.ion. The pnncipal ground water
protection afforded by the SDWA
comes through the enforcement of
these limits through State and
Federal supervision of public water
systems. The SDWA also contains
programs to implement the Wellhead Protection Program, the Sole
Source Aquifer (SSA) Program, and
the Underground Injection Control
(uic) Program, described below.
Approximately 93% of all PWS~
(177,589 systems serving nearly 114
million people) obtain their water
from a ground water s~Jrce. The~
include systems that supply yearround water to households (4~,B80
Community Water Systems);
terns that provide water to places
such as schools, factories, and hospitals (23,221 Nontransient
Noncommunity Water Systems);
and systems that supply water to
transitory customers such as campgrounds, motels, and gas sl~tions
(107,488 Transient Noncommunity

approach: (1) protecting drinking

L

water at the tap, and (2) preventing
contamination of ground water
sources of drinking water ~upplies.
The 1986 Amendments to the
SDWA provided for an expanded
Federal role in protecting ddnldng
water, mandating changes in
nationwide safeguards, and new
responsibilities to enforce them in
the event of State inaction.
EPA has also fo(:u~:J on the
pre4~.~tJon of contamination of

1
~

Progress in Implementing the Comprehensive
State Ground Water Protection Program

Approach

-- i

wells are not regulated under the
SDWA.
¯o

Drinking Water Standards
EPA, under the SDWA4 seek~ to
ensure that public water supplies
are free of contaminants that may
cause health risks and to protect
ground water resources by preventing the endangerment of underground sources of drinking water.
EPA has pursued a twofold

~ .,.j=~
v

~ Guam

m:= PR

~c~ Northern
~encan Samo=
Manana Idands
,m~ Palau
~1~ Endorsed Core CSGWPP
~ Endors~rnent Expected F’~95
~ Submittal Expected in
~ Submittal Expected in FY’96
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vulnerable ground water resources
by assisting States in the development and implementation of cornprehensive ground water protection
plans. These plans address both the
full range of actual and potential
sources of ground water contami.
nation and provide for local well.
head protection programs in the
areas around public water wells. In
addition, EPA has targeted specific
activities to protect ddnking water
sources from the harmful effect~ of
injection of wastes and other fluids.
Utilizinc.; authorities provided by the
UIC, EPA is increasing emphasis on
the vast number of diverse shallow
(Class V) injection wells by develop-

~.
.,,
~
i"

Status of Wellhead Protection Programs
Across the U.S. and Territories

~~, ~ ~ remaining States, Tribes, and Terri.
’
"
’i_.~-

I PC

~ ! ~r_~~~. ~ mentation of WHP at the local level

~P~
~
~11 WHP Programs Approved
~ c~m

ing technical industry guidance. EPA
is also reviewing the permitting
requiremenLs for Class I hazardous
waste wells and the imposition of
more restrictive standards for all
Class II oil and gas injection wells.
Wellhead Protection Program
The 1986 Amendmen~ to the
SDWA established the WHP Prm
gram. Under SDWA Section 1428,
each State must prepare a WHP
Plan and submit it to EPA for approval. The objective of this program is to protect public health
through local action to prevent
ground water contamination from
reaching public wells by (1) identifying the areas around public water
supply wells that contribute ground
water to the well, and (2) managing
potential sources of contamination
in these areas to reduce threa~ to
the resource.
By the end of Apdl 1995, a
total of 39 S~ates and Territories I~1
EPA-approved WHP Programs in
place. Figure 18-5 illustrates the
States and Temtodes having regulatory authority to implement WHP
programs. EPA is working with the
todes to help them develop WHP
Programs. EPA’s Office of Ground
Water and Drinking Water is supporting the development and implethrough many efforts. For example,
EPA-funded support is provided
through the National Rural Water
Association (NRWA) Ground Water/
Wellhead Protection programs.
These programs are currently being
States~ These StatesV°luntaritYwork to integrate their local programs with the
WHP Program to meet State
requirements. Figure 18-6 presents
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the States with active and pending
NRWA Wellhead Protection
programs.
EPA is also funding Wellhead
Protection worMhops for local decisionmakers. Eighty-eight of these
workshops were held in 26 States.
These workshops were attended by
approximately 4,400 people,
In 1991, EPA funded a 2-year
cooperative agreement with NRWA
to promote ground water protection. This agreement was extended
for an additional 2 years. At the
conclusion of the first 4 years, over
2,000 communities in 26 States
were actively involved in protecting
their water supplies by implementing wellhead protection programs,
These 2,000 communities represent
3,98_~,000 people in the rural areas
of the United States who will have

better-protected water supplies.

EPA atso funded a 3-year
cooperative agreement with the
League of Woman Voters (LWV) to
develop and test models of community outreach in 18 communities.
Based on the experience in those
Protect Your Groundwater. Educating
for Action was developed. The
popularity of this guidebook led to
a national videoconference of the
same name. Broadcast in April 1994
to over 1 .~0 sites, the videoconference directly reached approximately 3,000 persons. Videotapes
were made of the conference and
distnbuted to LWV chapters across
the count~. The success of this
videoconference has led to further
cooperation with LWV to bring
WHP to even more communities.
According to State 305(b)
reports, WHP Programs have taken
varying forms in the different States.
Among the stages of WHP Program
development reported by States are

¯ Grants to communities to explore
and tailor WHP approaches to their
~

L

¯ Mapping of sensi0ve ground
water protection areas
I
¯ Establishment of mandatory WHP
programs to protect public wate~
supply wells

2

¯ Establishment of public education
and out~ach programs
¯ Establishment of specific protec.
tion criteria for wells tapping confined aquifers and more stringent
protection criteria for wells tapping
unconfined aquifers.

States with National Rural Water Association
Wellhead Protection Programs

~Vl
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Sole Source Aquifer Program
The Sole Source Aquifer proteo
tion program was established under
Section 1424(e) of the SDWA of
t974. The program allows communities, individuals, and organizations
to petition EPA to designate aquife~
as the "sole or principal" source of
dnnking water for an area. Since
the first SSA designation in 1975-the Edwards Aquifer in the area
around San Antonio, Texas--64
designations have been made
nationwide. Seven petitions were
evaluated for possible designaticm at
the end of 1994.
If the sole-source designation is
approved for an aquifer, EPA is then
authonzed to review all Federal
financially assisted projects to determine if, as a result of the project,
the potential exists for adverse
impacts to public health due to
aquifer contamination. If the Federal
financially assisted project is
approved by EPA, the pro~ed may
be implemented as planned with
commitment of Federal financial
assistance; however, if the potential
exist~ for aquifer contamination,
modifications to the proiect may be
necessary pnor to commitment of
Federa! financial assistance. Federal
funds may be used to make these
modifications to ensure that
projects will not contaminate the
aquifer,
Federal financially assisted
projects undertaken in SSA areas
may include a variety of activities
involving several agencies, For
instance, approximately 50% of the
reported activities were initiated by
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) through Community Devetopment Block Grants. These include
the construction of nursing homes,

repair and cc~stnJ~ion of firehouses
to avoid hyd~carbon runoff from
equipment Imm e~tering the
ground water, and installation of
septic system~ u~’Kj proper nonpolluting drair~ge construc0on. The
Department o[ Agriculture Farmer~
Home ~n has invested
in construction and preplanned
siting pmgr~ts for residential area~
and ancillary iadtities on a large
scale.
The Department of Transportation assists ~, lunding construction
of roads, higt~,~ays, mass transit,
and certain railroad and airport
facilities. This type of constructJo¢l
requires that the proper disposal of
surface water n~off be dispersed
rather than c~’~ce~trated on the
ground surface and avoid the flood.
ing of local ~luifer~ by runoff from
salting stations, hydrocarbons from
highway ~ and general traf~
use, including akport.s and hangar
ar~as.
Designation helps project sponsors by providing a set of guideline~
for aquifer quality review and
ground water protection techniques.
It also alk:~cs individuals, agencies,
and States and Tribes the opportunity to de~=top strategies beyond
the SSA program to protect drinking
water aquffe~ such as adopting
Wellhead Protection Programs.
Figure 1~-7 illustrates the number of projects re,hewed, approved,
and modifed for fiscal years 1990
through 1994. Only five projects
were not approved during this same
penod: four pro~ in 1991 ancl
one in 1992. There were no other
unapproved pro~ects after 1992.
This curtailment is an indication that
SSA proiect Sl:X:mSors have adjusted
to the ongoir~ SSA ground water
protection program objectives.
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Review of Figure 18-7 indicates
the following:
¯ A total of 1,039 pro~%--ts were
reviewed over the .5-year period.
Of these, 838 were approved and
74 were modified.
¯ Review of project modifications
indicates that ground water protection was achieved through changes
in drainage and spill containment,
clear identification of SSA boundaries, more focused pre- and
postconstruction activity monitoring,
and review of initial project designs,

_

¯ For fiscal years 1992, 1993, and
1994, project modifications
decreased by approximately 64%
over previous years. This decrease
reflects the maturing of the SSA
program as a community ground
water protection tool. Proiect sponsots and designers acknowledge
that proper aquifer protection is
required up front in the design
phase and that incorporation of
proper aquifer protection will expedite designations.

Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act
The Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (Public Law 94-580)
was passed by Congress in October
1976, amending the 196.5 Solid
Waste Disposal Act to address the
problem of safe disposal of the huge
volumes of solid and hazardous
waste generated nationwide each
year. This Act authorizes a regulatory program to identify and manage wastes that pose a substantial
hazard to human health or the environment. RCRA is a part of EPA’s
comprehensive program to protect
ground water resources. Protection
is achieved through the development of regulations and methods
for handling, storing, and disposing
of hazardous material and through
the regulation of underground storage tanks.
Poorly managed or poorly
located municipal landfills rank high

2
-

-

Project Reviews

Pollutant Source Control

300

Four principal programs control
pollutant sources under four different laws: underground storage
tanks and solid and hazardous waste
treatment, storage, and disposal are
regulated under RCRA; underground
injection of waste fluids is regulated
under SDWA; abandoned waste is
regulated under CERCLA; and
nonpoint sources are controlled
under C’WA.
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among State ground water contamination concerns. Of the quarter
million solid waste disposal facilities
in the United States, about 6,000
are municipal solid waste facilities,
Approximately 25% of these
municipal facilities have ground
water monitoring capabilities.
As of September 1994, there
were 418 land disposa! facilities
subiect to ground water monitoring
requirement~ under RCRA. Approximately 221 of these facilities are
conducting detection monitoring,
42 are condt,cting compliance
monitoring, and 155 are undertaking corrective action,
Solid and Hazardous Waste

K~gs Park E~,ment~. 3rd CraOe. Spr,ngf~ld. VA

RCRA has evolved from a relatively limited program dealing with
nonhazardous solid waste to a farreaching program that also encorepasses the handling, storage, and
disposal of hazardous waste. Hazardous waste generators, transporters, and owner/operators of treatment, storage and disposal facilities
(’ISDFs) constitute the RCRAregulated community. On Novembet 8, 1984, Congress passed the
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) to RCRA, thereby
greatly expanding the nature and
complexity of activities covered
under RCRA.
The goals of RCRA, as set forth
by Congress, are

RCRA also requires the promulgation of standards re, ted to
underground storage tank systems
for both chemicals and petroleum
product~.
In 1990 and 1991, RCRA programs continued to emphasize the
preparation of risk assessment documents and development and
evaluation of tests and procedure~
for conducting risk assessments.
Health and Environmental Effects
Documents, Reference Doses, and
technical evaluations are provided
to support the RCRA waste listing,
permitting, and land disposal restt~:tion programsl The 1990 program
emphasized the development of
health and environmental effects
documents for the list~g/delisting
programs and reference doses for
the land disposal restriction program. tn addition, techniques for
determining soil gas concentratio~
and constituents and for determining ground water contamination
potential were evaluated under fmld
and laboratory conditions. Guidelines for monitoring ground water
around RCRA Subtitle D landfill
facilities are being developed.
Underground Storage Tank
Program

One of the primary goals of this
program is to protect the Nation’s
ground water resources from
releases by underground storage
tanks containing petroleum or cer¯ To protect human health and the lain hazardous substances. The EPA
environment
works with State and local govern¯ To reduce waste and conserve
energy and natural resources
¯ To reduce or eliminate the
generation of hazardous waste as
expeditiously as possible,

ments to implement Federal requirements for proper management of
USTs. The EPA estimates that about
1.2 million federally regulated USTs
are buried at over 500,000 sites
nationw=de. Nearly all ’USTs contain
petroleum; about 30,000 USTs hold
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hazardous substances covered t~
the Federal regulations,
In 1988, EPA issued regulations
setting minimum standards for new
tanks (those installed after Decembet 22, 1988) and existing tanks
(those installed before December
22, 1988). By December 1998,
existing USTs must be upgraded to
meet minimum standards or be
replaced with new tanks or be
closed properly. Since 1988, more
than 900,000 old USTs have been
closed, thus eliminating a significant
number of potential sources of
ground water contamination. Of the
remaining 1.2 million USTs, about
400,000 have already been
upgraded or replaced,
New and existing USTs comply,
ing with EPA’s standards can prevent leaks caused by spills, overfills,
corrosion, and faulty installation,
USTs complying with the leak
detection requirements can identify
releases quickly, before contamination spreads. Corrective action
requirements secure responsible and
timely cleanup of contaminated
sites,
As of January 1995, more than
278,000 UST releases had been
confirmed. The EPA estimates that
about half of these releases have
reached ground water. Over
110,000 contaminated sites have
been cleaned up, and cleanups are
under way at 100,000 more sites,
EPA estimates that the total number
of confirmed releases could reach
400,000 in the next several year~,
pnmarily due to releases discovered
dunng the closure or replacement
of old USTs. After this peak, EPA
expects fewer releases as USTs
comply with leak prevention requirements,
Congress created the Leaking
Underground Storage Tank (LUST)

Trust Fund in 1986 to provide
money for overseeing correct~e
ac’tio~ taken by a responsible patty
and to provide money for cleanups
at UST sites where the owner or
operator is unknown, unwilling, or
unable to respond or that require
emergency action. Since 1986,
$469 million has been dispersed to
State UST programs for State
off-~=ials to use for administtatiott,
~ and cleanup wod~
US3" owners and operators must
also meet financial responsibility
requirements that ensure they w~ll
~ the resources to pay for costs
associated with cleaning up releases
and compensating third parties. The
amount of coverage required ranges
from $.~0,000 to $1 million,
according to the type and size
the UST b~ne~. Many States h~e
provided financial assurance funds
to help their UST owners meet the
f’manc~ r~0ondbility requirements.
These State funds raise over
lion anr~,y for use on US’I"
The ~ency recognizes that,
becau~ o! the large size and great
diversity o¢ the regulated community, State and local governments
are in the best position to
USTs. EPA encourages States to seek
State program approval so they may
operate in lieu of the Federal
program. To date, 20 States have
received State Program Approval. All
States have UST regulations and
programs in place. The Agency aLso
has developed a data management
system that many States use to
track the status of US]" facilities,
including their impact on ground
water reso~Jrces. EPA also has nego.
tJated US3" grants with all States and
prov~ed technical assistance and
guidance for implementation and
enfon:erne~t of UST regulations.
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Safe Drinking Water Act
Pollutant source control is
addressed under the SDWA through
the UIC program,
Underground Injection Control
Program
EPA’s UIC program was developed to regulate underground iniection wells and thereby ensure that
underground sources of drinking
water are protected. Injection wells
are classified as follows:
¯ Class h Wells used to iniect hazardous substances or indus~al and
municipal waste beneath the lower,
most formation containing a source
of drinking water. There are 159
hazardous waste wells at 61 facilities
and 350 nonhazardous waste wells
at 197 faciliUes controlled by stringent design, construction, and operating requirements. The hazardous
waste management facilities inject 9
billion gallons of fluids each year.
This volume represents 89% of all

Wells as Conduits of Contamination
Although anecdotal cases abound of wells serving as conc~uit~ that
allow contaminants to enter an aquifer, few occurrences are OOCL~mented. However, the publication Drinkir~g Woter: .~o~o:~.~d~ Are/~o:
Pr~vent~g Con~omination From In~ected 0~/ond Go~ t~.’o~e~ (GAO, 1 ~)
provides a table of 23 documented cases of contamination ~t a~
underground source of drinking water via Class It oil and ~as inic<tion
weIIs. Fourteen of these cases resulted from wells that were ~r~r~erly
pkJgQed or constructed and/or had lea~ casings. Nine otq~r ca3~s
were t~,e resu!( of dehberate iniection into an aquifer be!ore it~ ~ Q’=ation as an underclround source of drinking w:~ter ’¢~at ~s ~:c~.:~r~
noteworthy in these cases ~s the enormous cost of cic.a~,~ In ~.~ ol
the cases, the State (Kansas) authorized $300 m~’,’~ o’~ to ~c,~ :~ ~1~,~,~
becaus~~ the contamlnat~en threatened a ma,,or m~r;~c~al w~:~ ~13 Ir~
18 ol t~e other cases, no cleanup is intencied because ~t ~s e t~-,~r
impractical or too costly,

hazardous waste that is land
disposed.
¯ Class I1: Wells used to inject
fluids in the process of oil or natural
gas production. More than 160,000
disposal and enhanced recovery
wells inject brines into geologic
formations. These wells iniect
approximately 3 billion gallons of
produced brine and enhanced
recovery fluids every day.
Together Class I and II iniection
wells dispose of a larger volume of
hazardous waste into deep bedrock
formation than all the other RCRA
hazardous waste disposal facilities by
a factor of eight.
¯ Class lib Wells used to in~,=ct
fluids for the purpose of in situ
mineral extraction.
¯ Class IV: Wells used to dispose of
hazardous or radioactive waste into
or above an underground drinking
water source. These wells are
banned.
¯ Class V: Class V injection wells
are generally shallow wastewater
disposal wells, stormwater, and agriculture drainage systems or other
devices that can release nutrient and
toxic fluids into the ground and
eventually into water table aquifers.
EPA estimates that more than 1
million Class V wells currently exist
in the United States. A majority of
Class V wells may pose little or no
risk to human health. Others, however, may inject fluids containing
bacteria, viruses, nitrate-nitrogen,
and toxic chemicals that can contaminate the habitat and food supply of fish and wildlife species, the
base flow for surface waterbodies,
and the public drinking water supply. These wells include more than
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1130,000 shallow injection wells such
as those used to dispose of waste
from automotive service bay~.
Currently, all shallow injection
wells that do not endanger underground sources of drinking water
are allowed; however, because of
the diversity ,n the riska posed by
Class V wells and the size and
nature of the regulated community,
EPA encourages a nontraditional
regulatory approach to addressing
these wells. A large proportion of
the Class V wells are owned by
small businesses. To effectively
address the unique challenges
posed by the Class V universe, EPA
is implementing a comprehensive
strategy for the management of
Class V injection wells. The strategy
involves a carefully tailored combination of guidance, education, and
outreach and enhancing the use of
existing regulatory authorities
through some minor changes to the
UIC regulations. The goal of the
strategy will be to speed up the
closure of potentially endangering
Class V wells using current authorities and to promote the use of best
management prac’fices to ensure
that other Class V wells do not
endanger USDWs.
Grants allotted under Sections
1443(b) and 1451 of the SDWA
may be used to support UIC activities to protect ground water
resources. State and Federal UIC
programs include permitting and
review of permit~ to ensure that
wells meet requirements for well
construction, operation, mon tonng,
plugging, and abandonment, and
financial responsibility to ensure that
underground sources of drinking
water are not er~dangered. Section
1422 provides Et~A with authority to

grant primary enforcement authority
(primacy) to States to administer ~1
UIC program in their States. Sectio~
1425 aliow~ an alternative t~t fol’
EPA to use to approve a State’s UIC
program for Class II brine disposal
wells.
EPA and States currently adrntrlister 57 UIC programs to maintain
regulatory coverage of the almost
one-half million undergr~lnd il~ec.
tion wells. The majority of these
programs are State-administered, ~s
depicted in Figure 188. S~te ~jer~
cies with primary enfoccernerlt
authority respond to UIC violati011s.
If a response cannot be made irl a
timely manner, EPA takes enfo~ernent actio¢l.
In 1992 and 1993, EPA co¢ltirlued to review "no migration" peti.
tions for hazardous waste injection
wells to ensure conformance wi~
RCRA and UIC provisions. EPA has
targeted specific enforcement, out.
reach, and regulatory a~iJvities to
protect drinking water sources frorll
the harmful effects of in~ of
wastes and other fluids through the
vast number of divef~ Class V
iniection wells. Th~ Class V rule has
significant implications for the d’~
posal of industrial wastes. EPA also
plans to propose "area of review"
requirements for all Class II wells.
EPA Regional offices administering UIC programs in nonprirnacy
States continue to review permit
applications for iniection wells and
continue oversight of State primacy
programs to ensure that UIC pe~’.
m~ts issued meet program requiremen~. Regional offices also
continue to review petitions frofn
operators of hazardous waste
in)ection wells seeking exemptions
from the iniection well ban.
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beneficial uses, wherever possible,
within a time frame that is reason.
able given the particular circum.
stances of the site. Following are
statistics related to Superfund restorations:

Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability
Act
The Comprehensive EnvironmenLal Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act and the Superfund
Amendmen~ and Reauthorization
Act of 1986 created several
programs operated by EPA, States,
Territories, and Tribes that act to
protect and restore contaminated
ground water. Restoration of contaminated ground water is one of
the primary goals of the Superfund
program. As stated in the National
Contingency Plan, EPA expects to
return usable ground waters to their

¯ In the absence of Superfund,
11.9 million people could be
exposed to carcinogenic risk greater
than 1 in a million, and 9.9 million
people could be exposed to noncar.
cinogenic effects above health-based
standards at National Priority Ust
(NPL) sites.
¯ At 94% of NPL sites where
ground waters were classified (426
of 4S3), the ground water is cur.
rentfy used or potentially usable ~s
a source of ddnking water. This
suggests that only 6% of NPL sites
involving ground water contarnination are classified as nonusable aquifers (e.g., saline or nonpotable).

Underground Injection Control
(UIC) Program

¯ Of the 622 NPL sites reporting
ground water contamination near
the site, the ground water is currently used for private water supplies at 42% of the sites and for
public supplies at 27% of the sites.
¯ At the 67% of NPL sites where
ground water is currently used for
drinking water purposes, the
ground water is potentially threatened by a migrating contaminant

; ~,~ "~/~/.~ plume.

¯~
~,

~
¯

State Program
EPA
Sph~ EPA/Stale Program

~ Guam and Northern
Mariana Islands
~ American Samoa, Palau,
and Virgin Islands

¯ Organic compounds are the predominant ground water contaminants for 89% of the sites for which
remedies for ground water contamination have been selected. Table
18-2 lists the most frequently deretted organic and inorganic const,tuent3 reported at NPL sites.
¯

Ground water contamination is

associated with 63% of the sites for
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which remedies have been selected
(702 of 1,121).
¯ Generally. ground water~ that are
currently used or are potentially
usable for dnnking water supply are
being cleaned to MCLs authorized
under the SWDA. However, in some
cases, more stringent State standards are used. At least 12 States
have promulgated cleanup $tan.
dards for ground water, including
Massachusetts, West Virginia, Illinois,
Minnesota, Wisconsin, New Mexico,
Texas, Iowa, Nevada, South Dakot~
Wyoming, and Washington.

address the reduction of pollutants
across all environmental media: air,
land, surface water, ground water,
and wefJands. These grants may be
used to promote and coordinate
exi~Jng State poilutJon prevention
actMtie$ that fo~:us on sped~:
media, to develop new multimedia
pollution prevention programs, to
develop mechanisrr~ to measure
progress in multimedia pollution
prevention, ~ to conduct educa.
tion a~l o~.reach progran~.

Pollution Prevention
The Pollution Prevention Act of
1990 was enacted by Congress to
promote pollution prevention and
environmental protection goals.
Under this Act, the EPA Office of
Pollution Prevention and Toxic$ and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Cooperative State Research ~ervice
have worked coopera0vely to lead
the Nation in the development of
environmentally sound agricultural
policies. The Agriculture in Concert
with the Fnvironment Program
promotes the use of sustainable
agriculture and the integrated management of nutrients, pesticides,
resources, and wastes to reduce the
risks of environmental pollution,
Grants allotted under this Act may
be used to fund outreach projects
involving education, demonstration,
and training ~n sustainable agriculrural practices ~hat emphasize
ground water protection and reducing the excessive use of nutrients
and pesticides.
Grant~ are also available under
this Act to support State and local
pollution prevenhon programs that

~

¢o~tam|nant~

Numl~,~ of Site=

~
2.
3
4
5
6
7
$
9
10
11
12
1]
14
15
1~
17
t8
19
20

~orm
Tetrachloroethene
~mze~e
Toluene
1,1,1-T~hlomed~ne
Po~’chlorinat ed biphe~yls
l"ra~-l,2-Dichloroethylene
1,1-Oichlo~etha~e
1,1-D~J~omethene
Vin)~ ~hlodde
X~en~
Eth,/~-ne
C~rbon ~tra~loride
Phenot
Meth~en~ chlonde
1,2-Di~hloroethane
Pent~hlorophenot
Chlombenzene
DDT

Inorg,mk ¢o~stltue~t~
1
Levi
2
Chr~m~un’l ~on and related
3
Arsemc
4
Cadmium
5
Copper ion and related specl~
6
Mercury
7
Z~nc ~on and related $pecie~
8

9
10

N~:ke~ ~on and related species

Banurn

Cyanides and associated saP~

167
167
163
155
107
103
~1
81
76
68
38
56
52
46

306
149
126
83
81
75
45

41
38
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Grass Roots
Ground Water Protection

A~ the impacts of ground water
contamination become more widely
known, volunteers and grass roots
ground water protection initiatives
are becoming common in communities across America. The programs
range from volunteer-driven efforts
to protect vital drinking water supplies through Wellhead Protection
Programs, to volunteer-sponsored
welt water quality testing and public
education on the sources of our
drinking water,

The El Paso
Experience
In late 1989, the Texas Water
Commission targeted the city of El
Paso, Texas, for a pilot project to
protect the city’s ground water. This
pilot proiect marked the beginning
of an innovative, volunteer-driven
Wellhead Protection Program. A
team of dedicated volunteers was
coordinated through the El Paso
Retired Senior Volunteer Program.
Over a 3~/2-day period, the
23 senior citizen volunteers surveyed
possible sources of ground water
contamination around al! 138 public
water wells that provide drinking
water to the city of El Paso. They
reviewed historica~ records, interwewed area residents, and
conducted door-to-door surveys to

catalog potential !.hreats to their
drinking water. 1he State estimated
that the volunteer effort saved
approximately $.~5,000, and
resulted in the identification of
approximately 20,000 potential
sources of pollulants near the water
wells.
The El Paso pollution ~ou~e
inventory formed the backbone of
the El Paso Wellhead Protection
Program and re~ulted in a city ordinance concernim~ the storage of
hazardous mateltals within the ~icinity of the public water wells. The
e.o. has recenlly been expanded
into Mexico, sin~ e the resident~ of
the adjacent Mr~ican city of Ciudad
Juarez also rely (~n ddnking water
from the same aquifers.

Oregon’s Volunteer
Well Water Nitrate
Testing Project
The Oregon Department of
Environmental L)uality sponsored a
project to enco~rage res!dent~ to
test their well water for nitrate
levels. The proi~~ was conducted
from 1991 to 1u93 and resulted in
volunteers teshnq a tota! of 1,600
wells. The Oreq,~n Ground Water
Community Inv~,lvement Program
was initiated to ~ ontinue the nitrate
testing program The Program
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provides volunteer training, resource
materials and nitrate test kits and
promotes public education through
nitrate testing event~ and ground
water forums.

2
_

League of Women
Voters Ground Water
Education Programs
The League of Women ,Vote~
(LWV) has sponsored a number of
volunteer-led ground water education programs. The LWV in Rock.
ford, Illinois, surveyed residents
ceming their knowledge of water
supply and ground water contamination concerns. Similar ~un~ey~
were conducted by the LWV in Red
Wing, Minnesota, and Salt lake
City, Utah. The LWV of Enid, Otdahoma, organized volunteers to co.duct pollution source inventories
around the city’s five water well
fields. Other LWV chapters have
developed videos, brochure~, and
other educational materials concerning groundthreats
water protection
potential
to groundand
water

V

S

.
Et

quality.
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H~HT HIGHLIGHT

Protecting Our Drinking Water:
The EPA’s Source Water
Protection Initiative

"

~

,.

~

~,
~

~.~.~
,

Americans have long enjoyed
the luxuny of safe, affordable dnnking water. A rising awareness of
water pollution incidents, however,
has caused people to be concerned
about dnnking water quality. Many
communities have recognized that
preventing the pollution of lakes,
nvers, streams, and ground water is
the key to ensudng the long-term
safety of drinking water. This common sense approach is known as
source water protection.
The Safe Drinking Water Act
emphasizes monitoring and treatment to protect drinking water
safety. However, protection based
on monitoring and treatment alone
is not sufficient. Neady all groups
interested in drinking water safety
see a need for stronger efforts to
prevent pollution from entering
dnnking water sources rather than
relying solely on water treatment to
reduce health threats,
The EPA encourages this prevention-orientecl approach and is
actively promoting the development
of grass toOLs source water protection activities. As part of the Source
Water Protection Ini[iative, the EPA
hopes to

¯ Restore the public’s right~ and
responsibilities to protect their
drinkir~j water
¯ Raise public confidence in the
safety and quality of their drinking
water supply
¯ Reduce the corn of providir~j
"
safe drinking water.

Wellhead Protection
Programs
Many States and communitJe~
are currently promoting source
water protection, in Wellhead Protection (~NHP) programs. The 1986
Amendments to the Safe Drinking
Water Act establi,,hed the Wellhead
Protec’don Program to aid communitJes in protecting their ddnking
water quality. Through wellhead
protection, communities identify the
land areas that contribute ground
water to public water supply wells.
They then develop plans to manage
the potential sources of contamination in those vulnerable areas,
thereby reducing the likelihood of
polluting the drinking water source.
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By the end of December 1994,
a total of 37 States and Territories
had EPA-approved WHP Programs
in place. In addition, thousands of
local WHP initiatives have been
undertaken in communities acros~
the Nation. As of 1993, approxi,
mately 3,800 communities that are
dependent on ground water for
clnnking water had complete WHP
programs,

Expanded Source
Water Protection
Goals
The idea of wellhead protection
can apply to surface water supplies
as well. The EPA is encouraging
stronger watershed protection programs, through approaches available under the Federal Clean Water
Act, to protect surface waters used
for drinking water supplies. Source
water protection, for both ground
water and surface water, may offer
s~gnificant advantages to both drink=ng water purveyors and consumers.
The EPA is ptannmg a National
Source Water Protection Workshop
in !996. Thi!; workshop will provide
communihes with the tools and

information needed to establi.~h
source water protection prograr~.
The workshop will be tetevi~:! arid
will target communitie~ that have
delineated their source water
tection area~ ~ carried out source
identification. The wod~shop will
also assist communities in moving
toward source ~t
The EPA has also set the follow.
ing source water protection goals:

¯ By 1997, e, taU~,~ a co,e
of ~0,00o co~-.u.i~ wiu~ ~
and co~-e~=~ ~.=1 W~
programs in i:~ace.
¯ By 1997, ir~corporate .source
water protection and source
management as priority objectiv~
in projects requiring financial
tance from other Federal programs.
¯ By 1997, begin to expand source
water protection approaches to
communities reliant on surface
water for drinking water.
¯ By 2005, have ~0% of all
community water suppties covered
by active and comprehensive local
source water protecrJon programs.
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HIGHLIGH~ HT HIGHLIGHT

Costs of Not Preventing
Contamination of the Ground

Water Resource
"
The sage adage that "An ounce
of prevention is worth a ~:~und of
cure" is being borne out in the field
of ground water protection. Three
separate efforts to look at the cost
of prevention versus remediation
have found that there can be real
cost advantages to promoting
prevention of ground water contamination in the public and private
sectors,
The analysis of prevent.ion in
Maine found that, for six large
municipal water systems with contamination from salt storage, gasoline, landfill lea~hate, and industnal
solvents, costs for well replacement,
emergency supplies, water treatment, and/or remediation ranged
from $500,000 to $1,500,000. Of
the 2,000 small water systems in the
State, perhaps as many as 70 are
contaminated. For six small systems,
remedial costs ranged from $6,000
to $155,000. Cost~ for preventing
contamination in these cases were
estimated to be 1 i10th to 1/100th
of the costs of remediation for the
large systems and 1/Sth to 1/10th
for the small systems. Although
remediation is thus more costly than
prevention, whether prevention is

2
more cost-effective in any particular
instance depends on the risk that a
water system without a particular
type of preventive measure would
need remediation and when any
costs of remediation would be
incurred.
The State of Washington’s Wellhead Protection Program found
that, in a sample of small communities ranging in size from 300 to
5,000 people affected by such
contaminants as ethylene dibrornide
(an agricultural fumigant), gasoline,
and tnchloroethylene (TCE, a solvent), costs for cleanup and/or a
new water supply ranged from
$40,000 to $1,800,000, with costs
continuing to be incurred. For a
larger c~ty--Tacoma---where TCE
and other contaminants were found
in a wellfield in concentrations more
than 10 times the health standard,
costs over the expected 18-year
cleanup period are estimated to be
$25 million.
Washington’s Wellhead Protection Program catalogued the types
of cost~ associated with contamihated public water supplies and
found that they included
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¯ Provision of emergency water
supplies
¯ Construction and operation of
water treatment facilities at the
wellhead
¯ Well replacement
¯ Transmission line construction
¯ Hydrogeologic studies
¯ Remedial measures at or near the
contamination source including soil
removal, soil capping, and the
installation and operation of "pump
and treat" systems
¯ Additional administrative costs
¯ Public information and education
¯ Legal proceedings,
Intangible costs included
¯ Increased health risks
¯ Decreased ability to provide
adequate volumes of water, especially in emergencies, such as fire~
¯ Reduced consumer confidence
¯ Economic impairment
¯ Lost opportunity costs in spending funds for cleanup rather than
other community needs
¯ Consumer hysteria and overreaction
¯ Disposal of wastewater from
pump and treat facilities.

The Freshwater Foundatio~
repo~ Economic Implicatk~$
Groundwater Contamination to
Companies and Oties (1991), indicares that costs to 17 Minnesota
cities for remediating ground water
contamination was over $30 million,
with seven cities reporting costs
over $1 million and two reporting
impacts in the $10 to $20 million
range. Fourteen cases of ground
water contamination involving cotporations found that most
nesses spent over $1 million, with
five spending from $5 million to
heady $10 million. In addition to
the technical and engineering remedial costs, a major corporate cost
was legal fees.
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Costs and Benefits of
Water Pollution Control
Introduction
,,
Section 305(b) of the Clean
Water Act calls for States to prepare
estimates of the economic and
social costs necessary to achieve the
obiecbves of the Act. States are also
requested to report on the economic and social benefits of these
achievements. None of the States,
Temtories, and Tribes reporting on
their water quality programs
attempted to describe the full
extent of the economic costs and
benefits associated with water quality improvement. Thus, the costs
shown in th~s chapter are from the
U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Census, Pollution Abate.
ment Costs and £xpenditure~, ~ 992.
Pennsylvania and the District of
Columbia suomitted expenditure
information on municipal wastewater treatment, which is included
in this report as well.
The benefits described in this
chapter are from many sources,
Information from the Sport Fishing
Inst tute, State reports, and EPA and
other Federal sources was used to
help measure environmental benefits achieved. It is important to
understand the impossibiliby of
measuring the total environmental
benehts of water quality improvement. First, benefits are local and to
measure the benehLs of cleaner
water in each locality would be

impossible. Second, the methodology does not exist to measure the
value of biodiversity or the value of
the oxygen produced by a healthy
ecosystem. Although these inttin~
values are very important, they ~
not measurable quantitatively of
monetarily. This chapter provides
some insight into the benefits of
water quality improvement found
throughout our Nation. When
economic benefit~ data at~ not
available, biological indicato~ are
used to show stream improvement.
The assumption i~ that, if the inse~
life in the stream is improving,
eventually the fish will return and so
will recreation, which has an economic value.

of Water
Quality Improvement
,
Estimates of the costs and benefits of water pollution control are
shown in Table 19-1 derived from
President Clinton’s Clean Water Act
Initiative.. Analysis of Costs and Bene.
fits published in 1994. This table
shows the current and planned
expenditures a~sociated with the
current implementation of the Clean
Water Act requirements. Pnvate
sources are estimated to spend
roughly $30 biltion per year on
water pollution control, municipali.
bes spend about $23 billion per
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year, ~ulture s~nds ap~ox~matety $5~ milhon ~r year, S~te
water pr~rams s~nd $5~ milhon
~r year, and ~eQeral agenci~
s~nd approximately $10 bdlion ~r
year. The~ to~ to a range of $63
bilhon to $65 billion ~r year s~nt
~ water ~llut~on contr,,
Since 1972, EPA has inv~t~
~ $~ billion in munici~l wast~
water ~eatment. S~te and ~al
g~emmen~ h~e contdb~
many more dollars. In 1972, ~
4~ of ~e ~pulation was ~
~ ~da~ or ~er munici~l
wast~at~ ~ea~ment facility. By
] 992, ~is num~ had i~rea~ to
~re than 6~ of ~e ~pulabon.
This achi~ement is ~mpr~s~ c~sidenng that, during ~is ~me, ~
~e Nation’s ~pulati~ and ~e
volume of ~llution fl~ng ~rough
our ~ s~tems increa~ ~
~a~ 3~.
EPA has in~t~ app~oximately $1.4 billion since 1972 in
main~ini~ S~te water qualiw

Pre-1987 ~t

~rams ~r~h gran~ fu~
und~ ~ion 1~ of the Clean
Water ~t ~ ~ls of ~e
1~ p~ram a~ to as~st S~t~,
T~t~, a~ Tn~ in ~i~i~
and main~imng ~uate ~a~r~
for pr~enO~ a~ c~olling
sudace a~ gr~nd water
O~ F~al ~i~ su~
Co~s of Engine, ~ U.S.
~al ~, ~e ~tu~
Re~urc~ C~abon ~ce, a~
~e Fi~ a~ ~life ~e ha~
c~td~t~ ~nUally to
water ~lu~ c~ eff~ in
count~.
Penn~an~ ~ovid~ ~e
complete ~t of da~. Penn~an~
re~ that, d~ng ~e ~st S
yea~, ~ gran~ to~ling ~
~an $118.S milli~ in ~al
~nds ~re offer~ to P~an~
municipali~ f~ const~
~age ~eat~t facilities. ~ual
dollar ex~nditu~ under ~is F~eral grant pr~ram dunng this ~
n~ am~nt~ to $261.3 million,

Private
Sources

Muni¢i.
palities

$25,286

$17,190

$191

$373

$389 - $591

$240 - $389

$125

~
~

Agr~.
culture

~ State Water ~ Federal ~
~ Pr~rams~ ~ ~enc*es ~

Total
(Quan~ed)

$9,5~ ~

N~nt

S~rce C~trot$/
Watershed
Storm Water:
Pt~a~ I

O~hor Costs

$3,~

$1,650 - $2,555

~, $9a3 - $1,073

$88

$2~
tl
~

$988 - $t,339
$5,~0 "

~

I
$1,031 $1,161
~ $30,219- .$30,349 ~ $22,767- $23,87a ~ $431 - $5~0
$498
; $9,798 } $63,713 - $65,099
*Pt~ )g~7 e.pond~ ~res eshm3tpd IO be a~ut $2 7 b**hon ~r year for agm~n:s~ral~on ang comphance, are ~t shown here ~au~
the (o~ of comD~wng wdh 1he current and future water Quaht~ standard~ couig not ~ est~mat~ The vails s~n here are on~
1, ’,~

Sour(e U 5 [PA 199~ President ~hntonJ Cleon Woter Act tn~t~otw¢ ~no~ of Cost~ ond ~netr~ [PA 8~-5-94-~1 ~¢e of ~Na[~,
~’ash~ngton, ~.
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O

which includes expenditures from
grants made during prior years.
Funding trom other Federal agenoes, ~ncluding the Farmer’s Home
Administration and the Department
of Commerce, has provided municipalities an additional $63.1 million
for facilihes planning and adminis,
tration. State fun~Js and gran~
issued by the Department of Environmental Resources (DER) and the
Pennsylvania Department of Commerce have provided municipalities
another $~ 40.1 million for wastewater treatment facilities in the
same 5-year period (Table 19-2).
These facihbes, as they begin operation, represent a significant effort in
the cleanup of Pennsylvania’s
water~,
The District of Columbia estinates the capital cost for the Blue
Plains wastewater treatment plant at
about $600 million and operation
and mainteqance cos~ at about
$1 10 miltion per year.

Benefits of Water

Quality Improvement

--

Improvements in water qualify
are valuable to all Americans. Miilions of people enjoy recreational
activities like fishing, ~imming, and
boating on waters where the~e pursuits might not be po~ible without
the control measures undertaken
under the Clean Water Act. Cleane~
water has reduced health risk to
people w~ho ~im and ~h. Cleaner
water has contributed to more productive commerc~ and recreational
fisheries in many part~ of the courttry. It has lowered costs to agdcutture and to industries that would
otherwise have to treat contamihated water befo~ using iL It has
also lowered cos~ to drinking water
systems that might o~,,n~e have
to install additional treatment tech.
nolog~es. Finally, cleaner water has

2

~’~

I
Total , 118793

261
263 I 594 n , .
~,_
- ....
~r , ¯ ~ ~,680 I 328 [ 129,377 10 399
PENNV[ST ~s a fJncl createg ~n Pennsylvania to prov,Oc grants and k~ans for Sewage treatment prolect~. 2,881 505,900 I 1,101,7,
NOTE EPA ne~ grants column refers to I~PA s clehvery ol granLs to the State m that year [PA grants erbend~Iures column refers to the State’s
aCtuai u~e of grant funds dunng that. per*o~ and prior years. Thus, the grants and expenchtures ~n any one year wdt not necessar,tv be
¯

equal
Source: !994 Pennsylvania 305(b) repor~ Table 47, pa~ 156.

"
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provided important aesthetic benefits to Americans who derive value
from knowing that waters are
cleaner, even when they are unable
to visit them.
Notwithstanding these imporrant and substantial benefits of
clean water, EPA has not quantified
systematically all of the extraordinarily diverse improvements in
water quality that have occurred
since the Clean Water Act was
passed, or that may be attributable
to the Act. Moreover, such quantification must typically precede the
valuation of improvements in dollar
terms. Thus, the total magnitude of
environmental, economic, and
health-related benefits that result
from improvements to water quality
are not measurable given existing
data and analytic methods. The
following discussion describes,
nonetheless, some of the benefits
associated with water quality iraprovements,
Recreation

,
~.
~"

Outdoor recreation is a lucrative
business in the United States. Much
of our outdoor recreation activities
depend on clean water. Sport
fishing alone accounts for 1.3 million jobs and $19 billion in wages."
The Sport Fishing Institute (1994)
estimates more than 50 million
anglers spent more than $24 billion
on fishing tnps and equipment in
1991. The Institute claims that
freshwater fishing "generates heady
60% of the economic impact~
within the sport fishing indust~."
*

Expenditures of this magnitude
generated approximately $1 billion
in State sales taxes and more than
$2 billion in Federal income taxes.
The sport fishing industn/is
increasingly vocal about the need
for clean water programs. Fifty raillion anglers, representing a sign~cant portion of the U.S. population,
receive direct benefits of improv~l
water quality.
Eighty million Americans partialpate in outdoor (non-pool) swimruing. Local and State economies
are dependent on beach-related
recreating, whether at ocean or lake
beaches. In 1988, $1.3 to $5.4
billion was lost in the New YorkNew jersey area due to beach dosings resulting from water quality
health standard violations.

Commerdal Fishing
The value of U.S. commercial
fish landings is about $3.5 billion
annually and the industry’s total
contribution to the GNP is about
$16.5 billion. Shellfish landings
represent 45% of this total. Neady
87% of the value of U.S. finfish
landings are species-dependent on
near-coastal waters for breeding and
spawning"t

Good Water Quality
Benefits the Economy
Good water quality is important
for economic development. Compahies that want to attract the best
workers often locate in areas that
are replete with parks and open
spaces, where air and water quality

Sl::~r~ F~sh=ng Institute EconotnK Irnpod of .~port h.~hmg m the United $totts Washmgtor, DC
ADrd 1994

’~ U S EPA. Office of Water fmo~on~ Cieon Wote~ ~:~ckOround MoterIols for Heanr~Q w~th HO~
Marine o’~d ,~sher~es Cornm tlee .~utXornrn~ee o~ ~nv~;’ontnen! ond Not~ro/ R~%ou’r~.e~ Wash~r~-

~on, DC Februa~ 1993
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are good, and where recreational
District of Columbia benefit from
opportunibes are abundant. These
improved water quality and
amenities are essential for the qualdescribes some of the actions they
iry of life required by today’s
are taking to rebuild the benefits
work’force,
lost two and thre~ decades agO.
The Institute for Southern Studies published a study in October
Water Quality Benef~
1994 illustrating the relationship
Identified by States
between State economic growth
and environmental quality. What
Penns)dvanla
this study show~ is summed in a
Improved water quality condiquote from Dr. Stephen Meyer of
tions have enabled programs to be
the Massachusetts Institute of Techundertaken to reintroduce breedin~j
nology. Dr. Meyer concluded:
populations of bald eagle,
"States with stronger environmental
and river otter in Pennsylvania. The
standards tended to have the higher
Pennsylvania Game Commis.~m’s
growth in their gross state products,
Bald Eagle Recovery Pro~=ct was
total employment, construction
carried out from 1983 to 1989.
employment, and labor productivity
A total of 88 young eagles were
than states that ranked lower envireleased from hatching ~ites in the
ronmentally " The study ranked
upper Delaware and lower Su~lueLouisiana last for iobs and environhanna River basins. In addition,
mental qual,ty. Eight other ~outhem
eaglets were introduced to active
States (along with Indiana, Ohio,
nests in northwestern Pennsylvania
and Oklahoma) ranked among the
to supplement populations in that
14 worst States in both categories,
area. As a result of this program,
Hawaii, Vermont, and New Hamlm
13 bald eagle nests were found in
shire ranked among the top six
States for b~th jobs and environ~ 992. A~I together, the nest~ produced 21 hatchlings. In 1993, a
mental quality. Six States ranked
record 16 pair~ of bald eagles
among the top 12 in both categoattempted to nest in the Commonnes: W~sconsin, Minnesota, Cotowealth. Even though some nests
rado, Oregon, Massachusetts, and
were abandoned due to the March
Maryland.*
blizzard, 15 eaglets were produced.
There are industries that are
dependent on a healthy, clean
Through cooperative projects,
watersupP’yTheseindusthesrange°Ver!OO°sprey(fishhawks) were
hatched in northeastern Pennsy~from the .~oft drink to the computer
vania in the early 1980s to form the
chip industry, For these industries,
nucleus of what has become a
clean water i.~, a valued economic
viable breeding population in the
input. The cleaner the source water,
Pcx:onos. In 1989, a hatching tower
the less treatment the intake water
was constructed on the Hammond
requires. These savings are then
Dam in Tioga County, which can
passed on to their consumers.
accommodate up to 16 ospreys.
The following d~scussion illustrates how vaqous States and the
This prolect was initiated in 1990

"Hai ~’~b Gre~ on~ Go/d Institute for Southern S~uches C~tober 1994
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with nine osprey, the first of
approximately 70 to be released
over .5 year~. Cooperating parties
have included the Game Commission, the Fish and Boat Commission,
the National Audubon Society, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and
researchers from East Stroudsburg
University and the Dubois Campus
of Penn State University. In 1992, ~
many as 14 active osprey nests were
located in the State. Nine were in
the Poconos, three were in
Lancaster County, and one each
was in York and Somerset Counties.
River otter reintroductions
began in 1982. From 1982 through
1989, 39 otters were released in the
Kettle, Pine, and Loyalsock Creel(
basins in north central Pennsylvania.
These otters have expanded their
range and reproduced. Otter reintroductions in northwestern Penni)4.
vania began with the release of four
otters in the Tionesta Creek basin in
1990. More otter~ were scheduled
to be released in this basin dudng
1991. An Apdl 1992 otter release in
the Youghiogheny River brought
them back to the drainage for the
first time in more than 100 years,
Five otters were released near
Confluence as part of a cooperative
program. Additional releases are
planned. In addition, Mar)’land
stocked 18 otters on the Youghiogheny near Oakland in 1989 and
1990. The success of these
programs is due, in part, to
improved water quality and resulting improved fishenes,
The following are estimates
of the economic value of fishing
and boating to the Pennsylvania
economy. In 1992, a total of
!,081,163 fishing licenses were sold
in the State. In addition, 73~,,237
Trout Stamps were sold. These sales

provided $17 ~ in revenue to
the P~ Fish and Boat
Cornrnis.~. Over 2 million people
particil:~.ed in fishing (anglers
under age 16
license) ~ l!:w~t be~ve~ $750
and $800 million in di’ect trip and
equiprr~,nt expendit~s. This translares to an ~ of $7.~0 to $800
~ arw31er pe~ y~r. This is a significant co~tribt~tion to the economy.
tn a(Jdition, the~ are 311,893
r~3istered boats in Pennsylvania that
9er~"tated $4.2 ~ in fees for
the Fish and I]oa{ Cotnmission in
1 ~92. An estimated 3 million Penn$ytvani~n~ p,w~ipated in boating
activities
billi(w~ to the economy for equipmeflt, ~ f~)d, lodging, fuel,
etr,

Enti~
wholly, o~ in part, on having clean
water resources. These include fishing, boating, $wimm~, and a variety of recreation of l.{~adsm-related
industries. An extensam survey was
conducted by the IJ~wversity of Connecticut College of ,~jriculture and
Natural Reso~rc~ fo~ EPA Region 1.
The final report titled, The Economic
Importor~.e ot Long t$~nd Sound’s
Woter Quolity De’pendent Activities,
released in F~nuary t992, was based
on survey data collected between
June 29 and November 29, 1990.
The study estimates that the
value of Long Island Sound to the
econormes of New York and Connecticut for water-quality-clependent
activities was $5.5 billion in 1990.
Three billion dollars of this was
attributed to Connect~ut’s
economy. The follow~ng discussion
briefly summa~zes use vak~ations for
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Connecticut’s portion of Long Island
such as flood contro~ and erosion
Sound.
buffers, were not assigned dollar
Commercial finfish and shellfish
values. A conservativ~ estimate of
landings were estimated to be $53
the value of the mard~ as spawnmilhon. Specific associated industries
ing grounds and feeding areas for
directly related to harvesting
commercial and recreational fishes
increases this value to $148.4 railwas calculated at $93.7‘5 million.
lion. Additional industries relating to
This value was equally divided
the processing, wholesaling, and
between New York and Connecti.
retailing of fish and shellfish we~
cut.
not considered. Thus, the value this
Connecticut’s shellfish industry
industry adds to the Connecticut
has grown from a harvest of 30,000
economy is understated,
bushels in 1972 to 900,000 bushel~
An estimated 7..5 million perin 1992 with a value exceeding $46
sons visited Connecticut’s beaches
million. The shellfish industry
in 1990. Studies conducted in
contributes approximately $,~00,000
Rhode Island and Florida indicate
in goods and in-kind .~.=wices to the
that this translates directly into
Connecticut Department of Agdcul$1.59.1 million for Connecticut’s
ture, which oversees the State’s
economy (on average, $21 per pershellfish industry.
son per year). Related contributions
An estimated 392,419 acres are
to the State’s tourism industry
available for growing shellfish; of
increase this estimate to $361.4‘5
these, over 46,‘500 are currently
million,
cultivated. Eighty percent of all acreSport’fishing constitutes another
age available for shetlfishing is curimportant industry in Long Island
rentJy approved or conditionally
Sound. Roughly 330,000 people
approved. The remaining 2OO/o
participated in the sport in 1991.
(78,009 acres) is closed. Four milli~
Direct expen@~ures associated with
bushels of oyster sheik have been
sport fishing is estimated at $2‘58..5
planted in an attempt to restore
million (on average, $780 per
State public oyster beds. Manageangler per year). Related activities
ment efforts of local shelffish cornincrease this estimate to $624.6
missions are increasing, and several
million contnbuted to Connecticut’s
towns, including Stamford, Norwalk,
economy (on average, $1,890 per
Guilford, and Madison, have begun
angler per year.~.
"relay" programs to enhance recreRecreational boating represen~
ational shellfishing.
the largest industry that depends on
Other fisheries, including Iobmainta~mng wa!er quality. Direct
sters, finfish, squid, hard dams,
expenditures for equipment and
scallops, and conch, contribute sigservices were eshmated at $836
nificantly to Connecticut’s ~shery
million. Th~s increased to $1.84
harvest. This harvest amounted to
bilhon with the ~nctusion of related
19,200,000 pounds in 1992, com.
activities,
bining live weight of fish, lobsters,
Finally, an a~tempt was made to
and squid plus the meat of oysters,
estimate the vakJe of salt marshes as
clams, scallops, and conch. At an
a resource unto themselves and not
off-vessel value of nearly $60 railas developable land. Many values,
lion, this makes Connecticut the
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largest aquaculture-producing State
in the region.
District of Columbia
The stench of the Potomac
River in the 1960s made recreation
on or near the river undesirable,
The change in the water quality
today is readily discernible. Today
residents and visitors recreate along
its banks as well as partake in vanous boating activibes on the river.
Water sports such as rowing, wind
surfing, and annual water vehicle
competitions have become part of
the Potomac River culture in the
District. Increased development
along the Georgetown and
Alexandria water fronts are another
symbol of the river’s resurgence.
There has been a return of recreational fishing to District waters.
Surveys conducted by fisheries management programs have clearly
shown that fishing and the number
of anglers have increased greatly.
The sale of fishing licenses in the
District provided the support for
these surveys. The number of fishing licenses sold in 1993 (12,916) is
more than two and one-half times
the number sold in 1988 (4,900
licenses)--the first year fishing
licenses were said.
These benefits are real and it is
important to note that they would
not have been feasible without the
leadership of the Federal Govern.
ment, State government, local gayeminent, citizen groups, and industry all working together,
New York
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation published 20 Year Trends in Water

Quality of River~ and Streams in New
York State in 1993. The study reports trends in macroinvertebrates
from 1972 to 1992. The increase in
macroinvertebrates such as mayflies,
caddisflies and stoneflies is a significant indicato~ of the improving
health of a waterbody. The following describes 10 of New York’s
greatest success stones:
Canandalgua OutJet below
Canandaigua - The stream in 1972
had 3 to 4 inches of black organic
sludge downstream of the sewage
discharge. Foliov~ng the 1980
upgrading of the Canandaigua
Sewage Treatment Plant, mayflies
and caddisflies are now found at the
downstream site.
Cattaraugus Creek, Gowanda Water quality is now considered
excellent in Cattaraugus Creek; the
benthic fauna is dominated by intolerant species. Moderate to severe
pollution from tannery and glue
processing discharges was well
documented in 1976. These di~charges have since been eliminated.
Cayadutta Creek below
Johnstown - Severe pollution was
well documented at all sites downstream of the Gloversvilie-Johnstown
wastewater treatment facility. Fol!owing the 1991 upgrade of the
plant, species nchness indicators
increased from 8 to 23, and mayflies, stoneflies, and caddisflies were
found, similar to the upstream site.
Lower Hudson River below
Albany - AI! biological indices have
~mproved below Atbany since 1972
and may be a~ributed to many
improvements in mun~c~pa! and
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industrial sewage treatment. Several
blue crabs were collected in this
reach in 1992.
Mohawk River below Rome From 1972 to 1989, spe<:ies rich.
heSS rose from 8 to 24 species, and
mayflies, stoneflies, and caddisflies
appeared. The change is attributed
to improved treatment of both
industrial and municipal wastes.
Mohawk River below Utici Following the constructJon and
upgrade of sewage treatment facilibe.s, the macroinvertebrate fauna
changed from a tolerant worm and
midge fauna to a diverse fauna
containing mayflies and caddisflies.
Oneida Creek below Oneida - The
1982 upgrade of the Oneida Sewage Treatment Plant changed the
fauna from a severely impacted
community of worms and midges
to a diverse community of mayflies,
stone=lies, and caddisflies.
Skaneateles Creek, entire length Most sites were found to be severely
impacted in 1972. In 1992, following improved treatment of most
discharges, diverse communities
were found, with numerous mayflies
and caddi~ies.
Tonawanda Creek below Batavia The former fauna below the sewage
discharge was a classic worm and
midge sewage fauna. Following the
1990 completion of the new Batavia
wastewater treatment facility, this
forrnedy severely impacted site now
harbors man.~ mayflies and
caddisflies.

Upper Hudson River below Glens
Fails - Mayfty/caddisfl), species
increased from 1 to 7 from 1972 t~
1986, f~lowing numerous improvernents in treatment of municipal
and industrial wastes. 8iok)gic~
changes were accompanied by
improvements in water d~ldty.

Water Qualit~ Benefits in the
Nation’s Waterbodies
Iowi’$ Sw~m Like
In the early 1980s, Iowa’s Swan
Lake suffered from turbidity,
sedimentation, nuisance algal
blooms, and frequent fi.shkJlls. By
1990 conditions had changed:*
¯ In 1990, visits to Swan Lake State
Park were up 170% from 1986
levels, and camping in the park
more than do~Jbled during the s~ne
pek)d.
¯ Between 1982 and 1989, the
number of anglers at the lake
increased more than sevenfold.
¯ From 1987 through 1990, the
value of fishing at Swan Lake
exceeded $1.75 million.
¯ Between 1986 and 1990, concession income at the park quadrupled.
¯ Camping receip~ in 1990 were
2.5 Limes higher than those of
1986.
Chesape,lke Bay
A 1987 study estimated the
value of the Chesapeake Bay to the
commercial fishing industry, port

*US. EPA, Oeon Lok~ P~gr~m Rev,,ew. |992.
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and shipbuilding activities, and Bay.
related tourism at $31.6 billion.
Recreational activities, such as boating, fishing, hunting, sightseeing,
and dining on the regional cuisine
accounted for $8.4 billion per year.*
Guff of Mexicot
There are almost 2 million registered motor boats in the five Gulf
States and an estimated 4 million
recreational anglers. In 1991 the
National Marine Fisheries Service
estimated there were 15.5 million
marine recreational fishing trips in
the Gulf of Mexico region. Private
and rental boat anglers accounted
for the highest percentage of the
fishing effort,
The Guff of Mexico is especially
rich in fish and shellfish species,
Three of the top 10 U.S. ports in
terms of the value of fish landings
are located in the Gulf States. AJso,
the Gulf had three of the top five
States in terms of value in 1990:
Louisiana, Texas, and Ronda. Seventy percent of the 346 million
pounds of shdmp landed in the U.S.
in 1990 came from the Gulf States
(250 million pounds) valued at
$420 million. Other important
shellfish include blue crabs and oysters. In 1989, Texas and Louisiana
landed 11.7 milhon pounds of tuna
valued at $22.5 million. The Gulf
also accounted for 11.5 million
pounds of shark valued at $7.9
million,

Gr~at Lak~
The Great Lakes prowde
tremendous economic and ecological benefits to the area. One quarter
of all U.S. industry and more than
70% of U.S. and 60% of Canadian
steel mills are in the Great Lakes
Basin. Over 23 milhon people
depend on the Great Lakes for
dnnking water. The area affords
habitat for a vast array of plant and
animal species, many of which are
native to the Great Lakes Basin.
RecreaUonal benefits are also
significant. Data from the mid1980s indicate that r~:reational
boating marinas employed almost
20,000 people. Boat sales and other
boater spending (marina fees,
licenses, repairs, etc.) amounted to
almost $4 billion per year. Recreational fishing adds another $3
lion to $7 bill~n per year.
Water quality in the Great Lakes
has improved significantly since the
passage of the Clean Water Act in
1972. Although discharges from
wastewater treatment plants have
increased due to population growth
and development pressures, levels of
dissolved oxygen have steadily
improved. Reductions in organic
material, solids, and phosphorus are
noteworthy as well. Phosphorus
loadings to Green Bay from the Fox
River decreased by 3.6 million
pounds by 1982. Fish have returned
to some harbors from which they
had disappeared.

*US. F.PA~ Ch~’~ke B~v Pro~2rom’ A WO~ in Pr~ss, A Re~m~t~ ~ ~he Fi~t ~e ~
the Cheso~o~e ~v Restoration Washington, ~ Septem~r 1993
The Center for Marine Conse~at~o~ an~ U S EPA. ~n~nmental O~h~ m t~ Cuff of M~x~o
~ C~zen~ Cu~oe 2rid Ed ~ash~nqlon, D C : )one 1992
U S EP~ ~ce of Water C~eu~ ~o~er A Memor~o~ D~ Pe~t~e Wa~ngton, ~: May
1994
’
~-
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The number of double-crested
cormorant, a water bird that all but
vanished in the Great Lakes in the
!970s, has cl,mbed to 12,000 nest.
ing pairs. The number of bald
eagles is neanng the highest level
ever measured in Michigan.
ImprovemenEs in Great Lakes
water quality have had a positive
economic impact on the recre,
ational fishing industry. Fishing
licenses purchased in the county of
Green Bay, Wisconsin, increased
from 19,000 in 1970 to 51,000 in
1989. Boat registration more than
doubled during the same period,
leading to an ~ncreased demand for
launch ramps and other boating
facilities in the Green Bay area. The
revitalization of the fishery resources
in Lake Ontario has spurred the
development of the charter boat
fishing industry, boater and angler
access sites, fishing derbies, and
additional employment opportunities,

Water quality improvements
and increased lakeside development
have caused people to return to the
shore of Lake Erie to enioy boating,
fishing, swimm ng, and other water.
based activities. Algal blooms and
bacteria counts in Ohio beach areas
along Lake Erie have dropped more
than 90% from 1968 to 1991. As a
result, Ohio’s waterfront has seen an
increased number of boating, camping, and vacation resort facilities
being constructed. From 1986 to
1993, there was a 30O/o increase in
the number of marinas in the Lake
Erie Basin. Ohio’s Lake Ede tourism
industry is now an $8.5 billion ~
year indust~.
Lakeshore cities, such as Cleveland, Ohio, have begun to restore
their shorelines, which were considered "dead" 25 years ago. A n~
harbor and festival park have
already been completed. Several
museums are completed or are
under construction and an
aquarium is planned.
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OMB Contro~ No. 2090-0019
Expires on 10/31/97

What Do You Think About This Report?
EPA constantly seeks to improve the content and presentation of information in the National Water
Ouality Inventor~ Report to Congress. Your response to the following questions will help EPA tailor the
conte,~t and presentation of future reports to actdress your needs. Please pull out this page and return
your commenLs to the address on the reverse. Thank you for taking the time to respor~d.

1. Are there additional topics that you would like to see covered
in this document?
Please list topic~:

2. Are there topics that should be removed from this document?
Please list topics:

3. Wa.~. the organization of the report adequate?
How could the organization be improved?

NO
[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

4. In general, were the figures and graphic~ easy to understand?
Which figures were most effective at conveying inforrnabon to you?

5. Were there any figures that were difficult to understand?.
Please list figures:

6. Do you have any other suggestions for improving the content
and presentation of information in this Report to Congress?
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Barry Burgan
National 305(’9) Coordinator
U.S. EPA (4S03F0
401 M Street, SW
Washington, DC 20460

~,

5
~rst tt~ ......

Pubhc re!~or~ing burcle~ is ~st~mated to ~’~r~ge 15 m~nutes p~r response, including the tzme for r~.,~ng instrucOon, gathering
~nforma[~o~., anci completing and reviewing the collect.o~ o! informal’ion Sencl comrr~nts regarding ~his burcien esOrr~te or any othe~
as~~, of th~s collechon of ntormatton, including suggest~om tot r~iuc~ng the burden, to: O~rec~or, OPPF Regulatory Irlformatlo~
D v s~o’~ U.S ~nwronmen~l Protection Agency (21 36), 401 M SL, SW, Washington, DC 26460. Inclucte th~ OMB conb’o~ numbe~ in
any co~res~,onOence. Do not ~encl the comple~e~l questionnaire to this adOress
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Order Form
Additional copies of this report and related water quality assessment document~ can be order~ from the
National Center for Environmental Publication and Information (NCEPI) or accessed elec’tronically on the
Intemet through EPA’s Water Information Network (see page 380 for instructions). To order hard copies, please
check the boxes beside the documents that you would like to order and return this form to the ~ddress on
rever~e, or fax this form to NCEPI at ($13) 891-668S. Due to limited supply, we can s~md you only one copy of
each publication. Allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery.

[]

The National Water Quality Inventory:. 1994 Report to Congress. EPA841 -R-95-00S. December 1995.
The complete repor~ containing di~ussions of water quality information submitted by States, Tdbes,
and other iurisdicbons as well as full descnptions of EPA programs to maintain and restore w~ter quality.
(572 page~)

[]

The National Water Quality Inventory:. 1994 Report to Congress - Appendixes. EPA841-R-9.S-006.
December 199S. This document contains the c~ata tables used to generate the infocmation presented in
the 1994 Report to Congress.
(216 pages)

~F-t The Quality of Our Nation’s Water. 1994. Executhre Summary of the NaUonal Water Qu~ity
Inventory: 1994 Report to Congress. EPA841-S-95-004. December 1995. A summary of the complete
Report to Congress, including individual summanes of the Section 305(b) reports submitted by the States,
Tnbes, and othe~ jurisdictions.

(2OO page~)
[---

Fact Sheet: National Water Quality Inventory:. 1994 Report to Congress. EPA841-F.9.~.011. December
199S. Bnef synopsis of the water quality data submitted by the States, Tribes, and other jurisdictions in
their 1994 Se~on 30S(b) report~.

(12 page)
~

Water Quality Conditions in the United States. EPA841 -F-95-O10. December 1995. A short profile of the
National Water Quality Inventory: 1994 Repo~ to Congress.

(2 pages)
~-~

Guidelines for PreparaUon of the 1994 State Water Quality Assessments (305(b) Reports).
EPA841-B-93-(X)4. May 1993.

(300 page~)
[]

Guidelines for Preparation of the 1996 State Water Quality Assessments (305(b) Reports).
EPA841-B-9.S-001. May
(350 pages)
Knowing Our Waters: Tdbal Reporting Under Section 305(b). EPA841-B-95-O03. May 1
(1 ? pages)

Ship to:
Address:
City, State, ZIP:
Daytime Phone:
(Please include anea coc~e)
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fo~d

NCEPI
11029 Kenwood Road, Building .5
Cincinnati, OH 4.5242
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Regional Offices
For additional information about water quality in your Region, please contact your EPA
Regional Sect,on 30S(b) Coordinato~ listed below:
Diane Switzer
EPA Region 1 (EMSoLEX)
60 Wesrview Street
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 860-.4377
CormcctJcut, Massachusetts, Maine,
N’~" Hampshire,

0
L

Dave Stoltenberg
EPA Region S (SQ-14J)
77 West Jackson Street
Chicago, IL 60604
(312) 353-5784
IIImuis, Indiana, Michi,~an,
Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin

Rhode lsian,l, Vermont

Phil )ohnso~
EPA Region 8 (SWM-WQ)
One Denve~ Place
999 18th StmeL Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202
(303) 312-6275
Colorado, Montana, North Dakota,

Jane Leu
EPA Region 2 (SWQB)
290 Broadway, 25~ Floor
New York, NY 10007-1866
(212) 637-3741
New Jers¢7,; New York,
Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands

Russell Nelson
EPA Region 6 (6W-Q1")
1445 Ross Avenue
Dallas, TX 75202
(2!4) 665-6646
Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico,
Oklahoma, Texas

South Dakola, Utah, Wyoming

Margaret Passmo~
EPA Region 3 (3E511)
841 Chestnut Street
Philade
PA 19107
l~/aware,phia,
MaO,lm~l
’ Penn~ylvan~z,
(215)
597
.6149
Virginia, W~t Vir3inla’ D~trlct of

Robert Steiert
EPA Region 7
726 Minnesota Aver=ue
Kansas City, KS 66101
(913) 551-7433
Iowa, KmL~s, Mis~ouri, Nebraska

N~vada, American Somoa, Guam

2

Janet Ha~himoto
EPA Regio~ 9
75 Hawthorne SL
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 744-1933
Arizona, California, Hawaii,
Curry Jones
EPA Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 553-6912
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washingto~

David Me~rd

~ Reg~ 4

U.S. EPA Regions

Water Management ~
AUanta, GA 30365
(404) 347-2126
Alabama, Florida, ~,
Carolina, 5outh Carolina,

i

’

-

~
’ ~ ~ Pue~o

I ’

L
For additional ~nformabon about water quality in your State or other iurisdiction,
please contact your Se~hon 305(b) Coordinator hsted ~n Chapters 9, 10 and 11.

~- -
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To advance the soence and art ot good land and water use wodo%vide

L~

_SOl

WATER

.

Empire State Chapter
100 S. Clinton Street, Room 771
P.o.
Box 7172
Syracuse,
New York 13261-7172
- , ’-:~: : ’~ :

CONSERVATION
",
SOCIETY
Dear Land Manager, ¯
The Soll Cons.ervatlon Society of America was organized in 1945
with the objective to "Advance the Art and~clence of Wise Land
Use." Although the organization cl~an~ed-:~-~na~ to the Soll and
Water Conservation Society (SWCS) in 198~,~It’s ~o~-~l~emalne’ to
promote excellence in land and water l~ah’~gement in local
communities and throughout the world..":.The~_.EmPlre State ~hapter
of SWCS is the local, New York State uhlt-6~: th~ ~Internat~hal
organization.
~ .....
In 1988,
the Chapter accepted thtt~h~l-’Z~n
’
~. eg o~
....
~,~sh~n~. and
¯
distributing erosion~ and
areas as an appropriate project ~i~hi~,~h~e~do’~ctlve of
the Society. The Cha.pt.e.r: has_ als~C~q~E~e~.t~li~hlng and
distribution responsiDi llry" for s.~,,f.~T,,,r&%e~,.~,~e~nt~., gu~d..el’~es
A variety of training is. available using one’or both of
manuals as references.
These guldellnes will benefit all cltlkens, both"those who
install practices and those who benefit from their Instal~atlon.
I would llke you, the users of these guidelines, a person
concerned with proper land use, to know more about the Soll and
Water Conservation Society.
SWCS
a non-proflt, international organization with more than
13,000 members. Members of the Society help promote land and
water management excellence through personal i~-~-~olvement and
coll,~utlve action.
The members of th~ S~,.:lety r~eive bi.-~onthly, the ~
Soil and Wa~e~ ~.o~ser~ o;,e of tAe mo~t .v~.p~.ct~4 ~.~.gazlnes
in la~d and watez" management ~n the wo~L.l. ~t has been published
for more hhan 40 year-- and is a maj,:z be~:~.,:i~., of beln9 a member.
Society members have ,.:,. outstanding a~n;:~l ~et:[~g each year at
different locations t~~£oughout tl.e D .S. ~.. an4 Canada. There are
also many special col.fe:’ences an.i .4rrk.~ ~. gz . Ds throughout the
y:.~.~- The act_vi’Lles ~.re too n,.~a..’.’ous ~ discuss hero, but if
y.,~ ~.o:~id ilk,=_ ::dditional Infor~,a~.~.on, w~-ite me at tbs address on
5h"~" letter or c;.il me du2.".ng L~:,ess .... .*,~ at ,~607) 776-9631
ext. 2542. (Th~ a4aress of th..* ..[.,te::~utJ..u~i Ha~’!q~aart~rs is:
Soil ,,nd $:ate;~ Conservation Society, 7515 ~.£. Ankeny Road,
Ankeny, Iowa 50021).
I commend yo,~ for u~i.=g a sound app.,,~eh %.~ i::.~.~vcntlng ~edlment
problems in your =u~.,,unity. The Emp= ~ ’b_pler is pleased to
provide you with these guidelines.

JOHN P. WILDEMAN
President, Empire State Chapter, SWCS
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NEW YORK GUIDELINES FOR URBAN
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PREFACE

O

The parent document "Guidelines for Erosion and Sedi- pemanent structural measures for erosion and water conment Control in Urban Areas of New York State" was trol, update the diseiplinevocabuiary, incorporate the most
originally published by the USDA-Soil Conservation Set- recent methods and procedures available, and provide
vice in 1972 to provide information on minimizing erosion local planners and legislators examples of public adand sediment problems on land undergoing urban ministration. The guide was again revised in mid-1991 to

development.Theseguldelinesw~rensedbysoilandwater incorporate general updates, a chapter on calculating
conservation districts, planning boards, property owners,
land developers, contractors and consultants,

Based upon the experience gained in the use of this document, a committee was formcd in1978 to update this guide.
This committee contained speciali~ and representatives
from:
New York State Soil & Water Conservation Committee
Agronomy Department, Cornell University
Agricultural Engineering Department, Cornell University
New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation
New York State Department of Transportation
New York Chapter of Land Improvement Contractors
of America
O’Brien and Gere Engineers, Inc.
USDA-Soil Conservation Service

runoff, a chapter on bioengineering, the addition of ternporary and permanent practices and a site spocific example
demonstrating the planning and design process.
Although the initial publication was written for internal
Service and Soil and Water Conservation District use, the
need and demand for this information has expanded
throughout the State to other public service agencies and
the general public. This document aims to help improve
water quality, reduce sediment damage and associated
maintenance costs of road ditches, storms sewers, streams,
lakes, flood control structures, and improv~ the value of
on-site detention basins for recreational use. It is distributed by the Empire State Chapter of the Soll and Water
Conservation Society.
This guide can be used to assist local units of governn~nt
in preparing and implementing their soil erosion and sedimcnt control programs and in reviewing proposed site
development plans; establish or encourage uniformity
through standards in applying erosion control techniques;
and help developers and planners to make maximum use
of potential development sites by proper management of
their natural resources. It is to tiffs end the document was
created.

This committee completed their draft document "Sediment
and Erosion Control for Developing Areas" in May 1980.
Before this document could be finalized, technological
advances and increased demand for natural resource plan- Donald W. Lake, Jr., P.E.
ning due to i~ncreased urban pressure on rural areax, caused
an additional need for revision and expansion of the tech- State Conservation Engineer
nical chapters.
USDA-Soil Conservation Service
In March 1985, work resumed on the guide to expand the Syracuse, New York
standards and specifications to include temporary and
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IN I HODUC~iON

I
Erosion and Sediment Hazards
Associated with Urban Developments

Purpose
These guidelines provide information on minimizing
erosion and sediment problems on land undergoing urban
development. They show how to use soil, water and plants
to improve the quality of our environment. These
guidelines were developed by the Soil Conservation Setvice (SCS) in cooperation with state and local agencies for
use by soil and water conservation districts (hereafter
referred to as districts). These guidelines also may be
helpful to planning boards and other government bodies,
property owners, land developer~ contractors, consult.
ants, and otherg.

In the urbanizing proce~ many people may be adversely
affected by development on relatively small areas of land.
Uncontrolled erosion and sediment from these areas may
cause considerable economic damage to individuah
society in general. Stream pollution a~d damages to public
facilities and private homes are example&
Hazards associated with urban developmentahtclude:
1. a large increase of rail exposed to ero~n from whul
and water;,

Scope and Authority

2. increased water runoff, ~oil movement, tedimeat
A. removal of plant over;

dustrlal, institutional, recreational and highway develop.
ments are occurring or are imminent. They are statewide
in scope and are somewhat generalized due to variations
in climate, topography, geology, mih and plant requirements. Feasible ways to minimize erosion and sedimentation are varied and comple~x. Alternative methods can be
used to solve a problem. F’mal decisions on measures to be

B. a decrease in the area of soil which can
water because ofcon.~tructionofst~eeA&build.
ings, sidewalks and parking lotg
C. changes in drainage areas caused by grading
operatiomb dlvc~ons and ~ree~g
D. changes in volume and duration of water con-

~ are made by local people,
~ -’~
- ’~

centrations caused by altering ~
tance and surface rougime~
E. ~oil compaction byheavy equipment which can
reduce the water intake of goih as much m 90

The SCS, working through district~ has broad authority to
help people solve problems of soil, water, and related
resources. There may be time~ however, when these

problems or related conditions are referred to outside

percent oft he original rate;

groups for advice or assistance. Any technical assistance
given by SCS personnel must conform with local policies
and procedures as well as standards established by the
agency,

F. prolonged exposure of unprotected ~ites and
service areas to poor weather condRiom.
3. altering the groundwater regime that may adversely
affect drainage systems, slope stability, survival of
existing vegetation and establishment of new plants;
4. exposing subsurface materials that are too rocky, too
acid, or otherwise unfavorable for establishing plants;
5. obstructing streamflow with new buildings, dikes and
landfdls;
6. improper timing and sequence of construction and

If authorized by districts, SCS can:
1. assist local groups or communities in reviewing and
developing resource plans and evaluating benefits
and costs of treatment measures;
2. provide technical assistance to install soil, water and
plant conservation measures before or during con-

struction;
3. give advice on maintenance programs for installed
me.asure.$,

¯

:
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7.

development activifie~
abandonment of sites before completion of constructlon.
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BASIC PRINCIPLES OF EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
I
1. Soil Erodibility - The vulnerability of a soil to erosion is
The Erosion and Sedimentation
Processes

known as erodibility, The soil structure, texture, and percentagc of organic matter influence its crodibility. The

The standards, specifications and planning guidelines most crodible soils generally contain high proportions of
presented in this document are intended to be utilized silt and vcry finc sand. The presence of clay or organic
when development activities change the natural topog- matter tends to decrease soil erodibility. Clays are sticky
raphy and vegetative cover of an area. It is necessary to and tend to bind soil particles together. Organic matter
formulate and implement erosion and sediment control helps to maintain stable soil structure (aggrogates).
plans with urban land development because such develop- 2. Vegetative Cover - Vegetation protects soil from the
ment can increase erosion and sediment problems. To erosive forces of raindrop impact and runoff scour in
understand how erosion and sediment rates arc increased several ways. Vegetation (top growth) shields the toil surrequires an understanding of the proces.~ themselves,
face from raindrop impact while the root mass holds toil
Soil erosion is the removal of soil by water, wind, ice, or particles in place. Grass buffer strips can be used to filter
gravity.Thisdocumentdealsprimarilywiththetypesofsoil sediment from the surface runoff. GrnsseJ also slow the
erosion caused by rainfall and surface runoff. Raindrops velocity of runoff, and help maintain the infiltration
strike the soil surface at a velocity of approximately 25-30 capacity of a soil. The establishment and maintenance of
feet per second and can cause splash erosion. Raindrop vegetation are the most important factor~ in
erosion causes partides of soil to be detached from the soil erosion during development.
mass and splash into the air. After the soil particles are 3. Topography - Slope length and steepness greatly indislodged, they can be transported by surface nmoff., which fluence both the volume and velocity of surface runoff.
results when the soil becomes too saturated to absorb
Long slopes deliver more runoff" to the base of slopes and
falling rain orwhen the rain falls at an intensitygreater than steep slopes increase runoff.velodty. Both coaditiom onthe rate at which the water can enter the soil. Scouring of hance the potential for erosion to occur.
the exposed soil surface by runoff can cause further
erosion. Runoffean become concentrated into rivulets or 4. Climate - Climate also affects erosion potential in
well defined channels up to several inches deep. This area. Rainfall characteristics such as frequency, intensity,
advanced stage is called rift erosion. If rills and grooves and duration directly influence the amount of runoff that
remaln unrepaired, they may develop into gullies wben is generated. As tbe frequency of rainfall increases, water
more concentrated nmoff flows downslope,
has less chance Io drain through the soil between storms.
The soil will remain saturated for longer periods of time
Sediment deposition occurs when the rate of surface flow and stormwater runoff volume may be potentially greater.
is iusuffidcnt for the transport of soil particles. The Therefore, erosion risks are high where rainfallis frequent,
heavier particles, such as ,sand and gravel, transport less intense, or Icogthy.
readily than the lighter silt and day particles. Previously
another storm and ~xansported farther dowuslope. In this defines pcriods of high erosion potential during the year.
way, sediment is carried intermittently downstream from A high erosion potential may exist in the spring when the
its upland point of origin,
surface soil first thaws and the ground underneath remains
frozen. A low intensity rainfall may cause substantial
Factors That Influence Erosion
erosion because the frozen subsoil prevents water infiltration. In addition the erosion potential increases during the
The erosion potential of a site is determined by f’m: factors; summer months due to more frequent, high intensity rainsoil erodibility, vegetative cover, topography, climate and fail.
season. Although the factors are interrelated as determinants of erosion potential, they are discussed separately
for easy understanding.
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RESOURCE PLANNING IN URBAN AREAS

I

J

V

Soil and Water Conservation District offices and will
specifically provide the following soils information:

Resource Planning
Effective solutions to urban erosion and sediment
problems begin with planning. Resource plans can guide
and control urban growth preventing wasteful and haphazard developments.
Districts and the SCS have technical resource data and
information that can serve as a basis for decision making
by local authorities to fulfill the objectives established by
plans. These objectives may include reserving best agricultural areas for cropland; maintaining an economic agricultural use; protecting historical, scenic and natural beauty
areas; providing for open spaces and parks; developing
attractive residential, institutional and industrial areas; and
using floodplains and other problem areas for recreation
buffer zones and conservation education uses.

"~"

A. descriptions, erodibility, limitations and
capabilities;
B. engineering properties of soils;
C. suitability of the soil as a r~ource material fo~
topsoil, gravel, sand highways, dams and lcvecs;
D. site suitability for buildings, roads, winter grading,
foundations, septic tank disposal fields, sanitmy
land fdis, vegetation, reservoirs, dams, artificial
drainage, recreational areas and wildlife development. Generalized soils information, also useful
for some purposes, is usually available in SCS
offices.

Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

Land Development Plans

An erosion and sediment control plan should be prepared
As more specific plans, such as plans for subdivisions, are for all land development and construction activities when
developed for smaller areas, SCS can furnish more detailed it is determined that soil erosion and sedimontation, if not
controlled, may have a significant affect on the envirtminformation and interpretations. This information will help
ment. Appendix A, New York State Department of Eadetermine the suitabilityofthe site for the kind of development to be made. It will also help in planning and treating vlronmental Conservation TOGS 5.1.10 provides guidance
these lands to greatly reduc~ erosion and sediment for initiating erosion and sediment control plans.
problems during construction.
A great deal of information must be assimilated to develop
Certain basic data need to be assembled before adequate an efficient plan to minimize erosion and controlsedlmew
technical information and interpretations can be provided ration at a construction site. An erosion and sedimeatt
control plan shows the site’s existing topography, and how
for a subdivision or other type of spec~c plan. These data
and when it will be altered. It also shows the erosion and
consist primarily of:
sediment control measures that will be used to minimize
1. Geo~aphy of the Area to be Developed
the risk of sediment pollution, and how and when they will
Conditions of proposed areas to be developed need be implemented and maintained. The coordination of

~’.

to be examined early in the planning stages. These erosion and sediment control practices with construction
conditions include location, accessibility, present activities is explaiaed on the plan by a phasing schedule.

land use, size of proposed tract, topography, drainage
The Planning Process
pattern, geology, hydrology, soils, vegetation and
climate. Such information is obtained from on-site
The following procedure is recommended to develop ¯
examinations and existing technical reports, maps, plan that will efficiently control erosion and sedimentation
tecords and other documented material usually avail- throughout the site development process.
able from local sources.
1. Plan the Development to Fit the Site
2. Study of SoiLs in the Area to be Developed
Assess the physical characteristic~ of the site to deterSoiLs information, interpretations and data are basic
mine how it can be developed with the smallest risk
to urban land uses. These studies provide an under.of environmental damage. Minimize grading by utili~standing of the capabilities and general limitations of
mg the existing topography wherever possible. Avoid
the site. They point out the feasibility of planned land
disturbing wetlands or other environmentally seusiuses, economic considerations and conservation retire areas Minimiz~ offsite impacts by maintaining
quircments ofthesite,
vegetative buffer strips between disturbed and adjacent areas.
Soils information such as detailed soil maps and interpretation sheets may be available in local SCS and
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5. Deslgnateresponsibilityfor implementing the erosion
and sediment control plan to one individual

often have excessi~ grades that ;,,crease ermiou
hazards and sedimentation.

6. Implement a daily inspection program to deterufine
when erosion and sediment control measures need
maintenance or repair. Pay particular attention to the

2. Construction plans for pubfic utilities should include
steps needed to reduce sediment producing hazards
when pipelines, electric transmission and telephone

inspection fotlowing rainfall ev~

3. Environmental quality is enhanced when open spaces,
parks, recreational areas, ponds, wildlife habitat and
other areas of publlc use become i~tcgral parts of the
plan. These areas should be w~ll delineated and
protected from damages that may occur from hereby
construction. Selections of such areas should be
based upon mils, vegetntion, water, topography,

Estimates of soil losses can be made for construction sites
by using the Universal Soil Loss Equation. This equation
uses rainfall intensity or erosion index, soil erodibility, and
slope factors in calculating the estimated soil loss. The
equation is used to determine sheet and rill erosion loss~

L

4. Integrated sudace and storm drainage systems are
essential parts of any planned development. The plan
should clearly specify:, location and capacities of
diversions and debris basins; paved or other types of
lined chutes, outlets and waterways; drop inlets; open
or dosed drains; stream channel protection and bank
erosion structure~.
5. Stabilizing land with plant materials or mulches should
be part of a planned development. Retention of existing natural vegetation in stratcgk areas is beneficial
and desirable.
6. Installation of the control measures before or as soon
as possible during construction will greatly reduce
erosion and sediment damage~

Prcdictionsofsoillossesinareastobedcvelopedisdlrectly
related to resource planning. The predictions will influence
the degree of planning and treatment required for proper
control of erosion and sediment. Predicted soil losses may
also create an awareness among developers, local government agencies and others of the urgent need to install
conservation measures before or concurrent with construction.
Soil ior, ses on a construction site may be predicted for a
whole year, a part of a year or on the basis of’probabillty"
storms and magnitudes of single storms. (Refer to Appendix B for instructions and examples on how the Universal
Soil Lo~ Equation is ttsed for this purlX~.)

Estimating Sediment Yield

._

7. Temporary and/or permanent erosion control
measures may be ne.~ded. They should also be installed a~ soon as possible. Provisions for maintenance of these me.xsures should be part of the plan
and enforced.

Sediment yield involves both soil erosion on the site and
the transport mechanism acting to ears’,/ the eroded
material off the site.
Where sediment yields from a developing area are needed
for calculation of sediment basin design, etc., the methods
in Section 8 can be used for determining the amount of the
eroded material that will leave the site as sediment.

Planning ASsistarIce
Planning assistance may be available from the county Soil
and Water Conservation District.
Based upon data and information described above, planning assistance during the development of a plan may
include the following considerations:
1. Planning of streets and lots should relate to site conditions. Streets laid out at right angles to contours
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lines are installed.

Predicting Soil Losses

~ :~ ~!~:.,~..

~’~"

ErosioI1 and Sediment Control
Ordinances and Subdivision Resulations
~ ordinances or regulations dealing with erosion and
sediment controls enhance and implement resource planning and development in areas that are to be urbanized.
The SCS does not, in any way, participate in the enactment
or enforcement of ordinances. This is strictly the responsibility of authorized government agencies and officials. At
the request of local Districts, the SCS can furnish any
available technical information or data that may be useful
to authorized local government agencies when preparing
to formulate ordinances or regulations.
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S I I=PS IN THE SELECTION OF CONTROL MEASURES

’
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¯
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~

Step 1: Identify. Cnntrol Methnel. On any construction site
the objective in erosion and sediment control is to prevent
off-site sedimentation damage. Three basic methods are
used to control erosion on construction sites: runoff control, soll stabilization, and sediment control Controlling
erosion should be the ftrst line of defense. Where soll
properties and topography of the site make the design of
sediment trapping facilities impractical, runoff control and
soil stabilization should be used. Controlling erosion is very
effective for small disturbed areas such as single lots or
small areas of a development that do not drain to a sediment trapping facility,

J

can be taken to solve the problem. Strategies can be used
individually or in combination. For example, if there is a
cut slope to be protected from erosion, the strategies may
be to protect the ground surface, divert water from the
slope or shorten it. Any combination of the above can be
used. If no rainfall except that which falls on the slope hal
the potential to cause erosion and if the dope ia relatively
short, protecting the soil surface is often all that i~ re..quired
to solve the problem.
Step 4: Identify. Cnntrol Meg~ure Grau.n. Once required
strategies are identified, the planning matrix leads to the
group or groups of control measures that will accomplish
one strategy. Control measures within e~ch group have
similar purpose, ~cope, appfication, desig~ criteria, r~and
ard plans, and construction specifications. Th~efot~ any
measure within a group will solve the problem in questio~

Sediment trapping facilities should be used on large
developments where mass grading is planned, where it is
impossible or impractical to control erosion, and where
sediment particles are relatively large. A minimum of cost
for erosion and sediment control is usually accomplished
by using a combination of vegetative and structural erosion Step 5: Select S.neeific ~rmrrnl Measure - The final step
erosion and sediment control planning can be
control and sedimentation control measures,
complished by completing final design. ~ involves ~
Step 2: Identify_ Problem Are~ - Once a method of control ration of any control measure within a group to solve the
is selected, potential erosion and sediment control prob- specific erosion and sediment control problem. From
lem areas are identified. Areas where erosion is to be
descrlpfiousgiventotherightofeachcontrolmeasur~,.,tbe
controlled will usually fall into categories of slopes, graded one measure which is most economical, practical, efficient,
areas or drainage ways. Slopes include graded rlghts-of- and adaptable to the rite can be cho~ea.
way, stockpile areas, and all cut or fdl dopes. Graded areas
include all stripped areas other than slopes. Drainage Once the specific control measure has been selected, the
ways are areas where concentrations of water flow nat ural- plan key symbol given in the matrix can be placed on the
ly or artificially, and the potential for gully erosion is high. erosion and sediment control site plan to show where
Problem areas where sediment is to be controlled fall into control measures will be used~ Standardized design, plan,
categories oflarge or smali drainage areas. Small areas are and construction specification sheets can then be comusually 1 acre or less wtfile large areas are larger than 1 p]eted for each control measure. This completes the plan.
ning for sedimentation control and soil erosion as part of
acre.
Step ~: Identlfy l~equired Strate~ . The third step in
erosion and sediment control planning is to follow the
planning matrix from the problem area to th~ strategy that

Ncw York Guidclines for Urban
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~ocK OAN
CHECK

--~ CONVEY
SEDIMENT
~

AREAS

SEDIMENT
~

--J

~
~

BASINS/TRAP

DEBRIS BISIN
PORTIBLE SEDIMENT TANK

u’}

EMBINKHENT SEDIHENT BASIN i
’ILL/EX£’=VITED SEOIMENT TRIPS

RETAIN

~
~~

SEDIMENT

c:,

~

~~

PIPE OUTLETSEOIMENT’RIP

SEDIMENT

SM,~LL

~ILTE.

AREAS

SEDIMENT

l

STRIU BiLE DIKE

~ILTERS
SILT

FENCE

c~ ~

IDUST CONTROLII

U,T~,Y ams’szNs

-.~
~~

STEP I

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP ~

STEP

Brush Matting

Streandmnk slopes

Check Dam

Control sediment/

Drainage area < 2 At,.

I year

protection, subsurface drain
Lined waterway, rock outlet

Construction Road

Control sediment

All construction mute,

2 yeart

Dust control, tempora~

Debris Basin

Capture sediment

Maximum drainage

Up to 25 ]mart

twales, temporary or
permanent seeding.
Sediment basin

Diversion

Intercept and divm
runoff

Minimum 10 yr. Design Q

10.25 years

Permanent seeding, roc~
outlet protection, level
spreader, sediment basin

Dune Stabilization

Stabilize sand dunes

Sand dune reinforcement

5-10 ~.art

-

Dust Control

Stab;liT~. soil

Access points,
construction road~

Site sped~

Stabilized construction
entrance, contraction road
stabiliTafion

Earth Dike

Control runoff

DA < 10 Acres

1 year

Sediment trap, rock outlet
protection, storm drain inlet

Grade Stabilization
Structure

Prevent erosion

Minimum Design Q m
10 yr.; 24 hr.

10+ yea~

Permanent seeding, rock
slope protection, structural

Grassed Waterway

Convey runoff

Minimum 10 yr. Design Q

Mia. 10 years

Rock outlet protection,
vegetated waterways,

r off

5-10 yeart

Rock slope protection,
structural streambank

Stabilize soil;
prevent erosion

Stabilization

prot on

sediment basin, level spreader
Land Grading

Stabilize soil

Site specific shaping

Permaamtt

Topsoiling, subsmfface drain,

Lev~! Spreader

Discharge runoff

10 year O; <30 eft;
outlet < 10%

I ye.m’

Divcrtioa, grassed waterway,
temporatT swalet

Lined Waterway, (rock
materials)

Con~3, nmoff

Minimum design ~ - 10
yr. 24 hr.

Mia. 1O years

Rock omlet
~ll~urfaoe draia

~--"

--~

Mulching

Stabilize soil

Site specific

I-2 years

Paved Channel,
(concrete)

Convey runoff

Minimum design "Q 10
yr. 24 hr.

Mill. I0 years .

Paved Flume

Convey runoff

Minimum desi~ O - 10

10 ~

Rock outlet pro~ectio-

Perimeter Dik~Swale

Divert nmoff

Drain~e area :s5 ~

1~

Pip~ Slol~: Drain

Sediment trap, level spreader,
temporary seedin~

Convey runoff
downslope

Drnina~ area ~:5 Pc.

1~

Rock outlet protection

Portable Sediment
Tank

Retain sedimeot

16 times pump dlsc.har~

2 years

Sediment trap, sediment basin

Protecting Vegetation

Pres~n,e existing
vegetation

Site specific

1-10 years

Recreation area improvement

Recreation Area
Improvement

Protect areas/soils

Si~e specific

Penna~e~

Permanent seedin& mul~

Permanent seeding.
Recreation area improvement
Rock outlet protection,
subsurface drain

permanent seedin$.
subsurface drain

Riprap Slope
Protection

Stabilize soil,
Prevent erosion

Max. 1"~ to 1 slope

I0 )~,,ars

Rock Dam

l.~ed waterway, roe~ outlet
stabilization, structural
streambank protection

Capture sediment

Drainage Area ~;50 Ac.

3 yt.ars

Rock Outlet Protection

Prevent erosion

Rock varies with pipe

10+ years

Debris basin, sediment basia
Diversion, grassed waterway,

Sediment Basin

Capture sediment

Drainage Area ~ 100 Ac..

3 yr.tn

Roc~ outlet protection,

I. Pipe Outlet

Trap Sediment

Drainage Area ’~5 Ac.

2 years

I1. Grass Outlet

Sediment basin, debris basia

Trap Sediment

Drainage area ’,:SAc.

1 }mat"

Rock outlet ~

Ill. Storm Inlet

Trap Sediment

Drainage area <3At.

I year

Rock outlet protection

IV. Swale

Trap Sediment

Drainage area ’<2AC.

1 year

Rock outlet protection

Trap Sediment

Drainage area <5 Ae.

2 years

Rock outlet protection

Trap Sedlment

Drainage area ’~lSA~.

2yean

Rock outlet protection

Seeding. Temporary

Stabilize soil

Site specific

1-2 years

Surface roughening,
topsoifi~ sodding

Seeding, Permanent

Stabifize soil

Site specific

Permanent

Surface roughening.

Silt Fence

Control sediment

2:1 slopes maximum 50
ft. spacing

I year

Strawbale dike

Sodding

Stabifize soil

Need quick cover,
aesthetics

Permaneat

Inlet protection, topsoifing,
permanent seeding

StabiLized Construction
Entrance

Control sediment

Access points

2 ye.ars

Filter fence, construction road

Trap Sediment

Drainage area :~1 Ac.

I year

Sediment traps, storm drain

II. Filter Fabric

Trap Sediment

Drainage area g I Ac.

6 months

Sediment traps, storm drain
diversion

Ill. Stone and
Block

Trap Sediment

Drainage area ,~ 1Ac.

6 months

Sediment traps, storm drain
diversion

IV. Sod

Trap Sediment

Drainage area ’~2 Ac.

5-10 years

Sediment traps, storm drain

V. Curb

Trap Sediment

Drainage area .~ 1Ac.

6 numths

Sediment tral~ storm drain

Control sediment

2:1 dopes maximma 25

3 months

Silt feace

V. Stone Outlet
VI. Riprap Outlet

Storm Drain Inlet Pr~ectlcm
I. Excavated

Straw Bale Dike

topsoi~g.

S[reambank Prolection
!. Structural

Prevent erosion

Min~l~m 10 yr. de~ig~
Q; velod~. > 6

!I. Vegetative

Prevent eroslo~

Minimum 10 yr. ded~

10 year~

Structural streamba~k

Subsurface Drain

IntereelX and
convey drainag~

Drai~ge CoefSclem. 1°

10 ycar~

Rock outlet protection,
gr,,di~ retai~ wall

10 year~

water

Rock slope

Sump Pit

Control sediment

Site specitic

6 moatha

Sediment t~ap, sedimc~R

Surface Roughening

S~abilize soil

Co~a’uetion dol~

P~’max~

Temporary seedi~ perm.

Prevent sedlmea~

8 ft. eeaterliae pler~

2 year~

Rock slope pro~ectioa

Prevent sedimeal

Minimum 12 in.; 40 ft.
length

2 ye.arl

Structural stre.amban~
pro(ecdon

Prevent sedimea~

Streambaai~ < 4 IL

1 year

Structural streambaak

Temporary Storm
Drain Diversion

Divert runoff

On site drainage area
> 50% to~al

I year

Sediment trap/baria

Temporary Swale

Divert runoff

Drainage area < 10 am~a

I year

Sediment traps, storm

Topsoiling

Provide growi~
condition

Poor rite soil
d~u’aeteri~ie~

Perm~

Surfac~ rousers,,
temporary ~.edi~
permanent scediag

Vegetating Waterway~

Stabilize so~

Site s~

Permancnl

Grassed watccways,

Water Bars

Divert runoff

Slope ar~ <100 IL

2ye.m

Rock oufle.t lXOCm:fioa, level

Temporary_ Access Waterway Crc~sxln~
TemporaryAccess
Bridge
TemporaryAccess
Culvert
TemporaryAccess

spreader

Table 2.1 (cont’d)
Erosion and Sediment Control Matrlx
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VEGblATIVEFoRMEASURES
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL, RECREATION, AND AESTHETICS
IN URBAN AREAS
I
There are several basic principles that apply to establishlog
vegetation for any u~.

12. Seed bare soil within 15 day~ of exix~ure~ unless construction will begin within 30 days. 1/construction is
suspended, or sections completed, areas should be
1. Slopes should be stable. If they are too steep, continual
seeded down or mulched immcdintcly.
sloughing will not allow a good stand to become establi~ed.
In the following section the Standard and Specifications for
2. Excess surface and underground water must be control- Critical Area Planting on page 3.3 r, hould be followed to
Uabilize all bare mils except for. (1) waterway, (2) sand
led.
and gravel pits, (3) sand dunes and tidal banks, and (4)
3. Whenever poss~le, stockpile and rcapply topsoil to the areas that will be closely mowed such as lawns, atldctic
areas that are to be vegetated,
fields, playgrounds, parks, and otber recreation areas. For
situations I, 2, and 3, use the sub~cct specification. For
4. Retain and protect trees, shrubs, and other natural plunts
situation 4, refer to the Standard and Specifieafiom for
wberevcr possible.
Recreation Area Improvement on page 3.5.
5. Select species of plants that are adapted to the site and Tree and shrub planting generally do~ tittle for erosio~
for the intended use of the area. When clovers or trefoil
unless densely planted at which time the leaves and
are selected, inoculate seed at the time of planting with control
branches break the impact of rain drops. Overland flow of
appropriate inoculum. The inoculum is a bacteria which water under trees and shrubs can still cause erosion, therefives on roots and converts nitrogen for plant use.
fore, grasses and/or legumes ~hould be planted in onjunction with trees and daubs.
6. Prepare an adequate wed bed.
Trees and sh~-ubs are generally planted in urban are~ for
7. Apply needed lime and fertifizer.
aesthetics, shade, noise reduction, screening, windbreah
8. Following seeding, firm soil where possible to get good and/or wildlife food and cover. "Trees Suitable for
soil seed contact.
Landscape and Conservation Plantings in New York
9. Mulch to protect gcrminatlng plants from drying out and State’, Table 3.3 in Standard and Specifications for
Recreation Area Improvement on page 3.14 will be helpful
to prevent erosion.
in selecting species to do the intended job.
10. Protect seeding for one ye.,xr to allow development of a
Directions for planting trees and shrubs are also contained
dense sod.
in the Standard and Specifications for Recreation Area
11. Use sod, rocks, netting, etc., in concentrated water flow Improvement on page 3.5.

:~
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

CRITICAL AREA SEEDINGS

I

Definition
2) ~
a. Rough or occasionally mowed areas:

Establishing grasses and/or legumes on critical areas. A
critical area is any disturbed, denuded are~

To reduce erosion and sedimentation. All bare areas of soil

contribute to degradation of the local environment by con-

Empire birddoot 8
trefoils OR

020

Conmlon white

8

020

Tall rescue

20

0.45

Redtop OR
Ryegrass
(perennial)

2
5

0.05
0.10

trlbuting silt or dust. Vegetating bare areas, accompanied

clovers

with an appropriate water management plan, will resolve

PLUS

pollution problcm~

Conditions Where Practice Applies

PLUS

This practice applies to all disturbed areas void of vegetation except where specific seeding/planting recommends.
tions exist in other standards and specifications for specific

I add inoculant immediately prior to seeding.

uses such as recreation. This practice does not apply to
sand dunes (see Standard and Specifiction for Vegetating
Sand Dunes and Tidal Banks on page 3.41), or to sand and
gravel pits which will not have toW, oil replaced (see Stand-

ard and Specification for Vegetative Stabilization of Sand
and Gravel Pits on page 3.37).

Criteria

b. Frequently mowed areas: Refer to Standard and
Specification for Recreation ,0a’ea Improvemeat
on page 3.5.

D. Time of Seeding
The optimum time for permanent seedings with
legumes (bird.d’oot trefoil or dover) is early spring.
Permanent scedlngs may be made any time of year if
properly mulched and adequate moisture is provided.
Mid summer is not a good time to seed, but theae
sceding~s, if construction is complete, will facilitate
covering the land. Portions may fall and may need
reseediag the following year.

1. Surface and subsurface water control practices may be
required,
2. Planned use of the area must be considered when selecting an appropriate seed mix.
3. Site preparation will include:

Temporary seedings should be made within 24 hours
of construction or disturbance. If not, the soil must be
scarified prior to seeding.

A. Seedbed preparation - scarify if compacted. Remove
debris and obstacles such as rocks and stumps,
B. SoiJ Amendments
1) Lime to pH of 6.0.
2) Fertilize with 600 lbs. of 5-10-10 or equivalent per
acre (14 lbsJ1000 sq. ft.).
C. Seed Mixtures
1) ~
a. Ryegras.s (annual or perennial) @ 30 lbs. per
acre (0.7 lbsJ1000 sq. ft.).
b. Certified ’Aroo~took’ winter rye (cereal rye) @
100 lbs. I~r acre (2.5 Ibs./1000 sq. ft.).

E. Method of Seeding
Broadcasting, drilling with cultipack type seeder or
hyd~oseeding are acceptable. Good soil to seed cow
tac/is the key to succe~ scedings.
F. Mulching and Mulch Anchoring
Mulching is essential to obtain a uniform stand of
plants. See Standard and Specifications for Mulching
on page 3.31.

Use winter ry~ if seeding in October/November.
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G. Irrigation
Watering may be essential to establish a new seeding.
Weather conditions a ~d the intended use of the area
will dictate when to water. Irrigation is a specialized
practice and care needs to be taken not to exceed the
appfication rate/’mfiltration rate of any given soil.

New York Guidelines for Urban
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Each appl;cation must be uniformly applied and 1 to
2 inches of water should be applied per application
set up.
O
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR

RECREATION AREA IMPROVEMENT

Definition
Establishing grasses, legumes, vines, shrubs, trees, or other
plants or selectively reducing stand density and trimming
woody plants to improve an area for recreation,

Purpose
To increase the attractiveness and usefulness of recreation
areas and to protect the soll and plant resources.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
On any area planned for recreation use, lawns and areas
that will be maintained in a closely mowed condition.
~

Specifi~ations
"

ESTABLISHING GRASSES (’l’urfoa~)

3. Planting
Use a cultipacker type seeder if poudble. Seed to a depth
of 1/8 to 1/4 inch. If seed is to be broadcast, cttltipad~ or
roll after secding~ If hydroseeded, lime and fertillzcr my
be applied through the seeder and rolling is not practical.
4. Mulching
Mulch all sterlings in accordance with Standard and

Specifications for Mulching on page 3.31.
5. Seed Mixturea
Select seed mixture for rite conditions and intended me
from Table 3.1 on page 3.9.

6. Select Adapted Varietie~
Select varieties from Table 3.2 on page 3.10, °Charaoteristics of Turfgrasseg" based on intended use and rite
conditions.

The following applies for playgrounds, parks, athletic
fields, camping areas, picnic areas, passive recreation areas
such as lawns and Similar areas.
When Kentucky bluegrass is used it is desirable to use two
1. Tune of Planting
O

:..

or more varieties in the seeding for disease re..sistance.

Fall planting is preferred. Seed after Angust 15. In the Tall rescue is a coarse grass but is the most resistant grass
to foot traffic. Do not mix it with fine textured Oass~ such
spring plant until May 15.
as bluegrass and red rescue.
If seeding is done between May 15 and August 15,
irrigation may be necessary to insure a successful Common ryegrass and redtop which are relatively short
lived species provide quick green cover. Improved lawn
seeding,
cultivars of perennial ryegrass provide excellent quality
2. Site Preparation
turf.
A. Install needed water and erosion control measures
and bring area to be seeded to desired grades. A Common white clover (Kent or New York) can Ix: added
to mixtures at the rate of 1 - 2 liDs/acre to help maintain
minimum of 4 in. topsoil is required,
grecn color during the dry summer period, however, they
B. See Standard and Specification of Topsoiling on will not withstand heavy traffic. Avoid using around swimpage 3.29
ming areas as flowers attract be~s which may be stepped
C. Prepare seedbed loosening soll to a depth of 4 * 6 on.
inches.
7. Fertilizing - First Year
D. Remove all stones over 1 inch in diameter, sticks
and foreign matter from the surface.
Three to four weeks after germination (spring seedings)
apply I pound nitrogen/l,000 square feet using a complete
E. Lime to pH of 6.5.
fertilizer with a 2-1-1 or 4-1-3 ratio or LS recommended by
F. Fertilize as per soil test or apply 850 pounds of
soil test results. Summer and early fall seedings, apply as
5-10-10 or equivalent per acre (20 Ibs/1,000 sq. ft.). above uvlcss air tcmpcratures are above 85o F for extended
G. Incorporate lime and fertilizer in top 2 - 4 inches period. Wait until heat wave is over to fertilize. Late
fall/winter sccdings, fertilize in spring.
of topsoil,
H. Smooth and firm the seedbed.
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8. Restrict Use
New seedings should be protected from use for one full
to allow development of a dense sod with good root
yearstructure.
MAINTMNING GRASSES

D. Planting Time
Deciduous trees and shrubs: April 1 to June 1 and
October 15 to December 15.
Evergreen trees and shrubs: April 1 to June 1 and
September 1 to November 15

E. Spacing
Plant all trees and shrubs well back from buildings to
2. Fertilize in late May to early June as followswith 10-10-10
allow for planting pits and mature crown size. The
analysis fertilizer at the rate of I0 IbsJl,000 sq. ft. and
following are guides for planning:
repeat in late August if sod density is not adequate. Top
50 - 60 feet apart
Large trees:
dress weak sod annually in the springbut at least once every
~0 - 30 feet apart
Small tree.~
2 to 3 years.
Columnar species: 6 - 8 feet apart
1 - 4 feet apart
Hedges:
3. Aerate compacted or heavily used areas, like athletic
for cluml~ plan spacing
Shrubs:
fields, annually as soon as soil moisture condltion~ permit.
so mature shrubs will be
Aerate area six to eight times using a spoon or hollow tine
touching or overlapping
type aeration. Do not use solid spike equipment,
by only I or 2 feel
F. Site Preparation
4. Reseed bare and thin areas annually with original
1) Individual sites for planting seedlings can be
species.
prepared by scalping the sod away from a one foot
Es’rABLISHING TREES, SHRUBS, AND VINES
square area where the seedling is to be planted.
2) All planting beds shall be cultivated to a depth of
1. Planting nursery stock
8 inches and raked to remove sod duml~ weeds,
A. Select species to serve the intended purpose. See
stones, and other foreign material exceeding two
Table 3.3 "Trees Suitable for Landscape and Comerinches in diameter.
ration Plantings in New York" on page 3.14 Where G. Planting
planting of trees is to be done in recreation area~ use
1) Plants shall be located as shown on plans and/or
those species listed in Table 3.4, "Susceptibility of
drawings and where necessary located on the site
Tree Species to Compaction" on page 3.21 whenever
by stakes, flags or other means.
possible. Iftbe soft on the site is naturallywell drained,
those species in the "intermediate" group may be
2) The plants shall be set upright in holes as illustrated
used. In no case should species having "susceptible"
in Fig. 3.1 on page 3.7.
rating be planted or exposed to compaction unless the
3) All plants shall be thoroughly watered on the same
soil is clearly "compaction resistant." An example is
day of planting. Plants that have settled shall be
the Palmyra gravelly soiL
reset to grade.
B. Plant materials
H. Wrapping
1) Plants shall conform to the species, variety, size,
Immediately after planting wrap deciduous tree
number, and conditions as stated in a conservation
trunks from the bottom to the first limb with a 4 inch
plan or on a plant list shown on landscape drawwide bituminous impregnated, insect resistant tape or
ings. "American Standard for Nursery Stock" by
paper manufactured for that purpose. Tie with jute
American Association of Nurserymen will be used
(bag strings) at top and bottom.
to develop the plant list for landscape drawings
I. Mulching
and to check quality of plant materials.
2) Durable, legible labels with the scientific and comMulch the disturbed area around individual trees and
mon name and culdvar shall be securely attached
shrubs with a 4 inch layer of wood chips. Extend a 2
inch thick layer of mulch over tae saucer. Mulch
toplants, bundlesofseedlings,c°ntainers°r flats,
planting beds with 2 inches of wood chips.
C. Plant Protection
J. Pruning
Prior to delivery, the trunk, branches, and foliage of
the plants shall be sprayed with non-toxicantidesicant
After planting, prune to remove injured twigs and
applied according to the manufacturers rccommenbranches. Natural habit or shape of the plant should
dations. Does not apply to state nursery seedlings,
not be changed.
1. Maintain a pH of 6.0 - 7.0.
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FIGURE 3.1

V

New Tree Planting Procedure
Figure 2: New Tree Planting Procedure

L
Source: [ldJ~J~,L~gZ~Al~illMay
1990, Vot 10, No. 2, American
Association. F_~ra¢¢ed with.~nnis$1o~
of Arnetican Forestry Association.

2

~h¢ Old

The new method of tree p~anting will resul! In betler survival and growth than the old method. Grass compettlion and soil compaction are two of the most common factors in po(x performance. The New Method:
Prepare a planting area five times the d~meter of the root ball or container. Use a rototiller and/or spades to
loosen and mix the soil to a depth of about 12 inches. Organic matter (well decomposed) can be added. Dig
a ho~e in the center to set the tree, so that the root ball will rest o~ solid ground. Backfill around the root area,
pressing the soil but not packing it. Mulch the entire prel~ared area with 2 to 4 inches of bark, wood chips,
de<;omposed sawdust, or leaves. Reference the article for a fu~l explanation.
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K. Cleanup and Maintenance
B. Remove dead, diseased or dying limbs that may fall.
1) After all work is complete all. excess soils, peat C. Do not remove more than one-third of the live crown
of a tree in a year.
moss, debris, etc., zhall be removed from the site.
2) Water plants two weeks after planting. For two
D. Cut limbs flush to the branch bark ridge.
years water plants every two weeks during dry
E. Use the three cut pruning method on all branches over
periods which exceed three weeks without a good
2 inches in diameter: (i) under cut limb 6 - 12 in. from
soaking rain. Shrubs may require 5 to 10 gallons
trunk; (2) cut through ilmb 1 - 2 in. further out limb:
and trees 20 to 30 gallons for each watering,
and (3) final cut down and slightly out from in front
3) Remove trunk wrap one year after planting,
of branch bark ridge.
2. Transplanting WC’dd" Stock
2. Thinning
Successful transplanting of wild stock will require hea~
equipment and considerable labor as a large weight of soil
must be moved with the roots,
A. Select trees and shrubs with good form and full
crowns,
B. Transplant only when plants are dormant and soil is
moist. Wrap soil ball with burlap to prevent soil from
separating from roots,
C. Table 3.5 on page 3.21 shows minimum diameter and
approximate weight of soil ball that must be moved
with each size plant,
D. Plant and maintain as described above for nursery
stocL
PRUNING AND THINNING
1. Pruning
A. Remove trees, limbs and limb stubs to the following
Widths and heights for the intended use.
Cleared
Cleared Width Each
~
~
TRAILS

a~

~

Bicycle
2
10
Motorbike
2
10
Horse
2
12
X-Country Ski
Total: 3 - 12
121
Total: 6 - 12
12t
Snowmobile
PICNIC & CAMPING AREAS
Campfire.!Grill
10 ft. dia.
16 +
Locations
1 Includes allowance for snow depth and snow load
on branches,

New York Guidelines for Urban
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A. Remove dead, diseased, dying, poorly anchored tree~
that pose a hazard to rec~eatiouists as well as those
trees that interfere with intended use.
B. Clear trees from an area 10 feet in diameter around all
fireplaces and grills.
C. To maintain grass cover in a wooded area thin according to formula Dx3 (average diameter of the trunk of
overstory trees times three. Answer is in feet which is
the spacing between trees to be left). For example,.
for trees with average diameter of 6 inches, spacing
after thinning should leave trees 18 feet apart on
average. Crown cover after thinning should be about
50 percent.
D. Selectively thin as needed to favor those trees that arc
most "resistant" to compaction around their roots.
See Table 3.4, "Susceptibility of Tree Species to Compaction" on page 3.21. if the soil on the site is naturally
well drained, those species in the "intermediate"
group may also be favored. In no case should species
in the "susceptible" group be favored unless they are
on a compaction resistant soil (an example is the
Polmyra gravelly soil).
PROTECTING TREES IN HEAVY COMPACTION
The compaction of soil over the roots of trees and shrubs
by the trampling of recreationists, vehicular traffic, etc.,
reduces oxygen, water, and nutrient uptake by feeder roots.
This weakens and may eventually kill the plants. Table 3.4,
rates the "Susceptibility of Tree Species to Compaction" on
page 3.21.
Where heavy compaction is antidpated, apply and mainrain a 3 to4 inch layer of undecayed wood chips or 2inches
of No. 2 washed, crushed gravel.
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Table 3.1 Recreation Turfgmss Seed Mlxtures

I

V

1. Sunny Sit~ (well, moderately well and somewhat poorly drained ~oih)
a. Athletic fieid~ and ~ arena
80% Kentucky bluegrass blend ............2.4-3.2
20% perennial rye, grau ................
~
¯ .............................
3.0-4.0

"
~,

¯
-

(fo~ u, uthera I~IY)
~ Kentu~ bl~,~ ................

?.

1.5-2.0

b. General recreation trea~ and lawns (Medium to high maintenance)

17

~
~.-

¯

65% fine fe~cue .....................
2.6-3_3
15% perennial tyegra~ ................
0.6-0.7

~

20% Keatuc.k-y uuegn.~ bk~ ............
~

...............................
3. Shady dry ~es (wen to u, mowhat poedy dr~ued 4.0-5.0
mil~).

¯
"

-

65% Kentucky bluegr~ blend ............
2.0-2.6
85-114
2O% per~aial v/egrau ................
0.6-0.8
26.35
15% flue feuag .....................
0Adl.6
¯ ............................. 3.0-4.0
L30-175
2. Sunny droughty ~e~ - general recreation areas and lawns, low maintenance (mmewhat egce4aiv~ to ea~:e~ivedy

~:
~
i
:
.

~
~

105-138
2~
130-175

65% free revue ..................... 2.6-32
15% ~ ~ ................
0.~.?
2~ Ke~el~ bi~ ~ ............
~
.............................. 4.0-5.0
80% blend of ~hade-tole, rant Kentucky bluegrass . . 2.4-3.2
20% perennial ry~grass ................
ILLS8
.............................. 3.04.0
4. Shady wet ~t~ (somewhat poor to poorly drained soils).
70% rough bluegrass .................. 1.4-2.1
30% blend of shade-tolerant Kentucky bluegrass . . ~
.............................. 2.0-3.0
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2~-33

35-44

-.

~75-220

114-143
174-220
105-138
~
130-175
60-91
85-130
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Table 3~ (cont’d)

V

Charactedstistics of Turfgrasses
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Perennial Ryegrass Varieties
Dt~crl_~tion
Low
Tem~

Sprin~
G~

Ad~taUon
~d

H~I

Cle~e

~t

All,tar
B~11e
Bl~r
Citation
Da~r

MD
MD
MD
M
MD

F
MF
MF
MF
F

G
E
E
G
VG

G ......
G
VG
G
VG

M
G
I
I

M
G
G
G

M
G
G

E
E
E
VG

G
E
G
G

VG
-

D~rby
Elka
Ma~att~
Omega
~a~r

~
M
M
M
DG

F
~
MF
F
MF

M
G
VG
M
G

G
I
G
G
G

G
G
G
M
G

G
F
M
G
G

G
Mo
Mo
G
G

VG
I
VG
VG

G
E
G
VG

I
-

P~nnant
Pennfin~
Prelude
Pr~r

M~
MD
DG
DG

MF

E

E

G

G

G

E

G

Yorkto~ II

D

F

O

G

VG

D - d~k ~een
MD - medium ~k
~-~w~k

CMC - m~
L-I~

MF- me~ ~me

~.~

M. =~
"~dd for

~.~
H-~

-

~.~
G-~

Tsble 3.3

Trees Suitable for Landscape and Conservation Plantings In New York

Large Sized Trees (75’ + ) - Trees that exceed this

Ho - horizontal branching

height at maturity.

Na - narrow

Medl-m .~iTed Treex (.’1S’- 7S"~
° - Trees in this
height range at maturity.

Op - opea

~m~l! Sized Trees (.1S’- 35"~ - Trees relatively low

at maturity,

Ov- ovokl/obim~

l’e Py. pyramidal

Y.AK; (x) - varieti~ of the tpeci~ are avrilabk

Ro -

fo~ va:ious uses.

~tJxc~
~- - oeqreea

s- ~..dins
Up-~

c - mledul in fall

Wo- wlde/opea

D - decidtmm

BRK;(x) - bark ha~intere~ing characteri~tlca~/"

d - deme

FLR; (x) - ~en tre ~ and intere~6~
f - fr~n~

u - unus~ltea~
f - ~te~m~/

u = unusual

~ TC~IJ~.AN~E:
cold - hardy in zon~ 2 aad 3 (aortheastera

,,,omai~)

wet - tolerant of moderately well to aomewhat

FRL~i(x) - fruits are interesting and/or edible.

t.vs; (x) - kay. have attnc~ co, or
unusual shape.

dry = tolerant of sandy, gravelly, excessively

WIND;(x) = suitable for windbreaks and razree~- ’

shade = will tolerate some shady rites.

SHD; (x) = suitable as lawn shade trees.

sea = trees which may tolerate seaside condi-

STRT; (x) = trees often selected for meet plant-

dry -= trees that withstand usual dty conditions.

WILD; F/c = tr~s offering food and cover to
wildlife.

PEST."

F = tree~ providing food from fruits.
F = usually free

S = susc.eptible

W/c = trees offering winter cover.

~

BARR; (x) = trees which can be used as a barrier
to some traffic.

Habit = general shape of open grown plants,
Bo- broad open (wide)

ORN; (x) = trees whose main value is ornamental.

Co - columnar
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LARGE SIZED TREES (~ ft.+)
1. DECIDUOUS SPECIES
BEECH, EUROPEAN
Fag,s syt vat tel
BIRCH, PAPER
Betuta l~pyr I |era
BIRTH, RI~R
ietutl n|Qrl
Prunus serot |ha
GINKGO

Hyssa sy|vat lea
HICkOrY, PIGNUT
Carya slabrs
HI CKO~Y, SNAG8ARI(
Carya ovati
HONEYLOCUST
Gledl tsta spp.
JAPANESE ZELKOVA
ICAT SURA TREE
Cercid|l~yt t,~
LINDEN, LITTLE-LEAF
Tfti. cord.t.
LO~DO~ PLANE TREE
X Ptatanus Ker|fotSa
KAPLE, NORWAY
Acer pt mtmr~o| les
I~APLE, RED
Acer rubr~m
I~APLE, ~JGA.q
Acer sacch J~r"JI
OAK, ~/HI TE
O~rcu~
HYBRID

P~t~
~ET-~

...... SITE TOLERAIIC~ ............... FEAllJItES ................ USES .............
HEIGHT VAR FOLIAr~ COU) WET DIIY SHADE SF.A CITY I~ST NADIT
BRI( FLIt FRU LV$ WIND SHDE STItT
~O’

X O,,d,t

90*

D,

99*

D,

120’

D,¢~U

120’

O,

1~)0*

X

1’~5*

X D,C,U
O,

60-100’

D,C,U
X

I~0’ X

X

X

F

~t|tute fo¢ ~l~’lcw~ Eta
F
X

X

Py

X

X

I~/

X

X

No

X

EO

X
X

X

Eo

X

X

I~0

X

X

lEO’ X

O,¢

X

90*

D,¢

So

D

X

X

X

X

X

F

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Ov

X

X

I~o~S

X

X

~

X

X

X

vm~r|~

D,~u

X

XX

Ito
X

X

14)

~

X

l

X

SX

X

1~~ X

X

D
D~

X

~

D~¢

9Q* X

F

X

D,I

100,
90t X

X

D,

90’

90*

X

Py

X

X

X

X

X

X

~.

-~

Z. EVERGREEN SPECIES

~)
~

VAR FOLIAGE CQU) bET DRY SHN)E m CITY I~ST IM~IT BIU( FLIt FRU LVS HIND SNDE STRT .ILD 8Ntit OitIt

.x

x

x

vc

E,d

Py

X

It

UC

120~ X

E,

~

X

~C

90t

E~d

X

py

X

WC

100’ X

0,

X

Py

90’ X

[

cSo,R, EASTERH REO

~0’

X

E,d

Jun| perus v| rg|nl~n~
FIR, DCUGLAS

~00’

X

FIR, ;/HI TE
Abies concotor
HEMLOCK, CANADA
Tsuga canade~s | I
LARCh, EUROPEAN

~’~
~c~

HEIGHT

PINE, AUSTRIAN
Pinus nlgra
PINE, EASTERN ~H|TE
Pinus st rotes
PINE, JAPANESE BLACR
p | ru..,s thunbergI |
SPRUCE, COLORAOO
P|cea I:x~ge~s
SPRUCE, HORVAY
P|ceo obles
SPRUCE, SERBIAJ(
SPRUCE, UI11TE
Plcee gtouc:e

X

100-150’ X
90’
100*
150’

X E.c,d
X E,d

X
E,c,d

X

x

x

~

X

~=~

~’,
X

X

~)l

X

X

X

X
X

X

ItolPy

X

S

9Q*
90*

E

x

X

~

X
/) 0

It
It

Py
Py
py

X
X

X

Hi:

X

tic

X

X
X

X

~,v

1. DECIDUOUS SPECIES

...... SITE TOL|UIIC~ ............. FEATURES .................... USES ...........
HEIGHT VAIl FOL1A~

ALDER, EUROPEAN
ALDERS
ASH, FLaRiNG
Fraxi~s or~
Fr~xin~
BIRCH, S~ET
8etu~a [~ta
CHERRY, EUR~EAN B~RD
CH£RRY. Pl~
Pros ~nsytv.nfc.
CHERRY, SARGENT
Pros sargentil
CHESTNUT, CHINESE

~’

O.,f

X

X

X

~XXXX

F

CH~ECHERRY. ~R
Pros ~acki i
Ha[us ~ccata
CRI~EAW LINOEM
X Titia e~htora
OOG~, FLEERING

40’ X D,c,d,t

[L~, SleER~AN
HAVTHORN, C~KS~R

~* X D,d,~

X

I I~

XXX

F

ltex
Cmrpi~ caroLtnl~
H~NBE~, E~[~
~t~ virginl~

~’ X D,d

~

X

X

1. DECIDUOUS SPECIES

...... SITE TOLERNiC~ ............. FEATURES ................... USES ............
HEIGHT VAR FOLIAG~ CO~D WET DIW $NN)~ SF..A ¢/TY fiST NABET ERR FLR FRU LVS VlED SHDE STRT V/LD

JAPANESE PAGOOA TREE
Sophora

7~* X

Rob|nl~ pseudo~cl~: | ~
MAPLE, STRIPED
Acer pensy t r’an| ct.l~
;~(X~NTAZN-ASN, EUROPEA~

36* X
4S*

X

D

.a~NTAIN-ASN, ~O~EA.

60’

Sorb~s atnifotl,
14JLBERRT, UHITE

X

O,a

45*

X

D,d,u

O~K, RED

~*

O

X

D~U

f

X

X

RO X X

X

Op X
|$

X
X

X

X

O.d,t X

REDBUO, EASTERN
Cercis c ar~d~,~s I s
SASSAFRAS
Sassafras ,,t Md~m
SERV!CEgERRY
k~et anch | er spp.
SORREL TREE
Oxy~end~n ,rbore~
X Set|x
VILLCYJ, t./HITE
YELLO~-UI~O. N~R I CAN
Ctadrast Is tutea

60*

D,d

SO*

O,f

~0m X

D~d

X

X

~,~0 X X X X
X

I~o

X

X

Ito

X

X

XX

X

X

Ouercus ~remt |$
OAK,ouer cusSUA"P bicotorUHITE
OAI(, ~l LLOq4
O~rc~ I~et tos
POPLAR, SIMON

X

X

Ila/Ito
Ito

X

X

I~

X

X
60*

O,U

2S* "60’

D,

?~*

O,¢,d,t

~’~* X

O

SO* X

D,,d

X

SO X
1(

X

S

$

X

Py

X

X

XX

X

XX

X

XX

Up o|ot~d M|ltte~ tM|p~

X

I~0 X X

0

X

Thuje ~cl~tst Is
Abies korel~
Abies vel~chl I
Ts~a tarot Ini~
PINE, JACK

n

PIUt, ~ED

PINt, ~lSS
Pl~ C~.

Table 3.4 Susceptibility of Tree Species to Compaction1
Resistant:
Box elder ..........
.Acer negundo
Green Ash ...........
Fraxinus penusylvanica
Honey locust ......... Gleditsia triacanthos
Eastern cottonwood ..... Populus deltoides
Swamp white oak ....... Ouercus bicolor
Hophornbcam ........ Ostrya virginia

Willows ..............
.Salix spp.
American elm ...........
Ulmus americana
Red elm ...............
Ulmus rubra
Hawthornes ............
Cxalaegus spp.
Bur oak ...............
Ouercus macrocarpa
Northern white cedar .......Thuja occidentalia

Intermediate:
Red maple ..........
Silver maple .........
Hackberry ...........
Black gum ..........
Red oak ............

.Acer rubrum
.Acer ~ccarinam
C.ltis occidentalis
.Nyssa syivatica
(}uercm rubra

Sweetgum .............
.Liquidambar styraciflua
Norway maple .......... .Acer platanoides
Shagbark hickory .........Carya ovata
London plane ..........
.Platanus x acerifolla
Pin oak ...............
Quercus palustri~

Susceptible:
Sugar maple .........
White pine ..........
Blue spruoe .........
White oak ...........
Red pine ...........

.Acer ~accarum
.Pinus strobus
.Picea pungeus
Ouercus alba
.Pinus resinosa

Austrian pine
White ash ..............
Paper birch ............
Mountain ash ...........
Japanese maple .........

.pinus nigra
Fraxinus americana
.Betula paprifera
.Sorbus aucuparla
Acer palmatum

ill a tree species does not appear on the list, insufficient information is available to rate it for this purix~.

Table 3.5 - Size and Weight of Earth Ball Required to Transplant Wild Stock

s~c~’rree.s
(Maple, Ash, Oak, Birch, etc.)
Minimum
Diameter
Caliper1
Ball
1/2
3/4
1
1-1/4
1-1/2
1-3/4
2
3
3-1/2
4

14
16
18
20
22
24
28
32
38
42

Sman Trees &
Weight
of Ball
88
130
186
227
302
390
621
836
1,400
1,887

(Crabapple, Thornapple, Viburnum, Dogwood, etc.)
Up to 6 ft.
Minimum
Height Diameter
Weight
6 ft. and
Ball
of Ball

2
12
3
14
4
16
5
18
3/4
18
1
20
1-1/2
22
1-3/4
24
2
28
2-1/2
32
3
38
1,400
lCallper is a diameter measurement of trees at a height of 6 inches above the g~ound.
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
VEGETATING WATERWAYS
Definition
Waterways are a natural or comtructed outlet, shaped or
graded. They are vegetated as needed for safe disposal of
runoff water,

A. Early spring and late August are best.
B. Temporary cover to protect from erosion is recommended during periods when scedinss may fail.
3. Seed Mixture~
Rate per Rate per

To provide for the safe disposal of ¢xce~ surface watex
from construction ~ites and urban areas without damage
from erosion.

A. Birdsfoot tre.f~il m"
ladlno dover
Tall fescue ot

Conditions Where Practice Applies

Supplemental measures maybe required with this practice,
These may include subsurface drainage to permit the
growth of suitable vegetation and to eliminate wet spots, a
section stabilized with asphalt, stone or other suitable
means, or additional storm drains to handle rmowmeit o¢
storm runoff.

8

0.20

20

0.45

B. Kentucky bluegrass3 25
0.60
Creeping Red fe~cue 20
0.50
Perennial ryegra=
55
1.30
1 Inoculate
....
w~th approprmte moculom mmaediately prior
to seeding. Ladlno or common white dover may be
substituted for birddoot trefoil and t~.,ded at the
tune rate ....
¯
2
.
Pe.renmal ry~grass may be substituted for the redtop but

Retardance factors for determining waterway dimensioas
are shown in Table 3.6 on page 3.25 and "Maximum Permissible Velocities for Selected Grass and Legume Seed
-Mixtures" are shown in Table 3.7 on pag~ 3.26.

3 u~ this mixture in areas which ar= mowed freqm~,.

Design CHteHa
Waterways or oudets shall be protected against erosion by
vegetative means as soon after construction as practical.
Vegetation must be well established before diversions or
other channels are oudetted into them. Consideration
should be given to the use ofjute matting, excelsior matting,
or sodding of channels to provide erosion protection as
soon after construction as
1. IAmmg" fertilizing and seedbed preparation,
A. Lime to pH 6.5.
B. Apply at least 50 lbs. of N, P, and K per acre (1.0- 1.25

r~z,000 ~q. ft.).

Common white dover may be added if deaired and
seeded at 8 lbs/acr¢ (0.2 lb/1,000 u1. ft.)
4. Seeding.
Select the appropriate seed mixture and apply tmifonaly
over the area. Rolling or cultipacking across the waterway
is desirable.
Waterway centers or crucial areas may be sodde~l, efer to
the Standard and Specification for Stabilization with Sod
on page 3.35. Be sure sod is securely anchored

5. M~

C. Lime and fertilizer shall be ~ thoroughly into the
seedbed during preparation,
D. Channels, except for paved sections, shall have at least
4 inches of topsoil,
E. Remove stones and other obstructions that will hinder
maintenance.

All seeded areas will be mulched. Channels more than 300
feet long and or where the slope is 5 percent or more, must
have the mulch securely anchored. Refer to the Standard
and Specification for Mulching on page 3.31 for detaJh.

z’r=~ of Seed~
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6. Maintenance.
Fertilize, lime and mow as needed to maintain dense
protecfiv~ vegetative cover,
Waterways shall not be used for roadways.

if rills develop in the bottom of a waterway, prompt attention is required to avoid the formation of gullies. Either
hay or straw bales, riprap, excelsior or filter fabric may be
used during the establishment phase. See Figure 3.3, Rill
Maintenance Measures on page 3.27. Spacing between rill
maintenance barriers shall not exceed 100 feet.

V
~

O

L

2

/
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Cover

C~dltlon

Reed

Excellent stand, tall (average 36 laches)

Smooth bromegrass ...................... ...... ....
...
Tall rescue .........................................
Grass-legu~ ~ixture~Tt~oth~, s~oth bro~grses.
or c~n~ry~aes°rChard grass ~th blrdsfoot trefoil..., .......
Reed
.................... ¯ .........
¯ .... ¯
Tall fescue~ ~th blrdsfoot trefoll or ladloo clover

C~d stand, ~wed (averege 12 to 15 Inches)
C~d steed, unm~ed (average 18 Inches)

"

~d stead. ~cut (averege 20 inches)
@~d steod~ ~owed (average 12 to 15 inches)
@o~ stood, uncut (everege 18 inches)

Redtop ..............................................
~ ~taod. heeded
~raae-Iegu~ ~x~ure~su~er (Orc~rd grass, red~op.~
AnnuaZ ryegrsss, and Isdlno or ~ite clover) .....
~ stand, uncut (6 to 8
Kentucky bZuegrass ..................................
@~ stand, heeded (6 to
R~ rescue ................. . ........................ ~ stud. ~aded
~r~ss-Iegu~ ~xtur~fa11, sprlos (Orc~rd
redtop. ~ual ~e~rsss. ~d ~i~e or
............................ ¯ .........

~ e~od. ~cu~ (~ ~o 5

Permlsslble., Velocity
{~rceo~

(f~.
~.I0 - 0.35
0-5

Bermud~rass

5-10

8
7

3

,,

Kentucky blue~r~

~$

Tal~ fescue

ov.r 10

Grass mlx~ures
Reed canary~sss

~ ~5
5-10

Redtop
Alfalf~
~ed

~1 ~5

Suda~grass--5/

,

~ 0-5

DoUSet~o~Vel°cirie~use on ~lopeaeXceeding 5 feet per ~ecood only uher, go~ ~ever~ ~d ~o~r
steeper ~han I0 ~rcent except for vegetated side elo~8
eoncreue, or hlghly resls~sn~ vegeUative center
K is the 8oli er~Ibilltv factor used In the ~--"’*on.
Unlversal Soil
~,ult
lis~ o~ K value~ ~or New York ~oila,
Do
use o~ 81opes s~eepsr ~han
or highly res/s~sn~ ~ge~stive tester section.
~nuals~se on ~ld slopes or as tem~rary protecti~ ~t/l ~ot ~ers are establ/s~d.
Use ~ slo~s 8~ee~r ~hsn 5 ~rcen~ i8 ~t reeom~ded.

~de

for

Rgure 3~
Rill Maintenance Measures
Straw or Hay

V
I

2
[
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TOPSOILING
Definition
Topsoil M¯terlall
Spreading a speci~¢d quality and quantity of topsoil
1. Topsoil shall have at least 2 percent by weight of
materials on graded or constructed subsoil areas.
textured stable organic materinl, and no greater than 6
pcreent. Muck ~ ~ no¢ b¢ ousldercd topsoil
Purpose
To provide accqxable plant cover growing conditions, 2. Topsoil shall have no¢ less ~ 20 percent ~me textured
thereby reducing erosion; to reduce irrigation water needs; material (passing the No. 200 sieve) and
percent clay.
to reduce the need for nitrogen fertilizer application
3. Topsoil treated with soil sterilants or herbicide+ shall Ix;
Conditions Where Practice Applies so identified
to the purcimser.
Topsoil is applied to sutmoils that am droughty (low avail¯ ble moisture for plants), stony, slowly permeable, salty or
extremely acid. It is also used to backFdl around shrub and
trec transplants,

4. Topsoil shall bc r~intively fxe¢ of stone+ over I & 1/2
inches diameter, Bash, noxious wr.eds such as uutsedl~ and
qua~ and will lmve ires than 10 percent gravel by
volume.

Design Criteria

5. Topsoil containi~ soluble salts greater than 500 ppm

1. Pr~ e~isting topsoil in plac~ tlmreby reducing the
Applkatim and
need for added topsoil.
2, Conserve and stockpile topsoil and friable fine textured 1. Topsoil shall be distn’buted to ¯ uniform depth over the
subsoils that must be stripped from the excavated site and area- It shati not be placed whea it is pardy froze.n, muddy,
applied after final grading wher~ v~e~.iou will be estab- or on frozen slopes or over ic~ anow, or standing water
puddle~.
3. Refer to USDA Soil Conservation Servio¢ soil surw-ys or Z Tol~.. H placed and graded on dopes
soil interpretation record she~ for further soil te.xture Percent shall be promplJy feJlilized, r,e~eded, mulched and
uabilJzed by’tracking" ~ suitabl~ equipm~.
3. Apply topsoil ia tim followi~ amounts:

Site PRparatiou (WheJ~ topso~ is to i~ adde~
1. As ne~led, install erosion control practice+ such as
diversions, channels, sediment traps and stabilizing
measures or malntain if already instal/ed.
2, Complete rough grading and final grad~ ~ for
depth of topsoil to bc ¯drill
3. Scar~ all compact, slow~ permeable, medium and fine
textured subsoil areas. Scarify at approximately right
angles to the slope dire~on in soil are.,t~ that are ueeper
4. Remove ~ wo~ plant parts, ~ton~ ow~3 inches
in diameter, and other litter.
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Site
("+r, ndlti,-,n_,~
1. Deep sand or
loamy sand

Topsoil
IzlLr, al;~.,IL.U~
Mowed lawn
6in.
Tall legumes, unmowed 2
Tall grass, tmmow~
I in

2, Deep randy
loam

Mowed lawn

5 in.

Tall iogumes, unmow~

2

3. Six inches or Mowed lawa
4
more: silt loam, Tall legumes, unmowed 1 in.
loam, or ~lt TaLl grass, unmowed
1in.
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
MULCHING

"~,~"
0

Definition
Applying plant re~du¢~ or other suitable materials to the
soil surface,

B. Slope, grade and smooth the rite if conventional equipmeut is to be used in applying and aacho~ the
mulch.

Purpose

C. Remove all uade~irable stone~ and other debt, i,
depending on anticipated land me.

To conserve moisture and modify surface soil temperature
fluctuations; prevent surface compaction or crusting;
reduce runoff and erosiod; control wce.ds; and help ~
~ plant cove~.

D. Compacted or crusted soil surface ahonld be loosened
to at least two inch~ by diddag m" olher suitable
method~.

Conditions Where Practice Applies

,~. Select from attached Table 3.8 on page 3.32 the type
of mulch and application rate that will be~t meet the
need and availability of material.
B. If needed, ~ele~ the anchoring method fromTable 3.9
on page 3.34 that will best meet the need.

On soils subject to erosion on which low residue producing
~ops, such as grapes, berri¢~ and ~ fruits are grown;
on critical areas; and on soils that have ¯ low infiltration
rate.

C. The best combination for grau/Ingume e~tablidmteat

Design Criteria

,, straw (small grain) mulch applied at 2 ton/acre (90

1. SITE PREPARATION
A. Prior to mulching, ~ the n~ temporary or
permanent erosion control (structural) practiceJ and
drainage s3~tena within or adjacent to area to be
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(hydromulch) at 500 - 750 lbsJacre (11 - 17 Ib~Jl,000
sq. ft.). The wood fiber mulch mu~t be applied
through ¯ hydroseeder immediately al~er mulching.
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Mulch
Material

Quality
Standards

Application limit
per 1000 Sq. lrt.
~ Ac~

Depth of
Application

Hay or Straw

Ah’-dried; free of
undesirable seeds &
coarse materials

90-100 ibm.
2-3 bales

2tons
I00-120 bales

cov~r about
90 % retrace

Use straw where mnlch is maintalned
for more than three months. Subject
to wind blowing unless anchored. Most
commonly used mulching material Best
micro-environment for germinating seeds.

Peat Moss

Dried, compressed
free of coarse materials

200.400 ca. ft.

1/2-1 tom

2"-4"

Most effective as a mulch around ornamentals.
Subject to wind blowing unless kept wet.
100 Ibs. bales (6 culL). F.xcellent moist-arc
holding capacity.

.lute Twisted
Yarn

Undyed, unbleached
48" x ~0 ~ or
plain weave. Warp 78
48" x 75 yds.
ends/yd., Wef~ 41 end.Oj~
60-90 Ibs/roll

-

Excelsior Wood
Fiber Mats

Interlocking web of
excelsior fibers with
photodegradable plastic
netting

-

48"x100" 2 sided
plastic,
48" x 18(P 1 sided
plastic

Remarks

Use without additional mulch. Tie down
as per manufacturers specifications.

-

Use without additional mulch. Excellent for
seeding establishment. Tie down as per
manufacturers specifications. Approximately
72 Ibs/roll for excelsior with plastic on both

sid~ Use two sided plastic for
of waterways.
Glass Fiber

Plastic
Filter Fabric~
Straw or

L/4" thick, 7/16" alia.,
holes on 1" centers,
56 lb. rolls.
2-4 mils
Woven or Spun

-

72"x30 ~

Variable

-

Variable

Pho~odegradable
most are
63 ft, xone
83..51L
orplastic net Ontwo tides,
orC°C°nUt fibercombination

_

_

Use without additional mulch. Tie doom with
T bars u per manufacturers specificatlo~.

Use black for ~¢ed control Elfe, ctiv¢ for
molslm~ comervafioa and weed coatro/for

81 roila

-

Designed to tolerate higher v~lodty water
flow, ceateafa~ ol wat, e, ncay~.. 60 t, q. yds.

Table 3.9

V

Mulch Anchorlng Gulde
Anchoring Method
or M~teri~i

Kind of Mulch to
be Am:bored

1. Peg and Twine

Hay or straw

.Aft.er mulching, divide areas into blocks approx. I sq. yd.
m stze. Drive 4-6 pegs per block to within 2" to 3" of soil
surface. Secure mulch to surface by stretching twine
between pegs in criss-cross pattern on each block. Secure
twine around each peg with 2 or more turns. Drive pegs
flush with soil where mowing and maintenance is
planned.

How To Apply
L

f"
~
~
~
i

2. Mulch netting

Hay or straw

Staple the fight-weight paper, jute, wood fiber, or plastic
nettings to soil surface according to manufacturer’a
recommendations. Should be biodegradable. Most
products are not suitable for foot tralTw..

i

3. Soil & ston~

Plastic

Plow a single furrow along edge of area to be covered
with plastic, fold about 6" of plastic into the furrow and
plow furrow slice back ow.r plastic. Use stones to hold
plastic down in other places as m~ded.

i

4. Cut-in

Hay or straw

Cut mulch into soil surface with square edged spade.
Make cuts in contour rows spaced 18" apart. Most auccessfui on contour in sandy toils.

1. Asphalt spray (emulsion)
g

Compost, wood chips,
wood shavings, hay

~

¯

(rapid, medium, or slow setting) 0.10 gallons per sq/yd.,
400 gal/acrc.

¯
i

Apply with suitable spray equipment using the following
rates: asphalt emulsion 0.04 gallons per sq. yd.: on slopes

2

2. Wood cellulose

Hay or straw

Apply with hydrosceder immediately after mulching.
Use 750 ibs wood fiber per acre. Some products contain
an adhesive material

3. Pick chain

Hayor straw

Use on slopes steeper than 3:1. Pull across slopes with
suitable power equipmenL

4. Mulch anchoring tool
or disk

Hay or straw,
manure/mostly straw

Apply mulch and use pull a mulch anchoring tool over
mulch. When a disk (smooth) is used, set in straight
position and pull across slope with suitable power
equipment. Mulch material should be "tucked" into
soil surface about 3".

i
~

:

~

5. Chemical

New York Guidelines for Urban
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Hay or straw

tJ

t’m’t
tJ

Apply Terra Tack AR 120 Ibs/ac in 480 gal. of water
(#156/ac.) or Aerospray 70 (60 gal/ac.) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Avoid application during
rain. A 24 hour curing period and a soil temperature
higher than 45° F are required.
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STANDARD AND
SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

STABILIZATION WITH SOD

I

Definition
1. Prior to sodding, the surface ~ be smoothed and
Stabilizing silt producing areas by establishing long term
cleared of all trash, debris, and of all roots, brush, wire,
stands of grass with sod.
grade stakes and other objects that would intedere with
planting, fertilizing or maJatenance operatiom.

Purpose

To stabilize the soil; reduce damage from sediment and
runoff" to down~’emn areas; enhance natural beauty,

Conditions Where Practice Applies

2. Where the soil is acid or composed ofheavydays, grouad
llmestone shall be spread at the rate of 100 lbs. per 1,000
square feet. In all soils 20 lbs. orS-10-10 or equivalent, per
1,000 square feet shall be uulformly applied and mixed iato
the top 3 inches of rail with the required lime.

On exposed soils that have a potential for causing off rite Se~
environmental damage where a quick vegetative cover is
1. The operation of laying, tamping and irrigating fo~ any
desired. Moisture, either appfied or natural, is essential to
area sod ~ be completed within eight houra. During
succe.~
periods of excesrively high temperature the rail shall be
lightly moistened immediately prior to hying the
Design Criteria
1. Sod shall be bluegrass or a bluegrass/red rescue mixture
or a perennial tyegrass for average rites. Use tall rescue
for shady, droughty or otherwise more cridcal areas. For
variety selection, ~ Table 3.2 on page 3.11.
2. Sod shall be machine cut at a uniform soil thickness of
3/4 inch, plus or mlnus U4 inch. Measurement for thickness
shall exclude top growth and thatch,
3. Standard size sections of sod shall be strong enough to
support their own weight and retain their size and shape
when suspended vertically from a firm grasp on the upper
10 percent of the section,

2. The In-st row of sod shall be lald in a straight line with
subsequent ro~ placed parallel to and tightly wedged
against each other. Lateral joints ~ be staggered to
promote more uniform growth and mength. Insure that
sod is not uxetched or overlapped and that all joints are
butted tight in order to prevent voids which would canse
alr drying of the rco~s. On rioping areas where erorion may
be a problem, sod shall be laid with the long edses paralld
to the contour and with staggored joiats.
3. Secure the rod by tamping and pegging or other ap*
proved methods. As sodding is completed in guy one section, the entire area shag be rolled or tamped to insure mild
contact of roots with the =oil ratrface.

4. Sod shall be free of weeds and undesirable coarse weedy
grasses. Wild native or pasture grass sod shall not be used 4. Sod shall be watered immediately after rolling or tamp*
unless specified,
ing until the underside of the new sod pad and ~ surface
5. Sod shall not be harvested or transplanted when mois- below the sod are thoroughly wr.t.
ture content (excessively dry or wet) may adversely affect
its survival.
6. Sod shall be harvested, delivered and installed within a
period of 36 hours. Sod not transplanted within this I~rlod
sh~ll be in~lx:Cted and approved by the contracting officer
or i~ designated representative prior to its installation,
Site Preparatloa

Sod Malateam~e
1. In the absence of adequate rainfall, watering ~ be
performed daily or as often as deemed necessary by the
inspector during the first week and in sufficient quantities
to maintain moist soil to a depth of 4 inches. Watering
should b<: done during the heat of the day to help preveat
wilting. Avoid excessive water during application&

Fertilizer and lime application rates shall be determined by 2. After the first week, sod shall be watered as necessary to
maintain adequate moisture and insure establishment.
soil lests. Under unusual circumstances where there is
insufficient time for a complete soil test and the contracting 3. First mowing should not be attempted until sod is firmly
officer agrees, fertilizer and lime materials may be applied rooted. No more than I/3 of the grass leaf shall be removed
in amounts shown in subsection 2 below,
by the initial cutting or subsequent cuttings. Grass height
shag be maintained between 2 and 3 inches unless other-
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wise specified. Avoid heavy mowing equipment for several
weeks to prevent rutting.
4. Fertilize three to four weeks after sodding, applying 1
pound nitrogen/l,000 sq. ft. Use a complete fertilizer with
a 2-1-1 ratio, or as recommended by soil tnst results,
5. Weed Control: Target herbicides for weeds present.
Consult current Cornell Pest Control Recommendations
for commercial ludgrass management or consult the local
office of Cooperative Extension
6. Disease Control: Consult the local office of the
Cooperative Extcadoa.

I/
Additional Refer~ace~
1. Guideline S.t3eclf;c~finn,;. Soil Pre.naralion and St~li;Li~. MD-VA. Pub. #1. Cooperative Extension Service, University of Maryland-Virginia Pol3ncchnic
Institut©. Revised 1973.
2. Guideline S.necifica|ion~ for Sc~ddin_~. American Sod
Producers Association, Inc. New Brunswick, NJ.

~

3. Cornell Cultural ReJmmmendal;an~ for Commert’ial
Turf_~rass Mana_~ement. Corncll University, Ithaca,
N.Y., 1985.

IJ
y

’~

2
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VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION OF SAND AND GRAVEL PITS
Definition
B) When the frees fraction is less than 15 percent, the
following warm season grass mixture shall be used:

Stabilizing inactive borrow ~re~s with herbaceous, perch-

PLS*/Acre
Switchgra~

I. To stabilize the soil, preventing wind or water erosion
from causing on-site or off.site damage&

Blackwell, Shelter
or Pathfinder
Coastal plaicgra~ Atlantic
Big Biuestem
Ningara
Little Biuestem
Aldon~ or

2. To improve the aesthetic appeal and the ability of the site
to support wildlife.

2.0
4.0
4.0

Sa~d

Condition Where Practice Applies

or Bend

Sand and gravel borrow areas which have had:

Total mix (PLS/acre)

1. The ~oil profile replaced to approximate original condl-

*Pare Live Seed (PLS) - (% germination ¯ %

14.0

~ty)/~O0.

~o~

2. Wbere the soil profile has been remo~:L

Poueds to be r~Acd

Design Criteria

c)

When the fmes fraction is 15 percent or greater, one

1. The surface shall be graded with ¯ maximum slope of 15
percent (8.5 degrees).

of the following grasdlegum¢ mixture shall be

2. Rocks and other debris shall be removed from the site
or buried during grading.

Tall rescue
Ky-31
Redtop
Common
Perennial rycgrass Peanfine
Birdxf~mt trefail* Emnirc
Total n~x (lbs. PLS/acre)

Live Seed

3. Surface materials shall be sampled and analyzed to
determine:

10.0
2.0
5.0
25.0

A) Percent fines (partldes less than .074 mm- 200 mesh

* legume in seed mixture needs to be inoculated.

B) pH.

or

sieve).

C) Phosphorus and potassium availability.
4. Lime and fertilLzer requirements:

Live Seed
Flatpea*
Lathco
"
Perennial pea*
Lancer
Crownvetch
Peungift/Chemung
Tall fescue
KY-31/Rel~I
Total mix (lbsJacre)

The surface material shall be limed to a pH of 6.0 using
agricultural ground limestone. The lime shall be incorporated into the top 3 inches of surface material.
Fertilizer shall be applied per soil test to achieve
moderate levels of available phosphorus (P205) and
pola~ium (K20). In addition, 30 pounds per acre of
nitrogen in a slow release formulation shall be applied.
The fertilizer will be incorporated (about 1/4 -1/2 inch)
along with the seed. See subsection F, Planting instructions, of thi~ standard.
.5. Seeding nfixture selection:
A) Temporary cover may be obtained by seeding oats a{
2. bu/acre,

!~-~

2.0
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10.~)
2.0
10.0
10.0
32.0

* legume in seed mixture needs to be inoculated.
6. Plmlting instructions:
A) Planting dates are early spring until May 20. The
birdsfoot trefoiUgrass mix may be fall seeded after
August 15. A temporary cover of 2 bushels of
oats/acre may be planted from August [5 to Septemher 15 (oats will winter kill).
B) The legumes shall be inoculated at 4 times the standard rate immediately prior to seeding.
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C) The seed shall be uniformly broadcast mechanically,
are planted. When the grass/legume mix i~ used, 4,000
by hydroseeder, or by hand.
pounds of grain straw will be used.
D) The seed and fertilizer shall be incorporated by eithe~
F) The mulch shall be anchored by the bulldozer tracking
1) Wracking" the area with a bulldozer having cleats
technique (may be simultaneous with seed incorporation) or by a method selected from Standard and
at least 1 inch in depth. Operation of the dozer
Specification for Mulching on page 3.31.
shall be perpendicular to the contour and such
that the entire area is covered by the tracks.
7. Site protection:
2) Pulling a cultipacker over the entire site with the
For the seeding to be suceeasfuLvehidetand foot traffic
tines set to 611 no deeper than I inch.
must be kept off the site for at least 2 pratt.

E) The entire site shall be mulched with 3,000 potmds of
small grain straw por acre when warm setson grmse~
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I

STANDARD AND
SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

PROTECTING VEGETATION DURING CONSTRUCTION

I

Definition
and shadbnsh and valuable potential shade trees
should be identified and marked for special
protective treatment as appropriate.
4) Trees to be cut should be marked on the plans. If
timber can be removed for salable products, a
forester should be consuhed for marketing advice.

The protection of trees, shrubs, ground cover and other
vegetation from damage by construction equipment,

Purpose
To preserve existing vegetation determined to be impor-

rant for soil erosion control, water quafity protection,

5) Trees that may become a hazard to people, per-

shade, screening and other value,~,

sonal property, or utilities should be designated to

be removed. These include trees subject to
windthrow, weak-wooded, dlsease-prone species,

Conditions Where Practice Applies

and trees with severely damaged root systems.
6) The vigor of remaining trees may be improved by
a selective thinning. A forester should be cow
suited for implementing this practice.

On planned construction sites in wooded areas where
valued vegetation exists and needs to be preserved.

Design Criteria
1. Planning Considerations

~
.... ....,,a
~’~

2. Measur~ to Protect Vegetation

A. Inventory:.
1) Property boundaries, topography, vegetation and
soils information should be gathered. Identify
potentially high erosion areas, areas with tree
windthrow potential, etc. A vegetative cover type
map should be made on a copy of a topographic
map which shows other natural and manmade
features. Vcgetation that is desirable to preserve
because of its value for screening, shade, critical
erosion control, endangered species, aesthetics,
etc., should be identified and marked on the map.
2) Based upon these data, general statements should
be prepared about the present condition, potential problem areas and unique features of the
property,
B. Planning:
1) After engineering plans (,plot maps) are prepared,
another field review should take place and recommendations made as to vegetation to be raved,
Minor zdjustments in location of roads, dwellings
and utilities may be needed. Construction on
st eep slopes, erodible soLIs, wetlands and streams
should be avoided. Clearing limits should be
delineated,

~

2) Areas to be seeded and planted should be identiGed. Remaining vegetation should blend with
the surroundings and~or provide special function
such as a filter strip, buffer zone or screen.
3) Trees and shrubs of special seasonal interest, such
as flowering dogwood, red maple, striped maple,
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A. Limit soll placement over existing tree and shrub roots
to a maximum of 3 hiches. SoiLs with loamy texture
and good structure should be used.
B. Use retaining walls and terraces to protect roots of
trees and shrubs when grades are lowered. Lowered
grades should start no closer than the dripline of the
tree. For narrow-canopied trees and shrubs, thestem
diameter in inches is converted to feet and doubled,
such that a 10 inch tree should be protected to 20 feet.
C. Trenching across tree root systems should be the san~e
minimum distance from the trunk, as in "B." Tunnels
under root systems for underground utilities should
start 18 inches or deeper below the normal ground
surface. Tree roots which must be severed should be
cut clean. Backfill material to be in contact with the
roots should be topsoil or a prepared planting soil
mixture.
D. Construct sturdy fences, wood or steel barriers, or
other protective devices surroundingvaluable vegetation from construction equipment.
Place barriers far enough from trees so that tall equip
ment such as backhoes and dumptrucks do not contact tree branches.
E. Construction limits should be identified and clearly
marked to exclude equipment.
F. Avoid spills of oil!gas and other contaminants.
G. Obstructive and broken branches should be pruned
properly. The branch collar on all branches whether
living or dead should not be damaged. The 3 or 4 cut
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method should be used on all branches larger than
two inches at the cut. First cut about one-third the
way through the underside of the limb (about 6-12
inches from the tree thrunk). Then (approximatlely
an inch further out) make a second cut through the
limb from the upper side. When the branch is
removed, there is no splintering of the main tree
thrunk. Remove the stub. If the branch is larger than
5-6 inches in diameter, use the four cut systera Cuts
I and 2 remain the same and cut 3 should be fi’om the

.~-.~
underside of the limb, on the outside of the branch
collar, and cut 4 should be from the top and in alignmerit with the 3rd cut. Cut 3 should be 1/4 to 1/3 the
way down the limb. This will prevent the bark from
peeling down the trunk. Do not paint the cut surface.
H. Penalities for damage to valuable trees, shrubs and
herbaceous plants should be clearlyspeiled out in the
contract.

2
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I

STANDARD AND
SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

VEGETATING SAND DUNES AND TIDAL BANKS
Definition

Establishing and maintaining vegetative cover for coastal
shoreline protection,

Purpose

I

B. Where sand dun~s must be reconstructed thronO
sand entrapment and shore conditions allow for sand
deposition, a specialist from Sea Grant or SCS shall
make the determinations of feau’bility. Appropriate
l~rmits for altering shoretines must be obtaiued prio~

to work begi mi,

1. To stab;~;-~- frontal ~and dunes and provide for stad Z Building. Planting tad Maletainiag CoastaIStad Duue,
entrapment for dune building where possible tad ueces- Dune stabilization wock must rJJa, t at ~ one huadxed
~Y.
(100) feet (horizontal distance) from the Beta high tide
2. To provide for protection of dune vegetation from foot (MHT) llne as a minimum. Whenever fe.~b]e, leave
for two or more dune ~ a double layer of protecfim.
traffic tad vehide~
Dunes grow toward the sand supply, which is the ocean e~
3. To stabilize tidal btaks tad Provide for ions term proteo the lake.
~
& B~d~tbe dm~

Conditions Where Practice ~pplies
On any coastal shoreline including the Great Lakes, where
vegetation can be expected to effectively stabilize the site.
To determine potential effectiveness, refer to the procedure outlined in Table 3.10,’Vegetative Treatment Potntial for Eroding Tidal Shorelines in the Mid-Atlantic
States’on page 3.453

Where blowi~ sand is available, ¯ simple, ~
tively inexpensive tad successful mothod exists
building dunes. It consists of planting ~
beachgrass strips parallel to the coastline. A~ the
windblovm sand moves off the beach landward it
drops its load of sand, beginning the natural cycle
of dune growth. The row closest to the ocean

Specifications

should be at least I00 feet (horlzo~l dlua~e)

1. Sand Dunes
A. Where stabilization of existing sand dunes tad/or
reestablLd~ment of beachgrass is aeede.d.
1) Certified ’Cape’ American beachgrass shall be
planted on all frontal dunes. Planting shall be
accomp~hed by April 30, following the planting
recommendations found in Ftgure 3.3, Page 3.44
"Conservation Plant Sheet No. 28".
2) Certified ’Atlantic’ coastal panicgrass shall be
planted on back dunes at 10 pounds, pure live
seed, per acre. Plant from March 1 to June 15. See
pg. 3.37 to calculate actual pounds of pure live
seed.
3) Immediately after planting a sand fence (snow
fence) will be built to protect the beachgrass from
vehicle and foot traffic. The fence shall surround
the planted area at a distance of 15 feet from the
planted area. Passageways should be provided to
atlow pedestrians to cross the planted area at 300
foo~ intervals. Boardwalks are d~irable. Move the
opening and boardwalk when beachgrass becomes weak.

¯ ii...!~i:

~)
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from the MHT line. The plantings will trap laO~t
of the windblown sand, particularly durin8 the
growing sea~n when the grass will continue to
grow up through the newly trapped
cording to instructions found in Conservation
Plant Sheet No. 28, Ftgure 3.3.
2) Sand Fences (Snow Fence Material).
Use o~ sand fence is effective. It is readily available. It may be more expensive than braiding
dunes vegetatively, but is less expensive than doing
it with machinery. Normally it is also much faster
than with vegetation alone.

To form a barrier dune, erect the sand fenc~ a
minimum of 100 feet (horizontal distance) from
the MHT line in two (Three or four rows may be
used where sufficient land area and sand is available.) parallel lines 30 or 40 feet apart. The fences
should be roughly parallel to the water line and yet
be as nearly as possible at a right angle to the
prevailing winds. See F’tgure 3.5 on page 3.45.
Where this is not possible, erect a single line of
fence parallel with the sea at least 140 feet from
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the MHT line and space 30 foot long perpendicular spurs 40 feet apart along the seaward sid~
to trap lateral drift.

4) Sand fence plus vegetation.
The combination of these two approaches i~ more
effective than either of two alone. The sand fence
should be placed as discussed above. Bands of
vegetation should then be planted parallel to the

Asthefencesfillwithsand,additionalsetsoffence
can be placed over those filled until the barrier
dune has reached ¯ l~’otective height,
"
"
:
i

fence --d
on.e--d

in Figure 3.5 on page 3.45. Each band of vegetation should be about 20 feet wide and placed I0 to
15 feet born the umd fence, As the sand fills
betw~n the two fence~ additional fea~e ca¯ be
erected or the area between the fern:ca tun be
planted as shown in Ftgtwe 3.6 on page 3A6. Such
a combination can trap most m" ull the wind bimm
sand crossing the dune area sad produce a mud~
broader ha.sod dune than either approach alone.

To widen an old dune, the fcocing should be set
seawardat adlstanceof15fcet from~base.
3) Materiah Use standard 4 foot sand (mow) fence. The fence
should be sound, free of decay, broke¯ wire and
missing or broken dats.
Wood pos~, for fence support should be black
kxatst, red cedar, white cedar or other wood of
equal life or greagqh. They do not need to be
treated. They should be ¯ minimum of 6 ft. 6 ia.
long and a minimum diameter of 3 inches. Standard fence post length is usually 7 ft. - 8 ft. and

3. Tkial Streana and Er, tuariea
The procedures to determine the effectiveaeaa potential of
uab’dization of tidal stream~ and estuafius are found in
Table 3.10.

Four (4) wire ties should be used to fasten fence
to wood posts. Weave fence between posts so that
every other past will have fence on ocean side of
gauge galvanized wire.
Po~ts are to be set no further than 10 feet ¯pa~t.
The bottom of the fence should be set about 3
inches into the sand, or a me~.hanical g~adcr could
be used to push some sand against the bottom of
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A. Certified ’Cape’ American Boachgr~s.
B. Smooth co~dgrass.
Planting instructions are found in Figure 3./, USDASCS Conservation Plant Sheet No. 70 oa ~ 3.46.
"Best of Beach Vngetatioa" by W. Cut’tis Sharp.
Reprints from Parks and Recreation Re~ur,-~t
Volume 1, Nos. 1, ~ 4 & S, 7 & 8. Publishedin Janusry~
February, May/June, ~ulylAugust 1982,
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Table 3.10
Vegetative Treatment Potentlal for Eroding Tldal Shorellnes
In the Mid-Atlantic States
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
1. l~,tiuat¢ each o(th¢ f~ fo~ shorchn¢ v~riablcs and m~tch the -;to charactcristk~ o( tb~ va~ablc to the appropriate d~:s~ptJ~e
2. Plaee live Ve~ctativ~’rw.am~nt potential (YI’P) amiw.d for each of tb¢ foslr v~riabks in 1~ dl~t biad oluma.
:3. Obtain tl~ Cumulativ~ Y¢~tati~ Treatment Potential lot variables !, 2, 3 & 4 by addln| tl~ ~P lot ~
4. If it is 23 or moR, th~ potcnt;-I lot the -;to to b¢ stabilized w~th vc~ctati~ is ~/y ~ood Mild tl~ ~ o(tb¢ t~bl¢ ~ MOt
it is bek~ 23, go m step 5.
5, Detenaiae the ~ for aho~lia~ ~abl¢ 5 thn~ 9 aad obtaia tl~ ~malat~ ~ fot~ka 1-9.
6. Com~f~ the cumulatiw VTP ~ wkh the VcL, ct~tivc TRatmcnt Po~ntial 5c~ ~t tb¢ bottom o( this ~

DIRECTION FOR USE

SHORELIN~ VARIABLE~

is Ioc~tr, d in bold

Less than
0.5 miles
8

1. Fetch: Average distance
in miles of open watermeasured peq)cndicular
tothe shore and 45

degrees ither rdd¢ of igrpendie,,lar to shore.

LGeneral shape ~ Cows

shoreline for distance
200 yards on each side of

$

~.

over
5 milert
O

Headland or ~raight

Irregular shoreline

shoreline

3

p!a_n!in~ site.
;. Shoreline orientation: Anyless

West to

South to

South to

North to

East

East

$
faces.
None
4. Boat traffi~ Proximi~ ~

3
1-10 per

2
More than 10

1
1-10 per

0
More than

than 1/2
mile fetch

General geographic
direction the shoreline

,..~

3.5 thru 4.9
miles
2

1.5 thru 3.4
miles
4

0.5 thru 1.4
~
7

site torecreationat
commercial boat traffic.

$

Wen

North

week within
1/2 aft. of
shore,

,

w~ek within
100 yds. of
shore,

per week
within 1/2 nil.
of shore,

2

within
yds. of shore.

t

~

Cumulation Vegetative Treatment Potential for Variables 1, 2, 3 & 4
II this se°r~ is 23 ot ab°vt’ tl~¢ t~oteatial f°r th~ ~itc it v"" g°°d "ttd th~ tt*t a the tabk n¢°d not tm u*~d" U it is be’k~w 23" P to ~teP
~. Width of beach above

Greater than 10 ft.

10 ft. thxu 7 ft.

2
3
mean high fide in feet
2
20
ft.
thru
15 ft.
More than 20 ft.
6. Potential width of
2
3
Planting area in feet
below 8%
8% thru 14%
7. On shore gradient
3
6
slope from MLW to toe
f bank.

Lc.ss ~ 3 fL

6 ft. ~ 3 ft.

0
Less than 10
Do not plant
Over 20%
0

I
14 ft. thru 10 ft.
1
15% thru 20%
I

No vegetation below toe of slope

8. Beach Vegetation

Vegetation below toe of slope

9. Depth of sand3 at
mean high dde in inches,

less than 3 in.
10 in. thru 3 in.
more than 10 in.
0
2
3
Cumulative Vegetative Treatment Potential for Variables 1-9

1. Do no~ p~at.
2. If tidal fluctuation it 23 feet of k.t, me.~grt from
MLW to toe of bank. If tidal fluctuation i~ ov*r 2~
feet, measure ft~0m ~ to to~ of bank.
3. Refer~ to depth o( ~,tnd d¢l:x~ited by littoral drift ovtr
tM tuber rata.
,.~
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Vegetative Treatment Potential Scale

If the VTP is,

~tahiliTed with Ve_vefation

40

33

Good

32

24

Fair

23
16
below 16

Page 3,43

Potential of site to be

And

~etween

Poor
Do not plant
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Figure 3.3
American Beachgrass Information Sheet

(~l~l~OJlila bLe.gJJLqttla~
Adapted from USDA-SCS Conservation Plant Sheet No. 7A 1
~ Major use is to stabilize moving sand along the
Atlantic Sea coast and Great Lakes region. It is the best
species for the initial stabiliT~tion of frontal dunes.
Useful as an erosion control plant on non-dune areas
where soils are very sandy and the site conditions make
establishment of seeded species very difficult. Also used
on soils high in salinity ~.uch as industrial waste needing
vegetativecovrx,
De~rlnti~n:
American beachgrass is a leafy, spreading,
.
bunch-type grass with many stems per clump. Itmayreach
a height of two to thrce feet. The seed head is a spike-like
panicle, about ten inches long, and appears in late July or
AngnsL Leaves are long and narrow, and may become
rolled or folded as it .ture.s.
One outstanding growth characteristic is the strong underground stems (rhizomes) that spread beneath the sand and
give rise to many new plants. Its vigorous growth enables
the plant to withstand heavy deposits of sand and grow up
through it.
Adai2IaI~l: It is native to the mid-Atlantic coastal region
from Maine to North Carollna, and the Great Lakes region,
It will grow on island sites, high in sand and/or saline
content, provided applications of fertilizers containing
nitrogen are made.
~ ’Cape’ is the most recent variety and was
developed by the Soil Conservation Service at the Cape
May Plant Materials Center, Cape May Court House, N.J.
’Hatteras’ developed by the Agricultural Experiment Stadon in North Carolina is a variety possibly better adapted
to southern climates,

18" x 18" spacing requires 58,500
culms per 1,000 square feet.
Beachgrass ulms must be planted at least 8" d~ep. This
prevents
pIants
from
\
drying out,
as well as
being
.
blown out
by the
wind. A
tiling or
d i t ch i n g
spade is an
¯ xce llent
t ool for
opening
~
~he planting hole.
~
A two man
crew
!
i~ ..~
works best
in planting
on frontal
BEACHGRASS
dunes and
Ioose
~2,--,~,.
sandy areas. The culms and roots must be kept moist
before and during planting. Success of planting will in.
creaseifthe stock is dormant or has made very litfle growth.
Fertilizer properly applied is the key to good vigorous
growth, as coastal sands are rather infertile.

So~ce: Both are commercially available vegetatively. Fertilize annually in March or April with 30 to 40 pounds
of inorganic Nitrogen per acre.
Seed not available,
]::o~tal~li~hment_" The best time to plant beachgrass is from Management: Once the stand is well established, the rate
of fertilizer applied can be reduced by half, or applied only
October 1 to April 30. If properly planted, good survival
can be expected at any time during this period except when wben the stand appears to be weakenlng,
soll is frozen. Summer plantings are not satisfactory.
Pedestrian and vehicular traffic that bends or breaks the
American beachgrass can be planted either by hand or by
culms will seriously damage the plants and may kill them if
mechanical equipment designed for this work. The stems traffic is intensive. On frontal dunes, any area devoid of
of plants called ’culms’ are used for planting stock. Two or prolective cover is subject to blowing and eventual ruin.
three culms are planted per hole. Space plants 18" by 18"
Replanting of beachgrass stands that become open should
unless wind erosion is severe, then spacing is reduced to be an annual operating procedure.
12" by 12". Stagger the plantings in alternate rows to provide maximum erosion control. Onverystableareaswhere Exclude vehicular traffic if possible and provide
wind is not a factor, a spacing of 24" x 24" is suitable. An boardwalks for pedestrians. Move boardwalks when
beachgrass underneath it begins to weaken.
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Flgum 3.4
Comblnatlon of Sand Fence and Vegetatlon for Dune Bulldlng

V

0
__~ ~0’-~’
,.
;.~.

: ! VEGETATION

-_ ~

20

Flgure 3.5
Typlcal Cross-Section Created by a Comblnatlon
of Sand Fence and Vegetatlon

I

#,,,~-"-FENCE----.~

NEW INSTALLATION ~\~V

I

VEGETATION
~\\S/

SOME SAND
ACCUMULATION

ADDITIONAL SAND
ACCUMULATION
NEW PLANTING I

COMPLETED DUNE
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Flgure 3.6
Cordgrass Informatlon Sheet
Smooth Cordgrass (~:)J~la ~)

and

Saltmeadow Cordgrass ~ ~)
Adapled ~ USDA-SCS Cemervatioa Plant Skeet N~. 70 $
~ Smooth oordgruss, a long life perenngll, is the hold twelve to lift een spikelcts, each twoqhre¢ inches long.
dominant, most productive marsh plant in the regularly Its primary method of spread is by vigorous, hollow
from Newfoundland to lqorida and Texas. Smooth
cordgrass ~ows three to seven feet tall wRh stems up to 1/2
iuch;-d~amctcr. Thalcave~u~twclvetotwentyinchcs
long, ~aporing to a poinL The seedhcads, produeed in
SqXcmbcrandOctobcr, urctentotwdveinch~io~,,,d

Saitmcadow
cordgrass
grow~ in salt
marshes and
meadows
along ~he Ab
lanfic and Gulf
coasts from
Ouebec tO
Florida aad
Texas. It ocimmediately
above the intertidai zone.
Mature plants
are grayish
green, usually

one ,o three

feet tail. The
leaf sheath is
rounded; the leaf blade is long and narrow, usually rolled
inward giving a wiry appearance; the upper side of the leaf
is rough. The seed heads produced in October have
spikelets that grow almost at right angles to spikelets.
Saltmeadow cordgrass reproduces rapidly by long, scally,
slender rhizomes. Both smooth and saltmeadow cordgrasses are used by waterfowl as a source of food. Saltmeadow
cordgrass is also used by muskrats for housing material~
Uses: Because of their adaptation to brackish water,
smooth and salt meadow cordgrasses occur naturally or can
be planted to stabilize eroding shorelines. Planted long the
shoreline, the cordgrasses absorb the wave energy and
collect the sediment brought in by water. As the sediment
is dropped, the band of vegetation expands, pushing the
mean high tide away from the tow of the bank, thus reducing the potential for continuous erosion as shown on page
3.49.
Establishment of Shoreline Plantin_vs: Smooth cordgrass
is planted between the mean low water level and the mean
high water level. Saltmeadow cordgrass is planted above
New York Guidelines for Urban
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Anticipated Results From Vegetative Treatment

-.

¯ : IffIHOUT ¥£ttTttrCE "’..." ~.~ ..’" ".’..’.
BG~ORE VF.~’TAHV[ i’gF.ATHENT

IffTHOUT ~TAIIOR
DItED~TELY ~ VL:’~d, TATIOR TilF.,AIIIENI’

...... " ". .’.1.’" ,%’..:
Y£~’TATIOR

the smooth cordgraxs from mean

high water to the toe of the dope. If
the distance from the mean high
water to the toe of the ~ope ~
.10 feet, American beachgra~ should
also be planted in the upper part of
the slope. See recommended planting mraagements.
E.stablishmcnt of Plants: There arc
threetype.sofplantmaterialsthatcan
be used for planting along the
shoreline. One type is seedlings
grown in peat pots. Such plants
should be about 12inchcstallwlth3-5
stems p~r container before they are
large enough for transplanting. The
container is planted with the root
A second method is to grow the
plants in containers which allow the
plants with the root mass to slip out
at the time of planting. Their slz~,
etc., arc the same as above. The advantage of this method is that it
eliminates the barrier occasionally
created by the peat pots that may
produce a slight turbulence around
the plant and wash it out.
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Recommended Planting Arrangements

~/E~ORI~
PL.tNT
1"0 a~
~I.T IIEk0O~ ~ I~/ OR

~

~C~~
~1~ ttI~ HOE
~Icts -~ ......
8~t~ &o.1. ""~-""~..~ _ ._.~--~t~ L~
COFI3G8~ ~001~
I NOr TO EX~
[~U.W EXCEE0 11’ UNLE~]
~rE IS IN PtqOT£CTED CO~E
$Ir~ VII’H TIOkL FI.UCTUtTION IN EXCF~ OF 2.~ FEET.

.l~01~
--~ PLkNT TO SkI.T tlF.tl~ CORDGAt~ I~/ OR
~__~cts 8EkCH6P,~
_~-I~.t~ HI~ rI0~
te~ICts~ ......
8Etc~r,~s.s SkIT ~ _ ~IIF.~ LOt/ HI3I:
r.O~31;~tSS S~0OTH
~NOr ,0 EXCErn
r’~sT EXCE~ 1|’ UNLE
SITE IS IN PP,0TECTF.D COVE
sires wir~ rlntL FLUCTUtTION IN EXCESS OF 2.~ FEET OR
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A third type is to harvest culms from natural or cultivated
stands which are then planted directly to the shoreline. If
the planug are to be taken from natural stands, they should
be growing in sandy substrata. The stands should be epen
and developing rather than dense and mature. The culms
will be ready for digging and transplanting when the top
growth is six to ten inches tall Each culm should have a
well developed root.
Methods one, two and three are equally recommended for
smooth cordgrass. Methods one and two are rccommended for saltmeadow cordgrass, although methed three
ean be used but performance expectations will be less than
with the other two methods,

:

Plantings should be made between mid spring and July L
The early spring plantings are more hazardous bee¯use of
storms and less favorable soil temperature& Actual dates
arc influenced by location. Late spring plantings are
preferred.
Site Suitability:. A high percent¯Be of plantings made oa
tidal shorelines fail due to shoreline conditions, ¯roans, etc.
Most shoreline conditions can be identified and tbek
likelihood of contributing to success or failure estimated.
They are shown in Table 3.10. Its use is self-explanatory.

While the Precedure ontlined in Table 3.10 has been tested
against atual plantings, there is no guarantee the outcome
of the plantlug will be as the guideline sugge~s. For inWhen making plantin~ place thehills 18 to36inches apart stance unexpected storms could ompletely eliminate the
within and between rows. The spacing to be used is in- value of these guidelines and destroy the plant~
flucnced by the severity of the site. On sites that have ¯
potential of being washed away, the spaciug should be Mana_oemen! of l::-~t~bli~h,.~4 plantl,_o~, Plantings ~
closer. In protected areas where there is llttic danger from be monitored frequently each year. Plants destroyed m"
the planting being initially destroyed, the spacing can be washed out should be replanted as quickly as possible. If
wider. The hole made in the substrata should fully accom- plant development and growth is inferior to surrounding
medatcthc plant roots. Be sure toseal the hole bypresslug natural marshes, fertilize in late May or June at low tide
the soil around the rooL~ with your heal
with 3430-500 Ibs. per acre of 10-10-10 fertilizer. All debris
washed onto the plantings should be iauncdiately removed
One or two ounces of fertilizer should be placed in the
to prevent smothering the plants.
bottom of the planting hole or in ¯ separate hole to one side
of the plant. If this approach is used, ¯ slow released ~ Smooth and saltmeadow cordgrasses are avail.
fcrtifizcr such as Osmocotc, ¯t one ounce per hill is recom- able commercially or can be dug locally from an existing
mended. An alternate treatment is to broadcast about 500 marsh. Bccausc commercial sources arc subjeet to change,
lbs. of 10-10-10 fertilizer over the planted area at low tide contact your local USDA Soil Conservation Se~ce of F~e
about three weeks a~ter planting. This mount is about for sources closest to you.
twelve pounds per 1,000 sq. f~ Putting fertilizer in the hole
at planting time and some ¯bout six weeks after planth~
wil/give the most rapid growth to the new pinntins~
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SECTION 4
BIOTECHNICAL MEASURES FOR EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL

~
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
Introduction

dopes that could be controlled with biotcchnical protection measure.~ The low cost and ease of installation is very

Biotechnlcal slope protection is the specialized use of attractivetounitsofgovemmentandhighwaydepartmcot~
woody plant materials to stabilize soil As noted in Section looking to maximize their budget dollar~.
1, one of the factot~ that influences erosion is vegetative
Principles of Biotechnical Slope
cover. The more cover soll has the more protected it is
Protection
from the attacking forces of rainfall and runoff. Also working to hold the soil in place is the root mass that vegetation Generally ¯ biotechnical dope protection tystem
engineering principles with plant science to create ¯ system
of stability for critical areas such as streambanks or roadside slopes. These systems may combine structural
measures, such as those detailed in Section 5, with woody
plants and shrubs to effect ¯ greogtheniog of the soll
structure and improved vegetative cover to res~ surface
erosion,
There are many advantages to biotedmical dope protect.ion measures:
¯ they are often le~ expendve to install
¯ they don’t require speciafized skilh to install
¯ generally heavy equipment is not required
¯ they are environmentally compaffble
¯ they provide ¯ natural aesthestic appearance
¯ they provide wildlife habitat and cover
¯ they can be sell repairing during and alter str~
¯ they use natural/native materlah
On the other hand there are some disadvantages to these
measure~
¯

higher risk due to less control with vegetation compared to structural practice~

elements working together to ttabilize ¯ gite specific ~
dltion- Structural component~ are employed to allow
tabiL~hment of vegetative ¢iemont~ while at the tame time
providing ¯ level of protection for gability. The vegetative
components are not just landscaping plantings for art ruetural project, but perform ¯ functional role in preveming
erosion by protecting the surface while also ~tabilizing toil
by preventing shallow mard movemont~.
Woody plant matet~ls (usually dormant daub willow
branches) are placed into the ~ in way~ which provide an
immediate degree of stability to the dope. As the branchea
take root and grow, the dope becomes more and mote
resistant to failure by shallow ~ movements due to:
1. Mechanical reinforcement from the root tystem
2. Soil water depiction through transpiration and inter-

ception.
3. Buttressing and soil arching ¯ction from embedded

stems.
The vegetation also tends to prevent surficial (rainfall)
erosion b~.

¯ require higher maintenance attention
¯ need an establishment period
¯ more sensitive to seasonal changes
Bioteehnical slope protection is actually an old technology.
These techniques have been practiced for centuries in
Europe. The Soil Conservation Service used and
promoted this technology in the 1940’s in Vermont on the
Winooski River and also in New York on Buffalo Creek
where plant materials (willows) were used in combination
wRh rock riprap, concrete slabs, pinned rock, and cellular
modules to halt streambank erosion.

1. Binding and restraining soil particles in place
2. F’dtering soil particles from runoff
3. Intercepting raindrop~
4. Retarding velocity of runoff
5. Maintaining infiltration
As the stability improves, native vegetation will volunteer,
helping to blend the site into the surroundings.
There are many techniques used in biotechuical work.
Some of the most common are:

These biotechnical approaches are being "rediscovered"
primarily due to their cost effectiveness over more traditional structural measures and for their environmental
compatibility, aesthetics and wildlife benefits. There are
many areas in towns and counties in blew York that experience erosion on streambanks or sloughs on roadside
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¯ wattling
¯ brush layering

¯ brush matting
¯ live cribwall
¯ live staking
. reed trench terracing
¯ gully- lead plugs
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR

WAVrLING
Definition
The plaeement of group~ or bundles of ~ whii~, or

~

4:1

6’

Purlx)se
To stabilize dopes by dowing water mo~ment off the

dope, increasing infiltration, trapping slope sedimen~ See figure 4.1 on page 4.4 get’ detm’lt.

z. wattles ~ be 4 ;-chu minim-,- ;,, diameter,ad

Conditions Where Practice Applies
On doping areas such as road cuts, dumped areas, road
fills, gullies, and streambunks, subject to ermion, seepage,
or weathering, which have a low to medium hazard potential should dope failure occur. Slopes must be 1:1 or
flatter,

Design Criteria
Materials - Shall be a native or nursery grown cultivar that
is capable of performing the intended function,
Wattles - Shall be made by forming the bundles 6-8 feet
long, 4 inches minimum in diameter, from stems no more
~han I inch in diameter. The wattles should be tapered in
each end in a manner that the wattle length is 18 inches
longer thxn the individual stem length.
Lap - Wattles should be overlapped at the tapered ends a
minimum of 1.5 fee~

inches longer than the ~tems.
2. Prior to wattling dope shall be =moothed and graded
with obstructions removed. Any structural measm~
for revetment, drainage or sudace water management
3. Anchor ttakes will be placed on the dope at the
designed contour interval.
4. Working from the bottom of the dope to the top,
excavate wattle trench just above stakes. Place war.
ties in trench and anchor with additional ~takes
spaced at 18 inches. Cover wattles with soil leavi~
about 10% exposed to view. Wattles shall be
lapped 18 inches minimum in the trench.
5. Soil shall be worked into the wattle and compacted by

walking on the wattling being covered.

6. All disturbed areas should be seeded upon completion
of wattling operations.
Vertical Spadng - The spacing of the contours for the Maintenance
wattles is dependent on the degree of erosion or potential
erosion at the site. Factors include slol~ steepness, soll Regular inspection and maintenance of wattling installatype, drainage, and existing ground cover. The following Lions should be conducted espy during the first yr~r
is a general guide to selecting contour intenral:
of establishment. Lock stakes should be reset and settled
fdl areas should be brought back to grade. Prompt correc~
~
dons to gulfie~ sloughs or other evident problems should
be made.
1:1
3’
1.5:1
2:1

4’

2.5:1

4’

3:1

5’
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Figure 4.1
Wattling Detall$

V
0

wattles 4 inches or more
diameter by 6-8 feet long

T

overlap 18 ~

2
,

DESIGN TABLE

’

3-Sft.

~

SLOPE

1:1 2:1 3:1 4:1 6:1

I CONTOUR INTERVAL

3

4

5

6

8

ONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS

i

C, F

1. WATTLES SHALL.BE I" MINIMUM DIAMETER AND BUNDLED WITH TAPERED ENDS
TO AN OVERALL LENGTH IB INCHES LONGER THAN THE STEMS.

g

2.

STRUCTURAL MEASURES SUCH AS REVETHENT. DRAINAGE.SURFACE DITCHES
WILL BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO WATTLING. SLOPE SHALL BE GRADED AND
SMOOTHED WITH OBSTRUCTIONS REMOVED.

n

3.

ANCHOR STAKES WILL BE PLACED ON THE SLOPE AT THE DESIRED CONTOUR
INTERVAL.

4. WORKING FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE
TRENCH JUST ABOVE THE STAKES.
THE WATTLES.
PLACE WATTLES IN
STAKES AT 18 INCH INTERVALS.
10% EXPOSURE.

U
~#

SLOPE TO THE TOP. EXCAVATE WATTLE
TRENCH SHALL BE HALF THE DIAMETER OF
TRENCH ANCHORING WITH ADDITIONAL
LOWER WATTLES WITH SOIL LEAVING ABOUT

J
~ J

5. SOIL SHALL BE WORKED INTO THE WATTLES AND COMPACTED BY FOOT TRAFFIC
6. ALL DISTURBED AREAS SHALL BE SEEDED UPON COMPLETION OF WATTLING
OPERATIONS.

R0039342

STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
BRUSH MATTING
Definition
A mulch or mattress of hardwood brush layed on a slope
and fastened down with stakes and wire.

M,te~h - The plaat materials should be willow o~ dogwood brush placed downs~eam to upstream with stems
inclined at approximately 30 degrees with the butt end
placed upstrcmn.
sc¢ figure 4.2 oe page 4.6 for detaih.

Purpose
To protect the soil surface on dop~ from erosive forc~
and act as a mulch for seeding and plant use until they are
,~tablished.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
Br~h matting is used p~narily on U~.ambaah where the
velocity is less than 6 feet per r~:cond and excessive runoff
from ~tremnflow has created erosive conditions. This
practice can r~st temporary inuadation but uot u:onr or

Constn~= Spedlkmhm~
L Prepare slope smface by grading to a uniform, smooth
surface dear of obstruction. Slopes should be
planted before the brush martin8 is installed.
z Lay hardwood brush beginning at the downstremnead
of the work. The toe ~onld be hatalled fu~t.
3. The butt end of the brush will be placed ul~;U~am mul
plant materials inclined approximately 30 degre~
4. The upstream edge of the mat will be keyed iato the

undermttin&

slope 2 fu:t. Sta~ will be driven throughout the mat
on 3 foot centers each way beginain8 ulong the toe d

Design Criteria

~ mat.

La3~- Thtdme~ - The brush shall be a minimum of 12
inch~ thick,
Height - The matting shall be placr.~! up the bank to the
point of average high water. ~ac toe of the matting should
be located in a rock trench that extends from the normal
water line to the channel bottom or 2 fcct which ever is
greater,
Slope - The maximum slope shall be 1.5:1.

5. No.9gaivanizedwirewillbeattachedtotbe~takeaaad
tightened to ~re the mat.
6. Slope areas above the matting will be shaped and
Malntesmnce
Scheduled inspections the first year are necessary to make
sure the anchoring system is sound. Broken wire or missing
stakes should be replaced immexfiately. Any toe material
missing should be replaced.

Anchoring - The matting shall be anchored on the slope by
a grid of 3 foot stakes driven on 3 foot centers each way.
No. 9 galvanized wire is then tied between the stakes and
tightened to s~cure the mat. The upstream edge of the mat
should be keyed into the bank 2 feet.
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Figure 4.2
Brush Matting Details

q

~

TYPICAL CROSS SECTI~

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
~I. PREPARE SLOPE SURFACE BY GRADING TO A UNIFORM, SMOOTH BURFACE.
2. LAY HARDWOOD BRUSH IN AN UPSTREAM DIRECTION BEGINNING AT THE DOWNSTREAM END.
THE TOE SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED FIRST.
3. THE BUTT END DF THE BRUSH WILL BE PLACED UPSTREAM AND THE PLANT
MATERIALS INCLINED APPROXIMATELY 3B DEGREES.
THE UPSTREAM EDGE OF THE MAT WILL BE KEYED INTD THE SLOPE 2 FEET.
STAKES WILL BE DRIVEN THROUGHOUT THE MATTING ON 3 FOOT CENTER~ EACH
WAY BEGINNING ALONG THE TOE OF THE MAT.
5. NO. 9 GALVANIZED WIRE WILL BE ATTACHED TO THE STAKE~ OVER THE MAT
AND TIGHTENED TO SECURE THE MAT.
6. SLOPE AREAS ABOVE THE MAT WILL BE SLOPED AND SEEDED.

~on and ~ent ~n~oi
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
VEGETATIVE STREAMBANK PROTECTION
u,~ Crib!!. T~ ~, a comt,~ion of vngm~on ~d

Definition

structural lcments generally used along streams wberc
flowing water is a hazard, layers of logs ar~ alternated
with long branches protruding out betwe,~ tbem. Tim inga
are spiked together and anchored into the bank with
Pulr~ose
earthfill behind them to create a wall. The ~ =t~m~ help
tie tbe iog~ tngetber and =tree= tbe wall See figur~ 4.4 mt
To prote~t exposed or eroded atrcamban~ from tbe pngc 4,8
ero~ve forc~ o~ flowing w~:r.
Stabilization of eroding streambanksby the me of designed
vngetatJve memure~,

~)nditions Where Practice Applies

the botto,- .d --d furced ~,ic~y ;-to the ~oft ~

along the waterline usually ¯bout 1 foot ¯part. D~pe~l;"g
Generally applicable where flo~ are less than 6 feet pot on the siz~ of the poks and the compo~,ition of tbe ttreamsecond and the strcam bottom is not subject to degradatlon bank, machinery may be required to force them into the
and scour. Structural elements may be used at points of ground or to prepare holes for plant~ The poks will
concentration such as toes to help establish the practice on grow forming a vct~ thick barrier to flow. See figure 4.5 on

Each channel is unique and measures designed for vegetafive s~’eambank protection will dcpcod on so;I type, sizcof
the stream, drainage area, bedload, ice flow potential and
availabillty of plant materinl~,
Protection measures should carry up the ba~k dope to the
average high water elevation. If this is not available use the
10 year storm to evaluate limits of the protection,

along the stream or ri~r banks to defle~ flow or current
away h’om the sueambunk. The wattles are plac~ in ¯
trench, staked and backfilled at the appropriate
downstream orientation. As the willows grow, the vertical
stems extend the deflector upward improving the flow
control during high water. Caution should be exerdaed
when employing this method s;"ce deflecting flow can
result in the creation of erosion problems ;- another ioeafion. See figure 4.6 on page 4.9

Streambank protection should begin at a stable location
and end at a stable location along the bank. The channel
bottom should be stable or stabilized prior to installing
protective measure&

Brush Mailing - This method uses hardwood brush
layered along a streambank as a mattress and anchored in
place with a grid of stakes and wire. The toe below the
waterline is anchored by rock. This living blanket acts as a
Ensure that all requirements of state law and all permit mulch for seedlings and plantings established in the bank.
requirements of local, state and federal agencies are met. It also prevents erosion of sloped surfaces. See Standards
and Specifications for Brush Matting on page 4.5
Wattling - This technique uses bundles of branches which
are staked into shallow trenches, then covered with soil. Maintenance
They are oriented along the contour and are placed in
multiple rows to help stabilize a slope. See Standard and Due to the susceptibility of plant materials to the physical
constraints of the site, climate conditions and animal
Specifications for Wattling on page 4.3
population.s, it is necessary to inspect installations freBrush Layering - This technique is generally used to stabiLizc slope areas above the flowline ofstreambanks as well
as cut and fall slopes. It involves the use of long branches
that are placed with cut ends into the slope on bulldozed
terraces. The tops protrude outside the fmLshed slope. A
layer usually includes three layers of brush separated with
a thin (3") layer of soil. On this layer a "lift" of 3-5 feet of
soil is placed to form the nexl terrace and so forth. See
figure 4_; on page 4.8
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quently. This is especially important during the fu-st year
or two of establishment. Plant materials mis~ing or
damaged should be replaced a~ soon as possible. Sloughs
or breaks in drainage pattern should be reestablished for
the site as quickly as possible to maintain stability.
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figure 4.3
Brush Layering Method

V
0

dormant but live vlllow$
and do~wood Ixush
.tems.7Sto ,.S inches dia.
and i2 to 15 few

2

ompacted filldo not p~ck hard
make provision for internal slope
dralfloge oe needed to prevent saturotioa

figure 4.4
Live Cdbwall Nong Streambank

I

~’ ~ ’~

fill loil~
3

¯ ;~
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Figure 4.5
Uve Staking Along Waterline

V

Ilow poles 11 foot oport)

~:

2

Figure 4.6
Waffle Row Deflectors Nong Waterline

~..~ .

~1~

TYPICAL SECTION
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S¥~IUCTURAL MEASURES FOR EROSION AND

SEDIMENT CONTROL IN URBAN AREAS

I

I

General
general, it is advant~cous to clear osdy as much m~t as
Uncontrolled runoff and excess ero~on often occurs in necessary to accommodate construction nccde. Grade and
urban developments, particularly during the construction stabilize large sites in stages whenever po~blc. Limiting
stage. This erosion forms rills and gullies; washes ont roads; rig amouat of d~turbed arc¯ limits the amount o~sedimont
scours cut and fill arc¯s; fills road ditchc~ storm drains, that is generated, thus ~ the amount o/a~tinand streams; and does other damage that is costly to the ton¯rice required on scdimont ontr~
developers and dasuaging to land and ~,ttcr users below.
~trcful inclusion of proven conservation practices in the Sedimont generated during tbe construction o~cut and fill
development plan can prevent or alleviate much of this dopes can also be minimized through de4dgn and grading
techniques. Whon designing either ¯ cut or fill slope, facdamage and should be a part of every development plan
tors to consider include dope length and steepm~
Tbese practices will usually be ¯ combiuation of vegetath~
type, and up¯lope drainage area. In goner¯l, it is important
and structural measures. They maybe temporary and serve to leave soil surfaces on disturbed slopes in ¯ roughened
only during the construction stage or they may be percondltinn and to construct ¯water diversion practicc at the
mancnt in nature and become ¯ part of the completed
top of slopes. Rough soils surfaces do not erode as rcadily
development. Permanent structural practices should be
as smooth soil sudace~
installed as early as possible in the construction stagc.Thls

section deals with the more common structural measures

~...,

";

that may be used. Adequate desi8~ plans and speclficadons should be prepared for the measures to be used. A
number of measures and specifications are included
throughout this chapter. The user of this guide should
determine those lements to be installed to control erosion
selected from Section 2 and follow the criteria included in
the specifications,

Introduction
Structural erosion and sediment control practices have
been classified as either temporary or permanent, according to how they arc used. Temporary structural practices
arc used during construction to prevent off¯ire sedimcntation~ The length of time that temporary practices arc functional varies from project to project, since the sediment
control strategy may change as construction activity
progresses. Permanent structural practices are used to
convey surface water runoff to a safe outlet. Permanent
structural practices will remain in place and continue to
function after the completion of construction,

Although design and grading techniques can reduce

erosion, they cannot elimln~tc it entirely. Therefore, prao.
ticcs must be installed to prevent of~e sedimeatati~
Eventhoughthespecificconditionsofeachsitedotermine
precisely what mcasuresarcnccessarytocontrolsedimeu.
tation, some general principles apply to the se~ and
placement of sediment control measures.
1. Prevent clean water from getting dirty by diverting
runoff" from upslope areas away from distmbed areas.
Earth dikes, temporary swale¯, perimeter
dike/¯wales, or diversions that outlet in stable areas
can be used in this capacity.
2. Remove sediment from dirty water before the water
leaves the site. The method of sediment removal
depends upon how the water drains from the site.
Concentrated flow must be diverted to a trapping
device so that suspended sediment can be deposited.
Dikes or ¯wales that oudet into traps or basins can
accomp ’-li~ this. A storm drain system may be used to
convey concentrated sediment laden water only if the
system empties into a trap or basin. Otherwise, all
storm drain inlets must be protected so that sediment
laden water cannot enter the drainage system before
being treated to remove the sediment.
3. Surface runoff draining in sheet flow must be filtered
before the water leaves the site. Straw bale dikes, silt
fences, or vegetative buffer strips can be used to filter
sheet flow.

Reg~rdle~ of whether the practices arc temporary or permancnt, runoff control measures should be the first items
constructed when grading begins, and be completely functional before down¯lope land disturbance takes
place. Earthen structures such as diversions, dikes, and
swale¯ should be stabilized before being considered runetional. Only after the runoff control structures are operational and sediment control me¯sates arc in place, should
clearing and grading the re.st of the construction site begin. All practices selected and implemented, must be properly
maintaincd in order to remain functional. Sediment ¯cWhile clearing and grading the site, it is important to cumulated in basins and traps must be r¢movcd and disminimize the amount of sediment that is produced. In
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1

POSed of in a manner that minimizes crosion and sedimen.
ration,
Other factors should be observed during construction in

order to make erosion and sediment control measures
more effective in pollution control
These are:
1. Sprinkle or apply dust suppressors. Keep dust down to
a tolerable liatit on construction sites and haul roads,
2. Use temporary bridges or culverts where fording of
rarcams is objectionable. Avoid borrow areas where
pollution from this operation is inevitable.

3. Protect streams from chemicals, fuel, lubricants,
sewage or other pollutants.
4. Avoid disposal of fill in floodplains or drainage ways.

TI~ reduces the capacity of these areas to pass flood
flows.
5. Do not locate sanitary facilities over or adjacent to live
streams, wells, or springs.
6. Locate storage yards and stockpiles where erosion and
sediment hazards are slight. Where this it not possible, apply necessary paving and erosion control
practices.

V

~’~

2
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Figure 5.1
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Rgure 5.1 (cont’d)
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
EARTH DIKE
Definition
A temporary berm or ~dg¢ or compacted soil, located in
such a manner as to channe! water to a desired location.

Stabilization

Stabilization of the dike shall be completed within 10 days
of installation in accordance with the standard and
Purpose
specifications for seed and straw mulch or straw mulch only
if not in secding season and flow channel shall be stabilized
The purpose of an earth dike is to direct runoff to a as per the following criteria:
sediment trapping device, thereby reducing the potential
for erosion and off site sedimontation. Earth dikes can also Type of
Channel
Flow
be used for diverting clean water away from disturbed Treatment GradeI At<SAc.)
areas.
1
0.5-3.0% Seed & Straw
Seed & Straw

Mulch

Conditions Where Practice Applies
Earth dikes arc often constructed across disturbed areas
and around construction sites such as graded parking Iot~
and subdivisions. The dikes shall remain in place until the
disturbed areas are permanendy stabilized.

Design Criteria

2

3.1-5,0% Seed & Straw
Mulch

Seed and cover
with Jute or
Excelsior. Sod,
or lined with
2 in. stone

3

5.1-8.0% Seed and cover
with Jute,
Exelslor, Sod
or line with
2 in. stone

Line with 4-8 in.
or stone or
Recycled
Concrete
Equivalent2

4

8.1-20% Line with
4-8 in. stone
or Recycled
Concrete
Equivalent2

Engineering
Design

See Figure 5A.1 on page 5A.2 for details
,.,

Ge~zal

Drainage Area

< 5 Ac

5-10 Ac

Dike Height

18 in.

36 in.

Dike Width

24 in.

36 in.

Flow Width

4 fL

6 fL

Flow Depth in Channel

8 i~

15 in.

2:1 or Flatter

2:1 or Ratter

0.5% Min.
~ Max.

0.5% Min.
20% Max.

Side Slopc,s
Grade

Mulch

1 in highly cro<~ihle soils, as defined by. the local approving agency,
r~fer to the ncx! higher slope grade for tyix o~’slabilization.
z Recycled C.oncrctc I~lulvalcn! shall b<: concrete broken into the

requirtd size. and shall contain no.steel n¢inforccment.
Outlet
Earth dikcs shall have an outlet that functions with a minimum of erosion.

Runoff shall bc conveyed to a sediment trapping device
For drainage areas larger than 10 acres refer to the Stand- until the drainage area above the dike is adequately stabiard and Specification for Diversion on page 5B.1.
lizcd.
The on-site location may nccd to bc adjusted to meet
conditions in order to utilize the most suitable outlet.
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Flgure 5A.1
Earth Dike Details

POSITIVE ORAINAGE-~I~I,D~ BUFFICIENT TO ~
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CONSTRUCTZON SPECIFI~TI~
1. ~L DIKES S~LL BE C~ACT~ BY E~0VIN6
2. ILL DIKES SHkLL ~VE POSITZVE ~IN&GE T0 ~
3. T~ VZDTH H~Y BE VIOER &~ SIDE ~ES BE ~Tf~ IF QESIR~ T0
FACILITATE ~0SSIN6 BY C~ST~CTION T~FF]C.
~. FIELO LOCATION SH0~O BE ~STEO AS NE~EO T0 UT~IZE A
STAB]LIZED ~kFE ~L~T.
5. ~RTH DIKES SHALL HAVE AN ~ET THaT F~CT]~S VI~ A HINI~
~0SZON. RUNOFF SHkLL BE CONVEYED T0 k SED]HENT TRkPPZN6 DEVICE
A SEQ]HENT TRAP OR SED2HENT BAS]N ~HERE E;THER THE O;KE ~EL M ~(
ORk]NAGE kREk ABOVE THE D;KE ARE NOT ADEOUkTELY

~~

"’~

FOR SEEO ANO STRA~ M~ ZF HOT ]N SEED]N6 SEAS~, (9 1 FL~
PER THE ~T 8ELOV.

FLO~ CHANNEL STABILIZATI~
TYPE 0F

TYPE 0F

TREATMENT

GRADE

2

3.1-~.IX

D~KE A
SEED A~ ~T~ ~

’

DIKE B
SEED USING ~TE.
~CELS/0R;

2" STONE

k. STONE T0 BE 2 ZNCH STONE. 0R RECYCLE0 CONCRETE EOU]VALENL
LEAST 3 ]NCHES ZN THZCKNESS AND BE ~ESSED ]NT0 THE S0[L
CONSTRUCT]~ EQUIPMENT.
B. RZP-RAP T0 BE 4-B INCHES IN & L~YER &T LEAST B ]N~ES TH[~NES~
PRESSED ]NT0 THE S0]L.
C. &PPROVED EOU]V&LENTS C&N BE SUBSTITUTED FOR &NY 0F THE &BOVE
7 PER]0OZC ]NSPECT]0N &~ REOU]REO MAiNTENaNCE NUST BE PROVZDEO ~FTER
EACH Rk]N EVENT.
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATION

FOR
TEMPORARY SWALE
Definition
A temporary excavated drainage way.
Purpose

Type of

Channel

The purpose of a temporary swale is to prevent runoff from
entering disturbed areas by intercepting and diverting it to
a stabilized outlet or to intercept sediment laden water and
divert it to ¯ sediment trapping device.

1

0.5-3.0% Seed&Straw
Mulch

2

3.1-5.0% Seed & Straw
Mulch

Flaw ~h .... I

Conditions Where Practice Applies

Seed&Straw
Mulch
Seed and cover
with Jute or

Excetsioq, red,

Temporary Swalea are omtracted:

2 in. t~ae

1. To divert flows from ¯ distmbed area.
2. Intermittently ¯moss disturbed areas to rJ~o~ea overland flow distances.

3

3. To direct sediment laden water along the base of ~

5.1-8.0% Seed tad cover
with Jute or
ExceLsior, Sod

Line with 4-8 in.
stone or Recycled
Concrete

uoae

to ¯ trapping device,
4

4. To transport offsite flows across disturbed arem such
as rights-of-way.

8.1-20% Line with
4-8 in. Uo~

or Recycled

Swales collecting runoff from disturbed areas shall remain

Engince~
Dcd~

in place u~fil the dlsturbcd areas arc pormaneutly ~abi-

refer m ~ am hil~ ~ grad~ for typ~ o~Uabaizatiee.

See Figure 5A.2 on page 5A.4 for details,

Drainage Area
~5 Ac
Bottom Width of
4 ft
Flow Channel
Depth of Flow Channel
1 ft
Side Slopes
2:1 or Flatter
Grade
0.5% Min.
20% Max.

Z i~ CO~R*,- Equivalent ~ be om~cte btogta iato tim

O~tl~

5-10 Ac
6 fl
1 ft
2:1 or Flatter
0.5% Min.
20% Max.

Swale shall have an outlet that functions with ¯ minimum
of erosion, and dissipates nmoffvelodty prior to discharge
off the site.

Runoff shall be conveyed to ¯ sediment trapping device
such as a sediment trap or sediment basin until the drainage
For drainage areas larger than 10 ames, refer to the Stand- area above the swale is adequately stabilized.
ard and Specifications for Waterways on page 5B.11.
The on-slte location may need to be adjusted to meet feld
conditions in order to utilize the most suitable outlet conStabilization
dition.
Stabilization of the swale shall be completed within 10 days If swale is used to divert flows from entering ¯ disturbed
of installation in accordance with the appropriate standard
and specifications for vegetative stabilization or stabiliza- area, a sediment trapping device may no~ be needed.
tion with mulch as determined by the time of year. The flow
channel shall be stabilized as per the following criteria:
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Figure 5A.3
Perimeter Dike/Swale Details
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
TEMPORARY STORM DRAIN DIVERSION
Definition

basin or trap. Earth dike, swale or design diversion is
u.scd, depending on the drainage area, to direct flow
into a sediment basin or trap. The basin or trap should
be constructed to one side of the proposed permanent
storm drain location whenever possible.
4. Installation ofa stormwator management basin early in
the construction sequence. Install temporary
measures to allow use as a sediment basin. Since these
structures are de.dgned to receive storm drain outfalls, diversion should not be

The redirection of a storm drain llne or outfali channel so
that it may temporarily discharge into a sediment trapping
device,
Purpose
To prevent sediment laden water from cnterin8 a watercourse, public or private property through a storm drain
system, or to temporarily provide underground conveyance of sediment laden water to a tcdiment trapping

device.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
One of the following practices or procedures shall be used
whenever the off-site drainage area is less than 50 percent
of the on-site drainage area to that system. A special
exception may bc given, at the discretion of the local plan
approval agency, where site conditions make this procedure impossible.
Method o~Tempor~T Di~

When the areas contn’buting sediment to the system have.
been stabilized, proc~ures can be taken to restore the
system to its planned use.
The following removal and restoration procedure is
recommended:

1. Flush the storm drain system to remove any accumulated wdimeaL
2. Remove the sediment control dcvice~ such as traps,

1. Construction of a sediment trap or basin below a
permanent storm drain ouffa/l. Temporarily divert
storm flow into the basin or trap constructed below

basi~ dikes, swales, etc.
3. For sites where an inlet was modified, brick shut the
temporary pipe stub and open the permanent outfall

2- In-line diversion of storm drain at aninlet ormanhole,
achieved by installing a pipe stub in the s~d¢ of ¯
manhole or inlet and temporarily blocking the permanent ouffall pipe from that structure. A temporary
outfallditchorpipemayb~usedtoconveystormflow
from the stub to a sediment trap or basin. This method
may b¢ used just above a permanent ouffall or prior
to connecting into an ¢xLsting storm drain system,

4. Establish permanent stabilized outfall channel as
noted on the plans.
5. Restore the area to grades shown on the plan and
stabilize with vegetative measures.
6. For basins that will be converted to stormwatcr
management, remove the accumulated sediment,
open the low flow orifice, and seed all disturbed areas
to permanent vegetation

3. Delay completion of the permanent storm drain ouffalJ
and temporarily divert storm flow into a sediment
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
WATER BAR
Definition
A ridge or ridge and channel constructed diagonally across
¯ doping road or utilky right-of-way that is subject to
eaosio~

slopes shall b¢ 2:1 or ~attcr;, ¯ minimum o~
4:1 where vch~dm cro~
3. The base width of the rid~ shall be six fe, ct minimum.
4. The spaci~ of the wa~er bars shall b¢ as folIow~

To limit the accumulation of erosive volume~ of water by

Conditions Where Practi~e Applies
Where nmoff prote~o~ is ne~cd to prcv~t ¢roslon
doping access right-of-ways or either long. ~arrow doping
areas generally le~ than I00 fe¢~ in width.

5 to 10

~0 to 35
>35

100

so
25

angle of appro0dma{¢ly 60 dcgree.,s is prcfen’cd.
6. Water bars should bav~ stable outle~ ©id~r natural

or cow, ruled.

DesIsn Criteria

for field conditions to use the mo~ suitable areas for

L The deslgn height rJ~dl b¢ a minimum of 18 inches Scc figurc 5A.4 on page 5A.10 for dermis.
measured from channel bottom to ddgc top.
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figure 5A.4
Water Bar Detalls
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CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
i. INSTALL THE WATER BAR AS SOON AS THE RIGHT OF WAY IS CLEAREO
AND GRAOEO.
2 DISK 0R STRIP THE S00 FROM THE BASE FOR THE CONSTRUCTEO RIDGE
BEFORE PLACING FILL.
3. TRACK THE RIOGE TO COMPACT IT T0 THE OESIGN CROSS SECTION.
4. THE OUTLET SHALL BE LOCATEO ON AN UNOISTUABEO AREA.
FIELO
SPACING WILL BE AOJUSTEO TO USE THE MOST STABLE 0UTLET AREAS.
0UTLET PROTECTION WILL BE PR0VIOEO WHEN NATURAL AREAS ARE NOT
AOEOUATE.
5 VEHICLE CROSSING SHALL BE STABILIZEO WITH GRAVEL.
EXPOSEO AREAS
SHALL BE IMMEOIATELY SEEDEO AND MULCHEO.
5
PEAIODICALLY INSPECT WATER BARS F0A EAOSION OAMAGE AND SEOIMENT.
CHECK OUTLET AREAS AND MAKE REPAIRS AS NEEDED TO
RESTORE
OPERATION.

U

U.$. DEP~,ATMENT OF ,zER]CUt_TURE

sY~,cus~. N~V ~0~
New York Guidelincs for Urban
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
LEVEL SPREADER
Definition
A non-erosive outlet for concentrated nmoff constructed
to disperse flow uniformly across the ¯ dope.

Minim,,",
Design Flow Entrance Depth

Purpose
To convert concentrated flow to sheet flow and release it
uniformly over a stab~ area.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
Where sediment-free storm runoffcan be released in sheet
flow down ¯ stabilized dope without causing erosion;
where ¯ level lip can be constructed without Idling;, where
the area below the level lip is uniform with ¯ slope of 10%
or le~andth¢ runoffwill not re-concentrateafter release;
and where no traffic will be allowed over spreader.

0-10
10-20
20-30

16
24

End
Width Length

0.6
0.7

3 20
3
30
A transition section 20 feet in length shall be onstn~ed
fro= the width of the diversion or channel to the width of
the spreader to emure uniform outflow. This last tramitioa section will blend the diversion grade to zero grade at
the beginuing of the tpreadga..
Construct the level lip in undisturbed aoll to ¯ uniform
height and zero grade over the length of the spreader.
Protect the lip with an erosion resistant material or mat to
prevent ©rosiou and allow vegetation to become torah-

Design Criteria
The design capacity shall be determined by estimating the
peak flow from the 10 year storm. The drainage area shall
be restricted to limit the maxim,,", flows into the ~preader
to 30 cfs. The level spreader shall have the following

=~.
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The outlet area should be a generally ~anooth, well
vegetated area no steeper than 10 percent.
See figure 5A.5 ou page 5A.12 for deJ.til=.
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Figure 5A.5
Level Spreader Details
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CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICArIONS
1. THE HATTING SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF ’;FT. WIDE EXTENDING
6 INCHES OVER THE LIP AND BURIED 6 INCHES DEEP IN A VERTICAL
TRENCH ON THE LOWER EDGE.
THE UPPER EDGE SHOULD BUTT AGAINST
SMOOTHLY CUT SOD AND BE SECURELY HELD IN PLACE WITH CLOSELY
SPACED HEAVY DUTY WIRE STAPLES AT LEAST 12 INCHES IN LENGTH.
2. ENSURE THAT THE LIP IS LEVEL TO UNIFORMLY SPREAD
DISCHARGE.
3. THE LIP SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED ON UNDISTURBED SOIL
NOT FILL.
4. A 20 FOOT TRANSITION SECTION WILL BE CONSTRUCTED
FROM
THE
DIVERSION CHANNEL TO THE SPREAOER TO SMOOTHLY BLENO
THE
DIFFERENT DIMENSION AND GRADES.
5. THE RUNOFF OISCHARGE WILL BE OUTLETED ONTO A STABLIZED
VEGETATED SLOPE NOT EXCEEDING 10~.
6. SEED AND MULCH THE DISTURBED AREA IMMEDIATELY
AFTER
CONSTRUCTION.
soz~ co~sE,v,,oN s~vzcE

New York Guidclincs for Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control
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Figure 5A.6
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SIANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
STRAW BALE DIKE
Definition
A temporary barrier of straw or similar material used to
intercept sediment laden runoff from small drainage areas

V
I

4. Length of slope above the straw bale dike does not
exceed these limits.
Constructed
~

of dlsturbed soil

Percent
~

Slope Length
(ft.)
_

3:1
33
75
The purpose of a bale dike is to reduce runoff velocity and
3-1/2:1
30
100
4:1
effect deposition of the transported sediment load. Straw
25
125
bale dikes have an estimated design life ofthre¢ (3) months. Where slope gradient changes through the drainage area,
steepness rcfcrs to the steepest slope section contributing
Conditions Where Practice Applies
to the straw bale dike.
The straw bale dike is used where:
1. No other practice is feasible,

The practice may also be used for a single family lot if the
slope
less than shall
15 percent.
The
contributing
area in
thisisinstance
be less
than
one acre drainage
and the

2.There is no concentration ofwater inn channel or other length of slope above the dike shall be less than 200 feet.
drainage way above the barrier.
3. Erosion would occur in the form of sheet erosion.
Design Criteria
A design is not required. All bales shall be placed on the
contour with cut cdgc of bale adhering to the ground. See
Figure 5A.8 on page 5A.18 or details.
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
SILT FENCE
Definition
A temporary barrier of geotextil¢ fabric (fdter cloth) used
to intercept sediment laden runoff from small drainage
areas of disturbed soil

Where ends of filter cloth come together, they shah be
overlapped, folded and stapled to prevent sediment
bypass. See Figure 5A.9 on page 5A.20 for details.
Criteria for Silt Fence Materials
1. Silt Fence Fabric: The fabric shall mcct the following
sp~.~c~tioas unless othenvise approved by the appropnate erosion and sediment control plan approval
authority. Such approval shall not constitute
statewide acceptance. Statewide acceptability shall
depend on in field and/or laboratory obsew~tiom and

Purpose
The purpose of a silt fence is to reduce runoff velocity and
effect deposition of transported sediment load. Limits iraposed by ultraviolet stability of the fabric will dictate the
maximum period the silt fence may be used.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
A silt fence may be used subject to the following conditions: .F.ab.l~P.iI~r~
1. Maximum allowable dope lengths contn’butiog runoff
Grab Tensile

to a silt fence are:
Slope

Staapm~
3:1

4:1

5:1

ASTM D1682

50

ASTM D1682

Strength (PSI)

190

ASTM D3786

Slurry Flow Rate

0.3

Elongation at

Failure (%)
M,,llen Bunt

75

125

175

2. Maximum drainage area for overland flow to a silt
fence shall not exceed 1/2 acre per 100 feet of fence;

and
3. Erosion w~uld occur in the form of sbect erosion; and
4. There is no conccntratlon of water flowing to the
barrier.

(gal/mi~s0

Equivalent Oponing Size
.
Ultraviolet Radiation

Stabaity (%)

Design Criteria
Design computations are not required. All silt fences shall
be placed as close to the area as po~ible, and the area
below the fence must be undisturbed or stabilized,
A detail of the silt fence shall be shown on the plan, and
contain the following minimum requirements:
1. The type, size, and spacing of fence posts,
2. The size of woven wire support fences.
3. The type of filter cloth used.
4. The method of anchoring the t’dter cloth.
5. The method of fastening the Fdter cloth to the fencing
support,
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Te_~t Methr~d

~
90

Strength

M~ope

Acceptable

40-80
90

US Std Sieve
CW-02215
ASTM G-26

2. Fence Posts (for fabricated units): The length shall be
a minimum of 36 inches long. Wood posts will be of
sound quality hardwood with a minimum cross sectional area of 3.0 square inches. Steel posts will be
standard T and U section weighing not less than 1.00
pound per linear foot.
3. Wire Fence (for fabricated units): Wire fencing shall
be a .minimum 14-1/2 gage with a maximum 6 in. mesh
opening, or as approved.
4. Prefabricated Units: Envirofence or approved equal
may be used in lieu of the above method providing the
unit i~ installed per details shown in Figure 5A.9.
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Figure 5A.9
Silt Fence Details

PgRS~CTI~ ~W

SECT~
C~S~CT]ON NOTES FOR F~RZCATEO SZLT F~CE
~. ~OV~ ~]RE F~CE TO BE FASTE~ SE~Y TO FENCE POSTS

2. FILTER ~GTH TO BE TO ~ FAS]EN~ SEC~Y TO MOVEN ~]RE
FENCE ~]TH TZES ~AC~ EVERY 24" AT 1~ ~ HID SECT]~.
3. ~EN T~O SECTIONS ~ FZLT~ ~OTH ~O]N EA~ OTHER
THEY ~L BE OV~P~ BY SIX IN~S ~ F~EO.

PO~T~: STE~

F~NCE:

~OVEN
6"

FILTER CLOTH: F]LT~
Mini 100~ ST~ILI~A
T~40N

4. ~I~EN~NCE ~L BE ~O~EO AS NEEDED ~ ~TERI~
REMOV~ ~EN "B~GES" OEVEL~ IN ~E SILT FENCE

PREFABRICATED UNIT:
E~IR~ENCE, ~
EOU~.

U.S. DEPARIME~ ~ AGRIC~TURE
SOZL CONSERVATION SERVICE

:~; i,

Ncw York G~dcl~ for Urb~
Ero~on ~d S~¢nt ~n~ol
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
CHECK DAM
Definition
Small temporary stone dams constructed across a
drainagcway.
Purpose

V

Spacing: The check dams shall be spaced as necessary in
the channel so that tbe crest of the downstream dam i~ at
the levation of the toe of the upstream dam.
Stone Size: Use graded stone 2 to 15 inches in size (NYS
- DOT Light Stone Fill meets these requirements).

0
L

"iF

The overflow of the check dams will be stabiliT~ed to resi~
velocityT° redUCeof flower°si°nin thein achanneLdrainage channel by restricting the

5A.10crosi°nonthat pagemight 5A.22be caused for details.bY tbe check dam. See Figure

Condition Where Practice Applies
Thispracficeisesedasatemporaryoremergencymeasur¢
to limit erosion by reducing flow in unall open channels
that are degrading or subjeet to erosion; and where permanent stabilization is impractical due to short period of
usefulness and time constraints of construction,

Maintenance

/’~

The check dams should Ix: inspected after each runoff
event. Correct all damage immediately. If significant
erosion has occurred between structures a liner of stone or
otber suitable matcrial should be installed in that po~on
of Ih¢ channel.

Desisn Criteria

Remove sediment accumulated behind the dam as n~
to allow channcl to drain through the stone check dam and
Drainage Area: Maximum drainage area above the check
prevcnt large flows from carrying sediment over the dam.
dam shall not exceed two (2)acres.
Replace stones as nccdcd to maintain the design cross
Height: Not greater than 2 feel Center shall be main- section of Ihe structures.
tained 9 inches lower than abutments at natural ground
elevation.
Side Slope~: Shail be 2~I or" flatte~’
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Figure 5A.10

V

Check Dam Details

0

MAXIMUM DRAINAGE AREA 2 ACRES.
U.S, OEPARrMENT OF AGRZCULTUFI{

SOIL C~SERV&TION SERVICE
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
ROCK DAM
Definition
A rock embankment located to capturesedlment,

Purpose

Rock at the abutments should extend at least 2 feet above
the spillway and be at least 2 feet thick. These rock ¯but.
ments should extend at least one foot above the
downstream dope to prevent abutment scour. A rock
apron at least 1.5 feet thick should extend downstream

toe of the
a distance
equal
to the height of
To retain sediment on the construction site and prevent thefrom
damthe
to protect
thedam
outlet
area from
t~our.
sedimentation in off site water bodieg
Rock Fill: The rockfill should be well graded, hard,
erosion resistant stone with a minimum ds0size of 9inches.
A "key trench" lined with geotextile filter fabric ~add be
The rock dam may be used instead of the standard sedi- installed in the soll foundation under the rock/’dl. The fdter
merit basin with barrel and riser. The rock dam is fabric must extend from the key trench to the dowagream
preferred when it is difficult to construct a stable, earthen edge of the apron and abutments to prevent rail movement
e.mbankment and rock materials are readily available. The and piping under the dam.
s,te should be accessible for periodic sediment removal.
This rock dam should not be located in a live stream. The
Theupstreamfaceofthedamshonldbecoveredwithafiae
topofthedamwillserveastheoverfiowoudet. Theinside gravel (NYS-DOT #l washed stone or equal) a mininnun
of the dam will be faced with Smaller stone to reduce the 1 foot thick to reduce the drainage rate.
rate of seepage so a f~liment pool forms during runoff
Trapping Eflideac~. To obtain maximum trapping of.
eve.ms,
ficiency, design for a long detention period. Usually ¯
minimum of eight (8) hours before the basin is completely
Design CHteria
drained. Maximize the length of travel of ~:llment laden
Dralunge Area: The drainage area for this off stream water from the inlet to the drain. Achieve ¯ surface area
equal to 0.01 acres per cfs (inflow) based on the 10-year
structure is limited to 50 acre~.

Conditions Where Practice Applies

Location: The location of the dam should:
See Figure 5A.11 on page 5A.24 fo~ detaila.

provide a large area to trap sediment
- interrupt runoff from disturbed areas
be accessible to remove sediment
- not interfere with construction activities

Maintenance

Check the basin area after each rainfall evenL Remove
sediment and restore original volume when sediment
Storage Volume: The storage volume behind the dam cumulates to one-half the design volume. Check the strucshould be at least 1,800 cubic feet based on the amount of ture for erosion, piping, and rock displacement after each
disturbed area draining to the dam. This volume is significant event and replace immediately.
measured one foot below the top of dam.
Remove the structure and any sediment immediately after
the construction area has been permanently stabilized. All
Dam Section:
water should be removed from the basin prior to the
Top Width
5 feet minimum @ crest
removal of the rock dam. Sediment should be placed in
designated disposal areas and not allowed to flow into
Side Slopes
2:1 upstream slope
streams or drainageways during structure removaL
3:1 downstream slope
Height

8’ max to spillway crest

Length of Crtst: The crest length should be designed to
carry the 10 yr. peak runoff with a flow depth of 1 foot and
I foot of freeboard.
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Figure 5A.11

Rock Dam Details
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SECTION A-A
ABUTM~

CREST

KEYTRENCHa

FZLTER FASRZC

A

PROFILE

MAXIMUM DRAINAEE AREA: 58 ACRES

NOT To

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
THE AREA UNDER THE ROCK DAM SHALL BE CLEARED AND STRIPPED OF
ROOTS AND OTHER OBJECTIONABLE MATERIAL.
THE RESERVOIR SHALL BE
CLEARED AS NEEDED TO FACILITATE SEDIMENT REMOVAL.
2. DIMENSIONS SHOWN ARE MINIMUM.
TRENCH SHALL BE EXCAVATED FROM
ABUTMENT TO ABUTMENT ON THE DAM CENTERLINE.
FILTER FABRIC SHALL
BE PLACED FROM UPSTREAM EDGE OF KEYTRENCH TO DOWNSTREAM EDGE OF
APRON.
JOINTS WILL LAP A MINIMUM OF I FT.
WITH UPSTREAM STRIP ON
TOP.
CONSTRUCT THE ROCK EMBANKMENT TO THE DIMENSIONS SHOWN ON THE
DRAWING.
ROCK ABUTMENTS SHALL BE MAINTAINED 2 FT.
ABOVE THE
CREST.
~. THE ROCK DAM SHALL
BE CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO CLEARING THE BASIN
AREA.
STABLIZE ALL DISTURBED AREAS
’ EXCEPT THE BASIN AREA ’ WITH
TEMPORARY SEEDING.
5. FENCES AND WARNING SIGNS SHOULD BE PLACED AS APPROPRIATE.
¯ OZL,~C~.C~,~,*TZ~N~ ~’~’C’
:~.i::’::
-": :

N~w York O~d¢~ ~r Urb~
Er~on ~d Sediment Coo~ol

ROCK DAM
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
STORM DRAIN INLET PROTEC’nON
Definition

lmpect and cleau the escavated basi~ ~fler ~ry storm.
A permeable barrier installed around inlets in the form of Sediment should be removed when 50 percent of the
a fence, berm or excavation around an opening, thereby storage volume is achieved. ~ material should be iacorporated in the site in a stabilized manner.
reducing sediment content of sediment laden water,
see details for Excavated Drop Inlet Protection in F’gure
Purpose
5A.12 on page 5A.27.
To prevent sediment laden water from entering a storm Type il - Fabric Drop lale~
through
Limit the drainage area to 1 acre per inlet device. Land

Conditions Where Practice Applies
This practice shall be used where the drainage area to an
inlet is disturbed, it is not possible to temporarily divert the
storm drain outfall into a trapping device and watertight
blocking of inlets is net advisable. It is not to be used in
place of sediment trapping devices. This may be used in
conjunction with storm drain diversion to help prevent
siltation of pipes installed with low slope angle,

area slope immediately surrounding this device should not

exceed I percent. The maximum height of the fabric above
the inlet crest ~ aot exceed L5 feet.

The top of the barrier should be maintained to allow
overflowtodropintothedropinlet andnot bypar, stheinlet
to unprotected lower areas. Support stakes for fabric shall
be a minimum of 3 feet long, ~aced ¯ maximum 3 feet
apart. They should be driven close to the inlet to lay
overflow drops into the inlet and not on the unprotected
Typ~ of Storm Drala Inlet Praeti~
toil Improved pedormance and sediment storage volume
There are five (5) specific types of storm drain inlet protec- can be obtained by excavating the area.
tion practices that vary according to their function, Ioca- Inspect the fabric barrier after each rain event and make
tlon, drainage area and availability of materlals:
repairs as needed. Remove sediment from the pool area
as necessary with care not to undercut or damage the filter
I. Excavated Drop Inlet Protectio~
fabric. Upon stabilization of the drainage area remove all
II. Fabric Drop Inlet Protection
materials and unstable sediment and dispose of properly.
lIl. Stone & Block Drop Inlet Protection
Bring the adjacent area of the drop inlet to grade, unoeth
IV. Sod Drop Inlet Protectioe
.a~d compact and stabilize in the appropriate manner to the
rate.
V. Curb Drop Inlet Pretectio~
See F’~,ure 5A.13 for Detail~ for F’dter Fabric Drop Inlet
Design Criteria
Protection on page 5A.28.
Drainage Area - The drainage area for storm drain inlets Type Il! - Stone and Block Drop hdet
should be in accordance with the specific type of inlet used.
(Type I through Type V).
Limit the drainage area to 1 acre at the drop inlet. The
stone barrier should have a minimum height of 1 foot and
Type I - Excavated Drop Inlet Protet-fion
a maximum height of 2 feet. Do not use mortar. The height
Limit the drainage area to the inlet device to 1 acre. Ex- should be limited to prevent excess ponding and bypass
cavated side slopes shall be no steeper than 2:1. The flow"
minimum depth shall be 1 foot and the maximum depth 2 Recess the first course of blocks at least 2 inches below the
feet as measured from the crest of the inlet structure, crest opening of the storm drain for lateral support. SubShape the excavated basin to fit conditions with the longest sequent courses can be supported laterally if needed by
dimension oriented toward the longest inflow area to pro- placing a 2x4 inch wood stud through the block openiag~
vide maximum trap efficiency. The capacity of the ex- perpendicular to the course. The bottom row should have
cavated basin should be established to contain 900 cubic a few blocks oriented so flow can drain through the block
feet per acre of disturbed area. Weep holes, protected by to dewater the basin area.
the fabric and stone, should be provided for draining the
The stone should be placed just below the top of the blocks
temporary pool.
on slopes of 2:1 or flatter. Place hardware cloth or wire
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mesh with 1/2 inch openings over all block openings to hold sodden area should not exceed 4:1. O’hls can be ¯ perstone in place,
manent practice).
As an optional design, the concrete blocks may be omitted During the first 4 weeks, water sod as often as necessary to
and the entire structure constructed of stone, ringing the maintain moist soil to a depth of 2 inches. Maintain a grass
outlet (’dou~mut’). The stone should be kept at a 3:1 slope
height of a leas~ 2 inches with no more than 1/3 the shoot
toward the inlet to keep it from being washed into the inlet,
height (grass lea0 removed in any mowing. Apply (er~;IL-[er
A level area 1 £oot wide and four inches below the c~est will
and lhnc as ~ to maintain the dcs;~red growth and
~urtber prevent wash. Stone on the slope toward the i-let
rod density.
should be at least 3 inches in ~ for stab;i;~ and 1 inch or
See ~,ure 3A.I~ DctaiL~ ~or Sod Drop Inlet Protection o~
sm~Jcr away from the i-let to control flow rate‘ Tbe
page ~A.30.
elevation of the top of the stone crest must be ma;nhtined
6 inches lower than the ground elevation down.slope ~rom
Ty~ V- C~b Drop Islet ~
the inlet to insure that all storm flows pass over the stone
into the storm drain and not past the structure. Tcmpora,.7
The drayage arcs should be l[m~ted to I acre at t~e drop
~ sho,,’d be used as n~ to prevent bypass flow.
inlet. The wire mesh ,-t~ be of sof~ie~ ~ to
support the fdter fabric and stone with the water fully
The barrier should be inspected after each rain event and
impounded aga~st it. Stone is to be 2 inches in size and
ropairs made where nceded~ Remove sediment as necesclean. Thefdter fabricmust be of a type approved for thit
saryto provide for accurate storage volume for subsequent purpose with an equivalent opening size (EOS) of 40-8.5,
rains. Upon stabilization of contributing drainage area
The protective structure will be constructed to
r~movc all materials and any unstable soil and dispose of
beyond the inlet 2 feet in both directions. Assur~ that
properly. Bring the disturbed area to proper grade,
smooth, compact and stabilize in a manner appropriate to stormflowdoesnotbypasstlginletbyinstaHingtcmlxgary
dikes directing flow into the inlet.

V
O
L

2

the site.

See Figure SA.14 for Details for Stone and Block Drop
Inlet Protection on page .~A.29.
~ IV. Sod Drop ~ Protectlom

The structure should be inspected after ev,.O storm event.
Any sediment should be removed and disposed of on the
site. Any Stone missing should be replaced. Check
materials for proper anchorage and secure as nece~my.

The drainage area should be limited to 2 acres and the See Figure 5A.16 for Details for Curb Drop Inlet Proteo
velocity over the sod kept below S feet per second, place tiononpage~SA31.
the sod to form a turf mat completely covering the soil

~ ~.~

Cj

surfac~ for ¯ minimum distance of 4 feet from each side of
the drop inlet where runoff will enter. The dope of tl~

U
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Figure 5A.12
Excavated Drop Inlet Protectlon Details

~.XCb,¥~TED ~REb, (&$ REOUIREO)

CONSTRUCTION SP CIFICATIONS
~. CLEAR THE ~REA OF ALL DEBRIS THAT ~ILL HINDER EXCAVATION.
2. GRADE APPROACH TO THE INLET UNIFORHLY AROUND THE BASIN.
3. gEEP HOLES SHALL BE PROTECTED BY 6R~VEL.
~.

UPON ST~BLIZ~TION OF CONTRIBUTING DRaINaGE ~REA, SE~L ~EEP HOLES,
FILL BASIN WITH STABLE SOIL TO FINAL GRADE, COMPACT IT PROPERLY
AND STABLIZE ~]TH PERMANENT SEED]N6.

HAX]HUH DR~IN~6E ~RE~ ~ ~CRE
EXC~V~TED DROP INLET
PROTECTION

Er~on ~d S~ent

R0039387

Figure 5A.13
Filter Fabric Drop Inlet Protection Details

~.5’

,

V

~

~ BURIED F~BR]C

,,

- ~~’~~1

EXCESS

, I I~ I I

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
I.

FILTER F~BRIC SH~LL HaVE ~N LOS OF ~8-8~. BURLAP MAY
BE USED FOR SHORT TERM APPLICATIONS.
CUT FABRIC FROM A CONTINUOUS ROLL ~0 ELIMINATE JOINTS
JOINTS ARE NEEDED THEY WILL BE OVERLAPPED TO THE NEXT’STAKE.
ST~E M~TERIALS WILL BE STANDARD ~" x ~" WOOD OR EQUIV~LENT
METAL WITH A MINIMUM LENGTH OF ~ FEET.
"
SP~CE ST~ES EVENLY ~ROUND INLET 3 FEET APART AND DRIVE
MINIMUM 18 INCHES DEEP. SPANS GREATER TH~N 3 FEET MAY BE BR
WITH THE USE OF WIRE MESH BEHIND THE FILTER FABRIC FOR SUPP~ED
FABRIC SHALL BE EMBEDDED 1 F~OT MINIMUM BELOW GROUND ~ND
B~C~FILL~D.
ITFRAME
S~ALL BE
SECUREL~
FASTENED
TO THETHE
STAKES
AND FRAME,
A
2’ x ~’ WOOD
SH~LL
BE COMPLETED
~ROUND
CREST
OF THE FABRIC FOR OVER FLOW STABILITY.

¯~ c~s~v~x~ ~v]c~
mY~=~..~ ~
York G~dcllacs for Urb~

FILTER F~BRIC DROP ]NLET

~

PROTECTION
Pa~c 5A.~
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Figure 5A.14
Stone & Block Drop Inlet Protection Details
~1~

TEMPORARY 8EDZMENT

YZRE 8C,qEF.N

/

:. :.:.-.
:-...t......

---: ¯ ; . ...’.
¯ "<[.~ :

o..,~ . ’, ....

"

"

,%-- TEMPORARY SEDIMENT POOl..

/"

OROP INLET

~ZTH @R&TE
BTONE ~1 BLOCK DETAZI~

1 ’MZN. ~.,

.-.---------@: 1 SLOPE

2 ’MAX. "" "

/ MZRE MESH

/’ ( OPT~’ONAL

FZNE GRAV
FACE ( I°MZN.
TH]~CKNESS )
3" STONE
"DOUGHNUT" DI~TA’r L

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
LAY ONE BLOCK ON EACH SIDE OF THE STRUCTURE ON ITS SIOE FOR
DEWATERING.
FOUNOATION SHALL BE 2 INCHES HINIMUH BELOW REST OF
INLET AND BLOCKS SHALL BE PLACED AGAINST INLET FOR SUPPORT.
2. HARDWARE CLOTH OR I/2" WIRE MESH SHALL BE PLACED OVER BLOCK
OPENINGS TO SUPPORT STONE.
3.
USE CLEAN STONE OR GRAVEL 1/2-3/4 INCH IN DIAHETER PLACED 2
INCHES BELOW THE TOP OF THE BLOCK ON A 2:1 SLOPE OR FLATTER.
4. FOR STONE STRUCTURES ONLY,
A I FOOT THICK LAYER OF THE FILTER
STONE WILL BE PLACED AGAINST THE 3 INCH STONE AS SHOWN ON THE
DRAWINGS.
MAXIMUM DRAINAGE AREA I ACRE
u.s. O~,RT,~,~ 0~ ACR~CW_~U~ / STONE &
~T~s~o~mo s~
BLOCK DROP
s0]L r0NS~RV,~ZON SErViCE
S~R’CUS~. N~W ~0~
~INLET PROTECTION STRUCTURE
Octobcr ]99] - Third Priating
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Figure 5A.15
Sod Drop Inlet Protection Details

"-~--’-~--.L.-~’-~’.~,~ ... "- --~-"

Four 1 ft wide strips of sod on each side of the

drop inlet

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
1. BRING THE AREA TO BE SODDED TO FINAL GRADE ELEVATION UITH
TOPSOIL. ADD FERTILIZER AND LIHE AND .INS]’ALL SOl’;, ]~N ACCORDANCE
~/]’TH THE PRACTICE ON SODDING.
2. LAY ALL SOD STRIPS PERPENDICULAR TO ]~HE D.’[RECTION OF FLOW.
3. HAINTAIN A H]’NTHUM ~/IDTH OF 4 FEET IN ALLFLOe/ DIRECTIONS.
4. SOD S],RIPS SHALL BE S].AGGERED SO ADJACENT STRIP
ENDS ARE
NOT ALIGNED.

HAXIHUH DRAINAGE AREA 2ACRES
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Figure 5A.16

Curb Drop Inlet Protection Details

2’

HINIHUM LENGTH

SAND BAG OR

OF 2" x

2" x

FILTER
CLOTH

x
HESH

8’ MAXIMUM SPACING

OF 2" x 4° SPACERS

INLET..-~
TO PIPE1

2° STON~

2° x 4" ANCHORS

MESH
2" x 4" WEIR

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
I. FILTER FABRIC SHALL HAVE AN EOS OF
2. WOODEN FRAHE SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED OF 2" x
GRADE LUHBER.
3. WIRE MESH ACROSS THROAT SHALL BE A CONTINUOUS PIECE 30 INCH
MINIMUM WIDTH WITH A LENGTH 4 FEET LONGER THAN THE THROAT.
IT SHALL BE SHAPED AND SECURELY NAILED TO A 2" x 4" WEIR.
4. THE WEIR SHALL BE SECURELY NAILED TO
9 INCHES LONG SPACED NO MORE THAN 6 FEET APART.
5. THE ASSEMBLY SHALL BE PLACED AGAINST THE INLET AND SECURED
BY 2" x 4" ANCHORS 2 FEET LONG EXTENDING ACROSS THE TOP OF THE
INLET AND HELD IN PLACE BY SANDBAGS OR ALTERNATE WEIGHTS.
MAXIMUM DRAINAGE AREA I ACRE
U.,.OE,~r,ENT ~ *~c~ru,~E
,~. ~ ,o~

CURB GUTTER INLET
PROTECTION STRUCTURE

O~o~r 1~1 - T~rd PrYing
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
SEDIMENT TRAP
Definition
A temporary sediment control device formed by excavation and/or embankment to intercept sediment laden
runoff and to retain the sedimcnL
Purpose
The p~ of the structure is to intercept sediment laden
runoff and trap the sediment in order to protect drainage
ways, properties, and right-of-waybelow the sediment trap

from sedimentation.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
A sediment trap is nsually installed in a drainage way, at a
storm drain inlet, or other points of discharge from a

Trap
Sediment shall be removed and the trap restored to the
original dimensions when tbe sedimcm has accumulated to
the trap shall be deposited in a protected area and in such
a rammer that it will not erode.
Emit
All ©mbankmcnts for ~liment traps shall not exceed five
(5) feet in beight as measured at the low point of the

original ground along the centerline of the ©=banimz=.
Embankments shall have a minimum four (4) foot wide top
and side slopes of 2:1 or flatter. Tbe umhankmeat shall be
compacted by traversing with equipment while it is being

Sediment traps should not be used to artificially break up Tbe elevation of the top of any dike directing water to any
a natural drainage area into smaller sections where a larger sediment trap will equal or exceed the maximum height
dcviee (sediment basin) would be better suited,
the oudct structure along the entire length of the trap.

Design Criteria
All excavation operations shall be carried out in such a
If any of the design criteria presented here cannot be met, manner that erosion and water pollution shall be minimal.
see Standard and Specifications for Sediment Basin on Excavated portions of sediment traps shall have 1:1 or
page 5A.47.
flatter slopes.
The drainage area for sedhnent traps shall be in accordance with the specific type of sediment trap used (Type I
through VI).

The outlet shall be de.signed, constructed and maintained
in such a manner that sediment does not leave the trap and
that erosion at or below the outict does not occur.

Lecatloa

Sediment traps must outict onto stabilized (preferably unSediment traps shall be located so that they can be installed disturbed) ground, into a watercourse, stabilized channel,
prior to grading or Idling in the drainage area they are to or into a storm drain system
protect. Traps must not be located any closer than 20 feet
"~p Details Needed on Erosion and
from a proposed building foundation i~ the trap is to funcSediment Control Plans
tion during building construction. Locate traps to obtain
maximum storage benefit from the terrain, for ease of
There is no standard symbol for a sediment trap. Each trap
cleanout and disposal of the trapped sediment.
shall be delineated on the plans in such manner that it will
Trap Size
not be confused with any other features. Each trap on =
plan shall indicate all the information necessary to properly
The volume of a sediment trap as measured at the elevation
construct and maintain the structure, if the drawings are
of the crest of the outlet shall be at least 1800 cubic feet per
such that this information cannot be delineated on the
acre of drainage area. The volume of a constructed trap
drawings, then a table shall be developed. If a table is
shall be calculated using standard mathematical proce*
dures. The volume of a natural sediment trap may be developed, then each trap on a plan shall have a number
approximated by the equation; Volume (cu. ft.) = 0.4 x and the numbers shal~ be consecutive.
smfac~ area (sq. ft.) x maximum depth (ft.).
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The following information shall be shown for each trap in
a summary table form on the plans,
1. Trap number
2. Type of trap
3. Drainage area
4. Storage re~luired
5. Storage provided (if applicable)
6. Outlet length or pipe ~
7. Storage depth below outlet or cleanont elevation
8. Embankment height and elevation (if applicable)

side of the square base measurement shall be the tit, or
diameter pins 24 inches.
Pipe outlet sediment traps shall be limited to a five (5) acres
maximum drainage area. Pipe outlet sediment traps may
be interchangeable in the field with stone outlet or riprap
sediment traps provided that these sediment traps are
constructed in accordance with the detail and spccifiea.
lions for that trap.
Select pipe diameter from the followhtg table:
Min;mum
Barrel

~ of Sediment Traps

~

¯

There are six (6) specifictypo~ of~limeat trap~ which vatv
according to their fimction, loc~oll or drai~a~ area.

~

I. Pipe Oudet Sediment Trap
II. Grass Outlet Sediment Trap
HI. Storm Inlet Sediment Trap
W. Swale Sediment Trap
V. Stone Outlet Sediment Trap
VI. Riprap Outlet Sediment Trap

Rit, er

~
12
I5
18
21
21

~a~_)
15
18
21
24
27

1
2
3
4

See details for Pipe Outlet Sediment Trap ST-I
5A.17 (1) and 5A.17 (2) oa pages 5A.36 and 5A37.
IL Gins Ontlet Sediment Trap

L Pipe O~ltlet Sedhaent Trap
..~.~

A Pipe Outlet Sediment Trap consists of a trap formed by
embankment or excavation. The outlet for the trap is
through a perforated riser and a pipe through the embankment. The oudet pipe and riser shall be made of corrugated
metal. The top of the embankment shall be at least 1 112
feet above the crest of the rlser. The top 2/3 of the riser shall
be perforated with one (1) inch nominal diameter holes or
slits spaced six (6)inches vertically and horizontally placed
in the concave portion of the corrugated pipe.

A Grass Oudet Sediment Trap consists of a trap formed by
excavating the earth to create a holding area. The trap hat
a discharge point over natural existing grass. The outlet
length (feet) shall be equal to four (4) times the drainage
area (acres) and a minimum length of four (4) feet. The
outlet shallbe free ofanyrestrictions to flow. The outlet lip
mnst remain undisturbed and level. The volume of this trap
shall be computed at the elevation of the crest of the outlet.
Grass outlet sediment traps shall be limited to a five (5)
acre maximum drainage area.

No holes or slits will be allowed within six (6) inches of the See Details for Grass Outlet Sediment Trap ST-II in Figure
top of the horizontal barrel. All pipe connections shall be 5A.18 on page 5A.38.
watertight. The riser shall be wrapped with 1/2 to U4 inch
hardware clothwire then wrapped with fdter cloth (Mirafi ill. Storm l~let Sediment Trap
IOOX, Poly Filter GB or a filter cloth with an equivalent A Storm Inlet Sediment Trap consists of a basin formed by
sieve size between #40-80) and secured with strapping or excavation on natural ground that discharges through an
connecting band at the top and bottom of the cloth. The
opening in a storm drain inlet structure. This opening can
cloth shall cover an area at least six (6) inches above the either bc the inlet opening or a temporary opening made
highest hole and six (6) inches below the lowest hole. The by omitting bricks or blocks in the inlet.
top of the riser pipe shall not be covered with fdter cloth.
The r~ser shall have a base with sufficient weight to prevent A yard drain inlet or an inlet in the median strip of a dual
highway could nse the inlet opening for the tap outlet. The
flotation of the riser. Two approved bases are:
trap should be out of t he roadway so as not to interfere with
1. A concrete base 12 in. thick with the rlser embedded 9 future compactlon or construction. Placing the trap on the
in. into the concrete base, or
opposite side of the opening and diverting water from the
2. One quarter inch, minimum, thick steel plate attached roadway to the trap is one means of doing this. Storm inlet
to the riser by a continuous weld around the elrcum- sediment traps shall bc limited to a three (3) acre maximum
fercnce of the riser to form a watertight connection, drainage area. The volume of this trap is measured at the
The plale shall have 2.5 feet of stone, gravcl, orearth elevation of the crest of the outlet (invert of the inlet
placed on it to prevent flotation. In either case, each opening).
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See Details for Storm Inlet Sediment Trap ST-Ill in Figure shall be through a partially excavated channel lined with
5A.19 on page 5A.39.
riprap. This outlet channel shall discharge onto a stabilized
area or to a stable watercourse. The riprap outlet sediment
IV. Swale Sedimeat Trap
trap may be used for drainage areas of up to a maximum of
A Swale Sediment Trap consists of a trap formed by over 15 acres.
excavating a swale or a drainage ditch. The outlet of the Design Criteria for Riprap Outlet Sediment Trap
swale sediment trap is controlled by the invert of the
downstream swale. Swale sediment traps arc placed in 1. The total contributing drainage area (disturbed or
surface drain ditchesjnst before the runoffwater leaves the
undisturbed either on or offthe developing property)
property, enters a watercourse at the end of cut .sections,
shall not excrx, d 15 acre~.
or immediately preceding ditch inlets or stabilized outlets. 2. The storage needs for this trap shall be computed ruing
Often a section of concrete liner is left out to construct the
1800 cubic feet of required storage for each acre of
swale trap in that section. Once the contributory drainage
drainage area. The storage volume provided can be
area is stabilized, the trap may be removed and the swale
figured by computing the volume of storage area
or ditch reconstructed. The swale sediment trap shall be
available behind the outlet sUucture up to an
used only where no other device is feasible. The swale
tion of one (1) foot below the level weir cre~
sediment trap shall be limited to a maximum drainage area
of two (2) acres. The volume of thls trap shall be computed 3. The maximum height of embanknw.nt shall not egged
fiv~ (5) feet.
at the elevation of the invert of the outlet,
4. The elevation of the top of any dike directing water to
See Details for Swale Sediment Trap ST-IV in F’g~tre
a riprap outlet sediment trap will equal or exceed the
5A.20 on Page 5A.40.
minimum elevation of the embankment along the
entire length of this trap.
V. Stone O~tlet Sedlmeat Trap
Riprap Outlet Sediment Trap ST-VI
A Stone Oudet Sediment Trap consists of a trap formed by
(fnr
an embankment or excavation. The outlet of this trap is
over a stone section placed on level ground. The minimum
Contributing Depth of
Length of
Drainage Area Channel (a)
length (feet) of the outlet shall be equal to four (4) times
Weir (b)

(ae.)

the drainage area (acres).

¯
~
~

,$

Required storage shall be 1,800 cubic feet p~r acl~ of
drainage area.
The outlet crest (top of stone in weir section) shall be level,
at least one (1) foot below top ofembankmeut and no more
than one (1) foot above ground beneath the outlet. Stone
used in the outlet shaft be small riprap (4 in. x 8 in.). To
provide more efficient trapping effect, a layer of fdter cloth
should be embedded one (1) foot back into the upstream
face of the outlet stone or a one (1) foot thick layer of two
(2) inch or t’meraggregate shall be placed on the upstream
face of the outlet.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2~0
2.0
2.0

4.0
5.0
6.0
10.0
12.0
14.0
16.0
10.0
10.0
17_0
14.0
14.0
16.0
16.0
18.0

Stone Outlet Sediment Traps may be interchangeable in
the fieldwith pipe or riprap outlet sediment traps provided
they are constructed hi accordance with the detail and See Details for Riprap Outlet Sediment Trap ST-VI on
specifications for those traps. Stone outlet sediment traps F’tgure 5A.22 on page 5A.42.
shall bc limited to a five (5) acre maximum drainage area.

Optional Dewatering Methods
See Details for Outlet Sediment Trap ST-V in Figure 5A.2!
on page 5A.4L
Optional dewatering devices may be designed for use with
sediment traps. Included are two methods which may be
VI. Riprap Outlet Sediment Trap
nscd. See Figure 5A.23 on page 5A.44 for details.
A Riprap Outlet Sediment Trap consists of a trap formed
by an excavation and embankment. The outlet for this trap

..~..-
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Figure 5A.17 (1)

V

Pipe Outlet Sediment Trap: ST-I
¯

PIPE OUTLET SEDIMENT TRAP ST’I
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EMBANKMENT SECTION THRU RISER

S~ZES OF PIPE NEEDED
Barrel Diameter
Riser Diameter

Note:
Construction Specification should be atioched to this
detail to complete design.

Max. Drainage Areo" ,5 Acres
U.S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE

SYRACUSE~ NEW YORK
New York Guidelines for Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control

P~PE OUTLET
SEDMENT TRAP

ST-I
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Figure 5A.17 (2)

Pipe Outlet Sediment Trap: ST-I. Construction Specifications

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION F0A PIPE OUTLET TRAP" ST-I
1. AREA UNDER EMBANKMENT SHALL BE CLEARED,GRUBBED AND STRIPPED
OF ANY VEGETATION AND ROOT MAT. THE POOL AREA SHALL BE CLEARED.
2.

THE FILL MATERIAL FOR THE EMBANKMENT SHALL BE FREE OF ROOTS
OR OTHER WOODY VEGETATION AS WELL AS OVER-SIZED STONES, ROCKS,
ORGANIC MATERIAL, OR OTHER OBJECTIONABLE MATERIAL. THE EMBANKRENT SHALL BE COMPACTED BY TRAVERSING WITH EQUIPMENT WHILE IT
IS BEING CONSTRUCTEO.

3.

VOLUME OF SEDIMENT STORAGE SHALL BE 188@ CUBIC FEET PER ACRE
OF CONTRIBUTORY DRAINAGE.

4.

SEDIMENT SHALL BE REMOVED AND TRAP RESTORED TO ITS ORIGINAL
DIHENS]0NS WHEN THE SEOIMENT HAS ACCUMULATED TO 1/2 THE DESIGN
DEPTH OF THE TRAP. REMOVED SEDIMENT SHALL BE DEPOSITED IN A
SUITABLE AREA AND IN SUCH A MANNER THAT ]T WILL NOT EROOE.

S. THE STRUCTURE SHALL BE INSPECTED AFTER EACH R~ZN AN0 REPAIRS
HAOE AS NEEDED.
6.

CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS SHALL BE CARRIED OUT ZN SUCH A MANNER
THAT EROSION AND WATER POLLUTION ARE MINIMIZED.

7.

THE STRUCTURE SHALL BE REMOVED AND AREA STABILIZED WHEN THE
DRAINAGE AREA HAS BEEN PROPERLY STABILIZED.

8.

ALL FILL SLOPES SHALL 8E 2:1 OR FLATTER: CUT SL0~ES 1=1 OR
FLATTER.

9. ALL PIPE CONNECTIONS SHALL BE WATERTIGHT,
18.

THE TOP 2/3 OF THE RISER SHALL BE PERFORATED WITH ONE (1) INCH
DIAMETER HOLES OR SLITS SPACED SIX (6) INCHES VERTICALLY AND
HORIZON]ALLY AND PLACED IN THE CONCAVE PORT]ON OF PIPE. NO HOLES
WILL BE ALLOWED WITHIN SIX (6) INCHES OF THE HORIZONTAL BARREL.

11. THE RISER SHALL BE WRAPPED WITH l/q TO 1/2 INCH HARDWARE CLOTH
WIRE THEN WRAPPED WITH FILTER CLOTH (HAVING AN EQUIVALENT SIEVE
SIZE OF qB-BB). THE FILTER CLOTH SHALL EXTEND SIX {6) INCHES
ABOVE THE HIGHEST HOLE AN0 SIX (6) INCHES BELOW THE LOWEST HOLE.
WHERE ENDS OF FILTER CLOTH COME TOGETHER, THEY SHALL BE OVERLAPPED. FOLDED AND STAPLED TO PREVENT BYPASS.
12. STRAPS OR CONNECTING BANDS SHALL BE USED TO HOLD THE FILTER
CLOTH AND WIRE FABRIC IN PLACE. THEY SHALL SE PLACED AT THE TOP
AND BOTTOM OF THE CLOTH.
13. FILL MATERIAL AROUND THE PIPE SPILLWAY SHALL BE HAND COMPACTED
IN FOUR (~) INCH LAYERS. A MINIHUH OF TWO (2) FEET OF HAND
COMPACTED BACKFILL SHALL BE PLACED OVER THE PIPE SPILLWAY
BEFORE CROSSING IT WITH CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT.
14.

THE RISER SHALL BE ANCHORED WITH EITHER A CONCRETE BASE OR
STEEL PLATE BASE TO PREVENT FLOTATION. FOR CONCRETE BASED THE
DEPTH SHALL BE ;2 INCHES WITH THE RISER EHBEGDEO NINE (9)
INCHES. A 2/4 INCH MINIMUM THICKNESS STEEL PLATE SHALL BE
ATTACHED TO THE RISER BY A CONTINUOUS WELD AROUND THE BOTTOM TO
FORM A WATERTIGHT CONNECTION AND THEN PLACE TWO (2) FEET OF
STONE. GRAVEL,OR TAMPED EARTH ON THE PLATER.

s~cus~. N~W ~0~K
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Figure 5A.18
Grass Outlet Sediment Trap: ST- II
GRASS OUTLET SEDIMENT TRAP ST-II
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SECTION A-A
EXCAVATED GRASS OUTLET SEDIMENT TRAP

1.

Volu~e of sedt~n~ s~orage shall be 1~0 cubic feet per acre of
c~rlbu~o~ drainage area.

2.

~t~ cres~ vtdth shall be 4 X ~ainage ~ea.
Sedimen~ shall be r~oved and ~rap restored ~o t~s original dimensions
~en ~he sedt=en~ has accumulated ~o ~ ~he design dep[h of the =rap.
R~o~ed sedim~t shall be deposited tn a suitable area and in such a
manner ~ha~ i~ rill no~ erie.
~e s~ruc~ure shall be inspected a~er each rain and repairs =ade as
needed.

5.

~ns~ruc~ton opera~tons shall be carried ou~ tn such a ~nner ~ha~
erosion and va~er pollution shall be minimized.

6.

~e sedimen~ ~rap shall be removed and area s~abilized ~en =he
rematntng drainage area has been properly s~abtlized.

7. All cu~ slopes shall be 1:1 or fla~er.
M0ximum Droinoge Areo: 5 Acres
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
SYRACUSE,
NEW YORK
:;;

New York Guidclincs for Urban
Erosioa and Scd~mcat Control
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Flgure 5A.19

Storm Inlet Sediment Trap: ST-Ill
STORM INLET SEDIMENT TRAP ST-Ill
Flow
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YARD DRAIN

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATION FOR ST-TIT

Sediment shall be removed and the trap restored to its original dimensions
vhen the sediment has accumulated to ~ the design depth of the trap.
Removed sediment shall be deposited in a suitable area and in such
manner that it viii not erode.
2.

The volume of sediment storage shall be 1800 cubic feet per acre of
con[rlbu[ory drainage.

3.

The structure shall be inspected after each rain and repairs made as
needed.
Construction operations shall be carried out in such a manner that
erosion and ~a[er pollution shall be minimized.

5.

T~e sediment trap shall be removed and ~he area stabilized ~nen
constructed drainage area has been properly stabilized.

6. All cut slopes shall be 1:1 or flatter.

Maximum Drainage Area: 3 Acres
U.S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE [
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
October 1991 - Third Printing
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Figure 5A.20
Swale Outlet Sediment Trap: ST- IV

V

SEDIMENT TRAP

SECTION A-A ~

7
2
SWALE SEDIMENT TRAP

L~ram- 1%’~Sm ~d~eaf Trio "~ 5’1,10’ T~

6" L~ ~ 2" ~
~NS~U~ION SPECIFI~TI~ FOR ST-IV
1.

~e swale seS~en~ ~rap ehall be nons~ruc~e8 in a~coraance
d~ensions provided on ~he ~esiEn ~rawin~s or s~zed to provide
si~is~ s~oraEe necessary 1800 cubin fee~ of e¢oraEe for
of drai~Ee area.

2.

Sedi~n~ shall be re~ve~ an8 ~ra~ restored ~o i~s oriEinal d~ensions
when the sediment has acc~ulated to ~ ~he desi~ depth of the trap.
~moved sedt=en~ shall be deposited tn a suitable area and

~e structure shall be 1nspected after e~ch rain and repairs ~de as
needed.
~nst~c=ton opera=tons shall be carried out in such a m~ner
erosion and va~er pollugton shall be minimized.
5.

~e sed~en= ~rap shall be re~ved and area s~ab~ltzed when the
congrtbu~ory drainage area has been properly s~abtllzed.

6.

~e swale sediment ~rap w111 be properly backfllled and the s~ale or
ditch recons[ructed.

Moxlmum Droinoge Areo: 2 Acres
US. OE~RTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
~L CON~RVATI~ SERVICE
SYRACUSE NEW YORK
York Guidelines for Urb~
Erosioa ~d S~¢n{ ~oI

SWALE SEDIMENT

TRAP- ST ~
Page ~A.~

STANDARD SYMB~
." ",
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Figure 5A.21

V

Stone Outlet Sediment Trap: ST-V
STONE OUTLET SEGMENT TRAP ~’

0

~SS S(CT~
SIDE OF THE RZPRAP ZN PLACE OF THE EHD~ FZLT~ ~OTH.

~. IREI UNOER EHB~HENT S~LL BE CL~REO, GRUBBEO AND 8TRZPP~
VEGETATION AND ROOT HAT. THE POOL AREA S~ BE CLEAR~.
2. THE FILL HATERZAL FOR THE EHBANKHENT SH~LL BE FREE OF ROOT9
OTHER MOODY VEGETATION AS VELL AS OVER-SIZED STONE9. RO~S. ORG~ZC
HATERZAL OR OTHER OBJECTIONABLE HATERZAL. THE EHBANKHENT S~LL BE
COHPACTED BY TRAVER~NG MZTH EQUZPH~T VHZLE ZT ~ BEING
CONSTRUCTED.
3. ALL CUT AND F]LL SLOPES SHALL BE 2:1 OR F~TT~.
4. THE STONE USED IN THE OUTLET SHALL BE SHALL RZPRAP 4"-8" ALONG VZTH
X 1’ THICKNESS OF 2" AGGREGATE PLACED ON THE UP-GRADE SIDE
SHALL RZPRAP OR E~EDDED FILTER CLOTH ZH THE RZPRAp.
5.

SEDZHENT SHALL BE REHOVED AND TRAP RESTORED TO IT9 ORIGINAL DIH~
S20NS VHEN THE SEDZHENT HAS ACCUHULATED TO 112 THE DESIGN D~TH TO
THE TRAP.
6. THE STRUCTURE SHALL BE INSPECTED AFTER EACH RAIN AND REPAZ~
AS NEED~.
7. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS SHALL BE CARRZEO OUT ZN SUCH A HA~ER T~T
~OSZON AND MATER POLLUTION ZS HZN2HZZED.
8. THE STRUCTURE SHALL BE REHOYED AND THE AREA STABILIZED VH~ THE
DRAINAGE AREA HAS BEEN PROPERLY STABILIZED.
Maximum Orainoge Area: 5 Acres
U.S OEP~RTMENT OF IGRIC~T~E

STONE OUTLET SEDIMENT

SOIL CON~RVATI~ SERVICE
J
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Fgure 5A.22 (1)
Ripmp Outlet Sc~liment Trap: ST-VI

’

RIPRAP OUTLET SEDIMENT TRAP ST-VI

V
~

R0039402
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Fgure 5A.22 (2)
Riprap Outlet Sediment Trap: ST-VI - Construction Specifications

0=
1. THE AREA UNDER EMBANKMENT SHALL BE CLEARED.
GRUBBED AND STRIPPED
OF ANY VEGETATION AND ROOT MAT.
THE POOL AREA SHALL BE CLEARED.
2. THE FILL MATERIAL FOR THE EMBANKMENT SHALL BE FREE OF ROOTS OR
OTHER WOODY VEGETATION AS WELL AS OVER-SIZED STONES. ROCKS,
ORGANIC MATERIAL OR OTHER OBJECTIONABLE MATERIAL.
THE EMBANKMENT
SHALL BE COMPACTED BY TRAVERSING WITH EQUIPMENT WHILEIT IS
.BEING CONSTRUCTED. MAXIMUM HEIGHT OF EMBANKMENT SHALLBE FIVE (5)
FEET. MEASURED AT CENTERLINE OF EMBANKMENT.
3. ALL FILL SLOPES SHALL BE 2:1 OR FLATTER, CUT SLOPES 1:1 OR FLATTER.
4, ELEVATION OF THE TOP OF ANY DIKE DIRECTING WATER INTO TRAP MUST
EOUAL OR EXCEED THE HEIGHT OF EMRANKHENT.
5. STORAGE AREA PROVIDED SHALL BE FIGURED BY COMPUTING THE VOLUME
AVAILABLE BEHIND THE OUTLET CHANNEL UP TO AN ELEVATION OF ONE (1)
FOOT BELOW THE LEVEL WEIR CREST.
6.

FILTER CLOTH SHALL BE PLACED OVER THE 80TTOM AND SIDES OF THE
OUTLET CHANNEL PRIOR TO PLACEMENT OF STONE. SECTIONS OF FABRIC
MUST OVERLAP AT LEAST ONE (1) FOOT WITH SECTION NEAREST THE
ENTRANCE PLACED ON TOP. FABRIC SHALL BE EHBEDDED AT LEAST SIX (6)
INCHES INTO EXISTING GROUND AT ENTRANCE OF OUTLET CHANNEL.

7.

STONE USED IN THE OUTLET CHANNEL SHALL BE FOUR (41 TO EIGHT (81
INCHES (RIPRAP}.
TO PROVIDE A FILTERING EFFECT. A LAYER OF FILTER
CLOTH SHALL BE EMBEDDED ONE (I) FOOT WITH SECTION NEAREST ENTRANCE
PLACED ON TOP.
FABRIC SHALL BE EMBEDDED AT LEAST SIX (6) INCHES
INTO EXISTING GROUND AT ENTRANCE OF OUTLET CHANNEL.

B. SEDIMENT SHALL BE REMOVED AND TRAP RESTORED TO ITS ORIGINAL
DIMENSIONS WHEN SEDIMENT HAS ACCUMULATED TO I/2 THE DESIGN DEPTH
OF THE TRAP.
REMOVED SEDIMENT SHALL BEDEPOSITED IN A SUITABLE
AREA AND IN SUCH A MANNER THAT IT WILLNOT ERODE.
9. THE STRUCTURE SHALL BE INSPECTED AFTEREACH RAIN AND REPAIRED AS
NEEDED.
10. CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS SHALL BE CARRIEO OUT IN SUCH AMANNER THAT
EROSION AND WATER POLLUTION ARE MINIMIZED.
ii.

THE STRUCTURE SHALL BE REMOVED AND THE AREA STABILIZED WHEN DRAINAGE
AREA HAS BEEN PROPERLY STABILIZED.

12.

~

$0*L

DRAINAGE AREA FOR THIS PRACTICE IS LIMITED TO 15 ACRES OR LESS.

c~s~v*rz~ s~vzc{
~
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Flgure 5A.23

Optlonal Sediment Trap Dewaterlng Devlces
OPTIONAL SEDIMENT TRAP DEWATERING DEVICE-I

WITH 6" PERFORATED RISER
TOP OF FILL

2 IL~

~

F CAP END UNLESS EOUAL TO OR GREATER
_L/ THAN ELEV. 04~ PRIMARY RISER CREST

IL--~II~ ~R

BARreL

SIZe:: 0+24
PERFORATIONS OR SLITS MUST NO
BE MADE ANY LOWER THAN 6"
ABOVE TOP OF THE HORIZONTN.
OUTFALL BARREL.

PERFORATIONS- 6" SPACING HOR7_ 6 VERT.
LOCATED ~N CONCAVE

OPTIONAL SEDIMENT TRAP DEWATERING DEVICE-TI’
.,~

8"MN DIAMETER PERFORAT(~
CLOTHI~PE WRAPPED~WITH F]LTER

LLS. D~PARTMENT 0" AGRICULTURE
S~L CONSERVATION SERVICE
SYRACUSE ¯ NEW YORK

New York Guidefincs for Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control

I_ 20’ MIN. I" ~ .......

STONE OUTLET
.~ SEDIMENT TRAP
~ (SEE SHEET 16.12)

OPTIONAL SEDIMENT TRAp D[WATERING
DEVICES
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
PORTABLE SEDIMENT TANK
Definition

Design Criteria

A sediment tank is a compartmented tank container Locatioa
through which sediment laden water is pumped to trap and
The sediment tank shall Ix: located for ease of dean-ont
retain the sediment.
and disposal of the trapped sediment, and to minimize the
interference with construction activitie~ and pedestr~
Purpose
To trap and retain sediment prior to pumping the water to
drainageways, adjoining properities, and rights-of-way
below the sediment tank ~ite.

Conditions Where Practice Applies

Tank SLoe
The following formula ~hould be used in determining the
storage volung of the r, edimcnt tank; pump discharge
(GJ’.M.) x 16 - Cubic Foot Storage

A sediment tank is to be used on sites where excavations An example of a typical sediment tank is ~hown on F’~,ure
are deep, and space is limited, such as urban construction, 5A.24 on page 5A.46. Other container designs can be
where direct discharge of sediment laden water to stream if the storage volume is adequate and approval is obtained
and storm drainage systems is to be avoided,
from the local approving agency.

October 1991 - Third Printing
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
SEDIMENT BASIN

Definition

Purpose

A temporary barrier or dam constructed across a drainage The purpose of a scdimcnl basin is to inlcrccpl se.dimenl
way or al other suitable locations to intcrcepl sediment laden runoff and reduce the amount of sediment leaving
iadcn runoffand to trap and retain the sedimen[.
Ihc dislurbcd area in order [o protect drainage ways,
properties, and rights-of-way below the sediment basin.
This standard applies to the installation oftemporaryscdi.

lent basins on sites where: (a) failure of the structure
would not resu!: in loss of life, damage to homes or buildings, or interruption of use or service of public roads or
utilities; (b) the drainage area does not exceed 100 acres;
and (c) the basin is to be removed within 36 months after
the beginning of construction of the basin,
Permanent (to function more than 36 months) sediment
basins, or temporary basins exceeding the classification
requirements for class 1 and 2, or structures that ternporarily function as a sediment basin but are intended for
use as a permanent pool shall be classified as permanent
structures and shall conform to criteria appropriate for
pormanent structures. These structures shall be designed
and constructed to conform to SCS Standard and
Specitieation No. 378 for Ponds in the ~
of Conservation Practices. The total volume of permanent
sediment basinsshall equal or exceed the capacity requiremenUs for temporary basins contained herein,

Conditions Where Practice Applies
A scdimcnt basis is appropriate where physical site condilions or land ownership restrictions preclude the installalion of olhcr erosion control measures to adcqualely
control runoff, crosion, and sedimentation. It may be used
below construction operations which expose critical areas
to soil erosion. The basin shall be maintained until the
disturbed area is protected against erosion by permanent
stabilization.

Design Criteria
Compliance with Laws and Rel~latloas
Design and construction shall comply with state and local
laws, ordinances,rules and regulations.
Location

The sediment basin should be located to obtain the maximum storage benefit from the terrain and for ease of
Standard sediment basin designs can be used for drainage clcanout of Ihc trapped sediment, it should be located to
minimizeofinterference
with construction
andbasins
conarea of 10 or 20 acres. See Ftgures 5A.25 and 5A.26 on struction
utilities. Whenever
possible,activities
sediment
pages 5A.55 and 5A.56 for details.
should be located so that storm drains may outfall or be
diverted into the basin. Do not locate basins in perennial
Classification of Temporary Sediment
streams.
Basins
For the purpose of this standard, temporary sediment
basins are classified as follows:
~
Max. Drainage
Area (acres)
Max. Height!
of Dam (ft.)
Min. Embankment
Top Width (ft)
Embankment
Side Slopes
Anti-Seep
Collar Required

..L
1O0

_2_
100

I0

15

8

10

Size of the Basin
The sediment storage volume of the basin, as measured
from the bottom of the basin to the levation of the crest of
the principal spillway shall be at least 1,800 cubic feet per
acre of distrubcd area draining to the basin. This 1,800
cubic fcct is equivalent lo 1/2 inch of sediment per acre of
drainage area. where possible, the entire drainage area is
used for this computation, rather than the distrubed area
above, to maximize trapping efficiency.

Sedimcn! basins shall be cleaned out when the volume
remaining as described above is reduced by sedimentation
to 900 cubic fcct per acre of drainage area (50 percent full),
except in no case shall the sediment level be permitted to
I tleight i~ measured horn the Io~ point of original ground along the crest.
buildAI
upthis
higher
clevation
than clcanout
one footshall
below
be performed
the principal
to spillway
2:1 or
Flatter
Yes

2 1/2:1 or
Flatter
Yes

cen|erline of dam to the top o the dam.

restore the original design volume to the sediment basin.
October 1991 - Third I’gi.ting
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The elcvaflon corresponding to the maximum allowable
sediment level shall be determined and shall be stated in
the design data as a distance below the top of the riser and
shall be clearly marked on the riser,
The basin dimensions necessary to obtain the required
basin volume as stated above shall be dearly shown on the
plans to facilitate plan review, construction and inspection,
Slmpeofthe ~ia
It is recommended that the designer of a sediment basin
strive to incorporate the following features:
1. Length to width ratio greater than 2:1, where length is
the distance between the inlet and outlet,
2. A wedge shape with the inlet located at the narrow end.
Spillway lkatga
Runoff shall be computed by the method outlined in Chapter 2, Estimating Runoff, En~neerin~ Field Manual for
Conservation Practices available in the Soil Conscrvatiun
Service offices, Suetion 10 of this manual, or by TR-55,
LIrhan Hydrolc~,_ for Small Waler~hed,~ Rnnoffcomputations shall be based upon the worst soil cover conditions
expected to prevail in the contributing drainage area
during the anticipated effective life of the structure. The
combined capacities of the principal and emergency
spillway shall be suffident to pass the peak rate of runoff
from a ten year frequency ~torm.
1. Principal spillway:. A spillway consisting of a vertical
pipe or box type riser joined (watertight counecliou)
to a pipe (barrel) which shall extend through the
embankment and outlet beyond the downstream to¢
of the fdl. The minimum capacity of the principal
spillway shall be 0.2 cfs per acre of drainage area when
the water surface is at the emergency spillway crest
elevation. For those basins with no emergency
spillway, the principal spillway shall have the capacity
to handle the peak flow from a ten year frequency
rainfall event. The minimum siz~ of the barrel shall be
8 inches in diameter. See F’~,ures 5A.27, 5A.28 and
5A.29 on pages 5A.57, 5A.58 and 5A.59 for principal
spillway sizes and capacities,
A. Crest elevation: When used in combination with an
emergency spill way, the crest elevation of the
riser shail be a minimum one foot below the elevation of the control section of the emergency
spillway,
B. Watcrti~2hi riser and barrel assembl~ The riser and
all pipe connection shall be completely watertight
except for the inlet opening at the top or a
dewatering opening and shall not have any other
holes, leaks, rips or perforations in it.
C. Dcwaterin~ the basin: There are two stages of
dcwatering the basin: (1) the detention pool which
New York Guidchncs for Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control
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is below the crest of the riser and above the surface
of the trapped sediment; and (2) the sediment
itself which will have a high water content to the
point of being "soupy’.
1) lndividualdewatering methods maybe dictated
by the intended use of the basin, i.e., sediment,
flyash, or other spedai matcrialg that are to be
trapped and retained within the basin. If a
dewatering device is needed it shall be induded in the sediment basin plans submitted
for approval and shall be installed during coutaructiou of the badn.
Dewatering shall be done in such a rammer a~ to
remove the relatively dean water without
removing any of the sediment that has r, ettled
out and without removing any appreciable qmmrifles of floating debris. Dewatering r,e, dimeat~
trapped in a basin are often advantageous to the
developer or contractor. Rdatively dry material
can be handled with on-site equipment rather
than the expensive draglines often needed to
handle wet (undewatcred) sediments. Usually,
the detention pool may be dewatered by a
siphon installed ou the riser, mechanical pumpiag, and surface or subsurface drains. For
details on these methods ofdewatedng, see Figure 5A.30 on page 5A.60.
2) Dewatering the sediment is not required but
some local ordinances may require some
methods to dewater the basin and facilitate the
deanout process. One very suecessful means
of doing this is by use of a dewatering device.
D. Anti-vortex device and trash rack" An anti-rotten
device and trash rack shall be securely installed un
top of the riser and shall be the concentric type as
shown in Figure 5A.31 on pages 5A.61 and 5A.62.
E. Base’. The riser shall have a base attached with a
watertight connection and shall have suffident
weight to prevent flotation of the riser. Two ap.
proved bases for risers ten feet or less in height
are: 1) a concrete base 18 in. thick with the riser
embedded 9 in. in the base, and 2) a 1/4 in. minimum thickness steel plate attached to the riser by
a continuous weld around the circumference of
the riser to form a watertight connection. The
plate shall have 2.5 feet of stone, graver, or cornpacted earth placed on it to prevent flotation. In
either case, each side of the square base shall be
twice the riser diameter.
For risers greater than ten feet high computations
shall be made to design a base which will prevent
flolation. The minimum factor of safety shall be
1.20 (Downward forces = 1.20 x upward forces).
Sec Figure 5A.32 on page 5A.63 for details.
October 1991 - Third Printieg
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F. ~: Anti-seep collars shall be installed around all conduit~ through earth fills of
impoundment structures according to the following criteria:
1) Collars shall be plac~l to increase the seepage
length along the conduit by a minimum of 15
percent of the pipe length located within the
saturation zone.
2) Collar spacing shall be between 5 and 14 times
the vertical projection of each collar,
3) All collars shall be phced within the saturation
zone.
4) The assumed normal saturation zone (phrcafic
line) shall be determined by projecting a fine
at a slope of 4 horizontal to I vertical from the
point where the normal water (riser crest)
elevation touches the upstream slope of the fdl
to a point where this fine intersects the invert
of the pipe conduit. All f, II located within this
fine may be assumed as saturated,
When anti-seep collars are used, the equation
for revised seepage length becomes:
2(N)(P) = 1.15(L~) or N = (0.07~)(14)/P
Where:

I4 = Saturated length is length, in
feet, of pipe between riser and
intersection of phreafi¢ fine and
pipe inverL
N = number of anti-seep collars,
P = vertical projection of collar
from pipe, in feet.

5) All anti-seep collars and their connections shall
be watertight.
See F’q~u,e 5A.33 on pages 5A.64 and 5A.65 for
anti-seep colla~ design and F’gure 5A.34 on page
5A.66 for construction details.

2..~~ The entire flow area of the
emergency spillway shall be constructed in undisturbed ground (not fill). The emergency spillway
cross-section shall be trapezoidal with a minimum
bottom width of eight feet. This spillway channel shall
have a straight control section of at least 20 feet in
length; and a straight outlet section for a minimum
distance equal to 25 feet.
A. ~ The minimum capacity of the emergency
spillway shall be that required to pass the peak
rate of runoff from the 10 year 24-hour frequency
storm, less any reduction due to flow in the pipe
spillway. Emergency spillway dimensions may be
ure 5A.25 on page 5A.67.
B. ~,Jfa::Ri~: The velocity of flow in the exit chanad
shall not exceed 5 feet per second for vegetated
channels. For channels with erosion protection
other than vegetation, velocities shall be within the
non-erosive range for the t~A~e of proteotion used.
C. F-z~l_~g~li~: Erosion protection shall be
provided for by vegetation as prescribed in this
publication or by other suitable means such as
riprap, asphalt or concrete.
D. Freeboard~ Freeboard is the difference belween
the design high water elevation in the emergono/
spillway and the top of the settled embanlonent. If
there is no emergency spillway it is the difl’erem:~
between the water surface elevation required to
pass the design flow through the pipe and the top
of the settled embanlaaent. Freeboard shall be at
least one foot.
£mlmalaaent Crms-,.qc~on
Class 1 Basins: The minimum top width shall be eight feet.
The side slopes shall not be steeper than 2:1.

Class 2 Basins: The minimum top width shall be tea feet.
The side slopes shall not be steeper than 2 I/2:1.
G. Outlets- An outlet shall be provided, including a gntraace of Runoff Into Basin
means of conveying the discharge in an erosion
free manner to an existing stable channel. Where Points of entrance of surface runoff into excavated sedidischarge occurs at the property fine, drainage merit basins shall be protected to prevent erosion. Consideasements will be obtained in accordance with erable care should be given to the major points of inflow
local ordinances. Adequate notes and references into basins. In many cases the difference in elevation of the
will be shown on the erosion and sediment control inflow and the bottom of the basin is considerable, thus
creating a potential for severe gullying and sediment
plan.
Protection against scour at the discharge end of generation. Often a riprap drop at major points of inflow
the pipe spillway shall be provided. Measures may would eliminate gullying and sediment generation.
include impact basin, riprap, revetment, ex- Diversions, grade stabilization structures or other water
cavated plunge pools, orotherapprovedmethods,
control devices shall be installed as necessary to insure
See Standard and Specifications for Rock Outlet direction of runoff and protect points of entry into the
Protection, page 5B.21.
basin. Points of entry should be located so as to insure
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maximum travel distance of entering runoff topoint of exit
(the riser) from the basin,

tionable material. Relatively pervious materiah such as
said or gravel (Unified Soil Classes GW, GP, SW & SP)
shall not be placed in the embankment. Areas on which
Dispmal
is to be placed shall be scarified prior to placement of fdl.
The sediment basin plans shall indicate the method(s) of The fill material shall contain sufficient moisture so that it
disposing of the sediment removed from the basin. The can be formed by hand into a ball without crumbling. If
sediment shall be placed in such a manner that it will not water can be squeezed out of a bail, it is too wet for proper
erode from the site. The sedhnent shall not be deposited compaction. Fill material shall be placed six inch to eight
downstream from the basin, adjacent to a stream or inch thick continuous layers over the entire length of the
floodplain. Disposal sites will be covered by an approval fdl. Compaction shall be obtained by routing and hauling
sediment control plan.
the construction equipment over the fdl so that the entire
surface of each layer of the fdl is traversed by at least one
The sediment basis plans shall also show the method of
disposing of the sediment basin after the drainage area is wheel or tread track of the equipment or by the u~e of ¯
compactor. The embankment shall be constructed to an
stabilized, and shall include the stabilization of the sediment basin site. Water contained within the storage area elevation 10 percent higher than the design height to allow
for selllement.
shall be removed from the basin by pumping, cutting the
top of the riser, or other appropriate method prior to Pipe Spillway
removing or breaching the embankment. Sediment shall
not be allowed to flush into ¯ stream or drainage way. The riser shall be securely attached to the barrel or barrel
stub by welding the full circumference making ¯ watertight
Safety
structural connection. The barrel stub must be attached to
Sediment basins are attractive to children and can be very the riser at the same percent (angle) of grade as the outlet
dangerous. Local ordinances and regulations must be ad- conduit. The connection between the riser and the ri~
base shall be watertight. All connections between barrel.
hered to regarding health and safety. The developer or
sections must be achieved by approved watertight bank
owner shall check with Ioca~ building officials on applicable
assemblies (See Figure 5A.36 on page 5A.69 for detaih).
safety requirements. If fencing of sediment basins is reThe barrel and riser shall be placed on ¯ firm, tmooth
quired, the location of and type of fence shall be shown on
foundation of impervious soil. Pervious materials such as
the plans,
sand, gravel, or crushed stone shall not be used as hadff’dl
a~ound the pipe or anti-seep collars. The fdl material
Construction Specifications
around the pipe spillway shall be placed in four inch layer~
and compacted under and around the pipe to at least the
Site Preparation
same density as the adjacent embankment.
Areas under the embankment shall be cleared, grubbed, A minimum depth of two feet of hand compacted backfill
and stripped of topsoil to remove trees, vegetation, roots
or other objectionable material. In order to facilitate shallbeplacedoverthepipespillwaybeforecrossingitwith
construction equipment. Steel base plates on risers shall
deanout and restoration, the pool area (measured at the
top of the pipe spillway) will be cleared of all brush, trees, have at least 2 1/2 feet of compacted eartlh stone or gravel
phced over it to prevent flotation.
and other objectionable materials,
Cutoff-Trench

Emergency Spillway

A cutoff trench shall be excavated along the centerline of
earlh fill embankments. The minimum depth shall be two
feet. The cutoff trench shall exIend up both abutments to
the riser crest elevation. The minimum bottom width shall
be four feet, but wide enough to permit operation of excavation and compaction equipment. The side slopes shall
be no steeper than 1:1. Compaction requirements shall be
the same as those for embankanent. The trench shall be
dewatered during the bacid’dling/compaction operations,

The emergency spillway shall be installed in undisturbed
ground. The achievement of planned elevations, grades,
design width, entrance and exit channel slopes are critical
to the successful operation of the emergency spillway and
must be constructed within a tolerance of +/- 0.2.
Vegetative Treatment

Stabilize the embankment and emergency spillway in
cordance with the appropriate vegetative standard and
specification immediately following construction. In no
Embankment
case shall the embankment remain unstabilized for more
The fill material shah be taken from approved areas shown than seven (7) days.
on the plans. It shall be clean mineral soil free of roots,
woody vegetation, oversized stones, rocks, or other objec-
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Erosion and Pollution Control

When the basin area is to remain open space the pond may
Construction operations shall be carded out in such a be pumped dry, graded and back idled.
manner that erosion and water pollution will be minimized.
Information to be Submitted
State and local laws shall be complied with concerning
pollution abatement.
Sediment Basin designs and construction plans submitted
for revi~.w to a local Soil and Water Conservation Digrict,
Safety
or other agency rdudl include the following:
State and local requirements shall be met concerning fenc1. Specie location of the basin.
ing and signs, warning the public of hazards of soft sediment and floodwater.
2. Plan view of the storage basin and emergency ~way,
showing existing and propmed coatourt.
Malatemmee
3.Cross sectionof dam, principal spillway and emergency
1. Repair all damages caused by soil erosion and conspillway and profde of emergency tpillway.
struction equipment at or before the end of each
4. Details of pipe connections, riser to pipe connectiom,
working day.
riser base, anti-seep collar~ trash rack dcaaout eleva2. Sediment shall be removed from the basin when it
tion and anti-vortex device.
reaches the specified distance below the top of the
riser. This sediment shall be placed in such a manner 5. Runoff calculntiom for 10 year frequency ~ if
required.
that it will not erode from the site. The sediment shall
not be deposited downstream from the embankment,
adjacent to a stream or floodplain.
Flnnl Dlapmal
When temporary structures have served their intended
purpose and the contributing drainage area has been
properly stab~ the embankment and resulting sediment deposits are tobe leveled or otherwis~ disposed ofin
accordance with the approved sediment control plan. The
proposed use of a sediment basin site will often dictate final
disposition of the basis and any sediment contained therein. If the site is scheduled for future construction, then the
basin material and trapped sediments must be removed,
safely disposed of, and bacld’dled with a structural fdl.

~ ~.~:./
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6. Storage Computation
A. Total required
B. Total available
C. Level of sediment at which deanout shall be required; to be stated as ¯ distance from the riser
crest to the sediment surface.
7. Calculatiom showing de.slgn of pipe and emergency
spillway.
Note: Items 5 through 7 above may be submitted using the ....
dedgn data sheet on pages 5A.52 through 5A.55.
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TEMPORARYSEDIMENT BASIN DESIGN DATA SHEET
Computed by..
Projec~

Date

Checked by.

Date

Basin #
Total Area draining to basin,

Location

Acres.

BASIN VOLUME DESIGN
1. Min. req’d voL ,= 67 ca. yds. x...~ac, drainage -__
2. Vol. of basin =
=

cu.yds.

3. Excavate
cu. yd~ to obtain required capacity
Min. vol. before deanout = 27 cu. ~ x ~ Ac. drainage =
Elevation corresponding to scheduled time to dean out
Distance below top of riser

DESIGN OF SPILLWAYS
4. Qp0o) (EFM, Ch. 2, TR-55 or Section 10, attach runoff computation sheet).

5. Min. pipe spillway cap., Q~ = 0.2 x.~ ac. drainage =
Note: If’there is no emergency spillway, then req’d Opt = Op = __cfs.
6. H = ~ft. Barrel length =
7. Barrel: Diam. ~incheg Opt - (O)~x(car. fac.)
8. Riser. Diam.
inches; Length ~fl.; h =
9. Trash Rack: Diam. ~incheg H = ~inches.
Emergency Spillway Design

Entrance channel slope
Exit channel slope

%

ANTI-SEEP COLLAR DESIGN (If Required)
12. y = ~ft.; z = ~:1; pipe slope - ~_%, 14
Use
collars,
inches square; projection =

DESIGN ELEVATIONS
13. Riser Crest =
Era. Spwy. Crest =

New York Guidelines for Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control

Design High Water =
Top of Dam =
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I ~EMPORARY SEDIMENT BASINusEDESIGNoF FoRMDATA SHEET INSTRUCTIONS FOR]
~

~

~.
~

1. Minimum required detention volume is 67 cubic yards 6. Determine value of "H" from field conditions; "H
per acre from each acre of drainage area. Values
interval between the ceaterline of the outlet pipe and
larger than 67 cubic yards per acre may be used for
the emergency spillway crest or if there is no truergreater protection. Compute volume using entire
gency spillway, to the design high water.
drainage area although only part may be disturbed.
7. See Pipe Spillway Design Char~ F’~u’es 5A.28 and
2. The volume of a naturally shaped (no excavation in
5A.29 on pag~ 5A.58 and 5A.59.
basin) ba~ may be approximated by the formula V
8.
See
Riser Inflow Curve~ Figure 5A.27 ou page 5A.57.
= (0.4)(A)(d), where V is in cubic feet, A is the
9.
See
Trash Rack and Anti-Vortex Device
surface area of the basin, in square feet, and d is the
Figures 5A.31 on page 5A.6L
maximum depth of the basin, in feet. Volume may be
computed from contour information or other suitable
10. Cy. repute Q= by subtracting actual flow curt’led by the
method&
p,pe spillway from the total inflow,
3. If volume of basin is not adequate for required ~torage,
11. Use appropriate tables to obtain value~ of lip, bottom
excavate to obtain the required volume,
width, and actual Q=. If no emergency spillway is to
be used, m =ate, giving rennin(s).
4. The method described in Section 10- TR-55 or the SCS
En~neerinf Field Manual for Cor~ervation Prac12. See Anti-Seep Collar De~ig~
rices. Chapter 2, are the preferred methods for runoff
13. F’dl in design elevations. The emergency spillway ere=
computation. If rational method is used to compute
must be set no closer to riser crest than value of h
runoff, obtain appropriate values for "I" and "C’,
which causes pipe spillway to carry the minimum
depending on watershed conditions during developrequired O. Therefore, the elevation difference bemerit,
tween spillways shall be equal to the value of h, or one
5. Required discharge from pipe spillway equals 0.2
foot, whichever is greater. Design high water is the
cfs/ac, times total drainage area. (This is equivalent
elevation of the emergency spillway cre.~t pin= the
to a uniform runoff of 5 in. per 24 hours). The pipe
value of lip, or if there is no emergency spillway, it is
shall be designed to carry Qp if site conditions
the elevation of the riser crest plus h required to
preclude installation of an emergency spillway to
handle the 10 year storm. Minimum top of dam elevaprotect the atructure,
tion requires 1.0 ft. of freeboard abov~ ~ high
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Figure 5A.25

Sediment Basin I

STANDARD SEDIMENT BASIN I
CONDITIONS W~ERE PRACTIC~ APPLIE~

One ~£-seep ~llar ~11 be us~ ~ p~~ 25 feet

~
~

4. Watert/~h~ ~s shall ~
5. All pL~ ~t~ eMIl
6. Vol~ of 8~rage ~t~

V

O

Figure 5A.26
Sediment Basin II

V

STANDARD SEDIMENT BASIN II
L
CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTICE APpLT~-q
1. Drainage area to ~he basin is 20 acres or leSeo
~. An emergency spillway l_~s require0.
3. One anti-seep collar shall be used, and placed 25 feet from ~he riser.
4.

Watertight band8 shall be used.

5.

All pipe material shall be of goo~ quality

6.

Volume of storage computed as ~,800 C.F./acre of d~ainage area.

2

0.~

02
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Flgure 5A.31 (1)
Concentrlc Trash Rack and Antl-Vortex Devlce
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Figure 5A.33 (1)
Anti-Seep Collar Design
This procedure provides the anti-seep collar dimensions for only temporary
sediment basins to increase the seepage length by 15Z for various pipe slopes,
embankment slopes and riser heights.
The first step in designing anti-seep collars is to determine the length of
pipe ~tthtn the saturated zone of the e~bankment. This can be done
graphically or by the follo~ng equation, assuming that the upstream slope of
the embankment intersects the invert of the pipe at its upstrea~ end. (See
embankment-invert intersection on the drawing below:
Ls = y (z + 4) El + pipe slope --~
O, 25-pipe slo~__.~
~here:

Ls - length of pipe in the saturated zone
y " distance in feet from upstrea~ invert of pipe to highest normal
water level expected to occur during the life of the etructure~
usually the top of the riser.
z " :n1:~t.Ofv:rP:/t::~.~ embankaent as a ratio of z ft. horlzontal to

pipe slope - slope of pipe in feet per fOOt,
This procedure Is based on the approximation of the phreatlc llne as sho~ In
the drawing helow:
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Figure 5A.33 (2)
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Figure 5A.34

V

AnU-~eep Collar Design Details

0

TYPICAL ANTI-SEEP COLLARS
NOT TO SCALE

L

AT LEAST THE LAST TWO
CORRUGATIONS ON EACH ENO

(FULL ClRCUm’£RENCE,

~’~ INSTALL WITH CORRUGATIONS

BOTH S40F.~ t

COLLAR WELDEO IN PLACE ON BARREL SECTION

PLATES TO BE PflE:-CUT,
CLAMP~O TOGeTHeR a
PRE - ORILLEDSLA~rI.ED

CONTINUOUS WELD ~
(FULL CIRCUMFERENCE~" ~
BOTH SLOES )

C
O

li

J-~’ST~NLESS STEEL NUT 8 ~,.T,

I:

~TWEE. PLATES

0

0

!1

MULTI- PIECE COLLAR FOR LARGE PIPES

COLLAR FOR FLANGE JOINT PIPE

U.S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
SOIL CONS~RVATK)N SERVI~E

ANTI-SEEP COLLAR STANDARD

DESIGN

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK
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Figure 5A.35 (2)
Design Data for Earth Spillways

DESIGN DATA FOR E ARTH SPILL~

U

Figure 5A.36
Corrugated Steel Pipe Coupler8

~ Y, 12‘ end ~4~

V

SMOOTN STA~-I~

G~et~l OoRd vegul~m eeeaM~d ~ ~

r~ v~.

r~ v-~,

Note: Under no circumstance will the dimple (un~rsal) connector be acceptable for use in any sediment
control or stormwater management structure.

ROD ANO LUG
40 60 e’r I rods pctm or~d ~, and a~ mc~ed by

I
(All connector bands require neoprene gasket~)
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Procedure for Determining or Altedng Sediment Basin Shape

As specified in the Standard and Specification, the pool
area at the elevation of crest of the prindpal spillway shall
have a length to width ratio of at least 2.0 to 1. The purpose
of this requirement is to minimize the "short circuiting"
.effect of the sediment laden inflow to the riser and thereby
mcrcase the effectiveness of the sediment basin. The putpose of this procedure h to prescribe the paramctcrg
procedures and methods of determining and modifying the
shape of the basia,

The required basin shape may be obtained by proper site
selection, by excavation or by constructing a baffle in the
basin. The purpose of the baffle is to increase the effective
flow length from the in/low point to the riser. Baffles rJmll
be placed midway between the inflow point and the ri~..
The baffle length shall be as required to provide the afial.
mum 2:1 length width ratio. The effective length (I.e)
be the shortest distance the water must flowfrom the in/low
point around the end of the baffle to the outflow point.

The length of the flow path (L) is the distance from the

The~

poin of ow,o the. (o., ow

of

w.-

(pool l~J at the ri~r cr~t d~ation). ~ pool aren (A)
is the area of the normal pool The el~ective width (We) is Three eamaplesareshowaon the foilowingpase.Note that
found by tl~ eXl~tio~
for the =pecinl c=e in example C the water i= allowed to ~o
We - A/Land L:Wratio - IJW¢
around bothead~ of the bameund the efl’ective IcaSth, l.,=

- L4 + Lz. Otherwi~ the length to width ratio
tio= are the --me as shown above. Thi~ r~oecial =e pro.

pointwhichconvey~,-orethaa30percentofth~totalpeak
hxfiow rate d~U meet the length to width ratio criter~
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flow patha are equal, Le~whe-14. l.=.Abaflledetailis
~ shown in Figure 5A37 oa page 5A.TL
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Figure 5A.37
Sediment Basin Baffle Details

Examples:

Plan Views - not to scale
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
STABILIZED CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE
Definition
A stabilized pad of aggregate underlain with f’dter cloth
located at any point where traffic will be entering or leaving
a construction site to or from a public right-of-way, street,
Fabric
alley, sidewalk or parking area.
Egggf,.£1~3
Grab Tenr~ie

Purpose

stretch

The purpose of slabilizcd construction entrance is to Elungatioa at
reduce or el;mln~te the tracking of seAiment onto public Failure (%)
dght.~-of-way or r, tree~.
Mullea Brust

Conditions Where Practice Applies

~e~h 0b~)

A stabilized construction ent~anee ahall be used at all
points of construction ingre.~ and egret, s.

Puncture
Strength 0b~)

Eq~,~ent

Design Criteria

Light
Duty1
Roads
Grade

Haul Roada
Rough
G~ded

Teat
M~knd

200

220

ASTM D1682

50

60

ASTM D168~

190

430

40

125

40~0

40-S0

US Std

6

10

-

~

ASTM D751
modifieA

See Figure 5A38 on page 5A.74 for details.

Aggregate Size: O~ 2 in. stone, or reclaimed or rcv/cled
concrete equivalent.
Thidmess: Not le.~ than =ix (6) inches,
Width: 12 foot min~mmu but not less than the full width of
points where ingress or egress occurs. 24 foot mlnimum if
there is only one aceess to the site.

Aggregate I~pth
(in)

t Ligh( Duty gond: A~-a =ire= that have beea ggaded toaubgglde ~d
where mo~ travel ~ould be ging]¢ =xle veltide= and an
multi-txl¢ truck. Acceptable materi=t=~T~,~ra Spunboed 11t~,

Mirafi IOOX, Typar 3401. or equivalent.
2 Hea,,y Du=y go~d: Area =ire= ,,it~ o~, m~ =r~a=.
mo~t travel w~uld be multi-axle v~hicle~. Acceptabk

Length: As required, but not less than 50 feet (except on a
T~-vir= Spunbond 1135. Miraft 600X, or ¢q~L
single residence lot where a 30 foot minimum would apply).
3 Fabrics a°t meeting thc:~e =pecificati°°= axtY be uszxl °alY whead~ign procedure and ~upporting doctu~eatat~ ~
Filter cloth: To be placed over the entire area.to be covered
determine agg~gate depth and fabric
with aggregate. Filter cloth will not be required on a single
family residence lot. Piping of surface water under
Maintenance
entrance shall be provided as required. If piping is impossible, a mountable berm with 5:I slopes will be permitted. The entrance shall be maintained in a condition which will
prevent tracking of sediment onto public rights-of-way or
Criteria for Filter Cloth
streets. This may require periodic top dressing with addiThe filter cloth shall be woven or nonwoven fabric consist- tional aggregate. All sediment spilled, dropped, or washed
ing only of continuous chain polymeric l’daments or yarns onto public rights-of-way must be removed immediately.
of polyester. The fabric shall be inert to commonly en- When necessary, wheels must be cleaned to remove =edicountered chemicaL% hydro-carbons, mildew, rot resistant, ment prior to entrance onto public rlghts-of-way. ~nen
and conform to the fabric properties as show~:
washing is required, it shag be done on an area stabilized
with aggregate which drains into an approved sediment
trapping device. All sediment shall be prevented from
entering storm drains, ditches, or waterco~
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Flgure5A.~
S~bll~edCon~m~lonEntranceDetal~

( OPTZONAL )

ONSTRUCTZON SP£CZFZCATZON~

~. STONE SI~E - ~SE ~" STONE OR "E~LAIMEO OR R
~. L~,~TH - NOT LESS THAN ,, F~T (E×CEPT O, A SINGLE "~ID~,C~ ~DT.
~.

WIDTH - TWELVE (12) FOOT MINIMUM

,

BUT NOT LESS THAN THE FULL WIDTH

.. ~ ~LO~- ~LL 0~ ~L~EO
OF STONE.

6. SURFACE WATER - ALL SURFACE WATER FLOWING OR DIVERTED TOWARD CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCES SHALL BE PIPED ACROSS THE ENTRANCE. IF PIPING
IS IMPRACTICAL. A MOUNTABLE BERM WITH 5:I SLOPES WILL BE
PERMITTED.
7. MAINTENANCE - THE ENTRANCE SHALL BE MAINTAINED IN A CONDITION
WHICH WILL PREVENT TRACKING OR FLOWING OF SEDIMENT ONTO PUBLIC
RIGHTS-OF-WAy.
ALL SEDIMENT SPILLED. DROPPED.
WASHED OR TRACTED
ONTO PUBLIC RIGHTS-OF-WAY MUST BE REMOVED IMMEDIATELY.
8. WHEN WASHING IS REQUIRED, IT SHALL BE DONE ON ANAREA STABILIZED
~ITH STONE AND WHICH DRAINS INTO AN APPROVED SEDIMENT TRAPPING
DEVICE.
9. PERIODIC INSPECTION AND NEEDED MAINTENANCE SHALL BE PROVIDED
AFTER EACH RAIN.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF A6R]C&T~[
SOl. CONSZRV&TION

$¥RACUS[. N[~ t~
New York Guidei~es ~r Urb~
Er~ion ~d Segment Contr~

STABLIZED CONSTRUCTION

ENTRANCE
Page 5A.74
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
CONSTRUCTION ROAD STABII ZTATION
Definition
Stone surface - Use a 6-inch course of NYS DOT base
The stabilization of temporary construction access route~ course or equivalent as specified in NYS. Standard= and
on-site vehide transportation routes and construction Specifications for Highway=.

Construction Specmcations

Purpose
To control erosion on temporary construction routes and

1. Clear and strip roadbed and parking areas of all
vegetation, roots, and other objectionable material

7_ Locate parking areas ou naturally flat areas at avail
able. Keep grades sufficient for drainase but
more than 2 to 3%.
All traffic routes and parking areas for temporary use by 3. Provide surface drainage and divert eaco~ rum~
construction traffic.
to stabilized areas.

Condition Where Practice Applies

4. Maintain cut and fdl dopes to 2:1 or flatter and =abiDesi;gn Criteria
ilze with vegetation as soon as grading is accomplished.
Construction roads should be located to reduce erosion
potential, minimize impact on existing site resources and 5. Spread 6-inch course of crushed stone evenly over the
maintain operations in a safe manner. Highly erosive mrs,
full width of the road smooth to avoid depreardom.
wet or rocky areas, and steep dopes should be avoided.
Roads should be routed where seasonal water tables are 6. Provide appropriate sediment control measures to
prevent offsite sedimentatioa.
deeper than 18 inches. Surface runoff and control should
in
be
accordance with other ~andards.
Maintenance
Road Grade - A maximum grade of 12% is recommended,
although grades up to 15% a~e possible for short distances. Inspect construction roads and parking areas periodically
for condition of surface. Topdress with new gravel as
Road Width - 14 foot minimum for one-way traffic or 24 needed. Check ditches for erosion and seAimentation after
foot minimum for two-way tratfic
rainfall events. Maintain vegetation in a healthy, vigorom
condition. Areas producing sediment should be treated
Side Slope of Road F.mbanknumt - 2:1 or flatter
immediately.
Ditch capadty - On site roadside ditch and culvert
capacities shall be the 10 yr. peak nmoff.
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
TEMPORARY ACCESS WATERWAY CROSSING
Definition
A temporary access waterway crossingis a structure placed
across a waterway to provide access for construction purposes for a period of less than one year. Temporary access
crossings shall not be utilized to maintain traffic for the
general pubfic.
PUrpose
The purpose of the temporary access waterway crossing is
to provide safe, environmentally sound access across ¯
waterway for construction equipment by estabhshing rainimnm standards and specifications for the design, construction, maintenance, and removal of the structure.
Temporary access waterway crossings arc necessary to
prevent construction equipment from damaging the waterway, blocking fish migration, and tracking sediment and
other pollutants into the waterway. This standard and
specification may represent a channel constriction thus the
temporary nature of waterway access crossings must be
stressed. They should be planned to be in service for the
shortest practical period of time and removed as soon as
their function is completed,

Conditions Where Practice Applies
The following standard and specification for temporary
access waterway crossings arc applicable in non-tidal
waterways. These standard and specifications provide
designs based on waterway geometry rather than the
drainage area contributing to the point of crossing.
The principal consideration for development of the standard and specifications is concern for erosion and sediment
control. Structural utility and safety must also be considerod when designing temporary access waterway crossings to withstand expected loads.
The three types of standard temporary access waterway
crossings are bridges, culverts, and fords.
General Reouir~mept~
1. In-Stre~-~ Excavation" In-Stream excavation shall be
limited to only that necessary to allow installation of
the standard methods as presented in Subsection
"Temporary Access Waterway Crossing Methods."
2. Elimination of Fish Mi~ation Barriers" Of the three
basic methods presented in Subsection "Temporary
Access Waterway Crossing Methods’, bridges pose
the least potential for creating barriers to aquatic
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migration. The construction of any spec~c croc~dn8
method as presented in Subsection "Temporary Access Waterway Crossing Methods’, shall not cause ¯
significant water level difference between the
upstream and downstream water surface elevations.
FLsh spawning or migration within waterways is from
October 1 to April 30 for water dassi/’w.d for trout and
from March 15 to June 15 for other streams.
3. ~: The temporary waterway crossing
shall be at right angles to the stream. Where approach
conditions dictate, the crossing may vary 15 degre~
from a line drawn perpendicular to the cemerliae o(
the stream at the intended crossing location.
4. Road A_n.nroache~. The ceuterline of both roadway
approaches shaft coincide with the crossing alignment
centerline for a minimum distance of 50 feet from
each bank of the waterway being mossed. If physical
or right-of-way restraints preclude the 50 feet mini.
mum, a shorter distance may be provided. All fill
materials associated with the roadway approach shall
be limited to a maximum height of 2 feet abov~ the
existing flood plain elevation
5. Surface Water Divertin~ Stracturt-" A water diverting
structure such as a swale shall be constructed (across
the roadway on both roadway approaches) 50 feet
(maximum) on either side of the waterway crossing,
Thiswillpreventroadwaysurfaccrunofffromdirectly
entering the waterway. The 50 feet is measured from
the top of the waterway bank. Design criteria for this
diverting structure shall be in accordance with the
"Standard and Specification" for the individual design
standard of choice. If the roadway approach is constructod with a reverse grade away from the waterway,
a separate diverting structure is not required.
6. Road Width: All crossings shall have one traffic lane.
The minimum width shall be 12 feet with a maximum
width of 20 feet.
7. Y.~~: All temporary crossings shall be
removed within 14 calendar days after the structure
is no longer needed. Unless prior written approval is
obtained, all structures shall be removed within one
year from the date of the installation.
8. ~
A. Aggr.cgal~There shall be no earth or soil materials
used for construction within the waterway channel. New York State Department of Transportation specifications coarse aggregate designation
No. 4 (3/4" to 4") also referenced as AASHTO
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designation No. 1 shall be the minimum accept- Cousidermtio~
able aggregate size for temporary crossings.
1. Preferred Method. This is the preferred method for
Larger aggregates will be allowed.
temporary access waterway crossings. Normally,
B. ~ Filter cloth is a fabric consisting of
bridge construction causes the least disturbance to
either woven or nonwoven plastic, polypropylene,
the
waterway bed and banks when compared to the
or nylon used to distribute the load, retain fanes,
other access waterway crossings.
allow increased drainage of the aggregate and
2. Most bridges can be quickly removed and rettse.d.
reduce mixing of the aggregate with the subgrade
soil. Filter cloths such as Miralt, Typar, Adva
3. Temporary access bridges pose the least chance for
Filter, Polyf’dter X, or approved equivalent shall
interference with fish migration when compared to
be used, as required by the specific method,
the other temporary access waterway crossing~
4.
Re,,ricfian,
and Permit,- A permit from the New York
Temporary Access Waterway Crossing
State
department
of Environmental Conservation,
Methods"
Division of Regulatory Affairs, Regional Permit Administrator, will be needed to install and remove ternThe foflowiag criteria for erosion and sediment control
porary access culverts in streams with ¯ classification
shall be considered when selecting a specific temporary
of C(T) and higher. Installation and removal may not
access waterway crossing standard method:

be permitted during the period of time from the start

1. ,Y~Rg_ar, ghrA~: Select a standard design method that
of trout spawning until the eggs have hatched. In some
will least disrupt the existing terrain of the stream
instances, restrictions may also be applied to bass
reach. Consider the effort that will be required to
spawning waters.
restore the area after the temporary crossing is Coastructimz
removed.
2. ~: Locate the temporary crossing where
there will be the least disturbance to the soils of the
existing waterway banks. When possible locate the
crossing at a point receiving minimal surface runoff,
3. Physical site constralnfg; The physical constraints of a
site may preclude the selection of one or more of the
standard methods,
4. ~ The time of year may preclude the
selection of one or more of the standard methods due
to fish spawning or migration restrictions.
5. Vehicular loads and traffic patterns~ Vehicular loads,
traffic patterns, and frequency of crossings should be
considered in choosing a specific method,
¯
6. Maintenance of crossing: The standard methods will
require various amounts of maintenance. The bridge
method should require the least maintenance whereas the ford method will probably require more intensive maintenance,
7. Removal of the structurr: Ease of removal and subsequent damage to the waterway should be primary
factors in considering the choice of a standard
method.
Tem.orarv Access Bridve (Figure 5A.39 on page 5A.82)
A temporary access bridge is a structure made of wood,
metal, or other materials which provides access across a
stream or waterway,
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1. Rr, gzigtil~ Construction, use, or removal of ¯ ternporary access bridge will not normally have any time
of)ear restrictions since construction, use or removal
should not affect the stream or its banks.
2.
be constructed at or above bank elevation to prevent
the entrapment of floating materials and debris.
3. A~: Abutments shall be placed parallel to and
on stable banks.
4.
entire channel. If the channel width exceeds 8 feet (as
measured from top-of-bank to top-of-bank) then a
footing, pier or bridge support may be constructed
within the waterway. One additional footing pier or
bridge support will be permitted for each additional
8 foot width of the channel. However, no footing, pier
or bridge support will be permitted within the channel
for waterways less than 8 feet wide.
5. ,~tzg~s: Stringers shall either be logs, sawn timber,
prestressed concrete beams, metal beams, or other
approved materials.
6. ~: Decking shall be of sufficient strength
to support the anticipated load. All decking members
shall bc placed perpendicular to the stringers, butted
tightly, and securely fastened to the stringers. Decking materials must be butted tightly to prevent any soil
material tracked onto the Eridge from falling into the
waterway beiow.
7. Run Planks (optional): Run planking shall be securely
fastened ~o the length of the span. One run plank shall
bc provided for cach Irack of the equipment wheels.
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Although run planks are optional, they may be necessary to properly distribute loads,
8. ~: Curbs or fenders may be installed

along the outer sides of the deck. Curbs or fenders are
an option which will provide additional safe~y.

reinforcing concrete, corrugated metal, or structural plate,
which is used to convey flowing water through the crossing.
Coasideratimta

1. Temporary culverts are used where a) the channel
too wide for normal bridge construction, b) an-

9. tlgidgr,.Ailghl~: Bridges shall be securely anchored at
only one end using steel cable or chain. Anchoring at
only one end will prevent channel obstruction in the
event that floodwaters float the bridge. Acceptable
anchors are large trees, large boulders, or driven steel
anchors. Anchoring shall be sufficient to prevent the
bridge from floating downstream and possibly causing an obstruction to the flo~.

ticipated loading may prove ;ms¯re for tingle span
bridges, or c) access is not needed from bank to
2. This temporary waterway crossing method is normally
preferred over a ford type of crossing, ~iace disturbance to the waterway is onlyduring comtna:tioa tad
removal of the culvert.
3. Temporary ¢ulver~

10. StahiliTafio~i: All areas disturbed during installation

shall be stabilized within 14 calendar days of that Construction Spcdfleati~m~
disturbance in accordance with the Standard and
Specifications for Critical Area Seeding
State department of Environmental Conservation,
Bridgt Maintenance Reqaircm~ata
Division of Regulatory Affairs, Regional Permit AdI. ln~.ne~inn~ Periodic inspection shall be performed by
ministrator, will be needed to install and remove ternthe user to ensure that the bridge, streambed and
stream banks are maintained and not damaged,
2. Mahll¢,l~l~: Maintenance shall be performed, as
needed to ensure that the structure compiles with the
standard and specifications. This shall include
removal and disposal of any trapped sediment or
debris. Sediment shall be disposed of outside of the
flood plain and stabilized.

porary access culverts in streams with ¯ classification
of C(T) and higher. Installation and removal may not
be permitted during the period of time from the girt
of trout spawning until the eggs have hatched. In some
instances, restrictions may also be applied to barn
spawning waters.
Critical periods are as follows:
I?uaillhRzGTLfalR
Early spring to early uimmer (Murch
15 - July 1)l

Bridge Removal and Clean-Up

Brook and Brown Trout~ Early fall to late spring (Oct.
1 - June 1)1
~ Late spring to midsummer (May 15 - July 30)1

1. P, em~l: When the temporary bridge is no longer
needed, all structures including abutments and other
bridging materials shall be removed within 14 calendar days. In all cases, the bridge materials shall be
removed within one year of installation.
2. Final Clean’Ul~: F’mal clean-uP shall consist of removal
of the temporary bridge from the waterway, protection of banks from erosion, and removal of all construction materials. All removed materials shall be
stored outside the waterway flood plain,
3. Method: Removal of the bridge and clean-up of the
area shall be accomplished without construction
equipment working in the waterway channel,
4. Finnl StabiliTntion: All areas disturbed during removal
shall be stabilized within 14 calendar days of that
disturbance in accordance with the Standard and
Specifications for Critical Area Seedings on page 33.
Temnorarv Access Culvert (Figure 5A.40 on page 5A.83)
A temporary access culvert is a structure consisting of a
section(s) of circular pipe, pipe arches, or oval pipes of
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2.1211h~tI21hxc.t~±h: All culverts shall be strong enongh to
support their cross sectional area under mamimum
expected loads.
3. C.,gl.Yrd2.~: The size of the culvert pipe shaft be the
largest pipe diameter that will fit into the existing
channel without major excavation of the waterway
chann~! or without major approach l’dls. If a channel
width exceeds 3 feet, additional pipes may be used
until the cross sectional area of the pipes is greater
than 60 percent of the cross sectional area of the
existing channel. The minimum size culvert that may
be used is 12 inch diameter pipe.
4. Clflxe..KLc.ngth: The culvert(s) shall extend a minimum
of one foot beyond the upstream and downstream toe
of the aggregat~ placed around the culvert. In no case
shall the culvert exceed 40 feet in length.
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5. EiltfJ_.Cd~.h: Filter cloth shall be placed on the

3"Mctbod:Removalofthestructureandclean.upofthe
area shall be accomplished without construction
equipment working in the waterway channel
4..Fz~IL~~: All areas disturbed during culvert
removal shall be stabilized within 14 calendar days of
the disturbance in accordance with the Standard for
"Critical Area Stabilization with Permanent Seeding."

streambedandstreambankspriortoplacemcntofthe
pipe culvert(s) and aggregate. The fdter cloth shall

cover the strcambed and extend a minimum six inches
and a maximum one foot beyond the end of the culvert
and bedding material. F’dter cloth reduces settlement
and improves crossing stability.
6. l:~.~.]af,~: The invert elevation of the culvert
shall be installed on the natural strcambed grade to
minimize interference with fish migration (free pus- Tern_notary A~_~ Ford (Figure 5A.41 on page 5A.84)
,~age of fish).
A temporary access ford is a shallow structure placed in
7..~-~t~1: The culvert(s) shall be covered the bottom of a watetway over which the water flow~ while
with a minimum of one foot of aggregate. If multiple ~ allowing traffic to cro~ the waterwty.
culverts are used they shall be separated by at least 12
in. of compacted aggregate fdl. At the minimum, the Con~ideratim
bedding and fdl material used in the construction of Temporary fords may be used when the streambanks are
the temporary access culvert csossings shall conform less than four (4) feet above the invert of the stream, and
with the aggregate requirements cited in the General the streambed is armored with naturally occurring
Requirements subsection,
bedrock, or can be protected with an aggregate layer in
8. StabiliT~linq: All areas disturbed during culvert instal- conformance with these specificationt.
laLion shall be stabilized within 14 calendar days oftbe Construction SpedlkaUe~
disturbance in accordance with the Standard for
"Critical Area Stabilization W~th Permanent SeedI. Restrictions and Permitx~ A permit from New York
ing."
State department of Environmental Conservation,
Division of Regulatory Affairs, Regional Permit AdCulvert Maintenance Requlremeata
mlni.strator, will be needed to in.staff, use, and remove
1. ~ Periodic inspection shall be performed to
temporary fords in streams with a classification of
ensure that the culverts, streambed, and streambanks
C(T) or higher. Installation, use and removal may
are not damaged, and that sediment is not entering
be permitted during the period of time from the start
the stream or blocking fish passage or mlgraLion,
of trout spawnlng untll the eggs have hatched, in some
2. Malntenan¢~.: Maintenance shall be performed, as
in.stances, restrictions may also be applied to bass
needed in a timely manner to ensure that structures
spawning waters.
are in compliance with this standard and specificaCurrent periods are as follow~
Lion. This ~all include removal and disposal of any
RalnhowTrnm: Early spring to earlysummer (March
trapped sediment or debris. Sediment shall be dis15 - July 1)1
posed of and stabilized outside the waterway flood
plain.
Brook and Brown Trout: Early fall to late spring (Oct.
Culvert Removal and Clean-Up Reqnlrement~
1 - Julle 1)1
1. l~mov~: ~nen the crossing has served its purpose, all
structures including culverts, bedding and filter cloth
materials shall be removed within 14 calendar days.
In all cases, the culvert materials shall be removed
within one y~ar of installation. No structure shall be
removed during the spawning season (March 15
through June 15).
2. ~ Final clean-up shall consist of removal
of the temporary structure from the waterway,
removal of alJ construction materials, restoration of
original stream channel cross s~ction, and protection
of the streambanks from erosion. Removed material
shall be stored outside of the waterway flood plain,
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~ Late spring to midsun~ner (May 15 - July 30)I
I Date~ covet- Statewide application. Locally, the period racy be

ghorter.
2. The approaches to the structure shall consist of stone
pads constructed to comply with the aggregate requirements of the General Requirements subsection.
The entire ford approach (where banks were cut)
shall be covered with filter cloth and protected with
aggregate [o a depth of four (4) inches.
3. Fords shall be prohibited when the stream banks are
four (4) f~et or more in height above the invert of the
stream.
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4. The approach roads at the cut ban~ shall be no steeper
than 5:1. Spoil material from the banks shall be stored
out of the flood plain and stabilized.
5. One layer of filter cloth shall be placed on the
streambed, streambanks and road approaches prior
to placing the bedding material on the stream channel
or approaches. The fdter cloth wifl be a minimum of
sLx (6) inches and a maximum one foot beyond bedcling material
6. The bedding material shall be coarse aggregate or
gabion mattresses fdled with coarse aggregate.
7. Aggregate used in ford construction shall meet the
minimum requiremeats of the General Requirements
subs~tion.

10. Ford Removal and Clean-Up Requirements
A. ~ When the temporary structure has
served its purpose, excess material used for this
structure need not be removed. Care should be
taken so that any aggregate left does not create an
impoundment or r~o f~ p~.
B. ~ F’mal clean-up shall consist of
remova~ of excess temporary ford materials from
the waterway. ,All materials shall be stored outside
the waterway flood plain.
C. ~ Clean up shall be accomplished without
construction equipment working in the stream
channel.

D. Approach Dis_traditiOn. The approach dopeg of the
8. All fords shall be constructed to minimize the blockage
cut banks shall not be backfillcd.
of stream flow and shall allow free flow over the ford.
E.
~ All areas disturbed during ford
The placing of any material in the waterway bed will
removal shull be stabilized within l4 calendar days
cause some upstream ponding~ The depth of this
of that disturbance in accordance with tbe Standponding will be equivalent to the depth of the material
ard and Specifications for Critical Area Seeding
placedwithin thestream andtbereforeshould be kept
on page 3.3.
to a minimum height. However, in no case will the
bedding material be placed deeper than 12 inches or NOTE: Any temporary access crossingshaH conform to the
one-half (1/2) the height of the existing banks technicalrequirementsofthisStandardandSpecifieations
whichever is smaller,
as well as any specific requirement imposed by the New
9. filahHiz,~: All areas disturbed during ford installa- York State DcparUnent of Environmental Conservation.
tion shall be stabilized within 14 calendar days of that
disturbance in accordance with the Standard and
Specifications for Critical Area Seeding on page 3,3.
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Figure 5A.40
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
SUMP PIT
Definition
A temporary pit which is constructed to trap and f’dter
water for pumping to a suitable discharge area.

cons~uction should conform to the general criteria outlined on Figure 5A.42 on page 5A.88.

Purpose

A perforated vertical standpipe is placed in the center of
the pit to collect fdtered water. Water is then pumped from
the center of the pipe to a suitable discharge area.

To remove excessive water from excavations,

Discharge of water pumped from the ~andpipe should be
to a sediment trap, sediment basin or stabilized area. If
water from the sump pit will be pumped directly to a storm
Sump pits are constructed when water collects during the drain system, filter doth (Mirafi 100 X, Poly F’tltex GB or
excavation phase of construction. This practice is par- a fdter cloth with an equivalent sieve tiz¢ between 40-80)
ticularly useful in urban areas during excavation for build- should be wrapped around the standpipe to ensure dean
ing foundations,
water discharge. It is recommended that 1/4 to 1/2 inch
hardware cloth be wrapped around and secured to the
Design Criteria
standpipe prior to attaching the filter cloth. ~ will increase the rate of water seepage into the standpipe.
The number of sump pits and their locations =hall be
determined by the contractor. A design is not required but

Conditions Where Practice Applies
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Flgure 5A.42
Sump Plt Detalls

V

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
ii. PIT DIMENSIONS ARE OPTIONAL.
2. THE STANDPIPE SHOULD BE CONSTRUCTED BY PERFORATING A 12"-24"
DIAMETER CORREGATEO OR PVC PIPE.
3 A BASE OF 2" AGGREGATE SHOULD BE PLACED IN THE PIT TO A DEPTH
OF 12".
AFTER INSTALLING THE STANDPIPE,
THE PIT SURROUNDING
THE STANDPIPE SHOULD THEN BE BACKFILLED WITH 2" AGGREGATE.
4 THE STAND PIPE SHOULD EXTEND 12"-18"
ABOVE THE LIP OF THE PIT.
5. IF OISCHARGE WILL BE PUMPED DIRECTLY
THE STANDPIPE SHOULD BE WRAPPED WITH TO A STORM DRAINAGE SYSTEM,
FILTERCLOTH BEFORE
INSTALLATION.
IF DESIRED. 114"-112" HARDWARE CLOTH MAY BE PLACED AROUND THE
STANDPIPE. PRIOR TO ATTACHING THE FILTERCLOTH.
THIS WILL
INCREASE THE RATE OF WATER SEEPAGE INTO THE PIPE.
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
DIVERSION

~’~

nmoff expected from a storm frequency conslstcnt with the

Definition

hazard involved.

A drainage way of parabofic or trapezoidal c~oss-section
with a supporting ridge on the lower side that is constructed
across the slope.

Cr~s Seetlon

The diversion channel shall be parabolic or trapezoidal in
shape. Parabolic Diversion design charts are provided in
Figures 5B.2 through 5B.7 on pages 5B.4 to 5B.9. The
The purpose of a diversion is to intercept and convey runoff
diversion shall be designed to have stable side rdope& The
to stable outlets at non-erosive velodties,
side slopes shall not be steeper than 2:1 and shall be flat
enough to insure ease of maintenance of the diversion and
Conditions Where Practice Applies
its protective vegetative cover.
Diversions are used where:
The ridge shall have a minimum width of four feet at the

Purpose

1.Runofffromhlgherareesisorhaspotentialfordamag.
ing properties causing erosion, or interfering with or
preventing the establishment of vegetation on lower

t ~.~

design water elevation; a minimum of 0.3 of a foot
freeboard and a reasonable settlement factor shall be
provided.

2. Surface and/or shallov/subsurface flow is damaging
sloping upland.
3. The length of slopes needs to be reduced so that soil
loss will be reduced to a minimum,
Diversions are only applicable below stabilized or
protected areas. Avoid establishment on slopes greeter
than fifteen percent. Diversions should be used with caw
tion on soils subject to slippage. Construction of diversions
shall be in compliance with state drainage and water laws.

Design Criteria
Location
Diversion location shall be determined by considering outlet conditions topography, land u~e, soil type, length of
slope, seep planes (when seepage is a problem), and the
development layouL
Capacity
Peak rates of runoff values used in determining the capacity
requirements shall be as outlined in Chapter 2, Estimating
Runoff, En_vineerin_~ Field Manual for Conservation Praco~,vLiY~s’forSeCti°nSmal110Watershedsof this manual or by TR-55, ].).zJ2aJ3.H,~¯
-The constructed diversion shall have capacity to carry, as
a minimum, the peak discharge from a ten year freque,cy
rainfall event with freeboard of not less than 0.3 of a foot.

Velocity and Grade
The permissible velodty for the specified method of
stabilization will determine the maximum grade. Maximum
permissible velocities of flow for the stated conditions of
stabilization shall be as shown in Table 5B.I on page 5B.2
of this standard.
Diversions are not usually applicable below high sediment
producing areas unless land treatment practices or struc.
turai meesures, designed to prevent damaging accumulations of sediment in the channels are installed with or
before the diversions.
Outlets
Each diversion must have an adequate outlet. The outlet
may bc a grassed waterway, vegetated or paved area, grade
stabilization structure, stable watercourse, or subsurface
drain outlet. In all cases the outlet must convey runoff to a
point where outflow will not cause damage. Vegetated
outlets shall be installed before diversion construction, if
needed, to insure establLshment of vegetative cover in the
outlet channel.
The design elevation of the water surface in the diversion
shall not be lower than the design elevation of the water
surface in the outlet at their junction when both are operating at design flow.
Stabilization

Diversions designed to protect homes, schools, industrial Diversions shall be stabilized in accordance with the appropriate
Standard
buildings, roads, parking lots, and comparable high risk rices
(Section
3). and Specification for Vegetative Pracareas, and those designed to function in connection with
other structures, shall have sufficient capacity to carry peak Construction Specifications
See Figure 5B.I on page 5B.3 for details.
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Figure 5B.2
Parabolic Diversion Design, Without Freeboard -1
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Figure 5B.6
Parabolic Diversion Design, Without ~eeboa~ - 5
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Figure 5B.7
Parabolic Diversion Design, Witho~ Freeboa~ - 6
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

GRASSED WATERWAY

O

Definition
A natural or man-made channel of parabolic or trapezoidal
t’~hannel I ;.;.o
cross-section that is below adjacent ground level and is ~
stabilized by suitable vegetation. The flow channel is nor- 0-5% (cont’d)
mally wide and shallow and conveys the runoff down the
Gra,~-Iegume mixture
slope.
Red rescue
Redtop

Pu rpose

4
7.5

~,~

semite, te~Aea
Annual lespedeza
Small grains

The purpose of a grassed waterway is to convey runoff
without causing damage by erosion.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
Grass waterways are used where added vegetative protee.
tion is needed to control erosion resulting from concentrated runoff’.

Design Criteria
Caimdty
The minimum capacity shall be that required to confine the
peak rate of runoff expected from a 10 year frequency
rainfall event or a higher frequency corresponding to the
hazard involved. This requirement for cont’mement may be
waived on slopes of less than one (1) percent where out-ofbank flow will not cause erosion or property damage,
Peak rates of runoffvalues nsed in determiniag the capadty
requirements shall be as outlined in Chapter 2, Estimating
Runoff, En~neerin_o Field Manual for Conservation Prac
~ Section 10 oft his manual or byTR-55. Urban Hydrol_ogyfor Small Watershed~
Where there is base flow, it shall be handled by a stone
center, subsurface drain, or other suitable means since
sustained wetness usually prevents adequate vegetative
cover. The cross-sectional area of the stone center or
subsurface drain size to be provided shah be determined
byusingaflowratcof0.1cfs/acreorbyactualmeasurement
of the maximum base flow.
Velocity,

5.10%

Reed ~

,~
~--

4

--

Tall feume
Kentucky bluegrass
Grass-legume mixture
3
1 For higldy erodible soils, permisdbl¢ velocities should be
decreased 25%. An erodibility factor (K) greater than 0.35
would indicate a highly erodibl¢ soil. Exodibility factor~ (K
factors) for New York soils are listed on the Soils 5 forma
available in each SCS office.
Cro~ Section
The design water surface elevation of a grassed waterway
receiving water from diversions or other tributary channeh
shah be equal to or less than the design water surface
elevation in the diversion or other tributary channels.
The top width of parabolic waterways shall not exceed 30
feet and the bottom width of trapezoidal waterways shall
not exceed 15 feet unless muidple or divided waterways,
stone center, or other means are provided to control
meandering of low flows.
Structural Me&sum

In cases where grade or erosion problems eaist, special
control measures may be needed such as stone centers,
drop structures, or grade stabilization measures. Where
needed, these measures will be supported by adequate
design computations. For typical cross sections of waterways with riprap sections or stone centers, refer to Figure
Maximum permissible velocities (1) of flow shall not ex- 5B.8 on page 5B.I3.
ceed the values shown:
The design procedures for parabofic and trapezoidal chanPermissible
nels are available in the SCS Engineering Field Manual for
VelodtyI
Conservation Practices; Figure 5B.9 on page 5B.14 also
Skkt~
~
~
provides a design chart for parabolic waterway.
0-5%
Reed canarygrass
5
Tall fescue
[l~ ....
Kentucky bluegrass
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Outlet~
Each waterway shall have a stable outlet. The outlet may
be another waterway, a stabilized open channel, grade
stabilization structure, etc. In all cases, the outlet must
discharge in such a maaner as not to cause erosion. Outlets
shall be coastructed and stabilized prior to the operation
of the waterway.

Slabillzation
Waterways shall be stabilized in accordance with the appropriat© vegetative stabilization standard and specifica.
tions.

Construction

V
~

S¢ Figure 5B.10 on page 5B.L5 for dotm~

O

L
2
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Flgure 5B.8
Typical Waterway Cross Sectlons

V
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GRAVEL BEDDING
OR FILTER CLOTH
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~/aterway with stone center drain. ~’~P’
section shaped by motor grader.

’"--" -

,8

. I

Water,ray with stone center drain.
Rounded section shaped by bulldozer.
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Figure 5B.9
Waterway-Parabolic Design Chad
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

LINED WATERWAY OR OUTLET
Definition

~

Fla~ton~

A water,ray or oudct with a lining of concrete, stone, or
other permanent material. The lined section extends up the
side slopes to the designed depth. The earth above the
permanent lining may be vegetated or otherwise protcotcd.

0.022

Riprap

Determine from
Fig. 5B.11 on page 5B.19
0.030

Gabioa

2. Riprap and filter (bedding) shall be designed in
cordanc¢ with criteria set forth ia the National
Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 108,
available from the University Microfilm Interuatioaal, 300 N. Ree Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48016,
Publication No. PB-00839;, or the Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 11, prepared by the U..~.

Purpose
To provide for the disposal of concentrated runoff without
damage from erosion or floodiagwhere gassed waterways
would be inadequate due to high velocitles,
S~ope

This standard applies to waterways or outlets with linings
Bureau of Public Roads, available from Federal
of cast-in-place concrete, flagstone mortared in place, rock
Highway Administration, 400 7th Street, S.W.,
riprap, gabions or similar permanent linings. It does not
Washington, D.C. 20590, HNG-31, or the procedure
apply to irrigation ditch and canal linings, grassed waterin the Soil Conservation Service’s Engineering .Field
ways with stone centers or small lined sections to carry
Manual, Chapter 16.
prolonged low flows, or to reinforced concrete chaanel~.
The maximum capacity of the waterway flowing at design
Veled~
depth shall not exceed 100 cubic feet per second.
1. Maximum design velocity shall be ~ du~m below.
Except for short transition sections, flow with a channel gradient within the range of 0.7 to 1.3 of this flow’s
critical slope must be avoided mde.~ the channel
straight. Velocities exceeding critical will be
restricted to straight reaches.

Conditions Where Practice Applies
This practice applies where the following or similar conditions ~
.1. Concentrated runoffis such that a lining is required to
control erosion.
2. Steep grades, wetness, prolonged base flow, seepage,
or piping would cause erosion.
3. The location is such that damage from use by people
or animals precludes use of vegetated waterways or
outlets.
4. Soils are highly erosive or other soil and climate conditions preclude using vegetation,
5. High value property or adjacent facilities warrant the
extra cost to contain design runoff in a limited space,

Opacity
1. The minimum capacity shall be adequate to carry the
peak rate of runoff from a 10 year, 24-hour storm. Velocity
shall be computed using Manning’s equation with a cocfficient of roughness "n" a~ follows:

October 1991 - Third Printing

Maximum Velocity
25
15
10

2. Waterways or outlets with velocities exceeding c~itical
shall discharge into an energy dissipator to reduce
velocity to less than critical, or to a velocity the
downstream soil and vegetative conditions will allow.

cro~s Section

Design Criteria

Li~.d_Malcz~
Concrete (Type):
Trowel Finish
Float Finis
Gunit¢

Design Flow Depth
~Z~
0.0 - 0.5
0.5 - 1.0
Greater than 1.0

"n"
0.015
0.019
0.019

The cross section shall be triangular, parabolic, or
trapezoidal. Monolithic concrete or gabions may be rectangular.
Freeboard
The minimum freeboard for lined waterways or outlets
shall be 0.25 feet above design high water in areas where
erosion resistant vegetation cannot be grown adjacent to
the paved sidc slopes. No freeboard is required where good
vegetation can be grown and is maintained.
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Side Slope

Contrac~iun Joints

Steepest permissible side slopes, horizontal to vertical will
be as follow~:
l. Non-Reinforced Concrete
Hand-placed, formed concrete
Height of lining, 1.5 ft. or less ................Vertical
Hand placed screened concrete or mortared
in-place flagstone
Height of lining, less than 2 ft ....................1 to 1
Height of lining" more than 2 ft ......................2tol
2. Slip form concrete:
Height of ~ less than 3 ft ............. 1 to I
3. Rock Riprap ........................................... .2 to 1
4. Gabions ......................................... Vertical
5. Pre-cast Concrete Sections ............ Vertical

Contraction joints in concrete lining~ where required,
shall be formed transversely to a depth of about one third
the thickness of the lining at a uniform spacing in the range
of 10 to I5 feet.
Reck Riprap or Flag~toae
Stone used for riprap or gabions shall be dense and hard
enough to withstand exposure to air, water, freezing and
thawing. Flagstone shall be flat for ease of plaeemeat and
have the strength to resist exposure and breaking.
Cutoff
Cutoff walls shall be used at the beginning and eudin8 of
concrete lining" and for rock riprap lining shall be keyed
into the channel bottom and at both ends of the liuing.

uningTh~io.~
Minimum lining thickness ~ be as foUow~
1, Concrete .................4 in. (In most problem areas, shall be
5 in. with welded wire fabric reinforcing.)
2. Rock Riprap ...... 1.5 x maximum stone size plus thickness
of filter or beddhsg"
:3. Flagstone ...........4 in. including mortar bed.
R~lated Struetm’~
Side inlets, drop structures, and energy dLssipators shall
meet the hydraulic and structural requirement of the site.
FHters or Bedding
Filters or bedding to prevent piping, reduce uplift pressure,
and collect water will be used as required and will be
designed in accordance with sound engineering principles.
Weep holes and drains will be provided as needed,
Concrete
Concrete used for lining shall be so proportioned that it is
plastieenoughforthoroughconsolidationandstiffenough
to stay in place on side slopes. A dense product will be

Construction Specifkmtions
1. The foundation area shall be cleared of tr~ stumprs
roots, sod, loose rock, or other ob]ectionahl¢
materinL
2. The cross-section shall be excavated to the oeat lines
and grades as shown on the plans. Over-excavated
areas shall be backfilled with moist soil compacted to
the density of the surrounding material.
:3. No abrupt deviations from design grade or horizontal
alignment shall be permitted.
4. Concrete linings shall be placed to the thickness shown
on the plans and linished in a worhnanlike manner.
Adequate precautions shall be taken to protect freshly placed concrete from freezing or extremely high
temperatures, to insure proper curing.
5. Filter bedding, and rock riprap shall be placed to line
and grade in the manner specified.
6. Construction operation shall be done in such a manner
that erosion, air and water pollution will be minimized
and held within legal limits. The completed job shall
present a workmanlike appearance. All disturbed
areas shall be vegetated or otherwise protected
against soil erosion.

requ. ir.ed. A miz that can be certified as suitable to produce
a mmtmum strength of at least 3,000 pounds per square
inch will be required. Cement used shall be Portland Cement, Type !, II, IV, or V. Aggregate used shall have a Maintenance
maximum diameter of 1 1/2 inches.
Pavement or lining should be maintained as built to prevent
Weep holes should be provided in concrete footings and undermining and deterioration. Trees should be removed
retaining walls to allow free drainage of water. Pipe used next to pavements, as roots can cause uplift damage.
for weep holes shall be non-corrosive.
Vegetation next to pavement should be maintained in good
condition to prevent scouring if the pavement is overtopped. See Standard and Specifications for Critical Area
Mortar used for mortared in-place flagstone shall consist Seeding on page 3.3.
of a mix of ccmenl, sand, and water with a water/cement
ratio of not more than 6 gallons of water per bag of cement.
Mortar
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Figure 5B.11
Determining "n" for Riprap Uned Channel using Depth of Row
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
ROCK OUTLET PROTECTION
Definition

~’

A section of rock protection placed at the oudet end of the
culverts, conduits or channels.

Minimum Taiiwater Condition; see Figure 5B.14 on page
5B.26 as an example. If the tailwater depth is greater than
half the pipe diameter and the receiving =ream will con-

Purpose

tinue to confine the flow, it shall be classified as a Maximum

Tallwater Condition; see Figures 5B.15 and 5B.16 on pages
The purpose of the rock oudet protection is to reduce the 5B.27 and 5B.28 as an example. Pipes which ondet ontoflat
depth, velocity, and energy of water, such that the flow will areas with no defined channel may be assumed to have ¯
Minimum Tailwater Condition; see Figure 5B.14 on page
not erode the receiving downstream reach.

~.:

~
:.

~

q~

~ !i~ .~-"

This standard applies to the planning, design, and con- The ¯pron length and width shall be determined from the
struction of rock riprap and gabions for protcction of curves according to the tailwater condition~
downstream areas. It does not apply to rock lining of
Minimum Tailwater - Use F’~,urc 513.12 on page 5B.24
channels or streams.
Maximum Tailwater - Use Figure 5B.13 on page 5B.25
Conditions Where Practice Applies
If the pipe discharges direcdy into ¯ well defined channel,
This practice applies where discharge velocities and ener- the apron shall extend across the channel bottom and up
gies at the oudets of culverts, conduits or channels are the channel banks to an elevation one foot above the
sufficient to erode the next downstream reach. This applies maximum tailwater depth or to the top of the bank,
to:
whichever is
1. Culvert onflets of all type~
The upstream end of the apron, adjacent to the pipe dudl
2. Pipe conduits from all sediment baslns, drystorm water have a width two (2) times the diameter of the oudet pipe,
or conform to pipe end section if used.
ponds, and permanent type pond~
3. New channels constructed as outlets for culverts and Bottom Grade
conduiL~
The outlet protection apron shall be constructed with no
slope along its length. There shall be no overfall at the end
Design Criteria
of the apron. The elevation of the downstream end of the
The design of rock outlet protection depends entirely on apron shall be equal to the elevation of the receiving chanthe location. Pipe outlets at the top of cuts or on slopes nel or adjacent ground.
steeper than 10 percent, cannot be protected by rock
aprons or riprap sections due to reconcentration of flow~ Alignment
and high velocities encountered after the flow leaves the The outlet protection apron shall be located so that there
apron,
are no bends in the horizontal alignment.
Many counties and state agencies have regulations and Materials
design procedures already established for dimensions, type
ands~zcofmatcrials, andlocationswbercoutlctprotcction The outlet protection may be done using rock riprap,
is required. Where these requirements exist, they shall be grouted riprap or gabions.
followed.
Riprap shall be composed of a well graded mixture of stone
Tallwater depth
size so that 50 percent of the pieces, by weight, shall be
larger than the ds0 size determined by using the charts. A
The depth of tailwater immediately below the pipe outlet well graded mixture as used herein is defined as a mixture
must be determined for the design capacity of the pipe. If composed primarily of larger stone si~r~cs but with a sufflthe tailwatcr depth is less than half the diameter of the cicnt mixturcofothcrsizcsto flll the smaller voids between
outlet pip<: and the receiving stream is wide enough to the stones. The diameter of the largest stone size in such a
accept divergence of the flow, it shall be classified as a
mixture shall be 1.5 times the dso size.
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Gabions shall be fabricated in such a mauner that the fide.a,
The minimum thickness of the riprap layer shall be 1.5 ends, and lid can be assembled at the consttuclion site iato

times the maximum stone diameter for ds0 of 15 inches or
less; and 1.2 times the maximum stone size for ds0 greater
than 1.5 inches. The foUowing cha~ lista rome examples:

D~
fiaghr~
4
6

din=
fiaglg~

Mimimum
Blanket Thickness
fiaghr~

6
9

9
14

9

14

12
L5

18
22
27
32
36

18
21
24

a rectangular basket of the specified sizes. Gsbions shal/
be of single unit construction and shall be installed accord.
tag to manufacturers recommendatiot~.

The area on which the gabion is to be installed shall be
graded as shown on the drawings. Foondatio~ conditions
shall be the same as for phcing roch riprap and fdtor cloth
shall be placed under all gabion~ Where required, a key
maybe needed to prevent undermining of the
structure.

20
27
32
32
38
43

Once ¯ riprap outlet has been installed, the ~taintenunce
needs are very low. It should be inspected after high flo~
to see if scour beneath the riprap has occurred, or .any
stones have been dislodged. Repah~ dumld be made
mediately.

Stme q~aa~,

Design Proeedure

Stone for riprap shall consist of field stone or rough unhewn quarrystone.The stone shall be hard and angular and
of a quality that will not disintegrate on exposure to water
or weathering. The spedfi¢ gravity of the individual stones
shall be at least Z5.
Recycled concrete equivalent may be used provided it has
a density of at least 150 pounds per cubic foot, and does
not have any exposed steel or reinforcing bars.
l¢ilt~,
Afilterisalayerofmaterialplacedbetweentheriprapand
the underlying soll surface to prevent soil movement into
and through the riprap. Riprap shall have ¯ filter placed
under it in all cases.

1. Investigate the downstream chaonel to itssure that
non-erosive velocities can be maintained,
2. Determine the tailwater condition at Ihe o~tlet to
establish which curve to use.
3. Enter the appropriate chart with the deplh offlowand
discharge velocity to determine the riprap fdze and
apron length required. It is noted that rt’ferences to
pipe diameters in the charts are based on full flow.
For other than full pipe flow, the paramelcrs of depth
of flow and velocity must be used.
4. Calculate apron width at the downstream end if ¯
flared section is to be employed.
Examples

A filter can be of two general forms: A gravel layer or a ~ Pipe Flow (fidl) with discharge to unconfined
plastic filter cloth. The plastic filter cloth can be woven or section.
non-woven monofilament yarns, and shall meet these base
Given: A circular conduit flowing full
requirements: thickness 20-60 mils, grab strength 90-120
lbs; and shall conform to ASTM D-1777 and ASTM DO = 280 cfs, diam. = 66 in., tailwater (surface) is 2 ft.
1682.
above pipe invert (minimum tailwater cottdltion).
Find:
Read ds0 -- 1.2 and apron length (I4) = 38 ft.
Gravel filter blanket when used shall be designed by corn"
paring particle sizes of the overlying material and the base
Apron width = diam. + I4 = 5B.5 + 38 ,= 43.5 ft.
material. Design criteria are available in Standard and
Use: dso -- IY, dma~ --- 22", blanket thicknest ~. 32"
Specifica6on for RiprapSiope Protection, page 5B.55.
Gablea~

~ Box Flow (partial) with high tailwaler

Gablons shall be made of hexagonal triple twist mesh with Given: A box conduit discharging under partial flow conheavily galvanized sleel wire. The maximum linear dlmen- ditions. A concrete box 5.5 ft. x 10 ft. flowing 5.0 ft. deep,
sion of the mesh opening shall not exceed 4 1/’2 inches and
O = 600 cfs and tailwater surface is 5 ft. almv~ invert
the area of the mesh opening shall not exceed 10 square
(ma~ tailwater condition).
Since this is not full pipe flow and does not directly fit the
homograph assumptions, it is necessary to c~mpute
New York Guidelines for Urban
E~osion and Sediment Control
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velocityintheconduitandthensubstitutethedcpthofflow
Calculation of the downstream channel (by Manning’s
as a diameter to fred a discharge equal to full flow for that Equation) indicates a normal depth of 3.1 ft. and normal
diameter, in this case 60 inches,
vdodty of 3.9 fpe.
Compute velocity:.
Since the receiving channel is confined, the ma.~dmum tail-

water condition control.

V = (Q/A) = (600/(5)(10)) = 12 fl~
Then substituting:

F’md: discharg~ using abo~ principlea:

0 = a.azx v = a.l.4.f . z 12 = ds
4

4

4

At the inter~’.cfion old = 36in. and O - 71 d& read d.s0
At the intersection of the curve d =, 60 in and Q - 236 = 03 ~.

ds, read d~o = 0.4a.

Readi~ tbe d = 36" cm~v., read ~le~th 0~) = 3O

Then reading the d = 60 in curve, read apma length (L,)
Apron width, W = conduit width + (0.04)(I4) = I0 + is the minimum depth of fiprap [o be ~ for the
e~ire leith.
(0.4)(40) - ~6ft.

~ open ~el ~with Disc.~e toUnco.Given: A trapezoidal concrete chaunel 5 ft. wide with 2:1
side dopes is flowing 2 ft. deep, 0 = 180 ds (velodty =
I0 fps) and the tailwater surface downstream is 0.8 ft.
(minimum tailwater condition).

I. The subgrade for the filter, riprap or gabioa shall be
prepared to the required line~ and grad~. Any fill
required in the subgrade shall be compacted to ¯
density of approximately that of the surrounding

Find: Using similar prindples as Example I, compute
equivalent disch~ge for a 2-foot circular pipe flowing full
at I0 feet per second,

2. The rock or gravel shall conform to the spe, cif~I
grading llmits when installed re~pcotively in the
riprap or filter.
3. Fdter cloth shall be protected from punching, cutti~
or teari~ An), damage other titan an oecado~l
ranall hole shall be repaired by placing another piece
of cloth over the den~ed p~t or by completdy
replacing the cloth. All overlaps whether for repairs
or for joining two piece~ of cloth shall be a minhnum
of one fool
4. Stone for the riprap or gabion outlets may be pieced
by equipment. Both shall each be constructed to the
full course thickness in one operation and in such a
manner as to avoid displacement of underlying
materials. The stone for riprap or gabion outlet~ shall
be delivered and placed in a manner that will insure
that it is reasonably homogenous with the smaller
stones and spalls/’tiling the voids between the larger
stone~ Riprap shall be placed in a manner to prevem
damage to the filter blanket or filter cloth. Hand
placement will be required to the extent n~to
prevent damage to the permanent worh

Velocity.
O = ~ x 10 fl~ - 31.4 ds
4
At interaction of the curve, d = 24 im and Q = 32 d~,
read ds0 = 0.6/k
Then reading the d = 24 in curv~ read apron length (I~)
= 20 ~
Apron width, W = bottom width of channel + I~ = 5 +
20 = 25 ft.
~ Pipe flow (partial) with discharge to a confined
section
Given: A 48 in. pipe is discharging with a depth of 3 ft., O
= 1/30 ds, and discharge velodty of 10 fps (estab~hed
from partial flow analysis) to a confined trapezoidal chartnel with a 2 ft. bottom, 2:1 side slope.~ n = .04, and grade
of 0.6%.

!" "

Construction Specifications
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Figure 5B.12
Outlet Protection Design - Minimum Tailwater Condition
(Design of Outlet Protection from a Round Pipe Rowing Full,
Minimum Tailwater Condition: Tw < 0.5Do)
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Figure 5B.13
Outlet Protection Design - Maximum Tailwater Condition
(Design of Outlet Protection from a Round Pipe Flowing Full,
Maximum Taiiwater Condition: Tw > 0.5Do)
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Flgure 5B.14
Rlpmp Outlet Protection Example

Discharge to
Unconfined Section
(Flared Outlet)

&G_r.a_decl A_ggr.eg’~[e Filter
PROFILE Vl£id
Rip rap to be embedded in proposed transition section
Ortglnal Grade_~

Ftlter Cloth or /
Graded Aggregate Filter

See Rip rap standard & s~cificatlon$

CROSS SECTION
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Figure 5B.15
Riprap Outlet Protection Example
Section V~
~ ~-/

~/

f

¯

Discharge te
to.fined channel
sectton

Plan Vte~

Top of rtp rap

/-Top of channel

6" mtn. downstream
O[ ~

channel

~nvert
Cloth
or graded aggregate filter

Proftle View ~ I

~inimu~ depth of rip rap ¯ maxlmu~ depth of
~ fl~ (downstream no~l ~pth or dl$chargeJ
~ ~
¯ 00r ~ ~/ " 6"

(
{

~/
~

outlet to existing channel
slo~ at end of apron.

Fllter cloth or graded~
aggregate f~Iter

pi~ outlet to existing channel bott~ at end of
ap~n
~ction Vie.
O~o~r 1~I - ~d
E~o~ ~d
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Figure 5B.16
Riprap Outlet Protection Example
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STANDARD ANDFOR SPECIFICATIONS
I
GRADE STABILIZATION STRUCTUREI
will be provided to prevent erosion or scour of both
ends of the channel lining.

Definition
A structure to stabilize the grade or to control head cutting
in natural or artificial channels,

2. Overfall structures of concrete, metal, rock riprap or
other suitable material is used to lower water from
one elevation to another. These structure~ are applicable where it is desirable to drop the watercourae
elevation over a very short horizontal distance. Adequate protection will be provided to prevent erosion
or scour upstream, downstream and along side~ of
overfall structures. Structures should be located on
straight ,sections of channel with a minimum o~ 100
feet of straight channel each way.

Scope
This standard applies to a]l types of grade stabilization
structures. It does not apply to storm sewers or their cornportent parts,

Purpose
Grade stabilization structures are used to reduce or
prevent excessive erosion by reduction of velocities and
grade in the watercourse or by providing channel linings or
structures that can withstand the higher velocities,

Conditions Where Practice Applies
This practice applies to sites where the capability of earth
and vegetative measures is exceeded in the safe handling
of water at permlssiblc velocities, where excessive grades
or overfall conditions are encountered or where water is to
be lowered structurally from one elevation to another,
These structures should generally be planned and installed
along with or as a part of other conservation practices in
an overall surface water disposal system,

Design Criteria
Compliance with Laws and Regulations

3. PiPe drops of metal pipe with suitable inlct and outtet
structures.The inlet structurc mayconsist ofavertieal
section of pipe or similar material, an embankment or
a combination of both. The outlet structure will provide adequate protection against erosion or ~our at
the pipe outlet,
Capacity
Structures which are designed to operate in conjunction
with other erosion conool practices shall have as a mini.
mum capacity equal to the bankfull capacity of the channel
delivcring water to the structures. The minimum dean
capacity for structures that are not designed to perform in
conjunction with other practices shall be that required to
handle the peak rate of flow from a 10 year, 24 hour
frequency storm or bankfull, whichever is greater. Peak

rates of runoff used in determining the capacity requirements shall be determined as outlined in Chapter 2, EP

timating Runoff. Engineering Field Manual for
Design and construction shall be in compliance with state Cnn~ervation Practice~ Section 10 in this manual or by
and local laws and regulations. Such compliance is the TR-55. Urban Hydrology for Small Watershexlg
responsibility of the landowner or developer.
Set the rest of the structure at an elevation that will stabilize
General
the grade of the upstream channel. The oudet should be
Designs and specifications shall be prepared for each set at an elevation to assure stability. Outlet velocities
should be kept within the allowable fimits for the receiving
structure on an individual job basis depending on its putstream.
Structural drop spillways need to include a founpose, site conditions and the basic criteria of the conservadadon drainage system to reduce hydrostatic loads.
tion practice with which the structure is planned. Typical
structures are as follows:
Structures which involve the retarding of floodwater or the

tmpoundment of water shall be designed using the criteria

1. Channel linings of concrete, asphalt, half round metal
set forth in the guidelines for Ponds or Floodwater Retardpipe or other suitable lining materials. These linings
ing Structures, whichever is appficable.
should generally be nscd where channel velocities
exceed safe velocities for vegetated channels due to
Construction Specifications
increased grade or a change in channel cross section
or where durability of vegetative lining is adversely Structures shall be installed according to lines and g~ades
affected by seasonal changes. Adequate protection shown on the plan. The foundation for structures shall be
cleared of all undesirable materials prior to the installation
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of the structure. Materials used in construction shah be of
a permanency commensurate with the design frequency
and life expectancy of the practice. Earthf’dl, when used as
a part of the structure, shall be placed in 4 inch lifts and
hand compacted within 2 feet of the structure.

Locate emergency bypass areas so floods in excess of
structural capacity enters the channel far enough
downstream so as not to cause damage to the structure.
Malntenaace

Seeding, fertilizing and mulching shall conform to the Once properly installed, the maintenance for the grade
stabilization structure should be minimal. Inspect the
recommendation specification in Section 3.
structure periodically and after major storm events. Check
Construction operations shall be carried out in such a fillforpipingorextremesettlement. Ensureagoodvegetamanner that erosion and air and water pollution will be tire cover. Check the channel for scour or debris and loss
minimized° State and local laws concerning pollution of rock from aprons. Repair or replace failing structures
abatement shall be complied with.
immediately.

2
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
PAVED FLUME
Drainage filters - Use a drainage filter with all paved
flumes to prevent piping and reduce uplift pressures. Size
A small concrete-lined channel to convey water on a rela- of the filter material will be dependent on the soil material
tively steep slope,
the flume is located in.

Definition

Purpose
To convey concentrated runoff safely down the face of a
cut or fill slope without causing erosion,

Inlet section - Design the inlet to the following minimum
dimensions: side walls 2 feet high, length 6 feet, width
equal to the flume channel bottom, and side dopes the
same as the flume channel side dopes.

Outlet ~’tion - Outlets must Ix: protected from exoslon.
Usually an energy dissipator is used to reduce the high
Where concentrated storm runoffmust be conveyed down chute velocities to lower non erosive veiodties. Rock
a cut or fill slope as part of a permanent erosion control riprap should be placed at the end of the dissipator to
system. Paved flumes serve as stable oudets for diversions, spread flow evenly to the receiving channel
drainage channels, or natural drainageways that are 1o- See figure 5B.17 on page 5B.33 for examples of outlet
cated above relatively steep dopes, Paved flumes should structure&
be used on dopes of 1:5 to I or flatter.
Invert - Precast concrete sections may be used in lieu of
cast in place concrete. These sections should be designed
Design Criteria
at the joint to be overlapped to prevent displacement
Capacity - Minimum capacity should be the 10 year fre- between sections. Joint sealing compound should be used
quency storm. Freeboard or enough bypass capacity
to prevent migration of soil through a joint. Cutoff walls
should be provided to safeguard the structure from peak and anchor lugs should be cast in the appropriate sectious
flows expected for the life of the structure,
to accomodate the design criteria.
Slope - The slope shonld not be steeper than 1.5:1 (67%). Small Flumes - Wbere the drainage area is 10 acres or le~
Cutoff Walls - Install cutoff walls at the beginning and cad the design dimensions for concrete flumes may be selected
of paved flumes. The cutoff should extend a minimum of from those shown in the following table:
18 inches into the soil and across the full width of the flume
Drainagm Area (Acres)
and be 6 inches thick. Cutoff walls should be reinforced
with #3 reinforcing bars (3/8") placed on a 6 inch grid in
.~
10
the center of the wall
Min Bottom Width
4
8
Anchor Lugs - Space anchor lugs a minimum of 10 feet on
Min Inlet Depth (R)
2
2
centers for the length of the flume. They will extend the
width of the flume, extend 1 foot into subsoil, be a minimum
Min Channel Depth (ft)
1.3
1.3
of 6 inches thick and reinforced with #3 reinforcing bars
Max
Channel
Slope
1.5:1
L5:I
placed on a 6 inch grid.
Max
Side
Slope
1.5:1
1.5:1
Concrete - Minimum strength of design mix shall 300Opsi.
Concrete thickness shall be a minimum of 6 inches rein- See figure 5B.18 on page 5B.34 for details.
forced with #3 reinforcing bars. MIX shall be dense,
durable, and stiff enough to stay in place on steep slopes
Co~lstruction Specifications
and sufficiently plastic for consolidation. Concrete mix
1. The subgrade shall be constructed to the lines and’
should include an air-entraining admixture to resist freezegrades shown on the plans. Remove all unsuitable
thaw cycles,
material and replace them if ne~ with cornCross Section- Flumes shall have minimum depth of 1 foot
pacted stable fill materials. Shape subgrade to
with 1.5:1 side slopes. Bottom widths shall be ba~ed on
uniform surface. Where concrete Ls poured directly
maximum flow capacity. Chutes will be maintained in a
on subsoil maintain it in a mo~ condition
straight alignment because of supercritical flow velocities.

Condition Where Practice Applies
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2. On fill slopes the soil adjacent to the chute for a
minimum of 5 feet must be well compacted,
3. Where drainage filters are placed under the structure
the concrete will not be poured on the filter. A plastic
liner, a minimum of 4 mils thick, will be placed to
prevent contamination of fdter layer.
4. Place concrete for the flume to the thickness shown on
the plans and finish according to details. Protect
freshly poured concrete from extreme temperatures
(hot or cold) and ensure proper cming,
5. Form, reinforce, and pour together cutoff walls,
anchor lugs and channel linings. Provide traverse
joints to control cracking at 20 foot intervals. Joint~
can be formed by using a 1/8 inch thick removablz
template or by sawing to a minimum ~ of I im:h.

New York Guidelines for Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control

Flumes longer than 50 feet shall have preformed expausion joints installed.
6. Immediately after construction, all disturbed areas
will be final graded and seeded.
Maintenance
Inspect flumes after each rainfall until all areas adjoining
the flume are permanently stabilized. Repair all damage
immediately. Inspect outlet and rock riprap to assure
presence and stability. Any missing components r&ould be
immediately replaced.
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Figure 5B.17
EXAMPLES OF OUTLET STRUCTURES
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Virginia Department of Highways and

I

Colorado State University
Rigid Boundary Basin
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2_

~
USBR Type IV Basin

St. Anthony Falls Stilling Basin

,~

Straight Drop Spillway Stilling Basin

Contra Costa County, Calif.
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Flgure 5B.18
PAVED FLUME DETAILS

V

’"" ...,. : ., .. ,,,..

\\ \%","q ..::~:., :~ ,~ :~

DRAINAGE HIN BOTTOM MIN CHANNEL MAX SIDE
MIN INLET HAX CHANNEL
AREA (AC) WIDTH (FT) DEPTH (FT) SLOPE (FT/FT) DEPTH (FT) SLOPE (FT/FT)
5
IO

.??.
~
~
~
~
~
!
~
~
~
F
~
~
"

4
6

1.5:1
1.5:1

2
2

1.5:1
1.5:1

CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
I. SUBGRADE SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED TO THE LINES AND GRADES SHOWN ON
THE PLANS. REMOVE ALL UNSUITABLE MATERIAL AND REPLACE THEM IF
NECESSARY WITH COMPACTED STABLE FILL MATERIALS. SHAPE SUBGRAOE
TO UNIFORM SURFACE. WHERE CONCRETE IS POURED DIRECTLY ON
SUBSOIL MAINTAIN IT IN A MOIST CONDITION.
2. ON FILL SLOPES THE SOIL ADJACENT TO THE CHUTE FOR A MINIMUM OF
5 FEET MUST BE WELL COMPACTED.
3. WHERE DRAINAGE FILTERS ARE PLACED UNDER THE STRUCTURE THE
CONCRETE WILL NOT BE POURED ON THE FILTER. A PLASTIC LINER.
MINIMUM 4 MILS THICK. WILL BE PLACED TO PREVENT CONTAMINATION
OF THE FILTER LAYER.
4. PLACE CONCRETE FOR THE FLUME TO THE THICKNESS SHOWN ON THE PLANS
AND FINISH ACCORDING TO DETAILS. PROTECT FRESHLY POURED CONCRETE
FROM EXTREME TEMPERATURES (HOT OR COLD) AND ENSURE PROPER CURING.
5. FORM, REINFORCE, AND POUR TOGETHER CUTOFF WALLS, ANCHOR LUGS AND
CHANNEL LININGS. PROVIDE TRAVERSE JOINTS TO CONTROL CRACKING AT
20 FOOT INTERVALS. JOINTS CAN BE FORMED BY USING A 1/8 INCH
THICK REMOVABLE TEMPLATE OR BY SAWING TO A MINIMUM DEPTH OF I
INCH. FLUMES LONGER THAN 5@ FEET SHALL HAVE PERFORMED EXPANSION
JOINTS INSTALLED.
6. IMMEDIATELY AFTER CONSTRUCTION, ALL DISTURBED AREAS WILL BE
FINAL GRADED AND SEEDED.
7. MAINTENANCE - INSPECT FLUMES AFTER EACH RAINFALL UNTIL
ALL AREAS ADJOINING THE FLUME ARE PERMANENTLY STABILIZED. REPAIR
ALL DAMAGE IMMEDIATELY. INSPECT OUTLET AND ROCK RIPRAP TO ASSURE
PRESENCE AND STABILITY, ANY MISSING COMPONENTS SHOULD BE
IMMEDIATELY REPLACED.

¯oxL co~s{*v,rz~ seevzc~
’~:~:~

1.3
1.3
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FOR
STRUCTURAL STREAMBANK PROTECTION
O
Definition

Construction Specifications

Stabilization oferoding streambanks by the use of designed

Riprap - Riprap is the most commonly used material to
structurally stabilize a streambank

L

Purpose

1. Bank slope - slopes shall be graded to 2:1 or flatter
prior to placing bedding, fdtcr fabric or riprap.
To protect exposed or eroded streambanks from the 2. F’dter-fdtersshouldbeplacedbetwr.enthebnsebaak
erosive forces of Ilowiag water.
material and the riprap and meet the requirements of

criteria ~ed in the Standards and Specifications for

Condition Where Practice Applies
Generally applicable where flow velocities exceed 6 feet
per second or where vegetative streambank protection is

inappropriate. Necessary where excessive runoff or construction activities creates an erosive condition on a
streambank,

Riprap Slope Protection, page 5B.55.
3. Gradation - The gradation of the riprap is dependent
on the velocity expected against the bank for the

design conditions. Once the velocity is known gradation can be selected from the gradations below. The
riprap should extend 2 feet below the channel bottom
and be keyed into the bank both at the up~eam end

Design Criteria

and downstream end of the roposed woA or reach.

Since each channel is unique, measures for structural
streambank should be installed according to a design based
on specific site conditions.

See F’gure 5B.19 on page 5B.37 for details.

Gnbioas - Design and install gabions according to
manufacturers
recommendations. Since these are rectanDevelop designs according to the following principles:
gular, rock-Idled wire baskets they are somewhat flexible
Make protective measures compatible with other channel in armoring channel bottoms and banks. They can
modifications planned or being carried out in the channel withstand significantly higher velocities for the size stone
reaches,
they contain due to the basket structure. They also stack
vertically to act as a retaining wall for constrained areas
Use the design velocity of the peak discharge of the 10-year (figure 5B.20).
storm or bankfull discharge, whichever is less. Structural
measures should be capable of withstanding greater flows Gabions should not be used in streams that carry a bedload
without serious damage,
that can abrade the wire causing separation and failure.
Ensure that the channel bottom is stable or stabilized by
structural means before installing any permanent bank
protection,
Streambank protection should begin at a stable location
and end at a stable point along the bank.
Changes in alignment should not be done without a complete analysis of effects on the rest of the stream system for
both environmental and stability effects.

Reinforced Concrete - May be used to armor eroding
sections of streambank by constructing walls, bulk heads,
or bank linings. Provide positive drainage behind these
structures to relieve uplift pressures.
Grid pavers - Modular concrete units with or without void
areas can be used to stabilize streamhanks. Units with void
areas can allow the estabtishment of vegetation. These
structures may be obtained in a variety of shapes (figure
5B.20) or they may be formed and poured in place. MainProvisions should be made to maintain and improve fish rain design and installation in accordance with manufacturers instructions.
and wiJdlife habitat,
Ensure that all requirements of state law and all permit
requlrcments of local, state and federal agencies are met.
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Revetment - Structural support or armoring to protect an
embankment from erosion. Riprap and gabions are commonly used. Also used is a hollow fabric mattress with cells
that receive a concrete mixture, (i. Fabriform). Any revetment should be installed to a depth below the anticipated
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channel degradation and into the channel bed as necessary

to provide stability,

All areas disturbed by conslruction should be stabilized as

soon as the structural measures arc complete.

Modular Pre*Cast Units - Interlocking modular precast
units of different sizes, shapes, heights and depths have

Maintenance

been developed for a wide variety of appfications. These
serve in the same manner as gabions. They provide vetticality in tight areas as well as durability. Many types are
available with textured surfaces. They also act as gravity
retaining wa!ls. They should be designed and installed in
accordance with the manufacturen recommendatiom (fig-

Check stab~ streambank sections after every highwater event, and make any needed repairs immediately to
prevent any further damage or unraveling of the existing
work.

arc 5B.20).

Table 5B.2
Rlpmp Gradations

PERCENT FINER BY WEIGHT
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~
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2
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4.8

370
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~0
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15

12

1500
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3700
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34
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Figure 5B.19

STREAMBANK PROTECTION DETAILS

EXZST’rNG GROUND LZN

~~~"~ LAYER THICKNESS

RIPRAP OESIGN TABLE
REACH

CLASS

THICKNESS

LAYER

HEISHT

010

050

085

0100

FILTER

CONSTRUCTION SP£CIFICATIONS
I. SLOPE SHALL BE GRADED TO 2:1 OR FLATTER PRIOR TO PLACING FILTER.
FILTER FABRIC, OR RIPRAP.
2. RIPRAP WILL BE PLACEO TO HAINTAIN A UNIFORH GRAOATION. LARGER STONE
SHOULD BE PLACED IN THE TOE.
3. ENDS OF THE RIPRAP WILL BE KEYED INTO A STABLE BANK. WHEN TYING
INTO OTHER STRUCTURES LARGER RIPRAP CAN BE LAID IN STEPS OR STACKED
AS NEEDED TO FIT. LARGER STONES THAN FLOW DESIGN WILL BE USED FOR
THIS PURPOSE.

c"

4. REHAINING DISTURBED AREAS SHALL BE GRADED AND PERHANENTLY SEEDED
AND HULCHED.
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Figure 5B.20
STRUCTURAL STREAMBANK PROTECTION EXAMPLES
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c!~ "
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ROCK RI~RAP
(MEOZUH STONE FZLL)

Grid Pavers

EXCAvAtION
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Pre-Cast Hodular Units
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
DEBRIS BASIN
Definition

Design Criteria

A barrier or dam constructed acrnss a waterway or at other The capacity of the debris basin to the elevation of the orest
suitable locations to form a basin for catching and storing of the principal spillway is to equal the volume of the

sediment and other waterborne debri~

expected sediment yield from the unprotected portions of

the drainage area during the planned useful life of the
structure. The minimum volume of sediment in acre fcct
per year can be determined for various drainage areas
This standard covers the installation of debris basins on
under construction from curves on F’gure 5B.21 on page
sites where: (1) failure of the structure would not result in 5B.4Z Values of iso-erodents for ¯ specific area or state
loss of llfe or interruption of use or service of public
utilities; (2) the drainage area does not exceed 200 acres; can be obtalned from Figure S.l, "Average Aunual lso.Eto.
dent Values’on page 8.3. Also, an example of sediment
and (3) the water sudace area at the crest of the emergency
spillway does not exceed 5 acres. For the purpo~ of this eapacity determined by computing an equation is given in
Section 6, Guidelines for Estimating Sediment Yields for
standard, debris basins are clamified according to the foiUrban Construction Area~
S~ope

Maximum Maximum Emergency Design
Drainage
HeightI
Spillway
Runoffwill be computed by the method outlined in ChapStorm
~
~
Frequency ter 2, Estimating Runoff "Engineering Field Manual for
~
~
Conservation Practices" or Section 10. Runoff comimta.
12
20
5
No
tions should be based upon the soil cover condltiom
2
20
10
Yes
10 yrs. peered to prevail during the construction period of the
3
290
20
Yes
25 yrs.
deveiopmenL
For Class 2 basins, the combined capacities of the
principal and emergency spillways will be sufficient to
pass the peak rate of runoff from ¯ 10 year frequency
storm after adjusting for flood routing (method
shown in SCS Engineering Field Manual may be

1 Height is measured from the low point of original
ground along the ceaterline of’dam to the top of dam
for Class 1 and to crest of emergency spillway for
Classes 2 and 3.
2 Class 1 basins are to be used only where site condi-

used).

tions are such that it i~ impractical to construct an

For Class 3 basins, the combined capacities of the

emergency spillway in undisturbed ground,

pipe and emergency spillways wig be sufficient to pass
the peak rate of runoff from a 25 year frequency

Purpose

storm.

To provide a permanent or temporary means of trapping
and storing sediment from eroding areas in order to protect
properties or stream channels below the installation from
damage by excessive sedimentation and debris,

Conditions Where Practice Applies

The pipe spillway will consist of a vertical pipe box type
rlscr jointed to a conduit which ~ extend through the
embankment and outlet beyond the downstream to~ of the
fill. The minimum diameter of the conduit Hill be 8 inche&
The riser will be perforated to provide for a gradual drawdown after each storm event. The minimum average
capacity of the principal spillway Hill bc sufficient to di~charge 5 inches of runoff from the drainage area in 24 hour~

Where physical conditions or land ownership preciudc the
treatmen! of the sediment source by the installation of
erosion control measures to reduce runoff and erosion. It
may also bc used a~ a p~rmancnt or temporary me~sure cipal
(0.21spillway
cfs per acre
shallofbe
drainage
a cross-sectional
area). The area
ri~r of
at the
leastprin1.3
during grading and dcvclopmcnt of arca~ abovc. If it is a
dmcs that of the barrel
temporary structure, it may b~ removed once the development is complctc and the area is permanently protected
against erosion by vegetative or mechanical means.

..’
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1. ~: The crest elevation of the riser shall
be at least 3 feet below the crest elevation of the
embankment,
2. Perforated: Metal pipe risers shall be perforated with
1-1/2 inch diameter holes spaced 8 inches vertically
and 10-12 inches horizontally around the pipe. Box

1. ~ The minimum capacity of the emergency
spillway shall be that required to pass the peak rate
of runoff from the design storm, less any reduction
due to flow in the pipe spillway. Emergency spillway
dimensions can be determined by using the method
outlined in Chapter 11 of’Engineering Field Manual
for Conservation Practices."

type risers shall be ported or have some means for

complete drainage of the sediment pool within a 5 day
period following storm inflows,
3. "-A~fi:y~tr.~lg3~g: An and-vortex device shall be installed on the top of the riser,
4. Base." The t~ser shall have a base attached with a
watertight connection. The base shall have sufficient
weight to prevent flotation of the riser,
5. ~: An approved trash rack shall be fu’mly
attached to the top of the riser if the pipe spillway
conveys 25 percent or more of the peak rate or runoff
from the de,sign storm,
6. ~ Anti-seep collars shall be imtalled
around the pipe conduit within the normal saturatio~
zone when any of the following conditions exist:
A. The settled height of dam exceeds 15 ft.
B. The conduit ls ofsmooth pipe larger than S inches
in diameter,
C. The conduit is of corrugated metal pipe larger than
12 inches in diameter,
The anti-seep collars and their connections to the
pipe shall be watertight. The maximum spacing
shall be approximately 14 times the minimum
projection of the cofiar measured perpendicular
to the pipe.
7. ~ Protection against scour at the discharge end of the pipe spillway shall be provided,
Protective measures may include structures of the
impact basin type, rock riprap, paving, revetment,
excavation of plunge pool or use of other approved
methods.

2. ~: The maximum allowable velocity of flow in
the exit channel shall be 6 feet per t~.ond for
vegetated channels. For channels with erosion
protection other than vegetation, velocities shall be in
the safe range for the type of protection nsed.
3. F~ Provide for erorion protection by
vegetation or by other suitable means such as rock
riprap, asphalt, concrete, etc.
4. Freeboard: Freeboard is the difference between the
design flow elevation in the emergency spillway
the top of the settled embankment. The minimum
freeboard for Cla~2andClass3basins shallbe 1 foot.
Eatlmalmuntt (Earth F’di)
Class I basin~ The minimum top width shallbe 10 feet. The
upstream slope shall be no steeper than 3:1. The
downstream slope shall be no steeper than 5:L
Cla~s 2 basins: The minimum top width shall be 8 feet. Tbe
combined upstream and downstream ride slopes shall not
be less than 5:1 with neither slope steeper than 2-1/2:1.
~ 3 basins: The minimum top width shall be 10 feel
Side slopes shall be no steeper than 2-1/2:L
F2abaakmeat (other than Earth Fill)
Class 1 basins ~ The embankment may be constructed
of the following materia/s:
1. Pressure treated timber crib - rock filled.
2. Precast reinforced concrete ~’b - rock filled.

3. Gabions.
When the above material is used for the embankment, a
EmergrntV spillway
principal spillway is not required; however, the dam shall
Class 2 and 3 basins: An emergency spillway shall be be pervious to allow for dralnage during time of low inflow.
excavated in undisturbed ground wherever site conditions Basins constructed of the above materials should be used
permit. The emergency spillway cross section shall be only when the sediment to be trapped i~ coarse grained
material such as GW or GP material (Unified Soll Ciastrapezoidal with a minimum bottom width of 8 feet.
rification System).
Class I basins: The embankment may be used as an emergency spillway. In these cases, the downstream slope of the
Constru~tiOrl Specifications
embankment sha~l be 5:1 or flatter and the embankment
mu~t be immediately protected against erosion by means Site Pr~paratlun
such as sodding, rock r~prap, asphalt coating or other Areas under the embankment and any structural works
approved methods,
shall be cleared, grubbed and the topsoil stripped to
remove trees, vegetation, roots, and other obje.~tlonable
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material. In order to facilitate cleanout and restoration, the
pool area will be cleared of all brush and excess trees,
Cutoff’Trench
A cutoff trench shall be excavated along the centerline of
dam on earth I’di embankments to a depth of at least 1.0
foot into a layer of slowly permeable material. The minimum depth shall be 2 feet. The cutoff trench shall extend
up both abutments to the riser crest elevation. The minimum bottom width shall be 4 feet, but wide enough to
permit operation of compaction equipment. The side
slopes shall be no steeper than 1:1. Compaction requirements shall be the same as those for embankment. The
trench shall be kept free from standing water during the
backfdling operations.

the pipe spillway will
pacted to at Icast the same density as the adjacent embankmerit,
Emergency Spillway (Class 2 and 3 basins)
The emergency spillway shall be installed in undisturbed
earth unless specified otherwise in the plan. The lines and
grades must conform to those shown on the plans as nearly
as skillful operation of the excavating equipment will pernail
Embankment (other tlum Earth
The rock used to fill cribbing or gabioas will be hard and
durable and of an approved size and gradation.
F.roslea and Pellutlm

Emlmulammt
The fdl material shall be taken from approved designated
borrow areas. It shall be free of roots, woody vegetation,
oversized stones, rocks or other objectionable material,
Areas on which t’dl is to be placed shall be scarified prior
to placement of t’dl. The fdl material should contain suflicient moisture so that it can be formed into a ball without
crumblingr Ifwater canbe squeezed °ut °fthe ball’ it is t°°
~vet for proper compaction
Fill material will be placed in 6 to 9 inch layers and shall be
continuous over the entire length of the fill Compaction

will be obtained by routing the hauling equipment over the
fillsothattheentiresurfaceofthefdlistraversedbyatleast
one track width of the equipment or compaction shall be
achieved by the use of a compactor. The embankment shall
be constructed to an elevation 10 percent higher than the
design height to allow for settlement if compaction is ohrained with hauling equipment. If compactors are used for
compaction, the overbuild may be reduced to 5 percent,
Pipe Spillway
The riser shall be solidly attached to the barrel and all
connections shall be watertight. The barrel and riser shall
Ix: placed on a firm foundation The t’dl material around

Construction operations will be carried out in such ¯ mannet that erosion and water pollution will be minimized.
State and local laws concerning poUutiou abatement tball
be complied with.
Safety
State requirements shall be met concerning fencing and
signs warning the public of hazards of soft sediment and
floodwater.
Seeding

Seeding, fertilizing and mulching shall conform to the
recommendations in Section 3, Vegetative Measur~ for
Erosion and Sediment Control in Urban Area& of
manual
Final Dbpesal
In the case of temporary structures, when the intended
purpose has been accomplished and the drainage area
properly stabilized, the embankment and resulting sir
deposits are to be leveled or otherwise disposed of in
accordance with

¯
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
SUBSURFACE DRAIN
Definition
A conduit, such as tile, pipe or tubing, installed beneath the
ground surface which intercepts, collects, and/or conveys
drainage water,

Purpose
A subsurface drain may ser~ one or more of the following
p~
1. Improve the environment for vegetative growth by
regulating the water table and groundwater flow.
2. Intercept and prevent water movement into a wet area.

1. Whcrc sub-surface drainage is to be Imiform over ~n
area through a systematic pattern of draina, a
drainage coefficient of 1 inch to be removed in 24
hours shall be used; see Drain Charts, F’q~m’es 5B.22
through 5B~24 on pages 5B.46 to 5B.48.
2. Where sub-subsurface drainage is to be by a random
interceptor system, a minimum inflow rate of 0.5 ds
per 1,000 feet of line shall be used to determine the
required capacity. If actual field tests and measurements of flow amounts are available, they may be used
for determining capacity.
For interceptor subsurface drains on doping land,
increase the inflow rate as

3. Refieve artesian prnmures.
4. Remove surface runoff.
5. Provide internal drainage of slopes to improve their
stability and reduce erosion.
6. Provide internal drainage behind bulkheads, retaining
~ etc.
7. Replace existing subsurface drains that arc interrupted
or destroyed by construction operations.
8. Provide subsurface drainage for dry storm water
management structur~
9. Improve dewatering of sediment in sediment basins,
(See Standard and Specification for Sediment Basins
on page 5A.47).

Conditions Where Practice Applies

~

Increase lnflaw Rate By

2-5 pexceat
5-12 percent
Over 12 percent

10 pereeat
20 percem
30 percent

3. Additional design capacity must be provided if gudace
water is ailowcd to enter the iT.tom.
Size at Shinto’face
The size of subsurface drains shall be determined from
drain charts found on Figures 5B.22 through 5B.24
pages 5B.46 to 51].48. All subsurface drains shall have a
nominal diameter which equals or exceeds four (4) inches.

Depth and Spacing

The minimum depth of cover of subsurface drains shall be
24 inches where possible. The minimmn depth of cover
may be reduced to 1~ inches where it is not possible to
attain the 24 inch depth and where the drain is not subject
to equipment loading or frost action. Roots from some
types of vegetation can plug drains as the drains get closer
An outlet for the drainage system shall be available, either to the surface.

Subsurface drains are used in areas having a high water
table or where subsurface drainage is required. The soil
shall have enough depth and permeability to permit installation of an effective system. This standard does not apply
to storm drainagesystems or foundation

bygravilyfloworbypumping.’Iheoufletshallbeadequatequantlty
for the of water to be w~thout discharged causing The spacing of drain laterals will be dependent on the
damage above or below the point of discharge and shall permeability of the soil, the depth of installation of
drains and degree of drainage required. Generally,
comply with all state and local l~ws.
installed 36 inches deep and spaced 50 feet center-to-center will be adequate. For more specific information ~ ~ha
De~i~n ~l’itel’ia
New York Drainaoe Guide

The design and installation shall be based on adequate
surveys and on-slte soils investigations.
Required Capacity O[’ Dr~l~
The required capacity shall be determined by one or more
of the following:

-’
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Minimum Velodty and Grnde
The minimum grade for subsurface drains shall be 0.10

percent. Where surface water enters the system a velodty
of not less than 2 feet per second shall be used to establish
the minimum grades. Provisions shall be made for prevent-
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ing debris or sediment from entering the system by means
of filters or collection and periodic removal of sediment
from installed traps,
Materials for Subsurface ~
Acceptable subsurface drain materials include perforated,
continuous closed joint conduits of polyethylene plastic,
concrete, corrugated metal, asbestos cement, bituminized
fiber, polyvinyl chloride and clay tile.

Soft or yielding soils under the drain shall be stabilized
where required and fines protected from settlement by
adding gravel or other suitable material to the trench, by
placing the conduit on plank or other rigid support, or by
using long sections of perforated or watertight pipe with
adequate strength to insure satisfactory subsurface drain
performance.
Use of Heavy Duty Corrugated lqastlc Drainage ’rublag

Heavy duty corrugated drainage tubing shall be speclfw.d
where rocky or gravelly soils arc expected to be encountered during installation operations. The quality of
tubing will also be specified when cover over this tubing is
Leadlag
expected to exceed 24 inches for 4, 5, 6, or 8 inch tubing.
The allowable loads on subsurface drain conduits shall be Larger size tubing designs will be handled on an individual
based on the trench and bedding conditions specified for job basis.
the job. A factor of safety of not less than 1.5 shall be used
in computing the ma.~mum allowable depth of cover for a Auxiliary SU~qure and Subsurfa~ Drain
particular type of conduit.
The outlet shah be protected against croton and underThe conduit shall meet strength and durability requiremenUs of the site.

mining of the conduit, against damaging periods of submergence and against entry of rodents or other animals
into the subsurface drain. An animal guard shall be installed on the outlet end of the pipe. A swinging animal
guard shall be used if surface water enters the pipe.

Envelopes and Envelope Materials

Envelopes shall be used around subsurface drains for
proper bedding and to provide better flow into the conduit,
Not less than three inches of envelope material shall be
used for sand/gravel envelopes. Where ne~ to improve the characteristics of flow of groundwater into the A continuous 10 foot section of corrugated metal, cast iron,
polyvinyl chloride or steel pipe without perforations shall
conduit, more envelope material may be required,
be used at the outlet end of the line and shall outlet 1.0 foot
Where county regulations do not allow sand/gravel en- above the normal elevation of low flow in the outlet ditch
velopes, but require a special type and size of envelope or above mean high tide in tidal areas. No envelope
material, they shall be followeA,
material shall be used around the 10 foot section of pipe.
Envelope material shall be placed to the height of the Two-thirdsofthepipeshaHbeburiedintheditchbankand
uppermost seepage strata. Behind bulkheads and retaining the cantilevered section shall extend to a point above the
walls, it shall go to within twelve inches of the top of the toe of the ditch side slope, if not possible, the side slope
structure. This standard does not cover the design of t’dter shall be protected from erosion.
materials where needed.
Materials used for envelopes shall not contain materials
which will cause an accumulation of sediment in the conduit or render the envelope unsuitable for bedding of the
conduit. Envelope materials shall consist of either fdter
cloth or sand/gravel material, which shall pass a 1 1/2 inch
sieve, 90 to 100 percent shall pass a 3/4 inch sieve, and not
more than 10 percent shall pass a No. 60 sieve,
Filter cloth envelope can be either woven or nonwoven
monofdament yarns and shall have a sieve opening ranging
from 443 to 80. The envelope shall be placed in such manner
that once the conduit i~ installed, it shall completely encase
the conduit.
The conduit shall be placed and bedded in a sand/gravel
envelope. A minimum of three inches depth of envelope
materials shall be placed on the bottom of a conventional
trench. The conduit shall be placed on thi_~ and the trench
completely l-dled with envelope material to minimum depth
of 3 inches above the conduit,

New York Guidelines for Urban
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Conduits under roadways and embankments shall be
watertight and designed to withstand the expected loach.
Where surface water i~ to be admitted to-subsurface drains,
inlets shall be designed to exclude debris and prevent
sediment from entering the conduit. Lines flowing under
pressure shall be designed to withstand the resulting pressures and velocity of flow. Surface waterways shall be used
where fea~’ble.
The upper end of each subsurface drain line shall be
capped with a tight fitting cap of the same material as the
conduit or other durable material unle~.~ connected to ¯
structure.

Construction Specifications
1. Deformed, warped, or otherwise damaged pipe or
tubing shall not be used.
2. All subsurface drains shah be laid to a uniform line and
covered with envelope material. The pipe or tubing
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shah be laid with the perforations down and oriented
symmetrically about the vertical center line. Connections will be made with manufactured functions comparable in strength with the specified pipe or tubing
unless otherwise specified. The method of placement
and bedding shall be as specified on the drawing,
3. Envelope material shall consist of fdter cloth or a
sand/gravel (which shall pass the I 1/2 inch sieve, 90
to 100 percent shall pass N4 inch siev~ and not more
than 10 percent shall pass the No. 60 sieve).
4. The upper end of each subsurface drain line shall be
capped with a tight fittings cap of the same material
as the conduit or other durable material unle~ cow
nected to a a~_ntcture.

5. A continuous 10 foot section of corrugated metal, ca~
iron, polyvinyl chloride or steel pipe without perforations shah be used at the outlet end of the line. No
envelope material shah be used around the 10 foot
section of pipe. An animal guard shall b¢ installed on
the outlet end of the pipe.
6. Earth backf’dl material shall be placed in the trench in
such a manner that displacement of the drain will not
occur.
7. Where surface water is entering the t~teag the pipe
outlet section of the system rdudl contain a ~ type
trash and animal guard.

V
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DRAIN CHART - CLAY, CONCRETE TILE AND BITUMINIZED FIBER PIPE
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FOR
LAND GRADING
Definition
Reshaping of the existing land surface in accordance with
a plan as determined by engineering survey and layout.
Purpose
The purpose of a land grading specification is to provide
for erosion control and vegetative e~ablishment on those
areas where the e~isting land surface is to be reshaped by
grading aceording to plan.

The grading plan should be based upon the incorporation
of building designs and street layouts that fit and utilize
existing
topography and desirable natural surrounding to
¯ extreme
¯
avozd
grade modificatjons.
¯
Information submitted
must provide sufficient topographic survey~ and soil invesfigations to determine limitations that must be impo~d on
the grading operation related to slope stability, effect on
adjacent properties and drainage patterns, measures for
drainage and water removal and vegetative treatment, etc.
Many counties have regulations and design procedur~
already established for land grading and cut and fdl slopes,
Where these requirement exist, they shall be followed.
The plan must show existing and proposed contours of the
urea(s) to be graded. The plan shall also include practices
for erosion control, slope stabilization, safe disposal of
runoff water and drainage, such as waterways, lined
ditches, reverse slope benches (include grade and cross
secoon), grade stabifization structures, retain~g ~ and
surface and subsurface drains. The plan shall also include
phasing of these practices. The following shall be incorporated into the plan:
1. Provisions shall be made to safely conduct surface
runoff to storm drains, protected outlet~ or to stable
water courses to insure that surface runoff will not
damage slopes or other graded areas; see standards
and specifications for Grassed Waterway, Diversion,
Grade Stabilization Structure.
2. Cut and fdl slopes that are to be stabilized with grasses
shall not be steeper than 2:1. when slopes exceed 2:1
special design and stabilization consideration are required and shall be adequately shown on the plans,
(Note: Where the slope is to be mowed the slope
should bc no steeper than 3:1 although 4:1 is
preferred because of.safety factors related to mowing

steep slopes.)
""
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3. Reverse slope benches or diversion shall be provided
whenever the vertical interval (height) of any2:1 dope
exceeds 20 feet; for 3:1 slope it shall be increased to
30 feet and for 4:1 to 40 feet. Benches shall be located
to divide the slope face as equa~lyas lX~a’ble and
convey the water to a stable outlet. Soils, geel~ rock
outcrops, etc., shall also be takes into consideration
when denning bencher.
A. Benches ~ be a minimum of glx feet wide to
provide for ease of mainteam~
6:1 .or.flatter to the toe of the upper slope and with
a mmonum of one foot in depth. Bench gradient
to the outlet shall be between 2 percent sad 3
percent, unles~ accompanied by appropriate
design and computation&

C. The flowlength within a bench shall not exceed 800
feet unless accompanied by appropriate de~t
and computations; ~ee Standard and Specificstions for Diversion on page 5B.1.
4. Surface water shall be diver~ed from the face of all cut
and/or fill slopes by the use ofdiversiom, ditcher
swales or conveyed downslope by the use of ¯
designed structure, except where:
A. The face of the slope is or ~ be stabilized and
the face of aLl graded slopes shall be protected
from surface runoff un~ they are stabilized.
B. The face of the slope shall not be subject to any
concentrated flow~ of surface water such as from
natural drainage ways, graded swales,
downspouts, etc..
C. The face of the slope will be protected by special
erosion control materials, sod, gravel, riprap or
other stabifization method.
5. Cut slopes occurring in ripable rock sha~ be serrated
as shown in Figure 5B.25 on page 5B.51. The serrao
tions shal~ be made with conventional equipment as
the excavation is made. Each step or serration shall
be constructed on the contour and will have steps cut
at nominal two foot intervals with nominal three foot
horizontal shelves. These steps will vary dependingon
the slope ratio or the cut slope. The nominal slope line
is 1-1/2:1. These steps will weather and act to hold
moisture, lime, fertilizer and seed thus producing a
much quicker and longer lived vegetative cover and
better slope stabilization. Overland flow shall be
diverted from the top of all serrated cut slopes and
carried to a suitable outlet.
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6. Subsurface drainage shall be provided where necessary
3. Topsoil required for the establishment of vegetation
to intercept seepage that would otherwise advcrscly
shall be stockpiled in ¯mount necessary to complete
affect slope stability or create excessively wet site
finished grading of all exposed areas.
conditions.
4. Areas to be filled shall be cleared, grubbed and
7. Slopes shall not be created so dose to property lines as
stripped of topsoil to remove trees, vegetation, roots
to endanger adjoining properties without adequately
or other objectionable material.
protecting such properties against r,~limentation,
erosion, slippage, settlement, subsidence or other re- 5. Areas which are to be topsoiled shall be scarified to ¯
minimum depth of three inches prior to placement of
luted damages.
topsoil.
8. Fill material shall be free ofbrnsh, rubbish, rocks, logs, 6. All fdls shall be compacted as required to reduce
stumps, building debris, and other objectionable
erosion, slippage, settlement, subsidence or other
material. It should be free of stones over two (2)
lated problems. Fill intended to support buildings,
inches in diameter where compacted by hand or
structures ud conduits, etc., shall be compacted ia
mechanical tampers or over eight (8) inches in
accordance with local requirements or
diameter where compacted by rollers or other equip7.
All
fill shall be placed and compacted in la~r~ not to
ment. Frozen material shall not be placed in the fill
exceed 8 inches in thidmess.
nor shall the f, II material be placed on ¯ frozen foundatioa.
8. Excel~ for approved landt’~is or uonstructaral fills, fill
material shall be free of brush, rubbish, roc~ ingg
9. Stockpiles, borrow areas and spoil ~ be shown on
stumps, building debris and other objectionable
the plans and shall be subject to the provisions of this
materials that would interfere with or prevent ~
Standard and Specifications.
struction of satisfactmy
10. All disturbed areas shall be stabilized structurally or
9.
Frozen
material or soft, mucky or highly compresra’ble
vegetatively in compliance with the Standard and
materials shall not be incorporated into fill slope~ or
Specifications for Critical Area Treatment in Section
structural fdis.
3.
10. Fill shall not be placed on frozen foundation.
Construction Specifications
11. All benches shall be kept free of sediment during all
See F’qgure 5B.2.6 on page 5B.52 for details,
phases of development.
1. Ali graded or disturbed areas induding slopes shall be 12_ Seeps or springs encountered during construction
protected during clearing and construction in accordshall be handled in accordance with the Standard and
ance with the erosion and sediment control plan until
Specification for Subsurface Drain on page 5B.43 or
they are adequately stab~
other approved methods.
2. All erosion and sediment control practices and
13. All graded areas shall be permanently stabilized irameasures shall be constnicted, applied and mainmediately following finished grading.
rained in accordance with the sediment control plan
14. Stockpiles, borrow areas, and spoil areas shall be
and the "Ncw York Guidelines for Urban Erosion and
shown on the plans and shall be subject to the
Sediment Control."
provisions of this Standard and Spocificationg
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Figure 5B.25
Typical Section of Serrated Cut Slope
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Figure 5B.26
Landgradlng Detalls
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Figure 5B.27
SURFACE ROUGHENING DETAILS
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
Definition

and should not be considered ¯ retaining wall. Slopes
approaching 1.5:1 may require special stability
analysis. The inherent stability of the soil must be
.
satisfactory before riprap is used for surface stabiliza-

A layer of stone designed to protect and stabilize areas
subject to erosion.

tion.

Purpose

2. Oudet Protection - Design criteria for sizing stone and
To protect the soil surface from erosive forces and/or
determining dimensions of riprap aprons are
improve the stability of soil dopes that are subject to
presented in Standards and Specifications for Rock
seepage or have poor soil structure,
Oudet Protection.
Conditions Where Practice Applies 3. Strcambank Protection. Design criteria for sizin8
Riprap is used for cut and fill dopes subject to seepage,
erosion, or weathering, particularly where conditions
prohibit the establishment of vegetation. Riprap is also
used for channel side slopes and bottoms, streambanks and
grade sills, on shorelines subject to erosion, and at inlcts
and outlets to culverts, bridges, slope drains, grade
stabilization structures and storm drains,

Design Criteria

stone for stability of channel bank are presented in
Standard and Specifications for Structural Streambank Protection.
FINer Blanket- A filter blanket is a layer of material placed
between the riprap and the underlying soil to prevent soil
movc..ment into or through the riprap. A suitable filter may
consLst of a well-graded gravel or rand-gravel layer or ¯
synthetic filter fabric manufactured for this purpose. The
design of a gravel filter blanket is based on the ratio
particle size in the overlying fdter material to that of the
base material in accordance with the criteria below. Multiple layers may be designed to effect a proper filter if
n~.

Gradation - Riprap should be ¯ well-graded mixture with
50% by weight larger than the specified design size. The
diameter of the largest stone size in such ¯ mixtur¢ should
be 1.5 times the d50 size with smaller sizes grading down
to 1 inch. The designer should determine the riprap size A gravel filter blanket should have the following relationthat will be stable for design conditions. Having deter- ship for a stable
mined the stone size, the desigucr should select the size or
sizes that equal or exceed that minimum size based on
dss bate
riprap gradations commercially available in the area.
5 < d15 filter <40
Thickness - The minimum layer thickness should be 1.5
times the maximum stone diameter, but in no case less than and
6 inches.
cl50 filter ~40
Quality - Stone for riprap should be hard, durable field or
d.s0 base
quarry materials. They should be angular and not subject F’dter refers to the overlying material while base refers to
to breaking down when exposed to water or weathering, the underlying material. These relationship must hold
The specific gravity should be at least 2.5.
between the base and filter and the filter and riprap to
prevent migration of material. In some cases more than
Size * The sizes of stones used for riprap protection are
one filter may be needed. Each filter layer should be a
determined by purpose and Sl~Cific site conditions:
m~fimum of 6 inches thick.
1. Slope Stabilization - Riprap stone for slope stabilization not subject to flowing water or wave action should A synthetic fdtcr fabric may be used with or in place of
b~ sized for the proposed grade. The gradient of the gravel fdters. The following particle size relationships
slop<: to ix: stabilized should be less than the natural should exist:
angle of repose of the stone selected. Angles of 1. Filter fabric covering a base containing 50% or le.s~ by
repose of riprap stones may be estimated from figure weight of fine particles (#200 sieve size):
5B.28.
a.
Riprap used for surface stabilization of slopes does not
EOS’Fdter fabric (tam)
add significant resistance to sliding or slope failure
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b. total open area of filter fabric should not exceed 36% depth. Where more than one layer of filter material is used,
spread the layers with minimal mixing.
2. Filter fabric covering other soils:
Synthetic filter fabric - Place the cloth directly on the
prepared foundation. Overlap the edges by at least 2 feet,
a. EOS is no larger than 0.21 mm (#?0 sieve size)
and space the anchor pins every 3 feet along the overlap.
b. total open area of filter fabric should not exceed l0%. Bury the upper and lower ends of the cloth a miuimum of
*EOS - Equivalent opening size compared to a U~. stand- 12 inches below ground. Take precautions not to damage
ard sieve size.
the cloth by dropping the riprap. If damnge occur~ remo~
the
and repair the sheet by adding another layer of
No filter fabric should have less than 4% open area or an filterriprap
fabric with a minimum overlap of 12 inches around
EOS less than U.S. Standard Sieve # 100 (0.15 ram). The the damaged area. Where large stones are to be ~ ¯
permeability of the fabric must be greater than that of the 4 inch layer of free ramd or gravel is recommended to
soil. The fabric may be made of woven or nonwoven protect the filter cloth.
monofilament yarns and should meet the following minimum requirements:
Stone placement - Placement of the fiprap should follow
immediately after placement of the filter. Place giprap to
thickness 20-60 mils
that it forms a dense, w~ll-graded mass of stone with ¯
minimum of voids. The desired distribution of stones
grab strength 90-120 lbs.
throughout the mass may be obtained by seleaive lo~ag
conform to ASTM D-1682 or ASTM D-IT/
at the quarry and controlled dumping during final placeFilter blankets should always be provided where seepage ment. Place riprap to its full thickness in one operation.
is sign~icant or where flow velocity and duration of flow or Do not place riprap by dumping through chutes or other
turbulence may cause underlying soil particles to move methods that cause segregation of stone ~ Be careful
not to dislodge the underlying base or filter when ~
through the riprap,
the stones.

Construction Specifications

The toe of the riprap should be keyed into ¯ stable founda.
tion at its buse as shown in figure 5BI,9. The toe shonld be
Subgrade Preparation - Prepare the subgrade for riprap excavated
to a depth of 2.0 feet. The design thickn~ of
and filter to the required lines and grades shown on the the riprap should extend a minimum of 3 feet horizontally
plans. Compact any fill required in the subgrade to a from the slope. The fmlshed slope should be frceofpor, k.
density approximating that of the undisturbed material or
of small stone or dusters of large stones. Hand placing
overfdl depressions with riprap. Remove brush, trees, ets
may
be necessary to achieve proper distribution of stone
stumps, and other objectionable material. Cut the subsizes
to produce a relatively smooth, uniform surface. The
grade sufficiently deep so that the finished grade of the finished
grade of the riprap should blend with the
riprap will be at the elevation of the surrounding area.
rounding
area.
Channels should be excavated sufficiently to allow placement of the riprap in a manner such that the finished inside
Maintenance
dimensions and grade of the riprap meet design specificatious.
Riprap should be inspected periodically for scour or disSand and gravel filter blanket - Place the filter blanket lodged stoneg Controiweed and brush growth asneeded.
immediately after the ground foundation is prepared. For
gravel spread filter stone in a uniform layer to the specified
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FIGURE 5B.28
ANGLES OF REPOSE OF RIPRAP STONES
MEAN STONE SIZE, OSO, ft

~E~N STONE ~IZE~ 0~ ~

RGURE 5B.29
TYPICAL RIPRAP SLOPE PROTECTION DETAIL
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STANDARD AND SPECIFICATIONS
FOR
RETAINING WALLS

Definition
A structural wall constructed and located to prevent soll
movemenL

Purpose
To retain soll in place and prevent dope failures and

movement of material down steep dopes,

Conditions Where Practice Applies

,~-~

O

provided behind retaining walls that are placed in cohesive
soils. Drains should be graded or protected by fdters so
so~l material will not move through the drainfilL

"~"

Load systems - Several different loads or combination of
loads need to be considered when designing a retaining
wall. The minimum load is the level bacid’dl that the wall
is being constructed to retain. Its unit weight will vary

depending on its compositi~.
Additional loads such as line loads, surcharge loads or
slope fdls will add to make the composite design load
~ystem for the wall

__

A retaining wall may be used where site constraints won’t
allow slope shaping and seeding to stabilize an area. Slope
Construction Spech’]cations
areas that demonstrate seepage problems or experience
erosive conditions at the toe can utilize retaining walls to
Coacrt~ Wall=
help stabilize these areas. Retaiaingwalls can be built from
mortared block or stone, cast-in-plaee concrete, railroad
1. Foundation will be prepared by excavating to the line=
ties, gabions, and more recently, precast concrete modular
and grades shown on the drawings and removing all
units that form a gravity retaining wall (see figure 5B.30).
objectionable material.
These precast units allow for ease and quickness of instal2. Subgrade will be compacted and kept mmst at ~ 2
lation while their granular backfill provides drainage,
hours prior to placement of concrete.
Selection of materials and type of wall should be based on
3. Steel reinforcing will be in accordance with the
hazard potential, load conditions, soil parameters,
schedule on the drawings and kept free of rust, u:ale
groundwater conditions, site constraints and aesthetics,
or dirt.

4. Exposed edges wiU be chamfered 3/4 inches.

Design Criteria
The design of any retaining wall structure must address the
aspects of foundation bearing capacity, sliding, overturning, drainage and loading systems. These are complex
systems and all but the smallest retaining walls should be
designed by a licensed engineer.
Bearing Capadty - A minimum factor of safety of 1.5
should be maintained as the ratio of the ultimate bearing
capacity to the designed unit loading. Spread footers and
other methods may be used to meet factor requirements,
Sliding - A minimum factor of 2.0 should be maintained
against sliding. This factor is usually reduced to 1.5 when
passive pressures on the front of the wall are ignored.

5. Drainfdl will meet the gradations shown on the drawings.
6. Weep holes will be provided as drain outlets as shown
on the drawings.
7. Concrete will be poured and cured in accordance with
ACI spedfications.
Prtcast Unit=
1. Foundation will be prepared by excavating to the lines
and grades shown on the drawings.
2. Sub/grade will be compacted and trimmed to receive
the leveling beam.

3. Precast units will be placed in accordance with the
manufacturers recommendation.
4. Granular fill placed in the precast bins shall be placed
in 3 foot lifts, leveled off and compacted with a plate
vibrator.
Drainage - Unless adequate provisions are made to control
both surface and groundwater behind the retaining wall, a Gnbloa~
substantial increase in active pressures tending to slide or
1. Foundation wig be prepared by excavating to the lines
overturn the wall will rcsuh. When backfill is sloped down
and grades shown on the drawings.
to a retaining wall surface drainage should be provided.
Drainage systems with adequate outlets should be
Overturning - A minimum factor of safety of 1.5 should be
used as the ratio of the resisting moment (that which tends
to keep the wall in place) to the overturning moment,
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2. Subgrade will be compacted and leveled to receive
first layer of gabions. The lust r~w will be keyed into
the existing grade at the toe, a minimum of 1.5 feet.
3. Gabionswillbeplacedaccordingtothemanufacturers
recommendations,
4. They will be fd_led with stone or crushed rock from 4
to 8 inches in diameter.
5. In corrosive environments, gabion wire should be
coated with PVC.

V

Maintenance
Once in place a retaining wall should require tittle maintenance. They should be inspected annually for signs of
tipping, clogged drains or soil subsidence. If such coaditions exist they should be corrected immediately.
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Example Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

I

J

V

0
Introduction

L

What follows is an example erosion and sedimeatation control plan based on one from the t’des of the State of North
Carolina. The site is located in the Piedmont region. The plan was modified to demonstrate the application of ¯
variety of erosion and sedimentation control practice&
This example plan was developed in detail for instructive purposes. The specific number of maps, practices, drawings,
specifications, and calculations required depends on the size and complexity of the development. The designer should
select the most practical and effective practices to control erosion and prevent sediment from leaving the site. ~
plan should be organized and presented in a dear, concise manner. Sufficient design and background informatioa
should be included to facilitate review by erosion control personnel. Construction details should be precise and dear
for use by an experienced general contractor.
An acceptable erosion and sedimentation control plan must contain:

1. brief narrative
2. construction schedule
3. maintenance plan

5. site topo map
6. site development idan
7. erosion and sedimentation control plan drawing
8. detail drawings and specificadom
9. vegetative plan

Although this example is from North Carolina, its organization, analysis and detail are appropriate in all locations.
The original content of the example was retained for continuity. Regarding practices selected, refer to the flow cha~
in Section 2 to correlate with the control groups. In the example, the temporary diversion equate to New York’s earth
dike. Supporting calculations for these practices are not included to maintain the size of this publication. However,
the criteria in each of the practice standards in the appropriate sections, will guide the user in their de.sign.
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Narrative

The purpose of the projecl is to construct two large commercial buildings with associated paved roads and parking
area. Another building will be added in the future. Approximately 6 acres will be disturbed durin8 this construction
period. The site is 11.1 acres located in Granville County, 2 miles north of Deal, NCq off Terri Road (tee Vicinity
Map).
Site Descriptim
The site has rolling topography with dopes generally 4 to 6%. Slopes steepen to 10 to 20~ in the nogflnv~ portion of
the property where a small, healed-over gully serves as the principal drainageway for the site. The site it now covered
with volunteer heavy, woody vegetation, predominately pines, 15 to 20 ft high. There it no evidenee of significant
erosion under present site conditions. The old drainage gully indicates severe erosion potential and recoi~ flow from
5 acres of woods off-site. There is one large oak tree, located in the western eentral pogtion of the property, and ¯
buffer area, fronting Terri Road, that will be protected during g:onstntcti~

Land use in the vicinity is commercial/’mdnstrinL The land immediately to the west and mnth has been developed for
industrial use. Areas to the north and east are unde~loped and heavily wooded, primarily in volunteer pine. Hocutt
Creek, the off-site outlet for runoff discharge, is presently a well-stabilized, g~tly flowing perennial gream. Sediment
control measures will be taken to prevent damage to Hocutt Creel Appro~mately 5 acr~ of wooded area to the east
contribute runoff into the construction area.

The soil in the project area is m~pped as Creedmoor sandy loam in Bud C dope classes. Cruedmoor soils are
considered moderately well to somewhat poorly drained with permeability rates greater than 6 inche,t/hour at the
surface but less than 0.1 inches/hour in the subsoil The subsurface is pale brownstone loam, 6 inches thick. The
subsoil consists of a pale brown and brownish yellow sandy clay loam ranging from light gray day, 36 inches thick.
Below 36 inches is a layer of fine sandy loam to 77 inches. The soil erodibifity factor (K value) ranges from 0.20 at the
surface to 0.37 in the subsoil.
Due to the soil permeability of the subsoil that w~l be exposed during grading, a surface wetness problem with high
runoff is anticipated following significant rainfall events. No groundwater problem is expected. The fight day in the
subsoil will make vegetation difficult to establish. A small mount of topsoil exists on-site and will be stockpiled
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Planned Erosion and Sedimentation Control Practices
1. Sediment Basin: A sediment basin will be constructed in the northwest corner of the property. All water from
disturbed areas, about 6 acres, will be directed to the basin before leaving the site. (Note: The undisturbed areas to
the east and north could have been diverted, but this was not proposed because it would have required cleating to the
property line to build the diversion and the required outlet structure.) See pages 6.11-6.13 for details.
2. Temporary Gravel Construction Entrance/Exit: A temporary gravel construction entrance will be installed near
the northwest corner of the property. During wet weather it may be necessary to wash vehicle tires at this io¢.atkm.
The entrance will be graded so that runoff water will be directed to an inlet protection structure and away from the
steep fill area to the north. See page 6.13 for spedficafions.

installed at the drop inlet located on the south side of the construction entrance. Runoff from the device will be
directed into the sediment basin. (Note: The presence of this device reduces the ~ediment load on the w.dimont basin
and provides sediment protection for the pipe. In addition, t~.Aimcut removal at this point i~ mote convenient titan
from the basin.) See page 6.14 for specificatiom.
4. Temporary Diversion: Temporary di~rsions will be constructed above the 3:1 cut slOl~ south of Buildings A ~
B to prevent surface runoff from eroding these banks. (Note: Sediment-free water may be diverted away from the
project sediment basin.) A temporary diversion will be constructed near the middle of the disturbed area to break up
this long, potentially erosive slope should the grading operation be temporarily discontinued. A temporary diversion
dike will be constructed along the top edge of the fdl slope at the end of each day during the filling operation to
protect the fall slope. This temporary diversion will outlet to the existing undisturbed channel near the north edge o~
the construction site and/or to the temporary inlet protection device at the construction entrance as the fill levation

increases. See page 6.15 for spedlications.
5. Level Spreader:. A level spreader will serve as the outlet for the diversion east of Building A and south of Building
B. The area below the spreader is relatively smooth and heavily vegetated with a slope of approximately 4%. See page
6.16 for specifications.
6. Tree Preservation and Protection: A minimum 2.0 ft. high protective fence will be erected around a large oak tree
at the dripfine to prevent damage during construction. Sediment fence materials may be used for this purpose. See
page 6.17 for specifications.
7. Land Grading: Heavy grading will be required on approximately 6 acres. The flatter slope after grading will
reduce the overall erosion potential of the site. The buildings will be located on the higher cut areas, and the access
road and open landscaped areas will be located on fdl areas. See pages 6.17-6.18 for specifications.
All cut slopes will be 3:1 or flatter to avoid instability due to wetness, provide fdl material, give an open area around
the buildings, and allow vegetated slopes to be mowed. Cut slopes will be t’me graded immediately after rough
grading; the surface will be disked and vegetated according to the Vegetation Plan (pages 6.30-6.32).
Fill slopes will be 2:1 with fill depths as much as 12 to 15 ft. F’dl will be placed in layers not to exceed 9 inches in depth
and compacted. (Note: Fills of this depth should have detailed compaction specifications in the general construction
contract. These specifications are not part of the erosion and sedimentation control plan.)
The f’dl slope in the north portion of the property is the most vulnerable area to erosion on the site. F~dl slopes will be
2:1 with lill depths as much as 12 to 15 ft. Fill will be placed in layers not to exceed 9 inches in depth and compacted.
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(Note: F’dls of this depth should have detailed compaction specifications in the general construction contract. These
specifications are not part of the erosion and sedimentation control plan.)
The fdl slope in the north portion of the property is the most vulnerable area to erosion on the site. Temporary
diversions will be maintained at the top of this fill slope at all times, and the Idling operation will be graded to prevent ~
overflow to the north. F’dling will be done as a continuous operation until final grade is reached. The paved road
located on the fdl will be doped to the south and will function as a permanent diversion. The area adjacent to the
roads and parking area will be graded to conduct runoff to the road culverts. Runoff water from the buildings will be
guttered to the vegetated channels. The furl.shed slope face to the north will not be back-bladed. The top 2 to 6 inches
will be left in a loose and roughened condition. Plantings will be protected with mulch, as q~cit’~l ia the Vegetntioa

I/

U

A minimum 15-ft undisturbed buffer zone will be maintained around the perimeter of the disturb~ area. (NOTE:
This will reduce water and wind erosion, help contain sediment, reduce dust, and reduce fmul landscaping o~)
8. Temporary Sedlmmt Trap: A mall sediment trap will be constructed at the intersection of the existing road ditch
and channel number 3 to protect the road ditch. Approximately 2 acres of disturbed area will drain into this trap. See
poses 6.19-6.20 for spe..cificatiom.
9. Sediment Fence: A sediment fence will be constructed around the topsoil stockpile and along the channel berm
adjacent to the deep cut area as necessary to prevent r~liment from entering the channels. See pages 6.20-6.21 for

10. Seal Drop Inlet Prntectioa: Permanent sod drop inlet protection will replace the temporary block and gravel
structure when the contributing drainage area has been permanently seeded and mulched. See page, 6.21-6.22

11. Grnss-Lined Clmnnel: Grass-lined channels with temporary straw-net liners will be constructed around Buildings
A and B to collect and convey site water to the project’s sediment basin. See pages 6~2-6.24 for specificatiom.
Should the disturbed areas adjoining the channels not be stabilized at the time the channels are vegetated, a sediment
fence will be installed adjacent to the channel to prevent channel siltation.
12. Riprap-Llned and Paved Channels: A riprap channel will be constructed in the old gully along the north side of
the property starting in the northwest corner after all other construction is complete. This channel will replace the old
gully as the principal outlet from the site. See pages 6.25-6.26 for specifications.
13. Construction Road Stabilization" As soon as final grade is reached on the entrance road, the subgrade will he
sloped to drain to the soulh and stabilized with a 6-inch course of NC DOT standard ABC stone. The parking area
and its entrance road will also be stabilized with ABC stone to prevent erosion and dust during the construction of the
buildings prior to paving. See pages 6.26-6.27 for spedfications.
14. Outlet Stabilization Structure: A riprap apron will be located at the outlet of the three culverts to prevent scour.
See pages 6.27-6.28 for specifications.
15. Surface Roughening: The 3:1 cut slopes will be lightly roughened by disking just prior to vegetating, and the
surface 4 to 6 inches of the 2:1 fdl slopes will be left in a loose condition and grooved on the contour. Se page 6.29 for
specifications.
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16. Surface stabilization: will be accomplished with vegetation and mulch as specified in the vegetation plan. One
large oak tree southwest of Building A ~nd a buffer area between the parking lot and Terri Road will be preserved.
Roadway and parking lot base courses will be installed as soon as finished grade is reached.
17. Dust ce~trol: is not expected to be a problem due to the small area of exposure, the undisturbed perimeter of
trees around the site, and the relatively short time of exposure (not to exceed 9 months). Should ~ dust be
generated, it will be controlled by spriulding.
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Construction Schedule
1. Obtain plan approval and other applicable pcrmi~
2. Flag the work limits and mark the oak tree and buffer are~t for protzction.
3. Hold preconstn~on conference at least me week prior to starting onstntcti~
4. Install sediment basin as the first comstntction activity.
5. Install storm drain with block and gravel inlet protection at comtr=ction entram~e~.
6. Install temporary gravel construction entrancede~dt.
7. Construct temporary diversions above proposed building sitea. Install kvel qa’eader and sediment trap and
vegetate dimube.d areas.
8. Complete site clearing except for the old gully channel in the aogthwest portion of the He. This area will be
cleared during last construction phase for the installation of the riprap liner.
9. Clear waste dispo~l area in the ,,o~heast corner of propeW/, only as aeeded.
10. Rough grade site, stockpile topsoil, construct channels, install culverts and outlet protection, and install ~.diment
fence as needed. Maintain diversions along top of fdl slope daily. NOTE: A temporary
diversion will be constructed across the middle of the graded area to reduce slope length tad the
bare areas mulched should grading be discontinued fort more th~ 3 wceh.

and vegetate and mulch immediately.
~ 12. Complete final grading for road~ and parking and stabiliz~ with gravei.~ 13. Complete final grading for buildin@.

14. Complete final grading of g~ounds, topsoil critical areas, and permanently vegetate, landscape, and mulch.
riprap outlet channel and e~end riprap to the pipe outlet under entrance road.
~rosion and

be made immediately.

control practices will be inspected weekly and after rainfall events. Needed repain will

17. After the site is stabilized, remove all temporary measures and install permanent vegetation on the disturbed arem.
18. Estimated time before final stabillz~tion-9 month~.
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Maintenance Plan
1. All erosion and sediment control practices will be checked for stability and operation following every
"~’ runoff-producing rainfall but in no case less than once every week. Any needed repai~ will be made
immediately to maintain all practices as designed.
2. The sediment basin will be cleaned out when the level of sediment renche~ 2.0 ft below the top of the riser. Gravel
will be cleaned or replaced when the sediment pool no longer drains properly.
3. Sediment will be removed from the sediment trap and block and gravel inlet protection device when stm’age
capacity has been appro~6matcly 50% fdled. Gravel will be cleaned or replaced when the sedimeat pool no longer

dra~s properly.

4. Sediment will be removed from behind the sediment fence when it becomea about 0.5 a deep at the fem~ The
sediment fence will be repaired as necessary to maintain ¯ barrier.
5. All seeded areas will be fertil~d, re-,,ceded as nece~,ary, and mulched ace~ding to s~ in the vegetat~
plan to maintain a vigorous, dense vegetative covet.

Vicinity Map
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VEGETATIVE PLAN
Seedbed PreDaratio~
SP-I Fill slopes 3:1 or steeper to be seeded with a hydraulic seeder
(permanent seedings}
i)

Leave the last 4-6 inches of fill loose and uncompacted, allowing
rocks, roots, large clods and other debris to remain on the slope.

2)

Roughen slope faces by making grooves 2-3 inches deep, perpendicular
to the slope.

3) Spread llme evenly over slopes at rates recommended by soll tests.
SP-2 Fill slopes
Leave a loose, uncompacted surface. Remove large clods, rocks, and
debris which might hold netting above the surface.

I)

2} Spread l~me and fertilizer evenly at rates recommended by soll tests.
3)
SP-3

Incorporate amendments by roughening or grooving soll surface on the
contour.

High-maintenance
I}

Remove rocks and debris that could interfere with tillage and the
production of a uniform seedbed.

2)

Apply lime and fertillzer at rates rec~muended by soll tests; spread
evenly and incorporate to a depth of 2-4" with a farm disk or chisel
plow.

3}

Loosen the subgrade immediately prior to spreading topsoll by
disking or scarifying to a depth of at least 2 inches.

4)

Spread topsoil to a depth of 2-4 inches and cultlpack.

5) Disk or harrow and rake to produce a unifom and well-pulverized
surface.
6} Loosen surface just prior to applying seed.
SP-4 Gentle or flat slopes where topsoil is not used.
1)

Remove rocks and debris.

2)

Apply l~me and fertilizer at rates recommended by soil tests; spread
evenly and incorporate into the top 6" with a disk, chisel plow, or
rotary tiller.

3)

Break up large clods and rake into a loose, uniform seedbed.

4)

Rake to loosen surface just prior to applying seed.
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SM-I Fill slopes steeper than 3:1 (permanent seedlngs)
~

Use hydraulic seeding equipment to apply seed and fertilizer, a wood
fiber mulch at 45 ib/l,000 ft2, and mulch tacklfer.
SM-2 Gentle to flat slopes or temporary seedings
i) Broadcast seed at the recommended rate with s cyclone seeder, drop
spreads=, o= cultipacker seeder.
2) Rake seed into the soil and lightly pack to establish good contact.

MU-1 Steep slopes 13:1 or greater)
In mid-su~er, late fall or winter, apply I00 lb/1,000 ft2 grain straw,
cover with netting and staple to the slope. In spring or early fall use
45 Ib/l,000 ft2 wood fiber in
MU-2 H~gh-maintenance vegetation and temporary seedlng$
Apply_90 Ib/1,000 ft2 (4000 Ib/acre) grain straw and tsck with 0.1
gal/ydZ asphalt (11 gsl/1,000 ft2) ¯
MU-3 Grass-llned channels
Install excelsior mat in the channel, extend up the channel banks to the
depth of flow, and secure according to ~anuhighest calculated
facturer’ s specificatlons.
On channel shoulders, apply 1_00 Ib/1,000 ft2 grain straw and anchor with
0.1 gal/yd2 (11 gal/1,000 ft2) asphalt.

MA-I Refertilize in late winter or early spring the following year. Mow as
desired.
MA-2 Keep mowed to a height of 2-4 inches. Fertilize with 40 Ib/acre (I
lb/1,000 ft2) nitrogen in winter and again the following fall.
MA-3 Inspect and repair mulch and lining. Refertilize in late winter of the
following year with 150 Ib/acre I0-I0-I0 (3.5 Ib/l,000 ft2). ~4ow regularly to a height of 3-4 inches.
MA-4 Topdress with 10-10-10 fertilizer if growth is not fully adequate.
MA-5 Topdress with 50 Ib/acre (I ib/ 1,000 ft2} nitrogen in March. If cover is
needed through the following sun~ner, overseed with 50 1b/acre Kobe
lespedeza.
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kre
~.~ Description
1

Steep alope~
( 3:1); low
maintenance

Season3
Spring oz
fall

Seedi n$ Hfxture
Seedbed
Permanent
Tmpore ry
PreparaIb/ac
lb/~c tion
Tall ~escue
Ko~ les~deza
Bahl~rass
R~e Stain

I~
10
2~
~0

~lgh~intensnce turf

Fall

&

~rsssed
~Fall -c~annels with .Spr/n~
s~de slopes
S~r
~:~
~
~In~enance
areas

Spring or Tall rescue
Fall
Kobe lespedeza
Bsh/a~rass
R~e Stain
S~r
Tall rescue
Kobe lesp~eza
~er~dagrass
Germs millet

S~2

~-2

120

200
&O
200
I0

Notes
Permanent mixture also
used for l~-maint.
areas (~). Overseed
winter plantings of rye
March if srgdin~ ts not
complete.
Tall rescue can be

HA-2

Rye Sraln
"Tall rescue
Rye Sraln
Tall ~escue
Germs millet

MA-S
"

SP-3

Tall rescue blend 200

Winter
3

S~2

120

Rye grain
120
Ko~ lea~deza ~0
~n atllet &O

S~r

HA-I

SH-I
~-I

Rye grain

Spring

Nulch nance

...
SP-2

Winter
2

SP-I

Seedi n8
Net~d

increase rate to 250
ib/ac. T~p. seeding
for fall is ~he same
as for ~inter.

~-&

I00
I0
25
~0
lO0
10
l~
10

HA-~
S~&

S~2

~-2

For temporary seeding
ifl sprlns or fall see
5 ~1ov.
Use these specs for
temporary diversions

Rye grain
~

Areas requirIng cover for
less t~n I
year

Spring
~r
~
~incer

Rye grain
120
~o~ les~deza ~0
~an mllle~
&O ~P-&

HA-&
S~

~-2

Rye grain
120
Ko~ len~sa SO

Colu~ entries for seedbed preparation, ~e~lng ~th~, reich, a~ ma/n~nce rater to
Arks n~rs are designated on
Sprt~ (Feb. ~ - Apr. 1~), S~r (Apr. l~ - Aug. 20), ~all (Aug. 20 - Oct.
~inter (Oct. 25 - Jan.).

j
HA-S
Attach~nt

"

Treat temporary
diversion as l~~Intenance, per~nent
,~rea
Include topsoil stockplies here
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MAINTAINING EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES

J

depends upon the land category and it* intended me. On

Maintaining Vegetative Measures _improved areas few or no weeds or undesirable brmh
should be tolerated. This tolerance may become proporMaintaining vegetation for soli protection or other uses h

tionately greater as land category decllne~. Drainagewayz
needed to keep the system functioning. Proper main- are subject to rapid infestation of weeds and woody plaat~
ten¯nee defers or prevents impairment of plant cover. It is
.
usually less costly to carry on a maintenance program than These should be eradicated or cut back trace they often
reduce drainageway elficiency. Control of wee~ or brmh
it is to make repairs after prolonged neglect,
is accomplished by ~ herbicide.~ mechanical method¯,
Maintenance should occur on a regular basi~ consistent soil sterilants and, perhaps, zelective removal by hand.
with favorable plant growth, soil and climatic conditions.
This involves regular seasonal work for mowing, fertilizing,

intensive onimproved ¯rear. Most iuseot~ such as gr~
liming, watering, pruning, fire controls, weed and pestarmy worms, beetle~ and na~ feed on gems mot& gtema
control, reseeding and timely repairs. It also requires
prompt removal of debris, protection of vegetation from
unintended uses or traffic and special attention to critical
areas. Well maintained vegetation provides a comfortable
margin of reserve that will car~ through cmergencies. A

preventive maintenance program anticipate~ requlrement~
and accomplishes work when it can be done with the least
effort and expense.

and leaves and may cause considerable damage in ¯ abort
periodoftimelfnotcontrolledeady.Roden~auchasfield
mice, mole¯, and wondchuc]~ may damage vegetation and
cxeate hazards by burrowing and throwing ap monads on
earthen Utttctur~ ~ and rodeatt ,hould be kept
under reasonable cotttml.

Diseas~ of herbaceous and woody plaat~ are ritually of
minor importance where adapted spe, ciea have been reed
The degree of preventive maintenance depends upon the and reasonably good management is practiced.Tree* that
category of vegetation and land: improved, semi-improved hav~ been de¯toyed by disease or tetiotudy damaged by
and unimproved grounds. Greater maintenance is re- imec~ should be removed. Removal of such tre~ it e~eaquired for improved grounds than unimproved ground~ tial because dlseaset and insect inferJa~om will likely
Regardless of the category, vegetative co~r requires a

certain degree of management or the der, lred function of
the vegetation will be defeated.
Mowing is a recurring practice and it* intensity depends
uponthefunctionofthegroundcover.Onimprovedareas,

spread to other plant¯.
Dry vegetation coustitute~ a fire hazard. The taller the
vegetation, the greater the hazard~ Herbaceous vegetation
on improved ground may be less sub~ect to serious fire

since it is kept well mowed and probably wed watered. Tree
such as lawm, certain recreation fields and picnic areas, and shrub areas on improved ground aho undergo fairly
mowingwill be frequent. On seml-improved areas, .mowing intensive management. Debris, such as fallen tree¯ and
will be less frequent. On unimproved area~, mowing may branches, is usually removed without undue delay and fitter
occur once every three years as required to eliminate in- is occa~onally cleared away. These practices reduce fire
vading woody vegetation,
hazards considerably. On unimproved ground*, vegetation
The application of fertilizer will follow a like pattern. On is usually allowed to grow tall. Mowing and removing
improved areas, fertilizer amounts should be in sufficient residue on occasion may help prevent fires in such areas.
In g-nee¯l, grass fires in New York State are not critical
quantities to keep cover healthy and vigorous without over
stimulation of growth. On semi-improved grounc~s, the rate Judicious care, consistent with land category and pmpo~
of fertilizer application is usually about 1/’2 the rate applied of vegetation usually will help prevent fire&
on improved areas. Unimproved areas should receive Temporary seeding¯ should be inspected every 30 day~
limited fertilizer applications as required to produce Areas damaged should be reseeded and remulched.
enough growth to prevent undue erosion.
Protective coverings and their anchoring method* should
Lime should be applied to maintain the desired level of soil be inspected to determine whether or not the cover is in
reaction. On improved grounds, amounts of lime may be place at the proper density and properly anchored. Where
applied to maintain the optimum pH range. On semi-iracommercially available netting of either paper and plastic
proved and unimproved areas, the pH may be maintained or jute mesh is applied, check for damage by vandalism,
at a lower level than optimum,
fire or loss of anchoring. ALl areas should be inspected to
Weeds and brush frequently invade grass cover as a direct determine if tilling is occurring beneath the protective
rcsuh of inadequate maintenance. Amount of weeds or cover. Where tkis is occurring, the area should be regraded
and recovered.
brush that can be tolerated in any protective planting
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Maintaining Structural Measures

ment or other obstructions. If the channels are lined, the
linings should be checked for structural integrity. Cracking,
Structural measures must be maintained to be effective. In
spalling, or other physical deterioration of the lining must
general, these measures must be periodically inspected to be repaired. Inlets and outlets are to be checked to insure
insure structural integrity, detect vandalism damage, and that they remain adequate, show no sign of erosion or loss
for cleaning and repair whenever necessary. During con- of structural integrity.
struction, all structures should be inspected weekly and
after every rain. After construcdoo, inspections should he Grade Stabllltatioa Strtlctta~
made at least semi-annually and after every heavy rain.
Temporary structural measures of reducing velocities inAn improperly applied control measure, or one that is not dude barriers of hay or straw bales, brush or brush and
properly maintained, invites failure and can create more fabric, and fabric and fence. Permanent check dams of
damage than if no measures had been taken. One excellent timber, timber and gone, concrete or sheet piling are also
utilized. In all instances it is important that the structure:
time to check on the performance of all project control
measures is during a rainstorm. The experience gained by (1) maintain its integrity, (2) is not by passed by an erosion
this type of inspection is valuable to both the contractor channel, and (3) does not develop e.xce.saive scour at its
hase or excess sediment at its top.
and the project inspection team.
Lined Waterway or OulJet

A comprehensive program should be outlined for the use
of those who have maintenance responsibility. Maintenance items should include, but not be limited to, those
shown for each of the following measures,

Channel linings other than vegetation must be inspooted
for undermining, cracking, spallin~ plugging of weep
holes, and channel obstructions. Inlets and outlets should
be inspected for scour and obstructions.

Sediment Basins

Lining of channel sidewalls and floor by stone, concrete o~
fabric are common stabilization practices. Temporary
channels may be lined by fabric or plastic which should be
properly anchored. Check anchoring and inspect the fabric
or plastic for tears. Permanent linings must be inspected
for integrity, protection replaced where necessary and the
channel cleared of debris and obstructions. Inlet and outlet
Temporary pool outlets constructed of t’dter fabric covered areas should be checked for scour.
stone should be inspected for tears in the fabric or dogging
of the trdter cloth with silt or debris. Silt can be removed Traffic Control
from wove~ filter cloth with a stiff brush.
Where markers or fencing are utilized for traffic control,
The most obvious maintenance required for these structures is the requirement for periodic deanouL Cieanout
may be done after one foot of silt is deposited or, in
instances where proper hydraulics can be maintained, as
much as 50 percent of capacity may be filled before
cleanont is necessary,

Embankments must be inspected for cracks, excessive
seepage, rodents and undesirable vegetative growth. The
principal and emergency spillways must be cleaned of
obstructions and inspected for structural integrity. The
outlets below the spillways must be inspected for erosion
and obstructions to flow removed.
Diversions and Channels
The various types of temporary and permanent diversions
and channels perform similar functions and must be main’.ained to insure that they perform satisfactorily. The channel cross-section must be inspected to insure that the side
slot)es remain stable. Check for points of scour, rodent
holes, and breaches. The channel bottom must be in.
spected for erosion or excessive scour, deposition of sedi-
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inspect periodically to insure that they are properlyplaced,
andfunctioningpropcrly.Trafficmusthekeptoffallstruco
rural ~rosion control measures at all times. Where traffic
must cross a structural measure, a crossing should be
constructed.
Pollution Control During Construction
Inspect to insure that dust control measures are utilized,
where necessary. All maintenance work on equipment
should be done in a safe area. Maintenance items such as
cans, boxes, and cartridges should be stored in a suitable
building. Following use, all such items should he disposed
of in a safe manner and at a suitable site.
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SECTION 8
GUIDELINES FOR ESTIMATING SEDIMENT YIELDS
FOR URBAN CONSTRUCTION AREAS
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GUIDELINES FOR ESTIMATING SEDIMENT YIELDS FOR

URBAN CONSTRUCTION AREAS
1. An approximation of the quantities of sediment yield
resulting from uncontrolled urban construction activities can be made by use of an equation. The values
thus obtained can be usefulin estimating the sediment
capacity requirements needed for desiring basins or
sediment trap~

A = uncontrolled drainage area under construction
expressed in square miles.
C - iso-erodent correction factor.
Example:
~ Drainage area of a site under construction equah
0.5 square miles (320 ames). For areas within the
range ofiso-erodeat value 100, the correction for use
in equation is 0.76 (see Table 6.1)
Equation is:
V
((CXA)/1320) x (222,000/A)0"7Is

2. The equation does not provide for quantifies of sediment contributed through bedload movement,
Volumes of bedload sediment are assumed to be
equal to the quantity of suspended sediment carried
through the structure outlet; therefore, the trap efficiency of the structure is not computed.
3. The results obtained by use of the equation may be
appfied generally in New York State only after an
adjustment is made to reflect the variation in rainfall
and erosion potential of soils within the region.
To accomplish this, iso~rodent values for various
areas are obtained from Figure 8-11. Correction
values to be used in the equation for different iso-eroden! values are given in Table 8.1.
Also, the average value of 60 pounds per cubic foot of
submerged sediment is used in converting tons to acre
feet for sediment storage design purposes (60 pounds
per cubic foot equals 1320 tons per acre foo~),

((0.76 x 0.5)/1320) x (222,000/0.5)0"~ls
0.000288 x (444,000)0:/I~
0.000288 x 10,898
3.14 acre-feet
The preseut form ofthe equation is designed for use within
the general area of New York State. One of the factors in
this equation is limited to a range of conditions generally
predominating in this area and another factor is limited to
a specific condition.
The factors referred to are "C" and "132ff’ in the portion of
the equation represented by the term (CA/1320).

The factor’1320" represents tons per acre foot of sediment
having an average dry weight of 60 pounds per cubic foot.

Table 8-1
Iso-Erodent
V~ue

Correction Factor
1,~

Figure 8.2, page 8.4 is useful in determining the appropriate
tons per acre foot factor for use in the equation according
to various dry unit weights of sediments.

3~0

1.56

For example in an area where the average dry weight of

1.47
1.34

sediments is 50 pounds per cubic foot, the factor used in
the equation would be 1080 tons per acre foot.

0.94

The following sources of information and data were used

0.76
037

in analyzing sediment yield from urban construction areas.
The data include yields from housing developments, industrial and commercial sites, and highway construction
areas:

250
2130

125
100
75

The equation was derived from a limited amount of
data obtained by short term measurements. Therefore, it is considered to be of a tentative nature and

subject to change.
The equation relates sediment yield to the area under
construction as follows:
V = ((C x A)/1320) x (222,000/A)0’’tLs
Where: V = acre feet, required sedin)ent storage per
year.
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SCS Sedimentation Survey of Wilde Lake, Columbia,
Maryland, unpublished. (Form SCS-34, Reservoir
Sedimentation Survey, on file at NTC, SCS, Chester,
Pennsylvania.)
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Urban Environments, Journal of the Hydraulics
Division, ASCE, Volume 93, No. HY-6, Proc. Paper
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BENEFIT-COST GUIDELINES
Analyzing Benefits and Costs
Period of Analysis and Eval,_~a~on

!
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The period of analysis in years should equal the economic
ilfe (need for a measure) or the physical life of treatment
measures, whichever is less. The benefits considered over
Forthepurposesofmaklngabenefit-costanalysis, thetime
period associated with erosion and sedimentation is con- the evaluation period include those accruing over the
sidered to extend from the first disturbance of the land up period.
to the time of establishing effective erosion control.
The annual costs ofpermunent measures chargeable to the
1
evaluation period include the amortized installation costs
Ascribing Effects to Treatment Measures
and the future mmual operation, maintenance and replace.
2
meat co.s~s necessary to provide the benefits over the
The generally accepted basis for attributing effects of treat- evaluation period. The amortization rate should be based ....
meat measures on a comparable basis is the "with" and of prevailing local interest rates at the time of installation.
"without" approach. The approach compares the ~ed
difference in damages between what is expected if no
Appraisal ofDamages and’ll, eatment
controls are used and what is expected if a measure is
COSTS
instaUed. The total difference in expected damage is the
estimated benefit of the measure.
Many people are affected by the damages resulting from
Sediment damages may be related to (1) deposition of erosion and sedimentation. Also, many persons are
eroded materials on flood plains, in channels, reservoirs, benefited by its prevention, reduction or mitigation.
residences, utilities and other properties that require the
will be incm’red to: (1) instaIltreatmentmeasuregor
removal and disposition of materials, and the repairing of Cests
(2) correct damages; or (3) a combination of the two,
damaged facilities and (2) swamping damage which adversely affects existing features or limits potential improveTreatment Measures
~.
meat of land caused by a rise in the ground water table or
.
by impairing surface drainage.
Treatment measures on developing sites are Erequeatly
temporary - generally lasting only one ortwo construction
Sediment resulting from construction sites could be
deposited along a stream and cause individual landowners seasous- Benefits and costs for temporary measures can be
compared directly using era’rent pric~.
to pay for its removal. Sediment could also destroy aesthetievaluesofas~rcam (clcan water vs muddy water) and Permanent measures are planned to ~rap sexllment and
adversely impact on stream fisheries and micro-orgm~sms, control erosion and runoff during and beyond the construcfion period. The prevention of sediment damag~ can
In municipal and industrial uses where water is pumped be
accompfished by either or both of two methods:
dlrcctly from a river or reservoir, shi£s of sediment associatcd with exccsslve rainfall may pose severe water
1. Stabilizing sed~nent sourc~ areas by applying conserquality problems. Turbidity may be increased, necessitatration erosion control m~asures.
ing increased treatment which raises the cost ofoperations~ 2. Trapping sed~nent before it leaves the con.s~ucfion
Sediment may also be deposited in storm drains, reducing
area.
their ability to control flooding. This increases flood
damage and requires the cleanout of sediment from the Some of the potential benefits from preventing
downstream sediment transport and deposition include:
storm drain systems.
1. Prevention or reduction in cost of removal and disposiPricing Treatment Measures and Benefit.
tion of sediment from proporties.
2. Prevention or reduction in damage to property.
Prices applied should reflect values expected to prevail at
the time of occurrence. Current prices are used for instal3. Prevention of water quality impairment.
lation costs of treatment measures. Projected normalized Some permanent measures may be retained to provide
prices (based on past prices and trends) should bc used for long-term benefits.
estimating future values (bcnclits" operations and maintcnancc costs and replacement costs) for permanent type For example, a sediment basin may be cleaned out after
measures only.
construction is l-mishcd and utilized for aesthetics, recreation or fish.
Benefit-Cost Analysis is a technique to determine whether
the measure will result in more benefits than it will cost.

:
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Benefits and costs for permanent measures need to be

converted by discounting and amortizing to average annual
figures for comparison.

a. Construction ........ .$1,5(10

b. Maintenance .... ..$1,000
c. Restoration. ...... .$500

Benefit-Cost Analysis

Total ~ (O.__.~,~
A simple equation for determining the benefits of control- The "without treatment" condition reveals damages in the
ling sediment ig.
form of costs to remove sediment. Benefit (cos~ gave, d) are
derived by subtracting the sediment removal costs under
B = (SxY) - [C + (SxY)(1.00-P)]
the "with treatment" condition.
Where: B - Benefits in dollart~
1. Without treatment condition
S = Cubicyardsofsediment expectedtomov~offthe
8,000 cn. Yd-(S) x$2-00/cu.yd.00 - $16,000(SxY)
site if no control measures are appfied.
2. With treatment condition
Y = Cost in dollars per yard to re.cover and dispose
a. Costs (C) deum’bed abov~ - ~$5,000
of sediment that has moved off the rite.
will control 7,200 cu. yd. (SxP) ofthe sediment
C = Estimated cost of temporary measures to be
installed,
b. Removal costa for remaining 800
~o x $2.00 ,~Sl,600
P ~ Estimated effcc~vc~:s~ of proposed measure~
excreted as ¯ drama].
. To~l -

mple
~ example ~l~ates the mcthedolog~ o! ¯
Using the formula directly, the computation~ ~how the
Given: A construction site of 78 acres, which without tame reudtg
erosion control measures will yield about 5 acre feet or
B ,~ (SxY) - [c + (SxY)(1.00-P)]
8,0~0 cubic yards of sediment (S) to the lower end of the
site. There is a channel with several culverts located below
B = ($8,000 x 2.00)-[($5,000 + (8,000 x 2.00)(1.00-0.90)]
the site and it is assumed all the sediment would be
B ~ ($16,000)- ($5,000 + 1,600)
deposited in it. It would be necessary to remove all the
additional sediment in order to maintain the capacity of the B - ($16,000)-($6600)
channel and avoid increased hazard to flooding. The cost
B ~ $9,400
of removing and disposing the sediment is estimated at In this example, the more economical approach would be
$2.00 per cubic yard 00to install treatment measures rather than correct damages
at a later
date.
A third
would
be "dohazard
nothing"
With temporary erosion control measures, including a which
would
result
in aalternative
higher flood
damage
that
sediment basin, in place during the one year construction
period, sediment delivered to the channel will be reduced would need evaluation under a more sophisticated analytb
cal model. Also, In this simple example, water quality
90 percent (P). The cost of the measures would be as
follows, (no amortization is required since costs and issues wire not Included although gociety
places ¯ value on such
benefits are incurred in a similar one year period):
1. Land grading measures ................ $2,000
2. Temporary sediment basin ........... $3,000
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INTRODUCTION
The increased amount of erosion occurring with the conversion of rural land to urban greatly depends on the
amount of runoff that occurs. This section addresses what
influences runoff and how the volume and rate of runoffis
detcrmined. The method and most of the material is
reprinted from Urban Hydrolo_oT. for Small Watershed1,

TR-55, Soil Conservation Service, June 1986.
FACTORS AFFECTING RUNOFF

Sarface Coy¯The ~e of cover and its condition affects runoff volume
through its influence on the infdtration rate of the soil

Rainfall
Precipitation, whether it occurs as rain or snow, is the
potential source of water that may run off the surface of
small watersheds. The extent of the storm and the distributionofrainfallduringthestorm are two major factors which
affect the peak rate of runoff,

~1~

clay produce a higher rate of runoff than do coarse-textured soils such as sand. Sites having clay soils may re.quire
the construction of more elaborate drainage systems than
sites having sandy soils. Exhibit 10.2 contains a list of mils
found in New York State and their respective hydrologic
soil group.

Fallow land yields more runoff tlum forested o¢ grass land
for a given soil type.

The foliage and its litter maintain the soil’s in/’dtration
potential by preventing the sealing of the soil surface from
the impact of the raindrops. Some of the raindrops are
maintained on the surface of the foliage, increasing their
chance of being evaporated back to the atmosphere. Some
The storm distribution can be thought of as a measure of
of the intercepted moisture is so long drainin8 from the
howthc rate of rainfall (intensity)varieswithin ¯given time plant down to the soil that it is withheld from
the ~
interval. For example, in a given 24--hour period, a certain
period of runoff. Foliage also transpires moisture into the
amount of precipitation may have been measured. How- atmosphere thereby creating ¯ moisture deficiency in the
ever, this precipitation may have occurred over the entire soll which must be replaced by rainfall before nmoff oc24-hour period or in just one hour. These two situations
curs. Vegetation, including ground litter, forms numerous
represent two ¢nth-ely different storm distributions,
barriers along the path of the water flowing over the surface
The size of the storm is often described by the length of of the land which slows the water down and reduces its
time over which precipitation occurs, the total amount of peak rate of runoff.
precipitation occurring and how often this same storm Co, ring areas with impervious material reduces surface
might be expected to occur (frequency). Thus a 10-year,
storage and infdtration and thus increases the mount of
24 hour storm can be thought of as a storm producing the
runoff.
.amount of rain in 24 hours with a 10% chance of occurrence
m a year. One day (24 hour) rainfall maps are listed as Time Paramete~
Exhibit 10.1 at the end of this section for 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 and
Tune is the parameter that is used to distribute the runoff
100 year frequencies,
into a hydrograph. The time is based on the velocities of
Antecedent Moistur~ Condition
flow through segments of the watershed. The slope of the
land in the watershed is a major factor in determining the
The runoff from a given storm is affected by the existing velocity. Two major parameters are time of concentration
soil moisture content resulting from the amount of
(Tc) and travel time of flow through the segments (Tt).
prccipitation occurring during the preceding five day~ (antecedent moisture condition).
Storage In the Watershed
Watershed Area
The watershed area or area draining water to the point of
interest is usually determined from a topographic map or
scaled areal photograph accompanied by a field review
locating manmade features that have diverted the flow of
water.

On very fiat surfaces where ponding or swampy areas occur
throughout the watershed, a considerable amount of the
surface runoff may be retained in temporary storage., thus
reducing the rate at which runoffwill occur. Storage areas
maybecreatedtoreducetherateofrunoffinanurbanizing
area. These can be effective sediment traps aswellas flood
detention structures if left permanently in the watershed.

Soils
In general, the higher the rate of infiltration, the lower the
quantity of stormwatcr runoff. Fine-textured soils such as
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Me_ i HODS OF DETERMINING RUNOFF
Many different methods of computing runoff have been

length, runoff curve number and average watershed slope.

developed. Some of the methods and limitations of each Chapter 2 procedures are applicable to drainage areas that
are listed below,
range from 1 to 2000 acres. Tables, figures, exhibits and
1. The Rational Method establishes an empirical formula, worksheets are included for a quick and reliable way to
peak discharge and runoff for a range of rainfall
O = CiA, for computing peak rates of runoff that is com- estimate
monly used in urban areas. "O" is the peak runoff rate in amounts, soil types, land use and cover conditions.
cfs, "C" is a runoff coeftident, "i" is the average rainfall 4. The SCS-TR-55 tabular method is an approximation of
intensity in in,/hr, and "A" is the drainage area in acres. It the more detailed SCS-TR-20 method. The tabular
is useful for estimating runoff on relatively small areas such method can be used for watersheds where hydrographs are
as rooftops, parking lots, orothers. According to Pra~.~ needed to measure non-homogeneous runoff, i.e., the
in Detention of Urban Stormwater2, American Public watershed is divided into subareas. It is espedally
Works Association Special Report # 43, "use of the ration- plicable for measuring the effects of changed land use in ¯
al equation should be limited to drainage areas ofless than
part of a watershed, lt ean also be used to determine the
20 acres." However, some practitioners totally deplore use effects of structures and combinations of r, tructutes,
of the Rational Method even on the smallest of drainage duding channel modifications, at different Ioeatiom in ¯
areas. The most serious drawback of the Rational Method watershed. The tabular method should not be used when
is that it gives only peak discharge and provides no infor- large changes in the curve number occur among subare~
mation on the time distribution of the storm runoff. Fur- within ¯ watershed and when runoff volumes are less than
thermore the choice of’C" and Time of Concentration "To" about 1.5 inches for curve numbers less than 60.
when choosing "i" in the Rational Method is more an art of
judgment than a precise account of the antecedent mois- For most watershed conditions, however, this procedure is
ture or a real distribution of rainfall inteusity3. Modifica- adequate to determine the effects of urbanizatkm on peak
rates of discharge for subareas with "To" less than two
tions of the Rational Method have similar limitations,
2. Computer Profit_ am for Pro_leer Formnlat;anH,v.dr.P.l~g~4 SCS-TR-20, utilizes hydrologic soil-cover
complexes to determine runoff volumes and unit
hydrographs to determine peak rates of discharge. Factors
includedinthemethodare24-hourrainfallamount,,agiven
rainfall distribution, runoff curve numbers, time of concentration, travel time, and drainage area. This procedure
probably should not be used for drainzge areas more than
20 square miles. It is very useful for large drainage basins
especially when there are a series of structures or several
tributaries to be studied,

5. The SCS-TR-55 Graphical Peak Discharge Method
calculates peak discharge fromhydrographanalysesming
TR-20 Computer Program for Project Formulation. This
method demonstrates a procedure for estimating depth
and peak rates of runoff from small watershed~ The
watershed must be hydrologically homogeneous, that is
land use, soils, and cover are distributed uniformly
throughout the watershed. The time of concentration fo~
the watershed is estimated using the computed flow
velocities for the sheet flow, shallow concentrated flowand
channel flow. These values may range from 0.1 to 10 hours.
3. The SCS Engineering Field Manual, Chapter 2 proce- This method was selected for inclusion in this manual to
dures for determining peak discharge, is valid for small use in designing erosion and sediment control measures.
rural watersheds. The time of concentration for the now
urbanized area is estimated using ¯ formula based on flow
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ESTIMATING RUNOFF
SCS RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
METHOD

co~r parameters. Through studies ofmanyranall agrictd.
rural watersheds, Is was found to be approximated by the
following empirical equation:

Tho- SCS Runoff Curve Number (CN) method is described

I, - 0.2S

in detail in Nation En~neerin_~ Handbook - Chapter ~,

(NEH-4). The SCS runoffequation is
O-

(P-l,)2

(P-Ia)+S

I

iF4.10.2]

By removing Is as an independent parameter, this ap
proximation allows use of u combination of S and P to

[Eq. 10.1]

produce a unique runoff amount Substituting equation

10.2 into equation 10.1 give~
where

O- (P + 0.SS)

.:runoff(in),

[Eq. I0.3]

P rain/.all (in),
S ~ related to the soil and cover conditions Of the watershed
$ = potential maximum retention after runoff through the CN. ~ has a range Of 0 to I00, and S is relat~

begins (in), and

]. - initial abstraction (in).
S~ - I0
[Eq. 10.4]
In[tlal abstraction (I.) is a|I losses before runoff begins. It
includes water relained in surface depressions, water inter, l~gurc I0.I on Page I0.4 and Table 10.I on pa~ 10~ mlv~
copied by vegetation, evaporation, and infikradon. I, isequations 10.3 and 10.4/’or a range Of Cl~s and raln/aiL
h[ghly variable but generally is correlated with soil and

Table 10.1 Runoff Depth for Selected CN’$ and Rainfall Amounts
(Reprinted ~rom: ~0-VI-TR.55, Second ed., June
Runoff Depth for Curve Number (CN) Of40

45

1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.8
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
6.0
7.0
8,0
9.0
10,0
ll.0
12,0
13,0
14.0
15.0

50

55

60

65

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.09
0.00
0.0l

0.09
0.00
0.02
0.05

0,00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.oo
0.o2

0.03
0.o6

0.00
0.00
0.02
0.06
0.14
0,24

0.00
0,02
0.08
0.18
0.30
0.44
0,80
1.24
1.74
2.29
2.89
3.52
4.19
4.89
5.62
6.36

0.02
0.09
0.20
0.33
0.50
0.69
1.14
1.68
2.25
2,88
3-56
4.26
5.00
5.76
6.55
7,35

0.08
0.19
0.35
0.53
0.74
0.98

0.17
0.33
0.53
0.76
i.02
1.30
1.92
2.60
3.33
4.10
4,90
5.72
6.56
7.42
8.30
9.19

0-50
0.84
1,23
1.71
2.23
2.78
3,38
4.00
4.65
~.33

1.52
2.12
2.78
3.49
4.23
5,00
5.79
6.61
7.44
8.29

~

7~

SO

8~

90

9~

0.00
0.03
0.06
0.11

0.03
0.07
0.13
0.20

0.0~
0.15
0.24
0-34

0.09
0.14

0.17
0.27
0.39
0.52

0.32
0.46
0.61
0.76

0.17
0.24

0.29
0.38

0.56
0.74
0.92
1.11

0.44
0.56

0.65
oJo

0.93
1.09

1.29
1.48

0.30
031
0.75
1.03
1.33
!.65
2.35
3.10
3.89
4.72
5.57
6.43
7.32
8.21
9.12
10.04

0.46
0.71

0.65
0.96
1.30
1.67
2.05
2-45
3,28
4.15
5.04
5.95
6.88
7.82
8.76
9.71
10.67
11,63

0.89

!.18
1.59
2.02

1.53
1.98
2,46
Z92
3.40
3.88

1.01
1.33
1.67
2.04
2.81
3.62
4.46
5,33
6.22
7.13
8.05
8,98
9.91
10,85

1.25
1.64
2-04
Z46
2.89
3.78
4.69
5.63
6.57
7.52
8.48
9.45
10.42
11.39
12.37

2.46
2,91
3.37
4.30
5.25
6,21
7.18
8.16
9.13
10,11
11.10
12.08
13.07

4.85
5.82
6.81
7.79
9.78
9.77
10.76
11.76
12.75
13.74

- 0.79
0.99
LIS

1.77

1.96
2.Z7
2.4$
2.77
2.94
327
3.43
3.77
3.92
4.26
4.42
4.76
5.41
5.76
6,41
6.76
7.40
7.76
&40
&76
9.40
9.76
10.39
10.76
11.39
11.76
12,39
13.39 13.76
14.39 14.76

llntcrpolate the values shown to runofl’dcpths for CN’s or rainfall not shown.
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FIGURE 10.1

V

Solution to Runoff Equation
(Repdnt~ ~’om: 210-VI-TR-55, Second Ed., June 1956)
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FACTORS CONSIDERED IN
ESTIMATING RUNOFF CURVE

NUMBERS

Treatment is a cover type modifier (used only in Table

on Page 10.8) to desc~be the management of cuitivatcd agricultural lands. It includes mechanical prac-

The major factors that determine CN arc the hydrologic rices, such as contouring and terracing, and management
soil group (HSG), cover type, treatment, hydrologic con- practices, such as crop rotations and reduced or no tillage.
dition, and antecedent runoff condition (ARC). Another Hydrologic Co~dllim
factor considered is whether impervious areas outlet
directly to the drainage system (connected) or whether the Hydrologic condition indicates the effects of cover type
flow spreads over pervious areas before entering the and treatment on infdtrafion and runoff and is generally
drainage system (unconnected). Figure 10.2 on Page 10.6 estimated from density of plant and residue cover on
is provided to aid in sele~tlng the appropriate figure or sample areas. Good hydrologic condition indicates that
table for determining curve numbers,
the soil usually has a low
soil group, cover type, and treatment. Some
CN’s in Tables 10.2a, 10.2b and 10.2c on Pages 10.7, 10.8 hydrologic
factors to consider in estimating the effect of cover on
and 10.9 respectively represent average antecedent runoff ira"titration and runoff are (a) canopy or density of lawns,
condition for urban, cultivated agricultural, other agricul- crops, or other vegetative areas; (b) amount of year-round
rural, and arid and semiarid rangetand uses. Tables 10.2 cover; (c) amount of grass or do,e-seeded legumes in
starting on Page 10.7 assume impervious areas are directly rotations; (d) percent of residue cover; and (e) degree of
connectecL The following sections explain how to deter- sudace ronghae~
mine CN’s and how to modify them for urban conditions,
Antecedent Runolt U.omditton
Hydrologic soil groups
index of runoff potential before a storm event is the
lnfdtration rates of soils vary widely and are affected by The
antecedent runoff condition (ARC). ARC is an attempt to
subsurface permeability as well as surface intake rates, account for the variation in CN at ¯ site from storm to
SoilsareclassifiedimofourHSG’s(A,B, C and D) accord- storm. CN for the average ARe at a site is the median
ing to their minimum infiltration rate, which is obtained for value as taken from sample rainfall and runoff data. The
bare soil after prolonged wetting. Exhibit 10.2 on page Cl~s in Tables 10.2 starting on page 10.7 are for the average
10_33 of this manual defines the four groups and provides ARC, which is primarily used for d~appfieatlons. See
a list of most of the soils in New York State and their group the SCS NEH-4 and Rallison and Miller for more detailed
classification. The soils in the area of interest may be
identified from a county soil survey report, which can be discussion of storm-to-storm variation and a demonstraobtained from local SCS offices or soll and water conser- lion of upper and lover enveloping curves.
vation district offices, see Section 13.
Udma Impervious Area Modllkntiom
Most urban areas are only partially covered by impervious Several factors, such as the percentage of impervious area
surfaces; the soil remains an important factor in runoff and the means of conveying runoff from impervious areas
~stimates. Urbanization has a greater effect on runoff
watersheds with soils having high infdtration rates (sands CN for urban areas7. For example, do the impervious areas
and gravels) than in watersheds predominantly of silts and connect directly to the drainage system, or do they outlet
clays, which generally have low infdtration rates,
onto lawns or other pervious areas where infdtration can
Any disturbance of a soil profde can significantly change occur7
its infiltration characteristics. With urbanization, native Coumx’ted Impervious Areas
soil profiles may be mixed or removed or fdl material from
otherareasmaybeintroduced. Therefore, a method based Animpervlousareaisconsideredconnectedifrunofffrom
on soil texture is given in Exhibit 10.2 for determining the it fl¢ws directly into the drainage system. It is also considered connected if runoff from it occurs as concentrated
HSG classification for disturbed soils,
shallow flow that runs over a pervious area and then into a
Cover Type
drainage system.
Tables 10.2 s~arting on Page 10.7 address most cover types Urban C’~s, Table 10.2a on page 10.7, were developed for
such as vegetation, bare soil, and impervious surfaces, typical land use relationships based on specific assumed
Thereareanumberofmcthodsfordeterminingcovertypc. percentages of impervious area. These
The most common are field reconnaissance, aerial developed on the assumptions that (a) pervious urban
photographs, and land use maps.
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FIGURE 10.2
Flow Chart for Selecting the Appropriate Figure or Table for Determining
Runoff Curve Numbers
(Ropdnted from: 210*VI-TR-SS, Second Ed., June 1986)
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Table 10.2a - Runoff Curve Numbers for Urban AreasI

V

(Reprinted ~rom: 210-VI-TR-55, Second Ed., June 1986)
O

Curve numbers for

Cover Description

hydrologic soil group
Avera~ percent
impervious area 2

Cover type and hydrologic condition

L
A

B

C

D

68
49
39

79
69
61

86
79
74

89
84
80

98

98

98

98

98
92

98
98

89

91

Fully developed urban areas (vegeta6on established)

Open space (lawns, park~ golf courses, cemeteriea, ere)3:
Poor condition (grass cover < 50%)
Fair condition (grass cover 50% to 75%) .......................
Good condition (gra~ co~r > 75%) ........
Impervious are~
Paved: parking lots, roofs, drive, ways, e.tc. (e.xduding
right-of-way]

Streets and roads:

Paved: curbs and storm sewers (excluding right of way)~
Paved; open ditches (inducting right-of-way) ....

2
--

98
83

98
89
Gravel (including right-of-way) .........
76
85
Dirt (including right-of-way) ......................
72
82

87
89
Western desert urban areas:
"Natural desert landscape (pervious areas only)"
...................
63
77
85
88
Arti~cial desert landscaping (impervious weed barrY,
desert shrub with a I to 2 inch sand or gravel mulch

and basin boarders)

96

96

96

96

Industrial ..........................................
72

81

88

91

93

Residential districts by average lot size:

1/8 acr~ or ~ (town houses] ........................... 65

77

85

90

92

61

75

83

I acre ...........................................................................20
2 acres .......................................................................12

57
54

87

72
70

81
80

86
85

51
46

68
65

7)
77

84
82

Newly graded areas (pervious areas only,
no vegetatioa)5 .................................................................
Idle laads (CN’s are determiaed using cover {ype~
similar to those ia Table 10.2c).

77

86

91

94

U4 acre ...........................................................
3~

1/3 acre ......................................................................
30
1/2 acre ...............................................................
25

D~eloping urban areas

1Average ruaofl’coaditioa and 1~ "1The average percent impe rvio~ area shout’¯ ~ras used to develop ¢omp~ite CN’s. Other assumptions are as follo~r~ imperious are~ a~ directly
con¯cacti to the draia¯ge system, impervious areas h¯~ ¯ C~ ofg~, and pe r.,iou~ area are oansidered equivalea~ lo open space in good hydrologic
¢oadilioa. CN’s for other combiaa{ioas of ¢oaditioas may be ¢ompuled using Fibre ~3 or
aCN’s shown ar~ equivaleat to thor, e ot pasture. Comlx~ite C~s may be ¢ompu{ed for other combinations ot op~a space cov~r ~pe.
~Composite C-’N’s for aaturzl de~r~ laad.~piag should be computed usiag Figure 8.3 or 8.4 bared oa the imper,,ious area pcrcea~age (CN
and the pervious ¯re¯ CN. The l~rvio~ area CN’s are assumed equivalent ~o de~r~ shrub in poor hydrologic coaditioa.
~Compos~te CN’s to u~ for the design ot temporary measures during gradiag and corot ru,.-lion ~;hould be computed ~r~ag fig~: 8.3 or
on Ihe dcg~¢ o~ dcv¢lopm~at (|mperv~ot~ area per~atage) aad the C~’$ for acwly graded pervious a~as.
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Table 10.2b - Runoff Curve Numbers for Cultivated Agricultural Lands1
(Reprinted fronl: 210-VI-TR-SS, Second Ed., June 1$e6)
Curve n-,,,l~n for
hyckologic soil g~oup

Cover description
Cover ~

Treatmon~

condition~

A

B

C

D

Crop residue oww (CR)

Poor
Good
Poor

76
74
72

85
83
81

90
88
88

93
90
91

Poor
Good
Poor

71
64
7O

80
?~
?9

87
82
84

90
85
88

Poor
Good
Po~
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor

69
64
~
62
65
61
65
63
64

78
74
74
71
73
70
76
75
75

83
81
80
78
79
77
84
83
83

87
85
82
81
81
80
88
87
86

Poor
Good
Poo~

63
61
62

74
73
73

82
81
81

85
84
84

Poor
Good
Poor

61
59
60

72
?0
71

?9
78
78

82
81

77
72
75
69
73
67

85
81
83
78
80
76

Row crop~ Straight row (SR)
SR + (~
Ccutoured (C)
C+~
Contoured & tezra~l (CS:T)
C&T + CR
Small grain

SR
SR + CR
C
C + CR
C&T
C&T + CR

Close-seeded or
SR
broadcast legumes
or rotation
C
meadow
C&T

Poor
Good
Poor
Good
Poor
Good

66
58
64
55
63
51

81
89
85
85
83
83
80

Averag~ runoff condition, and ia - 0,2S.
Cn~p ~.s=du¢ cover apphcs only if residue is on at kasl 5% of the suH’ac¢ throuL, ho~t Ihc year.
~l|ydrolol~¢ condJlion is based on combinalion of factors Iha! afl’ect ~nfiltralion and runoff, including (a) dee, silT and canopy otr v~k,~lativ~ are.as,
(b) amounl oi" year-round cO~:r, (c) amount of ~ or ¢lo~<:-~¢ded legumes in rolalion, (d) .l~rcenl of residue cover on Ihe land surfa,~
(good-20~), and (e) defoe o1’ surface ~oughncss.
Po~: Factors impair infiltration and lend m inc~:,l.~ runo~’.
Go4~l: Fa¢lors encourage average and beller ~han average infiltralion and lend lo deerca~ runoirl".
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Table 10.2c - Runoff Curve Numbers for Other Agricultural LandsI
(Reprinted from: 210-VI-TR-55, Second Ed., June 1986)

~1~

Cun¢ n.mbcrs for

Cover det~,ipi~on

Cover ~

foray: for grazi~"
:i

’

"r

L

hydrolo~c soil Ooup-

~o~

condition

A

B

Fak

4~

Good

39

5"/

C

D

~

"/9

84

61

74

80

~3

82

65

76

82

grazin8 aad geaerally mowed for l~y.

:+~+

i~

-~

Woods-~a~ combination (ord..~l
or tre¢ farm~

~

V

W°°d~

°

Farmsteads-bufiding~ ~ ~
and surrounding lots.

Poor
Fair

43

Poor

45

66

77

83

Good

~0

55

73

77

-

59

74

82

86

~Av~rage nmo~ eo~St~ ~1 k -0.~
F~r. ~0 to ~% gro~ co~r aria ~x I~a~/gr~z~l.

~(~ sho~ro w~re computed for lf~a~ w~th .~ ~ ll~l ~ ~ra4~ (pasture)
cover. Other combinatio~ of o0~ditio{~
the (~’s for wo<)dg and p~’tul~,
tPe, or: For~t litter, small tree~ and brush are destroyed by heavy grazing or I~gular bumiag.
Fat~. Woo~ are grazed but not burned, and rome foregt litter covers Ihe soil.
Good: Woo~ are protected from grazing, and litter and blush adequately cover the soil.
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areas are equivalent to pasture in good hydrologic condi- Unconnected Impervious Areas
tion and (b) imperious areas have a CN of 98 and are
directly connected to the drainage system. Some assumed Runoff from these area is spread over a pervious area as
percentages of impervious area are shown in Table 10.2a shect flow. To determine CN when all or part of the impervious area is not dircctly connected to the drainage system,
on page 10.7.
(1) use Figure 10.4 on page 10.11 if total impervious area
If all of the impervious area is directly connected to the is less than 30 percent or (2) use Figure 10.3 on page 10.10
drainage system, but the impervious area percentages or if the total impervious area is equal to or greater than 30
the pervious land use assumptions in Table 10.2a on page percent, because the absorptive capacity of the remaining
10.7 are not applicable, use Figure 10.3 on page 10.10 to pervious areas will not significantly affect runoff.
compute a composite CN. For example, Table 10.2a on
page 10.7 gives a CN of 70 for a I/2-acre lot in hydcologic When impervious area is less than 30 percent, obtain the
soil group B, with an assumed impervious area of 25 per- composite CN by entering the right half of Figure 10.4 on
cent. However, if the lot has 20 percent impervious area page 10.11 with the percentage of total impervious area and
and a pervious area CN of 61, the composite CN obtained the ratio of total unconnected impervious area to total
from Figure 10.3 on page 10.10 is 68. The CN difference impervious area. Then move left to the appropriate perbetween 70 and 68 reflects the difference in percent imper- vlous CN and read down to find the composite CN. For
example, for a 1/’2-acre lot with 20 percent total impervious
vious area.
area (75 percent of which is unconnected) and a pervious
CN of 61, the composite CN from F’gure 10.4 on page 10.11
is 66. If all of the impervious area is connected, the resulting CN (from Figure 10.3 on page 10.10) would b~ 68.

Figure 10.3
Composite CN with Connected Impervious Area
(Reprinted from: 210-VI-TR.55, Second Ed., June 1956)

0
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Figure 10.4
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Composite CN with Unconnected Impervious Areas and Total Impervious
Areas less than 30%
(Reprinted from: 210-VI-TR-55, Second Ed., June 1986) -

90

80

50
70 60
Compos4te CH

40

Runoff Determination
When CN and the amount of rainfall have been determined
for the watershed, determine runoff by using Figure 10.1
on page 10.4, Table 10.1 on page 10.3, or equations 103 and
10.4. The runoff is usually rounded to the nearest
hundredth of an inch.

Limitations
¯ Curve numbers describe average conditions that
are useful for design purposes. If the rainfall event
used is a historical storm, the modeling accuracy
decreases,
¯ Use the runoff curve number equation with caution
when recreating specific features of an actual
storm. The equation does not contain an expression for time and, therefore, does not account for
rainfall duration or intensity.
¯ The user should understand the assumption
reflected in the initial abstraction term (In) and
should ascertain that the assumption applies to the
situation, la, which consists of interception, initial
infiltration, surface depression storage,
cvapotranspiration, and other factors, was general-
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0

O
L

10
20
30
Tota] fmper~lous
area,

ized as 0.2S based on data from agricultural watersheds (S is the potential maximmn retention after
runoff begins). This approximation can be
cially important in an urban application because
the combination of impervious areas with pervious
areascanimplyasignificantlnitialiossthatmaynol
take place. The opposite effect, a greater initial
loss, can occur if the impervious ~reas have surface
depressions that store some runoff. To use a
relationship other than I, = 0.2S, one must
redevelop equation 10.3, Figure 10.1 on page 10.4,
Table 10.1 on page 10.3 and Tables 10.2 on pages
10.7 to 10.9 by using the original rainfall-runoff
data to establish news or CN relationships for each
cover and hydrologic soil group.
¯ Runoff from snowraelt or rain or frozen ground
cannot be estimated using these procedures.
¯ The CN procedure is less accurate when runoff is
less than 03 inch. As a good check, use anolher
procedure to determine runoff.
¯ The SCS runoff procedures apply only to direct
surface runoff: do not overlook large sources of
subsurface flow or high ground water levels that
contribute to runoff. These conditions are oflen
related to HSG A soils and forest areas that have
New York Guidelines for Urban
Erosion and Sediment Control

R0039594

been assigned relatively low CN’s in Tables 10.2 on
page 10.7 to 10.9. Good judgment and ex~rience
based on stream gage records are needed to adjust
CN’s as conditions warrant,
¯ When the weighted CN is less than 40, use another
procedure to determine runoff,

F.xampie 2

O

L

page 10.u.

Examples
Four examples illustrate the procedure for computing
runoff curve number (CiS0 and runoff (O) in inches.
Worksheet 2, Figure 10.5 on page 10.13, is provided to
assist TR-55 users. Figures 10.6 through F’gur¢ 10.9 on
pages 10.14 through 10.17 respectively represent the use of
Worksheet 2 for each example. All four examples are
based on the same watershed and the same storm event,
The watershed covers 250 acres in Broome County, New
York. Seventy percent (175 acres) is a Mardin soil, which
is in hydrologic soil group C. Thir/y percent (75 acres) is
a Tioga soil, which is in group B. The event is a 25 year
frequency, 24-hour storm with a total rainfall of 5.5 inches,
Cover type and conditions in the watershed are different
for each example. The examples, therefore, illustrate how
to compute CN and O for various situations of proposed,

This example is the same as example 2, es~ept that the
1/2-acre lots have a total impervious area of 35 percent.
For these lots, the perviom area is lawns ia good hydrologi¢
condition. Since the impervious area percentage diffe~
fr°mthepereentageassumedinTablel0.2,nseFigurel0.3
on page 10.10 to compute CN. See F’~qa’e 10.8 on page
10.16.
gzmal~ie 4

2

This example is also based on example 2, except that
percent of the impervious area associated with the 1/2 acre

ires on the Mardia soil is "unconnected," that is, it is not
directly coonecled to the drainage system. For these iota,
the pervious area 04 (lawn, good condition) is 74 and the
impervious area is 25 percenL Use Figure 10.4 on page
planned, or present development.
10.11 to compute the 04 for these lots. Clq’a for the
1/2-acre lots on Tioga soil and the open space on Mardin
Example I
soil are the same as those in example 2. See Figure 10.9
The present cover type is pasture in good hydrologi~ coat- page 10.17.
dition. See F’~ure 10.6 on page 10.14 for Worksheet 2
information.

New York Guidelines for Urban
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Seventy percent (175 acres) of the watershed, consisting of
all the Tioga soil and 100 acres of the Mardia soil, is
1/2-acre residential lots with lawns in good hydrologk:
condition. The rest of the watershed is scattered open
space in good hydrologic condition. See Figure 10.7 on
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Worksheet 2: Runoff Curve Number and Runoff
(Reprinted from 210-V]-TR-55, Second Ed., June 1986)
Project

~Y

Date

Location

Checked

Date

Circle ooes Present De.eloped

Soil ~8me
and

Cover description

group

hydrologic condltlon;
percent Impervious;
unconnected/connected Impervious
area retlo)

Exhibit I0.2

I._/ Use onty o~e O1 source per line.

~oral area

CN 1/

Area

2

Product

~ r~z

i~m~

Totals "

;

’

I__~

2. Runoff

Wrequency ..............................
Rainfall, P (24-hour) ..................
Runoff, Q .............................. tn
CUse P and CN with table I0.I, fig. I0.I,
o~ eqs. I0.~ and 10.4.)
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Figure 10.6
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Worksheet 2: Runoff Curve Number and Runoff
Worklheel 2 for Example

Circle ooe: ~ Devlloped

Soil naae

Cover desc,iptlon

and
hydrologic
group

(cover type, treatment, and
hydrologic condlt ion;
percent impervious;
unconnected/onuec ted impervious

New York Guidelines for Urban
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Area

2

Product

~..~ ~!~ I~=~ac-ns C~ z arm
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Worksheet 2: Runoff Curve Number and Runoff
O

Worksheet 2 for E~mple 2

L

1. ~unoff cu~e n~r
~ver description

Soil ~
hydrologtc

~~

(cover ty~, tre~t~nt, ~

2

Area

~ lJ
~

~cent tmpervtoue;
ar~ ratio)

~htblt 10.2

~ (welghred) =

product
total area

Z~0

- ,--.[

;

Use ~ =

2.

~lnfall, P (24-h~r) ..................

tn

~ ~"

(Use P and CH with table lO.l, fig. 10.1, .....
ot eqs. 10.3 and I0.4.)
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Figure 10.8

0

Worksheet 2: Runoff Curve Number and Runoff
Wotklheet 2 foe Example $

~’~

2

Runoff cu~e n~r

group

~hfb~ 10.2

hydroloKlc ondition;
~rcent ~mpervtous;
unconnected/connected ~pe~lous
area ra~to)

Use ~ly one ~ ~ource Nr line.

~
~
~

Totala -

(velghted) - total produc~
~ Use
total area./~0 ~0
" ~ ;
Runoff
Sto~ #1
~requency ..............................

yr

g~

~tnfaL1, P (24-h~r) ..................

in

~*

Sto~ ~2

Sto~ #3

(U~e P and CN with ~able ~0.~, fig. I0.I,
ot eq,. I0.3 and IO.A.)
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Figure 10.9

V

Worksheet 2: Runoff Curve Number and Runoff

U

Work~heet 2 for Example 4

Circle oues Preeent~Develoned~.~
1. P.unoff curve mmber ~CN,~.,4.~ "--

and
hydrolostc
sroup
Exhibit 10.2

1

(cover type, treatment, and
hydrologic condition;
percent tmpervtoua;
unconnected/connected impervious
-area r,~io)

Use ~ly one ~ iource Nr line.

~l

~ ~ ~u i

o~
~e

~ o~
~ ~e rlz

~

~

o~
CN z area

Totals -

2. Runoff
S~O~
Frequency ..............................

yr

~infall, P (24-hour) ..................

in

~.o., ~ .............................. z.
(Use P snd CN ~ith table I0.I, fig. I0.I,
ot eqa. 10.3 and 10.4.)
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Time of Concentration and Travel Time

I

Travel time (Tt) is the time it takes water to travel from one
location to another in a watershed. Tt is a ~omponent of
time of concentration (T¢) which is the time for runoff to
travel from the hydraulically most distant point of the
watershed to a point of interest within the watershed. Tc
is computed by summing all the travel times for cousccutive
components of the drainage conveyance R/stem.

I

Travel time (Tt) is the ratio of flow length to flow velocity:.
Tt

L
3600 V

[F.q. 10.4]

where
Tt

,- travel time

L - flow length
Tc influences the shape and the peak of the runoff
hydrograph. Urbanization usually decreases Tc, thereby
V = averagu velocity (fl/s),
increasing the peak clischargc. But Tc can be increased as
a result of (a) ponding behind small or inadequate drainage
3600 = conversion factor from seconds to houra
inlets and road
systems, includingstorm
or Thn¢ of concentration (T¢) is the sum of Tt values for the

(b) reduction of land dope through grading,

various consecutive flow scgngnts:

Factors Affecting Time of Concentration
and ’l~’avel Time

T=. Ttl + Tt2 +-Ttm [Eq. 10.b’]

Surface Rondmm

T= - time of concentration 0~) and

One of the most significant effects of urban development
on flow velocity is less retardance to flow. That is, Iradeveloped areas with very slow and shallow overland flow
through vegetation become modified by urban development: the flow is then delivered to streets, gutters, and
storm sewers that transport runoff downstream more
rapidly. Travel time through the watershed is generally
decreased,

m ,,, number of flow 8egmen~
Sheet ~
Sheet flow is flow over plane surfaces. It usually occur~ in
the headwater of streams. With sheet flow, the friction
value (Manning’s n) is an effective roughness co¢~cinnt
that includes the effect of raindrop impact; drag over the
plane surface; obstacles such as litter, crop ridges, and
rocks; and erosion and transportation of sexliment. These
n values are for very shallow flow depths of about 0.1 foot
or so. Table 10.3 on page 10.19 gives Manning’s n values
for sheet flow for various surface conditious~

Channel Shape And Flow Patteca~

In small non-urban watershed~ much of the travel time
results from overland flow in upstream areas. Typically,
urbanization reduces overland flow lengths by conveying
storm runoff into a channel as soon as possible. Since For sheet flow ofHless than 300 feet, use Manning’s
channel design have efficient hydraulic characteristics, kinematic solution to compute Tt:
runoff flow velocity increase~ and travel time decreases.
0.007 (nL)

0’2)°-~

slope
Slopes may be increased or decreased by urbanization, where
depending on the extent of site grading or the extent to
Tt
which storm sewers and street ditches are used in the
design of the water management system. Slope will tend to
n
increase when channels are straightened’and decrease
when overland flow is directed through storm sewers,
L
street gutters, and diversions.
P2

Computation of Travel Time and Time of
Concentration Water moves through a watershed as sheet flow, shallow
concentrated flow, open channel flow, or some combination of these. The type that occurs is a function of the
conveyance system and is best determined by field in~pec-

, travel time (hr),
-- Manning’s roughness coefficient,
Table 10.3 on page 10.19
= flow length (ft),
= 2 year, 24 hour rainfall (in), and

s

= slope of hydraulic grade line
(land slope, ft/ft).
This simplified form of Manning’s kinematic solution is
based on the following:
(1) shallow steady uniform flow,

tion.
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Table 10.3 - Roughness coefficients
(Manning’s n) for sheet flow
Surface description

Manning’,t equation is
1.49 r2/3 s

V

,d

il

O

or bare mi~) ................................. O.011
F~o~ (no m~d~,) .............................0.0S

V

average w, locity (ft/~ec),

r

hydraulic radius (ft) and is equal to a/i~,

C~ltivated ~
Reaidue cover < 20% ..........................
0.06
P-~ctid~ over > 20~ .......................... 0.17

a

s~o. v~ _p~ .............................
o.u

p,,

Dense grms~~ ................................ 0.24

~e-..~,m,, ................................

s

0~

i~ (,.,t.~ ............................... o.13
Woodg~
Light ~k~bn~ ..............................
o.4o

L

wetted perimeter fit),
dope of the hydraulic 8fade line
(chan~el dope,, fUft), and

n

~,~"~’,~’ie~m ~ ;]~]e,t~,~ ~mmt.~gr.,~ b.fr-,o

(2) constant intensity of rainfa/l excess (that pan of a rain

ava~able for

(3) rainfall duration of 24 hours, and
(4) minor ffect of in/’dtration on travel time.

2

= Manulng’s rouglm~ coefficient for

trom standard textbooks..A~r average velocity is omputed using equation 10.7, Tt for the channel segment can

Sometimes it is necessary to estimate the velocity of flow
through a rescrvolr or lake at the outlet of a watcnhcd to
determine travel time. This travel time is nomal]y
sinai/and can be ass-meal as zero.

Rainfall depth can be obtained from Exhibit 10.1 at the end

of this chapter.

Shallow Concentrated Flow
After a maximum of 300 feet, sheet flow usually becomes
shallow concentrated flow. The average velocity for this
flow can be determined from F’~ure 10.10 on page 10.20,
in which average velocity is a function of watercourse slope
and type of channel. Tillage can affect the direction of
shallow concentrated flow. Flow may not always be dh’e~tly down the watershed slope if tillage runs across the slope,
After determining average velocity in Figure 10.10 on page
10.20, use equation 10.4 to estimate travel time for the
shallow concentrated flow sngment.

Limitations
¯ Manning’s kinematic solution should not be nsed
for sheet flow longer than 300 feet. Equation 10.6
was developed for use with the four standard rainfall intensity-duration relationships.
¯ In watersheds with storm sewers, carefully identify
the appropriate hydraulic flow path to estimate
Storm sewers generally handle only a small portion
of a large (:vent. The rest of the peak flow travels
by streets, lawns, and so on, to the outlet. Consult
a standard hydraulics textbook to determine
average velocity in pipes for either pr~,sure or
nonpressure flow.
¯ The minimum Tc used is 0.1 hour.

Open Channels
Open channels are assumed to begin where surveyed cross
section information has been obtained, where channels are
visible on aerial photographs, orwhere bluc lines (indicating streams) appear on United States Geological Survey
(USGS) quadrangle sheets. Manning’s equation or water
surface profile information can be used to estimate average
flow velocity. Average flow velocity is usually determined
for bank-full elevation,

October 1991 - Third Printing

V
[Eq. 10.7]

Page 10.19

¯ A culvert or bridge can act as a rescrvoir outlet if
there is significant storage behind it. The procedures in TR-55 can be used to determlnc the peak
flow upstream of the culvert. Detailed storage
routing procedures should be used to determine
the outlet through the culvert.
¯ Figure 10.I1 on page 10.22 provides Workshcct 3
for calculating Time of Concentration (Tc) or
travel time (T¢).
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Figure 10.10
Average Velocities for Estimating Travel Time for Shallow Concentrated
Flow

O
F-.
L

(Reprinted from 210-VI-TR-55, Second Ed., June 1~6)
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#
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Example
~

and length (L) - 100 ft.
The sketch below shows a watershed in Broome County, Segment BC: Shallow concentrated flow;, unpaved; s 0.01 ft/ft; and L - 1400 ft.
New York. The problcm is to compute Tc at the outlet
the watershed (point D). The 2-yc~r 24-hour rainfall depth Segment CD: Channel flow;, Manning’s. , 05; flow area
is 2.8 inches.
*--~
" (pw) - 28.2
(a) ,= 27 ft;2L~u
wetperimeter
ft; s ffi 0.005 ft/ft; aad L - 7300 ft.
All three points occur from the hydraulically most distant
point (A) to {he point of interest (D). To compute To0 first See Figure 10.12 on page 10.23 for {he omputatioas mad~
determine Tt for each segment from the following informa- on workshect 3 for Example 5.
tion:
Example $

~’~
’i
~
.~

Segment AB: Sheet flow;, dense grass; slope (s) - 0.01 f~/ft;

not to scale
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V
0
L

Figure 10.11
Worksheet 3: Time of Concentration (Tc) or Travel Time
(Reprinted from: 210-~fl-TR-SS, Second Ed., June 1986)

Prolect

By

Loca~lo~

Checked

Ctrc!e
CLrcle
Sp~ce ~or as
vorkeheel;.
Include ¯ rap,
Shett fin (ApplicsbLe to T m~ly)

SeS~ent

1. Surfece deecr~pctoe (~eble 10.3) ...........
Ks~nLnS"e roe|hneH coeff., n (~able 10.3).

La~d
Coulmte Tt ......

1.20.5 80.~
oncert rnted
flov

hr

Ses~ent

7. Surface deecriptio~ (peved o£ unpeved) .....
8. Flov
¯

................. ~/f~

10.
3600 V

Comp~te T~ ......

"

hr

Channel flov
12. Cross
13.
1~.

H~dr~ulic

15.

Charmel slope, ¯ ...........................

16.

NanninK’s ro~Shncss oeff.. n ... ........

17.

V

18.
19.

n
Flov le~th, L ........

ft/fc
...

Coepu¢e V .......
. ....................
Compu(:e Tt ......

Watershed
Tt " ~6--~’~or subarea Yc or Tt (add Tt in

ft
~r

~

"

20.
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Figure 10.13 - Variation of IdP for P end CN

Graphical Peak Discharge Method
The Graphical method was developed from
hydrograph analyses using TR-20, "Computer Program
for Project Formulation-Hydrology’. The peak discharge equation used ~
qp - q~-mQFp

~.o

[Eq. Z0~]

where
o~ - peak d~charge (~);

.,
_’.

qu - unit peak discharge (csm/’m);

Fp = pond and swamp adjustmem factor.
The input requirements for the Graphical method are

,.

0) % (h0,

(2)

(3) appropriate rainfall distn’butiou (], LA, ]I, or Ill),
(4) 24-hour rainfall (in), aad
If pond and swamp areas are spread throughout the watershed and arc not considered in the T¢ computatioa, an
adjustment for pond and swamp areas is also needed.

Table 10.4 - la Velue~ for Runoff Cur~ Numbem

41
43

2.us
z651

71
73

0.~17
0.740

tivcly for the rainfall distribution of interest, then the limiting value should be used. If the ratio falls between the

4~
48
49
~0
$1
52
54
55
56
57
5*
$9
~0

z25~
2.167
2.082
2.000
1.922
1.846
LT~I
1.637
1.571
1.5o9
L44s
1.390

0~97
0_r~4
0.532
0‘500
0.469
0.439
0.381
0.353
0_r26
0.299
0z73
0.247

limiting values, use linear interpolation. Figure 10.13 on
page 10224 illustrates the sensitivity of IdP to CN and P.

L333

77
7~
~
so
81
82
84
85
86
87
s~
89

*2

1.2~

92

0.174

Peak Dis

e Computation

For a select~ rai~ali frequency, the 24-hour raiafal] (P)
is obtained from Exlu’bit 10.1 at the end of this chapter.
CN and total runoff (O) for the watershed were computed
car~er.
CN
to determine the initial abstraction
(I,) from Table 10.4 on pa~ 10.24. I,/P is then computed.
If the computed IdP ratio is outside the range shown in
Figures 10.16 and 10.17 on pages 10.28 and 10.29 respec-

Peak discharge per square mile per inch of runoff (qu) is
obtained from Figures 10.16 and 10.17 by using To, rainfall
distribution type, and IdP rado. The pond and swamp
adjustment factor is obtained from Table 10.5 on page
10.2.5 (rounded to the nearest Table value). Use
Work.sheet 4, Figure 10.14 on page 10.26, to aid in computing the peak discharge using the Graphical method.
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6~
64

6~
~
,7
68

Page 10.24

1.175
1.125

1.07"/
1.0~0
O.985
0.9~1

9o
93
94

95
9~
~
9~

0.222
0.151
0.128

0.105
0.~
0.o¢~
0.041
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Table 10.5 - Adjustment factor (Fp) for pond
and swamp areas that are spread throughout
the watershed
Percentage of pond

and swamp ar~
0.0
0.2
1.0
3.0
5.0

¯ 1"be toothed cannot IX:rf’orm valley or rcscwoir
routing.
¯ The Fp factor can be applied only for pond-~ or
swamps that are not in the T¢ flow path.
¯ Accuracy of peak discharge estimated by ~

Vp
1.00
0.97
0.87
0.75
0.72

O

L

method will be reduced ifl#P values are used that
are outside the range given in Figures 10.16 and
10.17. The limiting la/P values are recommeaded
for use.
¯ This method should only be used if the weighted

Limitations
¯

V

¯ When this method is used to develop estimates of
peak discharge for both present and developed
conditions of a watershed, use the same procedur©
for estimating T~.

¯ The Graphical method provides a determination
of peak discharge only. If a hydrograph is needed
or watershed subdivision is required, use the
Tabular Hydrograph method in Technical Release
4/55. Use TR-20 if the watershed is very complex
or a higher degree of accuracy is required.
¯ The watershed must be hydrologically
homogeneous, that is, desor~able by one CN.
Landuse, soils, andcoveraredistributcduniformly
throughout the watershed.

2

¯ T¢ values with ~ method may range from 0.1 to
10 honr~

Example
F-,~ample 6

Compute the 25-year peak discharge for the 250-acre
watershed described in examples 2 and 5. F’~,ure 10.15 on
¯ The watershed may have only one main stream or, page 10.27 show~ how Work.sheet 4 is used to compute qp
if more than one, the branches must have nearly as 248
equal

U
U

:.
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Flgure 10.14
Worksheet 4: Graphical Peak Discharge
(Reprinted from: 210-VI-TR-SS, Second Ed., June 1986)

Project

~~

Location

Checked ~ Date

l~te

Ctrcle one: Present Developed

Ornlnage aren .......... A "
m
Runoff curve number .... C~ Time of concentration .. T R~InfaZZ distrlbutlmt type Pond and cramp areas spread
t’hroushou~ vaterehed ...... =

ui2 (ncreel6~0)
(Frms workahest 2)
hr (From vorkshnnt 3)
(~. ZA. II. I[I)
percent of Am ~ acres or .42 covered)
Storu #I Storm t2 Storm P3 :

2.

Frequency ...............................

yr

~_

3.

R~infslZ. P (24-hour) ...................

in

~

5. ~apute /P ....

(~r~ ~orksheet 2).

(Use ~rcent ~ud a~ sva~
u~h table I0.~. Factor i8 1.0
zero ~tcent ~nd a~ swamp
9.

Peak dt.c~rge, qp ......................
(~ere qp - qu~Q~p)
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Figure 10.15

V

Worksheet 4: Graphical Peak Discharge

~

O

W(xksheet 4 for Example 0
L

Stotu #!
2.

Frequency ...............................

yr

3.

I~tnfe11, P (2~-h~r) ...................

tn

Storu #2

Stor~ P3

(Use C~ ~th ~8ble 10,4,)

(Use Tc and Ia/p ~h ~tsure 10.16)

,. ...............................
vorkshee= 2).

,.

I

!

I

(Use ~rcent pond a~d swamp area
~ch ~able lO.~. Factor is l.O
ze[o ~tcen~ pond aM lwaap

(~here qp - ~AmQFp)
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Figure 10.16

V

Unit Peak Discharge (qu) for SCS Type II Rainfall Distribution

0

(Relxlnted from: 210-VI-TR-55, Second Ed., June 191~)
L

O
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Flgure 10.17

V

Unit Peak Discharge (qu) for SCS Type III Rainfall Distribution
0

(Reprinted from: 210-VI-TR-S5, Second Ed., June 1g~6)

L

2

o
0
U
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Exhibit 10.1
V

New York Ralnfall Maps for Different Rainfall Frequencles

0
2"-YF.MI ~4-N0t~l RA,TNFALL ! ~ )
L

¯

2
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Exhibit 10.1 (cont’d)
V

New York Rainfall Maps for Different Rainfall Frequencies

O
2
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Exhibit 10.1 (cont’d)

V

New York Rainfall Maps for Different Rainfall Freq

0

4o~

L

2
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|.0

/
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Exhibit 10.2
i

SCS Hydrologic Soll Groups - New York

~
"-"

Soils are classified into hydrologic ly well to well drained soils with may no longer apply. In these cirsoil groups (HSG’s) to indicate the moderately fine to moderately
cumstanccs, use the following to
minimum rate of infiltration ob- coarse textures,
determine HSG according to the
rained for bare soil after prolonged
texture of the new surface ~oil,
These
soils
have
a
moderate
rate
of
wetting. The HSG’s; which areA, B,
provided that significant compac.C, and D; are one element used in water transmission (0.15-0.30 in/hr), tion has not occurredt0:
determining runoff curve numbers.
Group C soils have low int’dtration
The infiltration rate is the rate at rates when thoroughly wetted and H~G
which water enters the soil at the soll consist chiefly of soils with a layer
A
Sand, loamy ~
surface. It is controlled by surface that impedes downward movemont
or sandy loam
of
water
and
soils
with
moderately
conditions. HSG also indicates the
transmission rate-the rate at which free to fme texture. These soils have B
Silt loam or loam
a low rate of water transmission
the water moves within the soil This
C
Sandy day loam
(0.05-0.15 in/kr).
rate is controlled by the soil profile.
Approximate numerical ranges for Greup D soils have high runoff
D
Clayloam, siltyday
transmission rates shown in the HSG
loam, sandy day,
potential. They have very low indet’mitions were fu-st published by filtration rates when thoroughly
silty day, or day
Musgrave. The four groups are wetted and consist chiefly of day
det’med by SCS soil scientists as fol- soils with a high swelling potential, Drmluge mad Group D
lows:
soils with a high permanent water
Some soils in the list are in group D
table, soils with a claypan or clay
GroupAsoilshavelowrunoffpotenbecanse of a high water table that
tial and high infdtratlon rates even laycr at or near the surface, andshal- creates a drainage problem Once
low soils over nearly impervious
when thorougldywetted. They conthese soils are effectively drained,
sist chiefly of deep, well to excessive, material. These soils have a very low
they are placed in a different group.
iy drained sands or gravels and have. rate of water transmission (0-0.5 For example, Adrian soil is classified
in/hr).
a "high rate of water transmission
as A/D. This indicates that the
(greater than 0.30 in/hr).
drained Adrian soil is in group A
Disturbed Soil Profiles
and the undrained soil is in group D.
Group B soils have moderate inAs a result of urbanization, the soil
filtration rates when thoro’ughly profile may be considerably altered
wetted and consist chiefly of and the listed group classification
moderately dccp to d~p, moderate-
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SOIL SERIESUSED IN NEW YORK AND THEIR HYDROLOGIC GROUPS

,

:
~
’
-

ADAMS .............. A
ADJIDAUMO ........ D
ADRL~N .............A/D
AGWAM ............. B
ALBRIGHTS ......... C
ALDEN .............. D
ALLAGASH .......... B
ALLARD ............. B
ALLIS ................D
ALTMAR ............ B
ALTON ..............A
AMBOY .............. C
AMENIA .............. B
ANGOLA ............ C
APPLETON .......... C
AOUENTS ............D
AOUEPTS ............ AOUOLLS ............ ARKPORT ........... B
ARNOT .............. C/D
ASHVILLE ...........D
ATHERTON .......... B/D
ATKINS .............. D
ATSION .............. C/D
AU GRES ............B
AURELIE ............D
AURORA ............ C
BARBOUR ........... B
BARCELONA ........C
BARRE ..............D
BASH ................ C
BASHER .............B
BATH ................ C
BECKET ............. C
BECRAFT ............ B
BELGRADE ..........B
BENSON .............D

BERKSHIRE ......... B
BERNARDSTON ..... C
BERRYLAND ........ B/D
BESEMAN ........... A/D
BICE .................B
BIDDEFORD ......... D
BIRDSALL ............D
BLASDELL ...........A
BOMBAY ............ B
BONAPARTE ........ A
BONO ................ D
BOOTS ............... A/D
BRACEVILLE ........C
BRAYTON ........... C
BRIDGEHAMTON .... B
BRIGGS ..............A
"~’ ::
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BRINKERTON ...... D
BROADLABIN ...... C
BROCK.PORT .......D
BUCKLAND ........ D
BURDETY .......... C
BURNHAM ......... D
BUSTI ............... C
BUXTON ............ C
CAMBRIDGE ........ C
CAMILLUS .......... B
CAMRODEN ........ C
CANAAN ............ C
CANADICE .......... D
CANANDAIGUA ..... D
CANASERAGA ...... C
CANEADEA ......... D
CANFIELD .......... C
CANTON ............ B
CARBONDALE ...... A/D
CARLISLE ........... A/D
CARROLLTON ...... C
CARVER ............ A
CASTILE ............ B
CATHRO ............ A/D
CAVODE ............ C
CAYUGA ............ C
CAZENOVIA ........ B
CHADAKOIN ........ B
CHAGRIN ........... B
CHARLTON ......... B
CHATFIELD ......... B
CHAUMONT ........ D
CHAUTAUQUA ..... C
CHEEKTOWAGA .... D
CHENANGO ......... A
CHESHIRE .......... B
CHIPPENY .......... D

CHIPPEWA .......... D
CHOCORUA ......... D
CHURCHVILLE ..... D
CLAVERACK ........ C
CLYMER ............ B
COHOCTAH ......... B/D
COLLAMER ......... C
COLONIE ........... A
COLOSSE ............ A
COLTON ............ A
CONESUS ........... B
CONSTABLE ........ A
COOK ............... D
COSAD .............. C
COVEYTOWN ....... C
COVINGTON ........ D
Page 10.34

CRARY .............C
CROGHAN .......... B
DALTON ............
C
DANLE ............. C
DANNEMORA ...... D
DARIEN ............ C
DAWSON ........... A/D
DEERFIELD ........B
DEFORD .............C
DEKALB .............C
DEPEYSTER .........C
DERB ................C
DIXMONT ........... C
DORA ............... B/D
DOVER ..............B
DUANE .............. B
DUNKIRK ......... ~..B
DUTCHESS ..........B
EDWARDS ........... B/D
EELWEIR ............C
ELKA ................C
ELMRIDGE .......... C
ELMWOOD .......... C
EL.NORA ............. B
EMPEYVILLE ........C
ENFIELD ............B
ENSLEY .............B/D
ERIE .................
C
ERNEST .............C
ESSEX ...............C
FAHEY .............. B
FARMINGTON ....... C
FARNHAM ........... B
FLACKVILLE ........C
FLUVAOUENTS ...... FONDA .............. D
FREDON ............. C

FREETOWN .......... D

FREMONT ........... C
FREWSBURG ........
GALEN .............. B
GALOO .............. C/D
GALWAY ............B
GEORGIA ...........C
G~ .........
D
GILPIN ..............C
GLOUCESTER ....... A
GLOVER .............C/D
GRANBY ............ A/D
GREENE ............. B
GREENWOOD ....... A/D
GRENVILLE .........B
GROTON ............ A
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GUFF ................
D
GUFFIN .............
D
GULF ................
B/D
HAIGHTS ............
B
HALCOTI ...........
C/D
HALSEY .............
C/D
HAMLIN .............
B
HANNAWA ..........D
HARTLAND .........B
HAVEN ..............
B
HAWKSNEST ........C/D
HEMPSTEAD ........B
HENRIETrA .........B/D
HERIGMER ..........
B
HERMON ............
A
HEUVELTON ........
C
HILTON .............
B
HINCKLEY ..........
A
HINESBURG .........
C
HOGANSBURG ......
B
HOLDERTON ........
B
HOLLIS ..............
C/D
HOLYOKE ...........
C/D
HOMER .............
B
HONEOYE ...........
B
HOOSIC .............
A
HORNELL ...........
D
HOWARD
... A

ILION ...............
D
INSULA .............
D
IPSWICH .............
D
IRA ..................
C
IVORY ..............
C
JOLIET ..............
D
JUNIUS ..............
C
KALURAH ...........
B
KANONA ............
D
KARS ................
A
KEARSARGE ........
B
KENDAIA ...........
C
KINGSBURY .........
D
KINSMAN ............C
KINZUA .............B
KINCKERBOCKER ... A
LACKAWANNA ......C
LAGROSS ............
A
LAIRDSVILLE .......
D
LAKEMONT .........
D
I-AMSON ............B/D
LANESBORO ........
C
¯ .
~,
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LANGFORD ..........
C
LANSING ...........
gl
LEICESTER ..........
C
LEWBEACH ..........
C
LIMA ...............
.B
LIMERICK ...........
C
LINLITHGO .........
.B
LIVINGSTON ........
.D
LOBDELL ...........
.B
LOCKPORT .........
.D
LONDONBERRY .....
C/D
LORSTOWN ..........
C
LOWVILLE ..........
~
LOXELY ............
.A/D
LUPTON ............
..adD
LYMAN ..............
C/D
LYME ................
C
LYONS ..............
.D
MACOMB ............B
MACOMBER .........
C
MADAMLIN ..........D
MADRID ............I~
MALONE ............
C
MANAHAWKIN ......D
MANHEIM ...........
C
MANIJUS ............
C
MAPLECRF_Sr .......
.B
MARCY ...........
~)

MARTISCO ..........J~/D
MASSENA ............
C
MATOON ...........
.D
MATUNUCK ........
.D
MEDIFIBRISTS
MEDIHEMISTS
MEDISAPRISTS
MELROSE ............
C
MENLO .............
.D
MERRIMAC .........
.A
MIDDLEBURY ......
.B
MILLSITE ...........
.B
MINELOA ...........
.A
MINO ................
C
MINOA ...............
C
MOHAWK ...........,B
MANARDA ...........
D
MANGAUP ...........
C
MANTAUK ...........
C
MORRIS .............
C
MOSHERVILLE ......
C
MUCK ...............
D
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MUNSON ............
D
MUNUSCONG .......
B/D
MUSKELLUNGE .....
D
MUSKINGUM ........
C
NASSAU ..............
NAUMBURG ........
C
NEHASNE ...........
B
NF-.LLIS ..............
NEVERSINK .........
D
NEVCSTEAD .........
C
NIAGARA ...........
C
NICHOLVILLB .......
C
NORWICH ...........
D
NUNDA ..............
C
OAKVILLE ..........
A
OCCUM .............
B
OCHREFr$
ODESSA .............
D
ONDAWA ...........B
ONOVILLE ..........
C
ONTARIO ...........
B
ONTEORA ...........
C
OOUAGA ............
C
ORPARK ............
C
ORTI-W_JCrS
OSSIPEE .............
D
OTISVILLE ..........
A
OVID ................
C

PANTON .............
D
PATCHIN ............
D
PAWCATUCK ........D
PAWLING ...........
B
PAXTON .............
C
PERU ................
C
PHELPS .............
B
PHILO ...............
B
PINCKNEy ..........
C
PITS
P1TrSFIELD .........
B
PITTSTOWN .........C
PLAINFIELD ..........
A
PLYMOUTH .........
A
PODUNK ............
B
POMTON ............
B
POOTATUCK ........B
POPE ................
B
POTSDAM ...........C
PSAMMENTS
PUNSIT ..............
C
PYRITIES ............
B
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QUETICO ............
D
RAQUETI’E ..........
B
RAYNE ..............
B
RAYNHAM ..........
C
RAYPOL .............
C
RED HOOK ..........
C
RED WATER .........
C
REMSEN .............
D
RHINEBECK .........
D
RICKER ...............
A
RIDGEBURY .........
C
RIFLE ................
A/D
RIGA ................
D
RINGLING ...........
D
RIPPOWAM ..........
C
RIVERHEAD .........
B
ROCK OUTCROP .....
D
ROMULUS ...........
D
RUMNEY ............
C
RUSE
.D
SACO ................
D
SALMON .............
B
SAPRISTS ............
A/D
SAUGATUCK ........
C
SCANTIC .............
D
SCABORO ...........
D
SCHOHARIE .........C
SCHROON ...........
B
SCHUYLER ..........
B
SCIO ..................
B
SC1TUATE ............
C
SCRIBA ..............
C
SEARSPORT .........
D
SEBAGO .............
D
SHAKER .............
C
SKERRY .............
C
SLOAN ...............
B/D
SODUS ...............
C
ST. ALBENS ..........
B
STAFFORD ..........
C
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STISSING ............
C
STOCKBRIDGE ......
C
STOCKHOLM ........
C
STOWE ..............
C
SUCCESS ............
A
SUDBURY ...........
B
SUN .................
D
SUNAPEE ...........B
SUNCOOL ...........
A
SUNY ...............
D
SURPLUS ............
C
SUTI’ON .............
B
SWANTON ..........C/D
SWARTSWOOD ......C
SWO~ .......
C
TACONIC ...........C/D
TAWAS ..............A/D
TEEL ................
B
TIOGA ..............
B
TOOUERVIIJ.,E .....
D
"FOR .................
D
TORULL ............
D
TOERVILLE .........
B
TRESTLE ............
B
TROUT RIVER ......
A
TUGHILL ...........
D
TULLER ............. D
TUNBRIDGE ........
C
TUNKHANNOCK ....A
UDIFLUVENTS ......
B
UDIPSAMMENTS
UDORTHENTS ......
A
UNADILLA ..........B
URBAN LAND
VALOIS .............
B
VARICK .............
D
VARYSBURG ........
B
VENANGO ..........
C
VERGENNES ........
C
VLY .................
C
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VOLUSIA ............
C
WADDINGTON ......
A
WAKELAND .........
C
WAKEVILLE .........
B
WALLACE ...........
B
WALUNGTON .......
C
WALLKILL ...........
WAPOLE ............
C
WAMPSVILLE .......
B
WAPPINGER .........
B
WAREHAM ..........
C
WARNERS ...........
C
WASSAIC ............
B
WATCHAUG .........
B
WAUBEK ............
B
WAYLAND ..........
WEAVER ............
C
WEGATCHIE ........
D
WELLSBORO ........
C
WESTBURY ..........
C
~ ..........
B/D
WETHERSFIHIJ) .....
C
WHARTON ..........
C
WHATELY ...........
D
WHITMAN ............
D
WIIJ-L=TFE ...........
A/D
WILLIAMSON ........C
WILLOWEMOC ......
C
WILPOINT ...........
D
WINDSOR ............
A
WINOOSKI ...........
B
WOODBRIDGE ......
C
WOODLAWN ........B
WOODSTOCK ........
D
WOOSTER’C
WORDEN ............
C
WORTH ..............
C
WURTSBORO ........
C
WYALUSING .........
D
YALESVILLE ........
C
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Appendix A
NYS DEC Erosion and Sediment Control Guidelines for New Development
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
50 Wolf Road, Nbany, New York 12233

~

Thomas C. Jodlng

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Regional Water Engineers, Bureau Directors, Section Chle~
Selvatore Pagano - Direct~x’, Division of Wat~
Division of Water Technical and OpetaUonel Guidance Series (8.1.10)
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL GUIDEMNES
FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT

puRPose
To prov~e sol erosk)n and sedlme~ cor~mi guidelines to regional water staff Involved ~ ~ ~

3

o~ land development projects. These guk:le~ines are to be used in conJunc~ion w~h Itm Stormwater
Management Guidelines (TOGS 5.1.8) in revlewtng proposed developmen~ IxoJects.

II.

DISCUSSION

~

Sediment in runoff from constructlo~ ,sites can have a slgnWK:ant effect o~ the quality of d~
waters. It is of such concern that It has been highlighted as a source category to be addressed by the EPA
regulations on stormwater management. It is also ~entified as a signtf’mant source category in the State
Nonpoint Source Assessment Report.

~,~.I
mw,

The potential effects o/increased sediment are varied:
"Sediment may destroy fish habitat through b!anketlng of fish spawning and
feeding areas and elimination of certain food o~ganisms, directly Impact
fish through gill al:~asion and fin rot, and reduce sunlight penetration,
thereby impairing photosynthesis of aquatic p/ants. Suspended s~liment
decreases recreational values, reduces fishery habitat, adds to the
mechanical wear of water suppiy pumps and distribution systems, and
adds to treatment costs for water suppiies. Nutrients and toxic substances
attached to sediment parties are transported to watertxxlies and may
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enter aquatic food chains, cause fish toxicity problems, contribute to algel
bloorns, impairlrecmational uses, and degrade the water as a ddnldng
The foflowing guidelines are designed for consideration by both government off’~als and project
sponsors Jr) the preparation and review of erosion and sediment controi plans for a land development
project. If Implemented properly, the guidelinas herein will assist in achieving the following water and natural

¯

maintain stream channels for their biological functions, as well as for drainage, through

The U.S. Environmental Pro~ectlon Agency has recently adopted stom~/ater management
regLdations which will be Implemented through the National Poilu,am Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).
Consequently, the N.Y. State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) program may be used in this
state to implement the new federal regulations. The regulations contain provislons whlch requlra control of
is not fully oparatlona] at this time.
Until the storrnwater permlt system is operational, It wouid be appropriate to use the authority of the
State Environmantal Quality Review Ac~ (SEQRA) to apply the erosion and sediment controi guldellnes which
make up this TOGS for all land development projects and construction activitieswhen it Is determined lhat
soll erosion and sedimentation is a relevant area of environmental concern or when It is determined that so~
erosion and sedimentation, If not controiled, may have a significant effect on the environment. Upon such
determination, an erosion and sediment controi plan should be prepared. The foilowing are examples of
projects where so~ erosion and sedimentation are cornmo~ retevant areas of envttonmentaJ concen’L

Is on a Iof of two or more acre~
3.

industrial and/or commercial projects which result in an impervious surface of one or moreacres;

4.

site preparation on dopes which exceed 1 lh ft. of vertical rise to t 0 ft. of ho,~zontal distance
(or site preparation in areas of severe erosion potent~ where such areas have been

mapped);

1

5.

site preparation within 100 ft. of a wetland;

6.

site preparatio~ within 100 fL of any watercourse;

7.

excavating or filing which exceeds a total of 100 cu. y~s. of mater~at within any parcel or
any contiguous parcels.

Nonpdnt Source Management Program. January, 1990.
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Pursuant to the consistency requirements of the New Yod( Slate Nonpoint Source Management
Program as authorized under Section 319 of the Federal C~ean Water Act of 1987, and pursuant to
Presidential Executive Order 12372 requiring Intergovemmenlal review of federal programs, the eroskxt and
sediment control guidelines herein should be applied to all aligibie federal agencies which either undertake
development projects in the Slate o~ assist development p~ects through Klnding.

It is the policy of the Dlvlslon of Water that an erosion and sediment control plan be Ixepamd for
all projects for which soil erosion and sedimentatio~ has been Identified as a relevant area of envfro~ne~t~
concern, or, for which if It is not controlled. It may have a algnlficant effect on the em4rorg~er~ The ~
should be prepared and submitted as part of the SEQR proces~
The attached guidelines were developed to aid perso~z in prepadng and reviewing erosion and
sediment control plans. They provide guidance o~ sound management practices, but are not fixed and

and that they should be co..died and complied with. In the absence of such requirements, Regional Water
staff are encouraged to consult the management Wactlces described in this guidance where appropriate
to encourage their use by county and local agencies and by developers and consultants Involved in
preparing and reviewing development r~P..~s and Woposed projects. To the fullest extent Wacflcable,
Regional Water staff should seek the assistance of County Soa and Water Conservation District sla’f during
the review ol erosion and sediment contro~ ptans.

cc:

Dr. Banks
Mr. Campbel
Mr. Bruenlng

~ii ~
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EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL GUIDEUNES
FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT
Existing vegetation on a project site should be retained and protected as much as possible to minimize
soil loss on a project site and to minimize erosion contro~ costs.
B.

Sediment contro~ practices/measures, where necessary, should be designed to protect the natural
character of rivers, streams, lakes, coastal waters or other waterbodies on-site and minimize erosion
and sedimentation off-site from the .start of land distu~oanca acthdties to establishment of permana~

I, The off-site Impacts of erosion and sedimentation related to land cieadng, grading and
construction activities shotdd not be any greater during and following land disturbance activities
2. Pursuant to Part 700 ~ seo. of Tltie 6, Chapter X of NYCRR:
a. toxic and other deleterkxm substances shal~ not be discharged in amounts that vdll adv~
affect the taste, color or odor thereof, or Impair the waters of the state for their best
(dassr~’) usages,
b. suspended, colloidal and seffieable solids shall not be discharged in amounts that cause~
substantial visible cc,-ttrast to natural conditions, or causes deposition or Impairs the waterl
for their best (dassir~l) usage.~
This means that stream reaches on-site and downstream of corLstruction areas should not have substantial
visibie contrast relative to color, taste, odor, turbidity and r~diment deposition from the reaches opstrearn
of the construction area. Impacts such as these which result from constructlo~ or developmental activltk~
are a violation of Part 700 water quality standards and may be subject to enforcement actions.

1.

describe the temporary and permanent structural and vegetative measures that w~l be used to
control erosion and sedimentation for each stage of the project from land c~earing to the finished

2. provide a map showing the location of erosion and sediment contro~ measures.
3.

provide dimensional details of proposed erosion and sediment control facilities as well as
calculations used in the siting and s~zing sediment basins. (Guidance for performing calculatlorzs
can be obtained in the reference cited in Section E.8.)

4.

identify temporary erosion and sediment control faclities which will be converted to permanent
stormwater management faculties.

5. provide an Implementation scheduie for stag,n9 temporary and permanent erosion and sediment

New York Guidelines for Urban
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6.

V

provide a maintenance schedule for sol erosion and sediment conUol facilities and describe
maintenance activities ~o be pedormed.
~

Erosion and sedlmenZ contro~ measures should be constructed pd<x to beginning any other land
disturbances. The devices shoed not be removed until the distorbed land areas are stabilized.

~"

1. .Exposure Re~trictions: No mo~e than 5 acres o~ unprotected sol should be exposed at any one
time. Previous earthwork should be stabilized In accord with approved design standards and
speclficatlons referenced In Section E.8 before additional area Is exposed. (Slte factors Indudlng
topography, soil erosion potential, proximity to wet~nds and water courses may require llmltlng
the amount of raw earth that can be exposed at any one tlme to less than 5 acres.)

2

3. VegetatlveProtectlon: Whemproteczlonoftreesand/orother~Isrequlred, thelocatlon

a.

Surface runoff that Is relaf~;~y dean and sedlment free should be dlvefted or o~hen~m
prevented from flowing through areas ~ construction actlvfty o~ the project site. This will

b.

A fgl associated with an approved temporary sediment contrd structure or permanenz
stormwater management structure, should not be created which causes water to pond off-slte

.-

Pursuant to Article 15 o~ the Envlronmenta] Conservation Law, a protected stream and lhe

d.

e.

Runoff f~om any land distur~n9 actMty should no( be discharged or have the potential to be
discharged off-slte or Into storm drains or Into waterc’)urses unless such discharge Is directed
through a properly designed. Installed and maintained structure, such as a sediment trap, to
retain sediment on-s~te. Accumulated sediment should be removed when 60% o~ the storage
capacity of the sediment retention structure Is ~ed with sediment.

J
~m~

For finLshed grading, adequate gradients should be provided so as to prevent water from
standing on the su~ace of lawns for more than 24 hours after the end of a rainfafl, except In
a swale flow area which may drain as ~ as 48 hours after the end of ralnfafl.

~

A natural drainage channel refers to a swale, water course In a gully, or a protected or unprotectd
stream. Natural drainage charm,s should not be altered or relo~ted on adjacent properties
without first having obtained ownership or a permanent easement for the altered or relocated
drainage channe~ from the owner of the off-s~e or adjacent property.
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t. Permanent swales or other points of concentrated water flow should be stabilized with sod,
rip-rap, paving, o~ covered wkh a appr~ted erosion cor~rol matting as provided for in the
design criteria referenced in Section E.8.
g.

Surface flows over cut and fill dopes should be controlled as provided fo~ in the design
criteria fo~ vegetating waterways referenced in Section E.8.

materials, such as straw mulch, Jute mesh, o~ excelsior within 15 days o~ Final grading. If
as necessary to ensure continued =tabllizatio~
L

Fo¢ active construction areas such as bon,ow o¢ stodq:dle areas, roadway Impmvemenl=,
and areas within 50 ft. of a buMIng under construction, a perimeter sediment control
system ~, fo¢ example, of s/It fenc~lg o¢ hay bales, should be Installed and
maintained to contain
no~er~lble liners, o( where appropriate, vegetative measures such as sod. When
seeding Is approved, an ancho¢ mulch shoed be used and sol should be limed and
Permanent seeding should optimally be undertaken in the spdng from March 21 ~
May 20, and in late summer and early fall from August 25 to October 15. Dudng the
peak summer months and in the Jail after October 15 when seeding is found to be
Impracticable, an appropriate mulch should be applied. Permanent seeding may be
tmdertaken dudng summer I ~ provide for adequate watedng o~ the seedbed.

sediment control system should

b

Temporary sediment trapping devices should be removed within thirty (30) calendar days
following establishment of permanent stab~ization in all contributory drainage ames.
Stormw’ater management structures used temporarily for sediment control should be
convened to the permanent configuratio~ within this time period as well.

Stream protection.
a. The bed and banks of all o~-slte and off-site =reams ~at may be Impacted by land deadng,
grading, and construction activities should be pro~ected to prevent stream, dyer. take or
coastal sedimentations, streambank erosion, stream erdargement and degradation or loss of
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fisheries habitat. Measures lur wotectlng the bed and/or banks of a stream may include, for
example, gabion baskets, dp-rap, log cribbing, and vegetative measles. 3
b.

Where temporary work roads or haul roads cross stream channels, adequate waterway
openings must be constructed using spans, culverts, washed rock backfill or other
acceptal:~e, dean methods that will ensure that road construction and use do not result in
turbidity and sediment downstream. All stream crossing activities and appurtenancas ~
be in compli, ance with a permit issued pursuant to Article 15 of the Environmental
Conservation Law, where applicab/e, and should be carried out in conformance with
guidelines in DEC’S Stream Comdor Management maru~. 4

a.

An erosion control I~an for a wo~eot site should identify maintenance requirements for
erosion and sediment control practices utilized, and It should provide a maintenance
schedule. All erosion and sediment control measures should be inspeoted periodically and
maintained in conformance with the schedule so as to ensure lhey remain in effective
operating condition until such times as they are rentoved.

b. All points of construction Ingress and egress should be protected to prevent the deposition
of materials onto traversed put~ic thoroughfare(s) either by installing and maintaining a
stabilized construction entrance, or by washing all vehicle whets In a safe disposal area. All
materials deposited onto public thoroughfare(s) should be removed immediately. Proper
precautions ,should be taken to ensure that materials deposited onto public thorougtffares are
removed so that they do not enter catch basins, ston’n sewers, or combined sewers.
c.

Accumulated sediment should be removed when 60% of the storage capacity of the rete~Jon
structure is t’dled with sediment.

oes~n r, pe~catkx~
Designs, standards and specifications for controlling eroslo~ and sedimentation are fouled in the
Empire State Chapter, Soa & Water Conservatlor= Society, N~ York
Guidelines for Urban Erosion and Sediment Control. Syracuse.
March 19~8.

Whenever possible, vegetative streambank s~bllization practices are recommended over structural
Wactices such as rip-rap and gabion linings which may unnecessar~y alter the existing stream
ecosystem.
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, "Stream Corridor Management: A
Basic Reference Manual," Albany, 1986.
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APPENDIX B

HOW TO USE THE UNIVERSAL SOIL LOSS EQUATION
IN URBANIZING AREAS
To predict soil losses on construction sitet~ the equation
used ~

L is the dope length factm"
S is the dope gradient facto~

A = R or (El) x KLS
Where:
:

These two factorz are do,ely interrelated and have
been computed into one combined value knowa al the
I~ value. These combined value~ are ~own in Table
B.4. Two other facto~ in the Unlveraal Equatioa,
~amely P and C, are not used on mbanized lands
though they are used on agricultural lands. The~
factors are concerned mostly with contour~
tour stril: ~’opping, crop rotatiom, stages o£ crop
growth, tillage and harvesting methods which have
little or no rdafion to urbanized ~

A is the computed soil loss per acre in tons. This quantity
may be converted to cubic yards by using conversion
factors shown in Table B.1.
Risthe rainfallintensityfactorwhichisameasureofthe
erosive force of rainfall El is also used as a designadon of rainfall intensity. R refers to the average annualrainfallerosionindex.TheEIfactoristherainfail
erosion index for a part of a year, "probability" storm

or for the magnitude of a single storm. The R value

"
~.~..)

¯

The Unlvenal Soil Lo~ Equation is dedgned to e~imte

for urban areas is the same as that a~igned to work soil losses bysheet erosion only. Constructioa sites are alto
units for agricultural lands. This value should be used subject to rill and gully erosion. The ~ from rifling gad
in predicting annual soil losses on construction sites, gullying are in addition to losses from sheet erosion
Table B.2 contains El values of key cities in the New therefore, must be taken into account for determiningtotal
York area for soil loss probabilities other than the ~ on a given rite.
average annual losses. These maybe used to further
One method ofmeasuring rill eroslon is byusiag theAlutin
characterize soil loss hazards. For example, in Rill Erosion Method. This procedure is fairly accurate ~p
Syracuse, New York, the annual average R value is to losses of 100 tons per acre. Greater lost~ than thig
100. Table B.2 shows that the value of R will equal or
generally fail into the category of gnllying and the~e are
exceed 129 in 20% of the years. This is 129 x 100 or computed by measuring the cut area in cubic yards. (See
1.29 times the average value.
Appendix C for estimating ~ ioss¢~ by tilling.)
Soil losses from individual storms may also be corn- A major difference between the above mentioned methods
puted. For example, Table B.2 shows that a 1O year of computing soil losses is that the Univer~l Soil Loss
rain in Syracuse has an erosion index of 61 or more.
Equation can be used for estimating soil losses before and
This means that the soil losses from this one storm
after they occur, while losses from rilfin8 and gullying can
may be 61% of the soil losses occurring during an
be computed only after the erosion occu~
entire average year.
The following are examples showing howthe UniverzalSoil
K is the soil erodibillty factor. In construction work, B
Loss Equation is used for estimating soil losses:
and C soil horizons are mostly involved. Lists of K
factors for A, B, and C horizons are shown in Table
Assume Syracuse, New York, as the locale of a construcB.3. (This table includes only represcntative soilsand
tion site. The disturbed site is 50 acres in size, with an
their K values. For more complete listings of soils, average gradient of 8% and an average slope lengthof500
contact the local SCS office.)
feet. The soil is a Schoharie silt loam with a K value of 0.28

Limited research data show that infdtration rates and

erosion losses from compactedt fdls do not differ
greatly from those on "cuts," when slopes and surface
materials are the same. Loose fdls may lose less soil
and water than compacted fills. Since research has
not yet determined the rates of soil loss on loose t’dls,
the same K values that are used for B and C horizons
on cuts or compacted fills may be used for loose fdl.s.

inboththeBandChorizons.(TheKvaiueisobtainedfrom
Table B.3.) The LS value is 2.2 and is obtained from Table
B.4.
1. Compute soil losses from this unprotected surface for
a 12 month period. The average annual rainfall
erosion index (R) is 100.

tCompaction in this section of the guidelines rekrs to that which occurs from normal grading and hauling operations.

,i~:!: "
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A - RKLS = 100x0.28xZ2x50acres = 3,080tons
or 2,679 cubic yards. (Latter computation obtained by
using conversion factor of 0.87 shown in Table B.1.)

A = El x KLS = 61 x 0.28 x 2.2 x 50 acres =
approximately 1,879 tons or about 1,635 cubic yards.
7. Compute soll Io~ses from the expected magnitude of a
single storm that may occur once in 20 years. The El
value of this storm is 65. (Obtained from Table B.2.)

2. Compute soil losses from this unprotected surface for
a 3 month period (June, July, August). The El value
for this period is 59. This value i~ obtained as follows:

¯ _~ -.
.. ...... ~
¯:

A = El x KLS = 65 x 0.28 x 2.2 x 50 acre~ =
Refer to the erosion index distribution curve apapproximately 2,002 tons or about 1,742cubi yards.
pllcable to Syracuse, New York, Figure B.I. The E1
reading for June I is 17% and for September I is 76%.
The percent of average annual index for this period is Slo.ne Len~h .(L_~ and Gr~lb.nt
76% - 17% or 59%. Since the annual erosion index for
thislocationis 100,theElvalueforthe3monthperiod Slope length i~ defined as the distance from the peint of
is 59% of 100 or 59.
origin of overland flow to either of the followins:.(1) the
point where the slope decreases to the e~eut that sisA = (El) KLS = 59 x 0.28 x 2.2 x 50 acres = nificant deposition begins or (2) the point where ruaoff
approximately 1,817 tom or 1,581 cubic yard,~
enters a well defined channel. Field sloi~ are oftea either
convex (steepening substantially toward the lower cad) or
3. Compute soil Ior~es for the I year out of 5 when the
rainfall intensity (R) will increase from the average concave (flattening toward the lower end). When the lower
annual R of 100 to an R of 129. (Latter value from end of the slope is steeper than the upper cad, the gradient
of the steeper segment should be used with the overall
Table B.2.)
A = RKLS or 129 x 0.28 x 2.2 x 50 acre~ ,~ ap- slope length to enter the slope effeot chart (Table B.4). On
a concave slope, deposition may occur on the lower end
proximately 3,973 tons or 3,456 cubic yards,
the field such as in a deep depression or channd.
4. Compute soil losses for the I year out of 20 when the
cases, the appropriate length and gradient are those of that
rainfall intensity (R) will increase from the normal segment of the slope that is above the channel or point of
average annual value of 100 to an annual value of 197. deposition.
(Latter value from Table B.2.)
NOTE: Sediment yields are diffundt to relate quantitaA = RKLS - 197 x 0.28 x 2.2 x 50 acr~ = aptively to soll losses from a given con.structio~ slle.
proximately 6,068 tons or about 5,279 cubic yards.
Sediment yield is commonly expressed by Dr =
.(S +/Se) x 100.S + is total sedimeut passing a measurmg station, Se is loss estimated by the Universal Soil
Loss Equation or other means and Dr is the sediment
yield ratio in percentage. Research is sparse on
problem, but sediment yield rates range mostly from
10 to 70 percent, depending upon topographic characteristic~ and size of drainage areas.

5. Compute soll losses from the expected magnitude of a
single storm that may occur once in 5 years. The El
value of this storm is 38. (Obtained from Table B2.2.)
A E El x KLS ,- 38 x 0.28 x 2.2 x 50 acres approximately 1,166 tons or about 1,014 cubic yards.
6. Compute soil losses from the expected magnitude of a
single storm that may occur once in 10 years. The El
value of this storm is 61. (Obtained from Table B.2.)

New York Guidelines for Urban
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Refer to Sections 5 and 8 for procedures in computing
sediment storage capacities of debris ~
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Figure B.1
Monthly Percent of Annual Erosion Index - New York
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Figure B.2
Monthly Percent of Annual Erosion Index - Long Island
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Table B.1
Factors for Converting Soil Losses (Air-Dry)
from Tons (1) to Cubic Yards (Cu. Yds.)
Sands. ~omuy studs
Sandy roam
rm undytom

)
) - ~u~tip~y sou roues in T by 0.7O 0o5)’
)

Loams. ,ndy chy tomm

)

so_

)

Clay iomm

)- Multiply roll ioss~ in T by L06 (?0)

Sandy day

~

siuy chy k~m. ,aty chy

~/r
~
"~-

) - Multiply toil lms~ in T by 0.87 (Sb’)

2

)

3
2
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Table B~.
El Values of Certaln Key Cltles In the New York AreaI
~

V

Expected Magnitttde of a Siagle Stona

20% and 5% Probability Lew~

L
New York

~ ..!i!
....

Alb~y

114

~

38

Binlllm~os
Buffalo

106

146

96

1.:19

~

106

Rodz~

Scrantos

38

36

47
47
49
_

61

1~

36
-

101

L~I

38

140

188

44

7
2

-

Verm~

Atlantic Cr~ty
Treatoa

22~
216

308

311
-

-

_

_

_

_

* Onc~ each five ~
** Onc~ each twenty yea~
1 From Agricultural Handbook No. 537.
2 For additional citi~..~ refer to Agrictdtural l-Iandbeok 537.

¯ ~-~’"
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Table B.3
Approxlmated K Values for Some Representative Soils on
Cormtructlon Sltes In New York

Fam~y Textural ~

SANDY SKELL~AL
Gloust~
SANDY w/PAN
Em:x

COARSE LOAMY w/PAN
Empcyvilk

Mard~

Crary

K Vslue~

A
B&C

d
v~m

Low
Low

0.10-0.20
0.10-0.20

0.17
0.17

A
B
Cz

d
8Is
Sks

Low
Low
Low

0.10-0.20
0.10-0.20
0.10-0.20

0.17
0.17
0.17

A
B
Bx
C
A
B
Bx & C

~
ml
’md
’msl
ch sil
cb ~’1-1
v ch !

Mcd~um
Medium
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium

0.24-0,32
0.24-032
0.10-0.20
0.10-0.20
0.10-0,.20
0.24.0_~
0.24-032

0.28
0..28
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.28

B

S~d

Medium

0.24-032

0.2~

A

~I

Medium

0.24-032

0.28

Medium

0.24-032

0.28

0~?~.032
0.24032

0.28
0.~8

IIBx, Cx, C

~ fd

COARSE LOAlV~’ w/l~
B~
~
C
~
COARSE LOAM, 20 to 40" over BEDROCK
Lordstown
A
ch ~
Low
0.10-020
B
ch sil
C
v ch I
R
FINE LOAMY w/B~
Onm-lo
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A
I~
C

I
@
gl
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~ed~um
Medium
0.17

High
0.37-0.49
Low
0.10-020
S~Itstonc or s~ndstonc bcdro~
20 to 40" below su~ac~

0.43
0.17

Medium
Medium
Medium

020
0~8
0.2~

0.24-0.32
0.24-0.32
0.24-032
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Table B.3 (cont’d)
Approxlmated K Values for Some Representative Solls on
Constructlon Sltes In New York
I~positioual Unit,

Erodibility Class & K

Family, Tcxtm’ai Class

K Valm~

L Gladal Tin (told’t)

C

l~l

M~dium

0~4-032

0.28

A

sll

Med~m

~

~8

C

dl sic

Medium

0.24-032

0.28

A
B~
C
A
B~
HC

sid

High
Medium

0.37-0.49
0.24-0.32

0.43
0.28

sic

Medium

0.24-0~

COARSE LOAMY, NO PAN
Charitom
A

fr, l

B

f~

Low

0.10-0.20

0.17

0..~.0.49

gfd
I

0.43

NeJlis

C
A

Hish
Medium
Medium

0.24-0.32
0.24-032

0.28
0.28

PilLsfie.Jd

C
A

!

Me..dium

0.2.4-032

0.28

HC
Ho~J!

Rmnscn

C~urchvilk

COARSe_ LOAMY/SAnDY or SAHDY SKELL~AL
A
fsl
B
~
HC
~
COARSE SILTY w/PAN
~uascr~a
A
~
B
~
HBx &

New York G,,;dcfincs for Urban
~rosion and Scdimcmt

Medium
0.24-032
Very H~h
0.5.~0.~
Low
0.10-0.20
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H~h
Very High

0.37-0.49
0.5.~0.~8

0.28
0~4
0.1"/
0.43
0.46
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Table B.3 (com’O
Approximated K Values for Some Representative Soils on
Construction Sites in New York
F~m~y Te~tur*~ C~

LOAMY
Msnlius

Volu~

K V~i~

A

sb

Medium

0.24-0.32

0.28

C

kac~’d

Low

0.10-0.20

0.17

A

ch ~’!

Low

0.100.20

0.17

C

~ch I

Me~fium

0.24-0.32

0.28

FINE LOAMY. NO PAN
g
C

SANDY
Colo~e

gsil
~I

Medium
Me.urn

Low
A
B
C

I~
f~
f~
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0.I0-0.20
0.24-0~32
0.I0-0.20
0.10-0.20

0.28
0.1"/
0.I?

Low
Low
Low

0.10-0.20
0.I0-0.20
0.10-0.20

0.l?

gl

Medium

0.24-0.32

g&$

Low

028

0.10-0.20

0.17

Low

0.10-0.20

0.17

0.10-0.20

0.17

00.A-0.32
037-0.49

0.28
0.43

A
gl
B
vgl
C
gh
FINE LOAMY/SANDY or SANDY SKELETAL
Palmyra
A
gl
Low
0.10-0.20
IIC
LOAMY SKELETAL/CLAYEY
Varysburg
A

0.28
0.28

Me, d~um
Low
Low

Chef, go

B

0~A-0.32
02~-0.32

0.17

gi

B2~

vgi

lIB21
IIC

Low

sic
layered

Medum
High
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Table B.3 (cont’d)
Approxlmated K Values for Some Representatlve Solls on
Constructlon Sltes In.New York
Dcpositio~ Unit,

E~odibili~ C~m & K Valu~
K

Family T~mral ~

IL Glacial Outmmh aad Water Worimi Moralak Deposits
Riverhe.ad

A

sl

I.~

0.10-0.20

0.17

C

s wl

Low

0.100,20

0.17

0.37-O.49
0.10-0.20

0.43
0.17

COARSE LOAMY/SANDY or SANDY SKELETAL
Haven
A
!
High
0-W-0.49
0.43
B
!
High
IIC
p
Low
ill La~’~st~me o¢ Stream Terrace Deposits
COARSE SILTY

~lilh

A

sil

B
C
COARSE SILTY w/FRAGIPAN

High
all
til

Bx
fil
C
dl
COARSE SILTY/SANDY or SANDy SKELETAL
Allard
A
~il
High
0.37-0.49

FINE SILTY w/Bt
Collamer

FrNE
Schoharie
VERY FINE
Vcrg~nnes

New York Guidelines for Urban
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0~7.0.49

0.~3

V~y High
Very High

0.55-0.78
0.55-0.78

0.64
0.64

Very High
Very High

0_S5.0.78
0-~5-0.78

0~4
0.64

0.43

B

sil

IIC

Very High

vgls

035-0.78

Low

0.64

0.10-0.20

0.17

A
Bt
C

sil
sil
Layers

High
High
Very High

0.37-0.49
0.37-0.49
0.55-0.78

0.43
0.43
0.64

High

A

of d, vfs
sial

Bt
C

sic
sic

Mcdum
High

0.37-0.49
0.24-0.32
0.37-0.49

0.43
0.28
0.43

A
Bt
C

c
c
c

High
Low
Low

037-0.49
0.10.0~0
0.10-0.20

0.43
0.17
0.17
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Flgure B.3
Soll Erobllity Nomograph
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Table B.5
Gulde .to Classlflcatlon of Vegetal Covers In
Waterways and Channels as to Degree of Retardness

V
~O

P’e~ c~3~rsss

Excelkat

r-~

Tall (Ave:~e 36")

~

T-n (AvenSe 36")
1

Tdl~

Good

s,ffix~ ~

c, ood

R~ ~

Good

A~.n~ (2o. an)
uac.t (Aver~ ;6" t~)

Grin-legume mixture

Good

U.cut,

Red fcscue

Good

Cut to 2.5"

Retardance is the d~grce of reslstanc~ to flow by vegetation R~tardance "A" is high, while rctardance

~ i~o :.’
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APPENDIX C
FIELD MEASUREMENT OF RILL EROSION IN TONS PER ACRE
TI~e method explained below for measuring rill erosion in
tons per acre is known as the Alutin Rill Erosion Method.
This procedure accounts for 80 percent’of lysimeter
measures that involve losses of 5 to 100 tons per acre.
Losses greater than 100 tons per acre are usually beyond
the realm of tilling

Step 1 -- Pace off or measure a lineal distance of 42 or 84
feet across the dope.
Step 2 - Measure in inches the width and depth ofeach
rig along the chosen distance.
Step 3 - Multiply each width and depth reading to obtain

The basic formula us,’.A in this calculation is:
Tons Per Acre Soil Loss = sum of cross section of rills in
square inches along a measured lineal distance of 14.0 feet
acro~ the dope.
The procedure for field measuring rill erosion that i=
generally accepted i~ = follow=

Step 4 - Add all products of readings along cho~en
distance.
Step 5 - Divide ~ sum by 3 if ¯ 42 foot distance
selected and by 6 if 84 feet wus chosen. Tbe reradt i=
tousoftoilioeaperacre~

3
2
3
4
3
5

3
3
6
6
5
6

9
6
18
24
15
30

F°r ¯ chosen distance of 42 feet, the toll k~ in tom pe~ ~
- 102/3 - 34.

¯ ::
¯
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D CONTROL ORDINANCP_-~
~ EXCERPTS FROM EROSION APPENDIX
AND SEDIMENT
~
NEW YORK, ROCKLAND COUNTY: Resolution Concerning
Site Drainage Erosion and Sedimentation
RESOLUTION No. 414 - RESOLUTION CONCERNING SITE DRAINAGE EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION
WHEREAS, There have been several inquiries concerning
the appropriateness of the further clarification and
guidelines in the establishment of grades, contours,

drainage and ground cover concerning developmen~ with
in the Town of Orangetown; and
WHEREAS, The Rockland County .Soil and Water Conservation District has recommended certain r~tndards and
guidelines be adopted by the various manicipaliti~ within
the County of Rocldand; and
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Section 21-7 of the Land
Development Regulafious of the Tow~ of Orangetowa and
other related sections, the Planning Board has jurisdiction
over the review of all plans, plat~ and control over the ~
for the development of subdivisious; and

oo

3.

assistance will be furnished, if n~, by the Planning Board or its duly authorized repres~tatb¢ of
the Soil and Water Conservation ~
The Planning Board or it~ duly authorized representative shall enforce compliance with the approved

plato.
4. The Planning Board or it~ duly authorized representative shall make a continuing review and evaluw
tion of the methods used and the overall effecfivenem
of the drainage and erodon and sedimentation
trol program.

Page D.1
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2
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The following control measures should be used for
effective control of drainage and ~ and ~
meat:

a. The unallest practical area of land dmuld be e~posed at any one time during construction.
WHEREAS, It is the desire of the Town Board to provide
b. When land is exposed during construction, the
further guidelines to the Planning Board for the review of
exposure should be kept to the shortest pra~ical
subdivisions, now, there fore be it
period of time.
RESOLVED, That the Planning Board adopt the following
c. Where n~ry, temporary vegetation and/or
guidelines in the review of all subdivisions submitted to it
mulching should be used to protect area~ exposed
for consideration~
dmlng construction.
d. Sediment basin.s (debris basin~ desilting basins, or
1. Three (3) sets of plans for the control of drainage,
silt traps) should be installed and maintained to
erosion and sedimentation shall be submitted to the
remove sedhnent from runoff waters and protect
Planning Board, or its duly authorized representative,
land undergoing change.
at the time the final drawings or construction plans
are submitted. These plans shall bear the approval of
e. Provisions should be made to effectively accomthe Soil and Water Conservation District that the
modate the increased runoff caused by changed
proposed measures to provide drainage and erosion
soil and surface conditions during and after cow
and sedimentation control are adequate,
struction.
2. Measures to provide the control of drainage, erosion
f. The permanent Final vegetation and structures
and sedimentation shall be described and provided
should Ix: installed as soon as practical in the
for in the construction plans and the estimated cost
construction.
of accomplishing said measures shall be included in
g. The development plan should be fitted to the
the performance bond. In addition, thereto, the landtopography and soils so as to create the ~
owner shall be required to provide a cash escrow
erosion potential.
guarantee to be held by the Town) in an amount
h. Wherever feasible, natural vegetation should be
determined by the Planning Board or its duly
retained and protected, and be it
authorized representative, which would insure the
Town that emergency measures could be taken by the RESOLVED Further, That the Office of Building, Zoning
Town at the landowner’s expense duc to the noncon- and Planning Administration and Enforcement shall be
formance or negligence of the landowner in his con- responsible
decisions rendered
the Planning
Board in connection
for the by
inspection
and enforcement
of any
struction program.
with these guidelines.
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NEW YORK, TOWN OF PARMA: Subdivision Regulations
SEUFION 404. Draina_oe System_ Flnnd ]-lazard.~ and

~
A. Drainage Sy~teaa
Adequate and comprehensive drainage systems shall
be provided to convey the storm water runoff
originating within and outside the subdivision in accordance with the natural direction of runoff for the
total upland watershed area affecting the subdivision.
Such drainage systems shall have sufficient capacity
to acconunodate the potential future runoff based
upon the probable land use and ultimate developmerit of the total watershed area upland of the subla general, the preservation of natural waterconna:~
is preferable tothe constructionofdraiuage charmers,
and wherever practicable such natural watercourse~
should be preserved. Attention is called to the possibilities of using easements for natural watercourses
to satisfy the open space requirements of "average
density" developments under the Zonin8 Ordinance.
Storm sewers and subdivision drainage facilities shall
be based upon a design flow with a minimum returu
interval of 10 years. The de.sign of natural watercourse
channels shall depend upon the drainage are accord,
ing to the following table.
DESIGN RETURN INTERVALSFOR
NATURAL WATERCOURSES
Drainage Area Recurrence Interval
Above 20 square miles 100 year~
Between 4 and 20 square miles 50 yr.tn
Less than 4 square miles 25 years
B. Flood Hazard Prevention
Flood hazard prevention shall include the control of
soll erosion of land surface and drainage channels and
the prevention of inundation and excessive ground
water seepage by comprehensive site grading and the
establishment of adequate elevations of buildings,
building openings and roadways above the observed,

anticipatedorcomputedwaterlevelsofstormsewer~,

streams, channels, flood plaia~ detention basing and
twale~
Particular attention shall be paid to development in
the vicinity of West Creek and its flood plain; and ~o
alteration of the existing characteristic~ of tl~ area
shall take place without the specific approval of the
Town Engineer as to the adequacy of the protective
measures taken, if any, and the effec~ of such
development on upstream and downstream reache~
of the watercourse and adjacent properlk~
C.F.r~on Control
In order to ensure that the land can be developed
without da~er to health or peril from fire, flood or
other menace, the Planning Board ~ require the
developer to follow certain erosion co,,trol practice,
as it deems necessary. Both the Planning Board and
the developer shall consult with the Towa ~,
as required, and the Town Engineer ~ determine
.whe~er or not the required procedures are being put
into practice. Such procedures may include:
1. Exposing the smallest practical area of land at any
one time during development.
2. Provision of temporary vegetation and/or mulching
to protect critical areas
3. Provision of adequate drainage facilities to accommodate effectively the increased rnaoffcansed by
changed soil and surface conditiom during and
after development.
4. Fitting of the development plan to the topography
and soils so as to minimize the erosion potential.
5. Retention and protection of natural vegetation
wherever possible.
6. Installation of permanent final vegetation and
structures as soon as practicable.
7. Provision of adequate protective measures when
slopes in excess of 10% are graded; and minimizhag such steep grading.

MARYLAND, MONTGOMERY COUNTY: Sediment Control Ordinance
(Amendment to the Subdivision Ordinance, Chapter 104,
as Codified in 1965 Montgomery County (Maryland)
Code, Adopted April 21, 1957.)
A new subsection is added to Section 104-24 Preliminary
Subdivision Plan - Approval Procedure to be known as
Section 104-24 (i) as follows:
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(i) Sediment Control (adopted 6/27/67). The approval of all preliminary plans and extensions of
previously approved plans shall include
provisions for erosion and sediment control, in
accordance with the Montgomery County Sedimcnt Control Program, adopted by the County
Council, June 29, 1965.
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(1) The Board, in its consideration of each preliminary
plan or extension of previously approved plan, shall
condition its approval upon the execution by the subdivider of erosion and sediment control measures to
be specified by the Board after receiving recommendatious from the MontgomerySoil Conservation Districto
(2) One copy of each approved preliminary plan or extension of previonsly approved plan shall be referred
to the Montgomery Soil Conservation District for
review and recommendations as to adequate erosion
and sediment control
to prevent damageto
other properties.

the conditions specified under Se..ction 4, the Board
may revoke the approval of the preliminary plan or
extension of previously approved plan.
Amend Article I, Section 23-2, General Requirements (of
subdivision plans), by the addition of a new paragraph to
be known as 23-2(1) to read as follows:
(1) Ere~io. and Sediment ~,ntr~!
Adequate controls of erosion and sediment control
.methods shall be provided prior to any clearing" gradmg or construction.
Amend Section 23-8, Preliminary Plats. Preparation, by
the addition of a new paragraph to be known as 23-8(i0 to
read as follows: (Preliminary plats shall include a)

(3) The installation and maintenance of the specified
erosion and sediment control measures shall be
complished in accordance with the procedures for
(g) Statement that erosion and sediment control
Public Works Agreement as specified in Section 104methods shall be provided prior to any clearing,
26(g) and in accordance with standards and spocificagrading or construction.
tions on t’de with the Montgomery Soil Conservation Amend A.qicle 2 of Chapter 23 by the addition of a new
District.
paragraph to Section 23-12, Final Plats - Approval, to be
(4) Permits for clearing and grading prior to the recor- known as 23-12(c) to read as lotion: (Plats shall be apdation of plats shall be obtained from the Department
proved only if)
of Public Works subject to the granting of temporary
(c) Plans and specifications for the ontrol of erosion
easements and other conditions deemed necessary by
and sedimentation, if such controls are deemed
the Department in order to inspect and enforce the
necessary, have been submitted and approved by
performance of the specified erosion and r, ediment
the Director of Public Works or his agent. TI~
control measures provided for in subsection (1)
approval shall be (:oncurrent with the approval of
above,
the aforesaid plans and specifications and become
(5) In the event the subdivision proceeds to clear and
¯ part thereof.
grade prior to recording of plats, without ta~fyin8

MARYLAND - STATE-WIDE HOUSE BIIJ~ NO. 1151 (1970): Sediment Conu’ol
Section 3. And be it further enacted, the new S~tions 105
through 110 inclusive be and they are hereby added to
Article 96A of the Annotated Code of Mao4and (1957
Edition, 1961 Replacement Volume and 1969 Cumulative
Supplement), title "Water Resources," to follow immediately after Section 104 therefore and to be under the new
subtide "S~diment Control" and to read as follows:
105: The General Assembly of the State of Maryland
hereby determines and finds that the lands and waters
comprising the watersheds of the State arc great natural
assets and resource.s; that as a result of erosion and sediment deposition on lands and in waters within the watersheds of the State, said waters are being; polluted and
despoiled to such a degree that fish, marine life and recreational use of the waters are being adversely affected. In
order to protect the natural resources of the State, the
S~crctary of Natural Resources is directed to adopt criteria
and procedures to be u~d by the counties and the local
Soil Conservation Districts to implement soil and shore
erosion control programs. Such proc~:dures may provide
for the review and approval of major grading, sediment and
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erosion control plans by the Department of Natural
Resources,.
106: (A) Before land is cleared, graded, transported or
otherwis~ disturb~ for purposes including, but not
limited to the construction of buildings, the
minerals, the development of golf courses and the
construction of roads and streets by any private person, partnership, corporation, municipal corpora*
tion, county or state agency within the State of
Maryland, the proposed earth change shall first be
submitted to and approved by the appropriate Soli
Conservation D~strict. Land clearing, soil movement
and construction shall be carried out in accordance
with the written rccommendatious of the said Soil
Conscrvation Districts regarding the control of
~rosion and siltation and the ¢limlnation of pollution.
(B) In Prince George’s and Montgomery Cotmties, the
Washington Suburban Sanitary Commi~ion shall,
after consultation with and advice of the Soil Conserration Districts of the two counties and the D~part-
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m ent of Natural Resources, prepare and adopt
vationDistrictandthedcvclopercertifiesthatallland
regulations for erosion and siltation control requireclearing, construction and development will be done
ments for utility construction, with the regulations to
pursuant to the said plan. Criteria for sediment conbe adopted and enforced as are other regulations of
trol and for referral of an applicant to the appropriate
the Commission pursuant to the authority conferred
Soil Conservation District and the Department of
upon it by other laws. The provisions of this subsecNatural Resources. The county agency responsible
tion shall not apply until erosion and siltation control
for on-site inspection and enforcement of the
requirements for utility construction have been upprovisions of this subheading shall make a final inproved by the Soil Conservation Districts in each
spection and forward its report to the appropriate
county.
Soil Conservation District. Notice of violation of the
(C)TheDepartmentofNaturalResourcesshallassistthe
provisions of this subtitle shall be fded with the
Soil Conservation Districts in the preparation of a
Department of Natural Resources as well as with the
unified sediment control program and in the iraappropriate county agency.
plementation of said program pursuant to this sub(B) Each county shall adopt grading and building ortitle. Furthermore, nothing in this subtitle shall affect
dinance~ or portion thereof, which are necessary to
the responsibilities of the Department of Water
carry out the provisions of this subtitle. The DepartResources under Article 96A of the Annotated Code
ment of Natural Resources and the appropriate Soil
of Maryland (1964 Replacement Volume and 1969
Conservation District shall assist the several countiea
Supplement).
in the development of such ordinances or ne.cessmy
(D) Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, the
portions thereof. The provisions of this subsection
Department of Natural Resources shall review and
shall be carried out prior to March 1, 1971. Prior to
approve all land clearing soil movement and conMarch 1, 1971, established ordinances and procestruction activity undertaken by any agency of the
dures shall be used by the counties to carry out the
State government,
provisions of this subtitle.
107: The provisions of this subtitle shall not apply to 109: Any violation of this subheading thall be deemed a
agricultural land management practices, the construction misdemeanor, and the person, partnership or corporation
of agricultural structures or to the construction of single who is found guilty of such violation shall be subject to ¯
family residences and/or their accessory buildings on lots t’me not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000) or
of two acres or more. Regardless of planning, zoning or year’s imprisonment for each and every violation. Am/
subdivision controls, no permits shall be issued by any agency whose approval is required under this subheading
county or municipality for grading or for the construction or any person in interest may seek an injunction against any
of any-building, other than those matters exempted above, person, partnership or corporation, whether public or
unless such grading or construction is in accordance with
private, violating or threatening violation of any provisions
plans approved as provided in this subtide,
of this subheading.
108: (A) The counties and munidpalities shall have the 110: For the purposes of this subheading, the Bureau of
power and authority to issue grading and building Public Works or similar municipal agency is empowered
permits as otherwise provided by law. No grading or and directed to act in the place of the appropriate Soil
building permits shall be issued until the developer Conservation District in municipalities which are not
submits a grading and sediment control plan designed within a Soil Conservation District.
by a professional engineer registered in the State of
Maryland, approved by the appropriate Soil ConserMARYLAND, PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTY: Procedure for Incorporating
Erosion and Sediment Control in Subdivision Plans
Under this sediment control program, the following pro- Planning Board regarding erosion and sediment control
cedures are provided to assist landowners, developers and
measures.
engineers in the inclusion of required erosion and sediment
control measures in the planning and construction of subPreliminary Subdivision Plan Sta~¢
divisions.
Under existing procedures, developers submit plans to the
Prior to preparation and submission of a preliminary plan, Prince George’s County Planning Board. The Planning
but after completion of the topographic survey, a developer Board staff, then on the basis of size, topography, erosion
may seek technical assistance from staff members of the h .azards and other factors relating to sedimentation, deterSoil Conservation District or the Prince George’s County mines which plans will be submitted to the Soll Conserva-
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tion District for review of erosion and sediment control
measures. It so indicates on the copies referred to other

nspart ofthe proposed work, together with a map showing

drainage area ofland tributarytothesite and calculated
agencies. Soil Conservation District technical assistance in the
runoff from the area served by all draim.
developing needed erosion and sediment control mensure~

t~Ahete er all reviews are completed, the planning staff submits

plan to the Prince George’s County Planning Board
with recommendations, including any sediment control
requirements deemed necessary. The Board may give con.
ditional approval of the plan, subject to the requirements
being carried out by the developer,

and mayothenviserequireasoilsinvestigafio~tocon.date
.surface and subsurface condifio~ with the propeaed grad.
mg plan. The results of the investigation dudl be preheated
in a report bY a Soll Engineer whlch sludi include but need
not be limited to: data regarding the nature,, distn’butioa

and supporting ability of exi.q~
Cortstruc~ion Sta~e

conclusion~ and recommendatioas for grading requirements and erosion control, including re~mmmead~iom to
Consultive technical a.~istance in e.q~lishlng the planned ¯
erosion and sediment control measures is furnished by the insure stable soil conditions and ground water control
Soil Conservation District on request of the builders, applicable. The Building Official may require ~:h gupdevelopers and their engincer~ consistent with current plemental reports and date as he deem~ ~A:~T. Rec~t"
operating poficie~ and available resources at the time the mendation~ included in such reporta and approved by the
Building Official shall be incorporated in the grading plan
work is to be done.

or specificatiom.

Article 22: Grading and Erosion Control to the

Sectlea 2212.0 Coadltio~ otAplm~al

Building Code

Sectioa 2200.0 Pnrpeae

In granting any permit pursuant to tl~ article, the Bm’ldin~
Official may impose such condltioas as may be re.amaably
The purpose of thi~ article is to safnguard life, limb, proper, necessary to prevent creation of nuisance or umemoaable
ty and public welfare by e.~blishing minimum require- hazard to persons or to pubfic or pr~ate property.
ments for grading, drainage and erosion control of land conditions may include but need not be limited to: (1) The
within Prince George’s County, Maryland, and to establish granting (or secu~ from others) and recordatkm in
County Land Records, easement~ for drainage facilitie~
procedures by which these requh’ements arc to be ad- includingtheacceptanceoftheirdischargeontheproperty

ministered and enforced.

Section 220~.0 Applkattea

of others and for the maintenance of slopes or antiero~iofacilities.

A written application in form preu:ribed by the Building (2) Adequate control of du~t by watering or other control
Official shall be required for each permit. Plans and methods acceptable to the Building Official and in conforspecifications shall be submitted with each application for
mance with applicable air pollution ordinance&
a grading permit, unless specifically not required by the
(3) Improvement of any existing grading, ground
or drainage conditions on the site to meet the ~andard~
(11) Site development plan showing elevations, dimen- required under this article for new grading, drainage and
sion~ location, extent and the slope of all proposed grad- erosion control
ing, load bearing fill, buildings, parking areas, and
Section 2214.0 Re~pon~ibilltyofPennittee
driveway~; all clearly indicated.
(12) The area in square yards of the total site
area to remain undisturbed and currently having an effective erosion resistant ground cover or surface.
Permittee is responsible for the prevention of damage to
the adjacent property. No person shaft grade on land in any
(13) The planned area of the development, or of each manner, or so close to the property line
subdivision thereof, the development sequence of such damage any adjoining public street, sidewalk, alley or any
subdiv~.sion and the time of exposure of each area prior to other public or private property without supporting and
completion of effective temporary and/or permanent protecting such property from settling, cracking, erosion,
erosion and sediment control measure.s,
sediment or other damage or personal injury which might
(14) Adequate plans of all drainage provisions, retaining result.
walls, cribbing, planting, antierosion devices or other
protective devices to be constructed in connection with or
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APPENDIX F

1

V

0
L

Nassau County Soil and Water Conser~ation District
1425 Old Country Road. Building J - Plainview. NY 11803 - Phone (516) 454-0(J00

EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN REVIEW CHECKUST
LEGEND FOR REVIEW (W-IE~t"~:l J~r.
AS - ALTERNATIVES SUGGF_.STED
R ,= REOUESTED, NOT SUBMrrFED

A = ADEQUATE
NA - NOT APPI.JCABL

INC ,.,INCOMPLETE
NC = NOT CHECKED

1
2

PRO3ECT NAME:

SITE LOCATION:

APPLICANT’S NAME & ADDRESS:
THE DISTRICT HAS REVIEWED THE SUBJECT PROPOSAL AND SUGG ’ESTS THE FOLLOWING
BE REVISED TO PROVIDE THE PROPER SOIL EROSION, SEDIMENT, AND STORMWATER CONTROLS
CONSISTENT WITH THE SURIECT TOPOGRAPHY. TECHNICAL REVIEW SUPPLIED BY THH SOIL
CONSERVATION SERVICE
PLANS - GENERAL
i ....
1. Scop~ of plan dearly delineated and noted in tide block

__

~3. Legend, r, cales, north mow for pla~
~4. Existing and proposed topography shown, contours labeled and spot ¢lcvatloas a~ cxitical
~5. Typical designs o- plan r~iew drawings show~ for ,,~ d~v~o,, berms, interceptor dra~
outleL% level sprcader~, ~onn dra~n inle[ pro(cctors, grassed waterways,
6. Limit of 100 year floodpla~ dcEncated on pla~

?. Exist~ a~d proposed impro~me-L~ a~l ~
8. The total disturbed area delineated on site plan:
__ a. Indicate the total acreage to be paved, roofed, sodded, seeded, etc.
b. Delineate all areas to be stabilized vegetatively by seeding, sodding, or ground covert.
~_ c. Greenbelt areas a~e clearly dell-cared.
9. Standard General Notes.
10. Scale.
__ll. Sequence of operatiom.
__12. Stock pile area designated or referenced.
~13. Prol~rty boundaries indicated, and casements as needed.
~14. Street profdes.
15. Composite &ainagc area map for plans requiring more than on~ sheet, with scdlmcnt control measures
shown in their approximate locations.
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SOII.~ INFORMATION
~16. Detailed soils Map attached Or overlaid on plan map with interpretations.
~17. Deep soil pit logs attached and exact location shown on plan map for all
and s~pdc aystems.
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN REVIEW CHECKLIST. Page 2
SOIL EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
18. Permanent Dikes (perimeter, diversion, intercepto~)
a. Practice meets purpose and design criteria.
__b. Positive drainage is maintained, and contributing drainage area
__c. Outlet to sediment trapping device or onto ~table outlet
d. Points of vehicular cre~ings shown and stabilized (mouatable bena).
~19. Temporary Swales (’interceptor, perimeter).
a. Practice meets pu~ose and deslga ~

b. Q~m’bnti~ draiuage area sho~va.
d. Adequate outlet or discharge oaditioa.

e. Provisions for traffic cre~ing showa ea plaa.
f. St~mda~d ~ a~i m~’~on $~

c. Trap ~ I~ i~gest dr~ ar. (~.~
~f. pLan view of trap a~l s~orage ~ea ~dr,,w~ to
g. Volume c~lculations.
__b. Bo~om~ ~ and dea,-out (at 50% trap effi~cno/)
~. Sta, dard dr~il and co-,~’,ct;on
21. Straw B~le Dike and Silt Fonce
a. Meets purpo~ a,d de.~g, c~
b. Controlled slop~ less ~ 100
c. Drainage area less than I acre per 100 f~t of dike or fence. (for sh~t erosion only)
d. Standard detail and construction spocification~
~22. Grade Stabilization Structure (flume, pipe, slope drain, etc.)
__.a. M~ts purpose and design criteria
__b. Pipe drain size noted
__c. Contributing drainage area shown
~d. Standard detail and construction spe~fications
__23. Permanent Structural Practices or Sediment Control Measures Exceeding the Design Criteria of the
Standard detail.
a. Practic~ m~t~ purpos~ and design
b. Drainage area map
:. Runoff calculations
__ d. Calculations for size, velocity, and O
~. Standard detail with dimensions and construction specifications
__

24. Provisions for protecting cut and fill slopes from surface runoff
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~ZS. Site Grading
~a. Maximum created slope of 2 foot horiz, to I foot
~b. Slopes requiring regular maintenance will be no steeper tha~ 3 foot deep.
__c. Details of cut and fill slopes shown
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL PLAN REVIEW CHECKLIST - Page 3
~26. Seeding Specification and Note~
~a. Seedbed Preparation
~b. Permanent r~eding (mix and rate) - include~ method of applkatloa.
c. Temporary seeding (mix and rates) - includes method of application
~d. Mulching (include4 anchorin8 method)

~e. Sod (type a~d instanatioa)

~f. Fertilizer (amount and type)

~ g. Lime (amount rod type)
h. Seeding dates (temporary and Pernument. to cover eatire year).
~27. Storm inlets adequately protected (detail required)
~28. Stabilized construction entrances shown on plan (detail required)
____~. Provisions for r, ediment and erosion control of areas disturbed for storm drain and utility ¢onstracfioa.
30. Storm Drainage
~ Drainage area map and computatiom
~b. Plan and prof’de indicating pipe r~ze, type, dope, Q, r, truetm-e~ and inlet (type), top and iave~
elevations
~c. Proposed outlet protection dimensions and omputatiom.
~d. Constructed out/all ditch or swale cross-section and flow computations for depth and velocity
~.e. Profd¢ of outfall sufficient to show natural gradient of accepting channel or conduit.
~f. Outlet protection of 0% slope for minimum required distance
._.__.31. Riprap and Gabiom
__a. Median stone r~ze and minimum depth of treated section showa on plan.
__b, Riprap placed upon approved filter cloth
~c. Cro~s-section detail of treated arem
32. Permit notification from ocher
~33. Storm Water Management referred to:

Date:

Nassau County DPW
Town of

City of
~34. Sediment Basin or Recharge Basin
a. Seedbed preparation, seeding rate and method of application, and mulch details included.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Plans reviewed by:..
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SECHON 12
GLOSSARY

I

V

The list of terms thatfollows
........ ts representatwe of those used by toil onscrvatiotU~, toll r~aentist& engineer~ develope~
contractors, planners, etc. The terms are in common use in conservation matter~.
ACCESS ROAD - A road or vehicular travel way constructed to provide needed acce~,

B-HORIZON- The intermediate layer of clay~ and oxide4
in a toil below the A-horizon; also ~tlled the zone of
accumulation.

ACRE-FOOT - The volume of water that will cover 1 acre
to a depth of I fool

L

BENCH MARK (economlc~) - Data for ¯ Ipecifi¢ time
period that is used as ¯ base for comparath~ purpose¯ with
comparable data.

~C VALUE- The increase in value of a property
derived from such intangible factor~ as its inherent attractivgness, its access to attractive view~ or its general appeal
to the sense of beauty of the owner or purchaser,

(engineering) - A point of reference in elevation
surveya.

A-HORIZON - The organic material and leached minerah ItERM - A shelf that breah the continuity of ¯ dope.
in the uppermost layer of toil.
BLIND - Placement of loose toil around ¯ tile or coedult
AMORTIZATION-Torepayadebtinasequenceofequal
to prevent damage or mlgali~o~nm_~llt When the treltch il
payments. Part of each payment is used to pay the interest
badd’dled. Allows water to flow more freely to the tile.
due at the time it is made, and the balance is applied to the
BLIND DRAIN- A type of drain consisting of an egclvated
reduction of the principal.
trench tel, lied with pervious materials, such ~ coar~ rand,
ANGLE OF REPOSE - Angle between the horizontal and gravel or crushed stone, Where water percolate~ through
the maximum dope that ¯ soil assume~ through natural the voids and flow~ toward an outlet. Often referred to ~
proee.s,ses.
¯ French drain because of it~ initial development and
widespread use in France.
ANTECEDENT MOISTURE CONDITION (AMC) - The
degree of wetness of ¯ watershed at the beginning of ¯
storm,

BLIND INLET- lulet to¯ draininwhichentranceofwater
is by percolation rather than open flow channeh.

APRON - A floor or lining to protect ¯ Ru’face from
erosion; for example, the pavement below chutes,
spillways, or at the toes of dam~

BRUSH LAYERING - The embedment of green branche~
of shrub or tree specie.rs perpendicular to the dope, on
successive horizontal row~ or comour~

ASSESSED VALUE - The value placed on property for
taxation purtx3se,s,

BRUSH-MATtING - A mulch of hardwood brush
teaed down with stake4 and wire.

ASSOCIATED COSTS - A term commonly used in water
resource development projects. These costs include the
value of goods and services needed over and above project
costs to make the immediate products or services of a
project available for use or sale.

d’s. - Abbreviation for cubic feet per second. A unit of
water flow.

BASE FLOW - The stream discharge from groundwater
runoff.
BEDDING - The process of laying a drain or other conduit
in its trench and tamping earth around the conduit to form
its bed. The manner of bedding may be specified to conform to the earth load and conduit strength,
BEDLOAD - The sediment that moves by sliding, rolling,
or bounding on or very near the streambed; sediment
moved mainly by tractive or gravitational forces or both,
but at velocities less than the surrounding flow.

’¯
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CAPITAL RECOVERY PERIOD - The period of time
required for the net returns from an outlay of capital to
equal the investmeat.
CAPITALIZED COST - The first cost of an asset plus the
present value of all renewals expected within the planning
horizon.
CHANNEL - A natural stream that convey~ water;, ¯ ditch
or channel excavated for the flow of water.
CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT - The improvement of the
flow characteristics of a channel by clearing, excavation,
realignment, lining, or other means in order to increase its
capacity. Sometimes used to connote channel stabilization.
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CHANNEL STABILIZATION - Erosion prevention and open channels for which the specific energy (sum of th~
stabilization of velocity distribution in a channel using depth and velocity head) is I minimum for a given disjetties, drops, revetments, vegetation, and other measures, charge.
COMPACTION - To unite firml~ the act or process of
becoming compact, usually applied in geology to the
changing of loose sediments into hard, firm rock. With
respect to construction work with soils, engineering compaction is any process by which the soil grains are rearranged to decrease void space and bring them into closer
contact with one another, thereby increasing the weight of

solid material per cubic foot.

CROSS-SECTION - A drawing that shows the features
that would be exposed by a vertical cut through a manmade or natural structure.
CROWN (forestry). The upper part of a tree, including
the branche~ and foliage.
CUBIC FOOT PER SECOND- Rate of fluid flow at which

I cubic foot of fluid passes a measuring point in I second.
(Abbr. cfs.) (Syn. Second-foot; CUSEC,) See
CUT- Portion of land surface or area from which earth !~
CONIFER - A tree belonging to the order Coniferae, been removed or wiil be removed by exeavafion; the depth
usually evergreen, with cones and needle-shaped or r,~le- below original ground surface to excavated surface.
like leaves and producing wood known commercially as CUT-AND-FILL - Proce~ of earth moving by e~cavating
part of an area and using the excavated material for
CONSERVATION - The protection, improvement, and jaccut embankment or fill area~.
use of natural resources according to principles that will ctrrOFF - 1. Wall, collar, or other ~xucture, such as a
assure their highest economic or social benefits,
trench, titled with relatively impervious material intended
CONSERVATION DISTRICT - A public organization to reduce seepage of water through porous
created under state enabling law as a special purpom:
2. In river hydraulics, the new and rhorter dumael
district to develop and carry out a program of ufil, water,
formed either naturally or artificially when ¯
and related re+ource conservation, use, and development
Uream cuts through the neck of ¯ band.
within its boundaries, usuaUy a subdivision of state government with a local governing body and always with limited DEBRIS DAM - A barrier built across a ~’eam cham~el to
authorities. Often catled a soll conservation district or ¯ soil retain rock, sand, gravel, silt, or other material
and water conservation district+
DEBRIS GUARD - Screen or grate at the intake of ¯
CONTOUR - 1. An imaginary ilne on the surface of the channel, drainage, or pump structure for the purpose of
earth connecting points of the same elevation,
stopping debris.
2.A line drawn on a map connecting points of the DECIDUOUS PLANT - A plant that rheas all its leaves
same elevation,
every year at a certain season+
CONTOUR INTERVAL - The vertical distance between
DEGRADATION - To wear down by erosion,
contour lines,
through stream ¯ctio~
CONTOUR MAP - A map that shows the shape of the
DEPOSIT - Material left in a new position by a natural
surface features of the ground by the use of contours,
transporting agent, such as water, wind, ice, or gravity, or
CONTOUR WAY]LING - The packing of lengths of by the activity of man.
bundJes of twigs or whips inlo a continnous length partially DESIGN STANDARDS - Standards of construction
buried acros~ a slope at regular contour inter~als and governing the size, shape, and relatiomhip ofspaces in any
supported on the downhill slide by stakes,
structure which will control soil erosion and sedimentation.
CREST - 1. The top of a dam, dike, spillway, or weir, DESIGNSTORM-Agivenralnfallamount, arealdistribu.
frequently restricted to the overflow portion,
t~on‘ and time distribution, used to estimate runoff. The
rainfall amount is for a given frequency (25-year, 50-year,
2. The summit of a wave or peak of a flood,
etc.).
CRITICAL SITE- A sediment producing, highly erodible, DESILTING AREA - An area of grass, shrubs, or other
or severely eroded area or site.
vegetation used for inducing deposition of silt and other
CONDUIT - Any channel intended for the conveyance of
water, whether open or closed.

CRITICAL VELOCITY - Velocity at which a given dis- debris from flowing water, located above a stock tank,
charge changes from tranquil to rapid flow;, that velocity in pond, ficld, or other area needing protection from sediment accumulation. See Filter Strip.
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DETENTION DAM - A dam constructed for the purpose
of temporary storage of strcamflow or surface runoff and
for releasing the stored water at controlled rates,
DI
embankmenttoconl’me or control water, espedally one built along the banks of a river to prevent overflowoflowlands; a levee.
DISCHARGE - Rate of flow, specifically fluid flow;, a
volume of fluid passing a point per unit time, commonly
expressed as cubic feet per second, million gallons per day,
gallons per minutes, or cubic meters per second.
DISCHARGE FORMULA (hydraulics) - A formula to
calculate rate of flow of fluid in a conduit or through an
opening. For steady flow discharge, Q = AV, wherein Q
is rate of flow, A is cross sectional area, and V is mean
velocity. Common units are cubic feet per second, square
feet, and feet per second, respectively. To calculate the
mean velocity, V, for uniform flow in pipes or open channets, see Manning’s formula,
DIVERSION - Channel consuucted across the slope for
the purpose of intercepting surface runoff; changing the
accustomed course of all or part of a stream. See Terrace.
DIVERSION TERRACE - Diversions, which differ from
terraces in that they consist of individually designed chartnels across a hillside, may be used to protect bottondand
from hillside runoff or may be needed above ¯ terrace
system for protection against runoff from an un-terraced
area. They may also divert water out of active gullies,
protect farm buildings from runoff, reduce the -,umber of
waterway~ and are sometimes used in connection with
strip cropping to shorten the length of slope so that the
strips can effectively control erosion. See Terrace.
DRAINAGE - The removal of excess surface water or
groundwater from land by means of surface or subsurface
DRMNAGE AREA - The area draining into a stream at a
given point. The area may be of different sizes for surface
runoff, subsurface flow and base flow, but generally the
surface runoff area is used as the drainage area. See
watershed,

DROP STRUCTURE - A structure for dropping water to
a lower level and dissipating its surplus energy, ¯ fall A
drop may be vertical or inclined.
EFFLUENT - 1. The discharge or outflow of water from
ground or subsurface storage.
2. The fluids discharged from domestic, industrial,
and municipal waste collection sy~tena or treatmerit facilltie.~
EROSION - 1. The wearing ¯way of the land ,~urface by
running water, wind, ice, or other geological agents, includin¯ such processe~ as gravitational creep.

2. Detachment and movement of soil or rock
ments by water, wind, ice, or gravity. The followin¯ terms are used to describe different type~ of
water " ¯
a. GULLY EROSION - The ermion prm:~a
whereby water ¯ccumnlates in muzow chanae~
and, over short periods, removes the soil from this
-,arrow area to considerable depths, ranging from
I to 2 feet to as much as 75 to 100 feet.
b. RILL EROSION- An erosion process ia which
numerous small channels only several inchea deep
are formed; occurs mainly on recently cultivated
~ See Rill.
c. SHEET EROSION - The removal of ¯ fairly
uniform layer of soil from the land ua’face by
runoffwnter.
EUTROPHICATION- A means of aging oflake~ whereby
aquatic plants are abundant and waters are deficient in
oxygen. The process is usually accelerated by enrichment
¯ surface runoffcontaining nitrogen and phoaof waters w~th
phorus.
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION (El3 - Plant transpiration plus
evaporation from the soil. Difficult to determine separate,.
ly, therefore used as ¯ unit for study.
FALLOW - Cropland kept free of vegetation during the
growing season. May be a normal part of the cropping

system for weed control, water conservation, soll conDRAINAGE DISTRICT - A cooperative, self-governlng
ditioning, etc..
public corporation cr-,,ated under state law to finance,
construct, operate, and maintain a drainage system involv- FILTER STRIP. Strip of permanent vegetation above
in¯ a group of land holding~
ponds, diversion terraces, and other structure~ to retard
flow of nmoff water, causing deposition of transported
DROP-INLET SPILLWAY - Overfall structure in which material, thereby reducing sediment flow. See Debiting
the water drops th~ongh a vertical riser connected to a Are&

discharge conduit.
DROP SPILLWAY - Overfall structure in which the water
drops over a vertical wall onto an apron at a lower eleva-

.... ~ ¯
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FINISHED GRADE - The final grade or elevation of the
ground surface conforming to the approved gradin~ plan.
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FLOOD FRINGE - That portion of the floodplain subject

only to shallow inundation and low velodty flow of floodwater,
FLOODPLAIN - A level surface of stratified alluvium on
either side of a stream which is built up by silt and sand
carried out of the main channel and submerged during
times of flood,

GRAVEL FILTER - Graded sand and gravel aggregate

placed around a drain or well screen to prevent the move~
meat of t’me materials from the aquifer into the drain or

V

well

GULLY - A channel or miniature valley cut by c.oncentrated nmoffbut through which water conunonly flow~
only during and immediately after heavy rains or during the
melting of snow. A gully may be dendriti~ or branching m.
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT- The wise use of
floodplains so as to reduce human suffering and.property it may be linear, rather long, narrow, and of tmiform width.
damage resulting from floods and to lessen the need for The distinction between gully and rill is one of del~h. A
expensive flood control structures, such as dams and reset- gully is suffidently deep that it would not be obliterated by
normal tillage operationg whereas a rill is of letter depth
voirs,

~’~.

FIAX~DWAY - That portion of the floodplain required to
A hardened r, oil layt¢ ia the lower A or ia the
storeanddischargefloodwaterswithoutcausiagsignilicant HARDPANdamaging or potentially damaging increases in flood B horizon caused by eemeatafioa of rail partic~ with
organic matter or with materials such as silica,
heights and velodties.
FREEBOARD(hydraulics)- Verticaldistaneebetweenthe
maximum water sudaee elevation anticipated in design and
the top of restraining banks or structures provided to
prevent overtopping because of unforeseen conditions.
FREQUENCY - An expression or measure of how often a
hydrologic event of given size or magnitude should, on the
average, be equaled or exceeded. For example, a 50-year
frequency flood should be equaled or exceeded in size, on
the average, only onco in 50 years~ lndroughtordeficieacy
studies it usually defines how many yean will, on the
average, be equal to or less than a given rdze or magnitude,

0

L

2

not clumge appreciably with changes in moisture ontent,
and pieces of the hard layer do not slake ia water.
HIGHWAY EROSION CONTROL - The prevention
control of erosion in ditches, at cross drains, and oa ~
and road banks within a highway right-of-way, ladudea
vegetative practice~ and gructural pracficea.
HOOD INLET- Eatranee to a dosed oadeit that ha~ been
shaped to induee full flow at minimum water surfaee eleva.
tioa.
ilORIZOIqS, Mll~iht.L SOIL-

FUNCTIONAL PLAN - A plan for one element or closely
A horizons are sudaee laye~
related elements of a comprehensive plan, for example,
transportation, recreation, and open spaces. Such plans, of B horizons are subsoil horizons 1; They are derdgnated a~
follows:
necessity, should be closely related to the land use plan.
Plans that fall short of considering all elements of a com- B alone indicat~ rome residual traast’ormatioa or
prehensive plan may be considered as functional plans,
change ia place, such as color.
Thus, resource con.~ervation and development plans and
Bt indicates accumulations of translocated day. Bx
watershed project plans should be considered as functional
indicates a B horizon with fragipan characteristka
plans.
such as firmness, brittleness and high density.
GABION - A galvanized wire basket filled with stone used C horizons are substrata layer 1; they consist of mineral
for structural purpo~s. When fastened together used as
material like or unlike the material from which the A
retaining walls, revetments, slope protection and similar
& B horizons have formed and have been little afstructures,
fecled by soil forming process. They are designated
GRADE STABILIZATION STRUCTURE - A structure
as follows:
for the purpose of stabilizing the grade of a gully or other
C alone indicates material like the material from
watercourse, thereby preventing further head-cutting or
which the A & B horizons have formed.
lowering of the channel grade.
Cx indicates a C horizon of material like that of the A
GRASSEDWATERWAY-Anaturalorconstructedwater.
& B horizons but has the firm, brittle and dense
way, usually broad and shallow, covered with erosion resischaracteristics of a fragipaa.
rant grasses, used to conduct surface water from cropland.
I Roman numerals are prefixed to the appropriate
GRAVEL ENVELOPE - Selected aggregate placed around
horizon designations such as liB, llbt, IIBx, and IIC
the screened pipe section of wcll casing or a subsurface
drain to facilitate the entry of water into the well or drain,
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or IICS when it is necessary to number a ~ries of
layers of unlike or contrasting material from the sur-
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face downward. Clav~rack is an example in which the INOCULATION (OF SEEDS) - The addition of nitro¯ca
A & B horizons have formed in rand and the under- fixing bacteria (inoculant) to kgume reeds or to the toil in
lying material is contrasting silty day that is indicated which the r,e~ds are to be planted; the bacteria take free
as a IIC horizon,
nitrogen from the air and make it available to the tced~
HYDRAULIC GRADE LINE - In ¯ dosed conduit, ¯ line
joining the elevations to which water could stand in risers
or vertical pipes connected to the conduit at their lower
end and open at their upper end. In open channel flow, the
hydraulic grade line is the free water surface.

INTERCEPTION - Precipitation retained oa plant or
plant residue surfaces and finally absorbed, evaporated, or
sublimated. That which flows down the plant to the gronad
is called "steamflow~ and not counted as true interception.

HYDROGRAPH - A graph r, howing variation in stage stream that flow~ only in direct re~pon~e to precipitati~.
(depth) or discharge of ¯ stream of water over a period of It receives tittle or no water from r, pringz mul ao long term
time.
continued supply from m~lting uzow or other tource~. It it
dry for ¯ large part of the ye..ar, ~ mo~e thaa 3
HYDROLOGIC SOIL COVER COMPLEX. A ombinamontl~.
tion of a hydrologic soil group and ¯ type of cover,
HYDROLOGIC SOIL GROUP - A group of mils having
the same nmoff potential under zimilar r, torm and cov~

ISO-ERODENT VALUE - A term tt~d to correlate areas
of equally ermive aver¯Be mmual raiafalL

fore.~ water, etc., that distinguish oae paxt of the eaxth’s
HYDROLOGY - The r, cience that deals with the occurfence and behavior of water in the atmosphere, on the surface from another part, usually that portioa of laad o~
ground and under the ground. Rainfall intensifies, rainfall territory which the eye can comprehend in ¯ tingle view,
including all of i~ natural
interception by trees, effects of crop rotation on runoff,
floods, droughts and the flowofspriugs and wells, are some LIME, AGRICULTURAL. A zoo amendment ~
of the topics studied by ¯ hydrologist,
principally of calcium carbonate but indeding magne~um
HYDROSEEDING - The dissemination of r, eed hydraull- carbonate and perhaps other materia~ ~ to furai~h
caIly in a water medium; mulch, lime, and fertil~r can be calcium and magnesium as e.~entinl elementz for the
growth of plants and to neutralize toil acidity.
incorporated into the sprayed mixture,
IMPERVIOUS SOIL - A soil through which water, air, or
roots cannot penetrate. No soil is impervious to water and
IMPOUNDMENT - Generally, an artificial collection or
storage of water, as a re.s~rvoir, pit, dugout, sump, etc. S~
Reservoir.
INDUSTRIAL PARK - A tract of land, the control and
a~ration of which are v~sted in ¯ single body, suitable
for industrial us~ becaus~ of location, topography, proper
zoning, availability of utilities, and a~ibifity to transporration,

LINING - A protective cove~zg over all or part of the
perimeter of ¯ reservoir or ¯ conduit to prevent
tion or otberwis~ improve condition~ of flow.
LIVE STAKING - Securing vegetative cover for control of
erosion and shallow sliding by means of willow or poplar
cuttings that root easily and grow rapidly under cez~.aln
conditions.
MANN1NG’S FORMULA (hydraulics). A formula used
to predict the velocity of water flow in an open chaxmei or
pil~line:

tion, and surface runoff. The part of rainfall that enters the
INFILTRATION RATE - A soil characteristic determining

or describing the maximum rate at which water can enter
the soil under specified conditions, including the presence
of an excess of water. See Infdtration Velocity.
IN ITIAL ABSTRACT! ON (l.) - When considering surface
runoff, I~ is all the rainfall before runoff begins. When
considering direct runoff, la consists of interception,
evaporation and the soil-water storage that must be exhausted before direct runoff may begin...
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where:

V ~ the mean velocity of flow in feet per warned; r the hydraulic radiu.~;

s ,ffi the slope of the energy gradient or for assumed
uniform flow the slope of the channel in feet per foot;
and
n D the roughness coefficient or retard¯rice factor of
the channel fining.
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MUCK SOIL - 1. An organic soil in which the organic PEAK FLOW-The maximum instantaneou~ flowofwater
matter is weft decomposed (USA usage),
from a given storm condition at a specific location.
2. A soil containing 20 to 50 percent organic matter.
MUI£H - A natural or artificial layer of plant residue or
other materials, such as sand or paper, on the soll sudace.

PEAT - Dark brown residual material produced by the
partial decomposition and disintegration of plaa~ that
grow in w~t places.

PERMEABILITY - The qnafity of a toil horizon that
NETrlNG- Plastic, paper, or cotton material used to holdenables water or air to move through it. Torua ~ to
describe permeability are as follows: very glow, glow,
mulch on the soil surface.
moderately slow, moderate, moderately rapid, rapid, and
OUTLET - Point of water disposal from ¯ ~ river, very rapid.
lake, tidewater, or artificial drain,
pH - A numerical meaun~ of the acidity or alkalinity
PARTICLE SIZE CLASSES FOR FAMILY GROUP- ~oil;neutralsoil has apH of 7; all pHvalue~belosw7are
INGS (as used in the Soll Classification System of the acid, and all above 7 are alkaline.
National Cooperative Soil Survey in the United States) Various particle size ~ are applied to arbitrary con- PLANNED uNrr DEVELOPMENT- A mains
trol sections that vary according to the depth of the soil, tion permitting flexibility of site design by combining buildpresence or absence of argillic horizons, depth to parafithlc ins ~ and uses in waD that would be prolu~ited by
or lithic contacts, fragipans, horizons. No single set of traditional zoning standard~
particle size classes is appropriate as a family gronping for
all kinds of soil. The classification tabulated below
provides a choice of r~everal particle size dass~

PLAT OF SURVEY- A r, caled drawing idontifying ¯ parc=l
of real estate, prepared by a registered surv~wor, including
a legal description of the property and the dimenr~on~ of
the physical improvengn~

1. Sandy-Skeletal - More than 35 percent, by volume,
coarser than 2 millimeters, with enough frees to fdl RMNFALL INTENSITY- .The rate at whlch rain i~ falling
interstices larger than 1 mill;meter; fraction le~ at any given instant, usually expr~ in inches per hour.
than 2 millimeters is as defined for the sandy class.

RETARDANCE (vegetation). The characteristic of the

2.Lonmy-Skeletal-Morethan35percent,byvolume, vegetative lining of a channel that tends to re~’ict and
coarser than 2 milllmeters, with enough frees to fdl impede flow relative to a perfectly smooth channd.
interstices larger than 1 millimeter;, fraction less
than 2 milfimeters is as del’med for loamy classes. RETENTION - The amount of precipitation on a drainage
3. Sandy - Sands, except very free sand, and loamy area that does not escape as runoff. It is the difference
between total precipitation and total runoff.
sands, except loamy very free sand.
4a. Coarse-Loamy- With less than 18 percent clayand RE’l-URN FLOW- That portion of the water diverted from
more than 15 percent coarser than very t’me sand a stream which Finds its way back to the stream channel
(including coarse fragments up to 7.5 cen- either as surface or underground flow.
timeters).
REVETMENT - Facing of stone or other material, either
b. F’me-Loamy - With more than 18 percent clay but
permanent or temporary, placed along the edge ofastrcam
icss than 35 percent clay and more than 15percent to stabilize the bank and to protect it from the erosive
coarser than very l’me sand (includes coarse fragaction of the stream.
ments up to 7.5 centimeters).
c. Coarse-Silty - With less than 18 percent clay and RIPARIAN RIGHTS - The rights of an owner whose land
less than 15 percent coarser than very t’me sand abuts water. They differ from state to state and often
(including coarse fragments up to 7.5 cen- depend on whether the water is a river, lake, or ocean. Sce
Water Rights.
timeters).
RIPRAP - Broken rock, cobbles, or boulders placed on
d.Fine-Silty- Withmore than 18percent clay and less
than 35 percent clay and less than 15 percent
earth surfaces, such as the face of a dam or the bank of a
coarser than very fine sand (including coarse frag- stream, for protection against the action of water (waves);
ments up to 7.5 centimeters),
also applied to brush or pole mattresses, or brush and
5a. Fine - With more than 35 percent clay but less than stone, or other similar materials used for soil erosion controL
60 percent clay.
b. Very-Fine - With more than 60 percent day.
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RUNOFF-That portion ofthe precipitation on a drainage
no definite line between herbs and shrubs or between
area that is discharged from the area in stream channels, shrubs and trees; all possible intergradations oceur.

Types include surface runoff, groundwater runoff, or
seepage.
RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER (CN) -A parameter combining the effects of soils, watershed characteristics and land
use. This parameter represents the hydrologic soll cover
complex of the watershed.
SCALPING - Removal of rod or other vegetation in spots
or stril~.
SCARIFY - To abrade, scratch, or modify the surface; for
example, to scratch the impervious seed coat of hard seed
or to break the surface of the soil with a narrow-bladed
implement,
SEDIMENT - Solid material, both mineral and organic,
that is in suspension, is being transported, or has been
moved from its site of origin by air, water, gravity, or ice
and has come to rest on the earth’s surface either above or
below sea leveL
SEDIMENT BASIN - A basin or pond designed to store a
calculated amount of sediment being transported on the

site.

SIDE SLOPES (engineering) - The slope of the sides of a
canal, dam, or embankment. It is customary to name the
horizontal distance first, as 0.5 to 1, or frequently, 1-1/2:1,
meaning a horizontal distance of 1.5 feet to I foot verticaL
srrE ANALYSIS Evaluation of the qualities and draw-

backs of a site by comparison with thor, aspec~ of other
comparable site&
SOIL EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL
PLAN - A plan which fully indieates the necessary land
protection and structural measures, including ¯ schedule
of the timing of their installation, which will effectively
minimize ,oil crosio~ and sediment yields.
SOIL STRUCTURE - The arrangement of primary toil
particles into compound particles or dnster~ that are
~parated from adjoining aggregates and have propertie~
unlike those of an equal mass of unaggregated soil partides. The principal forms of soil structure are: platy
(laminated), prismatic (vertical axis of aggregates longer
than horizontal), columnar (prisms with rounded tops),
blocky (angular or subangular), and granular. Structure-

less soils are: (1) single grain (each grain by itself, as in dune

SEDIMENT DISCHARGE - The quantity of sediment,

sand), or (2) massive (the particles adhering together

measured in dry weight or by volume, transported throngh
without any regular cleavage, as in many claypans and
a stream cross-section in a given time. Sediment discharge hardpam).
SOIL SURVEY. Sunny showing soil type and ompo~
SEEDBED - The soil prepared by natural or artificial tion.
means to promote the germination of seed and the growth
SOIL TEXTURE - The relative proportions of the various
of seedlin~
soil separates in a soil as described by the classes of soil
SEEPAGE - 1. Water escaping through or emerging from texture shown in Figure 1. The textural classes may be
the ground along an extensive llne or surface as contrasted modified by the addition of suitable adjectives when coarse
with a spring where the water emerges from a iocalLzed fragments are present in substantial amounts; for example,
spot.
gravelly silt loam. (For other modifications, see coarse
fragments.) Sand, loamy sand, and sandy loam are further
2. The proce~ by which water percolates through subdivided on the b~i~ of the proportions of the various
the soil
sand separates present.
3. (percolation) The slow movement of gravita- SPILLWAY - An open or closed channel, or both, used to
tional water through the soil
convey excess water from a reservoir. It may contain gates,
SETI’LING BASIN - An enlargement in the channel of a
stream to permit the settling of debris carried in suspension.
SHRINK-SWELL POTENTIAL- The susceptibility of soil
to voktme change due to loss or gain in moisture content.
SHRUB - A woody perennial plant differing from a perchnial hcrb by its more woody stems and from a tree by its
low stature and habit of branching from the base. There
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either manuallyor automatically controlled, to regulate the
discharge of exce~ water.
SPOIL - Soil or rock material excavated from ¯ canal,
bz, sin, or similar construction.
STAGE (hydraulics) - The variable water surface or the
water surface elevation above any chosen datum. See Gage
Height; Gaging Station.
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STATE SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION COMTIME OF CONCENTRATION - Time required for water
M ITrEE, COMMISSION, OR BOARD- The state agencyto flow from the most remote point of a watershed, in a
established by state soil conservation district enabling hydraulic sense, to the outlet.
legislation to assist with the administration of the
provisions of the state soil conservation districts law. The TIMING SCHEDULE - A construction progress schedule
showing the proposed dates of commencement and cornofficial title may vary from the above as new or amended
pletion of each of the various subdivisions of work as shown
state laws are made.
and called for in the approved plans and specification&
STILLING BASIN- An open structure or excavation at the
foot of an overfall, chute, drop, or spillway to reduce the TOPOGRAPHIC MAP - A schematic drawing of
energy of the descending stream,
prominent landforms indicated by conventional gymbols
such as hachur~ or contour ~
STREAMBANKS - The usual boundaries, not the flood
boundaries, of a stream channel. Right and left banks arcTOPSOIL - The uppermost layers of soil containing organic material and suited for plant survival and growth.
named facing downstream,
STRATA CAPACITY - The maximum mount of materialTRAP EFFICIENCY- The capability of a re.servok to trap
~.dimeat.
a stream is able to transport.
STREAM LOAD- Ouantity of solid and dissolved materialTRAVEL TIME. The time for water to travel from one
location to another in a watershed. A travel time is part of
carried by a stream. See Sediment Load.
a component of time of concentration (To).
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT - Runoff water safely
conveyed or temporarily stored and released at an allow-TRIBUTARY. Secondary or branch of a stream, drain, or
other channel that contributes flow to the primary or main
able rate to ~ erosion and flooding,
STRIPPING - Denuding vacant or untouched land of ks
UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (engineorpre.sent vegetative cover and topsoil
lag) - A elassification system based on the identification of
SUBGRADE - The soil prepared and compacted to sup-mils according to their particle r, ize, gradation, plaatldty
port a structure or a pavement system,
index, and liquid limit.
SUBSOIL - The B horizons of soils with distinct profdes. UNIT HYDROGRAPH - A discharge hydrograph coming
in soils with weak profde development, the subsoil can befrom one inch of direct runoff distributed uniformly ~
defined as the soil below the plowed soil (or its equivalent the watershed, with the direct runoff generated at a
of surface soil), in which roots normally grow. Althoughuniform
a
rate during the given storm duration. A watershed
common term, it cannot be defined accurately,
may have 1-hour, 2-hour, etc. unit hydrographa.
SUMP - Pit, tank, or reservoir in which water is collected WATER QUALITY STANDARDS - Minimum requirefor withdrawal or stored,
meats of purity of water for various uses; for example, water
SUSPENDED LOAD - The fine sediment kept in suspea- for agricultural use in irrigation systems should not exceed
sion in a stream because the settling velodty is lower than specific levels of sodium bicarbonates, pH, total dissolved
salts, etc.
the upward velocity of the current,
SWALE - A linear, but flattish depression in the ground WATER RIGHTS - The legal rights to the use of water.
surface which conveys drainage water but offers no impedi_ They consist of riparian rights and those acquired by appropriation and prescription. Riparian rights are those
meat to traffic, as do ditches or gutters,
rights to use and control water by virtue of ownership of
TERRACE - An embankment or combination of an em-the bank or banks. Appropriated rights are those acquired
bankment and channel constructed across a slope to con- by an individual to the exclusive use of water, based strictly
trol erosion by diverting or storing surface runoff instead on priority of appropriation and application of the water
of permitting it to flow uninterrupted down the slope,to beneficial use and without limitation of thc place of use
Terraces or terrace systems may be classified by their to riparian land. Prescribed rights are those to which legal
alignment, gradient, outlet, and cross-section. Alignment title is acquired by long possession and use without protest
is parallel or non-parallel. Gradient may be level uniformlyof other parties.
graded, or variably graded. G fade is often incorporated to
permit paralleling the terraces. Outlets may be soil infiltra- WATERS HED - The area contributing direct runoff to a
stream.
it is assumed
thatarea.
baseHowever,
flow in the the
stream
tion only, vegetaled waterways, tile outlets, or combinaalsoUsually
comes from
the same
ground
tions of these. Cross-sections may bc narrow base, broad
water watershed may be larger or smaller.
base, bench, steep backslope, flat channel or channel,
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WATER TAI~LE - The upper surface of groundwater or
that level below which the soll is saturated with water; locus
of points in soil water at which the hydraulic pressure is

certain circumstances. This power traditionally re, des in
the state, and the power to regulate land uses by zoning i~
usually delegated to minor units of government, such u

towns, municipalities, and counties, through an enabling
act that specifies powers granted and the conditions under
WATERWAY - A natural course or constructed channel which the~e ate to be exercised.
for the flow of water.
ZONING ORDINANCE - The e~ercise of police power f~
WATTLE - A group or bundle of twigrb whips or withes.
the purpose of carrying out the land use plan of an area. It
WEEP-HOLES (engineering) - Opening~ left in retaining may also include regulati~a to effect control of the ~
~ aprons, linings, or t’oundatiom to permit drainage and height of buildings, population demity, and me of
equal to atmospheric pressure,

~"

ZONING (rural) - A meam by which governmental et~.
authority is used to promote the proper use of land uader

October 1991 - Third Printing
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New York Soil Conservation Service Field Office Listing
~UNTY

OF’61L-’~ LOCA~ON

Albany
RD #2, Martin Road, Voorheesvflle, 12186
Allegany
Ag Service Center, RD #2, Belmont St., Belmoat, 14813
Broome
4-H Center, 840 Front Street, Binghamton, 13905
Cattaraugus
RR #2, Box 16B, Parksid¢ Driv~ Elli~Xtvilko 14731
Cayuga
248 Grant Avenue, Auburn, 13021
Chautauqua
Frank W. Bratt Ag Center, RD #2~ Turner Road, Jameatow~ 14701
Chemung
209 North Main Street, Horsehcada, 14845
Chcuango
99 North Broad Street, lqo~..h, 138L5
Clinton
RFD#6, Box 16A, Rt. 22, Plattsbur~ 12901
Columbia
337 Fairvicw Avenue, Hudson, 12534
Cortland
100 Grange Place, Room 205, Cot~and, 13045
Delaware
129 North Street, Walton, 13856
Dutchess/Pumam/
Westchester
Farm & Home Center, Rt. 44, P.O. Box 37, Millbmok, 12545
Eric
21 S. Grove Street, East Aurora, 14052
Essex
125 Pleasant Street, Box 1139 J, Westpo~ 12993
Franidin
Agrlcultur~l Service Center, RFD 3, Box 7B, Malone, ~
Fulton
Hales Mills Road, Box 239, Johnstown, X2095
Gcnesee
USDA Conter, 166 Washington Avenue, Batavia, 14020
Greene
HC #3, Box 907, Cairo, 12413-9502
Hamilton
Hamilton Co. Courthou~, Lake Pleasant, 12108
Herkimer
113 George Street, Hcrkimer, 13350
Jefferson
RD #6, Box 376B, Rices Road, Watertown, 13601
L~wis
P.O. Box 113, Lowvfllc, 13367
Livingston
129 Main Street, Leicester, 14481
Mad£~on
Farm & Home Center, Eaton St., Box 189, Morrisvifle, 13408
Monroe
249 Highland Avenue, Rochester, 14620
Montgomery
567 Route 5S, Fultonville, 12072
Nassau
1425 Old Country Rd., Bldg. J, Plainview, 11803
Niagara
4487 Lake Avenue, Lockport, 14094
Oneida
RR #1, Box 126-C, Second St., Oriskany, 13424
Onondaga
4876 Onondaga Road, Syracuse, 13215
Ontario
Farm & Home Center, 482 N. Main Street, Canandaigu& 14424
Orange/
Rocldand
33 Fulton Street, Middletown, 10940
Orleans
446 West Avenue, Albion, 14411
Oswego
2 Erie Street, Oswego, 13126
Orsgo
Library Building, 22 Main Street, Cool~rstown, 13326
Rcnss¢lacr
1701 Seventh Avenue, Old Health Bldg., Troy, 12180-3496
St. Lawrenc~
3 Commerce Lane, Canton, 13617
Saratoga
50 West High Street, Municipal Center, Ballston Spa, 12020
Schenectady
192 Hctch¢ltown Road, Scotia, 12302
Schoharic
Ag Headquarters, 41 South Grand Street, Cobleskill, 12043
Rural Urban Center, 20~ Broadway, Box 326, Montour Fal~ 14865
Schuyler
Seneca
Academy Square, 12 North Park Street, Seneca Falls, 13148
Steul~:n
Steuben Co. Offlcc Bldg., 3 Pultcncy Square East, Bath, 14810

PHON~
518-765-3560
716-268-7831
607-773-2691
716.699-23~6
315-252-583~
716.664-2351
607-739-2009
607-334-4632
518-561-7373
518-8284386
607-756.5991
607-865-7161
914-677-3194
716-652-8480
518-962-8225
518-483-4061
518-762-0079
716-343-2362
518-622-3620
518-548-3991
315.866-2651
315-782-2671
315-376-6122
716-382-3214
315-684-3181
716-473-2120
518-853-4015
516-454-1579
7164344949
315-736-3334
315-469-5034
716-394-1341
914-343-1873
716-589-5959
315-343-0040
607-547-8337
518-270-2797
315-386-2975
518-885-6900
518-399-6980
518-234-4092
607-535-9650
315-568-4366
607-776-9631
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Suffolk
Sullivan
Tioga
Tompkins
Ulster
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Wyoming
Yatca

OFFIC’~E LO~ATION
Riverhead Co. C.eater, 300 Center Drive, Room El6, Riverhead, 11901-3398
69 Ferndale,-I.oomis Road, ~, 12754
56 Main Street, Room 313, Owcgo, 13827
Comers Community Center, 903 Hamhaw Road, Ithaca, 14850
380 Washington Avenue, Kingston, 12401
122 Main Street, Warrensbur& 12885
Moss Street, RD ~I, Box 15-C, Hudum Fal~ 12839
8340 Ridge Road, RR ~’2, Sodm, 14531
31 Duncan SL, Warsaw, 14569
110 Court St., Room 105, Pe~n Yaa, 14327

PHON~.

0

516-727-2315
914-292-6552
607-687-2240
607-257-3820
914-338-4764
518-623-3119
518-747-2154
315483-69~
716-786-~070
313-$36-6233
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249 Highland Avenue, Rochester, 14620
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4487 Lake Avenue, Lockport, 14094
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INTRODUCTION
Erosion is the weadng away of the land surface through the forces of wind and water. Sedimentation
is the transport and delivery of eroded soil particles. Erosion represents a major ¢orzseNation
problem in New York. The combined efforts of the Soil Conservation Service and New York’s 57 Sol
and Water Conservation Districts over the pest half century have produced great accomplishment=
toward the reduction of erosion and sedimentation. These efforts must continue and even Intensify
if we are to continue to protect and conserve our valuable soil resource. Increased public awarenes~
has resulted in thousands of New York landowners establishing conservation plans and applying
practices to protect their land from erosion and enhance water quality by r~luclng the amount of
nutrients, pesticides and sediment moving from eroding areas.
This publication is focused specifically on one type of erosion, namely critical erosion. A critical
erosion area is one which is eroding at an accelerated rate and producing large quantities of sediment.
The critical erosion area frequently creates a hazard to life and limb, or threatens private property 0
a public utility. Examples of critical erosion areas include rapidly eroding cropland, constructio,1
sites, streambanks, roadbanks, logging roads, skid trails, ditch and channel banks, surface mined
land, sandblows and dunes, denuded and gullied areas, and landfdls.
The most cost-effective way to contro/erosion is to establish appropriate vegetative cover. The b/pe
of cover 0epends upon the needs and characteristics of each individual site. This guide provides
specific data for treating critical erosion areas. Topics covered include planning considerations, the
techniques of seeding and planting, a description of various plant materials, recommendations for
selected areas, special site considerations, tabular data for grasses and legumes, trees and shrubs,
mulches, fish and wildlife benefits from stabiliTing vegetation and additional suggested reference
material.
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Chapter 1: PLANNING
CONSIDERATIONS
Factors to Consider
Each critical erosion area is a unique site
requiring the consideration of many factors toward resolving the erosion
problem. The various factors to be considered in planning a solution for each
area include soil types and condition,
water management, land use, geolo~,
existing vegetation, present and
proposed use of the site, climate, shade
tolerance, and the overall environment
of the area.
Soils
Soil is the medium in which seeds getminate and roots grow. The condition of
the soil may well determine the success
or failure of seedings or plantings,
Often, removal of topsoil leaves a subsoil
layer remaining as the material to be
seeded or planted. This material is typically infertile, poor in structure and
aggregation, low in organic matter, and
may be very acid. In many cases, the
subsoil is highly susceptible to erosion
due to slow water intake and rapid
runoff. Applications of organic matter,

manure, lime, and appropriate commercial fertilizers are usually necessary to
assist in overcoming these limiting conditions.
Where topsoil has been removed, four
inches or more of loamy topsoil applied
to the site before seeding enhances establishment of ground cover and
minimizes maintenance.
For detailed information about soil characteristics, a recent soil map prepared as
part of the National Cooperative Soil
Survev will be helpful. Soil properties
relating to plant growth and engineering
are outlined in the soil survey reports.
Copies of maps and reports are available
from Sc;il and Water Conservation District offices, the Soil Conservation
Service, and Cornell Cooperative Extension.
Water Management
In maay instances a critical erosion area
exists due to the action of water, either
fromsurfacerunoffasaresultofrainfall
or snow melt, or surface flow in the form

,
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of seeps, or poor drainage, which keeps
the soil saturated for a long duration,
Proper water management is necessary

in all three instances,

forested environment may not fit in an
urban setting. Likewise, plantings which
provide habitat enhancement for various

species of fish and wildlife may not be
applicable to an urban area. However

Where surface runoff is a problem, water
the prima~y objective is effecdve erosion
can be directed away from the area by
control, while in some cases aesthetics
means of a shallow ditch known as a
may be secondary.
diversion. The diversion is constructed
at a point on site where it will intercept Geology
runoff water and carry it to a safe outlet

~

¯

that will not adversely impact the area or

When planning a solution for any critical

the environment,
Seeps and poor drainage can keep soil

erosion area, site geology, which includes
both the overburden soil and underlying
bedrock should be taken into considera-

saturated, create slumping, and make it
difficult to establish adequate vegetation. These can be alleviated through
surface and/or subsurface drainage
measures. In most instances, this con-

tion. Of primary importance is the
existence of unstructured bedrock at a
shallow depth which can have considerable impact on the establishment of
vegetation. In most instances, a detailed

sists of installing perforated tile which

review of the soil survey will provide suf-

intercepts and collects this subsurface
water and directs it away from the problem area.

ficient information on site geology and
any geologic limitations.
Existing Vegetation

Land Use

Existing vegetation can provide a dual
The land use of the area surrounding the
critical erosion site must be taken into
consideration when planning the critical
area treatment. Conservation plantings
should be considered based on their size
and appearance at maximum growth and
development to determine whether or
not they are appropriate for the particular site and its planned use.
Conservation plantings which enhance
and blend with the surroundings are
preferred. As an example, plantings
which would be ideal for a rural or

role in planning a solution for a critical
erosion area. The vegetation currently
on the site can provide clues as to the
types of plantings that can be expected to
grow and flourish.
Second, the existing vegetation may be
both desirable and aestheticallypleasing,
Planning considerations may involve incorporating this vegetation into the
overall site design.

2
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Present and Proposed Use
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Overall Environment

In determining the suitable plant species
for any critical erosion area, consideration must be given to the current use of
the site and in particular the future use,
especially if the use will change. If
recreation will be involved or the site is
adjacent to an urban area, species which
will tolerate human or vehicular traffic
without suffering substantial damage
should be chosen. If fish or wildlife
habitat is desired, plant species should be
selected which will be of benefit for food

Climate

¯
~
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¯
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Climatological variations should be considered in selecting plant species for a
site. Factors such as amount of rainfall,
and particularly in New York, wide fluetuations in temperature are of prime
importance in determining which species
of vegetation will flourish. Tolerance of
species to substantial snow cover is also
an important consideration in certain
areas ofthe state. Refer to Figure l Plant
Hardiness Zones, from USDA Plant Hardiness Zone Map, Misc. Publication No.
1475, 1990.

The overall environment of a critical
erosion area brings together all of the
factors discussed up to this point. Planning for a critical erosion area should
attempt to identify, and as much as possible, utilize the environment of the area.
A site, when properly planned and established, should blend with the overall
surroundings. It should not stand out as
something unusual or visually displeasing.

2
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Site Preparation
Where equipment will travel over .the
site during planting or for maintenance
after establishment, slopes should be no
steeper than 3:1. They should be
benched to allow for maintenance.
Leave existing trees and shrubs where
desirable, and protect from injury and
soil compaction to a distance of two times
the caaopy radius.

Install any necessary water control
measures such as:
- diversions
- waterways oroutlets
- surface drains
Shade Tolerance
- subsurface (tile) drains
If the critical erosion area to be seeded is
- bench terraces
in woodland, shade tolerance becomes
Re.~pread topsoil over the area when con.
critical to the success of the planting,
struction is completed if topsoil has been
The tolerance of each species to be used
stripped off and stockpiled.
should be verified.
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Test the soil to determine need for lime
and/or fertilizer. If sandy or gravelly,

determine percent of fines,

Rgure 1:

USDA Plant.
Harcltness
Zone Hap

Remove all surface debris such as stones
(greater than 2"), tree stumps, etc.

depending on maintenance requirements of the area.
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Chapter 2: TECHNIQUES OF SEEDING
AND PLANTING
scarification. On some small areas,
.direct seeding is possible without scarifytains.m°istsl°pesasintheAdir°ndackM°un"
the’~’"
sl°pe" This
is primarily °n c°°l,¯
~,~ !"~"
tlng
~’%’
~~ ...."~7<’~~"!~
’~
.’k
- ’-"":~-:
~
~
-~ .~ ~
I’.i~
" - " ....... .
i
"
.." . ¯
-~-.-.~,---:.-~.,~-,- ........
Drill - Seeding using offset packer wheels to

Apply lime, fertilizer, or manure.
them into the surface soil to a depth of at
least two inches. If lime and fertilizer are
applied by hydroseeder, incorporation
into the soil is not practical. Both
manure and soils should be analyzed for
nutrient content. When results are available, nutrients should be applied
according to nutrient needs of the
erosion control cover. Note: Scarification

cov~r ~ed and firm seedbed,

and lime/fertilizer applications may be

combined steps.

Seedbed Preparation

Application Rates

The surface should be scarified to a depth The following are suggested application
of at least two inches with a disk or other rates for permanent seedings:
suitable implement. In some situations,
** Apply the amount of lime needed
such as drainage ditch banks, scarificato attain a pH of at least 6.0 if
tion can be excluded if lime, fertilizer and
legumes
are included in the seedseed are applied to the roughened suring
mixture.
If only grasses are to
face within 24 hours after digging. Sandy
be
seeded,
a
pH
of 5.5 is acceptand gravelly sites seldom require
able.
5
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¯ Apply at least 30 pounds of
nitrogen and 60 pounds each of
phosphorus and potassium (600
pounds of 5-10-10 or equivalent)
per acre) Nitrogen application
can be eliminated if 10 tons of
manure per acre are applied.

acteristics, adaptation, use, suitability
and level of maintenance required. Suggested seeding rates and seed mixtures
for specified uses are shown in TaMes 2
and 3 for permanent seedings, and in
TaMe 4 for temporary seedings.

O

L
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Note: Lime, fertilizer and manure are

most effective when worked into the soil
surface.

"r]l’rlo Of ~1|1’19

Manure applications to sites should be
recommended only after an evaluation of
any potential water quality hazards,
When available, manure may be applied
to critical areas before seeding.2 Work it
into the soil if practical, especially on
waterways and spillways. Manure helps
to improve soil structure by adding organic matter.

Cool season plants are those which begin
growth in cool seasons (spring/fall) and
normally set seed in June/July. Frequently, cool season plants become
dormant when temperatures persist
above 85° Fahrenheit and moisture is
limited. Kentucky bluegrass, red rescue
and reed canarygrass are examples.

Seed Specifications

2

Warm season plants are those which
begin growth slowly in the spring,
produce a rapid flush of growth during

the summer
and setplants
seed are
in
Certified seed or sod of proven cultivars the
theheat
fall.of
Many
warm season
provides best results. Legumes should
sensitive to frost, lnthefalifrostmayidll
be scarified if necessary, and inoculated
top growth. In the spring growth initiates
with the proper strain of nitrogen-fixing

from the base of the plant. Examples of
bacteria immediately before seeding,
warm
season plants are switchgrass,
Use only plant cultivars adapted to local
lovegrass,
and bluestems.
climatic conditions. Note: Quantity of
seed does not compensate for poor
Timeliness of plantings may also be cruquality.
cial. For example, a fall seeding of cool
season grasses on a warm, droughty,
Refer to Descriptions of Grass and
sandy
site may be successful. However,
Legume Species and Tables 1A and 1B
a
spring
seeding may fail.
which contain information on plant char-

2

O
~ [,~

Pounds of nutrients based on elemental N, P20~ and K20.
Do not use manure when birdsfoot trefoil is planned for us~.
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Cool Season Mixtur~

Warm Season Mlxtur~

Good results are usually attained from
seedings or plantings that are established
in the spring before May 20 or in late
summer after August 15. Spring seeding
of legumes is recommended, however,
late summerseedings prior to ~ 1
can also be made. When crownvetch is
seeded in late summer at least 35 percent
of the seed should be hard seed (unscarified) to provide additional
germination in the spring.

Seed should be planted on droughty,
sandy or gravelly sites as early in the
s.pring as possible and prior to May 1. On
s~tes where soils have a high percentage
of fines (greater than 15% silt and clay)
plant by June 1. April or early May seedings are frequently more successful than
late May seedings.

Temporary seedings of annual ryegrass,
spring oats, or a combination of them
may be made any time during the early or
mid-spring season. Sudangrass or annual ryegrass may be used for late spring
and summer seedings. Annual ryegrass
or winter grains may be used for late
summer and fall temporary seedings,

Proper seeding and planting techniques

Temporary seedings of spring grains and
annual ryegrass may be made in August.
Permanent seedings of perennial grasses
and/or legumes may then be overseeded

in the spring. For other temporary seedings, where regrowth is desired in the

Seeding Or Planting
are important to insure successful plantings on critical areas. The slope of the
land, soil texture, moisture regime and
plant species all need to be evaluated
before selecting the most appropriate
system and equipment.
Drill
A grass drill (not a grain drill) or a
cultipacker-seeder are the best methods
of seeding. But the preferred method

will depend on slope and conditions of
the planting site. Grasses must be
spring, winter hardy grains or perennial
to a1/2
inch
ryegrass may be seeded in August or deep.planted
If the no
drillmore
doesthan
not1/4
have
packer
early September.
attachment, a packer/roller should be
If seedings or plantings are made during trailed behind the drill.
dry periods (May 15-August 10), irriga-

tion may be necessary to insure a
successful seeding. Irrigation generally
is not recommended on steep slopes,

Tracking
On steep slopes or where drilling is not
feasible, broadcasting and tracking with
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a bulldozer is an alternative method,
Tracking is performed byrunning a dozer
up and down the slope, offsetting each
pass so that the entire area is covered
with tracks. This technique is especially
valuable on droughty sites and wherever
flatpea or warm season grasses are used.
Hydroseeder
This method is best for steep, ina~c~,~’hle
areas where a drill or other mechanized
equipment is difficult or impossible to
use. When applying seed, lime, fertilizer

or mulchmaterialswiththehydroseeder,
do not use more than 100-150 pounds of
solids per ]00 gallons of water.
When legume seed is to be included in a
slurry mixture containing fertilizer, the
amount of inoculant added to the tank
should be four times the rate prescribed
by the inoculant manufacturer. A low
solution pl! is detrimental to the legume
inoculant. If inoculant is in a seed, lettilizer, and lime slurry, it should be used
within 3-4 hours, or a fresh supply of
inoculant should be added. If there are

Hydroseeding/Hydromulching. Applying seed, fe~lilizer and mulch.

.
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no legumes in the seed mixture, the seed
may be mixed in a slurry with the lime
and fertilizer. Hydrated lime should not
be used if seed is to be mixed into the
slurry,
Broadcast
Seed may be broadcast by using a
whirlwind or cyclone seeder, or by hand.
If spread by hand, seed may be mixed
with sawdust to help achieve an even
distribution. This is helpful for seeding
small quantities of very small or light
seeded species such as redtop, lovegrass,
or little bluestera.

0

Sprigging

L

This is done by planting a shoot, root, or
sprout of a plant. It is a costly method,
but may be necessary to establish some
plants on critical erosion1areas.
Sprigging should be done in the early
spring, just before the time that normal
plant growth begins. Lime and fertilizer
should be applied in accordance with the
needs of the species to be planted.

2
-

Sodding

This consists of covering an area with
sections of sod in order to provide quick
One halfofthe seed should be applied by soilprotection. Select a dense sod
walking in one direction, the other one containing suitable varieties for
half by walking at 90 degrees to the first the site to be sodded. Sod must be free
direction. This yields a much more of problem weeds. Use "certified"
uniform seeding with fewer "missed" varieties of grasses. Additionally, sod
areas. Incorporate seed by cultipacking should be at least one year old, but not
or raking, or tracking with a bulldozer, older than 3 years. The sod should be
placed within 12 hours of cutting.
Frost seeding is a technique which
promotes seed incorporation by the frost
Lay strips of sod across the slope,
action of daily freezing and thawing, beginning at the bottom. Strips
This takes advantage of the frost cracks may be anchored using 6-12 inch wire
in the soil by broadcasting seed from staples that are spaced 2 feet apart along
February through April when snow is not
the up-hill edge of the sod strip. Stagger
present. Some of the seed will move into joints and make sure the ends are butted
the frost cracks as the ground repeatedly up tightly. Roll the sod after placement
freezes and thaws. Success depends to improve contact with the soil surface.
greatly on timing. Round seeds work Irrigate after rolling and during dry
better than light fluffy seeds when using periods.
this technique.
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Mulching

Maintenance

In spring of the second year of new seed- Mulching is a very important step in esings apply 300 - 400 lbs/ac of 5-10-10 of tablishing vegetation on critical areas. A
fertilizer or equivalent. When seedings mulch cover will help hold moisture,
or plantings consist of only grasses, an protect soil from erosion, hold seed in
application of nitrogen fertilizer should place, and keep soil temperatures more
be applied annually at the rate of 40 constant. Mulch reduces the "frost hearpounds per acre, or approximately 1 ing" of small plants during the early
pound per 1000 square feet. Where spring freeze/thawpedods. It shouldbe
legumes are included in the planting, applied uniformly by mechanical means
nitrogen applications are usually not or by hand. Some bare soil should still be
necessary nor recommended. If nitrogen visible through the mulch.
applications are made they can be injurious to the legume. Obtain a soil test Hay, straw or other fibrous mulches are
and apply phosphorus and potassium as the best for newly seeded areas. Some
tests indicate,
mulches are subject to blowing and must
be kept moist-or "tied" down. Mulch
materials may also be used alone as a
Mulching - Prop~ mulch rate Ind uniform
distribution,

--

"

temporary ground cover measure for

reducing soil erosion.
Hydromulchlng
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Hydromulching is a process by which

water and various combinations of seed,
fertilizer, ground limestone, inoculantg
wood cellulose and even compatible insecticides and fungicides are mixed in a
tank to form a slur~. The slurry is maintained by continuous agitation until used.
The material is sprayed over the area to
be seeded, under high pressure. Wood

cellulose mulch is suitable for use only in
a slurry. It cannot be used for dry ap-
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Dry straw or hay materials may be applied using a straw chopper or bedding

,~ .~’. -:;..:". ....+" .....,., ,,,/-’-"~--,,’.,:~
chopper. Rotating blades chop the hay
~,~;,,.,~,, ,’5.. ;g~ "~,";,[*Y ,~:2t,~.:&," ~ ~".~or straw and a blower propels the mulch
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4. Remove all undesirable stones and
other debris depending on anticipated
land use.
I
I

4~

-.~i ....
~
~

$. Compacted or crusted soil surface
should be loosened to at least two inches
by disking or other suitable methods.

mulch immediately after seeding, the
’ " ’:
same day as seeding or within 48 hours.
~"~~’~"- .,~ Do not mulch ifgermination is occurring.

~][~ "~
I]’-"-~.~
- " ’" " ....
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Mulching Materials
1. Select ~TOm Tab/~ 5, the type of mulch

Sttawmuiching machine,

and application rate that will host meet

.~
~

out a spout directed towards the area
being mulched. Hay or straw frequently

the need and availability of material.

requires anchoring toprevent the mulch

2. If required, select the anchoring

~

from being blown away. ,See TabL~ .5 [or

method from T~b/e 6 that will work besL

guide to mulching materials, rates and
uses, and Table 6 for mulch anchoring.

t~ ¯

~~
~~
’,~/

~.’.~’
~

Planning Con$1derationa
1. Consider mulching equipment
availability, i.e.: hydromulchers, straw
mulchers, etc. Some mulch materials require specialized equipment to apply a
product properly,

.~.

3. The best combination of mulching
material for critical areas is straw (small
grain) mulch applied at 2 tons/acre (90
lbs/1,000 sq. ft.). Anchor the straw mulch
with wood fiber mulch (hydromulch) at
7501bs/acre (17-201bs/1,000sq.ft.). The
wood fiber mulch must be applied
through a hydroseeder immediately after
straw mulching.

2. Prior to mulching, install the necessary temporary or permanent water
erosion control (structural) practices and
drainage systems within or adjacent to
the area to be mulched.

_~[

5

3. Slope, grade and smooth the site if
conventional equipment is to be used in
applying and anchoring the mulch.
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Chapter3: SELECTION AND
DESCRIPTION OF PLANT MATERIALS
"rl,~,~ and Shl’H[~
Many trees and shrubs (woody and herbaceous) are useful in protecting soil
surfaces against wind and water erosion,
Some trees and shrubs can also be used
as soil stabilizers. Furthermore, they
serve a number of environmental and
engineering functions such as acoustical
control, atmospheric purification, traffic
control, glare reduction and reflection
control. They also serve as climatological controls and provide aesthetic values
through screening and space articulation.

Important considerations when selecting
trees or shrubs:
¯ Select only short species of
shrubs when planting under
utility wires.
¯ Avoid planting directly over or
near water, gas, oil and sewer
lines or buried telephone and
power cables.
¯ Plant trees away from buildings
to avoid contact at maturity.
¯ The form, beauty, color, ultimate
size, hardiness, shade tolerance,
water needs and soil preference
of trees and shrubs must be considered.

When erosion or sediment control is not
The first, and most important step is of primaryconcern, critical areas may be
proper selection of plant materials. Each stabilized with rugged, fast growing trees
site must be evaluated for soil and water and shrubs. Once established, they have
conditions, climatic adaptability of the a good record of taking care of themplant, and expected plant growth rate. It selves. In some cases, it may be desirable
is advisable to consult with extension to use trees and shrubs as screening
horticulturists, arborists, nursery people, plants to shield sites such as gravel pits
or foresters in selecting plants that are frompublicview. These plants should be
given the best attention at planting by
suited for local conditions,
providing them with good soil, water and
mulch. It is particularly necessary that
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the plants be checked and watered as
needed during the first two growing
seasons to promote rapid growth,

O
Hardwood cuttings should be a minimum of 3/8 inch diameter and 8-12
inches long. Cuttings are planted so that
only the upper most bud is exposed.
Quality planting stock should be used. Along streams, plant on 2 foot centers
Normally one or two year old deciduous beginning at the normal water level and
seedlings and three or four year old con- plant two or three rows. Normally the
iferous transplants, when properly area is overseeded with a grass mix iraproduced and handled, will meet the re- mediately after planting. Refer to Tab/e
quirements. Larger specimen plants 3 for selecting an appropriate seed mix2
may be used if immediate landscape ture.
values are a consideration, but the costs
will be considerably higher. Stock Nursery grown trees and shrubs have a
should be kept cool and moist until much better chance of survival than
planted. Competing vegetation, if sig- plants dug from wild stands. Nursery
nificant, should be destroyed or stock has a root ball wrapped with burlap,
suppressed prior to planting by scalping plastic or wire or has been grown in a
(clearing) a small area where the plant is container. Deciduous trees with trunk
to be placed,
diameters less than three inches may be
planted anytime the soil is workable, but
Dormant stock should be planted in the must be mulched and watered. Roots ....
spring by May 15 or in the fall from must be kept moist until planting by
August 15 through October 15.
watering or heeling in.
Of the plants suggested in Table 7, the
fastest growing trees are the poplars, willows, elms and pines, in that order. Of
the shrubs, the fastest growing are forsythia, tall hedge buckthorn, and
mock-orange. Shrub and tree recommendations for various soil conditions
are also listed in Table Z

L

Proper spacing, planting depth and soil
mixtures are also important considerations. New planting procedures are
recommended by the American Forestry
Association. See Figure 2 - New Tree
Planting Procedures on the next page for
details.
Fertilizing and Watering

Some erosion control shrubs are planted
as bare-root seedlings, or in the case of
willows and dogwood, hardwood cuttings
or rooted cuttings can be used.

Erosion control shrubs which are planted

as bare-root seedlings or cuttings should
not be fertilized during the plantingyear.
They are not usually watered except at
time of planting or during drought.
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Figure 2: New Tree Planting Procedure

0
~/

rot. w, lvo. 2, American Forestry
Association.
o! American Forestry Aa$o~iatiot~

I

The new method of tree p~anting will result in better survival and growth than the old method. Grass competltion and soil compaction are two of the most common factors in poor Performance. The New Method:
Prepare a p~anting area five times the diameter of the root ball or container. Use a rototiller and/or spades to
loosen and mix the soil to a depth of about 12 inches. Organic matter (well decomposed) can be added. Dig
a hole in the center to set the tree, so that the root ball will rest on solid ground. Back/ill around the root area,
pressing the soil but not packing it. Mulch the entire prepared area with 2 to 4 inches of bark wood chips,
decomposed sawdust, or leaves. Reference the article for a full expMnation.
’

,
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The amount of fertilizer applied to other Trees may need to be secured with stakes
landscape plants will depend upon soil and guy wires during the establishment
fertility and growth desired. Generally, period, usually one or two growing
shrubs should be fertilized in spring seasons. If wire is used, pad it with rubbefore growth starts. If soil tempera- bet hose to protect the bark.
tures are at least 40 degrees Fahrenheit,
roots can absorb nutrients.
Mulching
Deciduous shrubs should be fertifized
the second year with one-quarter pound
of a 5-10-5 fertilizer per plant (or 25 lbs.
per l,O00 sq. ft. for block planting) or
the equivalent. A slow release fertilizer
is preferred. Evergreens should be fertilized at half the rate.

Mulches conserve soil moisture, insulate
the soil and smother weeds. Wood chips
and bark mulches are generally the
preferred mulch material; straw and hay
are attractive to rodents. Several fabric
materials are available. Use according to
manufacturer’s recommendations. See
Mulching section in Chapter 2 for more
Trees are fertilized according to size. information.
Use one pound of 5-10-5 per inch of
trunk diameter for trees up to three in- Inspo~ion
ches in diameter. Broadcast fertilizer
over the soil near the dripline of the tree The planting should be inspected after
branches,
the first and ~econd growing seasons.
repairs should be
Valuable trees and shrubs should be Replanting
scheduled as and
needed.
watered for two to three growing seasons
after transplanting. A three to four inch
mound of soil around the planting hole
will provide a reservoir area for water to Descriptions Of Grass
soak into the rooting zone. During dry And
Legume Species
periods, trees should receive about two
inches of water at two to three week in- The following narrative describes the imtervals.
portant individual characteristics,
qualities and tolerances of plants recomProtection
mended for use in vegetative
stabilization of critical erosion areas. It
Broken branches and roots should be is intended to point out specific traits
pruned at planting time. Severe pruning which can be used to an advantage in
is not needed on nursery-grown plants, revegetative work.
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American beachgrass - ,4mraophila
breviligulata.. Beachgrass is the primary
dune building plant for coastal sands.
This cool season grass is extensively
rhizomatous in sandy soils, and readily
grows up through new deposition layers,
It is planted vegetatively with dormant

season grass from Eurasia. In mixtures
with native warm season grasses,
Caucasian provides faster cover. It is
only marginally hardy in New York and
may winter kill, providing room for the
native grasses.

culms (stems) that can be obtained from

Creeping foxtail - Alopecurus arun.

coastal nurseries. Beachgrass and other dinaceus: This foxtail is a perennial, cool
sand colonizing plants are very intolerant season grass that is not related to the
of foot or vehicular traffic,
weedy foxtails. Creeping foxtail is
tolerant of wet soils and cold temperaBig bluestem-Andropogongerarch" and tures and is very vigorous once
little bluestem- Schizachyrium established. The small light seed does
scopa~ium: Warm season bunch grasses not flow in planting machinery and must
have dense deep root systems and grow be broadcast.
in large clumps. Under favorable conditions big bluestem grows up to 7 feet tall Creeping red fescue - Festuca rubra
and little bluestem to 3 feet tall. Both are (subsp. commutata): This fescue is a cool
very drought tolerant even on soils with season grass that spreads by undera very low percentage of silt and clay.
ground stems or rhizomes. It is adapted
to a wide range of soil types, tolerant of ~’~
Birdsfoot trefoil- Lotus comiculatus: A dry sites and valuable for its shade
winter hardy, perennial legume adapted tolerance. It is a short grass used for low
to both well and poorly drained soils,
maintenance areas or general purpose
Under favorable conditions trefoil will turf.
spread by reseeding. Trefoil is tolerant
of medium acid soils, but grows more Crownvetch
Coronilla varia:
vigorously if such sites are limed to a pH Crownvetch is a winter
hardy, perennial
of6.0-6.5,
legume that develops dense growth on
well or moderately well drained soils. It
Canada bluegrass - Poa compressa.. This spreads by underground stems and is self
rhizomatous perennial is slow starting seeding. The seedlings will grow in
and is seldom used alone. It is shade and moderately acid sites, but they will do
drought tolerant. It can also be used to better if the area is limed to a pH of 5.5
an advantage under conditions too dry or to 6.0.
not otherwise entirely favorable to Kentucky bluegrass.
Deertongue - Panicum clandestinum..
Deertongue is a native perennial, warm
Caucasian bluestem - Bothriochloa season grass which normally reaches a
caucasicus: This is an introduced warm height of up to 3 feet. It spreads slowly
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by rhizomes and seed. It is the most acidtolerant of the grasses described. In
droughty and low-fertility areas, deertongue can be used also. It does not
persist as well as other warm season
grasses on some sandy sites,

poorly drained conditions. It emerges
"I"
very quickly to form protective cover.
Re&.op is low growing and has a creeping
growth habit. Although vigorous in the
seedling stages, redtop doesnotseriously
compete with slower growing cool season
"~
species. The reseeding habit and
Flatpea - Lathyrus sylvestris: Flatpea is a rhizomatous character of the roots make
perennial, deeply tzp rooted legume with it a good plant for erosion control.
long vine-like stems capable of climbing
to a height of eight feet. It is not adapted Reed canarygrass- Phalaris arundinacea. ....
to wet sites, but will persist on moderate- It will grow on poorly or well drained
ly well drained to droughty soils, soils, and is tolerant of both flooding and
Seedlings are slow to develop, however drought. It spr.eads by scaly rhizomes
once established, plants are vigorous and which can also be used for vegetative
form a thick vegetative ground cover propagation. The stems are coarse and
which resists encroachment by other the leaves are broad. Seed germinates
plants,
slowly and loses viability after one year of
storage. Use only fresh seed grown the
Kentucky bluegrass - Poa pratensis: previous season. Spring plantings are
Kentucky bluegrass grows best on well recommended. Avoid using reed

L

ly but spreads by rhizomes to make an the grass will retard water flow and evenexcellent, smooth turf. During hot, dry tually clog the waterway.
weather the plant goes dormant. It is
used both as lawn and pasture grass.
Sand lovegrass -Eragrostis trichodes: This
species is commonly used in the plains
Perennial ~,egrass - Lolium perenne: area. Sand lovegrass is slower to estabThis is a bunch grass having very rapid lish than weeping lovegrass, but persists
seedling growth. It tolerates fairly wet longer. This species is extremely small
soils but can stand only short periods of seeded.
flooding. It’s used toprovide quick
protective cover on exposed soils, but Smooth bromegrass - Bromus inermis:
does not withstand hot, dry weather or Thiswinter hardy forage grass spreads by
severe winters. Diploid cultivars are rhizomes to form a coarse dense sod. It’s
recommended for critical area seedings, tolerant of heat and drought. It grows on
New tetraploid cultivars are not as winter diverse types of soil, but is not tolerant of
hardy,
poorly drained areas. It has good seedling vigor, but is slow to establish a sod.
Redtop -Agrostisgigantea (A. alba): This The large, light seed is difficult to plant
grass tolerates acid soils and droughty to mechanically.
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Switchgrass - Panicum virgatum: This
perennial, warm season grass has short
rhizomes and coarse stems. It has good
seedling vigor and is widely adapted to
soils which are moderately well drained
to droughty. It will tolerate extremely
acid soils, pH 4.0 to 4.5 and is the most
widely used native warm season grass,

Wildflowers - Many species: Many
species of wildflowers (forbs) are available for use on critical areas.
Wildflowers can have a veq~ positive irapact with the public, and also serve to
attract birds. Most seed companies
which deal in wildflowers have mixes
tailored to the Northeast, and some have
mixtures for wet or dry soils.

Tall fescue - Festuca arundinacea: It is a
very widely adapted grass. Most seed Two cultivars selected for use in the
sources are infected with a non-visible Northeast are ’Golden Jubilee’ blackfungus which actually helps the plant eyed susan and ’Lancer’ perennial pea.
compete under adverse conditions, but Both are adapted to most well drained
reduces forage quality. Tall fescue soils. Perennial pea adds color to flatpea
tolerates poor drainage and can survive and crownvetch seedings.
winter flooding. It will grow on acid,
alkaline or saline soils. Although considered a bunch grass, some tall fescue
spreads slowly by short rhizomes. It
produces a coarse, tough turf that resists
traffic when seeded at heavy rates.
Weeping lovegrass - Eragrostis curvula:
This warm season bunch grass has rapid
first year growth. It spreads by tillering
so that individual plants may be 1~--15
inches in diameter in 2 to 3 years. F~cellent growth can be obtained on
low-fertility soils. Plants often winter
kill in New York and New England but
can be used as an annual.
White clover - Trifolium repens: Both
standard and ladino types are readily
adopted to most cool season grass mixtures. Clover adds nitrogen fixing
capability which is beneficial to overall
grass vigor on critical sites.
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Chapter 4: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SELECI’ED AREAS
a: nstmotion Sile~l
Rifle-Way, Capp
landfills
There are several important principles to
be considered in vegetative control of
erosion and sedimentation on construction sites including:
¯ Soils should not be exposed for
more than about 15 days unless
construction is to resume within
suspended for some reason, areas
should be seeded and/or mulched
witheut delay.
¯ Carefully select plant species
adapted to the site and the putpose for which they are to be
used.
¯ Do not burn or otherwise remove
the protective vegetative litter
from the site. Bare areas are vulnerable to erosion,
¯ Grade to a slope that allows for
ease in planting and maintenance,
¯ Stockpile topsoil for use on the
areas that need it for establishing
vegetation.

¯ Limit removal of vegetation to
the smallest possible area to accomplish construction needs.
¯ If the site is to be broadcast
seeded, it should be done while
the bulldozers are still on the
"area to provide tracking services.
¯ Guidelines for controlling
erosion and sedimentation are
available from New York State
Department of Environmental
Conservation.
Pi~
Grade and shape site as needed. The
amount and kind of grading required will
vary with the planned use. For example,
a recreation area development may require grading for access roads, trails,
picnic or camp sites, etc. A wildlife area
developmen: may need only minor
reshaping of steep banks to facilitate
vegetation. Proper planning of operations during excavation of material can
greatly reduce the amount of reshaping
required for satisfactory establishment
of vegetation.
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Regardless of planned use, all banks
should be reshaped to a maximum slope
of 2:1. On some types of soil material,
the banks should be no steeper than 3:1.
If equipment is to travel on the slopes
when revegetating, they should not exceed 3:1. Select seed mix based on the
percent fines (silt and clay fraction by
weight) passing a # 200 mesh sieve. If
less than 16%, use warm season grasses
only. If 16-20%, use warm season grasses
or perennial legume mixes. If 21%, or
higher, cool season grass legume mix-

V
O
Rural Home~ltet
There are usually areas that can be
seeded immediately following the ompletion of clearing and shaping of the
site. Cover should be established on all
areas that lie outside of those needed for
construction activities. This will help
reduce erosion and sedimentation.
Lime, fertilizer, and seed should be applied as soon as possible after each work
site is completed. If this is done,
scarification of the seedbed may not be

Dikes, Levees, Dams, Pond Banks,
Terraces, Diversions or Other Earth

Industrial Are~

Worka

During the development of industrial
areas there are many places that should

Select plant species that are adapted to

the site. If the site is to be mowed
regularly, grasses such as Kentucky
bluegrass and creeping redfescue should
be seeded,
Roadbanks
Old roadbanks should be scarified or
regraded if rilled or gullied. This may be

L

2
---

be protected by vegetative cover. Areas

where construction activities will not
take place should be vegetated as soon as
possible after the earth work is completed. Species requiring little or no
maintenance can be used on many of
these areas.

.

Rights-of-Way (ROW)

accomplished using a drag chain, disk or Woody plant suppression is a secondary
chisel, brush rake or a dozer. Lime and goal of many right-of-way plantings.
fertilizer should be applied after
Flatpea and crownvetch are the most suc.
scarification,
cessful plants for this purpose. Neither
species is tolerant of poorly drained soils.
New roadbanks should be limed and fer- On poorly drained sites reed canarygrass
tilized, seeded, and mulched as soon as is the best choice. Flatpea and/or
possible after earth work is completed. If crownvetch should be planted as the final
not seeded within 24 hours after con- grading and smoothing are completed to
struction, scarify the surface before
promote good soil-seed contact. This is
seeding,
most important and will enable the rapid
establishment of a stand which can

’.~
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suppress woody plants. Shade tolerance
might also be a concern through wooded
sites. If the canopy creates 50% shade
cover or more, crownvetch may not grow
vigorously or provide adequate woody
plant suppression. Flatpea remains
vigorous with a minimum of 3-4 hours of
direct sunlighL
Capp~:l landfills

seeding, or by planting shrubs on properly sloped banks above the normal water
line. Shrubs are best suited to swift,
steep-sided gravelly streams, especially
those subject to ice-scour. Herbaceous
plants are best suited to slower streams
having low or gently sloping banks.

0
L

1

The outside bank of curved channel sections should be stabilized by using
structural control (riprapping, gabions,
cribbing, etc.) at the toe of the slope, and
by planting shrubs on properly sloped
banks above the installed structural
measures.

2

Landfills are often capped with an impervious layer specified in the closure plan.
Then 2if’- 24" of coarse sandy material
may be applied as a growth media. Even
when better material is used, droughty
conditions often result due to the limited For critical sections where surface runoff
rooting depth to the impervious layer or water cannot be diverted, sodding or
high concentrations of methane. Warm seeding protected by jute netting or
season grasses are often the best species similar erosion control fabric should be
for these sites. They have extensive used.
fibrous root systems and better
cool season grasses.
When soil conditions are particularly adverse for herbaceous vegetation, topsoil
Streambanks
should be spread to a depth of four inches
or more and then incorporated into the
The following discussion and methods surface.
are provided as a guide in analyzing the
problem, and the measures that can be Mulching
used in its control. Except for minor site
corrections where simple measures can Seeded side slopes should be mulched.
be employed, the complexity of planning Where streambanks are steeper than 2:1
and construction require the assistance or higher than ten feet, the mulch should
be anchored.
of an engineer,
~’pe of Planting

Seeding Mixtures

Straight stream sections and the inside of Refer to the seeding mixture numbers
curved sections should be stabilized by found in Tables 2 and 3.
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V
Shrub Species and Arrangement

careful not to injure the buds, plant the

Top of Bank: Bayberry, coraiberry,
’Streamco’ purpleosier willow, or
’Bankers’ dwarf willow spaced 4’ x 4’ to
6’ x 6’.

Large Streambankl

Average Annual High Water Line:
’Streamco’ purpleosier willow, or
’Bankers’ dwarf willow spaced 3’ x 3’ to
4’ x 4’ (approximately 65-120 shrubs per

The problem of stabilizing the banks of
large streams is complex. It does not
lend itself to precise design, and the success of a given project is dependent upon

1,000 sq. ft.).
Normal Water Line: ’Streamco’
purpleosier willow or ’Bankers’ dwarf
willow spaced 2’ x 2’ (approximately 240
shrubs per 1,000 sq. ft.), single row of
’Ruby’ redosier dogwood or silky dogwood - spaced 2’ apart in the row, or
riprap. On sections where riprapping is
not required, the siikydogwoodwouidbe
planted just above the normal water line.
Preparing Cuttings: Woody cuttings, of
the shrubs mentioned above, can be putchased from commercial nurseries or

taken from native sources in the area
during late winter before the leaves come
out. To do this, take the cuttings from
the latest growth, which is the new wood
that grew during the previous season.
The cuttings should be taken from 8-12
inches long, and from 3/8 to 1/2 inch in
diameter. Be sure to use a sharp knife or
Pruningshears toavoid bruising the bark.
Each cutting should have at least three
healthy buds on it. Since the ends may
dry out, make the cuts at least one inch
away from the highest and lowest buds.
Keep the cuttings cold and moist and
plant them as soon as possible. Being

O

cuttings with the buds pointed up. The
top bud should be at ground level or
slightly above.

L
1
2

the judgement, experience and skill of
the designer.

1

-

:

Sail or

Other Toxic Site,

When dealing with leachable toxics in
sites, it is important to minimize disturbance of the surface. The surface may
have been leached out since the last
deposition of the toxic substance. Disturbance will bring higher
concentrations back to the surface. This
may prevent vegetating the site until the
surface has leached the toxic material

’~

fi

below the root zone.

~0
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Biote hnical Slope

Stabilization
These critical erosion areas often require
a combination of engineering and plant
material treatments. Expensive strucrural engineering can sometimes be
reduced by using woody plants which
provide improved slope stability. An infounddiscussion
in totechntcal
Slope
Protection
depth
of these
techniques
is
"B"

.. "~,

5
8

~

-"
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and Erosion Control" by Gray and Leiser, Wattles or Uve Fascine~
or Chapter 18 of the SCS Engineering
Field ManuaL
The primary procedure uses bundles of
willow or dogwood whips about four inBiotechnical slope stabilization is a ches in diameter and seven feet long.
series of techniques, all of which use The bundles are referred to as "wattles"
plants in combination with engineering or "live fascines." The wattles are placed
to protect slopes from soil movement
across the slope on the contours at three
and erosion. The principles are not new, to five foot elevation intervals. Shallow
and were utilized by the Soil Conserva- trenches are dug and the wattles are
tion Service on the Winooski River in placed in them, staked down, and
Vermont 40 years ago. The resurgence covered with soil. The wattles sprout
in interest is for two reasons:
roots and stems along their length creat¯ Cost savings is considerable when
ing a continuous barrier to sloughing, etc.
compared to structural engineerWattles can be installed with hand labor.
ing practices used alone to corRe fer to Figure 3 on nextpage for details.
rect critical erosion problems.
¯ Aesthetic cover provided by
Brush Matting
plants is often preferred over
rock or concrete.
A second technique is called brush matring. This system is used where major

rg,
Streambank stabilization - Planting willow wattles to modify flow along the bank.
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Figure 3. Wattling or live-fascine installation
wattles 4 inches or more
overlap 10 %

:5-5
work upslope from base

Rgure 4. Brush matting installation

dormant but live willows
and dogwood brush
stems .75 to 1.5 inches alia.
and 12 to 15 feet long

II
compacted fill - do not
pack hard -- make provision
for internal slope drainage
as needed to prevent saturation
24
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reconstruction o¢ a slope is needed, and
it requires a bulldozer and/or a backhoe,
It also requires a much greater volume of
vegetation than does wattling. Starting
at the base of the slope a pad is constructed on the contour. A layer of brush
is placed on the pad, with butt ends into
the hillside and tops out. A thin layer of
soil is spread over the brush, then a
second and third brush layer is applied
also with soil between. Then a three to
five foot layer of soil is placed on top and
the process is repeated, working up the
slope. About three to five feet of brush
tops remains protruding out from the
slope at each lift. See Figure 4.

or other large lakes. Before a course of
action is selected, consult with specialists
from: Sea Grant, Corneli Cooperative
Extension, County Soil and Water Conservation District, USDA Soil
Conservation Service, or US Army Corp
of Engineers.
When vegetative solutions are feasible,
’Cape’ American beachgrass is the most
commonly used plant on unconsolidated
sands or gravels.

Filter Strips

For these techniques to be effective, the Filter strips are extremely useful in
wattles and brush matting must consist of preventing sediment from reaching
species which will root rapidly and grow. water courses. Strips of grass or
Non-rooting species (most shrubs) will grass/legume should be a minimum of 20
fail. ’Streamco’ and ’Bankers’ willows feet wide for sediment trapping. In table
have been tested and work very well for 3, Seed mixture #2 or #5 is suggested.
biotechnical slope stabilization. After Mixture #2 should be used on soils of
the slope is stable, many other woody well to moderately well drained. Mixplants will invade and may dominate the ture #5 may be used on soils of poorly to
site causing it to blend in with local very poorly drained classes.
vegetation. It is strongly recommended
that the assistance of someone ex- Insufficient documentation is currently
perienced in these techniques should be available
plants within
on nutrient
filter strips.
absorption
However,
byacinvolved during the planning phase,
tively growing grasses are effective
nutrient users. When nutrients are to be
filtered, manage the filter strips to keep
Lake Frontage
the plant in a vegetative growth stage.
Mowing and removing the forage prior to
Erosion control of lake shoreline can seed
head production will be the best
be extremely difficult, especially practice to keep the grass vigorously
where bluffs occur along the Great Lakes growing.
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Fertilize the planted area with 10-10-10
fertilizer or equivalent, at a rate of 400
Few plants will stabilize eroding, sandy pounds per acre at planting time. Follow
areas. American beachgrass has been this with 40 pounds per acre of nitrogen
successful in many situations. It is neces- after spring growth begins, and repeat
sary to plant culms of this grass. As the annually until an adequate plant cover is
beachgrass begins to’stabilize the sand, established.
other plants can be established. Keep
Temporary Stabilization of
people and vehicles offplanted areas.
Sandblows and Oun~
When planting or sprigging beachgrass,
the best planting time is in early spring Two temporary stabilization techniques
before May 15. Plant sprigs containing 3 may be used. One uses brush placed with
stems (culms) about 8" deep at a spacing butts windward. Start by placing brush
of 18" apart in rows. Rows should be on the leeward side and working toward
staggered 18" apart. A 12" x 12" spacing the windward side. Overlap butts with
will stabilize an area faster and should be tops to provide a shingling effect. A
considered when patching blowout second approach uses snowfence. Place
the fencing material at right angles to the
areas,
prevailing wind.

O

Sandblows and Dunes

Cape American beachgrass on sand and
gravel bank two months after planting.
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Permanent Stabilization of
Sandblows and Dunes
Vegetative stabilization is done by planting cuims of ’Cape’ American
beachgrass. A planting unit of
beachgrass consists of three healthy
culms. Planting should be done between
March 1 and April 15. Culms will be
planted8to9inchesdeep. Culmsmay
be purchased commercially or dug locally during the planting season. The stems
should be cut back to 15 inches before or
after digging. They may be stored by
heeling-in, or storing at 28 to 32 degrees
Fahrenheit.
An alternative, less expensive method is
to plant the beachgrass in bands. These
bands should be spaced 20 to 40 feet
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apart. The bands should consist of at
least two parallel rows spaced approximately 18 inches by 18 inches. The
closer band spacing should be used on
the prevailing wind side of dunes.
On inland windblown areas, use 20 foot
spacing between double rows of
American beachgrass. Bands should be
perpendicular to damaging wind direction. Fertilizer should be applied to the
planted bands as discussed above.
Shrub and tree plantings may be combined with beachgrass on coastal and
inland sites. Where this is the intent, the
woody species are planted 1 to 3 years
after the beachgrass is put on the site.
Some compatible trees and shrubs are:
Inland Area Species:
- American holly
- Scotchpine
- Pitchpine
- ’Amot’bristtylocust
- Bayberry
- Rugosa rose
Coastal Area Species:
- American holly
- Beachplum
- Bayberry
- Rugosa rose
- ’Emerald Sea’ shore juniper

WINDBREAKS
An often overlooked possibility for
vegetating critical areas is to provide additional benefits of wind, snow, sight,
noise, and dust control. Minimal maintenance of the barriers is desirable, so

plants must be selected with an eye
toward adaptation as well as effectiveness. Guiding principles for windbreaks
include:
¯ Windbreaks are most effective at
downwind distances of less than
10 times the height of the trees.
¯ Two row windbreaks often pro.
vide acceptable performance;
visual screens can be single row
plantings.
¯ Noise barriers increase in effectiveness as their distance to the
noise source is reduced.
¯ Visual screens are most successful with evergreens providing
year-round benefits, but a partial
screen can be achieved faster
with poplars or other fast
growing deciduous species.
¯ Snow control plantings should be
placed on the windward side at
least 50 feet from the locations to
be protected. Snow will accumulate upwind of, in, and downwind
of the windbreak. Care should be
exercised to avoid snow accumulation on inappropriate locations.
¯ Species selection and placement
are critical to avoid interfering
with septic and drainage systems.
Utilities such as water, gas, and
electric lines should also be
avoided.
¯ Gaps in the windbreak/screen
should be filled with replacement
trees as soon as possible.

27
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Wildlife And Fish Benefits larger clumps of wildlife shrubs and
evergreens totaling not more than 5 acres
or 1/4 of the area, whichever is larger.

Some species of wildlife will benefit from
the stabilization of critically eroding
areas regardless of type of plants used. Exposed soil areas to be planted to trees
Proper planningofcriticalareaplantings and/or shrubs should be stabilized by
can result in additional wildlife benefits, seeding mixture 22 or 23 from Tab/~ 3
before or at the time the shrubs and/or
trees are planted. Only the aisles should
Wildlife

be seeded to grass. Maintenance

Nearly all plants provide some wildlife mowing should be performed after July
cover but some are better than others. 15 to minimize loss of nesting birds.
Wildlife are selective in the plants they
use for food. Whenever possible, Rsh
select plants that provide both food and
cover for the wildlife species for which Fish benefit from stabilized streamhabitat improvement is intended. Refer banks. Controlled upland erosion
reduces sediment reaching streams that
to Table 9 "Wildlife and Fish Benefits of
Stabilizing Plants" for food and cover may smother fish eggs. Shade provided
by overhanging grasses, shrubs and trees
value of various plants,
help cool the water. Stems and roots
protruding
into the water also provide
Most species of wildlife, with the excepcover
for
fish.
Small shrubs, such as
tion of field nesting songbirds, require
’Ruby’
redosier
dogwood, alder, and
hardwood shrubs and/or trees for food,
’Streamco’
purpleosier
willow will proescape, roosting or loafing cover. Many
vide
some
shade
to
small
streams when
species prefer evergreens for winter
cover. For a description of the types and planted on the bank, particularly on
amounts of the habitat elements that are north or south flowing streams.
needed by the individual wildlife species
for minimum and optimum habitat, refer On larger streams, and streams flowing
east or west, shade trees like boxelder
to the USDA Soil Conservation Service
maple, sycamore and red or silver maple
(SCS) Field Office Technical Guide are needed to provide shade over the
Standards and Specification.~for Wildlife
water.
These large trees should be
Upland Habitat Management or Wildlife
planted
on
top of the streambank 8 to 10
Wetland Habitat Management.
feet from the edge.
Steep slopes (over 3:1) are not as
desirable for ground nesting birds as are Care should be taken in planing woody
flatter slopes. Level areas are best. If plantestablishmentsothatfishermenare
seeding large areas for general wildlife not excluded from the entire bank.
benefits it is best to add 1/4 to 1/2 acre or
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TABLE IA
GRASS AND LEGUME PLANTING GUIDE, GROWTH HABIT, SEASON
AND SOIL DRAINAGE TOLERANCES
SOil Drainage
Tolerance

!Season
COMMON

’Bluegrass, Canada

BOTAN I CAL

Poa compressa

PIR

X

X

Poa pratensls

PIR

X

! X

Andropogon gerardi

PIB

X

X

Sluestem, Caucasian

Bothriochloa caucasicus

PIE

X

X

Bluestem, little

Schlzachyrlum scoparlum

PIB

X

X

Bromegraaa, smooth

Bromus Inermls

PIR

X

X

Phalarls arundlnacea

PIR

X

X

Panlcum clandestlnum

PIR

X

X

PIR

X

i X

Festuca arundlnacea

PIBR

-

X

Lovegrass, sand

Eragrostis trichodes

PIB

X

X

Lovegrass, weeping

Eragrostis curvula

PsB

X

X

Agrostls gigantea

PaR

X

X

Lolium perenne

Ps8

-

X

Panicum virgatum

PIR

X X

Crownvetch ¯

Coronilla varia

PIR

-

i X

Flatpea *

Lathyrus sylvestris

PIR

X

X

Lotus corniculatus

PIB

X

X

Bluegrass, Kentucky
Bluoate~, big

Canarygrass, reed
Deertongue

Fescue, creeping red Festuca rubra
subsp, con~utata
Fescue, tall

Redtop
Ryegrass, perennial
Switchgrass

Trefoil, birdsfoot *

Growth Habit: P
perennial; 1 - long lived; s - short lived;
R
rhizomatous or spreads by root stock; 8 - bunch
¯ - legume requiring inoculation of special inoculum prior to seeding

3O
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TABLE 1B
GRASS AND LEGUME PLANTING GUIDE TOLERANCE
USE SUITABILITY AND MAINTENANCE

Use
Sultabi~It¥

~
:!}.
i’~
~
.

’
~

~"

Bluegrass, Canada

4.5-9.5

X

Bluegrass, Kentucky

5.5-7.0

X

Bluestem, big

5.0-7.5

_

81uestem, Caucaslar

4.5-7.5

_

B1uestem, llttle

5.5-7.5

_

Bromegrass, smooth

5.5-8.0

_

Canarygrass, reed

5.0-7.5

Deertongue

3.8-5.0

Fescue, Creeping red

4.5-9.5

Fescue tall

5.0-9.0

Lovegrass, sand

4.5-8.0

Lovegrass, weeping

4.5-8.0

I
i
"-

Irass

~

:

4.5-7.5

Crownvetch

5.5-9.0

Flatpea

5 0-9.0

Trefoil, birdsfoot

5.0-9.0
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TABLE 2
PERF~J;ENT SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION SEBDINGS

PRINCIPAL USE *

MOWED (Mix No.)

NOT MOWED (Mix No.)

Borro~ Areas
DLkes, Levees, Dams & Pond Banks

1,2,3,4
1,2,3,4,5,8

Any mix
1,2,3,4,5,

Drainage Ditch & Channel Banks
Diversions

1,2,3,4,5,8
1,2,3,4,8,22,23

Effluent Disposal Areas and Filter
Strips

5,6,8

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
1,2,3,4,8,9,10,11
13,22,23
5,6,8

on % fines)
Gu111ed & Eroded Areas

15a,b,13
Any except 1,6,8,16
17,20,21,23

Reclalmed landfills w/llner
Minespoll & Wastes & Other
Spoil Bank~ *
Recreation Seedlngs, General
Picnic, Playgrounds
Driving for Archer~ Ranges,
Camping, Parking
Not shaded
Shaded

1,4,8,17,23
1,4,8,16,22

Roadsides & Other Slopes &
14,15a,b

Shorelines, fluctuating
water levels

5 or 6

Sod Waterways & Spillways
1,2,3,4,7,8,13,23
Streambanks
2,4,7,13,23
Utility Rights-of-Way
1,2,3,4
Woods, Roads, Skid Trails, Staging Areas
Not Shaded
Shaded
Sand Dunes

1,2,3,4,7,8,13,23
3,4,5,6,10,11,13,23
1,4,14,15a,b,18,20
4,18,19,20,23
18,19,20

¯ If suppression of woody growth is desired, and site conditions allow, use mix 18,
19 or 20.
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TABLE 3
PERMANENT SEEDING MIXTURE RECOMMENDATIONS BY RATE AND SITE ADAPTATION
Seed es early es possible in the Iprlng and no later than June 1. Late
summer/early fall seedlngs can also be done between August 15 September 15.
These late season seedlngs are not recon~nended for mixes 12, 15a, 15b, 18 end

SEED MIXTURE

Variety

1.Ky. bluegrass,
Creeping red
rescue, or
Redtop or
Perennial r~egress
2.Creeping red
rescue
Redtop
PerennLsl ryegras~
or Tall rescue or
Sa~)oth bro~rass

red

Rate in
lbs/ac
(Ibm/1000 ft2)

Adelphl/Baron
Ensylva
Coat,on
Pennflne

20
20
5
2
5

Ensylva

20 .5

Common
PennfLne
K¥-3Z
Saratoga

2
5
20
20

En,ylva

rescue
Tell rescue or
K¥-31
Sa~oth br~grass Saratoga/Baylor
& Birdsfoot
trefoil
Empire
4.Creeplng red*
rescue or
Tall rescue
Redtop or
Perennial ryegrass
& Birdsfoot
trefoil
Tall rescue**
Reed canarygrass
Redtop or
Perennial ryegras~

Excesslvely
Drained

(.S)
(.5
(.1)
(.I)
(.1)

Well to Poorly
Mod Wel
To Ver~
Drained
Poorly
Drained

-

X

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

-

X

X

(.I)
(.1)
(.5)
(.5)

19.

-

20 (.5)
20 (.5}
20 (.5}
8 (.2}.

Ensylva
KY-31
Coa~non
Pennfina
Empire

20 (.5}

K¥-31
Palaton/Venture
Con~non
Pennflne

20 (.5)
10(.25)
3 (.1}
5 (.I}

2 (.i}
5 (.1}
8 (.2}
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TAB~ 3 (cont.)

SOIL-~IT~ ADAPTATION

8~ MIXTURE

Varlet¥

Rate in
Ibs/ac
(lbs/1000 ~t2)

Excessively

Well to Poorly
Nod Well, To

Drained

Dreine~

Poorly

Dralne
;.Reed cenarygrase*~ Paleton/Venture
Creeping foxtall
Garrison
Redtop or
Co~a~Dn

15 (.33)
5 (.I}
5 (I)

Perennial ryegrase Pennflne
Birdsfoot trefoil ~mplre

-

5 (.1)
I0 (.25|

Perennial ryegrass Pennflne
Birdsfoot trefoil Empire
,8.Tall rescue*

’

$ {.I}
10 {.25}

K¥-31/Rebel

30 {.75)

Eneylva
K¥-31

10 (.25)
15 (.33)

Saratoga/Ba¥1or

15 (.33)

-

X

-

9.Creeping red
rescue
Tall rescue
Smooth
bromegrass

Crownvetch

X

Pennglft/Chemung 15 (.33)

~10.Creeplng red

rescue
Perennial
Ryegrase

~l. Birdsfoot trefoil Viking
Crownvetch &
Creeping red
rescue or
Smooth bro~egrass or
Tall rescue

Ensylva
Pennflne

20 (.45
5

(,i)

8
Penngift/Chemung 15

(2)
"
(.33

Ens¥1va

20

(.5)

Saratoga/Baylor
K¥-31

20
20

(.5)
(.5)

~2.Swltchgrass***
Shelter/Blackwell20
~OTE: This rate is in PLS ***
13.Tall rescue*
KY-31
Redtop
Common
Perennial
Pennfine
ryegrass
Eirdsfoo~ ~refoil Viking
14.Crownvetch

Ryegrass

(.5)

10 (.25)
2 (.1)

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

-

X

X

-

5 (.1)
8 (.2)

Penngift/Chemung 15 (.33

Pennfine

5 (.i)
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T&BI~ 3 (cont.)

SOIL-SITE ADAPT&TZON

Variety

SEED MIXTURE

Rate in
ibs/ac
(Ibs/1000 it2)

15a.Swltchgrass.
Blackwell/Shelter
Big blueste~
Niagara
Little bluestem Aldoua/Camper
Sand lovegraas
NE27/Bend
Caucasian blueetem
NOTEz ALL RATES FOR THIS MIX ARE FOR
15b.Flatpea
Perennial pea
Crownvetch
Tall rescue

4
2
2
2

(.1}
(.05}
(.1}
(.I?)

17. Tall rescue

KY-31

18. Tall rescue
Redtop
Perennlal
ryegrass

KY-31
Cx~mon
Pennflne

I0 (.2S}
2 (.I)

Lathco

30 (.?)

Ensylva
Lathco

15 (.33)
30 (.?)

20. Creeping red
rescue
Tall rescue
Crownvetch
21 American beachgrass

X

X

.

X

X

.

.

X

X

X

X

"

X

X

-

Lathco
I0 (.25}
Lancer
2 (.OS)
Pennglft/Chemung I0
KY-31/Rebel
I0 (.25)
Ensylva
Adelphl/Baron

19. Creeping red
feecue
Flatpea

40 (.9}
20 (.5)
100 (2.5}

5 (. I}

Ensylva
15 (.33)
KY-31
10 (.25)
Pennglft/Chemung 15 (.33)
Cape

Well to Poorly
Nod Wel
To Very
Drained
Drained

4 (.1)

16. Creeping red
rescue
Ky bluegrass

Flatpea

Excessively
Drained

X

X

Culms****
58500 (1345}

22. Red rescue
Perennial ryegraes

_
-

30
5

(.7}
(.2)

X

X

23. White clover
Perennial ryegrass

-

I0
2

(.25)
(.2}

X

X

X

X

24. Wildflower Mix

misc.

-

various

X

35
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TABLE 3 (cont.)
* Wildflowers (#24) may ~e seeded with these mixtures.
** Reed canarygrass. Use only seed with germination rats of ?0t or better that
has been tested within past 4 or S months.
*** (PLS) Pure Live Seed. Warm season grass seed Is sold and planted on the basis
of pure livs seeds (PLS). An adjustment is made to the bulk weight of seed to
compensate for inert material and dead seed.
Pure live seed may be calculated when the percent germination and the percent

1.

Convert ¯ germination and purity to decimal form.

2.

PLS factor - germ X purity.

3.

Pounds of seed needed = Jeedino rate in ~ure live
PL$ Factor

EXAMPLE= Want to seed little blusstem at
2 PLS pounds/acre
seed lot has purity of
germination of
as PLS factor - .65 x .80 - .$2
Pounds of Seed needed

~ - 3.8 pounds

**** Vegetative culms or stems are used as propagates (not seed). Three culms are
typlcally planted per planting hole.
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TABLE 4
TEMPORARY SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATIOn(
SEEDING MIXTURES

SEED

LBS./ACRE

LBS./1000

8q. Ft.

For SprAng S~gss
a} ~nnual ryegraso

b) SprAng oata
c) Annual ryegrass
and
Spring oats
d) Perennial ~rass

2
30

80 (2 I/2bu)

.?

2.00
.3S

64 (2 bu)
30

1.50

For La~e Spring &

~ :~

.~ ,r~

b) Annual ~rass
) Perennial ~riss

40 (1.0 bu)
30
30

.90
.7
.7 ....

For Late S~r &
Fall Se~lngs~

~
~

a) Annual ~rass
(~n)
b) W~nter ~e
(~st~k)
c) Winte~ wheat
d) Perennial ryegrass (Pennf/ne)

30
112 (2 bu)
120 (2 bu)
30

2.50
2.75
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TABLE $ - GUIDE TO HUL~H I~TERI~a.LS~ P~TE8 AND USES

Mulch
Material

Quality
Standards

ADDllcation Rate~
per 1000 per
Sq. Ft.
Acre

Depth
Appllcatlon

83-500
cu. ft.

1-7"

Most effective as a
mulch around ornamentals, small fruits
& other nursery stock.
Requires 30-35
lbs. N/ton to prevent N
deficiency while
decaying mulch. One
cu. ft. weighs 25 Ibs

10-20
tons

2-7"

Has about the same use
and applicatlon as sawdust, but requires less
N/ton (10-12 ibs.).
Resistant to wind blowing. Decomposes slowly.

2 tons

--

Decomposes slowly
Subject to some
wind blowing. Packaged.
in 80-90 Ibs. bales.

2000
lbs ¯

--

Apply with hydromulcher.
No tie-down required.
Less erosion control
provided than 2t hay or
straw.

8-10
tons

-.

Use straw manure where
erosion control is
needed. May create
problem with weeds.
Excellent moisture
conserver. Resistant
to wind blowing.

Sawdust
green, or
composted

Free from obJectlonable
coarse materlal

Wood Chips
or
Shavings

Green or airdried. Free of
objectlonable
coarse materials

Wood
Excelsior

----------_
Green or airdrie¢
90 lbs.
burred wood fibers (1 bale

--------._
500-900
ibs.

Wood Fiber
Cellulose
(Partly digested wood
fibers)

Made from natural
wood usually with
green dye & dispersing agent
added,

Compost or
Manure

Well shredded,free ~
of excessive
Ibs.
coarse materials

50 Ibs.

--

Remarks

(Cont.)

Mulch
Material

TABLE S - GUIDE TO MULCH MATERI~LLSp RATE8 AND USE8
ADDllcation Rates Depth of
Quallty
per
10001
per
AppllcaStandards
Sq. Ft.
I Acre
tlon

Cornstalks,
shredded or
chopped

Air-drled, shredded into 8" to
12" lengths

150-300
lbs.

4-6 tons

--

Effective for erosion
control, relatively
slow to decompose.
Excellent for mulch
on crop flelds.
Resistant to wind
blowing.

Washed; Size 2B
or 3A - 1 1/2"

9 cu.
yds.

--

3"

Excellent mulch for
short slopes and
around woody plants
and ornamentals. Use
2B where subject to
foot traffic.(Approx.
2000 ibs./cu.yd.).
Frequently used over
black plastic for
better weed control.

Hay or
Straw

Air-drled; free
of undesirable
seeds & coarse
materials

90-100
Ibs.2-3
bales

2 T
100-120
bales

cover
about
90%
surface

Use straw where mulch
is maintained
for more than three
months. Subject to
wind blowing unless
anchored. Most
commonly used mulching
materlal. Best micro
environment for
germinating seeds.

Peat Moss

Dried, compressed free
of coarse

200-400
cu. ft.

1/2-1

2"-4"

Most effective as a
mulch around ornamentals. Subject to wind
blowing unless kept wet.
i00 Ibs. bales (6 cu.
ft.). Excellent
moisture holding
capacity.

,,,
Gravel,
Crushed
Stone or
Slag

Remarks

T~eL~ S - GU~D_S TO HULC~
Mulch
Material

Quality
Standards

Jute
Twisted
Yarn

Undyed, unbleached plain weave
Warp 78 ends/yd
Weft 41 ends/yd
60-90 ibs/roll

Excelsior
Wood Fiber
Mats

Interlocking web
of excelslor
fibers with
photodegradable
plastlc netting

Glass
Fiber

Plastic

1/4" thick, 7/16"
dia., holes on
i" centers;
56 lb. rolls,
2-4 mils

A~licatlon Rate~
per 1000 per
Sq. Ft.
Acre

Depth of
Appllcatlon
48" x 50 ....
yds or
48" x 75
yds
48"xi00" -2 sided
plastic
48"x180"
1 sided
plastic

Use without additional mulch.
Tie down with T bars as per
manufacturers specifications.
__

Use black for weed control.
Effective moisture conservation
and weed control for small
fruits and ornamentals.

_______
Filter
Woven or Spun
Fabrics ....

Variable

--

~traw or
coconut
fiber or
comblnatlon

most are
6.5 ft x
83.5 ft

81
rolls

photodegradable
plastic net on
one or two sides.

Use without additional mulch. Tie
down as per manufacturing speclflcation.

Use without addltlonal mulch.
Excellent for seeding establishment. Tie down as per manufacturers specifications. Approx.
72 lbs/roll for excelslor with
plastic on both sides. Use
two sided plastic for center plastic for centerline of waterways.

72"x30 ....
yds.
Variable --

Remarks

--

Designed to tolerate higher
velocity water flow, oenterllnes
of waterways. 60 sq. yds. per

ro11.

i
¯

TABLE 6: MULCH ANCHORING GUIDE
Anchoring Method
or Material

Kind Of Mulch To
Be Anchoced

A. ~

Hay or straw

How To Apply

..~zc. ot.,nvef,..~ pegs per block to withiiz 2" to 3"~

~.u suy~ace. ~-curc mulch to surface by
Drive ~-- n...~ ... ..’.~m

3. Soil & stones

Plastic

. u~ more harm.

P.k.~’.
a. single furrow akmg ed~ o~ area to be ,.,,,_~
w~tl~ p~astic, fold about 6" ~f pT~tstic into the
and plow furrow ~
¯ . "--"~’
hold n . ~ :_ ~ba__ch .e~r plasti~ .U~ ~toae~ to

4. Cut-in

Hay or straw

Cut mulch .into soll surface with ~lUare edged
Make cuts m contour rows spaced’IS" aptrt. ~""

succc~ul ou contour in sandy soils.
B. Mc, Ghaxzi~
1. Asphalt spray

Corn .]~st, wood chips
wood shavings, hay or

Apply with suitable spray equipment using the foilowi~
. .
:
-:_~’al~U, measure, or s~ow
sctl:--~
- per,-sq/yd.
-~J 0¯ 10 ....
gauous
400gal/ac.

2. Wood cciluios~:

Hay or straw

Apply with hydrosecder inunodiately after muichh~.
Us~ 7:50 ibs wood I~l~r per ac~¢. Some products c~lain
aa adhesive maleriaL

3. Pick chain

Hay or straw
manure compost

4. Mulch anch
Iool or disk

Hay or s~raw,
manurclmostly straw

Us~ on dopes sleeper lean 3:1. Pull across slopes with
suilable power equipme,,t.

Apply mulch and us~ a mulch anchoring lool. When a
disk (smooth) is used, ~t in s~ralghl position and uil
acr?~,
s.lop~
with suitable
powerinto
couinmem
ma~erial
should
ix: "tucked"
so~! s’-u~ .......

ac~ about 3.

~. Chcmlcul

Hay or s{raw

Apply Terra Tack AR 12~ lbs/ac in 480 gaL of water
or Aerospray 70 (60 ga//ac) according Io
m.anul’ac~urer’s instructions. Avoid application during
ram. A 24 hour curing period and a ~
temperature higher than 45° F arc reqtlire..d.
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TABLE 7
O

8PECIES FOR TREE AND SHRUB PLANTINGB
TREES FOR EXCESSIVELY DRAINED SOIT..~
Scientific Nam@
Roblnia pseudoacacla
Betula populifolla
Pinus resinosa*
Pinus sylvestrls*
Pyrus spp.

~
Black locust
Gray birch
Red pine
Scotch pine
Crabapple

,

Mature Helah~
I

50’
30’
80’
60’
25’

2

SHRUBS FOR EXCESSIVELY DRAINED SOILS
Scientific Na~
Rhus glabra
Rhus typhina
Robinia fertills
Comptonia peregrina

~
Smooth sumac
Staghorn sumac
Arnot brlstly locust
Sweetfern

Mature Height
9-15’
30’
15’
3’

TREES FOR SOMEWHAT EXCESSIVELY DRAINED SOIL~

Sclentlfi~ Name

~

Fraxinus pennsylvanlca Green ash
lanceolata
Populus alba
White poplar
Ulmus pumila
Siberian elm

Mature
60’
90’
75’

~HRUBS FOR SOMEWHAT E~CESSIVELY DRAINED SOILS
Scientific Nam~

c mo_~q~D_~~

Acer ginnala
Berberis thunbergii
Corylus americana
Elaeagnus angustifolia
Hammamelis virginiana
Juniperus communis*
Juniperus virginiana*
Kolkwitzia amabilis
Ligustrum amurense

Amur maple
Japanese barberry
American hazelnut
Rusian olive
Common witch-hazel
Common juniper
Red cedar
Beauty bush
Amur privet

i

_ Mature Height
20’
7’
6’
20’
50’
3-30’
10-90’
I0’
15’
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SPECIES FOR TREE ~D S~R~ PLANTINGS (oOnto)
SHRUBS FOR SOMEWHAT EXCESSIVELY DRAINED SOILS fCont.~
Scientific Nam~
Syrica pensylvanica
Rhamnus frangula

Rhus aromatlca
Rhus copalllna

~
Bayberry
Alder buckthorn

Fragrant su~a¢
Sumac

Mature Heiah
5’
18"

3’
30’

TREES FOR WRT.L DRAINED AND MODERATELY W~.T.T. DRAINED SOTT~
Scientific Nam~
Acer platanoldes
Catalpa speclosa
Picea ables*
Picea pungens*
Pinus strobus*
Pseudotsuga menzlesli*
Salix spp.
Sorbus americana
Thuja occldentalis*
Tilea cordata
Ulmus parvifolia
Alnus glutlnosa

~
Norway maple
Northern catalpa
Norway spruce
Colorado spruce
Eastern white pine
Douglas fir
Willow
American mountaln-ash
American arborvitae
Little-leaf linden
Chinese elm
European black alder

Mature Helaht
90’
90"
150"
100’
100-150,
100-300’
75’
25’
60’
90’
50"
60’

SHRUBS FOR WELL DRAINED AND MODERATELY WELL DRAINED SOILS
Scientlflc ~a~e

9_~

Mature Hela~

Comus macrophylla
Cornellan cherry
Comus racemosa
Gray-stemmed dogwood
Corylus americana
American
hazelnut
Corylus cornuta
Beaked
hazelnut
Elaeagnus umbellata
’Cardinal, autumn olive
Euonymus spp.
Euonymus spp.
Forsythia x intermedia
Border forsythia
I1ex glabra
Inkberry
Lonicera maackll
podocarpa
’Rem Red’ honeysuckle
Lonicera tatarica
Tatarlan honeysuckle
Myrica pensylvanica
Bayberry
Philadelphus coronarlus Mock-orange

24’
6’
6’
12’
20’
1-9’
9
5"
15"
12"
5’
9"
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TABLE 7
SPECIe8 ~O~ TRE~A~D 8~R~B PLANTIng8 (aorta.)
SHRUBS FOR WELL DRAINED AND MODERATELy WRLL DRAINED SOILS
Scientific Name

Common Nam~

Rhamnus frangula
’Columnarls,
Rhododendron maximum
Symphorlcarpos
orblculatus
Syrlnga vulgarls
Taxus cuspldata,

Tallhedge buckthorn
Rhododendron

20’

Coralberry
Common lilac
Japanese yew

4’
20’
50"

Scientific Name

Common Name

Acer negundo
Acer rubrum
Acer saccharinum
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Fraxinus nigra
P1atanus occidentalls
Picea glauca*
Salix spp.
ThuJa occidentalis,
Cornus amomum
Ilex verticillata
Lonicera maackii
Podocarpa
Lonicera tatarica
Vaccinium corymbosum
Viburnum dentatum
Viburnum trilobum

Nature Helah~
12,

Nature Hei~h~

Box elder
Red maple
Silver maple
Green ash
Black ash
Sycamore
White spruce
Willows
White cedar
Silky dogwood
Winterberry

60’
60"
70
40’
45’
100’
80’
70’
60,
8"
10"

"Rem Red’ amur
honeysuckle
Tatarian honeysuckle
Highbush blueberry
Arrowwood
American cranberrybush

15’
12’
10’
8’
15’

* evergreen
Spacing Distance
For Water Erosion Control~
Small to medium shrubs - 1’ x 1’ to 2’ x 2’
Medium to large shrub~ - 2’ x 2’ to 4’ to 4’
Trees - 4’ x 4’ to 8" x 8’
For Wind Erosion Control:
Small to medium shrubs - 2’ x 2’ to 4’ x 4’
Medium to large shrubs - 4’ x 4’ to 6’ x 6’
Trees - 6’ x 6’ to 15’ x 15’
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(L.) Planch.

STREAMSANKS

WINDBREAKS
AND SCREENS

Rugosa rose

Rosa rugosa Thunb.

Emerald seashore ~unfper

Juniperus conferta Parl.

Streamco purpleosier willow Salix purpurea L.
Bankers dwarf willow

Salix x Cottetii

Ruby redosier dogwood

Comus mtolonlfera Michx.

Indigo silky dog~’ood

Comus amomum Mill.

Cheyenne co~uon privet

Ligustrum vulgate L.

Amur privet

Ligustrum amurense Carr.

Hybrid poplars/cottonwood

Poplus spp.

Tall hedge

Rhamnus frangula L.

Norway Spruce

!Picea shies (L.) Karst.

Eastern red cedar

Junlperus vlrglnlana L.

:Arborvitae

ThuJa occldentalls L.

Rem red amur honeysuckle
BIOTECHNICAL SLOPE
PROTECTION

"

~

~

~

Lonlcera maackli Maxim

Streamco purpleosier willow Sallx purpurea L.
Bankers dwarf willow

Sallx x cottetll

Sandbar willow

Salix interior Rowl.

r
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WILDLIF~ AND FISH BENEFITS OF BTABILIZlNG PLANTS
PLANT SPNCZIS

Bluegra~o# Canada

¯

Bluost~ Aides little
Sr~graom, ~h
Cana~grass, r~
Venture or Palaton
D~ongue, Tl~a
Foscue, cr~plng r~
Foscuo, tall
~v~rass, ~ping
~dtop
Ryegraaa, ~re~lal
Switchgra~s, Blac~ll or

N
N

NF
NF
F

Wi11~, Stre~co~l~sler

Maple, silver

N
N
N

~

N

F

F

N

N
N

N

N

F
F

FF

Shahs
Alder, Euro~an black
Do~d, Ruby redosier
D~od, silky

Trees
Boxolder
Maple, r~

N
N

F

Fla~a~ Lathco
Trefoil, bird$f~t
(Upright varletlo~)
Trefoil, Empire blrdsf~t

Bankers dwarf

F

NF
F

Cr~vetch,Ch~ngPenn~ft or

Will~,

F

NF

F
FF

NF

F

F

F
F

F
F

F
F

F

F
F
F

N
NF
NF

F

F

F

F

N

F

F

N
N

Syc~re

S

N

S
W

S

8
8
N

* Adult and young bird feed extensively during the su~er and early fall on
insects associated with ~st grasses, legumes, and wildf1~erm
Legend

F-F~

N-Nestlng Cover

W-Wlnter Cover

S-Shade

V

0

L
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The Potomac River

L

Restoring a river t~ough c~peration ~d conse~

Characted,tlc,

Resoumes

,

0

~-,
Introduction
In the late 1960’s, local, State, and Federal officials
began a coordinated and sustained effort to clean up
the Potomac River.
Historically, the Upper Potomac River Estuary had
suffered from severely degraded water quality. Noxious
odors, large mats of floating algae, b~ue-green algae,
depleted oxygen concentrations, and turbid water were
frequent conditions. Pollution-sensitive fish (such as
large-mouthed bass) and submerged aquatic vegetation had largely disappeared from the river. Bacterial
contamination and viruses prevented safe water contact recreation,
Efforls by scientists and local, State. and Federal officials in the past 20 years to implement and upgrade
point source controls, however, have dramatically
reversed the trend of declining water quality. The States
of Maryland and Virginia and the District of Columbia
im~emented stringent point source discharge limits
based on analysis of the upper estuary’s assimilative
capacity and the capabilities of wastewater treatment

To Stdngent C~trols In

~

~.

technology. These actions have reduced biochemical
oxygen demand (BOO) and phosphorus discharges to
the upper estuary by 95 percent. Algal tdooms are now
infrequent, and submerged aquatic vegetation and
many species of sportfish have reappeared in the river.
Potomac River area residents now benefit from commercial and recreational river uses.
Over~J, ew (~’ld Chcl~ctet’LRtic~
O:~ the Problem
The Potomac River drainage area encompasses pottions of the States of Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia, the District of Columbia, and Maryland. About 95
percent of the land in the basin is forested or in agriculture. In sharp contrast, the upper estuary, which extends 54 miles from the northwest boundary of
Washington, D.C. to Maryland Point, is highly urbanized. The upper estuary receives the largest volume of
flow from treated wastewater discharges. Industrial discharges are insignificant.
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The Potomac supports two critical water uses in the
Washington area. As a major water supply, the treeflowing part of the river provides about 75 percent of
metropolitan Washington’s drinking water. The
Potomac is also profoundly important to the area as a
recreational and aesthetic resource. The river supports
boating, tishing, and, in some areas, swimming,
Hundreds of miles of parkland border the Potomac, including the Washington, D.C. Tidal Basin, site of several
maior memorials and tourist attractions,
For much of this century the Potomac has suffered
from pollution stresses. During the 1950’s it was
described as an open cesspool. Rapid development of
the Washington metropolitan region was a major factor
in the river’s decline. Between 1940 and the eady
1970’s, population growth repeatedly outstripped
sewage treatment plant capacity, despite expansions
intended to meet demands for years to come. Raw or
partially treated sewage was regularly discharged into
the Potomac as a consequence of overloaded plants
and inadequate sewer capacity.
Of the 11 major treatment plants that serve the
Washington metropolitan area, the Blue Plains facility is
the largest point source to the estuary. This regional
plant, managed by the District of Columbia, serves the
city and some of suburban Marytand and Virginia. In
1985, the Blue Plains plant discharged about 309 raillion gallons a day directly to the estuary-about 65 to
70 percent of the entir(~ wastewater load for the year.

ment plant, allocated capacity for the plant to the District of Columbia and its suburban users, and proposed
a schedule for siting and constructing another regional
plant to absorb the anticipated Increases in treatment
demands on the Blue Plains facility.
What appeared to be a workable intermunicipal
framework loraddressing Potomac poilutionproblems
quickly broke down as the population continued to
grow and sewage flows to Blue Plains exceeded juris.
dictional flow allocations. Threats of lawsuits to enforce
these allocations led to a new agreement in 197t for Interim treatmenl at Blue Plains. In addition, building
moratoria established to restrict sewage treatment
demands were not strictly enforced, and demand for
treatment continued to grow. Thus, in 1973, the Commonwealth ot Virginia filed suit against the Washington
Suburban Sanitary Commission (the agency responsible for sewage tn the suburban Maryland counties
and at that time the prime source of the excess flows),
Faidax County, Va., the District of Columbia, and the
Federal government joined the suit.
The parties to the suit ultimately reached an
agreement In 1974, the basis for a consent decree
that, among other things, limited the amount of sewage
each jurisdiction could send to Blue Plains. It also
tablished a formula for jurisdictions using the plant to
take responsibility for s~udge disposal. A key feature of
the decree, lacking in previous agreements, was accountability. Violations, including delays, would constitute a contempt of court and would be punishal~e.
Throughout the 1970’s new treatment technologies
Ch~’ono].ogy of the C]ecmup Rffort
were installed and plants construCted and exIn the lato 1950’s conferees at the first Federal-State panded. Potomac water quality began to Improve. The
upgrading of treatment p~ants, however, exacerbated
Potomac Enforcement Conference meetings, conan o~d problem. Advanced waste treatment processes
vened by the U.S. Public Health Service to address
produced substantially larger quantities of sludge than
water quality problems, recommended secondary
secondary treatment alone had. Difficulties in locating
wastewater treatment. By 1965, however, water quality
sludge disposal sites led to legal actions in which the
in the Potomac had worsened because rapid populaDistrict °f C°~umbia sued Mar~Jtand’s Washingt°n Sub"
ti°n gr°wth and acc°mpanying increases in sewage
urban Sanitary Commission to force disposal of ~’Judge
flows had outstripped plant capacities. President Lynas agreed in the1974 consent decree.
don B. Johnson called national attention to the
Anxious to overcome the interjurisdictional squabPotomac when he proposed making it a model for anabling and court battles of the 1970’s, representatives
tional water quality improvement campaign. Following
from area jurisdictions and treatment plant operators
his appeal, Congress passed the Water Quality Act of
began to form standing committees to negotiate agree19~5, which required States to establish water quality
ments, monitor prpgress, resolve differences, and plan
standards. Jurisdictions in the Washington
for future needs on a regular basis. The first and most
metropolitan area agreed to adopt a fishable-swimprominent committee was made up of chief edministramable standard,
rive officers (CAO’s) representing the principal Blue
The Federal-State Potomac Enforcement ConPlains user jurisdictions and agencies. This committee,
lerence was reconvened in 1969. Conferees
known as the Blue Plains CAO’s, was organized in 1980
developed discharge limits based on an assessment of
under the auspices of the Metropolitan WashingtOn
the estuary’s assimilative capacity and available treatCouncil of Governments. which provided neutral
ment technology. Conferee recommendations, which
grounds for meeting and support staff.
were strenuously debated, pushed treatment technologies to their limits. Nevertheless, the recommendaThe Blue Plains CAO’s Committee undertook the
tions were formally accepted in 1970 by the District of
reworking of the wide array of existing agreementa,
Columbia. Maryland, Virginia. and local jurisdictions
some of which dated back to the 1950’s. Committee
through the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on
staff worked diligently, and at one stage met weekly for
the Washington Regional Water Pollution Control Plan.
municipal agreement for managing sewage treatment
upgrades to the Blue Plains regional wastewater treatand s~udge disposal through 2010. An Informal but Ira-
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portant ground rule that has been credited with promoting agreement was the commitment of all participants
to stay on at certain critical meetings until the issues at
hand had been fully resblved.
The resulting Blue Plains Intermunicipal Agreement
was signed by area jurisdictions in September 1985. In
addition to sewage and sludge management, the
agreement formalized annual funding support to a
coordinated program for monitoring and tracking
Potomac water quality. This program, managed by the
Metropolitan Council of Governments, provides a commoo and comprehensive data base to enable a scientific approach to water quality planning and decisionmaking. Another important component of the agreement included the specification of conditions that
would regulate or stop a user’s commitments for systern extensions if its sewage flows exceeded its allocated capacity at Blue Plains. The lack of such a
provision in eadier agreements had been a significant
problem during the 1970’s.
Another important group, the Potomac Studies
Pblicy Committee, was formed in 1985 to develop consensus positions of common interest to the
Washington area wastewater treatment community,
The policy committee evaluates technical issues assooiated with Washington area water quality management programs and standards. It addresses estuarywide problems and the contribution of upstream
Potomac pollution loading sources that affect regional
water quality, and provides a unified voice for negotiat-

Ing with water quality regulatocs. The policy commttlee
strives to achieve balance between treatment technology, costs to users, and water quality standards.
The Blue Plains and Potomac Studies Pblicy Committees have proven themselves to be valuable forums
for ongoing resblution of regional water quality concerns and issues, preventing thecrtsisatmospherethat
pervaded the preceding decade. Participants are
p~eased with the cooperation achieved between local
jurisdictions and wastewater treatment plant operators
thus far and are optimistic that it will continue.
The success of the Potomac cleanup to date has been
hard won, taking over 20 years of sustained effort and
more than $1 billion Investment in capital facility Iraprovements. The 1972 Federal Water Pbllutlon Control
Act’s Construction Grants Program covered 75 percent
of plant construction, expansion, and upgrading
costs. Remaining funds came from local government
expenditures and State grant programs. The annual
operating costs to meet plant discharge requirements
now exceed $100 million per year at the Washington
reglon’s principal discharges. These costs are financed
through local user fees.
Although the original goal, established in the late
1960"s, of obtaining fishable-swtmmable conditions
year-round In the upper estuary remains to be fully real-

Comparative Wastewater Flows and Pollutant Load;rigs
To The Upper Potomac Estuary
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=zed, significant improvements in Potomac water
quality have been made. The improvement in the upper
.=stuary has, in turn, contributed to dramatic improvement in the lower estuary,
Reductions of nearly 95 percent in biochemical
oxygen demand and total phosphorus point source
discharges highlight the accomplishments.This has
been achieved through stringent nutrient limits for
municibal wastewater discharges. For example, the
current effluent phosphorus limit for Blue Plains is 0.18
mg~L. Effluent limits assigned to Washington area treatment plants could be met only by upgrading secondary
treatment plants to advanced waste treatment facilities,
which use additional filtration, nutrient removal processes, and chlorination. Improvements to other facilities
have also enhanced water quality in the basin. The improvements included increases in sewer transmission
and wastewater treatment plant capacities, and iraproved operational procedures to substantially reduce
the incidence of wet weather overflows. Most of the
Washington metropolitan area’s sewer system is now
connected to advanced waste treatment facilities,
either on-line or under construction. The Blue Plains
plant is one of the largest advanced waste treatment
plants in the United States.
Signs of a healthy river that were missing from the
estuary during the 1950’s and 1960’s are now reappearing. Submerged aquatic vegetation and accompanying desirable species of fish and wild!ire~ have
returned in abundance to many portions of the river. At
the same time, the growth of nuisance blue-green
algae has been greatly reduced.
As river water quality has improved, commercial and
recreational activities along the river have also reemerged. The waterfront now provides an attractive
location for parks, recreational facilities, and restaurants. Boating and fishing are common along the
urban stretch of the estuary,
Other sources of pollution have increased in relative
significance as Washington area point source loads
have been cut. Discharges of nutrients, biochemical
oxygen demand, and sediment Ioadings from
upstream point sources, nonpoint sources, and
nutrient releases and oxygen demand from river bottom sediments all contribute to pollutant loading inputs
to the upper estuary.
The participants in the Potomac cleanup program
have turned their attention to meeting the new challenges. The existing regional monitoring network and data
base are already being used, and the 1970 Memorandum of Understanding has been revised and realfirmed The regional framework developed to confront
point source removal is providing a ready forum for addressing emerging issues.
While some pollution problems remain, further
progress will require improved wastewater treatment at

[,,,essozl.s Le~-r~ec]
The latest round of Potomac River cleanup activities
has taken two decades to reach its current level of success. The effort has been difficult, but it has worked. Its
success was due to people who insisted on more than
the status quo. They invested in technologies required
to meet stringent effluent limits to protect the estuary.
They strove for cooperative agreements and held
others to them, going to court when necessary. It took
technical talent - the scientists who developed the
models and analyzed the data. the treatment plant
operators and engineers who Implemented the requiremerits. It took money - a combined local, State, and
Federal investment exceeding $1 billion In capital
facilities, and user fees of over $100 million a year in
plant operation costs. Most Important, the cleanup
succeeded because of the initiative, cooperation, and
sustained commitment of local agencies to hammer
out and implement the interjudsdictlonal agreements
necessary to make It work.
Improving conditions in the Potomac required an
enormous effort to overcome resistance to building
moratoria, legal suits, press coverage, and a charged
atmosphere among the participants. Ultimately,
however, a high level of cooperation among local
governments and the regulatory agencies led to the
dramatic improvement in water quality conditions that
area residents now enjoy. Through the efforts and batties along the way, a strong and lasting framework for
cooperation has evolved.
The Potomac’s cleanup was facilitated under the
regional policy and technical committee structure
which evolved in the 1980’s to track progress and
evaluate future water quality management needs. This
structure has proven quite effective as a forum for
developing consensus positions on regional water
quality management issues and programs. It derives its
strength and continuity through a collective local
government commitment to the support of a centralized technical staff, data base, and reporting function
dedicated to the assessment and resolution of
Potomac water quality issues.
But for all the achievements, the greatest lesson
from the Potomac’s experience may be that strategies
for pollution control must be flexible and continually
evolving. New problems and questions have emerged
as a result of regional successes in reducing point
source Ioadings. For example, environmentally sound
and cost-effective sludge management programs, acceptable to both regulatory agencies and local communities, must be found and agreed upon. Area
decisionmakers and residents must evaluate to what
exlent they are willing to protect area water quality and
identify the most cost-effective, practical, and acceptable management programs.

Washington, D.C. region. Implementation of effective
nonpolnt source controls, particularly for agricultural
nonpoint source Ioadings, witl also be needed.

W~eganO, Met~’opohtan Washington Council of Governments,
Washington, OC, o1" i~rk AJderson, EPA Project Manager.

Washington, OC.
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innovative management tools
and help them avoid costly
mis:akes. We also hope that
users will lind new ways to
apply the lessons presented in
these case studies and that
participants in other programs
will share their experiences.
We plan to expand the
handbook as new approaches
and lessons emerge with
experience.
The National Estuary
Program welcomes comments
and suggestions for additions
to this handbook. For more
information contact:
Mark Aider,son
National Estuary Program
Office of Marine and
Estuarine Protection (WH-556F)
Office of Water
U.S Environmental
Protection Agency
401 M Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460
(202) 475-7102
~EPA

National Estuary Program

"1" he purpose of the
.I.
National Estuary Program is to identify nationally
significant estuaries, protect
and improve their water quality, and enhance their I~ving
resources. Estuaries ate to
achieve these goals through
collaborative efforts called
comprehensive conservation
and management plans
(CCMPs);developmentof
CCMPs is carried out by oversight committees called
management conferences,
The legistation that established the National Estuary
Program named 11 estuaries
to receive priority consideration to be in the program,
These are Albemarle/Paml~co
Sounds, Long Island Sound,
Buzzards Bay, Narrangansett
Bay. Puget Sound, San Francisco Bay, Galveston Bay,
Sarasota Bay, Delaware Bay,
Delaware Inland Bays, and
New York-New Jersey Harbor.
Santa Monica Bay was added
Io this list in the F~scal Year
1988 Appropriations Act
The Administrator o! EPA
selects estuanes for the program ~n response to nom~nat~ons by State governors, or at
the Agencys ~nitiat~ve in the
case of interstate estuaries,
Estuaries are selected based
on tr~eir potential to address
~ssues of s~gniflcant national

concern, as well as their
demonstrated institutioaal,
financial, and political commilment to carry out protective
actions. Once an estuary is
selected, the Administrator
formally convenes a manage
merit conference.
Management conferences
provide a framework for interest groups to work together
to develop comprehensive
plans and timetables (the
CCMPs) to protect and
restore the estuary and
coastal areas. Conference
members must include citizen
and user interest groups,
scientists, government officials, and resource
managers from Federal,
State, and local agencies.
Representatives from these
groups sit on an oversight
committee that serves as the
lormal management conference and oversees
development of the CCMP.
Other technical, policy, and
citizen advisory committees
may provide supplemental aoL
vice and help. This committee
structure approach was lirsl
developed in the Chesapeake
Bay and Great Lakes programs and has worked very
well. We expect it will work
equally well for other estuary
and near coastal water
prog[ams.
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A Phosphorus Strategy for the
Great Lakes
Improving water quafity through lntergovernmentai agreemenU

~.,*~.

Characteristics
¯ The largest freshwaler bodies in the world, the
Great Lakes comprise:
-20 percent of lhe earth’s fresh surface ware*’.
-95 percent of North America’s fresh surface water,
-6 bllhon gallons of water d~scnarged 0er hour wa

~ CANADA

the ,St. Lawrence River

ResourcesleSsthan3yearst°°ver2OOyears
¯ The Great Lakes are the center of U.S
heavy =nclustry.
¯ $155 b~lhon of economic activ=ty occurs annually.
¯ 24 mdhon Amer=cans 0epend On the lakes for
!

¯ LOSS of commercial fish=ng continues.
¯ Aesthetics and recreation are ampanred.

U.S.A.

¯ ~)rinklng water resources ate atfecteO.
¯ Pubhc health risks from food consumption Continue,

growth-inducing nutrients) as well as toxic conII"lt~o~,~tctio~,
taminants enteri~j the lakes from land-based activities.
Recognizing the importance of the Great Lakes, the
The nutrient coftlrol aspects of the program are disU.$. and Canadian governments have operated a longcussed here.
term intergovernmental program to control direct and
indirect sources of pollution, monitor conditions, and
assess trends in the water quality and biological health Overview
of the lakes. By the late 1960’s the effects of years of
pollution in the Great Lakes were alarming, particularly
in Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. Eutrophication - a
The Great Lakes (’ontain 95 percent of the fresh surface
natural process of nutrient enrichment and silting water in North America. This vast resource supports
was accelerated by high levels of phosphorus entering
commercial and recreational fisheries, water supp/y,
the lake. As a result, oxygen depletion was widespread
shipping, and ~l,;thetic enjoyment¯ The five Great
and many previously abundant fish species and other
Lakes, their inh,t~’onnecting channels, and the St.
a~uatic organisms were virtually eliminated.
Lawrence River =l~=llot to the Atlantic Ocean are integral
By setting pollution control goals that the two
components of
countries could agree on, the Great Lakes Water
Great Lakes bas~f supports one fifth of all American InQuality Agreements of 1972 and 1978 have guided a
dust~. Over
successful cleanup and restored a viable fishery for
based on the
the wodd’s largest freshwater system. These joint initiaGreat Lakes
rives address conventional pollutants (such as plant
activity; the U.S. I,~)rtion accounts for $155 billion,
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In the past 170 years, the population of the Great
Lakes basin has increased more than a hundredfold.
Today, the basin is home to heady 37 million people,
comprising a third of the Canadian population and a
seventh of the American population. This growth was
accompanied by increasing point and nonpoint source
pollutant inputs to the ecosystem. By the 1930’s, the
impacts of these pollutants were becoming apparent in
the biological, physical, and chemical components of
the Great Lakes ecosystem. Commercial fish species
(lake trout, blue pike, whitefish, sauger, and lake herring) declined sharply; the once-abundant mayfly disa~peared from western Lake Erie, Green Bay, and
Saginaw Bay; and populations of opossum shrimp
vanished from Lake Erie. Aigal production, however,
not only increased, but shifted from predominately
free-floating forms valuable as food for fish fry toward
more troublesome species typical of elevated nutrient
conditions. Long-term changes in both open-lake and
near-shore water chemistry reflected eutrophic conditions from nutrient enrichment.
The dramatic changes in fish communities and other
aquatic organisms were directly linked to decreased
oxygen levels. Linkages were particularly well documented in western Lake Ede, Green Bay, and Saginaw
Bay. In the central basin of Lake Erie, for example,
roughly 70 percent of the bottom waters developed
pronounced oxygen deficits each year.

]:~’og~’~zn Deve]opme~tt
The Institutional framework for the Great Lakes cleanup was actually established in 1909 by a Boundary
Water Treaty between the United States and
Canada. The treaty established the International Joint
Commission, which was asked in 1964 by the U.S. and
Canadian governments to study the water quality conditions in Lakes Erie and Ontario (the "Lower Lakes")
and the St. Lawrence River. In 1970, the commission
reported its findings:
¯

¯

Lake Erie (and patlicularly the Western Basin) was already
in an advanced state of eutrophication, and the
eutrophicabon of Lake Ontario was accelerated. In both
cases, current and historic nutrient loadings were at fault.
Phosphorus is the only nutrient required for growth whose
level can be effectively controlled with current technolooy

such as widespread ~mprovements in existing municipal
and ~ndustrial wastewater treatment plants,
¯ The major phosphorus Source tO the lakes is municipal

~waoe: ag,~cu.ur= ,uno. and ~ndust,i= *asSes a,e fhe

¯

only signihcant nonsewage phosphorus Sources.
Detergents contribute 70 percent of U.S. and 50 percent of

KEY COMPONENTS

OF NUTRIENT

CONTROL STRATEGY
B

PHOSPHATE DETERGENT BAN

= AGRICULTURAL NONPOINT

SOURCE CONTROLS

~ STRINGENT MUNICIPAL AND

INDUSTRIAL POINT SOURCE

CONTROLS
~ ........

-

Erie e~d O~terlo and th~ internetio~ potion of the St.
P~ver by 1975, with subsequent reductions to the maximum extent
possible by e<~onomically feasible process; ~1
3 General reductions in agricultur~ inputs of phosphorus to
L~kes Erie and Ontario ~"~d the internation~J port, on of
St. Lawrence
The findings and recommendations of the commissign indicated Ihe severity of the problem, the need for
major pollution control actions, and the need for broad
political support. To meet these needs, It was determined that an international agreement must be forged
to implement a binational cleanup effort. As a result,
the first Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement was
signed by the United States and Canada on April 15,
1972, agreeing to the need for a phosphorus reduction
program based on commission findings.
Then during the mid.1970’s additional modeling
work was completed, which
¯ Ouantified how much phosphorus entered the system f~o~
po,nt, nonl:x>int, and atmospheric sources ~nd determin~::l
how many tons of phosphorus reduction per year wo~ld be
needed to meet the target reduction in each lake;
a S~t target phosphorus conc,~ntrations for each lake to
achieve a healthy e~:osystem.
Using these modeling tools, a new agreement was

signed in 1978 that
AJlocated these phosphorus reduction requirements to
¯ country, and
¯ Determined how many tons of phosphorus reduction per

year would be needed to meet the t~rget concentration
each lake.

Control Progrmn

Pcint source controls, especially on municipal wastewater treatment plants, provided the basic thrust of the
Based on these findings, the commission recomphosphorus reduction program. A treatment level of 1
mended that the Governments of Canada and the
mg/L phosphorus in treatment plant effluent was estabUnited States enter into agreement on an integrated
lished for all p~ants of 1 million gallons per day or
phosphorus control program, to include
greater capacity under the 1978 agreement. Reaching
1 An immediate reduction in detergent phosphorus content fig this level required plants to use advanced wastewater
a m~nimum prachcable level) followed by the complete replace- treatment It was also recognized that effluent controls
merit of detergent phosphorus with env=ronmental~y tess harmful
alone would not meet the goals, and additional reducm~ter,als, by December 31, 1972;
2 An 80 percent reduction in nondetergent residual phosphorus Signs from agricultural nonpoint controls and..phos~n mun~c~pa] and industr=al waste effluents d~schalg=ng to Lakes phase detergent bans would be necessary.
Canadian Sewage phosphorus.
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hJthough great progress occurred ouring the 1970’s,
the 1983 update of the Great Lakes Water Quality
Agreement mandated development of U.$, and
Canadian Phosphorus Management Plans. The
U.S. plan, submitted in 1986, states that if nonpoint
source controls do not achieve the necessary additional reductions in total phosphorus Ioadings (to be determined in a scheduled 1988 progress review), municipal
treatment plants will be required to meet effluent phosphorus levels below the current 1 mg/L limit. The plan
lurlher states that the water-quality based controls
mandated in the Clean Water Act will be implemented if
the combined effect of advanced wastewater treatment
and nonpoint source control do not meet the in-lake
phosphorus concentrations required by the agreement.

In the United States, new NPDES discharge permits
were issued for essentially all major point source dischargers in the 1974-1975 period. EPA tracked these
permits with a compliance monitoring system to flag
frequent or large violations. Cornpliance with the permitring system was high, but Federal and State-level
administrative enforcement (violation notices, cornpliance orders, etc.) was also a major factor In the
program’s success in achieving phosphorus load
reductions from point sources.
Nonpoint control programs have centered on controlling soil erosion. A variety of programs conducted
by USDA entities (Soil Conservation Service, the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service,
Forest Service, Farmers Home Administration, and the
Cooperative Extension Service) to promote soil conservation and erosion contro~ have proven useful. SeveraJ
Federal/State/local cooperative demonstration projects
have been conducted to test farm management pracrices, such as conservation tillage. A major field test
conservation tillage for phosphorus control was funded
through EPA’s Great Lakes Program Office (under section 108 of the C~ean Water Act) in 31 counties in Indiana. Ohio, and Michigan.

Respo~Lsible Authorities and

Financing

..,_

In the United States, the primary implementing agencies are the U.S. EPA and the eight States bordering
the Great Lakes. The Great Lakes National Program Ofrice was established within EPA to monitor the progress and effectiveness of U.S. efforts toward achieving
the goals of the agreement, as well as to provide technical and management assistance to States, counties,
and local jurisdictions in implementing the agreement. Restllt,S
In Canada, primary responsibility for implementing the
agreement rests with Environment Canada and
Since1972, over l,000 municipal treatment plants have
Ontario’s Ministry of the Environment.
been constructed or upgraded. At the same time, in-

~,..,~

/ Progress in Meeting Phosphorus Targets
LAKE SUPERIOR Lake Super,or s h,g~er ta~gel

1972

1982 TARGET

LAKE MICHIGAN
6,615

~

21,170

LAKE ERIE

! 8,8~0
~ 7,000

L
1972

Lake M~cn=gan S h~ghe~ ta/~et

reflects ~ower ,n,~,a~ ~oaa,ngs an~
i~s physical Characler,shc$

I

.....

1972

1982

TARGET

S2,485

1982
33.170 J
TARGET 3t.360 J
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fluent phosphorus loads to these and other plants were
reduced through broad enactment of legislation to control phosphorus in household detergents. As a result,
most municipal wastewater point sources of over 1 million gallons a day capacity have now achieved or exceeded the 1 mg/L effluent phosphorus limit and the
average point source phosphorus load reduction goals
of the agreement are being attained. As a result of the
phosphorus control provisions of the agreement, significant decreases in phosphorus levels are reported in
all the Great Lakes. Excepting certain Ioca;ized areas,
the Upper Lakes (Superior, Huron and Michigan) are
no longer overenriched. In the Lower Lakes, Lake Ontario exhibits reduced overall phosphorus concentrations and diminished algal biomass. In Lake Erie, the
leve~s of free-floating microscopic plants in the open
water have decreased and shifted toward species
tound in balanced-nutrient systems. U.S. phosphorus
Ioadings to Lake Erie from municipal treatment plants
decreased by 62 percent from 1972 to 19780 and by
1982 the load had dropped to only 16 percent of the
1972 level. Within five years of the 1972 agreement, 64
percent of the municipal treatment plants and 76 percent of the industries on the U.S. side were in compliance with the point source limits established to meet
the goals of the agreement. The corresponding
Canadian figures were 89 percent and 50 percent,
respectively. To date, more than $7.5 billion have been
spent or obligated in the United States and Canada for
municipal sewage construction in the Great Lakes
basin (resulting in an 80-90 percent reduction in
municipal phosphorus loads), with another $1 bllion
from local governments and industries. In the United
States, the majority of this money has been spent
through the section 201 Construction Grants Program,
under the Clean Water Act.

A principal reason for the success of the Great Lakes
phosphorus control initiative was the degree of commitment made to its objectives at the highest levels of
the affected governments. This commitment was backed with Federal legislation and a multibillion dollar
grant program.
Another reason for the program’s success was the
commitment of the government to continual response.
Within two years of the International Joint
Commission’s 1970 report, a point source controf
program was in effect; within five years, enforceable
point source limits for all major municipal and industrial
discharges were in effect. Although many technical
questions were unanswered in 1972, responsible
governmental officials on both sides of the basin
decided that sufficient information existed to supporta
coordinated, programmatic response. Further scientific
research on prol~em definition and understar~ing has

continued In parallel with, and with the financial support
of, the overall phosphorus controt program.
The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement provides
the legal basis for nutrient management of the Great
Lakes ecosystem. Under the authority of the agreement, the Great Lakes National Program Office reviews
major municipal and industrial point source discharge
permits for adherence to the phosphorus management
goals of the agreement. This unique feature ensures
that local dischargers conform to the terms of the
agreemenL

/
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For further information contact: Dr. Marlin P. ~’atzel, J~., Inter.
national Joint Commission. Windsor, O~tario; or Paul Ho~atin,
EPA, Chicago; or Mark A~derson, EPA Project
W~shington, DC.
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A Comprehensive Source

Control Program
for Protecting Shellfish Waters
Citizen action preserves shellfish resources

,
FECAL COLIFORM
REDUCTIONS IN
TILLAMOOK RIVERS
RIVER
% REDUCTION
KILCHI$
30%

Characteristics
¯ The basin has fwe individual watersheds containing
363.520 acres:
-89 percent foi’estland

Resources
growing water in Oregon

Issues

Introduction
~

,

~

The State of Oregon has implemented a program to
protect the shellfish in TiHamook Bay from recurring incidents of bacterial contamination. Tillamook Bay is
Oregon’s most productive oyster and clam growing
area-80 percent of the State’s commercially harvested oysters come from its waters. The State
program, which has been supported by Federal agencies and local governments, focuses on controlling
point and nonpoint pollution sources,
The lowland areas surrounding the bay are neither
highly industrialized nor densely populated overall,
Several small towns exist, but most of the land is
devoted to intense dairy farming. Runoff from agriculrural operations in combination with sewage treatment
discharges from the local towns had created the bacterial contamination problems in Tillamook Bay. High
fecal coliform contamination threatened shellfish harvesting and the local economy,
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
and others addressed the problem by implementing

best management practices on the dairy farms and
upgrading local sewage treatment plants to control
bacterial pollution. These actions have kept the bay
open for safe shellfish harvesting.

Overview of
azl(:], Problems
Tillamook Bay drainage basin is located 60 miles west
of Portland on the northern Oregon coast. Five major
rivers drain 97 percent of the basin and discharge to Tillamook Bay. Most of the bay is shallow. At high tide the
bay’s average depth is just 6 feet; at exlreme low tide,
water is confined mostly to the narrow channels. Ninety
percent of the basin is steep, mounlainous, forested
terrain and sparsely populated. Eight percent of the
land area is relatively flat and devoted to agriculture
and population centers.
Shellfishing in Tillamook Bay includes recreational
and commercial clamming, and commercial oyster harvesting. Annual harvest approaches 600,000 pounds of
clams and 175,000 pounds of oysters. 1"he bay and its
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tributaries support a good finfishery Ior salmonid
species (chinook, silver chum, salmon, and steelhead).
Because of the popularity of the northern Oregon
coast, many tourists camp, fish, and bike along the

Key Steps to Restore
Tillamook Bay
.,...~o~
~;o~

In the low, ands, 118 farms with nearly 20,000 cattle
line the lower portion of the Tillamook watershed. Approximately 13,000 people live in the bay basin. A little
less than half the population is served by sewers; the
remainder uses on-site sewage systems. Together, the
presence of concentrated livestock wastes (280,000
tons of manure per year) and the region’s wet weather
(average rainfall 90-150 inches per year) created
severe problems of bacterial pollution via runoff.
Following moderate to large storms, fecal coliform
counts were often high in the bay. Coliform bacteria
reside in the intestinal tract of warm-blooded animals;
their abundant presence in water indicates significant
fecal contamination. In addition, when fecal coliform
counts are high, other more harmful bacteria and
pathogens from warm-blooded animals may also be
present. These high bacterial counts are the basis for
closing the bay to shellfish harvesting. The bacterial
problem created a serious human health hazard and
threatened an important industry.

=~o~_~ _v,~s~,~ ,-~,~,~o~,~

Problem Chm-acteriz~tion
In 1979, a program between the Tillamook Soil and
Water Conservation District and the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality was set up to monitor
water quality in the bay. This program included a
review of existing data and collection of additional
water quality data. Using information gathered during
the initial study, the Department of Environmental
Quality conducted a project to specifically identify the
sources, extent, and dynamics of fecal pollution occurring in tl-~e bay and its watershed. During the investigation six major potential fecal sources were examined:
(1) sewage treatment plants, (2) recreation, (3) forestry
activities, (4) industries, (5) agricultural operations, and
(6) on-site subsurface sewage disposal systems. A
comprehensive Tillamook Bay Fecal Waste Managemerit Plan was developed for protecting the shellfish
resource,
The study concluded that fecal coliform bacteria
detected in the bay originated from farms (manure),
poor sewage treatment plants in the river subbasins,
and inadequate subsudace drainage. Of these, the
study identi!ied malfunctioning sewage treatment
plants and dairy operations as the primary sources,

Process
The Tillamook study was conducted through a combined effort of Federal, State, and local government oflicials and the cooperation of the local dairy industry,
Local citizens were actively involved throughout the
study and development of a management plan A
group of citizens met regularly to review the data col.

~1~.---~.-

--

f

lected and analyzed by the Department. These same
people also worked cooperatively withthe Department
and the Soil Conservation Service to develop the
management options for controlling the problem.
Dairymen working with the Soil Conservation Service
helped develop the solutions to the dairy problems.
County and State sanitarians developed control
strategies for the septic tank problems. Sewage treatmerit plant owners and operators developed the
strategy for minimizing impacts from their plants.
Meetings as well as phone calls and personal contacts with the study team have involved the public In
the policymaking process. Implementation of the
management plan was rendered less controversial and
more effective because the local citizens knew why a
control plan was necessary and were able to communicare their concerns and contribute their suggestions
from the beginning. A local coordinating committee, including both State and local officials, continues to meet
regularly to discuss the progress of the program. The
County Extension Service also organizes important interagency meetings (EPA, FDA, DEQ). The Extension
Service conducts a comprehensive educational and information program, including media releases, talks to
civic groups, and tours. These tours are often for other
farmers from outside the county who are interested In
the practices being used in the Tillamook area.
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Management Plan Development
and Implementation
Interested citizens and the Department of Environmen.
tal Quality developed three management options to
control shellfish contamination: (1) closing the Pay to
harvesting of shellfish until the problem corrected itself:
(2) initiating new types of corrective actions aimed at
reducing the pollution potential of the identified fecal
sources and developing harvesting criteria for the Pay;
or (3) strengthening existing pollutant control programs
and developing harvesting criteria for the Pay. The last
option was chosen because it was the most cost-effecfive and did not negatively impact the shellfish industry,
which already had self-imposed limited harvesting
during critical runoff periods,
Recognizing the need for immediate action to
protect the public health and the long-term nature of
the cleanup, the Department adopted a standard procedure for determining when to open or close the pay
to shellfish harvesting. This procedure relied on five
criteria that were developed by the Department of Environmental Quality and State Health Department. Any
one of these criteria could be used to close shellfish
beds for 5 to 10 days. The bay is automatically closed
when a sewage treatment plant bypass or malfunction
occurs, during high river flow, and during periods of frequent rainfall,
~_.. ~ Since
the dairy
waste
was considered
to be
one Conof
the most
pervasive
prol:dems,
the Soil and
Water

t

servation District and the dairy community developed
an extensive cleanup p/an to address the animal waste
problem. The strategy relied on two principles: (I)
prevent rainwater and clean sudace water from coming
into contact with manure, and (2) when this is not possible, prevent contaminated sudace water from reaching the streams or the Pay. To implement the plan, 109
dairy farms were designated as critical dairies. To
achieve the goal of a 70 percent reduction in fecal
coliform loading, all critical dairies were encouraged to
undertake best management practices (BMP’s). Each
tarmer developed individual farm water quality plans.
Each p~an addressed the water quality problems of that
tarm, best management practices that would be used
to alleviate them, and a 3- to 10-year schedule for Imo
plementing the practices.
To ensure that the most critical sources were treated
first, each larm was ranked based on factors such as
the distance of confinement areas to open water, the
acreage of poody drained sons where manure Is
spread, the number of cattle per acre, and the farm’s
location in the watershed and floodplain. The BMP’s
applied by farmers included installing so/Id and liquid
manure storage facilities, roofing animal manure eccumulation areas, erecting streambenk fencing, and
managing roof water.
The other critical prol~em Identified In the plan,
sewage waste, was addressed by the Department
Environmental Quality. Sewage treatment leve~s w~e
determined to be adequate, but malfunctioning equip.

Controls Implemented
in Tillamook Basin
MALFUNCTIONS CORRECTED
IN SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS

=t ..+-...--. ........

. ....
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ment problems did occasionally occur. To rectify the
problem, alarms and shutdown devices were installed
at the sewage treatment plant. The Fecal Waste
Management Plan instituted procedures to notify health
officials of malfunctions so that shellfish beds could be
closed. In addition, many failing septic systems have
been eliminated as a pollution source by the expansion
of a municipal sewer line.
The Fecal Waste Management Plan and Bay closure
criteria were adopted by local and State agencies in
July 1981. The criteria were implemented in 1982. Currently, the closure criteria are being re-evaluated based
on continuing fecal coliform monitoring results,

TILLAMOOK BAY

RURAL CLEAN WATER
PROJECT
LOCAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE
COUNTY
ASC
COMMITrEE
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STABILIZATION
AND CONSERVATION
SERVICE

COUNTY
EXTENSION
SOIL
SERVICE
CONSERVATION

D,STR~CT

OREGON
DEPARTMENT
OF ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY
TILLAMOOK
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CREAMERY
ASSOCIATION

SOIL
CONSERVATION
SERVICE

miffed more than $3 million of their own money to support this effort. In 1986, the Department of Erwironmental Quality and the Soil and Water Conservation District
began a new monitoring program funded by U.S. EPA
205(j) funds to assess the effectiveness of the managemerit plan.

Water quality and fecal contamination levels are Iraproving basinwide from cleanup activities. Although Implementation is not yet complete, the project has been
able to show significant water quality improvements In
both the rivers and the bay. In 1985 bay closures were
invoked less frequently, and employment In Tillamook’s
oyster industry was the highest since 1952, Industrk~
and dairy farming are still open for business.
Best management practices are woddng and water
quality conditions are approaching desirable levels.
Work on the farms is 45 to 50 percent complete.
Recent water quality data analysis shows that fecal
coliform contamination of the bay has already been
significantly reduced between 1980 and 1985. Based
upon the projected level of BMP implementation and
the decline of fecal coliform concentration already observed, it appears that by 1991 Tillamook Bay will
routinely meet shellfish water quality standards, a~though unusual weather conditions could cause a ternporary problem.
I~=N~=Ol"~
Continued improvement of the water quality Is expected for Tillamook Bay and its tributaries. With the
know~edge of who, how, and when sources of pollution
operate and discharge in a watershed and bay, point
and nonpoint source discharges can be controlled to
protect a shellfish industry.
The success of the plan is attributable to a number
of factors:
~striCt, the AgriCultural Stabilization lind Cor~setvatiorl

Service, Soil Conser.,atio~ Sennce, ar~l the C3’am’ne~y
Association worked together closely from the beginning of

Responsible Authorities ~md
Financing
Funding for the program came from a variety of
sources The Titlamook Bay bacteria ark.-I water q.uality
management plan study were originally funded by U.S.
EPA 208 funds. Upgrades to the Tillamook sewage
treatment plant were financed through EPA construclion grants. The nonpoint cleanup effort was funded
through USDA’s Rural Clean Water Program, which
provided a cost-share of up to 75 percent of the landowners’ costs. The local Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service has received more than $4 million
lhrough this program tO assist dairy owners in the implementation of BMP’s. The farmers have also com.

tho prog,=~. These,0,~,s,,orked coo~,,et,,~y

creato strong public involvement. The involvement Of
citizens throughout all phases of the project toStered IOCaJ
pr~de in tho accomplishments and, more important,
fostered a prido in the INability of the Tillamook
¯ Cost-sharing money be<’amo available ~ was adequate to
show immediate p¢ogresa.
¯ The pro~ect was very closely tied tO ml important re=ource,
which macle the community highly Interoeted.
¯ The solutior=$ were fairly easy to develop ~ implement.
I
ot Environmenta Ouatty, Portland. OR; or John van C~lc~r,
U S Department of AgriCulture, Portland. OR; or Mark A~derson,

I EPA
ForProlect
fiirther Manager.
information,
¢ontacl John E Jackson, Department
Washington.
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Strategies for the Preservation
of an Estuarine Watershed
Prese~g w~e~ ~ugh l~d p~es
and p~t~ive desi~i~

Characteristics
¯ The esluaP~, coveys aDWoximately 210 ,s~uate trillS,
¯ The basin Otams 19.600 ,~uare m~les ~n A~abama.
Ge<:)rg~a, and FIo~Kla. wdrl 12 percent of Ihe basra
in Florida,
¯ The Apalachicola RNe~ IS l~e largesl n~’~r m FIo~K~a
in terms of flOW.
¯ Folly pe~ce~! of the Apalacl~cola Bay ~s luitab~

for growing oyst~S.
Resources

¯ Tr~e bay Woduces 90 percenl of the F!o~a oyste~ harvest.
and 10 percent of the national harvest
¯ The bay ~s a ma/o~ spawning groun(d to~ blue crab
¯ Annua~ seafood landings tn Franklin County

¯ The ut3pe~ basin is an area ot unusual b~4og~cat d~ty.

Issues
¯ The pO;~ut~O~ and I~’o~osed dre<:~gmg ~’olects threatened

and sensmve areas around the ~ay became a.

l~.t~’odu.ct~ol~,

~,,~,~

The Apalachicola River basin may be the most
protected estuarine system in the United States. For
over 10 years the State of Florida, in conjunction with
Federal and local authorities, has taken a variety of actions to preserve the relatively pristine Apalachicola
drainage basin. The protection of the unique natural
resources of the Apalachicola system has been accomplished by three major types of actions including
(1) land acquisition, (2) establishment of protective
designations, and (3) basin management. Extensive research to document the ecology of the Apalachicola
Bay system helped focus basin management actions,
The Apalachicola River is formed by the convergence of the Chattahoochee and Flint Rivers, which
originate in northern Georgia. The river drains into
Apalachicola Bay which produces 90 percent of the
State’s oyster harvest; is a major spawning ground for
blue crab and shrimp; and also provides a finfish (spot,
croaker, and sea trout) harvest. In the eady 1970’s the
Apalachicola system was threatened by proposed

navigation projects that would substantially modify th~
river’s hydrodynamics, clear-cutting in the lower basin
that would increase sediment and nutrient loads,
development pressures, and poor sewage treatment.

Overview of
al’t-d Prob|etll,$
The Apalachicola estuary is located on the Gulf Coast
of Florida at the mouth of the Apalachicola-Chat.
tahoochee-Flint (ACF) River system. The estuary Is a
relatively shallow lagoon and barrier island system. It
has an average depth between 6 and 9 feet, and covers
approximately 210 square miles. The waters of the ACF
basin are used for diverse purposes, including commercial and recreational fishing; commercial navigation; recreation; hydropower; municipal, industrial, and
agricultural water supply; sewage effluent discharge;
and fish propagation.
The major urban areas are in Georgia and Alabama,
whereas the Florida portion of the basin is sparsely
populated. The six Florida counties adjacent to the
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basin have low population densities of 30 people per
square mile and are predominately forest,
In the eady 1970’s, periodic closings of the oyster
beds in Apalachicola Bay threatened the viability of the
local seafood economy. The sewage treatment plant
often discharged raw sewage to Apalachicola Bay. At
the same time. the Corps of Engineers proposed construtting four dams in the Apalachicola River. Concerns
about the freshwater retention incorporated in these
proposals increased the interest of the local citizens.
Proposed land development for the area added to
these concerns.

lV[a~or Protective Design~tion.s
Outit~alng [:’Ire’Ida Wc=te~
~ ml~v o~ r~ ~o.,~= .o~o~ o~ ~ ~ t=
o~ml=~,.g ~o,,~= w=l~, T~= =~=o,~=~o~ ~,~nt= ¯
.=t~, T~ O~W O~,gnlt,o,~ im~om r~
.==t. d~$po~lll ~ ~milit~On I~ telti’iCtl new
~’~f,,,r,O OFWrostr~.tm~lhelptoImluromltmcl’o¯bo~l~l~’~l
~=~o~,~.~,~o~t~=.===.=p.=~,~.
N=tional Estu~ino Res~ch Reserve

M(:iior Components of the Progrm~.

~,ow. ,~ o~. o~ co.= z~ ~

Protection efforts focused on land acquisition, protec-

t~=,,,~ s~,,. ,~, k,~,~. N=t,o~= ~tu=,~

Pu~ic la~ acquisition ~s proven Io ~ a comersto~
of lhe effo~ lo protect lhe A~lachic~a ecosystem.

~. r~. ~ ~. ~ ~
~,~ ~ ~,~ ~1 ~E~C). ~

variet~ of pur~ses.There are currentl~ ~o State la~
acquis~ion programs act~e in the region: the Stale’s
Conse~ation aM Recreation ~s Pr~ram (CARL),
a~ the Save Our RNers Program.
These pr~rams ~ve purc~s~ la~s along t~

~ ~ Es~r,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ kW
~ ~ ~ ~t: ~ ~ ~ ~

~n CARL the State ~s purc~s~ 14,475 acres for
~4 million. U~er Save Our RNers, the S~te put-

{~} m ~o~ ~...t~ ~===,~ o~ ~ ~y =.=. (~) ~

31 ,~ acres were acquir~ through an eadier program

,.~ ~lopment f~ulat~l

the bay ~ve a high ranking on the current CARL list.
The Flonda De~ment of Natural Resources is
res~nsi~e for the selection a~ negot~tions for la~
acquis~ion; however, all fill purc~ses must ~ approv~ by a six-member intemgency comm~ee t~t in-

.= ~e~,gn.t~ t~. ~ ~.s ,m~ = =a,n=~
~w,oe~ = ~.,,~ i.~n~.~

State, F~eral. a~ inter~tional protect~e designtions have also been instrumental in protecting the river
and ~y. Each of these designations se~es a different
role in protecting the system. T~ether. they ~ve
drawn a~ention to the system, which ~s im~ct~ ~rm~, treatment, and la~ use decisions. The pri~
designations us~ have been Aquatic Prese~e. O~standing Florida Water (O~, Natio~l Estuarine
Research Rese~e (Sanctua~), Area of Criti~l State
Concern, a~ Inter~tio~l Biosphere Rese~e.
~in ~ogeme=t
An effo~ to manage the ~sin as a system was
propos~ by the No~hwest Florida Management Distract in 1976, b~ rece~ no suppo~. In 1979, when
the A~lachicola estua~ was declared a National
Es~uar=ne Sanctua~, a requirement for basinwide

~ ot Critic] Stme
~ ~=~= ~y =.= w.= ~.~ ~ ~

relll~ tO

~ltM ~ml.

~ u~lde ~ m~n~,p= magi I~ ,n
A@mic

~te~io~a] Bi~phere
Th,= ,nternll~n= r~nit~ t~ ~ l~ea by ~ ~it~
.=sr~ ~

~gement was conn~t~ to t~ rd~se ~
fu~s.
In 1982, interest in systemw~e ~gement
~sin was revN~ by the Detriment of Environmen~
Regulation. In 19~. an interstate Memora~umofUnderstanding (MOU) was sign~ by Flonda. G~rg~,
a~ Ala~ma to develop a ~sinw~e drought ~gement plan, a water ~nagement strategy for the
tern, and a navigation maintenance ~an.
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In 1983, the Governor appointed an Apalachicola
Task Force to work under the Coastal Zone Interagency Management Committee (IMC) to deal with the
problem of frequent closing of the bay to oystering because of sewage. The task force membership includes
the Department of Community Affairs, the Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Services, Department of
Commerce, Department of Natural Resources, and the
Department of Environmental Regulation. This task
force was instrumental in developing the Apalachicola
Bay Protection Act of 1985, which designated the
region as an Area of Critical State Concern,
The Navigation Maintenance Plan helped resolve a
10-year-old disagreement between Florida, which
resisted year-round use of the river channel on environmental grounds, and A~abema, Georgia, and the Corps
of Engineers, which lelt Florida’s resistance was suppressing the regional economy. The p~an allowed
navigation if no further degradation of the environment
occurred. Some proposed structural modifications
were abandoned and maintenance practices revised to
meet this goal. The Corps finally judged that, without
the structural modifications, flow was not sufficient for
year-round use in most years,

Area Designated for Protection
AL

Major tunding and consistent research support have
come from the Florida Sea Grant College (Natiortal
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) and Frarddin
County Board of Commissioners. Supplementary
funding has been provided by private industry as well
as by State and Federal agencies.
Many of the initiatives to protect the system
originated in the Rorida Department of Environmental
Regulation. In 1979, the Department hired a staff person dedicated to coordinating and resolving prob/ems
impacting the river and bey system. After a year, funding for this position was covered by a grant from the
Office of Coastal Zone Management unti/ 1985 when
the position was made permanent by the Apalachlcola
Bay Protection Act. Through this position the Department has helped initiate a comprehensive program to
manage and protect the system. Money for the CARL
Program comes from taxes on minerals, oil and gas.
and possib/y from real estate taxes In the near future.
This money is put into a trust fund for land acquisltk:~s
and drawn on as needed. An estimated $40 milllo~ In
revenue will be put into the CARL program this year.

Process
In the eady 1970’s a broad-based effort to pro~ec~ the

,_

I~~

~ es,o..,.~
~..c .....
o~,~,..~.~
,L~,~. ~.-,.

I~--*-~-~’~-~ --

Responsible Authorities

(~r~d [:’in~zncing

IIII ~

..................................................... ’

people of Franklin County recognized the need for a
management program to protect this resource.
In 1972, a field monitoring program began In
Apalachicola Bay to gather scientific Information for the
purpose of applying it to practical pro~ems. Scientists
from Florida State University, United States Geoiogica/
Service, Fresh Water Fish and Game Commission,
Department of Environmental Regulation, and many
others have investigated biological, chemical, and
physical characteristics of the river and bey. Major
contributions for this research have come from Rodda
Sea Grant College (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) and the Franklin County Board of Commissioners, This monitoring project has continued for
over 10 years and continues today.
Local efforts to protect the area have Included edoption of county-wk:le zoning regulations in the 1970’s
and a comprehensive plan in 1981 in Franklin
The State and the Northwest Florida Management District efforts have included land acquisitions, a numb~
of protective designations, and a resource I:~anrdng
and a management committee.
A critical factor influencing long-term protection
the resource is communication and coordinatk:~
among all involved parties. Over the past decade, the
State has made a considerable effort to involve local
county commissioners, developers, the scientific community, and the public in the decisionmaking process.
In 1977, the Apalachico/a River Committee-was formed
to bring the Departments of Environmental Regulation
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protected over the long term. Continued work is necessary. however, and results are contingent upon the tn.
volvement and acceptance of the effort by local
, ~=~
.,"government and citizens.
To date the State has purchased over 85,000 acres
in the basin. At least 40 percent of floodplain is publicly
owned and by the end of 1987 it is hoped that almost
90 percent of the wetlands In the Apalachlcola
floodplain will be publicly owned. Efforts to acquire
more land in the Apalachicola basin will continue, but It
is uncertain how much additional land will be purchased. By the end of the land acquisition program the
State hopes to have the floodplain of the river Intact
and in public ownership.
Protective designations have brought significant attention to the system and have provided some
measure of protection to the area. These designations,
however, can lull the public into a false sense of
security. For example, many people mistakenly
~,elieved the Estuarine Reserve would impose strict
limits and controls on anything and everything that
~,~ ~7o
would harm the estuary. The Reserve actually has no
.=~_o.~ ~.=~;~=’~’authority to regulate development, but instead
promotes research and education.
Perhaps most important, all parties are interested in
~.. ...............
._,,~ _ ~.
continuing and expanding efforts to protect the system.
’"
Several State agencies have full-time staff specifically
assigned to working on the system, as does the Rorida
and Natural Resources and other State and local agen- Defenders of the Environment.
c~es together to strengthen local planning efforts
through the provisions of data and technical assis- [.,.~.~Ol},~
tance. Representatives on the committee included the
s~x counties bordering the river, and State and Federal
The Apalachicola experience shows that a river basin
resource agencies. It was chaired by the Apalachee
can be managed and protected. IJtigation, acquisition,
Regional Planning Council. The committee was espethe State permitting process, the education of local
c,ally concerned with navigation issues and since
citizens, planning and management, and pu~ic presF orida law required local government approval of
sure have all played major roles in this effort. The comd~edging permits, the committee wielded some power,
bined efforts of local, State, Federal, and university
tn conjunction with the Memorandum of Underprograms in the Apalachicola River basin have been exs~anding adopted by the three States and the Corps in
tremely important,
1983, an Interim Coordinating Committee consisting of
The education of all concerned parties has been a
representatives of each State and the Corps was estabkey to the program’s success. There has been li~e
tished, This committee was responsible for dealing
turnover among State and Federal agency staff, with
with interstate water management and navigation ismany having five to t0 years experience working on the
sues and was intended to terminate after three years
system. Consequently, many have become quIte
However, since the arrangement has worked well, all
knowledgeable about the system. And, alter dealing
p,~rlies agreed to continue the committee as the Interwith resource management issues in the basin for the
state Coordinating Committee. The final Navigation
past 10 to 15 years, county officials have also gained an
Maintenance Plan (NMP) adopted by this committee in- appreciation for the system’s ecology and have Included a prows=on requir=ng that before any measures
tegrated this to some extent into the decisionmaking
listed in the NMP are implemented in Flodda, public process.
n eetings would be held in the affected areas to provide
i~formation and to receive public input.

~r! Key Steps in Preserving
Apalachicola Bay

Results
E’for1[s to date have left hope and optimism that the
fcu~dation exists for the Apalachicola system to be

For further information contact Pamela McVety, Rodda

ment of Environmental Regulation, Tallahassee; Stephen L~it.
man, FIor=da Defenders of the Environment, Tallaha$~;
Mark Alder~:)n, EPA Ptoiect O1fic~t, Washington,
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I:PA
~m~

Maryland’s Critical Area Program
Managing aquatic resources by controlling lond-based activities

~.~

Characteristics
i The area mcludes 2.900 miles of shorehne and

PA

MO
%‘‘

2

614,000 acres ol land.

-35 percent tidal wetlands
-25 percent agricultural lands
-28 percent forest
-12 percent de~elo~ed
Resources

VA

¯ Over 200 species of linli~l and $bellfi$/1 inhab~l
bay at some point in {he,r life cycle.

~" "7

¯ Bay produces 50 percent of blue crabs and 33
percent of oysters ~antesled in the United Stales
IICanada geese, ducks, and other migraloty

#f~t
( -- ’

walerfowl |ind winlef hab~tal in t~e I)ay area.

¯ Oevelopmenl is mcreas~ng m the crmcal area Of coastal
counties at twice t~e tale oulstcle critical area
I
m Loss of wddhfe tight|at is a conlmumg problem
as malor problem.

MARYLAND S CRITICAL

passage of 34 legislative and budget measures in the
Introduction
State of Mar~and for bay cleanup. The Bay Critical
The Critical Area Law focuses on land-based activities
Area Law was a major component of this initiative.
as a source of problems in Chesapeake Bay water
quality. It is a program designed to balance the pres- Overview of Bay Characteristics
sure for new development while checking its potential
to increase the amounts of poilutar,ts entering the bay
from disturbed areas. Equally important, the Critical
Located on the Atlantic coastal plain, the Chesapeake
Area Law emphasizes the need to preserve the bay
Bay drains over 150 rivers in a 64,000 square mile area.
area’s richly diverse habitats for fish, wildlife, and p~ants
The lands surrounding the bay support diverse
and to use its resources wisely,
uses: farming, forestry, industry, recreation, urban and
Historically, the Chesapeake Bay has provided
suburban development, and unique natural habitats.
generous harvests of high quality seafood, abundant
Since the 1950’s, these lands have developed rapidwater-based recreation, deep international shipping
ly. In fact, in Maryland, 17 percent of new coastal courtty development has occurred on only 9 percent of the
lanes supporting Maryland and Virginia’s industrial
base, and a haven for wildlife. Rapid population growth
available land area - within 1,000 feet of shoreline.
and development and associated pollutant and sediThe health of the bay has been declining. Evidence
merit loads have threatened the bay’s water quality,
includes decreased stocks of bay anadromous fish
natural habitats, shoreline, and commercial integrity,
species and degraded water quality, particularly in the
In the eady 1980’S, subsequent to the release of the
upper Chesapeake Bay and tidal estuaries. In these
Chesapeake Bay Program’s research findings, conareas, increased nutrients have lowered available
cern for the bay was high - as demonstrated by the
oxygen for lish and aquatic life; sediment has

and Problems
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decreased available light for submerged aquatic
vegetation and shipping lanes and other channels; and
toxic substances have reduced species diversity,

The Chesapeake Bay

Critical Area Law

The implementation criteria, which were drafted by the
commission with substantial public contribution and
approved by the State General Assembly, address
three resource management issues: development.
resource utilization, and resource protection.

By passing the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Law, the
Maryland General Assembly recognized that land uses ~] GOALS OF THE PROGRAM
near the water’s edge have important consequences
for water quality and wildlife habitat. The law
¯ Identified lands within 1,000 feet of mean h=gh water o~
landward of tidal wetlands as ¯ "C~itical Area’;
¯ Defined goals to reduce the impact of development on
MANAGING
UTILIZING PROTECTING
weter quality as well as on fi~, wildlife, and plant heDitat=;
DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES RESOUPCES
¯ C~eated an intergovernmental fi’amework to:
comprehensive lend u~ pl=nning ind h~bit~ IlxoteclJon.
~I~,~,.
The law also established a commission of 25 merebets to develop criteria for implementing the program.
The criteria established three broad categories for land
use. The law requires local jurisdictions to develop
programs to manage lands in the three categories as
specified by the characteristics and criteria developed
by the commission. The management of these lands is
to include measures to address land cover and impervious sudaces; buffer areas; setbacks; open space,
water access, and recreation areas; and timber hervesting. Each jurisdiction must submit its program to
the Critical Atee commission for review,

Managing Development. The commission deslgnated three broad land use categories: Intensely
Developed. Limited Development, and Resource Conservation Areas. In general, the rationale was to direct
new growth in the Critical Area to already built-up areas
because this would minimize the impact of growth on
protective land uses and natural habitat. In the Limited
Development Area, the existing pattern of development
could continuo, but the commission developed criteria,
often in the form of performance standards, so that Irapacts to water quality and natural habitats would be

Characteristics of Land Classifications in Critical Area. and Criteria tor
Intensely Developed Area

i Charactecistics

J Apl:)licable Cdteda

i

¯ Reduce IX~llutanl Ioadmgs Oy at least

¯ Protect ~reclna~nlng w~dl~fe and fish

Management

Limited Development Area

Resource Conservation Area

Characteristics

Characte~stics

open space
Applicable C~te~a

Applicable Criteria
¯ L~rnlt reszdent,al develof:)ment to an

to 20~ = when development Occurs
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minimal. The Limited Development Area was defined to
include areas containing the protective land uses and
natural habitats. The commission then considered the
question of how to accommodate some development
in the Resource Conservation Areas but still maintain
such uses.
The law required local jurisdictions to assign their
lands in the critical area to one of three categories by

December 1985.

tidal wetlands, threalened and endangered species,
species in need of conservation, and plant and wildlife
habitat. These habitat and wildlife protection measures
require local jurisdictions to
¯ Inventory and protec~ f=sh spawning grounds, threatened
and endangered species habitat, colonial water bird nesting
s~tes, h=stortc watedowl staging and concentrat=on areal~
and forest-interior-dwell=rig bird habitat;

¯ Create wildhle corridor systems 1o ensure that any new
development in the Critic.el A/ea will pre~rve

habitats;
The criteria also allow for development of pre-existEstablish a minimum 2S-foot buffer zone around nont~=1
ing lots and subdivisions through grandfather
= wetlands to prevent any future habitat modification;
provisions and for expansion of development. Intensely
¯ Establish a minimum 100-foot naturally vegetated buffer
Developed Areas and Limited Development Areas may
strip around the bay in all nondeveloped areal.
be expanded by up to 5 percent of a county’s land
area, excluding the acreage in tidal wetlands or federal- Responsible Authorities
ly owned property from the formula. No more than onehalf of this allocated expansion may occur directly in
the Resource Conservation Area.
Implementation of the Critical Area Program is based
on a well-defined State/local government partnership.
Utilizing Resources. The law also calls for improved
Each of 60 local jurisdictions (16 counties and 44
management of forests, agriculture, and water-dependmunicipalities) is to develop its own program to Impleent facilities within the Critical Area. Specific requirement the Critical Area criteria. The commission perments are
forms an oversight function to ensure that these plans
¯ Commercial tree harvest operations affecting one or more
meet the stated goals of the criteria and coordinates
acres per year must have a forest management plan: limitations are imposed on timber ha~’esting within 1.000 feet of
implementation among the local jurisdictions. The
mean high water of the bay o~" perennial tributes/streams;
operation of the commission and development of IocaJ
plans are financed
Intenaely
Only 5%¯ of
through general State
. Land May Be
Developed Ar~l
Reclasstfled to More lntense Use
revenues. The State
~0~i~
develop the maps and
, Reeoume Coneervatton Am=,
J~-~~’~’,,~ ~" ~"
local programs.
, ~ .~_ ..~.~....~....._~_ ~---’~ ~-=*=~-~~.~-~ ) J/~.,’*’*~ ~’~:~F.~,,===~’~ t
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¯ Soil conservation and water management plans and

implement&tion of best management practices are required
w~thin five years on agricultural lands;
¯ A 25-foot fitter strip must be established along tidal waters
and streams until a soil conse~ation plan is implemented;
¯ Feed,rig or watering of livestock is prohibited within 50 feet
of thewater’sedge;and
¯ New development within 100 feet of shoreline except in
weter-~ependent communities, and new marinas are
prohibited in Resource ConservationA/eas.
Protecting Resource,=. The last component of the
Critical Area Program provides for protection of non-

provided
fund‘= to

The Critical Area Law is a comprehensive approach
that builds upon eadier Maryland programs, including
flood plain management, sediment control, stormwater
management, wetlands protection, and coastal zone
management.
In 1983, the results of the Environmental Protection
Agency’s Chesapeake Bay Program were released.
These findings, combined with facts uncovered by
State and local research, provided powerful evidence
that a comprehensive planning approach was required
to protect the fragile and economically important
shoreline areas.
Following this report, the Governor of Maryland
created an interdepartmental task force to respond to
the findings of the bay study. The Critical Area Program
was one of the legislative and budgetary measures
proposed by the task force. Local government participated eady in the drafting process through the
Maryland Association of Counties and the Marytand
Municipal League. Committees of the Maryland
General Assembly also reviewed the bill frequently
throughout the drafting process. The bill was enacted
on June 1, 1984.
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From its eady stages, the bill’s intent was to maintain
local planning authority. The enacted legislation
provides for both a carefully defined local implementation process and comprehensive State oversight. The
membership of the Critical Area Commission was Imporlant in developing the criteria, and local jurisdiction
played a strong role. Of 25 members, 11 are residents.
elected officials, or appointed officials of coastal co~nties; 8 members represent the commercial, recreational, and environmental interests of the bay. Only six
commission members are from State agencies. AJl
members are appointed by the Governor, with State
Senate approval. The commission’s executive director
is selected by the commission chairperson.
Prior to drafting the criteria, the commission held
seven public hearings during December 1984, at Iocations around Maryland’s bay coastline, to enable local
citizens and bay interest groups to voice their opinions,
Throughout the criteria development process, the
commission continued to conduct formal meetings and
public hearings. Commission members and staff also
made numerous appearances before General Assembly committees, spoke at meetings organized by the
many interest groups concerned with bay issues, and
conducted television and radio interviews.
Following a final series of nine public headngs dudng
July 1985 to review the proposed criteria, the commlssion substantially modified the criteria to address public
concerns. The revised criteria were signed into law on
May 13. 1986.22 months after enactment of the Critical
Area Law. These criteria are now guiding local jurisdictions in their development of Critical Area land use
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Local jurisdictions are developing program ~ans and
amending their zoning ordinances as needed to meet
Program goals. Final approval of all local plans is expected shortly.
The positive results of this process can be seen in
local jurisdictions now working together to develop
coordinated plans and continued support by citizens at
their local government levels. Perhaps as important is
the increased contact between State agencies and
local jurisdictions - particularly the small jurisdictions
- which has improved intergovernmental relations.

Lesso~s Lec~-ned
The Critical Area ProGram - the Critical Area Law. the
commission, and the criteria - is a reality. It
demonstrates that support for managing coastal
development can be generated; that comprehensive
State-level land use restrictions, typically fraught with
controversy, can be established; and that a process of
local implementation complemented by State oversight
can be defined.

The actNe involvement of local officials and the
public, the clear definition of respective State and local
roles, and the protection of local planning authority
were fundamental to this program’s success.
The Critical Area Program may still face areas of
resistance. If futly implemented, however, the program
will faidy balance diverse interests and preserve the essential rights of local jurisdictions. By bringing local interests together with State regulators, a strong program
was devised to protect the recovery of the bay. For
Maryland, a State-level response worked; elsewhere a
multi-county or multi-State program might be
propriateto protect estuarine environments.
FO~’ further information on this p~’ogtam, contact D~. Sarah

Taylor o Dr. Kewn ~liivan, Maryland C~itical A~ea Commiss,on, A~napolis. MD; or Mark AJder~on, EPA Project Manager.
Washington, D~,

._
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An Action Plan for Containing
and Reducing Pollutants
Controlling ~oxic contamination in ~ urb~m bay i~u~ugh s/~a/
erdorcement tean~ and lnter~genc~ coord~lon

ELLIOTT BAY

s

Z
<

I~~O~

Of ~ttom-dwelling animals.
~ ~af~d from the bay may ~

SEATTLE

/)/
~~~~~~

compliance team co~ucls field Ins~ctlons
up mon~oring to ensure thal requir~ contr~ actions
are actually Implement~. Other lmpo~nt corn~nents of the program include an Intemgency wo~
group and a citizens advlsow comm~.
The Ellio~ Bay program, by c~rdi~ting a~ targeting various activities, has provid~ a m~el for interagency c~ration and management of sR~s~c
toxic contami~tion.

The Ellio~ Bay Toxic Action Prog~m is an impo~ant
pan of a much larger effo~ to minimize toxic contamination tn Puget Sou~ a~ protect ~s resources,
Focus~ on the problems of an urban bay, its goal is to
control toxic suDstances at their sources, ~icutady
those toxics contaminating the bosom s~iments of Ellio~ Bay and the D~amish River. It does this by ~rdinating the a~horities of various governmental agencies to revise discharge pewits, enforce hazardous
Ove~ew of Elliott B~ ~nd
materials regulations, and clean up contaminated sites.
Toxic ~nt~mimotio~
To target these regulato~ authorities more effectively, the program relies on a strike force ~tl~ EBAT--the L~t~ on the eastern shore of central Puget Sou~
Elliott Bay Action Team. This special enforcement a~ near Sea~le, Ellio~ Bay covers a 12 ~re-mOe ar~
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Action Program

wA

Target Areas

contribute to declines in some fishery resources.
Moreover, NOAA researchers have recently
demonstrated that some of the contaminant load discharged from the Duwamlsh River could move to the
main basin of Puget Sound. If pollution ts not cuftal~ed,
the effects of contamination could become widespread.

Elliott B~ry Toxics Action Progrmn
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with water depths of up to 600 feet. The bay’s drainage
basin is exlensively developed, and the bay itself
receives major industrial and sewage discharges,
Among the living resources of the bay are salmon,
flounder, shrimp, squid, and various clam species.
During the 1970s, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle
(Metro), and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) found harmful levels of toxic
chemicals in sediments on the bottom of Elliott Bay and
the Duwamish River, including potential carcinogens
such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), as well as
toxic metals such as arsenic and lead. In addition, up
to 16 percent of bottomfish caught in contaminated
areas have liver tumors, and botlom-dwelling animal
populations have dropped overall in the same areas,
Studies have shown that chemical contamination,
along with oveffishing and habitat destruction, may

The focus of the Elliott Bay Toxics Action program Is to
control the sources of toxic contaminants by coordlnating compliance and enforcement efforts among
Federal, State, and local agencies. Ordinarily, activities
such as field investigations, permit and site Inspectlone,
and hazardous substance control or cleanup programs
are handled under different authorities by separate
agencios. Integrating these activities under the
"umbrella" of the program increases their effectiveness
and provides a framework for identifying pdority sites,
choosing source controls, appointing appropriate
agencies for enforcing controls, and developing a
timetable for putting control programs Into place.
A key element in this program Is EBAT, a special enforcement and compliance team that Includes staff
from the Washington State Department of Ecology.
EBAT was created in September 1985 to can’y out site
inspections, identify pollutant sources, revise discharge
permits as necessary, develop alternative regulatory
responses, and help dischargers develop cost-effective
solutions to pollution problems. In cases where
responsible parties fail to solve p~lution problems or
do not comply with discharge requirements, EBAT also
has authority to take enforcement actions, such as administrative orders and monetary penalties.
In addition to EBAT, two other programs are Imporrant to the Elliott Bay Toxic Action Program. These are
the Interagency Work Group and the Citizens Advisory
Committee.
The Interagency Work Group is the mechanism
through which the various agencies integrate their elforts. Chaired by a member of the Department of EcoL
ogy, the work group is more broadly based than EBAT.
Its role is to coordinate program activities among agencies; circulate technical data and reports from related
projects; report on plans and ongoing corrective actions; review work plans, progress, and technical
results; and agree on future corrective actions and
schedules.
The Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) is also
broad-based. It includes representatives of environmental groups, community organizations, business and
industry, and resource users such as sport and cornmercial fishermen. Its ro~e is to review program objec-
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rives and proposed actions: identify public concerns
and issues relevant to action plans; and disseminate information to members of organizations represented on
the committee,
Products of the Elliott Bay Toxics Action program
are reviewed by the EPA regional office in Seattle,
Washington.
P£0c~
The Elliott Bay Toxic Action program evolved from earlier water-quality programs carried out by Metro and
the Department of Ecology, although Its current organization began with funding by the U.S. EPA eady in
1985. At that time, the work group and CAC were established. Together with EPA, they worked to issue a
draft report identifying problems in the bay and river,
and proposing a sampling and analysis program. This
report was the basis of an Interim Action Plan issued in
October 1985.
During the same period, Metro and the Department
of Ecology established and funded EBAT to carry out

field sampling and laboratory analysis. Over 1,000
samples of sediment and biota were analyzed between
October 1985 and June 1987. Along with a slide show
and periodic press releases, these sampling results
helped to publicize and gather support for the Elliott
Bay program.
The samples collected are still being studied for
evidence of chemical contamination and biological el.
fects. Data from these studies and from continuing
EBAT findings will help to redefine problem areas and
identify additional pollutant sources.

Since 1985, the Elliott Bay program has identified 42
unpermitted discharges and 15 contaminated upland
sites: developed permits incorporating best management practices (BMPs) for shipyards; cleaned up two
upland sites and negotiated the cleanup of 12 more.
In addition, EBAT has conducted more than 221 Inspections at 124 sites. These inspections have led to
termination of some discharges or wastewater reuse In.

What EBAT Does

._~

IDENTIFIES

ANALYZES

REVISES

POLLUTANTS

POLLUTANT

REDUCE
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Elements of Urban Bay
Action Programs
INmAL
PROBLEM

S
A

M

DEFINITION

~
G
A
D

T
ACTION PLaN

N

ACTION PLAN

Y

t

S

MANAGEMENT

The experience of the Etliotl Bay program
demonstrates that a successful urban ba~, program
must include several key e~ements:
¯ it must involve citizens, the regulated community,

J

~
REWSED

A

Lesso~s [,eczz~zed

- -i

ACTIVITIES
¯ SOURCE
¯ SEDIMENT
ACTION

government~1 agaric=as, resource m~negers, ~ ~ient~stt
in the clecislonm~kin9 I~Oce~.
¯ ~t must focus on Specific problem
¯ It should use field inspections and personld contact with
faciiity managers to encourage ¢ooperAliOn ~nd find
innovative, cosl-eflect~ve solutions to identified problen~.
a it should u~ ¯ special t~=k force to focus ertd ~ Out

c~ordinated enforcement activities. EBAT, for ex~’lp~e,
effective in dealing with Ioc~lized toxic hot spots be~41u~e
had sufficient regulatory authority and funding to cany

¯

¯ ENFORCEMENT

The Elliot1 Bay program also demonstrates the Imo
portance of developing pollution control p~ans based
~
j
MO"’TOR~NO
on input from relevant governmental and regulatory
PROGRAM
agencies. In addition, it shows that wide-ranging public
,
t
involvement is essential if regulatory actions are to be
perceived as both necessa~ and fair,
/ ACnON
PRO~--1
EVALUATION
Other factors that will affect the long-term success
the program include the development of toxic¯ limitations and tests, issuance of permits for discharges from
combined sewer overflows and storm drains, and continued interaction with other efforts in the Puget Sound
area. All urban bay action programs can benefit from
the sampling activities and source controls required
stead of discharge; rerouting of discharges to sanitary under these programs.
sewer systems; modification of existing discharge, perm

I

ENVIRONMENTAL

I

mits °ragainst
deve’0pment
°f new °nes;
and enf°rcement
tions
noncomplying
facilities,
Including 36ac"l
leviesN°tiCeSof OfmonetaryViolation,penalties.22 Administrative Orders, and 28

Fo~ further tnto~mafion ontact Jim IOull, Oel~rtment of
ogy, Seattle, WA; or John At’¯strong, U.S. EPA. Seattle, W.~
o~ Mad( NOt¯on, EPA Project Officer, W~shlngton,
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EPA

Compensatory Mitigation
to Protect Critical Fishery
Habitats
Protecting ~ ~md wild.re whll~ allowin9 development

~ ~
Characteristics
¯ Puget Sound is a classic, deep fjord with
rocky shoreline end steep, jagged cliffs
adjacent IO the shoreline.
¯ The basin has nine watersheds containing
over 10 million acres:
-82 percent foreetlend
WA
-9 percent urban
-6 percent farmland
-3 percent rural, non-farmland
PUGET
¯ Intertidal wetlands are limited due to
SOUND
shoreline configuration, but the nine
watersheds support numerous other wetlands
systems important Io the ecology of the region.
Resources
¯ The estimated value of fisheries in 1984 was $74 million.’’
.
¯ Nearshore and inlertiOal wetlands proviOe critical
habitat for economically important species.
"
ISSUES
~¯ The Puget Sound area has already lost most
of the maior wetlands that existed at the
mouths of some of the region’s major rivers
,,,
¯ Remaining estuarine wetlands occupy areas
, . " ’ , . .’ ;
under severe pressure for development
because of increasing population.
¯ Critical habitals must be protected without
uncluly restricting development.

Introduction
Wetlands are extremely Important as fish and wildlife
habitats and as buffer zones that trap nutrients and
sediments and regulate flooding. Yet because of their
proximity to the water, and frequent location in highly
pop,Jilted areas, wetlands are increasingly being lost to
development. To stem such losses in the Puget Sound
area, local officials have adopted a permitting strategy
~)f wetlands replacement known as compensatory
mitigation. The goal of the strategy is to prevent the net
loss of critical fish and wildlife habitats by requiring the
replacement of wetlands lost to the impacts of
shoreline development. Because it Is very difficult to
reprc~luce adequately the size, diversity, and complexity of natural wetlands ecosystems, however, com-

,0~.,
¢~t,.
: * " "’
0~,...
" .. , :..
’/’’"
¯ . ". " "
e ,~,"
. ¯ ,’ ." O

" ’ ". ~’ "o~: .

pensatory mitigation for the most ~n Is allowed only in
areas already disturbed by human uses and only if Impairment or destruction of habitat Is unavoldab/e.
Experience has also shown that mitigation projects
require careful design, area preparation and planting,
and follow-up. To ensure better projects, agencies are
now requiring developers to prove the technlca/
feasibility of their proposed compensation techniques;
a questionable methodology may be grounds for parmit denial. In fact, many developers already have
recognized that good design is in their own Interests,
and that each well- executed project makes it more likely that other mitigation proposals will be accepted by
permitting authorities.
Compensatory mitigation as a management tool was
rare before 1980, but its use has increased In recent
years. In Puget Sound, the mitigation programs have el-
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reaOy taught some important lessons that serve as
valuable guides for programs elsewhere in the United
States.

Overview of ChazacterLstics
~znd Problems
Puget Sound is a deep, fjord-like estuary connected
with the Pacific Ocean through the Strait of Juan de
Fuca. The shoreline consists of bluffs and beaches
formed during the retreat of glaciers and modified by
erosion and deposition. This geology means that many
wetlands occupy areas that are also considered highly
suitable for development,
The result is that over half of the Sound’s wetlands
have been lost to development in the last 100 years,
and the pressure to build up shoreline areas co~itinues
to increase. Many of these areas are important fish and
shelffish habitats, as well as resting and feeding spaces
for a broad variety of resident and migratory birds. For
the most part, these critical habitats are being
protected through existing regulatory programs tn the
state. Compensatory mitigation has been proposed as
a way to channel pressures away from pristine or critical habitats by allowing development in areas already
affected by human activities.

Critical Value
of Nearshore Areas
SALMON.
JUVENILE FEEDING
JUVENILE REFUGE FROM
PREDATION

GROUNDFISH
JUVENILEFEED/NG
JUVENILE REFUGE FROM
PREDATION
CLAMSIOYSTERS
PRIMARY HABITAT OF ADULTS
AND JUVENILES
CRABS
JUVENILE FEEDING
JUVENILE REFUGE FROM
PREDATION

Program Evolution and
Responsibilities
The concept of mitigation was first established at the
federal level as part of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, but rarely was used for estuarina areas until
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was
passed in 1969 The concept was reaffirmed In the
Clean Water Act of 1977 and again In the NEPA
modifications of 1978. These three statutes govern
federal involvement in proposed shoreline devetopment
projects.
The lead federal agency Is the U.S. Corps of Engineers, which has authority to issue dredging and
ing permits. However, this authority Is limited somewhat by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
authority to review final permits and to prohibit, condio
tion, or restrict permits in any site that may be unacceptably affected. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
the National Madne Fisheries Service also Inlluence the
Corps’ permitting consideratlona.
Within the State of Washington, coordinated
management of shoreline development began with the
passage of the Shoreline Management Act of 1971, The
Washington Department of Ecology administers the
Act, but other state agencies involved Include the
Department of Fisheries, the Department of Wildlife,
and the Department of Natural Resources.

Developing a Mitigation Plan
For permits involving mitigation, the Corps begins the
process by convening meetings at which development
proposals and mitigation plans can be reviewed and
modified. These meetings are attended by potential
developers, representatives of Involved government
agencies, resource managers, and representatives of

developer applies to the Corps for a permit to develop
shoreline and associated wetlands, the Corps prefers to
hold preapplication meetings where interested parties
can resolve as many issues as possible before formal
application is made. A primary goal of the permit review
meetings is to provide a lorum to raise potential environmental impacts and discuss methods of reducing
or avoiding them. Another goal ts to agree on appropriate mitigation strategies for those impacts that
cannot be avoided.
Most resource agencies In Puget Sound have
adopted a goal of "no net loss of in-kind habitat," the
aim being to maintain the number and vadety
specific habitats. Developers find the one-to-ona
tradeoff easy to understand and difficult to challengeif their project will cause habitat loss, they must replace
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the lost habitat with an equivalent amount of the same
kind of habitat, preferably as near as possible to the
original site.
In practice, however, adequate replacement ot~en
requires two-to-one mitigation to offset adverse effects,
At the same time, mitigation techniques are still so new
that even one-to-one replacement is seldom achieved.
For these reasons, local officials have been extremely
conservative in using compensatory mitigation to
resolve developmentJpreservation conflicts. Most have
chosen to rely instead on avoiding adverse impacts In
the first place.

¯

Common Mitigation
Techniques Used
in Puget
SUBSTRATE MODIFICATION
Mampulahon of substrate composition
or relief by placement of boulders,
cobble, gravel, or fine sand.
’,. "., ,

SHORELINE CREATION ’ ’
Construction of shallow-water habitat by
E]emer~ts of Success|u] PI=ms
excavating upland areas or by filling ¯
areas of deeper water. :,..
"
Despite the difficulties in Implementation, some
shoreline development has been allowed using comEELGRASS TRANSPLANTATION ,’,,’ "
Creahon ol eelgrass meadows
"
pensatory mitigation as a condition of the permits. To
by transplanting.
, .,, .,’".
enforce these permits, the Corps must follow criteria
that determine whether a proposed plan Is feasible.
’ ’. ’, ~,’ " ’ ’
MARSH CREATION
,
Since 1982, mitigation criteria increasingly have been
Construction of marsh habitat .,’
included in the permit itself. Desirable components of a
by planling emergent aquatic
mitigation plan include:
vegetation or excavating
baseline
data
characterizing
the
extent
~nd
value
Of
critical
channels/’~"~’~";linto upland areas.
’
¯
habitats and the abundance ~nd dis~’ibution Of key species;
¯ mitigation goals laying out t~e ~oecifi¢ go~e and o~j~*’~iVel
’
, : ,’. " ; ’
’l i/ J/.
~% t l]
ofthemitigationactions; .....
¯ detailed work plane describing ~nd ~ity~ng mitigation
relevant deadlines;

¯ perform~mce standards to il~ u=~:l to mo~tu/o wf=e~er
¯ monitoring plane dat, m’ibing t, ch~;lula$ for collecting data to
track mitigation
¯ contingency plans describing corrective actions if I~opo~

~ ,~.
~.,.~ _.~,~,.’=.~j~

¯ performance bonds ensuring commitment to fulfil!
mitigation actions, monitoring, ~n~lcontingencymeaeures.
These findings reflect the problems Puget Sound
agencies have experienced in measuring the success
of mitigation projects. Objective evaluations depend on
l~e~l.lt~
cleady defined environmental goals and performance
Mitigation projects in Puget Sound have taken place
standards, and these are the elements most often misschiefly around the cities of Seatlle and Tacoma. Most
ing from plans. In addition, the lack of standardized
have included plans to modify substrate or create
monitoring protocols hinders interpretation of collected
shoreline areas to replace lost habitat. Less-used techdata, as does the lack of interagency coordination in
niques include transplanting eelgrass and creating martracking projects.
shes.
A development project for the Port of Tacoma
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has evaluated 20
lustrates some of the techniques and problems anrecently begun or proposed projects in Puget Sound
countered in the use of compensatory mitigation. In this
for the completeness of their mitigation plans. The sites
case, port officials needed to fill in a portion of wetland
for re~olacement habitat ranged in size from 0.05 acres
that serves a critical habitat for the prey of juvenile salts 24 acres, and included use of all four techniques,
mort. To mitigate the effects of this habitat loss, they
Every mitigation plan in this study provided detailed
created a six-acre marsh about half a mile upstream on
work plans and monitoring plans, and more than half
the Puyallup River by excavating and contouring exlst~lso included baseline !nformation and contingency
ing upland areas, connecting the modified area to the
plans. However, most of the plans lacked environmenPuyallup River, and planting some 50,000 shoots of a
tel goals, performance standards, and performance
hardy marsh plant called Lyngby’s sedge. Monitoring
bonds,
after a year showed that:
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¯ the densih/of Lyngby’s ledge had increased by 400 percent
= other species of marsh grasses were establishing
themselves among the Lyngby’s ledge:
¯ densities of invertebrates important as salmon prey hid
increased substantially:
s juveniles of four different salmon species were remaining in
the marsh tot several clays to feecl on the increasscl pray:
and
¯ other species of fish were also using the ms: .~h.

they agree at the outset on the basic goals mitigation is
expected to achieve, project oversight is fragmented
and serious concerns get lost between the cracks
Such agreement could also help establish common, Interagency criteria to specify feasible mitigation plans,
a;xJ the inclusion of such criteria in each permit. Agencies could also agree to standardized monitoring
protocols and project tracking systems.
These data seemed to indicate that the marsh was Several other lessons have emerged from the Puget
largely successful in the first year, although an un- Sound projects, including:
foreseen problem arose. Sedimentation in the Puyallup
the value of praapplic~tion rneetingl in Identifying
River was so high that dredged channels were filling in
¯ resolving potential issues at =m eady eta.ge;
rapidly, with some channels losing a foot of depth
¯ the recognition that, while the goal of =no net Io=~ of I~.klnd
during the year. To correct the problem, these channels
habitats" is clesirebla, in pra~ctice, it requlre~ ¯ g~’eeter thin
one-to-one replacement fetiD; and
are being modified to reduce the effects of sediments¯
t~a
value of Ioc~ting mitigation p~ojecti II halt Is potable
tion.
to the odginel h&bitat life.
~=assoP.s ~=a:~’~e(:],
The projects in Puget Sound have demonstrated the
need for thorough planning. While developers have
cooperated well in developing work plans and monitoring plans, the effectiveness of mitigation projects conducted so far is clouded by the lack of clear environmental goals and performance standards. At a mini.
mum, mitigation plans should include baseline data, anvironmental goals, work plans, pedormance standards,
monitoring plans, contingency plans, and pedormance
bonds.
shows the need for tight interagency coordination.
Mitigation projects typically involve multiple agencies,
each concerned with slightly different Issues. Unless

w~r~NDS LOST

But the most important lesson from the Puget Sound
experience is that compensatory mitigation Is not
panacea. Strict replacement is extremely difficult to
achieve, and most mitigation plans seek simply to
maintain fish and wildlife habitat, rather than to replace
the full spectrum of wetlands values,
Compensatory mitigation may prove to be a promlsing management too~ in Puget Sound for protecting
critical habitats, but the success of mitigation technlques have yet to be provpn.

Sound Water Ou&l~ty Authority, Seattle, WA; o~ Michael RyJko,
US EPA, ,Seattle, WA;
OC.

THROUGH DEVELOPMENT

W~rL-~NDS

GAINED
THROUGH
RECONSTRUCTION
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FPA

Special Area Management Plan

-o~--.

for Salt Pond Protection
Water qua/ity and resource protection tl~ou~h local plann~

~u~io~
L~I effoas to protect Rh~e I~aM’s ec~i~lly iraponant~nnership~lt ~amongregionthe haVestate,sl~ tOc~stala uniqUeResourcesPlanning
Management Council, a number of local governments,
the Un~ers~ of Rh~e Islam’s ~stal Resources
Center, and actNe citizen groups. This ~nership has
brought together the t~hni~l expe~ise and Io~l iraplementation neces~ to protect the water quality,
habRat, and aquatic resources of a vulnerable c~sml
lag~nsystem,

~e~ew of S~t Pond
Ch~a~er~ti~ and ~ob]e~
Known Io~lly as Salt Po~s, Rh~e Island’s nine ~stal lagoons are sepamt~ from the ocean only by a ~rrow strip of inlet.pierc~ ~rrier iclands. The ~nds
have long suppo~ commercial and recreatio~l

fisheries, a~ their asE~l~ wetla~s pr~e c~i~
habitat for ~teffo~ and aquatic species. The area
also suppo~s a ~jor tourist iMusl~ ~s~ on r~reatio~l b~ting, swimming, a~ ~noelng, and its a~ct~e small fishing villages, fa~s, a~ ~d summ~
c~onies have made ~ the s~te’s most rapidly d~o~
ing region. This rap~ development, h~er,
brought w~h R proMems t~t threaten to degrade ~e
environmental quali~ of the ~lt ~s, Incl~ing
problems such as grou~water contami~tlon, =gae
bl~ms, ~cter~l contami~tion of shellfish
s~imentation, and c~nges In fish a~ shellr~h

~p~ations.

Developing ~
I~tiative for the Salt Pon~
L~I concerns were already arous~ as the co~l~
of the Salt Po~s worsenS. In 19~, h~ever, the
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Number of Households in
Salt Ponds Area tN T.OUSANOS
~ 5~.0
,,950

~,Z62.0

ment controls, fisheries productivity, storm hazards,
and land use. The plan also called for a comprehensive
approach to management and decisionmaking by requiring that proposals for major developments be
reviewed jointly and eady on by all concerned local,
state, and federal agencies.
After a series of public meetings , Rhode Island
adopted the plan in 1984 for Implementation by the

~6.95~J state’s
Resources
Council.
At
thatCoastal
point, the
Salt PondsManagement
Advisory Committee
was
replaced by an Action Committee of state agency staff
and appointed members from each town. The commit~6~0505,6~~
tee complements the state’s regulatory authority by
developing nonregulatory initiatives and management
strategies, as well as by providing an educational forum
for the SAM plan,
The committee has also generated public Interest
and support for protective actions. The "PondCoastal Resources Center at the University of Rhode Is.
watchers" citizen monitoring program, for example, has
land published an ecological history of the ponds that
trained more than 40 volunteers to scientifically monitor
traced three centuries of pond use and abuse The
water quality conditions in the ponds. Their findings
resulting outcry spurred a major research effort at the
have been used to complement the state’s monitoring
University of Rhode Island to determine the ecological
efforts, detect illegal outfalls, and support decisions on
health of the ponds, assess causes o! problems, and
zoning, wastewater management, and shellfish bed
determine trends in siltation, aquatic resources, and
closures. Publicized pondwatcher events have built
water quality,
support for the Salt Ponds, and the volunteers themsldTheres~archverifiedthathumanactivitieswerev~shavebec~mestr~ngadv~cates~fres~u~cepr~teccausing much of the ecological degradation in the Salt tion Initiatives.
Ponds. Septic systems located in unsuitable sandy
soils were ellen overloaded or malfunctioning, contaminating groundwater with bacterLa and high nitrogen
The Pondwatchers
levels. This groundwater was entering the Salt ponds,
where it harmed shellfish habitat, promoted algae
Program
blooms, and depleted oxygen in the water. Excess
¯ Ove~’iOt~ainedvo~u~t~r=monito~wat~qual~=on~,onl
nitrogen also was entering the pond system from fer~n ~ven ponds ~ oth~ ~ from =txing ~ro~
mid-lutumn.
tilizers, stormwater runoff, and animal wastes. In addi.
¯ C~t~z=,~ I~irn =;~nt~r~ca,y ,~lid t=c~nk:lue= of ned
tion, shore breachways had upset estuarine ecology by
sampling and =nidy~s.
accelerating sedimentation and altering the circulation
¯
Patterns and salinity mixlures important to key fish and
la/ln;ding ral~llt, Ind t/ick$ pertinent i!ssoel.
shellfish species.
Outcome
These findings cleady called for a broad, ecosystem
¯ Pondwatcherl have ¢o~sistenUy o~4iined credible water
approach to problem management. Under the
qual,ty data
auspices of Rhode Island’s Coastal Zone Management
¯ Results have supported local wa~tewater management and
and Sea Grant programs (both funded through the Nazoning Oecis~ons end State policy de~s~o~s re, girding
tional Oceanographic and Atmospheric AdministraIheilf~shing closure,= ~nd resou~’cl management.
¯ S, an’tp~=no stations an~ Collection Ichldule$ ¢omple~l’ient
tion), the Coastal Resources Center convened a Salt
State Oe~={,rtment of Environmental Management’a
Pond Advisor~ Committee to help develop a Special
monitoring efforts, which are sove~’ely limited by budget
Area Management (SAM) plan for the ponds. (SAM
and personnel co, na=tra~nts. AI Olpallment’$ request,
plans are developed under the Coastal Zone ManagePo~Owatcher$ have expanded n~onitoring efforts to detect
merit Program to provide special protection for designated geographic areas.) Members of the committee
t,~mdirvoluntee~monitot’ing~ogrLm fo{f~aatlwatirllkel
included representatives of state agencies, area towns,
¯ Frequent press coverage of Pondwetcherl’ events in the
an~ local citizen groups who jointly developed and
salt Pond region help build
recommended a plan for addressing pond problems.
¯ A’=soclat~on$ of Ponowatcher$ have t~ voca]
Key issues addressed by the plan included water
I~vOcate$otresource p{otectK)n initiat~vel.
qua!ity protection, breachway management and sedi-

~
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Special Area Management Plan Features
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II II
Equally important, the plan has forged promising InLand

Use In Salt Ponds Program

stitutional links between technical experts and local
decisionmakera.

~ O~

~1,~I |O O~ell. ~’.,..e(~
~.) --’~JP~OV
t~.~) | O, \~)\’~ +"., .~’J~CeO’O
=,,.~
~’~
¯ I~| t~.~.\ ~’~’= ..,~::~
~01^: ~t"~’l~l~"~("~G~’~\~’~’~’~’/
(~)~

1 gig r’~" (~’
~’~°1o O~.~"~

Responsible Authorities and
Financing

The Salt Ponds SAM plan works because the causes,
effects, and sources of poll=Ion are cleady identified,
and its goals well defined and based on an ecosystem
management approach. The implementation of the
SAM plan has showntha, a partnership of ,goal oflclals,
technical experts, and citizens can effectively address
difficult issues of resource use and development. It ha~
aJso demonstrated that local officials can benefit from
and use scientific information in the process of making
environmental decisions. Finally, the Salt Ponds oxperience shows that a strong public participation and
educational effort helps establish the firm local support
and commitment needed to carry out the plan.
Remaining issues to be resolved Include ensudng
adequate financial support and consistent local support
for appropriate planning, parmitling, and enforcement.

Steps in Managing Salt Ponds

Funding for research and public education has come
primarily through Rhode Island’s Sea Grant and Coastal Resources Management programs; implementation
of SAM recommendations Is supported by the towns
and by pass-through funds from the Coastal Resources
Management Council.

The SAM plan approach-targeting 8 specific
geographic area for comprehensive planning and
providing technical expertise for local decisionma~;ers-is providing an effective framework for
prGtecting the Salt Ponds from inappropriate development+ Plan implementation has led to a coordinated
rewew process for proposed development and has
supporled major initiatives to control runoff and
upgrade local septic systems. Other protections introduced by the SAM plan include land-use controls such
as limits on new public water/sewer service In undeveloped areas and buffer strips to protect
groundwater sources and critical areas; breachway
management such as restrictions on navigational
dredging and disposal and restoration of pond circuiation and flOW conditions; fisheries management
measures such as fishing limits and brood stock and
spawning protections; and storm damage controls
such as beachfront construction standards and building limitations.

I n~a ~ m \n\~at~
~.~

1.,,oo~
~

_,og’~cl’, ’~;.-on~,e( ~

$oo~¢e* --
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¯
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¯
¯
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¯

Grover Fugat~’ of the Co~stal
Resources Management Council. Wakefield, RI; or V~tgtni&
Lee of the Coastal Resources Center, Universlp/of R~odo
land. Narragansett. RI; and M~zrk AJderson, Project M~ulagor,
EPA. 401 i Street S.W., Washington, DC 20460
For further information, contact

i
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FOREWORD

O

As part of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990, Congress
enacted a new Section 6217 entitled "Protecting Coastal Waters". This provision requires
states with coastal zone management programs that have received Federal approval
under section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA), to develop and
implement Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs. These coastal nonpoint
programs are to be used to control sources of nonpoint pollution which impact coastal
water quality.

L

Section 6217 requires coastal states to submit their coastal nonpoint programs to the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for approval. Failure to submit an approvable program will
result in a state losing a portion of its Federal funding under section 306 of the CZMA
and section 319 of the Clean Water Act.
This document, developed by NOAA and EPA, contains guidance for states in
developing and implementing their coastal nonpoint programs. It descn’bes the
requirements that must be met, including: the geographic scope of the program; the
pollutant sources to be addressed; the types of management measures used; the
establishment of critical areas; technical assistance, public participation, and
administrative coordination; and, the process for program submission and Federal
approval. The document also contains the criteria by which NOAA and EPA will review
the states’ submissions.
This document should be used in conjunction with the Guidance Specifying Management
Measures for Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters published by EPA in
January 1993. Copies of that document can be obtained from EPA, 401 M ST, SW,
Washington D.C. 20460.

Trudy Coxed/
Director ~
Office of Ocean and
Coastal Resource Management
NOAA

Robert H.~Vayland, IlI
Director
Office of Wetlands, Oceans
and Watersheds
EPA
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This document is the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) and
the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control
Program: Program Development and Approval Guidance for state Coastal Nonpoint
Pollution Control Programs (coastal nonpoint programs) developed under section 6217 of
the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 (CZARA). This document
should be read in conjunction with EPA’s Guidance Specifying Management Measures for
Sources of Nonpoint Pollution in Coastal Waters, which is discussed below.

¯

2

Section 6217 requires states to establish coastal nonpoint programs, which must be
approved by both NOAA and EPA. Once approved, the coastal nonpoint programs will
be implemented through changes to the state nonpoint source pollution program
approved by EPA under section 319 of the Clean Water Act (CWA) and through
changes to the state coastal zone management program approved by NOAA under
section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA). Beginning in fiscal year
1996, states that fail to submit an approvable coastal nonpoint program to NOAA and
EPA face statutory reductions in Federal funds awarded under both section 306 of the
CZMA and section 319 of the CWA.
The statute and legislative history indicate that the central purpose of section 6217
is to strengthen the links between Federal and state coastal zone management and water
quality programs in order to enhance state and local efforts to manage land use
activities that degrade coastal waters and coastal habitats. This is to be accomplished
primarily through the implementation of: (1) management measures in conformity with
guidance published by EPA under section 6217(g) of CZARA, and (2) additional statedeveloped management measures as necessary to achieve and maintain applicable water
quality standards.
This Program Development and Approval Guidance sets forth NOAA’s and EPA’s
interpretation of the statutory requirements for the state coastal nonpoint programs, and
is intended to assist states in developing approvable programs. The document first
provides an overview of the legislative goals and requirements of section 6217. It then
provides a description of the criteria that NOAA and EPA will use when reviewing
coastal nonpoint programs for approval based on NOAA’s and EPA’s interpretation of
CZARA’s requirements. Finally, it discusses the program approval process established
by NOAA and EPA. A decision by NOAA and EPA to approve or disapprove a state’s
program will be made on the basis of the applicable laws and regulations as applied to
the specific facts presented by the program.

R0039774
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The following is a summary of the requirements for state coastal nonpoint programs.
6217(g) Guidance Management Measures and Additional Management
Measures
The statute requires state Imggrams to provide for the implementation of managonertt
measures in confo~ with EPA’s (g) guidance and for additional managemem
for land uses and critical coastal areas adjacent to impaired or threatened coastal watet~
Implementation of these additional managemem ~ in combination with the basic (g)
management ~ must be designed so as to attain and maintain applicable water
quality standards under section 303 of the CWA including protecting dedgnated use~
(Sec~on 62t7(b)(0 and
In order to meet these requirements, states will need to include the following elements in
their coastal nonpoint programs.
6217(g) Guidance Management Me.a~ure~
¯

An identification of those nonpoint source categories and subcategories that
impact coastal waters for which applicable (g) guidance management measures
will be implemented. States must include a description of and justification for any
exclusions from (g) guidance measures. These exclusions are limited to sources
within a category (e.g., agriculture) or subcategory (e.g., confined animal facilities)
which, individually or cumulatively, do not significantly impact coastal waters.

¯

A description of the (g) guidance management measures to be implemented, and
the technical documentation for any alternative measures selected by the state for
implementation in lieu of those in the (g) guidance.

¯

A description of the procedures that the state will use to ensure implementation
of the management measures, including operation and maintenance practices,
inspection procedures, certification procedures, and monitoring.

Additional Management Measures
¯

An identification of land uses and critical coastal areas that will require additional
management measures.

¯

A description of state-developed additional management measures to be
implemented to meet water quality standards and protect designated uses.

vi
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Implementation of All Management Measures
¯

¯

~"

A description of a state program that ensures implementation of both the (g)
guidance management measures and the additional management measures,
including: designation of a lead state agency for each source category and/or
subcategory, a description of the legal authorities to implement the management
measures (i.e., enforceable policies and mechanisms), and a description of how the
lead agency will implement the program.

’

~-"

A schedule for full implementation of the (g) guidance management measures
within three years of Federal approval and full implementation of additional
management measures within eight years of Federal approval. The latter includes
a two year period for evaluating the implementation of the (g) measures, and
three years to implement the necessary additional measures. New activities will be
subject to the applicable management measure requirements at the time of
Federal approval.

-

6217 Management Area and Coastal Zone Boundary Modification
The statute requires each state to include a proposal to modify its coastal zone boundary as
the coastal management agency deems necessary to implement NOAA’~ boundary
recommendation.

"

NOAA has conducted its initial review of each state’s coastal boundary. Based on this
review, NOAA will make its recommendation to the states on the area to be included in
the coastal nonpoint program (i.e., the section 6217 management area) in early 1993.
NOAA and EPA expect that states will respond either by modifying the coastal zone
boundary to implement NOAA’s recommendation or by identifying other authorities that
exist or will be established, as necessary, to implement the coastal nonpoint program
outside the state’s current coastal zone boundary but within the 6217 management area.

Enforceable Policies and Mechanisms

t,~

Section 306(d)(16) of the CZMA require~ state coastal zone management programs to
contain enforceable policies and mechanisms to implement the applicable requirements of
the coastal nonpoint programs.
In order to satisfy this requirement, states will need to adopt, at a minimum, enforceable
policies and mechanisms to implement the (g) guidance management measures and the
additional management measures. These enforceable policies and mechanism.; may be

vii
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state and local regulatory controls, and/or non-regulatory incentive programs combined
with state enforcement authority.

Program Coordination
The statute requires the coastal nonpoint programs to be coordinated closely with ~dsting
Clean Water Aa programs and with approved state coastal zone management plattt In
addition, the statute requires the establishnu, nt of coordinadon mechanism~ among state
agencies and between state and local offwials re~ottvible for land use prograntl and

and safety.
NOAA and EPA expect state coastal nonpoint programs to be well coordinated with all
relevant Federal, state and local programs including those administered by EPA, NOAA
and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). In addition, states should establish
mechanisms to coordinate the relevant state and local programs through joint project
reviews, memoranda of agreement, or other mechanisms. Where possible, these
mechanisms should build upon existing coordination procedures.

The statute requires states to provide technical and other assistance to local govemme~ and
the public for implementing the additional management raeamres.
NOAA and EPA expect states to identify those portions of the coastal nonpoint
programs that are to be implemented by local governments and to include a program to
provide technical and other assistance to local governments and the public in the state
coastal nonpoint program.

Public Participation
The statute requires states to provide opportunities for public participation in all aspects of
the coastal nonpoint program.
NOAA and EPA expect that the public will be involved early in the process of
developing the coastal nonpoint program. The state must also provide an opportunity
for public comment on the final coastal nonpoint program prior to submission of the
program to NOAA and EPA, and an opportunity to participate in the implementation of
the program.

viii
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Program Submission and Approval
States must submit their coastal nonpoint programs to NOAA and EPA for approval
within 30 months of the publication of final management measures guidance (i.e., July
1995). When a state coastal nonpoint program receives final Federal approval, it will
be incorporated automatically into the state’s coastal management and nonpoint
programs. NOAA and EPA have established a voluntary threshold review process to
assist states in the development of their programs.

Federal Support for State Coastal Nonpoint Progran~
NOAA is authorized under section 6217(f’) of CZARA to provide funds to state coastal
management agencies to develop coastal nonpoint programs. In addition, funds may be
available under section 319 of the CWA to implement coastal nonpoint programs.
NOAA and EPA will also work with the states to identify other sources of funds to
develop and implement the state programs.
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PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND APPROVAL GUIDANCE
L PURPOSE AND INTRODUCTION
Water quality remains one of the most important environmental problems facing the
United States. In coastal areas, beach closures, prohibitions on harvesting shellfish, and
loss of biological productivity in coastal habitats are evidence of water quality
impairment. Based on an assessment of 75% of United States estuarine waters, current
best estimates are that 35% of these waters are impaired and 10% are threatened.
Coastal waters are affected by both point and nonpoint sources of pollution, with the
latter a significant and, in many cases, the dominant form of pollution in a given water
body. While great strides in controlling point sources of pollution have been made since
the passage of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act in 1972, nonpoint source
pollution remains a major problem in many coastal areas. The leading nonpoint
contributors to estuarine waters are urban runoff (including certain construction activities
and onsite disposal systems) and agriculture. Other significant nonpoint contributors in
some coastal watersheds include silviculture, marinas, and hydromodification. In
addition, the loss and degradation of wetlands and riparian areas has adversely impacted
coastal water quality.
Congress enacted section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of
1990 (CZARA) in November 1990 to help address the problem of nonpoint source
pollution in coastal waters) (A copy of this statute is found in Appendix A.) Section
6217 requires that coastal states with federally approved coastal management programs
develop Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Programs (hereafter, coastal nonpoint
programs).2 The legislative history indicates that the central purpose of section 6217 is
to strengthen the links between Federal and state coastal zone management and water
quality programs in order to enhance state and local efforts to manage land use activities
that degrade coastal waters and coastal habitats.3 The state coastal zone management
agency designated under section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and
nonpoint source management agency designated under section 319 of the Clean Water
Act (CWA) will have a dual and co-equal role and responsibility in developing and
implementing the coastal nonpoint program.

Section 6217 does not amend the CWA or the CZMA, but rather contains independent provisions.
The term "state" refers to states, territories and commonwealths having coastal management programs
approved under section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management ACL
As defined in section 304 (10) of CZARA and used in this guidance, "land use" includes water uses.
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Although nonpoint source pollution is a significant source of pollution in coastal waters,
the legislative history states that "the new program will not and ought not bear the full
burden of restoring and maintaining coastal water quality, but will operate instead in
conjunction with controls on point sources established under the Clean Water Act and
associated programs." Therefore, state coastal nonpoint programs under section 6217 are
required only to address nonpoint source pollution, and are expected to address, at a
minimum, the major sources of nonpoint pollution specified in the (g) guidance.4
Thus, a state does not need to provide in its coastal nonpoint program for the
implementation of the management measures developed by EPA under section 6217(g)
of CZARA for activities that are clearly regulated as point source discharges?
However, in the interest of consistency and comprehensiveness, each state may choose to
apply the (g) management measures to both point and nonpoint sources throughout the
state’s section 6217 management area, as long as the specific NPDES requirements are
also met for those sources subject to NPDES permitting requirements.
Section 6217 envisions a two-tiered management approach for the control of nonpoint
sources of polhttion. To receive Federal approval, the state coastal nonpoint program
must ensure: (1) the implementation, at a minimum, of management measures in
conformity with the guidance developed under section 6217(g) by EPA, in consultation
with NOAA and other Federal agencies, to protect coastal waters generally, and (2) the
implementation of additional management measures applicable to land and water uses
and critical coastal areas identified by the state pursuant to section 6217(b)(1) and (2) so
as Io attain and maintain applicable water quality standards under section 303 of the
CWA and to protect designated uses.6
The purpose of the first tier is to protect coastal waters generally, and therefore, is not
tied to specific water quality problems. The state must provide for the implementation

Historically, there have been overlaps and ambiguities among programs addressing nonpoint and point
sources of pollution. Some of these overlaps, such as those which occur with the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit program (under section 402(p) of the
CWA), are discussed in more detail in Appendix B. Many of the techniques and practices used to
control point sources, such as channclized urban stormwater, are equally applicable to nonpoint
sources, and vice versa. Nevertheless, the programs do not have identical requirements. Certain
NPDES requirements may go beyond the management measures specified in the (g) guidance.
s For simplicity, the guidance containing these management measures, which was published by EPA in
January, 1993, will be referred to as the "(g) guidance" in this document. A list of the management
measures included in this guidance is provided as Appendix C.
In addition to addressing the contribution of pollution through runoff from the land, the state coastal
nonpoint program should also consider the infiltration of pollutants into ground water which can
result in the pollution of surface waters.
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of these management measures in conformity with the (g) guidance which includes
management measures for the following categories of nonpoint pollution sources:
agricultural runoff; urban runoff; silvicultural runoff; hydromodification, shoreline erosion,
and dams; and marinas. In addition, the (g) guidance includes management measures for
wetlands protection, riparian areas, and vegetated filter strips, which are effective for
several different source categories.
If the general level of protection provided by the first management tier is insufficient to
enable coastal waters to meet water quality standards and protect designated uses, then
the state must implement the second tier which consists of additional management
measures. The purpose of the second tier is to restore coastal waters and, in the case of
the critical areas, to protect against future pollution problems.
This document, developed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), contains guidance for
developing and implementing coastal nonpoint programs. The first section of this
guidance introduces the coastal nonpoint program. The second section provides an
overview of the statute’s requirements. The third section discusses the specific program
requirements, including requirements for coordination with other programs; the
geographic scope of the coastal nonpoint program and coastal zone boundary review;,
implementation of management measures in conformity with EPA’s (g) guidance and
additional state-developed management measures; technical assistance; public
participation; administrative coordination; and enforceable policies and mechanisms. The
final section describes EPA’s and NOAA’s process for review and approval of coastal
nonpoint programs submitted by the states, and the schedule for state implementation of
the program.
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II. OVERVIEW OF STATUTORY REQLI/REMENq~ AND PROGRAM
APPROVAL PROCE.~
Congress enacted CZARA section 6217, entitled "Protecting Coastal Waters," to address
the impacts of nonpoint source pollution on coastal water quality? Section 6217(a)
requires each state with a federally approved coastal zone management program under
section 306 of the CZMA to develop and submit to NOAA and EPA a coastal nonpoint
program for approval. The statute states that the purpose of this new state program
"shall be to develop and implement management measures for nonpoint source pollution
to restore and protect coastal waters, working in close conjunction with other State and
local authorities."

./.

NOAA and EPA do not expect states to develop and implement stand-alone coastal
nonpoint programs, but rather expect that states will develop and implement the coastal
nonpoint program through changes to the approved state nonpoint source management
program and to the approved state coastal zone management program developed under
section 306 of the CZMA, as amended.
All states and territories have EPA-approved nonpoint source management programs or
portions of programs and are currently receiving section 319 grants to assist them in
implementing the approved programs. Currently, there are 29 federally approved state
and territorial coastal zone management programs developed and approved pursuant to
the CZMA (see Appendix D).
II_A. Statutory Requirement~
Under section 6217, coastal nonpoint programs must contain a number of elements in
order to be approvable by NOAA and EPA. The state programs must:
1.

be closely coordinated with existing state and local water quality plans and
programs developed pursuant to sections 208, 303, 319 and 320 of the CWA, and
with state coastal zone management programs.

2.

provide for the implementation, at a minimum, of management measures in
conformity with the guidance published under section 6217(g) to protect coastal
waters generally (discussed in section II.B).

3.

provide for the implementation and continuing revision from time to time of
additional management measures that are necessary to attain and maintain
applicable water quality standards and protect designated uses with respect to:
This section has been codified at 16 U.S.C. § 1455b.

-~ "
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a. land uses which, individually or cumulatively, may cause or contribute
significantly to a degradation of (a) coastal waters not presently attaining or
maintaining applicable water quality standards or protecting designated
uses, or (b) coastal waters that are threatened by reasonably foreseeable
increases in pollution loadings from new or expanding sources; and
b.

4.
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critical coastal areas adjacent to coastal waters which are failing to attain or
maintain water quality standards or which are threatened by reasonably

1

foreseeable increases in pollution loading.

"~,~

provide for technical and other assistance to local governments and the public to
implement additional management measures.

5. provide opportunities for pubfic participation in all aspects of the program.
6.

establish mechanisms to improve coordination among state agencies and between
state and local officials responsible for land use programs and permitting,
water quality permitting and enforcement, habitat protection, and public health
and safety.

7.

propose to modify state coastal zone boundaries as the state determines is
necessary to implement NOAA recommendations under section 6217(e), which ....
are based on findings that modifications to the inland boundary of a state coastal

zone are necessary to more effectively manage land and water uses to protect
coastal waters.
This guidance discusses these requirements in greater detail in section III and explains
NOAA’s and EPA’s expectations for state coastal nonpoint programs.
In addition to the provisions of section 6217, CZARA amended section 306 of the
CZMA to require that, before approving a coastal zone management program submitted
by a coastal state, NOAA shall find that, "...the management program contains
enforceable policies and mechanisms to implement the applicable requirements of the
Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program of the State required by section 6217...."
(section 306(d)(16)). States with federally approved coastal management programs must
demonstrate compliance with section 306(d)(16) in order to receive final approval of
their coastal nonpoint programs.
The statute requires that states submit their coastal nonpoint programs to NOAA and
EPA 30 months after EPA publishes final (g) guidance. The final (g) guidance was
published in January 1993; therefore, coastal states must submit their coastal nonpoint
programs to NOAA and EPA for approval in July 1995.
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H.B. Section 6217(g) Management Measures Guidance
Section 6217(g) requires that EPA, in consultation with NOAA, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, and other Federal agencies publish "guidance for specifying management
measures for sources of nonpoint pollution in coastal waters." Management measures
are defined in section 6217(g)(5) as:
"economically achievable measures for the control of the addition of pollutants from
existing and new categories and classes of nonpoint sources of pollution, which reflect
the greatest degree of pollutant reduction achievable through the application of the
best available nonpoint pollution control practices, technologies, processes, siting
criteria, operating methods, or other alternatives."
As provided by section 6217(g)(2), the management measures guidance includes:
(A) "a description of a range of methods, measures, or practices, including
structural and nonstructural controls and operation and maintenance procedures,
that constitute each measure;
(B) a description of the categories and subeategories of activities and locations
for which each measure may be suitable;
(C) an identification of the individual pollutants or categories or classes of
pollutants that may be controlled by the measures and the water quality effects
of the measures;
(D) quantitative estimates of the pollution reduction effects and costs of
the measures;
(E) a description of the factors which should be taken into account in adapting
the measures to specific sites or locations; and
(F) any necessary monitoring techniques to accompany the measures to assess
over time the success of the measures in reducing pollution loads and improving
water quality."
The (g) guidance provides a basis for the state coastal nonpoint programs.
II.C. Procedures for Program Development and Approval
NOAA and EPA have prepared this program development and approval guidance to
assist states in developing approvable coastal nonpoint programs. The states are

6
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encouraged to consult with NOAA and EPA as they develop specific program elements.
NOAA and EPA have established a voluntary threshold review process to assist states
in the development of their programs. This process is discussed in more detail in
section IV.B.
NOAA and EPA will jointly review the state program within six months after submission.
Because of the inseparable nature of the land use and water quality portions of the
coastal nonpoint programs in achieving the statutory goals, NOAA and EPA have
determined as a matter of policy that neither agency will grant approval to a state’s
coastal nonpoint program until the program meets the Federal approval requirements as
determined by both agencies.
If a coastal state fails to submit an approvable program within 30 months after
publication of the (g) guidance, NOAA and EPA will reduce Federal grant dollars to the
state under the coastal zone management and nonpoint source management programs as
required by section 6217(c)(3) and (4). The penalty provisions begin in Fiscal Year 1996
with a 10% reduction in funding under both programs, increasing to 15% in FY 1997,
20% in FY 1998, and 30% in FY 1999 and each fiscal year thereafter. In the case of the
coastal zone management program, the penalty is based upon the grants otherwise
available to a state in the current fiscal year. In the case of the section 319 nonpoint
source management program, the penalty is based on the grant amount awarded to the
state for the preceding fiscal year.
Under certain limited circumstances, a state may request a conditional approval of its
coastal nonpoint program. If a state is granted conditional approval of its program, the
penalty provisions of section 6217 will be suspended during the conditional approval
period if the state continues to make progress on the workplan and to meet the
milestones agreed to with NOAA and EPA as part of the conditional approval. (See
discussion of conditional approval in section IV.C.)
ILD. Federal Support for State Coastal Nonpoint Progranm
NOAA is authorized under section 6217(0 of the CZARA to provide funds to the
designated state coastal management agency to develop its coastal nonpoint program.
The Federal funds may not exceed 50% of the cost of developing the program, and the
state share of costs must be paid from non-Federal sources. NOAA has published
separate guidance on application procedures and allocations. Since funds will be limited,
state coastal agencies are encouraged to work closely with state nonpoint source agencies
and other appropriate Federal, state, regional and local agencies to develop their coastal
nonpoint programs. Funds under section 319(h) of the CWA are available for program
implementation.
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NOAA and EPA will consider using additional financial incentives and/or disincentives to
encourage states to develop effective coastal nonpoint programs within the statutory
deadline.
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lII. SPECIFIC COASTAL NONPOINT PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
State coastal nonpoint pollution programs must contain a number of components
mandated by section 6217. The following section discusses these statutory requirements
and the minimum criteria that the state coastal nonpoint program needs to meet to
obtain Federal approval.
IILA. Coordination with E.~ting Stat~ Progran~
The statute requires that state coastal nonpoint programs be closely coordinated with
state and local water quality plans and programs under sections 208, 303, 319, and 320
of the CWA, and with state coastal zone programs. (Section 6217(a)(2)). Some of
these programs are discussed in Appendix E. This requirement is necessary to ensure
that the new coastal nonpoint program can be integrated into existing state programa
upon approval.
During the program development process, NOAA and EPA expect state coastal zone
management and nonpoint source agencies to involve the relevant Federal, state, regional
and local programs. A number of states already closely coordinate the activities of these
programs through their existing coastal zone management and state nonpoint programs.
States should develop their coastal nonpoint programs to complement and strengthen
existing coastal management and nonpoint source authorities, while minimizing
unnecessary duplication or conflicts at the Federal, state or local levels. Components of
existing programs that meet the requirements of section 6217 should be incorporated into
the states’ coastal nonpoint programs.
III.B. Coastal Zone Boundaries and 6217 Management Area
As directed by section 6217(a), the geographic scope of each coastal nonpoint program
must be sufficient to ensure implementation of management measures to "restore and
protect coastal waters." Section 6217(e), which requires NOAA to conduct a review of
each state’s coastal zone boundary, refines the focus to require NOAA to determine the
geographic area encompassing the land and water uses having a "significant" impact on a
state’s coastal waters. A significant impact can occur from both the individual and
cumulative effects of land and water uses. NOAA and EPA will not approve a state
coastal nonpoint program whose geographic scope does not encompass such uses because
a program that does not control the significant land and water uses cannot be expected
to "restore and protect coastal waters".
Section 6217(e) requires that NOAA, in consultation with EPA, review each state’s
existing state coastal zone boundary established under the CZMA, and recommend any
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modification to that boundary needed to effectively manage land and water uses to
protect coastal waters. Specifically, the statute directs NOAA, in consultation with EPA,
to evaluate whether each state coastal zone boundary extends inland to the extent
necessary to control nonpoint source pollution from land and water uses that have a
significant impact on a state’s coastal waters. See section 6217(e)(1). If NOAA, in
consultation with EPA, finds that boundary modifications are necessary for a state to
more effectively manage land and water uses to protect coastal waters, then NOAA shall
recommend appropriate modifications. Se...._ge section 6217(e)(2).
Although expressed in terms of a recommendation that a state modify its coastal zone
boundary, NOAA’s recommendation also defines what NOAA and EPA believe should
be the geographic scope of that state’s coastal nonpoint program, i.e., "the 6217
management area". A state program need not adopt the exact 6217 management area
recommended by NOAA if the state can demonstrate that a smaller geographic area
would be adequate to restore and protect coastal waters. Absent such a demonstration,
however, NOAA and EPA expect the geographic scope of the coastal nonpoint program
to correspond to NOAA’s recommendation.
To provide a basis for its recommendation, NOAA conducted a review of states’ existing
coastal zone boundaries and provided each state with an analysis of its boundary. In
conducting this review, NOAA, in consultation with EPA, compared indicators of
nonpoint source pollution potential within coastal zone boundaries, and within coastal
watersheds. Coastal watersheds were selected because watersheds provide a logical
physical unit when dealing with nonpoint source pollution. To provide a uniform
framework for evaluation, the review was based on the national hydrologic unit
classification system developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). For purposes of
this review, coastal watersheds were defined as the USGS Cataloging Units adjacent to
the shore and extending inland along estuaries to include the USGS Cataloging Units
that encompass the head of tide.
Within each state, NOAA evaluated each watershed that drains into coastal waters,
whether or not that watershed is encompassed within a state’s existing coastal zone.
Based on nationally available data, NOAA determined for each watershed whether
significant indicators of nonpoint pollution potential were present within four analysis
areas: (1) the existing coastal zone, (2) the coastal watershed, (3) the area inland of
the coastal watershed within the state’s borders, and (4) the area beyond the state
borders that drain into coastal waters. NOAA has focused on significant indicators
of nonpoint source pollution in compliance with section 6217(e) which directs NOAA to
evaluate whether the coastal zone extends inland "to the extent necessary to control
land and water uses that have a significant impact on coastal waters of the State."
(Section 6217(e)(1)).
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Based on the review of each coastal watershed, NOAA will develop a preliminary
assessment of the appropriate geographic scope of the state’s program, i.e., the 6217
management area, and will make a corresponding recommendation for modification to
the state’s coastal zone boundary. Where the coastal watershed appears to capture most
of the significant indicators of nonpoint pollution potential, NOAA will recommend the
coastal watershed as the 6217 management area. Where significant indicators of
nonpoint source pollution are present inland of the coastal watershed, NOAA will
recommend that the 6217 management area extend inland of the coastal watershed,a
Finally, in coastal watersheds where an area less than the coastal watershed captures
most of the significant indicators of nonpoint source pollution, especially where the
existing coastal boundary closely aligns with the coastal watershed, NOAA will
recommend that lesser area as the 6217 management area. In no case will NOAA
recommend an area less than the existing coastal zone as the 6217 management area.
The geographic scope of the coastal nonpoint program must be based on the impact
of land and water uses on coastal waters. NOAA’s boundary recommendation will
specify a 6217 management area to guide states during program development? In
response to this recommendation, states are encouraged to undertake their own analysis
of their coastal watersheds. At the time of program submission, a state may propose
an alternative 6217 management area, in which ease the state must demonstrate to
NOAA’s and EPA’s satisfaction that the management area extends as far as necessary
to control sources of nonpoint pollution that, individually or cumulatively, significantly
impact the state’s coastal waters. NOAA and EPA will evaluate the adequacy of the
state’s proposed 6217 management area as part of the program review and approval
process. Specific criteria for this evaluation are being developed by NOAA and will be
published separately.
A state is expected to demonstrate authority to manage the final 6217 management area
in one of two ways. First, a state may demonstrate that its coastal zone boundary has
been modified to encompass the entire 6217 management area. If the state coastal zone
management agency lacks authority to modify the boundary, the coastal nonpoint
program must contain recommendations to the appropriate state authority for changes to
the coastal zone boundary. Because there is no assurance that the coastal zone boundary
will be modified as proposed, NOAA and EPA also expect a state to demonstrate that it

The nature of the underlying data makes it infeasible for NOAA to recommend a specific distance
beyond the coastal watershed. States will be expected to examine these watersheds during program
development to analyze indit~tors of nonpoint pollution and to determine the inland extent of the
6217 management area.
Section 6217(b)(7) requires that each state program contain a proposed or recommended coastal zone .... ~
boundary modification as necessary to implement the NOAA recommendation.
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has the necessary authorities, including enforceable policies and mechanisms, to ensure
implementation of the coastal nonpoint program within the 6217 management area.
Second, because the modification of a state’s coastal zone boundary necessarily has
other implications besides nonpoint source pollution control, a state may choose not
to alter its coastal zone boundary. Areas outside the coastal zone, but within the
6217 management area, would be managed with other state authorities networked into
the coastal nonpoint program. Although changing the coastal zone boundary to address
NOAA’s recommendation may be preferable because it would provide the clearest
delineation of the geographic scope of the coastal nonpoint program, the statute does
not make this a prerequisite for Federal approval. If the state’s 6217 management area
extends beyond the state’s existing coastal zone boundary, the state must also show
that it has the necessary authorities, including enforceable policies and mechanisms,
to ensure the implementation of the program’s management measures with the 6217
management area.~°

[II.C. Implementation of Management Measures In Conformity with Section 6217(g)
Guidance
For program approval, each coastal nonpoint program must "provide for the
implementation, at a minimum, of management measures in conformity with the
guidance published under subsection (g), to protect coastal waters generally..."(section
6217(b)). In developing the (g) guidance, EPA focused on the significant categories and
sources of nonpoint pollution identified in state section 319 nonpoint source assessments.
The categories of nonpoint sources addressed in the (g) guidance are: agricultural
runoff; urban runoff (including developing and developed areas); silvicultural (forestry)
runoff; hydromodification, including shoreline erosion, and dams; and marinas. In
addition, the (g) guidance includes management measures for wetlands protection,
riparian areas and vegetated filter strips, which apply to a number of sources. A number
of specific source subcategories are also discussed in detail in the (g) guidance.
In order to satisfy the statutory requirement to provide for implementation of
management measures in conformity with the (g) guidance, state programs must:
1.
2.
3.

~o

Identify nonpoint source categories or subcategories that will be addressed;
Identify management measures to be implemented for those categories and
subcategories; and,
Describe the process by which the state will ensure the implementation of
the management measures.

In addition, a state may choose to utilize a combination of the two approaches described above.
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These elements are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
In its coastal nonpoint program document, a state must respond to each of the (g)
management measures by either: (1) providing for the implementation of that measure or
an alternative as effective as the (g) measure; or (2) justifying why the management
measure is not included in the program. This justification must be based on the
exclusion of certain nonpoint categories or subcategories using the process described in
section Ill.CA.
IILC.1. Identification of sources to bc addremed
For program approval, states must provide for the implementation of management
measures for each of the nonpoint source categories (e.g., agriculture) and subeategories
(e.g., confined animal facilities) identified in the (g) guidance to protect coastal waters
generally. States must also provide for the implementation of management measures
specified for wetlands and riparian area protection. In addition, a state may include
management measures for sources not identified in the (g) guidance (e.g., mining
operations not subject to permitting under section 402 of the CWA), if the state
determines such management measures are necessary to protect coastal waters generally.
NOAA and EPA may allow a state to exclude some categories, subcategories or sources
from the requirements of its coastal nonpoint program. An exclusion may occur under
two scenarios: (1) if a nonpoint source category or subcategory is neither present nor
reasonably anticipated in the 6217 management area, or (2) if a state can demonstrate
that a category, subcategory or particular source of nonpoint pollution does not and is
not reasonably expected to, individually or cumulatively, present significant adverse
effects to living coastal resources or human health.
Under the first scenario, a state can exclude one or more nonpoint source categories or
subcategories in coastal watersheds or parts of coastal watersheds. To do so, a state
must clearly demonstrate that each of those nonpoint source categories or subeategories
is neither present nor reasonably anticipated in such areas. If such a demonstration is
made, the state need not develop and provide for the implementation of management
measures for those nonpoint source categories or subcategories. For example, if a state
does not have and does not foresee the establishment of an animal feeding operation in
the 6217 management area, it need not develop a program to control such operations. It
should be noted, however, that when the exclusion applies only to a portion of the area
or a particular coastal watershed, the state must still provide for the implementation of
the management measures in all other portions of the 6217 management area where the
categories or subcategories are present or anticipated.
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Under the second scenario, states may exclude certain sources within retained categories
and subcategories. To do so, the state must adequately demonstrate that those sources,
individually and cumulatively, do not and are not reasonably expected to present
significant adverse effects to living coastal resources or human health. Factors that may
be considered to exclude such sources include, but are not limited to:
¯
¯
¯

pollutant loadings or estimates of loadings from the sources;
intensity of land use; and
ecological and human health risk associated with the source.

In general, this second type of exclusion is designed to exclude sources that are present
in the 6217 management area but that, individually or cumulatively, do not and are not
reasonably expected to cause significant adverse effects to living coastal resources or
human health. In determining the significance of adverse effects, states should consider
both direct and indirect adverse effects. An example of a source that may be excluded
under this approach could include an on-site disposal system located a considerable
distance from surface coastal waters and above the groundwater table.
NOAA and EPA wish to emphasize the limited applicability of this second type of
exclusion. For this reason, NOAA and EPA have expressly placed the burden upon
the states to demonstrate that any excluded sources will not and are not reasonably
expected to present adverse effects to living coastal resources or human health, and
that the application of the (g) measures to the remaining sources will protect coastal
waters generally.
For either type of exclusion, states must submit a description and documentation of the
data and rationale relied upon for excluding the sources. The documentation should
include information contained in existing state water quality assessments (including those
developed under sections 305(b) and 319 of the CWA), other information sources listed
in Section III.D., and existing data (or modelling results) that indicate the
insignificance of the loadings or hydrologic impacts caused by sources that the state
proposes to exclude.
EPA and NOAA will review the states’ submissions, including the adequacy of the
assessments, to determine whether the category or subcategory needs to be addressed by
the coastal nonpoint program. The issue of assessment adequacy may be discussed
through the threshold review process. In addition, NOAA and EPA will, at a state’s
request, consider proposed exclusions during the threshold review process discussed in
section IV.B.

In the "Applicability" section of many management measures in the (g) guidance, EPA
has already established minimum sizes below which the measures do not apply (e.g.,
marinas with less than 10 slips) based on economic achievability analysis. In such cases, ..
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state programs should address all sources above those minimum levels, except where a
state can document, as described above, that a less stringent level in a particular
geographic area will still allow protection of coastal waters generally.
It should be noted that sources excluded .from the (g) measures implementation
nevertheless may be subject to additional management measures discussed in
section III.D.
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IILC.Z Identification of management measures m be implemented
For program approval, states must specify the management measures that will be
implemented to address each category or subcategory of sources identified through
the process in section III.C.1 of this guidance document. Section 6217(b) requires
state management measures to be in conformity with those measures specified in the
(g) guidance. A state management measure is "in conformity with" those specified in
the (g) guidance if it is identical to, or is demonstrated to be as effective as, the
(g) guidance measures.
In order to accommodate variabilities relating to source, location and climate, or other
local conditions that could affect the implementation of the (g) guidance management
measures, the (g) guidance also lists a number of practices that can be used to
implement each management measure. States have considerable flexibility in choosing
management practices to achieve the management measures and are not restricted to
specifying or implementing the practices described in the (g) guidance. The practices or
system of practices chosen, however, must ensure the effective implementation of the
management measures. For program approval, the coastal nonpoint program must
describe the process the state will use to select practices that will result in the effective
implementation of the (g) guidance management measures.
Selection of Alternative Management Me, asur~
In developing management measures in conformity with the (g) guidance, states may
select "alternative management measures" under two conditions: (1) states have
conditions that make the 6217(g) measures inapplicable or unsuitable, or (2) other
measures that equal or exceed the effectiveness of the 6217(g) measures already exist or
are scheduled to be implemented under existing state laws or programs. The use of
alternative management measures in these situations is supported not only by the statute,
which acknowledges that the (g) measures may be adapted to specific sites or locations
(section 6217(g)(2)(E)), but also by the legislative history which directs NOAA and EPA
to accord states flexibility in selecting management measures.
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States may use these alternative measures instead of the (g) measures in their coastal
nonpoint programs only if they can demonstrate that such alternatives are as effective in
controlling nonpoint pollution as the measures specified in the (g) guidance. For
program approval, a state electing to specify an alternative management measure for
implementation will need to demonstrate that the alternative is at least as effective as the
(g) guidance management measure it intends to rep!ace. States should use the best
available information to make this showing.
Management measure effectiveness can be evaluated or described ’~n many ways:
pollutant loading, pollutant loading reductions, pollutant concentration in discharge, peak
concentration reductions, mean concentration reductions, habitat impacts (including
impacts resulting from changes in flow), impacts to fisheries, impacts to
macroinvertebrates, wildlife impacts, effects on support of designated uses, direct impacts
to the water resource of concern, the extent to which the source is actively managed, or
other factors. States may use any combination of these factors to demonstrate the
effectiveness of alternative management measures.
For approval of an alternative management measure, the state will need to demonstrate
that the alternative management measure (or a combination of measures or a series of
measures applied over time) is as effective as the measure set forth in the (g) guidance
when applied in the specific state or local area. For example, when management
measures in the (g) guidance specify certain storm events, design criteria or pollutant
reduction levels, the alternative management measures must specify similar storm events,
design criteria or pollutant reduction levels. In addition, the state will need to
demonstrate that the operation and maintenance procedures for the alternative are
feasible and adequate to maintain a level of pollution control as effective as the (g)
guidance measure over the lifetime of the measure. In choosing an alternative
management measure, states should take into account possible adverse impacts of these
alternative measures on other coastal resources such as ground water or wetlands.
In support of its alternative management measure, a state will need to identify the
procedures used to evaluate the measure and the results of that evaluation, and provide
specific technical documentation of the evaluation as part of their coastal nonpoint
programs. In general, information used to document that an alternative management
measure is as effective as a (g) guidance measure should be comparable in scope and
depth to that provided in EPA’S (g) guidance. States must support the evaluation of
alternative management measures with appropriate technical documentation. Although
sources such as "refereed" technical journals are preferred, other publications, such as
Federal and state technical guides, are acceptable. Fliers, fact sheets, and other general
public materials generally are not adequate sources of information without additional
supporting information.
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In addition, or as an alternative to relying on written studies, the state may wish to
convene a technical review group consisting of experts knowledgeable in the subject area
covered by the management measure. This may be especially useful where the state is
interested in pursuing innovative approaches. The technical review group should provide
a report describing the evaluation procedure that was used to assess the effectiveness of
the alternative management measure. The report should be submitted to NOAA and
EPA as part of the program review process. EPA and NOAA will, at the state’s
request, consider proposed alternative management measures during the threshold review
process and/or approval process discussed in section IV.

’1
2

Innovative l~ket-Orientcd Incentive Mec~ni~m

-

EPA and NOAA are interested in encouraging states to propose innovative marketoriented incentive mechanisms to implement the (g) measures or alternative management
measures at lower costs. An important example of incentive mechanisms that could
serve to lower substantially the costs of obtaining a given level of loadings reductions is
the trading of pollution reduction credits.
Trading programs are proving to be a successful and cost-effective approach under
the Clean Air Act for reducing air pollutant emissions. Several case studies in
North Carolina, Colorado, and Wisconsin show that the trading of pollution credits
holds considerable promise for reducing water pollutant loadings as well, particularly
nutrients. See Appendix H for short descriptions of these cases. Appendix H also
presents several brief summaries of relevant technical publications. These publications
indicate that pollutanttrading programs may hold potential for achieving substantial
cost savings while attaining pollution reductions equivalent to those established by the
(g) measures guidance.
Conceptually, sources with low control costs would make trading arrangements directly
with sources facing high control costs. The low-cost sources would undertake additional
abatement efforts in exchange for financial compensation from the high-cost sources.
Sources with higher abatement costs would undertake less control efforts, while acquiring
additional reductions from other lower cost sources. Increased loadings from the highcost sources would be offset by the additional abatement efforts of low-cost sources, so
that the total loadings would be the same as if no trading occurred. In this manner, the
private incentives of polluters would be harnessed for public purposes. Thus, more
pollution abatement would be undertaken where it was cheapest, and less would be
undertaken where it was costly, reducing the overall cost while achieving the same overall
level of control. Such a trading scheme can minimize the total cost of achieving the
required reduction in ioadings.
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EPA and NOAA encourage states to propose innovative approaches s~uch as the
theoretical case outlined above and as described in Appendix H. Any such proposal, of
course, must be consistent with the requirements of CZARA. At a minimum, in order
for EPA and NOAA to approve a market-based proposal as achieving implementation of
particular (g) measures, states would need to demonstrate that the proposal would result
in expected pollutant reductions equalling or exceeding those that otherwise would be
achieved in the same watershed if each participant separately implemented the (g)
measures. Finally, as with the implementation of any management measure, a trading
program would also need to meet the requirements for enforceable policies and
mechanisms described in section III.H.

~
"~"

"~
9

States may consider trading schemes which involve trading of pollution credits among
nonpoint and point sources as well as among nonpoint sources alone. States may also
consider trading among sources inside and outside of the geographic area subject to the
(g) measures guidance, as long as such sources are within the same watershed. States
may also consider trading arrangements involving different pollutants (such as nutrients)
with similar environmental effects, to the extent that the state demonstrates that any net
environmental benefit is expected to result from the trading program. However, these
trading schemes should take into account uncertainties such as those associated with
measurements or predictions of pollutant loadings of a pollutant from the array of
sources involved. States should consider whether trading ratios should be established to
account for such uncertainties.
The likelihood of success of trading programs can be increased if states carefully define
the responsibilities of sources involved. Trading programs should provide assurance that
the validity of trading agreements will be preserved. Trades between sources are most
promising if they shift the responsibility for the agreed-to controls entirely from the buyer.
to the seller, who would then be subject to the enforceable policies and mechanisms
referenced above. If buyers are required to adopt additional controls when sellers fail to
implement agreed-to controls, then trading programs are less likely to :succeed. Similarly,
trades are most promising if they are based only on the validity of the agreement, and
not on the success of the controls agreed to by the seller. Otherwise, the risks to buyers
of trading -- that is, having to pay twice -- may prevent many trades and undermine the
effectiveness of a trading program.
EPA and NOAA encourage states to focus on minimizing the costs of transacting trades.
Delays and uncertainty in arranging specific trades, as well as direct application fees, can
serve to raise the costs of transacting trades, to hinder trades, and to lower the likelihood
that such trades will reduce compliance costs. Similarly, arbitrary requirements that
trades substantially reduce net expected pollutant loadings can serve to raise transaction
costs and deter trades. Finally, states should establish guidelines for sources to follow in
arranging trades. Such guidelines should help reduce unnecessary delays, avoid any later
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invalidation of trades, and lower transaction costs by increasing the likelihood that trades
will be approved in advance.
When proposing a trading program to control nonpoint sources, a state would need to
determine from EPA’s (g) measures guidance and other sources the pollutant loading
reductions that must be achieved from a group of sources within a watershed over a
specified period, such as a season or a year. This establishes the baseline that the trade
would need to achieve. For example, implementing the (g) guidance control measures
on a dairy farm of given characteristics could be expected to reduce nutrient loadings by
a certain amount. Each source would be required to reduce loadings by the necessary
amount, by implementing controls on-site, or off-site through appropriate trading
arrangements. Sources that believe their costs of achieving the necessary loading
reductions are high could finance incremental controls at other sources with lower cos~,
expecting such trades to be approved. Compliance would be ascertained through
demonstration that the necessary loadings reductions are achieved eithe~t on-site by
implementing control measures, or off-site through appropriate trading arrangement~
consistent with enforceable policies and mechanisms established elsewhere by the state in
its coastal nonpoint program.
Multiple Management Me, a~r~
Section 6217(g)(5) of CZARA requires that management measures be economically
achievable. In its economic achievability analysis, EPA estimated costs of selected
combinations of multiple management measures applicable to sources. EPA focused its
analysis on those cases which it believes are most likely to occur. Multiple measures
which EPA concluded are economically achievable include (1) erosion control, confined
animal feedlots, and grazing management measures, (2) combination of all forestry
measures, (3) new development requirements such as stormwater, erosion and sediment
control, and septic tanks, (4) all marina requirements; and (5) municipa]tity requirements
such as stormwater, erosion and sediment control, bridge maintenance, salt storage, street
sweeping, wetlands protection, stream stabilization, and dam-related exp~nses.
EPA and NOAA recognize that it is impossible to determine economic achievability for
all possible combinations of management measures. For example, a dairy farm might be
responsible for control of discharge from animal feedlots, grazing, erosion, streambank
stabilization, and wetlands preservation. In this case, EPA has found that a combination
of management measures for erosion, feedlots and grazing are economically achievable,
but not in combination with wetlands protection and streambank stabilization. In
situations where EPA has not considered a specific combination of management
measures in its economic achievability analysis, states may be granted flexibility to reexamine whether a particular combination of multiple management measures is
economically achievable for a group of sources. If, in its program submission or in
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subsequent revisions, a state finds that EPA did not consider the economic achievability
of multiple management measures that apply to a group of sources when added together,
the state may propose a fresh determination of management measures applicable to that
group of sources. When making these determinations, states will need to meet the
requirements of CZARA, including section 6217(g), which defines management measures
as reflecting the greatest degree of pollutant reduction economically achievable. States
may take into account direct and indirect costs and may consider incremental costs
relative to incremental reductions in loadings.
HI.C.3. Description of the implementation process and authofitie~
For program approval, the state will need to provide detailed information on how it will
ensure implementation of the management measures in conformity with the (g) guidance.
This information should be provided for each nonpoint source category or subcategory as
identified in section III.C.1.
At a minimum, for each category and subeategory, the state coastal nonpoint
program will:
a. Describe the scope, structure, and coverage of the state implementation
program.
b. Describe the organization, structure and authorities of the state or local agency
or agencies that will have responsibility for administering the implementation
program, including:
i. an identification of the designated lead agency for the program
addressing each category or subcategory. If the designated lead agency is
not the section 319 or coastal zone management agency, the description
must specify how the lead agency and its authorities have been
incorporated into the coastal nonpoint program.
ii. a description of how the lead agency expects to implement the program
including, for example, the number of staff and general responsibilities, cost
of the program and potential funding sources.
c. Include a schedule for each nonpoint source category or subcategory with
milestones for achieving full implementation of the management measures within
three years as described in section IV.D.
d. Identify, enforceable policies and mechanisms to ensure that each management
measure identified in the coastal nonpoint program is implemented in accordance
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with section III.H. of this guidance. States must submit copies of the appropriate
legislative and administrative documents to demonstrate that authorities exist to
support implementation of the management measures. Furthermore, if the
enforcement authority will not be exercised directly by the state coastal zone
management or section 319 agency, the state coastal nonpoint program must
include provisions to ensure that the governmental body with the statutory
authority exercises that authority as set forth in the state’s coastal nonpoint
program. States must submit documentation such as memoranda of
understanding, executive orders or administrative directives which embody
9
agreements to ensure this conformity. These authorities must be incorporated
into the coastal nonpoint program.

L
./.

e. Describe mechanisms to improve coordination among state agencies and
among state and local officials responsible for land use programs andpermitting,
water quality permitting and enforcement, habitat protection, and public health
and safety as required by section 6217(b)(6). States will need to include copies of
any memoranda of agreement or provisions for joint project review.
(See discussion in section III.G.)
f. Describe a process to identify practices to achieve the management measures.
g. Describe activities to ensure continuing performance and long term
effectiveness of the measure through proper operation and maintenance. States
should follow the operation and maintenance programs described in the (g)
guidance or, where the state has developed its own measures, describe the
operation and maintenance requirements for the alternative measures. Activities
to monitor implementation and enforcement should include a program for the
comprehensive survey of sources that are required to implement tlhe management
measure, and a program for periodic inspections of sources.
h. Describe state activities to monitor the effectiveness of the (g) measures based
on accepted water quality monitoring protocols such as those described in Chapter
8 of the (g) guidance.
States may meet any of these requirements by: (1) identifying existing program activities
currently being implemented effectively under state coastal zone management programs,
state nonpoint source management programs, or by other state programs; (2) providing
the information discussed above for the existing programs; (3) developing new
enforceable policies, as necessary; and (4) incorporating these programs into the new
coastal nonpoint program.
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HI.D. Requirements for Implementation of Additional Management Measurm
For program approval, state coastal nonpoint programs must provide for the
implementation of "additional managcment measures" where coastal water quality is
impaired or threatened even after the implementation of the management measures
specified in the (g) guidance. Se.__~e Section 6217(b).tl These additional :measures apply
both to existing land and water uses that are found to cause or contribute to water
quality impairment and to new or substantially expanding land uses within critical coastal
areas adjacent to impaired or threatened coastal waters. Specific statutory requirements
for implementation of additional management measures can be found iin sections
6217(b)(1), (2) and (3) of CZARA.
As described by the amendment’s sponsor in a floor statement on CZJuRJk, the
additional management measures provide a "second tier of pollution control efforts" and
"are targeted to those coastal land uses that are recognized to cause or contn’bute to
water quality problems generally." Se.___~e 136 Cong. Rec. E. 3590, October 27, 1990. In
addition, the legislative history describes the additional management measures provision
as also requiring "the identification of important coastal areas - as contrasted to
individual land uses under paragraph (1) [section 6217(b)(1)] - that need additional
measures to protect against anticipated pollution problems. Unlike paragraph (1), the
imposition of additional measures are not contingent upon identified water quality
problems, and are to be established as a preventative step to avoid water quality
problems that might otherwise develop." Id.
For program approval, states will need to do the following:
1. identify coastal waters that are not attaining or maintaining applicable
water quality standards or protecting designated uses, or that are threatened
by reasonably foreseeable increases in pollution Ioadings from new or
expanding sources;
2. identify land uses that individually or cumulatively cause or threaten water
quality impairments in those coastal waters;
3. identify critical coastal areas;
4. develop a process for determining whether additional measures are necessary
to attain or maintain water quality standards in the waters identified above;

For purposes of section 6217(b), the definitions for water quality standards a~d designated uses are
those found in section 303 of the Clean Water Act and in 40 C.F.R. Part 131.
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5. describe the additional management measures the state will apply to the
identified land uses and critical coastal areas; and,
6. develop a program to ensure implementation of the additional management
measures within the time frame described in section IV.D.
"/"

These elements are discussed in greater detail in the following sectiom.
¯

2

IILD.I. Identification of coastal waters that arc not attaining or maintaini~
water quafity standards
For program approval, states must, at a minimum, identify the following as threatened or
impaired waters:
a. coastal waters identified in a state’s most recent report under section
305(b) of the CWA as "partially meeting" or "not meeting" designated uses or
as "threatened";
b. coastal waters listed by a state in accordance with the requirements of section
303(d)(1)(a) of the CWA requiring Total Maximum Daily Load calculations if
listing Ls due at least in part to nonpoint sources;
c. coastal waters listed by a state under CWA section 304(1) as impaired by
nonpoint source pollution;
d. coastal waters identified by a state as impaired or threatened by nonpoint
source pollution in an assessment submitted to EPA under section 319 of the
CWA or in any updates of the assessment.
States should also consider the results of water quality monitoring associated with
assessing the effectiveness of the (g) measures in attaining and maintaining water quality
standards when identifying impaired or threatened waters.
States should also identify coastal waters for which existing dilution calculations or
predictive models indicate nonattainment of water quality standards. O1:her organizations
and groups should be actively solicited for research they may be conducting or reporting.
For example, volunteer monitoring organizations, university researchers, the USDA,
NOAA, USGS, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services and a wide variety of state
agencies can be good sources of field data. In addition, states should examine waters for
which coastal water quality problems have been reported to the state by local, state or
Federal agencies, members of the public, or academic institutions.
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States should use the most current data available, including information generated in
evaluating the effectiveness of the (g) measures, and must describe the validity of the
data used to determine threatened or impaired waters. States should consider the
following in evaluating the validity of the data:
a. whether the assessments are based on monitored or evaluatedi data;
b. the limits on the availability of water quality information for coastal wetlands,
estuaries and groundwater resources that affect coastal waters; and,
c. the difference between each coastal waterbody’s current condition and the
condition needed to support the designated uses that the state has identified in its
water quality standards. (See Appendix F for examples of designated uses and
support levels).
NOAA and EPA require each state to identify its impaired and threatened coastal waters
in order to evaluate both the adequacy of the state’s identification of land uses required
by section 6217(b)(1) and the critical coastal areas required by section 6217(b)(2), and
the adequacy of its determination that additional management measures need to be
implemented. ,As part of the threshold review process (see section IV.B.), NOAA and
EPA will work with the state to evaluate the state’s water quality information. If the
information is incomplete, the state may be asked to develop reasonable, additional
information on water quality impairments. States are encouraged to complete water
quality assessments for coastal waters and estuaries. In addition, states are encouraged
to adopt water quality standards for marine waters and for common nonpoint source
pollutants such as nutrients.
IILD.2. Identification of land uses causing or threatening water
quality impalrment~
Once threatened and impaired coastal waters have been identified, as described in
section III.D.1, states must then identify those land uses that individually or cumulatively
cause or contribute to coastal water quality impairments. The land uses should include
the general nonpoint sources categories and subcategories described in the (g) guidance
and other land uses not mentioned in the (g) guidance that are or may be sources of
runoff and infiltration to coastal waters such as landfills and certain mining operations.
States should use the most current land use information available (local and state land
use maps, Geographic Information Systems, etc.) to identify these land uses. NOAA and
EPA encourage states to use maps to display identified land uses.
Water quality impacts may occur where a land use involves: (1) substantial disturbance to
the land or water resource; (2) substantial treatment, introduction, or creation of a
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nonpoint source pollutant; or (3) a substantial temporary or permanent change to the
hydrology or other natural characteristics of a land area or water resource.
Once general land use patterns and potential water quality impacts hawe been identified,
states should consider more specific land use characteristics to help determine whether
current or future uses are likely to cause or contribute to water quality impairments.
State should consider the biological and physical impacts of these land uses within the
watershed adjacent to the impaired or threatened waterbody or segment. States should
consider physical characteristics such as: topography/slope; soil characteristics
(erodibility, etc’,.); shoreline erosion characteristics; hydrology, in particular groundwater
linkages to coastal waters and high water tables; and the presence of forest and other
vegetated areas that may provide natural buffers or nutrient sinks. States should also
consider habitat and other biological impacts that may be caused by specific land uses.
The preferred source of information on the relationship between land uses and water
quality is "refereed" technical journals. However, other sources often will be needed
to fill gaps caused by a shortage of information relating land use to nonpoint source
impacts. Additional sources could include Federal and state publications, generally
accepted models (e.g., loading coefficients), and similar information. Sources used
by the state in identifying and evaluating the land uses should be cited in its coastal
nonpoint program.
llI.D.3. Identification of critical coastal arem
For program approval, a state must also identify and map critical coastal areas - as
contrasted to individual uses identified under paragraph (1) of section 6717(b) - that
need additional measures to protect against current and anticipated nonpoint pollution
problems. See section 6217(b)(2). The establishment of critical coastal areas should
focus on those areas in which new or substantially expanding land uses may cause or
contribute to the impairment of coastal water quality.
States have flexibility in their approach to delineating critical coastal areas.
The following two examples illustrate approaches for the establishment of critical
coastal areas.
Under the first approach, a state could establish the critical coastal area as a strip of land
along the portion(s) of the shoreline adjacent to threatened or impaired coastal waters.
Some states have programs that specify a land area along the shoreline of a waterbody
and that extend inland a uniform distance from the shoreline or from landward
boundaries of wetlands or heads of tides. Within this area, special controls such as
setbacks and low density zoning can be employed to protect coastal wate.rs.
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In establishing a critical coastal area along the shoreline, a state may omit areas where
1,
recent water quality assessments demonstrate that the coastal waterbody is neither
impaired nor threatened, and where a state can demonstrate that new land uses or
expansions of existing land uses will not contribute to a future threat or impairment of
the waterbody. For example, shoreline segments could be omitted if: (1) a state can
demonstrate that its coastal area is predominantly in Federal or state conservancy, the
use of which will not threaten coastal water quality, and that changing or expanding land
uses are not a concern; or (2) existing ordinances for an adjacent area effectively manage
new or expanding land uses (e.g., by controlling the extent of impervious surfaces and/or
the density of development along the coastal waters).
Under a second approach, a state could rely on site specific evaluations to determine the
extent of a critical coastal area. The critical coastal area could be established on an
ecosystem basis for the impaired or threatened coastal waters.~2 Under this approach,
states may include broader geographic areas in the critical area designation, starting with
shoreline segments adjacent to threatened or impaired coastal waters, and extending
inland to encompass significant coastal features or resources further inland. These
broader areas may include entire watersheds or portions of watersheds adjacent to
coastal waters, and may encompass significant biological features such as wetlands.
In selecting an approach, states should consider the following factors:

~:

¯

The nature of the coastal water quality problem(s) caused by
nonpoint sources.

¯

The extent to which the nonpoint sources are located adjacent to the
waterbodies as opposed to further inland.

¯

The physical and biological characteristics of the adjacent lands, such as
those described in the previous section on land use, thalt will affect the
extent to which uses of these lands will cause nonpoint source pollution
problems. (See section III.D.2.).

¯

Important biological features that should be included as a whole in critical
coastal areas, e.g. wetlands.

¯

The type(s), density and characteristics of the new or expanding land uses
that are anticipated and their expected effect(s) on water quality.

Ecosystem is defined as a biological community whose environment functions as an ecological unit.
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¯

The extent to which the above effects can be prevented or reduced by
implementation of (g) management measures and/or the additional
management measures for land uses.

NOAA and F.PA also encourage states to consider including other previously designated
areas within the critical coastal areas under this program. Such areas may include: areas
of particular concern designated as pan of state coastal zone management programs;
National Estuarine Research Reserves; National Marine Sanctuaries; and, significant
watershed areas within National Estuaries designated by EPA under section 320 of the
CWA. NOAA and EPA expect that this approach will help to fully integrate and
coordinate this new coastal nonpoint program with other existing progran~.
IILD.4. Process to implement additional management measu~
Once the land uses and critical coastal areas, described above, have been identified,
states must describe additional management measures applicable to those land uses and
areas in order to address the sources of nonpoint pollution. See section 6217(b)(3).
States will also need to develop a continuing process, includin-~--milestones, for
implementing, evaluating and, as necessary, revising the additional measures.
NOAA and EPA expect that it may be necessary for a state to provide for the
implementation of some additional management measures immediately and others only if
implementation of the (g) measures are shown to be insufficient to protect and restore
water quality. The two categories of additional management measures are:
1. Immediate Implementation: For the waterbodies identified in section III.D.I.,
states should evaluate the relative contributions from point and. nonpoint sources.
Where a threat or impairment of a particular water or waterbody segment is due
to nonpoint sources, the state should determine whether existing pollution
prevention activities and/or the implementation of the (g) measures will be
adequate to address the threat or impairment. If existing information indicates
that the implementation of the (g) measures will not be adequate to attain or
maintain water quality standards of the coastal waters or waterbody segment due
to contributions from nonpoint sources, then the state program must specify, at
the time of program submission, additional management measures applicable to
the appropriate land uses and critical coastal areas. Implementation of these
additional measures should begin at the time program approval is granted. Two
instances where additional management measures are most likely to be needed
immediately are: (1) where the (g) measures (or their equivalents) are already
being implemented under existing nonpoint source programs but water quality is
still impaired due to identifiable nonpoint sources; and (2) where states have
identified critical coastal areas pursuant to the description, in IILD.3. because new
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or expanding land uses threaten or impair coastal waters notwithstanding existing
nonpoint source controls.
2. Implementation based on performane~ of (g) measures: States should also
specify a ,continuing process for identifying, implementing, and revising, as
necessary, additional management measures after the program’s (g) measures have
been implemented. As the (g) measures are implemented, the states should
monitor their effectiveness and should verify whether water quality standards are
being attained or maintained and designated uses protected. If a state determines
that nonpoint sources contribute in whole or in part to water quality impairment
even after implementation of the (g) measures, then the state will need to provide
for the implementation of additional management measures. As discussed in
section IV.D. (Schedule for Program Implementation), additional measures under
these circumstances must be fully implemented within eight years of Federal
approval of the coastal nonpoint program. The additional management measures
also must be monitored to assess their effectiveness in attaining awd maintaining
water quality standards and protecting designated uses. Further refinements to
these management measures, the use of other additional measures, or
enforcement action may be necessary if water quality goals are still not met.
IILD.5. Selection of additional management me~res
Having determined the need for additional management measures under III.D.4., states
will then need to select the additional measures to be implemented. Like the (g)
measures, these measures can include a broad range of structural and nonstruetural
nonpoint source controls. Unlike the (g) measures, the additional measures need not
apply to all similar land uses throughout the 6217 management area. Rather, the
additional management measures apply only to those identified land use.,; and critical
coastal areas where further nonpoint source controls are necessary to ensure that coastal
water quality standards are attained or maintained and designated uses are protected.
For program approval, states are expected to provide the following information on the
additional management measures that will be implemented:
a. a discussion of the measure and the land uses and pollutants it is designed
to address;
b. evidence of the anticipated effectiveness of the measure in reducing nonpoint
pollution to meet water quality standards; and,
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c. a process for evaluating the effectiveness of the measures once they are
implemented, and a schedule for revising such measures, as necessary, to meet
water quality standards.1~
A number of alternatives are available to states in selecting the additional
management measures.
¯ States can select management measures not specified in the (g) guidance.
Under this alternative, states or local governments could develop very specific
additional management measures that could include buffer zones, low density
zoning, cluster development ordinances, conservation zoning, or other land use
measures best developed at the local level.
¯ States can apply the measures specified in the (g) guidance rnor¢
intensively (e.g., require a wider stream-side management area fi~r certain
forestry’ operations than that necessary to achieve the (g) guidance measures
for stream-side management).
¯ States can apply the measure specified in the (g) guidance more stringently
(e.g., require a higher removal rate for suspended solids for new urban
development than that specified in the (g) guidance measure).
¯
’

¯ States can provide management measures for land and water uses not
identified in the (g) guidance, or for sources excluded under the process
described in section III.C.1.
¯ States can employ innovative approaches as additional management measures.
For example, where there is adequate information, states could consider the use of
pollution trading for discharges from nonpoint and point sources or among
nonpoint sources in watersheds in order to attain or maintain water quality
standards in coastal waters and to protect designated uses.
Given the focused nature of additional management measures and the opportunity
to tailor the measures to local conditions, the requirement provides an excellent
opportunity to use local land use measures to control nonpoint source pollution. Thus
states are encouraged to work closely with local governments to develop, and implement
these measures.

EPA and NOAA will establish a schedule for evaluating the need for management measures revision,
which may be tied to 305(b) biennial water quality assessments. If these ass~;sments indicate that
water quality is not improving, the additional managcracnt measures already in place will need to be
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III.D.6. Using Innovative Pollutant Trading Technique~
One innovative approach that states could consider as they develop additional
management measures is pollutant trading. Pollutant trading is a concept that
enables one or more sources to meet less stringent treatment levels in exchange for
other sources meeting more stringent treatment levels than the levels they would
otherwise be required to meet. In appropriate situations, trading can result in more
cost-effective pollutant control.
There are two types of nonpoint source trades that are possible:
(1) Point-nonpoint source trading. A point source that has complied with its
technology-based requirements may be able to avoid or lessen more stringent
water-quality-based treatment requirements by obtaining the requisite (waterquality driven) reductions from nonpoint sources.
(2) Nonpoint-nonpoint source trading. A nonpoint source may apply more
stringent treatment than another one, and together the source:~ obtain the
requisite reductions.
Pollutant trading, to date, has been used only sparingly under the Clean Water Act.
Point-nonpoint trades have been approved in the Dillon Reservoir, Colorado (for
phosphorus) and for North Carolina’s Tar-Pamlico watershed (for nitl,,ogen).
The foilowin.g.factors, developed at a recent EPA conference on pollutant trading, should
be considered before considering the use of trading techniques~4:
1. Tradingis a potentially valuable tool, but its usefulness has not been
fully demonstrated.
2. Trading cannot be applied uniformly nationwide; it is si~e-specific and
local in nature.
3. Cause and effect water quality data, improved predictive modeling, and
definitive information on nonpoint source control effectiveness are all crucial
technical elements for trading.
4. Education and monitoring are both essential to the success ,of any
trading program.

A summary of that conference, "Administrator’s Point/Nonpoint Source Trading Initiative Meeting"
(August 1992) is available from EPA.
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Despite the formidable technical and administrative difficulties, EPA and NOAA
continueto believethat tradingoffers some potential water quality benefits and will work
to help state and local governments identify opportunities for beneficial trades and to
implement such trades.
,
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m.E. Technical A~istan~

1

For program approval, state coastal nonpoint programs will be required 1~o provide for
technical and other assistance to local governments and the public for implementing the
additional management measures (section 6217(b)(4)). This may include "assistance in
developing ordinances and regulations, technical guidance, and modeling to predict and
assess the effectiveness of such measures, training, financial incentives, demonstration
projects, and other innovations to protect coastal water quality and desi~maated uses."
States are also encouraged to provide assistance to local governments and the public on
the implementation of the (g) measures.

9

In order to tailor the type and scale of their technical assistance activities, states should
identify those aspects of the program requiring implementation at the regional or local
level and the situations where regional entities or localities may need additional expertise
and/or experience. In designing the assistance program, NOAA and EPA expect that
states will consult with regional and local governments regarding their concerns about
implementation, and with the public about its needs and concerns. For certain
management measures, training sessions and certification programs conducted by the
state for regional and local officials may be appropriate. For others the tinancing of
demonstration projects may be an effective means of enhancing implementation. NOAA
and EPA will provide support to states in the implementation of this technical assistance,
as requested.
The statute states that technical and other assistance shall be provided to the public as
well as to local governments. The technical assistance to the public should include help
in solving individual problems and information on how citizen groups can participate in
the development and implementation of state programs (e.g., monitoring).
Ata minimum,the state coastal nonpoint program should discuss the types of technical
assistance that will be provided to support implementation of additional management
measures for each of the major land use categories identified in a state’s program. States
should identify the agency that will provide the technical assistance, the intended
recipients of the assistance, and a schedule of when such assistance will be available.
NOAA and EPA are committed to providing technical assistance to the states in the
development and implementation of their coastal nonpoint programs. EPA has
assembled a great deal of technical information during development of the (g) guidance,
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and is continuing to add to this collection. This information will be available to the states
in a variety of formats, including bibliographies and summaries, botl~ in hard copy and by
electronic bulletin board. NOAA and EPA will hold a series of national and regional
meetings with state and local officials to discuss their technical assistance needs.
Throughout the development and implementation of the coastal nonpoint programs,
NOAA and EPA will maintain a dialogue with the states and will provide technical
assistance whenever possible. NOAA and EPA will also work with other Federal
agencies and will encourage them to use their expertise to assist the states in the
development and implementation of the state programs.

0
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III.F. Public Participation
For program approval, states must provide opportunities for public participation in all
aspects of the program (section 6217(b)(5)). Congress intended the public to have the
opportunity to be extensively involved in the development and implementation of the
state coastal nonpoint programs, calling not only for public participation, but also for
public education.
As an integral part of the coastal nonpoint program, the goals of the public involvement
and education program should be defined by the state before it begins to develop
coastal nonpoint program. The public will need to be involved as early as possible in the
development and implementation of the coastal nonpoint program, and the process
should seek to promote and maintain the public’s long-term commitment to the program.
Each state must demonstrate that its coastal nonpoint program has undergone public
review and comment prior to submittal to NOAA and EPA. Specifically, a state will
need to demonstrate that it has provided opportunities for public comment prior to
determining which management measures will be used, what enforceable policies and
mechanisms should be employed to ensure implementation of the identified measures,
the geographic scope of the coastal nonpoint program, the identification of land uses and
critical coastal areas, and the selection and implementation of additional management
measures. Depending on the type of threshold review a state selects, there may also
need to be public participation as part of that process (see section IV.B.).

~,~

The public involvement and education program should include a schedule for initial
public contact and education activities, and milestones for further involvement throughout
the development and implementation of the coastal nonpoint program. These milestones
will need to address public participation, particularly in the development phase, and
public education, particularly in the implementation phase. The coastal nonpoint
program should also describe how the state expects to fund the public involvement and
education programs, including both program development and implementation activities
(e.g., Federal funds, state and local funds, or the innovative use of private sector dollars).
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As part of the public participation and education programs, states should describe how
they will periodically evaluate the effectiveness of these prograrm.

V
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Public education programs are expected to target several types of audiences, including
those regulated or affected by the program (e.g., farmers, building contractors, and
marina operators) and those that can assist with program implementation (e.g.,
conservation organizations and county extension agents). In the implementation phase of
the coastal nonpoint program, volunteers may be a very valuable source of assistance.
For example, Federal and state funds often are limited for water quality monitoring
programs, but volunteers can help to fill the gap. While clearly supp]lemental to
professional data collection, a number of states have successfully used volunteers in their
programs. Although costs will be incurred for training volunteers and supporting staff
time to coordinate the volunteer efforts, studies and reports demonstrate that volunteers
can effectively provide accurate, useful long-term water quality monitoring data.

m.G. Administrative Coordination
For program approval, the coastal nonpoint program must include administrative
coordination mechanisms (section 6217(b)(6)). At a minimum, the coastal nonpoint
program must include a list of state, regional and local agencies that ~ll play a role in
developing and implementing the state nonpoint program. The list should describe the
mission, structure and operation of the agencies as they relate to nonpoint source
pollution control, and identify the specific role to be played by each agency in the coastal
nonpoint program.
A variety of mechanisms can be used to improve coordination among the agencies
involved in the coastal nonpoint program and to ensure that the various programs are
fulfilling their responsibilities to implement the applicable provisions of the program.
These mechanisms include, but are not limited to:
¯

Memoranda of Agreement/Understanding describing specific agency roles
and points of coordination

¯

Joint permitting processes

¯

Formal interagency comments during other agencies’ permitting processes

¯

Cross training of staff in other agencies’ programs

¯

Temporary assignment of staff to other agencies, e.g., Intergovernmental
Personnel Agreements

._~
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¯

Interagency task forces (e.g., those associated with national
estuary programs)

¯

Interagency advisory committees

¯

Regularly scheduled interageney staff meeting~

¯

State statutes/regulations describing expectations for interagency
cooperation and coordination

The mechanisms selected to ensure coordination among participating agencies should be
in place when the coastal nonpoint program is submitted to NOAA and EPA for review
and approval. The coastal nonpoint program should also explain how the state will
measure the effectiveness of program coordination and should provide a schedule for
periodic evaluation and reporting of the results to NOAA and EPA.
NOAA and EPA will work with other Federal agencies at the national level to ensure
their understanding and cooperation in the development of the coastal nonpoint
programs. NOAA and EPA will also work to assist in resolving conflicts that may occur
between states and Federal agencies during the development and imph’,mentation of the
state coastal nonpoint program.
III.H. Enfonmable Policies and Me~han~rm
Section 306(d)(16) of the CZMA states that, "[b]efore approving a management
program submitted by a coastal state, the Secretary shall find the following: ... It]he
management program contains enforceable policies and mechanisms to implement the
applicable requirements of the Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program of the
State required by section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments
of 1990." The Act further provides that, "[e]ach State which submits a :management
program for approval under section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act of
1972, as amended by this subtitle (including a State which submitted a program before
the date of enactment of this Act), shall demonstrate to the Secretary -- ... that the
program complies with section 306(d)(16) of that Act by not later than 30 months
after the date of publication of final guidance under section 6217(g) of this Act."
The statute includes a definition of "enforceable policy" in section 304(6a) of the
CZMA: "It]he term "enforceable policy" means State policies which are: legally binding
through constitutional provisions, laws, regulations, land use plans, ordirmnces, or
judicial or administrative decisions, by which a State exerts control over private and
public land and water uses and natural resources in the coastal zone."
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NOAA interprets the term "applicable requirements" in section 306(d)(16) of the
CZMA to include the implementation, at a minimum, of: (1) management measures
in conformity with the guidance developed under section 6217(g) in order to protect
coastal waters generally, and (2) such additional management measures applicable to
land uses and critical areas identified in the program as are necessary to maintain or
restore coastal water quality and protect designated uses.

¯

States can design a coastal nonpoint program that uses a variety of effective regulatory
and/or non-regulatory approaches in order to meet the requirement for enforceable
policies and mechanisms. Non-regulatory approaches must be backed by enforceable
state authority which ensures that the management measures will be implemented.
States are expected to demonstrate that they have the authority to take enforcement
actions where incentive or other programs do not result in implementation of
management measures, or where significant harm to coastal waters is found or
threatened. The selection and design of enforceable policies can be tailored to
specific state or local circumstances. The approaches states choose should take into
account the nature of the activity and existing institutions and authorities. States may
also want to evaluate the costs and benefits of various approaches. States may include
existing and/or new enforceable polices and mechanisms in their coastal nonpoint
programs. Whatever enforceable policies and mechanisms a state use-% they must
meet the threshold test in section 306(d)(16) of ensuring implementation of the
applicable requirements, (e.g., management measures as described abe,re).
Enforceable policies may be established through state, regional or local authorities.
Where implementation occurs at the regional or local levels, the state must be able to
exert or retain authority to ensure local implementation in accordance with the
federally approved coastal nonpoint program.
reflected in the section 6217(g) management measures guidance, a state may need
to develop different approaches or requirements for new and existing sources. For
example, the (g) guidance specifies separate management measures for’ the installation
of new onsite disposal systems and for the operation of existing onsite disposal
systems. States may want to consider these differences in designing enforceable
policies and mechanisms for implementing the various management measures to
restore and protect coastal waters.
To ensure the effective implementation of the enforceable policies and mechanisms,
states should educate the public about the importance of the management measures
and should provide technical assistance to local governments and the affected
interests. While public education and technical assistance programs alone may not be
used to fulfill the requirement for enforceable policies and mechanisms (except as
noted below), these programs can enhance the success of both regulatory and
non-regulatory programs.
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Although the (g) guidance includes educational programs as practices under a number
of management measures, only the measures for urban pollution prevention and
marina public education require educational programs as part of the management
measures itself. For these measures, a demonstration that the state ’will conduct
educational activities will be adequate, and, therefore the state programs need not
include enforceable policies and mechanisms for these two measures.
Similarly, the guidance contains management measures which call for the state to
promote the restoration of wetlands and riparian areas, and the use of engineered
vegetated treatment systems such as constructed wetlands or filter strips. A
demonstration that the state will promote these efforts will be adequate to respond,
and the state will not be required to include enforceable policies and mechanisms in
its coastal nonpoint program for these two measures.
The next two subsections describe examples of the various approaches that a state
might consider in developing enforceable policies and mechanisms. The presence in a
state coastal nonpoint program of enforceable policies and mechanisms identical to
the examples does not necessarily guarantee approval of these approaches because
NOAA and EPA will need to evaluate a state’s enforceable policies and mechanisms
in the context of that state’s complete coastal nonpoint program.
HI.H.1. Regulato~ approache~
One way to implement the requirement for enforceable policies and mechanisms in
the coastal nonpoint program is the traditional regulatory approach. Examples of
regulatory approaches include permit programs, local zoning, or direct requirements
contained in state statutes.
Permit progratm
If a state chooses a permitting approach, it has flexibility in the type of permits it
uses: individual and general. An individual permit is written for a sl~cific entity.
For example, states and localities can issue individual permits for onsite sewage
disposal systems prior to home construction. These permits can require
implementation of the management measures related to the siting, design, installation,
operation, inspection, and maintenance of new systems. These permits also may be
renewed periodically to ensure that the system continues to operate p~roperly and/or is
pumped out at specified intervals. Implementation of the management measures for
the operation of onsite sewage disposal systems can be accomplished through these
permit renewals. Other types of individual permits such as coastal development,
building, or grading permits can be used to ensure that a number of the urban
management measures are implemented.
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A state can also issue general permits for specific source categories. These permits
prescribe management measures that must be adopted by all entities that meet the
category definition. The state would conduct an education program to notify the
targeted entities that they must comply with the conditions of the general permit.
Individual permits may be issued or penalties imposed for non-compliance.
For example, a general permit can require farmers to adopt management measures
for various facets of their operation: e.g., nutrient management, pesticide
management, and livestock management. Farmers would choose site-specific
management practices from technical guidance provided by the state.

L,
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In another example, general permits are currently allowed for certain storm wat
discharges under section 402(p), e.g., construction activities. Persons engaged in

construction activities would have to undertake certain sediment and erosion control

practices as conditions of a general permit. If recipients of a general permit fail to
meet conditions of the permit by not adopting the management measures, they may
face enforcement actions or could be required to apply for an individual permit
containing more detailed management, reporting, and inspection requirements.

Many local governments already use zoning ordinances to set conditions on
development. For example, local zoning ordinances may restrict the siting of marinas
to protect sensitive areas such as shellfish beds, and could, therefore, be used to
implement the management measures for marina siting. States could provide
oversight of these local decisions by setting the standards by which the zoning
ordinances are adopted and by retaining appeal of local decisions if they do not meet
the state standards. In addition, local zoning may be an effective mechanism to
implement additional management measures. For example, a state may direct local
governments to adopt provisions restricting land uses in critical coastal areas to protect
and restore water quality.
Direct state statutory requiremenls
A state may adopt laws that directly require or prohibit certain activities in certain
areas as a way to implement some of the management measures. While not requiring
a permit per se, state forest practices acts can require forest operators to maintain
streamside management areas as part of their plans of operation. This mechanism
could provide a way to implement a number of forestry management measures.
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Enforcement under the regulatory approach could be triggered for failure to obtain or
comply with a permit, zoning ordinance, or direct statutory requirement. Enforcement
actions may include cease and desist orders, administrative orders, fines, or in certain
cases, criminal penalties. Fines can be punitive or can be based on the economic
benefit an entity gained from not implementing the management measures or the cost
of restoring the environment from harm caused by the noncompliance. Enforcement
may be triggered when inspections or monitoring programs show that operators are
failing to implement the (g) measures or the additional management measures.

"~
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I!LH.2. Non-regulatory approacix~
Although regulatory approaches may be well suited for certain nonpoint sources, they
may be difficult to design and implement for other sources. In addition, efforts to
control some nonpoint sources historically have relied almost solely on non-regulatory
programs. Accordingly, a state has the flexibility to employ economic incentive,
disincentive, or innovative approaches to address these types of sources, provided that
the state can ensure such approaches will result in the necessary implementation of
the (g) management measures and additional management measures. :States will have
to include back-up enforcement authority for voluntary programs. Such back-up
authority could include sunset provisions for incentive programs. For example, a state
could provide that if too few operators participate in a tax incentive program, the state
would develop additional incentives or mandatory requirements to achieve the
necessary implementation of management measures.
Non-regulatory approaches may use financial mechanisms to encourage or discourage
certain behaviors. State tax credits, tax deductions, tax rebates, cost-share programs,
performance bonds, or loan programs are economic incentives that are often used to
encourage changes in behavior. Economic disincentives include increased taxes, fees,
or pricing structures. There are a variety of economic tools that states can use;
however, each state should analyze the relative effectiveness of the tools in
implementing the management measures before applying them in a given situation.
Economic incentive~
.~tate economic incentives can be used to provide financial support to guarantee
mplementation of some management measures. For example, as a condition of the
eceipt of state agricultural cost-share funds, farmers can be required to fully
mplement specific management measures (e.g., sediment and erosion control, nutrient
nanagement, pesticide management). Cost-share funds can also be used to ensure
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that some of the forestry management measures are implemented (e.g., road
construction/reconstruction, road management, revegetation of disturbed areas).
State tax credits, deductions, or rebates could be granted or pricing s~Iructures created
to encourage the adoption of water efficiency measures to implement urban
management measures for onsite disposal systems (e.g., marginal cost water pricing to
encourage conservation of water, installation of low-flow plumbing fixtures). States
could set up grant or low interest loan programs to help individuals finance capital
expenditures associated with management measures such as replacing failing onsite
disposal systems, installing animal waste controls, stabilizing eroding shorelines using
vegetative methods, or constructing pumpout facilities for marinas.
Although economic incentive programs can be very effective in many eases, states
should recognize their limitations. Incentive programs can be very expensive for a
state to administer and implement, and state revenues will be required to support
them. In addition, if such approaches are used alone, it may be difficult to establish
the rate of cost-share or tax credits at a level that guarantees widespread adoption of
the management measures. A~ a state raises the level of financial support, the costs
of the incentive program will increase.
Economic disincentives
States can also develop economic disincentive programs to implement some
management measures. Fees, taxes, or price increases on specific items can be used
to reach the level specified in the management measures. For example, increased
prices may be used to stimulate water conservation (or modifications to pricing
structures that inadvertently encourage high consumption). Similarly, taxes or fees
may be levied on products to discourage their inefficient use.
States also should recognize the limitations on the effectiveness of disincentive
programs. The success of these approaches depends on the level of the tax or fee
relative to the price of the good. If a tax or fee is too high, it may change behavior
more than is necessary to meet the management measure. If a tax or fee is too low, it
may not change behavior sufficiently to adequately implement the management
measures. However, a fee could be supplemented by other approaches to meet the
measure. Despite these limitations, the use of mechanisms such as taxes and fees has
the advantage of generating program revenues.
Other innovative approaches
States also may use more innovative approaches to encourage management measure
implementation. Trading of pollution control requirements among point and nonpoint
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sources or among nonpoint sources may be a useful tool in implementing additional
management measures to meet water quality standards in a particular waterbody.
(See discussion in section III.D.6.)
States may require that performance bonds be posted before an entity engages in an
activity requiring management measure implementation. For example, prior to
authorizing a channelization project, a state could require a developer to post a bond
to ensure that proper design and construction activities occur. When the developer
complies with the practices, the bond will be returned. If not, the bond will be
forfeited to the state. Bonds can also be used to ensure that proper ,operation and
maintenance acth, ities occur.
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As mentioned earlier, states may enhance the success of these non-regulatory
approaches through education programs. For example, as part of an existing pesticide
applicators’ licensing program, states may require that applicators be educated on
management measures and appropriate practices and may require certification of
course attendance.
In conclusion, NOAA and EPA expect that states will employ a range of approaches
in crafting enforceable policies and mechanisms to implement the (g) management
measures and additional management measures. A state coastal nonpoint program
should indicate clearly what approaches and authorities the state will rely on to meet
the requirement for enforceable policies and mechanisms and should describe how the
approaches will ensure the necessary implementation of the management measures,
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IV. PROGRAM SUBMISSION, APPROVAL AND IMPLEMENTATION
The legislative history of section 6217 states that "coastal nonpoint pc,llution control
programs are not intended to supplant existing coastal zone management programs
and nonpoint source management programs. Rather, they are to serve as an update
and expansion of existing programs." ld. See also section 6217(a)(2). The legislative
history indicates that the central purpose of section 6217 is to strengthen the links
between Federal and state coastal zone management and water quality programs and
to enhance state and local efforts to manage land use activities that degrade coastal
waters and coastal habitats.
The sections below describe several aspects of the approval process. ;States may elect
to undertake "threshold reviews" with NOAA and EPA. Under certain circumstances,
NOAA and EPA may grant "conditional approvals" for state coastal nonpoint
programs. The last step in the process is "final approval" by NOAA and EPA. When
a state coastal nonpoint program receives final approval, it will automatically be
incorporated into the state’s coastal management and nonpoint source programs.
IV.A. Pmg~am Submission and NOAA/EPA Review
Within 30 months after the publication of EPA’s (g) guidance, states must submit their
coastal nonpoint programs to NOAA and EPA for approval. Appendix G contains a
listing of the information that needs to be included in the state’s submission.
The statute requires the Secretary of Commerce to make a determination whether
the portions of the state’s program under the Secretary’s authority meet the
requirements of section 6217, and likewise, the Administrator of the EPA must make
a determination whether the portions under the Administrator’s authority meet the
requirements of section 6217. If both officials determine that the requirements
of section 6217 have been met and each agency official concurs with the other’s
determination, then the program will be approved. As stated previously, NOAA
and EPA have determined as a matter of policy that neither agency will approve a
state’s coastal nonpoint program until the program meets all the Federal approval
requirements as determined by both agencies. NOAA and EPA (including both
headquarters and regional offices) will coordinate their review of the coastal
nonpoint program.
IV.B. Threshold Review
A state may request that NOAA and EPA conduct a threshold review of its proposed
coastal nonpoint program. The threshold review is an initial review by NOAA and
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EPA of a state’s approach to specific elements of its coastal nonpoin:t program. The
review would address key issues and decision points (e.g., identification of sources,
geographic scope, alternative management measures) that a state may wish to discuss
prior to drafting its coastal nonpoint program. The intent of this early review is
twofold. First, the process would allow the state, NOAA and EPA to discuss the
state’s approach to certain program elements before the state invests. substantial
resources in program development. Second, it would help states set priorities and
focus early on the final program, particularly on elements, such as e~tforceable policies
and mechanisms, that may take time to adopt. Threshold reviews may take the form
of informal consultations or a more formal process. The requirements for each type
of review are discussed below.
Informal Review
The first type of threshold review would be an informal consultation between a state
and NOAA and EPA. The informal threshold review should occur as early in the
program development process as is practical.
A state would initiate the threshold review by developing a threshold review package
that briefly describes how it expects to address the requirements for the coastal
nonpoint program. NOAA and EPA will provide additional information for states to
use in preparing for the threshold review.
NOAA and EPA will review the information and will work with the s~tate coastal and
nonpoint agencies to refine the state’s approach, as necessary. Public participation in
an informal threshold review is not required; however, states may decide to involve the
public in some aspects of the process.
Formal Review
States may wish to undertake a more formal review of specific program elements prior
to submitting their final program. NOAA and EPA may issue preliminary findings on
the approvability of elements of the program. The purpose of these findings would be
to increase the predictability of the final review process, although these findings would
still be subject to the outcome of review of the program in its entirety.
As with the informal review, a more formal review is optional. However, if a state
wishes to take advantage of this form of threshold review, it should submit, at a
minimum, the following information: a description of the portion(s) of the coastal
nonpoint program which the state wishes to have reviewed, an analysis of how that
portion(s) meets the program requirements, the specific management :measures
addressed by that portion(s) of the program, a description of opportunities for public
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review and comment, and to the extent possible, how that portion(s) would fit in with
and relate to the remainder of the program.
Unlike the informal threshold review, the formal review process must include
opportunities for public participation and review. Prior to seeking formal review, the
state must provide a minimum period of 30 days in which the public is given the
opportunity to review and comment upon all portions of the program being submitted
to NOAA and EPA for their preliminary findings. The public notice for the review
period must indicate that the state is seeking such findings from the Federal agencies
on the specific portions of its coastal nonpoint program. It must also include a
description of the submitted portions and how they address the 6217 requirements.
NOAA and EPA also expect the state to consider any comments received prior to
finalizing the submitted portion(s) of the program.
NOAA and EPA will review the submissions and determine, as a preliminary matter,
whether they meet the specified program requirements. NOAA and EPA will provide
the state with written preliminary tindings. Elements that have received preliminary
findings would still be subject to the final approval process, including public
participation, as pan of the state’s submission of its final coastal nonpoint program.

States are expected to submit a coastal nonpoint pollution control program that meets
all the requirements of section 6217 at the time of the statutory deadline for program
submission. However, NOAA and EPA recognize that in limited situations, a state
might submit a program for which all state enforceable policies and mechanisms
necessary to implement the applicable program requirements are in place, but that will
require further development of state, regional, or local authorities, or administrative
mechanisms, to ensure close coordination with existing plans and programs as required
by 6217(a)(2). In other cases, a state might have a substantial majority of the required
state enforceable policies and mechanisms in place, but need additional time to
develop other state enforceable policies and mechanisms to ensure implementation of
all applicable program requirements.
In either situation, NOAA and EPA may elect to exercise their discretion and grant
conditional approval of the state coastal nonpoint program. Final approval of the
program would be conditioned upon the state’s ability to demonstrate that all
necessary enforceable policies and mechanisms are in place. It should be noted,
however, that a conditional approval will not postpone the date by which NOAA and
EPA expect full implementation of the (g) measures. As discussed in section IV.D.
below, these measures are to be fully implemented within three years of the first
Federal approval action regardless of whether that approval is final or conditional.
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Conditional approval of the program will be granted only in situations where the state
can demonstrate its ability to ensure adoption of the necessary regulations or local
ordinances or obtain state authorities for the remaining portions of the program.
NOAA and EPA will consider the following factors in evaluating a state’s submittal for
conditional approval:
.
¯

Scope and significance of nonpoint sources addressed and the geographic
coverage for the enforceable policies and mechanisms already in place;

¯

Status of efforts to date to obtain the remaining enforceable policies and
meehanisrm;

¯

The state’s plan and reasonable timetable for obtaining the remaining
enforceable policies and mechanisms; and,

¯

The presence, in the submitted program, of enforceable policies and
mechanisms for additional management measures to be implemented
immediately to protect and improve coastal water quality.
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In cases in which NOAA and EPA grant conditional approval of a state’s program, the
state and local enforceable policies or mechanisms necessary to satisfy the condition~
will be required to be adopted within one year from the date of conditional approval.
Undertovery
limited
NOAA and
EPA may
a state an additional
year
obtain
the circumstances,
required enforceable
policies
andgrant
mechanisms.
If the state is able
to satisfy the conditions within the required period, final approval of the program will
be granted. Conditional approval does not alter the program implementation schedule
described in section IV.D. below.
If NOAA and EPA find that a state fails to submit an approvable program or fails to
meet the conditions for full approval, both section 319 and section 306 funds will be
withheld according to the schedule described below.

~..
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IV.D. Schextule for Program Implementation
NOAA and EPA expect states to fully implement management measures, including
alternative measures in conformity with the measures specified in the (g) guidance,
within three years of Federal approval of the program and to fully implement
additional measures within eight years of that Federal approval.1~ That is, if state
"Federal approval" as used in this section means the first Federal approval action, whether final or
conditional. For states receiving conditional approval, the implementation schedule begias to run at
the time that conditional, rather than final, approval is granted.

~
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programs are submitted in July, 1995 and approved by NOAA and EPA in January,
1996, the (g) measures must be fully implemented by January, 1999 and the additional
measures by January, 2004. The period for implementation of additional measures
includes a two year period for evaluating the implementation of the (g) measures and
a three year period for implementing the additional management measures.
Under the statute, the purpose of the states’ coastal nonpoint programs is to protect
and restore coastal waters. This purpose is advanced by establishing a schedule that
requires managementmeasure implementationas soon as poss~le. In addition,
NOAA and EPA believe that states should begin implementing certain additional
management measures at the time of program approval to ensure that the statutory
goal of attaining and maintaining coastal water quality standards is achieved.
However, it is recognized that it may be necessary to defer implementation of other
additional management measures until the (g) measures are in place and their
effectiveness is monitored. The statute also requires continuing revision of the
additional management measures to ensure that water quality standards are met.
For new sources, NOAA and EPA interpret full implementation to mean that new
sources within each identified nonpoint source category or subcategory would be
subject to the management measures at the time of Federal approval. Full
implementation of management measures for existing sources (e.g., existing
agricultural operations or existing urban development) means that each identified
category and subcategory of existing sources is expected to implement the
management measures to which they are subject not later than three years after
Federal approval.
The state coastal nonpoint program should include milestones established at
appropriate intervals within the three year implementation period, by which progress
toward full :implementation can be assessed in terms of management measures in
place and water quality protection achieved. This schedule should ensure that sources
having the most significant impact on coastal waters are addressed first. NOAA and
EPA will monitor progress of state implementation as part of program and grant
reporting requirements under section 319 of the CWA, section 306 of the CZMA, and
regular program evaluations under section 312 of the CZMA. States not making
satisfactory progress in meeting their milestones may be subject to loss of funds
awarded under section 319, as well as to sanctions imposed under section 312 of
the CZMA.
State coastal nonpoint programs must also include a schedule and milestones for
implementation of additional measures. Implementation of additional management
measures for critical areas and for those land uses (sources) for which state authorities
already require management measures in conformity with the (g) management
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measures but where coastal water quality is still threatened or impaired, should begin
at the time of Federal approval.

0

IV.E. Program Approval Standards, Implementation and Penalties
Both EPA and NOAA will base their review of a state’s coastal nonpoint program on
whether the state has met the requirements of the statute. NOAA and EPA will
perform their review consistent with the interpretation set forth in this guidance.
NOAA and EPA will consult with the states during the six month review period above.
The states will have an opportunity to amend their submission, if necessary, subject to
the public participation requirements and time constraints.
If either NOAA or EPA determines that a state has failed to submit art approvable
coastal nonpoint program, the relevant penalties will be levied both on section 306
coastal management grants and section 319 nonpoint source grants. The penalties
start at 10% in fiscal year 1996, and increase to 15% in FY 1997, 20% in FY 1998,
and 30% in FY 1999 and each fiscal year thereafter. In the case of the coastal zone
management program, the penalty is based upon the grants otherwise available to a
state in the current fiscal year. In the case of the section 319 nonpoint source
management program, the penalty is based on the grant amount awarded to the state
for the preceding fiscal year. Given the joint approval process, no state will
experience penalties to only one program. Funds withheld by NOAA and EPA will be
made available to states with approved coastal nonpoint programs.
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APPENDIX A: Section 6217 of the Coastal Zone Act Re.authorization

Amendments of 1990
P.L. 101-508
SEC. 6217. PROTECTING COASTAL WATERS.
(a) IN GENERAL(1) PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT.-Not later than 30 months after the date of the
publication of final guidance under subsection (g), each State for which a
management program has been approved pursuant to section ."106 of the Coastal
Zone Management Act of 1972 shall prepare and submit to the Secretary and the
Administrator a Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program for approval pursuant
to this section. The purpose of the program shall be to develop and implement
management measures for nonpoint source pollution to restore and protect coastal
waters, working in close conjunction with other State and local a~,~thorities.
(2) PROGRAM COORDINATION.-A State program under this section shall be
coordinated closely with State and local water quality plans and programs developed
pursuant to sections 208, 303, 319, and 320 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (33 U.S.C. 1288, 1313, 1329, and 1330) and with State plans developed pursuant
to the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended by this Act. The program
shall serve as an update and expansion of the State nonpoint source management
program developed under section 319 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
as the program under that section relates to land and water uses affecting coastal
waters.
(b) PROGRAM CONTENTS.-Each State program under this section shall provide for
the implementation, at a minimum, of management measures in conformity with the
guidance published under subsection (g), to protect coastal waters generally, and shall also
contain the following:
(1) IDENTIFYING
USES.-The identification of, and a continuing process
for identifying, land uses which, individually or cumulatively, may c~tuse or contn’bute
significantly to a degradation of(A) those coastal waters where there is a failure to attain or maintain
applicable water quality standards or protect designated uses, as determined
by the State pursuant to its water quality planning processes; or
(B) those coastal waters that are threatened by reasonably foreseeable
increases in pollution loadings from new or expanding sources.
(2) IDENTIFYING CRITICAL COASTAL AREAS.-The identiification of, and a
continuing process for identifying, critical coastal areas adjacent to coastal waters
referred to in paragraph (1)(A) and (B), within which any new land uses or
substantial expansion of existing land uses shall be subject to management measures
in addition to those provided for in subsection (g).
(3) MANAGEMENT MEASURES.-The implementation and continuing revision
from time to time of additional management measures applicable to the land uses
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and areas identified pursuant to paragraphs (1) and (2) that are necessary to achieve
and maintain applicable water quality standards under section 303 of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1313) and protect designated uses.
(4) TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.-The provision of technical and other assistance
to local governments and the public for implementing the measures referred to in
paragraph (3), which may include assistance in developing ordinances and regulations,
technical guidance, and modeling to predict and assess the effectiveness of such
measures, training, financial incentives, demonstration projects, and other innovations
to protect coastal water quality and designated uses
(5) PUBLIC PARTICIPATION.-Opportunities for public participation in all
aspects of the program, including the use of public notices and opportunities for
comment, nomination procedures, public hearings, technical and :financial assistance,
public education, and other means.
(6) ADMINISTRATIVE COORDINATION.-The establishment of mechanisms to
improve coordination among State agencies and between State and local officials
responsible for land use programs and permitting, water quality permitting and
enforcement, habitat protection, and public health and safety, through the use of joint
project review, memoranda of agreement, or other mechanisms.
(7) STATE COASTAL ZONE BOUNDARY MODIFICATION.-A proposal to
modify the boundaries of the State coastal zone as the coastal management agency
of the State determines is necessary to implement the recommendations made
pursuant to subsection (e). If the coastal management agency does not have the
authority to modify such boundaries, the program shall include recommendations for
such modifications to the appropriate State authority.
(c) PROGRAM SUBMISSION, APPROVAL, AND IMPLEMENTATION.(1) REVIEW AND APPROVAL-Within 6 months after the date of submission by
a State of a program pursuant to this section, the Secretary and the Administrator
shall jointly review the program. The program shall be approved if(A) the Secretary determines that the portions of the program under the
authority of the Secretary meet the requirements of this section and the
Administrator concurs with that determination; and
(B) the Administrator determines that the portions of the program under the
authority of the Administrator meet the requirements of this section and the
Secretary concurs with that determination.
(2) IMPLEMENTATION OF APPROVED PROGRAM.-If the program of a State
is approved in accordance with paragraph (1), the State shall implement the program,
including the management measures included in the program pursuant to subsection
(b), through(A) changes to the State plan for control of nonpoint source pollution
approved under section 319 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act; and
(B) changes to the State coastal zone management program developed under
section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972,. as amended by this
Act.
(3) WITHHOLDING COASTAL MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCI~.-If the
Secretary finds that a coastal State has failed to submit an approvable program as
required by this section, the Secretary shall withhold foi" each ~iscal year until such
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a program is submitted a portion of grants otherwise available to the State for the
fiscal year under section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as
follows:
(A) 10 percent for fiscal year 1996.
(B) 15 percent for fiscal year 1997.
(C) 20 percent for fiscal year 1998.
(D) 30 percent for fiscal year 1999 and each fiscal year thereafter.
The Secretary shall make amounts withheld under this paragraph available to coastal
States having programs approved under this section.
(4) WITHHOLDING WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ASSISTANCE.-If the
Administrator finds that a coastal State has failed to submit an approvable program
as required by this section, the Administrator shall withhold from grants available to
the State under section 319 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, for each
fiscal year until such a program is submitted, an amount equal to a percentage of the
grants awarded to the State for the preceding fiscal year under that section, as
follows:
(A) For fiscal year 1996, 10 percent of the amount awarded for
fiscal year 1995.
(B) For fiscal year 1997, 15 percent of the amount awarded for
fiscal year 1996.
(C) For fiscal year 1998, 20 percent of the amount awarded for
fiscal year 1997.
(D) For fiscal year 1999 and each fiscal year thereafter,~ 30 percent of the
amount awarded for fiscal year 1998 or other preceding fiscal year.
The Administrator shall make amounts withheld under this paragraph available to
States having programs approved pursuant to this subsection.
(d) TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.-The Secretary and the Administrator shall provide
technical assistance to coastal States and local governments in developing and implementing
programs under this section. Such assistance shall include(1) methods for assessing water quality impacts associated with coastal land uses;
(2) methods for assessing the cumulative water quality effects of coastal
development;
(3) maintaining and from time to time revising an inventory of model ordinances,
and providing other assistance to coastal States and local governments in identifying,
developing, and implementing pollution control measures; and
(4) methods to predict and assess the effects of coastal land use management
measures on coastal water quality and designated uses.
(e) INLAND COASTAL ZONE BOUNDARIES.(1) REVIEW.-The Secretary, in consultation with the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency, shall, within 18 months after the effective date of
this title, review the inland coastal zone boundary of each coas~tal State program
which has been approved or is proposed for approval under section 306 of the
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, and evaluate whether the State’s coastal
zone boundary extends inland to the extent necessary to control the land and water
uses that have a significant impact on coastal waters of the State.
(2) RECOMMENDATION.-If the Secretary, in consultation with the
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Administrator, finds that modifications to the inland boundaries of a State’s coastal
zone are necessary for that State to more effectively manage land and water uses to
protect coastal waters, the Secretary, in consultation with the Administrator, shall
recommend appropriate modifications in writing to the affected State.
(f) FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.(1) IN GENERAL.-Upon request of a State having a program approved under
section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, the Secretary, in
consultation with the Administrator, may provide grants to the State for use for
developing a State program under this section.
(2) AMOUNT.-The total amount of grants to a State under this subsection shall
not exceed 50 percent of the total cost to the State of developing a program under
this section.
(3) STATE SHARE.-The State share of the cost of an activity carried out with a
grant under this subsection shall be paid from amounts from non-Federal sources.
(4) ALLOCATION.-Amounts available for grants under this subsection shall be
allocated among States in accordance with regulations issued pursuant to section
306(c) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, except that the Secretary may
use not more than 25 percent of amounts available for such grants to assist States
which the Secretary, in consultation with the Administrator, determines are making
exemplary progress in preparing a State program under this section or have extreme
needs with respect to coastal water quality.
(g) GUIDANCE FOR COASTAL NONPOINT SOURCE POLLIfFION CONTROL(l) IN GENERAL-The Administrator, in consultation with the Secretary and the
Director of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and other Federal agencies,
shall publish (and periodically revise thereafter) guidance for specifying management
measures for sources of nonpoint pollution in coastal waters.
(2) CONTENT.-Guidance under this subsection shall include, at a minimum(A) a description of a range of methods, measures, or practices, including
structural and nonstructural controls and operation and maintenance
procedures, that constitute each measure;
(B) a description of the categories and subcategories of activities and
locations for which each measure may be suitable;
(C) an identification of the individual pollutants or categories or classes of
pollutants that may be controlled by the measures and the water quality
effects of the measures;
(D) quantitative estimates of the pollution reduction effects and costs of the
measures;
(E) a description of the factors which should be taken into account in
adapting the measures to specific sites or locations; and
(F) any necessary monitoring techniques to accompany the measures to
assess over time the success of the measures in reducing pollution loads and
improving water quality.
(3) PUBLICATION.-The Administrator, in consultation with the Secretary, shall
publish(A) proposed guidance pursuant to this subsection not later than 6 months
after the date of the enactment of this Act; and
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(B) final guidance pursuant to this subsection not later than 18 months after
such effective date.
(4) NOTICE AND COMMENT.-The Administrator shall provide to coastal States
and other interested persons an opportunity to provide written comments on
proposed guidance under this subsection.
(5) MANAGEMENT MEASURES.-For purposes of this subsection, the term
"management measures" means economically achievable measu~res for the control of
the addition of pollutants from existing and new categories and classes of nonpoint
sources of pollution, which reflect the greatest degree of pollutant reduction
achievable through the application of the best available nonpoint pollution control
practices, technologies, processes, siting criteria, operating methods, or other
alternatives.
(h) AUTHORIZATIONS OF APPROPRIATIONS.(1) ADMINISTRATOR.-There is authorized to be appropriated to the
Administrator for use for carrying out this section not more than $1,000,000 for each
of fiscal years 1992, 1993, and 1994.
(2) SECRETARY.-(A) Of amounts appropriated to the Secretary for a fiscal year
under section 318(a)(4) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended
by this Act, not more than $1,000,000 shall be available for use by the Secretary for
carrying out this section for that fiscal year, other than for providing in the form of
grants under subsection (f).
(B) There is authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary for use for
providing in the form of grants under subsection (O not more than(i) $6,000,000 for fiscal year 1992;
(ii) $12,000,000 for fiscal year 1993;
(iii) $12,000,000 for fiscal year 1994; and
(iv) $12,000,000 for fiscal year 1995.
(i) DEFINITIONS.-In this section(1) the term "Administrator" means the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency;,
(2) the term "coastal State" has the meaning given the term "coastal state" under
section 304 of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (16 U.S.C. 1453);
(3) each of the terms "coastal waters", and "coastal zone" has the meaning that
term has in the Coastal Management Act of 1972;
(4) the term’ "coastal management agency" means a State agency designated
pursuant to section 306(d)(6) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972;
(5) the term "land use" includes a use of waters adjacent to coastal waters; and
(6) the term "Secretary" means the Secretary of Commerce.
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A. Urban Runoff
Historically, there have always been overlaps and ambiguity between programs designed
to control urban runoff nonpoint sources and those designed to control urban stormwater
point sources. For example, runoff may often originate as a nonpoint source but
ultimately be channelized and become a point source. Two statutory requirements have
resulted in additional confusion about program applicability. Section 402(p) of the Clean
Water Act, establishes permit requirements for certain municipal and industrial storm
water discharges, and Section 6217 of CZARA, which requires EPA to promulgate and
States to implement management measures to control nonpoint pollution in coastal
waters. The discussion below is intended to clarify the relationship between these two
programs and describe the scope and applicability of the coastal nonpoin~t program to
urban runoff in coastal areas.
B. The Storm Water Permit Program
The storm water permits program is a two-phased program enacted by Congress in 1987
under sectien 402(p) of the Clean Water Act. Under Phase I, National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits are required to be issued for municipal
separate storm sewers serving large or medium-sized populations (greater than 250,000
or 100,000 people, respectively), and for storm water discharges associated with industrial
activity. Permits are also to be issued, on a case-by-case basis, if EPA or a State
determines thal a storm water discharge contributes to a violation of a water quality
standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters of the United States. EPA
published a rule implementing Phase I on November 16, 1990.
Under Phase II, EPA is to prepare two reports to Congress which assess remaining storm
water discharges; determine, to the maximum extent practicable, the nature and extent of
pollutants in such discharges; and establish procedures and methods to control storm
water discharges to the extent necessary to mitigate impacts on water quality. Then,
EPA is to issue regulations which designate storm water discharges, in addition to those
addressed inPhase I, to be regulated to protect water quality, and EPA is to establish a
comprehensive program to regulate those designated sources. The program is required
to establish (A) priorities, (B) requirements for State storm water management programs,
and (C) expeditious deadlines.
These regulations were to have been issued by EPA not later than October 1, 1992.
However, due to the numerous discharges to be covered by the studies and regulations,
EPA has not yet issued these regulations.
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As discussed above, Congress enacted section 6217 of C7_.ARA in late 1990 to require
that States develop coastal nonpoint pollution control programs that are in conformity
with the management measures guidance published by EPA. Although EPA’s
management measures guidance includes measures to address certain urban runoff, EPA
is excluding from coverage under this Section 6217(g) guidance all storm water discharges
that are covered by Phase I of the NPDES storm water permit program. Thus EPA is
excluding any discharge from a municipal separate storm sewer systems serving a
population of 100,000 or more; any point source discharge associated with a permitted
industrial activity; any discharge which has already been permitted; and any discharge for
which EPA or the State makes a determination that the storm water discharge
contributes to a violation of a water quality standard or is a significant contributor of
pollutants to waters of the United States. All of these activities are clearly addressed by
the storm water permit program and thus are excluded from the coastal nonpoint
pollution control program.
EPA is adopting a different approach with respect to other (non-Phase I) storm water
discharges.. At present, EPA has not yet promulgated its regulations that would designate
additional storm water discharges, beyond those regulated in Phase I, that will be
required to be regulated in Phase II. It is thus not possible to determine at this point
which additional storm water discharges may be regulated by the NPDES program and
which will not. Furthermore, due to the great number of such discharges, it is likely that
it would take many years to permit all of these discharges, even if EPA allows for
relatively expeditious State permitting approaches such as the use of general permits.
Therefore, to give effect to Congressional intent that coastal waters receive special and
expeditious attention from EPA, NOAA, and the States, discharges that potentially may
be ultimately covered by Phase II of the storm water permits program are covered by the
management measures guidance and will be addressed by the coastal nonpoint pollution
control programs. Any storm water discharge that ultimately is issued an NPDES permit
will become exempt from this guidance and from the coastal nonpoint pollution control
program at the time that the permit is issued.
In addition, we note that some other activities are exempt from the INPDES permit
requirements and thus are covered by the coastal nonpoint pollution control
program.
Most important, construction activities on sites less than five acres, which are not
currently covered by the NPDES Phase I stormwater application requirements, are
covered by the coastal nonpoint pollution control programJ Similarlly, discharges from
wholesale, retail, service or commercial activities, including gas stati(3ns, which are not
covered by Phase I of the NPDES stormwater program, are covered instead by the
Tlie provision exempting construction activities on sites less than five acr~ from the NPDES
permit requirements is currently being reviewed by EPA in response to a recent court decision.
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coastal nonpoint pollution control program. Further, on-site disposal systems, which are
generally not covered by the stormwater permit program, are covered by the coastal
nonpoint pollution control program.
Finally, EPA emphasizes that while different legal authorities may apply to different
situations, the goals of the NPDES and CZARA programs are complementary. Many of
the techniques and practices used to control urban runoff are equally applicable to both
programs. Yet, the programs do not work identically. In the interest of consistency and
comprehensiveness, States have the option to implement the CZARA section 6217(g)
management measures throughout the State’s coastal zone, including Phase I stormwater
areas, as long as the NPDES requirements are met for areas subject to NPDES
requirements. In general, States are encouraged to develop consistent approaches to
addressing urban runoff throughout their coastal zones.

Another specific overlap between the stormwater program and this coastal nonpoint
source program occurs in the case of marinas. EPA intends that the management
measures guidance for marinas and recreational boating apply only to sources that are
not currently required to apply for and receive an NPDES permit. In the (g) guidance,
EPA has attempted to avoid addressing marina activities that are clearly regulated point
source discharges. Any stormwater discharge that is ultimately issued an NPDES permit
will become exempt from this guidance and from the coastal nonpoint pollution control
program at the time that the permit is issued.
Marinas contributing stormwater runoff to municipal sewer systems scarring a population
of 100,000 or more are a part of the municipal NPDES permit and are not covered by
the coastal nonpoint source program. Marinas are also required to obtain permits for
those portions of the marina that are involved in vehicle maintenance (including vehicle
rehabilitatior~, mechanical repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication) and equipment
cleaning operations. However, many marinas are not currently required to apply for and
receive NPDES permits. The (g) management measures are applicable to marinas and
the pans of marinas that are not required to apply for NPDES permits.
E. Other Point Sourc~
Overlapping areas between the point source and nonpoint source programs occur in
addition to storm water and marinas. For example, concentrated animal feeding
operations that meet particular size or other criteria are defined and regulated as point
sources under the section 402 permit program, while other confined an~imal feeding
operations are not currently regulated as point sources. Overlaps may occur with respect
to aspects of mining operations, oil and gas extraction, land disposal, and other a~tivities.
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EPA intends that the coastal nonpoint pollution control programs to be developed by the
States apply only to sources that are not currently required to apply for and receive an
NPDES permit, and that the management measures similarly apply only to sources that
are not required to apply for and receive an NPDES permit. In the (g) guidance, EPA
has attempted to avoid addressing activities that are regulated point source discharges.
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APPENDIX C: List of Section 6217(g) Management Measures

Management Measures for Agriculture Sourc~
Erosion and Sediment Control Management Measure
Management Measure for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Confined Animal
Facility Management (Large Units)
Management Measure for Facility Wastewater and Runoff from Cortfined Animal
Facility Management (Small Units)
Nutrient Management Measure
Pesticide Management Measure
Grazing Management Measure
Irrigation Water Management
Management Measures for Fore~try
Preharvest Planning Management Measure
Streamside Management Areas (SM_A~)
Road Construction/Reconstruction Management Measure
Road Management
Timber Harvesting
Site Preparation and Forest Regeneration Management Measure
Fire Management
Revegetation of Disturbed Areas
Forest Chemical Management
Wetlands Forest
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Management Measures for Urban Areas
New Development Management Measures
Watershed Protection Management Measure

Site Development Management Measure
Construction Site Erosion and Sediment Control Management Measure
Construction Site Chemical Control Management Measure
Existing Development Management Measure
New Onsite Disposal Systems Management Measure
Operating Onsite Disposal Systems Management Measure
Pollution Prevention Management Measure
Management Measure for Planning, Siting and Developing Roads and Highways
Management Measure for Bridges
Management Measure for Construction Projects
Management Measure for Construction Site Chemical Control
Management Measure for Operation and Maintenance
~
Management Measure for Road, Highway, and Bridge Runoff ,~ystems
Management Measures for Marinas and Recreational Boating
Marina Flushing Management Measure
Water Quality Assessment Management Measure
Habitat Assessment Management Measure
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Shoreline Stabilization Management Measure
Storm Water Runoff Management Measure

L

Fueling Station Design Management Measure
~
..

Sewage Facility Management Measure
1
Solid Waste Management Measure
2

Fish Waste Management Measure
Liquid Material Management Measure
Petroleum Control Management Measure
Boat Cleaning Management Measure
Public Education Management Measure
¯

Maintenance of Sewage Facilities Management Measure

--~

Boat Operation Management Measure
Management Measures for Hydromodification: Channelization and Channel
Modification,. Dams, and Streamban~ and Shoreline Erosion
Management Measure for Physical and Chemical Characteristics of Surface
Waters
Instream and Riparian Habitat Restoration Management Measure
Management Measure for Erosion and Sediment Control
Management Measure for Chemical and Pollutant Control
Management Measure for Protection of Surface Water Quality ae~d Instream and
Riparian Habitat
Management Measure for Eroding Streambanks and Shorelines
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Management Measures for Wetlands, Riparian Are.a~ and Vegetated
Treatment S~te~
.!

Management Measure for Protection of Wetlands and Riparian Areas
Management Measure for Restoration of Wetland and Riparian Areas
Management Measure for Vegetated Treatment Sy~te~
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APPENDIX D: List of States and Territories with Approved Coastal Zone

Management Programs
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ALABAMA
ALASKA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

AMERICAN SAMOA

NEW YORK

CALIFORNIA

NORTH CAROLINA

CONNECTICUT

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

DELAWARE

OREGON

FLORIDA

PENNSYLVANIA

GUAM

PUERTO RICO

HAWAII

RHODE ISLAND

LOUISIANA

SOUTH CAROLINA

MAINE

VIRGIN ISLANDS

MARYLAND

VIRGINIA

MASSACHUS~

WASHINGTON

MICHIGAN

WISCONSIN

NEW JERSEY

MISSISSIPPI
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APPENDIX E: Overview of Existing National Efforts to Control Nonpoint
Source Pollution
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Section III.G of this document describes the statutory requirement for administrative
coordination. It also describes EPA’s and NOAA’s expectation that state coastal
nonpoint source programs build on and complement, rather than duplicate and conflict
with, other Federal statutory requirements and state-implemented programs. The
following section describes several existing and on-going efforts to control nonpoint
source pollution. State coastal zone and nonpoint source agencies are encouraged to
work with these programs in implementing their coastal nonpoint programs.

1. Clean Water Act Section 319 - Nonpoint Source Program
A number of local, state and Federal programs have been implemented over time to
address nonpoint source pollution. However, the first national program to authorize
Federal funding for the control of nonpoint sources began in 1987 when Congress passed
the Water Quality Act of 1987, enacting section 319 of the Clean Water Act, which
established a national program to control nonpoint sources of water pollution. Section
319 requires that, in order to be eligible for federal funding, states develop an assessment
report detailing the extent of nonpoint pollution, and a management program specifying
nonpoint source controls. Section 319 authorizes EPA to issue grants to states to assist
them in implementing their nonpoint source management programs or portions of
management programs that have been approved by EPA.
As of August: 1992, all states and territories had approved nonpoint source assessments
and management programs or portions of management programs. Congress
appropriated $40 million in section 319 FY 1990 and $51 million in FY 1991 funds to
assist States in implementing their management program.
2. Clean Water Act Section 320 - National Estuary Program
EPA also administers the National Estuary Program under section 320 of the Clean
Water Act. :[’his program focuses on point and nonpoint pollution in geographically
targeted, high-priority estuarine waters. Under this program, EPA assists state, regional
and local governments in developing estuary-specific comprehensive conservation and
management plans that recommend corrective actions to restore and maintain estuarine
water quality and to protect fish populations and other designated uses of these targeted
waters. To date, seventeen estuaries have been designated as part of the National
Estuary Program.
-.
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The Near Coastal Waters (NCW) Program serves as a primary vehicle for implementing
environmental protection in coastal areas under a variety of programs and authorities. It
is also the framework for coastal regions for carrying out Agency directives, strategic
themes, and other initiatives not specifically related to distinct program issues. Examples
of these cross-cutting themes include geographic targeting for managernent attention;
pollution prevention; and setting priorities based on the expected efficacy of preventive
measures as well as the magnitude of ecological or human health risks. Specific
objectives include:

L
1
2

¯

directing and focusing EPA’s coastal activities within priority geographic
areas;

¯

promoting linkages among programs;

¯

encouraging a comprehensive approach to problem assessment and
management; and

¯

maximizing environmental results.

The NCW Program is implemented through two basic components: specific national
activities which provide direction, support, and oversight; and Regional development of
NCW Strategies that serve to implement the Program within EPA’s Regions and that are
carried out through activities described in annual work-plans.

I..

4. Ground Water Protection Programs
EPA has a number of programs, in addition to section 319, to control nonpoint source
pollution of ground water. Since at least 1984, ground water protection programs have
provided technical and financial assistance to states for the development of state groundwater strategies and, more recently, Ground Water Protection Programs. Under the Safe
Drinking Water Act, EPA may designate so!e source aquifers. These are aquifers that
are the sole or principal of drinking water source for an area. At EPA’s discretion, no
commitment for federal funds can be made for projects that will contaminate these
aquifers. In addition, the 1986 amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act established
a Wellhead Protection program. This program was created to protect ground waters that
supply wells and wellfields that contribute to public drinking water supply systems.
USDA and EPA are also cooperating under a program to assess private drinking water
wells on farmsteads.
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5. Pesticides Program
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EPA’s pesticides program under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
addresses some forms of nonpoint pollution. Among other things, this statute authorizes
EPA to control pesticides that may threaten ground water and surface waters. In
determining the appropriate regulatory approach for specific pesticides, EPA uses the
following step-by-step approach:
1) EPA determines the pesticide’s potential for leaching into ground and surface water,
2) if there is such potential, EPA considers whether establishing national label restrictions
(enforceable under FIFRA) would adequately address leaching concerns (included in
these restrictions can be classification of the pesticide as "restricted-use," which requires
application by a trained, certified applicator; requirements for certain methods of
application, safe handling, storage, and disposal; etc); 3) if these restrictions are not
adequate to address the potential problem, EPA will determine whether providing states
with the opportunity to develop Pesticide State Management Plans for the chemical will
effectively address the unreasonable risk from pesticide contamination. In the event that
Pesticide State Management Plans could not sufficiently reduce the risks to human health
and the environment (i.e., an unreasonable risk remains), then EPA would resort to
national cancellation of the pesticide.
Pesticide State Management Plans will be developed by state agriculture,
water/environment,
health
and willto
prescribe
pesticide
application Required
measures
to protect ground and
water
thatagencies
is vulnerable
pesticide
contamination.

2

!" ""

6

components of these Plans will include: state philosophy and goals, state roles and
responsibilities, legal authority, resources, assessment and planning, monitoring,
prevention, response, enforcement, public awareness and participation., information
dissemination, and records and reporting.
5
Since areas to be managed under State Pesticides Management programs and coastal
nonpoint programs may overlap in developing the coastal nonpoint programs’
management measures for agricultural pesticides, state coastal zone and nonpoint source
agencies should work with the State Lead Agency for Pesticides (or the state agency that
has a lead role in developing and implementing the State Management Plan). Such
coordination is necessary to ensure that program efforts and pesticide :management
measures and practices to protect ground and surface water, complement and are not in
conflict with the pesticide label and with requirements in the Pesticide State Management
Plans. (For instance, if a Pesticide State Management Plan prescribes a moratorium on
pesticide use in one are, the coastal nonpoint program should not allow pesticide use in
that area). In states where Pesticide State Management Plans have not been developed,
planning efforts for the two programs should be closely coordinated.
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6. Weflancks Protection Program

0

EPA’s wetlands program also has undertaken a number of projects to increase awareness
of the relationship between the protection and restoration of wetlands and nonpoint
source control. In 1990, the agency developed guidance to encourage, coordination of
nonpoint sources and wetlands programs, both within EPA and the states, to attain water
quality goals shared by the two programs. In addition, EPA has released guidance on
how to ensure effective application of water quality standards to wetlands. Projects in
this area include:

L

"~

Efforts with other Federal Agencies: The Wetlands Division is working with several
agencies to develop methods and transfer information on protecting and restoring
wetlands in ways which can be expected to provide nonpoint source abatement benefit~:
¯

The Wetlands Division is working with members of the Interagency Task Force
on Floodplain Management and the Association of State Floodplain Manager~
to better protect and enhance the natural and beneficial values of the Nation’s
floodplain by promoting the concept of comprehensive or multi-objective river
corridor management. Managing river corridors for multiple uses provides the
opportunity for communities to simultaneously address nonpoint source
pollution, water quality, flooding, recreation, habitat and any number of need~
and challenges.

¯

The Wetlands Division is initiating a pilot project with USDA, llhe Fish and
Wildlife Service, and non-profit groups to encourage landowner participation in
USDA’s Wetland Reserve Program. By working cooperatively, these groups will
help landowners identify wetland restoration sites that will improve water quality
as well as enhance other wetland values.

~’-

O
~"-

Development of technical and outreach materials: The Wetlands Division has worked
with a number of other EPA offices and regions to develop materials that can increase
awareness of the important role wetlands play in improving water quality.
4
¯

¯

Publications include: "Livestock Grazing on Western Riparian Areas"; "Summary
of Section 319(h) Wetlands and Riparian Projects for Fiscal Years 1990 and
1991"; and "Beyond the Estuary: The Importance of Upstream Wetlands to
Estuarine Processes" which focuses on the beneficial effects thai: upstream
wetlands have on the downstream water quality in estuaries.

~-"

EPA has released technical guidance to States on how to ensure effective
application of water quality standards to wetlands. The development of standards
provides the foundation of a broad range of water quality management activities
including, but not limited to, monitoring under Section 305(b), permitting under
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Sections 402 and 404, water quality certification under Section 401, and control of
nonpoint pollution under Section 319.
¯

The Wetlands Division is developing a manual on best management practices to
protect wetlands from excessive stormwater runoff and to avoid overloading their
water quality improvement functions.

Criteria to addre.~ nonpoint source pollution: EPA is providing support for the
development of criteria to address the many types of nonpoint source: pollutants including
nutrients, clean sediment, and organic contaminants (e._~,. pesticides). The Wetlands
Division is assisting in the development of wildlife criteria applicable to all waterbody
types and biological criteria for wetlands.
Wetlands Regioaal Contacts: For more information regarding regional or state
initiatives, contact the EPA regional wetlands coordinator.
Region I
Region II
Region III
Region IV
Region V
Region VI
Region VII
Region VIII
Region IX
Region X

(617) 565-4422
(212) 264-5170
(215) 597-9302
(404) 347-2126
(312) 886-0243
(214) 655-2263
(913) 551-7573
(303) 293-1570
(415) 744-1971
(206) 553-1412

NOAA lh’ogrmm

Coastal Zone Management Program
The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 established a program for states and
territories to voluntarily develop comprehensive programs to protect and manage coastal
resources. In order to receive Federal approval and implementation funding, states and
territories must demonstrate that they have programs, including enforceable policies that
are sufficiently comprehensive and specific to regulate land uses, water uses, and coastal
development; and to resolve conflicts among competing uses. In addition, they must
have the authority to implement the enforceable policies. The programs operates within
a coastal zone bound any which includes coastal waters and those which have a direct
one significant impact on coastal waters.
There are currently 29 federally approved state and territorial programs. Despite
institutional differences, each program must protect and manage important coast.al
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resources, including: wetlands, estuaries, beaches, dunes, barrier islands, coral reefs, and
fish and wildlife and their habitats. Resource management and protection is
accomplished in a number of ways through state laws, regulations, permiits, and local
plans and zoning ordinances.
While water quality protection is integral to the management of many cx~astal resources,
it was not specifically cited as a purpose or policy of the original statute. The Coastal
Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 specifically charged state coastal
programs, as well as state nonpoint source programs, with addressing nonpoint source
pollution affecting coastal water quality.
USDA Progrmm
The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
(ASCS), Soil Conservation Service (SCS) and Extension Service administer a number of
programs that contribute to reducing nonpoint pollution from agricultural production.
Agricultural Conservation Program
The Agricultural Conservation Program, administered by ASCS, provides cost-share fund~
to farmers and ranchers to install conservation practices. The program has several goals
including: conserving soil and water, improving water quality, protecting and maintaining
productive farm and ranch land, and preserving and developing wildlife habitat.
ASCS also administers the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), designed to protect
the nation’s most highly erodible land and to protect and improve water ,quality. Under
the CRP, farmers are reimbursed for retiring highly erodible and environmentally
sensitive croplands from production under ten year contracts. Water quality
improvements occur as lands are taken out of production because of lower fertilizer and
pesticide applications and because reductions in soil erosion decrease sediment loadings
to water. Land enrolled in the reserve program also provides habitat and other
environmental benefits.
Criteria for the conservation reserve program have been expanded to ine]lude
environmentally sensitive lands such as filter strips, wetlands and wellhead
protection areas..
Soil Conservation Service
The Soil Conservation Services (SCS) is the technical arm of USDA. SCS provides
technical assistance to conservation districts throughout the U.S. Under the President’s
Water Quality Initiative, started in 1989, SCS is focusing some of its technical assistance
on a number of demonstration projects to address water quality problems. SCS staff are
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also located in many of EPA’s Regional Offices to provide technical assistance and
support to the States and EPA. SCS is also providing accelerated technical assistance
to multi-state, regional projects such as the Chesapeake Bay Program, the Gulf of
Mexico, the Great Lakes National Program, Land and Water 201, and the National
Estuary Program.
Nonpoint Source Hydrologic Unit Areas
In selected agricultural watersheds and aquifer recharge areas, SCS, F~tension Service,
and cooperating federal, state and local agencies will provide technical assistance and
conservation planning to help farmers and ranchers meet state water quality goals
without undue economic hardship. These hydrologic units are selected based on:
significance of the agricultural sources of pollution, relative predominance of pollutants
such as pesticides, nutrients, and animal wastes, and conformance with other water
quality efforts. Findings on the water quality effects of selected conselwation practices
will provide a basis for expanding applications of such practices to other areas with
similar water quality problems.
Forest Service
The Forest Service managers 191 million acres of public forest and range land for
multiple use purposes. These lands comprise the National Forest System. EPA and the
Forest Service held a joint technical workshop in Oregon this past win~ter on sediment
and water quality. This meeting reflects the increased concern regarding the potential
impacts of sediment production from forest management activities on water quality and
aquatic life.
President’s Water Quality Initiativ~
In 1989, President Bush launched an initiative to protect ground and surface water from
contamination of fertilizers and pesticides. Congress has funded the initiative in the past
several years. USDA, EPA, USGS, and NOAA are all working together on this initiative
through a series of work groups. Through this initiative, a number of watershed projects
have begun to address fertilizer and pesticides problems. The agencies; are tracking the
implementation progress in these watersheds.

o.s. Geologi Survey
EPA and the U.S. Geological Survey have signed a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) pledging cooperation and collaboration on water quality monitoring and
assessment activities. Both agencies expend much effort on monitoring and assessment
activities and ~he MOU is a tool to coordinate these efforts.
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APPENDIX F: Designated Uses and Support Levels

’ DESIGNATED USES
Wildlife

Fish and wildlife

Fishery

Warmwater Fishery
Coldwater Fishery

Shellfishery

Shellfish protection

Drinking water
Agriculture

Domestic water supply
Agriculture
Irrigation
Livestock watering

Industry

Industrial

Recreation

Recreation
Primary contact
Secondary contact
Noncontact

Navigation

Navigation

High Quality

High Quality Nondegradation

SUPPORT LEVEI~
l|

Fully Supported

= all uses supported

Partial Support

= one use no.._!t supported

Non-support

-- 2 or more uses not supported

Threatened

= all uses supported, but one or more uses may not be fully supported
in the future (unless additional management measures are
implemented) because of anticipated new or expanded sources
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APPENDIX G: State Coastal Nonpoint Program Submission

O
1.

L

D~E PROGRAM GOALS AND OBJEUI’IVES
The introduction should include a description of the magnitude and distribution of
sources of nonpoint pollution in the 6217 management area.

2.

DESCRIBE OVERALL PROGRAM COMPONE, N’I~

1

a.

~6217 Management Area
Respond to NOAA’s boundary recommendation.
[§6217(b)(7); Program Guidance, p.9]

b.

Coordination Mechanism~
Describe the mechanisms which have been established to coordinate among
the state, regional, and local agencies responsible for implementing portions
of the program. [§6217(b)(6); Program Guidance, p.33]

c.

Public Participation
Describe the process used to ensure full public participation in the
development and implementation of the program. [§6217(b)(5); Program
Guidance, p.32]

2

Describe the state program for technical assistance to localities and the
public. [§6217(b)(4); Program Guidance, p.31]
e.

3.

Water Quality Monitoring
Describe activities to monitor the effectiveness of management measures
(see Chapter 8 of the (g) Guidance). States may choose to design specific
monitoring programs for individual source categories.

5

DESCRIBE MANAGEMENT MEASURES "in conformity witlh" (g) GUIDANCE
State programs should address each management measure identified in the (g)
Guidance for the six source categories: agriculture, forestry, urban, marinas,
hydromodification, wetlands and riparian areas. The following information should
cover each management measure, but may be provided by source category,
subcategory, or individual management measure.
Identify nonpoint source categories and subcategories in lthe 6217
management area. Identify the categories or subcategories specified in the
(g) Guidance which 1) do not exist in the 6217 management area or 2) may
be excluded based on Program Guidance criteria, p.13.
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b.

Management Measures
Identify the (g) Guidance measure or alternative measure to be
implemented. Alternative measure must include technical documentation.
[Program Guidance, p.15]

c.

Management
Describe state practices to implement measure or the process for selecting
practices to meet site-specific conditions. Include operation and
maintenance practices where appropriate.

d.

Lead A~cncy
Identify the lead agency and cooperating agencies responsible for
implementation of the management measure. Identify available resources
(staff, funding, etc.)

e.

Enforceable Policies and Mechanisms
C’itc state and local authority to ensure implementation of the management
measure, including inspection and monitoring provisions. ]If the program
relies on local or regional authorities, cite state oversight authority to
ensure implementation. [§306(d)(16); Program Guidance, p.34]
Schedule
Describe schedule, including milestones, to ensure implementation of
management measures for existing sources within three years of program
approval or conditional approval. New sources are subject to management
measures at time of program approval. [Program Guidance, p.44]

4.

DESCRIBE ADDITIONAL MANAGEMENT MEASURES
Describe the implementation of additional management measures including the
following information:
a.

Impaired and Threatened Coastal Wate~
Identify impaired and threatened coastal waters using existing water quality
assessments. [§6217(b)(1)(a); Program Guidance, p.23]

b.

Land Use~
Identify land uses in the 6217 management area which indMdually or
cumulatively may cause or contribute to a degradation of coastal waters.
Use(g) Guidance source categories as a starting point and add others
appropriate to state conditions. [§6217(b)(I); Program Guidance, p.24]
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Identify and map, critical areas adjacent to impaired and threatened coastal
waters. [§6217(b)(2); Program Guidance, p.25]
d.

L

Additional Management Measurm
Describe measures that will be implemented at time of program approval
1) in critical areas and 2) in cases where (g) Guidance measures (or their
equivalent) are fully implemented for certain source categories or
subcategories, but water quality threats or impairments persist.
Describe process for determining the need for additional measures to meet
water quality standards even after implementation of (g) Guidance
measures. Describe process for revising measures.

e.

Enforceable Policies and Mechanisms
Cite state and local authority to ensure implementation of the management
measure, including inspection and monitoring provisions. [§306(d)(16);
Program Guidance, p.34]

f.

Schedule
Describe schedule, including milestones, to ensure implementation of
management measures for existing sources within three years of program
approval or conditional approval. [Program Guidance, p..44]
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Appendix H: Demonstrated Benefits of Trading

L

SIGNIFICANT TECHNI~L ~
A.

Emissions Trading: An Exercise in Reforming Pollution Policy, 1985. T.H.
Tictcnberg.

In Emissions Trading: An Exercise in Reforming Pollution Poliq6 Tietenberg
references studies that show that trading may be used in lieu of command-and.
control approaches to limit biological oxygen demand in water. The studies
demonstrate that trading can lower costs by factors of 1.12 to 3.][3 without
affecting benefits. Tietenberg also discusses a variety of air emission studies that
illustrate that trading can lower the costs of achieving environmental objectives by
factors ranging from 1.07 to 22.
B.

"Financial Cost Effectiveness of Point and Nonpoint Source Nutrient
Reduction Technologies in the Chesapeake Bay Basin," 1991. IL Camacho.

Trading can offer very large cost savings to sources while achieving quality goals.
In order to offer gains to all market participants, incremental costs of pollution
control must differ between sources. Camacho demonstrates this in "Financial
Cost Effectiveness of Point and Nonpoint Source Nutrient Reduction Technologies
in the Chesapeake Bay Basin." The article states that for nitrogen and
phosphorus, the cost effectiveness of controls differs by as much as a factor ten.
This differential provides the necessary economic incentive for trading to be
effective.
C.

¯

.’]’he Private Use of Public Interest, 1975. C. Schultze

Schultze presents trading programs as a means of harnessing the private incentives
of polluters for public purpose in The Private Use of Public Interest. Trading
programs allow sources with low control costs to undertake additional abatement
efforts in exchange for compensation from high-cost sources. More pollution
abatement is therefore undertaken where it is cheapest, and less is undertaken
where it is costly. Such a trading scheme minimizes the total cost of achieving
loading reductions.
D.

"Incentive Analysis for Clean Water Act Reauthorizalion: Point
Source/Nonpoint Source Trading For Nutrient Discharge Reductions,"
1992. USEPA.

"Incentive Analysis for Clean Water Act Reauthorization: Point Source/Nonpoint
Source Trading For Nutrient Discharge Reductions" provides an assessment of
trading potential for nutrient discharges to surface waters..The report states that
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over 900 water quality-limited waterbodies could potentially benefit from trading
under current conditions, and that the best opportunities are for trading nutrient
allocations.
E.

"Point Nonpoint Source Trading of Pollution Abatement: Choosing the
Right Trading Ratio," 1992. A. Malik.

The question of the right trading ratio for trades between point sources and
nonpoint sources has been addressed by Malik et. al__._:, in "Point Nonpoint Source
Trading of Pollution Abatement: Choosing the Right Trading Ratio." Two types
of uncertainty are recognized: the effectiveness of nonpoint source controls, and
NPS loadings reductions attributable to weather. Uncertainty in the effectiveness
of nonpoint source controls would justify higher trading ratios, which imply
expected net reductions in ioadings. The uncertainty attributable to weather,
however, may justify lower ratios.
H.

NOTABLE CASE STUDIES
A. Dillon Reservoir, Colorado
The Dillon Water Quality Management Plan established the nation’s first
point/nonpoint source phosphorus trading program. The program is driven by the
reservoir’s phosphorus limit and a perceived need to offset new nonpoint sources
of phosphorus with phosphorus removals elsewhere in the watershed. A 2:1
trading ratio was established in which point sources received a credit of one
additional pound of phosphorus above their allocation for every 2 pounds of
phosphorus removed from a nonpoint source that existed before 1984. This ratio
establishes a safety margin and has also been used in two trades to offset
increased Ioadings from new nonpoint source discharges to the reservoir.
B. Tar-Pamlico, North Carolina
A point/nonpoint source trading program was developed as part of the overall
nutrient management strategy of the Tar-Pamlico River Basin. Under the
established rules of this trading program, it is anticipated that trading will achieve
equivalent or better water quality than would have been achieved under originally
proposed effluent limits. The trading program allows a coalition of point source
discharges (the Basin Association) to fund less expensive nonpoint .~ource controls,
thus avoiding high compliance costs associated with major facility upgrades.
Monies generated by trading go into a fund where they are subsequently allocated
by the Division of Soil and Water Conservation for nonpoint source control
implementation.
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Several years ago, the citizens of Cherry Creek Reservoir in Colorado anticipated
a significant population increase as a result of development pressure. It was
determined that this growth would result in an exceedance of the reservoir’s
phosphorus budget by 1990. The Cherry Creek trading program will allow the
reservoir to accommodate growth by permitting municipal wastewater treatment
plants to gain waste load allocation credits in exchange for the implementation of
nonpoint source controls. Because the greatest amount of phosphorus loading
comes from nonpoint sources, the trading program will go into effect only after
urban nonpoint sources reduce their loading by 50 percent.
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Introduction

:~

~- ! his manual departs from the

.~ traditional urban runoff
management design manual--in
addition to providin8 technical
information, the manual offers an
in-depth discussion of institutional
issues,
Traditional urban runoff management design
manuals from states, regional authorities, and
local 8ovemments present best management
practice:~ (BMPs) or pollution prevention pracrices. However, they normally offer little 8uidante on the institutional structure or fr~rnework
necessary to ensure that BMPs are implemented
and continue to function. In this manual--designed for program manaRers, enl~ineers, technical staff, biologists, and others who have urban
runoff managernent responsibility--even the
technical chapters stress the program aspects of
urban runoff management,
To engender support from elected officials,
industry, and the general public, professionals
need background information on urban runoff
quantity, pollutant sources, and their associated
impacts. Professionals need to ensure that
decisionmakers understand the serious nature of
the urban runoff problem so that the problem receives the priority and attention it deserves.
Historically, our society has lived and
worked
a narrowly defined environment, only
aware of relationships affectin8 us individually. In
today’s era of l~lobal communication and travel
and with our increased understanding of the irnpacts of our activities, we can no longer ignore
our effects on aquatic ,lnd terrestrial resources,
Our awareness obligates---or should obligate--us
to address the problems our actions cause. Informatron in this manual is intended to explain the

impacts that urban land uses have on our receiv-

ing systems.
After presenting the fundamentals of urban

runoff hydrology and the impacts of urban land
use in Part I, Part II pre~,ents guidance on the various types of runoff control measures and pracrices available. In addition to the more traditional
structural measures, the manual also presents
nonstructural strategies and practices. These nonstructural practices, b,ased largely on ordinary
common sense, can both enhance the performance and longevity of more complex structural
measures and, at times., even replace them. This
integrated present=tion of structural and nonstructural practices is only one example of the dyn~mic, interactive approach to urban runoff
management the manu~|l encouraRes.
But ~111 these praclices and best intentions
will not succeed unless we work to establish
infrastruclure that provides the overall framework
to implement progr=n~$. Because the progr~tmm~tic considerations :=re as important ~ts the
actual urban runoff management practices them.
selves, half of this manual is devoted to program~elated issues.
The manual’s recommendations are based
on the authors’ experience in the technical and
programmatic aspects of urban runoff man,~gement, with a stron8 interaction between research
and program implemen~tation.
The manual is a .~ummary of materials distributed at ¯ workshop in Chicago in June 1992.
This information is valuable for individuals who
implement runoff requirements under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System,
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments,
or section 319 of the Clean Water Act. Any opinions rendered are those of the authors and do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of either the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency or the Terrene
institute.
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Fund~m~n~t~ of Urb~ Runoff Man~m~
Since all of us contribute to ~e d~line in our natural ~, all will n~ to alter ~r daily
i~ if ~ are to significandy improve ~r ~u~e values. Native Americans demon~ra~ a ~e~e
the land wo~hy of emulation if t~e re~urce prote~ion effo~ a~ to ~ success~l. In Delawa~.
Nanticoke Indians demonstrate this reverence in their daily lives. The followinE Qu~e ~w~ ~ our
titudes must change if we are to succ~ in add~ssin~ ~r envi~men~l p~Je~:
To ~e Native American ~ple, ~ther Each is a livin~ breathing en~.
The rive~ a~ ~eans am ~ bl~.
The trm and plan~ am ~r hair, a~ t~ wi~ is h~ ~.
All living crea~res are her children, t~ am ~r broth~ and si~.
If ~ fail to prot~ ~r bmthe~ and si~e~, we do ~ ~ ~r M~r ~.
Each step u~n ~e Each is a ~ dz~.
Nanticoke Nati~ ~
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CHAPTER 1

.:i Hydrologic Impacts

i! Cand ehan e
,’- rban runoff is a by-product of the
~ land’s interaGion with rainfall.
Since,
definition, u~an runoff
remains on and moves along the land’s
su~ace, it is the most visible of the many
forms into which rainfall is conve~ed,
This chapter provides the technical
fundamentals of the rainfall-~noff and
soil erosion process~. It also de~ri~s
ways that land development alters thee
processes and quantifies rome of the
adver~ impa~,
The amount or volu~ of ~ff pr~u~
by a rain event and the rates, depths, and
ties at which it flo~ durin~ and a~er t~ event
depend on ~veral fa~. T~y include t~
amount and rate of ~e rainfall and t~ a~unt of
other forms into which rain is conve~. T~
"conve~ions" are relat~ to ~veral land ~racteri;tics, including depth, slope, and ~abiliW
of ~th the su~ace and subsu~ce soils; t~
extent and character of any su~ace vege=ti~;
and the degr~ of moi~ure already pm~nt in ~
~il. ~her im~nt fa~o~ wpi~lly encore
ter~ when the land unde~oes a u~ change, ~
~velop~nt, include the extent of imitable
suHaces coverin8 the rail and t~ pr~nce a~
efficiency of any con~yance s~tem creat~
through natural p~ess~ or constm~ through
human pr~ess~ to drain ~no~ fr~ t~ la~.
Runoff direly aff~ t~ su~ace it fl~
w~hin and acres. T~ efl~ am ~ readily
~n as erosion a~ ~iment, ~ the fo~ c~
at~ by ~ff moving along the gr~nd su~ac~
as ~11 as the initial impa~ of the rai~ro~
themselve~isl~ge and trans~ su~ace pa~

=1~ ~n~am to

~n~ ~l~iti~ can
~a~ ~nicl~, t~ d~

~ck omo ~
similar ~ t~
am~nt of erosion and tl~ c~ra~er

material ~nd on ~ral
fl~ ~lume, ~te, duration, and
t~ ~Race material. ~il emsi~ has
maj~ ~ue~:
~ The ori8inal sites of~ e~ mtmbl
are degrade, ~ere~m,
~u~iviw is I~;

m The sire of rail ~le
alt~ ph~ally,
m The chemi~l
Uans~in8 ~ter ~em
F~ this info~ation, th~
u~an m~ff~w~intof~:
m Since the a~=~t
from a given sto~ ~ent de~nd
the rainfall bm
t~ land on which
la~ chara~eri~ics ~n incma~ t~
a~nt a~m rate, ~i~ w~h di~
t~s ~1~.
m An incma~ in ~unoffa~N a~ ~te ~n
aim Increa~
e~ion
and ~ream c~nnels a~ c~nBe ~e qual~
of the run~.
m ~e funda~n~=l chara~eri~i~
rainfall-~noff and e~i~-~i~n~i~
pmc~ are not r~teri~s. ~ ~e inf..
marion and referenc~ pr~nt~
c~pter a~ ~ Io8i~1 thinkin~
~1~ in devel~in
ment pr~rams
fore on a sound unde~in8 oft~ h~
I~ic p~ at
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FundamentaL~ o~ (Jrban Runo~Nanagm~l~n~
This fi~t c~a~ter will provide all ~ade~
from novices to veterans of u~an runoff manag~
ment~fundamental technical information on
urban runoff, soil and channel croton, and the
quantitative impa~s of land development. The
chapter al~ hig~iigh~ ~ of the unknowns and
unce~ainties of ~th pr~esses, to the e~ent of
our cu~ent undemanding. It also di~uss~ various computational meshes and m~els t~pically
used to supply ~uantitative answers. The chapter
concludes with advice ~nd insigh~ into the technlcal aspec~ of developing a ~noff management
program,
This broad approach will not only help the
reader understand the technically complex u~an
runoff management topics pre~nt~ in later
chapters, it will aim help ensure that d~isi0ns on
a specific runoff management program will ~
found~ on an info~ed understanding of ~noff
funda~ntals. The chapter atso provides a list of
recommend~ text~ks and other references
from a la~e ~dy of technical material currently
available. Becau~ of the chapter’s broad sco~
and f~us on *learning the funda~n~ls fi~t,"
readers should use the reference material to expand their knowl~ge ~ond t~ manual’s
Throughout this cha~ter, the technical informarion regarding urban ~noff hydrology is pr~
~nted not as an end in it,ll but to assist in
developing urban runoff management programs,
This style, which varies ~mewhat from more ~aditional textb~ks, should make the technical in.
formation more understandable to readers
unaccustom~ to a traditional approach. In addilion, the s~le al~ allows the more ex~rienced
reader to view lhe technical as~cts of urban runoff hydrology from a different ~rsp~tive.
Finally, while ~lting sno~all al~ pr~
duces runoff, the complexities of the meltin8
process are ~yond the technical sco~ of this
chapter. Therefore, discussion of runoff will ~
limited to rain even~,
,

Real Versus Design Conditions
In (ethnical subjec( matter, implant differenc~
exist ~tween *real" and "d~ign" conditions.
This distinction is important when ~tablishing a
technology-based regula(o~ program. The "real"
process that actually ~curs during a storm event
can be extremely complex, not only in i~ physical or mechanical ~havior, but al~ in the nu-

PART L T~n~l I~
me~s and highly var;abJe e~e~l fa~
conditions influencin~ iL
In t~ ca~ of u~n ~ff h~rolo~, for example, the m~hanics of ~a~transpiration
e~remely complex. The/am ~mngly i~ue~
b~ nu~rous e~emal faro. such as rainfall
am~nt and intensi~, ant~ent ~is,~ cond~
tion$, the chara~er a~ condition ~ t~
lion, ambie~ ~r tem~ra~, humidirK, a~ wi~
sp~ll of ~hich can va~ greatly fr~ ~o~
to sto~. This inherent complexi~ of ff~e ~h~
ical pr~esse~nd the conditions ut~er which
they fun~io~akes it difficult to preci~ly
pule the ~noff volu~ f~m I re8l sto~ ~enL
Determining t~ ex~ I~1 ~ val~ of ~11 t~
fluencingfa~o~thatexi~w~nast~n~nt~cu~ is o~elmin8.
On the suRace, ~is inabili~ ~ pr~i~ly
alyze real sto~ even~ d~ not ~e well ~r
regulato~ program intend~ m manage the
suhin8 ~noff. Fo~unately, differences ~:an ~ pm
di~ using simplifications ~r= real a~
"design" event~i.e., hy~thetical or f~u~
~en~. To deal with hysterical even~, ~ can
p~et all the ex~mal facto~ and conditions t~t
will exist when the future sto~ e~nt (~cu~. ~
can even d~ide that ce~in fa~o~ have no sii.
nificant eff~. We can al~ assu~ thai: the
m~hanical pr~ess will not ~ as complicat~ in
our design world as in the real world. The~
plifications will ce~inJy make ~r analysis
ier. But ~w can we ~ ~re ~at it remains
accurate a~ ~r~ble?
To achie~ simplici~, accura~, and u,ble
design parameter, we must ~ able to ~ke
pli~ing assumptions that a~ con~ati~ or ~.
This means that the pr~i~ ~ul~ of t~se
sumptions will ~ on the Mfe side of the real a~
swer, if we could compute it. For examp~,
sup~e our regulato~ p~gram ~uir~ tem~
ra~ storage of inc~as~ runoff f~ ~ land d~eb
op~nt site, as many do. A safe assumption
the value of any influencin8 favor would ~ ~
that would compute a runoff volume 8rea~r than
what would a~ually occur. This will ensure
~he constru~ ~noff st~age facility will
la~er and presumably ,fer ~an what ’will ~
quir~.
To consistently make ~fe assumptions, ~
must unders~nd, at least qualitatively, h~ t~
real pr~ess works and what favors influence iL If
den~ vegetation covering the ground resu}~ in
Jess runoff volume, ~en to ~ safe, our analysis
might assume lhat only a thin stand of vegetation
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exists. Or if the degree of soil moisture before the
storm event affec~ runoff volume, for safety we The Rainfall-Runoff Process
might assume that this moisture level is greater
than average conditions.
The Hydrologic Cycle
We cannot hesurethat our assumptions---and,
As previously explained, runoff represents a
therefore, our program~.--are safe unless we underproduct of the land’s interaction with rainfall.
stand the technical aspects of urban runoff hydrolWhile appropriately describing an individual
ogy well enough to identify all pertinent factors and
~torm event, this conversi.on process is only one of
understand.their effect. This is a sound argument for
,~many that water goes through as it continually
leamingthefundamentalsflrst,
moves over, through, or above the land. There.
To gain a firm understanding of the fundafore, the rainfall-runoff process is an integral part
menials of urban runoff hydrology, we might ask,
of a cyclical process.the hydrologic cycle--.(hat
"How safe is safe?" and, perhaps more importhe earth’s water supply continually experiences.
tantly, "How safe is too safe?" As our theoretical
The hydrologic cycle shows the primary
knowledge and analytical abilities improve,
components or forms that water can take (Figure
may learn that the ~afe assumptions that $impli1.1). The figure represents the earth’s entire
fled our computations have resulted in conservaface and atmosphere, including various forms of
rive program measures whose size, cost, or
water that exist in the atmosphere such as water
management needs are impractical and/or unvapor measured as humidity near the ground suraffordable. Therefore, the urban runoff manageface, clouds comprised of tiny droplets of water
ment benefits they provide may simply not be
condensed from that val:x)r, and forms of preciptworth the expense,
ration---created by large droplets too heavy to
Those with a cursory knowledge of urban
main suspended in the clouds.
runoff hydrology can, in time, learn to make unAfter arriving on the earth’s surface, water
questionably safe analytical assumptions. Howfollows one of several possible mutes. It is abever, only those with an in-depth understanding
sorbed by surface soils, intercepted by vegetation,
can consistently make program assumptions and
directly impounded in numerous surface features
decisions with the right combination of safety,
from small depressions to large lakes and oceans,
cost, and practicality. To be truly effective, an
or infiltrated through the surface and subsurface
urban runoff management program must possess
soils into the groundwater. Another route taken by
large doses of all three,
some water falling as precipitation is runoff.
Figure 1 .l--Hydrologic cycle.

~
m~

~11

¯

DIm~=t M~

Source:. ,.,. Skuplen.
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PART L Technical Ismme

esses.--infiltration by soil, interception by ve~et~
The hydrologic cycle has two important astion~have been quantified. That is, we often estipects. First, the path of water movement is only
half the story. Water also moves from the earth to
mate runoff proauced by a given amount of
the atmosphere, primarily through evaporation rainfall by subtracting from the total rainfall those
portions or percentages likely to become somefrom surface waterbodies such as the oceans and
evapotranspiration by vegetation. In fact, the rates thing o~her than runoff. The remainder is the estiof both movements over time are exactly equal. If
mated runoff.
they were not, the skies would get very cloudy or
The preceding paragraph uses the term "uninland property owners wo~ld eventually have gaged drain’age area" to qualify the statement
ocean or lakeside views. Although we can, and
concerning runoff estimating techniques. If we
will in coming sections, focus on a single rain
were fortunate enough to have some type of
storm as a localized, temporary imbalance in this
or metering device to measure the actual runoff
water transfer between the earth and its atmo- over an extended time period, our computations
sphere, such a storm event is only one component
would be more direct and our Interest in other
of a much larger and complex process continually
peers of the rainfall-runoff process, including rainoccurring around the p~anet,
fall itself, would be incidental at best. Using this
Second, the hydrologic cycle is not easily
flow data and the knowledge that runoff, like rainbroken into separate, discrete components. The
fall, is a random event, we could use standardized
cyclical process demands that the places water
statistical and probability techniques to estimate
can be and the routes it takes between them are
the runoff volume, peak rate, duration, and other
interrelated. Depending on conditions, the water
characteristics for runoff events of various
that becomes part of the surface runoff from a
frequencies.
parking lot may join the elevated flow in a nearby
For example, individuals concerned with
stream, or the moisture in the soil surrounding the
flooding and flood plain delineation and manlot, or--if it moves vertically through the soil--the
groundwater moving below the lot. In fact, the agement could choose a 100-year flood frewater that was originally parking lot runoff and luency event, technically defined as an event
with a 1 percent chance of beans equaled or ex.
then became groundwater beneath it may eventually become streamfiow, although well after the ceeded in any given year. Others concerned with
erosion could develop estimates of the two- or
initial flooding has passed,
five-year flood--having a 50 or 20 percent
How do we make enough sense of this very
chance, respectively. While the magnitudes are
common but complex cycle to develop a regulanot as great as the 100-year event, they possess
tory process to manage it? By defining the process
the right combination of frequency and magniby (1) the location on the ground that we may afrude to define natural channel banks and cause
fect; (2) the land size and characteristics from
considerable erosion. Finally, individuals conwhich runoff will flow (or drain) to that location;
cemed with urban runoff quality and the impacts
and (3) the time period for which we analyze the
of nonpoint source pollution would probably be
continuously operating hydrologic cycle. To assist
most interested in one-year and even more ~
us, we rely on simplified design conditions to
cluent events, since these have the most mere,
overcome unknowns or uncertainties in the real
acute, and chronic water quality effects. A 2.5
process that we must quantify in some manner. Finally, we rely on our knowledge of hydrologic year, 24-hour flood is the most frequently used
design"
fundamentals to ensure that our assumptions are
However, while many streams and river~
safe, reasonable, and affordable. The following
sections present detailsofthese steps,
have been equipped with flow gages by local,
state, or federal agencies---including the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS)--gages an.= primarily
Runoff Estimation--meant to address flooding and water supply on a
large scale. In contrast, urban runoff management
Typical Parameters
must address localized issues such a~ onstrueIn the previous description of routes that rainfall tion site runoff and small stream erosion. Even if
may follow, runoff was listed last. That is because
flow gages were practical on a small ~cale, we
runoff is the last form or by-product of precipitawould need several years of actual runoff meaP
tion used in most runoff estimation techniques for
urements before we could accurately predict f~.
ungaged drainage areas after all the other pro<:- ture possibilities.
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The ~ear impra~icality of installing, ~ratI Raln~all. ~ t~ most significant parader in
any ~noff e~imation pr~ess, rainfall is the pr~
ing, and analyzing runoff gages at t~ ~ale ~
quir~ for u~an runoff management, in addition
ma~ input value. A~ual rainfall amoun~
to ~me inherent limitations of gag~ flow analyur~ at gag~ in or near’ t~ drainage area a~ u~
sis, ~ans that instead of f~using on ~ff dito analyze real or historic rainfall ~nts.
re~ly, ,~ must f~us on it indire~ly by a~t~ing
thetical rainfall am~nts and intensities are ~
t~ rainfall that creates it. We must stay t~ raincally u~ for design or regulato~ ~r~. Da~
fall-ru~ff proc~s cl~ely and u~ the m~ff ~.
colle~ from an a~ual sto~ ~ent of
product approach previously d~ri~.
: ate magnitude, If available, can ~ us~ to
the design ~ ~en ~e as the d~ign st~ I~lf.
~ost ~0~ estimation meth~s
of
Finally, as comfier and da~ r~urc~ incre~,
the following favors or ~ramete~. T~y each,
therefore, require at least ~me ~uanti~ti~ ~
real, Iong-te~ da~:onsider~ t~ m~t accumate of ~eir eff~ on t~ final pr~u~ff,
rate appr~ch to ~tirnating m~ff--is inc~a~
Figure 1.2~infall inle~ly~urali~~ ~ for N~
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DURATION OF OTONM III MII~UTE$
.Source: New ~.rsey Dep. Environ. Pro(. Enefly, 1988.
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Fundamenia/~ ~ Urban Runo~’ Mana~ment
ingly ~inB us~ and accept~ in continuous ~i~
fall-runoff simulation m~els.
Rainfall da= ~r h~thetical or d~isn
~ents is obtain~ from s~tistical compilations
and e~ra~lations of real data coll~ o~r a
statistically significant time ~ri~. Figures 1;2
and 1.3 p~nt ~o such compilations. Figure
1.2 sh~s rainfall imensi~uration-fr~uen~
cu~es develo~ from 8a= coll~ over a 62year ~ri~ at the rainfall 8age in Trenton, N~
Je~y~ T~ cuw~ p~i~ the ex~ average
rainfall intensiW for a Riven fr~uen~ sto~ event
over a u~r-sel~ time ~ri~. For example, t~
ex~ five-year average rainfall intensiwfora
hypothetical rainfall ~ri~ lasting 30 minutes is
approxi~tely 2.8 in (7.1 cm)" ~r h~r. ~us, t~
total rainfall during t~ half-hour ~ri~ will ~
1.4 in (3.6 cm).
The cu~ in Figure 1.3 aim ~ ~infall
intensi~uration-fr~uen~ relationships, ~t
with ~ significant difference. Data is ~

PART L Tedmk:al
~n~ f~ the enti~ Un~ S~tm
R~ M~n~ins and is exp~ fc~ ~ly
duration (24 h~) and f~uenw (1~ yea~).
The ~infall is exp~s~ as a ~=l a~nt
theti~ ~ri~, rather thanas an in~nsiWor ~R.
Usin8 simple arith~c, ~ can ~;~te
~aRe rainfall intensiW ~er 24 h~. T~
in Figure 1.3 am par ~ a la~er ~ ~r nu~l
~m fr~ue~i~ a~ du~tions oriBinal~
lis~ in RainfalI.F~ Atlas ~ t~ Unit~
Star~ ~0) by ~e (t~n) U.S. Wea~m Bureau.
Alth~h TP~0 Is ~t ~ prin~ ~e cu=~
pr~uc~ in U~an H~ml~ ~ Small Wa~.
sh~s ~-55), ~blis~ ~ t~ USDA ~il
Con~ation ~ice (USDA S~). This ~bl~tion has ~o~ a currant sta~ard fm ~i~tin
~noff. ~is cha~er will p~ide addifio~l inf,matin on TR-SS a~ t~ USDA ~ h~ml~ic
m~oloBy ~ which it is ~.
To u~ rainfall data ~ch as that ~ in F~u~ 1.2 a~ 1.3, the u~r must ~1~

¯ Note: Th,ouRhout ~is man~l, English ~asum~n~ am ~ent~ fi~ wi~ SI (metric)
in ~mnthesis, exce~ w~re dual ~asu~n~ w~ld ~ ~fusin& i~ccurate, ~ ~u~ant

FiBu~ l~l~ye~ 2~r min~ll

Source: U.$. Dep. Asrk:. 19~6.
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CHAPT~ I

Hyd~o~ogic impact~ o! L.und ¢i~ Chan~

~ngdi~ssionsofinitiala~ra~ion,~da~
rainfall frequency ~i~nt to ~e anal~is ~
deprmions, a~ ~il inl~ltration.
al~ the rainfall duration. The ele~nt of ti~ ~
duration is vi~l to any rainfall-~noff anal~is a~
I Tim~ ~e ti~ element pla~ a critical role
will be discus~ in 8reater detail later. B~ f~
~th the real rainfall-m~off pr~ess and the ~thnow, t~ time ~noff ~kes to colie~ and fl~ to
~s u~ to e~imate the runoff. This is ~t su~ri~the ~int of concern on the 8r~nd su~ac~
in~, since Bravilational, t~rm~ynamic,
catedatlhel~estendoft~areadrainingtothat
other natural f~ in~l~ in ~ucin8
~int~is key m ~ie~in8 the ~ppmpriate ~infall
~ pr~ipitation and runofi~ ~re intrinsically dy~mic
duration.
and constantly changing with, and t~refore infl~
Regaidin8 the element of ti~, ~ile t~
enc~ ~, time. 7his chapter pr~enG a simplifi~
data in the figures and in similar cha~ are ba~
description of ~w time affe~ runoff esti~t~.
on real storm even~, they are not meant to imply
7he react ~hould fu~her explore the
any total sto~ duration or amount. For e~mple,
ment through ~e ~blic~tions ~ferenc~
while Figure 1.2 indicates ~at the fi~ar ~i~
and ~e many other excellent o~ available.
fall inlensity of 2.8 in (7.1 cm) ~r hour will I~
7~ ~amen~l ~asur~ or len~hs
for 30 minutes, itgives~indicafionofthea~al
ti~ are imprint w~n ~o~in8 mn~
~o~ length. In~ead, Figure 1.2 s~ a 20 ~rmat~, whet~r f~ an existinB or f~u~ co~iti~.
cenl chance (the p~babili~ of a fi~ar ~n~
The fi~t ~asure is t~ ~ ~i~ of a drai~
exists that any rain event of at least 30 minm~
age area m a ~infall input. This m~n~
will contain a 30-minute ~riod thal will p~uce
dicates how quickly mn, ofl drains to ~e ~om
1.4 in (3.6 cm) of rai~i.e., rain fallin8 at an a~the wate~ and ~v quickly ~e m~ff
age rate of 2.8 in {7.1 cm) per hour o~r a ~creat~ by a ce~ain rainfall, will change Is
hour period. The figures indicate nothin~ a~
rainfall rate chanBes. ~ a ~s~r d~, ~i~
how the rain fell durin8 the select~ ti~ ~
~n~ time may also I~lp dete~i~ t~
ri~they only indicate the total amount that fell.
volume pr~uc~ by ~e rainfall.
That is why we use the word "average" ~r
~eral te~s a~ definitions quanti~
we di~uss rainfall rat~.
s~ time; mo~ am applicable m a ~ni~lar
~ anal~ts, we may ~ ~uired m ~
runoff ~timatin~ t~hnique or ~. T~ ~
critical rainfall intensities and durations within an
common definition of wate~h~ ~po~ is
~erall sto~ event. The s~cific runoff chara~rof concentration ~C), which the USDA ~
istic we s~k (e.8., ~ak flow rate versus t~l ~lot~ defi~ as t~ ti~ m~ff~nce it
ume) will ~lp dete~ine whether or n~ ~ ~
~gu~k~ to flow from the m~t distant
to ~leG a total sto~ event duration.
in the watersh~ to the I~int of inieres( at ~
Our rainfall discussion w~ld not ~ ~
tom. Nu~rous p~edures, ~uations, c~,
plete without mentioning the rain that ~s bllen
and graphs can help estimate TC, i~iudin8 ~
during prior sto~s. While the ~noff f~ ~is
present~ in Chapter 3 of TR-55.
rain may have Ion8 since drain~ from t~ wa~rReamer that TC ~ any ~r wate~
sh~, ~me may still ~ pr~ent as soil moi~u~ ~
r~pon~ ti~ definitions are only conceptual
stored i~ sudace depressions. Referr~ to as ant~
ues. A watersh~’s a~ual res~n~ ti~ is
c~ent rainfall, runoff, or moisture condit~n, ~is
only aff~ by numerous and complex fa~o~,
hel~ characterize a watershed’s ~tential to W~
is also constantly changinR in length thr~Bh~t
duce ~noff from a ~ sto~ event by d~ibin8
~orm. T~refore, any com~t~ TC ~timate
~w wet conditions a~ from previ~s ~o~.
only an estimate. T~ rea~n is ~t only ~u~
we u~ simplifi~ data and ~uations to commie
Antec~ent runoff conditions are pa~ularly
critical ’when recreatin8 ~1 or his(o~c ~o~ the TC, but aim ~cau~ we assu~ l~t a single
ti~ repr~nG t~ wate~h~ thmug~ ~e
events and when anal~in8 real or h~tical
tire storm ~ent. 7his assumption i~ criti~l
sto~s involving fairly small amoun~ of to~l rai~
fall. For simplicity, many runoff e~imatin8 t~remem~r when computin~ entire
niqu~ assu~ that a~raRe antec~eni c~i(~
h~r~rap~.
are print in t~ watersh~ prior ffi t~ ~R ~
Rega~l~ of t~ definifi~ or ~i~ti~
~o~ in ~uestion. T~ mo~ ~phisticat~ t~
t~hnique ad~l~, the ~st im~nt a~
niQu~ allow ~he analy~ to vary the input da~ ~
the wa~ respon~ ti~ is i~ dire~ eff~
reflec~ ~me other antecedent condilion. Read~
1~ rate of ~noff flow. Since res~n~ time d~should keep ant~edeni conditions in mi~ ~n
mines how quickly the (runoff pr~~ th~8~
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Fundam~ntat~ of Urban RunoffManag~m~nt
out a watershed can flow to the bottom or outlet,
it determines how much time runoff will take to
concentrate at the bol:tom. Therefore, whether we
seek just the peak runof~ rate from a storm event
or an estimate of all the various runoff rates during
and after a storm period--known as ¯ hydrograph--.we must compute a reasonable time estimate, In addition, the shorter the response time,
the greater the flow rate ~or a given runoff volume
amount. Or, we can :~nalyze further to determine
how an existing runoff rate will be changed if the
watershed’s response time is altered. More information regarding the impacts of such alterations
from land development is presented later,
Since watershed response time alto indicates
how quickly the runoff rate will change due to
changes in rainfall rate or intensity, response time
helps us determine the length of rainfall increments needed in ¯ runoff analysis to assure accurate results. Or, stated differently, we learn how
short a time period is needed to safely assume an
average rainfall rate. For example, a watershed
whose outlet takes several hours to respond to the
rainfall within it will show little change in runoff
rate from ¯ change in rainfall intensity lasting only
a few minutes. As a result, we would waste time
and effort if we based our analysis on rainfall increments of less than 15 minutes. This aspect of
watershed response time helps determine the appropriate time increment for other time-dependent runoff computations such as detention basin,
reservoir, and channel/flood plain musings. It can
also help us select appropriate sampling and recording intervals required for runoff field studies,
The second fundamental measure or length
of time in rainfall-runoff analyses is the total event
time. It not only includes the total time for rain to
fall, but it frequently includes the time required
after the rainfall for a watershed to fully respond,
For example, if we wished to compute the total
runoff volume from a certain frequency rainfall,
we would need to know both the average inten.
sity and total duration. This differs from the peak
rate example given in the preceding paragraph,
There, we only needed to know the rainfall that
fell during the time peri;od, equal to the watershed
response time, that produced the peak rate. In addition, if we need this estimate of total runoff vol.
ume to design an urban runoff detention or other
storage facility at the watershed outlet, then we
must extend the total event time to include the additional time the facility prolongs or delays the
watershed’s response time. This additional time,
known as the "interevent dry period" between
rain events (Wanielista and Yousef, 1993), has be-

PART L Tl.~hnicai ~
come increasingly important ¯s the u~e of extended runoff storage times for urba~’t runoff quali~/ grow~ in popularity and the t~torage times
increase in length.
| Drainage Are=, The drainage area or water.
shed concept is fundamental to any rainf¯ll-runoff
analysis. A~ such, we must determine and evaluate several key..drainage area characteristic~ to
perform runoff estimates. The first and most obvious characteristic is the drainage are¯ size, This is
usually determined by using topographic or other
area maps upstream from the point of interest and
actual field reconnaissance to verih/ available
map data and supplement missing data.
Most runoff estimating techniques assume ¯
linear relationship between drainage area size
and runoff volume. Therefore, ¯ 20 percent error
in estimating the drainage area size will, among
other impacts, result in ¯ similar error in estimat.
in¯ runoff volume. This’relationship Is important
when determining the required accuracy of drainage area computations and the amount of time
and effort to spend achieving it. The pement of ¯
particular drainage ¯re¯ that contributes runoff
during a storm event will vary by antecedent
moisture content, size of the storm event, and
ration.
Two important drainage ¯re¯ ch;aracteristics,
particularly for estimating runoff rates, are the
shape of the drainage area and its various slopes.
The previous discussion of watershed re~pon~e
time shows that a watershed with steep surfaces
and channels allow~ runoff to drain to its outlet
more quickly. This creates a greatest peak flow
than ¯ fiat watershed of similar total area. simi.
lady, an elongated drainage area with ¯ longer
distance from its upper reaches to its, outlet may
have ¯ longer response time than a rounded one
of equal size and, therefore, a lower peak runoff
rate.
The term "may" convey~ reservations ¯bout
over-generalizing drainage area shal>e and slope
and their effects on runoff rate, particularly for
complex watersheds with major branches or tribus¯ties. Each drainage area or watershed ha~ its
own unique shape, slope, and complexity, and
each factor has a direct effect on response time
and resultant runoff. Therefore, the representative
response time required by the selected runoff esti.
mating method should be computed a!+ accurately
as possible for each watershed undel" study and
should consider all these unique characteristics.
The slope of localized areas within ¯ watershed, particularly those that create surface de- ..
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CHAP’T~ |

H)x~)logi¢ Imp~c~J o! L~nd (Ja¢

t~ ~ff ~timating m~, the da~ ~y
pr~sions and ot~r I~ areas, ~n ha~ a dir~
eff~ on t~ watersh~’s res~n~ time and vol- ~ degr~ of field ~rificati~.
ume of ~noff, es~cially at the rainfall onset. If
~ in su~ace depressions, the delayin~ eflhe su~ace depressions are la~e ~lative to ~he
fe~ of initial ~il ~ing and infiltration help
rainfall volume, lhey can capture a~ store the
pr~uce initial a~traction. This can significantly
~ginning ~noff, delaying i~ flow downstream,
aff~ ~he rainfall-~noff anal~is rmull and sh~ld
This delay, combin~ wi~ such ~ffe~ as
~ considerS, when anal~ing ~all, fr~nt
sto~ ~n~ in ~ious
~il infiltration and interception by ~ge~ion,
hel~ p~uce the "initial abslra~ion’~ ~ :
amount of rainfall conve~ into mmething other
than runoff during the earliest pa~ of the sto~ ~ V~g~I~ Corr. The ~ge~li~ cover
re~l~ affe~ lhe rainfall-~noff pr~ess and
event. In ffstimatin~ runoff, the initial abstra~ion
im~nt ~rameter in ~ny ru~ff es~i~tins
is ¯ e amount of rain ~hat must fall ~fore ~noff
techniques.
Vegetation chara~eristics inclu~
~gins. ~pending on the wate,hed’s su~ace,
various ~, ~nopi~, and densiti~; extent
~ils, an~ vegetation, and the amount of rainfall
coverage; deEr~ ~ ~sidue or natural liner
analyzed,, the initial abstra~ion can significantly
base; and degr~ of su~ace mugh~ss. T~
afie~ the ~ul~. It should no~ ~ overl~k~, ~rchara~eristi~ aff~ t~ a~unt of rainfall
ticularly when analyzing small, fr~uent sto~
~co~s ~ff and t~ ien~h of li~ ~e
even~ in la~ely ~ious wate,h~s.
sh~ ~kes to fully ~nd. For example, accor~
ing to data in TR.55, ~t fl~noff
~ Sol~. Since ~ral ~!l chara~eristics in a wa~cu,
during ~e critical fi~t stages of
tersh~ have a dire~ effe~ on lhe rainfall-ru~ff
move~n;~s an a~rage ~l~ity 10 ti~
process, ~hey are included in most ~noff estimalslower across a w~ area than it ~s
ing lechniques. These include soil layer thickn~s,
~rmeabili~ or infiltration rate, and the degree of comparable ~ ~il or asphall-~v~ a~a.
moisture in ~he ~il ~fore lhe rain event. The Th~ ~ mu~ ~ consider~ in ~i~linE
~ak ~noff
g~eater the ~il ~eability--the ability to infilV~etation dala ~u~, f~uently u~ In
irate rainfall ~o i~ lower strata~he less ~mains
combination, include field ~connai~nce
to ~come ~noff. The sa~ can ~ .id for rail
aerial photographs and ~tellite Image~, ~ni~
lh~ckness, panicularl~ a~ve bedrock or an i~
lady to ~udy la~e water.s using come.r~eabte subsu~ace layer, and t~ degree of
iz~ geographic info~tion syste~ (GI5).
moisture present in the voids ~n the individual ~il panicle.
Vegetation’s delaying effe~ of ~infall int~If a sto~ occurs in an undevelo~d waterception aim help pr~uce initial abstra~i~,
shed who~ ~il is .turated from previous rainwhich can significantly aff~ ~e r~ul~ of a ~i~
falls and incapable of storing additional water, the
fall-~noff anal~is in laq;ely ~i~s wate.~
runoff a~unt could ~ the .me as that p~
duced in a watershed completely cover~ with
im~ious su~ac~ such as r~fs, parking Io~,
~ I~~~ Im~wious co~r
that virtually all rain will ~ome runoff. ~r
and roadways. This fa~ is ~icularly critical in
many pa~ of the count~ in spring, when exm~t conditions, im~ious cover is the la~ factend~ wet weather and prolonged sn~melt
tor created in a watershed. ~ mentio~
k~p rail levels nearly or completely ~turat~.
viously, the sh~t flow velocity of runoff o~r
This ~turation cauls a high threat of fl~ing,
smith, im~i~s su~ace such as a road
parking lot is a~t 10 times faster than over
since extreme flow rat~ and flo~ levels can
even ~ caused by small st~s with high probavegetated su~ace. These, strong impa~ on ~ff
bilities or ~uencies.
volume and rate make im~ious co~r the
critical chara~eristic in most ~noff ~timati~
Soil infiltration rate and thickness da~ is
techniques. In fact, the British Road Resea~h
found in numerous murces, including la~rato~
orato~ (BRRL) Meth~ considers only t~ im~tests of ~il ~mples taken from various watersh~
vious ~nions of a wate~h~ or drainage
I~ations, borings, and other subsu~ace gmples,
USD~ SCS county ~il su~eys are reliable
Sources of im~ious co~r da~ ~ui~
mu~es for general rail information. ~nding for rainfall-runoff analy~es range from field r~
on drainage area size, degr~ of accuracy re- naissance to aerial photographs to ~tellite t~8quired, and im~nce of ~il chara~eristics to
e~, particular for GIS-ba~d studies..
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Runoff ~stlmstlonl

of raring intensities in single or ~n multiple
storm events. This makes them n’~ore iuitable
compute event runoff volumes and hydro~raphs
In this manual, most techniques used to analyze
and more capable of accurately recreating runoff
the rainfall.runoff process and estimate runoff vol- from pa~t or historic rainfall events. These mesh.
umes, peak rates, and hydrographs are classified
ods, th~n, can be more readily calibrated and vet.
into two general types, distinguished by how each
ailed, further improving their accuracy.
uses time in its computations.
Specific runoff estimating methods baled
somewhat ~n variable state assumptions include
=
the USDA SCS runoff equation, which assumes
I Steadit SCare Methods. These methods assurne that key parameters remain steady or connonlinear soil infiltration rate to estimate runoff
stant throughout the rainfall duration. Therefore,
volumes; and methods based ,on either unit
hydrograph theory, originally developed by L.K.
these methods use uniform rainfall intensities, soil
infiltration rates, and representative watershed re- Sherman in 1932 (Sherman, 1941:)), or the morl
sponse times. Rather than merely a shortcut,
recent kinematic wave theory to distribute runoff
volume into runoff hydro~raph$.
steady state conditions are a reasonably accurate
way to estimate peak runoff rates from high to
In gene’al, to consider variations In parame.
moderate frequency storms in small watersheds
ters, the methods divide the rainfall event
with relatively shor~ response times. As a result,
small time periods and use separate estimate~
steady state techniques, such as the rational
each parameter sequentially durini~ each time I~method, are widely accepted for such waterriod. To be accurate, a variable state method
sheds. This relative accuracy may be caused by
should consider the effects of previous parame~.
the short response time, resulting in a short time
values from preceding time periods in each cur.
period over which steady or constant conditions
rent lime period. Most standard methods currenlly
are assumed (Wanielista and Yousef [1993] recavailable do so, at least for some pa~rameteri.
ommends limiting rational method use to drainIn using variable state methods, the close’
age areas with a maximum TC of 20 minutes)¯
semblance
to the "real" rainfall-runoff procell
Unfortunately, these same assumptions limit
and, consequently, the greateracc:uracy, broad~
steady state methods, such as the rational
method, to computing peak runoff rates. They are applicability, and potentially greater benefits do
less effective in estimating total event runoff vol. not come without additional cost. ’These methods
need more input data (e.g., an initial value fo~
umes and hydrographs,
each parameter and a technique for varying
A modified form of the rational method estithe event) and more computationl.
mates runoff volumes from a series of hypotheti- throughout
This normally requires appropriate computer pro.
cal rainfall events of similar frequency but grams and more user knowledge and experience
different duration. The method is primarily used
to maintain an acceptable level of accuracy and
to design smaller runoff detention and other stor~fety. These requirements can limit the use of
age facilities¯ Unfortunately, urban runoff man- some methods and the effectiveness of the reEula.
agement is expanding beyond traditional flood
tory programs based on them.
control and drainage needs to address aspects
In developing or expanding an urban runoff
such as runoff quality, nonpoint source pollution,
management program, we must balance reguli.
and aquatic habitat management. These uses require more accurate estimates of total runoff vol- tory effectiveness and technical accuracy. But
umes and hydrographs, in particular, than the cause of the current demands to manage runoff
and the continued growth of hydrologic tools and
methods using steady state assumptions can relitechniques, all urban runoff management pro..
ably produce. Nevertheless, their simplicity and
8rams should encourage technical growth and be
proven--if limited--accuracy means that steady
capable ofupdatingtheirown regulations.
state estimating still retains a firm position in
urban runoff hydrology.

Common/%thods

I Variable State Methods. These methods
allow such parameters as rainfall intensity, soil infiltration, and watershed resl:x)nse time to vary
with time. As such, these methods can more accurarely compute runoff characteristics from rainfalls

Runoff Estimation-Computer Ptodels
The amount and complexity of the data and com.
putations are overwhelming. And as the scol~
and complexity of urban runoff management
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grows, linking data and computed hydrologic resuits with hydraulic, structural, economic, and
even demographic analyses is increasingly important. As a result, we must have quick computerized runoff models and other enhanced computational tools, particularly to study large, complex
watersheds. Fortunately, numerous urban runoff
management programs are available,
The. terms computer’program" and "model"
can be confusing. The runoff models described
here are computer programs since they are writ.
ten in a computer language and are run (or exeouted) on ¯ computer. However, the term "model"
implies a specialized type of computer program
that simulates or models a physical process. The
user must both provide input data and make informed decisions about data values, such as soil
infiltration rates or extent of vegetative cover,
The model differs, then, from a simple computer program, which may perform complex
arithmetic, but uses input data requiring little or
no user discretion; for example, a program that
computes the mean or standard deviation or that
computes the closure error on a land survey. According to this definition, various estimating tech.
niques L=sed in urban runoff management analyses
and labeled "methods" are also considered roodels in scientific and engineering terms. We will,
therefore, refer to the computerized versions of
these methods as computer models.
| Single Event Models. These models allow
the user to analyze or simulate the rainfall-runoff
process during a single event. The user must not
only select the rainfall to analyze but also the
conditions and factors in the watershed imrnediately prior to its onset. The models then estimate
the resulting runoff characteristics such as volumes, peak rates, and entire hydrographs.
To develop and use a single event model, the
user need only know the initial values of the factors in the runoff estimating method and how they
will change over time in response to the selected
rainfall. The user does not need to know how the
factors will continue to change during any drying
period following the selected rainfall and preceding the next one, since the model is only intended
to anah/ze a single event. This makes these computer models ideally suited to analyze individual
historic storm events and design urban runoff deten~ion .and other shorl-term urban runoff storage
faciliti~ primarily influenced by individual
storms,
Some popular single event computer models
available include HEC-1 Flood Hydrograph Pack-

age, developed by the Hydrologic Engineering
Center (HEC) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(1990); USDA Technical Release 20 CTR-20), cleveloped by the USDA SCS (1992); and the U.S.
EPA Stormwater Management Model (SWMM)
(Huber and Dickinson, 1988); ¯long w~th numerous others. The first ~vo models can only be used
for estimating quantitative aspects of runoff such
: Is volumes, rates, and hydrographs. SWMM can
also be used to estimate runoff quality characteristics such as pollul~ant concentrations and
masses. References at tlhe end of the chapter provide detailed descriptions of the models.
| Con~nuous NodeL~;. Unlike single rainfallrunoff models, these models analyze the rainfallrunoff process for ¯ series of storm events over
extended time period--,several years or even dec¯ des. Models must account for changes in watershed factors and par¯meters during the time
between storms (interevent dry periods) as well as
during storms. Such fa(.-’1ors as temperature,
live humidity, surface evaporation and evapotranspiration, and groundwater levels and
movement, all of which may significantly ¯ff.e~l
runoff response to the next rainfall in the analysis
or simulation, must be considered. These facto~
require a similar increase in data needs ind user
knowledge and experience.
The additional effort and expense are often
well spenL particularly to analyze or design agrtcultural, urban runoff management, or water supply facilities that respond slowly to rainfall and,
therefore, are influenced by a long series of storm
evenLs. Single event analyses are of limited value
for these facilities, since they are part of a larse~,
more complex picture. Also of limited value are
such problems as Iong-llerm, cumulative pollutant
Ioadings and their effe~:ts on streams, lakes, and
estuaries. These phenomena occur slowly and are
continuously influence~:l by rainfall events. Using
continuous models may not only be justified, but
in many instances rnandatory.
One of the most fiimiliar continuous models
is Storage, Treatment, Overflow, and Runoff
Model (STORM), originally developed by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers in 1974.

Runoff Estlmation--.An Example
To highlight the rainfall-runoff concepts, parameters, and methods previously discussed, we have
selected a sample method of a single event presented in TR-S5 to estimate runoff volumes, peak
rates, and entire hydrographs. The methodology

I
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first uses the USDA SCS runoff equation~a math- eliminates |a as an independent variiable in equaematical model of the real rainfall-runoff proction 1 and results in the following:
ess--to estimate the runoff volume, expressed as a
uniform depth in inches over the watershed, that
[2]
Q = (P- 0.2Sf
would result from a specified rainfall depth. We
(P ÷ 0.8S)
assume that this rainfall depth falls over a 24-h~ur
period in a hypothetical pattern developed by
The parameter S is ¯ measure of how much
USDA SCS from the rainfall depth.frequency-du,
rainfall the watershed soils and the materials coy.
ration data originally I~ublished in TP-40 (U.S.
ering them c~n: potentially hold once the initial
Dep. Commerce, 1961). The resultant runoff volabstraction is overcome and runoff begins. No
ume is then distribu~.ed over time using a synthetic
mention is made of the rainfall amount required
unit hydrograph for the watershed to estimate the
to reach this limit because S is related to the ¯cpeak runoff rate. If we desire, we can estimate the
tual soils and covers through ¯ runoff curve numentire hydrograph that would result from the daybet (CN) by the equation
long rainfall. The synthetic unit hydroEraph i$
based on the principles and assumptions
1000
hydrograph theory and, in part, on an estimal~
the watershed’s TC.
This is a complicated mix of theories, asTR-S$ and NEH-4 have t~veral I:able~ of CN$
sumptions, and calculations. However, the USDA
for numerous ground covers and land uses in variSCS runoff equation, synthetic storm distributions,
ous hydrologic conditions, including lawns,
and synthetic unit hydrographs included in the
meadows, woodland, impervious sunfaces such
methodology are based on extensive field data,
roads and roofs, and even bare ~oil. The~e lables
research, and experience. They are, therefore,
present four CNs for each over/u~P../conditlon.
consistent with the concepts and cautions disUSDA SCS has classif’~’,d most soils into hydrocussed earlier for real versus design conditions. As
logic soil groups (HSG) based on their minimum
a result, the USDA SCS hydrologic methods, ininfiltration capabilities. Soils in HSG A have the
cludin~ those in TR-55, have gained widespread
highest infiltration rates, while HSG ;D soils have
acceptance among engineers, planners, and reguthe lowest. Conversely, HSG A soils have the low.
lators. Details rel~arding USDA SCS methodology
est runoff potential while HSG D soils have
in the following example are in TR-55 as well as
highest. The recommended CNs in the TR-5$ and
USDA SCS’s National Engineering Handbook
NEH-4 tables are also based on the assumption
Section Four~ Hydrology (NEH-4) (U.S. Dep.
average antecedent runoff conditions at the start o~
Agric. 1972).
rainfall.
As described in these publications, the
Graphic solutions to equation 2 (i.e., the
USDA SCS runoff equation is
USDA SCS runoff equation for ]a - 0.2S) for ¯
range of CNs is presented from TR-.~;5 in Figure
[1 ]
_ ]¯)2
1.4. A summary of recommended CN$ for various
Q" (P (p
- ]a)
÷S
land uses/covers, conditions, and hydrologic ~oil
groups taken from the extensive listi~rgs in TR-$5
where:
Q - Runoff depth (inches)
Gables 2-2a and 2-2c) is presented in Table 1.1.
P ¯ Rainfall depth (inches)
TR-55 also contains rainfall depth-frequency.du.
ration maps originally published in TP-40 to
S ¯ Potential maximum rmention
once runoff begins (inches)
allow the user to select the appropri,ate 24-hour
]a ¯ Initial abstraction (inches)
rainfall amount.
For example, assume a wooded, 20-acre
As previously explained, the initial absl~’ac.
(8.1-ha) drainage area around Chicago with 8ood
tion is the amount of rainfall that must fall before
leaf cover and other natural litter on the ground.
runoff begins and represents all other routes rain
Using the previous equations and the CNs from
can take (e.g., infiltration into the soil) or forms it
Table 1.1, we can estimate the volume of runoff
will assume (e.g., depression storage) during the
expected for a 2-year, 10-year, and llX)-year
earliest part of the storm. While the actual initial
storm event lasting 24 hours. We will base the
abstraction can be highly variable, USDA SCS has
computations on two alternative soil wpe~---HSG
developed the empirical equation ]a ¯ 0.2S. This
B and D.--and compare the resulLs.
"-
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H),dro~i¢ In~cts of/.and (,Jse C~n~

Table 1 .lmSummary of recommended SCS runoff curve number for averale intec~lent runoff conditions.
HYDROLO~I(: SOIL GROUP
COVER TYPE/LAND USE

HYDROLOGIC CONDITION

|

C

45
30

66
55

77
70

83
77

30

58

71

?B

39

61

?4

80

~

77

86

91

94

~/2 acre residential
(25% imr~rvinus)

~

54

70

80

85

Commerc:ia~iness
(85% impe~,inus)

--

89

92

94

95

Roofs/paved ~ds, drives,
and parking

~

98

98

98

98

Woods

Poor-no fores! lir~er
Good-litler and b~sh

Meado@

¯

~

Lav~ns/oDen space

Good-full grass cover

Bare soil

~

:

I
I

D

A

"

Note: Summary values are presenled for example only. Refer to carnplete SCS bibles and lexls io~ Klu~l CN us~.
Source: U.S. I~. Agri¢. 1986,

Fisure 1.4--.~raphic solution of Soll Conservation Service n~off equ~tioet.

8

1

0

|

Z

3

4

$

6

7

8

|

|0 11 lZ
I~tnflll (P). ~nckes

Source: U.S. Oep. Agric. 1986.
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Fundamt, nt.~LI of Urbln Runoff Manag~n~d
From ~e d~c~ption a~ inflation f~
Table 1.1, we can safely assume that ~e w~
area is in "8~" hydrologic condition and a CN
of 55 can ~ us~ if the ~ils ~long to HSC B.
Similarly, a CN of 77 is recommend~ if ~e ~ils
~long to HSC D. We can now ~o~ ~e p~
liminaw computations using th~ value, ~uation 3, and the USDA ~ as~mption ~t ]a is
~ual to 20 ~ent o~:
PAR~ER

~IL GROUP l ~IL GIOUP D

CN

55

~D

7~

5 (inch.)

8.18

2.99

Ia (inches)

1 .~

0.~

From th~ commotions, we can make
~me compari~ns ~n ~e ~ ~ils right
away, even ~fore the rain ~gins. For in~nce,
we have estimated that a drainage area compri~
of HSC B soils can ~tentially re~in 8.18 in [20.8
cm) of rainfall, once the initial ab~ra~ of 1 .~
in (4.2 ~) is used up and m~ff ~gins. This is almost thr~ fi~ greater than if the drainage area
were compri~ of HSG D soils. In addition, the
HSC B drainage area r~uirm a greater amount of
rainfall to ove~o~ the initial abstra~ion a~ f~
~noff to ~gin than the HSG D drainage area.
To complete the tom,rations, we u~ 2~
hour rainfall values for the general Chicago area
for 2-year, 10-year, and l~-year ~o~ e~n~
irom Figure 1.3 (from TR-55, Ap~ndix B: Figur~
B-3, B-5, and B-8). Using the~ values, ~e preli~
ina~ computations, and ~uation 2, we can co~
pure the following estimat~ of ~noff volu~:
~OIM
FE~.
(yea~)

tually, th~ ~lu~ a~ ~ant to f~t a~a~e ~noff depths ~er the entire drainase area
w~re t~CN has ~n com~ (~ USDA~
~noff ~uation d~ not ha~ an e~licit te~ ~
drai~g~area ;ize). To compme ~e varies N~
off volum~ in ~ uaditional
~, ~ can multiply the a~rage N~ff d~
~u~ by ~uati~ 2 by t~ 2~a~ d~i~e
a~a (maki~ ~ of ~r uniU) to W~ ~1
diff~nt ve~ions of ~timat~ ~u~:

2&HOUI
~NFA~
(~)

~I~D IUN~
0~)
I ~IL

D ~IL

2

2.~

0.14

0.93

10

4.0

0.53

1.81

1~

5.8

1.40

3.30

The esfimat~ runoff volumes flora ~uation
2 are expressed in inches, which do~ no( exa~iy
meet the mathematical definition of volume. ~-

~Q"

~D

~

~TED

(~: ~)

~1

I
~L

D
~L

I
~L

D
~IL

1
~L

D
~L

2

0.14

0.93

I0,019

67~18

0~3

1~5

0.53

1~1 38,333 131,551 0.M 3.02

I0
~

1.~

3.30 101,495 239,580 2.33

All p~i~s ~mat~ f~ each ~ ~
que~ a~ HSG reprint t~ Mine
~u~hey only repr~ent diffenmt uni~. ~
~ing m m~ff ~lu~ in incus ~ avma~
d~th ~r the entire wate~h~ 0~ in uni~ ~
~f~t is often easier ~an in cubic: ~.
In c~ring ~e ~ HSGs, ~e HSG D
drainage area ~uld produce 2-~ar, 1 ~ar, a~
10~ar mnoff volumes that are 6.6, 3.4, a~2.4
ti~s g~ater than tho~ from the HSG B drainage
area. This confi~s ~r ~spicions from t~ ~
liminaw com~tations. While the HSG D
volumes a~ greater than th~ for IHSC B in all
sto~ ~uenci~ analyze, ~e ~en~ge dif*
ference d~reas~ as the ~o~ frl~uen~,
morn p~isely, the rainfall a~un~ncma~
Ho~r, t~ USDA SCS runoff e~uati~ u~
~ a fix~ initial abstra~ion value f~ a ~i~
CN (i.e., it d~ not va~ with rainfall) a~ an ~*
~nential infii~ation rate (note t~ ~ua~ n~
merator in ~uations 1 and 2}. We will expl~
this im~nt as~ of u~n ~,ff h~rol~y
later.
~me interesting relati~ships ~ist within
each HSC. For example, in the HSC; B drai~ge
area, the est,mated 2-year ~noff volu~ ~
~n~ only 5 ~rcent of the to~l 2-year rainfall.
This ~rcentage increa~s fi~t to 13 ~ent a~
then to 24 ~rcenl for the HSG B drainage area at~
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Hydrologic Impacts o1’ Land ~Jse

the storm frequency/rainfall amount increases to
the 10-year and 100-year levels. A similar relationship between event frequencies exists for the
HSC Ddrainage area.
The following is a ~Jmmary of the percentages for both HSGs:

STOIM
FREQ.

:24.
HOUI
IAINFALL

(war=)

(i~¢ke~)

ESTIMATED

" IUNOFF

IUNOFF AS PEaCihrr
OF I~NF~.U.

(Inch,)
1 SOIL D SOIL
!

I rOll. D rOll.
!

2

2.8

0.14

0.9)

$%

))%

to

,~.0

o.s3

1_.61

1)%

4S%

100

5.8

1.40

3.30

24%

57%

These relationships show the effects of both
the initial abstraction and nonlinear (i.e., exponential) infiltration rate assumptions from the
USDA SCS runoff equation. The percentages also
show the strong effect of soil characteristics on
runoff volume from a given amount of rainfall,
The data show that a much greater percentage of
rain falling on the HSG D drainage area will likely
become runoff than the percentage on the HSG B
drainage area. For example, while we estimate
that only 5. percent of the 2-year rainfall on the
HSC B drainage area will become runoff, 33 percent of the same rain falling on the HSG D drainage area (with the same ground cover) will
become runoff. Therefore, this hypothetical
switching of HSGs clearly shows why soil characteristics are such an important parameter in runoff
computations. The remaining percentage of rain
that does not become runoff in either drainage
area represents the sum of all the other rainfall byproducts.
We can extend this example to include estimates and comparisons of peak rates at which the
various runoff volumes might flow from each
drainage area. We will assume that the 24-hour
rainfall will fall throughout that 24-hour period in
accordance with a hypothetical USDA SCS storm
distribution known as Type II. This hypothetical or
"design" storm is one of four 24-hour distributions
that USDA !~CS has developed for various parts of
the United States, with Type II recommended for
the Chicago area, the location of the 2D-acre
drainage area in our example (’rR.55, Appendix
B, contair~ a detailed description of these distr,butions).

Assuming a Type II ~torm and an estimated
TC of 0.5 hours, we use Figure 1.5 to estimate the
various peak runoff rates for the different storm
frequencies and soil groups (’1"R-55, Chaplet 3,
contains one of the moslt complete and concise
presentations of both the concept and computation of TC presently available).
Figure 1.5 presents various values of the pe:rameter, unit peak discharge (qu), expressed in
units of cubic feet per second per ~uare mile of
drainage area per inch of runoff (csm/~n), for variOUS drainage area TCs an,rl Type II storm distribution. Multiplying the appropriate unit peak
discharge value by the drainage-area size (ex.
pressed in Kluare miles) a~nd the estimated runoff
volume (expressed in inches) will yield an esti.
mate of peak runoff rate i~n units of cubic feet per
second (cfs). Figure 1.5 also contains one additional value, ]a/P--the ratio of the drainage area’s
initial abstraction to the total ~torm rainfall-..4hat
must be determined before estimating a peak rate
(’rR.$$, Chapter 4, contairts more instruction and
insight into estimating peak runoff rates).
Summaries of the resulting computations for
the 20-acre (8.1 ha; 0.03 miz) drainage area with
a 0.5 hour TC for bo~h HSGs follow:
FOR HYDROLOGIC .~:)IL GROUP
ESTIMATED
SToaM ESTIMATED
PEAK
FREQUENCY IUNOFF
q~ DISCHARGI
(y=m)
(lnd~e~)
I~dl~ (=m/~)
2

0.14

0.59 230

1.0

10

0.53

0.41 340

$.6

100

1.40

0.28 450

19.7

FOIl HYDROLOCIC SOIL GROUP D
ESTIMATED
STORM ESTIMATED
PEAK
I~EQUENCY IUNOFI:
qu DISCHAIG|
(~.m)
(t~)
~-/1’ (m~n)

,,

2

0.93

O.21

470

13.7

10

1.81

0.15

SOS

26.6

3.30

0.10

530

54.7

100

,

In the HSG B and D tables, we note that
while the estimated peak runoff rates for the HSG
D drainage area are greater than tho~e for the
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Fi~u~ 1 .~nit ~ di~e 1~1 ~ ~1 ~n~li~ ~ice T~ II ~o~

-

~o
~0
.1

.Z

.4

.6 .8 1

Z

4

68

~urce: U~. Din. AEric. 1986.

HS~ B, the ratio or ~en~ge diffe~ce ~amount increa~, the a~nt of
~, t~e ~ak rat~s is greater than ~n th~
will increas~ e~en more. This ~lationsh~p
~o~um~s. For example, the HS~ D volu~ ~fit~e for ~ak runoff rat~. S~ond, a chan~e
mate for ~he 10-yea~ fr~uen~ sto~ is ~.4 t~m~
drainage area or wate~h~ ~nofl chara~erisfics,
greater (1.81 inch~ divid~ by 0.53 i~h~) than
as demonstrat~ by h~thetically vagina
~ils from HSG B to HSG D, can complicate ~h
the HSG B volume, Howler, ~e HSG D ~ak
rate estimate for t~ ~me 10-year ff~uency
the runoff volume and rate. Finally, while ~
sto~ is S.1 times 8reater (28.6 ~ divid~ by 5.6
8eneralize on a drainaBe area’s r~infal~mnoff
lationship, we can only determi~ s~ific ~icfs) than the HSG B ~ak ra~. Similar increas~
for the 2-yearand l~-yeareven~sh~t~me
mates of resultant runoff throush m~thematical
analysis ba~ on sound assumptions
d~reasin8 trend for increasin8 rainfall amounts,
propriate amount and quali~ of dang. We will
This fuffher difference ~w~n ~e ~ HSGs is
the result of ~veral factor. T~ include the
plore th~ relationshi~ and the effec~
HSG D ~il’s lower initial abstra~ion, ~ich ~
drainase ~ma chans~ in di~ussin8 hydrol~ic
impac~ of J~nd devel~nL
suhs in an earlier staff of runoff and ~s ¯ ~r
i~ ratio and hisher qu value; ~e v~ri~e
of the Ty~ 11 storm distribution, in which t~ m~t
intense rainfalls ~cu~ near t~ middle ~ t~ 2~ The Soil Erosion Process
hour duration; and t~ ex~nential ~rg~er of
the USOA SCS runoff ~u~tion.
Concepts and Theories
The exampl~ confi~ the roll.in8 ~in~.
First, the amount of runoff pr~uc~ by rainfall
As previously stated, both rainfall and the runoff
varies nonlinearly. Con~uently, ~s t~ rainfall
produce~r is conveff~ int~affe~
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letted by the land surfaces they contact. For rainand the shape, slope, and roughness of the varifall, this contact occurs only at the instant the
ous surfaces over which the runoff-borne ted|.
raindrops strike the ground. For runoff, the conment is moving. As previously explained, runoff’
tact period normally lasts considerably longer,
moving across the ground surface also further dis~
Nevertheless, the forces exerted briefly by rain.
places soil particles by mobilizing previously atdrops and longer by runoff combine to dislodge
tached material. This runoff movement can create
and transport soil panicles, commonly known as
enormous amounts of additional sediment, panics~liment,
ularly in highly erodible stream channels.
Cha~ter 2 discusses in detail the impacts of
: .. The final stage of the soil erosion process is
sediment on surface water quality, biota, and hal>the deposition stage, when the runoff can no
longer carry the ~:liment and deposits it back on
|tat, presenting the theoretical and technical funthe ground some distance from where it origidamentals of the soil erosion process. A sound
hated. This can occur anywhere in the waterunderstanding of these fundamentals will prepare
shed,’tom iJpland surfaces, to channels, to lake
readers for the more detailed presentations to folbottoms. The watershed is then left with depleted
low and will enable them to better develop and
upper soil layers in some portions and new soll
manage a comprehensive urban runoff managelayers in others.
ment program. The soil erosion fundamentals are
The soil erosion process is extremely cornlargely based on Appendix A1 of the Standards for
5oi/Erosion and Sediment Contro/in NewJersey
plex and dynamic. All three stages can and do
(1987). The publication is one of many excellent
occur continually, to v~,rying degrees, throughout
sources for theoretical and practical information
the rainfall/runoff event~which is also complex
and dynamic. Since sediment produced by the
on soil erosion and its control,
soll erosion process can come from anywhere in
Soft erosion is a three-part process, beginthe watershed, we must carefully manage and
ning the instant raindrops strike the ground surprolecl each portion ar~l component.
face, sometimes at velocities up to 30 mi (48.3
km) an hour. The impact force is often sufficient to
dislodge soil particles from bare ground sudace
Estimating Sheet and Rill Erosion
and begin their movement down slope. This iniDespite the complexities of measuring sediment,
tial stage of the soil erosion process primarily
research and experience have developed varioul
from raindrop impact is known as sheet erosion,
methods and techniques to estimate the amount
In the sheet erosion stage, significant quantities of
soil particles are mobilized from the enormous of soil loss from sheet and rill erosion. The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) is generally acnumber of raindrop impacts over an area.
cepted as the standard technique to estimate the
The exact amount of sediment produced
effectiveness of various erosion control practices
during sheet erosion depends on several factors,
and measures. Appendix ^ of the Standards for
including the size, mass, and texture of the soil
.Soil Erosion and Sediment, Control in NewJersey
panicles;: the size and slope of the ground surface;
(1987) contains a detailed presentation.
the type and degree of surface cover; and the in.
The USLE is an empirical equation used to
tensity and duration of the rainfall. The shear
estimate the annual amount of soil lost by ~
forces created by runoff flowing across the iraand rill erosion on agiven parcelofland:
pacted area from upslope portions of the drainage
area can also dislodge soil particles from the
ground surface. This increases the total quantity
of sediment produced during sheet erosion,
Once the soil particles are detached from the
surface, runoff primarily keeps them mobilized
during the next stage of soil erosion---downslope
transport.. During this stage, runoff transports the
sediment across the ground surface, along small
rills and gullies, and through larger swales and
channels.. The extent of the sediment movement
also depends on a large number of factors, including the volume, rate, and duration of the nmoff;
the size, mass, and shape of the displaced soil;

E ,, (R)(K)(L)(C)(P)

[4]

where:
E., Estimated Anr,ual Soil Lo~ due to sheet
erosion (in toni/acre/year).
R ~ Rainfall Factor or Rainfall Erosio~
Index~ measure of the erosive force
of rainfall occurring over the I~udy area
during a normal year. Figure 1.6
presents typical values of R for various
portions of New Jersey.
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The USLE uses additional factors to produce
estimates for periods of time less than one year and
for individual storm events of specified frequency.

5ource: New Jersey Dep..~ic. 1987.

TABLE 1.2--Universal Soil Loss Equation so|l
erodibility (K) classes and ranges,
ERODIBILITY CLASS
RANGE OF K
j
Low
0.17 - 0.24
Medium

0.2~ - 0.37

High

0.43- 0.49

Source: New Jersey Dep. Agric. 1¢J87.

The USLE is a fairly simple ma,thematical
ecluation. The estimated soil loss is a function of
the erosive properties of a given soil (K), as deter.
mined through standardized tests, which are then
modified by a number of pertinent factors--such
as rainfall and ground slope, cover, and surface
character--to reflect the actual conditions in
which the soil exists, in addition, the mathematical relationship between all input factors and the
final resutt are linear---a certain ipercentage
change in any input variable results in, an identical change in the result.
The actual sheet and rill erosion process,
however, is not simple and the various input factors do not behave in a simple, linear fa.thion. The
USLE’s apparent simplicity masks the complexity
of the actual sheet erosion process arid the difficulty of mathematical modeling. Users need to
exercise caution when applying the UISLE and its
estimates.
The most important aspects of the USLE that
relate to urban runoff management programs are
the cover index (C) and the erosion control practice factor (P). These are the factors that designers,
constructors, and regulators can control. For example, placing straw mulch on bare ground at the

Hydro~ogic Impact~ ot Land Use ~n~

~1

~r ~ex [C) ~1~.

N~

--

r~u~ion of the C value in t~ USLE (in Tab~ 1.3,
from 1.0 to 0.2). T~ USLE’s linear nature can ~
dUCe a similar r~u~ion in the ~imat~ ~il I~
~E
throush sh~ erosion from thee su~ac~.
(%) ~1~ c
~ace conditions, de~.~rat~ in t~ ~ical P
valu~ in Table 1.4, can achi~ morn
All
1.~
~b.

S~w ~ ~y

1.0

0- I0

0.20

1.5

0 - 10

0.12

2.0

0 - I0

0.~

7

0 - 15

0.~

12

O- 15

0.05

GROUND
co~

W~chi~

A~LI~TI~
~TE
(l~a~)

2s
T~ra~
~in8 and

o- ~s o.o~

No mu~h

--

0.70

::
Ta~e 1.~n~l ~1 L~ ~ua~ ~
Pradi~ Fair (P) vai~.
~URFACE CONDITION
W~H NO CO~l:

~L P

~ ~chi~ ~~
~ ~n 12 i~
L~ a~ ~h

(~I 6 w~ks)

~ulch ~ 2.0 --

0.~

T~ ~d as~ ~ t~ USLE and s~
er~ion Is the time t~ ,er~i~ condition Is a~

low~ to exist in ~e field. R~a~le. ~ t~
Nomu~h
~ulch ~ 1,0

Pe~t
~ing
(a~er 2 ~a~
and ~

~

0.10

--

0.0~

Mulch I I ~ ~

0.05

~ulch~2.0

--

0.0~

--

--

0.01

gr~ cover, ~ace co~itions, or any ~
USLE sh~I er~ion fa~o~, limitin8 er~ion ~ ~
sho~e~ pra~ical ex~ure ti~ aeain~ ~ le~
~iI l~s. ~hapter 4 r~orn~nds t~hniqu~ a~
resulations to minim~e I~.
USDA is in t~ pr~e~ ~ ~placin8 t~ USLE
with t~ Water E~ion P~i~i~ P~ram
L~s Equation (RUSLE) is ~in8 ad~t~ natio~
wide. RUSLE is ~ on u~at~ rainfall c~
index and er~i~ cont~l ~a~ice

the gr~nd ~u6ace exc~Js a ce~in depth, ~rav-
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V
T

Fundam~Ltl~ ~ (Jrb~n Run~[ Iqanag~m~t
sively la~er con~ance d~ic~. T~ range
f~ ~all rills to la~e gullies and finally to
~ream and Hver chan~ls. ~ gravit~ fo~
to flow d~nslo~, it c~at~ furor erosion a~
coIl~ additional ~i~nt from ~e ~ils ~ the
~n~ and ~o~.
Whet~r ~noff ~u~ ~ch er~ion a~
how muc~ ~iment it creates de~nds on a nu~
~r of interrelat~ an~ dynamic fa~. The~ include the vel~i~ and duration of fl~; weigh~
sha~, and location of t~ ~il panicle; ~e ~
gr~ of ~iment already sus~ in t~ ~noff;
a~ ~e chan~l’s sha~, length, ~1o~, and i~.

--

Allh~h ~limlling ~il I~ due I~ ch~
~1 er~ion is ~ t~ Ko~ of this and m~
similar manuals, the rate ~ chan~l e~i~ is
pa~ly a function of t~ channel’s fl~ ~l~iW.
While all vel~iti~ do n~ cau~ ~sion, a cha~
nel is generally consider~ to ~ s=ble up to
m~ conceptual flow vel~ity, call~ t~ maximum ~rmissible ve!~iW. This flow veloci~
should ~ th~ght of as t~ chan~l erosion
~uivalent of ti~ of concentratio~at is, a
conceptualization that ~n ~pra~icallyu~.
Once this ~ximum ~issible ~l~i~ is
exc~d~, e~ion of ~il ~nicl~ on t~ chan~l
~nks and ~om will ~gin and continue as I~g
as the vel~ity is main=in~. ~ the fl~ ve~ci~
increases, the rate of erosion will aim incma~.
While we cannot dete~ine an up~r limit ~ ~
erosion rate, the quanti~ of ~i~nt pr~uc~
by channel er~ion can ~ eno~us, as an inspection of natural stream channels imm~iately
following a major fl~ event can s~.

Impacts of

Development

Impacts on ~rban Runoff
Typically, a land d~elopment proj~ in a drai~
age area or watersh~ involves replacing or m~ilying at least ~ of the existing sudace cover
with roads, roofs, driveways, a~ other im~ious material. Since the existing cover material is
usually ~re ~rmeable, particularly if it exi~
naturally, this change will result in a greater ~rcentage of rainfall ~coming ~noff. We can u~
the USD~ SCS ~noff ~uation (~uation 2) and
the recommend~ ~noff cu~e num~ (CNs)
from Table 1.1 ~ quantify ~is.
We will assu~ that the 20.acre (8.1-ha)
w~ drainage area in the earlier example has

PART L T~
Ta~ 1.1~~ of ~fl ~u~ ~t~ u~~
a~develo~
tAn~B

J,

UNDE~LOPED
COND~I~

CN

55

S (i~)
la (i~)¯

~

s~
~EQul~

DEVELOPED
~ CONDITIONS
~
70

8.18

4~9

I.~

0.86

24-HOUR
~INFAtt

~TIMATED ~UNOfF

Z

2~

0.14

I

10

4~

0..

I

5.8

1.40

I~

,Jl2.~

-STOv~ 24-HOUR~ E~TI~TED RUN~F ~ ~UNOFF ~ PERCENt
~F=~U~N~ ~INFA~
~)~
OF~NF~
~) U~d~l. I ~wl.U~evel.
’ ~=-~
2
2.8
0.~3
~ 0.14
5% ~ 21%
10
I~

4.0

~ 0.53

1.33

5.B ~ 1.40 2.&

now ~n conve~ into half-acre msi~ntial lots
with an a~rage im~ious coveraEe of 25 ~rcent and, for simplification, contains ~ils in HSG
B. Acc=~rdin8 to valu~ from Table 1.1, the CN
would increa~ f~ 55 in t~ ~ s=te to 70
when the homes, Io~, and roads am con~
and Ih= lawns and =her land~a~
fully ett~blish~. Equations 2 and 3 pr~uce t~
r~l~ th~n in Tab~ 1 ~.
The incma~ in im~wi~s coveraEe
duc~ the drainage ama’s initial ab.~ra~i~
nearly = half~m 1.~ in (4.2 cm) to 0.86 in
(2.2 Cm~nd I~s rainfall is n~l to
~nofl from t~ drainage area. This ~ul= in
greater amount of ~noff from st~s that already
produc~ ~noff ~om the drainage area a~
crea~ In the to=l humor of future.
ducinE t~. A~n8 ot~r impa~, this
intreat= in ~noff means d~rea~ amoun~
rain inhhrating into the ~il. This can pr~uce
lower ~roundwater levels a~ diminis~ or t~
~lly ehminat~ d~ weather or ba~ flo~ in
streamt.
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Hydrologic impacU of I,and U~

~e incma~ im~i~s c~rage ~r
Th~ ~i~t~ indicate that t~ ~ak
increa~s ~noff volu~ by increasing the ~noff rat~ from ~e drainage area increa~ ~cau~
develop~nt a~ivity, with the ~timat~ 2-~ar,
pr~u~ion rate once the initial absvaction is
l~year, and l~ar ~ak rat~ inc~asing
o~rco~ and runoff ~gins. We ~ this clearly
faro,
of approxi~tely 10, 5, and 3, ~by comparing the estimat~ ~rcentages of rain.
fall that ~o~ runoff in undevelo~ and d~ lively. The imams of 1~ ~ak flow increa~
reload conditions. The 2-~ar ~o~ ~entage inclu~ increas~ depths in the streams a~ ri~,
do,stream, ~ich can a~ravate existing
inc~a~ f~old~rom 5 ~ent to 21 ~ent.
The l~ar a~ l~ar ~entages aim i~ : problems and create new o~s in previ~sly ~fe
l~eas.
crea~, with the l~ar ~arly tripling and ~e
10~year almos~ doubling. This indicate, h~~ sh~ in the previous chart, land d~
ever, Ihat land develop~nt impa~s on m~ op~nt impa~ on t~ rainfall-runoff p~m
volume will ~ more acute for the ~aller, more
ically include an increa~ in the volume of u~n
frequen~ st~ even~ problem for channels ~noff c~at~ by a given am~nt of rain, a
and streams, which a~ ~nsitive m l~e ~o~
crea~ in t~ li~ tt takes for runoff to drain fr~
e~n~.
~ l~ land, and cons~uently, an inc~ase in ~ak
rate. Th~ i~a~ can p~uce m~e f~m
Another ~ of land ~lop~nt is a ~
and d~r fl~ deptl~s, threatening t~ ~
crease in the drainage area’s r~n~ ti~ or TC.
and pm~ of ~o~ ~;iding and w~king~
This eff~ ~sulu from the faster fl~ of m~ff
~ream. In addition, t~ inc~a~ ~lu~ of
acres the im~i~s su~aces and lhe installaoff ~ically ~ans a d~rea~ in
lion of more efficient (i.e., fa~er) con~yance
levels and ~ fl~ in ~e streams a~ ~,
measure~uners, st~ ~we~, and im~rwhich aim lhmatem aquatic o~anis~ a~
meably lin~ channel~placing t~ natural
~b~u and water ~pP~JY ~rc~.
measures present prior to development. If t~
measu~s r,uh~ in a new TC f~ t~ 2&acre
(8.1.ha) drainage area of 0~5 h~, we can u~
.lmpa~s on 5oll Erosion
cha~s and data from TR-55 to ~timate t~ foll~ing chang~ to ~e ~ak runoff ~tes from l~
The im~ of la~ ~elop~nt aO~i~ ~ ~il
drainage a~a:
er~ion can ~ ~va~ating. ~il erosi~ ~n
celerate ~ ~vels higher than g~l~ic ~
Th~ impa~ ~gin during t~ const~i~
UNDEVELOPED CONDITIONS
W~s ~ C~ Hydrologic Condit~n
pha~, primarily in the f,o~ of sh~ e~ion,
o~en ~ist after construction. Incre~s in
E~I~TED
er~ion during const~ion are caus~ by
~ORM ~TED
P~K
FREQUEN~ RUN~
~ DI~HARGE
ing na~ral vege~tion during site clearing, e~
(wan)
(in~) ~ (~n)
(~)
ing su~ace ~ils to the im~ from rai~
and the s~ar fo~es of ~e r~ul~nt ~ff.
2
0J4
0.59 230
1.0
For example, a ~ical C value ~r
cover ranges from approximately OJ 0 for tem~
~0
0.53
0.~ 3~0
5.6
ra~ grass cover aher six w~ks of gro~h
I~
1.40
0.28 450
19.7
for e~ablis~ 8~ss co~r or ~ ~able 1~).
Hoover, the C value fo~" ~re 8r~nd is 1 .~10
to 1~ times la~er. Since the USLE c~side~
DE,LOPED CONDRIONS
average annual ~il I~s (E) from an are~ li~arly
Half-Ac~ R~idential
related to C, the ~il Ios~ to sh~t erosion duri~
ESTI~TED
const~ion can ~ as much as 100 tim~
~OIM ~I~TED
P~K
than from ~e na~ral, undi~u~ a~a"
FREQUEN~ EUN~
~ DIe.EGg
makes up to 1~ tim~ more s~i~nt availa~e
(~m)
(in~) ~ ~(~m) (~)
for ~noff to trans~ff into do~s~eam wa~.
wa~.
2
0.60
o J1 620
1~.6
H~er, this e~imate d~ ~t incl~
10
1.33
0.22 6~
27.4
~ of ba~ ~il in increasing the volume
rate of ~noff that can dis;l~ge and trans~
1~
2.~
0.15 710
58.6
mo~ ~iment. InTable 1.1, the CN for ~
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in HS~ B is 86, ~ater ~an the CN ~ 70 that ~
fl~ final d~lo~ c~ditions in t~ drainage
area. T~refore, the constm~ion pha~ of
develop~nt not only incma~ the quanti~ of
e~ible ~iment but al~ the rate a~ ~lu~ of
~noffto trans~ IL
The incma~ ra~ a~ ~lu~ of ~ff
from develop~nt a~ivi~ ~n aim a~rava~ existin8 or create n~ cban~l e~ion, initiatin~
additional ~iment ~adings. For ~e morn ~
quent 2-year and 10-year sto~s, Smater im~ious coverage and a sho~er d~inase area
respon~ time p~uce ~ak ~ff ratm 5 to 10
ti~s greater a~er development. T~ in~ea~
~ak ~noff rat~ will, in turn, p~uce hi~r
~ak ru~ff vel~iti~ in ~e d~n~ream wat~ways. If th~ incm=~ ~l~iti~ ~c~ a c~rain critical I~1, chan~l er~ion will likely
~cur in previously s~ble, undi~u~ c~n~ls,
For channels already ex~riencin8 erosion, t~
increased velociti~ will incma~ t~ ~blem.
Sediment is ~ically de~it~ in a flair,
slower reach of the wate~ay or at t~ ~ of a
wetland, lake, or estua~. ~iment r~o~ in
the lower roaches can aim have d~as~tin8 elfects. Chapter2 di~us~t~qualitati~eff~of
the erosion a~ s~i~n=tion p~s.

Summa~ and Conclusions
The chanteys pu~ is to enable ~ d~el~
in8 urban runoff manage~nt programs to make
informed d~isions a~ut their prog~ms and i~
crease their eff~iveness and appli~bili~,
The chapter’s key ~8~ am
1. The rainfall.runoff and rail erosion p~.
es~s are dynamic and complex. No ~rfe~ anal~ical m~els ~ ~th~s can
exa~ly repr~uce past ~noff or emsi~
even~ ~ pr~i~ future ~.
2. Because urban mn~ management must
consider the quanti=tive impa~ ~ la~
development on runoff quali~, i~ co~
plexity significantly incma~. Th~ i~
pa~s exacerbate any weakn~ or inaccuracies in t~ anal~ical m~els and
~thods.
3. Through resea~h and a round understanding of the fundamentals, we can
make simpli~fing assumptions a~ut
the~ hydrologic pr~ that enable

V

us to p~uce ~as~able, ~a~ical, a~
~fe m~ff and rail erosion ~ima~.
4. E~ in~l~ in d~lopin~ an
u~n runoff ~nage~nt I~rogram mu~
unde~=nd t~ ~ndamentals ~ u~n
~noff h~rology. Ex~rienc~ ~
sills in t~ field must be i~lud~ in
~e de~lo~ent pr~ess, ;~icula~
~l~ing technical s~ndan~s, met~ol-

T

5. ~e 8~h of com~t~ r~mm a~
capabiliti~ has increa~ t~ accura~
and applicabili~ of me~ls and
a~ the ~ive~ of u~n
~nage~nt programs. H~,
~ f~ ~m c~prehensi~ da~ a~
ex~nd~ u~r knowl~ge Ihas increa~
likely, ~er highlightin~ t~ imp=nce of t~hnical k~wl~ge and e~
rien~.
6. ~ile 8eneral info~ation .~n ~ a u~
~1 8uide, the complexi~ of the h~r~
~gic ~c~ dema~s sit~s~ific
da~ and metes m identi~, defi~,
a~or addr~s u~an runoff
~nt pr~lems or concerns.
~. ~e interrelationships ~ the rainfalb
~noff and rail erosion p~es~ emp~
size the n~ for a comprehensive, witersh~ approach to all aspens of u~n
~noff managemenL ran~in8 from individual site designs Io compmhensi~
mgulam~ programs.

Recommended Reading
The foll~ing publications were influential in ~
veloping this chapter. We strongly r~omme~
them to reade~ wishing to expand their k~l~e of the rainfall-runoff and soil erosion p~-

i
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i CHAPTER 2

1

- 0

’Water ual ty Impacts
CIrban Land Clse

-~ rban runoff carries with it a wide

~-" l varied/of pollutants from diverse
""

and diffuse sources. Representing all
recognized classes of water pollutants,
these runoff contaminants originate not
only from land activities in the drainage

catchment where runoff is collected but
also from atmospheric deposition as
either "dryfall" or "weffali." Moreover,
surface and groundwaters can
exchange. This chapter focuses on water
quality by examining the characteristics,
sources, and patterns of urban runoff
pollutants and discusses assessment
techniques,
Contaminants originating below ground
(e.g., landfill leachate, effluent from failing septic
systems) can enter surface runoff, while runoff
can enter groundwater through sinkholes or
drainage wells. Pollutants originating on the surface can also percolate through the soil and contaminate groundwater,
These general sources of urban runoff poilution on, above, and below the surface represent a
complex: set of watershed conditions. They determine the effects that drainage from the watershed
will have on a natural r~eiving water, and represent a challenge for management. Figure 2.1 illustrales the relationships between watershed activity
and its :onsequences in the receiving water. The
complex of watershed conditions determines the
characteristics of the habitats that will develop in
the receiving waterbody. For example, if the base
geological material is relatively insoluble and erosion resistant, a stream draining that area will

"

likely have a substrate of relatively large cobbles,

or even bedrock, and a low level of nutrition. The
aquatic biota evolve in direct response to the types
of habitats produced by the watershed conditions.
In this example, the biota will likely consist of diatoms at low biomass ~els among the attached
algae. Populations of invertebrates and fish,
though probably quite diverse, are likely to be telatively small in both numbers and sizes of the indlvidual organisms. The dashed snow at the top ~
Figure 2.1 fh~vs that living organisms do have
some ability to modify their environment.
The lower portion of Figure 2.1 links wate~~heds in which humans .are active to the systems
to which they drain. Numerous pollutants in the
watershed, here represented by only two, can
stress organisms and interact to varying degrees.
This interaction can either reinforce or reduce the
stress of the participating: agents. Water pollution
is not the only condition in the watershed that
causes stress. Chief among other stresses is roodS.
fled hydrology from inc,~ased wet weather flow
volumes and peak rates discharged from altered
landscapes. Conversely, stress can come from decreased dn/weather base flows resulting from re.
duced groundwater recharge in ud~an areas.
In Figure 2.1, water pollutants go through
various kinds of processing before they create
some effect on an aquatic organism. During their
transport on bnd and in water, losses such as sedimentation can reduce the total stress burden on
waler column organisms, although the reduction
may not be permanent (e.g., sediments can resu~
pend). Of course, organisms dwelling among the
sediments oflen become, more affected by these
processes. Physical, chemical, or biological processes can also cause transformations to different
physical (particulate versus dissolved) or chemical forms. Transformation can cause enhanced or
reduced mess potential.
Finally, the biota, or receptors, are affected
by the various stresses in whatever form they it-
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rive. A receptor will have an easier time dealing
with a few rather than many ~r~, ~ially
when they reinfo~e each other. ~ court, populations of a~uatic o~anisms do not live in i~la.
tion but intera~ with other ~, ~cially in
predator-prey relationships. This relationship is
represent~ by the a~ow linking the ~o ~ep
lots in the simple system. The~ interaGions have
many implications for the ~osystem. For exa~
pie, the loss of one s~ies from a ~llution W~
lem w~l likely r~uh in the decli~ or elimi~tion
of a major pr~ator of that sp~ies.
This illustration ~ts t~ stage for di~ussions
in this chapter and in Cha~ter 3, Aquatic Biolosi.
~al Impacts of U~an Land U~. Substantial co~
plexities exist at eve~ level of the system from
~llulam generation to ultimate e~e~s on aquatic
ecosystems. Therefore, pr~iclin8 the ~uh o[ a

PART I. Te~l ~

Y

~icular ~ent or action in the wate,h~ Is
problematic. However, ~ carefully tracing ~
progr~sion of problems a~ their intermlati~
ships, ~ can make some judg~n~ to imp~
our succ~s in ~osystem proration. ~ile ~is
chapter f~uses on wamr quali~, Chapter 3 di~
cusps t~ water qualiw a~ hydrologic ~
~at diuupt habi~ and ~rm aquatic life.

~
~
:
~

Characte~stics of Qrban
Runoff Pollutants
Substa~c~ J~ ~rb8~ Ru~o~
Table 2.1 lis~ ~llutant cale~ori~ c~nmonly
found in u~an ~noff that can ha~ ~ei~in8 wa-

~~

..
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ters and the specific measures that express them.
Pollutants other than solids and pathogens are
found in either a solid or dissolved state. In urban
runoff, most pollutants occur as solids or are associated with soil or other natural particulates. This
condition differs among the specific pollutants,
For example, depending on overall chemical conditions, each metal differs in solubility. For in~tance, le~d (Pb) is relatively insoluble, while zinc
(Zn) is in solution form. The nutrien~ phosphorus
(P) and nitrogen (N) typically differ substantially
from one sample to another in dissolved and particulate forms,
Table 2.1 .-IJr~tn runoff pollutants,
CATEGORY I

SPECIFIC MEASUU.S

Solids

Settleable ~olids (5S)
Total suspended ~olids (TSS)
Turbidiw (’ru~)
Biochemical oxygen demand
Oxygendemanding
(BOD)
substances
Chemical oxyEen demand (COD)
Total organic carbon (TOC)
Phosphorus (P’. Total phosphorus (’rP}
Soluble reactive phosphorus ~RP)
Biologically available phosphorus
(BAP}
Nitrogen (N)
Total nitrogen (’I’N)
Total Kieldahl nitrogen (TKN)
(am monia÷o~anic)
Ammonia-nitrogen (NH]-N]
Nitrate ÷ nitrite.-nitro~en
(NO3+NO,,-N)
Metals

Copp~ (Cu), lead (Pb), zinc (Zn),
cadmium (Cd), arsenic (As),
nickel (Ni), chromium (Cr),
mercury (Hg), ~elenium (Se),
silver (A8)

Pathogens

Fecal coliform bacteria (FC|
Enterococcu$ bacteria (EnU
Viruses
Oil and grea~e (O + G)
Total i~roleum hydro~rbons

Petroleum
hydrocarbons

(TPH)

m Temperature (’remp);
-., pH.--an expression of the relative
hydrogen ion concentration on a
logarithmic scale of 0-14, with 0-6.99
representing a preponderance of hydrogen
relative to hydroxyl ions (acidic conditions),
7.00 being neutral, and 7.01-14
representing a preponderance of hydroxyl
: : iota (basic conditions);
m Dissolved oxygen (DO);
m Alkalinity (AIk)--4he capacity of a
solution to neutralize acid of a standard pH,
usually the result o1[ its carbonate and
bicarbonate ion content, I:HJt conventionally
expressed in terms of calcium carbonlte
equivalents;
=" HardnesHn expression of the relative
concentration of divalent cations,
principally calcium (Ca) and magnesium
(Mg), also conventionally expressed in
terms of calcium carbonate equivalents; and
" Conductivity (Cond)~a measure of a
water’s ability to conduct an electrical
current as a result of its total content of
dissolved substances (often expressed as
salinity in estuarine and marine waters).
These characteristics affect pollutant behavfor in several ways. Metals generally become
more soluble as pH drop~ below neutral and
hence more available~bioavailable--to harm organisms. Depleted dissolved oxygen can also
make some metals more soluble. Anaerobic conditions in the bottom of lakes release phosphorus
from sediments, as iron ,changes from the ferric to
the ferrous form. Elements creating hardness work
against the toxicity of many heavy metals. Water
quality standards take this relationship into acof C°Unthardne~.bY varying the permitted level as a function

Quantifying Water Pollutants

Water pollutants are quantified by concentrations
Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
(PNAs)
and Ioadings. Concentration is the mass of poiluPhthalate~
tans per unit volume of ,water sample, usually exPesticides
pressed as mg/t. or p.~L. It is a measure of the
Polychlorobiphenols(PCBs)
pollutant content at the instant the sample is
Solvents
taken. If the pollutant level is higher than an
Source: R.R. Homer.
aquatic o,’ganism can tolerate, the concentration
represents an acute effect that could be lethal or
Besides the~e pollut~,nts, other water quality
affect the performance, of some physiological
characteristics affect the behavior and fate of ma.
function as long as the concentration perdita. The
Serials in water. These characteristics include
effects of pollutant concentrations have been
Synthetic
organics,
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make ~lative compari~ns, f~ example, of ~1
~llmant burden ~fore and after ~velo~nt ~
with and wither a ce~ain control ~rat~y.

H~er, t~ con=tru~ion phase can p~
duce far higher ~adings of ~lids a~ ~ll~an~
in ~il, like p~pho~s, than any finish~
Table 2.2 pr~n~ concentration ~tistics ~
~e. T~ da~a, h~jr, ~re ~riv~
~eral pollutan~ in general u~an and highway
~ar~ld studies and sh~ld ~ us~ with caution.
~noffand waler quali~criteria to prol~aquafic
For example, su~tantia# ~i~nce i~icates
life. While concentrations ge~rally ~nge w~ely,
t~ values for lead have considerably ~lin~ in
t~ ~an valu~ tend to ~ low. Highway ~noff is
u~an N~ff wi~h t~ much ~uc~ u~ of lea~
similar Id’u~n drainage, ~I ~ans a~ maxi~li~.
mums are 8enerally hight. U~n ~noff u~ally
Me~ls a~ s~thetic ~anics are of pafficud~s ~t exc~ wa~er quali~ criteria wi~ ~alar interest ~au~ of t~ir ~tential f~ toxic~
~nable dilution in the r~eiving water, bm~
to human consu~ of water and to aquatic li~.
could. T~se crileria stem ~om la~rat~ t~in~
They ~ke up m~ of EPA’s priority ~llutan~
and ~p~nt continues fl~ discha~, ~ch as
list. Table 2.4 li~s t~ pr~,ri~ ~llutan~ most
industrial and municipal ~age ~alment plant
quentlV ~t~ in Mmpl~ colle~ during
effluent, ~er than ~ff.
EPA’s Nationwide U~n Ru~ff P~ram (NUR~
Table 2.3 p~n~ ~ical Ioadings ~r a
in t~ early 198~. Th~ ~als (~ad, zinc,
humor of ~llutants and la~ u~. All,ugh this
cop~r) were f~nd in alm~t all ~a~, a~
table pre~nu ~ ranges or ~atislics on ~he ~sifour additional ~ls ~ d~ in appmxh
ble dish,ion of the~ num~ ~n ~asu~mately half. Phlhalate, th~ m~ c~mon
men~ are ~de, ~e variation is alwa~
thetic o~anic, was f~nd in only 22 ~ent
~tantial flora plac~l~place in t~ ~me la~
the ~mples. P~ent in 10 to ~9 ~ent
use and from ~ar-t~year at ~e sa~ place. ~e
~r~ chlorinat~ hydr~a~ns (~o ~ici~
ge~ral or~r of I~din8 pr~u~ion, ~m hight and a ~d pr~wati~) and f~r ~l~uclear arto I~t is
~atic hydr~a~s (PNAs).
Indu~rial a~ c~l > f~ay >
higher~nsi~ ~i~ntial >
~i~nlial > o~n la~.

Table 2.~T~i~l ~llu~nt I~din ~s (Ibdac~y) from u~an la~ ~
LA~D USE
T~ J ~ TKN J NH3.N ~ NO2-N BOD
COD Pb
~ ~~
Com~rcial
1,~ 1~
6.7
~.9
3.1
62
420
2.7
~~~
Parking lot
4~
0.7
5.1
2.0
’ 2.9
47
270
0.8
Hig~ensi~
420
1.0
4~
0-8
2.0
27
170
0~
~idenlial
M~iu~ensi~
r~idenlial

1~

L~nsi(y

10 ~ 0.~

0~

2~

0.5

1.4

13

0.03

0.02

0.1

NA

72

2.1

0.4

0.8

0.~

0.7

0.03

0.2

0.14

0.0o.., o.o,

Fr~way

880 0.9

7.9

I~

4.2

NA

NA

l~u~rial

8~

3.8

0.2

1.3

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

13

Z~

i ~
~.4

2.1

0.37

7.3

0.50

NA

NA

~rce: PitL 1991; ~r a~ ~r, 1982.
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Table 2.~ ~u~tly de~ p~r~ ~11~
~nu in Nat~nwide U~n Ru~ff Pr~rm ~
~les.
D~D IN 7S% ~ MO~

94% Le~
94% Zinc
91% Cop~r

N~

D~D IN S~4~
58% Chromium N~
52% Arsenic

in vehicle exhaum a~ lubrican~ a~ s~
~ack emiss~ns. N~ c~mi~als al~ fo~
thr~gh envimnmen~l ~a~m a~er ~e ~lea~
Sto~water ~naBe~nt ~n al~
~u~e of ~ll~an~. During la~e fl~,

maintain~ faciliti~ike catch ~stns,
ante
~i~n~tion
a~
g~ va01~an mlea~ su~es of ~i~n~
trap~ during ~all ~o~ e~n~. ~alvaniz~
pi~ a~ ~her ~ of drainage s~ems, co~
monly u~ tO convey ~ff, can al~ a~ zinc, a
ubiqui~us mini in t~ envimn~t.

48% Cadmium

22%

2~ a-He~chlo~
~clo~x.~

rban Runoff Water
Qua]l Patterns

13% Anti~ny
~ 2% Be~llium
I ] % ~lenium

19% o-End~ulfan
19% Pen~chlomphe~l~
17% ~lorda~~
15% Linda~~

I~ chara~eristic pa~ems ~r s~ aM
ti~ s~ns, they va~ g~atly over space aM
The shon term spans a ~ri~ of ~u, during
or a muence of go~ ~n~. Measu~men~

43% Nickel
23% C~,nides

14% P~I
~2% Phenan~re~~
11% Dich~ro~tha~

a panem of ~llutant concentration similar
illus~ra~ in Figure 2.2. DurinE ~e fi~l minute,
first flush of runoff con~ins a relatively high co~
10% 4.NitropM~l
cemration of con~minan~. The concentrati~
1~oCh~
then drops substantially and flu~uat~ at a Io~
10% Fluorantheneb
level for the remainder of ~e ~aff ~nt.
" Chlori~t~hydr~a~n
fi~t flush ~metim~ d~s ~t
~ Polynuclea~ a~a/ic ~a~
pronounce, when rainfall is ~taP~ear’inten~ or fo~
lOWS ~n a~er an earlier sto~ ~at cleans t~
~urce: U.S. E~i~. Pint. ~n~, 1983.
su~aces. A ~conda~ spike can ap~ar if a
den bu,t of intense rain drives material off
faces not completely clean~ by t~, initial ~noff.
Runoff concentrations assume an al~st infinite
~ourc~s o~ ~rban
variety of patterns de,haling on rai~fall intensi~,
Runoff Pollutants
ant~ent ~ri~ length and conditions, de~sition during the ant~ent ~ri~,, and su~ace
Table 2.5 sum~r~z~ u~n ~noff ~llutant
charaGeristics.
~urces and sho~ that m~t ~llutant categori~
The event concentration-ti~ B~ph (Figu~
2.2) showspollu~ntthe
the stress creat~
by a single ~llutant
emithave contaminantsdiVerse ~urc~.in Likewi~,most
majOrcategories.~Urces
on a r~e~tor o~anism. The concentrations repr~
The atmosphere
contribut~
~llution
~nt a series of acute stres~s, the m~t siBnificant
to runoff. Thus, ur~n ~noff is a multifacet~ and
of which is the maximum concentrati~ ~en
complex problem to manage,
reached during the first flush. Expen~ do not fully
Synthetic organics rep~en~ an exception.
understand the cons~uenc~ of lhoff~urati~
ally la~e and dive~e catego~ of chemicals. They
eleva:e~ concentration, even o~ a~ve water
include hundreds of s~cializ~ pr~ucts for in.
quahty criteria, and of the fluctuating s~ess-fill~
dustrial and commercial u~s and com~unds
envimn~nt of ~noff r~eiving winters on t~ir
produce~ inciden~ily through chemical teatr~idento~anisms.
t~ons. Examples of the laffer group are the PNAs,
Becau~ of t~ difficulty in chara~erizinB
by-~r~ucts of fossil fuel combustion, that ap~ar
~llutant concentrations during d,¢namic flow
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Table 2.S--Urban nmoff pollutant sources.
14:)UDS

SOURCE

Soil erosion
Cleared v~getatJon

X

NUTRIEkrl"S PATHOCENSI

X
X

Ferlilizers:

X

IM~I"~L~

:

L

:

X

X

X

X

Animal waste

X

X

X

X

~,,

X

Fuel combustio~
Vehicle wear

X

Indugrial and
household chemicals

X

Indus~riail procesm

X

~’

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Paints and p~atives
Pesticides

X
X

X

X
t,
X
~"

X

Figure 2,2--Typical pollutant concentration pattern durin~ ¯ IIorm evenL

Souse: R.IL Home~.

0

X

Human waste

Stormwat~" facilities

’

OILS ORGANICS

X

X
X

DNDS

Time
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a~ ~ti~ ~. Long-le~ I~dings
conditions, the ex~n~ of sampling, and t~
~ial picto diminish t~ la~e flu~uations to which
analysis r~uir~ to ~uce
term pheno~na, like in~=n~ne~s ~
ture, the accept~ pra~ice is ~ dete~ine an
event-mean concentration (EM~. This value is mean concentrations, are subj,. Therefore,
found by analyzing = single ~mple com~it~
can ~ti~te Iong-te~ I~dinE with ~m
from a series of ~mpl~ taken at ~in~ ~g~
ante t~n co~entrati~s.
out the ~noff event and combin~ in
to the ~ rate existing at the ti~ of ~mplinE
(term~ a fl~.pro~.~ional com~ite ~mple).
~timatl~g. ConCent~tion~
In addition to i~ ex~iency, ~sing impa~ a~
Since concent~tions have a hiEh v=riati~ I~1,
~ssment on t~ E~,C is justifi~ ~om a biological
th~ must ~ ~timat~ ~ on pr~bili~
~and~int. This will ~ ~er expl~, in Cha~
i.e., the ability to s=te the probabi~ity of exc~ter 3.
ing any ~le~ concentration. Estimating
The fl~ pa~em of an ~ent ~ cu~omarily
pro~bility of concentrations can t~retically
pi~ured on a hydrograp~ graph of fl~ rate us~ to ~ti~te maximum (or any ot~r I~1),
(water volume ~r unit ti~) ~us time. The in- .~t it is usually restrict~ to t~ EMC. To ~ti~te
tegrat~ area u~er ~e cu~e is the total e~nt
~n the EMC, we n~ a la~e data ~ to ~
runoff volu~; the pr~u~ of ~lu~ and EMC is
lish the underlying probabili~ distribution ~r
the pollu~nt loading for ~e event. The sum of I~ale or an assumption of the dist~ribution and
Ioadings for all even~ in an inte~al (e.g., a year)
smaller local da~ set to fit ~e di~ril~ut~n.
represents the cumulative ~llu=nt burden durNURP and other data conclusively de~ing that time.
~rat~
that u~an ~noff ~llutant concentrat~m
Analysis of climatol~ical data in a humor
fit a I~-~rmal probability distri~tio~.e.,
of U.S. locations reveals that ~st of the total antheir logarithms are normally di~ribut~. This
nual ~noff is produc~ by humerus small stems
the chara~erislic distribution of data like th~ in
and the initial ~noff from la~e sto~s. For exa~ Table 2.2, where the distribution range is much
pie, Livingston and R~ner (in pros) u~ Cin- hight than the mean, and m~t vallu~ are in
cinnati da= to show that the fir~ 0.5 in (1.27 cm)
lower ~nion. Figure 2.3, taken from highway
of runo~ from all storms mpresen~ more than 90
runoff data in Washington 5tare, illustrates ~ch
~rcent of the total annual ~noff volume and en- distribution. It shows that the concentration ~
compas~s all but four or five events in an average total sus~nd~ solids ~55 EMC) ~ac~ as high
year. Theoretical reasons and some empirical
as 550 m~, but exc~ 300 m8~ in less
demonstrations indicate that the majority of ~110 of ~re than ~ 30 ~o~s.
lutant Ioadings is also generat~ by the~ smaller
Figure 2.4 graphs a highway nmoff lead di~
flow volumes. Hydrologic criteria for ~noff treattribution (untreated) on a Iog-probabili~ plot.
ment system desig~ are ba~ on these pa~erns,
horizontal pro~bility axis expr~ses the c~e
For example, ~nd n~s sufficient volume to
of exc~ing any concentration ~le~t~ from
treat the first 0.5 or 1 in (1.27 or 2.54 cm) of runvertical axis. For example, the probability of exoff, or the runoff ass~iat~ with ~e six-month ~
c~ing 0.12 m~ in untreat~, undilut~
turn fr~uency, 24-~r duration pr~ipitation
is 50 ~rcent, and the chance of surpassing 0.24
event.~
m~ is 10 ~rcent. Treat~nt or dilution cabbie
of r~ucing the concentration by S0 ~ment
~
would decrease the probability of exc~ing 0.12
Grban Runoff Water
to 10 ~rcent. Adding the water quality criteria ~rmits ~Ho~ing ~e analwis from a ~uQuality Estimation
lato~ ~rs~Give. For example, if the receiving
water is a drinking water ~urce, the concenlra~n~ a ~uantitative ~ate of water quality
tion must ~ r~uc~ by 90 ~ent to have
to assess impac~ from development aGions or to
more than a 0.5 ~ent chance of violating
pr~i~ the ~nefi~ of a management plan. This
then current sta~ard (the sta~ard is lower n~).
estimation pr~ess is call~ water quali~ m~elin8 althou~ this term is ~meti~ ~tri~ to
NURP pr~uc~ graphs like Figure 2.4
the more ~phisticat~ approaches. Asse.s~ents
eac~ ~llutant to determine the EMC;s at each sile
are based on annual ~llutant loading estimate,
and ~e EMC medians from all sites nationwi~
although shon-te~ Ioadings or concentrations
(U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1983). The~ plo~
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Fi~;u~e 2.3--Cumulative f~qutmo/di~rlbulion of TS5 onctmtraliom in runoff" from ¯ Wad~inglon State interstate highway
¯;re.
,o

can help estimate concentration exceed¯nee
probabilities at o~her k)cations. Such estimates
¯re best made with data from ¯ site with climatological, land use, geological, and other character¯sties similar to those of the location of interest.
Using the nationwide pl(x of median values is less
satisfactory.

:Estimating Loadings
We can estimate cumulative (usually annual) pollutant Ioadings for ¯ catchment in five ways, from
the least to the most complex method:

~
\

=

\
~,,
..~ ....... " .........................

~

1. Using published yield values;
2.. Using ¯ simple ~empirical model;
3. Using published regression equations;
4. Computing from site-specific
modeled flow data and either local
published concentrations; and

~
"~
~t~

5.

compulerized, mechanistic

model.
o

~oo me me ,00

im

eoo

¯ m c, mxm,m~m~a
Source: Little et al. 1983.
,

| Flethod l--.Publi, shed Yield Values. This
simple method is least likely to give accurate
suits because of the general lack of fit between the
catchment of interest and the data collection Io-

~lua~ic Ub C..m~on~oul Ham’ne~ (mf,/L -, CaCO])
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cation(s). To a~ply this ~th~, c~sult a ~ference like Table 2.3, ~l~t the areal I~ding rate
for each land u~, multiply by the areas in each
use, and sum:
L - ~a; ¯ I~

[I]

in
I, - A~al l~ding from land u~ i.

could change t~ conclusions. F~ e~amp~, u~
cenain~ mak~ li~le diffe~nce in rna~Ein
wate~h~ if we am ass~sin~ to ~enti~ critical
~llutant ~e a~as, and o~ ~ ff~ clearly
,ta~ ~t in magnim~.
Table 2.6 ~ l~ding ~te nm~. c~
the Pacific ~h~t. T~ ~i~al

We can improve this meth~ by pr~ucing
~me measure of unce~aimy or e~or in the estimates, To do ~, we ~tablish ranges of areal l~dings from the literature, estimate maximum and
minimum and mean or ~ian valu. of L, and
t~n ~aluate to ~termine if unce~i~ ~-~mr

except f~l colif~s. Acc~ingly, tl~ ~io~l
da~ have na~r ~nges than
This table sh~Id ~ as di~rimi~tely
e., ~ially since ~ ~llu~n~ are Ee~rally
lo~r in Pacific No~h~ runoff ~an el~.
H~ner f~nd ~t ~ng~ ~i~t~ ~n ~ ~b~

Table 2.~lu~nt ~adin~ ranE~a for ~ la~ ~

Road

1.3
3.5
2.4

0.49
1.10
0.78

0.18
0.45
0.31

0.03
0.~

0.91
0.80
~ 046

8.8
5.2
3.3

4.70
3.10
0.03

4.~
3.30
0.07

3.20
2.1 o
0.~

I

0.~

4.7

0.09

0.20

~

0.55

4.0

0.06

0.13

~ 0.~4

4.0

0.0~

0.76

5.6

0.15

Fo~t

322
133
755
444
26

~ 0.65
~ 0.59
~ 0.81
0.70
~
I 0.10

5.8
4.7
6.6
5.6
I .I

0.10
0.35
1.05
0.70
0.01

i

Crass

146
86
80

0.13
0.11
0.01

2.8
2.0
1.2

0.03
0.02
0.03

Single family
lOW densiW

281
723
502

0.59
1.50
1.10

1,369
805
60
340
200

S~ngle ~amil’y

97

high densiW
, 547

Mulhfamily ~id~tial

~

~

~
J

~

,

~
~
~
~
~

0.06

7.1E~07
2.8E~
I
9.5E+~

112

201
1,728

5.6E~

7

2.8E+~

NA

0.27

1.6E* 10

NA

0.18

9.3E..

NA

0.11

0.IS

4.~E+~

NA

0.33

0.45

2.6Eei0

NA

0.22
0.17
0.51
0.34
0.01
0.03
0.02
0.02

0.30
0.17
0.34
051
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02

1.5E.10
6.3E~
3.6E~10
2.1E.10
1.2E~
6.8E+~
4.~
4.8E~

NA

333
NA
NA
NA
NA

For each ~llutanl and la~ u~, t~din~ a~ Ii~ as k~.y (excel ~-y ~r FC) in t~ ~

minimum, maximum, ~ian.
NA NOt avail~le.

~rce: H~C 1~2.
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almost always bound estimates made indepe~dentty by Hydrologic Simulation ProEram-Fort~n
(HSPF) computer modeling (see Method 5).
| Method 2-.Simple Ernplric~! Model. The
best example of this method is Schueler’s Simple
/v~:lel (1987):
~L - 0.23 ¯ P. Pj ¯ Rv. C. A

[2]

where: L ,, Loadin~(Ibs);
0.2.3 = Co~version factor;
P ¯ Precipitation depth (inch) over
the desired time interval;
Pj - Factor that corrects for storms
that produce no runoff;
Rv ¯ Runoff coefficient:
C - Pollutant EMC;
A - Area of the contributln~
catchment (acres).
For annual loading estimation, P is the area’s
average annual precipitation. Schueler recornmends using 0.9 for Pj for annual and seasonal
loading calculations. He uses NURP and Washington, D.C., area data to derive a regression
equation (r~ ¯ 0.71 ) for Rv:
Rv¯ 0.05 + 0.009 ¯ !

[3]

where: ] ¯ Percentage of the catchmem area
that is impe .wious.
Relative to C, Schueler notes that NURP data
analysis finds no statistically significant differences in E~Cs among sites and no correlations
between EMCs and storm volume or intensity,
Therefore, for rough estimates, these national
NURP average EMCs can be used:
Total phosphorus
0.46 mE/t.
Total soluble phosphorus
0.16 ms/L
Totalnit~ogen
3.31 mg/t.
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen
2.35 mg,/L
Nitrate-nitrogen
0.96 mg/L
Chemical oxygen demand
90.8 rag/1,
Biochemical oxygen demand 11.9 m&/t.
Zinc
0.176 mg,/L
Lead
0.180mg,/L

Copper

0.047 m&4.

Of course, EMCs from local measurements
should yield superior estimates. Data from other
sources (like Table 2.2) can supplement this listinE;. A recent comparison of several West Coast
watersheds found that Simple Model loading estimates usually agreed, within a factor of two, with

estimates made by much more involved and expensive modeling procedures. Either approach
will produce the same management conclusions
(Chandler, 1993).
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| Method 3--Publtshl~d Regression Equa.
t/on.s. The regression method is best represented
by an extensive compilation made by the USGS
..using its own and NURP data (Driver and Tasker,
1990). This analysis produced multiple regression
equations for three natior~al regions for runoff volume and pollutant Ioadings and concentrations as
functions of several independent variables. Independent variables include various meteoroIogical, bnd use, and other ,characteristics. Standard
errors for the equations were provided as a measure of uncertain~. For a detailed reference, refer
to Driver and Tasker’s laq;e and complex tables.

"

"

I Method 4--,S~e-Spe~’.lfic or Modeled
DaJ.a. To use this method conveniently, arrange
the calculations on omputerized spreadsheets.
Depending on local data, calculations can be performed in several ways. The best situation is to
have continuously recordied local flow data and a
series of representative local EMC readings. A~suming a log-normal distribution of EMCs, calculate the mean of the EMCs (a) using a statistical
equation appropriate for the distribution
(Marsalek, 1990). First, take the natural logs (In) of
the EMC values and compute the mean (la) and
variance (s2) of the natural logs. Then
awhere: ¯ ¯

[4]

e(~* =~)
Base Of natural logarithms.

Calculate the confidence interval (C.].) of the
mean EMC estimate usint~, the following equation:

’

Cj..a.e=e.l=~/,, ~.(~)~/(n-~)]°~
[$]
t~ere:

4.
Is used for upper confidence limit;
Is used for lower confidence limit;
e == 1.96 for =J~5% confidence interval
and 1.69 for 90%;
n = Number of EMC values used to

., .

find ~.

Consult a flow record to mbtain the total flow
volume for the loading estimate period. Multiply
that volume by the mean Ek4C to get the Ioadin&;
then multiply it by the upper and lower confidence limits to get the estimate bounds.
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m~el to ~tima~ 1~ Chapter 1). One option is
to use Schueler’s formula for the ~nofl c~fficient, Pj = 0.9, and the average pr~ipitation for
the peril, demonstrat~ in Meth~ 2. This
meth~ ~n alto ~ u~ with a flow ~ord ~
~ I~al concentration da= by using NURP ~
other publis~ average EMC value.

includ~ comprehensive computeriz~ m~els
like the Storage, Treatment, ~e~l~, and Runoff
Model (STO~) cmat~ by the U.S. Army Co~
of Engin~; Sto~ Wa~er ManaRement ~el
(SWMM) and Hydrologic Simulation Progra~
Fortran (HSPF), ~th s~nmr~ by U.S. EPA; a~
Illinois U~an Drainage Area Simulation
(ILLUDAS) d~elo~ by the Illinois State Water
Su~ey. De~il~ coverage of these m~els is ~
yond this manual’s scope, but t~ manual d~
describe their 8enera~ elements. The m~els conrain hydrologic and water quali~ com~nen~
and have mathematical algorithms that repre~nt
the mechanisms Reneratin8 and transiting runoff and contaminant~. The hydrologic com~
nen~ of ~th SWMM and HSPF ~em ~m the
Stanford Watersh~ M~el, first in~uc~ almost 25 years ago, and pr~uce continuous
hydrograph simulations,
The ~dels structure the water quality co~
~nents on a mass balance framework that repre~n~ the rate of change in pollutant mass as the
difference ~n ~llutant additions and
losses. Additions, consider~ to ~ ~llutant de~sition, are comput~ as a linear ~n~ion of
time. Soil erosion is usually calculated according
to the Univer~l Soil Loss Equation (~ Chapter
1). L~ses are represented by a fi~t~rder washoff
function (i.e., loss rate is consider~ to ~ a function of ~llutant mass present); other loses are
m~el~ in mathematically similar ways. For example, ~th o~anic matter decom~ition and
bacterial die-off are consider~ first~r~r mactions,
Some m~els, like SWMM, have ~th a ~
ceiving water and ~noff com~nent. Th~ m~els treat ~me of the traesfo~ation pr~s that
can occur in water (e.g., dissolv~ oxygen depl~
tion according to the Str~ter-Phel~ ~uation).
However, no m~el can comprehensibly repr~
~nt thee numerous and complex pr~.
These ~dels require substantial I~al data
to set variable parameters in the calibration step
and to verify them for the intend~ application,
They also require considerable skill and commit-
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pre~ar~ tocommit t~ r~u~es ~r da~ba~ ~
~lo~nt a~ ex~i~ ~uld embark on u~in~
th~ m~els. Agenci~ that n~ to ~ti~te
u~an mnoffwater qualiwsh~ld dete~ine t~ir
obj~i~ and ~1~ t~ mint ~propriate
~.

Aquatic Sediment lmpa ct=
At ~e ~int in their life wcle, many aquatic
8ani~s have their pri~i~l habiCit in, on,
near ~iment. ~i~n~ aim hold i~llutan~
ent~
tr~uc~ byu~n
men~ in ~eral wa~.T~ ~dire~pa~ i=t~
~lin8 ~ mlid~his ph~i~lly c~ngm ~
ment quali~ a~ ca~i~ =Ion8 o~er ~ll~an~
that change ~iment chemist~ ~ biol~y. Dip
~lv~ pollu=n~ aim move ~t of ~lution a~
into ~imen~ by ~ch m~hanisms as adso~ti~
of ~tals and o~ani~ at t~ ~iment sudace;
ion exchange of heaw ~tals in water with
calcium, mag~sium, and ot~r minerals in ~i~n~;andpr~ipi~ti~~h~us.
Most aquatic ~imen~ ha~ a la~e ca~ciw to r~eive such contaminanU through th~
process. Also, many of the ~llutan~ am co~
~wativ~nce in s~i~n~, t~y do n~ d~o~
~ or significantly change f.o~. Th~
con~wative ~llutan~ include refractow ~anic
chemicals relatively resistant to bi¢~egradatio~
and all ~tals. Consequently, ~ h~s of ~llu~nts progressively accumulate in, ~imen~.
Over the long te~, discha~e of ~en ~
quantities of ~llutan~ can ~sult in ~iment
concentrations ~veral orde~ of magnitude
higher than in the overlying water. The~ conta~
inant ~woi~ can ~ toxic to aquatic life to
which they come in dir~ conrad, and can
con~minate r~i~ far ~yond the ~nthic
(~ffom~welling) o~anis~ by biomagnificati~
through the f~ web.
Historically, water quali~ has N~eiv~ m~
a~ention ~an ~iment con~min;tion. In
past 10 to 15 yea~, this vi~ has chang~
cause of mounting evidence of environ~n=l
degradation in areas that ~t water quality orb
teria. However, s~i~nt ~xici~ i~w~tigations
are limit~ ~au~ we do not understand the facto~ that control con=minant bioavailabili~ and
we lack accepted testing meshes. The r~lt is an
approach that emphasizes bioas~y ex~sure
t~hniques eider in situ or in the la~)rato~ alon~-
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with chemical analysis of the ~,,diments, overlying water, and/or sediment interstitial water (see
Chapter 5].

Other Sources

Recommended Reading

Cibb0 ^., B. Be,~-.~..nd ^. B,rkbec~. 199t. U,~,,,
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, CHAPTER 3

t

Aquatic, Biological Impacts,
of Urban Land Use

!

-,\! wide array of pollutants entering
aquatic ecosystems along with
urban runoff causes numerous potential
biological effects. These substances
often change in transport. Other stresses
often associated with hydrologic
changes also accompany urbanization.
These different stressors interact, and the
receptor organisms under stress can
interact with one another. How an
urban runoff discharge might affect the
biota in a receiving water is thus very
complex, imperfectly understood, and
hard to forecast with assurance,
This chapter focuses on the rno~ numerous,
complex, and difficult.to-manage aquatic ecosyP
tern impacts. Table 3.1 provides a general summary of’ impacts and their causes. The table show~
that impacts include chemical effects such as degraded water quality; physical effect~ such as al.
tered hydrology, degraded habitat, and .~=diment
transport; and biological effects such as altered
biotic interactions and death of organisms,
Chapter 3 pre~ents illustrations that cover
key issues and the complex, interdisciplinary nasure of aquatic biological impacts. Subjects covered include hydrologic and related physical
impacl~, the role of urban runoff in lake eutrophication, metals and their effects on aquatic organ.
isms, thermal impacts of urbanization and urban
runoff management, and fish habitat impact~ and
managing for habitat protection.
Water quality criteria are a regulatory attempt
to avoid adverse impacts on aquatic systems by ~-=tting I’in~its on concentratiom of specific chemical

pollutants that can mal.’h receiving waters. However, relying on ~ criteria to manage ud~an
n~noff is often no~ an efi:ective =trategy, because biological damaBe can occur even when chemical
wate~ quality criteria have been met.
.~,veral factors can explain this dilemma.
Ba~l in conventional toxicity, criteria do not represent the variable exlcKsure pattern related to
u~oan runoff or the cumulative effects of pollutam
Ioading$ over time. They al~o cannot account fo~
transformations between release and the point o(r
impact or for the many Ix)tential interactions in an

ecosystem.
A~ previously no(ed, pollutant concentrations are often not high enough in urban runoff,
which is diluted in receiving waterbodie~, to directly or rapidly harm aquatic organisms. However, continued runoff drainage with relatively
low contaminant levels can eventually cause biological damage in two way~:
m Cumulative walter quality gtre~$ can
result in chronic efl’ect~; and
= I Pollutant accumulations in aquatic
~,,diment can e~pecially affect organisms
that inhabit or gpe~l considerable time in
or on the ~treambed or lake bottom.
While this chapter does not cover sediment
toxicity and its effects, Chapter 5 discusses both
r~diment monitorin8 an=d using monitoring re~ult~
to assess biological efliects. In addition, Burton
(1991 ) has published an, extensive review of informarion on a.t~,e~$ing t~,xicity of freshwater ~,’dimen~.
~¯

Hydrologic and Related
Physical Impacts
Although water quality deterioration from urban
runoff is often considered the leadin~ cause of
ecological damage, this is not alway~ true.

rl~
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Table 3.1---£nvtronment-I concerns and impacts associated with urban runoff.

0
Groundwater
Aquat;c
Habitat

Lower dry-season
r~,~r~-s
Erosion

Lower dry-season base flow in watercourses
Lower drinkin$ water resen~
Physical ~truction of habitat

Fluctua|in~ water
level s and velocities

Altered thermal and mi~,inI characteri~licl
Reduced habital dive, r~ty
Erosi~

Low dry-seaso~ ~ Elimination of spawninI beds
Sedimentation

Turbidity
Low dissolved
oxygen
Me~als. ol3anic
contaminants,
chlorides

Increased water
temperature

~a~,ria
Eutro~hicalion

Public Water
Sup~)ly

Lower dr1
r~erve~
Turbidity

Low dry.season

Reduced dil~ion Cll~aClty
Smotherinll of bottom communities and
IGIwning beds
Filling ~ stormwater impoundments
Transl:)ort of I)articulalNssociated pollutants
Lower dissolved oxy~en, r~luced prey caplure,
clog~in~ of fish ~ilIs
Lethal and nonlethal stress to aquatic orsanisms
Lethal and nonle’~hal stress to fish and other
aquatic oi3anisrns in waler column and
bollom sediments
Bioaccumulation of conlaminants and milled
food chain ~’fects
Osmotic stress
Gmundwate, pollution
Lethal and nonle~hal stress to sensitive cold
water aquatic organisms
Increased metal toxicity and hydrocarbon
solubility

Di,.,a,~ o~ aquatic o,~ani,~

Shellfish contamination
AIEae blooms and nuisance aquatic plant 8rowth
Odor~

Increased
catchment lurflcI aria
Peak discha~ie, hilh
runoff volume
Hilh peak diK:ha~es and
runoff volumes
Low dr~seas~

Erosion
Sulp~ncled l(:dldl

Sust~nded Kllld|
Bioclesradlble oillnic
material
Urban pollution

Solar heating o~ ud~n
lUl’~ICes and
runoff wal~l,r

~.~l
6

Nutrient enrichmen!
Low dissolved oxygen

Reduced water supply

Taste, appearance
Metals, orsamc
Tasle, odor, public health
contaminants,
nitrates, chloride
Bacleria
Public health
~
Wildlife
Flocx:linE and erosion Physical destruclion of e~vironmem
Habitat
Dewatering and fioodinE ol key habitat areas It
critical time~
Reduction in $treambank cover ve~etalion
Recreal~on and Nature enioyment
.See A~luatic Habitat and Wildlife Habitat
Aesthetics
"
Bacteria
Public heallh in body contact water~
Degradation o~ fisheries and shellfish beds
~
Agricuhural,
Floodm8 and erosion Public sal’ety
Re$idenhal.
DamaBe~ to c~o~s and farmland
and Induslrial
DamaFe~ to buildins$ and contents
Lar~l IJs~
Reduchon of u~eable I~nd area
Source: Br~hsh Cotumb~a Re~, Corp. 1992.

Lower dry-sea,on
groundwater n.~efve~
Suspended soJlid$
Urban pollution

Fecal contamination
High peak dim.’har~es and
runoff volu~mes
Sedimentation

I

See Aquatic Habitat and
Wildlife Habitat
Fecal o.migration
High peak di~(:har~es and
runoff volumel
Sedimentation
- ......
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Urbanization alter~ the hydrologic regime of
creasing the t~,eam’s opportunity to dissipate an~ without flooding or damaging the channel.
surface waters by changing the way water cycles
through a drainage basin. In a natural ~tting, preAn extensive ~ludy comparing an urban and
cipitation is intercepted or delayed by" the forest
a nonurban ~tream in western Washington State
canopy and ground cover. Vegetation, depre~, found that hydrologic cl~anges from urbanization
sions on the land, and soils provide extensive ~orwere the principal rear, ons that the urban stream
age capacity for precipitation. Water exceeding
failed to match it~ nonu=’ban counterpart in diverthis capacity travels via shallow subsurface flow
sity and size of salmonid fish populations and
and groundwater and eventually discharges grad. " other biological indices (Richey, 1982).
ually to surface waterbodies. In a foresled, undisIn the Pacific Northwest, the importance of
turbed watershed, direct surface runoff occurs hydrologic alteration and its effects on stream hal>rarely or not at all because ixecipitation intensiItats and the ~lmonid resource is widely recog.
ties do not exceed soil infiltration rate~,
nized. A significant share of the urban runoff
Urbanization effects are multifaceted. Tree
management effort goes into controlling runoff
removal reduces or eliminates interception ~orwater quantity to attempt to retain predevelop
age and the water reservoir in mils. Lo~ of vega- merit hydrologic patterns. In mo~t other U.S. urration and duff from the understory takes away banized areas, with respect to resource protection,
another storage reservoir. Regrading eliminates
le~ attention is paid to controlling quantity to
natural depressions. Impervious ~urfaces, of maintainstreamchannelinteBrityandmoreispaid
course, stop any infiltration and produce surface
to quality control. Yet, the same hydrologic modirunoff. Even when surfaces remain pervious, fication problems have been noted elsewhere;
building often removes, erodes, or compacts top- e.g., Mississippi (Wilson, 1967), Long Island
soil. The exposed soil retards infiltration and of- (5eabum, 1969), and Maryland (Hammer, 1972).
fers much less storage capacity. Development
The many changes brought on by urbanizareplaces natural drainage systems with hydraulilion tend to alter ~tream flow patterns in characcally efficient pipe or ditch networks that shorten
teristic ways. Figure 3.1 illustrates typical
the travel time of runoff to the receiving water,
hydrographs (flow rate versus time) for a stream
before and after watershed urbanization. The
Adjacent to waterbodies, floodplain anhydrograph emphasizes the higher peak flow rate
croachrnent eliminates another =torage zone
needed to diminish high flows. Clearing bank of urbanized settings compared to preurban convegetation removes the wood supply that helps ditions. A two-to-five~fold increase is common
slow down the flow and often helps prevent bed (Leopold, 1968), although ~ome ~treams show
even greater ri.~,~, especially in arid areas.
and bank erosion. Clearing also eliminates shade,
refuge, and food supply. Urban residents and high
When the channel cannot contain the
stream flow~ remove remaining wood, further de- greater flow, flooding results. If the flow is largely
Figure 3.1.--Hydrograph patterns typical of developed and undeveloped waterd~.,ds.

Storm Siam /

Source: R.R. Homer.

|
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P~T I. T~I

Fund~n~ ~ (Jrban Run~ Na~
confined, high flow rates within ~e ~me ~a
increase vel~ilies. This can c~u~ la~e s~r
stresses that erie streamb~s and ~n~. S~ar
stress roughly increa~s pro~ionately to the
~uare of the vel~i~ (Hynes, 1970). T~ ~bling of velocity could, for example, i~rea~ t~
er~ion ~tential by approximately f~r. L~ of
the stabilizing w~ previously in t~ ~1
magnifies ~he eff~ of flow magnitu~,
The hydrograph al~ indi~t~ ~ ~n
stream’s faster res~nse to pr~ipi=tion. L~s ~ious is the greater total volume, repre~nt~ ~ ~e
integrat~ area under the urban stream ~we.
When wate~h~s urbanize, a comm~ m~ ~1ume increa~ for any gi~n sto~ is at le~t 50 ~rcent (L~ld, 1968). Thus, chang~ in wat~
hydrology not only ~eate ~re ~i~ion ~ ~
stream channel materials at any in~ant in ti~, ~t
that stress aim exis~ for a longer ~6~ whi~ ~e
greater volume passes do,stream. Ru~ff ~antity control effo~s to hold total volu~ within ~
development levels can only ~ achie~ ~
infiltration ~uivalent to that in ~ ~1~
watersh~. If storage volu~ and o~let am siz~
pro~rly, detention can mstri~ ~ak fl~ ra~ m
thee I~els, but it will not maintain io~r ~1um~ wither the n~d~ infiltration. ~me,
even the ~t quantity control pmgra~ ~n cannot avoid stream channel damage,
The left side of Figure 3.1 s~ws that ~ile
urban streams usually have higher flows du~n8
and following rain storms, they also com~ly
have lower basefiows ~tw~n sto~ e~n~. In
urban landmass, basefiow decrea~ is a co~~uence of water’s rapid transport ~ream ~fore it can recharge the groundwater that
supplements streams in d~ ~ri~s. During
droughts, basefiow deficit can h=~ an ~ially
~vere eco~gical impa~,
These are short-term hydrologic ~erns. Urbanization impacts with longer time fram~ are
even more evident. The fr~uen~ of r~o~
high flows increases even more than t~ fl~ ~vels. In one Washington State stream, the flow rate
that had ~en reached only once in 10 ~a~ on
average before development increas~ in ~quency to a~ut eve~ ~o yea~ after u~n~ation (Scott, 1982L
A computer m~el capable of continuous
simulation was applied to another western Washington basin ~Booth, 1991). It compar~ a ~lly
forest~ basin with a developed 40 ~rcent im~ious area. The m~et pr~ict~ that t~ predevelopment discharge, which occurs only once
in five years, would ~cur in 39 of 40 yea~ after

d~l~nL ~r, t~ m~el fo~ast~
that in ~n ~ver~e year, this di~harge level could
~ reach~ five ti~, ~rat~ by I~s than one
month in the ~t ~a~n. T~ ~el ~imat~
that ~e pr~evelopment fiv~year disch=~e
could ~cur bimonthly ~llowin8 ~vel~nL
This ~fold ~uency i~rease dwa~ ~ 3.5
ti~ increa~ pr~i~ fm lO-~ar ~ak ~w
rat~.
t~
A Long Island study r~eal~ the extent
~asonal hydrologic shi~ in urbanba~flowStreams. In
~veral predevelopment ~reams,
constitut~ 95 ~ent of the annual di~ha~e;
~ion drop~ to 20 ~ent after d~e=oo~nt
(Simmons and Richard, 1982).
~me ~udies ha~ measur~ u~nizati~
levels bat cause significant hydmk~ic chanR~.
In a study of ~veral ~land watersheds, Klein
(1979) found hydrologic alteration ~ident with
12 ~rcent im~ious area and severe with 30
~rcent.

Ecological Consequences
Changes

of Hydrologic

Along with extensive hydrologic n~ificati~s,
the ~ological eff~s of u~anizati~ on wat~
quantity are also significant. Th~ eff~s co~
mostly from habitat damage accompanying hydrologic alteration.
The m~t basic change is from erosion oft~
stream channel that ~ps away various habita~
and expands the channel, increasing ~th width
and depth. While th~ increa~s can be steady
and gradual, theyfr~uently~curab~ptlyinrespon~ to panicular storms (Hammer, 1972;L~
~ld, 1973; B~th, 1991 ). Even in areas where
stream has been stable for years, massive chang~
in channel dimensions can ~cur in the fir~ la~e
~o~ after urbanization, affe~ing the stream’s entire cou~ and profile. The regular meander
~l-riffle pa~erns of streams not in highly confi~
ing substrates will ~ m~ifi~ as erosion a~ d~
~sition increase in magnitude and s~.
Rapid, nearly uncontroll~ do~cuttin~
known as incision, can ~ es~ially dramatic
(Booth, 1990). Incision results when incma~
flow and loss of the w~y debris that dissipat~
energy ~cur in relatively st~p channels with an
easily erodible substrate. While all channel damage is ecologically harmful, incision is es~cially
problematic ~cause it removes vi~ally all habitat and supplies great quantities of s~iment that
do fu~her damage downstream.
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CHAPTER 3
Research in several humid locations suggests
that flows larger than the five-year frequency discharge are sufficient to create large-scale channel
disruption(Carling, 1988;Sidle, 1988). More than
anything else, the greatly increased incidence of
these flows explains the ecological vulnerability
of urbanstreams,
Even without the spectacular phenomenon
of incision, habitats are still damaged by complex
physical effects from elevated urban stream flows.
Impact~ can include the following:
e= Sediment deposits on gravel substrates
where fish spawn and rear young and
where algal and invertebrate food sources
live;
m Sediment that fills pools where fish feed,
take refuge from predators, and rest;
¯ - Direct effects of suspended sediment on
aquatic organisms, like abrading gills and
other sensitive tissues, reducing light for
photosynthesis, reducing visibility for
catching food and avoiding predators, and
transporting metallic, organic,
oxygen-demanding, bacterial, and nutrient
pollutants;
-- Loss of riparian vegetation, as banks
erode, along with the loss of shade and
refuge it provides; and
¯"- Loss of the protective qualities of the
large woodydebris,
Reduced baseflow produces its own set of
impacts.. Summer temperatures increase because
less water absorbs heat, and dissolved oxygen declines fi’om the lower oxygen solubility of warmer
water. Less dilution of pollutants results in higher
concentrations, and shallower flow can interfere
with fish migrations and localized movements.
In’the Washington State comparison of urban
and nonurban streams, Kelsey Creek, an urban
stream, experienced twice the bed scour of its
nonu~an counterpart, Bear Creek (Scott, 1982).
As a consequence, sediment transport was three
times as great in Kelsey Creek (Richey, 1982), and
fines were twice as prevalent in its substrates
(Scott, 1982). The invertebrate communities in
different benthic locations produced 14 to 24 taxa
in Bear Creek but only six to 14 in Kelsey Creek
(Pedersen, 1981 ; Richey, 1982).
Salmonid fish diversity also differed. Bear
Creek had four ~almonid species of different age
classes, whereas Kelsey Creek had only one nonanadromous species mainly represented by the 0-

AquaUc Bk)loGiull impacts of (Jrban land (lie
to 1-year age class (Scot~, 1982; Steward, 1983).
While both creeks generally met water quality cri.
teria that protect aquatic life from toxicity, differences still occurred. Although we cannot
explicitly determine the relative roles of hydrology and water quality, much evidence shows that
hydrologic alteration ,1,nd the related sediment
transport were most responsible for the biological
¯ ef~ecls (Richey, 1982).
King County (Washington) Surface Water
Management Division (unpublished data) has examined various aspeclJ, of urban hy~lrology’s influence on the valued salmon. Data show a
significant decrease in young salmon survival in
both large and small streams when events occur
that are equal to or larger than the five-year frequency discharge. Since the frequency of events
increases tremendously after urbanization, salmonids experience great difficuhy even in relatively
clean urban streams.
The King County investigations also pointed
out the relationship between urbanization level
and biological integrity. The study raled channel
stability along numero~s stream reaches and
lated it to the proportion of the watershed’s impervious areas. Stability was significantly lower with
more than 10 percent imperviousness (Booth and
Reinelt, 1993). The study rated habitat quality
along 87 miles (140 kin) of streams in two basins
according to four standard measures. Marked
habitat degradation occurred at 8 to 10 percent
impervious area. Pop~,lation data on cutthroat
trout and less tolerant coho salmon from streams
draining nine catchments did not show a distinct
threshold. They indicated, however, that population shifts are measurable with just a few percent
of impervious area and become substantial beyond 10 to 15 percent (Lucchetti and
Fuerstenher~, 1993).
King County also studied urbanization irapacts on freshwater wetlands. Gage readings determined mean water level fluctuations (WLF),
and a geographic information system related
them to various watershed variables. Biological
measures were analyzod using mean WLF. The
richness (species representation) of both plants
and amphibians significantly decreased when
mean WLF exceeded 20 cm (7.8 in). VVt.F depends on various watershed and wetland morphological conditions, Ibut typically surpasses 20
cm when impervious areas are around 10 percent
(Taylor, 1993).
Information consistently indicates that placing impervious surface on some 10 percent of a
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Fund~m~ntalz of Urban Runoff Nanage~m~t
logic, habitat, and ecological res~n~. To co~
plicate t~e picture, development I~at~
immediately adjacent to rather than away ~m a
waterb~y changes the circumstance. Noneth~
tess, info~alion of this ty~ provid~ ~ basis for
pro~ive wate,h~ management ~r~8h plato
ning and zoni~.

Urban Runoff b ~ke Eutrophication

PART i. T~I ~

and omi~ im~ious area and ot~r ~ifics
the ur~nization W~, it 8iv~ a rough i~icati~
of u~nization eff~. This example ~e~
lake originally in an oligotmphic l~am. A~ual
lak~ differ in their tmphic ~at~ ~n, ~t~t
thro~enic e~.
The ex~ff for the different u~nizat~n
els can ~ eiti~t~ and expr~ in te~s
di~ribution over ~e lake a~a, as surnmariz~ in
Table 3.2. Vollenweider and Dillon 1~19741 cit~
goriz~ ~ophic status usingda~ froma humor
lak,. They found that ~ndaries ~l~n oliE~
~ophic (relatively unenrich~) and ~rophic
(~erately enrich~) systems, and ~n
~trophic and eutrophic s~tems (hiEhly
rich~), could ~ dra~ ~ considerins ~e mla~ionship ~n P loading over the lake area
the ratio of ~an dept~wa~r ~idence time (FiEum 3~).

Eutrophi~tion is ~e pr~s through which llgtl
blomass increa~s overall~cially during
"bl~m" ~ri~mm inc~a~ I~ding of ~e
nutrient that had previously ~n in shone~ su~
ply relative ~o n~ (limiting nutrient. The limiting
nutrient in lakes around the world is usually eith~
phosphorus or nitrogen, but is most oEen and
mos~ consistently phosphors (P) in f~hwat~
lakes. In addition to promoting la~er quantiti~ of
algae, enrichment ~pically changes the ~m~ition of the algal community. On~ell~ diatoms
give way to fila~ntous grin fo~s, foll~ by
Table 3.2~hosphoru~ I~dinE~ ~l~ wi~
h~othetical ~ study conditi~.
blu~gr~n fo~s with a la~er n~rient ~pply.
Eutrophication degrades lake ~os~tems in
~NUAL DISTEIE~ION O~
~veral ways. The fila~ntous algae a~ ~rer
TOTAL
% UE~AN
~)
~. ~)
f~ than diatoms to herbivor~ ~cau~ of their
structure and, m~times, bad ~ste and toxici~.
10
50
Fila~ntous algae clog water intak, and ~at
0.5
propellers and form ~orous masses when they
50
250
wash up on beaches. They also r~uce water olaf2.~
ity, making swimming unpleasant. When a la~e
75
375
3.75
biomass dies at the end of the bloom, i~ decom.
~sition by bacteria creates high oxygen demand.
In sure,r, eutrophic lakes that the~ally ~rati~
The g~ph, ~bulat~ data, and mean
usually have little or no oxygen in the ~om
dept~water residence time ratio of 3 can ~ u~
turn of water,
to s~ that ] 0 ~rcent u~anization, ~ich w~ld
As discuss~ in Chapter 2, u~n areas have a
~ ~uivalent to a few ~t im~rvi~s area,
num~ of nutrient sources, and nutrient I~dings
k~ps the lake safely in the oligotrophic ~ion.
increase with the d~elopment I~el. The follow.
U~anization at t~ 50 ~ent level plac~
ing hy~thetical ca~ study discusses the ~tential
lake in the m~trophic zone. The higher I~el of
of urbanization to change the trophic status of a
u~anization~k~thelakeintot~tr~hicarea.
lake. It compares the lake’s trophic s~te at 10, 50,
The exerci~ can ~ extend~ to consi~
and 75 ~rcent wate~hed urbanizati~. The c~
how
much P loading control would have to
assumes the following condilions:
provided in some way to reach ce~ain lake water
Lake area--100 ha (27~ .1 acre) ....
quality prote~ion obje~ives. The Wpical P I~dLake mean depth--3 m (9.~ N
ing of a 75 ~rcent u~an wate~h~ ~uld ~
to
be reduced 47 ~rcent to k~p ~he lake from
Lake water residence ti~l year
passing from i~ position of ] 0 ~rcent urban
z
Watersh~ area--5 km (12.36 acre)
use into the m~trophic zone. To k~p it m~
Walker (] 987) develo~d a regression e~ua,rely in the oligotrophic area~or example, at a
tion (r2 = 0.69, standard error. 24) from Minne- loading of 1.5 k~a ¯ y~ 60 ~rcent reduction
~ watersheds relating P ex~. to urbanization:
would be needed. This efficiency is ve~ ha~ to
achieve wilh ur~n ~noff treatment pra~ic~ (~
~]
P ex~ [k~m = 1.03’ ¯ (percent u~an) + 2.92
Chapter 8). Even with this level of comrol, how.
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!
0

~er Res~e~

(

~e: ~lle~i~ a~ Dill~, 1974.

~er, t~ I~ding ~ld ~ill ~ thr~ tim~ the
amount at 10 ~rcent u~anization,
~ ~rsion of this anal~is was pe~o~d for
Lake Sammamish, Washington, using ~llutant
I~ding c~icien~ m~tly deriv~ ~om I~al
data instead of the ~gr~sion ~uation. Aim, a
m~el was develo~ to simulate t~ lake’s ~
s~n~ to P I~ding and calibrat~ with data
taken in the lake i~lf ~elch et al. 1985; Shu~er
el al. 1986). Planning agenci~ ~ti~t~ t~t ur~nization ~uld increa~ from 16 ~ent of the
wate~ in 1975 ~ 46 ~ent in 2~0, in the
fo~ of single, and multiple-family r~idential
a~ commercial land uses. On ~e ~sis of ~dian values of t~ I~ding c~cien~, P i~ding
~r unit area of t~ lake su~ace was proj~ to
ri~ from 4.~ to 7.5 k~a ¯ y in ~at tim~ 74
~rcent increase. Th~ levels are higher than
t~e in the hy~thetical ~ ~au~ the water,

sh~ of the ~in tri~to Lake Sammamish h~s
relatively high natural
I~s, the lake’s ~an depth of
water ~$idence ti~ of 1.8 yea~ ~i~
sufficient to place it low in
(Figure 3.2) in 1975. Increa~ u~anizati~
would ~nd it Into t~ e~rophic area. The proj~.
tions were u~ to d~i~ s~at~i~
con~ol and

The Effe s of etals on
Aquatic Organisms
Me=Is are the ~xic con=minan~ ~t commonly
fou~ in ur~n runoff. B~au~ t~ ex~ure ~tterns of runoff diff~ from the s=nda~ la~to~
procures t~ditionally
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P~T I. T~l

mm~ls’ role in c~usin~ toxic ~a~ons in ~qu~tic
o~anisms is unclear. Different ~ of e~rim~ts are n~ to develop a clearer pi~um
and, eventually, morn appropriate water quali~
criteria for wat~ aff~ by u~an ~noff.
For now, clues come from m~ complet~
ex~rimen~. Davi~ (1986) summariz~ a ~ri~
of ex~riments with rain~w trout. Al~ough the
~us was on minin~discha~es, msul~ provide
~me useful insigh~ to consider toxici~ in u~n
runoff. The fo~owing account of the findings conrains remarks on the significance for u~an ~noff,
which ap~ar in italics.

~P~TUlE ~
r~

,

6

0.83

I0

0.41

15

0~4

Ther~o~, mnoRdi~cha~eint~ win~
and mno~m ~ad~ org~ndwat~.f
wate~ in the sum~r c~=te/~
ma~ions than into wa~
3. Smaller, younger o~ani~s am m~ ~nsiti~
to metals, a~ fish are generally n~re ~nsi~i~
t~n ~cmin~ebrat~.

Note: LC~ ~96 h) ~ans t~
concentration lethal to ~0 ~ent of ~
test o~ani~s in a 9~h~r exam.

T~refo~, mno~ discha~ duHn~
ma~ions t~n durin8 adult
1. Increases in pH, alkalinity, a~ ha~n~s ~
crease ~tal toxici~.
HARDNESS
(m~ ==CaCO~

ALKALINITY
~m~ mCCOy, ~

~iN~OWTRO~
LC~0 (~ h)
(m~ Zn~)

315

227

7.21

102

¯ a~

1.~

20

0.56

23

~

Hardness (Ca.2 and Mg*~) an=gonizes toxic
metal u~take at the gill sudace by cornering
for uDtake sites. Alkalini~ plays a role in
bioavailabili~ by providing bicar~nate and
carbonate ligands under pH control to complex metals in either soluble or insoluble fo~,
removing them from the toxic ionic state. In
kaline waters, metals are not acutely toxic
until enough are pre~nt to ove~lm t~ hi.
carbonate.ca~nate buffering system that
precipitates lead car~nate complex~. ~.
ganic ligands may also fo~ complex~ of low
toxicity, a s~bject that has not ~n well studied. Paniculate metals and tho~ ad~r~ to
panicles are relatively nontoxic.
Therefore, mnoH discha~e to ~#.
buffer~ wate~ with most metals in t~
~lid state ~reates less toxic reactions
than disso/v~ metal di~ha~e to ~
waters,
~e~l toxiciw generally increases as remorature increases ~cause of increas~ chemical
activi~ and metabolism,

4. If ex~ during the emb~nic stage in
water, fish can acclimate to metals and am Ires
sensi(ive to higher ex~sur~ lamr. ~in~w
trot were approximately four tim~ ~e ~n.
sitive m both cadmium (Cd) and zi~ (Zn)
when not ex~ emb~icall~f, c~par~
to fish that ~re ex~ (chronic e~
effe~ concentrations of approximately
C~ and 50 pg Z~ for unex~ fish, co~
pared to approximately 4 and 200 for ex~
trout). Acclimation abili~ was confi~ by
~w~k and one-year ex~riments in
contaminat~ re~oir. However, acclimation
d~s not ap~ar to ~cur with lead (~)
silver (Ag), nor in ha~water.
~emfore, mlativelylowcontinu~s
ex~sures throughout life can
insulate fish from ~ri~ic
ex~suresinmno~
5. Meal toxici~ incream as ex~um ~ri~
lengthens.
’

~PO~E
(DxYs)

~NIOW TIOUT
~ WATER im~

4

1.17

~4

0~0

Therefore, fish can be~er tolerate ~ high
ex~su~ for ~ sho~ intemal than
continuous deliver. This ob~mai~ion,
howeve& ~ nothin8 a~ut t~
~tential reaction ~ re~at~, ~ti~i~
ex~sures, as with u~n
discha~e.
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6. The apparent mechanism of acute (one to four
da~) metal toxiciW in fish is gill irritation by
the ionic metal, causing mucus secretion and
internal destruction of gill epithelium, resulting in suffocation. Chronic (one-week to oneyear) toxicity can negatively affect reproduction, growth, physiological and behavioral
development, and/or cause death through the
breakd,qwn in metabolic or other biochemical
functions,
7. "-Free" metals include the mo~t toxic ionic
forms, as well as other labile forms. Mo~t or all
metals; present can be flee in soft waters but
can be. a small fraction of total metals in hard
waters, thus allowing fish in hard water~ to
withstand much higher total metals in acute
exposure. However, toxicity of free metals b
similar in soft and hard water.
~.AINIOW TROUT LCM (9~ h)
lJ~

HARDNES~

FIt~

(mW’l. as CaCO3)

TOTAL

290

471

1.47

385

542

1.32

1.17

32

I

1.17

8. Chronic toxicity exhibits trends similar to
acute toxicity with respect to free and total
metals, but at much lower levels,
EFFECT/NO.EFFECT
WATER PHYSIOLOGIC.~ ~lNOl.~J.rn’ (~| I~=/t)
TOTAL
FREE
Hard

18.2-31.6

120.0-360.0

Sofl

7.2-14.6

7.2- 14.6

9. Ccmplexation, which reduces the more toxic
free metals, is not instant (e.g., two days for;
cadmium to come to equilibrium), and mortality increases in tests with unaged water,
Urban runoff dynamics do not allow
time to complete complexation, and
therefore buffering is a ~nalter benefit
with intermittent than with continuous
releases,
10.’Toxic" concentrations are frequently mearrured in natural water samples, but fish still
live. This contradiction probably ~ems partly
from acclimation and partly from comparing a
standard meant for continuous exposure with

a condition that is only intermittent. However,
the contradiction is also a function of using
acid to preserve ~mples, which frees metals
from soils and other particle~, and from using
the nonselective atomic absorption technique.
11 .The use of a dissolved metals measurement
can only approximate the toxic forms because
rome are rolubilized over time. "Potentially
=* ..dissolved" metals can be determined in runoff
by waiting to filter for 8 to 96 hours after acidifi/ing the sample, I~ 1.his method has not been
well tested.
Realistic water quality criteria for water~
affected by urban r~,noffrequire
considerin8 duration and frequency of
exposure, chemicalforms, and~ecies.

Aquatic Invertebrate Response
tO Zinc Exposure
Homer (in press) perfor~md experiments with the
invertebrate amphipod Hyalella azteca that further clarify the observations in points 4 and ,5,
summarized in Figure 3.!]. OrEanisms were given
two types
of zinc expos,res~continuous and intermittent (three times for 24 hours each)--.-at the
same concentration. Total Ioadings were close
(122 mg with continuous and 90 mg with intermittent). The number of organisms in the continuously expo~::l community declined gradually at
first but stabilized by the end of the 18-day experiment, with a mean survival for individuals of 11.3
day~. The concentration was lower than the
chronic aquatic life o’iterion. In contrast, the periodically exl:x)sed comrr, unity declined in steps
with each exposure and went extinct by the end
(mean survival was 8.5 day~).
The same type of experiment was run with a
higher loading level (approximately 210 mg) produced by either continuous exposure at 65 I~g/1- or
intermittent exposure in the same pattern as the
first experiment at 350 laI~L. The continuously exposed community reacted much as in the first experiment, although the higher concentration
caused a more rapid iniitial die-off that reduced
mean survival to 9.6 clays. ,still, the ~rviving
number was about the same as in the first experiment, despite the higher concentration and load.
ing. The intermittent exlx)sure caused extinction
after the second treatmer,t, and mean survival w~
only S.O days.
These resulL~ clearl!~" indicate that orsanisrns
in the r~me species tolerate metal toxicity differently. ~ronger organism~ can survive continuous
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NO~: zinc ex~u~s we~ deli~ eit~ at co.ant c~centra~i~s ~i~n in ~ uni~ ~) ~ inte~i~enfly ~ a
24-hour ~ri~ on t~ day, indi~t~ by ~e ci~ular t~l. ~e ~. valu~ ~i~n in ~ ~i~ ~ ~ ~ ~1
zinc ~ings for the entire ex~ri~ml ~.
~urce: R.R. H~.

ex~sum to concentrations that kill mhe~. In ~e
first ex~riment, inability to tolerate the ~me concentration, if intermittent, sugg~ts that, w~ a
th~atening condition continues, acclimation d~
lenses may develop over time. Once past the initial ~ri~, the~ defenses probably allow s~ng~
organisms to continue to su~ive and ~abilize ~e
communiW. Res~n~ to the fi~t inte~,i~ent ex~sure in the ~cond ex~riment shows ~at, e~n
if the effe~ to ~me is severe, the remaining o~anisms can ~rsist. However, they ~nnot withs=nd
a s~ond epi~e of~resh~k,
These ex~riments demon~rate ~at t~ i~
~ant factor is not necessarily ~llu~nt Ioadin8
but how it is deliver~. The findings have substantial implications for urban runoff manage~nt~
criteria should s~ci~ ~th maximum
concentrations for ~veral len~hs of ex~sure, as
they do now, and maximum I~er concentrations
not to ~ re~ate~ more than once in ce~ain inregals. ~oweve~, much more work is n~ to
arriv~ at t~e appropriate criteria. ~ s~ond imptication is that the common practice of managing
b~ t~;n~ to restri~ loa~ing increas~ may not ~

successful if we do not develop and inco~rate
our knowl~ge of h~ ~adin8 is generate.

Thermal Impacts of
Qrban Runoff
Aquatic life fo~s have chara~eristic tem~rature
preferenc~ and ~lerance limiG. Fi~;h of inter~
to humans, like v~t and ~l~n, and ~eir p~
ferr~ inve~ebrate f~ ~rces ~ ~
rang~ and ~ximums than ot~. In sure,r,
u~an ~noff can wa~ r~eivinB wate~ to t~
detriment of the~ o~ani~s ~atJ~ of Io~
oxygen concentration in t~ water. The wa~
t~ water, the less dis~lv~ oxygert can ~ a~
~ by t~ water and ~ available to ~ ~.
U~an ~noff management faciliti~ can furor
aggravate the situation ~n they hold wa~r f~
an extend~ time in hot weather. The~ conditions exist in most of the nation, exc~udin8 a natrow band along the Pacific c~st west of the Sierra
and ~a~a~e ~oun~ins. The ~etro~litan Wash-

ington Council of Governments (Galli, 1991) investigated the local thermal impacts of urban runoff and its management and reached the
following conclusions:
1. Air temperature was the strongest influence on
stream water temperature,
2. Average, stream temperature increased linearly
with impervious area percentage.
3. Some temperature criteria violations occurred
with 12 percent impervious area; they increased in severity and frequency with more

imperviousness.

4. All structural treatment practices tested that
had a surface discharge caused some violations of temperature criteria under both
baseflow and storm runoff conditions,
S. The order of the practices in both raising receiving water temperatures and causing violations, from least tomostserious, was
Infiltration basins < extended-detention
wetlands < extended-detention dry
ponds < wet ponds,
6. Based on the findings from a literature review,
the investigators concluded that the thermal
conditions produced by urban runoff and
treatment facilities could cause algal succession from cold-water (mainly diatoms) to
warm.water filamentous green and blue-green
species,, as well as severe impacts on coldwater invertebrates and fish, where they exist,
7. The findings have important implications for
facility selection and design, especially to
shade pools and outlets.

The following case study illustrates points
two and three, summarizing habitat requirements
of trout and salmon and citing limiu toJerated by
various organisms. While salmon are located in
only a small area of the natiion, trout are prevalent
and valued throughout the. northern portion and
higher altitude, cooler areas farther south. Proletting diversity in aquatic systems requires
.knowledge of the variation in species require~’~nts. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss causes of re.
duced diversity; other chapters deal with
~rategies to overcome these problems (point 4).

Life Cycle Characterlstica
Managers must pay attention to organisms’ life CYcles, which
closely related species. Table 3.3 summarizes the
life-cycle characteristics of six ocean-going Pacific salmon species. Different fish carry out their
migrations, reproduction, and rearing at different
times and have freshwa!~er stages of various
lengths. Management must’, ensure that the sensitive young fish have the conditions they need at
the right time and that barriers to migration do not
bar passage of either the returning adults o~ searunning young.

Habitat Requiremenl~
Following is a summary of physical and chemical
requirements of varioussalmonid species and life
stages that define their habitat requirements,
drawn from Bjomn and Reiser (1991), except as
noted. As with life cycle cJharacteristics, substantial differences exist among species.
For m~gratJon
Temperatu re maximum: 15.6"C, except for
chinook (dependent or, seasonal run---13.3’C

Fish Habitat Impacts and
Habitat Protection
Effective, comprehensive management of any natural resource has several prerequisites:
1. Setting clear objectives for the effort;
2. Understanding what chemical and physical
(including habitat) characteristics o~anisms
need to meet the objectives;
3. Understanding what can disrupt these characteristics; and
4. Understanding what can cause these di~ruptions and how to overcome the problems.

~oring, 20.0"c summer, 19.4"C fall).

Depth minimum: 0.18 m, except for chinook

(0.24 m).

Velocity maximum (su!~tainable for 5-8
minutes/sustainable in extended cruising,
both in meters/seconds) (after Kerr Wood
Leidal Associates Ltd. and D. B. Lister and
Associates Lid., 1980):
Coho
3.2/2.7
Chinook(fall)
3.3/2.7
Sockeye
3.1/1.0
Steelhe~l
4.2/I .4
Dissolved ox~e~ minimum: Reduced
performance when b~IIDW saturation; sharply
mducedwhenbelow6.5.7.0mg/L;Iower
limit 5.0 mWl,.
--
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Table 3.~ife ~cle ~ra~e~,tl~ of a~d~ ~1~ fl~

No~m~r
Chin~k flail) ~m~r-

~to~r

~e~
~r-

Fish f~
Ma~il

2-3 ~s

~

~Ju~

Novem~r

~keye

August~ptem~r

~pte~r~to~r

A~ay

I ~ar (lake)

Z~nkt~

~u~

Pink

August-

~eptem~-

A~y

N~

In m

~y

Chum

~ptem~rD~em~r

~_

A~ay

~

In ~

~y

S~lhead

~1t ~nths

Janua~y

Ju~July

2-3 ~an

In~

Source: Kerr W~ Le~dal AS~. an~ D.B. LiM~ ~. 1~.

Barriers: Ideal falls height to ~1 depth =
1:1.25; maximum fails height 2.1-2.4 m,
except for st~lhead (3.4 m) (0.8 m for
nonanadrom~s br~n trout).

For spamnlng adu/~
Stream flow: Wei~ht~ usable (spawning)
area (WUA) is a function o~ depth, vel~i[y,
and substrate and ~s related to di~ha~e by
In-stream Flow Incremental ~eth~olo~y
(IFI~) s~cies m~els,
Dis~lv~ oxygen mlnimum: 7 m~ ~elch

~ 980).
TemperatuR maximum:
Anadromous: coho and ste~lhea~9.4"C,
~ckey~l 2.2"C, chum and pink--12.8"C,
chin~k~l 3.9"C.
Nonanadromous: br~
Irout~l 2.8"C,
cu~hroa~ Irout--17.2"C, raln~
trou~--20.0"C,
Redd are~spawnin~ pair: Oe~ndent on
species and space availab=h~; ran8~ from
order 0.1-1.0 m~ for nonan~dromous trout, to
1-10 m~ for st~lhead and tmalter ,Imp, to
10-20 m= for chi~ok.
Depth minimum:
Anadromous: s~keye and pink--15 cm,
coho and chum--18 cm. tt~elhead and
chin~k~24 cm (except ~0 cm for tumor
thin.k).
Nonanadrom~s: cu~hroat tr~t~ cm,
ra;n~w troul--,18 cm, brown trout~24 cm.

Veloci~ ~n~e:
~adrom~s: generally 2~0 c~ minimum
~ approximately 1 ~s maximum.
Nonanadm~l: cu~hr~t t~t~11
c~s, b~n uout--21-~ ~s, rain~

~ut~8.St c~

Su~trate ~ze ~e:
~adrom~s: 1.3-10.2 cm (except 0.6 cm
minimum for ~lhead).
No~nadromous: rain~w ~out~5.2 cm
maximum, brown trout~7.6 cm maximum,
cuKhroat trout~l 0.2 cm maximum (0.6 cm
minimum in each c~).

For egg Incubation
Temperature
Anadrom~s: 13.3"C, except for chi~
(14.4"C) ~elch, ~ 980, r~mend~ 12.8"C
for all ~l~n a~ tmuU.
~bstrate size minimum: Data s:~
emb~o su~ival d~lines from near 1~
~rcent with near 0 ~cent fines < 6.]~ ram,
to approximate S0 ~rcent with 20~0 ~enl
fines (species de~ndent~rder 20 ~rcent
for cutthroat, ]0 ~rcent for rain~, 40
~rcent for chin~k and ~lhead), m near 0
~rcent with > 5~60 ~ment fin~.
Dis~lved oxygen mi~mum: Pe=~ent tu~ival
exhibiU a linear relationship with DO for
mine s~ies (e.8., st~lhead);
suwival drops ~low 50 ~rcent w~
DO < 8-9 m~ and low DO ~JC~ size
a ~old relat~on~ip for ~ (e.8., co~,
~m t~ thr~ld is a~mxi~=ely 8-9
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For Juvenile ~ng
Tm~tu~ p~fm~:
~adro~s: 12-14"C, except ~r
(10-~[~’~.
N~nadm~s: 1~16"C for ~ ~t.
Dis~Jv~ ox~ minimum: Da~ sh~ a
threshold relationship 8eneraJly exim, with
the t~res~oJd at approximately 4 m~ a~ a
~;apid ~lme in ~ival ~l~ t~t ~.
S~ce minimum: ~s ~ abe a~ size;
anadromous fish with a short fr~hwa~r
~aring ~rJ~ ~0.01~.1 m~ a~
tho~ with an ~e~ fr~hwater ~a~

AqusUc BJoiogJcxJ impacts o~ ~ ~nd
su~antial ~itable ~ s~ce ~ creat~
pm~. F~ example, ~ ~ov~de for
in~ and marin~ ~ bro~ tm~, 0.1-1.0 m"
substrate wi~ 0.~7.~ cm material must
prov/d~ f~ each ma~ing ~ir. T~ water
sh~Jd ~ ~ ~r than 12.8"~, at least 24
cm d~p, and have at least 7 m~ DO and
I~i~ in t~ ~nKe 21 ~ c~s. Each juvenile
z : ~ld ~ much mo~ s~ce (5-100 m2),
h~r, a~ co,arable c~ditions (exce~
J~er ~J~i~). ~nad~s fJ~ ~Jd
~ te~ito~ f~ ~a~in8 but less f~ rearJ~.

fish ~ 5-1~ m~sh.
Str~mflow: IFIM ~ls al~ exist for ~rJn~,
~pth ~e: Hishly var~; ~ly in ranse
3~75 cm.
Veloci~ ~ximum: Variable wl~ ~ d~
showing prefe~~40 ~s.
~r~te size mi~m: Em~ding la~e
substrate with fines ( < G mm) ~uc~
juvenile ~nsities (faste~ in wimer lh~n in
~ximum wi~h ~ut 30 ~rcent
em~d~ness in wimer for sl~lhead ~nd
chinook,
~over: Cu~hr~ lr~t bi~ss ~hibi~ ~n
ex~nenti~l d~li~ wi~ cover I~s in o~
s~ud~’; in another ~udy s~lhead and chi~k
bio~ass was hight wilh more di~ily in
cover ~s and ~fit~ ~s~ with
brush.

~amples of ~nagement Strategies
Culverts are a common implant to fish
movements. Considerations are depth, len~h
and vel~iW in relation to t~ fish’s ability to
swim against the veJociw long en~gh to pa,
through the culve~, and ~ical drop at the
slo~r..swimming ~ke~ ~l~n adult migran~ ~uld n~ a ~r ~l~i~ a~
s~lle~ ve~ical jump than st~l~ad. Table 3.3
al~ sho~ that favorable conditions would
have to ~ ~intain~ at different tim~ (late
sum~r for ~keye a~ ~r~gh~ ~e ~ar
for st~lhead).
A fl~uent mistake in p~ing and ~toring
fisheries habits is to unde~sti~te t~ ~ace
n~ded for a pair to s~wn and each j~enile
to rear. Successful spa~ing for la~er fish and
those with a longer residency ~uires that
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Water ual ty/ l n t r n
-; ,r i o ~btain ¢~n¢lu~ive da~ ~n u~an
~ runofand i~ e.ec~ on the

Design Steps

wate~h~ is difficult and ex~nsi~e.
1. Specl~ monitor~tg program
obJectJvel
E~blishing ~je~i~
tO be cost~ffe~ive. This chapter
they cannot always
The
~t thoughtful ~aternen~, agr~ u~n
process
for
designing
sug~esG a general
all s=keholde~, should 8ui~de the monitorin
water quality monitoring programs,
gram d~ign and condu~. Obj~i~ ~em fr~.
the nature of the problem or ~ision~kin
whether the monitoring subje~ is water
that ~uir~ da~ coll~ion. U~n ~ff manquality, ~dimenu, or biological
agement problems include
o~anisms.
~ Defining t~ water quali~ ~=tus ~ a
di~ha~e ~ wa~ly;
This pr~s comes ~inly fr~ ~ea~h to
improve monitoring program design in u~n ran~ Identifying problen~ areas, t~ir ~,
off and ot~r non~int ~rce fields. C~II
~h;
Reinelt, Homer, and ~stensmn (1992); Reinelt,
~ ~l~ing I~ations to apply woblem
Homer, and Mar (1988); ~r et al. (1986); and
a~tement ~t~t~;
other refer,shoes and s~es for ~m devils,
~ Evaluating altemati~ abate~nt
Guidance on ~iment and biol~ical monitoring
~rategi~ ~th prior to and aher
programs follow in sub~nt chapter.
imple~ntin8 control t~hniq~;
The su~est~ anal~ical p~s has fi~
m
Calibrating a~ ~ri~in
~e~:
simulation ~ls;
1 S~i~ monit~in8 p~ram ~j~ives;
m R~a~hing (e.g., to identi~ waw ~at
con=minan~ aff~ o~anisms).
2. ~te~ine ~e ~1 of~o~ ffi ~e
m ~ analwis;
E~ ~nit~ing pro,gram s~ld, if ~si-

Therefore, monitoring programs that
colle~ data must ~ carefully designed

3. Pedo~ a s~ematic analwis
appropriate to t~ ~blem and
~j~i~;

ble, fo~ulate obje~ives
and ~ific. Ge~ral ~j~ives d~ri~ ~t
must ~ accomplish~ to :mire
iem or ~t ~e n~. For e~mple
4. U~ t~ analwis
to t~tati~ly
m Ob~inin8 a ~li~ ~inition of t~
s~i~ ~ni~ring pr~ram ele~n=;
eff~ a pm~ ~elop~nt will
a~
water quali~ in a lake.
Dete~inin8 Iong-~te~ trends in
S. Evalua~
t~ten=tire ~ni~rin8
program for c~t~ff~i~s a~
~iment accumulation
finalize acceding to evaluation r~ul~.
~rly flus~ ~y.
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l Finding

the contamination source that
has closed a shellfish bed to harvesting,

PART I. Technical Issues
.tic analysis of the problem .nd objectives in
more detail later.

Specific objectives relate directly to leas- 3. Perform a systematic analysLs
urements and produce results to meet the general
objectives. Some examples related to the third
As the core of the process, step 3 represents the
general objective--finding the contamination
most effort. The analyst should give priority to key
factors causing the problem.
source--are
m Determining the annual fecal coliform
This systematic analysis is often referred to as
a watershed analysis. The term watershed broadly
Ioadings contributed by agricultural, septic
signihes an area, large or small, that drains ¯ land
drain field, and urban runoff sources,
surface to a point of interest. While a watershed
m Identifying the three largest sources of
can be a small catchment with a simple drainage
fecal coliform loading to the shellfish bed
system, for now we will consider a watershed as a
area.
landscape of some size and complexity draining
through a network of artificial and natural conThese obiectives can be stated in more detail
veyances to a natural waterbody. Thus, the analy.
and more specifically, particularly regarding leap
sis involves surveying watershed characteristic/,,
urements (e.g., zinc and chromium as the specific
identifying the most critical potential problems
metals; percent Ephemeroptera [mayflies] +
and sources, and highlighting the most critical
Plecoptera (stonefiies] ÷ Trichoptera [caddisflies]
places, times, and biological units that manifest
as the macroinvertebrate me¯sure) when step 3 of
the problems.
the general d~sign process is completed. Using
A watershed inventory involves collecting
this process ensures careful decisionmaking at
the appropriate level of data according to the
each step and counters the tendency to use a geneeds of the project. While the levell of detail may
neric monitoring strategy that may not relate to the
vary, your inventory should include, developing a
program goals. Exercising discipline to make carebasin map; identifying such feature..; as land usei,
ful assessments is the best way to be cost-effective
soils, topographic information, and hydrologic
in monitoring,
data; and identifying potentially critical problem
source locations (e.g., earth-moving activity, in2. Determine the level of effort
dustrial areas, major traffic conoentrations) o~
A monitoring program can range from simple and
areas potentially sensitive to problems (e.g., fishinexpensive to thorough and costly, depending on
cries and other productive resource are¯s, rare or
the objectives for the particular program. The elendangered resources, stream reaches vulnerable
fort expended depends on the quantity and type
to major channel damage). Obtaining any availof information available, the detail of additional
able data on these features and field reconnaisinformation needed, the resources of the designsance are key tasks in a watershed inventory.
ers, and the urgencyto begin monitoring.
Identifying critical problems and sources
Available information can help target new
should be a systematic process of formulating a
monitoring and substantially reduce costs. Therebro~d list and then narrowing it hy prioritizing
fore, designers should incorporate this informa,
ite~, with the level of effort chosen= in step 2 diction in their analysis, using techniques in this
truing the scale of the analysis. For example, to
manual. Some problems may not be worth exten,
find the principal sources of water q,ality deteriosive effort, while others demand it. For example,
ration in a river draining a large watershed, we
merely determining whether a problem exists at a
may suspect that certain areas and zctivities need
particular place is ohen straightforward and may,
our attention. However, this judgment should be
not need extensive analysis. On the other hand,
tested by some quantified, comparative estimates
monitoring to allocate resources for solving prob-,
of pollution quantities like those models suglems in a large, complex watershed may require a
Rested in Chapter 2. Although such a model may
substantially greater level of analysis,
be overly generalized, simplified, and not caliEven if little guidance information exists, and
brated locally, its purpose is not to reach a final
the designer has limited time and resources, at
decision, but to guide the design of a monitoring
least the basic analytical process should be approgram. Even with a small effort I~.-vel, the sire.
plied. After develo!Ding a preliminary information
plest model can often brin8 objectivity and r~gor
base, the designer can always review the systemto the analysis.
..
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Identifying critical places, times, and receptbr organisms presents a more difficult problem,
We must at least conceptualize the relationship
between problem occurrence and timing and the
potential damage for habitats, species, and life
stages. While models can sometimes help, they
are usually too simple or inconvenient. Ideally,
the specialists (e.g., water quality engineer, bydrologist)’will work closely with an ecologist familiar with the waterbody, i~, ecology, and natural
history to judge these critical factor~.
Reviewing the original objectives for their
continued appropriateness is a good practice.
Objectives will likely need to be modified or
made more rd:~:ific with the increased knowl-

edge.

4. Spec|f7 monitoring program
elements tentatively

If performed properly, the systematic analysis of
step 3 will provide sufficient information to give
tentative shape to the monitoring program. In
designing the program, determine
l What to sample;
-. Where to sample;
m When to sample;
I How many samples to take on each
occasion (replicates);
I How to sample; and
1 What to analyze in samples,
The design should set objectives, identify
potentially critical problems, and target the monitoring program, considering cost-effectiveness,
Thus, the objectives and anal~ical findings
should dictate the media to be sampled, the Iocations and times of sampling, and the analyses to
be performed. This philosophy rejects working
from prescribed sampling scopes and frequencies
and standard lists of analytical measures. It advocases tailoring the program to a specific level of
effort to meet stated objectives developed from a
systematic analysis---all to advance program costeffectiveness. The tentative decisions on monitoring program design are further evaluated in step 5
before they are finalized,
Deciding when to sample includes planning
and scheduling a number of visits to each sampiing location. Use careful judgment to select the
initial number of visits rather than automatically
specifying periodic intervals (e.g., biweekly or

monthly). Natural phermmena do not occur at
evenly spaced intervals. Most places, for exampie, have sea~nal difference~ in the type,
amount, and/or intensity of precipitation. Accordingly, stratify sampling to consider these events.
For instance, visits might be scheduled for times
of highest runoff when pollutant delivery is greatest and at lowest flow when pollutants concen. ~4r,~te most. Transitional periods would get less
coverage.
How to sample is discussed in the guidance
following step $.
5. Evaluate

the tentative monitoring
program and finalize

Evaluate the step 4 tenu,tive monitoring program
its number of samples. The sample
numbers and the analyses specified are factor~
that directly determine the program’s cost and
probable effectiveness. Monitoring programs frequently fail to provide the desired information,
even when performed flawlessly, because the
samples are insufficient to achieve an accepted
level of statistical assurance. This failure results
from the high variability in runoff and natural
aquatic systems. For example, variability prevents
us from attaining a high level of statistical confidence that an average water luality condition
meets a criterion or that a new discharge creates a
change in a biological community.
Sources of variability include spatial differences in a landscape or waterbody, differences
over time (temporal variability), and measurement error. Measurement errors can be reduced
by using better techniQiues, if they exist. Otherwise, collecting replicate samples quantifies the
measurement error component. Increasing sampie numbers can overcome natural spatial and
temporal variability, unless they are enormous;
but that strategy raises cost.

according to

The basic task is to determine the number of
samples (stations, occasions, and replicates)
needed to meet the objectives, considering variability and budget limits. Using the optimal number of samples to reach a conclusion will produce
the maximum confidence level for a set budget, or
a minimum cost for a :~et assurance level. These
options, representing two ways to maximize the
monitoring program’s cost-effectiveness, can only
be applied if rome data are already available to
give statistical measure~ of central tendency (e.g.,
mean or median) and variance. In that case, statiP
tical methods can be a!~plied to the optimization
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problem. ~ar et al. (1986) r~iew~ t~ follo~n~
appmpriate meth~s for com~n situations in
monitoring program designs,
~te~lnlng a Mean Value
Determining a ~an value applies, f~ e~mple,
when an average water quailW condition is co~
par~ to a regulato~ criterion. In basic gatistics,
t~istribution ~efines ~e confidence intewal for
the ~an of a ~rmal ~pulation (~t of value) as
egimat~ from a data seL The t~igri~ion is
used to dete~ine ~mple num~ if ~e da~ a~
demonstrat~ or assu~ to have a nodal pro~
abili~ distribution (Figure 4,1A), or if l~y can ~
transform~ (e.g., by ~king their I~ari~ms) to
yield a nodal di~ri~ion.

di~e~e in t~ ~imat~ and a~al
~ t~t will ~ acceptS) to
lion (the variation or ~i~ in t~ daub). To u~ t~
graph, ~e ~nimring p~ram d~iE~r con~l~
available da~ m 8e~ ~timat~ of ~he
m~ard d~iati~ a~ ~id~ ~ t~ acce~able
~ and confidence I~1. F~ t~
cep~ble error ~ual
(p~ision ~4).a~ an 80 ~rcent c~fi~nce,
Mmpl~ a~ ~. Bm demandin8 a p~isi~
of 0.1 ~uir~hund~sofMmp~.

Flour 4.2~um~r of ~1~
fldence level~ Pr~l~ b ~ ~tio of ~ all,able
~ ~ de,lion of ~ ~ti~ ef ~~n~

~00

I00

~s obs~ mean

A) Type I Effor

~

~

-

80, S0,95~ C~fidence

,0

C) Sm~ller ~

/- /

~urce: ~r ~ al. ~ 986.

~

Figure 4.2 shows an analysi~ result ba~ on
the t-distribution ior thr~ confidence levels. The
cu~es show the humor of samples r~uir~ as a
function of wecision. Precision is the ratio of the

Det~ing change applies, for example,, when
size or C~ition of a biological community
evaluat~ at ~o different ~in~ in ti~.
grams design~ to dete~ change r~uire different
statistics than tho~ that simply idenli~ ~ans.
This ~pe of problem is phras~ as a s~tistical hy.

1

i
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j

rude of changeThistOplotbe showsdetectedthat(deltato detect ¯
pothesis test in which the null hypothesis (Ho) is
the power.
that the populations at the two times are from the
tO less than 50 percent of the standard deviation,
~ame distribution; the alternative hypothesis (Hi)
the program requires a ia~,e number of samples.
is that they are from different distributions,
Figure 4.1 illustrates terminology needed fo~
this type of evaluation. The shaded area of Figure Mon~torLng Cost~
4.1 (A) represents the probability (alpha) of a Type
The statistical methods previously illustrated
I error (HD was rejected when it was, in fact, t~ue). -, show how to measure the program effectivene~
Figure 4.1 (B) shows distributions at both points in
value of added information in the form of more
time, in which the difference in means represents
~amples. However, to optimize the program, cost
an apparent change of magnitude (delta). The
the probability (beta) of a e~timation must accompany these methods.
Given the cost and value of added data, a tradeTypehatchedll errorarea represents(H0 was accepted when it was, in
fact, false}. The quantity (1-beta) Is termed the offcost.effectiveanalysis Canpro8rambe perfo~medwithin totheob
power of a statistical hypothesis test. Figure
~traints. Co~ am accounted as follow~:
4.1 (C), in comparison to the other two graphs, illustrates the variation effect, as represented by the
standard deviation, on power. For a given change, TC ¯ C=+T. Ct + $.T" C-,~ ÷ R’$ "T’ C~ [1]
delta, the power increa~e~ a~ the standard deviawfiere: TC ¯ Total
tion decrease.
C= ¯ Fixed overhead cost;
Figure 4.3 provides a graphic way to
Ct ¯ Fixed costforeachMmplin~
lish the number of ~amples needed to detect
occasion;
change. To use the graph, the monitoring program
C~ ¯ Cost am:x:iated with visiting each
designer consults any available data to e~timate
Mmplinl~ ~ation;
the standard deviation and decides on the magniG ¯ Cmt to collect and analyze each
Mmple;
T ¯ Number of Mmpling occasiom;
Figure 4.3--.~ower ~urve~ relate number of lamplei to d~a~e
$ ¯ Number o~ ~ampling ~tations; and
to be detected. $i~,~a k ~andard de~atk~
R ¯ Number of replicates on each
occasion at each station.
Note thatR ¯ S ¯ T = the total number of r, ampies. For a given total, the three quantities can be
varied so long as their product remains the same.
If measurement error is larger than natural variation, then adding replicates would reduce uncertainty more than adding stations or occasions.

J

40

nares, adding stations or occasions, respectively,
would be a better stratet,,y.

;~ 10 -0
0

I
.5

~ou ft:e: Mar et =1. 1986.

]
1.0
~11
O"

I
1.5

I
2.0

Suppose three variable~--A, B, and C--are monitored to establish their means with 90 percent
confidence. Table 4.1 gives the measurement and
variability costs of each. Considering three bares
to design the monitoring program illustrates optimizing for a given budget (Designs 1 and 2) and a
given level of assurance ~Design 3):
l Design ~. Three samples will be collected for
each variable (fixed cost of $333). What is the
minimum error that can be attained in each case?
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I ~lgn 2. F~r ,topics will ~ coll~ f~
each variable (fix~ c~t of S~). What is the
minimum error that can ~ a~in~ in each ca~?
I ~slgn 3. A fix~ error of 24 ~rcent of the
mean is r~uir~ for each variable. W~t d~ign
(~mple num~’,~ provides ~is level of ce~inW
at the minimum c,~t~ :
Table 4.1 surnmariz~ the ~aluation. D~ign
2. as compar~ to ~ign 1, indicates ~at an i~
creased but ~ual humor of ~mpl~ ~ld only
slightly improve the estimate of the mean for each
variable, and the ~timate for variable B w~ld
still ~ uncertain =relative.to the ot~. H~r,

~ ~ by ~i~n 3, all~atin~ m~e sampl~ to
t~ variable with t~gmat~ variation, and whe~
the most impm~nt msul~ ~mr dollar s~nL
pmvid~ a m~ ~i~ desiBn.
In m~t a~al ~es, a simple anal~is like
~is is insufficient since unce~inti~ can
fr~ ~veral fa~, including measure~nt
~ and spatial a~ femoral variabiliW. Then, a
~nsitiviW a~l~is ~uld ~ ~rf~ to in~
tigate each co~ a~ variance omment a~
eff~ on t~ design in ~der to alil~ate the effoR
among sampling I~ations, occasions, a~
~t~. Mar et al. (1986) 8iv~ an example of such
an anal~s.

Table 4.1~onitorin~ pm~m optim~ e~
INP~ DATA

Cost ~r sample
Standard deviatio~ (~rcent of mean)

A

I

C

SI~

$~

$10

I0

1~

20

DESIGN 1 (3 Mm~ Of ~

B

3
TOTAL ~

~

2.4

240

s33a

DESIGN 2 (4 ,--mple~ of eack variable)
L

C,~

40

TOTAL ~

2.2

44

$444

DESICN 3 (fixed ~lowab~ ~r of 24 ~ oft~ ~ f~ ea~
VARIABLE

~ ERROR (% OF MEAN) ~

PRECISION

NO. ~ESa

~

24

2.4

3

B

24

1.2

5

50

C

24

0.24

56

56
$4~

a Fto~ F~gure 4,2 lot 90 ~rcen[ conhdence.
~ Error = Precisi~ X 5ta~ard deviation.
Prec~s=~ = Error/stan~td d~iation.

TOTAl.

CO~

~urce: ~r mal. 1986.
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flow. Flow is measured manually or by conllnu.
Additional Considerations
ously recording automatic instruments. Recording
Stratification of sampling, as discussed under step
instruments require a contn=lled section such as a
4, can help reduce the variability that complicates
pipe, weir, or flume (see following section).
monitoring. Values will fit in tighter bounds
The common manual methods of flow meas.
within a single season if all values are lumped for
urement
in uncontrolled channels are current
the entire ’year. The analysis can be performed
meter surveys, staff gages, and float and tracer
separately for the respective seasons and samsurveys (U.S. Dep. Inter. 1977). The current meter
piing occa.sions allocated accordingly,
-"
technique involves determining flow for a cross
If no" data are available, monitoring program
of the channel. Current velocity and depth
designers have ~veral choices. They can conduct section
data from several point~ aliong the cross section
a pilot program to obtain a limited data set; how.
are summed to obtain total flow. A staff gage proever, this would require spending time and vides an instant reading of water stage (i.e., level
money. A second choice is to use data from a simof water surface relative to a known point or
ilar location or estimate values using professional datum). A stage-discharge curve mist be devel.
jud~;ment. Either course has obvious drawbacks oped to estimate flow from the staff gage reading.
in accuracy, but both may be superior to making
The curve is developed by correlating flows deter.
an educated guess of ~e sample number with
qualitative, but no quantitative, analysis. Even mined from current meter surveys with |l|ges
over a range of flow ondiitions. Estimating flow
that option is better, though, l~an blindly choosfrom timed float travel measurements can be Inacing the number of sampling occasions without
curate. Using this method should be limited to
any analysis,
low or high flow conditions when the current
In some cases, uncontrollable natural vari- meter cannot be employed. Tracers include bioabilit~ will be too great to achieve confidence in
degradable dyes and salts detectable by photosome program element with any feasible budget, metric and onductometric measurements,
The designer must then either delete the element
respectively. Tracer surveys are less convenient
or reduce costs in other areas to direct resources
and more time consuming in natural walerl than
to the element. The options, illustrated by the cost
current meter methods.
equation, are to reduce the number of sampling
stations, the analyses prescribed, the various cost
functions representing program elements, or | Site,Selection CrierS. Select a representalive location to establish a station for moniloring
some combination. This decision is often unpalatflow. Proper site selection improves the accuracy
able because it can demand, for example, culling
geographic coverage or not analyzing for a water of flow measurements at all discharge levels. Con0uality measure traditionally included. However, sider the following criteria= when establishing a
discharge measurement station. However, all crithe designer must choose and target the program
teria listed can rarely be met. Be aware o| the
according to objectives and circumstances, rather
site’s limitations and possible effects on meaiurethan conducting a program that gives inconclument.
sire or misleading answers,
The station should be located in a chlnnel
reach (i.e., longitudinal section) with the following characteristics:
Water Quality / onitoring
¯- The channel should be straight for 3~B ft
~ 00 m) upstream and downstream of the
Program Guidance
staff gage station.

Flow Measurement
hfea.suHng Flow ~ CIn¢onLro~led
Open Channels
Flow, or di.~ha~e, is a basic hydraulic characteristic affecting morphological development of
stream channels, flooding behavior, bed and bank
erosion, and sediment deposition. A flow measurement is needed to estimate pollutant mass
flux--the product of pollutant concentration and

~ Flow should be confined to one channel
at all discharge stages ~li.e., the channel
should contain no surface or subsurface
bypasses).
" The bed should be !subject to minimll
scour and relatively free of plant growth.
’-- Banks should b~ stable, high enough to
contain maximum flows to be measured,
and free of brush.
~
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I The bed should be relatively uniform
with minimal boulders and without heavy
aquatic growth..
I Flow should be uniform and free of
eddies, slack water, and excessive
turbulence,
I Sites should not be located downstream
Gf areas with rapid changes in stage or
velocity.

Measurement Procedure
Clsing a Current Meter
1. Extend a measuring tape at right angles to the
direction of flow and measure the width of the
cross section. Record measurements onadata
sheet. Leave the tape strung across the stream,
2. Divide the width into segments using at least
20 points of measurement. If previous flow
measurements have shown uniform depth and
velocity, fewer points may be used; smaller
streams may also require fewer points. Meanuring points should be closer together where
depths or velocities are more variable. Cross
sections with uniform depth and velocity can
have equa! spacing,
3. Record the distance from the initial starting
bank and the depth,

qn" v~ln (bn.1 -2 b~l)

[2]

b~.l

Distance from initial point to the
preceding point (m |ft]);
b~,~ - Distance from initial point to the
following point (m [ft]);
d = Mean depth of partial area n
(m lit]);
v - Average current vehx:ity in
partial area n (m/sec Ifi/seC)); and
q = Discharge in partial area n

(m~/sec [fd/sec]).

Measuring Flow In Controlled
Ope~l ChanneLs
An open channel is any conveyance where flow is
not constrained or under pressure. Therefore,
closed pipes and culverts can be o~..n channels if
they are not flowing full, a normal situation in
runoff conveyance systems. When the channel
8eometry is regular and absolutely stable, it is
termed controlled, as in pipes, culvert, many
lined ditches, and channels where a weir or flume
can be installed. In those situation~,, a recording
automatic flow meter can be used.
Flow meters measure in several different
ways. The most common way to measure runoff is
to sense flow depth and convert to flow rate by
some known relationship. Other techniques are
electronic and ultrasonic.

|

t
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Water Sampling Guidelines
The essential t~sks in sampling natural waters and
runoff are to obtain a sample that meets the program requirements and to prevent its deterioration and contamination before and durini~
analysis. Water can be collec’ted either as discrete
or composite samt)les. Discrete samples are collected at a specific point in time and space; cornposite samples are made by combining a number
of samples taken at different locations and/or different times. For flowing water sampling, flow.
proportional composited samples better represent
average water conditions than discrete samples or
multiple samples taken at different times and
composited without regard to flow.
Integrated samples refer to spatial compo~
ires. While composites can be taken over any dimension, compositing over depth is most
common. In variable-depth composites, a series
of grab samples are combined in proportion to
flow velocities over the depth profile,
Sampling carl be performed manually or
with automatic co!lectors that collect a series of
discrete samples, time-proportional, or flow-proportional composites. Flow measurements, required to produce flow-proportional composites,
can be performed manually or with a continuousty recording meter. Simple manual depth-integrating samplers approximately adjust for velocity
waterdifferenCeScolumn.aS the sampler is lifted through the

P/anual Grab Sampling
The principal problem is obtaining a sample that
represents the conditions being investigated. The
guidelines for obtaining representative samples
differ for flowing and standing water. Further in.
formation concerning lake sampling is available
in Cooke et al. (1993) and Vollenweider (1974).

Water Sarnple Handling
To avoid mistakes, label a sample bottle with an
indeli~’~. ~narker before going into the field. Sampie laD~’~ must include station designation, date,
collector’s name, and any preservative added.
The label can also include analyses to be per.
formed and any perl:inent remarks.
A tracking record for each sample registers
possession as the sample travels from collection
through analysis, making misplaced samples easier to fred. Samples involvedin litigation may require formal sample tracking, or chain-of-custody
records,

PART L Technica! ~,~es
Samples must be preserved and analyzed
within a certain I~riod to avoi~ deterioration.
Recommended preservation methods and holding times, given in Table 4.2 were derived from
American Public Health Association (^PHA)
U.S. EPA(!983).
Water Qu.aZ.ltg AnaL~ltlc~ hfGthod~
Analytical methods and detection limits for cornmonly analyzed variables are given in Table 4.3.
These methodsarecovered in both the American
Public Health Association (19921) and U.S. EPA
(1983) manuals. "
Select an analytical laboratory carefully. A"
good laboratory will advise and help with aspects
of the program beyond the analyses, such as sampie container preparation and labeling. If an
creditation program is in effect, use ,1 laboratory
accredited for water analyses. Write detailed
specifications on sample handling procedures,
methods, detection limits, and quality as~4JranceJcluality control (QA,/(~) requirements,
using this chapter’s recommendations.
Qua~,ltg Control
The effectiveness of any monitorinl!, effort depends
on iLs quality control (QC) program. The QC program provides quantitative measurements of the
"goodness" of the data. For some variables, QC
involves calibrating instruments with known s~an.
dards. To obtain accuracy and precision, QC also
further involves analyses of blanks, replicate sampies, control samples, and spiked samples. QC
definitions of terms are included in this chapter.
Table 4.4 gives (~ guidelines. State specific
QC requirements explicitly in any contract, and
conduct discussions among project managers and
field and laboratory personnel concerning the
pro)ect requirements before a contract is signed.
Requirements differ among projecl:s -- a project
involving enforcement actions or litigation can
have more stringent Q~ requirements than one
involving routine ambient monitoring. More information is available in U.S. EPA (~979) and
American Public Health Associatio~ (~992).

Del~nltions Used In QC Practice
| Ffe~d replicates. Separate samples collected
simultaneously at the identical source location
and analyzed separately. Field replicates assess
total sample variability (i.e., field plus analytical
variability).

Q~UxTE~ 4

,

Water

Table 4.2~~ umple sb~, ~n~en, p~ti~ I~iq~, ~d ~ld;~ I~ ~r inurement of ~ter qual~ ~r~.

VARIABLE

MINIMUM
~PLE SIZE
CO~N~b
(mL~

Tem~ra~m
Condu~ivi~

1 ,~
1~

P~ERVATION

~

IEC~ ~MUM
~LDING~I~

P,
P, G

~1, 4"~

Disml~ ~en 3~
dark

Total hard~

1~

P, G

nilrosen
Ni~rate + niu~e -

HNO] to pH < 2

6 ~nths

~l. 4"~
125

Total ph~p~s

50

P,
P,
C~I. 4~

O~hophos~te-

50

P, G

Fi~ ~ile

Fecal coliform
baOeria

125

P, Gk

~l, 1 ~’C

Rec~ field ~mple size f~ o~ ~rat~ a~l~is of t~ ~i~n v~iable.
are ~or ~i~ monitoring
~ Anal~e im~iately.
I

Increa~ t~ ~lu~ to rin~
the la~ratow is p~e~ in ~r aE~ci~.

nitrate + ni~t~nitr~en.

e Fluor~l~r ~ter~.
~urce: Tetra T~h ~ a]. 19~.

24 ~

48 ~

Table 4.4.--Calibration and quality control guidelines for water qualit,/variables.
GUIDELIN~~

YAIIAILE
Temperature

Che~k thermometer against a thermometer cerfii’~ed by American Society for Testin
Malerials or National Instilute of Standards and Technology.

Conductivi~

Calibrate in the laboratory with lwo slandard KCI ~olutions ~pre~engng the expected
conductivity range of the samples. Check calibration using one standard KCI ~olution
(with conductivity in the sample ra.~Ee! per batch in I~ labo~tc~cy o~ whenever I~
me~er is set up in the field.

Dissolved °xygenb

F°r the azide’m°diEed W~nkler meth°d’ run °he 100 pe~ent saturated calibrati°n
.topic/batch. For studies where low DO concent~tions am expected, a calibration
sample containing zero DO may be used.
Fo¢ the membrane-electrode me~hod, ,librate with, .mple o~ known DO
concentratio~ (de~ermined using the azide-modified W~nkler me~hod) and with a sample
containing zero D~. Calil~,ation is required I~ior to the mr~ o/I.~,~ leries of
measurement~ and whenever the meter is moved o~ lumed off.

pHb

Calibrate with ~vo buffer~ and check with a third every three hour~. U~e neutral, acid,
and basic buffer~ (e.g., pH 4.0, 7.0, and 10.0) p~,~ared according Io National Bureau of
Standards Special Publication 260.53.

Alkalinityb

CalibratepH
meter above. Check titrant nom~ality with ~elf.~repared and U-~. EPA
$~ndard solutions (one checlQ’oatch).

Total hardnessb

Check titrant molarity with self.prepared and U. S. EPA standard solutions (one check/
batch) and run one blank/’oatch. Run o~e spiked saml:)ie/batch if interference is
suspected.

Total suspended
solidsb
Turbidity~’

Check balance calibration monthly and oven lemperature daily. Balances should have
annual preventive maintenance checks.

Manual nutrient~!~

Run calibration curve with a blank and s~andards at 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 cu.
Entire range of sample concentrations must be included in the c~,libration curve. Run
control samples at 0.2 and 0.9 cu with each batch. Run Iwo blar~ks,~atch and one koiked
sample/’oatch.

Automated
nutrien~b

Run calibration curve with a blank and standards at 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 cu. Entire range
sample concentrations must be included in the calibration curve. Run control samples at
0.2 and 0.9 cu with each batch. Run two blanks,eoatch and one spiked samp~e~oatch.

Fecal coliform
bacteria

Run a transpor~ blank. Randomly mlit 10 percent of the samples for analysis at another
laborato~. Field and laboratory replicates should both be included at a frequency of 10
percent.

¯

Calibrate with commercial standard in same range as samples. Recallbrate with
range change.

A batch is ¯ ~,roup of no more than 20 sables.

" Field ~eplicate sam;~ies should be col Jetted and analyzed at a frequency of $ to 10
Laboratory ~plicate$ should be analyzed at a h~-quency of $ to 10 pett:tmL
¯ cu - UI)per limit of expected oncenUation range.
Source: TeUa Tech ~ al. 1988.

ferred to as control samples or check standards.
The distilied-deionized water used in calibration
samples should me~t Type 1 water quality criteria
specified by American Public Health Association
(1992) Method 107.4.

| Bl~nlc.s. Samples prepal~ed from distilled water,
perhaps with reagents added, to repre~nt zero
concentration of a specific substance or
duce an instrument response indicating zero concentration.
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CHAPTER 5

Sediment Monitoring

pollution typically discharge
effluents of uniform, known quality, at
continuous design flow, making them
relatively easy to assess, model, and
control. Point source assessments have
relied on water column chemistry
monitoring. However, urban runoff and
other nonpoint sources of pollution-because of their intermittent, diffuse,
land-use-specific nature--are highly
variable in effluent quality and
environmental effects. Of greatest

environmental concern is the
cumulative impact of runoff and
nonpoint sources (NPS) of pollution on a
waterbody within a watershed,
This chapter discusses sediment monitoring
and assessment--an area of monitoring that is
typically ignored yet is especially important in the
assessment and management of urban runoff and
other nonpoint sources. This chapter also reviews
and discusses the activities undertaken in Florida
to develop and implement coastal sediment sampiing, analysis, and environmental assessment
techniques,
Water quality managers often do not under~tand or know how to cope with runoff and NPS
pollution. Problems include
~ Discriminating anthropogenic Ioadings
from natura! watershed Ioading$ of metals
and nutrients;

pollutants;
m Assessing cumulative impacts of

multiple sources;
m Comparin~ water~xlies and establishing
priorities for management actions;
I Distinguishing actual or potential
problems from perceived problems; and
1 Establishing cost-effective ways to assets
pollution trends and understand overall
watershed pollution.

Most runoff pollutants accumulate over time
in sediments, not in the waler column. Therefore,
assessing cumulative effects of watershed runoff
and NPS pollution sources on aquatic systems
should include evaluation of sediments and the
organisms that reside the:re. Alternative assessment methods are needed Io determine the actual
environmental effects of runoff and to assess the
effectiveness of control measures. This manual
presents two alternative rm:thods. Sediment monitoring is reviewed in this ~:hapter and biological
monitoring in Chapter 6.

Assessing Sediments
Contamination
Traditionally, concerns ab:)ut managing aquatic
resources have focused on water quality. However, recently we have become more aware of the
importance of s~diments in determining the fate
and effects of numerous contaminants. While
evaluations of s~iment cp,~aliry are often used to
address site-specific management needs, r, edi.
ment quality is also a sensitive indicator of overall
environmental quality.
Sediments influence the environmental fate
of many toxic and bioa¢cumulative ~Jbstanees in
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aquatic ecosystems. Specifically, sediment quality
is important because many toxic contaminants
found in onJy trace amounts in water can accumulate to elevated levels in sediment~. As such,
sediments serve both as reservoirs and as potential contaminant sources to the water column.
Sediments tend to integrate contaminant concentrations over time and may represent long-term
sources of contamination. Sediment-associated
contaminants can also directly affect benthic and
other organisms. In addition to the physical and
chemical relationships between sediments and
contaminants, sediments provide benthic cornmunities with suitable habitats for essential biological processes (e.g., spawning, incubation,
rearing),
Sediments provide an essential link between
chemical and biological processes. By understanding this link, environmental scientists can
develop assessment tools and conduct monitoring
programs to more accurately evaluate the health
of aquatic systems. Therefore, sediment quality
data provide essential information for evaluating
ambient environmental quality conditions in wa.
ters. Additionally, information about the amount
and quality of sediments within runoff management systems, storm sewers, and other convey,
ances can help track pollution sources and
prioritize areas for implementing control meas.
ures.
Assessment of sediments to determine
contributingwhether urban to runoff ecological pollutants problems are causing within or
waterbody is increasingly performed. ConseQuentty, sediment monitoring and assessment
procedures are being developed. Before sediments can be reliably used to assess the effects of
contaminants on aquatic systems, three issues
must be addressed:
I Accurate, reliable sediment sampling
and laboratory analysis techniques;
" Interpretive techniques to determine
whether contaminants (especially metals)
found in sediments are natural or from
human activity; and
m Sediment quality assessment guidelines
correlating sediment contaminant
concentrations with biological effects,
These guidlines assess whether amounts of
sediment likely to adversely affect water
quality and living resources could recycle
to the water column or through food chains,

PART I. Techni¢~l Is~uea

The Florida Example
Piatural versus Anthropogenically
Endched Sediments
Florida has an extensive coastline--~lpprox~.
mately ||,000 m; (17,699 km).--and an unusual
diversity of ettuarine types." Its many estuary ~
ditions range from nearly pristine to localized
vere degradation. Metals areof palticularconcem
in protecting and rehabilitating estuaries because
of their potential toxic effects and because
metal concentrations can signal the pre~nce Of
other pollution. Natural metal concentrations
vary widely among Florida estuaries, presenting
special difficulties in comparing estuarine systems
state,vide and in making consistent, scientifically
defensible management decisions.
In the past, determining whether estuarine
and coastal sediments were anthropogenically
enriched with metals was a difficult process requiring comprehensive site-specific assessments.
However, a recently developed practical
proach for assessing metals contamination in
coastal sediments relies on normalization Of
metal concentrations to a reference element. In
Florida, normalization of metal concentrations to
aluminum concentrations in estuarine sediments
provided the most promising method of compar.
ing metal levels regionally. In Florida and Washington State, early research indicates that other
elements (e.g., lithium) may be an appropriate
reference element for assessing coastal sediments.
To understand this assessment tool, one must
generally understand geochemical processes that
govern the behavior and fate of metals in estuaries
and marine waters. Natural estuarine sediments
are predominantly composed of river-transporled
debris from continental weathering. Acids formed
in the atmosphere or from the breakdown of
ganic matter (e.g., carbonic, humic, fulvic acids)
mix with water and form leaching solutions.
These leaching solutions break down rocks and
carry away the products in solution or as s~lid debris. This debris is chiefly composed of chemi.
cal y resistant minerals, such as quartz and clay
minerals, which are the alteration products of
other aluminosilicate minerals. The general fo~.
mula M-AISiO4 represents the aluminosiiicate
clay minerals
° The material in fhi~ ~d tim foltowi~ ~ ~
w~ adapted from Fla. Dep. E~virm~. Ptot-
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~S
M = naturally occurring ~etal that
can substitute for aluminum in
the aluminosilicate~tructure
AI ¯ aluminum
Si ¯ silicon
O ¯ oxygen
The metals are tightly bound within the aluminosilicate¯ latlice.
The weathering solution also contains dissolved metals leached from the parent rock. Because of their low solubilities, however, the
transporting solution (e.g., rivers) contains low
amounL~ of metals. Most metals transported by
rivers are tightly bound in the aluminosilicate
solid phases. As a consequence, weathering
causes little fractionation between the naturally
occurring metals and aluminum.
in general, when dissolved metals from natu.
ral or anthropoBenic sources come in contact
with saline water, they quickly adsorb to particu.
late matter and go from the water column to bottom sediments. Thus, metals from both natural
and anthropogenic sources are ultimately concentrated in estuarine sediments, not the water
column. Since much of the natural component of
metals in estuarine sediments is chemically
bound in the aluminosilicate structure, the metals
are generally immobile; however, the adsorbed
anthropogenic or pollutant component is more
loosely bound. Metals in the anthropogenic fraction, therefore, may be more available to estuarine biota and may be released to the water
column in altered forms when sediments are disturbed (e.g., by dredging or storms).
The tool for interpreting metal concentrations in estuarine sediments is based on demonstrated, naturally occurring relationships between
metals and aluminum. Specifically, natural
metal/aluminum concentration relationships
were use~’l to develop guidelines to distinguish
natural from contaminated sediments for several
metals commonly released to the environment
from anthropogenic activities. Aluminum was
chosen as a reference element to normalize sediment metals concentrations for several reasons:
I After silicon, aluminum is the most
abundant naturally occurring metal;
i Aluminum is highly refractory;
where:

-’ The proportions of metals and aluminum
in c~,stal materials are relatively constant;
and
1 Aluminum concentration is rarely
influenced by anthropogenic sources,

So that the inftm~ation used to develop the
interpretive tool represented diverse Florida sedi.
ments, uncontaminated sediments from around
the state were examined for their metal content,
and the natural variability of metal/aluminum relationships was statistically ,assessed (Fla. Dep. Enviton. Prof. 1988). Sediment samples from 103
~tations in uncontaminated estuarineJcoastal areas
were collected and analyzed for aluminum and
other environmentally and geochemically important metals. The are~ sampled encompass~l various sediment types ranging from terrigenous,
aluminosilicate-rich sediments in northern Florida
to biogenic, carbonate-rich sediments in southern
Florida. These "clean" sites were selected subjecrarely, based on their remoteness from known or
suspected anthropoBenic metal sources.
To ensure that divers retrieved undisturbed
sediment samples at each station, they collected
sediments in cellulose-acetate-butyrate cores.
Sediment for metals analyses was taken from the
upper S cm (nearly 2 in) of each core. Duplicate
samples taken at each station were analyzed for
nine metal~--aluminum, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper, mercury, nickel, lead, zinc. Particular care was taken to ensure total digestion of
r~,~iment samples as required by the project qual.
ity assurance plan.
Simple linear regressions for each metal on
aluminum were perfon~ed on loB-transformed
data and 95 percent predi.=ction limits were calculated.Significantcorrelationswereobtainedforarsenic, cadmium, copper, lead, nickel, and zinc.
The plotted regression lines and prediction limits
(Figures 5.1 to 5.7) form the basis for interpretin8
metal concentrations in sediments. The results indicate that aluminosilicate minerals have a major
influence on metal concentrations in Florida’s natural sediments. Furtherm(xe, sediment metal/aluminum relationships provide a basis for
interpreting metals data from Florida coastal sediments. The effectiveness and utility of this sedi*
merit ~sessment tool has been tested in a variety
of regional studies (Hanson and Evans, 1991;
Schropp et. al. 1989; Pardue et al. 1992).
To determine whether estuarine sediments
are enriched with metals, we calculate a mean
value of each metal (derived from replicate or triplicate samples) and plot points representing corresponding metal and aluminum values. The
sediment is judged to be r~=tural or metal enriched,
depending on where the points lie relative to the
regression lines and prediction limits. If a point
falls within the prediction Itimits, then the sediment
metal concentration is witihin the expe~ed natural
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range. If a ~int fa~ls a~ the u~r pr~i~ion
limit, then the s~i~nt is conside~ to ~ me~lenr~ch~. B~ore we d~e~ine endch~nt, ~
should confi~ the accuracy of t~ anal~ical ~
sul~. since an unusual ~int can indic,, pr~
dural error. Since the ~sul~ ~ i~t~ with
~s~t to the 95 ~ent p~i~ion limit, ~
~in~ from clean ~tions will lie ~ide ~ pr~
the greater the likelih~ that lhe ~m~le d~s ind~d come from a metal~n~ch~ ~iment. The
greaterthedistancea~ve~e~r~i~ionlimi~

PART I. Te~n~l Is~
I
Figu~ S.l.~ni~umi~m ~ line with 95 ~r~nl
p~i~l~
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Figures 5.1 through 5.7 show t~ blank
~e-~~ ~ ~’~ ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ ’ ~:’ ;~
metal/aluminum figures deriv~ ~m the ~atistical analy~s of ~iment samples from 103
~o~ ~ ~,,,~ .... .
tions in Florida’s uncontaminat~ ~tuarin~
coastal areas. E~ra~lat~ ~nions of the li~
~UMINUM (ppm)
~
are represented by dash~ li~s. Me=Is da=
~ plotted on thee figures to as~ss ~tals enrichment of estuarine ~imen~ (Fla. Dep. Environ.
Pint. 1988).
FiBure 5.2~dmiu~alu~num ~&r~i~ line wilh 9~

Applying the Inte~retive Tool
The inte~retive t~l, using metal and aluminum
relationships, allows resulL~ of ~iment chemical
analyses to be used ~or a variew of environ~ntal
information n~ds, including

f
,
i;
~ ~ ~ ~" ~ ~ I~;e. . i z,~,;;I
, ~’.

m DislinguishinE ~tural ve~m enriched
metals concentrations in c~s~l ~imen~
The degr~ o~ enrichment can ~1~ be ~timat~ by the deviation from the ex~ct~
natural range.

coastal sedimen~ will va~ ~nding ~
many factors, including ~diment grain size,
mineralo8y,
and anthro~genic meal
~urces. Normalizing ~tals to the reference
element~lum=inu~allows compari~ns
of metal concentrations a~n8 sit~ within
an estuaw.
m Com~rin~ inve~igatlve ~ fi~ different ~tuaries. By normalizin8 metal concentrations to aluminum, we can as~ss relatire metal enrichment levels and rank
estuaries accordin~ to s~cific ~tal enrich,
ment problems,
~ ~rackin~ the influence of a ~lluti~
~urce. In some ca~s, we can dete~ine the
extent of metal-enriched sediments. This de-

b
~UMINU~ (ppm)

~

~ce: Figure S.I - S.7 ~m F~. Dep. b~. Pint.

lineation f~u~s anention on real, rather
than pemewed, problems.
~ Monitoring trends in ~tal
tion=. By periodically examinin8 ~imen~
at ~anent ~mplin8 stations or alon8
known ~llution gradients, the technique
may provide a much.~ device for costeffective monitoring of the overall estuaw
~llution climate and lhe eff~ive~ss oF
watersh~ con~ol measure.
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the water column or toxicity of metals in red.
imen~. This interpretive t~l can ~duce t~
ti~ and cos~ of testing by ~r~ning ~;ments and sel~ing for ~her testing only
thee whose meal concentrations exc~
ex~ natural rang~.
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This appr~ch provide~ an interpretive ~1 to
evaluateme=lsconcenl:rationsinestuarine~imerits. Funding limitations in Florida have p~
vented colie~ing and analyzing ~dlment
~mples from ~eshwater systems to s~ if the t~l
can ~ u~d in t~ aquatic s~ems. Hoover,
such sampling is now being done in Washington

State and was complet inlllinois. T luser
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m Dete~inln~ p~ur=l or ~rato~
e~on. The location of ~ints on the
meta~aluminum figures can signal possible
errors, including ~mple contamination in
the field or la~rato~ and anal~ical or r~
~inge~rs.
~ Screenin~ tool to prorate cmt-effe~ive
use of tes~. A variety of tes~ (e.8., elutriate,
bioassay) demonstrate ~tential retea~ to

quires knowing I~al conditions and applyin~
professional judgment and common sense. Consider the following ~ints w~n using ~is t~l:

1. T~ interpretive t~l is u~less without reliable
da=; resul~ from single, nonreplicated
pies should never be u~. Ideally, collar ~iment samples in t=’iplicate. If budget constrain~ dilate analysis of only duplicate
samples, a~hive the ’third ~mple. If a dispar~
in the resul~ of the replicate analy~s ~cu~,
retrieve and analyze the archiv~ sample to ~
~lve the problem.

I.

2. Car~ully analyze ~iment m~als usin8 t~
niques appropriate for ~li~ conditions a~

F

B~ause naturally c~curring aluminum a~
other metals are tightly ~und within ~
~diment’s cr~tallir~e stru~ure, the m~als
analy~s meth~s must include complete ~i.
ment digestion. If aluminum is not completely
released by a thorough dige~ion, metal-t~aluminum ratios may ap~ar to ~ unusually high.
Complete digestion r~uires the u~ of hyd~
fluoric (HF) acid during t~ digestion pr~s.
3. Mercu~ presen~ s~cial problems, ~th in ~
la~rato~ and in inte~retatin8 the result.
Since mercu~ is ~ore volatile than the oth~
me=Is, u~ a di~erent dig~tion procure e~
ploying a Iower teml~rature. Natural ~uw
concentrations are yew near ro~ine anal~ical
det~ion limits, r~ucin8 precision and ac~racy. Fu~he~ore, ~u~s apparent ~ak in~e relationship with aluminum pr~l~
using aluminum as a r~emnce element.
To analyze mercuw, It~ Florida De~n~nt ~
Environmental Prole~ion (DEP) assumed t~t
the maximum mercu~ value in the clean ~i.
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ment data set (0.21 ppm mercury) represents
the maximum mercury concentration found in
Florida’s natural sediments. To evaluate sediment samples, consider those containing less
than 0.21 ppm mercury as typical of clean sed.
iments. Samples with greater than 0.21 ppm
mercury should be suspected as being eno
riched and should be interpreted similarly to
other metals that tall outside the 95 percent
prediction limits.
4. Aluminum concentrations in the data set from
which these guideJines were prepared ranged
from 47 to 79,000 ppm. The data set, to the extent possible, represents various natural clean
sediments found in Florida estuaries. The ma.
jority of samples recovered from FIorida estua.
rine sediments will have aluminum concentra.
tions within this range. Some clay-rich
sediments, especially in northwest Florida,
may contain aluminum concentrations exceeding 79,000 ppm. Kaolinite, illite (muscovitel, montmorillonite, and chlorite--four
commonly occurring marine clays--contain
aluminum concentrations of approximately 21
percent, 20 percent, 15 percent, and 10 percent, respectively.
Theoretically, the maximum aluminum concentration in a natural marine sediment is
ment is composed of pure kaolinite. Since sediments are not pure clay, the aluminum concentration in estuarine sediment samples
should be considerably less than this theoretical maximum; in only a few instances should
aluminum concentrations exceed 100,000
ppm (10 percent aluminum). Carefully examine any samples containing greater than
100,000 ppm aluminum for evidence of con.
tamination or analytical error.
During the construction of the "trimmed
clean" data set, some points containing low
alum,num values were removed from the cadmium, lead, nickel, and zinc data. Since the
lowest overall aliuminum value was 47 ppm,
the regression lines and prediction limits for
these four metals have been extrapolated
down to an aluminum value of 47 ppm.
At s~ations where a metal concentration ex.
ceeds the 95 percent prediction limit, the
metal must be considered enriched. We cannot immediately assume, however, that a find.
in8 of enrichme~=t indicates a problem. Some
samples from natural clean sediments may
contain metal concentrations that exceed the
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Figure S’S-’Nickel/aluminum relP’ession line with ’S percent
prediction limiL~
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95 percent prediction limit. Interpretation of
metal concentrations, using these metal-toaluminum relationships, must also consider
sediment grain size, mineralogy, coastal bydrography, and proximity to sources of metals.

Determining the Ecological
Significance of Enriched Sediments
Sediment chemistry data alone do not provide an
adequate basis to identify or manage potentia.I
sediment quality problems. After determining that
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Figure 5.7--Zin~alumin~ ~g~ion line ~th 95 ~nt
predation limit.
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~iments are anthrop~enically enriched with
~llutan~, we must ne~ determine whether t~
~diment-~und ~llutan~ are ha~(ul to t~ environment. Biologically-bas~ s~i~nt ~uality
assessment guidelines (SQAGs) aim are ~uired
to inte~ret the ecological significance of ~diment chemistw data. Numerical SQAGs sup~n
assessin8 the ~tential effe~ of ~i~nt-as~ciat~ con=manana.
Various approaches help formulate ~iment
quality guidelines (SQGs) (Chapman, 1989; Persaud et al. 1989; Beak, 1987 and 1988; U.S. Environ. Pros. Agency, 1989a,b; ~diment Criteria
Subcommitt~, 1989 and 1990; and MacDonald
e~ al. 1991). The major approaches by which
S~Gs are develo~d are
m Sediment background approach (SBA);
m Spik~ s~i~nt bioas~y approach
(SSB~);
m ~quilibrium paffitionins approach (EqPA);
m "Sssue residue approach ~);
m Scr~nin8 level concentration approach
(SU~);
m ~diment quality ~iad approach (SQTA);
m Apparent e~e~ threshold approach
(AETA); and
m National s=tus and trends program
approach (NSTPA).
To date, no effe~-bas~ SQAGs apply directly tc~ Florida conditions. While eflects-ba~
S~AGs have ~n develo~d s~cificalty for a

few re~ions of t~ c~nt~ (i.e., Puget Sound is
using an apparent efle~ threshold approach), t~
EPA Science Advi~ Board (gAB) cautions
against usin~ the~ guidelines ou~ide the areas
for which they were dev~lo~d (Sediment Cr=teria
Subcommi~, 1989). The 5AB has aim Ouestion~ the validity of the ~iment quall~ criteria
that EPA is cunently developing (i.e., usin~ t~
~uilibrium panitioninE, approach). The~
~aluations ~u~est ~at SQAGs under develo~
ment in other juri~i~ions will not likely addres~
Florida’s im~iate r~uire~nt for ~iment asIdeally, SQACs should ~ ~veloped from
do~-res~nse da= that descri~ acute and
chronic toxicity of i~ividual contaminan~ to
~nsitive life ~ages of mti~nt aquatic o~ani~t.
The~ data should ~ ~enerat~ in controll~
orato~ studies, ~ere the influences of implant
environ~n=l variable~uch as total o~anic
cain ~OC), acid ~latile sulfide (AVS), salini~,
and other~re identifi~, quantified, and co~
par~ to the values pr~i~ by appropriate m~els (e.g., EqP m~els). Fiinally, the results of th~
studies should ~ validal:ed in field trials to ensure
that guidelines deriv~ from the~ data will apply
to a br~d range of Ioc==tions. Understandin
favors that influence toxicity al~ sup~ sit~
~cific ~iment qualib~ as~ssmen~ by evaluat.
in8 and modi~in8 the pmliminaw 8uideli~.
Unfortunately, data are insufficient to deri~
nu~rical SQAGs using the ideal approach. Currently, only a limited num~r of controlled la~rato~ studies (i.e., spik~.~iment bioassays) ha~
~n conducted to asse~;s the e~ of ~dimentass~iated contaminant~; on estuarine and mari~
organisms. In spite of tlnis limitation, other data
are routinely collect~ that clarify the toxic eff~
of these contaminants. Specifically, a variety of
whole sediment toxicity tests have assess~
biological significance cf con~minant concentrations in s~imen~ from s~cific 8~Sraphic
tions. Toxicity tests we~’e ~o~ on ~nthic
organisms (e.8., bivalve ~llus~, shrimp, amphi.
~ds, ~lychaetes, nemat~es, chironomids and
other anhrop~s) and o=~ ~lagic o~anisms (e.g.,
Daphnia, oyster la~ae, luminescent bacteria
IMicrotoxl). Numerous 1]eld studies aim
the diversity and abundance of ~nthic infau~l
s~cies (e.g., bivalve ~llusks, a~hrop~s,
phip~s) and epi~nthic o~anisms (e.g., echin~
derms, crus=ceans). Many of the~ studies
collected matching da= on the contaminant concentraUons in ~dimen~. Studies that
matching ~iment chemist~ and biological
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effects data provide highly relevant information to
that can occur in Florida. In .addition, they
the SQAC;s derivation process,
must be compatible with other tools, such
A suitable strategy for deriving SQAGs for
the metals tools discussed previously. Porch.
Florida recognizes the limitations of the existing
tial approaches should explicitly, consider data
database to evaluate the potential biological elfrom Florida and elsewhere in ’the K~utheast.
em United States and provide a way to acfeels of sediment-associated contaminants. In addition, the strategy must address the immediate
count for site-specific environmental condOrequirement for defensible SQAGs and the long.
lions.
term rec~uirement for increased reliabili~ and ap4. The inherent uncertainty associated with each
plicability of these guidelines (i.e., guidelines that
approach requires guidelines to suplx)rt aden.
account for the environmental characteristics inti~ing ranges of contaminant concentrations
fluencing the bioavailability of sediment.associ,
that may have high, moderate, and low proba.
ated contaminants),
bilities of adverse biological effects.
To provide Florida with a sediment assess5. SQAGs must address the specific needs of the
ment tool, the Florida DEP Contaminated Sediagencies that manage environmental quality.
ment Management Unit, in association with
For example, SQAGs should be relevant to the
MacDonald Environmental Sciences, reviewed
design, implementation, and evaluation of enthe preceding approaches to identify those appli,
vironmental quality monitoring programs by
cable to Florida’s coastal conditions. Selecting an
identifying contaminants and stiles likely to
appropriate procedure to derive guidelines for
cause adverse biological effects. This inform4tFlorida’s coastal waters necessitates evaluating
lion would help identify the need for further
each approach in light of the state’s specific
investigations at sites with specific contami.
needs. As such, criteria were established to objeclively evaluate the approaches and select a relenant concentrations that exceed the SQAG~.
Guidelines should also help identify areas that
yam strategy to derive these guidelines. The
need remediation; however, th~v would no~
primary considerations in selecting a strategy
necessarily be used to establish clean.up
were practicality, cost-effectiveness, scientific deels. Furthermore, guidelines should contribute
fensibili~, and broad applicability to sediment
to regulatory programs by evaluating source
quality assessment. These include the following
control measures and/or the need for further
considerations:
biological and chemical testing to support re8.
1. Practicality is a central consideration in devel,
ulatory decisions.
oping 5QAGs. Numerical 5QAGs must be
Each approach has deficiencies that limit its
easy to use and understandable. The immedidirect
application in Florida. For this reason, an
ate need for these assessment tools necessi,
integrated strategy for deriving numerical
tates selecting an approach that can be quickly
was recommended for the state of Florida (MacDimplemented,
onald, ! 993). This strategy provides relevant nearterm assessment tools and a basis to refine these
2. As in most states, Florida has limited resources
to support S(~AG development and implemen, guidelines as the necessary data I:~:ome avail.
ration. Financial and personnel limitations
able.
make collecting significant quantities of addi.
Using the recommended approach, numeritional data improbable. Therefore, the ap- cal SQAGs were developed for 25 priority conproach must develop numerical SQAGs with
taminants in Florida coastal waters (MacDonald,
the current data, and it must be amenable to
1993) using a modification of the National Status
reevaluation as new data become available,
and Trends Program approach (Long and Morgan,
1990). The guidelines, from numerous investiga.
3. For SQAC;s to be effective in Florida, they
lions of sediment quality conducted throughout
must be effects-based fi.e., consider biological
North America, are based on a weight-of.evieffects) and scientifically defensible. Key evaldence linking contaminant concentrations and
uation criteria to assess various approaches inadverse biological effects. The guidelines repreclude their potential to consider factors that
sent a cost-efi’ective response to a practical need
control the bioavailability of sediment.associ,
for assessment tools, However, these guidelines
ated contaminants, to establish cause-andare preliminary and will likely be revised or reeffect relationships, and to apply to all classes
fined with results from field validation and other
of chemicals and mixtures of contaminants
related studies conducted in Florida and els~

Sediment/qonltod~

CHAFTER S

~ui~ to dete~i~ t~e nature a~ extent of efwhere in Noah America. ~e guideli~ sh~ld
f~ that c~ld ~ manifesl~.
~ u~d with other inte~retive ~ols to condu~
comprehensive and reliable as~s~n~.
The ~ssible effe~, range is the concentralion range of a s~cific ~iment con~mmanl
Effe(~-based SQAGs help as~s the ~tential for b~ological effe~ as~iat~ with various with unce~in adverse biological effects (NOEL
~ssible effec~ range < PEL). This range is likely
con~mi~ant concentrations. ~cDonald (1993)
derived no o~ew~ e~e~ levels (NOELs) and to ~ de~ndent on favors, such as bi~vailabih
probable effe~ levels (PELs) to define thr~ ity, that ~y influence the toxicity of
ranges ofcon=minant concentrations:the proba- ~ substance. ~diment-ass~iat~ contaminan~
~present ~tential h~ards to ex~ o~anisms
hie effe~ range, the ~sible effe~ range, and
when concentrations fall within this range.
the no efie~ range,
ments with contamina~,t concentrations within
The probable ~e~ ~nge is the range of ~is range ~y r~uire ~her assessment to deterspecific con~minant concentrations in ~iment
mine the biological significance of the contamiwithin which biological effe~ are usually or alnation. In general, fu~her ass~s~nt would
ways o~ (probable eff~ range = PEL).
=up~ffed by biological t~t~ ~igned to evaluate
Sediments with con~minant concentrations
the biological significance of ~i~nt-as~ia~
within the probable e~e~ range rep~sent signifi- con~minan~ to key s~:i~ of aquatic biota.
cant and immolate h~a~ m ex~ ~
The ~ eff~ range is ~e range of ~i~nt
isms. Site~ with concentrations of one or more
con=minant concen~ations where biological elcontaminants that fall within the pr~ble effe~
fe~s are rarely or near c,~w~ (no effe~ range
range should ~ given the highest prior~W in i~
~ NOEL). ~imen~ with concentrations of c~
plementing sediment quality management op taminants within the no eff~s range are ~actions. However, dire~ biological as~ssment is
ceptab/e quali~ for thee contaminant. In
general, fu~her in~stiEations of ~iment qualiW
conditions within ~e no efle~ range are
Figure 5.~ram~ork for ~du~ dt~£K
tively Io~r priority. Hoover, biological t~tin8
~se,~n~ of ~di~nt q~lity,
may ~ r~uir~ to validate t~ ~ults of the inb
tial ~tential ass~sment for ad~ biol~ical effe~s, paaicularly in ~iments with low levels
~ ~ or~
’ ~ sire of ~
TOC, AVS. an~or ot~r variabl~ that could influence the bi~vailability of ~i~nt-as~iat~
con~minanG.

I
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Assessing Sediment Quali~
in Florida
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~ ~i=e~
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MacDonald (1993) d~elo~ a ffa~ork (Figure 5.8) for the Florida DEP for lucre u~ of ~iment quality assessment guidelin~ and relat~
t~ls. This framework identifies essential considerations to address in conducing site-s~cific
~iment quality as~sment programs. T~ foIlowing elements comprise the ffam~ork:

Eff~N~

m ColI~ and evaluate existin8 ~i~nt
chemist~ da~;
m Coli~ supplemen.I .i~nt

’
~ of To=ci~
~urce: ~cD~ald. 1993.

~"

~

l

I Condu~ preliminaw as~ssment oft~
~tential for biological eff~ of
~imem-ass~iat~ contaminants;
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m Evaluate natural venus anth~senic
~u~ Of s~nt-as~iat~
con~minan~;
~ Condu~ biological as~s~nt of
~imentqual~;a~
= Imple~nt manase~nt of ~iment
quali~,
This ~=m~ork consistently ~s ~iment quali~ in marine and ~uarine ama;. H~.
ever, the frame~rk is not intend~ to replace
accepted s~i~nt t~tin8 prot~ols, such as
those develo~ for the ~ean dis~l of
dr~ed material. Instead, it provid~ 8eneral
guidance to suppo~ the ~iment quali~ as~
ment pr~s.

Step J. Collect H~Hcal ~d ~d
Water~ln[ormation

P~T I. T~n~l
is~ da~ ~pically a~ ~e~ra~ under various
envimn~n~l p~ms. Collm ,~l~.nt dat~ to
sup~ ~ ~limina~ ~s~nl of ~i~nt
quali~. T~ da~ should ~ ~liy evaiuat~
determine their applicabili~. This ~aluati~
sh~ld cover the overall quali~ of ~e da~
and the degr~ to which t~ data ~re~nt currant site conditi~s.
Ass~ment of ~iment quali~ also ~uir~
inflation that ad~uately mpre~n~ t~ site’s
contem~ra~ environmental conditions. ~er~
fore, knowing the age of the chemist~ data
~ntial ~ dete~ine t~ da~’; applicabili~.
Na~raldegradativepr~sin~eenvimnment
can lead to r~uc~ concen~tions of ~imentass~iat~ o~anic con=minan~. Major
~ch as ~o~s, can trans~n ~i~nts ~n
sit~, a~ industrial develo~en~ a~ ~ula.

to~ a~iviti~ can alter t~ murc~ and

~si~ion of con~minanB mleas~ into
envimn~nL Thus, ass~s~n~ of :~iment qualiW should ~ unde~aken with ~e m~ ~ent
data avail;hie.
In addition to tem~ral variabi~li~, ~e che~
ist~ of ~ s~imen~ vari~ s~tially as well.
Therefore, a single sample likely m~n~ ~ly
small pro~nion of the 8~8raphic area. For this
reamn, data from a humor of ~:ations am
quir~ to represent a site’s ~iment quali~ co~
ditions. The actual num~r of stations ~ui~
depends on the size of the area, t~ concentrations of sediment-as~iat~ contaminant,
the variability of comaminant concentrations.
Another impo~ant factor to consider in
uatin8 existing ~diment quali~ da:~ i~ the ~r~
ables analyzed. The list of analy~.s must
~tential contaminant murc~ from area land
water u~ a~iviti~. For example, in har~,, variables such as ~ntachlorophenol (us~ to p~
pilings), tributyltin (us~ in antifoulin8 pain~
ships), and cop~r (u~ in antif~l;in8 ~in~
pleasure cra~) should ~ ~asur~. Similarly,
highly elevat~ concentrations of poly~lic a~
marie hydr~ar~ns and lead are ohen as~iat~
with urban runo~discha~es. In agricul~ral areas,
~rsistent ~sticides and nutrien~ should ~ ~nsidered in ~iment quality
If the results of the data evaluation indicate
that sediment chemis=ry data am accep~ble, we
can proc~d wi~h the prelimina~ ass~s~nt Of
Step 2. Co~lect and EuaEuate ~ting
the
potentialchemist~
for biological
effe~.
if
Sediment Chem~trg Data
the sediment
da=a
areHowler,
of unaccep~ble
Collectin8 and evaluating existing ~iment
quality or do not adequately represent the site,
chemis[~ data is critical to the sit~s~iflc s~iadditional data may ~ requir~ to complete the
ment quality assessment pr~ess. Sediment chem.
as~ssment.
The fi~ pha~ of a site-s~ific ~iment quali~
assessment involves colle~ing and mviewin8 the
site’s ~ninent historical information. Info~ation
r~uired includes the ~pes of indu~ries and businesses that o~rate or have o~rat~ in the area,
the I~ation of wastewater Veatment plan~, land
use pa~erns in upland areas, runoff management
s~;tems, residential developments, and other historic, ongoing, and ~tential activiti~ within the
area. The~ data help to identi~ ~urces that
could contaminate aquatic ~ystems. Info~.
tion on the chemical composition of wastewater
effluent discha~es, contaminan~ likely to be as~c=ated with non~int ~urces, and physical/~hemical ~rope~ies of those substanc~ helps
to develo~ an initial list of chemical concerns,
Information should al~ ~ coll~ that
helps define the site’s environmental management 8oals. Env=ronmental management goals in
estuarine and marine systems may ~ ba~d on
prote~in8 the whole ecosystem, maintaining viahie populations of s~n and commercial fish s~
ties, protein8 human health (e.8., swimmable
and fishable), or a variety of other considerations
(e.~., seagrass restoration, r~staSli;hment of
shellfish, regional runoff management). As such,
information on existin~ site uses hel~ make declsions on the level of investigations that should
be conductS.
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Step 3. Collect Supplemental Sediment
Chem~tr~/Da=
The third stage in assessing s~iment quality involves generating supplemental sediment chemistW data. Additional testing may be required when
data are’ insufficient to support the assessment of
sediment quality at ¯ site. The initial list of chemica l concerns provides a defensible way to identify
potentiar analyses for the sediment quality monaSpring program,
Sampling programs should delineate tempo.¯
ral and spatial and vertical and horizontal variability in sediment contamination and explicitly
identih/ quality assurance/quality control me¯sures to implement. Collection, handling, and
storage of sediment samples should follow est¯blashed protocols, and analytical methods and desection limits should be appropriate. Total
digestion of sediment samples with a strong ¯cad
(e.g., hydrofluoric) is required. A focused, welldesigned monitoring program ensures that the resuiting data will support ¯ defensible sediment
quality assessment,

Step 4, Conduct Prelirninarg
Assessment o[the Potential/’or
Biological Effects o/.SedimentAssociated Contaminants
Sediment chemistry data ¯lone are not adequate
to assess the hazards posed by sediment-associ¯ ted contaminants to aquatic organisms. Interpretire tools can determine if these contaminants are
present at concentrations that could impair the
designated uses of the aquatic environment,
Effects-based guidelines to assess sediment quality provide a scientifically defensible way to evaluate the potential effects of sediment-associated
contaminants on equatic organisms. The three
ranges of contaminant concentrations were discussed previously,

ev¯luate sediment-associ¯ted metals, they should
not be us~ ¯lone to evaluate the quality of marine and estuarine sediments. Instead, ¯ssessments of sediment quality should evaluate the
potential for adverse biological effects and the degree of ¯nthropogenic enrichment. Using this
approach, metals concentrations would be considered ¯ serious concern when they exceed the
...biological effects-based guidelines and are an.
thropogenically enriched.
In the past, determining whether estuarine
and coastal sediments were ¯nthropogenic¯lly
enriched with metals was difficult, requiring com.prehensive, site-specific assessments. However,
as discussed previously under "Assessing Sediments Contamination," Florida has developed ¯
practical approach to assess met¯Is contamination incoastal sediments. This procedure relieson
normalization of metal concentrations to ¯ reference element aluminum.

6. Conduct Biologlc=l Assessment
of.Sediment Qualit~ll
Step

Biological testing is essential in assessing sedimerit quality. The nature and extent of available
information creates significant uncertainty in predieting the biological !~ignificance of sedimentassociated contaminant,s (i.e., most of the data
used do not support ¯ cause-and-effect relationship). Therefore, biological testing-..~enerally ¯
suite of biological tests--is required to provide reliable information on I:he toxicity of bed sediments and to confirm the results of the
preliminary sedimentqualityassessment.
In Florida, further biological testing supports
three distinct aspects oi~ sediment quality assessment. First, biological testing may assesssediment
toxicity at sites where the concentrations of one
or more contaminants fall within the probable
and possible effects range. Second, biological

Step 5. £oaluate Hatura! Versus

testing may assess toxicity s~liments likely to
contain unmeasured substances. Third, biological
Anthropogenic Sources of
data assess whether the recommended SCrAGs
Sediment-Associated Contaminants
are applicable to Flori~::la coastal waters. AddiInterpretation of environmental metals data is diftional biological testing determines the system¯tic
ficult because absolute metal concentrations in
differences between the sensitivities of species
coastal sediments are influenced by various facrepresented in the Biological Effects Data System
tots, including sediment mineralogy, grain size,
(BEDS) (MacDonald, 1993)compared to the senorganic content, and anthropogenic enrichment,
sitivities of species that reside in Florid¯ coastal
These factors result in metals levels that can vary
waters. In addition, ancillary biological testing
over several orders of magnitude at uncontamidetermines the systematic differences between
nated sites in Florida (Schropp et al. 1990). While
the toxicity--as affected by bioavailability and
numerical, effects-based sediment quality assessother factors,--of a substance in sediments repremere guidelines provide essential information to
sensed in BEDS compared to Florida sediments. In
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~ ca~s, biological t~ting will ~ui~ sil~
m~iati~ ~h~lo~, c~ as~ia/~ with ~m~
s~ecific S~AGs to as~ss the potential ~ of
diation, and public ex~tions. By integrating
~d~men~-ass~iat~ con~minan~,
inaction on th~ fa~, ~nage~ and oth~s
The biological lesting pr~ram sh~ld adcan ~e ~ensible ~i~ons on ~iating,
dress whole ~iment toxici~, but it m~y al~
pre~ntin8, and moniloring con~mination.
consider ~tential effec~ in 1he water column.
We can make ~veral ~iment ~uali~ m~n.
Evaluation of whole ~iment /oxici~ is a k~
agement d~isions using in~r~tion available
com~nent o~ the ~iment ~uali~ as~ssment
from the environmental as~ss~nt. At
process in regula/c,~" and managemem applicano additio~al.a~ion is warrant~. (~her $i~ m~y
(ions. Biological tes~ that as~ss ~temial water
~uire ~nitoring (or trends in mti~nI quali~.
column efie~ are generally ~re applicable, f~ ~i~sly contamina(~ sit~ may r~uire mine
example, in programs concern~ with regulating
~m~ial a~ion to achieve environmental man.
disposal of dredged materials,
agement goals. T~se re~ial a~:ions ~ld in.
elude ~ving and (reatin~ toxic materials,
A num~r of tests can ~aluate the biological
significance o( s~imenI contamination. T~
i~lating or capping contaminat~ ~i~n~, iratests may ~ as simple as shon-te~ bi~s~ys on
plemen(ing ~rce control measu~s, or ~ a~i~
a single contaminant using a single s~i~ or as
at all (i.e., ~it natural d~da{ion
complex as microcosm ~udies investigating t~
~nta(~n ~o mitigate c~t~mi~nt e~).
long-term effecB of contaminant mi~uf~ on ~
MacDonald (1993) ~r~s the im~ance
system dynamics. In addition, tests may ~ d~
of combininE lhe eff~s-bas~ guidelin~ ~nd
s~gned to as~ss the toxici~ of whole ~iments
mmals interpretive t~l. MacDonald examin~
(~lid pha~), sus~nd~ ~imen~, elutri~tes,
data on levels of s~imen(-as~ia~ lead
sediment extracB, o~ ~re water. O~anisms r~.
~o ge~hemically distin~ s~1ems, Bi~ay~
Iinely teste¢ include microo~anisms, algae,
Bay and Apalachicola Bay, ~o illustrate Ihe in~aquatic macroph~es, inve~ebrates, ~ fish.
grat~ ~iment quali~ as~s~nt fra~.
Other biological info~ation can asses ~iFigure 5.9 sho~ a summ~ of lhe available di~
ment auali~. For example, comparing biological
(Fla. Dep. Environ. Prot. 1993) on the I~els
indicators, such as the diversity and abundance of
~diment-ass~iat~ lead in ~e Miami a~a. T~
~nI~ic inve~ebrate communities, at ~e~ sites and
data, ~ned by increasing concentration, were asappropriate ~oregion ~eference sites provides a sign~ sample numbers from 1 to 108. Evaluation
means of assessing the relative toxicity of ~est sedusing {he 5QAGs suggesB that approximately 15
iments. Various statistical procures can help
~rcent of the samples fall within the probable efidenli(y contaminanB as~ciated with obse~
fects
concentralion range (exc~ the PEL of 1
biological efiecB using adequate s~i~n/themm~g).
Another 20 ~rcent fall within the ~i.
~stry data. In additio~n, spiked-~iment bioassays
ble
effe~s
range (be~n NOEL and PEL). Therecan establish cause-and.effect relationships for
fore, comparing ~diment chemist~ data with
specific substances or contaminant mixtures. Furnu~rical SQAGs sugges(s a relatively high ~o~
ther, tests to evaluate ~re water toxici~ provide
abili~ of obse~ing adver~ biological effects.
iniormat~on ~hat can identi~ the toxic elements of
Further examination of the da~ using {he
contaminated s~imen~. InformaIion on tomatoimerpretive t~l (Figure 5.~0) demons~ates
mant level in a~ua/ic biota and on bi~ccumula~ion help determine contaminant levels in
~imems from this area are clearly an~diments m protect the health of humans and of
thropogenically.enrich~ with lead. Roughly
wildlife ~hat consume aquatic organisms.
~rcem of the samples exc~ the 95 ~en(
diction limits ~blished for clean sit~. Concordance ~n the effecB-ba~d and
~tep 7. i~pl~m~n~ M~nagem~nt o~
g~chemically bas~ t~l sugges~ that the Miami
~diment Qualltg
area should have priority in fu~her i~v~tiEations
The objective of the ~iment quali~ as~sment
to evaluate s~iment toxicity.
proc~s is to provide ~nformation that sup~ enIn Apalachicola Bay, roughly 20 ~cent of
wronmental quali~ management. Management ~he ~mples had levels of lead that ~c~
decisions will de~nd on various factor, includNOEL of 21 m~g (Figure 5.~1). ~,mpari~n of
in8 the nature and se.veri~ of the con=ruination, the ambient lead levels in Apalachicola Bay with
the ~tential for ex~sure of aquatic o~anisms,
SQAGs sugg~ts ~ssible adver~ biological efmanage~nt goals for the site, availability of r~
f~s at a significant humor of sites. H~ever, fur-.
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Figure 5.9--Lead concentrations in sediments in Biscayne Bay.
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Figure, ooo .- 5.I O--Aluminum normalized concentrations of lead in Biscayne Bay sediments.
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ther eva~uation using the me~Is interpretive t~l
indicates tha~ aluminum-~aliz~ lead le~l is
indicati~ of those ~asur~ in clean ~imen~ in
Florida (Figure 5.12). While the ~e~-ba~ t~l
pr~i~ the ~sibiliw o( ad~e effe~ at ~
sites, the g~chemical t~l demonstrat~ that lead
concentrations in A~alachicola Bay ~cur naturally and., as such, should not ~ consider~ hazardous to a~uatic o~anisms. This s~tem d~ n~
r~uire ~her inv~tigations to evaluate the e~ent
of ~di~nt toxiciW.

Recommended Sediment
Assessment Approach ~mitations

usin~ thee ~uidelin~. pa~cularly in car~t~ominal~ ~imen~,

~ediment ~uali~ Assessment

Guideline Applicat~on~
The recom~nd~ ~iment ~ualiw as~ssment
strategy should provide consisten~ in evaluating
Fdo~ida’s ~iment quality. While the SQAGs re~
re~nt an integral element of this strategy,
should ~ u~ with other as~ssment t~ls to efficiently and cost~ffectively evaluate ambient ~.
iment qualiw co~ition$. In this contexL the~
$QAGs ~y ~ u~ ~

~diment ~uali~ assessment guideli~s using the
r~ommend~ appr~ch are prelimina~ valu~
and should ~ refin~ as new info~ation ~
comes available. This appr~ch has ~veral limi.
rations and considerations:

~ Inferrer t~ r~ul~ of sedi~nt quality
monitoring da~. SQAGs may as~ss the
tential adve~ bioloEical effe~ of s~cific
concentrations of ~iment-as~iat~ co~
~minan~.

~ The approach dete~ines the ~tential
for ~diment-ass~iated contaminants to i~
duce biological effect. We cannot infer dire~ cause-and~ffect relationshi~ when
comparing chemical da~ to the reco~
~nded guideline,

~ Sup~ the design of s~i~nt quality
monitoring programs. SQAGs may evaluate
existing ~iment chemist~ data and rank
areas and chemicah, of concern according to
their ~tential ass~:iation with adve~e bi~
logical eff~. As such, ~nitoring priorifi~
may ~ ~re clearly and efle~ively identifi~.

~ The SQAGs apply to marine a~ ~tuari~ waters only, ~t to freshwater s~te~.
~ The 5QAGs are not express~ as fa~o~
thought to control ~he bi~vailability of ~iment-as~ciated contaminants (i.e., total organic carbon for nonpolar o~anics and acid
volatile sulfide for divalent metals),
m The data used to derive the SQAGs consist primarily of acute toxicity study r~ul~.
Few data exist on the chronic res~nses of
a~uatic organisms to contaminants as~ciat~ with sedi~n~,
m The ~ommend~ guidelines sh~ld ~
us~ with other assessment t~ls and prot~
cols~, such as the Florida Depa~nt of Environ~ntal Regulations metals inte~retive
t~l and the Grin B~k (U.S. Environ. Prot.
Age~ and Army Co~s Eng. 1991) to pr~
vide comprehensive evaluations of ~i~nl
~uality.
m The recommend~ guidelines we~ ~
velo~ using info~ation from various
No~:h American locations. The~ da~ may
not represent Florida’s dive~ ~iment
W~s. For this reach, exerci~ caution in

~ Identify the n~ for site-s~ific in~tigations to sup~ regulato~ or waters~d
managemenl decisions, including ~u~e
controls and regio~al ur~n management
sites. SQAGs can evaluate existing data to
determine if additional ~esting (e.g., ~iment toxicity bioassa~) is ~.
~ Evaluate the h~ards as~iat~ with increa~d con~minar~t levels at s~cific sit~.
S~AGs ~y act as early-warning t~ls
watersh~ ~nagen~nt or regulatow a~i~
~fore contaminant levels ~ome proble~
atic.
m Sup~ a preliminaw as~ssment of t~
applicability of EPic’s developing ~iment
quality criteria. 7he SQAGs can assess t~
prot~ion level th~ criteria afford to
aquatic organics.
m Facilitate muhijuri~ictional agr~men~
on s~i~nt quality issues and concerns.
SQAGs can es~blish site-s~cific ~iment
quality objectives to help define 8overnme~
~1 res~nsibilities in preventing and
mediating ~diment contamination.
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t
i Biological Community Assessments

1
;: ~ ! raditionally, monitoring surface
~ waters to assess their health and
the effects of pollution discharges has
relied upon chemical and physical
measurements of the water column,
While this approach assesses the effects
of continuous discharges---such as
wastewater treatment plants and
industrial sources---it cannot accurately
determine environmental impairments
from intermittent sources such as urban
runoff. Tlhis chapter discusses the
development and use of biological
community assessments to detect the
effect of nonpoint source pollution on
aquatic life.
Intermittent discharges create shock Ioadings
to a waterbody, and the ecological effects depend
on many variables and complex interactions,
Moreover, many runoff pollutants become attached to .sediment panicles or ~ttle quickly, exerring detrimental effects over a long period,
Furlhermore, urban runoff degrades habitat (e.g.,
channel and bank erosion) and causes tremendous siltation, neither of which are detected by
water chemistry sampling,
Monitoring biological communities is an additional approach that can enhance surface water
quality, assessment and management. While
chemical ,data reflect short-term conditions that
exist when a particular sample is collected, biological communities accurately indicate overall
environmental health because they continuously
inhabit receiving waters and react to various longterm chemical and physical influences. Aquatic

organisms integrate a variety
tal influences--chemical, physical, and biologi-

cal.
Biological assessment involves integrated
analyses of functional and structural components
of the aquatic communities. Bioassessments are
best u~,,d to detect acluati, c life impairments and
assess their relative severity. Once an impairment
is detected, additional chemical and biolollical
toxicity testing can identify the causative agent
and its source. Both biological &nd chemical
methods are critical in successful pollution control and environmental managernent programs.
They are complementary, no( mutually exclusive,
ways to enhance overall program effectiveness.
Some advantages of |)ioas.sessments are that
I Biological communities reflect overall
ecological integrity (chemical, physical,
and biological).
l Over time, biological communities
integrate the effects of different stressors,
providing a measure of fluctuating
environmental conditions.
l By assessing the imegrated response to
highly variable pollutant inputs, biological
communities provide a practical approach
for monitoring runoff source impacts and
the effectiveness of best management
practices.
mm Routine monitorir~g of biological
communities can be ~relatively inexpensive,
particularly when compared to the cost of
assessing toxic substances.
m The public is highly interested in the
status of biological communities as a
measure of environmental health.
i Biological communities offer a practical
way to evaluate habitat degradation
typically associated with urban runoff
discharges.
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Recent advances in computer technolo~

Biological Integrity

17

and, more important, in biologica~ aslessment

¥

Karr et el. (1986)I~rouped environmental factors techniques make I~e current approach more
practical. Advances include geographic iniorma.
affecting most aquatic ecosystems into five maior
tion systems and available digitized databases,
classes: chemical variables, biotic interactions,
refined laboratory and field methods, standard a~.
flow regime, habitat structure, and energy source,
sessment techniques, a practical and useful deftThese factors interact to determine the integrity of
hilton of biological integrity, and I~e resional
water resources reflexed by the resident aquatic
life (Figure 6.1 ). Alterations to the physical, chemreference sil~ concept. These advances Ixovide a
ical, or biological pro(:esses can adversely affect
framework to incorporate biological community
the ac~uatic biota and, therefore, the biological inassessments and "biocriteria" into surface water
tegrity of the waterbody. Efforts to protect and re- management ~’ograms.
store waters by using only one or two of the five
Although the principal goal otr the Clean
factors will likely fail if other factors are involved
Water Act is to restore and maintain the chemical,
(Kerr et el. 1986). Monitoring methods integrating
physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s
all five classes are necessary to maintain and irawaters, difficulties in defining an ecological
prove surface water quality and aquatic life reproach to assessing biotic integrity has led regula.
sources,
tory agencies to rely primarily on chemical

"r

Figure 6.1---Important chemical, physical, and biological faclors that influence and determine
community performance in surface walers.
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measurements. However, Karr and Dudley (1981)
define biotic integrity as "the ability of an aquatic
ecosystem to, support and maintain a balanced,
integrated, adaptive community of o~ganisms
having a species composition, diversity and functional organization comparable to that of the natural habitats within a region." This definition is
based on measurable characteristics of aquatic
communities and comparisons to a regional reference site.
Despite the many recent advances in bioassessment techniques, state-specific ecoregions,
methods to delineate reference sites, and rapid
bioassessment (RBA) methods are badly needed.
These techniques offer the best means of accurarely assessing the impacts of urban runoff and
other nonpoi:nt sources of pollmion. Conducting
this essential development work requires special
expertise, adequate funding, and time.
To date, ecoregion reference sites have been
s~lected and sampled, and RBA techniques have
been developed and refined only for riverine systerns. Work is just beginning to refine and test
RBA methods for lakes, and little progress has
been made on developing RBA methods for estuaries. These aquatic systems need standard assessment techniques and quantitative biocommunity
evaluation criteria,

Ecoreg|ons and

Reference ;Sites
Spatial frameworks can profoundly influence the
effectiveness, of research, assessment, and management of many water resource problems, especially those caused by urban runoff and nonpoint
sources. Traditionally, we have relied on spatial
frameworks based on political boundaries, watersheds, hydrologic units, or physiographic regions,
However, these areas do not correspond to patterns in vegetation, soils, land surface form, land
use, climate, rainfall, or other characteristics that
control or reflect spatial variations in surface
water quality or aquatic organisms,
Water quality management is slowly moving
beyond the technology-based, uniform national
standards approach that is point source oriented,
The new approach recognizes land!water interactions, nonpoint sources, and regional variations in
attaining water quality. Water quality assessments
need a regional framework to
,= Compare regional land and water
patterns;

BJoJogJcal Community .~sseaarnent~
-, Compare ecological similarities and
differences;
l Compare habitat similarities and
differences;
.- Establish realistic, achievable chemical
and biological standards;
m Assess the effects of all pollution sources
: : within a watershed, especially intermittent
discharges;
-- Predict the effectiveness of management
practices;
,- Prioritize assessmenl: and management
efforts;
~ Locate monitoring and special study
sites; and
m Extrapolate site.specific information to
laqler areas.
Omemik (1967) proposed using spatial
frameworks based on ecological regions
(ecoregions) to assess the health of aquatic systerns. Ecoregions reflect similarities in the type,
quality, and quantity of wa~er resources and the
conditions affecting them. Therefore, regional
patterns of environmental factors reflect regional
patterns in surface water quality.
Using an ecoregional framework, we can
sort out spatial variability in the environmental
characteristics that we wish to manage. Delineating ecoregions requires collecting and examining
reference material to understand the area. This includes determining what the ecoregion looks like,
its dominant environmental features, the kinds of
natural and human impacts influencing resource
quality, and the characteristics supporting the
gional delineation. Differem environmental leatures drive each ecoregion. In some parts of the
country, land-surface form dominates vegetation,
soil formation, and land use; annual precipitation
more strongly affects these characteristics in other
areas.
Defining, delineating, describing, and depitting ecoregions involves, a systematic colleco
tion and analysis of diverse environmental
information (Figure 6.2). This process is described
completely in Re~ionalization as a Tool for Managin~ Environmental Resources (U.S. Environ.
Prof. Agency, 1989a). Ecoregions are defined at
hierarchical levels for ~e conterminous United
States (Figure 6.3). More detailed subregions have
been developed for Arkansas, Colorado, Minnesota, Ohio, and Oregon. Continued subregion
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FiBu~ 6.2--Ste~ to d~lop ~i~l~
A

De~ine Sc~e o~ ~ro~ect:
Outline ~terest Area,
Clarify on~ Priorit~ze Issues,
S~ecity Object,yes

~
B

~
~eference Mo~s

J

o~toin
on~ Motet lois

/
~
~eo~ on~ Assimilate Information,
~ To~utate ~ea~ono~ Characteristics
~ose~ on O~ectives
I
I
~e~~
~ ~nformahon ~

Yes

~NeeOe~

~

--- ~I"o

biotic interim, ~ich cameras si~e evaluations
to t~ aquatic communi~ of "~ural ~bitaU
within a ~gion." Ecoregion ~ference sit. us~ in
water ~u~ ~nage~nt mu~ have ~
~mial com~nenU: They muK ~epr~ent
~o~ion and have ~ological conditions ~a~nably g~i~, Biven cuban( ~ck~ou~ condilions.
~lm~g:~oregion ~fe~nc~ sit~ ~11~
(0 apDroximate gffainabJe ~uaJi~ by measuring
the physical, chemical, and biologi~:al quality of
streams draining watersh~s that ~pre~nt the
region’s natural environmental characteristics
have r~eiv~ ~he least amount of human influence. ~lm sites according to lhe ~ll~inE ~e~
(U.S. Environ. Pint. Agency, 198%):
1. S~i~ envimnmen~l chara~e~ics af~ins water quali~ ~ch as ~il ~;
vege~tive cover; am~n~ in~nsi~,
bmin~ of annual or ~a~nal p~ipi~tion; to~graphy and slope; and ~cu,"nee °’ natural ’~l°Eic de~d="
2. Map areas that share similar, chara~ris-

Sketc~ on~ Refine Boundaries
3. ~le~ watersh~s ~m wi~in ~
=~$.

~~it,on~

4. Eliminale watersh~s W~l~ acc~s is
prohibitS.

~ ~n format ~on ~ Yes

JE

~ No
Com~ete Boun=ar~ls.
Oraft F’~nal MO~,

Compose Characterizations
~

for eac~ Region

~u~e: U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989a.
development is unde~ay in Alabama, Florida,
and ~ppaiachia. Additionally, subregions are
~ing planned in other states, la~ely ~au~ of
biological criteria development and enhanc~ a~
sessment and management of non~int ~es.
Once ecoregions are delineat~ and field
verified, ecoregion re~erence sites should ~ ~
lect~. An ~sential com~nent of the management framework, these s=tes allow us to evaluate
the enwronmen~l health of a I~ale by compar,
~ng ~t to a known reference site. This is a key concept in Karr and Dudley’s (1981) definition of

influence. Since this will likely leave an
insufficient num~r of wate~h~s, add
tho~ subject to the leas~ anthro~genic
influences. Unfortunately, in many
Of the count~, pristine wate~h~s do
not exist. However, given reEional land
u~ pra~ices, the least aff~t~ watersh~s should identi~ reachable ex~.
=tions in the melon.
6. Veri~ the site’s suitability to ensure the
accuracy of mapp~ info~ation and to
eliminate inappropriate watersh~s. Site
visi~ are essential. Make uN~ of I~al
~ opinion.
7. Colle~ physical, chemical, and biologi.
cal data to generate reference data that
define the range of regionally achievable
quali~. U~ this data to compare t~
quali~ of other sites. The next ~tion
discusses the ty~ of and ways to collect
biological da~.

i
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Figure 6.3--Ecoreglons of ~e ~te~i~ Unit~ S~t~

~orce: U.S. Environ. Prof. A~ncy, 1989b.

~apJd ~Joass~ss~
~ro[oco]s
In 1985, ~LS. EPA condu~ed a su~ey to idenlify
states that routinely ~dorm biological assessments and evaluate their field meth~s. A work~roup of state and EPA biologists reviewed
existing meth~s and refin~ protocols for moniloring benthic macroinve~ebrales. Inco~rating
comments from state and staff, EPA also developed a set of fish protocols. Rapid Bioassessment
Protocols tot Use in 5treams and Rivers (U.S. Environ. Prof. Agency, 1989b) contains a ~re co~
prehensivediscussion of this topic.
The rapid bioassessment prot~ols (RBPs~
at~ known as community bioassessment prot~
coW--advocate an integrated assess~nL
comparing habitat (physical struGure and flow re.
8ime) and biological measures with empirically
defined reference conditions (Figure 6.4). Reference conditions are establish~ through system-

II

~tic monitoring of actual siles (ecoregion reference siles) ~hal re~resent the natural range of variafion in "leasl dismr~d" water chemis~, habitaL
and biological condition.
Of these thr~ com~)nents of ecological inlegrity, ambient water quality may be the ~st difficull Io chara~erize ~cause of the complex
array of chemical constituents that afle~ it. There.
fore, the implementation framework present~ in
Figure 6.4 first descries l~he develop~nt of an
empirical relationship ~tw~n habitat quality
and biological condition and then refines this relationship for a given region. As additional infor.
marion is obtained from systematic monitoring of
~tentially impaled and si~e-specific control
sites, the prediclive power of the empirical rela.
lionship is enhanced. Once lhe relationship ~
~n habitat and biological potential
undersl~, water qualiw impac~ can ~ objeclively discriminated from habitat effects, a~
management effo~ can f~cus on the ~st im~rrant ~urce of imoairment.
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Figure 6.4--.-~xpta~ttor3’ No~es omlnued
Alternatively, data required to define new or mfined u~e characterizations and at.~ment
criteria could
collected through irnl~emenration of an effective ambient monitoring pro[~rarn. However, when the initial reference
database includes a ~oectrum of le~t disturbed
h’~bitats and concomitant biotic conditions, the
rmed for site-specit’ic controls may be greatlyreduced. The value of’a comprehensive reference
database becomes more evident with pro~re~,
lion through the implementation framework,
2. The pumo~e of the habPult a~ses.~,mt is to determine whether the impaired ~te (5) has t~ potential to t4Jppo~1 a blolo~lcal o.>mrnunity com~rable to that of the ~’ence (fee note 6).
3. Applicable ranges for ~’eral important habitat
characteristics are Senerally incorporated into
the habitat assessment field sheet~, and the habitat evaluation can be made quickly onsite.
Howev~’, preliminary re<:onnais,nce is eN:)ec.ially helpful when impaired site habitat (HIS)
proves to be much lower in quality than refer,
ence habitat (HR$) and an evaluation of reversibte habitat alterations (attainability) may also
be nece~ary. Reconnaissance infom’~tion alIow~ planning for the additional work needed to
characterize more appropriate reference sit~.
4. In the early stages of developing as.~sment cri.
teria for a given aquatic life u~, HIS may often
appear de~raded relative to the HP~ databa~,
The likelihood of’ such an outcome is proportional to the richness of the initial HR~
database. ,~ more potentially impacted stations
are assessed, however, certain r~ation~ will be
shown tosupport
m Biological communities equivalent to the
reference sites despite apparent habitat
deficiencies. Information from ~Jch sites will
enrich the reference datal~ and broaden
the applicability of the u~e designation.

biotic community and may be insensitive to
certain iubge and/or threshold effects.
6. If Bl$ equals BRS, no detectable impairment
curs. This conclusion as~me’~ no overriding
limitations on the biological potential of I$
live to !~ that are not a(:counted for by the pre.
viou| habitat cornl:,-lrison (~ee note 2). Factors
that cogld uniquely affect 15 are di~:u$~,.d in
station l~tlng. For example, I~ations R5 and IS
may be k~::~ on a first order itrearn with I~’~"
mary organic i~ut~ from a coniferous foresL In
this situation, certain ch,aracteri~ics of the benthic community, luch a:s taxa richness, may
tually increa.~e with organic enrichment from
point soun:e di~har~es rather than decrease as
othe~vise expected. "li’hii atypical ~ituation
should be ,~sessed as if HIS plus reversible
habitat alterations) is less than HR~ {note 7).
7. The HIS I:dU~ revetlible habitat alterations vet.
sus HR~ comparison amount~ to a simpli~ic u~
attainability analysis (U~.~) that o~ly conside~
habitat. The compariso~ involves icalin~ up the
observed habitat pararn~er values to the extent
that they might be feasibly improved. For exampie, bank l~abilily, bank vegetation, and
streamside cover could be greatly enhanced by
fencing a pasture and ~[anting trees, whereas
other parameters may be unalterable. This min~.
UAA can help to asters ~dte-lpecific potential in
the determination of actual impairment. If HIS
and HR5 are potentiali)~ KlUiValent, then u~e
impairment can be ap;xopriately assessed re8arding resident biota, ill HIS and HR~ are not
equivalent even when ,~rsible habitat alterations are considered, biological effect~ may
not be independent of habitat constraint.t.
These potential ~:enarics are di~:ussed in more
detail in the section on1 integration of habitat,
sediment, water quality, and biological data.

1 A relatively degraded community limited
by intrinsic or irreversible habitat ¢ot~traints.
In thi~ ca~, the o~iginal use is not
and data collected from such a site d~ould
be used to revise the u~e d~ignation.
5. The robustness of the comparison behveen the
biological condition at the impaired site (BL~)
and that at the reference (BR$) is limited by the
rigor of the assesr,"nent I:xo~edure uM, d
many versus few replicates) and the ~ of
the overall asr~’~sment (i.e., the number of
logical community ~ment.t actually evaluated). "rhe cornl:~ari~on of BI$ and BR~ is u~ful
to detect or confirm appreciable irnpact to the
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The following are major ste~s in usin~ EPA’s
ra~id bioas~ss~n~ protocols ~long with a brief
discussion of some key considerations:
A,~smen1 of lhe ~tm~uri~com~ilio~l
and fun~ional char~eristi~ of the ~nlhic
macroinve~ebraleco~unily.
m ~a~nality for ~nthic col~i~
O~timum biological ~m~linE will
corres~nd to inve~ebrates r~mi~ent
cycles, which va~ wilh climate.
m Meth~s for ~nthic colle~i~
Considerations include
~ificial substr~tes; single versus multiple
habitat s~mpling; ~nd ~mplin8 c~
paniculate o~anic material such is leave,
(wigs, ~nd ~rk.
m Benthic ~mple pmcmi~ ~
enumeration. Handling samples
consistently is implant ~cau~ ~tail~
com~arimns are made among s~tions and
sit~.

PART 1. Te~I
~ Fi~ ,mple pr~min~ a~
~u~ration. S~ndardiz~ p~sin
fish ~mples should include identification
r~o~ing incidence of external
abno~liti~, ind weighing (if biomast
da~md~ir~).
3. M~menl of ~e stm~uri~tio~l
~d ~1 ~erisli~ of ~e ~1
~uni~.
~ Note: ~ Rapid gioas~ss~nt
(U.S. Environ. Prot. Agent, lgBgb) for
di~ussion of the ~dv~n~g~ of usinE
~n~ic macroinvenebrat~, fish, i~
4. ~ent of ~bi~t ~ ~,~ence
qualily.
m Habi~t, as affe~ed by i~im
~rrounding topographi~l feature.
~s~ss~nt I~ely de(e~in~ ~quatic
communi~ ~tential. Both ~e ~i~t’t
quali~ and quantity aff~ the s~re
com~sition of i~ bioloEical communiti~.
Consider ~th physical chara~eristics and
water quali~ para~t~s in as~ssinE habi~L

m Benthic environ~ntal tolera~
c~ra~erizations. Assessment of biological
condition is ba~d on the calculation of
~ver~l metrics. Ce~ain metrics rely on
classifying ~nthic ~xa according to their
relative sensitivity to ~llution. Hoover,
the meaning of ~llution tolerance vari~
aroun~ the count~, r~uiring each ~ate to
adapt established tolerance classification
systems.

m Ph~ical chara~erisli~. Thee inclu~
estimating watersh~ land u~s and their
associated ~llutant discha~es4~dinEs;
stream characteristics such as width, flow,
and depth (in riffles, runs, and F~ls);
substra~e ~pes; ~diment ~o~,, oils, and
extent of de~si~; extent of canopy cover;
and human alterations such as dams,
channelization, ~nom ~ouring, chan~e
stabili~/erosion, or m~ifi~ shoreli~.

Ass~sment of the stru~ural/com~itional
and functio~l characteristi~ of the fi~ co~
munity,
m ~a~nality for fi~ olle~i~ T~
Dreferred sampling seamn is middle to late
summer, when s~ream flows a~ I~s
variable and more m~erate,

m Water quality obse~ations. The~
should include recent and current weather
conditions, tem~rature, dissolv~ oxygen,
pH, condu~ivity, turbidity, and water ~o~
or su~ace oils.

m Meth~s for fi~ olle~ion~
Eiectro~ishi~g, seines, and rotenone are the
most commonly us~ collection ~thods.
Each has advantages and disadvantage,
m Sampling repre~ntative ~bita~. ~e
sampling station should represent the
strea~ reach, incor~rating at least one
riffle, run, and ~1 if these habitats are
typical. Sampling is most effective near
shore and cover, such as macroph~es,
boulders, snags, and brush.

5. Integration of ~nthic ~cro~nve~eb~e,
fish, and habitat asses~en~ u~nE q~nti~tire indices.
m Species richness. ~is figure ~sh~ld
reflect the health of a community ~
measuring the variety of o~anisms pre~nt
(lotal humor of genera or s~i~).
m Modified Hilsenhoff biotic index. ~is
index summarizes the overall ~llution
tolerance of the ~nthic a~hro~
communily.
m Sc~per and filterinB colle~or
~un~io~l ~roup ratio. This ratic~ Dmvid~
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Predominance of a particular feeding ~
may indicate an unbalanced community
responding to an overabundance of a
parlicuiar food source.
m EFT (l:phemeroptera, Plecoptera,
Trichoptera) and Chironomidae abum:lance
ratiot The relative abundance of these four
maior invertebrate groups is used as a
measure of community balance,
-, Percent contribution oftbe numerically
dominant taxon to the total number of
organisms. This indicates community
balance at the lowest positive taxonomic
level,
m EFT index. This summarizes taxa
richness within the insect orders that are
generally pollution sensitive.
m Community similarity indices. These are
used tocompare biological communities at
impacted sites and reference siles,
m Ratio of shredder functional feedins
groupand total number of individuals
collected. This compares the shredder
community at an impacted site and at a
reference site.
,- Index of Biotic Inte~Hty (IBI). This
broad index is grounded in fisheries
community ecology that incorporates
zoogeography, ecosystem, community,
population, and individual perspectives.
6. Careful choice of samplin~ locations to ensure that generally comparable habitats exist
at each station.
m Consider community differences,
Otherwise, differences attributable to a
degraded habitat will be difficult to separate
from those attributable to water quality
degradation,
Avoid locally modi~ed sites. These
include small impoundments and bridge
areas.
-’ Consider entering waters. Avoid
sampling near the mouths of tributaries
entering large waterbodies, since these
areas will have habitats more indicative of
larger waterbodies,
7. Use effective quality assurance and quality
control procedures to ensure the usefulness
of environmental monitoring data.

BioiogJ¢ll Community Assessments

describe the specitic objectives,
procedures, and rr~.thods for all
working on the project.
m Training,. 7rain staff conducting
assessments consis~:ently to ensure complete
and standardized assessments.

¯
¯ :
-" Achieve consistency. Each agency must
define its specific sampling methods,
laboratory procedures, and analytical and
validation techniques (e.g., replicate
samples).
m Consider subjective habitat
characterization. Take special care in
conducting the evaluation. Appropriate
training and periodic cross-checks are
essential.
m Routinely calibrate all field tn=trument~
EPA (U.S. Environ. Pros. Agency, 1989b)
presents five rapid bioassessment pro~ocol~-three for benthic invertebrates and two for fish.
The appropriate bioassessment approach depends on the study objectives. RBPs I and IV are
~creening tools to help determine if biological irapairment exists. Benthic RBP I and fish RBP V are
more rigorous and provide more objective and
producible evaluations than RBPs I and IV. RBP~
II, III, and V are semiquantitative and use an inte.
grated analysis techniq,e to provide continuity in
evaluating impairment .among sites and seasons.
Each of the RBPs is summarized briefly.
m Rapid Bioassessment Protocol I--Benthic
Macroinverlebrates and I~pid Bioa~sessment
Protocol IV--Fish. These RBPs provide a screening mechanism to identify biological impairment.
They are not intended to quantify the degree of irnpairment nor provide definitive data to establish
cause-and-effect relationships. They allow a curtory assessment, using c~t and time efficiencies to
evaluate a large number of sites, identify rnaior
water quality problems, and help plan and develop management strategies.
m Rapid Bioassessment Prolocol II~Benthic
Macroinverlebrales. This RBP provides informa.
tion to rank sites as severely or moderately
impaired so that additional study or regulatory/
management action can be planned. Like RBP I,
this protocol can be used as a screening tool and
allows agencies to evaluate a large number of
sites with relatively little time and effor/,. The more
documented procedure!~ and integrated metrics of
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RBP II promotes better consistency and allows
better comparison among sites,
"= Rapid Bioassessment Protocol Ill-.--Benthic
Macroinvertebrates and Rapid Bioa~se~r, ment
Protocol VmFish. These two RBPs provide a consistent, well-documented biological assessment,
Like RBP II, they provide information for ranking
site impairment and a way to compare repeatable
results over time (trend monitoring). These RBPs
include taxonomic =identifications to the lowest
practical level, thereby providing information on
population as well as community level effects,
They include an integrated assessment of metrics
and can be used to develop biocriteria,

Habitat, Sediment, Water
Quality, and Biological Data
Relationship between Habitat
Quality and Biological Condition
An overall assessment of ecological condition first
evaluates habitat quality, then analyzes the bio.
logical components in light of these data." If adverse effects are likely, then sediment and water
chemistry sampling and evaluating potential pollution sources within the watershed should be
undertaken. As the principal determinant of bio.
logical potential, habitat sets the context for inter,
preting biosurvey results. Along with sediment
quality, habitat can be used as a general predictor
of biological condition. Routine water chemistry
can also help to characterize certain impacts.
In RBPs I and IV, which involve minimal bio.
logica! sampling, habitat evaluation carries considerable weight in the final assessment,
However, in RBPs II, III, and V, the biological
evaluations are more rigorous and take precedence. The habitat assessment plays a supporting
role within these protocols. It identifies obvious
constraints on the site’s attainable potential, helps
select appropriate sampling stations, and provides
basic information for interpreting biosurvey resuits. Sediment assessment, as discussed in Chapter 5, should be added to this methodology,
A site’s attainable biological potential is determined primarily by habitat quality. The relationship between habitat quality and biological
condition can be seen as a sigmoid curve (Figure
ton." A4~ter~alprot. A~enc~/,~n thi~ =ection1989b. te~s adapted from U.5. EnvY.

PART L Technical
6.5), with community response varying with bah!tat quality. In the upper segment of the curve,
good quality habitat (supporting or compar, ble)
will often support high quality communities. Responses to minor alterations in habitat will be rub.
tie and inconsequential. However, a~ habitat
quality declines, discernible biological impair.
ment results. In the absence of confounding water
quality eff~’ts, this relationship is roughly linear.
In areas of severe habitat degradation, predieting the degree of biological impairment is
more difficult. Community structure depends less
on habitat diversity, which is usually simplified by
degradation, and more on the oplx~unistic colonization grategies of a relatively few tolerant species. These opportunists have adapted to
environmental conditions unfavorable to most
other r4>ecies. In the absence of competition, they
thrive--or at least survive--in these marginal conditions. Therefore, biological measures, particularly those used in the RBPs, are relatively
insensitive to habitat variations in this range. A
nonsupporting characterization m=y correspond
to either a moderately or severely impaired biological condition, depending on the specific site.

O

When habitat, sediment, and biological data
are systematically collected together, empirical
relationships can be quantified and subr,~luently
used for screening impact sites, scoping field activities, and discriminating water quality impacts
from habitat degradation. By acquiring a multi.
pie-site database, confidence bounds can be established for the habitat/indigenous community
relationship.
A theoretical relationship of habitat quality
and biological condition as affected by water
quality problems (organic or toxic IIoadings) can
also be hypothesized (Figure 6.6). Curve II indicares the general relationship of biological condilion to habitat quality in the absence of water
. quality/sediment effects. Curve II may resemble a
sigmoid curve as illustrated in Figure 6.6. Curve
III represents a situation where organic pollution
or toxicants will adversely affect biological condilion regardless of the habitat quality.

I

I~I

. I.~I

In areas of good or excellent habitat, biologi.
cal communities reflect degraded conditions
when water quality/sediment effects are presenL
However, as habitat degrades to a IX~Or condition
from water quality/sediment problems, community response may be less dramatic because of the
presence of tolerant and generally opportunistic
species. Curve I represents a situation indicative ....
of nutrient enrichment, which will artificially rus- --

~
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lain a more diverse fauna ~an di~at~ by the
habitat quality. However, at ~ ~int along the
cu~e as habitat degradation pr~ds, nu~ient
enrichment will no longer sup~ a diver~ com-

Figure 6.~Relationship of h~itat quali~
~ndition in the conte~ of ~ter quali~,

Hsblt=t Ou=llty
~u~e: U.S lnvi~. ~ot. Agency, 1989b.

munity, resulting in a drastic ~ea~ in biological condition.

Bioassessment Technique
Biological as~sment com:~nen~
using eight metrics (measurement) for ~nthic
RBFs II and
~llution sensitivity range exhibit~ by each m~~me are ~nsitive to a broad range of biological
conditions; othe~ only to some conditions. ~nsitivity of metrics may al~ vaw de~ndin8
whether o~anic or toxic im~ are ~in8 evaluated (Figure 6.7). The considerable overlap in
~nsitivity ranges hel~ reinfo~e final conclusions regarding biological condition, while metrics that can ~er differentiate ~nses at t~
impai~ent range extremes enable a more co~
plete bioas~ss~nt. This integrat~
proach thus allo~ a br~der as~sment
condition than an analwis using any single
tic. However, information ~:rom individual ~trics
enhances overall data interpretation.
Ce~ain ~lrics
mators of either o~anic or toxic efle~. ~or exa~
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Figure. 6.7~nge of I~siliviti~ of RBP II a~
III ~(hic ~trics in ~uing biol~i~l conditi~ in r~se ~ or~ni~ a~ toxi~n~

P~T L T~I ~.
Figu~ 6.~nge of ~tiviti~ of RBP Y fi~
~tria in ~nE bioi~ic~

’

~urce: U.S. Environ. ~t. A~ncy. 1989b.

~le, t~e Hil~nhoff Biotic Index~ macr~
inve~ebrate index~ses a tolerance classifica~on s~eme bas~ on organic ~llution effe~,
Functional group repre~ntation can ~ alte~ by
ei~er o~a~ics or toxican~ (Figure 6.7). Although
t~x~ams somewhat affect ~ra~rs an~ filteringers, ~e~r ratio can ~st ~ us~ to assess o~anic
ennc~mem. ~ reduction in ~e value obtain~ for
s~ra~ers an~ filter ~ers can indicate a r~uclion in ~e ~uality of t~e ~riph~on as a f~
~urce and/or an increase in t~e sus~nd~ fine
~aniculate organic ma~er (FPO~). Filter f~e~
are al~ a~e~e~ by F~ comaminat~ by toxican~,
The relative abundance of shr~de, in the
~m~i~ communi~ is a g~ indicator of toxic
problems. Vegetation spray~ with ~ticid~
eventually becomes a coa~ p~iculate o~anic
ma~er (CPOM) f~d source for shr~de~. There.
~ore, de.haling on toxicant concentrations,
CPOM may affe~ shr~ders. The ratio of the
abundances of E~ taxa and chironomids may
aim function as a toxicant indicator,
The 12 IBI metrics, u~d in fish Drot~ol V,
al~ represent differing sensitivities (Figure 6.8).
For example, municipal wastewater di~ha~
typically affect total abundance and trophic strut-

~e: U.S. l~imn. PII. A~n~, 19~9b.
lure (Ka~ et al. 1986), while unusually low m~l
abundance generally indicates a toxic
Hoover, ~me nutrient deficient ~vironmen~
sup~n a limited humor of individuals, and
increa~ in abundance may indicale o~anic enrichment. Bosom dwelling s~cies that de~nd
on ~nthic habitats for f~ing and repr~uction
are pa~icularly sensitive to the effec~ of siltation
and ~nt~ic oxygen depletion and are g~ indi.
cators of habi~t degradaticn.
For the benthic and fish bi~urveys and habitat assessment, scores are assigned to each merit
or para~ter based on a decision matrix. For
itat assessment, ~arameter quality is evaluat~
throug~ visual obse~afion. The ~ore assign~
eac~ habi~t parameter is a run,ion of a range
~ores and is weighted by its con~ibufion to
to~l habitat quality. The ~ores a~;sign~ to
~nthic ~nd fish metrics are bas~ on comput~
valu~ of the metrics and a s~tion compari~n,
where the regional or stream reference station
~es as the highest affainment criterion. Co~
paring the total score comput~ for the metrics or
parameters with the reference station ~ore ~m
vid~ a judgment a~ut impairment of biological
condition.
Effe~ indicat~ by the aquatic ommuni~
n~ to ~ evaluated in a habitat quali~

Biok~i~l Communi~y

~~
A poor habitat for riparian vegetation, bank stability, or stream substrate would not favorably
support a well-balanced community structure,
Habitat quality constraints may prohibit attaininB
a higher quality biological condition.

Figure 6.9..-Evaluation of habitat at a sitespecific control reliGv~ to that al a regional
reference.

An Integrated Assessment Approach
Assessing sediment, characterizing watersheds,
and map!~ng pollution sources can be used to determine potential hot spots in watersheds and subbasins. Bioassessment and water chemistry
sampling can then assess the aquatic system’s actual health in these locations. A bioassessment
should initially focus on habitat quality. Based on
a reEional reference, the habitat at an impacted
site may be equal to or less than the desired quality for that particular system, If the habitat and reference are equal, then we can make a direct
comparison of biological conditions as discussed
in Figure 6.4. If the habitat is lower in quality than
the reference, the first step is to evaluate the habitat potential. A site-specific control may be more
appropriate than a regional reference for assessing an impact site. If so, select an appropriate sitespecific reference site to ensure that its habitat
and sediment characteristics represent the area.
Once the appropriate reference site type is determined, possible outcomes of the bioassessment
are
=" NO biological effects;
m Effects due to habitat degradation;
m Effects due to sediment or water quality;
or
m Effects due to a combination of
~diment, water quality, and habitat
degradation,
Afle~ habitat problems are identified, separating the impairment cause from sediment or
water quality problems is usually difficult. Figure
6.9 illustrates the approach to assessing biological
effects. Selecting an appropriate station of cornparison to evaluate biological impact begins with
an evaluation of habitat at the potential control
station. This comparison assumes that a regional
reference database is available for the site being
studied. Reference data used for comparison may
be obtained from a single reference site. However, a reference database derived from numerous
sites is much preferred and strongly recommended,
Scenario I dep;cts the situation where the
habitat quality at the control station (HC) is equiv-

~

Key:
HC - Habital quality al mntrol slatio~
HR - Regional R,,ference
RHA ¯ Reversible habital alterations
~ource: U.S. Environ. Prol. AEency, 1989b.

alent to that at the regional reference (HR). If the
control station habitat is degraded relative to that
at the reference site, it becomes necessary to consider the effect that reve~’~ible habitat alterations
(RHA) may have on habitat quality (Scenarios II
and III). Reversible habitat alterations are those
habitat parameters that can potentially be altered
by remedial action (i.e., bank stabilization, bank
vegetation, stream~ide cover).
If habitat quality at tl~e control station (HC) is
equivalent to that at the regional reference station
(HR) as in Scenario 1, then a biological assessment
can be used to evaluate the potential water quality effects at the control site (Figure 6.10).
1. If impairment is not detected in a compariso~
of biological condition at the control station
(BC) to biological condition at the reference
station (BR), then C should be included in the
R database; either C
erence for biological assessment at the impact
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Fundam~n~-L~ ~ £1rban Runo~ ~~
site (I). C would ~ ~e ~st indicator of a sit~
s~cific situation and would ~ more appr~
priate for u~ in determining wa~er quality elfe~s of ~int ~rce ~llu~n~, since it w~ld
be I~at~ on t~e ~me watery and w~ld
integrate all ot~er ~ckground ~u~es of i~
pai~ent, other than the ~int ~u~e ~in~
evaluate. The ~ference w~ld ~ m~ a~
propriate in an as~ss~nt of inte~i~ent ~
non~int ~u~, since finding a nearby sit~
s~ific control that would ~t ~ im~ by
the impact souses ~ing asses~d is vitally
im~ssible. If R is ~ on an extensi~
databa~, ~en using R as a reference w~ld
provide a ~r ~imate of accep~ble varYtion in a da~ seL

P~T ~. Tec~al
m~
Figu~ 6.1~v~tion of water quality effe~. (~m~ in
~nth~ ~fer to ~in~ of di~uui~ in text).

2. If biological implant is dete~ at C ~latire to R, the impai~nt may ~ a~i~t~ ~
water ~uali~ or ~iment effe~. T~ u~ d~
ignation at C is probably appropriate, ~t R
should ~ used as the bioas~ssment ~erence
si{e ~cau~ of the impairment at C.

~.~

S~cific appr~ches to ~alua~ enviro~
mental health for differing combinations of habi.
tat conditions, biological condition, water quali~,
and sediment qualiw are discuss~ in ~ion 8.3
of Rapid Bioas~ssment Prot~ols for U~ in

~ ~c = H~ mc <~ /
/ ~ m w= /
/ u~ ~,~,==,~ /

1989b).

Biocriteria

.,~, .... ~ ~.-

...,. ,, ~,

Clean Water A~, EPA requires s~tes to include hi.
ological criteria in addition to water chemi=~
criteria. However, for varies reamns, states h~ve
reli~ ~rimarily on surrogate chemical criteria
U.5. En~mn. ProI. A8~, ~989b.
and narrative biological: criteria (e.g., concenva.
tions shall not cau~ imbalanc~ of flora and
fauna) to measure the health of biological co~
st~ctural and fun~ional ~o~ance com~.
table to tee natural habi=t of a region."
muni~es. This situation is changing as EPA plac~
increas~ emphasis on more quantitative biological criteria and as states ~gin as~ssin8 and man- 2. The ~tablishment of ecoregions and ~or~
8ion reference sit~.
aging urban runoff and non~int ~urc~.
3. The development and refine~nt of multiY~er {1991) emphasizes five major n~s to
derive and establish ~ientifically defensible numetric communi~ measures ~ch as the Index
meric biological criteria (bi~riteria):
of Biotic Integrity, the Index of Well-Being
(1~), and the Inve~ebrate C~muni~ In~x
1. An o~rational definition of biological integ.
(ICI).
rity. Karr and Dudley. (1981) provide a work4. Standardize, thorough, and cmt-eflective bi.
able, practical definition: ~he abili~ of an
ological assessment ~echniques such as the
aquatic communi~ to suppo~ and maintain a
RBPs di~us~ previously.
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B~o~ieal C~mmun~y As~ssm~ta

~~
5. Trained, experienced, and knowledgeable

s~f~.
In recent years, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) incorporated biocriteria into
its water quality standards regulations. These
biocriteria are based on a system of tiered aquatic
life uses. The five classes include coldwater habitat, warmwater habitat, exceptional warmwater
habitat, moUified warmwater habitat, and limited
resource waters. Ohio has defined these designations qualitatively in ecological terms and establashed quantitative or narrative chemical criteria
for each.
Ohio derived numerical biocriteria for rivers
and ~,tteams for three clas.~es of waters--warmwater habitat, modified warmwater habitat, and
exceptional warmwater habitat--based on instream fish and macroinvertebrate communities.
Sampling conducted at more than 300 "least irapatted" reference sites provided the ecoregional
framework and established attainable, baseline
expectations for each reEton and for the individual use classes,
Ohio EPA used three biological indiceP-.IBI,
I~b, and ICI----~o establish its biocriteria. Criteria
for each index are defined by organism group, hiological index, site type (fish), ecoregion, and
aquatic life use designation. Modified I~ and IBI
criteria were defined for each of the five Ohio
ecoregions ~or three site types: headwaters (drainage areas -- 20 mi~ [51.8 kraal), wading sites
(streams sampled with wading methods, usually
2
20-300 mi
kraal) and boat sites
(streams sampled with bo~t methods, usually 200.
6,000 mi~ 1518-15,540 kraal). The calibration of
the indices and the resultant biocriteria consider
Table 6.1--Comparkon of percent of ~tream ~.gment~ attaining
aquatic life u~,s, based on biosurvey and In-stream chemical da~a.
CHEMICAL

IIOSUIYEV AnAINMfNT
FULL
17

I PARTIAL t
t8

Partial

2

Non
Total

Full

NON

I

TOTAL

17

52

1

6

9

4

6

28

39

23

25

52
Note: Rows tndscate full a11ainme~t, I:~rtial attainment, or nona~,ainment
based on in-stream water chemistry; olumnt indicate attainment
o~ biosurveys,
Source: U.S. Environ. Prof. Ag’ency, 1989a.

the effect of stream size and sampling gear selec-

tivity.
Ohio established ecoregional biocriteria for
the warmwater habitat class at the 25th percentile
value of the reference site data for each ecoregion
index. It set criteria for the exceptional warmwater habitat class at the ?Sth percentile, based
on a statewide--not ecore:gion.-.assessment of
data from reference streams. In addition, Ohio
tablished modified warmwater habitat criteria for
some streams with physical habitat :,o altered that
the expected warmwater habitat use could not be
realistically attained but could support some semblance of a warmwater habitat community. The
two biocriteria (25th percentile values) establashed for this class were for :sites in the Huron!Erie
Plain and for sites in the rest of the habitat.
Ohio EPA also establisFmd a process to determine the use attainment o1! Ohio’s lotto surface
waters. Attainment is assess~L,,Cl primarily based on
biological monitoring and ~lhe ability to achieve
the use class biocriteria. Nonattainment depends
on the magnitude of departure from the ecoregiohal biocriteria (e.g., within four IBI units of the
ecoregion criteria) and the distance downstream
over which the departure is sustained. Generally,
attainment is achieved by meeting all three numerit indices. Attainment i$ considered parlial if
at least one organism group, index does not meet
expectations but is no lower than a fair narrative
rating, and the other organism group exhibits attainment. Nonattainmentoccurs if none of the in.
dices meet ecoregional biocriteria or if one
organism group gets a poor or very poor narrative
rating, even if the other grourp exhibits attainment.
EPA (U.S. Environ. Prot. Agency, 1989a)
presents an example of how Ohio EPA uses these
biocriteria to assess wate~body impairment. A
warmwater habitat stream, located in the Erie]Ontario Lake Plain ecoregion, receives point source
discharges. Each graph in Figure 6.11 indicates
various levels of attainment of each index, with
the lines tracing the Ionghudinal profile of the
index values along the stream. In this case, above
the pollution sources, the stream attains its regional warmwater habitat hiocriteria.~40 for the
IBI, 8°0 for the I,~, and 36 fi~r the ICI). Each index
shows impairment below the discharges, fol.
lowed by movement toward recovery. Each index
responds somewhat differently.
This biological assessment framework accu.
rarely assesses the environmental health of surface waters as seen by a con’~parison of Ohio’s use
attainment conclusions (Table 6.1 ).
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CHAPTER 7

Erosion Prevention and
Sediment Control
.

, i n considering
ii

urban runoff control

~ during construction, erosion
prevention and sediment control must

be considered individually. However,
for effective site control, these efforts are
linked. Erosion prevention reduces the
amount of sediment generated from the

land. Once erosion occurs, sediment
control practices are necessary to limit
the downstream movement of the
sediment. This chapter examines
erosion prevention and sediment control
and offers specific recommendations for

management.
For many years, erosion and sediment control during construction has been recognized as a
major component of an urban runoff management
program. Local sediment control programs generally date back to the early 1970s. The USDA SCS
published an excellent pamphlet entitled "Concluest of the Land through 7,000 Years" (U.S. Dep.
Agric. 1978). This document discusses the fall of
several civilizations as a result of poor soil stewardship.
The economic impacts of off-site .sedirnenta.
tion are defined by several barometers, including
dredging costs for local reservoirs or shipping
channels,, drainage channel maintenance by local
de0artments of public works, cost of water treatment, and the cost to remove sediments from
water intake structures. Not only is the removal of
s~iments expensive, but the transport and final
disposition may be the single most costly item of
the entire maintenance operation. Depending on
the land use of the watershed draining to the area

where sediment is being removed, the sediments
may need testing for toxicity. Consideration must
be given to where the spoil material can be safely

placed.
Visibility makes sediment more easily idenlifled than other pollutants. Visually inspectin8
streams after a storm c,an easily document the
proble~water, by nature, is not brown. Sediments in streams, rivers, reservoirs, and estuaries
mostly result from accele.rated erosion because of
societal impacts. Geologic erosion does occur,
but mostly in arid areas where vegetation struggles to establish itself and survive. In areas with
rainfall adequate to maintain dense =ands of vegetation, sediment in streams generally come~
from accelerated erosion resulting from lack of

effective ground cover.

Design Considerations
Erosion Prevention
Erosion prevention requires reducing the amount
of land that is disturbed to decrease sediment
detachment and mobilization. Urban runoff management considerations ~reflect a similar philosophy to that contained i=’~ the Coastal Zone Act
Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 (CZARA)
and National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) stormw,~ter guidances. The first
consideration should be pollution prevention and
source reduction.
Soil should not be considered a waste product but rather a resource to be protected. Minimizin8 areas subject to disturbance reduces the
amount of work that the more traditional s’tru¢=ural erosion and sediment conu’ols must accomplish. Unless the land was actively engaged in
another use, the site’s native vegetation prior to
development probably provided more effective
ground cover than any proposed vege.tation.
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When land is disturbed, phasing of construction projects and rapid revegetation and stabilizat~on of exposed areas must be considered,
Phasing of a project limits the area exposed at any
one t~me. It also assists the land developer in determining how to develop the site. Too often, an
entire site is disturbed and left unstabilized for a
~
tong period.
Once an area ha~ been disturbed, the single
most important erosion controt practice is stabilization with the intended ground cover. When the
intended ground cover cannot be immediately
provided, apply a temporary ground cover such
as seed and straw mulch,

PART L T,dmical
mined by the practice’s holding capacity. Around
the country, most jurisdictions use .5 in (1.27 cm)
of runoff storage per acre draining tothe practice.
These practices hold the sediment-laden water
long enough for the sediment to drop to the Ix)ttom and then discharge the runoff. The amount of
holding time depends on the di!~charge volume
(.S in per acre) and r, ediment particle composi.
tion.
Sediment; traps function for smaller drainage
areas, generally under 5 acres (2.02 ha). Traps are
simpler to design and construct, even through
their storage volumes are identical to ~liment
basins. A failed trap generally has a minor impact.

Sediment Control
Even with effective, timely site stabilization, a
construction site generates sediments. Sediment
control functions primarily as perimeter control,
although interior site controls could also reduce
the work (trapping need) that perimeter controls
must perform The type of runoff that is intercepted prior to sheet or concentrated flow dictares the type of sediment controls,
In sheet flow, the initial form that overland
flow takes, runoff travels at a uniform depth over
the ground. Generally, sheet flow will exit from a
maximum slope length of about100 ft (30.48 m).
Once flow exceeds that length, areas of concentrated flow form small rivule~ and channels. Sediment control practices designed for areas of sheet
flow construct barrier~ so that water ponds or accumulates and filters through the barriers. Straw
bale dikes and silt fences, the two most commonly used sheet flow practices, are effective
only when sheet flow transports sediment,
Once flow is concentrated, sediment trapping practices are the only effective way to control sediment. These controls consist of two
elements: a means to convey or divert runoff" such
as diversion berms or swales, and the actual trapping practice. Diversion dikes or swales travel
across slooes and direct sediment laden runoff
into trapping devices. Designs are cited in most
state and local sediment control handbooks. Trap.
ping devices include sediment traps and basins,
The two practice:; function identically--their
main difference being the size of drainage area~
relying exclusively on settling. Sediment traps are
used for smaller drainage areas. Sediment basins
are used for larger drainage areas and, as such,
must be designed and constructed to prevent
overto!~Din8 or faih~re. This could pose downstream safety hazards. Retention time is deter-

Historical Problem Areas
While most states have sediment control laws,
most laws are ineffective, weak, or for the most
part ignored. An effective program requires laws
that are equitable and consistently applied
throughout a jurisdiction. Programs not having
well-defined criteria and review and inspection
procedures will not be successful. A major prob.
lem, unique to erosion and sediment control, is
that control practices are tempora~ry. Therefore, a
land developer may perceive that not implement.
ing and maintaining needed practices ~aves
money.
That perception is not totally, accurate. Accelerated soil erosion also incurs costs. Topsoil
loss requires fertilizers to stabilize the final site;
the loss of fill material on elevated sites, such as
highway embankments, requires replacement for
final site elevation--all at a cost.
Despite the economic tradeoffs, many land
developers fear that implementing good site sediment control practices are an economic burden
when they must compete with others who do not
implement such controls. Erosion and sediment
controls, uniformly mandated and enforced,
would place all developers on a equal footing.
Therefore, the driving mechanism for an elfective erosion and sediment control program is a
clearly defined uniform law defining responsibili.
ties and enforcement options. The law should
mandate the review and approval requirements
before site clearing and enforcement options if
control measures are inadequate. These requirements must have a solid legal basis, as they will
surely be tested.
Another problem involves public construc.
tion. Public works agencies, highway agencies,
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and othe:r public construction programs are gen*
erally not recluired to meet the same restrictions
as private construction. When included, public
construction frequently does not meet acceptable
levels of performance. Enforcement mechanisms
such as stop work and civil or criminal penalties
are not considered viable options because they
lead to cost overruns financed by the public. 3.o
achieve an effective control program, all agencies
must comply with the laws and regulations,
Utility construction can also cause significant problems. A sewer, electric, cable, gas, or
other utility contractor may cut through diversion
dikes or other controls put in place by the general
contractor. In these situations, responsibility for
repair can be difficult to determine,

Plan Review
Local agencies should require a plan review be.
fore cons’~ruction begins. Plans must define criteria and standards before receiving final
approval. On small sites, normally reviewed as a
general permit, the land developer might agree to
implement needed practices such as straw bales
or silt fences. Larger sites, where concentrated
runoff flow exists or is expected, need detailed in*
dividual reviews to ensure that adequate practices
are included. Requiring a developer to have only
a pollution prevention plan on site, without a de*
tailed plan review and approval procedure, will
not provide downstream resource protection.
Frorn a staffin8 standpoint, the number of
plans estimated per year will determine how
many individuals are required for plan review,
The average plan reviewer can review two to six
plans a day, depending on the plan’s complexity,
The larger a site and the more movement ofearlh,
the greater is the degree of review and the time required. In addition, the reviewer can expect over
.SO percent of the original submissions to be incomplete or contain errors in the site control approach. ’This will require modifications and
another review. However, this number will decrease as the program grows and developers gain
experience. Each subsequent review takes time
and reduces the staff’s ability to tackle new proj*
cots.
The review and approval time frame is an*
other area of confusion and controversy that liraits program success. In many areas, local
jurisdictions have approved development plans
without tecluiring erosion and sediment controis-often years before projects are built. Time

Eroskm P~n~io. =rid Sediment Control
limits should be set for previously approved projects to be resubmitted for approval.

Inspection
Inspectors are the backbone of any erosion and
sediment control program; regular inspection of
construction activities is the mark of a successful
¯ program. A site review program ensures that controis are implemented and maintained. An inspector, who can normally inspect from three to five
sites a day, should visit each site frequently
enough to ensure adequate site control throughout construction. 3"o ensure proper site control,
Maryland and Delaware require that active construction sites be respected about once every ~’o
weeks. Rarely, however, does a local program
have adequate inspection staff even in states with
aggressive program implementation.
Inspectors should complete and provide to
the owner/developer a site inspection form that
discusses site conditions,, details areas requiring
improvement, and establishes a time frame for
corrective actions. Consh;tency and follow-up in*
spections are critical to good site control and
maintenance. Failure to inspect the site for co~rections at the approprizte time may cause the
contractor to reduce efforts to control sediment or
prevent erosion.

Implementation
The effectiveness of the initial implementation of
erosion and sediment control depends on the
contractor’s experience and the thoroughness of
the approved plans. Plans should include adequate legal authorization to stop work and apply
penalties if necessary. Site conditions often call for
control modifications. In highway construction,
for example, controls are often based on final site
conditions rather than initial runoff patlerns. Since
these controls may not function until the final
stages of the project, interim plans and measures
are needed.

/V’mlntenance
Proper maintenance of erosion and sediment controis is often difficult. While many contractors
may meet requirements to implement erosion and
sediment controls, they often do not include the
costs of maintaining those; controls in their initial
bids. Because maintenance costs reduce a
contractor’s profit, compliance after erosion and
sediment control facilities are installed requires
more aggressive enforcement.
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Another problem occurs when a contractor
clears an entire site for grading and development,
leaving the site bare throughout construction. A
be~er practice is to phase clearing to maintain existing ground cover until disturbance is necessary,
F/fled sediment traps or basins present another maintenance problem. Material removed
from periodic cleaning is often placed in an area
that lacks sediment control. Inspections determine when sediment trapping devices should be
cleaned and where the spoil material should be
placed--generally upstream o~ the ~:fiment
traps.

Measur|ng Succes,
Measuring the success of any preventive I:,’o~ram
is difficult since programs are based on preventing resource degradation rather than on measurable improvements. ’This is particularly uue in
erosion and sediment control, where no practice
is 100 percent effective in totally preventing adverse impacts to downstream resources. Documented case studies have shown that miles of
stream reaches can be affected for years. There.
fore, resource degradation should be limited to
the shortest possible time frame and the shortest
possible distance downstream,
Science
Many practices--such as temporary stabilization
and phasing of controls--are beneficial, but actual performance data are lacking. Other pracrices, such as sediment trapping devices, are
documented but more information is needed to
adec~uately predict expected performance. Other
controls recognized as being needed-phasing of
development, vegetative practices and temporary
stabilization---are qualitative in their design and
performance.
Controlling erosion and sediment in arid
areas is different from control in "water rich"
areas, and additional ;research on this subject is
needed. Once erosion and sediment control pracrices are installed, the character of sediment discharges changes dramatically. The offsite impact
of these practices has not been documented,
¯

Recommended Approach
Inadequate site control during construction can
devastate downstream resources more than any
act:on other than a release of chemicals. The extent of the devastation Oepends on the rainfall

characteristics o( a given area. Therefore, implementing a site control program is essential for an
overall program to succeed.
While the adverse impacts from land devel.
oping activities is well documente~l, our implementation of control programs is Ilacking. More
con~’ol programs must be developed to ensure
that all conltruction activities, private and public,
are required to implement control practices.

V
~’ ~
~"

Erosion Control
A number of items could be establid~,d as erosion
control criteria:

2

1. Site phasing could be used to limit the total
area of bare soil that is exposed at any one
time. For example, Delaware s~’diment and
stormwater regulations permit rK) more than
20 acres (8 ha) of land to be cleared at a time.
Once land grading is initiated on that parcel, a
developer may remove stumps, roots, brush,
and organic material from a se~:ond 20-acre
parcel. Actual clearing or grading of that sec.
ond parcel may not proceed, however, until
the first parcel has been either temporarily o(
permanently stabilized.
Certain types of activities require, flexibility to
clear land in excess of 20 acres. These activities include highway interchanges, shopping
malls, and other large projects. However, the
land developer should make a w~ritten request
stating why the 20-acre limit causes an undue
hardship.
The selection of 20 acres as a clearing limit is
arbitrary. Any reasonable limit can be used as
long as the land developer considers the site’s
development and limits soil exposure.
2. Revegetation must be required and its time
frame specified. In arid regions, revegetation
requirements should be related to predevelopment geologic erosion rates or seasons.
Since rainfall patterns vary seasonably in
many areas, these variations should be considered in setting a revegetation timetable. For
example, seeding could be deferred until seasonal conditions allow for vegetative growth,
but mulching for temporary :stabilization
would be required. Mulches can include organic materials such as straw or wood fiber,
stone, matting, or chemical stabilizers.
Policies for timing revegetation also vary. Delaware selected a 14-day time frame based on o~
its ability to inspect sites approximately every

U
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two weeks and the frequency of expected r~infall. This policy requires the land developer to
pay prompt atlention to stabilization once a
gradin8 operation has been completed. Also, a
number of states, such as Maryland and Delaware, require temporary or permanent ~tabilization if ¯n area remains exposed ¯nd no site
work i~¯ planned for ¯ period of time.

Sediment Control
Several items could be considered for sediment
control:
1. Whffe sediment contro~ is less effective than
erosion control, it still must be considered to
deal with overland flow. Two common mechanisms use~ to remove a particle in suspension
are filtration and sedimentation. Practices elfective for sheet flow include filtration controls
such as straw bale dikes and silt fences. Effectire ~engths of slope prior to the onset of concentrated flow is approximately 100 fi (30.5
m). In general, flow lengths greater than 1IX)ft
should have sedimentation practices such as
sediment traps or basins.
2. Interior and perimeter controls are important
considerations for sediment controls. A numbet of jurisdictions will allow a reduction in
sizing of perimeter controls if interior controls,
such as temporary stabilization of selected
areas, traps, or filtration practices, are used.
However, since the effectiveness of sedimentatio~ practices rely on detention time, undersizing perimeter sediment controls can prevent adequate functioning of the perimeter
trap or basin. These practices must be designed to handle the total expected flow. One
effective way to reduce their size is to divert
clean water away from the disturbed areas,
thereby reducing the expected flow to the control.
3. The size of control practices depends somewha~ on a region’s rainfall. However, most
states use ¯ simple method to compute trap or
basin size---they are sized equally~based on
a set amount of storage per acre of drainage
entering the tr¯p or basin. Since the early
1970s, Maryland’s Soil Conservation Service
has recommended a volume of 1,806 ft3 (51.2
m~) of storage per acre, based on ¯ silt loam
soil and a desire to reduce suspended solids by
70 percent,
Delaware uses ¯ size criterion of 3,600 fi3
(102 m3) per acre draining to a control prac.

rice. This figure provides peak control of ¯
twqlyear storm for a disturbed site condition,
using predevelopment considerations. It also
improves the sediment trappi_ng ability of the
control practice. The 3,600 ft~ per acre size is
not considered excessive for urban runoff
management regulations and has not proven
controversial. Other jurisdictions, like South
" "-Carolina, use an individual approach rec!uirin¯ hydrological analysis of each site to
achieve a specified treatment level.
Choosing one appro¯ch over another depends
on monitoring result; and ease of implernentation. In general, control strategies and pracrices should be kepl: simple--the more con-,plex ¯ progr¯m, the more polenti¯l for error.
4. When implementinl~ erosion ¯nd sediment
control, consolidate, efforts to reduce total
COSTS. Permanent runoff basins, for example,
can easily function to control sediment during
construction with several modific¯tions to the
outlet structure. When the construction phase
is complete, follow these guidelines to ensure
an appropriate transition:
" The sediment basin should be dew¯feted
and the accumulated materi¯l spread,
stabilized, or otherwise removed from site.
m The pond bottom should be regraded to
design requiremenl~ and the outlet structure
altered to meet the approved design.
m The pond ¯re¯ should be stabilized with
vegetation runoff, ffthe runoff pond is a
constructed wetland, the planTS should be
placed after the entire construction site and
pond area are stabilized to reduce turbidity
and prevent excessive sedimentation within
the basin or on the plant community.

Programmatic (.onsiderations
Education
Education may be the single most important pro.
gram component, especially in light of limited resources. Education should be taq~eted to specific
¯udiences and prioritized, with initi¯l efforts diretted toward the regulated community such as
developers and contr¯ctors.
Delaware and Maryland require contractors
to send a representative to a certification program. The three-and.¯.half hour program educates contractors on the need._ for runoff
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management and their ~nsibiliti~ und~ the
program. As of 1987, Ma~land has ce~ifi~ ~r
l 0,000 individuals. Since Delaware’s pr~ram
~gan in 19~1, over 2,~ individuals ha~ ~n
ce~ified. Th~ programs continue ~ ~ ~pular
wi~h comra~o,.
Educational effo~ aim should ~ di~ a~
plan designers and p~n ~ie~, ingot,
and the ~e~eral public. Educa[ional programs increa~ the visibili~ of ~e ~iment tonal p~
gram which, in turn, inc~ases i~ accep~nce by
the regula~ communi~ and ~e general ~blic.
In a time of diminishing ~, public acce~
tance o~en t~nsla~ imo ~litical sup~ to
r,~inimize fundin~ r~u~ions.

Sta~flng
The erosion and s~i;~nt control plan ~ould ~
implement~ by a defin~ program staff. ~lyin8
on building plan reviewe, and ~ildin8 ins~tots to implemen~ the p~ram ~uc~ the
program’s eff~iven~s, with the ins~ion a~
enforcemem com~nent suffering most. ~laware has implemem~ an innovative approach to
inspection and enforce~nt throuBh i~ Ce~ifi~
Constru~ion Revi~er (CCR)~o8ram.
The state or I~al plan approval agen~ may
r~uire tha~ the develo~r provide a CCR to i~
soec~ the si~e w~ki~k and submi~ an ins~ion
form to ~he deveto~r, con~ra~or, a~ the resinsible ins~ction agency. To quali~, the CCR attends a ~2-hour ~rain, ing coupe that covers such
tooics as wa~er Ouantity and quality, ~ils, vege~t~on, site insoe~ion procures, and laws and
regulations. U~n passing a final examination,
~he individual r~eiv~ ce~ification. The CCR
mus~ submi~ accura[~, w~kly m~ ~t is ~t
reauir~ to initiate enfo~ement action. The pu~
I~c a~ency mus~ still condu~ ~ri~ic ins~ions
and initiate enforcement, ~ the CCR program
reoresems a ~ans to r~uce public ins~i~
r~uiremen~.

PART I. lr~
~ion ~ ~r si~ ~i~. A~’~ all,
ent ~li~ of ~gr~sive enf~e~m~
C~si~ent ~li~ is aim ~,~ fm ~blic
a8en~ compliance. Ex~ ~m~n~l
ci~ to ~i~ additional r~ula~ n~ui~n~. A
~m~n ~ is ~lia~e ~th the intent
of t~ law b~ n~ with submission and a~mval
~uiremen~. Field implementation a~ main~
nance of controls will ~ ~r unJl~s all ~i~
~ ~ accep[ au~oriW and c~rnitment
ple~n~tion.

Rmcommmnded Rmad~lg
~e ~ll~in8 ~m~ con~in excellent infmmarion on erosion and ~iment con~l ~.
~ a~ ~rategies. They will aim ~ide
assis~nce to juri~ictions considerins ~bli~
ing a d~ign or cons~u~ion hand~. Mo~
~d~umen~mu~pu~l.
E~ a~ ~iment Control P~nnin8
D~n ~nual
Noah Carolina ~a~nt of Nat~al R~
a~ C~muni~ ~elop~t of L~d
Land ~ali~
P.O. ~x
~lei~h, NC27611
S~te of Delaware, Delaware Er~lo~ and
~iment Control Hand,ok,
O~ Natural R~
~laWamEnvimn~n~l~a~entcomml
Oivision~SoilandWa~Con~ati~
89 Ki~s Highway
P.O.~x 1401
~r, DE 1990]
~il Ermion and ~diment Control Hand~
R~ Isla~ R~rceCon~at~ni~
~e~nt ~
5S86 P~ R~d, Box 6
Ea~ G~nwich, R102818

Erosion a~ S~i~nt Control Handl~
]rd Ed., 1992
A regula~o~ proEram r~uires consigen~ ~o ~
~inia
~a~ent of Con~ation a~ R~ti~
successful. Submission ~uiremen~ should ~
Division ~Soil and Wa~
based on si~e conditions, with basic s~nda~
20]~vem~S~,Suite2~
ilems r~uir~ in eve~ ca~. Ins~ion and e~
Rich~, VA23219.2~
forcemem r~uiremen~ should mandate site conStormwater ~nagement ~n~l for ~e
tro~ im~lememation and maimenanc~. Erosion
~und B~in ~echnlcal~n~l)
and s~ment comrol r~uiremen~ sh~id ~
~nt~Ecol~
sup~ ~hrou~h an eff~tive and consis~en~ enS~te of Wa~in8mn
forcemen~ mechanism. Helpful d~umentation
Mail ~ ~-11
can include check lis~ for plan r~i~ and in.
Ol~pia, WA98~711

Consistmncy

.
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; CHAPTER 8

Irban Runoff Tre,atment Practices
rban runoff management in its
broadest and most comprehensive
form involves controllingboth the
quantity and quality of runoff. Control
options are commonly called best
management practices (BMPs).
Quantity control practices regulate the peak
flow rate and sometimes the total volume from
precipitation. Water quality control practices prevent the initial release of pollutants into urban
runoff, or once they =re released, reduce the
(~uantities that enter surface or groundwalers,
Completely recapturing released pollutants is irapossible, and the expense increases for higher
and higher levels of recapture. Prevention is more
efficient and cost-effective. 1"his chapter examines
the principles of runoff quantity and quality control and details a number of treatment practices,
Control practice~ are categorized in a number of wa’),s. One system is as follow~:
m Quantity control practices. Methods of
detaining runoff to regulate its rate of
release to receivinl~ waters or to infiltrate
runoff into the 8round so that it does not
become surface flow.
-, Management practices. Ways of doinl~
business to prevent pollutant releases.
m Source control practice~. Specific
actk)ns taken at potential ~ources to prevent
pollutants from contacting precipitation or
runoff.
1 Erosion and sediment control practice~.
A variety of techniques used to control
areas that have been bared from
construction in progress or have not been
revegetated after construction or other
activities,

-,, Treatment pra~ices. Facilities that
remove pollutants already in runoff.
These practices are often divided into struttural and nonstructural I~roup~. Nonstructural

practices mainly embrace preventive actions that
do not require building anything, such as management and ~ource control practices. Many ero$ion and .~,H:liment control practice~ are alr, o
preventive, although r, ome~like filter fabric
fences and sedimentation pond~-treat runoff
containing eroded sediments and involve construction or hardware insta.llation. While quantity
control can be nonstructu~ral (e.g., policies to rerain natural soil and vegetationcover), it generally
involve~ building a facility such as a detention
pond or an infiltration device. Treatment practice~
are usually structural.
This chapter covers permanent structural
quantity control and treatment practices. Chapter
14 provides specific criteria for inspecting the~
facilities after construction and periodically thereafter to determine maintenance needs. Chapter
12 covers management and source control pracrices. Erosion and sediment control practices are
covered in Chapter 7 and their inspection in
Chapter 14.
Structural quantity control and treatment
practices can also be grouped in various ways,
one of which is the following:
-’ Storage practice~
Ponds--wet ponds, extended-detention
dry ponds, and d~3’ ponds
VaulB and tank~
Oil separator~
1 Vegetative practice~
Swales
Filter strips
Wetlands---natural and constructed
Landscape management (i.e., urban
forestry)
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1 Infiltration prelim
Basins
Trench~
Pe~orat~J pi~
French drains
Po~s pa~n~

’

~ Filtration pra~
Sand £dte~
Leafcom~stfilte~
Catch basin filters (various m~ia)
The ~nds, vault, and ~n~ under ~orage
pra~ices can ~nefit quanti~ control, quali~
control, or ~th. Hoover, d~ ~nds drain t~
quickly to provide any substantial ~noff ~eatment. Enclosed vaul~ and tan~ are limit~ in biological activi~ and are usually t~ small to
run, ion well in water quality control. Therefore,
these devices are only e~e~ive for quanti~ control. Wetlands and all infilvation options can aim
supply auantity and quali~ convol. The remaining practices are la~ely treatment device,
In a humor of instances, one m~e ofo~ration (storage, vegetative treasons, or infiltration) predominates but the pra~ice incor~rates
other m~es. For example, wetlands involve ~th

P~T I. TemPI
gorage of water a~ vege~ti~ a~ion. AI~, most
~nds infll~ate ~ water units t~y a~ li~.
The trend is to combine ~e capabiliti~
trains" arrang~ in serif, a s~at~y
~e end of ~is c~p~r.

~actice S~ection
Succ~s in applyin8 any manali~ent p~ce
initially de~nds on ~l~n
,ion for the site’s contro’ obje~.iv~
tions. The obj~i~s must ~ clearly delineat~ at
the
detail to ~tch the pra~ice to ~e site. ~j~iv~
might include whether quanti~ control, quali~
convol, or ~th are to ~ pmvicl~; ~at ~llu~n~amto~tmat~;andwhaLifany, side~n~
fi~ are to ~ produc~. Conditions that d~rmi~
a pra~ice’s relevance include ~ice area, mils,
hydrogeologic conditions, and circums~nc~
the r~eiving water and nea~y pro~ni~.
The B=itish Columbia R~amh Co,ration
(1992) develo~ chain that inco~rale th~
considerations, adapting and e~(tendin8 earli~
work by Schueler 987) and the
panment of Ecology (1992). Figur~ 8.1 and 8.2
and Tables 8.1 through 8.4 pr~en, t the~ chain
aids in pra~ice ~r~nin8.

Figure 8.1~pplicability of ~a~nt p~ic~ ~latlve

Source: British Columbia Res. C~. 1992.
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~u~e: British C~umbia R~. ~. 1992.

Table 8.1~onstr~in~ on treatment

IMP

~OPE

HIGH
WATER ~OSE TO
TO
SPA~
D~H
SEDIM[~
TABLE BEDR~K~ FOUNDATIONS : CONSU~ION LIM~ATION INP~

Wet ~nd /
~on~t~
wetland

¯

¯

Vege=t~ ~ale

~

0

I

I

Vege=t~ filter svip

M

I

l

I

Infih~tion basin

~

0

0

Infilt~tion trench

~

0

0

Porous pavement

0

0

0

~

~ ~ally not a ~tri~ion,
~ Can ~ o~c~ with ca~ul li~ ~.
0 May p~lu~ t~ u~ ~ a BMP.
~urce: British C~umbia R~, C~. 1992.

0
0

0

0

0

Table 8.3--Potential pollu~nt removal effectiveness of treatment practice~.

BMP

I SUSPENDED O~.’~C;EN t TOTAL
i SOLIDS
DE~t4.ND :~ LEAD

Extended detention
dry basin

¯

Wet l:~ond

¯

I"

Constructed wetland

¯

I"

Vesetated swale
6Oi"waIer se~)arator Imeter.wide turf
filter strip

¯

(3

TOTAL TOTAL
TOTAl.
ZINC PHOSPHORUS NITROGI!N

¯
I¯

oO

¯

O

¯

~

I"

0=

¯

¯

0"

¯"

¯

0

0

¯

¯

i¯
0

0

0

0

forested filter strip
¯
_ Infiltration ~ractice$
¯
i
¯
¯
H~gh
potenhal
for
removal
¯
¯ Moderate potential |or ~.mov=l.
O Low potential for remove.
¯ Intuffi(:ief~l knowledge.
¯ May be subject to exporLt of nutrient-enriched and deozy’senated water.
Source: British Columbia Res.
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"fable 8.4--Potenli~l au~ilia~ benefils of lreatmen! praclice~.
AQUATIC
HABITAT
C~[ATION

IMP

WILDLIFE
HAI~AT
CIEAI~ ON

NO
LANDSC.AP~ I~C31EATIONAL
PUBLIC
TF.M PERAT Ui~ [NHA NCT..~ NT
INCIE~E
& A~TH~TICS
IENEF~T$
~AF E’rY

Oil-water separator

0

0

¯

0

0

@

¯

Extended detention
dry basin
Wet pond

0

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

.. ¯
¯

¯
¯

0

:’¯.

¯

¯

¯

0

¯

¯
0

¯
¯

¯

¯
¯

¯
0

¯
¯

¯
¯

¯

¯

¯

Constructed wetland
Vegetated swale
..,Vegetaled filter strip
Infiltration basin

0

¯

¯
¯

0

0

¯

0
0
Urban forestry
O
¯
Usually
provided.
¯
¯ Sometimes provided wilh design mod|fic~.
O Seldom pmvicled.

¯

Infiltration trench
Porous pavement

¯

¯
0
0
¯

¯

¯

0

¯

¯
¯

0

¯

¯

¯

¯

¯

Source: Brilish Columbia Ret. Co~. 1992.
The recently issued C=lifomia Storm Water
Best /v~nagement Practice Handbooks (Camp,
Dresser, McKee et al. 1993] refined the pro~ess of
practice selection further with several recommendations (Municipal Handbook, Section 3), one ot"
which was the following evaluation criteria:
I Ability to meet regulatory requirements;
i Effectiveness in pollu~nt redu~ion;
m Public accep~nce;
~ Abili~’to be implemented;
i Institutional constraints; and
m CosL
The handbook recommends assigning a rank
of 1 to 5 to each practice for each criterion. Each
criterion can be weighted differently by assigning
a weighting multiplier.

o ~ :..~,- r.nc,v,es of Runoff

Quantity Control
Purpose and Goals
Controlling runoff quantities is important because, as discussed in Chapter 3, hydrologic
change can produce ex~ensive ecological impacu

in small-scale aquatic systems where much w11u*
=ble habitat for fish and other biota is lo~ted. The
possible role of hydrologic changes in clegradin
valued r~Imon resources and recent flooding
have stimulated efforts to improve quantity conlrol programs and facilities, especially in the
cific Northwest.
This chapter does not fully discuss design for
quantity control, but it does present ~he key prin*
ciples ~hat should be applied. These principles
currently being integrated into some of the older
runoff management manuals developed in
Northwest. New versions of manu=Is by Washington Department of Ecology (1992) and Kir~
County Surface Water M, anagement Division
(1990) will likely integrate: these principles. Sev.
eral texts present the current state of the art in
rome detail, including Bedient and Huber (1988),
Urbonas and Stahre (19cJ3), Wanielista (1990),
and Wanielista and Yousef (1993).
The goal of quantity control in runoff system
design is to maintain the predevelopment hydrograph--the maximum runoff rate, dynamics, and
~otal volume--afler a change in the walershed.
This means replacing the ~rlepression and below.
ground storage removed or bypassed in develop.
ment. /viaintaining the p~,edevelopment hydrograph requires replacing all of’ the lost depression
and soil storage. This is done only through exlensire new infiltration oppo~unities or with large
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detention volu~ ~a~ hold wa~er while the slow
processes of evaporation and infil~ation ~erate.
~atchin~ pr~evelopment ~ak rate alone means
recovering one-third to ~o-~i~s of the lost stora~e. Even thi~ I~s ~tri~ive criterion generally
r~uires much la~er detention volum~ than
customarily demand~ in existing regulations,

PART i. Tec~l ~
one drains, t~ facili~ ~ld ~. To co~
~n~te for this faul~ ~I~ as t~ basis ~n~
lon~er duration and mine of t~ l~s
la~er e~n~. In t~ Pacific Northwest where winter rain~ a~ fr~uent and pmlon~, the ~luti~
i~ ~ u~e a ~n~ay event duration, ~ich
duc~ la~er ~orage facilili~.
Continu~ ~imulation m~el~PA’~

Analy~i~ and ~o~trol
E~ective ~noff ~uantiW con~ol de~nds on ~u~
stantial hydrologic analy~i~, only ~ ~ing ~tabli~h~. The analy~i~ de~nd~ ~
m Obtaining a~pm~rlyu~ing
precipitation r~ord~ for ~e place and ti~
to ~ cont~ll~;
~ G~ e~timat~ of ~ak ~nofffl~ ~
and volum~ of critical co~ition~;
~ Relating water movement th~u~h and
~yond the quantiW control device with ~e
eEect of tem~ra~ ~torage in ~e d~ice
(’routing’); and
~ Using ~hi~ info~ation to ~ ~e ~ize of
~he storagevolu~ anddesign theoutlet
~tru~ure~ which control~ the relea~ ~te.
The first ~ ~e~ ~ di~cult p~lem~.
Precipitation r~o~s generally lack g~graphic
length, f~uen~ of ~ording, and
coverage,curacy. Two o~tions to estimate ~ak ~noff areaC’to
use m~els bas~ o~ ~l~t~ precipi~tion event~
(e.g., the 2~-year fr~uency, 12-hour duration
rainfall) or a computeriz~ continuous ~imulation
m~el.
Excluding the rational me~h~hich is
completely inad~uate for this ~~he mo~
co~mo~ event-ba~ m~els a~ the USDA SCS’
cu~e number me~h~ and it~ derivatives. T~se
m~els have ~veral liabiliti~, ~uch as the a~i.
trariness of the ~l~t~ even~. Becau~ th~
have no way to ~r~nt de~re~ion a~ ~il ~.
a~e of ~noff, th~ tend to ~e~r~i~ t~ ~ak
runoff rate ~fore develop~nt ~cu~, when the
storage ~tential i~ ~ignifican~ Con~uently,
while the objective i~ to match the ~eveio~
rate, the ta~et ~ ~ high. To
~e for this sho~coming, ba~ ~e d~ign o~ a
~lection of even~ or ap~ly a ~afew favor to flow
rate or storage volume ~ize and di~ha~e rate e~
timates,
A~o~her problem with evem-~s~ m~el~ i~
their inability to deal with unpr~i~able sto~
dynamics, lfa~condstormarrives~forethefi~t

Water Ma~age~nt M~el (SWMM) ~ H~r~
logic Simu~ation Pr~ram-Fo~ran (HSPF~a~
~ implant advan~ge~ ~e.r event.ba~
m~el~. T~ co~uter m~el~ consider ~uch
com~lexiti~ a~ ~oil ~torage and inhltration. Gi~n
~Eicien~ in~ da~ and pm~r u~, t~y can ~i~
ulate a range of condition~ l~nnin~ ~
~ar~ritical condition~ like rain~n-~
cl~ly ~pac~ ~o~ that c~ld cau~ a ~m
~low. On t~ ~her hand, the~ m~el~
quire mo~ and ~er pr~ipi~tion da~ than
o~en available; additional da~ to ~pre~nt ~il~,
t~graphy, and ~etation; and considerable ex~i~.
The Pacific No~h~t i~ al~ d~el~in~
"~noff fil~" for the HSPF m~el. Runoff fil~
unit area hydrograph~ for limitin~i pr~ipi~tion
condition~ a~ ~ite chara~eri~tic~. The u~r
merely ~ifi~ ~o~ chara~ri~ic~ and the
cation. A m~ing r~ine provid~ ~nd ~ize
~lea~ rate.
A~ther No~w~ ~trate~y deal~ with
~temial impact~ of greater total volume~ cau~
by development, even if ~ak ral~ do not increa~. A~ ~im~ out previously, real volu~
control can result onl~ "-gin re~laci~g Io~t depre~sion and ~il storage. ~owever, limiting peak flow
to a ra~e lower than before developmen~ can
least ~a~ially co~nsate for the additional
o~ ~ream channels from extra volume. One
sibiliw i~ ~o limi~ the tw~year ~ak relea~ rate
a~er develop~nt to half of the pr~elop~nt
~ak relea~ rate ~ciat~ with the ~year,
24-~ur~enL

Treatm~t Practice~
Po]]~tion Removal ~echanl, sm~
To pro~rly sp~ify, design, and o~rate t~a~ent
pra~ice~, o~e ne~ ~ under~tand the
ni~m~ that can o~rate to prevent ~llutan~ f~
entering r~eiving water~. Table 8.~ lira all t~
principal ~hanisms that can capture, hold,
transfo~ various class~ of contaminan~ tn
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~e

m Features that help achieve any objective

urban nsnoff and the factors that promote the operation of each mechanism to improve water

Increasing hydraulic residence time

quality.

Low turbulence

A factor to consider in the functioning ot’ all
mechanisms is time. The effectiveness of settling a
solid particle is directly relate~ to the time provided
to complete sedimentation at the particle’s characteri~tic s~tling velocity. "l~rne is also a c~ucial vari.
able to determine the de~ree that chemical and
biological mechanisms operate. Characteristic rates
of chemical reactions and biologically mediated
processes must be recognized to obtain treatment
benefits. For all or" these reasons, water residence
time is the most basic variable to apply effective
treatment practice technolos, y.

Fine, dense herbaceous plants
Medium-fine texlut~.-~:l soil

The. information in Table 8.5 can also be ar-’
ranged by features that promote specific pollutant
control objectives. The following features fulfill
the most common objectives:

’- Features that help adkieve specific objectives
Phosphorus control
::
High soil exchangeable aluminum
and/or iron content
Addition of precipitating agents
Nitrogen control
Alternating aerobic and anaerobic
conditions
Low toxicants
Circumneutral pH
m Metall control
High soil organic content

Iable 8.$~$umman/of pollutant removal mechanlm.
MECHANISM
Physical t, edimemation

POLLUTANTS AFFECTED

!

i Solids, BOO, pathogens; particulate
CO[:), P, N, metals, synthetic organics

PROMOTED IY

I

Low turbulence

Filtration

5~me as sedimentation

Fine, dense herbaceous plants;
constructed filters

Soil incorporation

All

Medium-fine ~exlure

Chemic=i precipitation

Dissolved P, met=Is

High alkalinity

Adsorption

Dissolved P, metals, synthetic o~anics

High soil AI, Fe high soil organics (met.);
circumneutral pH

Ion exchange

Dissolved metals

High soil cation exchange capacity

Oxidation

COD, petroleum hydrocarbons,
synthetic organics

Aerobic conditions

Photolysis

Same as oxidation

High light

Volatilization

Volatile petroleum hydrocarbons and
synthetic organics

High temperature and air movement

Biological microbial
decomposition

BOD, COD, petroleum hydrocarbons,
synthetic organics

Plant uptake and
metabolism

P, N, metals

High plant activity and surface area

Natural die-off"

Pathogens

Plant excretions

Nitrification

NH.1.N

Dissolved oxygen ¯ 2 rn~,
low toxicant, temperature ¯
circumneut~al pH

Denitrification

NO)+NOpN

Anaerobic, low Ioxicants,
temperature ¯ 15"C

High plant $udace area and soil organics

Source: R.R. Homer.
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High ~il ~tion exchange capaci~
Ci~umneutra~ pH
m O~ani~nt~
Aerobic condition~
High light
High ~il ~anic con~nt
Low toxican~ ~
Ci~um~uval pH
These featur~ differ in what d~r~ of co~
trol the treatment system d~igner a~ ~rator
have over the o~ration. Fo~unately, ~ral ~atures that oromote all favorable mechanisms (~
sibly excluding the ~il) a~ under a high degr~
of control. Featur~ tha~ pm~ mo~ s~ific
objec(iv~ ~uire more inte~ention, ~ch as d~
veloping some desir~ ~il condition,

Sources of Detailed Information
The main treat~nt pra~ic~, the principl~ that
govern their operation, and the primaw design
considerations are featur~ in a num~r of governmem manuals and o~r te~. The~ ~
are valuable in planning, d~ign, plan ~view,
construction,, and o~rational a~iviti~. ~e primaw reference, hoover, should ~ the manual
of the jurisdi~ion whe~ the site is I~at~. In addition to the material pr~nt~ in this cha~ter
and the listed ~urces, Chapter 14 incluaes inspection checklists and diagrams that p~ide d~
~iis on design configurations and o~rations,

Storage ~actices
Wet Pon~
Ponds r~uce runoff ~llutan~ by seffiing ~lids
and allowing a varie~ of physical, chemical, and
biological mechanisms to capture or transfo~
dissolved ~llutanu. Seffie~nt of fine ~lids and
the ~luble ~llutant re~val mechanisms all ~~uire time in quiescent or ~1 storag~mm ~eral days to as many as th~ w~ for maximum
~ormance. Therefore, ~t ~nds, which have a
~anent storage ~1, offer su~tantially
greater treatment advantages than ~nds that dw
out ~n storms.. Units they are li~, m~t
~nds infiltrate ~ water ~ ~e ~il and are
ohen refer~ to as retentio~detention ~nds.
Figure 14.9 illustrates a ~pical w~ ~nd,
showing a nu~r ot: the design r~om~dations
discus~d in :he following ~ragraphs.

PART L T~I ~
E S~lng Calculatlo~ and ~d ~o~.
~ce. Unlike in the design of wast~ater tmalment plan~, knowi~ge is ins~i~c~nt as ~ to
d~ign runoff ~nds to ob~in a s~ific I~1
treat~nL However, EPA’s Nation,de U~n
Runoff Pr~ram (NURP)includ~ a c~~
si~ inv~tigation of ~nd ~sign a~ as~iat~
~ormance at 13 I~ations. The in~tigati~
conclud~ ~at ~or~nce could ~st ~
~atistically to ~he "~lume ratio." This is t~ ratio
of ~1 ~orage volume to "mean ~ ~lu~,"
ass~iat~a ~atistical wi~measurethe Iong-te~eXpressingave~’aget~’ m~ffrain~lU~
quantiW (U.S. Environ. ProL ABency, 1986).
EPA p~uc~ total sus~nd~ mlids
moral cuw~ for different climatological
Figu~ 8.3, ~r example, sh~s the cu~ ~r all
the Unit~ Stat~ ea~ of the 96~ ~ridian,
proximately along lhe w~tem Min~ ~.
R~u~ions of other ~llutants w~ ~la~
total suspend~ solids KSS), as illu~rat~ in Figure 8.4. Generally, a volu~ ratio of a~t 2.5
n~es~w to ach;eve 75 percent TSS ~u~i~,
whe~ co~ndin8 phosphorus ;r~oval is
proximately 50 ~rcent. Each in)c~n~l
crea~ of the ratio a~ve 2.5 yields d~reaslns
~nefiu, refl~in8 the fa~ that ~he ~llu~n~ e~
i~ to capture are remov~ fi,L ~e r~ul~ i~icare ~ha~ ~llutants with significant am~n~ in
dissolv~ fo~s cannot ~ r~uc~ by ~ t~n
50 to 60 ~rcent in a ~t ~nd.
In the phosphorus example, ~u~ ~
~ent is approached only as the volu~
grows toward 5. Ponds of ~his size 8e~rally
vide ~o lo thr~ w~ks of ~1 stooge hydraulic
r~idence (i~ and consu~ 3 to 7 ~ent of
contributing catchment, de~nding on im~i~s
area, slo~s, rainfall characteristics, a~ o~er facto~ ~alker, 1987; Hanigan, 1989; Kulzer, 1989).
Fu~her improvement in phosphorus rem~al ~n
~ achi~ in ~veral ways, al~)ugh all ~
pra~ical limitations(Walker, 1987). ~y i~l~
m D~nin8 the ~nd, although a
pra~ical limit of perhaps 2.5 m (a~ 8 ~
is im~ by ~he ~ssibiliW that ~e
waters may ~ome anaerobic;
m Infiltrating more water;
m Enhancing ~he plug-fl~ ch;ira~ri~iG
by design feature;
m In,ailing ce~in aquatic plan~, ~r~
coupl~ with regular ha~tinl~;~
m Chemical treatment.
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Figure 8.4---Reductions of lead (Pb), phosphorus (P), copper
(Cu), and zinc (Zn) in relation to total wspended solids (T$S)
reduction in wet pond.
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A number of agencies have adopted the
NURP pond guidelines as a design basis, including
the Metropolitan Washington Council of Govemments (Schueler, 1987), the Federal Highway Ad.
ministration (Dorman et al. 1988), and the state of
California (Camp, Dresser, McKee et al. 1993).
The guidelines help set performance objectives fo~
pollutants of interest and calculate the pool storage volume from the graph and climatological statistics for the region to reach those objectives.
Other agencies have specified either a cerrain runoff quantity or a precipitation event as the
design basis. For example, treating the first 1 in
(2.5 cm) of runoff provides treatment to most
storms and total runoff volume in an average year.
The Washington Department of Ecology (1992)
selected the six-month, 24-hour rainfall event as
the "water quality design storm." The treatment
system (the pool storage in a wet pond) should
provide sufficient volume to hold runoff from this
storm. In Seattle, this event produces about 1.2 in
(3.05cm)ofrain. Withameanrainstormof0.48
in (1.22 cm) at this location, the NURP volume
ratio is thus approximately 2.5 for any runoff coefficient.
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I Design Recommendations. Better performante can be expected by enlarging the surface
area to gain volume as opposed to deepening the
pond. ~, large surface area-to-volume ratio shortens the solids’ settling distance and allows betler
aeration and light penetration to promote biologica~ pollutant removal mechanisms.
Other design features are also important to
performance. Features that reduce the tendency
of water to short circuit, which raises actual bydraulic residence times toward the theoretical
values, include the following (Schueler, 1987;
Horner etal. 1989.: Kulzer, 1989):
m Two or more distinct cells to promote
plug/low;
i Effective ien~h-to-width rabo of at least
5:1, preferably, and at least 3:1 at a
minimum;
m Inlet and outlet remote from each other
or shieldedbybaffling;
i Low inlet veloci[y;
1 Uniform flow distribution across the inlet
pond; and
i Discharging water with minimum
turbulence from mid-depth rather than near
the bed or surface,
Other safety features that should be incorporated in wet pond designs include the following:
I Side slopes of at least three horizontal to
one vertical;
i ,~n emergency overflow weir stabilized
to avoid erosion and possible failure during
high flow;
i ,*, shallow "safety bench" at least 10 ft
(3 m) wide at the toe of the slope
surrounding the perimeter;
¯" A buffer planted to discourage young
children from approaching the pond;
i ~,n outlet structure placed out of reach to
children; and
i Fencing to protect children from any
remaining dangerous areas.
E~tended-Detentlon Dry Ponds
With insufficient time to operate dissolved pollutant removal mechanisms, sedimentation is the
main means to reduce pollutants in extended.
detention basins. This method is especially good
for capturing so}ids or other conta’minant~ con-

PART I. Technical ~
netted with paniculates. In fact, I(uo et al. (1988)
showed that extended detention was more costeffective compared to dry or wet ponds or infiltra.
tion. This practice can also be the best choice
where water is insufficient or tc~) unreliable to
sustain a wet pond or constructed wetland.

"~"

I Sizing C~lculaZions and F-.xp~ct~d Perform.
ane.~. Like~ wet ponds, extended-detention dry
ponds are usually sized to capture a particular
fraction of the runoff. In addition, this type of
pond drains within a set period when filled with
the design runoff volume, [ypically 24 to 40
hours.
Four NURP extended-detention ponds in
Washington, D.C., with detention times of four to
18 hours offered at least 70 percel~t TSS removals
with at least six hours of detention, and long-term
total phosphorus reductions ranging from 1.1 to 56
percent (Schueler and Helfrich, 1989). Based on
these somewhat conflicting re.sulLy, Schueler
(1987) estimated the upper limit o~f possible phosphorus reduction at 40 to 50 I~rcent aftee 48
hour~. Others, however, view the reliable
ciency to be much lower, perhaps 20 to 33 percent (Gibbet al. 1991 ). Schueler el: al. (1992) now
appear to agree with that assessrc~nt, quoting 10
to 30 percent. Stahre and Urbonas (1990) ana.
lyzed the available estimates of long-term
ciencies for various pollutants with ¯ 40-hour
detention time, as follows:
TSS
50 to 70%
chemical oxygen demand
20 to 40%
total phosphorus and
total nitrogen
10 to 20%
lead
75 to 90%
zinc
30 to 60%,
hydrocarbons
S0 to 70%,
bacteria
SO to 90%
.
| Design Recommendations.
Extended-de.
tention pond ~erformance generally bene/i13 from
the same design features as wet ponds to prevent
short circuiting. Schueler (1987) ~¢ommends incorporating ~l~e removal capabilities of plan~ by
managing I~rt of the oasin as a shallow wetland.
Schueler and Helfrich (1989) sugge!,~ an exlendeddetention wet pond, with a relatively small penna.
nent ~ that ex~nds temporarily.
011 Separators
Oil separators, devices that separate dispersedoiJ
and water, are limited to capturing free or Uno
emulsified oil. The two basic types are the,~meri°
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can Petroleum Institute (API) separator and the
coalescing plate (CP) separator. The API separator
is a baffled tank that separates large volumes of
free oil. The CP device separates free oil in much
smaller volumes because it provides a large surface area for oil collected by the corrugated plate
pack. Various spill-control devices are sometimes
included in this type of treatment practice. The
unit is used to catch small spills-it is not capable
of separating dispersed oil. Figure 8.14 illustrates
three oil separators.
API and CP separators were developed for
industrial wastewater treatment. This wastewater
is generally much higher in oil than most urban
runoff, flow rates are more uniform, and the unit
can get more operator attention. The separators
are best used when discharge concentrations o~
oil and grease are higher than usually measured in
general u~oan runoff. These concentrations are
usually beJow 20 mg/L~ofien far below, unless
an oil spill has occurred. Even the best CP separatore cannot reduce concentrations below 10
rag/L, however. Therefore, these devices should
be used mainly where petroleum products are
handled, where vehicle traffic is heavy (e.g.,
trucking bases), and possibly where automobiles
frequently come and go (expanding and contracling engine seals leak more oil than when engines
run continuously). Otherwise, vegetated treatments can handle the usual relatively low concentrations. Spill control units should be installed
anywhere slugs of oil could enter runoff, including residential areas where individual automotive
maintenance is common,

I Sizing Calculations and E, xpect~ed Per[orrnante. Following are procedures to size the two
basic types of separators:
A.=I SEPAI.ATOi~
1. Find oil drop rising velocity (Vo, cm/s):
Vp = (G/18 ¯ p) ¯ (dp- dc)D2
where:

[1]

tz == Dynamic viscosity of oil at
coldest service temperature (use
0.015 poise at 5"C if no other
information is available);

d=- d~ = Density difference between oil
and water (use 0.1 8,/cc if no
other information is available);
D = Oil drop diameter (use 0.006 cm
if no other information is
available).
Convert Vp to fi/s by dividing by 30.48 cm/fi:

2. Find depth (d, ft):
d ¯ (60. Q/2. vh)°’s

[2]

Q ¯ Design fl(~v rate (cfs);
V~ ¯ Horizont;d velocity (3 ft/min or
15 times Vp, whichever is
smaller; 0.$ fl/min is
recommended if no other
=.
information is available).
Recommended range ,, 2 to 8 ft.
where:

3. Set width in the range 2 to 3.33 times the
depth.
Recommended range =. 4 to 16
4. Find length (L, ft):
L - (d/Vp). Vh
where:

Vp - 0.033 ft/min is recommended if
no other information is available.

5. Set baffle height-to-depth ratios at 0.85 for top
baffles and0.2forbottombaffles.

1. Find Vp as above.
2. Find effective separation area ¯ (~VI~.
3. Select a unit from a manufacturer’s catalog
that provides at least the needed effective sep
aration area.
A CP separator is theoretically capable
capturing free oil droplets down to S ~m in diameter, although that performance requires a large
unit. In contrast, the API t~pe is practically limited
to removing drops with diameters no smaller than
150 gin. How each reduces concentration
pends on oil characteristics. CP separators can
generally produce an effhJent in runoff having no
more than 10 mg,/L oil and grease.
| Design Recommendations. A CP separator is
marketed both with plates horizontal and at an
anRle. Angled plates are I~ss prone to clogging by
solids. The normal place~nent is 45 to 60 degrees
from horizontal. Plates should be closely spaced to
minimize oil rise distance without confining the
flow so much as to raise velocity to a high level
and create excessive turbulence; 3/4 in (1.90 cm)
is a common spacing. Specific recommendations
to improve success with API and CP units are the
following:
m Exclude runoff from roofs and other
areas not likely to contain oil;
’- Place any pump I:~ing used downstream
- so as to prevent mechanical emu!_sification;
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m Avoid det~nt u~ ups~am to p~ent
chemical emulsification;
i Provide a forebay siz~ at 20 fi2
(; .86 m~) of su~ace a~a ~r 10,~ fi2
(929.0 m~) of drainase a~a; and
m Provide an affe~ay in ~ich to place
ab~n~. ’
,
Vegetative Practices
S~al~ and Filter St~ps
Treat~nt pra~ices that use te~es~ial Rras~ a~
other fine he~ac~us plants are sometimes call~
biofiltration. These p~ants ran ~ ins~ll~ in a
channel in which water fl~s at some dept~
swal~r on a br~d sudace area that has sh~t
flow--a filter strip. Biofilters can al~ have w~land plants in areas with ~he hydrology to sustain
them.
A vege~t~ treatment striv~ ~r ~ plant
stand that ~es as a g~ filter. Ideal chara~eristics are dense, unifo~ gro~h of fine-stemm~
plants toterant of the a~ea’s water and ciimatologi,

PART I. Te~l I~
cal, soil, and ~t c~ditions. Native plan~ 8e~rally combine t~ ~st pm~i~. Plan~
mainly as fil~rs; ~llu~nt uptake is not a ~
~nt removal m~hanism. Therefc~, a num~r
of s~cies and mix~ appropriate ~ t~ a~a will
I S~lng Calcu~o~ ~nd ~d Pe~o~~. The ~ul~ of a ~mance in~tigati~
of a grass s~ale, ~ently complet~ in the
~und area of Washington (~unicil~lity Metro.
~a~le, 1992), ~fin~ a previ~sly develo~ d~
sign procure and r~ommend~ design featur~
consistent with 8~ ~ffo~ance. Tlhe ~
~ils ~e ~11 design prague, criter~i, and ~ui~
lines that a~exce~t~ he~.
Figu~ 8.5, which ~mmarizes the
ance ~ul~, ~o~ that the swale was relati~ly
effe~ive in capturin8 ~lids, oils, and t~ lea~
~luble metals. The swale
I~s eff~ive
m~ ~luble ~tals, es~ially their dis~l~
f(a~ions, and less yei for phosphonjs. Nil~en
(not sh~n) exhibit~ li~le if any ~m~al;
colifo~’s capture was inconsistent. T~ref~,
biofilters sh~ld generally ~ con~der~ ~e

Figure 8.5~verage ~llu~nt ~1 ~er ~x ~om in a S~, s~le wi~ ~ ave~e h~ulic
midence ti~ of nine mi~l~

TP~. total ~ml~m
T m total
BAP - biologically available p~
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treatment only to reduce solids and oil. In fac~
they are a better choice than oil separators to remove low concentrations of oil and grease from
urban runoff. Vegetation can reduce concentralions to even lower levels, while no feasible separator can decrease them below 10 ms/L. The
vegetation option is also much cheaper. One theory suggests that biofilters reduce nutrients considerably~oetter if growth is carefully mowed and
removed before it dies and releases.phosphorus
and nitrogen; however, that hypothesis is unproven.
The design procedure uses Manning’s equalion of open channel flow to obtain a swale wio~h
for a given flow and slope and selected water
depth. The velocity resulting in this size channel
is then compared to a criterion, and the len~h is
calculated using a hydraulic residence time criterion. A key study result is that a residence time of
nine minutes is needed to achieve the highest and
most reliable performance. Performance began to
deteriorate noticeably when residence time fell
below five minutes, recommended as the absolute minimum. A filter strip design is handled in
the same general way but with a more shallow
flow depth. Steps are as follows:
1. Determine the design flow rate (Q, c’fs) by appropriate hydrologic analysis. Use as a basis
continuous simulation with a computer
model, a design rainfall event (e.g., six-month,
24-hour storm), or a set fraction of total runoff
(e.g., first inch),
2. Determine slope (s, ft/ft) and select vegetation,
design vegetation height, and shape if a swale,
Normally, swales are parabolic or trapezoidal
to avoid erosion in sharp comers of rectangular or V shapes. The trapezoidal shape is easier
to construct and will tend to assume a para.
bolic shape over time.
3. Set design flow depth (y, fi). A grass swale’s
depth should not exceed one-third of the grass
height in infrequently mowed swales, or onehalf of the grass height in regularly mowed
swales, up to a maximum of 3 in (7.62 cm). In
swales with wetlands vegetation, the depth
should be at least 2 in (5.08 cm) below the
height of the shortest species. A filter strip’s
depth should be no more than 0.5 in
(1.27 cm).
4. Solve Manning’s equation for the width, using
the conditions established in steps 1 through 3.
Q -l.49"A.R°’~7.s°S/n

[4]

~,,re:

A ¯ CtosHection~l area (ft~);
R ¯ Hydraulic radius (f~)
perimeter;
Mannin;l~’s roughness coefficient.
n¯
The Puget Sound study used experiments to
determine a value of n for flow below the full
height of a local common grass mix. The recommended values are, unless other informa-" ¯ lion is available, 0.20 in (0.S cm) for grass
biofihers to be mowed regularly and those
with herbaceous wel=land plants and 0.24 in
(0.6 cm) for infrequently mowed swales.
Solutions of Manning’s equation for two configurations follow:
’rlA~IZOID,~t SWAL!
b ¯ Q" (n/1.,9). yl.S7.

T ¯ b ÷ 2" y" Z

[6]

FILTEI b’TIIP
T - Q. (n/1.,19) ¯ ylJ,7.
~t~ere:

T¯
b¯
Z¯

Top width
Bottom width (ft);
Side slope (h/ft; should be no
steeper than 3 horizontal to 1
vertical).
The bottom width of a swale should be no less
than 2 fi (0.61 m) if it will be mowed and no
more than 8 fi (2.44 mS, unless it will be hand
finished to gel a completely level bottom. If b
does not fit into this range, investigate how Q
can be reduced by splitting flow, or set b ¯ 8
(2.44 m) and proce~.,d with the analysis, or
specify hand finishing.

S. Compute A for theconfiguration:
TIAFr’tOIDAL SWALE
A ¯ b. y ÷ Z. y~
FILTEI STEIP
A ¯ T. y

[9]

6. Find flow velocity ~I, h/s): V
greater than 0.9 h/s, which will knock over
most grass and reduce settling of finer partictes, investigate how Q can be reduced, or
change the width and/or depth.
7. Compute length (L, ft):
L =V.I-60dmin

[10]
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~ere: t -

H~raulic ~idence ti~ (rain);
t should ~ at lea~ nine man,
preferably, and ~ I~s I~n fi~
man.
For swales, L sh~ld ~ at least 1~ ~ (30.38
m), a Jength ~1~ which fl~ s~ ci~uitinB
is more likety. If the len~ in a ~raigh~ configura~ion cannot ~ fit to the si~, in~i~ate
using a wid~radius cu~ ~th, ~ucin~ Q
or changin~ the wid~ an~ dept.

8. If flows la~er ~an ~ can enter ~ bio~lter,
t~e ~rass pro~ably will ~ kn~k~ over and
prov;de no trea~em umil ~t ~ upright
a~ain. T~refo~, fl~ regulation u~t~am or
a b~pass are ~om~n~. If one of th~
measures is ~t p~ov~d~, ~e vel~i~ an~
~ep~ w~th the la~es~ flow rate mug ~ ~lculated. If ~he vel~;~y ~s a~ve a levi kno~ to
be eros~ve, the fadliW m~s~ ~ enla~ to accomm~ate it (use 3 ~s maximum, if other information is lacking). The calculation pr~
dure is standard and cover~ in ~n channel
discussions in fluid mechanics text, as well as
in the previously cit~ re~.
9. If the biofiher is a swale, once t~ ~ximum
possible depth of flow is ~tablish~, s~i~
the swale’s final depth. It should ~ at least 6 in
(15.24 cm) d~r than ~e maximum ~ible
flow depth,

I ~sfgn Recommendation. T~ following
features maximize the success in ~tablishing
biofihers and in their~ormance:
m Locate the biofiher away from ~ildin8
and tree shadows to avoid p~r plant
growth from lack of sunlight.
= If the longitudinal slo~ is I~s than 2
~rcent or the water table can reach the
r~( zone of vegetation, plant
water-resistant vegetation to su~i~
standing water or install an unde~rain
system to assist drainage. Howev~,
underdrains may not ~ pra~ical with a
la~e fiker strip.

m ~ke t~ lateral slo~ enti~lry unif~
to a~id any tenden~ f~ t~ flc~ to
chan~l~e.
~ Intr~uce ~e fl~ m that entrance
~l~i~ is dissipat~ quickJy,
di~r;~t~ uni~ly, a~ emsic~
a~id~ (e.g., by using a riprap
means of I~el ~adin~.
~~

Natur~ Wetl~
~efiands naturally ~ulate ~th water q~ali~
and quanfi~. In ~em years, nat~ral w~lands
¯ ha~ ~n u~ for ~h pu~, ~tim~
with ensin~rin~ chan~es such as r~if~
fl~ a~ ~tJ~ gru~ur~. This
i~ally unce~ain, since ~tlands
"wa~e~ of the Uni~ Stat~" under ~e Clean
Water ~ (~A). ~s~n~ such wa~e~ to
and treat waste is ~enerally prohibit~L H~er,
m~ interpm~tions of the ~A allow t~ pracrice under limit~ ci~umstanc~. EPA’s ~liw
not to u~ natural wetlands to ~mat u~n mnoff.
~ oup, wetlands treat water by ~fault w~n
t~ hap~n to ~eive m~ff fr~ an u~niz~
wate~h~.
There~re, ~e a~ention has ~n ~id tO
managing ~tlands r~eivin8 u~an runoff to
learn how ~8ative impa~ can
minimize. The Puget Sound
Sto~water Management R~earch Pr~ram is a
long-term (1986-1996) comprehensive effo~ to
follow ecological developmen~ in wetlands
through the urbanization proc~s and learn what
caus~ d~radation and how it might be avoidS.
The program has pr~uced pmlimi~ry manage.
ment guidelines (Kin8 Coun~ Remur. Plann. S~.
1993), with continu~ refinement as n~re infor.
mation ~co~s available. The following su~
ma~ excerp~ key Ruideline provisions. S~cifics
~nain to freshwater,palustrine wetlands in the
Pacific Northwest, but these limi~ w(~ld likely
~ appropriate in similar communiti~.
I Nanagement Guideline. Hallmar~ are to

~ If the longitudinal slo~ is in t~ 4 to 6
~rcent range, provide c~ck da~
approximately eve~f 50 to 1 ~ fi (15.24 to
30.48 m) to r~uce ’veldts. Hoover,
check dams may not ~ pra~ical on a la~er
filter strip.

m Mana~ on a watersh~ or su~asin
~ale and context, so Ihat the values of all
water resou~es are consider~ and all
alternatives for ~lvin8 water qualily and
quantity problems are evalua~.

~ If the slo~ on which a s~te is in~all~
exceeds 6 ~rcent, place swale ~ Vaverse
the slope so that no slo~s reach more than
4 percent, or 6 ~rcent with check dams.

= Emphasize pra~ices, ~ch as
controls, tha~ prevent the development of
problems. Back up those approaches with
measures that reduce the e~ of
problems ~fore wetlands or other water
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resources are involved, such as
pretreatments,
The guidelines are presented here as an example of a state strategy for managing wetlands.
The guidelines, consistent with legal interpretations made by EPA Region 10 and the Washington
Department of Ecology, state the condition~ under
which, natural wetlands can be u.~,~l for improving
runoffquality:
-’ Situations must he analyzed case by case;
m Restoration or enhancement of a
previously degraded wetland is warranted,
and ~her wetland functions can be u~r~
along with henefiting runoff wat~ quality;
m ~rce control and treatment practices are
applied in accordance with specific gui~li~
recommendations, and any prevaili~ wate~
quali~ standa~s are metj and
¯ " The wetland is not one of certain rare or
otherwise valuable type~,--estuarine,
forested, peatland, or otherwise designated
by recognized heritage and preservation
programs--and does not provide habitat for
rare, threatened, or endangered species,
The law is even less clear about the status of
wetlands proposed for use only for runoff storage
or incidentally affected by urban runoff. Of
course, since all runoff contains contaminant~,
any distinction is artificial. Still, potential hydrologic effects are distinct from water quality impacts. In fact, the Puget Sound research has found
that hydrologic change has more implicalions
than water quality for wetland ecosystems where
runoff is relatively low in pollutants. This program
has devoted considerable effort to quantifying
these hydrologic impact~keying especially on
plant and amphibian communities--and devising
guidelines to overcome them. The following hydrologic guidelines specify limits on the wetland’s
hydroperiod--the depth (stage), frequency, duration, and pattern of inundation.

]. Depth limits--all wetlands, all year
Limit postdevelopment increase in annual
maximum depth to 11.81 in (30 cm) (for 1.01.
to-100-year return interval rainfall events).
Limit postdevelopment average monthly
water level fluctuation (WLF) to
m ,~,n increase of 1.97 in (5 cm) if
predevelopment WLF is greater than or
equal to 5.9 in (15 cm);

(Jd~n Runoff Treatment Pr~ctJc~
m A maximum of 7.9 in (20 cm) if
predevelopment VVLF is less than 5.9 in
(15 cm).
Note: WLF-Maximum depth - average
depth in a time period.
2. Frequency and duration llmi~
These guidelines envision a fluctuating stage
: : over time before development that could fluctuate more, both higher and lower; after development, these greater fluctuations are called
"excursions." The guidelines set limits on the
amount of the excursions and the total time,
over one or more episocl~0 that can occur in a
given period,
All wellandr~.-February I - May 31
m Limit postdevelopment stage
excursions of up to 3,14 in (8 cm) abo~
the p~edevelopment stage to a total
duralion of :~4 hou~ in any ~O-day ~riod.
All wetland=--June 1 - September 30
=" Limit po~development stage excursions
above or below the predevelopment stage
to no more than 1 ! .81 in (30 on).
m Limit po~tdevelopment stage
excursions of up to 5.9 in (15 cm) above or
below the predevelopment stage to a total
duration of 72 hours in any 30.day period.
m Limit postdevelopment increase or
decrease in dry period--when pools dry
down to the soil surface everywhere in
the wetland-.~otwoweeks.
Peat wetlands-..bogs ;and fens (as more specif.
icaJly defined by the Washington Department
of Ecology)
m Limit postdevelopment stage
excursions above the predevelopment
~age of any amount to no more than once
a year.
’- Limit postdeveh)pment stage
excursions of up to 5.9 in (15 cm) above

or below the predevelopment stage to a
total durationof24hours.
Forested wetlands and zones--wetlands or
zones with at least 30 percent cover of trees at
least 20 fi (6.1 m) tall
" Limit postdevelopment stage
excursions of up to 7.9 in (20 cm) above
the predevelopment stage to a total
duration of 48 hours in any seve.n-day
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~ri~ durin~ ~rch 1 ~y 31 andto
96 hou~ over the full g~wing ~,
March 1 to Augu~ 31.
m Avoid ~iment accumulati~ of m~
than 7.9 in (~0 cm) in ~ny year.
~d~e meado~tlands or zones wi~ at
least 20 an~or~ent~i]ichiumC~er by ~x, £1~haris,
5cimus,
~ Avoid ~ment ~ccumulation of~
lhan S.~ in H S cm) in Iny ~eir.
These ~uideli~ ire ftirly complex to ~p~ly.
Establishin~ ~r~evelo~nt condi~i~s r~uir~
e~ther monimrin8 w~ler levels or lccur~ hyd~
Iosic m~elin~.
o~ili~s
only ~ establish~ b~ pr~i~ive m~elini. ~
imrin~ n~ not ~ done with cominu~d~ ~
cording instru~n~; simple crest-stage and s~ff
gages ,re ad~uate. Howler, a continues simulation by computer model is almmt n~es~ f~
~stdevelopment analysis,
The guidelines are aim difficult to ~;
~ak runoff rate control ~lone is not e~ugh, ~
total ~noff volum~ must ~lm ~ controll~ to
prevent hydro~ri~ changes in a storage basin
like a wetland. As ~int~ out in the ~i~s di~
cussion of quantity control, volume con~ol is ~ccomplish~ only through infiltrating excess ~ff
produc~ by u~an landsca~.
Construc~d Wetlan~
Wetlands s~cifically constru~ to capture ~1lutants from runoff draining ur~n and lgriculrural areas are gaining affention as ~tile
treat~nt o~tions. Several ~jor wor~ ha~ ~
cently cover~ constru~ wetland ~atment, including Hammer (1989), Strecker et al. (1992),
Olin (1992), and ~hueler (1992). Homer
(1992a) assembl~ a ~on c~ manual incor~rating findings and recom~ndations fr~
the~ various ~urces. This di~ussion dra~ on
these re~u~ and should provide a conci~
summa~ of the current s~te of ur~n ~noff treatment by constm~ wetlands and ~ to pr~
c~d in developing proj~,
From a legal and ~ulato~ s=nd~int, construct~ wetlands are design~, built, and cominuously maintain~ to treat waste. Thus, under t~
~ they are not regard~ as "waters of the
United States." While no regulations control
water quality within, discha~e is r~ulat~ in the
same way as any treat~nt system,

PART L Te~
~is ~ignation con~as~ ~th ~tlands
~iJt for ~ pu~ as mitigation of ~tla~
J~s~ und~ ~A i~ion 4~ or 1o ~velo~ w~Th~ s~e~ have the ~me legal ~t~ions
Mtu~l w~s, includin~ prohibition ~in~
con~in8 ~ ~atin8 waste. ~ey usually
multip~ ~ions, with water quali~ im~
~nt only ~iden~l; enterin~ wa~r mu~
ma~ to p~vent damage ~ inten~
lions. A c~ wetland ~lso diffe~ in ~r~ l~ t~1 slItus from i well~nd
which ~t~s ~ desr~d~ ~m with
~crei~e ~ ~ion~l lbili~ ~o ~e conditi~
c~in8 i~ ~rid~tion. If the wetland is ~t co~
plelely ~ bm o~ or ~re funnies
~ ~ ~h~nc~ ~tllnds ~1~ I~ ~
I~ti pr~m ~ n~turll
~ ~i~i~l advantag~ ofco~st~
I~ o~ ~r ~ea~n~ a~
m ~ di~rsi~ in stmGure, which ~
~1 for relatively eff~ti~ control
~t
m W~rangeofmtenti~l side
-- Re,silly low mainten~n~ cm~;
m ~ ~pplicabiliw and mine reli~b~
~ ~n infil~tion.
~e di~dvantag~ of constmct~ wetlands
inclu~
-- Lapland r~uirements for ~uiv.len,
~ice lhan wet ~nds and o~er s~ems,
~ially if intend~ io ~ quant~
~ll~squali~con~olpu~;
m Relati~ly high c~s~ion .c~;
m Dela~ efficiency until plan~ a~ ~ll
~abli~; .
= U~ain~ in design, constru~ion, and
~rating criteria is a drawback a~ually
plaguing com~titive ~thods as well;
~ ~bl~concern a~ut nui,nces~atcan
devel~ with ~noff construct~ ~tla~s if
care is ~t ~ken in siting, d~isn,
c~r~mn, and ~rati~.
~ S~lng ~ic=~tEo~ and ~pected
anc~ Stmcker et al. (1992), in a full literature
vi~ of ~th natural and conszruct~ wetla~s to
control ru~ff ~llution, consider~ ~re than
140 ~rs and ream and assembl~ de=il~
information ~ 18 U.S. I~ations. Median ~llu-._
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rant removals in constructed wetlands were 80.5
percent for total suspended solids (’[SS), 44.5 percent for ammonia-nitrogen (NH~-N), 58.0 percent
for total phosphorus (’rP), 83.0 percent for lead
(Pb), and 42.0 percent for zinc (Zn). Coefficients
of variation (ratio of the standard deviation to the
mean) for these contaminants ranged from 27.7 to
56.1 percent, showing both substantially higher
and Iowa= performance than the median levels.
Pollutant reductions in constructed wetlands
overall were. higher than in natural ones, attributed to the specific design features and more intensive management,
Schueler (1992) recommends wetlands designs based on the overall literature. He estimates
the performance of wetlands designed as he re<:ommends as shown in Table 8.6. He considers
these efficiencies to be provisional pending monitoring of the new systems,
Table 8.6--Projected Ions-term pollutant removal
rates for wetlands constructed.
POLLUTANT
TSS

J REMOVAL RATE (%)=
75
45b

TP
TN

25

BOD, COD, TOC

15

Pb

75

Zn

50

FC

2 orders of magnitude

= Lower by an unknown amount for pocket wetlands.
b 65 perCent in pond/marsh system.
~ 40 percent in pond/marsh syslem,
Source: Schueter. 1992.
Several ways to arrange constructed wetlands, based on runoff quality and quantity control requirements, are to
" Place a runoff quantity control device
on-line and a constructed wetland off-line
to treat all runoff up to a certain volume;
’- Construct a wetland with a permanent
pool zone for treatment and a fluctuating
storage zone and discharge control sized for
peak runoff rate control; and
" Construct a wetland only for treatment in
situations where quantity control is not
required,

The first arrangement I:~,nefits from the fact
that most pollutant mass loading over time is
transported by runoff from the more frequent,
smaller storms, and the first flush from the less frequent, larger storms. This arrangement is recommended where runoff quamity control is required
because (1) the relatively shallow depths needed
to maintain wetlands are somewhat inconsistent
~with the larRe storage volume needed for quantity
control, and (2) large surges of water can damage
the wetland.
Basic sizing decisions involve the pool storage volume (Vp), surface area, depth contouring
(plus fluctuating storage volume, if runoff quantity
control will be provided)--.4he same dimensions
required in sizing a wet pond. At this point, constructed wetland technology has established no
procedures to determine volume based on desired
performance efficiencies and pollutant removal
mechanisms. Accordingly, pool storage volume
should be sized the same for wet ponds (see previous explanation).
Schueler (1992) illustrates four design concepts to configure constructed wetlands in the
Mid.Atlantic area. To establish the wetland surface area (Awl, start by ~e’lectin8 a trial mean
depth (D) from the followin8 approximate ranges
(after Schueler, 1992):
Shallow marsh
Pond/marsh
Extended-detention wetland
permanent pool
extended-detention zone
Pocket wetland

0.30-0.45 m
0.60-0.85 m
0.25-0.30 m
1.0 m
0.15-0.40 m

Using the trial mean depth, calculate surface
area by Aw = VWD.
After determinin8 satisfactory basic dimensions, allocate depths to the different wetland
zones according to the design concept. Schueler
(1992) recommends the following zones to obtain
diversity in structure and treatment capabilities:
Deep areas--30-180 cm deep, no
emergent vegetatior~--forebay,
micropools, deep water pools and
channels
Low marsh--15-30 cm below normal pool
High marsh---0-15 cm below normal pool
Irregularly inundated zone-.-above normal
pool
Schueler also supplies approximate depth allocations for the various zones and design concepts.
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J ~s~gn Recommendatio~. Identi~ a~
I. S~e SeJe~
adopt a natural wetland that ~o~s water ~ual.
Evaluate a ~ive site ca~lly ~fo~
iW control well and u~ it as a ~erence m~e!.
~king a ~l~ion. Table 8.7 summariz~ t~
Natural wetlands control water qualiw ~ause of
~jor considerations that s~uld ~ analyze.
their st~ure. Therefore, the elemen~ of ~is nat~ile an anal~is r~uires 8atl~rin8 siBnifi.
ural ~ru~ure must ~ ~reat~ in a ~tlands.
~nt da~, it i~ es~ntial.
Na~ral wetlands tend to have a m~ c~plex
strumure than do mo~ ~noff treat~nt s~tems.
A viable con~m~ wetla~s de~s
This complexiW all~ a range of m~hanisms to
ad~ua~ and ~eady water ~pply. A w~ter
operate and dive~ ~llutan~ to ~ treat~. The
budget sh~ld ~ carefully cons’~ to
result is relatively high efliciencies, com~ to
Jure ~at water is available and in~ at tea~
cornering alternatives. St~mural complexiW can
~lance outpu~ ~roughout ~e
~ ctea~ wi~ high marsh ~ninsulas a~ i~
lands.
I+P+D+5 >O+E~,R
[11]
A strumurally complex s~em is ~ ex~re:
I = ~ace infix;
~nsive and difficult to con~ ~an a simple
one. In ~me cas~, ~ ~y n~ to dis~n~ ~th
P = ~ipi~tl~;
a few featu~ of an ~eal s~em. In addition, a
D = Gmu~aterdi~;
complex design may not ~ faithfully const~.
S
= Wetland storaEe
Therefore, design ~nnel should ~ in the field
calculation
to interpret the design and guide c~stm~ion.
O = Su~ace ou~ow;
A const~cted wetland mu~ have e~ugh
E = Eva~anspiration;
ti~ to develop ~fo~ it is put in full ~ice. AtR
- Gmu~w~ter~h~le.
tempts to shon-ci~uit ecological p~ ~
over-management will probably fail.
(All uni~ are in terms of volut~ or wat~
depth ~er the wetland ~ace.)

O

Table 8.7~omi~ratiom in sel~ing c~tm~ wel~ ~ile.

Land use and
general

Land ~vailabili~
Existing site u~ a~ vai~
Site problems (e.g., prev~s dumpin~ utili~ li~)
Adjacent la~ use and value
Conn~ion to wildlife comdo~ and ~lential ~ adjacent areas m ~ bio~ical
Public opinion

Accessibili~ for const~ion and ~intena~e
AbiliW to con~ol public access acco~inE to oroj~ obj~i~
Enwronmemal and
regulato~

Federal, sta~, and I~1 laws a~ r~ulat~ns
A~idance of a~hael~al a~ cultural ~
Avoidance of critical wildlife habita~ a~

Hydrology and

’Water supply ~liabili~

water ouatity

¯

Low ~tential for dis~ptive fl~in~
Water supply o~ ad~uate quality to sus~in biota ~
~ow ~tent~al for ad~rse efi~ on downs~eam wate~i~ and adjacent ~i~
and their wamr ~pph~
N~ for linin~ ~ ~in water ~ avoid ~water con~minali~
~ Flat or 8ently slo~ ~raphy
Ad~uate.il ~e~nt
~ Sufficient de~ to ~k
~ Soil characteristics consistent with ~llution conlrol
~ Suitabilit~ of site materials for constm~ion

’.

~urce: R.R. H~ner.
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~8
Eslimate the water budget during site selection
and check it after the preliminary design. In
areas with pronounced seasonal drought (e.g.,
most of the western United States), calculate
the balance for the dry period. Groundwater
terms are difficult to establish, but a
hydrogeologist familiar with the location
sho~JId estimate them as ciosely as possible,
Since..natural wetlands often dry below the
soil surface, permanent standing water is not
necessarily needed to have a viable wetland,
Washington State research has found that
plant community richness declines substantially when drying extends longer than two
months, compared to wetlands with shorter
dry periods (Azous, 1991). Hence, the water
balance should at least confirm that dryin8
will not exceed two months,

2. Vegetation
Experience with wetlands creation, restoration,
and construction projects shows that the plant
community develops best when the soils harbor substantial vegetative roots, rhizomes, and
seed banks. Development is enhanced when
volunteer vegetation can enter from nearby
donor sites. However, volunteers cannot be relied upon completely and should be supplemerited by transplanting. While vigorous
resident and volunteer stock may provide most
of the vegetation, transplanting is still a wise
strategy, as confirmed by most of the literature,
Hydric soils that contain vegetative plant material used to establish new wetlands are
called wetland mulch. Ample use of this
mulch enhances diversity and speeds plant establishment, but its content is somewhat unpredictable and donor sites are limited. Also,
guidelines for extracting, handling, and storing the material are limited. In addition, exotic, opportunistic species might overtake
more desirable natives,--watch for this problem when obtaining material.
Potential donor sites include wetland roils removed during maintenance of highway
ditches, swales, sedimentation ponds, retchtiorv’detention ponds, and clogged infiltration
basins; during dredging; or from natural wetlands scheduled to be filled under permit-.-al,
though these soils are best used for mitigating
the ~oss. The upper 5.9 in (15 cm) of donor
soils are best obtained at the end of the grow.
ing season and should be kept moist until in.
stallation. Establishing repositories for mulch
reclaimed in maintenance operations is being

¢lrbar~ Runoff Tr~tmem
explored. Despite the potential of wetland
mulch and volunteer recruitment, transplanting is still the mos~: reliable method and provides instant partial cover.

;

Wetland plant nurseries have sprung up recently in many pla(:es in the nation to provide
material. The follo,wing list of general selection principles was compiled from Garbisch’s
" (’1986) recommendations for creating wetlands and from the comprehensive construtted wetlands literature:
’- Base selections more on the prospects
for success than on specific pollutant
uptake capabilities. Plant uptake is an
important mechanism only for nutrients,
much of which are released upon the
plants’ death; nutrient removal is more the
result of chemical and microbial
processes than of plant uptake.
" Select native species; avoid natives
that invade vigorously.
1 Use a minimum of species adaptable
to the various eh.,vation zones;
dive~ification will occur naturally.
i Select mostly perennial species; give
priority to those that establish rapidly.
1 Select specie:; that are adaptable to the
broadest ranges of depth, frequency, and
duration of inundation (hydroperiod).
i Match the environmental requirements
of plant selections to site conditions.
Consider especiallyhydroperiod and light
requirements.
i Give priority to species used
successfully in constructed wetlands and
commercially available species.
l Avoid specifying only species foraged
by wildlife expected to use the site.
" Establish woody species to follow
herbaceous species.
1 Plant to achieve objectives other than
pollution control.
Although selection based on pollution control
capabilities is not recommended, considerable information on pollution control has
been compiled. Kullzer’s (1990) summary of
plant capabilities for pollutant removal suggests that the most versatile .genera, with speties throughout the country, are Carex,
5cirpus, Juncus, Lerr~na, and Typha.
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Specific guidance for constructing wetlands is
contained in Schueler (1992) and for creating
wetlands in Garbisch (1986). The course manual by Homer (1992a) also incorporates this
guidance on constructed wetlands,
Design Features
While size alone dpes not guarantee good per.
formance, adequat’e size is necessary. If the
layout permits water to traverse the wetland
too fast, the theoretical hydraulic residence
provided by the volume will not be achieved,
The following features will help keep the flow
from short cin:uiting the wetland.
Shape and configuratiun
=l Create at least two distinct cells by
restricting the flow to a narrow
passageway between high marsh features.
1 Make the wetland relatively wide at
the inlet to help distribute the flow.
1 Maximize the distance between the
inlet and outlet,
" The effective len~h-to-width ratio
should preferably be 5:1, and 3:1 at a
minimum.
1 The longitudinal slope~parallel to the
flow path---should be less than 1 percent.
m The wetland should be carefully
constructed to have no lateral
slope--.perpendicuiar to the flow
path---to avoid concentrating the flow in
preferred channels, which reduces actual
residence time and risks erosion,
m Side slopes should be gradual (e.g., 5:1
to 12:1, horizontal to vertical) as in
natural wetlands. In no place should the
side slope be greater than 3:1.
Forebay
i Speci~ a relatively deep (3.93 to 5.9 ft/
’I .2 to 1.8 m) zone placed where influent
water discharges. This forebay traps coarse
sediments, reduces incoming velocity, and
helps to distribute runoff evenly over the
marsh. The forebay should he a separate
cell set aside by high marsh features,
I Provide

maintenance access for heavy
equipment (14.76 fi/4.5 m wide and
maximum 5:1 slope) directly to the
forebay. The forebay bed should be
hardened to prevent disturbance during
clean out.

PART I. Technk:i! ~
Flow channeJin~
i Create sheet flow to the irnaximum
extent possible.
m Where flow must be channeled, use
multiple, meandering channels rather
than a single straight one.
m Open water areas should be
interspersed with marsh rather than
connected along the flow path,
l, Minimize velocity in channels to
prevent erosion.
Outlet area
m Place a micropool 3.93 to 5.9 ft (1.2 to
1.8 m) deep at the outlet.
m Install a reverse-sloped piipe 11.81 in
(30 ca) below the permanent pool
elevation. This outlet design avoids the
clogging characteristic of constructed
wetlands (Schueler, 1992).
l, Install a drain capable of dewatering
the wetland in 24 hours to allow for
maintenance. Control the drain with a
Iockable, adjustable gate valve. Place an
upward-facing inverted elbow on the end
of the drain to extend above the bottom
~iments.
Soik
I Medium-fine textures---such as Ioams
and silt loams--work best to establish
plants, capture pollutants, retain surface
water, and permit groundwater discharge.
m Circumneutral pH (approximately 6 to
8) works best to support microorganisms,
insects, and other aquatic animals.
m A relativelY, high content of highly
decomposed organics (muck] is favorable
for plant and microorganism growth and
metal and organic pollutant adsorption.
Muck soils are better than peats (less
decon~osed organics), which produce
somewhat acidic conditions, are low in
plant nutrients, and offer plants relatively
poor anchoring support.
1 Vegetation becomes established more
quickly and effectively in constructed
wetlands when soils contain seed banks
or rhizornes of obligate and facultative
wetland plants. Obtain soils that offer
these resources.

"
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1 .Soil characteristics recommended for
specific pollution control objectives are
Control ofme~als--high cation
exchange capacity; and
Control of phosphorus.-- high
exchangeable aluminum and/or iron.

1 Avoid aesthetic problems by carefully
establishing construction and with
vegetation. The buffer and tall emergent
vegetation conceal water level
fluctuation, films on the water, and other
factors.

Liner
1 An impermeable liner is required
when infiltration is too rapid to sustain
permanent soil saturation, when there is a
substantial potential of groundwater
being contaminated by percolating runoff,
or both. Infiltration losses are small at
most sites with USDA SCS class B, C, and
D soils. Also, sediment deposition is likely
to seal the bottoms of constructed
wetlands. Therefore, a liner will likely be
needed only in class A soils,
Emergency ~plllw~y
-, An emergency spillway is required
when the wetland will be used for runoff
quantity control and for any other
situation in which runoff might enter from
¯ larger storm than the largest storm the
facility is sized to handle,
Buffer
i A buffer should be provided around
the wetland both to separate the treatment
area and the human community and, if
wiidlife habitat is an objective, to reduce
the animals’ exposure to light, humans,
pets, and other factors,
i The minimum buffer width should be
26.25 fi (8 m), measured from the
maximum water surface elevation, plus
i 6.4 ft (S m) to the nearest structure,
I If possible, preserve existing forest in
the buffer area. At least 75 percent of the
buffer should be forested to repel geese
and provide better protection and habitat,
Avoidin~Problem~
i Mosquitoes, a rare but potential
problem, can be prevented with diverse
habitats that support predatory insects,
Mosquitofish (Gambusia)can control
mosquitoes in permanent ponds, but use
caution in introducing the fish in
non.native areas. Check with the state fish
and wildlife agenty before taking any
action,

=-

-- Constructed wetlands are inherently
safer than deep ponds, but deep zones
may still be a hazard to children. Avoid
this danger by creating gradual side
slopes, a shalle.w marsh safety bench
(16.4 ft/5 m wide) where the toe of the
side slope mee’L~ any deep pool,
concealing outlet piping and locking
access. Fencing should only be needed
on the embankment above large out’falls.
i Discourage nuisance w~terfowl by
maintaining the buffer largely in forest (at
least 75 percent) and avoiding turf grass
around the wetland. Maintain a variety of
depths, especially high marsh not favored
by geese and mallards, and educate
citizens by placing signs to discourage
feeding.
n Undesirable plant monocultures can
be limited through structural diversity and
a range of depths, especially in shallow
areas. Plant a diverse native selection
shortly after constructing the wetland.
i Metals and organics in toxicant
accumulations are tightly bound in
sediments and do not become mobilized
over long periods. However, maintenance
creates the problem of spoils disposal.
Spoils that pass hazardous waste tests can
be safely land-applied or placed in a
landfill (Schueler, 1992). Applying spoils
on-site saves dilr, posal costs.

L~rld.$cape lVlanag,ement
Landscape management (Schueler [1987] u~
the term urban forestry) signifies such practices as
preserving trees during construction, replanting
trees, and landscaping helpful to urban runoff
management. One asF~-t of landscape manage"
ment, maintaining vegetated buffers adjacent to
waterbodies, advance:; the principle of minimiz.
ing the impervious area directly connected (by
"hard" drainage facilities) [o receiving waters.
Areas established using landscape management techniques can produce runoff volumes 30
to .50 percent less than conventionally developed
sites (Schueler 1987L Evidence suggests that
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I~ densi~ ~idential development can
produce mno~ rivaling im~ious areas when
lawns replace natural vegetation and tomoil is r~
moved close to relatively im~rmeable underlyinglayers,
The effe~iven~s of vegetat~ areas in ca~
luring ~llutan~ de~nds on the water’s residence t~me ~fore it enters the r~eiving water,
Buffers and other lan~cape manage~nt spaces
are often t~ small to provide ~e nine-minute resideate time specifi~ in the earlier di~ussion of
biofilters, consider~ a minimum for water quality control. ~ court, land~a~ management
can still provide significant ~nefi~, ~en without
the ideal r~idence time.
While a riparian buffer guidance handb~k
by Heraty (1993) aim provides recom~ndations
for landsca~ management forest~ pr~rams,
complete guidance is not yet available,
even

Infiltration Practices
Infiltration is the only stru~ural t~hnique that re.
duces both the ~ak runoff rates and ~noff volumes from urban development. Infiltration
reduces contaminants in runoff when ~noff ~rcolates in a soil column in which physical and
chemical mechanisms ~rate. Infiltration devices that receive runoff at the su~ace al~ treat
water through plant uptake and ~rocesses in surface soils. Unfortunately, these pra~ices have the
highest failure rates a~ng all alternatives. Success requires great care in site selection, design,
operation, and maintenance. Ty~s of infiltration
devices are
1 Infiltration basins, also known as
retention ~nds;
1 Infiltration trench,;
1 Pe~orat~ pi~s;
1 French drains, ~l~te~ downspout
infiltration systems; l~
~ Porous pave~n~,
An infiltration basin (~ Figure 14.10) ira~unds water in a su~ace ~nd until it infiltrates
the soil. Excess runoff discha~es on the su~ace,
An infiltration french receives runoff in a shallow
excavated trench t~at has ~n backfill~ with
stone to form a below-grade r~oir. Water then
enters the underlying sub~il according to i~ infiltrat~on rate. A ~orat~ pi~, or unde~round
_tr~ch, d~stribu~es runoff into the sub~ii. French
drains, consisting of ~ious material such as

PART I. T~I
gravel, dis~minate inflowing waler into lhe
f~nding ~il. These drains a~e usually u~
small-~ale applications, ~ch as r~f drains fr~
ho~s and other small buildings, ~r~s
men~ ~it pr~ipitation to ,drain through
c~,~grad~ concrete, asphal~ or s~ially
paving bl~ with a ~ious ~nin8.
coa~grad~ pave~n~ can ~ u~ ~ ~ds,
although they. are ~bj~ ~ cio~in8; ~vi~
bl~ are appropriate only for pav~ areas with
ve~ light or ~ traffic.
Recent ~udies and o~e~ations ha~ ~ument~ e~ensive infiltration system failu~.
Schueler et al. (1992), in ~viewin,g Mid.Atlant~
region ~ns, found ~at 50 to 1~) ~mmt of
filvation basins had fail~ within five Wa, of
stm~ion; up to 50 ~ment had fail~ al~
im~iately. The fly, year failure rat~
trenches and ~r~s ~ve~n~ were appmx~
mately 50 and 75 ~rcent, ~ctively.
whelmingly, clogging by ~iments bright in
with runoff cau~ the failure. I~icr~ni~
gr~hs in ~rly drain~ ~ils and oils in
can aim cau~ failure (Homer a~ Homer, 1990).
This ~r o~rating ex~rience I~ Schueler ~ al.
(1992) to advi~ against using infiltrati~ ~sins
and ~rous pavemen~ and to u~ t~nc~ on~
with ~reful g~technical in~s/igations a~
gr~sive pretreatment prolection a~ maim~
nance.
A study in WashinEton’s Puget ~und
that successful infiltration basins we~ ~ill
deep to excessively drain~ mils and ~t near ~i~nal high water tables or low s~ts in drain~
catchments (Kt~h~k, 1992; Gaus, 1993; Hildin~
1993; Jacobson, 1993). However, the~ ~sins risk
groundwater contamination ~cause metals
lion was liffle ~o none in one soil ~ and inco~
pl~e in ~o othe~ (Gaus, 1993). Most instanc~
~r infiltration wer~ cau~ by waler ~bles ~sing
t~ near the su~ace. Vegetation was ap~rently
not as~iat~ with infiltration, although
can filter ~llution, aerate rail, an~ improve
ap~arance if main~in~ pr~ly.
Soil is ~ most critical considera(i~ in
s~i~ing infiltration syslems. Syslems
ally built in the nalive ~il; bul whe~n nati~ ~il
inappropriate, a ~il system can be constm~
wilh m~ia like ~nd, ~at, or a combinati~.
Infiltration s~tems no, ally coney
runoff directly into the ~il Io eventullly enter
groundwater. Hoover, ~n underdrain system can
~ ins~ll~ ~low the infillration s~yslem ~o colle~ wa~er tha~ d~s no~rcolate well through
restrictive sub~il layer. AEer being coll~l~,
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water ca~ ~ widely di~ri~ to inc~a~ I~
~rcolation ~tenfial. If the Brade ~i~, it tin
~ discha~ on t~ su~ace, a~er ~in8 tmal~
while passing through ~e up~r ~ils. Con~ru~ ~il sy~ems usually ~uire underdrains,
While ~e~ sy~ems could ~ consi~r~ filultion pra~ices, this guide conside~ them under in.
filtration, re~ing the filtration ~te~o~ for uniu
const~ in boxes and 8e~rally ~vin8 a ~.
ventional su~ace discha~e,
The most c~cial issu~ in using infiltration
devices, in addition to soil sui=biliW, are a~id.
ing clogging and the ~tential ~ con~minate
groundwater. Infiltration faciliti~ sh~ld ~ con.
stru~ in medium te~u~ mils. ~W are Benerally unsuitable for clay ~cau~ ~ ~i~
~rcolation and grail and c~ ~nds ~u~
of the risk of 8round~ter con~mination, unlit
effe~ive pretrea~ent is pr~id~. An im~able soil layer clo~ to t~ sudace may n~ to ~
~netrated. If the layer is t~ thick, underdrain~,
and possibly impo~ rail to provide s~icienl
treatment depth, may ~ ~ui~ (Entranco EnB.
1989). As a minimum ~asure to p~nt clo8sing, infiltration facilities should ~uim a pre.
treatment device to se~te la~er ~lids and reject
runoff flora er~in8 constru~ion sites,
Among the various mn~ treatment ~tiont,
only soil infiltration systems have ~n reliable in
mmoving ~luble p~pho~s (Minton, 1987).
This result likely applies to other relatively ~luble ~llutants as well. R~u~ion de~nds princi,
pally on how efle~ively t~ s~tem p~en~
~noff from directly entering su~ace water. Re.
duction can ~ complete if ~ace effluent is I~

~t a~ ~rcolatin~ water can.t
water thr~gh ime~ow in the un~turat~ zo~
or via rapid transit of Eroundwater in
rat~zo~. In other circumstances, dissolved ~1.
lutant r~u~ion is incomplete ~t is still hi~her
than with any ot~r tmatn~nt ~.

~p~ted
:This manual classifies ~nFo~ance of rail infihration ~tems as foll~:
m Natural ~il column infiltration Msins,
~ench~, and ~or==t~ pi~ with
wit~underdrains;
l Underdrain~ swtems with ~lect~
filtration m~i~nd ~nd ~at-g~; and
I Po~s pa~nti.
I H~urlt SotI Sgste~;. In a ~tural swtem
without underdrains, the s~tem’s hydrology (di~s of connexion with su~ace water) def,mi~s how much mnofi~ is ~ptur~ and ~w
~icient the treat~nt. Air:creative design
infiltration ~sins and their ~timat~ runoff
du~ions and ~ll~ant removal~ (Schueler, 1987)
are to store and infiltrate either (1) 0.5 in (1,27
cm) of ~noff ~r im~i¢~s
t~ runoff resulting from
(]) the ~year fr~uem~ runoff ~lume. Table
8.8 ~timates ~llutant ~m~als.
~th the first ~le, Schueler estimat~ ~at 40
to 50 ~rcent of the
tu~ in the ~il over the long te~. This w~ld ri~
to 65 to 75 ~rcent with the ~cond ~le, de~ding on the ~il and the anmunt of im~ious area
(t~ NURP database u~ to ~ke

Table 8.~sti~t~ I~-te~ ~ll~ant ~v~l ~t~ (~t) for infilt~tion
~ZED B~ED ON
POLL~A~

Total sus~ ~lids

0.~-IN RUNO~AMPE£V. A~I~ RUNOFF FEOM I-IN RAIN ~2-Y~R ~TO~ ~UNOFF VOLUME

75

~

99

Total ph~p~ms

S~5S

~70

65-75

To~I nit~en

45-55

SS~

~70

Biochemical oxygen
demand

70

BO

90

Bacteria

75

90

98

5ource: .~-hueler, 1987.
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re~n~ cat~hm~ with 11 to 27 ~t i~
~iousn~s). T~ third ~le ~uld likely ~i~ ~e
degr~ of volume ~u~ion to appropriately 90
~rcent. Schueler cit~ Mawland ~ima~ t~t
widesp~ad appli~tion of the fi~t or ~ ~le
would maintain summer ~fl~ ~s within
a~t 90 ~rcent of p~evelop~nt c~ditiom,
In devel~inE a management plan fm ph~
phorus-limit~ Lake.6ammamish, Washin~on,
Entranco Engin~, Inc. (1989) ~ima~ ~e~
tial reduction of paniculate phosph~s at 1~
~rcent and ~luble phosphors in natural basins
at 75 to 90 ~rcent. Estimates for an u~e~rai~
system with 3 ~ (0.91 m) of soil were 80 m 1~
~rcent for total ph~phoNs and 50 to B5 ~ent
for ~luble ph~pho~s. The~ esti~t~ a~ uncertain ~cause ~ckup da~ was lackin&,
I Qnderdralned $~s~ ml£h
Medi~ A num~r of u~e~rain~ ~ and
~at-sand m~ia configurations in~ll~ and
tested differ in the layerin~ of ~nd of various
grain sizes, ~at, a~ ~ravel. ~eyer (1985)al~
pm~s a layer o~ crush~ lim~to~ to p~ipitare phosphors. Homer and H~r (1990) ~
view design and ~o~ance consi~rations for a
side.wall filter (in contrast to a basin d~ining
through the b~) not yet built. ~ese devic~ have
only ~n e~ensively employ~ in AuXin, Texas.
Re~ned levels of ~llu~nt r~u~ion ~entages were
Total sus~nd~ ~lid~O to ~ ~ent;
Total p~osphoru~20 to 90 ~ent, with
most re~ a~ve 60 ~rcent;
Nitrogen, ~luble phospEoru~inconsi~ent
in a sand-~at filter to 9~ ~ent in a
sand filter;:
~etal~30 to 100 ~rcent de,haling on
metal and m~ium;
Chemical oxygen demand0 ~ 90
~rcent;
O~anic~inconsis~nL ~t appmxima~ly
B5 ~ent w~n o~ting ~11; and
Ba~eria~0 to 100 ~enL
In Bell=v.~e, Washin~on, a la~e rail filter
system draining to Lake Sammamish has ~ently
~n constru~ to ~e a h~sin8 develo~
ment. The syste~ich includ~ pretrea~nt
with catch ~sins, grass swal~, oil~atet ~ratots, and detentio~is ex~c~ to capture m~e
than 99 pe~ent of the to=l sus~nd~ ~lids, 50
to 95 ~rcent of the phosphors, and 90 to 95 ~rcent of the cop~r in urban runoff from develo~
~nions of the site (Diessner ~ al. 1991). The
system’s ~ormance is now ~ing monitor~.

PART I. Tech~l
I ~m~P~men~ ~h~ler (1987) distinguishes ~n ~r~s pave~r,~ p~viding ~11
and ~nial infiltration. The
~ of coll~ion system to drain ~u~ace ~noff
Ihat ~nnot
tential ~llu~nt captu~s at 80 to 99 ~ent f~
to~l ~us~nd~ ~l~s, t~l nitrogen, c~mical
o~en demand, zinc, a~ lead and 65 ~mem
f~ p~sp~rys, although ~ a~al ~ptum
w~ld again de~nd ~ ~il infiltrati~.
~nver’s U~an Drainage and FI~ C~tml
Disui~ (1993) ~ommends ~ly ~e m~ular
bl~k ~ of
sign, consisting of ~orat~ conc~te dab uni~
underlain with grail, is s~ifi~l for u~ ~ly in
low ~affic a~as li~e ai~. pan, in8 la~,
dri~a~, and ~ ~th~ wit~,m ~ffic.
Site ~lection, S~ing, ~d~ign
Since all infiltration systems rely on the abili~ to
di~ha~e water thr~h the ~il or an ~uivalenl
a~ificial ~ium and have the ~me ~eneram
problems, m~t design as~s are similar, exc~
for m~ia s~ifications for a~ificial systems.
following guidance is applicable ~o all ~, with
additional info~ation on anifici;ll m~ia
n~es~. Refe~nce ~u~ provide ~e
cific de=il.
I Site ~lectlon for Natural Soil Sgs~
N~s differ, de.haling on whether ~e infilvation system is intended for quanti~ control al~
or for quality and quantity control. While quanti~
control is ~st achiev~ with a rapid ~olation
rate, this rate could ~ t~ fast to provide ~fficient conta~ with the rail for ~ll~utant capture.
the ~noff is quite contaminated, if
water ~ble is relatively close to the su~ace,
~, rapid ~olation risks groundwater ~llution. T~refore, the~fest pra~ic~i am to
= S~i~
~rcolation rate to prote~ groundwater
a~in ~llu~nt capture obj~i~,
~ R~re ru~ff pretreatment
water quality objectives ~fore
pr~reatment effluent is infiltrat~
quanti~ control.
Infiltration authorities recommend t~ following criteria to r~uce the substantial ~tential
for failure, ~feguard groundwater, and achi~
the desir~ u~n runoff management ~fi~:
~ The ~ of the infiltration I;acili~ s~uld
~ =t least 3 to 5 ~ (0.91 to 1 .]~2 m) from t~

(Jrban Runoff Tr~tment
seasonal high water table, bedrock, or
relatively impermeable soil layer (5 ft is
conservative and warranted, unless
seasonal water rise is carefully determined;
3 ft is minimum).
m W~th any application, the percolation
rate should be at least 0.3 to 0.5 in/nr (0.76
to 1.27 crn/hr); 0.5 in/hr is conservative; 0.3
in,/hr’is minimum,
¯ ., With any application, the soil should not
have more than 30 percent clay or more
than 40 percent clay and silt combined
(Wash. Dep. Ecol. 1992).
provide
When the infiltration facility
all runoff treatment (except perhaps
presettling of solids) and when it will drain
to groundwater (i.e., there are no

device is an improvement. Standard percolation
tests ~:~Jld also be performed in excavated
holes.
| Sizing Ca|culltforLs. ~veral possible bases
are used to size infiltration devices. One is to se.
lect one of Schueler’s (1987) sizing rules and a
maximum allowable drain time. Schueler recom.- mends a maximum of ?2 hours, except for 48
hOUrs in marginal soils. The Washington Department of Ecology (1992) adheres to the latter time.
Another way is an approach based on Darcy’s
law, which expresses flow through a porous medium. The resulting equations for the surface area
(A,) and infiltration system volume (Vi) are
As - Vf / f¢. i. I;

Vl = Inflow rate - Outflow rate [13]

underdrains), the percolation rate should

not be greater than 2.4 in/hr (6.10 cm/hr)
(Wash. Dep. Ecol. 1992). This, and the
preceding guideline, effectively makes only
Ioams, sandy Ioams, and loamy sands
eligible for installing water quality
infiltration systems,
--" The facility should not be constructed in
fill material or on a slope of greater than 1S
percenL
I Baseflows should not enter infiltration
facilities. The contributing catchment must
be relatively small, or an’/permanent or
intermitlent flows must be diverted,
Schueler et al. (1992) recommends that
infiltration basins serve 2 to 1S acres (0.81
to 6.06 ha) and specified catchments be no
larger than 5 acres (2.02 ha) to drain to
trenches (Schueler, 1987).
Infiltration basins frequently lack good data
on the soils and associated hydrogeology
(Klochak, 1992; Gaus, 1993; Hilding, 1993;
Jacobson, 1993). Using regional soil survey data
is always very risky, and specific on-site soils investigation must be performed. Since infiltration
generally occurs below the preconstruction grade
level, soils and hydrogeologic observations and
tests must be performed at the final grade level,
Even measurement at a single location within the
prospective facility location can be inadequate to
characterize the soil and its new percolation rate.
Hence, measurements should be repeated at several points. Finally, techniques often used to establish percolation rates (e.g., single-ring infiltrometers) have been found lacking---a double-ring

[12]

. V, - f=. i ¯ ,~. t
where:

V, ¯ Design storm runoff volume (ftz);
fd ¯ Percolation rate (h/hour inch/hour/12);
i = Hydraulic gradient (ft~) ¯
(h ÷ LV1.;
h ¯ Height of water over infiltration
medium ~vhen full (fU;
L ¯ Depth to water table or
impermea=ble layer from
infiltration medium surface
and
Time to d~rain from full condition
t¯
(hour).

The design runoff volume can be established
as discussed for wet ponds. With the difficulty in
getting good percolation rate values, the Washing~on Department of Ecology (1992) recommends a conservative approach of making several
on-site measurements at ’the infiltration medium
level, adopting the minimum of those rates, and
muhiplyingbyasafeWfa(.lorof0.S. Betlermeasuring techniques would allow dispensing with
such conservatism--or at least dropping the
safety factor.
| D~slgn Recommendatfor~s. The following
recommendations are important to avoid past failures of infiltration systems:
" Construction runoff should never be
allowed to enter an infiltration device.
m Banks and other areas must be
thoroughly stabilized to prevent erosion
into the device.
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FundamentaLI of Urban RunoffH~g~m~nL
m At a minimum, p~mat~nt sh~ld ~
us~ to capture most of t~ ~noff ~lids
direct~ to an infiltration device. A
recommended arbi~a~ removal criterion is
80 ~rcent of total ~s~nd~ ~lids.
m The facili~ sh~ld ~ at lea~ 50 ~
(15.24 m)from any sl~ g~ater than 15
~rcent and at le~t 1~ ~ (30.48 m)
upslo~ and 20 ~ (6.1 m) do~slo~ of any
building,
m The outlm orifice d~ign must ~
consistent with the infiltration ca~ci~
(e.g., to avoid collmin8 more waterthan
can infil~ate in 48 hour).
m Aher final grading, the ~ should ~
d~ply till~ to pr~ide a well.aerate,
highly ~rous sudace te~u~.
m Plant a basin with grasps appropriate for
conditions, and maintain the grass for ~th
~ormance and ap~arance.
m The guidelines for wet ~nd~
intr~tion of flow at low vel~ity and
wit~ uniform distribution, side slo~s, the
eme~ency ove~ow, and ~fe~lso
a~ly to infiltration basins,
~ Since constru~ a~ificial soil systems
are in their infancy, the following guidelin~
are subject to further teeing (Homer and
Homer, 1990):
¯ A layered m~ia st~cture s~ms to
~orm ~st. ~ost common are ~r~
la~ers, each a~ut ~ to 2 ~ ~0.30 to
0.6~ m) thick, ~arat~ ~ filter
fabric. The u~r layers have
generally ~n varies te~ur~ of
~nd or ~at-sand mi~r~. A c~sh~
limestone layer has also ~n u~ for
phosphors ~uction and pH
adjustment,
¯ Fibric ~at is pre~err~ over ~pric
~at ~cau~ of the la~er’s ~r
hydraulic condu~iviW.
¯ Surround the underdrain pi~ with
gravel or c~sh~ r~k.
Inspection and maintenance are al~ im~r.
tans for failure-prone devic~ like infiltration s~
terns. Chapter ~ 4 provides inspe~ion c~klis~
and maintenance standards,

PART I. Te~el Is~

~ltraUon ~actices
~d Filte~
Sand filter cham~rs, similar to th~ u~
many ~a~ in ~table water and industrial treat.
ment, ha~ ~ently ~n intr~uc~ in u~n
mn~ management. They differ fr¢~ t~
~ri~ u~er infiltration pra~ic~ ~ ~ing
~all~ in ~’~x and having a sun,ace
in~ead of ~ing a ~il a~ndment with an underdrain system. ~ uni~ are most appropriate in
I~s ~an 5-acre (2.02-ha), mostly im~ious
~tch~n~.
Figu~ 8.6 illu~rat~ a design ~Sha~r, in
~s) ~in8 install~ in ~laware, Ma~land, a~
~inia that consis~ of a ~imental~ion c~m~r
~11~ ~ a filt~tion chamP.
I S~lng ~¢ulatlo~ ~d ~ed Pe~o~.
anc~ ~ign criteria are still under ~velo~
ment. Shaver (in press) r~ommends sizing
~imentation and filtration chamE~ each at
540 h) (] 5.29 m)) ~r contributing acre. ~e further ~nds a su~ace area for each cham~r
of 360 ~ (33.45 m]) ~r acre and a sa~ depth
at least ~ 8 in (45.72 cm).
Ba~ on ~nitorins of thr~ similar systems
in Austin, Texas, the followin8 ~llulanl rem~al
efficienci~ ~entages are ex~ed (Shaver, in
Total sus~nd~ ~lids
Total p~ho~s
Total nitrogen
Am~nia-nitmgen
Nitrate ~ nitrite.nitrogen
Lead
Zinc
Co~r
Chemical oxygdn demand
F~al colifo~

75
19 to 61%
31
43 to 77%
-79
71 to 88%
49 to 82%
33
45 to 68%
36 to 37%

I ~ign Recommendations.
Sha~s (in
p~s) additio~l recommendations are
m R~trict the drainage area for any
filter to 5 acres (2.02 ha), which s~ld
~ntially all be im~wious.
m Make t~ ouffall pi~ from the
cham~r no la~er than 6 in (15.24 cm~
ou~ide dia~ter, ~ that a minimum of 12
in (30.48 cm) of sand covers it. If a la~er
conveyance is n~ed, u~ morn than one
pi~.
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~8
Figur~ 8.6..-Sand filter desi,n.

...... \

I ~ ’i

Sedimentation chamber~ ~
(Heavy sediments.
organics, debris)

,r’- 18 inches

~~

~/
Screen covered
with filter fabric

-

Filtration chamber

Source: Shaver. in press.

Lea[Compost Fltter~
W and H Pacific (1992) has developed and tested
a leaf compost filter in the Portland, Oregon, area.
Monitoring 13 storms showed influent event
mean concentrations to be reduced, on the average, by the following:
Total suspended solids
95%
84%
Turbidiw
Chemical oxygen demand
67%
Total phosphorus
41%
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen
56%

Nitrate-nitrogen

34%

Ammonia-nitrogen
42%
Zinc
88%
Copper
67%
Total petroleum hydrocarbons
87%
Soluble phosphorus consistently increased
across the filter. Work is now underway to iraprove the medium’s anionic exchange capability
(Stewart, pers. commun.). The device has not
been independently tested, nor have design cri.
teria been published,
Catch Basin Filters
Fiberglass (MacPherson, 1992) and activated carbon (Hurler, pets. commun.) filters intended for

small-scale installations (e.8., catch basins) have
recently been introduced on the market. Neither
has been independently tested, but MacPherson
reported concentration reductions of 90 percent
for total suspended solids, 87 percent for lead, 77
percent for zinc, and 86 percent for copper. Specific design criteria have. not been issued, but the
fiberglass filter has been tested in flows up to
1 cfs, and the activated carbon filter is specified
for use up to 0.13 cf$.

Series Treatment Combinations
Any treatment practices previously discussed can
be combined in series arrangement.s, or treatment
trains. This takes advantage of the capabilities of
each and creates redundancy to increase the
probability of capturing pollutants. The effectivehess of ~uch systems will not be additive, however, because the first device in the series will trap
the fractions easiest to remove, making subsequent reduction harder. For example, if two practices can individually capture S0 percent of a
pollutant, leaving 50 percent present, the overall
efficiency of a series of the two is not likely to be
O.SO + O.SO. (1 - 0.50) = 0.75. Horner (1992b)
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The literature contai~ four ~do~ance
studies of treatment trains. In one ~pon~ho~
phorus removal~eyer(1985) d~ri~aninfil.
~ration basin design with a ~n~cmsh~
limestone underdrain filter c~pl~ to I conmuct~ wetland. He ex~ 90 ~rcent ~
moval of dissolv~ ph~pho~s, ~t no
~ormance data have ~n found. O~ and
Osg~d (1991) re~ on a detention ~nd that
discharges into a ~ries of six constru~ed w~la~
chambers. The system r~uc~ total phosphorus
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phosphorus e~iciency of 85 ~rcent.
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:. CHAPTER 9

’Industrial Activities
Runoff Management
-::~-i everal federal programs provide a
basis for national urban runoff
~
management. They are briefly

summarized in the following paragraphs.
Clean Water Act
In 1972, amendments were made to the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, referred to as the
Clean Water Act (CWA). These amendments prohibited the discharge of any pollutant to navigable waters from a point source, unless the
discharge was authorized by a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit,
The program’~ initial thrust was to treat discharges
of industrial process wastewater and municipal
sewage. These discharges were easily identified
and recognized as significant sources of receiving
system degradation. With control of these discharges, attention has turned to the problems of
other less visible pollution sources,

Hationa| ~lrban Runoff Program
From 1978 through 1983, EPA conducted a cornprehensive study of urban runoff--the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program (NURP)-- which
provided a better understandin8 of the nature of
urban pollutants from various urban land u~s m It
consisted of 28 projects conducted by local government agencies across the country under the rev;ew and coordination of EPA. NURP, a landmark
effort, developed quantitative data on levels of
pollutants generated from urban land uses. The
study focused primarily on monitoring runoff
from residential, commercial, and industrial land
and clearly presents information on the magnirude and spectrum of pollutants encountered in
the
environment.
NURP study results
are contained in three volumes; the executive

summary (volume 11 sho~uld be required reading
for individuals involved in ~tormwater managelent (U.S. Environ. Prof. Agency, 1983).

Water Quality Act of ~987
The 1987 amendment~ to the CWA, or the Water
Quali~ Act of 1987, conlains provisions that
nificantly increase efforts to address water quality
in urban runoff. Section 319 created a state framework to address nonpoint source pollution not
covered by NPDES permit~. ~ection 402(p) expanded the existin8 NPDES program to include
~tormwater.
Section 402(p) lists ’five types of runoff dip
charges required to obtai~n a NPDE$ permit prior
to October 1, 1992 (CFR November 16, 1990,
issue):
I A discharge related to a permit issued
prior to Februar~ 4, 1987;
m A discharge associated with industrial
activity;
m A discharge from ,a municipal separate
storm sewer system serving a population of

2s0,0o0 or more;

m A discharge from ,a municipal separate
storm ~wer system serving a population of
100,000 or more but ie~$ than 250,000;or
" A discharge deten~ined by the EPA
administrator or a state to violate a water
quality standard or significantly contribute
pollutants to U.S. water~.
In addition to these activities, the 1987 CWA
amendments require EPA to develop regulations
governing runoff from additional sources. The five
listed items are commonly called Phase 1 of the
NPDES stormwater program. Additional sources
will be addressed under Phase 2, which have not
yet been finalized.
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November 16, 1990, Rule
On Novem~r 16, 1990, EPA issu~ ~rmit application r~uiremen~ for sto~water di~ha~
mciat~ with industrial a~iviti~. T~ regulations
identi~ 11 industrial categori~ (EPA Region 3
Pollution Prevention Plan D~elo~ent ~kshop) which include
m Heawman~rinl
m Light manufa~udn8
m LiRht indus~i~ (only through ex~m
of material or pr~u~ to ~
m Re.clan8 faciliti~
m Tran~po~ation facili~es (vehicle
maintena~e, ~uip~nt cleanin~ ai~
deicin~
m[2.023Con~iOnha] in size)PmJ~ (~r 5 ac~
m Steam ele~ric ~wer generating ~ations
m Hazardous waste tmat~nL ~orage, a~
dis~l faciliti~
m Minin~oil and 8as

Design Considerations
~e industrial a~ivi~ ~tegow exclu~s from
NPDES requirements runoff drain~ from areas
I~a~ed on industrial lands that are ~rate from
the plant’s industrial a~ivities, such as office
buildings and accompanying parkin8 Io~, as long
as ~a~ drainage is not mix~ wi:h ~noff ~om industr~’al areas, ~ost older industrial ~ites, by the
nature of their drainage systems, will have mix~
runoff. Industrial a~ivity includes only ~noff dip
charges from all areas where material handlin8
~uip~nt or a~ivities, raw materials, inte~i.
ate proud, final proud, waste materials, bypr~uc~, or industrial machi~W a~ ~ to

Permit Application Requirements
To obtain an application for an NPDES ~it ~
Quired for indu~rial activities, the roll.in8 informarion must ~ prepar~ for individual ~i~.
Group applications or industw-s~ific general
~i~ may have different r~uiremen~. Con~
individual states or EPA regions for s~ific ~
quiremen(s.
m A site map indicatin8 drainage a~as
~ by ouffalls, drainage and di~ha~e

PkRT I, ’T~I
gm~, pav~ a~as, ~ildings,
areas, st~ural conKol ~asur~ Io
~ll~n~, materials Ioadin~ and acc~
areas.
m An ~timate of~e im~i~s
area, the to=l area drain~ by each ~ffall,
and materials tma~ within tl~
~’= .
m A ce~ification ~at all ouff=~lls ~at s~ld
con~in ~noff di~ha~ flora
a~iviW have ~n test~ or evaluat~
the presence of nonsto~water di~,
~is can ~ acc~plish~ ~rouih
¯ ~sual in--ion ~ ston~ drain
and ~ffall~flow
~ins, sludges, or o~er u~x~
co~itions;
¯ R~i~ and validation ofpi~
locations, connmions, and
dire~ions from available
plans, which must ~ fie]ld
¯ Dye tests to identi~ flow di~i~,
since many situations, pa~icuiarly
older plan~ where drainaie
have ~n gradually add~
replace, will not have accurate
and sto~ drain inlet; and
¯ ~ line su~eys where illicit
connections are susp~e~ ~t t~ir
~urc~ cannot be di~’er~.
1 Existing information regarding sisnificant
leaks or spills of toxic or hazard,s
~llutants at ~he facility within t~ ~st
thr~ ~a~.
m Quantitative data based on sa~l~
collect~ durin8 sto~ even~ includin8
= Total sus~nded ~lids
¯ Total dis~lv~ ~lids
¯ COD
¯ O~nd 8rea~
¯ Fecal colif~
¯ F~al stre~cus
¯ pH
¯ Total Kjeldahl nitrogen
¯ Nitrate plus nitrite
¯ Dissolv~ phosp~rus
¯ Total ammonia plus o~anic nitr~en
¯ Total ph~p~rus
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Pollution Prevention Plan
A pollution prevention plan is required in EPA’s
stormwater general permits and has been incorporated within most state general permits. The
pollution prevention concept is also appropriate
for individual permits and can include effom relating tO all phases of site use. Essential components of "~ pollution prevention plan are ~ -,. ¯
follows:
,- Reduction of pollutants at the source.
Areas that can be expected to generate waste
can include
¯ Vehicle or equipment fueling areas
¯ Vehicle and equipment maintenance
areas
¯ Painting operations
¯ Vehicle and equipment washing
¯ Loading andunloadingareas
¯ Aboveground liquid storage tanks
¯ Industrial waste management areas
and outside manufacturing
¯ Outside storage of raw materials,
by-products, and other~
¯ Salt storage facilities
These areas should be individually inspected
and conside;ed for actions or modifications
to existing plant operation to reduce their
pollutant contribution. An example of effective control of waste generation can be as
simple as covering the activity so the material does not mix with rainfall and run into
the storm drainage system. During an inspection, check the following items:
¯ Corroded drums or drums with plugs
or openings (potential to fill with rain
water and overflow)
¯ Corroded or damaged tanks, tank
supports, and tank drains
Torn
or bags exposed to rain
water
¯ Corroded or leaking pipes
¯ Leaking or improperly closed valves
and valve fittings
¯ Leaking pumps and hose connections
¯ Broken or cracked dikes, walls, or
other physical barriers designed to
prevent stormwater from reaching
stored materiaJs
¯ Windblown dry chemicals

industr~l ActhdtJea Runoff/ttsnagemcn|
¯ Improperly maintained or overloaded
dry chemical conveying systems
m Recycling. All of the following materials
may be recycled either at the industrial facility or sent off-site for recycling:
¯ Spent solvents
¯ Paint thinner
¯ Degreasers
¯ Used oil/oil filters
¯ Antifreeze
¯ Cleaning solutions
¯ Automotive batteries
¯ Hydraulic fluldl
,-Treatment of runoff. This category in.
eludes segregating the activity to prevent
runoff from draininguntreated into a storm
drain inlet. Segregation may be accomplished by installing a berm to prevent untreated flow into a storm drain or divert the
flow into a runoff control practice. A berm
alone is not adequate, however, unless evaporation is greater tha~n rainfall. Otherwise the
bermed area must have an outlet structure to
drain the accumulated runoff. In these situations, use visual and possibly chemical analy~is to determine if ;i controlled release will
provide for water quality protection. The
specific industrial activity may require using
structural water quality controls. Controls
elude the following:
¯ Detention basi~ns.--extended
detention both dry and wet
¯ Infiltration practices.--use caution to
prevent groundwater contamination
¯ Filtration practiices
m Disposal through approved method. Use
this category when other options are unavailable or impractical. For example, in an
area with water quality problems, dispose of
runoff through the sanitary system. However,
consider these points:
¯ Temporary storage of the runoff until
the sanitary system can accept the
flow;
¯ The nature of the pollutant being
discharged into the sanitary system;
and
¯ Whether the wastewater treatment
plant (::an accept and treat the

pollutant bein8 discharged:-
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Historical Problem Areas
Episodic Nature
The episodic nature of runoff presents a unique
problem in addressing water quality concerns
through the historic NPDES approach. In that program, outfalls have a I:ontrolled rate of discharge
so monitoring and sample analysis is consistent.
Urban runoff is generated by rainfall, which is
variable in volume, time, intensity, duration, and
direction. The episodic nature of rainfall presents
problems in considering a specific site. The exist,
ing drainage system’s capacity may be limited for
larger storms and may cause backed up runoff to
flow into an adjacent system or to flow overland
off-site. To determine the level of storm the system
can accommodate, the existing conveyance system must be evaluated.
Another problem with urban runoff versus
the historic NPDES program involves monitoring,
Because runoff does not always occur at a convenient time, collecting the samples at the appropriate time may be difficult. Results will also depend
on the dry period between storms when pollutants
accumulate. The longer a dry period lasts, the
greater the potential for water quality problems in
the initial runoff,

Other Pollutant Sources
The problems associated with historic point
source discharges are fairly well understood. Less
recognized is how pollutants from urban sources
affect the quality of urban runoff. Pollutants that
are generated from various land uses are described in Chapter 2.
One possible major source of pollutants is
atmos!~heric deposition from wind blown or
borne particulate or materials--often from adja.
cent properties. Another possible means of poilution mobilization is acid rain, which mobilizes
metal contacts. One ef the studies referenced in
the ~URP final rel~ort, the study on the Jones Falls
watershed in Baltimore, Maryland, documented
this concern. Watershed monitoring showed elerated levels of copper, possibly from copper
downspouts of most area homes mobilized by
acid rain. In Alexandria, Virginia, rain gages near
the Capitol Behway demonstrated a linear rela.
tionship of high acidity from fossil fuel combustion by automobiles (~Varren Bell, city engineer,
personal communication). In many areas of the
LJnited States, mtrogen is a major pollutant. Ex-

PART I. T~tchnical I~ue~
tess nitrogen in rainfall contribut(.~ to elevated
levels of nitrates or runoff acidity.
Another pollutant source is from If~"cific industrial activities. One electrical generating site in
Maryland currently uses fuel oil. The operation is
relatively clean; however, significant coal dust
covers the state from previous coal use. The runoff
pH is very acidic and can mobilize available pol.
lutants (e.g?, metals).
Another significant pollution Jource relates
to disturbed areas or areas without ground cover.
Many industrial sites have large areas of bare dirt
caused by neglect or high traffic vohJme. This dirt
is transported in urban runoff. In one plant,
pended solid~ loading in monitored ouffall was
due to general site instability from a lack of effec.
tire ground cover.
Age

of the System

In many older industrial sites, storm drain pipe
systems are undocumented, undersized, partially
crushed or rusted, have unknown gradients, or the
present plant staff is unaware of the system’s Iocation. Flow drainage areas, pipe capacities, and
runoff flow path that exceeds the existing pipe
system can all cause water qualityproblems.
In addition, the slope of overland flow may
not be in the same direction as pipe flow. Gener.
ally, the NPDES permit requirements do not consider the size and flow capacity of the. runoff drain
system in conjunction with. its drainage areas and
how frequent the system is bypassed by larger
runoff flows. This situation may result in signiflcant discharges at locations where flow is not
pected. Situations like these need to be carefully
examined for modernization.

Lack of Site Space
Many small industrial sites are surrounded by existing development that could limit structural
water quality control practices. These sites may
have difficulty installing structural controls. The
following se,~l~ion considers this problem. In many
industrial sites with limited space, existing storm
drains flow into or across the prope~, from adjacent industrial sites. Runoff control problems are
compounded when extraneous flo~3 with degraded water quality are considered.

Recommended Approach
Many EPA documents discuss in detaill individual
site analysis for pollution prevention and rank an
approach for dealing with a problem, regard!~’-

Indust~l ActJviUes Runc~!/~n~gement

of size of the site. The individual industry ¯lso can
adopt a proactive ¯pproach with master planning,
This approach involves determining the system’s
abiliW to convey runoff flows and its flow cap¯city. All land ¯reas contributing urban runoff
should b~ identified, including off-site areas
drainin8 onto the property. An accurate site elevation plan should be generat~ since visual inspection, ofte~ provided under the NPDES requirements, may be inaccurate,
After completing the inventory of drainage
areas, identify the complete storm drain system
¯ Ion8 with pipe sizes, slopes, inverts, and inlet
sizes. Gathering this information often necessitates walking the entire site, since many older
sites have poor drainage system records.
The inventory should detail the existing land
use, including pervious ¯reas along with their
cover conditions. Identify soils through the appropriate USDA SCS soil survey and conduct a bydrologic study, using local rainfall data, to
determine the runoff rates and volumes for farmous storm conditions. Since storm drain systems
are normally designed to handle peak runoff from
a 10-year storm, consider initial storms in the 2-,
S-, and 10-year range to estimate storm drain capability.
Ideally, ¯ geographic information system can
incorporate information identified through these
initial steps and future site intentions or actual
modifications. This allows the plan to evolve
along with site use. A GIS system is a valuable tool
for any industry expanding or modifying a site,
since alternative scenarios can be considered,
After delineating existing site inform¯tion,
consider consolidating out’falls to minimize monitoting requirements. Older sites often allow outfall consolidation with little site modification,
Available analytical techniques can compute typical pollutant Ioadinas for similar urban areas to
ascertain expected pollutant types. This analysis,
in addition to gaining information on potential
sources of pollutant loads from the pollution prevention plan, is important if out’fall water quality
sampling necessitates additional structural control practices,
W~th the final site plan and an estimate of
runoff rates, volumes, and qualiw at various outfall points, alternative water quality control pracrices can be considered, especially if monitoring
data necessitates additional site control. Water
quality estimates and site characteristics provide
some guidance on the type of runoff practice appropriate for a specific drainage outfall. There-

fore, ¯ preliminary estimate of the type of practice
for a given ¯re¯ and ¯ rough estimate of the pracrice size can be developed and placed on the
master pl¯n.
Areal extents of possi~ble management are¯s
are important if futuresite expansion or modification is intended. Identify potential runoff management areas to reserve in case future management
-.measures are necessary. If those areas are not resen, ed through the master plan, the industry may
have difficulty complying with future regulatory
requirements. Master site planning also assists the
industry in rnakin8 other land use decisions.

Programmatic Considerations
Permits
The NPDES stormwater !~ogram for most nonstorm use discharges does not necessarily fit the
traditional point source compliance approach.
The nationwide approach has been to rely on
general permits so that p~:rmitting authorities can
handle the large number of additional permits
cessitated by the 1987 CWA amendments.
Issuing general permits is ¯ppropriate to tnitially implement the program and also can be part
of municipal NPDES stormwater permits. But
states should recognize that this program requires
a long-term commitment. Eventually, state represent¯tires should visit each site covered by an
NPDES stormwater permit, evaluate its approach
to site control, and determine if the pollution prevention plan provides adequate site control.
Under permit authority and municipal stormwater
regulations, industrial sites need to be visited initially by technical staff, probably an engineer, to
evaluate the pollution prevention plan’s technical
merits. If the plan is adequate, an inspector can
make follow-up site visits. These inspections
should be conducted ¯n~=ually to ensure that control measures are ¯ continual part of the site operation. Permitting is not the end result of the
program--therefore, site monitoring is essential
for program success.

Enforcement
To emphasize the program’s import¯nce to the
regulated community, enforcement mechanisms
must be in place and functioning. Since the
NPDES program relies on issuing permits, the re8ulated communit~ must recognize its responsibilities under the law. Enforcement procedures must
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be developed, circulated to the regulated industries, and implemented,
These procedures should be simply stated
and have graduated, progressive enforcement,
They should spell out state and federal legal authorities and enforcement options, including penahies provided by the L-WA.

Staffing

"

The NPDES should have at least two, and ideally
three, separate functions in addition to typically
regulatory functions (data entry, program management, support). Functions include technical
assistance and runoff, strategy review, periodic
inspections, and educating the regulated community about pollution prevention strategies, approaches, and practices. An understanding and
awareness of the types of practices will increase
industry’s willingness to implement those practices. Functions vary iin their staffing needs, depending on the number of industries needing
NPDE5 permits. While many states have assigned
only one staff" member to implement the entire
program, that is not nearly adequate to ensure
proper program implementation,
Technical assistance must be provided by
staff, trained in runoff management and pollution
prevention. Ideally, assistance should come from
engineers trained to review and guide the industry
in the structural and hydrologic aspects of specific
designs. The engineer must know pollution prevention strategies, from source reduction and
recycling to individual runoff management pract~ces, along with their strengths and limitations,
This professional should also conduct worksho~
for industry representatives and design consultants on effective on-site water quality control,
Since the industry is not required to submit poilution prevention plans for review, an engineer or
technician should visit individual sites to ensure
that the plans have been adequately developed
and implemented,
Once a pollution prevention plan is andorsed, an inspector can make subsequent insDections. Again, the number of inspectors is
determined by the number of sites to be visited.
Inspections made periodically ensure that the pollution prevention plan is implemented and the
structural controls are maintained and functioning. Periodic inspections remind the industry to
operate the program as long as the site is being
used.
Education, a factor frequently ignored, is iraportant to the program’s success. Education an-

1"7"

sures that everyone involved understands the
program’s underlying rationale and uses acceptable approaches and design standards. Education
also ensures communication between industry
and the regulatory agencies and =’educes the
we/they mindset. Education of adjacent property
owners may also improve communication and
awareness of pollution prevention activities that
an indust~, is undertaking. If resoun:es are limited, educatio~ should be the single most impottent function emphasized.

U
"~"

Example Site
Delmarva Power and Light, an indu~;trial site in
Maryland, determined that a runoff management
master plan would assist its efforts to comply with
NPDES requirements and in overall siite develop.
ment.
The site, an existing electrical generating
cility called the Vienna Power Plant, ~:overed approximately 25 acres (10.11 ha) and had eight
large stormwater ouffalls covered under NPDES
permits. Some 8 acres (3.24 hal of bare soil contributed dramatically to the suspended ~olids
loading.
The site’s master plan presented expected
Ioadings for various pollutants under existing site
conditions. New design plans reduce(| ouffalls to
four. The plans also recommended site stabilize.
tion and runoff management practices for the pro.
posed outfalls, in case pollutant discharges
necessitated implementing practices. Pollutant
Ioadings with runoff management practices were
also developed so that the site owners could
derstand the expectations of water cluality control
versus existing conditions. Table 9.~ demonstrates
the results.
Total output of’sediments is estimated at approximately 125,000 Ib (56,700 k8) per year. After
planting vegetation, the concentration of suspended sediments and the total amount of runoff
was significa~tly reduced, resulting in an annual
sediment Ic~ad of approximately ;zg,000 Ib
(13,154 kg). Erosion from the site has thus been
reduced by about 96,000 Ib (43,546 kg) per year.
Implementation of on-site runoff conl:rols could
further reduce the suspended solids output by
other 10,000 Ib (4,536 kg). Site stabilization from
permanent runoff quality controls represents a
significant reduction in the site’s polJut;int export.
The ouffall areas were prioritized for runoff
quality control, with site stabilization the highest ..
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Governmental Strategies
:for Urban Runoff
--~ he first part of this manual
~ discusses urban runoff
management problems caused by
changes in land use. Problems include
changes in hydrology, erosion and
sedimentation processes, and the nature
and amount of materials that runoff
picks up from the land surface and
conveys downstream. State and local
governments have implemented a
variety of programs to address these

problems. Programs have traditionally
focused on preventing orminimizin8
flooding to protect homes, buildings,
property, and lives of citizens.
Consequently, drainage ordinances and
programs have been established just
about everywhere,
Part II covers institutional approaches to prevent, mitigate, or correct runoff problems. No
single solution or institutional framework is recommended to solve runoff problems around the
country. Flexibility is needed to establish or refine
programs, based on the area’s existing legal authorities and institutional framework. However,
no matter what a state or local government
chooses to implement, it should consider certain
issues or program components. As runoff management program objectives are broadened beyond
the traditional drainage focus to encompass water
quality protection, runoff muse, and open
space/recreation, existing programs mus~ evolve
and become morecomprehen$ive,

,

L
J"

Establishing Runoff

2

anagement Strategic,
Program Goals
The goals of a runoff management program mus~

be established when the program is initiated.
Until recently, this was easy since programs
tally dealt only with runoff quantity problems.
Since the traditional focus has been on draininB
runoff away from improved property as quickly as
possible, runoff management has been referred to
as "drainage." The increasing awareness of runoff
quality problems by citizens and elected officials
and Clean Water Act requirements has forced
state and local governments to broaden runo~
goals. Today. program goals should include quarttity, quality, erosion prevention and sediment
control, good aesthetic values, runoff reuse, and
open space/recreation.
Even the 8oals of runoff quantity manage.
ment are changing. This broadenin8 include~
control of both peak discharge rate and volume,
especially in closed basins and for discharges to
estuaries. Peak discharge control, which limit~
postdevelopment discharges to predevelopment
levels, is evolving from control of a single design
storm to several design storms. To prevent stream
channel erosion, controlling the peak discharge
from a two-year, 24-hour design storm is becoming more common, alon8 with controlling the
peak discharge for flood control purposes, usually
a 10-, 25-, or lO0-year design storm. Some runoff
management entities, such as the Suwannee Rivet
Water Management District and the Florida Department of Transportation, are requirin8 control
of the critical storm. This storm creates the biggest
difference between predevelopment and postdeveloprnent peakdischargeratesand/orvolume.
Analysis of design storms---ranging from a oneyear, one-hour storm to a 100-year, 24-hour
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design storm--is required to determine the critical storm,
Another consideration of a runoff management program is whether it minimizes runoff
problems from new development, corrects runoff
problems caused by existing development and
land uses, or both. While most programs address
both goals, priority and allocation of resource decisions must be made to address each problem,
The program’s philosophy is determined by
which goals it addresses and in what priority. The
two basic philosophies of runoff management are
prevention and cure. Preventing runoff problems
rather than trying to cure them is easier, less expensive, and more effective. Unfortunately, runoff
frequently is the "orphan infrastructure," and few
resources are devoted to runoff management until
some type of crisis---usually flooding with property damage and even injury or death---occurs.
Even then, these problems often are corrected
with quick fixes that may actually contribute to or
worsen problems downstream. As a result, local
governments and other providers are spending
most of their efforts curing rather than preventing,
Chapters 11, 13, 15, and 16 discuss aspects of this
topic in more detail,

Program Tools
Urban runoff management uses many tools to prevent or correct problems. Additionally, its broadening objectives are producing new tools and
re~ining existing ones. The program’s goals play a
maior role in selecting the appropriate tools.
Runoff tools can be separated into two
types--nonstructuraJ and structuraJ controls.
Nonstructural controls help prevent runoff problems, while structural controls help mitigate the
problems. Until now, most runoff programs have
focused on flood control and relied on structural
controls. Additionally, several nonstructural controis require changes in property--e.g., growth
management, land use planning, zoning--often a
controversial topic. Nonstructural controls include source controls that limit the types and
amounts of pollutants in runoff. Many of these in.
volve comrolling or modifying certain aspects of
human behavior such as using fertilizers, pesticides, or household cleaners. These controls, too,
are highly controversial,
In broadening runoff management goals,
structural controls often require reconsidering the
usual BMP design, less emphasis and use of cerrain practices, and changing preferred alterna-
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rives. To improve pollutant removal, detention
ponds must be changed to increase residence
time and minimize short-circuiting, and shallow
littoral zones planted with appropriate n:’.ve wet.
land plants. Dry detention, used widely ~cr flood
control, provides little pollutant removal ~,~nefit~
because of its short detention time, bor’: ~- di~.
charge control, and paved channels. In -" .-.: Iocations, cpdes require that street curbs an.," : .:ters
be used ~’ith storm sewers to eliminate
pondin8, even for short time periods. Ma- " -alities are eliminating this requirement to .:
infiltration, decrease runoff volume, ana ,~ .:.’ore
pollutant removal. Localities are promoting the
use of roadside vegetated swales, especially in
low-medium density residential areas.
Another consideration is how runoff controls
are combined and integrated into a development.
Increasing emphasis is being placed on the "treat.
ment train" concept, in which several types of
runoff controls are used together and integrated
into a comprehensive management system. This is
especially true when a project uses a wet deten.
tion pond as the primary control but promote~ it
as a visual and recreational amenity. To help pre.
vent the wet pond from turning into an eyesore,
swales rather than storm sewers can be used, and
vegetated littoral zones added. Increasingly, small
off-line depressional storage areas are being inte.
grated into site plans, usually as part of the site’s
required open space and landscaping. Chapters
7, 8, 12, and 14 discuss these topics in more detail.

Program Approaches
Runoff management has two primary approaches:
" The on-site, piecemeal approach; and
u The comprehensive watershed approach.
Program goals determine which approach a
state or local government selects. Selecting an
proach also depends on the types of tools to be
used to prevent or solve runoff problems. Finally,
selection d~pends on the political will of elected
officials and their financial commitment to the
program. The piecemeal approach, the mo~t
widely used, is typically preferred when a program
u Is single-goal oriented, especially if it
focuses on flood control;
~ Is aimed at managing runoff from ~
development;
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~ !0
I IS oriented primarily on structural
controls;
Is prevent~ble in nature, especially from
new development;or

1

I Regarding the impacl~ of new
development, has limited financial
resources that prevent it from deveJopin8 a
runoff master plan.
The watershed approach, which is gaining
popularity, is preferred when a program
i Is multiple.goal oriented;
i Is aimed at curing existing runoff
problems;
m Is oriented toward using nonst~actural
controls;or
i Has adequate financial resources,
usuaJly from a dedicated funding source
such as a runoff utility,
Many programs around the country begin
with a piecemeal approach and evolve into a watershed approach. While reasons for this evolution vary tremendously, it is often related to
citizen pressure or changes in state or federal star.
utory or regulatory requirements, such as
i Increasing attention and pressure to
reduce the water quality impacts of runoff
discharges; .
I Downstream flooding caused by the
random location of numerous on-site
systems;
1 Reducing costs by promoting the use Of
nonstructural controls; or
I Recognizing

the relationship between
land use changes and stormwater problems,

Chapters11,12,13,15, and 16 discuss these
topics in more depth,

Common Aspects of
a Runoff Program
Establishing an urban runoff management program typically includes considering and resolving
a number of needs or program elements.

Legal Authority
The program must have adequate state and local
legal authority to accomplish its mission and use

all its tools. Runoff programs generally protect the
public’s health, safety, and welfare. However, authority is needed to create, adog(, and enforce ordinances and regulations. Provisions must be
made to establish performance standards and ~
sociated design criteria for various control mea~ures. The state should grant statutory zuthority ~
local entities to set up dedicated funding sources,
~cb as a runoff utility.

Administration
Administration is a major component of a runoff
program, with its organizational location a key
consideration. A number of other questions mu~
be answered. Will the program be part of the
state’s environmental or water agencyt~Within the
agency, will the program be a distinct entity or
part of a larger program, such as wetland and
floodplain management? What relationship doe~
the runoff program have to the NPDES or the nonpoint source program? Locally, will the program
be a distinct entity or part of public works or
streets and drainage? Will its maintenance be the
responsibility of a runoff utility, public works,
streets and drainage, or parks and recreation?
Another administration consideration concerns the program’s function. Will the program
have separate administrative, planning, permitring, engineering, and operation/maintenance
groups? Who will evaluate and monitor the
system’s performance? Who will manage program
finances and legal needs? Who will conduct public education programs/

Planning
Effective runoff services and infrastructure should
not be haphazard--often the normal method of
operation. Planning is an essential program element to maximize cost-effectiveness and help
meet goals. A runoff master plan based on a
community’s land use plan should be developed
to provide a long-term map for capital improvement and operation/maintenance needs, particu.,,
lady when addressing both runoff quantity and
quality. Typically, a runoff plan covers a 20-year
period and is broken down into five-year phases.
Developing a plan helps determine the capital
improvement costs, provides an implementation
schedule, and identifies funding needs.

Capital Improvements
Designing and construcling runoff ~0nveyances,
storage, and treatment facilities is expensive, es..
pecially without a long-term plan. Engineering
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expertise is essential. More and more frequently,
runoff programs have interdisciplinary staffs of
planners, modelers, biologists, and landscape architects. Decisions must be made about whether
to maintain this expertise in-house or rely on outside consultants. Regional facilities should meet
additional needs such as open space, recreation,
and public education,
%

Operation and Maintenance
For maximum benefits, structural controls must
be properly maintained and operated. Policy
questions include whether a local government
should accept ownership of runoff facilities, especially for residential development; which facilities
to own (e.g., those that provide service for both
private and public lands); and, if ownership is not
accepted, how to assure that systems are mainrained and operated properly. In deciding
whether to accept ownership of a runoff system, a
local government must consider the type of facility and its maintenance needs. Today, development projects often incorporate runoff systems as
green space or landscaping. Such areas need extensive, regular maintenance such as mowing to
keep them aesthetically pleasing. In such case~,
the local government must determine whether it
wants to be subject to citizen complaints about
the site’s appearance.
Another consideration is how to handle material removed from runoff conveyances, especiatty runoff treatment systems. One question is
whether such substances are considered hazardous or toxic waste. Tests performed on these materials generally indicate that they are not hazardous or toxic waste, so waste can be used for landfill cover. However, some very specialized runoff
controls, such as oil/greaseseloarators, may con.
rain materials requiring special disposal,

Regulation
Generally, a runoff program includes regulations
and a permitting program. Local governments
must decide if the legal expertise reouired to develop, interpret, and enforce regulations should
exist within the program or in another area. Permitring programs require staff with good public
communication and interaction skills plus excellent, broad-based technical skills. Staff must apply
and interpret com!~lex technical rules and review
sate plans that will raise land use planning, hy.
drology, soils, geology, and engineeringconcerns.
The s~te must be inspected regularly to assure that

permit conditions are being met. Enforcement
must be a priority to assure that regulations are
followed. Enforcement can include many tools
cluding stop work orders, administrative fines o¢
tickets, and even prison. Governments must
cide if enforcement will be conducted by general
program staff or by specialized law enforcement
personnel.
%. ,

Monitoring and Evaluation
Regular evaluation procedures help determine
whether the program is achieving its goals and
being administered in an effcient, cost-effective
manner. Procedures can include actual environmental monitoring such as water chemistry, biological communities, and sediment chemist~,.
Monitoring program objectives must be clearly
decided when initiating the program. Decisions
must be made about whether monitoring will be
part of the runoff program or whether another
agency or government will perform these tasks.
Regular administration evaluations assure that
regulated parties are treated consistently, equita.
bly, and efficiently.

Education Programs
Since everyone who lives or works in a watershed
contributes to its runoff problems, governments
must undertake public education programs. Programs should be directed at the regulated cornreunify to help it understand the regulations and
to increase compliance and efficiency in the permitring process. Plan reviewers, inspectors, designers, and contractors may need special
training, and even certification programs. Education programs can often be conducted with
professional associations such as the state engineering society, state bar, or general contractors
association.
Educating the public about runoff programs,
their purDoses, and how every citizen must be a
pan of the s~lution is a crucial and continuing
need. Citizens must understand how everyday activities contribute to runoff problems. Simple
pamphlets inserted into utility bills, booklets, ridcos, and displays -’t local events have been used
successfully. Special programs such as "stream
(lake, bay) watch," "adopt-a-stream (lake, bay),"
and "eco-neighborhoods" are proving successful
in encouraging citizens to buy into pro~ran’~.
Youth group involvement in programs such as
storm sewer stenciling is also highly effective.
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Technical Assistance
Runoff and watershed management program~ rely
on cooperation from many levels of government,
the private sector, and citizens. A~, runoff proI]rams become more comprehensi0’e, new and
complex problems arise. States and local governments need to provide technical assistance and
take advantage of technical assistance offered by
the federal government, other states, local governments, or private concerns. In many cases, a
problem or control technique has already bee~l
addressed.

Good Science

env or sales taxes. Locally, runoff utilities are the
most widespread and equitable dedicated funding source. Additional funding sources can i~
ciude permit, inspection, and impact fees.

T

Other Sources
"U’.~. Environmental Pro~.ction A~e~%-y. 1992. State
Local Fu~in8 of Nonpoim Sou~:e Comzxd Pro,
8rams. EPA B41-R-92.O03. Odr. Water, Wa=hir~o~
DC.
1. 1994. A Stale and Local Covemme~ Guide to
Environmental Program Fundin8 Al~’nativ~. EPA
M1-K-~-0Ot. Off. Water, Wahin~o~ DC

One of the inherent needs of ¯ runoff or water.
shed management program is sound, ~:ienti~
cally defensible information. This information i$
needed to develop regulations, BMP design criteria, accurate monitoring and evaluation techniques, and a better understanding of the
relationships between land use changes and impacts on aquatic resources. Unfortunately, budget
constraints at all levels of government have led to
decreases in funding for essential s<:ientific studies and research. To solve runoff problems, especially those caused by existing drainage system~,
the nation must make a financial commitment to
develop new control technologies, refine existin8
controls, and improve our understanding of the
actual effects of intermittent discharges on
aquatic systems and their biota.

2

O

Funding
As with any activity or program, adequate finan.
cial resources are essential to achieve program
objectives. Legislators and local governments can
enact the best laws and ordinances, but if resources are inadequate for implementation, legit.
lation will not achieve the desired results. While
protecting the environment ranks high in citizeft
polls, environmental programs do not f~re well at
budget time. One reason, of course, is intense
competition for limited resources. Public health,
safety, and welfare concerns such as crime, medical care, and education receive priority ova" environmental programs. For this reason, innovative
alternative funding sources must be found for runoff and watershed management programs. State
dedicated funding sources might include special
fees on certain products such as cement, asphalt,
oil, fertilizer, pesticides, or water; additional documentary stamp fees; or even specialized prop-

r ....
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CHAPTER 11

.

Regulatory Strategms for
Development
/~\ n overall governmental or
.

~ ~stintut,onal
i"
strategy for effectwe

management must include several key
program components, including the
development, promulgation, and

or, preferably, in combination. Program re~ula.
tions ensure that these strategies are properly im-

plemented through specific regulatory needs or
roles. In using structural controls or facilities, teEulations must ensure proper facility design. To
help achieve this, the following regulatory needs

should be addressed,

enforcement of regulations. These .... ,_,_._.
.
.
,,
~’erlormance ano ~,=~y Standards
~e~ ~ 2 t: ~ sg ;: :~:hs; ar urY:o°~ecnn’ca’’y

aTnhe
regulations
must establish
a ,acilit, y’$standards
perforrr~
a ce and
safety standards.
Performance

management program and to insure that

involve the outflow characteristics required

th~v :~r~ :~rhi~v~,el
"--" ............
This chapter focuses on the regulations typitally required to address the runoff management
impacts of new land development by implement,
ing permanent structural facilities or control
measures. The chapter discusses key regulatory
needs or roles necessary to establish effective faciliry design, design review, and construction inspection programs for permanent runoff control
practices,

comply with the regulations--and achieve the
overall program goals. E~:amples of requirements
are (1) that the peak rate of runoff discharged by
the facility after site development should not exceed a certain level from a specified range of
storm events, and (2) that an extended detention
time must be established for frequent storms to
promote pollutant removal, with a specified removal rate.

Finally, the chapter reviews the numerous
federal programs that directly and indirectly affect
a state or local runoff management program, refleeting the growing federal role in runoff. This
summary, which includes both positive and ne8areader’s guide to the extensive and confusing
array of federal programs that affect local runoff
mana ement issues,

Facility Deslgll
After establishing the goals of a runoff management program for new land d~velopment, strategies to achieve them must be defined. As
described in Chapter 8, strategies can use strucrural and nonstructural controls, either separately

The inherent risks of water impoundment by
structural facilities require that safety standards be
established to ensure acceptable risks from the
facility’s presence and operation. Requirements
range from emergency spillways that safely convey the runoff from extreme storm events through
the facility to safety measures that facilitate both
The regulations should also address IonE.
term maintenance by specifying who is legally
and physically responsible. The regulations
should also provide procedures to conduc~ periodic facility inspections and to notify the respon.
sible party of ~he maintenance need. They should
also provide enforcement powers to compel those
reca!citrants who ignore such notification.
nail,t, the regulations must address_the possibility
that ~he faciliw might not be maintained or be
abandoned and provide for the possibility o~ ~ov.
ernment ownership and maimenance.
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Fundamen~al~ ofUrb~ Run~/’Nanag~m=nt
Because facility performance, safety standards, and regular maintenance are so vitally ira!:~ortant, regulations should be promulgated
through official and legally binding forms--laws,
ordinances, resolutions, and official regulations,
These avenueswill ensure that the regulations are
not changed arbitrarily but only by informed cor~sensus and official acti~)n.

Computational Methods
and Data Sources
Unlike performance and safety standards, the details necessary to design and construct structural
runoff management facilities are best promulgated in documents with flexible formats such as
handbooks, manuals, and Buidelines. This flexibility is due to several factors:
1 The site, specific natureofrunoffandthe
structural facilities used to manage it;
1 The relative accuracy and varied
suitability of the computational methods
currently used (see runoff and soil erosion
estimating techniques in Chapter ! ); and
1 The constantly evolving body of
knowledge and experience on all aspects of
structural runoff facilities,
Beneficial changes to the standard methods
and details can more easily be made in hand.
books and manuals to respond to the specific
needs of the site and facility. These informal publications also recognize the designer’s professional discretion and legal responsibility. In
addition, new and enhanced methodologies,
technologies, materials, and data can be incorporated into the facility design process, eliminating
the time-consuming and bureaucratic procedures
of modifying existing laws, resolutions, and ordinances, lnfact, these documents should acknowledge and encourage designers to develop and use
improved techniques and features,
Regulatory discretion for design aspects such
as computational methods and structural details
requires competent and responsible personnel to
des=gn, oversee, and approve the facility. The next
section provides more information on facility design review.
Regulations are required so that runoff management program goals can be achieved by safely
constructing structural management facilities.
Those promulgating design regulations must distinguish between standards and requirements fundamental to the program’s goals and objectives

and those that should be flexible to respond to scientific and practical improvements in runoff management. Regulations should not be subject to
change without informed and official deliberations. In any case, competent and responsible personnel and an open attitude toward I~o~ram
enhancement are vital.
::

Facility Design Review
The second role of runoff management regulations is to provide an objective and thorough design review process. This is particularly true if
discretion and flexibility have been incor~rated
in the facility design standards. Since discretion
demands knowledge and responsibility, the
gram must include provisions for a timely, d~rough, and objective design review prior to
construction. The following guidelines are recommended:

Legal Responsibilities
Before developing review procedures and
quirements, the legal ramifications of the design
review process and implied by approval of the de.
sign should be addressed. In seeking the advice of
legal counsel, clearly state the objectives of the
review process. Make clear that, unless otherwise
stated, the facility’s designer is ultimately respor~sible for the performance, safety, and longevity of
the structural facilitymnot the design reviewer,
whose interests and authority are limited by the
overall runoffprogram.
Because of the liability issues, designs
should be supervised, approved, and certified by
a licensed professional such as an engineer or atchitect. Seek legal counsel in all legal aspects of a
runoff management program. Issues miBht include the extent of certification required on documents and computations submitted for approval,
the time limit of the approval, and the extent Of
changes allowed before resubmission is required.
,~

Minimum and Recommended
Requirement=
Regulations should establish both minimum and
recommended submittal requirements for facility
designs seeking approval. Minimum submittal reCluirements ensure that those conducting the design reviews have enough information to perform
their task. Minimum requirements also ensure
that the application process is fair and allow ap-
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~!!
~lican~ to accurately ~dget the ti~, effo~, a~
ex~i~ n~ for approval. This ~ccura~
helps establish fair and ad~uale r~i~ ~.
R~om~nd~ or optional subtotal ~
quiremen~ can help ~re complicat~ proj~
or designs. Optional ~ui~men~ include ~
application m~tings ~n t~ d~igner a~
~vi~r during the design pr~ess to add~s
more c6mplex projm feature. If u~ pr~rly,
the~ m~tings can ~ve considerable design a~
~view ti~ and lead to more e~ive stm~ural
facilities. This is particularly ~e if the preapplication m~ting--and the entire d~ign revi~ p~
c~u~rat~ in an open and c~rati~
man~er and all d~ign as~, including t~ ~
for and ~of faciliw ~lm~, am ~jmi~ly ~
vi~.
A comprehensi~ desiEn r~i~ pr~u~
should include a pr~s to revi~ and ap~al d~
nials and rejmions. This pr~ess should include
decision-review m~tings ~n applicant,
designe~, and reviewe~. Th~ m~tin~ can
often resolve problems promptly and efficiently;
~ve time, effort, and emotions; and pre~ su~
~ for the runoff p~ram.
Wherever feasib;e, regulations should es~
lish maximum ti~ limi~ for design review,
While time limits can ~times ~ onerous to in.
dividual reviewe~, develo~rs, and applicant,
they allow ~th the r~iewing agency and the
plicam to be~er budget staff time and expend,
~me limi~ also provide the reviewer an incentive
to obtain the r~uir~ design inflation from the
applicant. Programs that establish maximum time
limits must al~ clearly define what constitut~ a
complete subminal, and allow the ~vi~er ad~
quate ti~ to dete~ine complements. The pr~
gram should al~ all,ate ad~uate ti~ f~
logging, filing, ~tification, and other adminis~a-

Reoula~c~/6~race~ka rot I~w
of the mvi~ p~ess, t~ s~ific as~ of
d~ign ~in~ r~iew~, a~ ~e implica~ion~
d~ign e~ in,or facili~ mal~n.
Self-~amination a~d

Monlto~g

This as~ of t~ d~ign ~i~ ~ms, i~l~
ing time s~nt ~ review ~non~l and t~ ~
: terns encounterS, will help identi~ ~.
c~ings, ine~icienci~, a~ d~ficienci~ in
process. ~is could include the extent of r~uir~
subminal data, sta~ knowl~ge a~ (rainin~ a~
varies admini~rative prague. In many
stanc~, the ~l~-monitoring p~s can ~ u~
to identi~ deficienci~ in ~ k~ge a~
abiliti~ of t~ applicant or d~iE~r. The~ d~cienci~ can t~n ~ addr~ ~gh t~
niqu~ ranEing ~m mo~ de~ri~i~ appli~li~
fo~s and instm~ions ~o ~minam a~ work~
on d~ign, submi~al, and r~i~ ~urm a~
r~uire~nu.

Interaction and Dialogue
A truly e~mi~ d~ign ~vi~ p~ms inclu~
~ intera~ion and dialoEue wi~ the dmi~
community that i~ over~ and faciliw con~tion and maintenance pe~nnel. ~ch in~.
tio~formally at regularly ~h~ul~ mmin~
and workshops or informally thr~gh profmsi~l
or trade organization~an help identi~ and
r~t review practices and s~ific ~acili~ ~ui~
ments that are causing design, constm~i~,
maintenance difficultly. The complexiW of
proces~s and the growing ~o~ of the
intend~ to manage it make such a ~i~ a~
proach to problem identificati~ a~ ~uti~
vital to the success of any r~ulato~ p~

~vel of Renew

Inspection

The d~gn rev~ pr~s
entails d~idin~
the level of review to condu~. Th~s could range
from a revi~er’s s~mpte ch~k of plans, da~a
~urc~, and computational arithmetic to a co~
pre~ensive and ind~nden~ ana;ysis o~ the pr~
~ stmc~ral facili~. O~en, a com~m~

o~d, r~iew~, and apgrov~, t~ ~cili~ m~
actually ~ ~t into ~ice thr~h
T~ impo~ance of this ~nt, h~r ~i~s
simple, shoul~ ~t be overl~k~. ~ntil a ~rural control measure is const~ and

medic c~cks of standar~ or less critical ~si~n
computations and inde~ndem compu~tions o~
more critical asps. The proper mix of revi~
techniqu~ de~nds on the legal res~nsibiliti~

and ~lves no runoff n~ ~ problem. T~ ~
quently, facility design or revi~.pr~u~ ~
come ends in them~lves. The pr~ram goals ~m
not realiz~ by t~ pr~uction of a ~t of plans

Once ~he ~noff faci~iw d~ign has ~n d~
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stamped "approved," but through construction
and operation. Therefore, not only should the regulatory aspects of svuctural runoff facilities be focused on producing an effective, safe, efficient,
and durable facility, they should also be focused
on geeing it constructed.
The same is true for construction inspection
programs. The primary~focus must be on constructing effective, safe, and durable structural faciliry. The return on investment is not realized
until the project is constructed and functioning,

Legal lssue~
In many ways. the regulatory needs ot a construction inspection program are similar to those for facility design review. Prior to program start-up, all
legal aspects and implications of the program
must be thoroughly reviewed and accepted. This
includes satisfactorily addressing the legal implications of the inspection process and the approv.
als it produces. All involved must understand that.
unless otherwise stated, the ultimate responsibility for safe and proper construction rests solely
with the builder, not with an inspector who has
limited program interests and authority.

Construction Inspection
and Reporting
A formal construction inspec’tion and reporting
~rocedure includes provisions forpreconstruction
and Vroiect start-up meetings, inspection sched,
ules, documentation and dissemination of findings and observations, periodic progress and
problem solving meetings, and postconstruction
documentation and certification. As with pre.
aplolication meetings during the design review
process, preconstruction meetings can be key to
efficient and productive construction. These
meetings can provide all parties an opportunity to
familiarize themselves with the various procedures, personalities, and potential problems before construction begins and in the relatively calm
environs of a meeting room rather than the imme.
diate and highly-charged atmosphere of a construction site.
The regulations should provide a clearly defined role by describing the construction
inspector’s responsibilities and authority and suggest periodic review meetings to address problems and plan construction phases. The
regulations should also require that the as-built
drawings of the facility be subject to the review
and approval of the inspe<’ting agency. Finally, the
regulations should provide certification proce,

PART I!. InsUtutional I~sues
dures to officially designate the project’s completion. This designation hell~ contractors and own.
ers, who may need to terminate construction
performance bonds and other sureties, and design
review and construction inspection agencies.

[nteractloll
An effective Construction inspection program includes interaction and interchange among facility
designers, builders, and maintenance personnel.
This interaction can take place formally at regularly scheduled meetings and workshops or infor.
really through professional or trade organizations.
It allows difficulties in design, construction, or
maintenance to be identified and corrected. The
complexity of runoff processes and the growing
scope of management programs make proactive
problem identification and resolution vital to succes~.

Federal Programs Affecting
Runoff Management
Since passage of the 1972 Clean Water Act, a vafiery of agencies have introduced numerous federal programs to manage and protect water
resources. Many of these programs directly affect
runoff management by reducing its impact on
aquatic systems, not only at the federal level, but
also at state and local levels. Unfortunately, some
of these programs--especially older ones--have
single focus goals and/or legal mandates. These
often conflict with the multifaceted environmental protection goals of more recent programs,
ticulariy those that seek the holistic ecological
goals of watershed management. Attaining runoff
and watershed management goals will depend, in
part, on modernizing existing laws and programs
to make goals more consistent with those of more
recent laws emphasizing environmental protection. The success of this modernization process,
in turn, will de~nd upon how well we can integrate existing laws into watershed-based runoff
management programs.
Before we can undertake such a process, we
must understand each of the various federal programs that affect the development of local, state,
and even federal runoff management programs
and regulations. The following section lists the
numerous federal programs that can affect,
versely or beneficially, the management of runoff
and other nonpoint sources of pollution.
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~.~. ~vJro~m~tB]

~ote~tion ~gen~

Regubto~ SUateoJes for New
m ~i~ 205~(1). ~h~z~ water quali~
management planning p~ram$ ~ $tat~. Eli8ihie a~ivi(ie/incJu~ identi~ing ~llution control
meth~5 to
and ~5t~e water~i~

Clean Water A~
m ~i~ 1~, Wat~ ~li~ Cool,tire
ta~et~ wa~s. Fund~ ~ a 1 ~ent
A~n~. Sup~m pr~ms and proj~ for
aside of ~ s~te’s ~(le II 8~ ~s, it is ~i~
the p~vention, r~uction, a~ eliminati~ of ~l~plac~ by ~ion ~).
I~ion. ~ eligib~ a~ivitie5 include s~ial
water q~aJi~ studio, investiga~ons of ~llution : m ~i~ 303, Water ~li~5~n~s ~d
control (~hni~um, river corridor watersh~ ma~
ple~n~ti~ Pbn~ R~ui~ ~a~ to de,lop,
agement planning, and pilot and demonstration adopt, a~enfo~ewater~uali~s~ards~ata~
proje~. S~ial programs ~nd~ thr~gh ~at lea~ as stringent as th~ adopt~ by the EPA
ti~ 1~ inciu~
and that will prot~ ~in~in, and reside
chemi~l, ph~ical, and bio~gical int~i~ of all
¯ Near C~lWaten. lmpmv~the
watm. ~ ~ui~ the r~ular ~ a~, if
envimn~ntal conditions of near c~l
n~, ~ision of water quali~ s~a~s; the
wate~ through a wate~h~ management
tablishmen~ all~ation, a~ enfo~t of
appr~ch. Eligible a~iviti~ include
m~imum daily loads f~ ce~in w~e~i~;
developing and implementin~ ~Eio~l
a ~ntinu~s state water pl~nnin8 ~s.
strateBi~ in ~et~ a~.
m ~ion 3~, Infor~ti~ and ~ideli~.
¯ S~te Wetlan~ ~ram. Increa~s the
quires EPA and the stat~ ~o establish water quali~
abili~ of state programs to pro~
criteria and e~uent 8uidelin~ ~r a wide vari~
wetland re~u~. Eligible activiti~
of substances, es~cially haza~s and toxic
include developing new s~te wetla~
on~. It r~uir~ states to d~lop a list of wate~
prote~ion programs or refinin8 existinS
n~ing con~ol ~rategi~ for toxic and o~
programs, wate~h~ prot~i~
lu~n~.
demonstralion pmj~, state wetland
con~ation plans, and ~ion 4~
I ~i~ 305, Water ~li~ In~to~.
quir~ EPA to biennially re~ to Congr~s
~rogram as~m~tion assistance,
¯ Wetlands Pmt~i~ Progra~ R~eiv~
~nding for a~iviti~ in ta~et~
watersh~s ~ch ~ advance wetland
identification, ~ublic ~ucation, a~
enfo~ement,

~u~es and identi~ wate~ that do or do not
~eir designat~ us~. Stat~ d~elop 5~te
Quali~ ~sessment ream (305ibl re~m)
submit them to EPA, which u~ t~ info~ati~
as the basis for i~ re~

¯ ~s~ent and Watered Prote~ion
5uppo~. Provid~ve~limited funding for
wate,h~ planning prioriti~, regional
~eting, and ~nitoring in suppo~ ~
~ion 305(b) ~.

m ~ioh 314, Clean ~k~ Pro~m. ~tablish~
proje~ and programs to control ~lluti~
~urc, to lak, and to prot~ a~ r~tore
quali~ of lake. Eligible a~iviti~ i~lude identiF~
cation and classification su~e~ of all publicly
own~ lake, state lake wa~er quali~ monit~inE
and as~s~n~ and p~blic ~ucation. Lake
toratio~ proj~ t~pically include thr~ pha~:
diagnosti~feasibili~ study; a r~oratio~pro~.
tion implementation program; and ~t~ati~
monit~in~

¯ ~i~ 1~(~. Enc~rag, ~e
~tablishment or enhance~nt of small
communi~outreach pr~rams,

m ~i~ 1 ~, Water Poll~ion Control. Administe, programs to pr~enL ~uce, and eliminate
wa~er ~llution. This is the prima~ f~eral grant
m ~ion 319, Nonpoint ~r~ ~
funding ~u~e for state water ~uality manag~
plementation. Sup~m a~iviti~ ~at imple~
ment programs. Eligible a~iviti~ include nearly
the stat~’ EPA-approv~ non~int ~rce ma~
all as~ of the ~revention and abatement of agement plans. Th~ include basic program
su~ace and groundwater ~llutio~lanning;
piementation tas~ that help in~itmional~e
monitoring; ~ining: enforce~nt; and trai~
program within a state; wat~rsh~ non~i~
ing, public ~ucation, and t~hnical assistance.
~u~e management program im~lemen~ti~
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within targ~t~ wate~h~s; non~int ~ume c~
trol pra~ice ins~llation at demonstrati~ sit~;
and groundwater non~int ~rce as~ent a~
management p~rams,
m ~i~ 320, National ~uaw Pr~r~ Authorizes development of comprehensive con~ration and manage~nt plans, usually ~r a
five-year ~ri~, fm s~ific I~islatively desi8nat~ estuari~. It d~ not p~vide fundin8 to i~
plement ap~rov~ plans, althoush other ~A
funds (e.8., 319, ~tle II a~ VI) may ~ u~.
m ~i~ 402, Natio~l Pollu~nt Dk~e
Eliminati~ S~te~ E~abJish~ regulatow p~
grams for ~int ~u~ nf ~ll~ion but exem~
m~t agricultural a~iviti~. This pmg~m w~
originally dmign~ to ~uce ~ll~ion ~m ~nt
mu~es such as domestic and i~u~rial w~
water discha~. This program n~ incJud~ c~rain runoff di~har~ from sp~ific industrial activities, including constm~ion sit~, and ru~ff
di~ha~es operat~ by I~aJ 8ovem~n~ wi~ a
population over 100,~.
m ~i~ 4~, Pe~i~ f~ Dr~g~ or Fill ~t~
rial. Establish~ a regulato~ program ~ control
the di~ha~e of dr~g~ or fill material into nav~
gable waters (wetlands). This program is admini~
ter~ by the U.S. A~y Co~s of Engin~, using
~rmi~ing guidelin~ develop~ in c~rdinati~
with EPA. The ~tion all~ a ~ate to admini~
the program, with EPA having veto ~r.
m ~ion 6~, ~tle VI Water Quality ~na~
lent Planning. R~uir~ each state to rescue 1
~rcent of the State Revolvin8 Loan Fund 8rant f~
water quali~ management plannin8 activiti~ r~
quired by se~ion 205(j) and 303(e). Eligible activ,
fries include proj~s to dete~ine t~ natu~, extent, and cauls of water qualiw problems; to
identi~ cost-effective and accep~bie point and
non~int ~u~e controls; and to devel~ impl~
mentation plans,
Federal S~e Dr~king WaterA~
m Se~i~ 1~3, Unde~r~nd Inje~ion C~
trol. E~ablish~ f~eral and s~ate progrzms to p~
=~t 8roundwaters from the~ ~u~. It provid~
grants ~o states to fund all ~ of mlat~ a~iviti~.
m ~i~ 1442, Well~ad Pml~i~. Provid~
technical assistance and fundinR to states and
I~al governments d~igning and implementing
wellhead prote~ion programs. Eligible a~iviti~

P/~RT ~. InJU~U~I
include delineation of wellhead prot~ion a~as;
identification, mapping, and ~mpling of contaminati~ mu~; public ~ucation; and de~l~
lent ~ ~inanc~.
~.S.

Department of Agriculture

m A~d~ltur~l C~wati~ Pro~ (AC~.
Administer~ ~’the USDA Agricultural Stabiliza.
tion and Consewation ~ice (~CS), ACP is d~
siEn~ to control erosion and s~i~n~ti~
encourage voluntaw compliance with f~.
eral/state r~uire~n~ m solve point and no~
~int ~rce ~llution. I~ pmvidm financial
tance to individuals in all U.S. c~ntim
imple~nt con~wation pra~ic~. R~ent~,
wa~ quali~ improve~nt has r~eiv~ s~ial
emphasis. However, all,able BMPs aria ~ndin8
am~n~ are ~t by county and s~ate commi~,
which are usually dominat~ by agricultural
t~.
~ C~ation Rescue Program (CRP). Admi~
iste~ by the USDA ASCS, CRP is intend~ to
turn ce~ain agricultural land~which are highly
e~ible or othe~i~ critical in prote~ing and ~
storing water quali~to a con~ation u~, ~picalty as grass or forest. Fa~e~ r~eive payment
~r ~c~ to conse~e the~ lands for a contract~
~i~, ~ically 10yea~.
m Wetlands Rm~e Pr~ram ~RP). Admini~
ter~ by the USDA ASCS, WRP is intended to r~
store and prot~ farmed or conve~ wetlands.
Farme~ receive direct payments and con~wa.
tion plannin8 and technical assistance to install
n~essa~ restoration practices on areas th~
agr~ to maintain under a con~ation ease~nt.
m R~urce Consewati~ and Development
Program (RC&D). Ad~inister~ by ~e Soil Consedation ~ice, RC&D encourag~ and i~
prov~ the ca~abili~ of s~te and I~al entiti~ in
d~ignat~ rural areas to plan, develop, and i~
plement programs, typically in ta~et~ critical
areas.
m ~il and Water Con~at~n. Administe~
the USDA SCS, this program provides t~hnical
assis=nce to the public through total remume
planning and management to impr~e wat~
quali~ and natural remu~es and r~uce ~llution s~rces. USDA SCS aim publishes de~il~
~il supers for each coun~ and provid~ a vari.
e~ of useful natural r~urces manage~nt inf,.
marion.
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m Wate~ Prote~i~ a~ FI~ Preventi~
(Small Water~ Program, PL-5~ P~ram).
Administer~ by the USDA SCS, it provides t~hnical ~nd financial assistance to state agencim
and I~:al govemmen~ to develop and implement
~lans that prof,, develop, and u~ I~nd a~
w~ter ~urc~ in small wate~h~s. R~en/ly,
this ~rogram has ~n b~den~ to emphasize
~rotming and restoring water quali~, es~ially
~rom fl~ing, er~ion, ~imentafion, a~
us~dis~lofwaterpr~lems,
.

Q.S. Department of the Interior
~ Nalio~! Waler Q~li~ ~enl P~ti~
Administer~ by the U.S. Geological Su~, it
addres~ a wide range of major water quali~ i~
sues, wi~ special emphasis in the next few
on ~ticide impac~ ~ water r~ourc~. The pr~
gram will include nationwide suff~ce ~
groundwater quali~ monitoring and as~ss~nt.
~ Waler Da~ Pr~m. Administer~ by the
USGS, it consists of four water quali~ monitoring
ne~or~, the m~t im~n~nt of which is ~e Ni~ional Stream Quati~ Accounting Ne~ork
(N~QAN). Data on stream fl~ and heigh~ lake
stage and storage, groundwater levels, well and
spring discha~e, ~nd the quaii~ of su~ace and
gr~ndwa/ers is collect~ and s~or~ in National
Water Data Storage and Retrieval System
(WATSTORE).
~ Federal Stale Coo~ralive Pr~ram. Esta~
lishes a panne~hip for water resources investigations be~n ~he USGS and state and local a~enties. This program is the foundation for much of
the planning, development, and manage~nt of
the nation’s water r~.
~ Coas~l Welbnd~ Plannin~ Prole~ion a~
Restoration ProEra~ Administer~ by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Semite, it provides funds ~o
~uire coas~l lands or wate~ and (o restore, enhance, or manage coastal wetland ecosystems,
Proj~s must provide for the long-te~ consultion of th~ lands and water,
~ ~nd ~ Water Co~ati~ Pr~m. ~ministered by ~e National Park System, i( was ~
tablished to create and maintain a national legacy
of high quali~ recreation areas. It provides funding ~or ~eral acquisition of authoriz~ national
park, con~ation, and recreation ~reas and to
state and I~al governmen~ to help acquire, d~
velop, and improve ou~d~r recreation areas,

Federal Highway Administration
i F~er~ Aid Highway Program. AssisU
agenci~ in developing and improving
Er~t~, ime~onnme~ translation system.
~ Funds may ~ u~ for planning, rehash ~nd d~
velopment (including BMPs), ~orati~,
side ~aufification, ~ ~tl~ mitigafi~.
provid~ fu~ing f~ er~ion and ~iment co~
:trois n~ to minimize highway constm~i~
im~ but not ~ic:ally to ~eat ~nd manage
highway m~ff. Hoover, lhe Surface
tion Program authorizes funding for highwly
off ~u~li~ controls and for mitigating damage
~my~e~, h~bi~t, ar~ wildlife.
~.S.

Arm~ Co~s of ~g~eer~

Civil wor~ proj~ are s~ific lin~i(em
gr~sional appropriations in t~ biennial
Re~u~es Develop~nt A~. Th~ pr~ide help
communiti~ for ~ v~rie~ of water r~e
lems including fl~ control, co~tal ~nd
line er~ion, environmental rest~ati~, and wa~
quali~ management. Proj~ mu~ include mit~
gation of unavoidable environ~ntal d~miEm
~nd must al~ consider envimnmen~l ~o~ti~
through op~nunitim crea~ wi~ ~j~.
The following programs have great ~ent~l
to adversely aff~ aquatic systems and im~
runoff management to prot~ ~ ~tore
quali~:
~ Small FI~ Conlre,I Pmjem. Pursuant to
lion 205 of the FI~ Control A~ o~ 1948,
Corps is authoriz~ to r~uce fl~ damaEm
through projec~ no( s~cifically author~
Congress. However, ~:he Cor~ is r~ri~
making impr~ements to natural water cou~
typically stmc~ral, such as ~nk hardening
dr~ging~nd cannot consider wate~
im~vemen~.
~ 5n~ing and Clearin~ for Fl~d C~lml. ~rsuant to the FI~ Con~ol A~ of 1937, it illo~
(he design and construction of fl~ con~&
measures that typically increase dr~ina&e ind
crea~ wal~ qu~li~.
~atJO~al Ocea~: and
ht~o5ph~c Administration
~ The Coa~al Zone ~naEement A~
Allows states to prepare and impl~ent comp~
hensive managemem programs fm
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~u~es that ~lance com~ting ~mands
source ~rot~tion, proration of public health
safety, ~rovision for public acc~s, a~ ~omic
development. Stat~ with f~erally ap~
grams r~eWe f~eral 8rant ~nds to d~lop
implement a wi~ varie~ of coas=l ~ume
management initiativm.
m ~i~ 6217, C~al N~nt P~luti~
Control Program. joi~ly administe~ with EPA,
which is res~nsible ~r ~tablishin8 minimum
non~int s~e managemem mea~. S~t~
wit~ federally approv~ coastal zo~ manag~
ment programs must develop and imple~nt
~int souse control proBrams to ~t~e a~
tect coas=l ware, and mu~ co~ly with the
minimum non~int mu~e manaEement
urn.

~ National E~rine R~eq~ R~
Establishes and manag~ a national s~m
~es repre~ming different c~stal r~ions
estuarine ty~. The re~ sere as field
tories and public ~uca/ion cent.
m Nalio~t ~rine ~n~ P~ Idealties areas of the marine envimn~nt ~ ~ial
significance and provid~ aulhori~ f~
hensive and c~inat~ c~ation a~ man.
agement. It also provides f~ r~arch a~ m~itorinE activi~i~ and ~blic ~ati~.

Information Sources
Fu~her info~ation on t~se pr~rams can ~
rained from Wa~e~h~ Prot~ion: Gara/o~
Federal Programs (EPA-~1-B-93~2), a 1993
publication of the U.5. Envimn~n=l Prot~i~
Agency’s O~ce of Water, Wahines, ~.
U.5. Envimnm~l Proration ~. 1991.
Manual for t~ P~aration of NPOES ~it ~
cations for Sto~ Water Di~ha~ ~ia~
Industrial ~ivi~. EPA 505~91~2. Washi~,

Mea~ for ~ of N~int ~ll~i~ in

Coas~l Watts. EPA-~&B-92~3. ~. W~,
Washings, ~.
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t Site Planning and Other
NonstructuralMana
g ementPrac
tices
I~ ’ ~ n the long run, preventing runoff
! problems is easier and much less
~J

The nonstructural managemen~ practices
tool box contains ,1 large number and variety of

nonstructural BMPs An urban runoff manage.

expensive than correcting problems
later through expensive infrastructure

ment plan for the Santa Clara Valley in California,
for example, includ~es more than 100 potential
nonstructural BMPs. Local 8ovemments and oiher

construction and resource restoration,
This chapter presents a variety of
effective management practices that can
be used to prevent runoff problems.
These preventive controls, called
nonstructural management practices or
best management practices, include

users of nonstructural measures should screen

regulatory practices, such as buffer
zones or limits on impervious areas, and
source controls, such as public

education, growth limitations, and
protection of sensitive areas to reduce
runoff pollution sources. Unlike
structural controls, which address runoff
problems on a particular site,
nonstructural controls are used
throughout an entire community,
watershed, or special protection zone.
Most nonstructural BMPs are associated elther with land use changes or with educating citizens to encourage a change in lifestyle activities,
Accordingly, local governments primarily develop
and im01ement nonstructuraJ management praco
rices and programs, although state and regional
al~encies can join the implememation team. Recently, federal agencies and programs have begun
1o emphasize pollution prevention activities.

BMPs to determine those most appropriate for a

given area.
Histor|~al Probh:m Areas ¯
In most parts of the United States, many state and
local governments have been discouraged from
im~Dlementin8 programs to control or regulate
land use and development. This reluctance devel.
oped because of an abundance of easily devel.
oped land and a lack of understanding about the
negative impacts of growth and development o~
natural resources. With real or perceived concerns about potential properW rights questions
and sensitivity about restricting a person’s use o/
private property, governments have proceeded
cautiously in establi$;hing land use controls, setting s~ecific development design or perfocmance
requirements, or restricting citizen activities. Currently, eight states have implemented statewide
growth management programs, and many state
and local governments have instituted various
types of zoning, pen’nitting, or other pr~
that restrict aclivities or new development. However, developin8 andl implementin8 these programs is frequently co~troversial.
Many source controls involve changir~
citizens’ lifestyles or activities. Every citizen who
lives in, works in, or visits a watershed contributes
to urban runoff problems through everyday activities. Whether traveling in a motor vehicle on a
pavedor unpaved road, using fertilizers o( pesticides, using househoh:l cleansers, ~r walkin~ the
family dog, each indiviidual contributes pollutants
,o the watershed. Educating citizens to encourage
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a cha.~e ~. habit is did;cult. Fi.t, we mu~ conwnce c~tizens that runoff is a ~llution ~u~e,
that their eye,day a~ivities contribute to this
~llution ~roblem, and finally that chan~ing their
ways helps prevent ~llution.

Site Planning and Other
ffonstmcturai B~Ps
institutional Framework
L~al governmen~ are Wpically t~ public enti~
responsible for r~i~ing and appr~ing d~el~
ment plans. L~al governmenm influence a~
guide urban develop~n~ de~ndin~ on s~te
laws and I~al ordinance, by identi~ing where
and how development should ~cur ~mugh I~al
land use plans and asmciat~ ~lici~. Th~
plans and ~licies are imple~nt~ through s~
cific ordinances and m~hanisms kno~ as la~
development c~ or regulations, which es~
lish the legal basis for ~viewin~ and app~in~
development plans, monitoring imple~n~tion,
and enfo~ement. Many nonstm~ural manaS~
ment practic~limi~ on site clearing and im~rvious areas, land~aping, buffer zone, a~
otheP~an ~ inco~rat~ into I~al land d~
velopment cod~. (~ Chapter 11 for mmma~ of
regulato~ program.)
Development plan revi~ ~ local 8ovemment addresms a wide range of public ~li~ c~cerns including traffic circulation, safe~, health,
landscaping, tr~ protection, and public ~ic~.
Plan review and approval pro~ na~ral m~umes, es~cially water r~um~, by addr~sin~
~tential water quailW degradation ~rc~ such
as construction, runoff, and septic tan~. Plan m
view should al~ include pr~ation of critical
areas and wildlife habitat, local govemmen~
can prevent problems and ~lve existing and ~
tential problems by implementing a compre~nsive site plan revi~ pr~s. Eff~i~
development revi~s lead to m~ e~cient u~ of
land, water, and cultural r~m~ a~ can help
eliminate or ~uce di~culti~ ex~rienc~ by
landowner,
In developin~ regulations, I~al So~
ments n~ to ~r~n various nonstm~ural mana+ement practic~ to dete~ine ~ mmt
~neficial in a ~a~icu+ar area or situation. Scr~nin~ meth~s should include criteria s~iflc f~
the watershed’s conditions and for the goals of the
wate~hed program. Typical criteria inclu~

PART D. InstJ~U~al
i Pollutant control and effe~iven~
criterion should ~ from ~llutants of prima~ concern or known ~llu~tion
Consider reliabiliW and Iongevi~ ot t~ co~
trois along wi~ sitin~ and d~i]+n onsOling.
m C~lml acceplabili~. Controls
accept~ by ~e ~blic and ~ ~..
ci, r~nsible for implemenlin~ IeP ~i~
raining BM~.
m Te~nt~l and eco~mic fe;uib;l;++
BMPs may r~uire considerable -meal
ex~i~, sta~n~ and financial
Cmt considerations should ~inclu~ pla~
nine, d~ign, constm~ion, o~rati~,
mainte~nce.
m t~al aulhori~ and consideration L~al
land development c~es must provide
quate legal authori~ to implement and e~rome r~uiremen~. Evaluate risks or liabiliti~ that may occur in implementing control
meagre.
m Exislin~ ~overnmenl f~mewo~
ernmen~ va~ greatly around the count.
The rol~, ~wem, and duties o++multiple I~.
elso~l~al and regional ~ovemmen~sreatly
influence the eff~tiven~s o:f a potential
nonstm~ural BMP, ~ially one t~t mli~
on widespread implementati~.
Although I~al governments have uniq~
quiremen~ and steps in ~e development r~i~
proc~s, ce~ain elements common in mo~ pr~
du~include
~ Comprehensive p~n amendmenL In
mmt ca~s, pro~mls for land
should conform to the I~al govern~n~s
ado~t~ land ~ plan and ~t+. If the
~ development is not consistent with
plan, an amendment to the Iocall plan
may~n~.
m Re,nine. Once the development
!~al p~ans are consistent, an o~icial change
in the site’s designat~ zoning may ~
~ Developmenl plan re+iew and
Through this pr~s, plans for land
provemen~, buildings, and relal’.~ a~iviti~
are teview~ for compliance wilth I~al la~
develop~nt r~ulations. This revi~ can
include multiple steps such as su~ivisi~
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a~pmval (e.K., conceptual, preiimina~, a~
final plat). The process usually involv~ ~

bre~ do~ and the sy~em will fail. ~e~,
~o~mic ~n~ di~al~ ~at ea~ sy~em fulfill

industrial, and multifamily developing,

th~gh~l, insigh~ul r,~u~ ~nag~enL

~ Engi~rinE plato. This ste~ includes ~
~ring and receiving final approval of d~
signs for u~ilities, wast~ater manage~n~
runo~ management (including erosion a~
~iment control), roads, and buildin8 c~
m Buildin~ ~rmib a~ approvak. N~
,~ f~eral, state, regional, and I~al ~rmi~ should ~ obtain~ ~fo~ ~8inninE
constm~ion. In many a~as, no land clearin8 is allow~ until ce~in ~i~ such ~
clearing and grading, erosio~s~iment co~
trol, and runoff management are ob~in~,

Planning with Hatu~
~e Unit~ S~tes’ rich and dive~e environment
has a tremendous varie~ of natural systems, with
many well suit~ to urban deveJop~nt. H~ever, many systems have low toleranc~ for inte~
sire develop~n/and, if radically alterS, can no
longer ~orm their basic functions. A main pur.
~ of site planning is to encourage the use of
comprehensive design principl~ that pr~e
the integri~ of the natural environ~nt. In this
~nse, site planning is a preventive measu~ and,
fr~uently, a negle~ element of land develo~
ment.
Natural systems provide unique and ~autiful
environ~nts that a~a~ visito~ a~ r~iden~
alike. Th~ systems al~ supply, trans~,
clean~, and store water; assimilate and filt~
waste;, m~i~ and m~erate the climate; provide
sto~ prote~ion and damon fl~water; pr~uce
f~; oxygenate and puh~ the air; ~ha~e aquife~; build land; and provide r~ational and ~
nomic op~niti~. Perha~ the great~t ~nefit
provid~ by natural systems is ~eir ~lf-main~i~
in8 capabili~. When u~ within their tolerance
I~els, na~ral s~tems provide a varieW of ~ic~
efficiently, d~ndably, and at no c~t ~ humans.
This ~lf-maintainin8 ca~biliw is in di~ co~
trast to mo~ cons~ syst~s that ~uim
mon~ and enemy to main~in. Like any ot~
complex system, natural systems can o~rate efficiently only ~ long as their ~ologi~l integti~ is
mainline. If es~ntial com~n~ts a~e damag~
or d~troy~, or if the s~tem ~ a whole is overstresS, ~e natural biological pr~es~ will

Pr~ciples Of Rurlo~ ~anagement
~e roll.leg principl~ should ~ u~ ~
~vel~ a sile plan:
m P~entin~ pn~lems is much m~ e~
cient and cost-eff~ive than a~em~in
co~ ~oblems after the fa~. ~u~
u~ planning decisions ba~ on ~e site
planning principl~ di~us~ later in this
" " chapter are es~ntial as ~e fin~ and
the m~ im~na~nt, step in managing
problems. All n~ development plans (e.~
su~ivisions, shopping cent~, industrial
par~, o~ce cente,) and r~el~m~
plans should incor~rate non~ru~ural ma~
agement pra~ice~, includin8 ~e co~
trois, alonE with a c~prehensive
management s~tem.
m E~ pi~e of land is pa~ ~ a la~er w~
tersh~. Since we all live d~nmeam, a
off management system for each devel~
ment proje~ should ~ ~ on
sup~ a plan for the entire drai~ge basin.
m The runoff management ~em ~ould
mimic and use the featur~ and ~n~ns
the natural ~nofl’ system, which is la~ely
capital, enemy, and maintenance c~ ~.
Eve~ site contains natural featur~ that co~
tribute ~ runoff management under existing
conditions. ~ndin8 on the site, existi~
featur~ such as natural drainag~a~,
pr~sions, wetlan~s, flo~plains, highly
meable soils, and ,vegetation provide naturll
infiltration, help control runoff vel~iw, extend ~e concentration time, filt~ ~i~n~
and other ~llutan’~, and r~cle nutrias.
Each development plan should ~lly
map and identi~ the existing natural
U~ natural engin,~rin8 techn~u~ to p~
~e and enhance the natural featu~
pr~ ot a site and to maximize ~e ~
nomic and enviro~lmental ~nefi~. Naturll
engin~ring is ~icularly eff~i~ w~
the runoff system is integrat~ in~ ~
land~apin8, o~n, space a~. ~reationll
areas, or in "blue-grin" develop~n~
using pe~anent lak~ and cluster
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niques. Engineering design can and should
be used to improve the effectiveness of natural systems, rather than negate, replace, or
ignore them.
¯" The volume, rate, timing, and pollutant
load of runoff after development should
closely approximate the conditions before
development. To, accomplish these objectires, two overall concepts must be considered: (1) maintaining the perviousness of the
site to the greatest extent possible; and (2)
slowing the rate of runoff. Give preference to
runoff management systems that use BMPs to
maintain vegetative and porous land cover
and include on-site storage mechanisms,
These systems promote infiltration, thereby
reducing, filtering, and slowing runoff,
m Maximize on-site runoff storage. Storage
provisions can reduce peak runoff rates; aid
in groundwater recharge; provide settling of
pollutants; ~ower the probability of downstream flooding, stream erosion, and sedimentation; and provide water for other beneficial uses. Where practical, the blue-green
development approach should be employed,
since it inherently provides storage, environmental protection, and enhanced community amenities,
I Runoff should never be discharged directty into surface or groundwaters. Runoff
shoutd be routed over a longer distance,
through grassed conveyances (swales), wet
ponds, vegetated buffers, and other practices
ther increase overland sheet flow. These
practices increase infiltration and evaporahon, allow suspended solids to settle, and re.
move pollutants before they reach downstream receiving waters and groundwaters,
"= Plan, construct, and stabilize runoff management systems, especially those emphasizing vegetative practices, before development,
This principle frequently is ignored, causing
unnecessary off-site problems, extra maintehence, regrading, revegetation of slopes and
grassed waterways, and extra expense to the
developer. Construct and stabilize the runoff
management system, including erosion and
sediment controls, at the start of site disturbance and construction activities,
m Design the runoff management system
beginning with the project’s outlet or point of
out~low. The downstream conveyance sy~-

PART IL InsUtul~n~l I~uel
tern should contain sufficient capacity to accept the discharge without adverse downstream impacts such as flo(x:ling, streambank
erosion, and habitat de~ruction. Downstream conveyance systems may need stabilization, especially near the system outlet.
Another common problem is a restricted or
submerged outlet. This can cause runoff to
back ~ and exceed the storage capaciW of
the collection and treatment system, resulting in temporary upstream flooding. This situation may lead to hydraulic failure of the
runoff management system, causing resuspension of the pollutants and/or expensive
repairs to damaged structures or property. In
such circumstances, more ~than one outlet or
an increase in the on-site storage volume
may be needed.
" Whenever possible, follow the tolx~raphy to construct the components of the runoff management system. This step will minimize erosion and stabilization problems
caused by excessive velocities and slow the
runoff, allowin8 for greater infiltration and
filtering.
" Runoff, a component of ~the total water resources, should not be casually discarded
but used to replenish those resources. Runoff
is a misplaced resource, with location and
timing determining whethe,r it is a liability or
an asset. Given the water quantity and quality problems facing our nation, we must consider runoff an asset. Treated runoff can potentially provide many berteficial uses such
as irrigation of farms, lawns, parks, and golf
courses; recreational lakes; groundwater
recharge; industrial cooling and process
water; and other nonpotabl,.= domestic uses.
" Whenever ~ractical, integrate multipleuse temporary storage basins into the management system. Too often, planned facilities
are conventional, unimaginative, aestheti.
cally u~pleasing ponds. Recreational areas
(e.g., ballfields, tennis court, volleyball
courts), greenbelts, neighberhood parks, and
even parking facilities provide excellent settings for temporary runoff storage. Such
areas are not usually uscd during precipitation, so runoff ponding fo=’ short durations
will not impede their primary functions.
l Design storage areas with sinuous ~horelines. Curves increase the length of the
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tremely well-su~ fo~ site planning. Not ~ly
sho~line ~nd c~ate g~at~ d~el~
th~ t~hniqu~ ~uce c~, th~ al~ allow
op~unities, ~ially in using the bl~
greater flexibili~ and ~n inco~rate natural a~
grin concept of ~a~nt lak,. T~ i~
cultural m~rc~ in~ t~ d~el~nt plan.
crea~ shoreline al~ pmvid~ mo~ ~
Th~
t~hniqu~ fost~ a ha~ny ~n
for the gro~h of li~oral vege~tion to ~
vide greater ~llu~nt filterinE, ~m di~ d~el~nt and existing na~ral s~t~s, crealins op~niti~ f~’ a~n~i~ ~ch as o~n
fi~ aquatic habi~t, a~ grea~r a~a~i~
mace, ~ati~, ~ ~a~ ~ c~ly
n~s(aqua~apin~,
:f~nd in d~elop~nl~
~
m Re, in vege~t~ b~er s~i~ in ~r ~tSite plan cont~ will va~, d~ing
ural ~te or create stri~ al~g the ~n~ ~
~te ~uire~n~ ar~ I~ ~inanc~. Howall wate~i~. Vegetat~ buffe, p~nt
~, site plans ~ically inclu~ a d~elo~ent
er~ion, trap ~iment, filter ~noff, provi~
plan and a m~t a~ utili~ last. ~ amopublic acc~s, enhance the site
Unt, a site plan inclu~ plans gradin~ ~il e~
and ~n~ion as a fl~plain during high
si~ and ~im~t c~m~ol, ~ manage~n~
water ~ri~s. ~ aim p~i~ a ~us
a~
~a~. ~1~ ~ inf~m~u~
strip alon~ a s~li~ to acc~ s~ ~
plans c~at~ in har~ with the site’s
from d~elo~ areas a~ help minimi~
~in~ and ~nib~ ~eatly influe~e ~eir
adve~e im~ of untreat~ m~ff.
eff~ivenms in p~m~ng site a~ wate~h~
~. C~inate I~ el~n~ ~ ~sum
~ ~in~in the ~noff manage~nt sy~.
logical ~uencin~ of~n~. F~ex~ple, a
Failure to provide pro~r maintena~ ~ m~t basin in t~ e~ion a~ ~i~nt contr~
duc~ the sys~m’s ~llu~nt removal eff~
plan can ~ome a I~anent runoff d~ti~
cien~ and hydraulic capaciW. Lack of mai~
basin. Additionally, all initial a~ final ~ati~s
tenance, es~iatly to vegetative s~ems
in the grading plan s~ld ~ c~sistent with facilr~uiring habiting or ~vegetatin~ ~n i~
iti~ in ~ ~ ~iona~ ~i~t c~l p~n
crea~ the ~llutant load of runoff di~
and
~e runoff manager pl~.
charge. The key to e~mive maintenance is
Developing
a site plan ~ui~ a ca~l
to assign r~nsibiliti~ to an ~blish~
ste~by-step anal~ical appr~ch, which o~en
agency ~ organization, such as a l~al ~cludes ~e foll~in8 ~:
emment or hom~wne~ asmciation, a~ m
regularly ins~ the system to dete~i~
= C~du~ a ~te ~aluat~. ~s existin8
maintenance n~s. An ~en ~ner tacit is
natural a~ cul~=~l featu~ and dete~i~
to design a s~tem that is simple, ~tural, a~
sui~bili~ for the ~o~ develo~nt acas maintenance fr~ as ~ssible.
tivi~.

~e Site Planning ~ocess
Site planning r~uir~ dete~ining s~ific u~
for definitive land areas and plannin8 d~l~
ment to achieve a communi~ chara~er aM an
amenable qualiw of life. To achieve this end, a~
~mble and analyze all ~ninent site in~tio~-~ial, ~ological, cul~ral, ~on~ic,
~litical--to dete~ine the proj~’s ultimate ~
sign or feasibili~,
Site planning can help pr~e the site’s i~
tegriW and diverse natural swtems. ~sessing t~
op~uniti~ and constrain~ impo~ by a sam’s
featur~ helps avoid or minimize ~tential pr~
lems and hazards, decrea~ const~ion aM
maintenance COS~, and a~ain a communi~ character that pr~ucesan amenable quality of life.
innovative development technique, such as
ptann~ unit or cluster development, am ex-

= Develop Eta =na~ ~ all~ visual
s~ion and analysis of sale featur~
their relationship to ~e alter~tive site
~lop~ntplam.
= Colle~ addit~l Efo~ti~. ~is
nm~ to finalizeconc~ual plato.
= Rev~ Eta p~ 8oak. Goals ~ld
pro~rly addr~ r~uire~n~ of sta~
I~al la~, ordi:na~, ~i~in8 ~ulations, comprehemive plans, and la~
op~nt
= Develop a~ inflate t~ i~ivid~
com~nen~ of the ~ite ~. Each com~
nent should inch~de goals, desir~ pedo~
ance, design consideration.~ for cho~
BMPs, o~ration a~ maintenance
c~,and ~h~ulin~.
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Fundamen~al~ o)’ ~Jrban Runo~ NanaOent~t
ConduCing a site evaluation is ~e bean of
the site planning pr~ess, It includ~ coll~ing
and analyzing the info~ation to pre~ a final
development plan in ha~ony with ~ t~ naturai and cultural communally. The roll.ins ~lion di~us~ this pr~.s in ~re devil.

PART IL insUtuU~ll Is~
Table 12.1~Site ~le~i~, anal~is, and planning
NATU~L FA~O~S
Clima~

~lar orienta~, wl~,
and huimidi~
B~k a~ ~c~l

Site Evaluatio "
Site sel~ion isthe ~ critical stage of the d~
velopment pr~s. D~elo~. must ~in planning for a n~ projm ~fom t~ land is
purcha~ to ~aluate the suitabili~ of ~tential
s~tes. Usually a ~eveio~r lac~ the luxuw of
choosing an ideal I~ation ~t mu~ rely on ~at
is available at a price that can return a reasonable
profit, Whether the pmj~ ~gins with a site or an
idea, the site’s physical charaGeristics and I~alion in the communi~ will dete~ine the feasibility of the conce~t. 5ire ~le~ion and evaluation
must consider ~ im~nt fa~:
m The op~uniti~ and c~main~ t~ site
brings to ~e pro~s~ development~lcva,
lion, hazards, ~il ~, water =hie el~alion, ~noff management, a~
m The communi~ impa~ ~ially in adjacent and downstream areas.

Phys~rapb~.
H~ml~

Su~ace a~ E~ndw~

~ils

Classification of ~, limi~ions,
ca~bilitim

V~mtion a~ wildlife

Plant ~munit~ a~ habi~

Critical ama~

~
Identifica~i~ a~
CULTU~ FA~OIS

Examine land u~

~nen.hip of adjacent
off.site ~uisanc~; pmj~
land u~ of site and adjacent

Tragic a~ ~nsit

Vehicular a~ ~vian ci~ulat~
on ~ adjac~t site

~nsi~ a~ zoning
r~ula~ions

L~al and ~ul=~ conu~s

~i~onom~

Manet anal~is, ~i=bili~

Utilit~

Wast~ater, sm~water, water,
steam, e,l~uici~, and ~leph~

In analyzing the site and i~ su~oundings, inelude all natural, cultural, and aesthetic features
Historical and
that a~ect it and illustrate the info~ation graphia~ha~loBical
cally (site maps). The~ featur~ influence final
site ~lection and provide clues to site ~naliw~
later development. The foll~ing steps a~ u~fui
in ~lect~ng a site or analyzing one already ~
lect~:

to~sra~yG~mo~l~’ ~li~, a~

Historic buildings, la~ma~,
archa~logical sit~
AESTH~IC

S~tial pan~

~ ~, soac~, a~ ~uenc~

~rce: L~n~ et al. ~988.
m Collm basic da~ for ~ace and ~rface fea~res. Analyze and intemret aerial
photographs, ma~ or cha~, p~ious environmen~l and cultural re~e ~udi., and
field su~eys. Much of this info~ation can
~ obtain~ from I~al planning departments as a result of I~al sovem~nt co~
prehensive planning effom,
m O~anize and print t~ basic da~
graphically. R~ent advanc~ in the tech~l.
ogy and application of compuzeriz~ g~
graphic information systems facili~t~ ma~
ping and analysis,

m Anal~ and intemret ma~ singly a~ in
combination. Identi~ critical a~ n~inB
prese~ation or s~ial treatment; ~aluam
appropriate locations for buildings,
and utilities; and prepare alternative conce~
tual development plans.
~ Inferrer ma~ ~or planning d~isions.
Conta~ repre~ntativ~ of state and I~al
government agencies for various juridic.
tional dete~inations where appropriate.
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Fundament~ts of Urban Runoff Managem~
geological conditions provides essential informasign that might affect development. This is especially true for karst areas that have thick
formations of easily dissolved limestone, creating
a high number of sinkholes,
The subsurface geology is a source of raw
materials, a reservoir for water and waste di~.posal, and gives the land backbone--allowing it
to supDort heavy stru~ures. It also contains iraportant mineral deposits. Improperly analyzing
and using this resource can result in jeopardized
water supplies, ineffective disposal systems, and
damaged buildings and roads. Knowledge of subsurface geology
to answer quessigns about the weight-bearing capacity,
availability of potable water, physical limitations,
suitability of the site, and infiltration potential off
runoff control. An area’s surface physiography is a
direct result of its geology.
| Deuelopment Guidelln~
1 Karst topography has important implicaSigns since sinkholes can form at any time.
Therefore, geologic mapping and evaluation
completed prior to design should consider
all environmental factors that affect design
and construction. This preliminary feasibility
study should consider adverse geologic conditions (i.e., location of sinkholes and other
limestone formations)and the economics of
grading and other land modifications.
m Potential sinkhole formation should be
evaluated. Roadways, structures, sewage lagoons, landfills, and runoff systems should
not be located in areas likely to develop
sinkholes.
1 Recent evidence indicates that vast dendritic underwater networks connect many
sinkholes, allowin8 rapid transmission of
pollutants through this underground river
system. Extreme care is needed to prevent
~ntroductng runoff/pollutants into groundwater, a major source of fresh water,

! Sources of information
1 Department or bureau of geology. Most
states have a 8eology department or bureau
w~thin a state resource management agency,
This department will often have environmental geology maDs and reports that provi~e basic da~a to create and execute sound
programs for waste disposal, water resources
and land management, building and high-
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way construction, geologic hazards identifi.
cation, and mineral extraction. Many departments also publish numerous in-depth studies for small areas, but sit:e-specific investigations may still be needed.
=’ Universities. Many universities have
ology departments with studies useful to the
planneror developer.
-- .
m U.S. Geological Survey. ’This agency publashes many types of technical reports and
maps useful in determining a site’s geological characteristics.
m Well Log~ These records, prepared by
well drilling contractors, identih/the type of
material and depth of various subsurface formations. Many states require these Io~.

Phl/slographil
| Planning Conslderatlon~ Physiography is
the study and description of landforms or irregularities of the earth’s surface. Knowing the original
topography, drainage, and vegetation of different
landforms is important to minimiize potential development problems and hazards in siting/design
of building and grounds.
States generally have several major physiographic divisions, which can Ix: further broken
down into major landforms. These landforms a~
divisions are combined and described by the
USDA SCS’s major land resource areas (MLRAs).
An MLRA is a land area characterized by particular soil patterns, including slope and erosion, climate, water resources, and liand use. The
Agricultural Handbook (U.S. Dep. Agric. 1976)
describes each MLRA in the country.
The most important physiographic element to
the developer is site topography. Topographic information is critically impo=lant I:~cause hills and
valleys, plateaus and’ridges, height, and slope degree all affect the area’s ecology and suitability for
development. Topography influences the type and
COst of development, controls the direction and
rate of water nanoff, influences the overall utility,
layout, adds,eariety to the landscape, influences
the weather and climate, and affe~:ts the types of
vegetation and wildlife. A slope .analysis (Figure
12.2) performed on hilly sites determines the best
land uses for various portions. Moderately sloping
sites are preferable to steep or level land. Improvement costs rise sharply on slopes over 10 percent,
unless they are sDecially planned and treated. Preserving the area’s natural arnenities~trees, terrain,
and views---can significantly reduce development
costs.
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Source: Rubenstein, 1980.
Deueiopment Guidelines
-, Obtain a topographic site survey before
purchase. A thorough topographic survey
will provide such physiographic data as the
elevation, amount, and direction of slope,
ridges, and valleys; location of rivers, lakes,
sinkholes, and wetlands; outline of wooded
areas, rocky areas, or outcroppings; and seenic vistas.
m Preserve the natural topographic features,
This step involves preserving floodplains,
streams, sinkholes, and other waterbodies by
building well back from their edges, thereby
creating common open space along shorelines.
l Let the topography guide the land use plan.
A community designed in harmony with nature benefits from the services provided by hatu~e, uses the natural landscape rather than
creahng a new, artificial landscape, and requires less time, effort, and expense,

-" Control or prevent development on steep
slopes, highly erodible soils, and areas with
threatened or endangered species.
m Place roads parallel to the contours on
ridges to minimize the need for cut and fill.
Stabilize cut and fill banks with minimum
maintenance materials to prevent continuin8
erosion problems.
m Use cluster development when sites contain steep slopes or other physiographic
characteristics that would increase development costs or disrupt the natural systems.
m Sources oflnforma~ion
On-site inspection. This visit is the cheapest, most thorough, and most reliable source
of information. However, the inspector must
be knowledgeable and experienced .......
.
-’ U.S. Geological Survey. Topographic
quadrangle maps are reliable for actual tom
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Fundamen~-b of Orl~n Runol~ Nanagemm~
pography, but the scale and contour interval
are usually too large to be useful for smaller
properties. The maps also show location of
urban areas, constructed structures, highways, railroads, waterbodies, and other
physiographic: features,
m USDA 54~5. Detailed soil surveys, which
include aerial’ I~.Otographs, delineate gemeral slopes, wet areas, and other sensitive
areas,
m Aerial photographs. These photos can
help one get the feel of an area, although
thorough, accurate interpretation usually requires the services of a professional. Aerial
photographs may be available from a state
transportation or revenue department, regional planning commission, county tax
assessor’s office, or private firms authorized
to sell aerial photographs,
¯ " Local registered land su~eyon, These
professionals can supply and interpret site
topographic maps.

HgdroiogJl
| Planning Consid~rMJon.I
m ~eneral hydrology. This science explores
the behavior and properties of water in the
atmosphere and on and under the earth’s
surface. The movement and exchange of
water bet~veen the earth and atmosphere is
called the hydrologic cycle. Although most
areas receive adequate annual precipitation,
a large portion is returned to the atmosphere
by eva~:)ration from land and water and by
transpiration from plants. Continued growth
and development create more impervious
surfaces, which increase urban runoff, much
of which is then discharged to surface waters
that ultimately flow into the sea. This repregents a tremendous loss of valuable fresh
water. To avoid water shortages and prevent
lowered water quality, water management
must become a primary factor in decisions
affecting land use, population distribution,
and the protection of our country’s natural
resources,
i Surface water~. Surface runoff varies from
place to place, del~nding on the timing ;’,nd
amount of precipitation, soil, topography,
and nature of underlying rock formations
and on whether the waters are lakes, estuaries, or coastal. Stream density is low where
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water, moving downward to the aquifer, is
enhanced by thin or porou~ soils overlying
the limestone. In other areas, stream density
is high. In some systems, especially broad
swamps or floodplains, the water moves
slowly in broad bands. Some: streams are
most entirely spring-fed and have a well-suP
tained flow. The flow of other ~treams consists largely of runoff or groundwater inflow.
Flowvaries greatly, with little or no flow during dry periods and high flows and flood~
durinll wet periods.
m Wetlands. One of the country’s most
valuable resources, wetlands provide a natural way to manage and store water and maintain water qualiw. As extremely productive
ecosystems, wetlands are vital fish and wildlife habitats. They provide a ,variety’ of benefitr~-such as cleaning water to maintain
water quality, storing and dampening floodwater, recharging aquifers, modifying the
mate, and providing recreational, educational, and aesthetic valueP--.with no cost o¢
maintenance. Unfortunately, many wetlands
have been drained or altered so that they no
longer provide these benefits. Development
should not destroy or alter remaining wetlands; it should preserve or, ,where feasible,
restore them by using their services (e.g.,
wastewatertreatment, runoff managemenrJ.
m Floodplains. Flooding is a natural characteristic of all rivers, but one of unknown
probability. Floodplains formed naturally as
waterbodies exceeded their normal levels
during periods of high precipitation.
cause floodplains provide a place for floodwater storage and detention and reduce
floodwater velocities, they function as
nature’s safe~ valve. Before humans
changed the landscape, there were floods
but no flooding problems. But since we
began to encroach upon floc~plains, prol>lems have occurred, watertx)dies have become d~raded, and injuries and damages
have escalated. Floodplain planning and
management reduce these economic Iosse~
and the need to build expensive structural
runoff management systems.
Floodplains also perform valuable environmental functions including wildlife habitat;
recreational, aesthetic, and scientific needs;
open space; groundwater recha~e; wa|er
quality maintenance; and sediment control.
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~elop~nt in fl~plains usually ~uc~,
m~fi~, or eliminat~ their ~olosical ~nclions. It al~ plac~ an ~onomic ~rden ~
lhe general public, which must r~abli~
lhe~ ~n~ions through costly ~blic wo~
proj~ a~ ~llution abatement controls
such
manaEement s~ems.
m G~undwater. ~is is one of the c~n~s
m~t ~aluable, and in many plac~ abu~
dan~ ~. Many a~as a~ underlain ~
thick, ~r~s, and ~eable laye~ of ~imenta~ r~k ~at ~e as prolific groundwa~r re~urc~ and yield tre~nd~s qua~
liti~ of fr~h water. Th~ unde~
re~oi~ am call~ aquifer. The ~o main
aquifer ~s de~nd on their 8~loEic d~
velopment condition. One ~ is t~ n~
~esian or unconfin~ aquifer, not cover~
by an impewious layer, the up~r su~ace of
which is sometim~ referr~ ~ as the water
table. ~thdrawal r~uir~ pumpin~ or dir~tly usin~ ex~ sudace water. This surface aquifer is usually r~ha~ by
pr~ipitation and is vulnerableto
contamination from ovedyinslandu~,
~e other ~ is ~e a~ian aquifer, conf;n~ a~ve by a less ~rous or im~rmeable
layer and under sufficient hydrostatic pre~
sure to cau~ the water to ri~ over the c~raining layer to oudets such as springs or
sinkhole. The ~tential for aquifer contamination is present where conn~tions or inle~
are made from the land’s sudace to the a~
sian aquifer, either naturally or a~ificially,
B~au~ a~ian aquife~ supply many ~
pie with drinkin8 water, sinkhol~ and other
inle~ to the 8roun~ater system must ~
prote~ from ~llution. Many areas have
maps that depict the a~proximate altitude of
the top of the r~k or ~iment that co~
~ses a pa~icular aquifer. Thee maps can
determine where the aquifer r~k is ex~
at or near the land sudace. ~elopmem in
such areas must ~ carefully plann~ to p~
vent aquifer contamination,
Many aquife~ are r~ha~ in areas where
the aquifer’s hydrostatic pr~sure head is
lower than the water ~ble. The~ a~as
should ~ ~rot~t~ by s~ial development
review r~uire~n~uch as ~e Wellhead
Prote~ion Ordinanc~to ensure that the
recha~e ~tential is not diminish~ (i.e., by
appropriate land us~, which employ ~ten-

tially ~llu~in8 ~bs~a~, a~ n~ all~
within the area.
In coas~l a~as. ~ial ca~ must
to prevent ~h water intrusion into the aquifer. In thee areas ~ aquifer’s ~rmeable
lim~one is shield~ against upwa~ int~
sion of salt water by relatively iron,cable
~s of clay and marl ~ ~t against lateral
~ ~ enc~ch~nt of ~awater. Such enc~c~
ment can ~ult frm ~e~rainage by canals
~ from ove~mpinE ~ aquifer. Pro~
plannin8 aM water management are
coming increasingly im~nt in prot~tin~
~r nati~’l supply of ~b~ EmuMwat~.
m ~n~ ~lan Guld~
m Postdevel~me~ ~ff ~m
sh~ld ap~oximate ~e rate of
and timins of ~un~ that would
curr~ ~ll~ing the ~me rainfall under
deve~op~nt conditions ~ pr~ ripa~an
areas and streaming.
m ~oushly
map all wate~i~,
r~ha~e areas, and ~tural water ~te~
tio~stora~e areas as ~ ~ t~
su~ey. This su~ey dete~in~ exi~in$
drainage patterns, delineat~ ~lands
(ect~ by law, deiin~ the area
in which s~cial building regulations may
apply, and idenfifi~ vital r~ha~e area~.
De~ndin8 on the size and ty~ of d~elo~
ment, some delineation, description, and
gin~ring evaluation of the su~nding watersh~ may ~ a~ppropriate.
~ Presewe l~ existing natural runoff ma~
agement syslem. When inco~rat~ into the
area’s overall mnoff managementplan, nat~
ral syslems provide water qualiw and storage
~nefi(s more efficiently a~ I~s ex~
sively than a constm~ s~tem. The natural
runoff s~tem com~n~ may aim pr~i~
o~n space and r~ational o~nitim.
m Restore and ~habilitate d~d~
lands. R~stablishing t~ na~ral hydrol~
and integrating t~ wetlands into a fi~l
com~nent of the site’s runoff manageme~
system realizes many natural ~fi~ of w~lands, includin8 runoff ~llution rem~al
through retention and detention.
m Lands that contain water~i~ ~ld
develop~ using techniques ~ch
communities, sensitive areas such as fI~-
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plains and wetlands are pre~ to provide
their natural run,ions, including ~noff ~1lution control. Additionally, plann~ develop~nu can r~uce site develop~nt c~
and provide r~iden~ with an enha~
quality of life.

i Establish ~ffer zone, either fix~ ~ var~
abl~the size de~nds ~ mils, slo~s, and
fl~plai~l~E all wate~i~. Buffer
zon~ pmt~ adjacent de,velo~enu fr~
me water and pmt~ the water from the
~lopmen~

m Pr~e~e or resto~ natural ~orelin~ a~
stabilize shoreli~ vegetation. In ~e natural
state, shorel~n~ are relatively emsion.~sip
rant and reprint an ~uilibrium of many
forces. The irregular convolutions ~lfill i~
~ant functions such as holding ~ils, ~
ducing su~ace ~noff and er~ion, ~olation, filtering ~noff, a~ p~idin8 ~ a~
habitau for aquatic organics,

m Vegetat~ filter ~rips that filmr ~noff
fore i; ~ach~ the water sh~ld ~ lee in
natura~ State m r~stablishe~ if clearin8 has
~cu~. Alternatively, a :swale and ~
s~tem can ~ ~t ~ck from ~e shoreli~.
This s~tem sl~ and filters ~noff flora the
develop~nt and can ~ us~ as a recreational area (e.g., jo~in8 trail] during dw
ri~s.
~ Wa~r~t pr~ fi~uently has
slo~ as it d~ends ~ the wart. Are~
without natural resection can ~ terrace,
increasing ~tential u~ and r~ucin8
and er~ion. This is especially eff~i~
when a swale and ~ sys~m is inc~
rat~ into the te~ace s~tem.

m Avoid alteration of natural ~am cha~
nels. Distu~anc~ can dev~etate a~ dembilize the stream channel and bank, causin8
loss or alteration to t~ habi~u of aquatic
animals,
m Plan water.relat~ d~elop~n~ to max~
mize the land potential and still pmt~ hamral re~u~es such as riparian habitat. In FiEure 12.3, Pla, B allows for ~enic vis~s from
the highway, main~ins pan of the shoreline
for public u~, pmvid~ public and private
access, and mcrea~s pro~ use, there~
increasing the develo~r’s ~tential return,

m Do n~ ~move shorelir~ v~etation
c~ate a sandy ~ach. Removing vege~ti~
d~troys r~ that s~bilize mils and elimi.
nares the natural filter and habita~ fm
~quatic animals. If shoreline vege~ti~ has
already b~n remove, I~al native plant varieties suitable for the site conditions can

~N A

P~N B

Civlter A
Cluster 8

I00.U. ~ke Access
lO D.U. ~bltc L~te ~:~1 ~

~urce: LivinEston et al. 1988.
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pl;sh~ via ~ardwal~, d~, or pier struttu~.. If a .ndy ~ach is ~ntial, remove
vegetation only on a small pa~ of ~e sho~
lin~l~s than 20 ~ent or as all~ ~
state ~ I~al reBulation~
~ To minimize maintenance and r~uce n~
trien~ in~r~uc~ imo the water, maximize
t~e u~ of native plan~ in landscapinE, es~
cially ~ r~uiring li~le water (xeri~a~).
~void using introduc~ varieti~ and lawns
r~uiring fe~ilization, es~ially in
front are~.
~ If on-site wast~a~rdis~al systems a~
us~ on wate~ront properties, place them ~
far as ~ssible from the water, preferably in
front yards. Ba~ minimum ~tback ~uir~
men~ on soil, g~logy, hydrology, groundwater, and other chara~eristics that influence environmen=l effe~iveness and ~fe~.
Alternative on-site disposal systems, such as
aerobic uni~, may ~ r~uir~ in mine areas
to protect the environment from nutrient and
pathogen I~dings. In other areas, site conditions may make on-site systems unreliable
and likely to cau~ adve~ health and envk
ron~n=l impa~.
~ Groundwater ~harge areas should have
Iow-densi~ development with limit~ i~
~ious su~ace. To augment the r~ha~e
abili~ of a develo~ area, re=in ~noff onsite and allow it to infiltrate. If ~ssible,
treat~ wastewater should ~ r~ycl~ a~
treat~ effluent to irrigate lawns, o~n
space, or golf c~).
m In areas with high water table, a~id
co~minating the gr~ndwater. U~ on-site
dis~l systems only with 4 E (1.22 m) of
~itable ~il ~n the drainfield ~om
or ~rcolation ~nd and the water table to
ensure that ~e effluent is pro~rly filter~.
m Fill should ~t ~ plac~ within the 1~
year fl~plain, as this increas~ E~
he~gh~ and vel~iti~. It aim ~v~ ~
ment into r~eiving water, causing as~ciat~ ~robiems. In addition, locate only low.
intensity land u~ (i.e., open space,
recreation, silviculture, and agriculture) with
appropriate ~st management pra~ic~
within the fl~plain,

m U~ G~l~ic~ ~. ~th
th~8~ t~ c~,nt~, the USGS main~ins
a highly di~ifi~ databa~ on water
~u~, ranging from hydrol~ic ~ord n~w~ to inte~re~i~ inv~iEations ~ wat~
r~
: ~ 5~te depa~men~ ~ ~au~ ~ ~1~.
: Th~ agenci~ may publish the resul~
I~1 g~logical, I~ydrog~logical, ~ wa~
~u~ inv~tigati~.
~ Wat~ ~na~e~t di~ri~ ~ ~a~
~ s~t~ have establish~ r~ional wat~
manag~ent (wa~m~) dis~i~ ~ ~
wi~ ~d res~n~i~iliti~ to pmt~ a~
water
Th~ oEen co~
m~e
~ientific inv~tigations and administer
rain W~ of water plannin&
a~r~ulamWprogram~
~ State environ~n~l prote~,
quali~, health, or ~tural r~
c~ Th~ agenci~ have a vari~ of
~e ~nage~nt info~ti0n a~ da~
including ~llution murce ~i~ng inf~matron. ~enci~ usually offer t~hnical
si~a~, ~ well
~ USDA ~S. With o~cm in nea~ ~
counW, USDA SCS provides t~hnical
tance, c~se~ation planning, z~ imp~
mentat~n ~ices to local land~ne~.
aim publish~ detail~ ~il su~ew that id~
ti~ ~il ~s and I~ate v~etati~ a~
wate~i~.
coun~ governmen~ have water
d~a~en~ wi~ considerable knowl~8e
of I~al hydrology and water quali~ a~
quantiwc~ditiom~.
m E~nal planning c~ncil~ or ~ncil~
governments. Th~ agenci~ oEen ~i~
and approval large d~elop~n~ and p~
~ and c~rdinate implementati~ o~
g.io~l wat~ management plans ~ ~
grams. They usually ~e as cleaHn8~
f~ planning and t,~hnical info~ ~
~blications.
m U~. Environmen~ Prole~i~
EPA r~ional nonp~int s~e c~rdina~
can provide re~u~ and technical inf,marion. Regions work with state,
gional, a~ I~at agenci~ on ~llution c~
trol
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Soils
1 Planning Considerations. In many instances, ma#or soil.related problems are di~:o~ered after a site has been selected, with
struction well under way or completed. These
problems can cause construction delays and increase the project’s to~al cost. By consulting a soil
survey during the plan,ning process, alternative designs can b~ prepared :~nd sites selected. Knowing
soil types, to~x)graphy, and surface drainage patterns is beneficial in planning and designing almost any type of land development project; it is
essential for erosion control planning.
With soil maps and accompanying supporting data in soil surveys, developers can determine
the soil conditions in proposed construction
areas. Modern soil surveys provide great savings
of time and money and result in improved designs, more effective planning, and more accurate
preliminary cost estimates,
A USDA SCS detailed soil survey is espe.
cially valuable in determining a site’s suitabihn
for a particular land use. These surveys contain
aerial photographs that map soil classifications
and other information. Detailed soil surveys also
contain interpretations of soil characteristics, information on the soil suitability for selected urban
uses such as wasrewater treatment, community
development, transportation facilities, recreation
development, and water management. However,
interpretations do not replace specific on-site investigations for engineering design and construet,on. Interpretations should be used primarily for
land planning, evaluating land use alternatives,
and planning site investigations prior to design
and construction. Important soil properties and
characteristics include permeability, infiltration,
seasonal wetness and the water table, depth to
bedrock, texture, shrink-swell potential, erodibility, and slope. Variations in soil properties affect
the soil’s ability to support heavy loads, sere as a
medium for wastewater or solid waste disposal,
percolate rainwater, hold its shape and slope after
excavation, or grow vegetation,
Important soil characteristics needed for
planning include
" Erodlbility. This is the major soil consideration for erosion and sediment control An
erodibility factor (K) indicates the susceptibiliry of different soils to the forces of erosion. A soil survey report lists the K factor for
each soil type. within the survey area. These
K factors are used in the Universal Soil Loss
Equation to determine soil loss from an area

PART a. IIn.~titutk~al
over a period of time due to splash, sheet.
and rill erosion. K factors can be groul~,’d
into three general ranges:
0.2.3 and lower
low erodibility
0.23 to0.36
m~lerate erodibility
0.36 and up
high erodibility
Soil particle cohesiveness varies w:~h different la.yers of the same soil,, causing varying
degre~ of erodibility at different depths.
Therefore, excavation depth must be considered in determining soil erodibility on a construction site.
" Permeability. Permeability is a major factot influencing erosion. Soi;I permeability is
the qualitythatenablessoiltotransmitwater
or air. Deep, permeable soils are less erodable simply because more rainfall soaks in,
reducing surface runoff. Permeability, which
varies with different layers, must be considered when excavating. Antecedent soil moisture conditions also affect soil permeability.
The hydrologic soil group (HSG) is a direct
indication of the soil’s infiltration rate. Soils
are grouped into four hydrologic soil groups,
according to their infiltration and transmission rates:
A. Soils with high infiltratic~ rates even
when thoroughly wetted--low runoff
potential.
B. Soils with moderate infiltration rates
when thoroughly wetted.
C. Soils with slow infiltration rates when
thoroughly wetted.
D. Soils with very slow infihration rates
when thoroughly wetted--high runoff
potential.
’
m Texture. Soil texture refers specifically to
the proportions of clay, silt, and sand smaller
than 2 mm (.08 in) in diameller contained in
a soil mass. Soil texture is a primary factor in
erodibiff~ and is reflec~,=d
factor. Eroclibility increases with greater tie
and very fine sand content and decreases
with greater sand, clay, and oq~anic ma~ter
content. Soils with high clay content are generally more resistant to detachment; but
once detached, clay particles are easily
transported. These clays and silts are very
difficult to settle out once they get into the
water column, sometimes necessitating the
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~ 1:3

81re P~n~g r, Other Plon~tr~’tural/qanag~men~ ~

u~ of c~gulating agenU to ~ent t~ir
di~ha~e into conveyanc~ ~ r~eiving wate~.

encounterS. In this ca~, a ~ in~e~h,
site inv~iga5~ ~y ~ ~.

~ ~rink~ell ~tential. Ce~ain soils ha~
(la~ that shank when d~ a~ swell w~n
weL In this situation, s~ial foundations a~
r~ui~ to allow for this variati~. Identi~
th~ ~ils ~ con~hing t~ ~il su~ey a~
~ke the n~sa~ p~autiona~ ste~.

I ~lgn
m U~ the d~ail~ ~il ~ey or map
~ils to ~lp ~elop t~ ia~ u~ plan.
K~ge a~ut t~ Iocab~ of ~ ~ils,
high wa~r table;, clay ~i~, er~ibili~,
: : sl~ can help pr~ent many p~lem~

m fl~ ~ard. Al~ough ~il su~ inf.marion d~ not replace hydrologic studio,
i~ d~ ~imate whe~ fl~s will likely
~cur. The hazards of fl~ing and ~ins
f~vari~s rail ~ are rat~ in ~il ~,
and fl~-pmne am~ am sh~n on su~
ma~.

m U~ USDA 5C5 an~or ~il and Wat~
Con~ation Di~;tri~ ex~ni~ ~ develop a
con~ation plan that minimiz, er~i~,
~imentati~, fl~in~ a~ non~im
~u~e ~llution, The USDA ~ has soil,
plant, a~ wat~ ~rce da~; t~hnical
formation; a~ s~:andards and s~ificatiom
for BM~ that apply to m~t I~1 areas.

~ ~1 rea~n (pH). ~il ~ in~ti~ includ~ the pH of ~e individual rail
la~. This favor is u~ to plan vege~ti~
on distu~ areas, ~ially critical slo~.
m Wetn~ ~il su~ have many ~ ~
data available including natural ~il drai~
age, depth-t~sea~nal water table, and suitabiliw of winter grading for varies ~ils.
~th this info~ation, engin~ can de~rmine such ~ings as ~asonal limitations on
using heaw, ea~-~ving machinew a~
estimating fi~ h~ards or damage to u~

~ Foll~ the USDA ~S’s "~en ~i~ipl~
of er~ion a~ seJi~nt co~l’:
I. Plan the d~elopment to fit ~ site’s
to~raphy, soils, drainage ~ms,
and natural v,~e~tion.
2. Minimize the extent and duration ~
area ex~ at any ~ ti~.
3. Apply erosion p~nti~
pra~ic~ ~ minimize e~ and
on-site damage.

a Depth to b~ ~il su~s indicate
~k ~ a~ where ~r~k will ~

prote~ the distur~ area from o~-site
runoff and to ~revent ~i~n~ti~

(~ .52 to 1.83 m). ~is info~ation is helpful
in dete~ining I~ation, ti~, and c~t of excavati~,

development site.

m SIo~. ~il su~ys r~ord slo~ rang~
and identi~ areas whe~ cu~ and fills a~
~. The longer and st~r the slo~,
the greater is t~ ~tential for ~il loss due ~
increa~ vel~ of sudace ~ff.
the ~ of ~il pro~ni~ on varies land u~.
F~ example, an inte~r~ati~ may dete~i~
that ~il can ~ us~ as top~il, road ~11 for hi8~
way subgrade, or sand and gravel. ~e interp~tions
~how
limitations for such
as building foundations, highways, s~, roads,
parking !oU, pilling, undergmu~ utili~ li~,
and ~tic ~nk ab~fion fields.
~en the suwey will provide ad~uate inf,mation; ~tim~ it may only provide wamin~
or indications of soil-relat~ problems likely to ~

5. K~p m~ff velociti~ I~ a~ ~in
maximum am~nt of run~ on-site.
6. S~bilizedi~u~ a~as imm~iately
a~er final grading.
7. Implement a though main~nance
and foll~-up program.

m USDA ~S and ~il ~d Wat~ Con~
ti~ DiStil. US~.A SCS genially has a s~te
office along with regional and county/di~i~
offic~ and detai~ ~il suweys for many
counti~. It continues to map ~ils in ~
areas wither ~i;I suwe~. In addition,
USDA SC~dis~ict provid~ t~hni~l ~iP
~nce in con~wa~:ion planning and other
su~ to I~al landowner. T~ state
usually publish~ a dir~W of USDA
offices and s~ff.
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More developers are incorporating existing
ration into site plans because of the high costs of
land clearing and landscaping. The initial cost per
acre may be higher when working around trees
and other natural areas. However, because the
total number of acres cleared and the amount of
landscaping is smaller, the total cost is reduced,
Table 12.4 compares the cost of a planned and an
unplanned development,
Residential preference surveys identify parks
and green spaces as important reasons to choose
one neighborhood over another. Realtors have
found that wooded lots consistently bring higher
prices than those without vegetation. For exampie, in residential areas, a mature shade tree may
have an estimated value of $1,000 to $3,500;
other plantings may improve the real estate value
of an average lot by $3,000 to $7,000.
I Resource ln~ntorU. The diversity in landforms and climate has produced a variety of habitat types, that contain different combinations of
plants and animals. Investigating a site’s biological communities is essential to understandin8 the
site’s importance to the integrity of the ecosystem,
Identifying and assessing plant and animal resources is an important part of site plannini~. Species could be identified and mapped, along with
other site inventories such as hydrologic, physiographic, geologic, and soil surveys. Ultimately,
these parameters must be considered together to
develop a land use plan that balances ecological
constraints and benefits with intended uses.

" Vegetation. Nal:ural vegetation isaniraponant resource and habitat for wildlife. Inventory vegetation using a quality rating
scheme from aerial photos and/or data from
field surveys. Where the site is small (100
acres 140.47 hal or less), interpreting photos
may be as time consuming as field surveys.
The following factors should be considered
in analyzin8 a site’s vegetation:
1. The number of distinct plant
communities and their distribution;
2. The uniqueness of each plant
community;
3. The presence ofsubareas that have
recently been disturbed (e.g., clear
cutting, cultivating, grazing, burning,
bulldozing);
4. Accessibility of the area; and
5. Correlation with the site’s
physiographic t~attJres.
The inventory is used to document wl’klt
plants occur naturally on the site, identify
the forces and processes controlling their
distribution, and determine where to find
certain plants or plant groups. If the site has
been environmentally degraded or overtaken by exotic species, readily determining
the natural vegetation and environmental relationships may be impossible. Consult with
local botanists, state forester~, and other
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trained professionals or examine historical
records and photos to establish types and
distribution of native vegetation,
I Wildlife. Local wildlife can be inventotied directly by taking a population census or
indirectly by assessing the quality of local
habitats. Habitat analysis is the simpler approach, as the analysis can be performed
from secondary ~:HJrces (e.g., aerial photography). Consider the following terrestrial
ecosystems factors in the analysis:
1. The number and types of plant
,:ommunities per unit area,
2. The number of forest or woodland
openings,
3. The presence of water,
4. The presence of movement corridor~,
5. The size of the area, and
6. The varietyofthewildlifeappropriate
to the habitat,
The value of wetland areas that support a
rich variety of wildlife primarily depends on
water quality. As with terrestrial ecosystems,
perform separate habitat analysis for species
requiring differenthabitats,
To take a population census, seek the help of
trained wildlife observers. Census methods
range from direct observation to analysis of
indirect evidence. Regardless of the method,
survey wildlife populations at several points
in time tO account for natural environmental
fluctuations,
Special consideration must be given to endangered species and their critical habitats,
Agencies such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Service, the State Department
of Natural Resources and the State Committee on Rare and Endangered Plants and Antmals list endangered species. Howev~,r, state
statutes will usually specify which
organization"s list is officially recognized,
I Design Guidelines. The resource inventory
and site surveys should examine basic s~Jctural,
functional, and Iocational patterns. If the area is in
a natural state, these elements probably work elfectively to su!oport the living community. If the
area is a constructed landscape, the natural systerns may be degraded and work marginally, if at
all. In either case, the plan should aim for compat,
ibility between natural and consl~Jcted environ-

PART a. Inst|tutt~l ~
ments. A degraded natural system can be stren81hened or even fully restored by a carefully planned
development. For example, ditched and drained
wetlands can be revitalized by introducing pretreated runoff.
The following I~’inciples will help developers plan for wildlife and vegetation, in consultation with local biologists familiar with the areas:
1 Tr~l~sltion zones. This zone between
habitats--such as the area between two forests or between a forest and a waterbody-~s
extremely important to wildlife. It suppo~
wildlife not found in either habitat. Often the
transition zone provides an exclusive habitat
for a very selective, sometimes endangered,
species or community of species.
m Water. Proximity to water enhances an
area’s ecological productivity. Swamps,
marshes, and bogs support a rich variety
plants and animalslmany of which are valued as game species. Saltwater wetlands are
important breeding grounds for fish and
crustacean=,
I Alternative habitatl. Other habitats
where wildlife may relocate have potential
impacts, especially on endangered species.
i Timing of onstruction. Construction
should be timed to avoid c,’itical periods in
vegetation and wildlife reproduction, especially for threatened or endangered species.
I Choice of plantings. Wildlife existence,
both in number and quantity of different species, depends on habitat availability. Choice
in planting or preserving specific habitats
can effectively encourage certain wildlife
species. When transplantinll, include vary.
ing age classes of trees and shrubs. Select n~rive species, ~specially those that require littie fertilization, pesticides, or water, instead
of troublesome exotic species.
i Animal-plant interactions. Develop>ments that reduce the wildlife that some
plants ~epend on for reproduction may
eventually eliminate these pliants. For exampie, berry-producing plants depend on birds
for seed propagation, and furry mammals
often help distribute thorny ~eeds.
l Exotics. Exotic species ma,y compete with
native varieties and eventually become nuisances. Sites with communities of exotic species may be good areas to develop and
"
establish native communities.
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tats~ Because edge conditions are important,
designs that maximize edges will be most
successful in drawing and keeping wildlife.
Plant native plants such as canes, marsh
grasses, and riparian shrubs around basin
edges. Many of these plants have beautiful
flowers, allowing a designer to aquascape
the shoreline to enhance visual amenities
and increase property values,

l in~orma~lon

-’ Direct roads away from high quality natural habitat areas, especially wetlands,

", Sl~te game and fid~ commission. Informarion on various species and habitats is
usually available from state agencies. Agenties may have a special nongame wildlife
program to further wildlife conservation by
detecting and preventing population declines .in animal species before they reach
the ve’rge~ of extinction. Agencies usually
have information to assist the devehaper in
considerin

-’ Networks of waterways can be effective
in interweaving the constructed landscape
with wild areas,
m Maintain proper water level in wetlands
with spreader swales and outlet control
structures.

lishes lists and guides to native vegetation
species or those well adapted to local conditions. The USDA SC$ operates plant material
centers around the counmy to study plants
determine suitability for conservation use
(e.$., erosion control).

m Disturb the smallest area possible, retaining the maximum natural vegetation,
m Avoid clearing, scraping, leveling, and
constructing seawalls and buildings on
beaches anddunes,
m Construc~ observation blinds and interpretive nature trails through natural areas to
provide recreation and enjoyment of wildlife.
I/"/on.structural Cortsld~r~lon~
m Confine ~lanted lawns and grass mowing
to small areas to enhance seedling and wildflower growth and increase buffer effects.
m Retain wildlife corridors that connect
habitats and water areas,
m Help protect and maintain areas with rare
and unique natural features, including endangered species,
i ~j~ o~n space, blue-green design
space, and green space. They serve as recreational areas, wildlife buffer zones, and increase the aesthetic appeal.
m Where large-scale planned development
is the predominant patlem, improved site design and landscaping makes it easier to reta~n the natural ground cover,
l Leave a buffer zone of vegetation in its
natural state along the shore of waterbodies
and adjacent to wetlands,

m State unlverdtle~. Frequently, a state des.
ignates
school may have several agricultural and environmental resource programs and b/pically
will focus on three areas---teachin
search, and extension. Normally" a college
of agriculture and school of forestry conduct
universi~ level instructional programs; the
Agricultural Experiment Center conducts
basic and applied research; and the Cooper.
ative Extension Program clisseminates informarion through extension directors in each
county. Numerous publications on successfully growing plants are available from these
offices.
" Natural Are~ Inventory. This is a joint
project between a state agency (e.g., Department of Natural Resources) and The Nature
Conservancy to provide a detailed, computerized account of a state’s native flora and
fauna. The inventory could provide a plannet
restoration, or preservation.
Critical Area Identification
and Protection

m Pl,tnnlng Conslderatiort~. A primary objec.
tire in site planning is to identify and locate critical areas. Typically, these are environmentally
sensitive areas that, becaus~ of their inherent
characteristics or location, create certain constraints on development These constraints’-usu.
ally include environmental co~’~cems and often
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include economic considerations. The site planning process creates a development plan that
minimizes disturbing critical areas and worl~
them into the plan as natural areas and other
amenities. Critical areas may include steep
slopes, highly erodible soils, stream corridors,
shorelines, wetlands, floodplains, native forests,
karst geology, high groundwater tables, and other
similar areas.
| De.sign Guidelines. If possible, avoid developing critical areas. Use them instead as natural
areas, open spaces, and parts of the runoff system,
When designing guidelines for critical areas
i Avoid alteration or construction within
natural drainageways, stream corridors, wetlands, floodplains, natural depressional storage areas, or on steep slopes.
¯- Maintain and protect dense vegetation
adjacent to waterbodies a~d wetlands to
as natural buffers and filter strips,
I Eslablish setbacks from all critical areas
where no development is allowed,
-- Preserve or limit the clearing of shoreline
vegetation, which helps to stabilize the
shoreline, filter pollutants, and provide habitat forfishandwildlife,
m Preserve porous soils tO take advantage of
infiltration capacity,
-- Avoid disturbing highly erodible or unstable soils to minimize erosion and sedimentalion potential.
,- Preserve and incorporate the natural runoff management system.
-- Protect and incorporate native forests to
provide shade and wildlife habitat,

Cultural Factors
A site’s suitability and a project’s success are
closely related to cultural factors that have a direct ffect on future inhabitants. The following
factors are important in gaining public acceptance of proposed projects,

Ezlstlng Land Use
| Planning Cor~ideratJorts. The pattern of existing area land uses should be investigated to ensure compatibility. The developer should meet

with adjacent prope~’ owners and local plannin$
department staff to discuss the future develop
ment under consideration and if it will conflict
with useson the prolx~sed site.
Invesligate off-site nuisances---~.e., visual,
noise, or odors--and i;afeW hazards. V~sualiy disruptive elements may incJude power lines, water
towers, industrial complexes, highways, and
-’junkyards. Possible noise disturbances include
heavy automobile, rail or air traffic, or noise made
by stadium crowds. Objectionable odors may
originate in landfills, wastewater treatment facilities, and polluted wat~.q~.
In studying the site’s location in relation to
adjacent properties and the community, determine and assess all exiging linkages. Linkages involve moving people, goods, communication,
amenities through an area. Inventory community
facilities--shopping (:enters, schools, hospitals,
employment centers, residential areas and recreation--determine if they can adequately serve the
site. If not, make plans to improve them through
future development.
Density-.an important environmental, ~x:iological, and legal element in most types o~ development--influence~ privacy, freedom
movement, and social contact among people.
Local governments usually have zoning regulations concerning density standards to help
maintain a certain quality of life. A project’s perinStability by the state environmental agency may
also be related to density factors.
I In/ormatton Soun:e~
" On-site inspection of the surroundin$
area. Observation is the easiest way to determine the existing land use.
-- Local government plannin~ or zoning
partments. Contact these agencies at the earliest planning stage to determine if the pro.
posed development is acceptable. Many
potentiaJ conflicts and delays can be
avoided by discussing development plans
with local officials during the conceptual design phase. Review local comprehensive
plans and policies to ensure consistency
with the proposed development.
i Regional plan, nin~ councils or councils
Eovernments. These agencies, frequently involved with long-term land use planninK,
should be contacted early in the develop
ment process, especially for I.arge projects or
’ those of regional significance.
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Tra~c and Tra~it
I Planning Co~ideratlo~. If the ~ and
size of ~evelo~ment is significant, inv~tigate the
a~uacy of existing trans~tion facili~i~.
This investigation should dete~ine t~ relations~i~ of tra~c pa~erns, whether ad~uate roads
exist or must ~ supplementS, and whether pu~
lic transportation is available. Large p~oj~ may
r~uire a trip generation su~ey to dete~ine the
pro~ ~evelopment’s eff~ on existing tra~c
~a~erns. The su~ey gelid consist traffic’s origin and destination, i~ pu~, the time of day,
and the ~affic volume generat~ by in~bitan~ or
proj~ use~.
The conventional gridiron ~ ~ p~
duces an unsafe, unplea~nt cimulati~ s~em
with a~itra~ strut dimensions, ~r~gh t~c, visual monotony, and lack of neigh~ id~ti~,
A cu~ilinear ~anern or clustering a~ange~nt in
residential de~loD~n~ minimiz~ through traftic, dis~tion of the natural te~ain a~ land~a~,
and ex~n~ as~iat~ with mad const~ion
and other improvement. Well-plann~ ~ili~
ear and cluster planning developmen~ r~uce ~
length of roads, utili~ lin~, and ~r and wat~
mains. Compar~ to conventional develop~nt,
clustering can ~uce ~ to~l mad and im~ious su~ace area and the c~t of r~ds by 14 ~rcent and utilities by 33 ~m~t.
I in[ormatlon ~u~
~ Local 8ovemmen~. Consult with I~al
authorities to determine any long-range
transportation plans and improvements. O~
rain co~ies of local land develop~nt regulations (e.g., su~ivision, zonin~ and land
development c~es) that contain s~ifications for street rights-of.way and const~ction. Some local govem~n~ will aim ha~
tra~c c~nt info~ation.
m State de~ment ~ t~ns~mti~. This
depa~ment sch~ul~ highway improv~
ments and publish~ ~em in a long-te~
construction, plan. It al~ condu~ tra~c
counts and analyz~ ~e da~.
Dens~tg ~d Zoning Regu~tlo~
! Planning Co~lderatlo~
Communiti~
use plann=n8 and zoning m eff~ivety ~lance
land uses such as recreation, con~ation, r~i.
dential, commercial, and industrial develo~nt,
Establishing aporoo~iate develop~nt densiti~

and intensitie~num~rofbuildings~racrea~
build~n8 bulk versus remaining land on the Iot~is

PART ~. ~sUt.~l
a ~ndamemal ~roblem. ~ densi~ a~ inten~i~
of devel~ment increase, ~ d~s ~e stress on
natural and financial re~u~,. The goal of co~
muni~ planning and zoning is to minimize the~
str,s~ and ensu~ that public faciliti~ch
st~t, ~h~l, ~wer, water, and runoff ~ic~
a~ a~ua/e. ~und site ~l~tion and plannins
principl~ a~ i~is~n~ble in ach~vins this
goal. Plann~g~nd zoning regulating aim ~fit
the developer by prote~ing the housing markeL
~ state legislatu~ have ena~ I~al
go~m~nt comprehensive phmnins and clevelop~nt a~ to as~ r~nsible gr~h. Th~
r~ulati~s usually r~ui~ I~al govem~n~
d~el~ comprehensive plans to addr~ ~tu~
8ro~h. Plans am ~mplement~ by adoptin8 la~
~el~nt regulations such as zoning ~
nanc~ a~ land development c~.
l In~o~a~on
~ State land planning agent, ~is aEen~
implemen~ the gro~h management
gram and works with I~al govem~n~
develop and approve I~al plans. Various
~ of planning info~ation and t~hnical
assis~nce may ~ available.
m ReEio~l pbnninE councils or ou~il= of
~overnmen~. Th~ agencies may have
gional policy plans that ~n~e as a f~ati~
for local comprehensive plans and inclu~
~lici, to minimize t~ reEional impa~ of
la~edevelop~n~.
~ L~al 8overn~n~. Obtain s~ific resulations such as zoning o~inances, land
velopment c~es, I~al comprehensi~
plans, su~ivision regulations, and housin
c~ before ~lecting a site and d~igning
the projm.
S~l~onomic Facto~
I Planing Consld~ratio~. ~ dete~ine
proj~’s feasibility, study the community and
~cio~onomic stru~ure. Social fa~o~ broadly
aff~ comm~ity facilities and se~ic~. N~ facilities may displace homes, busin~, or co~
muniW activities. A n~ highway may ~ver an
area’s cohesion by creatin8 physical or visual ~rrie~ that affect business, pro~ value, a~
chara~er. Stormwater faciliti~, es~ially
8ional systems, can ~ view~ as detrimen~l to
an area or neighborh~d. L~:al governmen~
n~ to assure that such systems are a~ra~ive,
pro~rJy ~intain~, and well-design~ ~
ctude recreational op~nur~iti~.
"
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A mark~ anal~is can dete~i~ t~ ~i~
~onomic feasibili~ of a proj~. Such ~udi~
hel~ justi~ the n~ for the pro~s~ devel~
ment to local planning agencies. They al~ ~lp
ensu~ the develo~r a ~tum on his inv~t~nL
Ge~rally, anticipate a building rate of 80 ~ent
in 10 yea~, phasing develop~nt as dema~
Wa~an~. Consider aim t~ c~t~ff~ive~ of
~habilitaling inco~.pr~ucing historic struttures list~ in the National Register of Hist~ic
Places over new construction with ~e a~ ~
efit of inv,~ent ~x craig.
Utll~tl~

I

Planning Co~ideratio~
should include provisions f~ six ~ntial
ic~wa~er supply, ~wage dis~l, ~lid ~
colle~ion, pav~ r~ds, runoff manage~n~ a~
utilities (electrici~, telephone, Bas). Th~ ~ices make a piece of raw land u~ble and sha~ i~
future retie value. Conta~ utili~ compani~
early in the site plannin8 pr~s to ensure thai
pro)~ n~s c~n ~ reel Just as im~n~ plan
utility I~ations to minimize envir~n~l di~
tu~ances on the site, and use appr~riate e~
sion,. ~iment, and runoff consols during t~
installation of utiliti~ to minimize adve~ eff~.
~ Po=ble water ~pply. Water is pro~bly
the most critical basic n~ for communi~
gro~h. Ensuring a continu~, ~fe,
quate supply r~uir~ s~ial planning. In
terns provide fire prote~ion, which r~uir~
high water pressure. If the area has no ce~
tral water system, obtain info~ation a~ut
the water quali~ for individual wells, the elf~ of many wells on ~e aquifer, and the ~
tential for sal~ater intrusion,
~ ~wa~e treatment and dls~Ml. In general, central wast~ater treat~nt facilities
should ~ provid~ for all Io~ under on~
half acre (0.20 ha) and for any size Io~ ~t
~itable f~ on-site dis~l systems, either
conventional or alternative designs such as
aerobic uni~. ~ptic =n~ should ~ u~
only on Io~ wi~ proven ad~uate ~olation rat~, with slo~ I~s ~an 12 ~en~
with ~r~k and ~a~nal highwater ~bl~
at least 4 ~ (1.22 m) below the ~nom of the
drainfield, and with a dis~nce of at least 2~
fl (60.96 m) from any su~ace water. C~
sider s~ific ~tback r~uire~n~ for d~
velopmen~ near water since the ~tential of
thee wastewater systems to degrade water

~u~ de~nds on many variable, sit~
~ific favors (e.g., soils, sl~s, water
~able, g~logy, relati~ l~at~nL

=.

1 ~lid w~e olle~ion. In ~ral areas,
~w~ usually take refu~ m a ~nitaw
landfill or collection station. U~an su~ivisi~s and comme~ial d~e~n~ ~ld
inclu~ provisions for an authoriz~ agentto
collm ~lid waste m pre~nt li~er a~
~s in m~ff.
m Slm~ and r~d~. All ~ds should
~ilt to c~n~ or munici~l ~andards
d~icat~ to the I~al 8overn~nt for ~i~
~ena~e. In ~st cas~, ~ential
~ld ~ ~ved and include ~wal~ f~
off management. Sto~ ~ are n~
~ly ~ more intensively ~1o~
j~; ~en then, swal~ c~ld ~ a
~nent of t~ trea~ent train.
m Ru~ff ~nase~nt. ~ pmj~ sh~ld
inclu~ a ~noff manaBe~nt system
~ote~ agains~t fl~ing a~ ensu~ t~
water quality of ~eivin8 wate~i~.
swtem ~ould ~t I~al r~uire~n~ (i.e~
design sto~) usin8 t~ ~noff manaRe~m
~i~ipl~ pr~nt~ earlier.

H~tor~c ~dAmJ~aeologl~lR~um~
cord~ a~ha~logical and historic sit~,
list~ on the National Register of Historic Plac~
~nstrate the nalion’s rich cultural heritaEe
and colo~l histo~. Many communities ha~ hi~
toric stru~ures of exceptional archi~tural quab
iW and ap~al. Many archa~l~ical sit~
high sc~ntific and cuhural value. ~ u~n
lations increase, ~ d~ ~e demand for m~
comprehensive prote~ion of hist~ic and
ol~ical r~u~. This demand sh~ld ~
si~r~ in land ~lopment ~isi~s.
Include an invento~ of all historic a~
cha~logical elemen~ in d~elop~nt plannt~
Infrast~um planning is implant ~au~
t~ s~ial ~uiremen~ for pr~in8 o1~
buildings, ~r~, significant ~m~u~,
uniq~ landfo~s. ~,rchit~ure, la~a~,
ot~r d~ign studies that aff~ t~ t=al envi~
ment should n~ conflict with ~i~ing cultural
theme. On the contraw, development
that blend into the cultural atmosphere can ~
duce anra~ive and lucrative development.
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Fundamenta~ of UrMn Runoff’ M~n~’m~
Historic st~u~ and a~ha~l~ical sit~
can have valuable a~ implant communiW
uses, while Dre~ing their cultural value. U~n
environ~n~ that are fun~ional and offer a sen~
of communi~ identi~ have many ~nefiu for the
developer, the residenu, and the c~muniW.

PART ~.
walls can ~n obj~i~able ~ors, noi~s,
visual ele~n~ such as bill~rds, ~er lin~,
junkya~s, ~ parkins I~. P~er lin~ can
plac~ u~e~mund, and parking
p~ ~1~ 8ra~ a~ ~avily
II

I in~o~atlon ~u~
m L~I government. Consult I~al g~ernments for assi~ance with identi~ing a~
restoring culturally significant ~ildings a~
other stru~ur~ and sites. Many I~al g~ernmen~ have designat~ historic dis~i~
that im~ s~ial d~elopment mgulalions. A comprehensive plan may al~ ~ a
valuable r~u~e,
m State government. ~e state ~y have a
bureau of historic p~ation that r~ords
all existing historic and aKha~logical sit~.
It may al~ help evaluate an area’s hip
tori~archa~logical significance and t~ i~
pa~s of development on significant sit~.

Aesthetics
Aesthetic facto~ should al~ ~ analyz~ on ~
velopment sit~. The~ facto~ can differentiate a
"typical" development from one with extrao~ihaw ap~al and intrinsic ~auty and value. A
development with carefully consider~ and incorDorated natural featur~ and spatial ~Kerns
will have a greater a~al ~au~ of i~ commu~
iW character,
Natur~ Featur~
I Planning Considerations. ~e land~a~
of the Un~t~ States ~rovides many sit~ with ~tstanding natural earth, water, and v~etation lealures. Inco~oratin8 ~untains, rolling hills,
oceans, lakes, streams, wetlands, f~, sinkholes, and springs into the d~elopment accen~
its archit~ture, refl~tin8 the area’s na~ral character rather than compline with it.

Spatial Patt¢~
I Planning Consideration. A site’s spatial
patterns include facto~ such as vi~ or ~enic
vistas. ~ews, pleasing or obj~i~able, ~
quently ~ar heavily on a building’s orien~ti~.
An outstanding v~ should ~ pr~w~ ~ accentuat~. Vie~ must al~ ~ compatible with
pro~sed activities and their relation to each
other, ~cau~ nuisances ~th on and off ~e site
may disrupt them. Vegetation, slo~, fence, ~

Other onstmctural
~a~ag~m~
Many of the vari~ nonstm~ural manase~nt
pra~ic~ and ~rce convols available are
exampl~ ~ common ~n~ a~ a ~a~ip
~hic. Nearly any t~hnique ~at ~uc~
tential adv~ impa~ of ~r daily a~ivitim ~ a
wate,h~’s natural ~m can
non~m~ural control. Foll~ing is
sion of c~n nong~ural
~ny can ~ inco~rat~ into Ic~al land d~lop~nt c~, while o~e~ ~im a commitment of all ~idenu for ~cc~s.

Site Characteristic Pra~ices
m B~ zon~ or ~ti~
th~ areas, s~ial d~ign
criteria may ap~ly and a naturally ves~t~
zone is maintainS. Land d~elo~nt
c~ o~en ~tablish a min~imum dista~e
that the zone mus~ extend from a ~nsiti~
feature, de~ndin8 on a varieW of site
cific ch~ra~eristics.
m Set~c~. Discrete distanc~such as t~
distance ~n a ~ptic tank and a well,
shoreline, ~ stream~re establis~
state or I~al regulations and u~ to prot~
sensitive areas and m~t environ~n~l
goals. Both se~acks and buffer zon~ can
prot~t~ by a varieW of I~lal m~hani~
including pu~hase, ease~nu, or con~alion ea~men~.
m Minimum natu~l area. ~)me I~al c~
sp~i~inimum ~nion (e.g., 20 ~enO
to ~ main~in~ in i~ naturad condition, u~
less the site is already degrade, to pre~
critical featur~ a~ r~uce overall ~elo~
mentimpa~.
m ~nd~pinE and tm wote~i~. L~I
c~ oEen s~i~ lands~:apin8 ~ui~
men~ (e.g., plant Wpes and sizes) and
t~ ce~ain tr~s, usually ba~ on dia~
and s~i~, to r~uce clearing. This prof.-
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tion reduces erosion, sediment, and runoff
problems. These requirements, together with
any requirements for minimum natural area,
must be carefully integrated to assure com.
patibilily.

i Using ahemative development designs,
such as cluster development, to reduce the
lenglh of roads, sidewalks, and other impervious areas.

Preseme and Nlmh:
,- Shoreline vegetation management. Shore.
Natur,I] Runo#$tlstem
line vegetation protects and enhances
Traditionally, runoff systems were built solely to
wa t@f’bo~ie, s. Clear~ng for waterfront develrunoff away from homes, buildings, and
opment should be limited to a minimum, : convey
areas as quickly as possible, with little
Developers, waterfront property owners, developed
regard
for
its
effect on downstream land or water
and local government~ should practice
resources. Techniques that promote infiltration by
aquascaping by establishing diverse, aesslowingand fil~ring runoff include
thetically pleasing native aquatic plants
along shorelines of runoff ponds, lakes,
’-Routing roof runoff to pervious areas,
streams, and other waterbod Jes. Restoring
~dch as lawns, grassy swales, or depressed
these watershed resources can reduce the
landscaped areas. Prohibit conneclin
need for more expensive structural controls,
downspouts directly to stoc’m sewers or discharging downspouts onto parking lots,
driveways, or other impervious are~.
Ch~,racteristic Practices

of Natural Runoff
Minimize lmpemlous Sur/’~¢e Area
Limiting impervious area is the most effective way
to preserve a site’s predevelopment runoff characteristics. Local codes may specify the maximum
proportion of impervious cover allowed (e.g., 75
percent). Techniques include
mm Reducing building setbacks, which reduces the lengths of driveways and entry
walks. This technique is most applicable
along low-use residential roads where traffic
noise is not a problem,
m Reducing street widths by eliminating onstreet parking or reducing lane width is most
applicable to residential neighborhood
roads,
m Reducing sidewalks to one side or combining them with bicycle trails/walkways
tha~ go through back yard easements or natural areas. Whenever possible, these trails
should bemadeofperviousmaterials,
m Using pervious pavement materials, such
as pervious asphalt or pervious concrete,
gravel, or combinations of geotextiles with
sand, gravel, and sod. Take care when using
pervious pavements to prevent clogging,
Special design, preparation, batching, pouring, and finishing procedures, ¯long with
long-term maintenance needs, require th¯t
these pervious pavements be used appropriately,

-, Protecting floodplains, wetlands, natural
depressional storal(;e areas, and highly pervious sites. Incorporate them into the final runoff management pl~=n ¯s part of the treatment
train.
mm Using grassy swales instead of storm
ers as runoff conveyances, especially in residential developments. Sw¯les, especially
those with check dams or raised driveway
culverts, encourage runoff capture and infiltration. Use public education to teach citizens that water standing in a swale for a l~y
is not bad and to prevent citizens from altering or using swates to dispose of yard materials or other garbage:.
" Using depressior~l landscaping tech.
niques that allow small areas, includin$
landscaped islands within parking lots, to
provide some storal~e and infiltration.
mm Placing storm sewer inlets in grassy are,is
instead of paved areas. For example, a successful treatment ~:rain within a shoppin8
center parking lot consists of landscaped
areas around the ~rimeter that includes a
grassy swale adjacent to the curb line. Re,ulady spaced curb openings (curb cuts) allow
runoff to flow off the parking lot into the
swale. The swale conveys runoff toward ¯
storm sewer inlet, .raised abou~ 6 in (15.24
cm) above gr¯de, and then to a wet detention basin. Depressed landscape islands with
curb cuts contain storm sewer inlets, also
raised 6 in.
--
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Good Housekeeping Practices
Pra~ices that ~uce ~. of ~tential ~11~
rants m runoff should ~ unde~ken by all wat~shed r~iden~. Public ~ucati~ is vital m
acceptance and u~ of thee pra~ic~,
= 5t~t or ~inE lot ~pinE. Panicl~
that accumulate ~ong ~r~ and on ~rkin8
Io~ should ~ remov~ ~fore they enter the
~noff waste s~eam. ~hanical b~
sw~ eff~ively rem~e ~nicl~ la~er
than 4~ pm but cannot m~ve smaller ~rtitles that contain the maj~iw of st~ ~1lutan~. Vacuum sw~, ~re e~cient in
removing smaller panicle, am i~ff~i~
on wet pave~n~. ~ile ~t ~
undoubt~ly remove la~e ~uantitim of mP
ids and other materials from ~rm and pa~ing Io~, their eff~iven~s de~nds on many
factors. Using strut sw~. r~ularly in
highly im~i~sareas like cemral businm
distri~ may ~ one of the only effe~i~
BMPs for a highly d~elo~ area. Resea~h
must dete~ine if ~terials collm~ ~
strut sw~ ~ any envimn~n~l
threa~ and h~ to dis~ of ~is material,
m DetrainE and pr~ibiti~ illicit ~tions. Ilticit conn~ons of ~nita~ s~,
industrial discha~., comme~ial fl~r
drains, ~mp pum~, and ~ment drains
greatly contribute to water quali~ problems
caus~ by runoff. ~ oEen sere as conduits that imr~uce ~lven~, oils, and even
toxic materials into runoff. L~al governments should condu~ regular inv~tigations
(i.e,, smoke t.~, dye t~, d~ weather flow
.mplin~ to det~ and eliminate illicit di~
charge,
m Proof ~ndlin~ ~, a~ di~l offertil~ers and pe~icid~ Con~lling the ra~,
timing, and ~th~ of chemical applications
can minimize u~ and limit m~ff contamination in a wate~h~. Many state agricul,
rural agenci~ provide ~ucational materials
on the pro~r ~ and am~nt of fenilize~
n~ for a pa~icular land~a~. U.S. ~
pa~mentofAgricultu~agenci, pmvide fertilizer and ~sticide management guidance
in ~l~ing the m~t environmentally ~fe
chemical and minimum eff~ive d~age,
~ Proof ~ndlin~ ~, and dis~l of
hou~ld chemicaff. A wide varie~ of
cleansers, oils, ~lven~, pain~, and oz~

~u~d materials ~e ce~in risks to t~
envi~t. ~ waste; a~ legally
fin~ as h~ard~s or toxic a~ must ~
~ ~ using s~ingent pmc~u~ im~
~ f~eral, s~te, ~ I~al la~. ~me
ha~ ~abli~ pin, rams ~ch as amn~
daw t~t enc~raEe citizens to safely
f~ly dis~ of ~tentially haza~u~
~u~ld wastes. Citizens n~ to k~w
~w m ~fely u~ and dis~ of many
~ld ~terials including antique,
8amli~, wa~e motor oil, car ba~eri~, old
ti~, fl~r ~ furniture ~lish, ~st cleanin
~u~, chl~i~ bleach, pain~, ~int thi~
~, ~nti~, mineral spirit, ~ p~
~ati~, w~ kille~, and r~ch and ant
kil~
i Pm~r ~lid w~e ma~Ee~nt, ~lid
wast~ and li~er that accumulate on t~ land
a~ easily trans~n~ by ~noff. Pro~rly
colle~in8 and dis~sin8 of ~lid wast~
and ~yclinE appmpr, ate material~an
8matiy ~uce runoff ~ ~ant IoadinEs. Lit~r la~. adopt-a-r~d or :shore programs,
a~ ~eigh~rh~ programs are eff~rive in enc~raging citizen~; ~ "clean t~ir
~ ~."
m P~r dis~alof~t wa~Thewastm
~r ~ leave ~hind can ~e a major ~u~e
of ba~erial loading to our ware.. R~uirin
ow~. to pro~rly dis~ of animal wastm
can ~lp reduce the~ Ioadin~ and k~p our
wate~ntor~reation.
m R~dinE u~d w~te oil. ~any Eallons
of waste oil are dumped into s~orm ~we.
f~ dis~l. H~ever, this oil can ~
cycl~ and us~ for many a~ivi(ies. Many
stat~, I~al ~vernmen~, and private co~
pani~ have ~blish~ us~il ~clins
programs a~ center.
m O~ic debris dis~l. As laws limiting
the lan~ll dis~.l of yard wast~ ~ome
more common, be proof management
gra., leave, pmn~ branch., and ot~
debhs ~o~ increasingly im~nL
Com~stins by hom~wne~ or at coll~i~
cente~ r~uc~ o~anic debris and
at~ ~llutan~ from the ~noff w~te stream.
Additional ~nefi~ include i~crea~ ~il organic maffer, r~ulting in impmv~ wat~
and nutrient holding capacity, and nuclei,
which r~uce the n~ for feffilize~.
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m R~fin~ ~ othe~i~ enc~sin~ am~
L~ding ~, storage areas for raw matedals, wastes or final proud, and ~uip~nt
maintenance and storage areas are likely
~llutant ~urc~ ca~i~ in ~noff. R~fing
or encl~ing thee areas m ~ey are ~
longer ex~ to rainfall or ~noff will p~
vent oil, gamline, fuels, ~lven~, hydraulic
fluids,: ~iment, o~ani~, n~rien~, a~
ot~r ~ll~an~ from entering ~noff. H~ever, since ~fing increa~ i~ious
area, this e~
should
mitisat~.
m Proof sitin8 a~ ~ora~e of ~ter~l~
~ny commonly pu~ha~ and u~ ma~
rials
contri~te to mnnff ~llution. F~
example, many ~si~s~s ~ore and sell
bags of fe~ilizer and ~ticides from pallm
in an o~n parking lot. These ~gs o~en tear
or rip,. allowing material to spill onto t~
~ved su~ace. A sto~ sewer inlet di~ly
downstream provides a dire~ conduit to
transfer this material to a downstream water~dy. Such areas may n~ r~fing. At a
minimum, storm drains should not ~ I~
cat~ d~nstream. A~vegmund storage
and s~onda~ con~inment may ~ n~e~
~w for materials and in l~ations vulnerable
to groundwamr contamination.
~ Wa~e mdu~i~ and p~vent~n. Waste
r~uction usually involv~ using ~veral in.
te~ra~ techniques to eliminate or r~uce
the amount of ~tentially hazardous materials u~ a~ a site. I~ may involve ~urce r~
duction through 8~ hou~k~ping, t~hno]ogy or pr~ess change, or ~di~cation
of input materials; r~cling, ~la~ation,
and reu~ of materials; and treatment ~o ~
duce ~terial toxiciW,
m Proof spill p~evention and con~inme~L
Facililies ~hat store or u~ ce~ain ty~s of ~
tentially h~ardous mamrials may ~ ~
quir~ to pre~re a wri~en plan oudining
their ap~r~ch to preventing and containing
spills. The~ ~lans d~ument the o~ra~ional
proc~ur~ a,d management a~roach~.
Pollu~ion prevention plans W~ically s~i~
proc~ures for preventing ~llution cau~
~ storage and use areas, manufa~uring
p~c~, tmat~nt systems, or shipping
areas; e~rgency contain~nt and cleanup
proc~ures to ~ u~ in case of s~ills, lea~,
or ot~r di~ha~es; ins~e~ion pr~ur~
and ~h~ules; and meth~s to main~in i~
ventori~ of ~en~ially hazard,s mamrials

from t~ ~ime ~e material is r~eiv~
manufa~u~ until it is treat~ and
cha~ ~ ship~ m;L

:-

m Sto~ ~r tc~n~ Simple ~r~ns
chain link fencing plac~ at the ouffall ~int
of sto~ ~e~ cap~:ure cups, leaves,
ot~r la~e debris. ~ coup, t~
must ~ ~6u~rly ins~ a~ clea~.

Op~r8tJo~/~aJ~t~a~c~ Prgctic~s
Unlike traditional drainage faciliti~, u~an
treat~nt ~tems are desig~ to capture and
~in ~liutan~, ~ially ~lids. ~he accusation of ~ materials ca* ~ri~sly im~ir
s~tem’s o~ration and greatly r~uce i~
tiven~s, ~sulting in ~ll~ant di~ha~e and
sibly inc~as~ fl~ing. Therefor, the IonE-te~
~ration, maintenance and ma~ge~nt
qui~men~, and costs ~r a sto~water pra~ice
sh~ld ~ important considerations in sel~in
BM~. Additionally, inszitutional fra~s mu~
~ creaz~ to assure that ru~ff z~te~ are r~
ladyin~ a~ ~in~i~.
Sto~w~erSys~m
OperaLing Perml~
One way local govemmeni~ can r~uce t~i~
biliN ~r ~llutants discha~ f~ their
system is to assure that di~ha~ are alma~
pro~rly managed. In stares where new develow
ment mus~ install on-site runoff manage~nt
terns, a stormwater o~rating ~i~
imale~med by the Ic~al government
s~ormwa~er utility can ensure that runoff faciliti~
are maintain~ and operate~ properly. O~ratin~
~it systems Wpically r~uire annual ins~tions of privately own~ runoff faciliti~ a~
flea,ions that all a~ maintenance has ~n
~orm~. Addilionally, Ic~al g~ernments
review the imalementation of ~ff
pre~ntion plans r~uir~ f~ indu~rial
mu~discha~ing into t~ l~al system.
SLo~ ~wer I~leL or
Catch B~ln ~le~Ing
Th~ inlet d~ic~ capture large debris, alon~
with smaller s~i~nt and o~anic material~.
Hoover, ~llutan~ can be was~ out if in~
devic~ ~co~ t~ full and rainfall ~cu~. R~ular ins~ion a~ ~ri~ic maintenance (i.e.,
general vacuum cleaning) is e~ntial f~ max~
mum environ~ntal ~fi~. Morn fr~uent
cleaning is r~uir~ at ce~in tim~,
when leaves fall.
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Fund,m,nL=~, o[ (Jrb~n Runo~’ Nanagen~tt
Highway and U~IiLy
Rlght-of-Wa~ N~n~nance
These a~iviti~ involve materials that a~ to ~
oH oroblems. Shoulde~ and r~dside swale s~
terns should only ~ ~ra~ ~ excavat~ ~
necessa~ to main~in t~ JnteBri~ and ~f~ ~
roads. Vegetation sh~ld ~ mow~ ~ ~i~
taine~ as n~essa~ tq k~p areas sta~iliz~ a~
the u~ of nutr~en~ and ~ticid~ sh~ld ~ m
duc~.

PART E. ~m~l ~
3. S~ring Mlt on an im~,eable ~ace,
~t ~re g~.
4. R~tin8 runoff ~m t~ ~llt ~a~e area
~ an appropria~ ~ff ~na~e~nt
s~.

~bllc E~cation Pra~icel
~any p~i~sly di~us~ s~ral pra~ic~
swal~, ~tention areas, a~ detenti~ lak~
qui~ public ~ucation p~ram~; ~ ~ ~adily
W~n~rRoad~anagem~
accept~ and u~. Prosrams ~ceminB the
In areas w~ s~all and e~end~ ~ri~s of I~in8 ~pi~ ~ a~iviti~ ~ve p~
fr~zing tempera~r~, s~ial mainte~e
ities are n~ on r~ds and brid8~ ~ k~p
1 Sto~ s~ st~cili~. Strolling ~
them .rely o~n to traffic. Since ~e late 194~,
~wer inle~ with ~g~ such as "Dump
road salt has ~n one of t~ m~ ~lar ~d
no wast., drains to lake (E)a% river)" can
deice~, with more than 11 million t~s u~ ~
greatly increa~ public u~e~andinE of t~
nually. Hoover, sn~ rem~al and ~ra~e along
relationship ~n ~llution ~ a~
with ~lt aDplication and =orate can co~e
receiving water. The~ programs often am
bridges, roads, and vehicl~ and contribute m
conduct~ ~ youth 8~PS or c~c as~ia~veral adver~ environmental condit~ns, i~
tions.
eluding damage to roadside vegetation,
1 Econeigh~rh~ p~ra=~ ~ p~
tion of ~nds and lake, incma~ chl~i~ le~ls
in su~ace and gr~ndwaters a~ con=mi~ti~
grams designate econeighbo~ a~ ~
of water re~u~es. Th~ eff~ can ~ ~uc~
cure resident’ commitments to follow 8~
or prevem~ ~
hou~k~pin8 pra~ic~
1 Carefully =itin8 ~w ~ora8e a~=. Ru~
1 Eduction displaw, ~p;hk~, ~e~
off or ~page from the snow pile sh~ld not
and utili~ ~tuffe~. Educatii~al mamrial~
go directly into su~ace or groun~ate~,
cover a wide variety of eve~,day citizen
Ideally, the~ areas will ~ ~ by BM~
tiviti~ that can adver~ly aff~ water ~
that capture ~llutan~ a~ach~ to t~ s~w
~urces. Citizens n~ to unde~nd how
and rail panicle,
their activities around the ho~ and
can contribute to water qualily pr~lems.
~ Minimizin8 or elimi~tinj t~ ~ of ~lt
(~dium chloride). Determine and u~
~ Public a~rene~. Public info~ation a~
pro~r application amount. Consider al~r~ucation can r~uce non~int ~u~e ~lnatives to ~lt, such as calcium mag~ium
tution by changing individua=l ~havior a~
acetate (CM~I, calcium chlori~, urea, ~nd,
lifes~les. An¯ information program that ~u~ssium chloride, magnesium chloride, or
cat~ citizens can aim encourage them
other su~tanc~. Each has advan=8~ a~
~o~ pan of the ~lution. This cha~
disadvantage, ~th envimn~n~l and~
and Appendix C provide humerus
nomic,
of information for public awaren~s pr~
m Pro~r ~lt ~o~8e. ~e ~ to ~ ~8rams.~
cent of environmental proble~ from ~h
come from careless or impro~r storaEe. EI~
ments of a 8~ ~lt storage ~li~ inclu~

Recommended Read~lg

1. Not I~atin8 ,It storage areas near
water~ies or ot~r ~nsitive feature.
2. Storing salt in ~anent ~f~

stru~ures. If salt cannot ~stor~
ind~rs, ~se an im~i~s liner a~ a
waterpr~f cover,

Many excellent ~u~ of info~ation am avai~
able on the u~ of nonstru~ural runoff mana8~
ment pra~ic~. Numerous ur~n and plannin8

te~ provide relevant material. F~eral,
state, regional, and I~al agencies have pr~u~
many helpful ~kle3 and brochur~ on the cot-
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CHAPTER 13

Legal Authorities

~g

ood runoff management program

is founded on legal authority,
design and implementation criteria, and
adequate resources. This chapter is
mainly concernedwith legal authori~,
The evolution of ~iment control and u~n
runoff management programs has ~n gradual,
In a~empting to address I~al problems and conceres, ~veral areas of the count~ have provid~
leadership. The runoff management isle has
emerged from concerns over flo~ damage and
public safety,
Historically, ~iety has relied on ~ter for
transpo~at~on and comme~e, ~cessitating significant deveiop~nt in areas adjacent to waterways. Over the last 2~ yea~, the fr~uen~ and
magnitude of fl~ding, the ass~iated damages,
and the ~tential for I~s of life have inspir~ pu~
lic effo~s to r~uce the adver~ impa~. The~ elfo~s have naturally evolv~ into considering
changes in upstream land use, since th~
changes affect imoa~ on d~nstream flo~ing
~tentiaL

came aware, however grudgingly, of impact~ be~nd water quanti~ control. Approximately half
the stat~ have ~ form of erosion and ~i.
merit control laws, although few are aggressively
imple~nting a program. Fear t=t~ have
ple~nt~ runoff ~na8e~nt programs concer~ with water quality. T~ problem in
im#e~nting ~prehertsive ~i~nt c~tml
and u~n ~noff management programs for n~
de~lop~nt a~ivitim is e~ot inad~uate t~h~
~ problem is a lack. of commi~nt.
While mint juri~i~ions are familiar with t~
ada$e, an oun~ of pr~ention is ~eh a
of cure, many imple~nt ~iment control
runoff ~ograms only after significant rmume
damage has ~n do~. Many areas sh~ld
plement effeoive progran~s now, ~f~
impa~ ~come ~ great that ~lutions are limit~
and costly. One major ~nefit of the 1987 a~n$
men~ to the Clean Water A~ and ~ion 6217
the Coas~l Zo~ A~ Reauthorization Ame~ment of 1990 is ~e increa~md national awareness
of s~i~nt control and ~u~an runoff manag~
ment ~s and ~uiremen~. Still, t~te
I~al govern~n~ mu~ recognize that the~
sues are implant, e~n wi~o~ f~ral initiative. Effo~ must ~ initiat~ to print existing
water ~uanti~ and ~uality pr~lems from intensi~ing.

Early runoff management effo~ reli~ on
channelizing streams and constructing large r~
gional detention facilities to control u~eam
~ak di~ha~e relea~ rat~ and print i~ma~
ing down,ream fl~d fr~uency or elevation.
Most early ordinanc~ only controll~ ~ak dip Program Considerations
charge rates from new develop~nt a~ivities.
Common criteria vari~ with ~licies to control
Identifying
t~ ~stdevelop~nt l~year storm to t~
Documenting
~velop~nt 1 ~year ~ak release rate, a~ ~her
the Problem
similar variations.
In initiating a s~i~nt control and m~ff
Concerns a~t water qualiw and convol,
agement program, consideration must
ling ~iment during construoion were I~alized
identi~ing and docu~ntiing ~e pr~lem.
and ~curred only when the magnitude of land
im~tus could ~ a water t’.upply r~oir that
develoo~m neces;itat~ aoion. With t~ 197~
~oming foul~ with nutrien~ or ~her ~11~
and the fir;t Each Day, t~ public gradually ~
~n~, making drinking water treat~nt ex~nsive.
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Most water c!uality program~.--for example, Chesapeake Bay and Puget ~ound---focus on down.
stream resource protection. The National Estuary
Programs, the Clean Lakes Programs, and others
provide examples of state, regional, and local
government responses to documented problems,
Problems must be clearly identified and do(:umemed. For example, a resource problem in
fisheries is a dramati~ decline in clam landings
over the last 10 years; the cause, however, is increasing development in contributing drainage
areas. Another example is the dramatic decline in
stripl:~-,,d bass landings in the Chesapeake Bay. The
problem must be clearly defined before solutions
are considered,

regulations provide an example (,*,ppendix A and
B). Coml~onents to be considered it~ developing a
statewide or regional program or law include the
following:
1 A statement of policy folllowed by text
that provides a rd:::~:ific approach to implement the policy.
" Definition of important terms to avoid
misunc]er~tanding in their u~.
"= Delineation of thetypesofactivitiesregu.
lated under the law. Clearly identify activi.
ties not intended for coverage to avoid confusion over their status. For example, if
agricultural land managemenl: activities are
not included, specify this exception.
- Outline of funding resources. If the proPrelaw Educational Effort=
gram is funded through permit fees, define
Education is the key to garnering the necessary
the authority to collect fees. Discuss legal
political support. To win support, the problem
mechanisms, such as a runoff management
must be clear to the average individual, lndividuutility, as a future option.
ais must buy in to the need and the personal ira"" Definition of agency resl~nsibilities. If
pact of the proposal,
the program is implemented all a state level,
In Delaware, for example, individuals spent
define the role of the state agency in conapproximately six months on problem identificajunction with those local agencies; if imple,
tion before beginning the sediment and runoff
mented at the local level, define responsibileffort. The effort included documenting construcities of other related local programs.
tion and degraded stream system problems with
" Specification of the effective implement~.
slides at public presentations to environmental
tion date. Programs directed toward new degroups, municipal leagues, Kiwanis clubs, engi.
velopment activities usually incorporate an
neering societies, and the general public,
existing building permit process to ensure
Education should include the components of
plan design and approval. In addition, situathe proposal, the types of practices required, and
tions where plans have been ,approved but
the industries impacted. Supporters must clearly
not yet implemented must be defined and a
define the proposal and effectively respond to
cutoff point specified for older plan rede,
concerns. The proposal should answer all consigns or reconsiderations in light of new recerns; if not, it must be modified or the provision
quirements.
eliminated. ,~ response should not transfer re.
= Definition of responsibility for review of
sponsibility to another source or entity.
state and fed,eral activities.
To succeed, the proposal and its components
" Definition of enforcement procedures to
must be important to the agency responsible for
ensure consistency among projects and to
its implementation. Reaching consensus before
educate regulated individuals about their ~ethe law ,s formally considered avoids adversarial
rious responsibilities underthe Ilaw.
situations, which take an enormous amount of
time and negatively affect implementation.
10th’L~ local requirements, such as phasing the program into the region or watershed
or
requiring educational assistance on proSediment and Runoff Law
gram implementation. For example, both
The sediment and runoff law should provide a
Delaware and Maryland mandate education
by requiring contractors to certify that a re.
framework for the overall program. The law
sponsible representative has taken a state
should have general design criteria or technical
course in erosion and sediment control.
considerations to avoid the need for future
amendments and political review by individuals
m Definition of penalties and appeals prounfamiliar with the issues. Delaware’s law and
cedures.
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Sediment and Runoff Regulations
As the law provides a broad paintbrush for an
overall program, regulations provide specific detail for day-to-day program implementation. Detailed regulations provide a means to implement
the lawns general requirements. Delaware’s f~=diment and runoff management regulations provide
an exampl~e of statewide regulations (see Appen.
dix B).
Some components to consider in developing
statewide or regional regulations include the following:
¯" The scope of the regulations, mentioning
specific areasofadditionalemphasis,
=" Term definitions. Give careful consideration to each, as they often determine policy
issuesand answer numerouscluestions about
aspects initially given broad interpretation,
m Specific exemptions, waivers, and variantes. Variances are particularly important
where increased flexibility is needed to fit a
strategy to a specific site.
i Details of the process of permit application and approval time frames and obligations,
I Specific design criteria. Criteria should
address the level of control, preferences in
practices, and information required on each
project. Each application should include information, specified in the regulations, to enable the approval agency to make and defend its decision.
" Detailed construction inspection and enforcement requirements. Enforcement must
be progressive, not random,
1 Definition of any appeals procedures or
hearing requirements,

Advice from Impacted Industries
A first step in developing and implementing a
~diment control and runoff management program is to open and maintain a dialogue with the
impacted industries. These include homebuilders,
contractors’ associations, developers, and consul,
rants. Representatives must understand the program goals and their legal obligations. To ensure
industry involvement, the various entities should
be asked to assign a representative to attend meet.
ings and r~view draft documents prior to public
release,

Another way to receive input is through required educational programs. Delaware requires
contractors and inspectors to receive training on
r~=diment control and runoff management. The
state has successfully received feedback from the
impacted industries in a nonadvertarial forum
and has modified the program as a result.

-Detailed Design Guidance
The permit review process places consultants who
represent land developers in a difficult position.
To provide a cost estimate of their ~rvices, consultants must undet~tand the system design obli.
gations. This understanding can only be ensured
through a good relationship and good design
guidance developed or ;=ccepted by the permitting
agency. Thorough guidance results in fewer pmblems with individual plan review, fewe~ submitsions, and a greater assurance that the design
meets the best available standards for ~cce~.
The guidance should include all acceptable
options for sediment control and runoff management and contain illustrated details and case studies to explain design r~:andards and procedures.
Legally, the regulations should refer to the design
guidance; guidance modification should include
public review and coml~nent. A meaningful guidance document should be developed when the
program is implemented, not just adapted from
somewhere etselunless the document reflects a
clear understanding of the original principle~.

Problerrt Areas
In areas with existing runoff management programs, more than one entity or agency involved in
policy may create a problem. Conflicts can be extremely frustrating and take time and resource~
away from program implementation. However,
conflicts often come from a greater awareness of
linkages between two or more previously unrelated programs. While linkage often improves
program performance, conflic~ can overshadow
this positive aspect, and both programs can suffer.
For example, conflicts can occur between emer8.
ing NPDES programs and traditional sediment
and runoff or nonpoint ~ource control programs.
Conflicts can also exist when sediment, runoff’,
and wetlands programs are linked with traditional
public works programs, planning agency responsibilities, and any number of other potentially
conflicting areas. All entities need to recognize
the compatibility of there.= programs and that overall goals can be enhanced through communication.
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A major problem can occur when sediment
control and runoff management responsibilities
are added to an existing building permit program,
Far from improving both programs, experience
has shown that overlapping responsibilities can
reduce the emphasis on one program and weaken
the overall effort. Sediment and runoff programs,
along with other programs, need individual attention to succeed. Individual identities must be defined within the organization, not just function as
an add-on. For example, a sediment and runoff
program added to a sewer line review and approval program can reduce the effectiveness of
both programs, especially in inspection and enforcement. Inspectors need a defined area of responsibility, not a requirement to inspect a project
for multiple reasons,
Since the sediment and runoff program is a
regulatory program, enforcement action will occasionally be required. However, if permit or inspection agencies are reluctant to engage in
enforcement, the program’s credibility can be reduced. While most contractors and developers
willingly comply with laws and regulations, they
periodically challe,~ge the recluirement to ample,
ment an environmental control. Erosion and sedi.
ment control are seen as temporary practices, and
the industry sees avoiding these controls as a way
to cut costs. Providing an enforcement presence
and a willingness 1~o take action improves the
chance of properly installing controls,
Implementing an effective sediment control
and runoff management program costs money. Few
programs are adequately staffed or funded. This is
es~c~eciatly true if the budget depends on permit fees
or if the program is part of an agency’s overall b~dg.
et and must compete with other important areas. A
dedicated source of revenue should be developed
to maintain a sense of continuity,
Finally, a single individual cannot amplement a statewide sediment and runoff program,
even through a system of general permits. These
programs are impor~nt components of a whole
urban environment and must be treated on a level
equal to other urban programs.

PART ii. In=UtuUmml ~
ronmental programs (i.e., wetlands, groundwater,
drainage, or others) that could affe~ the sediment
and runoff program. While agenci~e$ must be educated about the direction and importance of the
sediment and runoff program, program staff mut~
be sensitive to issues and prioriti~ of the~ agenties--especially on the issue of ~etlands 3nd the
location of runoff management ~tn,~ctures. Diverse
programs r]eed to wol~ toffether, e~pecially in
times of lirn~te~ fiscal resources.
Education, a constant theme in this guide,
cannot be stressed enough. Educational effor~
and activities, which significantly enhance the
chances of legislative or regulatory approval,
must be continuous to remind people of the importance of runoff control, both durinR and after
construction project~.
Programs must be consistent in their amplementation. Projects must be reviewed consistently, and any variation in review or approval
procedures should be documented to avoid chal.
lenges to the final decision. Consistency must also
be applied to site review and enfor,:ement procedures. Written enfomement procedures should be
developed and circulated to the impacted indu~try so that all concerned will understand enforcement steps to be taken if required controls are not
implemented. Enforcement procedures should be
progressive, with severity increasing as noncon~
pliance continues. Steps could range from with..
holding occupancy permits until controls are
implemented to halting work until environmental
controls are correctly installed. Civil and/or crimihal penalties can also force site compliance.
A successful program requires an open line
of communication to the regulated community.
One vehicle, a regulatory advisory committee, is
imporlant not only in program development J:x,,t
also in day-to-day implementation and evolution.
Advisory committee meetings provide an inter.
ested and sympathetic forum to uncover design or
implementation problems. Regular meetings
duce the "we-they" syndrome.
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Other A~ailable Sources

Recommendations
Programs should be consolidated, or at least
closely coordinated, with existing related programs. In addition, communication must be established with other agencies (i.e., local land
public works, and building permit) and other envi-

This guide refers to numerous localities and states
that have implemented programs. In addition,
case studies are presented in Chapter 16. Contact
individual agencies mentioned throughout the
guide for additional information.

’
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-! CHAPTER 14

Inspection and t, la ntenance
Run t’t’ C ntr l
~:,-~- hi chapter p’esents, key elements
~ and characteristics of both a
comprehensive construction inspection
and a postconstruction maintenance
program, including preconstruction
planning using postconstruction
standards,
Effective runoff management using structural
practices and facilities requires successful execution of all phases of development,
These phases include
" Comprehensive analysisofsite
conditions and potential adverse impacts
and problems during the project planning
phase;
" Accurate and intelligent design of
practices and facilities for convenient
maintenance that will prevent or minimize
adverse impacts and protect aquatic
resources during and after construction;
’- Competent and comprehensive review
of practices, facility designs, and plans
during thepermitapplicationphase;
== Proper construction and implementation
of the practices or facilities according to the
approved plans and applicable permit
conditions; and
¯ - Proper operation and thorough
maintenance of the practices or facilities
after insta!lation,
All of these phases can benefit significantly
from increased understanding of the fundamentals of the runoff and soil erosion processes at the
heart of any runoff management program, and
from increased design, construction, and inspec,
tion skills and experience. Similarly, failure to

toC°mpetentlYfailureC°mpleteand
any of the phases can lead
program
environmental
damage.
Recent investigations and experience have
highlighted the serious adverse impact~ ol
inadequate planning, ,design, implementation,
construction, inspection, and postconstruction
maintenance. Correcting lfiese weaknesses first
quires comprehensive and aggressive inspection
programs while constructing land development
sites. These programs must do more than focus on
the proper construction of permanent structural
cilities intended to pro~ide long-term managelent of site runoff. They must also concentrate on
the proper installation and maintenance of the
site’s short-term erosion and sediment control
measures. Finally, continuing inspection and
maintenance pr~rams are also needed to ensure
effective and safe operation of the structural facilities after site construction is completed.
Despite the impo~mce of construction inspection and postconstruction maintenance programs, several factors complicate or hinder their
development. One is the; legal authority to both
perform inspections and enforce facility maintenance requirements (see Chapter 13). Although
federal and state govemn~nts have begun developing inspection and maintenance standards,
land development’s diffuse nature and the
country’s long-standing tradition of local land use
control require that local governments acquire
legal authority. A second factor is the costs of
these programs and local government’s ability to
meet them. Athird is the inherent institutional and
regulatory difficulty of adequately managing the
diversity of permanent runoff management facilities and temporary soil erosion control practices
currently available.
Although the subject is complex, the benefits
of understanding how to develop a runoff man.
agement program are great. The chapter begins
with an ovewiew of key elemenLs of the inspec.
tion and maintenance program. It eKplores the
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interrelationshi~ ~n cons~u~ion ins~i~
and a facility’s early planning, design, and ~it
phases, emphasizing the effect on long-term ~rformance and maimenance. Much of this material
is ba~d on the 5m~w~mr M~nage~nt Facil~
ties ~aintenance ~anu~/ develo~ ~ t~ N~
Jer~y Depa~ment of Environmen~l ~mmi~
and E~y (1989).
The remaind~ ~ the chapter ~n~ins ~
de~il~ pr~entations. O~ f~u~ on ~n inst.
lion and m~intenance program ~r constm~ion
site ~osion and ~iment control predict. ~e
~ond f~u~s on ~nent drainage ~ runoff
manage~nt faciliti~ at ~ land de~lop~nt site.
It descries a program embracing ~th sho~-te~
ins~tion when ~e faciliti~ are cons~ and
iong-t~ ins~ion and maintenance ~ ensure
effe~ive o~ration. Both p~n~tions emphasize
ins~or training ~nd ~ucation, ~ntain ~o~
mendations regaling pmg~m st~u~, and dis.
cuss key program cleans. Th~ al~ provide
examples of field ins~ion ch~ks. T~ pr~nrations should give made~ a head s=n in dwelo~
ing their own programs and, in pa~icular, training
the staff cha~ed with program ~or~nce.
The pre~ntations ~re deri~ from ~
courses at the Universi~ of Washington’s Center
for U~an Water Remurc~ Manage~nt and E~
gin~ring Professional programs. Cou~ manuals
are available for erosion and s~iment control ins~ector training (Reinelt, 1991) and ~anent
drainage system ins~ctor training (Reinelt,
1992). L~al govern~n~ and state agencies in
the Puget Sound area.of Washington S=te have
worked actively to improve ~noff management
through effective ins~ion and maintenance
and have contributed to thee ~terials.

Inspection and aintenance
OverSaw
An eff~ive ins~i~ and ~intenance ~ram
has a number of as~. This ove~iew di~us~
the im~nance of the key program elemen~
constru~ion ins~ion and ~intenance; the numerous as~ of pr~onst~ction a~ivities;
enforce~nt options;iunding t~hniqu~;a~ ~.
ucation and training,

Qnderstanding Key Program
~ements
The overall success of any ~nofl management
program hinges on unde~tanding each te~.

PART ~. ~~
H~r, this cann~ ~ d~e ~ ~;im~y
di~iona~ ~finitions ~au~ of
~ of I~nd d~lo~ent in~l~ in ea~.
foll~in8 de~il~ ~ri~ions ~ou~
~a~inB:
I C~on I~on. This i~i~
vol~ the c~m~l field ~atim~
tion a~iv~ and materials and
p~u~ or ~asu~. While const,~i~
li~plexi~, duration, ~n~r,
~r~ constm~ion ~terill~rl~,
~u~nti~, ~ c~(~an v~ w~ely, ~
~gemem cat~oriz~ t~m in ~ wa~.
~tego~ includ~ l~iviti~ ~ ~l:eri~ls
con~m~ t~ra~ ermi~ ind ~i~
(E~) ~r~ ~t I~ ~vel~nt s~
mea~ on~l ~e a~nt of rail t~
sion i~ minimize the ~dve~ ~s~m
pa~ of ~b~uent ~i~n~ti~ ~ri~
const~ion. The ~ond cate8~
iti~ and materials u~ to const~¢~
~noff management a~ drainage
address ~th quanti~tive and quali~
on ru~ff pr~uc~ by ~ d~lo~l
The k~distin~i~ ~n ~e
ti~. In the tim, the eff~ of site ~1~
on rail er~ion and ~im~tation a~
and limit~ ~ ~e const~i~ ~iod
are ex~ to rainfall and m~ff. As
measures and materials u~ are tem~ra~
remov~ when t~ site is ~nentiy staMliz~.
The~ measur~ range from tem~r=~ ~i~
and mulching of ex~ mils to con~m~i~
~iment ~sins a~ ~.
The ~ond catego~ deals with
critical effe~ of the site’s d~elop~nt ~
runoff quanti~volume, rate, and l:iminB~
quality over the site’s ~std~elop~nt life.
measures, intend~ to minimize and miti8ate
velopment effe~, must last as long as t~
u~. Pennant measur~ inclu~ m~ff
tion and infiltration ~sins, ~o~ ~r
and swal~channel ne~.
Regardl~s of the timing or dun~ti~
various measure, the constm~ion
s~nsible for ensuring ~at cons~i~
adheres to ap~ov~ plans, ~igns, s=n~
and generally accept~ constru~ion
The ambiance of continuin~
c=nnot ~ overrate. Aher tem~arf ~su~
~r ~anent facilities are c~plet~, continui~
ms,ions ensure that mea~r~ ~o~
tended and remain in ~u~, ~fe conditi~.
spe~ions of ESC measur~ ~ally take pla~
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along with general construction inspection of the
development site. Inspection of permanent facilities, however, must occur after site development
and construction are completed; it therefore requires that~ an inspector take separate action. Elfective inspections are usually combined with
permanenl~ facility maintenance,
| hfafnte~=rlce. For both runoff facilities and
ESC measures, this activity involves repairing, replacing, restoring, or replenishing the various
components and materials of the measure or facility. Maintenance activities include preventive and
corrective measures, with time the key distinction
between the two. Preventive maintenance requires replacing components or materials before
they cease to function adequately, often according to a schedule. Corrective maintenance is performed after failure or malfunction occurs, often
quickly in an emergency. Obviously, preventive
maintenance is preferred over corrective maintenance because of safety, time, cost, and overall elfectiveness,
Maintenance keeps both the temporary ESC
measure and the permanent facility functioning
safely and at optimum efficiency levels. Maintenance can also correct design or construction deficiencies, improve performance, and enhance
safety above constructed levels.

Preconstruction Inspection
and ~aintenance
Once the regulations have been satisfied on pager
through planning, design, and permit stages, the
project is ready for construction. The methods
and materials used in construction must be com.
petently inspected to ensure that the goals of the
planning, design, and permit stages are met in the
field,
ESC measures and runoff facility maintenance are vitally important. Structural facilities
cannot perform their duties and achieve their
goals without regular maintenance. Maintenance
is particularly acute for structural facilities used to
address runoff quality impacts. As particulate setfling and removal efficiency has increased, the
sediment and debris accumulation within runoff
facilities has increased the maintenance need.
Runoff facilities also must be maintained
structurally to ensure their continued safety and
protect people and property. This is particularly
true o~ facilities and measures that impound runoff, even for’ a short period. Structural failure causing release of stored runoff will usually result in

In, pet*don and/v~ainte~ance ol Runoff Control PracU~.s
greater downstream flo<xfing and damage than
would have occurred without the facility. This
threat may greatly outweil..hs all benefits.
Inspection is also key to a maintenance program. Whether preventative or corrective, maintenance must be preceded by an inspection to
evaluate the required procedures, materials,
e~uipmenL personnel, ur, Bency, time, and cost.
’Effective and efficient inspection activities should
be performed regularly and should emphasize
prevention rather than correction. In addition, inspectors must be highly knowledgeable and experienced and take responsibility for the results of
construction or maintenance. As such, inspector
training is a vital component of any runoff
management program. Training must be .omprehensive, covering all aspects of the runoff man.
agement and soil erosion processes, from theory
to practical applications.
Preconstruction stages and activities can
cause significant construction and maintenance
problems. Avoiding problems requires a close
look at all preconstruction !~tages, from the regulations that define the structu~ral measure or facility,
through the technical planning and design stages,
to the permit stage, where ,construction is author.
ized.
l Regulat~rJl Aspect. Chapter 11 presented
the various regulatory needs of a comprehensive
runoff management program, includin8 those for
effective construction in~;pection and facility
maintenance programs. This section addresses inspection and maintenance, problems caused by
the very regulations that mitially created these
programs.
While structural measures and facilities must
be based on effective standards and accurate designs to achieve desired goals, the quality or level
of standards, designs, and objectives means nothing unless the facility or measure is actually con.
structed. Unfortunately, in developing thevarious
regulations, the importance of construction is
sometimes lost or forgotten. While considerable
effort is devoted to goals and how to achieve
them, facility construction is sometimes treated as
an afterthought or, even worse, a given or guaranteed end-product requiring little, if any, official attention.
The same is also truce for facility maintenance. Despite the importance of maintenance to
short and long-term performance, regulations
quiring maintenance often lack purpose, eflectiveness, or are simply nonexistent.
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Fund~n~nt~ of Ur~n Runoff Nanagemlm
Therefore, consider t~ ~ll~ing in d~loping runoff ~gulations:
m Recognize the fundamen~l ~ for faoilily constru~ion and maime~nce to ~ly
achi~e p~gram goals and ~i..
m Consider constm~ion and maintenance
of ~ual im~na~ce wi~ planning, ~igning, and ~i~ing. The regulations should
promote the im~nance ~ ins~ion
maintenance at all stag~ ~nd ~ all ~n~1.
m Regulations s~uld o~cially ~ignate a
r~onsible pa~, fr~uently ~e de~l~
ment site ~er, to ha~ ulti~te ~nsibiliW for ~ proof constm~ion and c~ti~
u~ maintenance. This official ~ig~ti~
provides the oppo~uni~ for appr~riate
preparation and budgeting wior to a~ally
assuming res~nsibilities. It aim facilitat~
enforce~nt or other legal m~ies n~
,~ to address compliance or ~ormance
problems once the facili~ ~s constru~ion
approval.
m Regulations should clearly ~te
speciion and maintenance r~uiremen~ during and following cons~u~ion and add~s
~th tem~ra~ measures and ~anent facilities. Construction r~uire~n~sh~ld ~
based on many ~andard concretion
tices and s~cifications, pmmulgat~ byvir,
ious private o~anizations ~nd government
agencies, and fully comply with all applicahie l~al, state, and f~eral la~. ins~ion
and maintenance re~ui~men~ sh~ld al~
com~ly with all applicable s~tut~ and
based on the n~ds and prioriti~ of the i~ividual measure or facility. A clear p~n~lion will help owners and builde~ c~ply
and ins~tors en~rce r~uiremen~,
m Regulations must contain comp~hensive
r~uiremen~ for d~umenting l~ detailing
constru~ion and maintenance. Forconstmc.
lion, this includes detail~, well-r~arch~
91ans and s~cifications that fully descri~
the facility’s construction. Plans and s~cifications should include ~ninent information
on I~ations, dimensions, elevations, m~teri,
als, processes, and tim~. Drawings sh~ld
~ easy ~o use in the field under ldve~
weather conditions. Regulations s~ld
r~uire enough copies of plans and s~ifications to supply tield and office ~nnel,

PART
buil~,, ins~on,
all in~lv~ ha~ ~ti~l appro~ plans
a~ ~ifi~ti~.
R~ui~n~ ,~ simil.r for main,enance. A
facili~ o~ration and ~inten,ance manual
must
comp~e~nsi~ drawings
c~pl~t~ facili~ and dmail~l d~ripl~ns
~nce. An eme~ency a~ion plan should
aim ~ ~uir~ for regional and other la~e
runoff im~nt faciliti~. This plan
~ould contain ~asu~ for various e~rgen~ conditions, such as s~(~ural failure,
negl~, vandalism, or accide~nt. T~ plan
should also include the
~ir materials and a list of individuals,
~gencies, a~ officials to ~ notifi~ quickly
if t~ facili~ a~a, lo or a~ually ~lfunclions or fails. This li~ might include I~al
a~ state govem~nt a~ ~blic ~fe~ officials, downstream resident, ~nd busin~s
~. The plan sh~ld aim contain
~ of ~tifi~ti~.
c~ure for constru~ion or maintenance ~ncompliance. This pr~s s~uld provide
focal, di~retiona~ measures ~o deal with
~ri~ic, inadve~ent ~ncompliance and
chronic noncompliance or F~o~ance
problems. In eider case, the prirna~ 8o~1 of
enforcement
tire facility--the enfo~ement action should
not ~o~ an e~ in i~lf.
m Regulations must ~1~ addles ~e ~sibili~ of total default by the ~e,r or ~ild~
by providing a wayto complete constructi~
and continue maintenance. For example,
public might assume cons~uction ~n~
maintenance res~nsibili~. If
nat~ public agency must
~s~ss ~he neces~ staffing, ,~uip~n~
ex~i~, and funding to assu~ this resinsibili~. ~fault can ~ addr~ throu8h
~nds and other ~dormance 8uar~nt~
tain~ ~fore the proj~ is ~pprov~
constru~ion ~gins. The~ bo~s can t~n
~ u~ to ~nd ~e n~ const~i~
or maintenance l~iviti~.
quate and ~cure funding is n~
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aspects of facility construction, inspection,
and maintenance and provide for such funding. In fact, the program goals or accomplishments might be limited to available
funding. Funding sources and techniques are
summarized later in the chapter,
1 To minimize overall inspection and main.
tenance effor~ and expense, the regulations
should encourage and provide a way to
regionalize runoff facilities. Situations where
numerous independent on-site facilities are
replaced by one or several regional facilities
have been particularly effective for runoff
quantity control and flood prevention. Reg~onalization also results in overall savings
in planning, design, and construction effo~
and costs and requires less total land distur,
bance. Finally, designing and implementing
regional facilities requires planners, designers, regulators, developers, and residents to
adopt a watershed approach to runoff. Such
a comprehensive approach should be promotedateveryopportuniW.
I Planning and Desfgn Aspects. The efforts of
planners, designers, and those who review and
approve the final facility have a profound influ.
ence on inspeclion and maintenance activities,
This influence is particularly true for permanent
runoff management and drainage facilities, which
are generally more complex and require greater
effort from these groups. Temporary ESC measures
may also be significantly affected, particularly regarding the measure selected and its location,
According to the New Jersey Stormwater
Management Facilities Maintenance Manual
(1989), approximately two-thirds of the mainte,
nance problems encountered during a review of
51 constructed facilities were at least partly due to
a combination of inadequate and misguided planninE, design, and review. The result was increased
maintenance effort and cost, reduced facility performance, and increased safety threats to both
residents and maintenance personnel,
Fortunately, enlightened and focused plan.
ninE, design, and review can improve inspection
efficiency and effectiveness and reduce mainte.
nance effort and expense. Therefore, inspection
and maintenance should be a primary consideration throughout the entire planning, design, and
review process, equal in importance to achieving
required performance andsafety.
The foliowing inspection and maintenance
issues should be addressed in planning, design,

inspection an~
ing, and reviewing runoff m~nagement and ESC
facilities and measures:
m Durability. The use of strong, durable
materials, components, and fasteners will
greatly reduce the maintenance required.
These savings normally more than justify any
additional expense incurred. Durability ex-. : tends across the entire range of facility components--from basin and pond outlet structures where reinfor~:ed concrete remains the
material of choice, to vegetative covers and
landscaping where durability is defined by
hardiness and suitability to local conditions.
1 Con~Ituclability. "The road to maintenance headaches
nine and design intentions that somehow
went awry" (New Jersey Dep. Environ. ProL
Ener. 1989). All concerned must remember
that the structural measure or facility must be
safely and properly constructed before it can
provide any runoff management benefits.
Therefore, runoff program go~ls and the
ideas of those seeking to tulfill them mus~,
within reasonable effor~ and expense, be
con~ructable in the field.
Required materials must be available and
construction techniques feasible. Con~ruc.
tion plans and specification~the builder
and inspector’s instnJction manual--must be
clear, informative, and contain all necessary
information presented in a format that as.
sists, not impedes, field use. Anyone who
has struggled in the field with construction
plans on a cold, windy day knows that construction details and notes are easier bandied on the same sheet than scattered
randomly throughout the entire set of plans.
am Maintainability. Throughout the plan.
ninE, design, and review or permit process,
every attempt should be made to eliminate
or facilitate maintenance, whether selecting
facility goals or materials. This applies to the
facility’s location, materials, configuration,
and the techniques and equipment necessary to construct and maintain it.
Questions of maintainability should be
raised about the vegetation used and the
habitats or ecosystems created by and within
a runoff facility. How complex are these systemst’ How difficult will they be to manage?
Will those responsible for overall facility
maintenance be able to do it themselves,
know where to find help, and be able to af-
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PART D. ~UmU~I

ford it? If the ans~r to any of ~ qu~
lions is no, the ~noff facili~ may wind up
harming rather than pressing t~ environ~nt.

ciliW ~gins ~rati~? What ~ular ~i~
tenance ~ must ~ ~o~ What
eme~en~ mea~r~ ~y have to ~ ~kenT
What ki~ of ~terial or ~ui~ent will
~uir~T

ning, designing, and ~vi~ing a mnofffaciliW or measure can ~sult in bi~ ins~i~
and maintenance problems. To pe~o~ inspection and ~intenance task, ~nonnel
must have acc~s to t~ faciliW and ~ able
to bring the materials and ~uipment with
them. Access can ~ as simple as hatches in
gratings and gates on fenc~ or as complex
as access ea~men~ across private pro~.
The ~st intentions of the m~ d~icat~ inspmor or maintenance ~ker will 8o u~
fulfill~ if they or their ~uipment cannot Bet
to the faciliw to ansi, clean, ~pair, or ~place,

m W~n will ins~ion and maintena~e
~ ~ui~t Ce~in mintenance
such ~ grass ~in8, may ne~ ~
fo~ ~gularly during spring and sum~
~t not at all in winter. During the ~t ~a~n, can muddy, ,turat~ slo~ ~ acc~s~f ~11 ~uipment ~ ,available
slo~f Are roads and ~ths wide e~ugh to
provide acc~s~ Dams and e.mbank~n~
may ~uire annual or biannual ins~ns
for ~m~ural integral, ~ile tra~ ~cks may
n~ to ~ in~ aher ~ rain. A~,
although all in--ions canm)t ~
ul~ in advanc~ ~ t~t Ul~ manaEe, a~ financial ~aff~hey a~ ce~inly
vi,ble a~er a ~jor s~ or

Effo~ to facili~te access and en~nce safe~
can oEen yield significant ~vings in ansilion and maintenance. For example, m~
quito control ~rmnnel are considerably
more efficient if they can drive by a runoff faoilily and ch~k for unin/e~ standing
water rather than parking, I~king the vehi.
tie, and walking ~eral hundr~ f~t or
yards. This is pa~icularly true ~en their ins~ction route includ~ lens or even hundreds of facilitie~not uncommon ~n
densely developed areas. Therefore, addressing accessibili~ simply by I~ating the
facility to ~ viewed from the roadway can
greatly reduce ins~ction effom and ex~nse.
To fu~her fulfill ins~ction and maintenance
n~ds, planne~, designers, and reviewers ~ri~ically ask them~ives the following series of queslions:
m Who will ~orm insp~tion and maint~
nance? Arrangements should be made during the preconstruction, not ~stconstruc.
lion, stage to identify, train, ~uip, and fund
the required ~r~nnel. If not, one of the
~stconstru~ion stages may ~ "facili~ fail.
ure.~

m Whaf must ~ done? What construction
activities n~d ~o ~ monitor~ What intermediate or final conditions n~ to ~ in.
s~ected~ ~11 the ins~or r~uire a tevel or
other suweying ~u~pment? What facility
com~nents will r~uire ~ri~ic ins~ction
once construction is complet~ and the fa-

m Whem will t~ ins~ion ~ main~
nance ~ pe~o~ ~ ~o~ r~sible
have ~th legal and physical ac(:~s to~e facility or ~asure? Where will the ~uip~nt
and ~(erials ~ stag~ or stor~? W~re
will the grass clippings, ~i~n~ trash,
debris ~ de~sit~? L~ate these plac~
prior to constru~ion rather than durin8 or,
even worse, aher constm~ion is complete.
Stm~uraJ ESC and runoff rnanaEemeN
measures and facilities r~uire come,tent ins~lion and regular maintenance to ~orm
quir~ and provide safety ~ workers
resident. The effo~ of planners, designers, and
revi~ers dire~ly affect the n~ for and co~
piexi~ of such inspection and main(enance. Enlighte~ planning, design, and review that
recognizes and s~ks to improve this relationship
can significantly r~uce ins~ion and mainl~
nance cosG and increa~ their eff~iven~s.

~forcement Options
A public agency will some:ames nm~ ~ cornel
thee res~nsible for facili~ const~ion
maintenance to fulfill t~ir obligations. ~eref~,
the ins~ction pr~ram must have e’nforce~nt
options for quick corr~ive a~ion. ~ther ~an a
single enforcement measure, the program sh~ld
have a varie~ of t~hniqu~, each with i~
degr~ of formali~ and legal weiEht. The inst.
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tion ~g,am should p~i~ for ~nconfo~ing
~o~ance and even default and con~in suitable ~ans to address all stages,
To a~id the n~ for ~fo~ement ~asu~,
a spirit of c~ration should ~gin du~ng ~e
project’s d~ign mvmw a~ ~it s=8~ ~ d~l.
oping facili~ designs sui=ble to all panic. Educetion and training ~o~ and p~ign or W~
applicatio~ ~tin~ ~n develop and promote
such c~ration and allow each pa~ to familiarize it~lfwiththe~sandinter~uofo~ers,
Prior to r~eiving construction approval, the
developer or builder should provide ~Ho~ance
guaram~s. The public agency over~ing the
constru~ion can use t~e guarantys, umally a
~o~ance ~nd or other surrey in an am~nt
~ual to the faciliw’s constm~ion c~t, to ~
construction in ca~ t~ builder default. As ~~ri~d under t~ next ~tion, the de,loper or
builder should provide sufficient funds to finance
the construction ins~ion ~fore the proj~ ~gins. The d~icat~ ins~ion fu~s and the ~rformance bond insure that conslru~ion can ~
completed regardless of the ~ilder’s ability ~
willingn~s,
Once constm~ion has ~gun, the r~nsihie public agency can issue a stop work order to
cornel the builder or develo~r to comply with
project s~cifications and other r~uirements,
Other technioues include withholding cenificat~
of ~cupancy for complet~ ~nions of the devel,
opment and formal civil or criminal action. Id~
ally, the coo~rative a~itude develo~d during
preconstruction will continue through the construction ~ri~. This a~itude, promoted through
comprehensive preconstruction m~tings and
regular ~nd informal progress and problem-relying m~lings, can help avoid the n~ for fo~l
~nd ~vereenforcement actions,

Public Funding Techniques
Funding techniques are critical to an effective ins~ction and maintenance program. The follow,
ing paragraphs di~uss four general techniques,
each applying to s~cific ins~clion and mainle,
n~nce effo~. The information is ba~ largely on
Chapter 6 of the 5to~w~ter Management F~cili.
ties Maintenance ~nue/(New fer~y Dep. Envi.
ton. Prof. Ener. 1989). (~ Other ~urces for
additional info~tionon funding.)

T~ Reuenu~
Tax revenues are an obvious source of funding,
particularly tot the long-term ins~ction ~nd

k~SlX:’~n ~nd ~en~nce ©f Runo/f Control
m~inlen~nce of exisling runoff and drainage faciliris. T~ ~nefits and prot~ion to the public
fr~ continu~ safe and effe~ive ~rat~on of t~
facility justifies using revenues from general or
~ialized ~xes. Hoover, using these fund~ to
ins~ the constru~ion or installation and ~in.
=in ESC measures at land development sit~
m~difficult to justin.
~ : To u~ =x revenues, particularly from a general fund, the insp~tion and maintenance pr~
gram must annually com~te with all ot~r
programs included in the govern~nt’s annual
o~razing budget. This inconsistent and unreliable funding makes ~curing a long-term finan.
cial commitment to inspe~ion and maintenance
dimcult and subject to ~litical pressures. Never.
their, =x revenues remain a ~pular funding
murce ~cause the collection and dis~ment
s~tem is already in place and familiar. In fact, this
~tablished and well.known system is ohen
fire ~nding choice.
Turning instead to revenues from specializ~
¯ taxes helps overcome ~me difficulties inherent in
using general tax revenues. Relating the
iz~ tax program to runoff management
er~ion and ~diment control provides t~ ~
~ link ~tw~n the revenue murce and u~.
This meth~ also avoids com~ting with ot~r
programs for general tax revenues. However, s~
cialized tax programs must r~eive ~blic and
litical sup~n and legal a~,thorization.
Otl~tg
Using utility cha~es to fund ins~ction and maintenance is a somewhat recent application of an elready established financing technique. As not~
in the 5tormwater Manage~nt Facilities M~int~
hence Manua/(1989), Ne~w fer~y ~gan creating
utility ~uthorities and using charges collect~
within its ~ice ~rea to finance publicly ow~
water ~nd sani~ ~wer~ge systems in t~ early
19~s. T~ay, ulility charges remain ~ ~pul~r
financing technique in many New levy municipeltries and counties. In ~ddi/ion, ~veral municipeltries ~nd counties throughout Ihe count~ have
runoff management, drainage, and fl~ control
~uthorities or distri~s to provide residen~ with
runoff-related ~ices.
Using utility charge financing has ~ver~l ~dv~ntages. By ~ddressing only runoff n~s
~nefi~, utilily fu~ing ~voids com~ting wi~h
other programs ~nd n~ds. Utilily funding lira
demonstrates a direct link. ~tw~n the funding
and the ~ices it provides. This apPr.0ach d~s,
however, r~uire ~n entirely new o~rating sys-
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tern and organization that r~ls legal authorization to exist, operate, and assess charges. The elfort required to create such an entity can deter
many, a~though the continued success of established authorities and growth of new ones have
done much to allay concerns over the eff.~ required.
In a runoff utility,, the user charges am often
based on the need f~r services rather than the
benefits derived from them. While charges are
based on actual costs to inspect and maintain runoff facilities and measures within the service area,
the assessed rate structure should relate to site
characteristics. These include property area size,
extent of impervious coveraRe, and other factors
with a direct and demonstrable effect on runoff,
To be fair, the rate structure should also remain
simple and understandable to the rate payer,
Permit Fees
Collecting permit fees to finance runoff inspection
and maintenance is a long-standing funding procedure. Most governmental entities---local,
county, and state--can establish and collect fees
and other charges to obtain operating funds for
programs and services. Many inspection services,
most notably the construction inspection of both
ESC measures and permanent drainage and runoff
management facilities, are financed at least in
part through fees collected by permitting agencies. Unlike taxes or some utility charges, inspection costs are borne by those who need them.
The permit fee collection program should
have a demonstrable link to the runoff management or drainage systems. The public agency
should demonstrate a direct link be~’ween the per.
mit fees collected and the permitted project.~one
method is using dedicated accounts for individual
projects and facilities. Finally, the rate structure
should reflect site characteristics--such as area
size or imperviousness---that directly relate to the
measure or facility by affecting runoff or erosion,
Dedicated Contributions
Like permit fees, dedicated contributions require
those creating the need to bear the cost. Under
this system, land developers must provide the
necessary funding for ~nsl~ction or maintenance
before receiving construction approval. Funds are
deposited in a dedicated account controlled by
the res!:>onsible public agency. In some New Jersev iurisdictions, developers fund construction insoecUon of the ES(~ and permanent drainage and
runoff management facilities as part of the land
developr~ent. The contribution is based on a cost

PART IL InsUtubonal Issues
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e~imate made prior to construction. Throughout
construction, inspector time shee~, .and expense
report~ monitor and record actual costs; addi.
tional funds are obtained as necesury. When
construction is complete, any unspelnt balance is
returned to the developer.
Other public agencies have used developer
con~’ibutions to fund long-term facility maintenance. Thi~ approach is particularly appropriate
in single family residential subdivis,ions, where
numerous individual property ownen; served by a
single runoff facility can result in confusion over
who has maintenance responsibility.

O
"~"

The exact fundin8 technique depends on
many factors, including communiW attitude and
knowledge, economic and political viabiliW, and
program needs and co~. Some techniques, including permit fees and dedicated contributions,
may be more appropriate for short-term activities,
such as construction inspection. Others---utility
charges and specialized tax revenues--may apply
to all phases of an inspection and maintenance
program but require considerable effort and special legal authorization to operate.

Education and Training
An important key to a successful inslDection and
maintenance program is the level of understand.
ing and knowledge held by tho~e affected. This
includes the builders and inspectors who create
or install the measure or facility; the planners,
designers, and reviewers who use sound preconstruction techniques; and the public and its
elected leaders who provide the necessary fundinsAs such, a comprehensive and effective education and training effort must be part of any inspection and maintenance program. Details of
such training efforts are highlighted in the following sections, which detail key elements of programs for erosion and sediment control
at construction sites and permanent runoffmeasuresma~
aBement and drainage facilities,

¯
:
~

"~

i
,1

wl
l

¯

Erosion and Sediment Control
Inspection Programs
,~ comprehensive construction site erosion and
sediment control program consists of several elements--.erosion and sediment control planning,
plan review, contractor education, an(~f inspection -.
and enforcement.

"~
~P~"~- "
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Inspection and Maintenance or Runoff ControJ

The following ~ctions cover ESC planning
and inspection and enforcement, and provide examples of inspection guidelines for common
practices,

Acquiring the familiarity with the site and
proposed construction ne~:essa~ to execute the
ESC plan is an exercise in data collection and
analysis. Information should be cataloged before
laying out the ESC plan. Table 14.1 lists the data
to be collected and the information to be cataioged.
An ESC plan consists of a narrative and site
=plans. It is the key element for implementing a
comprehensive control program. Site plans are
maps and engineering plans illustrating and specifi/ing the project location, existing and modified
site conditions, end BMPs. BMPs are usually spec-

ESC Planning
ESC planning is an absolute prerequisite for an elfective pr.ogram (see Chapter 12 for more details).
A careful site analysis should produce a standalone plan devoted exclusively to this aspect of
the project and executed with the same thoroughness and care as any other plan in the overall project.

Table 14.1---Preliminary information needed for ESC planning.
DATA TO BE COLLECTED

I

INFOIE4ATION TO |E CATALOGED

¯ Soils

¯ Grading (location, amount)

a Vegetation

¯ Topographic changes

¯ Topography

¯ Clearing and grading limits

¯ Groundwater table

¯ Drainage changes

¯ Neighboring waterbodies

¯ Materials to be used

¯ Adjacent prope~lies

¯ Locations of us~ and storage

¯ Drainage routes and panems (define sul:~asins)

¯ Access points

¯ Downstream channels and capacities
Potential areas of ~rious erosion problems
¯ Exist~n8 development, utilities, and dump sites
Table 14.2--Components of an ESC plan.
ESC PLAN NARRATIVE

!

SITE PLAN ELEMENTS

I

¯ ProJect description

¯ Data colie~-tion worksheet.--show$ topography, soils, and
vegetation

¯ Existing and modified site conditions
¯ Descriptions of ESC BMPs
¯ Descriptions of BMPs for pollutants
other than ~.=diments

¯ Data analysis worksheet--indicates drai=~ge subl~sins and
primary drainage courses
¯
I Site plan development worksheet-..~,hows existing and finished
contours, roadways, and permanent runoff facilities
I ¯ Erosion control plan.-4how~ BMP Iocation~

¯ Plans for permanent stabilization

¯ DiaRrams of repre~ntative BMPs-,.~,hows appropriate BMPs

¯ Calculations

¯ BMP operating procedures and n~intenance schedules

¯ Provisions for inspection and
maintenance
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ifi~ using a ~tem of s~ls ~fi~ in a ~end. Table 14.2 lis~ the varies ele~n~ of the
ESC plan narrati~ a~ site plan.

Inspection and ~forcement
The mo~ im~nl ~s of this ~m a~
d~icaz~ s~ff, s~if~c s~ff lraining, a~ admi~
istrative sup~. A d~icat~ r~enue ~u~e,
such as a runoff utili~ ass~sment, can ~st p~
vide thee n~s. Staff should not have un~lat~
and distracting duties, like ins~in8 ~r fac~
of construction. Training sh~ld offer a ~ckground in legal and ~gulatow ~ui~menu,
water Quality, hydrology, ~ils, v~ti~, a~
~her relat~ issue. ’Training should al~ ~i~
detail~ coverage of B~P r~ui~n~ (~ ~llowing ~ction). AdminisVato~ mu~ provide
strong backing to staff filling a relatively n~
run,ion that is ~times un~pular with ~
nomic interests.
During program develop~nt, ~me addilional issues must ~ clarifi~ and incor~rat~ as
formal program element. R~om~ndations are
drawn from experience in the Puget ~und r~
gion, especially in King County and the cities of
Bellevue and Redmond in Washington State. One
issue is how to res~nd when measur~ in an ap
proved ESC plan prove to ~ inad~uate. Strong
~rmit review should normally limit t~ instances, but unfore~n circumstances can ari~.
The jurisdiction should re~in the authority to re~u~re additional measures if n~ded and note this
oDtion on each ESC plan.
Another issue is handling field change or.
ders. Plan change requests should receive careful
but ex~ditious consideration, generally a~er
consulting Dlan review ~r~nnel. Variances from
c~e r~uirements should ~ 8rant~ only under
strict and s~cific conditions:
m The result should at least ~ comparable
to the exacted outcome with the approv~
meth~,
m Sufficient background info~ation and
justification should ~ pr~nt~ to
adequately as~s the alternati~,
m The variance s~ld re~in the abili~ ffi
m~t ~fe~, run,ion, ap~arance,
environ~n~l prot~ion, and maintenance
objectives, ba~d on ~und engin~rin8
judgment.
m The variance sh~ld ~ in the public
interest,

PART B. ~~
~e enfo~ement am~i~ a~t s~em mug
~ obtainS, ~fi~, and clarifi~l ~ the r~ulat~ ~ni~. A th~step s~m is ~cc~lly
u~ by ~ ci~ ~ ~11~:

B A ~1 wamin& with a col~
~adli~;
m Action notice, with s~ificati~s
of co--ions, a deadline, and ,~ waminE
~ompliance c~s~uenc~; and
m A ~ w~k o~er, with wan~inE
~plia~econ~.

~C ~actices and inspections
The hume,s ESC pra~ic~ can ~t ~t~oriz~
in various ways. T~ ~ ~sic division
~n er~ion control pra~ic~, ~ich
minimize croton, and ~i~nt ¢:~tml practic~, which a~empt to r~aptu~ :rail that ha~
~n relea~ through e~ion. ~ral cal~i~
rep~ent general ~rateEi~ for achi~in8 elt~
erosion or ~diment control. Consl~ion sit~
can al~ generate many other ~llu~tan~r~
leum proud, ~lven~, pain~, ~ing du~,
~sticides, and fe~ilizers. T~e n~terials~ can
often ~ efficiently manag~ in conceR wi~
ments and inspe~ simul~n~sly with E~
spection. Therefore, the~ pra~ic~
ano~er ~sic division.
Table 14.3 provides a listing of the
widely recogniz~ and u~ pra~i,:~ (Rei~l~
1991). All but the ~iment trapping t~hniqu~
are preventive and are thusthe most
options. However, the straw ~le and filter fabric
fences and ~imemation ~nds a~n
ping techniqu~ are ~st com~nly ~n.
The following are ins~ion ch~kli~
example pra~ices, generally ~e most c~mon,
in each calegow and su~ategow. T~m c~klisU
indicate chec~ for in~allation and c~ for follow-up visi~ to dete~ine maintenance
place~nt ~s.
While an ins~or ~ff~ms much wo~
the field, ~me background work mus~ ~ ~ne in
l~ office ~fore going out to inset an ins~llation. This work consis~ mainly of con~ltin
ESC plan to deiermine the s~ifications.
plan should ~ retain~ on the cons~tru~ion site
~ the ins~or or constru~ion ~r~nnel can telerence it.
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Table 14.3--Commonly used erosion and ~limeflt control practices.
P~C’71CES
Erosion Control

~

Sediment Trapping Techniques

CAT[GOItI~

!

METHODS

Natural vegetative cover

PhasinS construction

Temporary cov~

Temporary seeding
Straw mulc:h
Wood fibe,, mulch
Excelsior
/VlaL~ and blankets

::
Permanent vegetation establishment

Permanent seedin$
Sodding

Stabilized constructmn entrance
and roads

Quarry spall$

Runoff control

Pipe slope drain
Surface rou~henin~
Interceptor dikes or swales

Sediment barriers

Fil~er fabric fence
Su’aw bale fence
Brush tences
Gravel baniers

SettlinB ponds

Sediment basin
Sediment trap
Permanent pond

Managemem of Other Construction
Site Pollutants

A. Erosion Control
Natura! Vege£a£lue Couer
I Pha.sfng Constru¢£1on. Clearing operations
are done in stages to take advantage of existing
cover before construction.
" Installation checks
1. Are areas not to be clea~ed set off with
plainly visible fencing?
2. Is plainly visible flagging placed at the
drip line of b’ees to be protected (Figure
14.1)1
3. Are fills and cuts near protected trees
I~’eated as shown in Figure 14.1 ?
4. Is final vegetation established as soon as
portions of the site can be made ready?
~ Maintenance chedcl
1. Do fencing and flagging need repair or
replacement so personnel can ~ them
well?

Cement and concrete handlinB
Material st~,raBe and handlin$
Spilt contai~,~ment
Waste management

2. Do exposed or injured rooL~ of
protected trees need covering or

dressing?

Tenlporaru Co~er
Portions of most construction sites often remain
unworked for months at a ’time. During that time
large amounts of soil could erode unless the areas
are stabilized by temporary seeding, various kinds
of slope coverings, or both. Slope coverings include mulches and commercial mats and blankets. Applying temporary cover to different areas
several times during construction is often nece~.
sary.
Mulches, mats, and blankets serve several
purposes in erosion control. They cover the slope
temporarily to prevent erosion by raindrop impact
and runoff friction, hold wa~:er to aid grass growth,
protect grass seedlings from heat, and enrich the
soil. Straw, hay, wood fii~er, wood chips, and
other natural organic materials can serve as
mulches. Ma~ and. blankets are manufactured
~from both natura! and synthetic material.s_.
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Ir~l~ct.km and ~inten~nc~ of Run~ ~n~l

I Tem~r~r~ ~eding
m Ins~llation ~ec~
1. Is the ~il stabiliz~ within the ~ri~
s~cified by regulation? This ~ri~
varies from place to place de,haling
on climate panerns. In the Puget ~und
area of Washin~on Sta~e, which
r~ceives ~st of i~ rainfall in ~e
winter, the s~cifi~ ~ri~s are wi~in
~o days flora Octo~r ~o April and
within ~ven ~ays from ~y to
~tem~r.
2. If us~ with~l slo~ c~erin8
~ra~ices, is tem~ra~ s~ding limit~
to slo~s less man ~ 0 percent a~ 1 ~ ~
(30.48 m) in len~hf If the slo~
exc~ds either limit, is a mulch or ~t
slo~ covering u~?
3. Has the s~d~d b~n prepared with 2
to 4 in (5.08 to 10.16 cm) of filled
topsoil ~
4. Is fertilizer u~ limit~ as much as
~ssible? If us~, is it appli~ in
a~unts limit~ to grass n~s for t~
prevailing soil conditions?
5. Is mulch applied to newly s~ded areas
that can ~ subje~ to high tem~ratur~
and ~noff before the grass is well
establish~

m ~intenan~ ~:~
1. Should mulch ~ replaced ~cause
bl~ away or d~:~ over time?
2. Should mulch ~ ~isten~ to
eliminate a fire ~ard7
~ W~d F~er Muic~ W~ fi~r mulch
should only ~ u~ with s~ing and generally
~i~h a soil ~nding aEenL
m Imtallati~ ~,
1. Is extensi~ runoff:ex~ ~fore
g~ grass gm~h will occur~ If~, is
an e~ra c~r~ grade of ~ fi~r
mulch appli~7
2. Is the mulch u~ iwi~ ~ing and a
~il ~nding agenl:? We~ ~
a~lication 8uidelin~ follo~f
3. Has ~ fi~r ~m appli~ to ~
rail completely, allowing ~ ~ ~il to
~w thr~gh ? This a~unl co~ds
~ a~ut 1 ton ~r acre (2.24 M~a)
is a~uate for ~s~ ci~m~.
~ial ci~ums~:~, ~ch ~ ~ing
during ~t ~ather, ~uim i~m~i~
a~nt ~ a~ 50 ~entf
m ~intenan~

1. Is replace~nt n~d~ as a ~sult of
over
I Exce~io~ Excelsior is made of fine w~ shay6. Is irrigation provided for ~ded areas
ings in a helical form. Becau~ this fo~ d~s ~t
that might have insufficient rainfall f~
allow
excelsior to lie in close conta~ with
g~ es~blish~nt?
~il, ~noff drains ~neath i1: and causes croton.
m ~intenance chec~
Therefore, it should ~ u~d only with s~in8
when ~ed to hold ~ist~Jre and provi~
~. Is irrigation and/or re~in8 neces~w?te~ion from dir~ sun in hot perils. Supplie~
generally market several grad~ for sh~t
I Str~ Muic~ Straw mulch can ~ us~ with.
chan~liz~ flow and different vel~iti~.
~t ~mg or, for ~er er~ion control, with
~ing.

m Im~llation ~

m Ins~llati~ ~ec~

1. Is excelsior u~ only with ~ingf

1. Is the ~raw spread a minimum of 2 in
(5.08 cm) d~p (co-es~nding to 2 to 3
tons [4.47 to 6.72 M~a] ~r acre), and
d~r on ve~ st~p slo~s, adjacent to
~nsitive areas, and where concenuat~
flow ~sses over t~ slo~?

2. Was an a~propriate material ~1~,
place, and stapl~ according to
~nufa~urer’s recomme~ationsf

2. Is the ~ulch anchor~ as n~ ~
crimping, disking, rolling, or ~nching
into ~il or by moistening, tackifyin8, or
ne~in8?

3. On slo~s, w~ ex~lsior plac~ 3
~0.91 m) over the c~st or in an anchm
ditchf
4. In ditches, was excelsior plac~ in ~e
dire~ion of water flow, with any
offset 6 in (15.24 cm) from t~ ditch
centerline~
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m ~intenance ~
1. Is ~placement n~ as a ~ult of
damage or I~s over time?
I NaB and Blanke~. Exampl~ of materials
straw, and synthetics. Mats can ~ us~ wither
~ing or with ~ding for ~er erosion on~ol.
As with excelsior, suppliers generally ~rket ~veral grades for sh~t and channeliz~ fi~ a~
different velocities.

P~ E. ~U~I
high or ~noff is likely ~ ~cur
~e grass is ~11 ~blish~t’
4. It imgation Wovid~ for ~d~ ama~ if
rainfall is insufficient f~
~blishmentf
m ~nt~ ~
1. Is ~aRrin8 a~ ~in
1 S~d~g

1 Ins~llation ch~

1 Im~llati~ ~

1. Was an appropriate material ~1~,
place, ~nd ~apl~ acco~inR to
manufa~umr’s r~omme~atlons?

1. b ~ ~ plac~ ~ginning in the I~t
area and ~ndi~lar to water flowf

2. Was the material plac~ in the dillon
of water flow, in full conta~ wi~ the
~il but not tightly s~tch~f

2. Am ~ s~i~ ~g~ tightly t~et~r
a~ joinu s~er~ at least ~12 in
(30.48

1 ~intenance
1. Is replace~nt n~ed as a result of
damage or I~s over ti~t
Permanent Veget~lon ~t~l~hment
Pe~anent vegetation should ~ ~blish~ i~
each ~gment of the site a~ ~n a~ possible a~er
constru~ion is completed. Grass can be esta~
preferred, ~cause of lower cost and greater flexi.
bili~ in ~lecting grass s~cies. S~ is o~en available only in iimit~ varieties that may not ~
suitable for erosion control and other purpo~s,
unless grown to order. Over--cling with preferred s~cies can ~ ~dormed in the spring,
while grass establishment must ~ done with s~
in the winter. S~cies should ~ select~ bas~ on
I~al climate and ~il conditions, using regional
guides and consulting with regional ex~.
I Pe~anent ~edlng
1

Ins~llation ch~

1. Has t~ s~ ~n ~ ~
loosening with a plow if sub~ils are
highly co~act~, spreading 2 ffi 6 in
(5.08 to 15.24 cm) of topsoil, and
lightly rolling~

1 ~int~l~ ~
1. Is ov~in8 n~, either to ~ir
damage or to instil a prefe~

S~il~ed Correction
Entrance and R~
The entrance is t~ ~st implant access route to
stabilize, since it is the last point at which trackin8
~diment off-site can ~ stop~d. If equipment
travels extensively on unstabilized roads on
site, install a tire and vehicle underca~iage wash
near the entrance on crush~ r~k. Treat wash
water in a s~iment pond or ~ap (F~gure 4.2).
I S~ll~ed Co~truction Enhance
m Imtallati~
1. Is the entrance consuuu~ with
c~sh~ r~k 4 to 8 in (~0.16 to 20.32
cm) in size and at least 12 in (30.48 cm)
~ick~
2. Is the stabiiiz~ entrance 50 fi (15.24 m)
in length for sites up to 1 acre {0.4 ha)
and I ~ fi (30.48 m) for la~er

2. Is fe~ilizer u~ limit~ If u~, is it
applied in a~ounts no greater than
n~ed for the prevailin8 ~il conditions!

3. Is the stabiliz~ enhance
(6.~ 0 m) wide with enla~ement to
strut at a 25 fi (7.62 m) minimum
radius cuwel

3. Is mulch appli~ for prot~ion if areas
are seed~ when tem~ratures can ~

4. If the entrance si~ on a sl~, is a filter
fabric fence I~at~ down grade?
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~g~e~eom~
~rce: WashinKt~ ~p. Ecol. 1992.

m ~intenance ~~
1. Is the entrance clogg~ with s~i~n~,
r~uiring top dressing the pad with 2 in
(5 cm) of clean r~k?
2. ~us~ any sedimen~ carried from the
site onto the strut ~ clean~ up?
Runoff Contm!
Runoff control represen~ various pra~ices designed to k~p water from conta~ing bare ~il or,
if so, controlling i~ velocity. Runoff control in.
eludes drains for su~ace and subsu~ace water,
dikes and swales placed across slo~s to interrupt
and divert runoff, and roughness created on the
su~ace to r~uce vel~i~ (Figures 14.3 and 14.4;
~ Chapter ~ 1).
I Pipe SIo~ Drain. A tem~ra~ pipe slo~
drain is effective in preventing runoff erosion on a
slope hom a higher elevation. Upslo~ runoff
n~ds to ~ colle~ and dimmed into the drain
and t~n discha~ in a controll~ way to p~
ven~ erosion at the slo~ ~om.
m Ins~llati~ chec~
1. Are no more than l O acres (4.05 ha)
drain~ into a ~ingle pi~ sto~ drain?

2. Was a minimum 6 in (15.24 cm) m~l
~ plate plac~ at the entrance
prevent
3. Is runoff dir~ i~to the pi~ with
interceptor dikes at least 12 in (30.48
cm) hight at all ~)in~ t~n the top of
¯ e pi~
4. Is the slo~ toward t~ pi~ on
of at least 3 ~ent at ~e inlet?
5. If t~ pi~ is 12 in ~’.30.48 cm) in
dia~teror la~er, was a flar~ent~nce
~ion install~ and con~ ~urely
to the drain with wate~ight con~ing
6. Was the ~il t~r~ghly com~ at
the entrance and u~er t~ pi~?
7. Were gasket~, wa~te~ight fi~inBs
plac~ ~tw~n pi;~ ~iom~
the ~ions ~ureliy fasten~ and t~
drain anchor~ to the mil~
8. Was the area ~low t~ outlet s~biliz~
with a riprap apron?
9. If the drainage can ~:ar~ ~iment, is it
~eated in a sedi~nt pond or
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(1.02 to 1.27 m) stair-steps on slopes
steeper than 2-to-17
2. Was the soil scarified if heavily
compacted by the roughening?
3. Was the area seeded as quickly as
possible?
’- Maintenance checks
.1. Have rills, gullies, or slumps appeared
that should be regraded and reseeded?

B. Sediment Trapping Techniques
Trapping sediments once they are released requires slowing the transport velm-ity sufficiently
so soil particles can settle. This means reducing
the velocity below the settling velocity of the partictes. Soil particles range in size from small clays
to large sands. Settling velocity is related to the
square of the particle diameter--halving the diameter approximately quadruples the time
needed for settlement. Therefore, as particle sizes
Figure 14.5~Filter fabric fence detail,
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decrease, they become increasingly difficult to
remove from a runoff ~;tream. Thus, preventive
techniques, more cost-effective than sediment
trapping practices, are strongly preferred.
The two basic types of sediment trapping
techniques are sediment barriers and settling
ponds. Sediment barrier,.s include the commonly
used filter fabric and s~:raw bale fences, brush
:fences, and barriers constructed of gravel. Both
types trap sediments by I~nding water. Although
ponding is more obviou!; in ponds than in barri.
ers, barriers have little ability to filter and can only
slow the water long enough for some particles to
settle. Thus, they can only trap relatively large
particles, generally the larger silts and sands. The
trapping ability of settlint~, ponds depends on size.
While ponds can theoretically be made large
enough to trap any size particle, practical sizes
generally limit efficient removal to medium and
larger silts.

Sedlmen= B~"rl~rs
Several principles apply to the various types of
sediment barriers. Maximizing a sediment bar.
rier’s ponding volume maximizes the sediment
trapped. Therefore, barriers should be p!aced
away from the immediate toe of slopes to increase
the ponding area. Sedirnent barriers must be
aligned on the contour, not up and down slopes.
This alignment places thern at a right angle to flow
paths and increases ponding volume. Slopes
draining to sediment barri~.=rs generally should not
be more than 1 O0 ff (30.48 m) long. Sediment bartiers must be trenched in and staked to hold up
under the pressure of the wall of water they will
dam. Finally, sediment barriers do not provide effective sediment removal from concentrated
flows. While straw bales are sometimes used in
ditches, rock check dams are a better alternative
for decreasing velocity in channels. Filter fabric
and straw bale fences are illustrated in Figures
14.5 and 14.6.

applications where
¯ Maximumofl acre (0.405 ha) is
served by a single fencet’
¯ Maximum gradient is 1.to-1 and slope
length is ~ 100 fi (30.48
¯ Situation is sheet: flow, never..
concentrated flow?
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2. Is the fence aligned as cl~ly ~s
~sible to slo~ c~t~?
3. Is ~e fence height ~ve the ~il ~
~re ~,n 3 fl (0.91 m)?
4. Are ~en ~s~ 2 by 4 in (5.08 by
10.16 cm), ~nd st~l ~s~ 1.33 I~
(1.98 k~m), or lhe ~uivalentl
5. Are ~ buried 2.S ff (0.76 m)d~p
~enever ~sible and s~c~ ~ m~
~an 6 ff (1.83 m)ap~ff?
6. Is fabric affach~ on the u~lo~ side
with ~aples of ~t leak 1 in (2.54 cm), tie
~ms, or hog rings~
7. Is ~e end of ~he fa~ic buri~ in ~
~nch siz~ as shown in Figure 14.5
and b~ckfilled on ~ ~e u~lo~ ~
downslo~ sides?
8. Is splicing ~void~? If unavoidable, is
splicing done only at ~sts ~nd
overla~ ~ least 6 in (~ 5.24 cm)?
9. Woven ~nofil~mem materi~ls h~
[~e ~st progenies for silt fencing. If ~
’~ven slit-film f~bric is u~, is
14-g~uge reinforcing wire mesh with
o~nings no la~er than 6 in (I 5.24 cm)
~laced on ~he u~slo~ side ~nd f~sten~
~he same ~s the f~bric?
= ~intenance
1. O~s the fence n~ r~taking,
reaffaching, or replacing to maintain
previously cit~ conditions?
2. Is ~diment removal n~ ~fore
~diment reaches on.third fence
height?
I Str~ gaze Fence. Straw ~le fences, which
tend to swell when wet. require fr~uent mainl~
nance. Users should gain t~al ex~rience on the
ex~ed ~ice life of bales and replace t~m
~fore they become ineffective. While not highly
recommended, these fences could ~ somewhat
effe~ive if used according to the following guideli~:
= Imtallatlon che~
1. Are straw bale fences u~ only in
applications where
m Maximum of 1/4 acre (0.1 ha) is
~ed ~r 1 ~ ~ (30.48 m) of fence
length1

Inspec~on end ~i~l, en, nc¢ of Runoff ~n~o[
¯ M~ximum slo~ gradient is 2-to-1
sl~ len~h i~ 100 h ~30.48 m)?
2. Is the fence ~lign~ ~s timely
~ible [o slope contour?
3. Am the ~les ~)und with wire
~lternafively width string plac~ around
~e sides, p~rallel to lhe
4. Are ~les inst~lled in ~ 4 in (10.16 cm)
~ench as in Figure 14.6 and ~ckfilled
with 4 in (10.16 cm)of ~il on the
u~lo~ si~?
5. Are the ~les fo~ UghUy together ~nd
~nchor~ wi~h ~t least ~o stakes or
rears ~r bale, driven toward ~he
~i~s bale, ~nd flush ~o t~ ~op of
~e ~lel
6. Are g~ ~g~ with slr~w spread ~
~e upslo~ side~
7. Are ~raw ~le fences u~d in channels
wi~h concentr~e~ flow only ~en
velocities ~re low,
~r~ndicul~r to flow, and ex~ended
least o~ b~le length a~ve
mid~h~n~l ~le (~ Figure 14.6)?
m ~inlenan~
1. Must ~he fence be re~l~c~ 1o m~int~in
all of the previou, sly stat~ conditions~
2. Is re~val n~ ~fore s~i~nt
roaches one-half the fence height?
Se=tllng Pon~
~ttling ~nds have ~veral advantages. They can
run.ion through all const~’u~ion phases and ha~
relatively low maintenance r~uire~n~ if preventive erosion control is efi’ective. Settling ~nds
can aim ~ I~at~ to intercept ~noff ~fore and
after the on-site drainage system is develo~d.
The thr~ ty~s of ~tlling ponds differ in the
their outlet stru~ure. The ~rm ~iment basin is
us~ for a ~fflin8 ~nd with a pipe ~llet that
generally ~wes a drainag, e area of 3 to 10 acr~
(1.22 to 4.05 ha). A ~iment trap is a ~ffling
~nd with a stable spillway ~tlet and smaller
~ice area. The third ~pe is a ~rmanent water
quantity control ~nd us~ temporarily during
construction. Used ~rmanentty, this pond could
~ design~ to drain completely ~n storms.
This operating mode is not effective for erosion
and s~iment contro~residence tam.is t~ shoff
for go~ panicle trapping, and seffl~ material
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Figure 14.7--Typical sediment barn.
pond ~ ¯ 3a pond widlh

.

e~t dewmo~g;
wrapped wl

~urce: ~hin~ ~P-

Ecol. 1992.

~ ~htod bmse 1o
privet

~e~y d~e~

SecUon A-A

~comes resuspended durin8 draining. Therefore,
a temporary riser outlet must to ~ ins~lJ~ for
construction u~.
In ~es~nins and const~cting a ~ffling
~n~, avoi~ allowin~ water to s~off cJ~uJt. Shoff
circuit~n~ can cut the actual residence time far
~low t~e t~eoret~cal value and harm pe~or~
ance. T~erefore, ~vide the ~n~ into ~ or
more cells, I~ate the inlet and outlet far apa~,
an~ ~nstalJ bafflm~ to increa~ the flow path. Figure 14.7 illustrates a typical ~ment basin,

I Sediment B~in
m Installation chec~
1. Isthe~ffomgrad~
~. Is the ~nd no d~per than 7 h ~.13 m)
plus 1 ~ (0.31 m)of fr~rd~
3. Are sides~o~snost~erthana
horizon~al-t~veffical ratio o(3.t~1
4. ~s the ~nd have an eme.~ency
s~flJway I ff (0.31 m) d~p, a width ~o"1
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to three times the number of acres
served by the pond, and is the pond
lined with 2 to 4 in (5.1 to 10.16 cm) of
rocks?
5. Does the pond discharge through a riser
pipe having multiple orifices at the top
of the sediment storage zone?
6. ,~re inlet and outlet areas protected
from erosion with riprap?
7. Is baffling installed if the length-towidth ratio is less than 6 or if the
entrance velocity is high?
8. A two-celled pond, preferably with cells
divided by sandbags or a rock berm and
connected by a riser pipe like the
outlet, can prevent short circuiting of
flow. A less desirable arrangement is to
divide the pond with a filter fabric
fence. Is the more effective feature
installed if specified in the design?
9. Can the pond be easily accessed to.
remove sediment? Is there a plan to safely
dispose of sediment or use it for fill?
10. Is the pond fenced if it presents any
safety hazard to children?
m Maintenance checks
1. Is sediment removal needed before 1.5
ft (0.46 m) accumulates?
2. Are any outlet orifices clogged and in
need of cleaning?
3. Are any embankments damaged and in
need of compaction or rebuilding?
4. Has riprap or spillway lining material
been lost and need replacing?
5. Do signs of excessive drainage to the
pond require rerouting or pond
enlargement?
6. Do signs of excessive sediment loading
to the pond require stabilizing the
drainage area ?
7. Is sediment being disposed of in a
conscientious manner?

C. ~anagernent of Other
Site Pollutants
Construction si~es can create pollution problems
over and above erosion and sediments through
paving operations, handling and storage of vari.

ImpectJon and ~q~lntr.nance ul~ Runoff’ ConU’o!
ous materials, spills, and waste handling. Inspec?ors should also be aware of the potential for runoff contamination from these sources and inspect
the site according to the following guidelines:
| Cement and Concre~: H~tdllng
’- Inspection checla=
= : 1. Do concrete trucks have a designated
wash-out area with a r~liment trap?
2. Is exposed-aggregate driveway wash
water drained toward a collection point
at the side or into a sediment trap where
it cannot enter a street drainage system?
I Material Storage and Handling
" Inspection
1. Are weather-resi!;tant enclosures used
to store and hanc~le materials like
paints, coatings, ’wood preservatives,
pesticides, fuels, lubricants, and
solvents, and for potentially polluting
wastes?
2. Are procedures fi)r handling materials
and wastes and washing containers
designated and clearly communicated?
3. Is a chemical inventory maintained,
including material safety data sheets?
4. Are containers and enclosures
inspected periodically for leakage?
5. What is the fueling process? Are
overflow prevent,ion methods used?
| Spill Containment
" Inspection checks
1. Has a spill control plan been developed
and have supplie!; been obtained to
implement it? Does the plan include
¯ Who to notify if a spill occurs?
¯ Specific instruct.ions for different
products?
¯ Who is in charge?
¯ Spill containment procedures?
¯ Easy to find and use. spill clean.up kits?
¯ How a spill will be prevented from
getting into a drainage system-for
example, valving, diversion,
absorption?
¯ Adisposal plan~
¯ A worker educa!:ion program?
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PART !1. insUtut~kx~l Issues

m Inspection checks

m An inspection scl’~..dule

1. Have waste reduction practices been
instituted--for example, reusin8
solvents, substitutin8 for toxic products,
minimizing quantities o}: materials used~

i A maintenance ~chedule

2. Have recycli.r~ practices been
instituted--for example, waste
separation for recycling, purchasing
recycled materialst’
3. Are hazardous and nonhazardous
wastes separated and each disposed of
properly and promptly~
4. Is there an emptoyee education
program on waste management?

Comprehensive Inspection
Program for Permanent
Drainage
As previously discussed, a comprehensive inspection prol~ram for permanent drainage practices
and facilities should contain the following elernents:
m Runoff management plannin8
m Plan review
m Construction inspection and enforcement
¯ " Follow.up inspection and long.term
maintenance
Runoff management planninE, ensures that
each site entering the permit process is comprehensivel~ analyzed. Chapter 12 contains a discussion of
the extens;ve considerations of plan review. Ins~:~ection or~ completed runoff management fac;lities de~erm,nes that they have be~n installed consistently
with t~e ar~proved plans. The next section covers
programmatic asoect.s of follow-up inspection and
long-term maintenance, which ensures that sites
cont~nue to operate properly,

Follow-Clp Inspection and
Long-Term/Vtaintenance
An eh’ective program should have the following
features:
’= An ordinancedesignating public
authority and !~ublic and private
resl~onsibilities

V

-- A Yacking system

m A ~fety program

/"

m A citizen response program
" Pro./~er.waste disposal practicel
" Maintenance contractor edur~tion

~,~

The followinl~ information principally draws
on experience in King County, Bellevue, Olympia, and elsewhere in the Puget Sound region of
Washington State.
| Pub,~lc I~$ Prlu,~, R~spon.s/.bJl|/|e~. While
inspection is usually a public function, who i$
sponsible for upkeep of privately owned facilitiesl
One model establishes a multiyear b(~,ndin8
rio(I, durin8 which the developer has all responsibility. After this period and a demon!;tration of
effective operation, the 8overnment a8ency re..
sponsible for runoff takes over operation and
maintenance.
A second model leaves maintenance
prio
rate functio~by a commercial proper%y owner
or homeowners’ association--with inspection by
the public agency. If the private party does rKX
meet the responsibility, the 8overnment assumes
the responsibility and charges the costs. This $trategy requires access Io private maintenance contractors who are competent in performin8 the
needed workl The frequent lack of qualified contractors requires government a8encies to consider
training and cer~ifyin8 them.
| Tracking Sgstem. King County offers a 8ood
tracking system model to organize Iong.terrn
spections and maintenance using a computerized
~nformation system, Each inspector is assi8ned an
inventory of facil;ties to inspect for specific main.
tenance and receives a laptop computer for field
use. The information system contains an identifi.
cation number for each facility, its type (e. 8-, wet
pond, infiltration basin), location, an,y special
needs, and data on previous experiences. After
each visit, the inspector enters a maintenance
needs assessment in the computer database. The
computer then generates a maintenance work
order.

~m’

| Safetg. Safety is a major consideration because
of potentially harmful atmospheres in below.
ground spaces corroded supports, traffic, falling
obiects, sharp edges, poisonous plants and in.
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in~, and lihing. A tester should check all condi~ions ~nd les~ ~11 enticed s~ces ~fore enter.
ing, The ~fety potion of an ins~ction and
maintenance program should include the following:
~ Testing instrumen~ for harmful
atmosphere~.g., explosive, containing
hydrqgen sulfide, lacking in oxygen

Inspection and ~ntenance of Run~f
Table 14.~e~nent drai~e pra~ices.
~RIES

m Tra~c wamin~ devic~
~ Ladder, ~fe~ harnes~s, and hard ha~

P~CTICE~

Sto~water ~vic~

Oi~ale~
P=~ and cul~ns
Catch ~sin~

~lenti~ facitilie~

W~
E~te~’~tentlon

~ Ventilating ~uipment
= Checking structural sound~ss ~fore
entering a manhole

~

Infiltration faciliti~

Bio~k~

. Vaults and lanks
Infiltration ~tin~
Infiltration trenc~
Porou~ pa~men~
V~e=t~
,Constmct~
Filler l~i~

~ Removing ~isonous plan~ a~ in~
m Ad~uate ~rmnnel
= Safety training
~ Waste Handling. ~ajor maintenance on la~e
facilities should ~ ~heduled when the least runoff is exacted. Ins~ctors should r~uire ESC
pra~ices like filter-fabric fences, ~ndbags,
grassed drainage areas, and revegetation to prevent ~iment escape during maintenance,
The vactor truck~which vacuums out storm
~ers, drains, and inlet~is the maintenance
workhorse. A problem with vactor trucks is the
mixing of relatively clean and yew dirty waste. A
~lut~on, but an ex~nsive one, is to have "clean"
and "di~y" trucks. Another issue is the disposal of
~th mlids and ~parated "decant" water picked
up by vactor trucks.
The ~st solution is to discharge decant
water to a s~cial station with sediment and oil
~paration equipment ~fore the water di~ha~es
to a ~nita~ sewer. However, oil separators
should not be cleaned at the same time as ~i.
ment accumulation chambers. Few such stations
exist now, and most vactor waste is discharg~ directly into the ~nitaW sewer. This practice can resuit in ~llu{ants entering su~ace waters ~cause
of inad~uate treatment at the municipal
wastewater plant and in toxic materials that can
upset biological pr~esses at the treatment plant,
Cuidelines, wh~le n~ed, generally do not exist
for disusing of ~lids. The best programs now
~nd ~l~ds to a lin~ municipal la~fill, unless
they fail a "l~ks bad and smells bad" test. In that
case, they are treated as hazardous waste,

Permanent Drainage Practices
and Facilities Inspection
Table ~ 4.4 provides a listing of practices (Rei~lE
1992). The practices include some variatmns
common devices, de.haling on their intend~
run.ion as s~cifi~ by the 5to.water
ment Manual for the Puget ~und Basin ~as~
ington Dep. Ecol. 1992). For example, detenti~
facilities include wet ~nds, which have a qua~
t,W control function, and water quali~ ~t ~nds,
which are treatment ~vice$.
The following are inspection checklists
the most common practices and facililies in each
catego~. While brief descriptions are pre~nt~
here, runoff management manuals or text~
can provide detailed de~riptions.
As w~iously sub,ted, ins~s mu~ ~rform backgr~nd ~rk~:onsultin
plans to ~te~ine the s~cifications ~fom 8oin8
out to ins~ an installation. Infr~uent ins~i~
and maintenance is a main r~n for ~r
~o~ance by runoff facilities. The fr~uen~ of
foll~.up ins~ctions varies with
and the in~allati~ circum~ances. Each installa.
ti~ s~uld ha~ an ins~’.tion a~ maintenance
plan develo~ ~fore it 8~s into
~eneral ~le, su~ace facilities should r~ei~ a
drive-by ins~tion at least ~nthly and a~er any
rain to~ling 0.5 in (] .27 cm], or ~re in 24 ~rs.
Stormma~er~uIc~
These device~ are used to collect and convey ~noff and as s~c~al-pur~se facilities. Within
catego~ are catch basins, pipes and curvets, and
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oil/water separators. Inspection guidelines are
provided for oil/water separators and tables of
maintenance standards are included for the other
types of facilities.
I Olt,/Water Separators. Figure 14.8 illustrates
the three basic types of oi!/water separators. The
spill control unit {14.8A) catches small spills; it is
not capable of sepa’rating dispersed oi!. The
American Petroleum Institute {API) separator
{14.8B) is a baffled tank that can separate "free"
(unemulsified) oil but requires a relatively large
volume for effectiveness. The coalescing plate
(CP) separator (14.8C) can separate free oil in a
much smaller volume because of the large surface
area provided by the corrugated plate pack. The
following guidelines generally apply to all types,
except as noted.
Installation checks
1. Is the type apl~ropriate for the service?
2. Is the unit sized and installed as
specified in the plans?
3. Are adequate removable covers
provided for observation and
maintenancet’
4. Is runoff excluded from roofs and other
areas not likely tocontain oil?
5. Is any pump being used placed
downstream in order to prevent
mechanical emulsification?
6. Is detergent use avoided upstream to
prevent chemical emulsification?
7. For API and CP types, is a forebay
provided and sized at 20 ft2 (1.86 m2)
of surface area per 10,000 h2 (929 m2)
of drainage area?
8. For API and CP types, is an afterbay
provided to place absorbents?
9. For the CP type, are the plates no more
than 3/4 in (1.91 cm) apart and at 45 to
60 degrees from horizontal t
" Maintenance checks
I. Does the owner perform weekly
inspections?
2. Are oil and any. solids removed
frequently enough--at least just before
the main runoff period and after the first
major runoff event?

PART D. InsUtutkmal

TT"

3. Are absorbents replaced as needed~at
least at the beginning and end of the
main runoff season?

V
~’ ~

4. Is the effluent shutoff valve operational
for closure during cleaningi~

/

5. Are waste oil and solids disl:x)sed of as
specified by regulations1
"- ¯
6. Is any standing water that is removed
discharged to the sanitary sewer and
then replaced with clean waterl

|PlPe.sandCu,~ver~.Table 14.5 contains a
summary of maintenance standards for conveyante facilities.
| Catch Basins. Catch basins are routinely
placed between drain inlets in streets and parking
lots and the conveyances that transport water
away to settle large solids. Table 14.6 contains a
summary of maintenance standards.

I Wet Ponds. A typical wet pond has a "dead
semipermanent pool and a
storage’,live storage’permanentzone orthat fills during nJnOff events
and then drains fairly quickly (see Figure 14.9).
Designs differ depending on the purpose--quan.
tity control, quality control, or both--but the
checks made at installation and later (:luring operation are generally the same, with the few excel>tions noted.

t

-’ Installation checkl
1. Does construction comply with local
requirements for earthwork, concrete,
other masonry, reinforcing steel, pipe,
water gates, metal work, and
woodwork?

i

2.
approvedAre all dimensionsplan? as specified in the
3. Are interior side slopes no steeper than
a horizontal-to-vertical ratio of 3-to-1
and exterior side slopes no steeper than
2-to.-1 ?
4. Is the bottom level?
5. Are the spillways---between cells, if
any, and the emergency outlel
spillway~sized and reinforced as
specified in the approved plan~?
6. Can the drain empty the dead storage
zone within four hours?
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Figure 14.8---Types of oil/water separators.

Source: Wash~nsIon l~’p. Ecol 1992.
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Table 14.S--.~aintenance ftandards for pipes and culvel~
DEFECT

! CONDITIONS WHEN MAINTENANCI: NEEDF..D

Sediment and debris 1 Accumulated sediment that exceeds 20
Vegetation
Damaged

""

percent of the pipe diameter

debris

Vegetation that reduces free movement oir
water through pipes

All vegetation removed so watt’
flows freely through pipes

Protective coating is damaged; ru~ is causing’
more than 50 percent of deterioration to eny
pa~ of pipe
Any dent that decreases the end area of pipe
by more than 20 percent

Pipe repaired o~ replaced

ofTraShthe O~barrie~debriSopeningsplui~gin8 more than 20 I:~cent

flowBarrier clear to receive capacity

Bars are bent out of shape more than 3 in
(7.62 cm)

Bars in place with n~,~ bends > 3/4
in (1.91 cm]

Bars are missing or entire bamer missing

Bars in place according to design

Bars are loose and rust is causing $0 percent
deterioration to any part of barrier

Repair or replace ba~’rie~ Io design
standards

Debris barriers
Damaged/missing bars

MAINT~NANC|!~[.~ULT$

I

Pipe cleaned of all sediment and

Source: Adapted from Reinel|, 1992.
Figure 14.~Typical wet pond.
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I~=pecttm~ ~nd/~inten~nce o! Runoff Control Pra~lceJ

~zndards for ~t~ b~sJn~

1 4.~inle~nce
DEFE~

~ CONDITIONS WHEN ~I~ENAN~ N~DED ~

Trash and debris
(i~lud=nB ~iment)

~I~ENANCE IESULTS

Trash or debris of ~re ~an 1~ ~3
No trash or debris I~ated
(14.16 dm3) I~at~ in fiont ~ ~ catch ~sin
im~iately in front of catch ~sin
~nin8 or hi.kin8 ca~ci~ ~ ~n by > 10 ~nin8
~rcent
Trash or debris in t~ ~sin ~t ~ 1~ to
I~ the deDth flora t~ ~ ~in m

=

NO ~sh ¢x ~it in catch

~sin

Slructural damaBe to
fra~ in.or top slab

Trash or debris in any inle~ m ~ ~
bilking ~re than I/~ of t~ ~i~ht

In~t and ~tlet pi~s f~ of trash
or debts

~ad ani~ls ~ ~bhs ~t ~ ~a~
~ors that would cau~ c~i~ ~
danser~s

~ ~ad animals or v~e~tion
~n~

~si~ O[ ~l~l~e ex~i~ I ~
(28.32 din’) in volu~

NO U~h or ~is in catch ~sin

Comer of &a~ extends ~ t~n ~4 in
(1.9~ cm) past cu~ face in~ ~ =~
applicable)

Fra~ is e~ wi~ cu~

Top slab has hol~ la~e~ t~n 2 m~ fl 2.9 cm~) T~ slab is ~ of hol~ a~ crac~
or cracks wider than 1/4 in (1.61 cm) (~
ensure lhal all materials run ~to ~sin)
Fra~ not si~ing flush on ~ d~.e.,
separation of > 3/4 in (I .91 cm) ~ ~ f~
from tOp of slab
Cracks m basin walls or Crac~ wider than 1~ in (3~3 cm) aM 1~8~
~om
than 3 h (0.91 m). any evide~ of ~1
~nictes enlering catch ~sin ~ CE~,
or st~um is unmund
Cracks wider lhan 1~ in (323 cm) aM I~8er
than I fi (0.305 m) at t~ joint of any
inle~outlet pi~ or any ~ence of rail
panicles entering catch basin thigh crack
Se~le~nVmi~lignment~ Basin has senl~ morn than 1 in (2.~ cm) ~
has mtat~ morn than 2 in (5.~ cm) ~ of
~ align~nt
e
Fire hazard

Vege=t~on

Pollution

I Pr~ence o{ c~micils such as ~tu~l Eli, oil,
and gamli~

Fra~ is si~in8 flush on lop of slab

Basin replac~ or mpai~ to
~iEn

No crac~ =~m than 1/4 in
(I .61 cm) ~vi~ It joint of
inleV~t~ pi~
Basin mplac~ or m~i~ to
~siEn standa~
No flammable c~micils print

Vege~tion Erowing acres i~ ~king morn
than l0 ~rcent of basin

No ~etition hi, kin8 ~ning to
~sin

VeEe=tion (or r~ gr~in8 in in~l~t
pi~ join~ > 6 in (15.24 cm) ~11 a~ < 6 in
(15.24 cm) apart

No vegetation or r~t
~nt

Nonflammable
C~micals of > 1~ ~
(14.16 dm~) ~r 3 h (0.91 m) of ~sin ~ngth

NO ~llutio:n present o~r ~n
su~ace film

~urce: Adapt~ from Re=~IL 1
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7.

inlet
outlet areas stabiliz~ to
avoid erosion ~

PART n. InsU~l
5. Is the basin at least 50 h (1~ 5.24 m) ~m
any slo~ 8~ater than 15 ~enl and at

8. Are safe~ features provid~ such as a
shallow bench su~ounding the ~nd
edge, barrier ~lantings to discourage
approach by children, an~or fencing
(unnecessa~ if slo~d as r~ommend~
and other safety featur~ provid~)l

6. Is the outlet orifice design consistent
with ~he facili~’s infiltraUon capaci~-e.g., to avoid the collation of ~e
water than can infil~ate in 48 h~rsf

9. For a water quality ~nd, is the ~e~ive
length-to-width ratio at least 3-t~1 and
preferably 5-t~1 ~ Are the inlet and
outlet separated as widely as ~sible?

7. Are ~e ~illway~mm cells, if
any, and the eme~ency outlet
s~illway--siz~ and reinforc~ as
s~cifi~ in ~e approved planl

m ~intenance c~¢~

8. A~ all distu~ areas stabiliz~ to
~nt e~ion ?

1. Has a maimenance plan and ~h~ule
~n develop?
2. Table 14.7 contains s~ific ch~ and
maintenance standards, which
apply to other ty~s of ~nds.
I Vaults and Tanks. Refer to Table 14.8 for a
summary of maintenance standards for clos~ d~
tention systems.

Infiltration Facilities
Infiltration facilities discha~e most of the entering
water into the ground. They include su~ace ~s~ns and trenches, below-ground ~dorated
pi~s, roof drain systems, and ~rous pavements.
InsDect~on guidelines are given for infiltration basins in F~gure 14.10 and a table 0f maintenance
standards ~s included for infiltration trenc~s as
well (Figure 14.9).
I in~Itra(lon B~I~
m Installation chec~
1. D~s constru~ion comply with local
requirements for ea~hwork, concrete,
other masonw, reinforcing st~l, pi~,
water gates, ~tal work, and
w~d~rk~
2. Are all dimensions as specifi~ in the
approv~ plan~
3. D~s the timing of basin const~ction
avoid any runoff containing ~diment
from el~where on the sitef
4. Is the basin prec~ by a pretreatment
devic~ preseffling basin or
b~ohlter--Io prevent failure caused by
siltation~

(6.1 m) do~slo~ of any building?

9. A~er final grading, has t~ ~ ~n
d~ply till~ to provide a ~ll-aerat~,
highly ~rous su~ace texturel
m ~intenan~
1. Has a maintenance plan and ~h~ule
~ndevel~!
2. Table 14.9 contains s~cific ch~ and
maintenance standards.
3. Is tilling neces~ to restore infiltrati~
capaci~ (regular annual tillin8 i~
r~om~nd~)l
I In~ltratlon Trenches. Table 14.’10 contains a
summaw of maintenance standards for infiltration
trenc~s.

Biof!lte~
Biofilters, or vegetat~ land treatment systems,
can ~ vegetated swales where water flo~ at
~ measurable depth. Biofihers can al~
broad suHace areas where water flows in a thin
sh~t, someti~s called filter strips. Constru~
wetlands are al~ sometimes put in ~is categow.
The following guidelines generally ~in to
swales and filter strips, although
exceptions
are not~. To ins~ construct~ wetla~s, ~fer
to ~th these guidelines and Iho~e given
viously for wet ~nds.
I Blo~l(ration Smiles ~nd Fll(er
m Installation chec~
1. Are the dimensions and plantings as
s~cified in the approv~ planf
2. Is the vege~tion cover dense and
uniform~
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Table 14.7---continued
Missing, broken, or
damaged tencing

Any defect in fencing that pen~its easy
entrance Io the pond

t Fencing repaired Io prevenl
I entrance

Damaged fencing including posts out of
Fencing parts, that have a rusting or
plumb by > 6 in (15.24 cm), top r~ils bent > scaling condition affecting
6 in (15.24 cm), missing or loose tension wire, structural adequacy
missing or sagging barbed wire, missing or
bent extension arms
Opening in fencing that allows passage of an
B in diameter ball

No opening in fence

Erosion under fencing

Erosion 4 in (10.16 era) deep and 121o 18 in
(.31 to .46 cm) wide permitling an opening
under fence

No opening under fence ¯ 4 in
(10.16 cm)

Missing o damaged
gates

Missing or damage gate, locking device, or
hinges

Gates, Iockinl| devices, and hinges
repaired

Gate is out of plumb by ¯ 6 in (15.24 cm) and
¯ 1 h (.31 m) out of design alignment

Gate is aligned and verhcal

Missing stretcher bar, bands, or ties

Stretcher bar, bands, and ties in
place

Debris that could damage vehicle tires

Roadway free of debris

Obstructions that reduce clearance above
road surface to < 14 h (4.27 m) (e.g., tree
branches, wires)

Roadway clear overhead to 14 ft
(4.27 m)

Blocked or damaged
access roads

Any obstructions restricting access to a 10 to
12 ft (3.05 to 3.60 m) width for a distance of ¯
12 ft (3.66 m), or any point restricting access
to a width of < 10 It (3.05 m)

Obstructions moved to allow at
leas~ a 12 fi (3.bb m) access route

Any road seffiement, potholes, mushy spots,
or ruts that prevent or hinder maintenance
access

I Road surface repasted and smooth

Weeds or brush on or near road surface that
hinder access, or are ¯ 6 in (15.24 cm) tall
and < 6 in (15~4 cm) apart within a 400 it2
(37.16 m2) area

J Weeds and brush on or near road
I surface cut to ,~ in (5.08 cm)

t

I
Erosionwilhin 1 fi(.31 m) of the roadway > ! Shoulder and l’o~d free of erosion

8 in (20.32 cm) wide and 6 in (15.24 cm) deep
Source: Adapted (rom Reinelt, 1992.
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Table 14.1~inte~n~e s~ndards for inflltrati~
DEFE~

~i~nt and debris
~ildup in ~ench
,,
,
Water ~rcolat~ up
from l~nch

Filter fable ex~

~H~ENANCE RESULTS

,~ CONDITIONS WHEN ~I~ENANCE N~DED

By vi~al ins~ion, li~ or ~ wa~r fl~
~mugh t~ ~ench during la~e s~

~bris bl~king infiltration t~nch
~;
t~nch replac~ or

i~cc~ib~

acc~sibie to lhe ins~or for
~ning and ins~ction

~

Trench water ~ wa~ with d~ ~olatin8 to
su~ace

~ Filter fabric is ex~ ~ ~

~ra~l
infiltration ~nch r~lac~ or
clean~; trench funclions
accotdin
Filter fabric: is ~plac~ or re~ir~
and c~e.d with ~r ~ckfill
~terial

3. If the biofiher is a swale, is it parasite
or tra~zoidal in shape, with side slo~
~ st~r t~n a horizontal-t~veni~l

distribut~ unifonmly, and ermion is
avoided (e.
~ ~ans of le,~l ~reading)~

4. Is the biofilter plac~ near buildings
and trees ~ that no ~ion will ~
shad~ throughout the d~y ~nd ~sibly
ex~rience ~r plant gro~h?

10. Was constru~ion..pha~ runoff
excluded or was t~he biofilter
~stablis~ ~Eer constru~ion~ Are
upslo~ items stabilized (o ~void
erosion into t~ biofilterf

5. If the longitudinal slo~ is I~s than 2
~rcem or if the water (able can ~ach
the r~t zone of vegetation, is
waler-resistant vege~(ion plant~ ffi
suwive a standing water condition? Is
an underdrain system install~ to assi~
drainage (underdrains may not ~
pra~ical with a la~e filter sUip)?
6. If the longitudinal slo~ is in the 4 to 6
~rcent range, are check da~
provid~ approximately evew 50 ~
1~ fi (15.24 to 30.48 m) to r~uce
veloci~ (check dams may ~t ~
pra~ic~l on a larger filter strip)?
7. If a swale is install~ on a slo~ that
exc~s 6 ~rcent, d~s it traver~ the
slo~ ~ that no reach slo~s ~re t~n
4 ~rcent, or 6 ~ent with ch~k
dams!
8. Is the lateral slo~ entirel~ unif~ to
avoid any tendency for the flow to
channelize~
9. is flow intr~uc~ ~ that entrance
veJocity is dissipated quickly, flow is

1 I. Is a ~pass in place for
~e flow rate the biofiher was design~
to treat? Is the facility sufficiently ia~e
to at least pass the 1 ~-year, 24-hour
sto~ without er~Jing (a bypass
preferred to maintain treatment and
prevent resus~nsion
matenal)?
m ~intenance checE~
1. Has a maintenance plan and ~h~ule
~n de~l~f
2. Table 14.11 contains s~cific checks
and maintenance standards.

Recommended Reading
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New ~ey ~a~nt
and ~n~y. 1989. Sto~water ~nase~nt F~cil~.
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CHAPTER

Watershed Management

~

-- unoff

management and nonpoint
source pollution present many
complex challenges to the water
resources manager. This chapter
discusses how to meet these challenges
by using a watershed management
approach to integrate land planning and
other resources within the watershed.

efficiency, land needs, and maintenance needs.and by the costs of asse~ssing and solving existing
runoff/nonpoint source pollution problems call
for a cooperative regional framework. Finally, ¯
watershed management approach includes planning efforts to prevent i~roblem$ and traditional
regulatory efforts to mitigate adverse effects
caused by land alterations and changes in land
use. This approach permits extensive use of inex-

pensive nonstructurM management practices.

The challenges, quite different from those
encountered when managing traditional point
sources of pollution, include
I Integrating land use management, since
the change in land use creates the runoff
problem;
’= Educating the public about how everyday
activities contribute to the runoff problem
and how they must be part of the solution;
"- Developing a management framework
given that we all live downstream and that
runoff flows are not constrained by political
boundary lines;
~ Obtaining thecooperationandcoordination of neighboring political entities within a
watershed;
’- Managing runoff from new development
and retrofitting the existing drainage system
buiit solely to convey runoff away from
veloDed lands to the nearest waterbody as
quickly as possible,
m Coordinating point and nonpoint source
runoff strategies and activities,
Additionally, constraints imposed by current
runoff treatment technology--such as treatment

Definition and Rationale

What is a Watershed?
The term watershed refers to a geographical area
in which water, sedime~nts, and other materials
drain to a common outle,t such as a stream, lake,
or estuary. This area is also called the drainage
basin of a receiving wate.rbody. When a raindrop
falls in this area, it flows until i! reaches the down.
stream receivin
Watershed dimensions depend on the water.
body. A large river’s watershed may cover thou.
sands of square miles, while each of its tributaries
has a smaller watershed. The U.S. Geological Sur.
vey has segmented the nation into hydrological
units, a standard way to define the many
subbasin$ or small watersheds that combine to
make up large wate~hed~.;.

What is Watershed/~anagement’P
Watershed management is a flexible framework
for integrating the management of all resource~-land, biological, water, infrastructure, human,
economic~within a wate.rshed. Human activities
are managed so they cause the least disruption to
our natural systems and native flora and fauna.
The crucial factor in managing runoff and nonpoint sources is integrating land use, w~lter/runoff,
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and infrastructure management. Watershed management includes numerous facetSlplanning,
education, regulation, monitoring, and enforcement. These facets should be accomplished on a
watershed basis and involve a diverse set of stakeholders in the process,
Selection of watershed size depends on
many factors---watershed ecological systems,
groundwater hydroto~c influences, type and
scope of resource management problems and
goals, and level of available resources. The institutional framework also varies greatly, depending
on the legal framework established by state laws
and local ordinances.

Why Watershed Management?
Solving our nation’s runoff problems, especially
retrofitting existing drainage systems to reduce
pollutant loads discharged to receiving waters,
presents many complex challenges. Correcting
these problems is expensive, technically difficult,
and requires a long time period. Accordingly, we
need to reevaluate our current approach to runoff
management and shift the emphasis toward more
comprehensive, prevention.oriented strategies
such as watershed management,
The following comparison illustrates the
differences between the traditional, piecemeal
approach to runoff management and a comprehensive watershed approach (Camp, Dresser,
McKee, 1985).

The Traditional Versus the
Watershed Approach

PART D. instltuUor.al Issues
While the usual approach to urban runoff
management is relatively easy to administer it has
several disadvantages. The risk of negative
particularly in watersheds that cover sever& .,~n$.
dictions, is greater. The failure to consider oown.
stream impacts in selecting runoff management
facilities causes ineffective runoff control
throughout the watershed. This approach recurs
relatively high local costs for facility maintenance. In addition, unnecessary cos3 are used for
small-scale struclural solutions rather than using
large-scale nonstructural solutions, which are typically much cheaper.
Other negative effects of piecemeal runoff
management are the following:

-It

only partially solves major flooding
problem(s).
1 It solves flooding problems in the up
stream jurisdiction, but may c~eate flooding
problems downstream.
m Randomly locating detention basins may
actually increase downstream peak flows.
" Maintenance needs and costs associated
with numerous on-site runoff controls are
very high.
i Significant capital and operation/mainte.
nance expenditures may be wasted.
I Remedial structural solutions cost more
than implementing proper management programs in the first place.
1 Other watershed management changes in
the hydrolic regime or in stream temperature
may not be considered.

The Piecemeal Approach

The Watershed Approach

The traditional approach for existing urban development is to address local runoff problems without evaluating the potential for the control
measure to adversely, affect downstream areas
(see Chapter I 0). in new urban development, runoff management responsibilities are delegated to
local land developers,, with each resDonsible for
constructing runoff management facilities on the
development site. Their goal is to control runoff
from the development site with little regard tO
how the discharges affect the system as a whole or
the effects on the local government infrastructure,
This is a piecemeal or individual site approach to
runoff management,

The watershed approach develops a comprehen5ive watershed plan--a runoff masler plan---to
identify the most appropriate control measures
and the optimum locations to control watershed.
wide activities. The watershed approa~ch typically
results in the following combinations:
1 Reviewing watershed and its characteris.
tics overall to assess problems and potential
solutions.
~ Using regional systems where appropri.
ate.
I Providing runoff conveyance improvements where necessary.
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1 Developing nonstructural measures
throughout the watershed, such as acquiring
floodplains, wetlands, and natural runoff depressional storage areas, limit;ng the amount
of imperviousness, requiring grassed swales
rather than storm sewers, and directing roof
runoff to pervious areas,
m C,oordinating point and nonpoint source
program implementation.
Watershed master planning offers significant
advantages over the piecemeal approach. It reduces capital and operation/maintenance co~
and the risk of downstream flooding and erosion,
particularly in multijtJri~;dictional watersheds. It
offers betler opportunities to manage existing runoff problems and to consider and use nonstructural controls. Other benefits include increased
opportunities for recreational uses of runoff controis, potential contributions to local land use
planning, enhanced opportunities for runoff
reuse, and popularity among land developers,
The major disadvantages of the watershedlevel runoff master plan include
m Local 8ovemments must conduct advanced studies to locate and develop preliminary designs for integrated management facilities without fully knowing local plans,
m Local governments must develop and adhere to a future land use plan and properly
design, an efi’ective mix of local and regional
controls to capture runoff from present and
~uture developmPnt and impervious surfaces,
-" Local governments must often finance,
design, and construct the regional runoff
management facilities before most development occurs and provide for reimbursement
by developers over a build-out period that
can be many years long.
I In some cases, local governments may
need to conduct expensive maintenance activities for regional facilities that the public
views as primarily recreational,
However, another advantage of watershed
management is that resource management goals
can be resource oriented. This apDroa~h s*,rcsses
prevention practices and programs to protect natural systems and beneficial uses of our waterbodies. These practices and programs are typically

more cost-effective than trying to restore natural
systems after they have be~n adversely ahected
by human activities.
Watershed management allows coordination of infrastructure improvements with I~int
and nonpoint source management programs and,
most importantly, provide; a vital link between
land use and water resources management.
-..

Watershed Management

Framework
Until recently, watershed management has faced
many deterrents. Initially, the goal of a runoff
management program was drainage~preventing
flooding by quickly conveying runoff away from
buildings and other developed areas, typically to
the nearest waterbody. Restricting the use of private property through growth management~and
use planning programs and regulations--the most
cost-effective management option--has not been
effective until recently. Little thought was given to
the potential impacts of a hind use change on the
local drainage system or on the community at
large. The generally accep~led tenet was that development was good for the community, helped
increase the tax base, and stimulated the economy--i.e., *growth pays for itself."
Other major deterrents to establishing comprehensive, integrated watershed management
programs have been prevailing atlitudes that fo~.
ter turf wars and a lack of cooperation between
state and local governments and, more important,
between cities and countless. Each political entity
believes it is an island unto itself. Far too little attention has been paid to inl:ergovernmental coordination and cooperation.
Implementing watershed management programs requires a long-term commitment of time,
energy, and money. Elected officials, responding
to the citizens’cries to be frugal with their tax dollars, are reluctant to spend money on the planning
studies required to implement watershed management programs. In only a few locations have
elected officials recognized the long-term benefits
and cost savings that can accrue by implementing
comprehensive land use plans and runoff master
plans.

Establishing a Framework
No single approach or institutional framework is
available to establish a watershed management
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program. Establishing an institutional and lega!
framework would be easy if we could start with a
clean slate. However, each state, county, and city
has an existing legal framework and most differ
greatly. Some states have comprehensive law~,
rules, and programs. Other states do not have an
adequate statutory or regulatory framework to
form a foundation for watershed management
programs. Therefore, a,.key to opening the watershed management door is flexibility. In some
cases, the focus will be on enacting new laws; in
other cases, thefocus is on revising existing laws
or ordinances to betler integrate and coordinate
programs and objectives,
Another key to a watershed management
framework is patience. Enacting or modi6/ing
state laws or local ordinances is not an easy process. A Io~g-term game plan must be developed
and pursued with diligence. Each component of a
watershed management program has its own controversies, assuring that public debate on many i~sues will be vociferous. Therefore, priorities must
be established. Typically,. priority setting depends
on state resource problems and needs, public sentiment, and whether an issue becomes "sexy,"
thereby receiving coverage by the news media. In
many cases, a particular piece of legislation will
take several years to pass or revise,
To succeed, educating elected officials, state
agency managers, and the public is a priority,
Public participation and support are essential to
build consensus. Many issues addressed by watershed management programs are complex and not
easily demonstrated. Managers of runoff and
other nonpoint sources of pollution, unlike the
managers of traditional point sources, cannot
point to pipes that continuously discharge
effluents. Therefore, promoting watershed management programs requires multimedia presenta,
trans, not only to educate but also to entertain,
You must se//the need for watershed manage.
ment.
Taking advantage of opportunities that arise
is another key to success. Unfortunately, opportu,
nities often occur after a natural disaster that resuits in lost property or lives. After hurricanes
Frederick and Andrew struck South ~.arolina and
South Florida respectively, considerable public
debate arose. Issues included building codes,
land uses, and development within sensitive and
susceptible coastal areas; whether to allow rebuilding in these areas; and whether public programs such as the ~ational Flood Insurance
Program should subsidize development. These
debates, especially on costs and benefits, can

PART II. Ins~Jtuflonal Issues
help build support for growth management and
land acquisition programs. Furthermore, flood.
ing---and in a few locales, water quality problemr,--can be used to break the "hydro-illogical
o/tie" and gain support for runoff: management
programs and local runoff utilities.
In building a watershed management frame.
work, establishing clear goals for the overall pro.
gram should, include
"
m Providing opportunities for preventive
nonstructural controls, in add,ilion to strucrural controls, to mitigate the impacts of
human activities.
"= Establishing clearly defined, holistic natural resource management goals.
"=’ ~etting priorities for a Iong..term le~islatire agenda.
m Encouraging public participation so that
all parties buy in and feel a part of the solulion.
"-Integrating all available tools and re.
sources into a coordinated, colt-effective,
cooperative approach (i.e., inl:egrate point
and nonpoint source programs).
m Finding dedicated funding murces out.
side the mairt funding stream (general reve.
hUeS) so that the watershed management
programs do not compete against law enforcement, education, and other high priority societal needs.
In developing, selling, establishing, and iraplementing a watershed management framework
and associated programs, keep in rnind the folIowing "big Cs" of watershed management:
m ~omprehensive managemenl of people,
land use, natural resources, water resources,
and infrastructure throughout a watershed.
"= Continuity of runoff/watershed manage.
mentprogramsovera Iongtimeperiodto
correct existing problems and prevent future
ones.
" Cooperation between federal., state, and
local governments; cities and counties; the
public and private sectors; and among all citizens.
"" ~ommunication to educate ourselves and
elected officials about how everyone is part
of the problem and must be part of the solulion.
’= Coordination of runoff retrofi!~ting to reduce pollutant loading and other natural sy,~- "
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lems restoration activities; includes complementary infrastructure improvements (e.g.,
road projects) or development/redevelopment projects to maximize benefits and costeffectiveness,

Typically, these programs are implemented
after a state law is enacte~d and a state agency is
set up to address a s~:~cific concern. A legislahve
mandate usually ensures ~hat a program has adequate legal authority, staffing, and funding su~
pon. Programs have been established by a state
agency using its general legislative I~wers to pass
a rule.--f~r example, programs for pubic educa-

1 Creativity in best management practices,
technology, funding sources, and
proaches to solve these complex, costly
problems.

prloritizing target watersheds. Given the current
scientific data on runoff pollutants, erosion and
sediment control and even runoff treatment programs can be established using general water
pollution control authorities. However, these programs are staff and resource intensive and, at a
minimum, require legislative a~roval of budget
requests.
Common watershed management programs
include both planning and regulation. While the
difference beh~een comprehensive planning and
pertaining are important, Ix}th are needed to manage growth effectively and prote~ the quality of
our environment and the lives of our citizens.

i Consistency in implementing laws, rules,
and programs nationally and statewide to assure equityand fairness,
i Cash in large amounts and over a long
ti~ne period to correct existing problems and
prevent future ones.
i Commitment to solve our current problems and prevent future ones to ensure that
our children have a bright future---a willinghess to put our money where our mouths
are.

Program Components and
Legislative I~leed$
Watershed management integrates management
programs that address the many differing human
activities within a watershed. The following brief
discussion of components and programs that are
part of watershed management is not all incluswe---other programs address specific state or regional needs. In developing or implementing
programs, take advantage of information and
technology transfer clearinghouses and communicate with people in other jurisdictions that have
implemented similar programs.
Watershed management programs include
common aspects, such as planning, holistic goals,
scientific/technical support, and implementa.
tion--regulator~ and nonregulatow approaches,
Extensive public particiDation is also needed in all
aspects of the program--planning, developing
and adopting rules, permitling, and inspecting
and enforcing. Programs must also address obtaining adequate funding and staffing; training
staff and the public, especially the regulated comreunify; assuring inspection and compliance; and
assuring long-term operation and maintenance of
structural controls. Finally, programs must be
evaluated regularly to optimize their environmen.
tal effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and service
efficiency. This evaluation requires a commitment
to monitoring programs that can actually aster,
rain if the program’s goals are being met.

I CompreEen~l~e P~nnin~. Planning allows a
community to make decisions abou~ how and
where growth will occur in the future. Comprehensive planning asks several questions: Is this
the right Iocationt’ Is this the right timei~ Is this the
right intensity for the proposed land uset’ Cornprehensive planning seeks to prevent problems..-social, economic, environ~nental-.before developrnentoccurs.
| Perrnf=~Jng. Permitting is site-specific and
seeks only to mitigate the impacts of the land use
decision. It asks: How can we do the best job with
this development on this particular site? Any regulatory program has inherent limitations that
comprehensive planning (:an help overcome.
Principal among these limitations is that permit.
ring is piecemeal and does not consider cumularive effects. Therefore, regulation and permitting
cannot substitute for planning.
Watershed planning and management programs must include two equal components: the
land planning framework and the water planning
framework (Figure 15.1 ).
’

The Planning Framework
A watershed management framework can be divided into threecategories:
i Land planning and management
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I Water planning and management
-- General resources planning and
management

Land Planning and
/Vtanagement Programs
Land planning and management programs are
often called growth management programs. However, growth management, comprehensive planning, and land and environmental regulations are
clearly distinct,
Growth management looks at broad issues
and the interrelationship of systems--natural systerns, infrastructure, land use, and people. It assesses our past success in providing for citizens’
needs and determines the needs of new arrivals
and how to meet them. Growth management encompasses comprehensive planning, natural resource management, public facilities planning,
housing, recreation, economic development, and
intergovernmental coordination,
Comprehensive planning is a governmental
process to inventory resources, establish priorities
and a vision or where the commumty wants to go,
and determine how to get there. It is a systematic
way of looking at the different components of a
community, county, region, and state,

Regulations are the specific controls applied
to different types of development actiivities to re~ulate and minimize their negative impacts. Typically, regulations are administered by all levels of
government--federal, state, and Io~:al. Locally,
land development regulations are the ordinances
that implement the local comprehensive plan.
State CornprehenslvePlan
A state comprehensive plan serves as the base of
the land and water planning pyramids (Figure
15.1 ). A state comprehensive planning act establishes goals and policies for each of the plan’s ele.
ments and requires the state land planning agency
to prepare a general state comprel’~.=nsive plan.
Elemen~ of a plan usually include water re.
sources, natural systems, air quality, coastal and
marine resources, land and wildlife: resources,
waste management, public facilities (infrastruc" ture), transportation, mining, agriculture, education, and economic development. I1: the state’s
land planning framework includes regional plar~
ning councils or council of governments, those
agencies would develop a regional plain.
Both the state and regional plans should be
consistent with the goals and policies ~;tated in the
state comprehensive’ planning act. These goals
and policies, set by the legislature, provide guid.
ance to state, regional, and local governments in
developing and implementing programs, rules, or.-
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ordinances. The planning pyramid should be consistent from its base to its apex. 3"o ensure consistency and integrate agency implementation
programs with the law’s goals and policies, the
law can re(~uire state agency functional plans,
These plans form the basis for agency budget requests, which are related to the goals and policies
of the comprehensive plan.

Id~at~rshcd

Wetl~d~ ~nd Floodplain Protection

m Does the plan limit the number and type
of amendments, the frequency, or the
amendment process?

Wetlands and floodplains provide storage and
treatment for watersheds. They provide a wide
range of irreplaceable services at no cost, including maintenance and improvement of water qualif’y; floodwater conveyance and storage; shoreline
stabilization; water recharE:e and supply; sediment control; aquatic productivity; spawning and
~ursery grounds; habitat for shellfish, fish, waterfowl, endangered species, and other wildlife; and
open space and recreation.
Unfortunately, the benefits provided by wetlands and floodplains are not fully appreciated.
Instead, these areas are seen as unproductive,
snake invested, mosquito havens with no socially
accepted redeeming value. Consequcntly, only
about 40 percent of our nation’s original 215 raillion acres (87 million ha) of wetlands in the 48
contiguous states remain, largely the result of the
conversion of wetlands and floodplains to agri.
cultural lands.
Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act
established a wetlands program to maintain, proteL’t, and restore our nation’s wetlands. However,
nationwide general permits to conduct activities
in wetlands are easy to obtain. In addition, agricultural and silvicultural activities are largely exempt. Another problerr= hindering the
environmental effectiveness of this federal program is a lack of national consistency. Further.
more, other federal programs (e.g., section 205 of
the 1948 Flood Control Act, National Flood Insurance Program) directly conflict with wetland and
water quality protection efforts by promoting al.
teration and development of Ihese sensitive lands.
A state wetlands protection act can be an important addition to a state’s watershed management arsenal to fill the gaps in the federal program
or expand the protection of ,wetlands and floodplains¯ A state wetlands protection program
should integrate with, not duplicate, existing federal programs. Since the current federal wetlands
permitting program is administered by the Army
Corps of Engineers and U.S. EPA, the state water
quality/environmental management agency typi.
ally implements the program at the state level.
Frequently, the wetlands protection act is simply a
new section within a state’s existing environmental laws.
Components that shoulc~! be addressed by a
state wetlands/floodplain protection act include

¯- Does the plan provide for regular updates
and implementation appraisals and their frequency~

i Establishing wetland protection/management goals and policies as the basis for wetland regulations and perrnitting criteria.

Growth [*4anagernent and Land
Deuelopment Regulation
The Local Government Comprehensive Planning
Act (LGCPA), often referred to as the growth management act, establishes the key piece of the natural resources jigsaw puzzle. It provides the direct
connection between land use management and
water/natural systems management. Eight states-Oregon, Florida, New ~ersey, Maine, Vermont,
Rhode Island, Georgia, and Washington--have
implemented state growth management programs
(Gale, 1992). While these programs have elements in common, each state has different implementation requirements. Some states "require"
while other states "recommend" local plans, consistency, or ,compliance. A LGCPA should address, at a minimum, the following questions
common to the existing state growth management
programs:
¯ " What is the legislative authority and intentt’
I Are local comprehensive plans required
or volunta~? Do they require a schedule or
planning period? Do they require specific or
minimum elementsl
"= Are plan implementation, site planning,
or land development regulations required?
m Must plan be consistent with state goals
and policies~ Are monitoring and enforcement requiredt’
-" Are state review and approval required?
From which agencies or administrative proc.
I Is compliance or monitoring required?
Does the plan provide incentives, disincenfives, or citizen enforcementS’
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I Initiating goals and ~licies that f~er
cost~ffe~ve ~llution prevention by str~sin8 wetland avoidance rather t~n miti~ation.

Mfe~, and ~lfa~ of the public. Restri~ing ~t
can and cannot ~ do~ on a po~e of pro~ny
helps main~in pr~y val~ and ~event con~mination of air, land, water, and human

m Precisel~ defi~ing a ~tla~. A ~tland
should ~ defin~ by thr~ chara~eristic~
t~ elevation and durafio~ of ~ing, the
~rese~ce o~ ce~.in wetland-s~ific plan~,
a~d h~dric ~I conditions. T~e law should
clearly state that wetlands a~ "wam~" si~
ilar to a river, lake, or e~ua~.

avoid the taking of ~ro~. La~ acquisition pr~
grams help en~ that this goal i~s ~t a~ that
e~remely crucial ~ sensiti~ la~i~ within a
te~h~ are~r~.
The ¢~eral government has ~t up ~ral
~s o~ land acquisition pr~rams to ~r~e
~nsitive lands, pmte~ vi~l wildlil~e habitat, and
~ablish r~reational lands, such as national
par~ and wildlife refuges. H~ver, f~eral
~dget pr~lems and intense com~tition mak~
ob~ining limit~ federal la~ acquisition funds
difficult, es~cially for pr~nies wither
tional~r at least regional~ignificance. Additionally, federal programs ~enerally ~uire
matching funds from state a~or I~al go~rnments. Therefore, establishing state and I~al
acquisition programs can greatly’ increa~ the
abiliw to purcha~ and pr~ s~nsitive lands
a~, ~ually im~antly, capture limi~ f~eral
fu~s.
State or local land acquisition p~rams r~
quire extensive citizen pa~icipation a~ su~.
They require asking individuals to ~;ax them~lv~
to raise money to purchase lands, pr~e them,
and provide recreational ~nuniti~. Catchy
phrases and acronyms are helpfu~l to "~11" t~
program. Citizens must ~ convinc~ that they
and their children will ~nefit ar~ ~h~ fiJnds will
~ s~nt wisel~ and cost-effe~ively. Land acquisition programs must avoid conflicts of intercs’, ~d
~ administered with integrity and o~nn~s.
~ state ~d I~al land prese~,ation and
quisition act 5hOul0 contain the foll=~ing com~
nen~ and considerations:

m Establishing a s~ndard m~ to delineatewetlands. Wetlandsrepr~ent~etransi.
tional ~e ~tw~n wate~ and uplands.
Dete~ining where a wetland a~ an upland
~gins is not easy~nd is fr~uently contr~
versial. Wetland ~ientis~ sh~ld ~ allowed
to establis~through combinations of hy.
drologic, vegetation, and rail indicator~
process to "draw the wetland line."
~ R~uiring consistent ~at~i~ application of the definition and wetland juridictional delineation me~ by all government
I~els.
~ R~uiring or encouraging regional mitigation banks rather than on-site mitiEation.
~ Establishing a fair ~i~ing pr~s that
assures public participation, ~ui~, an a~
~als process, and decisions ba~ on scientifi~ ~d technical merit,
~ Allowing, with stri~ pre~eat~nt ~
quirements, incorporation of ce~in wetlands into domestic wastewater and runoff
management and reu~ ~ys~ems, provided
the e~ologic~l characteristics of the wetland
are prot~t~, restore, or enhance.
~ Requiring the annual tracking of ~tland
losses and mitigation effo~, ~cc~ses, and
failures,
~ Providing for state assum~ion of the f~eral ~ction 404 wetlands pr~ram,
State and ~cal ~ndPr~em~lon
and Acqu~ition
Regulating and restricting the u~ of private pr~
e~y is controversial. However, the U.S. Supreme

Cou~ has ruled several times that state and I~al
governmen~ have that legal authoriw. In fact, the
government is responsible for ensuring the health,

~ Clearly defin~ program g~ls and ~lities. Such policies form a foundation to ~termine the ~p~s of prope~i,es to ~ ~rchased and how to es=blish purchasing
priorities. The program’s goal~ and ~lici~
should advocate pre~ing and restoring
lands that contribute non~ructural environmental ~nefi~. Additional re~urce man.
agement factors to consider in purchasin~
lands includes o~n s~ce, recreational, a~
wildlife ~nefi~.
m Integrat~ and c~rdinat~ f~eral, state,
I~al, and private land prese~ation and acquisition programs. This coml~nent magi.

miz~ ~e abili~ to I~rage ~nds fr~ var~
ous ~urces. Es=blishing intercon~
wildlife conido~ and gr~nways s~uld ~ a
priori~8~l,
= E~ensive pa~icipation by citizens, prirate con~ation grips, and state a~ I~al
Rovem~n~ to es=blish program mgulations, edministrative proc~ur~, a~
im~nant~land~yingprioriti~,
m LonR-te~ o~enhip and a~i~ la~
management once the pro~ is purchas~. T~ a~ s~uld s~i~ which
agen~ will be in charon environ~n=l
agency, a par~ and r~reation aRency, a
fisheries or wildlife agent, or a private o~anization (e.g., Trust for Public Land). T~ a~
should determine ira land management plan
must ~ develo~ a~ ~w land ma~8~
ment will ~ fund~,
m D~icated funding souses. Purchasing
and managing sizable amoun~ of land, ~
~cially with public access and use, r~uir~
la~e sums of ~n~ over a long ti~ ~ri~.
To ob=in su~cient funds, a s=te or I~al
government might ch~se to ~11 ~nds,
which allow it to raise la~e amoun~ at o~
ti~ and pay ~nds off like a ~age.
Hoover, this decision r~uires a stable and
predictable funding ~urce over the life of
rne ~nd. F~s on real estate tran~ctions,
such as d~umenta~ stamps, and local o~
tion ~les taxes have ~n us~ extensively,

Water Resources Planning and
~anagement Programs
The United S=tes is ge~rally bl~ ~ an
abundance of clean water m~u~. Water is
available whenever ~ want it. in whate~r quart,
ti~ we desire, and at a ve~ low cost. Con~
quently, ~ ha~ plac~ less a~ention and e~
phasis on water r~u~es planning and
manage~nt, ~cially from a holistic appr~ch.
In the ~ast, water planning and management p~
grams ~re impte~nt~ to address a crisis. However, our ~pulation’s continuing gro~h ~em
ever expanding demands on our vulnerable a~
limit~ water re~u~es. ~ditionally, to ~naEe
unconventional ~llution ~es, such as ~ff
and other non~int ~urc~, ~ n~ to t~alu,
ate the way we manage water. Accordingly, w=t~
re~urce planning and manage~nt progra~ am
receiving increa~d a~ent=on and evaluation,

Wate~ management ~rams include
water ouanti~ and luali~ pr~rams to prote~
and manage sudace and gr~waters and general environmental prot~ion pr~rams. The~
programs usually co~=in ~l~ti~ ~evention
and ~at~nt ~.
Enu~onmen=l~tl~
~ s=t~ have e~ ~ ~ of ~ate environ~n=l pint,ion a~ to c~trol ~aditional
~int ~e ~llution. T~ la~, generally patte~ after the ~er=~l Clean Water Act, are fr~
~uently ~i~ as a ~w ~ate ~viron~n=l
crisisor co~em arian;or as C~8~s a~nds the
Clean Water A~. The Clean Water
~w, over a ~n8 ~ri~, la~ ~n ~ revis~ to
~blish or ~i~ exi~;ti~ ~
r~uire~n~ or ~rams.
While ~te envimn~ntal pmte~ion laws
include ~ny simila~r ~uim~n~ and mandates, t~y va~ considerably ~ause s=t~
proach ~e ~me pr~lem d~erently.
example, ~me s~tes .ena~ ~te erosion a~
~iment control and ru~ff ma~gement
other states combi~ the~ im~nt wate~h~
management com~nen~. In s~ ~tes, t~ law
governing the siting and u~ of o~ite wast~ater
dis~l systems is found within
~alth c~e law; in oiler ~ates, ~ law is within
the environmen~l law. T~ water~ manaE~
ment com~nents am di~us~ ~parately, even
though their legislative au~ori~ is ohen integrated into a s~te’s environ~ntal ~ws.
State environmental prote~ion la~ 8enerally contain c~ne=~ and comi~rations that
~ablish
= The ~ate environmental agency,
aut~ri~, and i~ ~e~
ti~.
= An environ~ntal mgulat~n commission
g~nerally comp~ ~ citize~ ap~int~ by
a ~litical ~y (e.g., t~ go~mor) that
holds ~bl=c ~rE~ho~
men=l~ulationsand
~ Pe~it ~alua~tion trivia,
and adminis~ative pr~es, ~ich
clude a legal administrati~ ~aring pr~s
to ap~al ~i~i:ng ~isi~.
~ ProEram~ith ad~ua~ ~al authori~,
direly, a~ m~urces (i.e.,
fu~ing~o a~r~s ge~ral environ~n=l
prote~ion and n~a nagement of air, la~, and
water remurc~ ~ch as sudice and groundwater.
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I Programs--with adequate legal author|W,
dtrection~ and resources--<o minimize the
impacts of specific pollution sources such as
wastewater and industrial discharges, solid
wastes, hazardous wastes, and toxic wastes,

m Pollution prevention programs such as

PART n. Instl~uUonal
myciad ~ water resource topics, such as water
supply and conservation, surface water preserva.
tion and management, and natural systems preservation and management. It guides the
implementation of all water re;ou~:e programs

and regulations, whether by a state, regional, or
~ocal entity. The act could establish regional wa-

"amnesty days" that allow citizens to safely
tershed management districts, set up by waterdispose of hazau’ious or toxic household
shed boundari.es. The districts conduct regional
wastes, used-oil recycling centers, waste rewatershed planning, coordinate water manageduction and assistance programs for indusment efforts undertaken by local agencies to
try, adopt-a-road (stream, lake, bay, shoresure that watershed goals are cooperatively met,
line), recycling, and farmstead assistance
and operate reBulator’y and research programs.
(Farm’A°Syst)"
A state water resources act should include
¯.- Programs to restore environmentally
damaged lands and waters, especially critio
cal areas such as wetlands, floodplains,
steep slopes, and erodinglands,
~ Programs to monitor the environmental
health and assess the effectiveness of watershed management programs. ,Monitoring
programs should include sampling the water
column, sediment, and biological community. Programs must provide information
concerning long-term trends in environmen,
tal health and the health of selected
waterbodies or natural systems,

Water Resources Planning
and IVlanagernent
Many states have enacted a water resources act
distinct and separate from the state environmental
protection act. States are recognizing that planning and managing water resources are essential
to the continued survival of life on the planet and
that water is a major determinant of economic development and quality of life. Water resources
planning and management must consider both
water quantity (i.e., supply, allocation, flooding)
and quality. An effective state water resources act
must be fully integrated with the state environ,
mental protection act. State environmental pro.
tection and state/regional water resources
programs must be coordinated, consistent, and
complementary.,
A state water resources act creates the framework for water resources planning and management programs by state, regional, and local
governmenu (see Figure ! 5.1 )o Using goals and
policies of the state comprehensive planning act,
the environmental regulation commission ado~)ts
a regulation, or state water policy. This regulation
contains general policy statements addressing a

Establishing watershed management
tricts to administer special regional (watershed) water planning and management pro.
grams and providing statutory authorities
and responsibilities to give thembroad powers to protect, manage, and restore surface
and groundwater resources.
m Setting the institutional relationships between the state environmental agency, regional water management districts, andlocal
governments. Strong oversight of programs,
especially regulatory ones, implemented
downwards is essential for prol;ram consistency.
’- Developing a state water policy (SWP) to
guide all state water programs and regulations and adopt them as part of the state’s environmental regulation code.
m Basing the SWP on the goals and policies
of the state planning act and ensuring that
state, regional, and local water regulations
and programs are consistent. Goals and polities of the local comprehensive jDlan should
also be consistent with SWP.
m Providing the districts with dedicated
sources of revenue to ensure long-term, adequate funding of all necessary water
source management programs..~)urces used
include ad valorem assessments (property
taxes), fees on water use, penT)tiring fees,
and special assessments.
Supplernental Surface Water a~id

EnulronrnenLa! Protection Programs
~-ve.~l watershed management components can
be inciuoed in the state enwrP.nmental protection
or water resources act or estao,shed ir~ a separate
statute.

CHAPTer 15
| Erosion and Sediment Control Act/Program. Land disturbing activities are among the
largest source of sediments and panicle-borne
pollutants. Preventing erosion and minimizing
and capturing sediments, especially from construction sites, is an essential pan of any watershed management framework (see Chapter 7).
Since 1972, over 20 states have enacted erosion
and sediment control laws and programs.
Ar~ erosion prevention and sediment control
law or program should include the following
components and considerations:
m A clearly defined legal authority, goals/
performance standards, and responsibilities
of the state, regional, or local agencies,
-’ Measures to ensure that publicly funded
projects, especially highways, comply with
all program requirements and use of these
projects as models.
m A clear statement on whether utility construction, agricultural, and forestry projects
are included in the program,
m Agency responsibilities and relationships,
Typically, implementing an erosion and sediment control program involves
state
agency and a regional/local agency, such as
a soil and water conservation district or a
local government. The state must oversee
programs delegated to a local agency to ensure consistency.
I Adequate staffing and other resources to
conduct research on effective control mea~ures, developing scientifically sound rules,
and conducting training and education programs for plan reviewers, inspectors, developers, engineers, and site contractors,
1 A state training and certification program
for plan reviewers, inspectors, and contractots is highly recommended since public
agencies will not likely obtain sufficient
staffing to conduct regular inspections of
construction sites,
m Mutual integration of the state erosion
and sediment program and runoff management program and the new federal NPDES
stormwater permitting program.
I Runoff Management Act/Program. Most
states have implemented some type of runoff
drainage program to protect citizens and properties from flooding. Some states have established
special drainage districts or drain commissions
regionally or locally. However, today we know

Water~ed
that runoff is a major source of pollutant Ioadings
to our nation’s wetland.~;, rivers, lakes, and estuaries. Runoff management is evolving slowly from
its drainage focus to a much more comprehensire, multiple objective program that addresses
runoff quality and quanl’.ity. Runoff programs must
prevent or minimize problems asscx;iated with
new land use activities and also develop pro~r~’ns to reduce the pollutant loading discharged
from older drainage sys~Iems. This latler objective
is extremely difficult and expensive to address-therefore, watershed management is essential.
Typically, a state nJnoffmanagement program first
addresses the problems associated with new land
uses. It then evolves into a more comprehensive,
watershed-based program and addresses retrofitsing older runoff systemic.
Components and considerations that should
be addressed by a state runoff management
aCt/program include

~’~

T

’- A clearly defim.’d legal authority, goals/
performance standards, and responsibilities
of the state, regional, and local agencies.
=" Measures to ensure that publicly funded
projects, especially, highways, comply with
=111 program requirements and use of the~
projects as model~.
m Agency responsibilities and relationship~
Typically, implementing a runoff management prOgram involves a state agency and a
regional/local agency such as a watershed
management district, a soil and water cor~
servation district or a local government. The
state must oversee programs delegated to a
local agency to ensure close consistency.

_

1 State water policy should be used to set
the program’s general 8oals, minimum treatment performance standards upon which
BMP design criteria will be based, and a biological or resource-based performance
standard for reducing the pollutant loading
from existing drainage systems.

ti

’- Adequate staffiog for planning, coordinating, and permitting; enforcement and re.
sources for research on effective control
measures to develop scientifically sound
rules; and adequate sta~ng to conduct trait~
ing and education programs for plan reviewers, inspectors, developers, engineers, and
site contractors,

p--~
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m A state ~raining and ce~ificati~ program
for plan ~ie~, ins~o~, and con~actots is hi~hly r~ommend~ since public
a~enci~ will not likely obtain sufficient
~a~ln~ to condu~ regular ins~ions of
~noff s~ems durin8 or after c~ru~ion.
The~ programs ~n ~ integrat~ with t~
similar er~ion and s~i~nt control p~
m Integrating t~ ~ate ~ff management
p~gram with t~ erosion and ~iment co~
trol program and ~e ~w f~eral NPD~
~rmiffin8 Program"
m E;tablishing a m~hanism, such Is ~E
operating ~iu, to ensure at least annual
~no~ management s~tem ins~ions. I~
s~ions determine maintenance ~s a~
ensure that systems are maintained and ~
crated properly. This system could ~ o~at~ by a I~al ~nofi util;~ and provide the
~ner of a pro~rly ~intain~ and o~rat~ system a utiliw fee c~it as an ~
~mic incentive,
m Providing ~atuto~ authori~ to e~ablish
dedicat~ state an~ I~al funding ~urces for
runo~ management programs. State ~u~es
c~ld include small f~s on concrete, asphalt, fe~ilizer, or ~sticides. Communities
nationwide u~ ~noff utiliti~ with great
success,
I Wate~hed ~loH~ation ~d Targeting
Ac~mgram. The growing num~r of water re~urce problems and the financial constraints
faced by all levels of government strongly suggest
a n~d to establish watershed prioritization and
ta~etin8 programs. ~any states have set up such
programs, o~en as Di~ of t~ir ~no~non~int
~urce management wo8rams.
Considerations and com~n~ of a state
wate~h~ prioritizafion and ~etin8 acVp~
8ram include
m Clearly identi~in8 which ~ate, ~gional,
and local a8encies are involv~ in establishin8 priority watersheds. Public pa~icipation
is es~ntial to ensu~ citizen c~ration and
buy in around the state and within the ~rget~ watersh~. C~ration and joint ve~
tures with private land conse~ation g~
should ~ encouraE~,
m Providing guidance o~ favors to consider
in the pr~or~t~zation pr~s. Thee fa~o~
may include r~uiring that water~es ~

~te or ~gionally significant ~ at a ce~ain
d~radation level; a s~ific le~,el of I~al
sovern~nt and citizen ~p~, es~ialiy
from land ~ers who n~ to instil manaBement pra~ices; and t~ avaitabili~
I~al matchin~ ~s. Pristi~ vcate~i~
may aim ~ given
m PmvidinB a legal m~hanism f~ the
pmpriam ~te, regional, o~ I~all asen~ to
adopt the prioriW list; ensuring that ~e li~
~vi~ ~sularly and u~at~ c~ ~fi~
m Providing a d~icat~ ~e ~ ~ale,
gional, or I~al funds ffi develop a~
ment a wate~h~ ~naEe~nt p~lan within
~ali~ic time ~u~.
I On-S~ W~£emlter Nanagemen~
gram. The nation’s rapid ~pulation 8r~h a~
accompanyinB migration ~ the subu~ and
yond has led ~o a ~remen~ous proliferation in
site wastewater dispo,I systems {O~;DS).
consider~ an inex~nsive alternati~, to centralized wastewater coll~ion and treat~nt ~
terns, OSD~ can cause or contribute to health a~
environmen~l resou~e probing that are difficult and ex~nsive to ~lve. Like many areas of
non,ant ~urce management, OSD’5 programs
should stress prevention a~ co~t w~lems
caused by past u~ and misuse. Traditionally,
s~ate, county, and local health depa~ments, rather
than environmen~l or water r~urces agenci~,
have administered OSDS programs, Ho~r,
OSDS are increasingly consider~ major conVi~
utors to impairment of aquatic systems.
A state on-site wast~ater management
ac~program should include the followin8 com~
nen~ and considerations:
m Clearly defin~ legal authority, 8~Is a~
~dormance standards, and ~l~nsibililies
of the state, regional, or I~:al entiti~
char8~ with imple~ntin8 the
m Coals and ~dormance s~ndards that
dress traditional health concerns and co~
~ide~ the ~tential environ~n~l efl~
OSDS.
m Provisions to adopt re8ulatio~s that
ern the W~s of O5D5 systems (i.e., drai~
fields, ~und ~ems, aerobic uni~); t~ sit.
ing of s~tems (i.e., water table elevati~,
~il ryes, se~acks from wetlanddwaters);..
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the design and performance of OSDS (i.e.,
secondary treatment or nitrates less than 10
rag/1.); whether surface discharges will be allowed and under what conditions; inspections during construction and throughout the
use of the system; and maintenance,
m Regular inspection (every two to three
years) and maintenance (e.g., pump out,
drain~eld) to help ensure that C~SDS continue to function properly. One mechanism
is to establish OSDS management districts
with defined service areas, funding sources,
and legal authorities,
-= Another method to assure that OSDS continue to function properly is to require in,
spections, upgrading, and maintenance of
systems when a property is sold.

General Resources Planning
and/Vianagement
One complication in implementing watershed
management frameworks and programs is their
complex, interwoven nature. Many aspects ofwatershed management transcend the simple ctassification scheme outlined in Figure 15.1. These
include the need for broad-based natural resource
management programs and environmental education programs. Many states have established
separate agencies responsible for management of
land, fish and wildlife, agriculture, mining, and
for providing parks and recreation. Often a state
forestry department is responsible for acquiring
and managing state forest lands. These activities
and programs typically are essential to watershed
management. Close coordination and cooperation between these agencies and the other primary natural resources management agencies
ensure that programs do not conflict and maximize the benefits and cost-effectiveness of all programs,
Additionally, while nearly every natural resource management agency has some type of en,
v~ronmental education program, these programs
are often narrowly focused. The growing importahoe of nontraditional pollution sources such as
runoff and nonpoint sources requires developing
and implementing a broad-based environmental
curriculum that begins teaching children in kindergarten and continues all the way through
senior high school. Each individual must under.
stand the basic interrelationships of air, land, and
water and how everyday activities degrade o~r
natural systems. The best way to establish the
ethic of stewardship is by educating our youth,

Watershed ,~nageme~!

State Watershed

Management Initiatives
Several states have developed and implemented
some or many of the. watershed management
components previously discussed. In recent
years, states have begun integrating ongoing pro~rams into a comprehensive watershed manage.
ment framework. Chapter 16 provides case
histories from the states of Florida, Delaware, and
New Jersey. The Puget Sound Management Program in Washington State and the Priority Watershed Program in Wisconsin are also good
examples of watershed management initiatives.
North Carolina’s ongoin8 efforts demonstrate
one way that existing programs, especially plar~
ning and regulatory, can evolve into an integrated
watershed approach. The North Carolina Division
of Environmental Management (NCDEM) has developed a plan in wl~ich basins--not stream
reaches---are the basic unit of water quality management. According to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (1991), the objectives of North
Carolina’s Basinwide Water C~uality Management
Initiative include
1 Identifying priority problem areas and
pollution sources that merit particular poilurant control, using modifications of rules
(e.g., basin criteria) and increased enforcement.
I Determining the optimum water quality
management strategy and distribution of a~
similative capacity for each of the 17 major
river basins within the state.
i Preparing, in cooperation with local governments and citizens, comprehensive
basinwide management plans that set forth
the rationale, approaches, and long-term
management goals and strategies for each
basin.
~ Implementing innovative management
approaches that protect the state’s surface
water quality, encourage the equitable distributton of assimilative capacity, and allow for
sound economic planning and growth.
The whole.basin initiative is a fully antegrated approach to water quality assessment and
management. It integrates planning, monitoring,
modeling, point source permitting and control,
nonpoint source control, ,and enforcement within
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icHAPTER 16

Runoff/Watershed. Management
Case Histories
~-~- his chapter presents several case
" histories that include important
components of watershed management
programs"

h=ve led to profound, in’etrievable loss of the very
natural beauty that brought residents and tourists
to Florida. Extensive destruction of wetlands, bulldozing of beach and dune systems, cont,nued
saltwater intrusion into freshwater aquifers, and
extensive pollution of the state’s rivers, lakes, and
estuaries were only some of the negative impacts
of this rapid growth.

Florida’s Watershed
Management Program

Fortunately, Florida’s citizens and elected officials educated themselves and began developin8 programs tO protec~t and manage the state’s
natural resources. Florida’s serious and compreFlorida is blessed with a multitude of natural syshensive efforts to manage its land, water
tems--.Iongleaf pine-wiregrass hills of the panresources, and 8rowth coincided with the increlshandle, sinkhole and sand ridge lakes of the
in8 strength of the natio~nal environmental movecentral ridge" the Everglades "River °f Grass" and
ment of the early 19705. Florida’s natural
the coral reefs of the ke~. Abundant surface
resources rnanaEement programs, consisting of 25
water resources include over 20 major rivers and
individual laws and programs enacted over a 20estuaries and nearly 8,000 lakes. Plentiful
year period, make up Florida’s watershed mangroundwater aquifers provide over 90 percent of
agement program. In many cases, these laws have
the state’s residents with drinking water. This,
been integrated into existing laws or adopted as
along with the state’s favorable climate, explains
regulations by various state, regional, or local
why many consider the Sunshine State a favored
agencies.
vacation destination and why FJorida has expert.
enced phenomenal growth since the 1970;s.
The evolution of Florida’s watershed manToday, Florida is the fourth most populous state
agement program has followed a typical
and still growing rapidly, although not at the rate
quence. Concern about a specific pollutant or
of 900 people per day (300,000 per year) that ocproblem creates a resource/environmental mancurred throughout the 1970s and 1980s.
agement program that usually begins by focusin~
However, Florida’s natural systems---espeon new sources (site basis). Over time, as new
sources are controlled and the program adminiscially its surface and groundwater resoun:es..-are
tration and effectiveness increase, the focus shifts
extremely vulnerable and easily damaged. This is
to cleaning up older .~urces (watershed or repartially the result of the state’s sandy porous
8ional basis). The focus then shifts to intelFatin~
soils, karst geology, and abundant rainfall. Flor.
the prol~ram with similar ones to eliminate any
ida experienced the negative impacts of unduplication and improve efficiency andeffective~
planned growth as early as the 1930s. The
ness. Figure 16.1 provides an ove~iew of the
southeast coastal water supply was threatened by
terrelationships among the various programs and
saltwater intruding into the fragile freshwater
regulations outlined in I~e next ~"tion.
aquifer that supplied most of the potable water
for a rapidly expanding population. By the
Following is a chronology of how Florida
1970s, unplanned land use, development, and
statutes and programs, the cornerstones of its
water use decisions were clearly altering the
overall watershed management efforts, were
state. If left unchecked, this development could
tablished and revised.
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Fundam(ntals of Urban Runoff Nanagem#rd

PART I]. InsUtuUonal Isles

Figu~ 16.1~un~io~ r~at;on~i~ of Flori~ ~ter planni~ p~
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Evolution of Florida’s Watershed
~anagement Program
] 970
m Chapter 370, Florida Statu/~ (F.S.). Creat~ tee
Coas~l C~rdinating Council, the fi~t state effo~
at integrating s~te and regional programs in pr~
retting and using coastal re,urea. Initial effo~
from 1970 to 1975 f~u~ on a comprehensive
resource-bas~ c~stal pint,ion program.
]972
m Package of land and water plannin& ~gulation, and acquisition programs.
¯ Chapter 380, F.5. Creat~ ~e
~velo~ments of Regional Impa~ (DRI)
and Areas o[ Critical State Concern
(ACSC) land planning and management
programs,

¯ Chapter 373, ES. The Florida Wa~
Re~urces A~ establish~ five regi~al
water management distric~ (WMD);
designat~ the Department of Polluti~
Control as the ove~ight agency for the
W~Os; r~uir~ the development of a
state water plan; and allow~ for the
regulation of the water re~ume. W~,
financ~ by ad valorem pro~rw ~xin8
authori~ of upto I rail ($1/$~,~ value),
~t in ~e Florida constitution. The
Northwest Florida W~D millal]e cap~
at .05 mil.
¯ Chapter 259, F.S. The Land Con~wati~
Act establish~ a program, commonly
known as the Environ~n~lly
Endanger~ Lands Program, which
authori:es the state to purcha~ critical
and ~nsitive lands. It was envision~ as a
~ ~year program, investing $2C~ million,
and fund~ by the ~le of state :~nds.

C:HAPTER 1~

19"/3
1 Chapter 403, F.S. The Florida Environmental
Protection Act renamed the Deparvnent of Poilution Control as the Department of Environmental
Regulation (DER) and broadened its powers, duties, and programs. This law, the state’s general
environmental protection act, is amended almost
annually..as
new environmental concerns and
needs arise and existing programs evolve,

-, Chapter 163, F.S. The Local Government Cornprehensive Planning Act (LGCPA), the state’s first
growth management legislation, was recommended by the first Environmental Land Management Study Committee (ELMS I). The law required
all cities and counties to prepare a comprehensive plan and submit it to the state’s land planning
agency, the Department of Community Affairs, for
review. This agency sends the plans to other state
agencies for review and comment. However, the
LCCPA contains no teeth--local governments are
under no statutory requirement to revise their
plans by incorporating comments and recommendations made by reviewing agencies. Furthermore, localities are not required to pass land development regulations to implement their plans,
1976
I Implementation by EPA of section 208 of the
1972 Clean Water Act required development of
areawide water quality management plans. This
was the firs~ national program to assess and control nonpoint sources of pollution. In Florida, raillions of federal grant dollars allow the DER and 12
designated area agencies to undertake extensive
research on nonpoint source impacts, sources,
controls, control effectiveness, and costs This
data provided the scientific basis to develop and
implement a statewide rule in 1982 that requires
runoff treatment for new development and redevelopmentprojects,
1978
i Chapter 380, F.S. This added Part II to the Florida Coastal Management Act, which required establishing a program based on existing statutes
and rules to receive federal approval under the
federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.
After approval of the program, NOAA.Office of
Coastal Zone Management federal grants funded
many initiatives to better protect and manage

Runoff an4 Watcnli~d/~lanagcment ~se

coastal resources. One e~ablished an estuarine
watershed management program that emphasized sediment mapping. This led to the develop
ment of innovative, reliable coastal sediment
sampling, analytical, and assessment techniques.

O
1"

1979
,- First components of the state’s areawide water
c!~ality management plan, the agriculture nonpoint source plan, and the silviculture nonpoint
source plan were submitted to and approved by
U.S. EPA. These called for a nonregulatow approach, with a regulatory backstop, if be~ management practices required by farm conservation
plans were not implemented or if the forestw
BMPs required by the state’s adopted silviculture
BMP manual were not followed.

r-~

i Chapter 17.4.248, Florida Adminis~’ative Code
{FAC). The state’s first stormwater rule, adopted by
the state Environmental Regulation Commission
(ERC) as a ruleof the DER, was a temporary regulation until ongoing research on BMP design and efo
fectiveness was completed. The rule’s adoption
was controversial, 13ut data collected during
tion 208 program studies conclusively showed
that runoff, especially from urban land uses and
highways, is a pollutant and therefore should be
controlled. Florida’s continuing rapid growth
made treatment of runoff imperative, with BMP~
required for new nJnoff discharges that would be
"a significant source: of pollution."
i Chapter 253, F.S. This was amended to estalP
lish the Conservation and Recreation Land (CARL)
Trust Fund, which provided additional funding to
purchase environmentally endangered lands and
other lands deemed appropriate and in the public
interest by the 8ovemor and cabinet.
1981

U

i Through action taken by the governor and cabinet, the Save Our Coasts land acquisition program was established. The program proposed
spending $200 million over 10 years to purcha~
coastal lands such as beaches, shorelines, and
sensitive areas. Funding was provided by the sale
of state bonds backed by documentary stamps a~
authorized in Chapl:er 375, F.S., which sets policy
on how the Land Acquisition Trust Fund was to be
administered.
" Chapter 373, F.S. This was amended with the
creation of the Save Our Rivers land acquisition
program. Administered by the ~NMDs, this pro.
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Fundamene.L~ ol~ ~’Jrban Runoff Nanagernent
gram proposed spending $320 million over 10
years to purchase wetlands, floodplains, and
other lands necessary for water management,
water supply, and the conservation and protection
of water resources.
1982
" Cha~)ter 17-25, FAC: This policy was adopted
by the ERC after ~wo years of rule adoption workshops and 29 official rule drafts. The rule was
technology rather than water-<luality based, although the state’s water quality standards remain
as a backstop, should a runoff discharge cause vi- .
olations. A performance standard of 80 percent
average annual load reduction is recommended
based on BMP effectiveness and cost data and to
establish ec~uity with the minimum treatment Icyels for point source discharges. The rule created
design creteria for various types of BMPs, including retention, detention with filtration, and wet
detention. The rule also created general permit~
for certain types of BMPs (e.g., retention, deten,
tion with filtration) built to the design criteria. The
South Florida WMD implemented the rule allow,
ing runoff treatment requirements to be merged
with runoff quantity (flood control) requirements
in onepermit,
! 984
i Chapter 403, F.S. Revised to create section IX,
known as the Henderson Wetlands Protection
Act. This legislation expanded the authority of the
PER to protect wetlands; established administra,
tire !~rocedures to allow landowners to obtain le.
gaily binding "wetland lines’; allowed PER to
consider fish and wildlife habitat, endangered
species, historic and archaeological resource, and
other relevant concerns in wetland permitting; allowed certain wetlands to be incorporated into
domestic wastewater and runoff management systems; transferred wetland regulation for agriculture and forestry activities to the WMDs; and reCluired the WMDs to protect isolated wetlands
and consider fish and wildlife habitat requirements.
m The Southwest Florida WMD receives delegation of the stormwater quality permitting program
from DER, ~hereby integrating these permits into
the district’s existing stormwater quality permitting program.
~ in the late 1970s and early 198Os, an extensive
appraisal of Florida’s growth management system

PART II. InsUtutioeal Is~ue~
concluded that the existing sys!~em was not work.
ing. Shaped by the Final Repon: of the Governor’s
Task Force on Resource Management (1980) and
the second Environmental Land Management
Study Committee (ELMS II), a totally new blueprint for managing growth emerged. The ELMS II
Committee recommended a package of’ inte.
grated state, regional, and local comprehensive
planning; r6forms to th~ Developments of
gional Impact law; and coastal protection iraprovements. The legislature responded by enacting several laws between 1984 and 1986.
m Chapter 186, F.S. The State and Regional Planning Act mandated the gover~or’s office to
pare and present a state comprehensive plan to
the 1985 legislature. It also required the state’s
regional planning councils to prepare regional
plans and provided $5OO,OOO for plan preparation.

l Chapter 187, F.5. The State Comprehensive
Plan was envisioned to be a leadership document
--the foundation of the entire planning proces~.with strong, measurable, strategic goals that
would set the course for Florida’s growth over the
next I 0 years. Each state agency was to prepare a
functional plan, based on the state plan, upon
which its budget appropriations would be made.
Unfortunately, one of the most important elements of the state plan, the development and
adoption of a capital plan and budget, was never
prepared. However, the plan contained impo~lnt
goals and policies in 25 different areas, including
water resources, coastal and marine resources,
natural systems and recreation, air quality, waste
management, land use, mining, agricuhure, public facilities, and transpoQation.
Important and relevant goals included
¯ Ensuring the availability of adequate
water supply;
¯ Maintaining functions,of natural
systems, and
¯ Maintaining/enhancing preser~
surface and groundwater quality.
Important and relevant policies included
¯ Eliminating the discharge o~
inadequately treated wastewater and
runoff;
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¯ Protecting natural systems in lieu of
structural ahematives and restoring
modified systems;
¯ Promoting water conservation and the
and runoff; and
¯ Establishing minimum flows and
levels for surface waters to assure
" protection of natural systems.
1985-] 986
i Chapter 163, F.S. Amended with enactment of
the Local Government Comprehensive Planning
and Land Development Regulation Act of 1985.
This law required all local governments to prepare local comprehensive plans and implement
regulations consistent with the goals and policies
of the state and regional plans. Numerous state
and regional agencies were to review the local
plans and submit their objections, recommendations, and comments to the Department of Community Affairs for transmittal to the local governmerit. The amendment required that the local
plans be revised to incorporate the objections,
recommendations, and comments. Furthermore,
local governments faced state sanctions that
could result in the loss of state funding if adopted
local plans were not consistent with the state and
regional plans.
Florida’s revised growth management system
is built around three key requirements: consistency, concurrency, and compactness. The consistency requirement establishes the integrated
policy framework, whereby the goals and policies
of the state plan frame a system of vertical consip
tency. State agency functional plans and regional
planning council plans must be consistent with
the goals and policies of the state plan, while
local plans must be consistent with the goals and
policies of the state and appropriate regional
plan. Local land development regulations (LDP~)
must also be consistent with the local plans,
goals, and policies. Horizontal consistency at the
local level ensures that the plans of neighboring
local governments are compatible. Consistency is
the strong cord that holds the growth management system together.
Concurrency is the most powerful policy recluirement built into the growth management systern. It requires state and local government,= to
abandon their Iong-standin8 policy of deficit
nancing growth by implementing a pay-as-yougrow system. Once local plans and LDRs are
adopted, a local government may approve a development only if the public facilities and services

(i.e., infrastnJcture) ~e~led to accommodate the
proposed developme~nt can be in place concurrently with development impacts. Public facilities
and services subject I:o the concurrency requirepotable water, wastewater, parks and recreation,
and if applicable, n~lss transit. Level of service
standards acceptable to the community mus~ be
-. established for each t~e of public facility.
Compact urban development goals and polities are built into the state comprehensive and regional plans. These policies include separating
rural and urban land uses, discouraging urban
sprawl, encouraging urban in-fill development,
making maximum use of existing infrastructure,
and encouraging compact urban developmenL
]986 ¯
m Chapter 403.0893, F.S. This I:~’ovision, the only
surviving section of a runoff management bill de.
veloped over a 10-month process, attempted to
put into statute a cost.~ffective, timely process to
retrofit existing drainage systems to reduce the
pollutant Ioadings diischarged to waterbodies.
Only the section creating explicit legislative luthority for local governments to establish runoff
utilities or special runoff management benefit
areas was enacted.
m The St. Johns River WMD adopted Chal:xer
40C-42, FAC, and the Suwannee River WMD
adopted Chapter 40B-4, FAC. Adopting these reg.
ulations and adding staft to implement these programs allowed DER to delegate administration of
iL~ runoff treatment rule to these WMD~.
]987
I Chapter 373, F.S. This new ~-ction, the Surface
Water Improvement and Management (SWIM)
Act, established six state priority waterbodies. It
directed the W~Ds, under DER supervision, to
prepare a priority waterbody list and developand
adopt comprehensive, watershed management
plans to preserve or restore ~e waterbodies.
While it provided $15 million from general revenue sources and required a match from the
WMDs, it did not establish a dedicated funding
source, making the program dependent upon
certain annual legislative appropriations.
]988
" Chapter 17-43, FAG. Under this provision, the
ERC adopted the SWIIM rule. The provision ~
forth factors to consider in selecting priority
waterbodies, specifying the format for SWIM
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plans to assure some consistency, and establishing administrative processes to develop and adopt
SWIM plans by the WMDs and submitting them
to DER for review and approval,
m The State Nonpoint Source Assessment and
Management Plan, prepared under section 319 of
the Clean Water Act, was submitted to EPA and
approved. This Qualifi~,d the state for section 319
nonpoint source implementation grants for BMP
demonstration projects and to refine existing nonpoint source management programs. This plan
delineates the state’s ecoregions based on river
systems, selects ecoregion reference sites, and
modifies EPA’s Rapid Bioassessment Protocols
.~nd metrics for use in Florida.

1989
-’ Chapters 373 and 403, F.S. These provisions,
revised as part of the 1989 stormwater legislation,
accomplished the following:
¯ Clarified the stormwater program’s
multiple goa~s and objectives;
¯ Set forth the institutional framework
that involves a partnership among
DER, the WMDs, and local
governments;
¯ Defined theresponsibilitiesofeach
entity;
¯ Addressed the need to treat
agricultural runoffbyamending
Chapter 187, F.S., to add a policy in
the agriculture element to "eliminate
the discharge of inadequately treated
agricultural wastewaterand
stormwater’;
¯ Further promoted the watershed
approach being used by the SWIM
program;
¯ Unsuccessfully attempted to integrate
the runoff program, SWIM program,
and local comprehensive planning
program;
¯ Fstabhshed State Water Policy, an
existing but little used DER rule, as the
primary implementation guidance
document for stormwater and all
water resources management
programs; and
¯ Created the State Stormwater
Demonstration Grant Fund and
provided $2 million as an incentive to
local governments to implement
runoff utilities,

1990
mm Chapter 17-40, FAC. State Water IPolicy underwent a total revision and reorganization to be
used as a guide by all entities implementing water
resource management programs and regulations.
Section 17-40.420 included the 8oals, policies,
and institutional framework for the state’s runoff
managemeat program.
"
m DER was designated as the lead agency with
responsibility for setting program
overall program guidance, overseeing implemen"
ration of the program by the WMDs,. and coordinatin8 with EPA, especially the new NPDES runoff
permitting program.
m WMDs were named the chief adn’tinistrators of
the runoff regulatory program (i.e., .quantity and
quality). They prepare SWIM watershed management plans, which include establishing runoff
pollutant load reduction goals, and provide technical assistance to local governmenls, especially
in basin planning and developing runoff master
plans.
" Local governments were designa~ted the front
lines in the watershed management program
since they determine land use and provide runoff
facilities and other infrastructure. Under the policy, they are encouraged, but not required, to set
up runoff utilities to provide a dedicated funding
source for their programs. Their runcff responsibilities include preparing a runoff master plan to
address needs imposed by existing land uses and
needs created by future growth; operation and
maintenance activities; capital improvements Of
infrastructure; and public education. ’They are en"
couraged to set up an operating permit system to
annually inspect runoff systems to ensure that
needed maintenance is performed.
Important goals included
¯ Preventing stormwater prol:~lems from
new land use changes and restoring
degraded waterbodies by reducing the
pollution contributions from older
runoff systems.
¯ Retaining sediment on’site during
construction.
¯ Trying to assure that the runoff peak
discharge rate, volume, and pollutant -.
loading are no greater after a site is
develol:~=d than before.
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Important minimum treatment performance
standards included
¯ 80 percent average annual load
reduction for new runoff discharges to
most waterbodies,
¯ 95 percent average annual load
reduction for new stormwater
discharges to "outstanding Florida
waters, a special class of
exceptionally high quality
waterbodies,
¯ Reducing, on a watershed basis, the
pollutant loading from older runoff
s~tems to protect, maintain, or
restore the beneficial uses of the
receiving waterbody, according to the
pollutant load reduction goal.
-- Chapter 375, F.S. This section was amended
with the creation of Preservation 2000, a 10-year
land acquisition program with a goal of spending
$300 million per year. The legislation divided
available annual funding among seven programs:
CARL, Save Our Rivers, Florida Communities
Trust, State Parks, State Forests, State Wildlife
Areas, and Rails to Trails. Although the program
was funded the first year by state bonds backed by
an increase in the documentary stamp fee, the provision did not identify a long-term dedicated funding source. It made the program subject to annual
legislative appropriations. Between 1972 and
1991, the state’s land acquisition programs in.
vested more than $1.5 billion to buy over 1.2 raillion acres (485,640 ha). Equally important, as a resuit of the state land acquisition programs, 14
Florida count;es have created programs that currently commit up to $600 million for land conservation. Revenue sources for these local land acquisition programs include local option sales tax,
impact fees, added property taxes, and local
bonds,

Runoff and 1~ate~hed/~na~ement ¢~,me Him~odes
lated as industrial wastewater) and established
design and performance criteria for these agriculrural runoff management systems.
m The Southwest Florida WMD initiated development of an a6ricuhural runoff management
program for certain types of agricultural activities,
including row crops and citrus. The program in. eluded regulatory incentives to obtain technical
assistance from USDA SCS or other qualified individuals to prepare and implement a farm-specific
resource management plan that contains certain
required BMP~.

"1

1992
" DER and the WMDs, in response to increasin~
demands on state waters and the increasing number of water quantity and quality problems, began
developing district water management plans. Collectivety, these districl: plans, together with the
DER’s plan, will create the state water managementplan. These plans are based on the goals and
policies set in state water policy and in the state
comprehensive plan. For each of four major
areas,-water supply, water quality, flood protection, and natural systems protection--four key
planning steps should occur: assess resources to
identify current or anticipated problems, examine
options, declare policy, and designate implemeflration strategies.
i Section 314, Federal Clean Lake Program Lake
Assessment Grant. This grant was obtained to delineate lake ecoregions, select lake ecoregion reference sites, and test/validate lake bioassessment
sampling protocols and metrics.

O

1993

-’ Chapters 373 and 403, F.S. These chapters
were revised extensively and merge the Department of Environmental Regulation and Depart1991
ment of Natural Resources to create the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), as a part
of the Environmental Pen’nit Streamlining bill.The
== Chapter 40~-42, FAC. The St. Johns River
goals of the streamlining bill were to eliminate
WMD completely revised this provision to modify
duplication, especially in permitting; increase
the design criteria for runoff treatment RMPs so
ministrative and environmental effectiveness by
they will achieve the minimum treatment levels
increasing delegation of programs from DEP to
set in the state water policy. Runoff reuse became
the WM~)s; and ensure greater program consi~
essential for developments discharging to outtency and integration.
standing Florida waters,
== Chapter 40C-44, FAC. The St. Johns River
WMD adopted this provision to regulate certain
agricultural pumped discharges (formerly regu-

"~"

Key specific actions of the bill included
¯ Moving the \Vetlands Protection Act
from Chaptel" 403 to Chapter 373, F.S.
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This move delegated the wetland
resource permits to the WMDs, excelX
for certain projects that require other
types of PEP permit~.
= Merging the existing surface
water/runoff management permit with
the wetland resource permit to create
an envircnmental resource permiL
= Redefimng wetlands based on their
hydrology, vegetation, and soils, and
requiring the developmentofasingle
wetland delineation method to be
used by DEP, WMDs, and local
governments.

vised the DRI process in other areas; and authorized a local option gas tax of up to 5 cents.

=" Recommendations of the third Environmental
Lands Management Study Committee (EL~L~ III)
were enacted into law, thereby amending several
state laws. The act strengthens the state planning
process by
,, Recluiring the governor to biannually
review and analyze the state
comprehensive plan and recommend
any necessary revisions,
= Requiring the governor to prepare a
new growth management portion of
the state comprehensive plan. It will
provide a more detailed and strategic
state policy guidance for state,
regional, and local governments to
identify urban growth centers, set
strategies to protect identified areas of
state and regional environmental
importance, and provide guidelines to
determine where urban growth is
appropriate and should be
encouraged,
The governor’s growth management document must be adopted by the legislature. However, to what extent local comprehensive plans,
state agency strategic plans, and regional policy
plans must be consistent with the state plan is unknown. The document is to be recommended by
the governor and adopted as law by the 1994 le8islature,
The act also provided greater flexibiliw and
less requirements in local comprehensive plans
for small cities and counties (less than 50,000);
streamlined the plan amendment process by limiting the types of revisions requiring state review
and approval; strengthened the local plan evalua.
tion and apprai~l process; terminated or made
optional ~he DRI process in certain areas and re.

Recommendations
Florida has established a wide variety of law~,
regulations, and programs at Ihe state, regional,
and local level. These are designed to protect,
manage, arjd re,ore the state’s incredibly valuable yet vulne~’able natural resources, especially
its water resources. Although these programs have
helped reduce adverse impacts on natural resources resulting from the state’s rapid and continuing growth over the past 20 years, many of
Florida’s natural resources have; still been strained
o~ degraded.
~ome adverse effects wen: caused by activities that occurred before ~K>dem watershed
management programs began, such as the channelization of the Kissimmee River and the ereation of the vast drainage canal network south of
Lake Okeechobee. Both of th(.~e conditions are
contributing to the decline of Lake Okeechobee,
the Everglades, and Florida Bay. Other adverse
impacts directly related to 20 year~ of rap.id
growth and development are water supply and
quality problems, declining habitat, and impact~
on endangered species such as. the manatee and
the Florida panther.
Why are these adverse impacts still occurring, given the wide range of watershed managelent programs implemented in Florida? What
can be done to reduce these effect~ and possibly
restore already degraded areas? Following is a li~
of program deficiencies and recomrnendations to
correct them:
1. While the statutes chat’ted by the legislature may be sound, governmental entities
have insufficient resources to implement
programs. The state’s reliance on ~les
tax as a primary means to raise general
revenues means that state revenues are
tied closely to economic conditions. Relying on such sources during a recession,
e~pecially when the population is still
growing, means that the ~tate budget is
nearly always in crisis. To compete
limited state resourcmt and have ade.
quate resources to achieve intended benefits, watershed management programs
need dedicated sources of funding.
2. The statutes and programs are not fully
integrated, leaving gap;; in both lanc’[and
water planning programs. In particular,
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water and land plannin~ and regulato~
programs n~ ~er integration. The
local government gro~h ma~8ement
pr~ram n~s a clo~ conn~ion to
s, ate and regional water manage~nt
programs. The r~uiremenu ~t forth in
the state water policy a~ the dip
tri~state water management plans n~
te ~ inco~rat~ by I~al 8ovemmenu
in their land u~ planning programs.
L~al plans n~ to ~ consistent a~n8
all I~els.
Greater emphasis must ~ plac~ on the
long-term maintenance and o~ration of
runo~ mana~menf S~St~S. S~nce t~
systems are pa~ of the I~al infrast~cture, I~al govem~nt must take a m~e
a~iverole. EstablishingNnoffo~ration
~its as pa~ of a ~noff utility fund~
program is an excellent way of providing
an ~onomic incentive to a land owner
to pro~rly maintain and o~rate an onsite management sysmm,
Greater emphasis must ~ plac~ on
erosion and s~i~nt con~ol for construction sit~ and utili~ installation
proj~. ~suring the r~ular ins~tion
of erosion p~vemion and s~i~nt con~ol pra~ices is a major deficient. A
training and certification program for ins~o~ and contractor su~im~, si~
liar to ~e Cenifi~ Const~ion R~
viewer Program in Delaware, is n~.
Retrofiring existing drainage systems to
r~uce t~ir pollutant loading is one of
the biggest, m~t all,cult, and most ex~nsive challenges the state has fac~.
The state must develop new runoff treatment techniques that are not land intensire and ~nd de~nstration proj~ to
r~a~h new t~hniqu~
While Floridians are a~ng ~e nation’s
~st ~u~at~ citizens in water ~
~rc~ and Nnoff management issue,
¯ ey n~ more ~ucation to provide
support for watersh~ manage~nt pr~
grams. T~ s~te’s environ~n=l ~ucation pr~ram should establish a compr~
hensive natural r~u~ manage~nt
cu,iculum, ~ginning in kinde~anen
and continuing through high ~h~l. Additionally, ~au~ of the la~e humor
of ~pl~s~ially reti~ing

~ Florida, ~:itizens n~ cominuous
ucationprogramsab~tthe vulnerabil*ty
and im~ance of Florida’s natural
~rc~.

Delaware’s Sediment Control
,a~d Runoff ~a~a~t
Pro~ra~
Pri~ to submi~in8 a~ny pro~ legislat~n r~
garding ~noff manage~nt or ~imem control,
representativ~ of the Delaware Depa~nt of
NeUral Re~u~es and Environmental C~rol
(DNRE~ conduct~ an e~ensive ~ucatio~l
program to d~ument the ~i~s nature of s~t~
wide water quamiW and quali~ woblems. This
~ucational prog~m was ~cc~s~l in that
el~ officials, impa~ industri~, a~
general public ack~wl~g~ the ~ for a co~
prehensive appr~ch ~:o ~iment control and
off management. S;tatewide I~islati~ was
unani~usly approved in f~r legislative c~mitt~s and on Ihe fl~r of ~th the ~ate ~nate a~
hou~ of ~re~ntativ~, due ~what to i~ ~p
~ by I~al con~ation distri~. In addition,
the regulations providing t~ program d~ils
were approv~ with the assistance of a regulat~
advi~ commi~ a~er an e~ensive p~s
and a public ~aring with no negati~ coming.
The program’s basic premi~ is that ~iment
con~ol during const~ion and ~=tconst~ion,
runoff quantiw, and water quali~ control am
com~nenu of an overall ~noff management
program that run,ions from the time that constru~ion ~gins through the proj~’s lif~pan.
The initial emphasis of the program, which ~8an
on July 1, 1991, was to prevent existing fl~in8
or water qualiw from ’wo~ning. The intent is to
limit further degradation until morn comprehe~
sire watersh~ approach~, as de=il~ in t~
s=te I~islati~ and regulations, am ad~.
Prog~ St~ctg~
The stature of t~ ~Jiment a~ runoff mana8~
ment program is ba~ on t~ premi~ that ult~
mate program r~n~ibili~ must rest wi~ t~
state. In ~laware, DNREC is ~nsible for W~
gram imple~ntation and is t~ ultima~ approval
authoriw. A local con~wation distriG ~ ot~r
agency, such as a public ~r~ de~n~nt, may
r~uest delegation of various program c~
nenu, de~nding on i~ abili~ to implement
"them.
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Fundam~ntal~ of Urban Runoff Manag~n~nt
Four program components may be delegated:
"- Sediment control and runoff
management plan approval
I Inspection duringconstruction
1 Postconstruction insl~.-tion of
permanent runoff facilities
""
1 Education and training
Individual conservation districts receive
preference for program components because of
their historic involvement in conservation. Essential program components must be in place before
any agency is awarded delegation. Delegation is
awarded for a maximum of three years. During
that time, the state formally reviews the program
to determine whether to award delegation for another three years,
Before a local building or grading permit is
issued, the sediment control and runoff managesent plan review and approval process must be
completed. State regulations contain criteria for
plan rewew and approval, and DNREC has developed or approved design aids and handbooks,
The delegated local agency handles day-to-day
inspection responsibilities, ff projects do not comply with the plan, responsibility is transferred to
the state, which carries out progressive aggressive
enforcement. Enforcement options include civil
and criminal penalties,

Control Practices
Site control practices are grouped into two caregorges--temporary practices during construction
and permanent practices for Postconstruction
runoff. Sediment control practices designed for
temporary site control must comply with the
aware Erosion and Sediment Control Handbook.
This handbook details r~umerous practices available, depending on their applicability. The plan
review process ensures that the sediment control
practices are appropriately located.
In addition to the traditional structural controis, several requirements in the handbook are
iml:~ortant in providing overall site control. Sites
must be stabilized if the disturbed areas are no~
actively worked for more than 14 days. To facilirate project phasing, no more than 20 acres may
be disturbed at any one time. This provision can
be moclified for a specific type of project,
Water clual iw regulations require that 80 per.
cent of susl:~ended solids be removed. Permanent
runoff management control requires a pond with

a permanent pool of water. Wet I:x:mds aim have
an extended detention requirementmthe first inch
of runoffto be released over a 24-hour period--in
addition to controlling peak flows from lar~er
storms. Ponds with a normal pool are preferred
over either normally dt~ extended detention
pond~ or infiltration practices II:~,cause they have
documented performance records and can better
reduce downstream nutrient Ioadings. If properly
designed, wet ponds can also be a community
amenity. Constructed wetland~s are also considered a priman/runoff treatment system in upland
areas. However, Delaware does nol encourage
using existing natural wetlands for runoff treat.
merit.
Another site control option is using infiltration practices. These practicm; are allowed but
not encouraged because of theiir potential to
and pollute groundwater. On sites that use infiltration practices, upslope and downslope impacts
must be carefully considered during the plan
view I~’OCesS. Because it has many benefits, runoff infiltration is a necessary component of a
runoff management program. ,However, the design must include critical safeguards for filtering
runoff toprevent groundwater pollution.
Runoff filtration must ah<~ be a program
component, either as a single practice or cornbined with other practices, primarily infiltration.
Common filtration generally consists of vegetative
filtering over filter strips or through swale systems.
On highly impervious sites, vegetative filters are
often impossible. In these situalions, a sand filter
can provide initial water quality treatment. A
number of sand filter design variations may be applicable from site to site, but the.= design must adhere to specific criteria for the system to
effectively remove pollutants.

~nlque Features
The Delaware program has a number of unique
features compared to other state and local programs. The regulations require that, after developsent, runoff management practices must reduce
the suspended solid load by 80 percent. Florida is
the only other state to require a similar performance criteria. Delaware defined this reduction criteria after reviewing nationwide performance
practice. While that performance level can be
achieved with present technology application,
long.term removal rates that exceed 80 percent
may require extraordinary measures, such as
water reuse. This measure could be required Iocally, but it is not practical statewide.
"-
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Runoff 8~d Wate,’ahed ~sr~gem¢~ C~sc Hi~*~odes

The concept of delegating program coml:x>nents is fairly unusual. Delaware can delegate
each aspect of program implementation, with
DNREC acting as a safety net in case a conserva,
tion district or a local government fails to ade.
quately implement its part of the program. The
initial delegation concept was developed in
Maryland to inspect sediment control. Delaware
law and relyJlations expanded that concept to encompass all aspects of program implementation,
The state interaction with local programs has
quickly become a partnership, with the state proriding technical expertise and educational training and the conservation districts and local
governments managing the program,

wetland restoration, and other nonstructural pracrices, reduces existing flooding problems and iraproves water quality. Under the concept, one
watershed in each county is designated as a
model. Various aspects of this watershed are studled, including hydrology, water quality, and
stream habitat and diversity. The study also considers alternative land uses and runoff controls
a~.d their impact on water quality. From this
watershed study, the state and local government
recommend a watershed protection approach-..-a
blueprint for future resource protectionQin desighated watersheds. As of 1993, one Delaware wa.
tershed had been designated for additional
resource protection efforts.

The Delaware program is.unique in its use of
private inspectors. Land developers are required
to provide inspections on projects over 50 acres
or as required by the state or delegated inspection
agency to assist the governmental inspection
agency. Inspectors must attend and pass an in5pection course, inspect active construction sites
at least weekly, and submit a report of findings
and recommendations to the developer/contractot and the inspection agency. Approximately 170
individuals had been approved as of March 1993.
The inspection agency must still inspect the site
periodically to ensure the adequacy of site con.
trois, but private inspectors reduce the need for
frequent oversight. If the private inspector fails to
accurately record site conditions or notify the
contractor/developer or inspection agency of deficiencies, the inspector’s certification could be
jeopardized and enforcement action taken
against the contractor/developer,
Another increasingly popular requirement in
state sediment control programs is that contractors must have one or more responsible individu,
als certified as having attended a sediment control
and runoff management course. The four-hour
Delaware course acquaints contractors with the
importance of good site erosion and sediment
control and runoff management and their legal responsibilities. The certification program is extremely popular with contractors and reduces the
"we.they" problems of many regulatory programs. Over 2,000 individuals had been certified
in Delaware as of December 1993.

To expand the initial program, funding must
also be addressed. The Delaware law and regulations provide a framework to expand traditional
mechanisms with more innovative funding. The
regulations contain significant information on
using runoff utilities (user fees) as an alternative to
permit fees or general ’funding. The runoff utility
complements the designated watershed concept
as a way to fund watershed studies; plan, design,
and implement practices; and maintain cornpleted structures.

Evolution
The next phase of the Delaware program addresses runoff management from a watershed per.
spective. The regulation’s designated watershed
concept, when coupled with land use planning,

While maintainin8 commercial structures is
not a significant problem, since one entity is generally responsible for overall site maintenance,
the maintenance of resi,dential structures has
been satisfactorily addressed. Residential mainte.
nance is generally the responsibility of a commu.
nity association; however, the responsibility mus~
become public to ensure proper maintenance.
Shifting that responsibility requires implementing
a dedicated funding source, such as a runoff utility.
To ensure resource protection, the issue of
land use and its relation~hip to water quantity and
quality must evolve. Significant effort must be expended to educate local government officials
about the importance of wetlands, open space,
greenways, cluster dew.=lopment, and other options to conventional "cookie cutter" zoning. The
designated watershed approach provides specific
details on the benefits of alternative land use approaches and their impacts on water quality and
aquatic resources.
An effective runot:f management program
must have a multifacet~.=d approach and imple.
mentation. It must also dispel the erroneous
assumption that total resource protection is
achieved through struclural controls implemented after the entire !~ite has beeh developed.~
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Land use limitations, dedicated open space, vege.,
tared buffer areas, and reduced impervious areas
are all components of an overall resource protection strategy--a structural control strategy alone
will only reduce the rate of resource decline,
Structural controls should be implemented as a
first step, but continued evolution is vital to
achieve true resource protection,
-,

l lew Jersey’s Runoff
Ytanagement and Soil
Erosion/Sediment Control
One of the most densely populated states, New
Jersey has developed its runoff management and
soil erosion/sediment control programs over several decades. These programs, which are some of
the most comprehensive in the country, are the resuit of a continuing effort by the state government
to address a range of flooding and other runoff
problems. Due to the state’s density, these problems have occurred earlier and with greater severity than in other less developed states. The
programs’ development has come mainly from instate concerns and interests.
Programs are administered by the New Jetsey Department of Environmental Protection
(NIDEP), formerly the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection and Energy. An active
program of public education and information,
which the NJDEP recognizes as key to developing
a successful program,, is included.
Much of New Jersey’s dense development
lies within a broad corridor between the New
York City and Philadelphia metropolitan areas,
Outside this corridor, particularly in the state’s
northwest and extreme southern portions, development levels are significantly less. Much undidturbed land remains. Other extensive areas are
devoted to agriculture, the source of the state’s
designation as the Garden State. However, insertsire development pressures are caused by the
state’s attempt to produce housing and jobs for a
growing population.
New Jersey is composed of 567 municipalitie~--grouped into 21 counties--which exercise
land use planning authority. This municipal authority has evolved gradually since World War II
and was formalized in the 1975 Municipal Land
Use Law (MLUL). This state law requires each municipality to develop a land use master plan to be
implemented, in part, through its planning board

and zoning board of adjustment. These two
boards, following municipal zoning and land development ordinances, review and approve virtually all land development activity within the
municipality. The MLUL requires that all municipal master plans be updated and readopted every
six years. County 8ov~mments also exercise so~ne
degree of approval authority over land development through state enabling legislation that ~
dates the MLUL by .some 20 years. This legislation
grants counties the power to regulate ~
land development that affects country roads or

drainage facilities.

In recent years, the state has attained some
land use authority, either directly or through
gional agencies created by’ the state legislature.
These agencies include the Hackemack
Meadowlands Development Commission in the
northeast, the Pinelands commission in the southeast, and the Delaware and Raritan Canal Cornmission in central New Jersey. Other state laws,
including the Coastal Area Facility Review Act
(CAFRA), the Wetlands Act of 1970 tpertaining to
coastal wetla,~ds), the Waterfront Development
Law, the Flood Hazard Area Conllrol Act (described as follows), and the Freshw=~ter Wetlands
Protection Act have also allowed state government to regulate either the extent or details of
land development along the coast and within
floodplains, coastal and inland wetlands, and
other environmentally sensitive areas.

Floodplain ~anagement Program=
One of the earliest efforts by the state government
to address runoff quantity problems was a 1929
law that prohibited the construction of any
bridge, culvert, wall, building, or similar structure
within "the natural and ordinary high watermark
of any stream" without receiving prior state
proval. By "preserving the channel and providing
for the flow of waters," this legislation would
"safeguard the public against danger from the waters impounded or affected by such structure."
The state expanded its authority over the years by
passing additional laws, including chapter 19,
Public Law 1962, which authorized the state to
delineate and othen~vise identify floodplains and
flood hazard areas to minimize flood damage
through improper development. The state gained
more authority in 1972 when it wa~i empowered
to regulate virtually all land development activity
within the delineated floodways of streams and
assist municipalities with similar efforts withi~l
contiguous flood fringe areas.
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Runoff a~ Wat~s~ ~r~m~n~ ~ l~

The 1978 FI~ Hazard Area Control A~
tml Plan to the SCD for revi~ and ce~ificati~.
grant~ fu~her review authoriw to t~ ~ate a~
Regula~ land development a~ivities inclu~
munici~lities, ~ile al~ c~i~ting ~ ~’s
m Any constm~ion that ~ui~ a
fl~plain management a~ivities with t~ ~
con~ru~ion ~it under t~ S~te’s
the f~eral FI~ Insurance Program. ~is law,
Unifo~ Constru~ion C~e (excluding ~e
appli~ thigh the s~te’s FI~ H~a~ ~a
con~ion of a sinEle r~i~nce not
Regulations, r~uires ~ri~ envimn~n~l ~
of a la~er~ivisi~);
~rain~ mgardin8 site di~ha~, grou~ di~rbance, and loss of fl~plain storage through ~
= .. = De~lition of one ~ ~m =~u~;
NJDEP’s Stream Encroach~nt Pe~it p~ A
~ Const~ion of a= ~rking I~;
dir~ eff~ of ~e ~tri~ions ~ flllin8 fl~
= C~m~ion of at public facili~;
plains is that natural ~ream corrido~ and ~n
entire fl~plains have ~n increasingly ~
~ O~ration of any mining or qua~inE
~. This pre~ation, lunar enhanc~ ~ ~
facili~; a~
1987 Fr~hwater Wetlands Pr=~ion A~, ~i~
rains fl~ storage capabilities, habitat, a~
= ClearinB°rE~di~nElandf°r=~r~n
agricultural or ~c:uJtural pu~.
other envimn~n~l ~fi~. The Stream E~
croach~nt Pe~it pr~ess has gi~n t~ NJDEP
The ~il Er~ion and ~i~nt
pmc~ural and technical ex~ise in ~noff m8~
must
~ d~elo~ as re~uir~ in t~C°ntmlsta~a~Plam
lations and, indir~ly, is an effe~i~ public inf.for ~il Erosion and ~it~nt Con~l in N~
marion and ~ucation program.
~y, a detail~ technical manual publish~ by
S~te Soil Con~wation Commi~ (N~
Pep. Agric. 1987). Folio,wing ce~ificati~
Soil ~osion and Sediment
plan, the SCD is fu~er em~r~ to cond~
Control Programs
~es~w field ins~ions during site c~.
New Je~s ~il erosion a~ ~iment c~t~
tion to ensure that all ercsion and ~i~nt c~
program has ~n in eff~ since ~e 197~. T~
tml ~asur~ are pro~rly ins=ll~
1975 Soit Erosion and ~iment Con~ol A~
a~uatelymaintai~.
(c. 251, P.L. 1975) was bas~ on the legislati~
ff the site fails to comply with the plan durin8
finding that "~iment is a ~urce of ~llut~n a~
con~ru~ion, the SCD municipaliW can is~ a
that ~il erosion continues to ~ a ~rious prob~
~op-~rk order. AEer constm~ion is complete,
throughout the state." The legislation al~ ~
certificate of occu~n~ can
that "raDid shi~ in land u~ fr~ agricultural a~
proj~ achieves ~11 compliance. ~rate s=te
~ral to nonagricultural and u~anizing u~s, c~
I~islation s~cifi~ that ~e "A~omey ~neral,
stru~ion of housing, industrial and com~rcial
on his o~ initiative or t~ ms~ive
developing, and other land distu~ing a~iviti~
counsel, with the approval of the
have accelerat~ the proc~s of rail er~ion a~
of chin fr~holde~, may provide any and all
~iment de~sition, r~ulting in ~llmion of t~
I~al ~ic~ to any distri~" (N]SA 4~4-17.~
wate~ of the State and damage to dom~tic, agriThe a~ al~ authorizes SCDs to
cultural, industrial, recreational, fish and wildlife,
sch~ule and colle~ f~
and other r~u~e u~s."
ce~ification of plans and or on-si~ instils
In res~n~ to t~ Woble~, t~
the ex~ution of ce~ifim~ plans" provid~ t~t
quir~ the state ~il Con~ation Commi~
such f~ "~ar a reachable relationship
division of the New Je~y Depa~ment of Agricul.
c~t of rendering such ~wic~."
tur~nd ~e state’s 16 soil con~wation distri~
The ~il er~ion and ~iment control
(SCDs) to develop and implement a "stat~
gram has ~n highly succ~sful. T~ 2~year~ld
comprehensive and coordinat~ er~ion and ~
program has enabl~ New ~ey to fully comply
iment contro~ program to r~uce the danger f~
with the ~PDES r~ui~menG of the 1987 Clean
sto~water ~noff, to retard non.ins ~lluti~
Water A~ ~aining to const~ion and minin8
from ~iment, and to connie and pmt~ t~
a~iviti~ with li~le if a~ny ~ificati~.
land, water, air and o~er envimn~n=l m.
program’s succ~s is due, in ~, to t~ origi~l
~u~ of the State." The pr~ram r~uir~ viRuenabling legislation, which establish~ a highly
ally all pro~s~ land developmen~ that distu~
e~e~ive regulato~ threshold (i.e., 5,0~
more than S,0~ ~ fi (0.046 ha) of land to W~
[0.~6 hal of dis~nce). It al~ provi~ t~
pare and submit a ~il Er~ion and ~iment Co~
I~al SCDs with sufficient technical super
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Fundam,ntal~ of Uriah Runoff Managom~nt
through the Soil Erosion and Sediment Control
Standards, legal support through the stop-work
order and certificate-of-occupancy authority, and
financial support through the fee ~:hedule authorization. Including construction ins!:~ction co~ts
in the fee schedule has been particularly effective
in insuring that necessary soil erosion and ~,~:lisent control measures are properly installed and
maintained.
°-

Runoff Management Programs
While its development began more recently, New
Jersey’s program to address the quantitative and
qualitative aspects of runoff has built upon the
success of the state’s earlier floodplain management and so!l erosion/sediment control efforts,
The program began with the 1981 Storm Water
Management Act {c. 32, EL. 1981). This act and
subsequent regulations directed municipalities,
counties, and the NJDEP to address runoffimpact~
in ~everal ways.
The legislation requires the state’s municipalities to develop comprehensive runoff management plans for new land development within
their borders. Such plans are to be designed to
I Reduce artificially induced flood
damage;
l Minimize increa.~=d runofffrom any new
land development wheresuch runoffwill
increase flood damage;
l Maintain existing and proposed culverts,
bridges, dams, and other structures;
I Induce water recharge, where practical,
where natural storage and geologically
favorable conditions exist;
-, Prevent, to the greatest extent feasible,
an increase in nonpoint source pollution
that would otherwise degrade water quality
and render it unfit for human consumption
and detrimental to stream biota;
I Maintain the integrity of stream channels
for their biological, drainage, and other
functions;
I Reduce the impact of land development
on stream erosion;
1 Reduce soil erosion from construction
sites; and
I Preserve and protect water supply
facilities and other wate." resources.

PART Ii. InsUtuUonal
This comprehensive plan is to be developed
in two phases. The municipality should incorporate a Phase I Stormwater Management Plan into
its overall land u~ master plan. It should be implemented through municipal ordinances applied
to new landdevelopments by the Planning Board
and Zoning Board of Adjustment approval pro<:ess according to the Municipal Land Use Law. A
Phar~ I plan-must be ba~’=d, in part, on an assessment of the municipality’s environmental, technical, and institutional needs and be consistent with
existing county, regional, and state plans and requirements. It must address the runoff impacts
major developments within the municipality by
requiring, with certain exceptions, that the following performance ~,lndards be met:
m Runoff quantity. Reduction ,of the peak
2, 10, and lO0-year dischargerates from the
site after development to predevelopment
levels.
l Runoff quality. Extended detention of the
runoff from either a 1.25 inch (3.175 cmV
2-hour or t-year/24-hour storm event so
that at least I 0 percent of the total runoff
volume from the site still remains in the
extended detention basin after 18 ho~rs for
single family residential developments or
36 hours for all others.
According to the regulations, the following
are considered to be major developments and,
therefore, subject to the previously stated performance standards:
1 Any site plan or subdivision that will
ultimately create at least 1 acre. (0.41 ha) of
impervious surface.
l Feeding and holding areas
numbers of farm animals.
I Petroleum or chemical pipelines,
storage, or distribution facilities.
I ~olid waste storage, disposition,
incineration, or landfill.
i Storage, distribution, or treatment of
liquid or radioactive wastes.
i Quarries, mines, and borrotv pits.
i Land application of sewage sludge
effluents.
The NJDEP is currently developing techni.
cal revisions to the Phase I plan requirements, in
part to better match current Clean Water a~d
Coastal Zone Management Acts. IPha~e I plans
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~ II
address the Nnoff im~a~, of ~ or future dev, I.
o0ments. Under Pha~ II, ~th existing and future
developments and impa~ are to ~ addr~d
through "a detailed analysis of alternative sto~water management appmach~ on an integrated
or regional basis. The plan will consist of a system
of nonstru~ural an~or stru~ural stormwatm
management pr~rams to miligale fl~ing and
non~int ~u~e ~llution." Unlike Phase I, Phase
II plan~ are to ~ develo~d by counties a~ municipalities at their ~n di~retion ~ on n~s
and re~urces. As of 1993, seven Phase II plans
had b~n or were ~ing complet~ by varies
counties and fund~, in paff, by gran~ from the
NJDER Two additional Phase II plans have ~n
develo~d c~rati~ly by t~ NJDEP and
USDA ~S.
Another im~ant as~ of ~e St~ Wat~
Manage~nt A~ regulati~s is t~ affention to
~noff ~acility ins~ion a~ maintenance. According to the regulations, all municipal runoff
management plans should pr~i~ for facility inspection and maintenance, eit~r privately m
publicly. In the ca~ of private r~pon,ibili~, t~
plans must provide the means for public agenci~
to ~fform eme~en~ maintenance in
the
owner defaults or chronically negl~ the site. To
help municipalities addr~s ins~ion and maintenance, the ~]DEP prepar~ and publish~ the
5to, water Management Facilities Maintenance
Manua/(1989). This manual, as previously dip
cuss~, was develo~ as par of a demonstration
study with Ocean Count, N~ Je~y, and conrains detailed info~ation on ownership, planning and design, regulatow, and financial as~
of ~noff management facili~ maintenance,
In addition, t~ NJDEP and the N~ Je~
Depa~ment of Agriculture am ~blishin8 a n~
~st management praGic~ manual for stor~
water management and non~int souse ~llulion control (in prep.). This manual provides more
comprehensive guida~e than has ~n pra~ic~
statewi~e in the past. T~ ~nual is ~ ~ t~
im~nance of addressing sto~water a~ ~
~int ~u~e control at t~ ~a~ of the land devei,
op~nt process to d~elop t~ ~st effmi~ a~
efficient ~lutions. The manual ~s~ integering preventative pra~ic~uch as land u~
planning, ~nsiW controls, innovati~ site dmign,
~llutant ~urce controls, a~ waste minimiza,
tio~with morn traditional ~m~ural mea~r~ in
a sys~ms approach. In addition, the manual e~
phasizes; the n~ for this integrat~ management
system to ~ appli~ on a regional or wate~h~
basis, and not merely site by site.

Runoff a~d ~’at~’shed

HI|lodes

The NJDEP is al,, ~l~in8 a
management and non~int source guidance d~ument ~r I~al go~rn~n~. It is intend~ to
intr~uce citizens and I~al o~cials to the ~ie~
tific, t~hnical, a~ legal as~ of sto~water,
non~int ~urce, and ~iment control to increa~ their k~l~ge a~ abili~ to d~el~
m~ ~i~ I~al ~r~ms.
~ ~ In ~ent ~a~, the NJDEP has expand~ t~
~o~ of t~ state’s programs in r~nse ~o internal concerns, citizen inter~t, and f~eral law~
and regulations. In panicular, the s~te develo~
the Industrial Sto~water Pe~iffing Program to
address the ~iffing ~uiremen~ for such
tiviti~ in the 1987 Clean Water AG. At the p~
ent time, a ge~ral ~wa~e~ di~har~e ~it
available to eligible in¢lustri~ in addition to i~
vidual ~i~.
In AuBu~ 1988, t~ N~ ~ey legislatu~
ado~ the ~age Ir~frast~ure Improvement
A~ (NJSA 58:25-23, et ~.), an initiative ~
"g m ~ffher addr~s sto~water and ~m
~n~:~a ~llr~ion
pr~lems.
The act
pr~i~
s c mu ici~liti~
and other
public
e~
titi~ to su~y, I~a(e, a~ eliminate mu~
~llutants entering ston~ ~e~, wate~ays, a~
wate~i~. Under the a~, 94 municipaliti~ in
fourcounti~alonga~ ~ar the Atlantic c~stam
r~uir~ to map t~ir sto~water and ~nitaw
~er s~tems, I~ate and corre~ any inte~o~
ne~ions, ~orm qua~erly monitoring of ouffall~
to saltwater ~ies, and abate non~int ~u~e
~llution. Approximately $10 million has ~n alI~at~ by the legislature to assist municipaliti~
in m~ting ~e a~’s
Finally, the NJDEP ~has u~enaken nu~rous
demonstration and public outreach proj~
thr~ghout the state, primarily through the Clean
Water A~’s ~tion 31~’ p~ram. T~ pmj~
include t~ foll~in8:
m Ba~at Bay Wat~s~ ManaEe~nt
Plan
m N~ Jer~y Wa~ Watch ~ram
m Mu~on~cong Wate~ N~i~
~e~monstrationPmj~
m Ba~at Bay Wa~h~ Intensive
Monitorin8 Proj~
m Whip~ny Ri~r Wate~h~
ManaEe~nt Plan
m Clean Water Info~ation ~r~
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iAPPENDIX A
Delaware’s Erosion and
Sedimentation Control and
Stormwater Management La w
Chapter 40, Title 7,
Delaware Code
§4001. LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS
^ND STATE/~ENT OF POLICY
(a) Legislative Findings. The General Assembly
finds that erosion and sedimentation continue
to present serious problems throughout the
State, and that the removal of a stable ground
cover in conjunction with the decrease in the
infil!ration capability of soils resulting from
the creation of additional impervious areas
such as roads and parking lots has acceler,
ated the process of soil erosion and sediment
deposition resulting in pollution of the waters
of the State. This loss damages domestic,
cultural, industrial, recreational, fish and
wildlife and other resource uses. The General
Assembly further finds that accelerated
stormwater runoff increases flood flows and
velocities, contributes to erosion, sedirnentation, and degradation of water quality, over.
taxes the carrying capacity of streams and
storm sewers, greatly increases the costs of
~ubli¢ facilities in carrying and controlling
stormwater, undermines flood plain management and flood control efforts in downstream
communities, reduces groundwater recharge,
and threatens public health, welfare, and
safety,

off consistent wit~ sound water and land use
~c~ic.. These ,iclivities will reduce 1o
e~ent possible any adverse effects
stormwater runoff on the water and lands
the State. This pollicy, to be carried out by
tablishing and iml~lementing throush the De~rtmem of Natural Resources and Environ.
mental Control, hereinafter referred to as the
"Department," in cooperation with conservation districts, counties, municipalities and
other local governments and subdivisions
lhi$ State, and other public and private entities, a statewide (:omprehen$ive and coordinated erosion and sediment control and
stormwater management program to conserve and protect land, water, air and other
resources of the S~ate. This program shall be
consistent with, and coordinated with other
environmental programs implemented bythe
Department such ;is wetlands protection and
groundwater protectio¢l.

§4002. DEFINmONS
The following words, terms and phrases, when
used in this Chapter, shall have the meaning a~
cribed to them in this Seclion, excep~ where the
context clearly indicates a different meaninE:

(1) "Certified Construclion Reviewer" means an
individual who has passed a depar~nental
sponsored or approved training cour~ and
who provides on-$=ite construction review for
sediment control and stormwater manage(b) Statement of Policy. In consideration of" the~e
in accordance with regulations promullegislative findings, it is declared to be thement
under
gated
this Chapter.
l:~licy of this Chapter to strengthen and ex.
tend the present erosion and .~’=diment control
(2) "Designated Water~hed or Subwater~he~"
activities and programs of this State for both
means a watershe~l or subw~tershed prorural and urban lands and to provide for the
mucontrol and management of stormwater runpoSednicipality,by aorCOnservatiOnstate agencydistrict’and approvedC°Unty’ by
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the Debarment. ~e De~nt may ~a~
lash additional r~uiremen~ due to exi~in8
water quantity or water quali~ p~lems,
Th~ r~uire~n~ shall ~ imple~nt~ ~
an overall wate~ or su~ate~h~ ma~
~lan develo~ for water quali~ anW~ ~t~
quantity ~rot~i~.

PART I~.
(b) for water quali~ c~tml, a sy~em of ~e~ti~, ~m~ural a~ ot~r ~asur~
that controls adve~ etY~
quali~ that ~y ~ caus~
turin8 a~viti~ ~ a~iviti~ u~ t~
la~.
(10) "St~t~ Utill~ ~ans t~e ~bli~nt
of an ~dmini~rati~ o~anization that has
~n c~ai~ f~ the pu~ of funding ~i~nt control, ~o~water management
fl~ control planning, d~ign, const~ion,
maintenance, and overall ~)u~e
aut~riz~ and im~ c~.

(3~ "Land Disturbin~A~ivi~" means any la~
change or cons~ion a~ivi~ ~r ~i~
tial, comme~ial, silvicultural, industrial, a~
institutional land u~ which may r~ult in ~il
erosion from water ~ wind or move~nt of
~imen~ or ~llutan~ into 5ta~ wate, ~
onto lands in the State, or which may r~ult in
accelerated stor~ater runoff, including, ~
not limit~ to, clearing, grading, excavafin~
trans~ning and filling of land.

~4003. D~ES OF P~SO~S
E~GAGED I~ ~D DI~ORBI~G

(4) "Pe~n" means any State ~ f~eral a~e~,
individual, ~nne,hip, fi~, as~iation,
joint venture, public or private co,ratio,
t~st, es~te, commission ~ard, public or prirate institution, utili~, c~ra~, municipality or other ~litical su~ivision of this
5tare, any antedate ~y, or any ot~r I~1
enti~.

(a) AflerJuly 1, 1991, unl~ exempt, no~r.
~n shall engage in land distut~in
wit~ submi~ing a s~i~at a~
water management plan to tFm ap~r~ria~e
plan appeal aut~ri~ and ol)~inin
mat to pr~.

(5) "Res~nsible Pe~nn~l" means any foreman
or su~rintendent who is in cha~e of on-site
clearing and land distu~ing a~iviti~ for ~.
iment and stormwater control as~iat~ wi~
a constru~ionpro)~,

(b) Pm~ ~ich ~ not al~r storm~ter ~ff
chara~eristics may ~ ~uir~ to ~ovi~
water quality enhance~nt even if t~
develop~nt ~noff chara~eristi~ are u~
change. Criteria will ~ detail(~ in the r~ula(ions regarding level of water quali~
control and variance ~ums.

(6) "~i~nt and St~t~ ~~t ~an"
or "plan~ mea~ a plan f~ ~ control ~ rail
(c) Each land ~lo~r shall certify, on the ~i.
~ion, ~i~n~ti~, ~o~water q~nt~,
ment and sto~water management plan
and water qual;~ im~ ~ich may ~lt
mi~ for approval, ~at all land clearin~
from any la~ distu~ing a~vi~.
construction, development, and drainage will
(7) "State Wale~" ~ans any a~ all water,
~ do~ according to ~e appmv~ plan.
public or private, on the su~ace of the each
(d) All appm~ land distu~ing a~ivitim shall
which are cont~in~ within, flow through ~
ha~ as~cia(~ therein at least o~ i~ivi~
~rder u~n the State of ~laware or any ~ual who run,ions as r~nsible ~n~l.
tion t~r~f.
(8) "Stormwate~ ~ans the runoff of wamr f~
the su~ace of the la~ r~ulting from any
form of pr~ipitation and including snow ~
ice melt.
(9) "Sto~wa(er ~nagemen~ ~am:
(a) for water ~uantity control, a s~tem of
vegetative, stm~ral, and ot~r mea~
ures that controls the volume and rale of
stormwater runoff which may ~ cau~
by land disturbing a~iviti~ or a~ivi(i~
upon the land; a~

~4004. APP~CABI~
(a) The provisions of this Chapter ~all not a~ly
Io agricultural land manage~mt pra~icm
unless t~ conse~ation distri~ or ~e ~panment dete~in~ bat ~e la~ requir~ a n~
or u~at~ rail and water con~ation plan,
and the ~er or ~rator of t~ la~ has
fu~ either Io apply to a conse~’ation distri~
for t~ development of such ~ plan, or to i~"
plement a plan develo~ ~ a ~:on~ati~
distil.
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~hapter 40, ~r3e 7, ~war~

(b) Unless a waiver is granted the construction of
agricuhural structures such as broiler houses,
machine sheds, repair shops, and other major
buildings shall require approval of a sediment
and slormwater management plan, by the appropriate plan approval agency, prior to the
initiation of construction,
(c) Utility, projects that disturb less than S,000
s~uare feet are not subject to the provisions o~
this Chapter.

§4005. PROGRAhl F’Clr, iDII~iG AND
Fi~IAI~iCIAL A$SISTAHCE
(a) The Department, conservation districts,
counties, or municipalities are authorized to
receive from federal, State, or other public or
private sources financial, technical or other
assistance for use in accomplishing the putposes of this Chapter. The Department may
allocate, as necessary or desirable, any funds
received to conservation districts, counties,
or municipalities for the purpose of effectuat,
ing this Chapter.
(b) The conservation districts, counties, and municipahties shall have authority to adopt a fee
system to help fund program implementation,
That tee system shall be implemented by the
designated plan approval agency to fund
overall program management, plan review,
construction review, enforcement needs, and
maintenance responsibilities. In those situa,
tions where the Department becomes the
designaled plan approval agency, the Depart.
ment may assess a plan review and inspection fee. That fee shall not exceed $80.00 per
disturbed acre per project. There shall be no
duplication of fees by the various implement.
ing aRencies for an individual land disturbing
actiwly and the fee schedule shall be based
upon the costs to the Department, conservation d~tricts, counties, or municipalities to
implement and administer the program,
(c) Authority is also granted to the Department,
conservation districts, counties or municipali.
ties to establish a storrnwater utility as an
alternative to total funding under the fee systern. ]he stormwater utility shall be devel,
oped tot the designated watersheds and may
fund such activities as long range watershed
master planning, watershed retrofitting, and
facility maintenance. This fee system shall be
reasonable and equitable so that each con-

¯

tributor of runoff to the system, including
State agencies, shall pay to the extent to
which runoff is contributed. Criteria for the
implementation of the stormwater utility shall
be established in regulations promulgated
under this Chapter. The implementation of a
stormwater utility will necessitate the devel.
opment of a local utility ordinance prior to its
~ implementation.

§4006. STATE
PROGRA~
(a) The Department shall, in cooperation with
appropriate State and federal agencies, con.
servation districts, other governmental subdivisions of the State, and the regulated
community develop a State Stormwater
agement Program. This program shall take
into consideration both quantity and quality
of water, and shall be integrated with, and
made a part of the amended State Erosion and
Sediment Control Program to create a Sedi.
ment and Stormwater Program.
(b) In carrying out this. Act, the Department shall
have the authority
(1) Provide technical and other assistance to
districts, counties, municipalities, and
State agencies in implementing this
Chapter;
(2) Develop and publish, as regulation cornponents, minimum standards, guidelines
and criteria for delegation of sediment
and stormwater program components,
and model sediment and stormwater ordinances for use by districts, counties,
and municipalilties;
(3) Review the implementation of all components of the statewide sediment and
storrnwater program that have been delegated to either Ithe conservation districts,
counties, municipalities, or other State
agencies in reviews to be accomplished
at least once every three (3) years;
(4) Require that appropriate sedimen! and
stormwater management provisions be
included in all new erosion and sediment
control plans developed pursuant to this
Chapter;
(5) Cooperate with appropriate agencies o/
the United State~; or other sta|~s or any
terstate agency with respect to sediment
control, and stormwater management;
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{6) Conduct ~tudies and research regarding
(6) Criteria for implen~:n~tion of’ a s~orm.
the causes, effects and hazards of
water runoff utility;
stormwater and n~thods 1o control
stormwaterrunoff;
(7) Specific design crit,.-ria and minimum
standards and specifications;
(7) Conduct and supervise educational pro(8)
Permit
application and approval require.
grams with respect to sediment control
and stormwater management;
men(s;
(8) Require the ~ubmission to the Depart(9) Criteria for approval of designated water.
men( of records and periodic repom by
she~ls~"
conservation districts, tax ditch Organiza(10)Criteria
regardin8 attendance and cornlions, county and municipal agencies as
pie(ion of departmental sponsored or
may be necessary to carry out this Act;
proved training cou~.-s in sediment and
(9) Review and approve designated warn’,
stormwater control Ihat will be required
sheds for the purpose of this Act;
of certified conm’uctiion reviewers and
responsible personnel;
(10)Establish a maximum life of three years
for the validation of approved plans. The
(11) Conmuctton review; and
regulations shall specify variances which
(12)Maintenance requirements for sediment
expand this time limitation in specific sit.
control during construction and storm.
uations; and
water management structures after con~ruction is completed.
(11) Establish a means of communication,
such as a newsletter, so that info~nation
Department may adopt, amend, modify,
regarding program development and in)- (d) The
or repeal rules or regulations after public
plementation can be distributed to int~hearing to effectuate the policy and purposes
ested individuals,
of this Chapter. The conduct of all hearings
conducted pursuant to this Chapter and the
(c) The Deparlment shall develop such re~ulapromulgation process shall be in accordance
concurrence of a regulatory advisory committhis Title.
tee, appointed by the Secretary, which shall
include representatives of the regulated community and others a~ected by this Act. The
§4007. LOCAL SE:DI~F’I,~r" Arid
recommendations of this committee shall be
presented at all public workshops and hearSTO]:~Jv~/A’r’E~ PROI~J~E~S
implementing this Act. Prior to final promul.
Department, each conservation district,
gation of regulations under this Act, the Seccounty, municipality, or State agency may
retary shall explain, in writing, any differadopt, and submit tO the Department for al~ences between the advisory committee
proval, one or more components of’ a sedi.
recommendations and the final regulations,
ment and stormwater program for the area
The regulations may include, but are not lirawithin its jurisdiction.
ited to, the following items:
(1) Criteria for the delegation of program ele- (b) Requests for delegation of program elements
shall be sulxnitted within six months of the
ments;
promulgation of State regulations, and by Jan~2) Types of activities that require a sediment
uary 1 of subsequent years if delegation is deand stormwater management permit;
sired at a future date. The Secretary shall
(3) Waivers, exemptions, and variances;
grant or deny such a request on or before
April 1 of the year for which delegation is
(4) Sediment and stormwater plan approval
sought.
fees and performance bonds;
(c) Delegation, once applied for, shall become
(S) Criteria for distribution of funds collected
effective on July ] and shall not exceed three
by sediment and stormwater plan ap(3) years, at which lime delegation renewal is
proval fees;
required.
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(d) A distri~, count, municipally, or S=te
agency may develo~ the p~gram in c~ra,ion with any other ,ovem~n.l ~ivisions.
(e) Initial consideration re~ardin8 delegati~ of
program elements shall ~ given to the co~
~wation distri~, since the con~ation dip
tri~ having unique capabiliti~ a~ a~aw~de res~nsibilities, are in an ideal ~iti~
to c~rdinate and implement I~al ~iment
and stormwater programs.

~4008. I~Rl~ PROG~

TT

Chai~tr 40. T~U~ 7, ~ C~
ment may ~s~ or ~oke the ~J~at~
mut~ri~.
(d) If at any ti~, a p~ram ele~nt dele8ati~
is ~ing c~side~ f~ sus~nsi~ or rev~a.
tion, an op~u~niW ~r a ~a~ng ~fore t~
~retaw ~ his d~ign~ shall ~ p~i~
pri~ to such su~nsion ~

L

~ :4010. STA~ AHD
FEDE~L PROJE~
A~er July 1, 1991, a S~te or f~eral agency may
not unde~ke any la~nd clearing, ~1
~ c~i~ a~viW unl~ t~ agenw ~s
su~i~ a ~iment and ~o~water manag~
merit plan m the Depan~nt and r~ei~ im a~
proval. The only variation m this r~uire~nt
shall ~ w~n delegation of t~ plan
p~s has ~n grant~ by the ~nment to a
~ific Stateorf~er~al

(a) Prior to July 1, 1991, ~uire~nu f~ ~iment control shall ~ as provid~ in exi~ing
erosion and ~iment control ~gulations
promulgat~ Se~tem~r 26, ~ 980. AI~, until
July I, 1991, any State or I~ally d~elo~
regulation or criterion f~ sto~water management shall remain in eff~ at t~ di~
tion of the imple~nting au~ori~.
(b) Proj~s approv~ prior to July 1, 1991, ~t ~4011. D~iGEA~
W~TERSHEDS OR
which are under con~ion a~er July 1,
1991, shall ~ subj~ to the ~nal~ pmvi~
S~BW~RSHEDS
ions contain~ in ~ion 4015 of this Cha~
(a) Waters~s ~ ~abwate~s ap~ ~
ter..
designat~ wate~;h~s or su~ate~s ~
the ~panment shall have the ~ulat~ ~
~uiremen~ clearly s~ifi~ through a wa~r~4009. F~IL~RE OF
sh~ a~roach to non~int ~llution control
CO~SERV~TIOH DISTRI~S,
or fl~d control. The wate~h~ appr~ch
CO~H~ES, ~HICiP~~, OR
shall result in a specific plan, de~lop~ ~
STATE ~G~CIES TO ~P~E~
ap~rov~ by the ~panment, for the desisnat~ wate~ or su~ate~ ~at co~
DELEGATED PROG~ ELECTS
rains t~ followin8 info~ation:
(a) If, at any time, t~ Department finds ~at a
(I) 5to~wat~ q=uanti~ ~ quali~ ~I~
conse~ation distrid, count, municipally, ~
identifi~tion;
State agency has fail~ to imple~nt pr~ram
elements that the Depa~nt has delegate,
(2) The overall ~s of t~ wate~h~, ~
the Decadent shall ~vi~ ~i~n ~tice
just ~e =dditional im~ of n~ d~b
of violation to the con~ation di~ri~
op~ntadivili~;
count, municipah~ ~ S~te agent.
(3) Altemati~ ap~D~c~ to add~ ~ existin8 and future problem;
(b) ~thin 60days of r~eipt of the ~tice ~ vi~
lation, the cons~ation distil, count, m~
(4) A defi~ approach which inc}~ t~
nic~pali~ or State agen~ shall re~ to ~
overall c~ and ~fi~;
Depa~ment the a~ion which it has ~ken to
(5)
A
~h~ule for implemen~fi~;
comply with the r~uire~n~ ~t forth in t~
violation notice.
(6) Fundin8 ~ and a~un~; a~
(7) A public hearing pr~ms wi~ ~ ~R(c) If after 120 days of r~eipt of t~ ~tice ofvi~
mental appeal.
la~ion, the con~wation disuiG, counw, m~
nicipali~, or State agency has fail~ to co~
(b: U~n approval of t~ d~igna{~ wate~
ply ~tisfactorily with the r~uire~n~ ~t
~ su~ate~h~ plan, all proj~ unde~ken
forth in the notice of violation, the ~pa~in that wat~rsh~ or subwate~h~ shall ha~
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stormwater requirements placed upon them
that are consistent with the designated watershed or subwatershed plan.

§40 ! 2. COHSTRCICTIOH REVIEW
^I~ID ENFORCE.t4Ei"[T
(a) With respect to "apDroved sediment and
stormwater plans, the agency responsible for
construction review during and after construction completion shall ensure that periodic reviews are undertaken, implementation
is accomplished in accordance with the approved plans, and the required measures are
functioning in an effective manner. Notice of
such right of construction review shall be ineluded in the sediment and stormwater management plan certification. The agency responsible for construction review may, in
addition to local enforcement options, refer a
site violation to the Department for additional
action,
(b) Referral of a site violation to the Department
may initiate a departmental construction re.
view of the site to verify site conditions. That
construction review may result in the follow,
ing actions:
(1) Notification through appropriate means
to the person engaged in a land disturbing activity and the contrac’,or to comply
with the approved plan within a specified
time frame,
(2) Notification of plan inadequacy, with a
time frame for the person engaged in a
land disturbing activity to submit a re.
vised sediment and stormwater plan to
the appropriate plan approval agency
and to receive its approval with respect
thereto,
(c) Failure of the person engaged in the land dip
turbing activity or the contractor to comply
with departmental requirements may result in
the following actions in addition to other penalties as provided in this Chapter.
t1) The Department shall have the power to
issue a cease and desist order to any person violating any provision of this Chapter by ordering such person to cease and
desist from any site work activity other
than those actions necessary to achieve
compliance with any administrative
order,

PART [=. App~ndlx~,t
(2) The Oepartment may request that the
propriate plan approval allency refrain
from issuing any further buiilding or grading permits to the person having outstanding violations until those ~liolations

have been remedied.

§401-:3. AJ:)PROVAL OF CERTi~
(:C)NSTR~J~OH REVIEWE:RS’:~’=:
d’,:,.,.-_ r
(a) Based on criteria established I~, tl~.~;)~partlent through regulation and arty additional
criteria established by the agency implement.
ing the plan review and construction elemerits of the sediment and stotmwater program, the person engaged in a land disturbing
activity may be required to provide for
struction review by a certified constr~E’tion
reviewer.
(b) Individuals functioning as certified construetion reviewers must attend and pass a d~partmental sponsored or approved constre~ion
review training course. The Departmenf will
establish, through regulation, the length of
time for which the certification will la~ and
procedures for renewal. The construction
viewers shall also function und~.,r th .e~. "rection of a registered professional engi~r licensed to practice engineering in the $~lte of
Delaware.
""
(c) The responsibility of the certified construction reviewer will be to ensure the adequacy
of construction pursuant to the approved rediment and stormwater management plan.
(d) The certified construction reviewer shall be
responsible for the following items:
(1) Provision of a construction n..view of actire construction sites on at, i’leas~ a
weekly basis, as determined on a caseby-case basis by the plan review and
construction review agencies, or,~. required by regulations promulgatet~rsuant to this Chapter;
-.~.,
(2) Within five calendar days, info .r~ing the"
person engaged in the land disturbing activity, and the contractor, by Eawritten
construction review repo~ Olf ar~/viola- "~
tions of the approved plan o4r irfadequa.
cies of the plan. The plan approval
agency shall be informed, if ~,e approved..
plan is inadequate, within five Working
days. In addition, the appropriate construction review agency shall receive ....
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copies of all const~ion r~i~ ~m;
and
(3) Referraloftheproje~to,~pa~en,
for appropriate enfo~ement a~ion if the
~on engag~ in the land distu~in8 activity fails to address the items contai~
in ~e wri~en const~ion r~i~ ~
V~r~l no~ice shall be made to the ~
~nment within ~o working days a~
wri~en notice shall ~ provided to t~
De~n~nt within fi~ working da~.
(e) If t~ ~re=~ or his d~ign~ d~e~i~
that a cenifi~ constru~ion revie~r is ~t
~vidin~ ad~uate site control or is not re~ring problem situations m the De~n~
the ~mta~ or his d~ign~ may ~nd ~
revue Ihe ce~ification of ~e construction ~
vi~r.
(O In any situation w~re a cenifi~ constru~i~
mvie~r’s approval is ~in8 sus~nd~ or ~
yoke, an op~uni~ for hearing ~fom the
~reta~ or his design~ shall ~ provide,
During any suspension or rev~ation, the certifi~ constru~ion r~er shall not ~ alIow~ to pr~ide construction ~iews pu~u.
ant to this Chapter.
(~ The failure m assign a Departmental a~
prov~ ce~ifi~ construction reviewer to a
land distu~in8 a~ivity, when r~uir~ by the
approv~ plan, will place that pmj~ in vi~
tation of this Chapter and result in appmp~ate administrative and/or enfo~ement a~i~.

Chapter 40. T~be 7, ~ware
or other provision of this Cha~ter shall
fin~ not less than $2~ or more than
foreachoffense. Eachdaytha~,heviola,,on
contmu~ shall constitute a ~parate offend.
The Justice of the Peace Courts shall have juri~i~ion ~ offends brought under ~h~s su~
~i~.
=(b) Any ~r~n who intentionally, k~wingly,
and after ~i~en notice to comply, violat~
refu~ to comply’ with any notice issu~ ~r.
suant to ~ion 4013(2) of this Chapter shall
~ fin~ not les~; than $5~ or more than
$10,~ for each offend. Each day the violation continu~ shall constitute a ~rate
offend. T~ Su~ri~ C~ shall ha~ jurisdi~i~ of offend; b~ght under ~is su~ti~.
~4016.
The Cou~ of Chancery shall have juri~iction to
enjoin violations of this Chaplet. The appropriate
program element authori~, the Detriment,
any aggriev~ ~rmn who suffe, damage
likely to suffer damage ~au~ of a violati~
threaten~ violation of this Chapter may apply to
the Chance~ C~n for injun~ive relief. ~S
any other appropriate fo~s of relief, t~ Cha~
ce~ Court may dire~ the violator to restore
affe~ land or water impa~ area to i~ original conditi~.

After July 1, 1991, any applicant ~kin8 ~
ment and sto~water plan approval shall ce~
to the appropriate approval agen~ ~at all r~
s~onsibie ~rson~l involv~ in t~ con~ru~i~
proje~ will have a certificate of a~endance at a
departmentally s~n~r~ or appro~ traininR
cour~ for the control of s~i~nt and sto~wat~
~fore initiation of any land di~umin8 a~ivi~.
The ceflificate of a~endance shall ~ valid until
the ~pa~ent notifi~ the individual or a~
nounces in I~al ~wspa~ that r~effification is
r~uir~ due to a change in cou~ content.

~4015. PE~AL~ES
(a) Any ~r~n who violat~ any role, r~ulation,
order, condition im~ in an approv~ plan
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Section !

l

Scop~

1.

Stormwater runoff may reasonably be expected to be a source of pollution to waters of
the State, and may add to existing flooding
problems. The implementation of a statewide
sediment and stormwater program will prevent existing water quantity and water Cluality
problems from becoming worse, and in some
cases, reduce existi’Hg problems.

2..

Sediment and stormwater approvals are rec~uired for land changes or construction activities for residential, commercial, silvicultural,
industrial, or institutional land use which are
not exempted or waived by these Regulat~ons. Requirements under these Regulations
do not apply to agricultural land management
practices unless the Conservation District or
the Department determines that the land requires a soil and water conservation plan,
and the owner or operator of the land has refused either to apply to a Conservation District for the development of such a plan, or to
implement a plan developed by a Conservalion District.

3. The Department intends that, to the extent
possible, the provisions of these Regulations
be delegated to either the Conservation Distriers, local governments, or other State agencies. Those program provisions which are
subject to delegation include sediment and
stormwater management plan approval, inspect=on during construction, post-construet~on nspection, and education and training,
Initial consideration regarding delegation of
program components shall be given to the
Conservation Districts..
4. The implementation of a stormwater utility
represent~ a comprehensive approach to program funding and implementation. Theactivities which may be undertaken by a stormwater utility include not only assessment,
collection, and funding activities, but also carwing out provisions of adopted stormwate~
management plans. These provisions may in.
clude contracting for such services as project
construction, project maintenance, project inspection, and enforcement of installation and
maintenance requirements imposed with respectto approved land disturbingactivities,

Section 2 -- Definitions
As used in these regulations, the following terms
shall have the meanings indicated I:~.low:

1.

"Adverse Impact" means a negative impact to
land or waters resulting from a construction
or development activity. The negative: impact
includes increased risk of flooding; ciegradalion of water quality; increased sedimentalion: reduced groundwater recharge; negative
impacts on aquatic organisms; negative irapacts on wildlife and other resources, and
threatened public health.
"" "
2. "Agricultural Land Management Practices"
means those methods and procedures generally accepted by the Conservation IDistricts
and used in the cultivation of land in order to
further crop and livestock production and
conservation of related soil and water
sources.
3. "Applicant" means a person, firm, or governmental agency who executes the necessanI
forms to obtain approval or a permit for a land
disturbing activity.
4. "Appropriate Plan Approval Agency" means
the Department, Conservation District,
county, municipality, or State agency that is
responsible in a jurisdiction for review and
approval of sediment and stormwater management plans.
5. "As-Built Plans or Record Documents" means
a set of engineering or site drawings 1;hat d~.
lineate the specific permitted stormwater
management facility as actually constructed.
6. "Certified Construction Reviewer" means
those individuals, having passed a Departmental sponsored or approved 1:raining
course, who provide on-site inspection for
sediment control and stormwater management in accordance with these regulations.
7. "Delegation" means the acceptance of responsibility by a Conservation District,
county, municipality, or State agency for the
implementation of one or more elements of
the statewide sediment and stormwater management program.
8. "Department" means the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.
9. "Designated Watershed or Subwatershed"
means a watershed or subwatershed proposed by a Conservation District, count, municipality, or State agency and approved by
the Department. The Department may establish additional requirements in these watersheds and subwatersheds due to existing
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water quanti~ or water quali~ p~iems.
Th~ r~ui~n~ shall ~ imple~nt~ ~
an overall wa~e~h~ or su~ate~h~ ma~er
plan that is de~l~ for water quali~
and/or water quanti~ pr~ion,

Delaware Sediment ,and S~at~
~t a~ ~ limit~ to clearing, gradinE, exc~.
va~in~ ~ans~ing and filiin~ of land.
20. "~-site S~ater ManaBement- means
t~ d~ign and construction of a s~wa~
managemem faciliw ~a( is n~es~w to c~trol ~o~water from mo~ than o~ la~ dip
turin8 a~ivi~.

10. "~tention S~re" ~ans a ~anent
sto~wa~er manage~nt ~m~um who~ prima~ pu~ is to tem~arily store sto~
wateFmnoff and reiea~ the stor~ runoff at :21. "On-site Sto~water Manage~nt" means
con~oll~ rat~.
the ~sign and constm~ion of st~water
manage~nt pra~ic~ that are r~uir~
11. "~velop Land" means to change t~ runoff
s~ific land distu~)in8 a~ivi~.
chara~eristics of a parcel of land in conju~.
tion with residential, comme~ial, i~ustrial,
22.
=n,y State or ~eral =~en~,
or institutional cons~ion or aherati~,
individual, ~nez~hip, fi~, /s~iati~,
joint ~n~m, ~blic ~ private c~ti~
12. "~velo~ means a ~n unde~king, ~
tm~, esta~, commission, ~rd, public
for who~ ~nefit, a~ivities co~r~ by the~
private instit~ion, utiliw, c~rative, m~
regulations are commenc~ an~or ca~i~
nici~li~ or other political su~ivision of this
~L
State, any inter~ate ~y or any o~er
13. "Drainage Area" ~ans that
contributinE
~ti~.
runoff to a single point measured in a horizonal plane, which is encl~ by a ridge
23. "R~lo~em" means a la~ dis~
li~.
a~ivi~ that alte~ t~e u~ ~ land b~ ~
n~esgrily alter t~ pr~evelop~nt
14. "Ea~ment" means a Erant ~ r~e~ation ~
chara~eri~i~.
the owner of land for the u~ of ~ch land by
others for a s~cific pu~se or purp~, and
24. "R~nsible Pe~l" ~ans a fo~an
which must ~ includ~ in the conveyance of
su~rintendent who is in cha~e of
land affect~ by such ea~ment,
clearing a~ land disturbing a~iviti~ f~
iment and sto~water control as~iat~ ~
15. "Er~ion and S~iment Control" means t~
a constm~ion
control of ~lid material, ~th mineral and ~8anic, during a land disturbing a~ivi~, to
25. "~i~nt" means soils or ot~r su~~l
prevent its ~ans~ out of the dis~r~ area
materials ~ans~n~ an~or dep~it~ by
by means of air, water, grayly, or ice.
a~ion of wi~, water; ice or 8ravi~ as a ~
u~ of er~ion. "
16. "Exemption" means zh~e land d~elopment
a~iviti~ that are not subj~ to the ~iment
26. "~iment and Sto~water ~nage~nt
and sto~water r~uiremen~ con~i~ in
Plan" means a plan for the control of ~il er~
the~ regulations.
sion, ~imentation, ~ito~water quanti~, a~
17. "Grading" ~ans excavating, filling (includwater quali~ im~; ~ulting f~ any
ing hydraulic fill) or stockpiling of each mat~
distu~in8 a~vi~.
rials, or any combination ther~f, including
27. "Stabilization" means t~ preventi~ of rail
the land in i~ excavat~ or fill~ co~iti~.
erosion by su~ace mnofforwind ~r~gh
18. "Infiltration" means the ~ssage ~ m~ment
e~ablishment of a ~il cover through the i~
of water through t~ ~il profile,
plementation of vegetative or s~ral ~
urn. Exampl~ include, but am not limit~
19. "Land Disrobing A~ivi~ means a la~
straw mulch with tempora~ or
change or constm~i~ a~ivi~ for r~idenvegetation, ~ chi~, and ~one or
tial, comme~ial, silvicultural, industrial, a~
8rou~ co~r.
institutional land u~ that can r~ult in rail
er~ion from water or wind or movement of
28. "State Water" ~ans any and all
~imen~ or ~llutan~ into State waters ~
public or private, on ~e su~ace ~ t~ ea~
onto tands in the S~te. or in accelerat~
which are conlain~ wi~in, flow through
stormwater ~noff. Thee a~ivities include
~rder u~n the State or any ~nion ther~f.
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28. "Stormwater" means the runoff of water from
the surface of the land resulting from precipiration or snow or ice melt.
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36. "Watershed" means the total or partial drainage area contributing stormwater runoff to a
single poinL

29. "Stormwater Management" means:
A. for water quantity control, a system of
vegetative, structural, and other leasures that may control the volume and rate
of stormwater., runoff which may be
caused by land disturbing activities or activities upon the land; and
B. for water quality control, a system of ve~etative, structural, and other measures
that control adverse effects on water
quality that may be caused by land disturbing activities or activities upon the
land.
30. "Stormwater Utility" means an administrative
organization that has been established for the
purposes of funding sediment control,
stormwater management or flood control
planning, design, construction, maintenance,
and overall resource needs by authorized and
imposed charges,
31. "Tidewater" means water that alternately rises
and falls due to the gravitational attraction of
the moon and sun and is under the regulatory
authority of Delaware Code, Title 7, Chapter
72. Examples of tidewaters include the Allantic Ocean, the Delaware Bay, and the Delaware Inland Bays.
32. "Variance" means the modification of the
minimum sediment and stormwater managelent requirements for specific circumstances
where strict adherence of the requirements
would result in unnecessary hardship and not
fulfill the intent of these regulations,
33. "Waiver" means the relinquishment from sed.
iment and stormwater management requirements by the appropriate plan approval authority for a specific development on a
case-by-case review basis.
34. "Water C~uality" means those characteristics
of stormwater runoff from a land disturbing
activity that relate to the chemical, physical,
biological, or radiological integrity of water,
35. "Water ~uantity" means those characteristics
of stormwater runoff that relate to the rate and
volume of the stormwater runoff to downstream areas resulting from land disturbing
activities,

Section 3 -- Exemptions, Waivers,
and Variances
1. The following activities are exempt from both
sediment control and stormwater manage"
lent requirements established by these regulations:
A. Agricultural land management practices,
unless the local Conservation District or
the Department determines that the land
)’equires a new or updated )oil and waler
conservation plan, and the ~vner or operator of the land has refuK, d either to
apply to a Conservation District for the
development of such a plan,, or to implelent a plan developed by a Conse~ation
District;
" B. Developments or construction that disturb less than 5,000 square feet;
C. Land development activities which are
regulated under specific State or federal
laws which provide for managing sedilent control and stormwater runoff. An
example of this exemption would be specific permits required under ’the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
when discharges are a combination of
stormwater and industria! or domestic
wastewater or which mu.~t (:omply with
Parts122,123, and124 of Title 40 of the
Code of Federal Regulations. The Depart.
lent shall ensure that all land developments which are regulated under specific
State or federal !aws are coordinated with
delegated plan approval agencies to ensure compatibility of requiren’~ents;
D. Projects that are emergency in nature and
necessary to protect life or property such
as bridge, culvert, or pipe repairs and
aboveground or underground electric
and gas utilities or public utility remoralion. The emergency nature of a project
may preclude prior plan review and all>proval, but subsequent inspection may
necessitate sediment control or site stabilization in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter. The appropriate plan
approval agency shall be notified orally "
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or in writing within 48 hour~ of the initiation of such emergency activity,
The appropriate plan =pproval agency
shall determine and approve of the emergency nature of a project. If the n¯ture of
the emergency will require more than
120 days to accomplish construction, for.
me( approval shall be o~ained for sedi~ent control and stormwater manag~ " ment. These activities must still comply
with other State, federal0 and local ~
quirements,
Appropriate Plan ,~pprov¯l Agencies mat,
grant waivers from ~e stormw¯ter mar~ge.
ment require~nts of ~ese regulations f~ individual developments providd that ¯ waltten request is submitted by ~e applicant
containing descriptions, dr¯win~, and any
other information that is necessa~ to ev¯luate ~e pro0osed development. A ~epar¯te
written waiver request shall ~ required if
there are subsequent additions, extensions, or
modifications that would alter the approved
storrnwater runoff chara~eristics to ¯ devel,
opment receiving a waiver,
A. A project may be eligible for ~ waiver of
stormw¯ter management for bo~ quantitative and qualitative control if ~e ¯pp(~(’.ant can demons(rate ~¯t
(1) The pro0or~ed project will return the
disturbed area to a predeveiopment
runoff condition and the predevelopment land use is unchanged at the
conclusion of the project; or

D~laware Sediment and Stormwiter RcgulatJon~

(1) The prop(~-d projec~ will no~ generate ¯n increase in the 2-year postdevelopment peak discharge rate of
more than ten (I O) percent above the
2-year predeveloprnent peak discharge rate and will l~ve no adv~
impact on ~e receiving w~-~Jand,
w¯tercoun~, or water~vay; or
(2) Provisions will ~ made or exist for
nonero$ive conv~ance $~tem
tidewater by either a closed dr~ina~
system or by open channel flow ti~t
has adequate capaci~!, to contain
runoff¯ eyelets bein$ con$ide~.ed ~s a
requ(re~nt of ti~ese ~ubtions; or
()) The location of a project within m
watershed would ¯~rav¯te downstream flo~ing by the imposition
peak control requirements.
(4) The plan ¯pl~roval agency may
¯ written variance from any requirement of rinse regulations if
exception¯if circumstances applicable to the site such that strict adher.
ence to the provisions of ~ese
lations will result in unneces.~
hardship and ~t fulfill the intent of
these regulations. A wrillen request
for variance ~¯ll be provided m the
plan approval agency and ~all s~
the specific variances sought and
reasons for their granting. The plan
approval agency shall not grant a
variance unless and until sufficient
specific reasons justifying the va~
ance are provided by the applicant.

(2) The proposed project consists of ¯
linear disturbance of less than six (6)
feet in width; or
Section 4 --- Depa~rtmental
(3) The project is for an individual resi- Responsibilities
dential detached unit or agricultural
1. The Department is responsible for the implestructure, and the total disturbed area
mentation and supervision of the sediment
of the site is less than one acre; or
and stormwater program established by
(4) The proposed project is for agriculChapter 40, Title 7, Delaware Code. This
rural structures in locations included
sponsibility shall include, but no~ be limited
in current soil and water conservato, authority for the following actions:
tion plans that have been approved
A. Provide technical and o~her assistance to
by the appropriate Conservation DisConservation Districts, counties, munidtrict,
palities, federal, a=nd State agencies in imB. A project may b~. eligible for a waiver or
plementing this Chapter;
variance of stormwater management for
B.
Develop and publish, as regulation cornwater quantity control if the applicant
ponents, minimum standards~ guidelines
can demonstrate that
and criteria for delegation of sediment
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tary of the Depam’nent. Sediment and
stormwater programs or portions of programs
which are delegated to the Conservation Distracts, counties, municipalities, or State agencies shall include sediment and stocmwater
criteria consistent with the standards, procedures, and regulations of the DepartmenL

and stom~water program components,
and model sediment and stormwater ordinances for use by Conservation Distracts, counties, State agencies, and municipalities;
C. Review the implementation of all component~ of the statewide sediment and
stormwater management program that
have been delegated to either the Conserration Districts, counties, municipalities,
or other State agencies in reviews to be
accomplished at least once every three
years;
D. Require that appropriate sediment and
stormwater management provisions be
included in all new erosion and sediment
control plans developed pursuant to
these regulations;
E. Cooperate with appropriate agencies of
the United States or other states or any interstate agency with respect to sediment
control and stormwater management;
F. Conduct studies and research regarding
the causes, effects, and hazards of stormwater and methods to control stormwater
runoff;
G. Conduct and supervise educational programs with respect to sediment control
and stormwater management;
H. Require the submission to the Departlent of records and periodic reports by
Conservation Districts, tax ditch or~anizations~ county, and municipal agencies
as may be necessary to carry out these
regulations;
I.

Review and approve designated watersheds;
J. Establish a maximum life of three years
for the validation of approved plans,
These regulations shall specify variances
which expand this time limitation in specific situations; and
K. Establish a means of communication,
such as a newsletter, so that information
regarding program development and iraplementation can be distributed to interested individuals,

2. Matters of policy, procedures, standards, criteria, approvals, inspection, or enforcement
relating to the Sediment and Stormwater
Chapter shall be established by the Depart.
lent subje~ to the iurisdiction of the Secre-

A variation of requirements by the delegated
agency’on, a specific watershed will no~ be
valid unless approved by the Deparm’~ent. All
State and federal development in the watershed shall be reviewed sub)ect to the same
variations and requirements by the delegated
State agency o¢ Department as appropriate.
3. In situations where public notifi=cation and
comment are required before an action it
taken by the Department, the Regulatory Advisory Committee shall have an opportunity
to review the proposed Departmental action
and provide input to the Department regardin8 the action.

Section 5 -- Cdterla for Deh.=gation"
Program Elements

Of

1. Conservation Districts, counties, municil~llities, and State agencies may seek delegation
of four program elements relating to the ireplementation of the statewide sediment and
stormwa~er program. Delegation may be
granted by the Secretary for review and
proval of sediment.and storrnwater management plans, inspection durin8 construction,
subsequent maintenance inspection, and education and training. Program elements tl~t
are delegated shall be implemenl’.ed according to Chapter 40 and these regulations.
2. The Secretary, or his designee, shalJgrantdelegation of one or more program elements to
any Conservation District, county, municipality, or State agency seeking delegation that is
found capable of providing compliance with
Chapter 40 and these regulation!~. The final
decision regarding delegation shall be made
only after an opportunity has been provided
for public review and comment. Initial consideration regardin8 delegation of program
elements shall be given to the Conservation
Districts. The Conservation Districts, havin8
unique capabilities and areawide responsibiltiles are in ideal positions to coo~’dinate and
implement local sediment and stormwater
programs.
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R~u~ for ~legation ~ mo~ than ~ ~
gram element may ~ accomplish~ by t~
~bmission of one r~u~ for all ~e elemen~
~u~t~. A concern by t~ ~pa~nt ~
one element will not j~rdize deleEati~ ~
~r ~u~t~ ~gram cleans.
To ~ conside~ ca~ble of ~vidin8 co~
pliance with Chapter 40 a~ th~ ~gulations,~pplications for deflation of p~ram
elemenu shall on~in the foll~in8 ~uisite
item.
A. R~u~ for delegation of plan approval
~nsibili~ shall inclu~ ~e fol~win8
inf~at~n:
(I) Ordinance or pr~ram inf~ti~
de~iling ~e plan ap~val p~,
(2) Plan ~i~ c~k li~ a~ plan ~
mission ~uim~n~,
(3) ~iment and sto~water criteria, i~
cluding waiver a~ variance p~
dur~, that m~t minimum standa~s
establish~ by th~ regulations,
~4) Ad~uate ~nnel all~ations a~
ex~ time ~am~ for plan ~vi~
which m~t t~ r~ui~n~ of ~tion 8(9), and
(S) ~surance that plan r~i~e~ will attend ~pa~ental training programs
in relat~ fields such as wetlands
identification, subaqu~s ~iu
~uiremenu, mc.
B. R~ues~ for delegation of ins~ion dur.
ing constru~ion shall include t~ foll~ing informat~n:
(I) Ins~on and ~fe~l procure,
(2) ~ fram~ for ins~ion of a~i~
ia~ dis~in8 a~iviti~,
(3) Ins~ion ~,
(4) ~surance of ad~uate ~nnel alI~ations or a time,hie to obtain ad~uate ~nel,
(5) Criteria f~ the Ce~ifi~ ~n~ion
R~i~er if utilize, a~
(6) Pr~ur~ and ti~ fia~ f~ p~
ceding complain~,
C. R~u~ for delegation of
insp~ion res~nsibili~ shall include
the foll~ing informati~:
(1) Ins~ion a~ refe~al procure,

(2) In--ion ~,
(3) ~me frame, not exc~ing o~ year,
for ins~i~ ~ complet~ sto~
water management ~ru~ur~, and
(4) ~surance of ad~uate ~nnel all~ation or a ti~ble to ~in
quate ~n~nnel.
~ . D. R~u~ for delegation of ~ucation
training r~nsibili~ s~ll include
following inf~ati~:
(I) T~ of e~ucational and training activiti~ to ~ accomplish~,
(2) Fr~ue~. ~ a~iviti~,
(3) Na~ and back8~s
dividuals .c~du~ ng t~ ~ainin~
(4) P~u~i and ~metabl~ to n~i~
the De~n~nt of ~ucatio~l pr~
grams.
5. A Con~ation Distri~, c~n~, munici~liw,
or S~te agen~ which has ~n 8rant~ de~
8ation of one or ~)~ program elemenu may
establish alternative r~uiremenU which
com~tible with o,r are m~ s~ingent than
Depa~nul r~uiremen~. T~ ake~.
rive r~uiremenu may ~ implement~ ~ly
when prior Dew,mental approval has
grant~. The~ ahemative r~uiremen~ shall
apply in lieu of the provisions ofth~ regulations in the s~cific pr~ram element that has
~n ~legat~. ,~Itemative ~uiremenU
shall ~ implemente~
aEer
has ~n provid~ which°nly wouldPUbliCallown°fice
public review and comment pri~ to
mental appr~al.
6. Delegation o~ authori~ f~ o~ or m~e
gram ele~nG ~y ~ grant~ for a m~b
mum time frame ot: thr~ ~a~. AEer th~
yea~ a n~ application to t~ ~pa~nt
mu~ ~ made. Over t~ ti~ flame for which
delegation has ~n grant~, the ~pa~m
o~inate will evaluate r~iew delegation findings implementatiOn,with
authori~, and de~rmine if ~e ~ del~
tion should ~ gran~.
7. ACon~ation Distri~, c~n~, munici~li~,
or 5~te agen~ r~u~ting or ~n~ing de~
gation shall submit a wri~en r~u~t to ~
~reta~ on or ~fore Janua~ 1
im~iately pr~ing the final year
which delegation or re~al ~ ~legation
~ught.
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8. The Secretaw shall, in writing, grant or deny
delegation on or before April 1 of the year
during which delegation is sought. The Sacratary may not deny a requested delegation untess opportunity has been afforded to the appropriate officials to present arguments,
Delegation shall be effective July 1 o( that
year and extend no more than three years, untess renewed. In the event that the Department does not act on the renewal request by
April 1, the delegated authority submitting
the request would be entitled to continue operating for a subs~luent three year time period unless action is taken by the Department
to suspend the program,
9. If the Secretary determines that a delegated
program falls below acceptable standards established by these regulations, delegation
may be suspended after opportunity is afforded for a hearing. During a period of sup
pension, the program element shall revert to
the Department for implementation. Funds
set aside by a delegated agency, that were
collected through fees established by the plan
approval agency, shall be transferred to the
Department for use if delegation is sup
pended,
10. A delegated authority may subclelegate program element, with Departmental concurfence, to a stormwater utility or other responsible entity or agency,
11. The Department shall maintain, and make
available upon request, a listing of the current
status of delegation for all jurisdictions within
the State.

Section 6 ~ Permit Fees,
Mtaintenance Fees, and

Performance Bonds
1. The establishment of permit fees, not involv,
ing stormwater utilities, shall be in accordance with the following items:
A. Delegation of program elements will depend, to a large extent, on funding and
personnel commitments. If the delegated
~urisdiction has a source of funding that is
provided through State General or local
revenues, then the implementation of the
delegated component will not necessitate
the =mposihon of a permit fee to cover the
cost of the delegated program component.

PART Ill, Appendixes
B. In the event that one coml~nent of an
overall sediment and stormwater management program is not tun(:led through
the us~ of general or special funds, a nonrefundable permit fee will be collected at
the time that the sediment and stormwater management plan or application
for waiver or variance is submitted or
pro.v.ed. The permit fee will provide for
the unfunded costs of plan review, administration and management of the permitting office, construction review, maintenar~e inspection, anc .,~:hJcation and
training. The plan reviev, or permit
prova| agency, whether delegated or the
Department. shall be responsible for the
collection of the permit tee.
Unless all program elements in a county
or municipality have been delegated to a
single agency, the funds collected not
supporting the plan review function shall
be distributed to the appropriate mEanties.
C. The number of needed personnel and the
direct and indirect expenses associated
with those personnel shall be developed
by the agencies requeshng delegation in
a specific jurisdiction in conjunction with
and with the concurrence of life Department. Those expenses will then form the
basis for determinin8 unit plan approval
costs.
D. Prior to plan approval, a fee may be
sessed by the appropriate plan approval
agency for those activities approved prior
to July 1, 1991, for which construction
will initiate after July 1, 1991.
E. Where the Department becomes the des.
ignated plan approval agency, the
partment may assess a plan review and
construction review fee. That fee shall
not exceed $80.00 per disturbed acre per
project.
F. The use of Certified Construction Reviewers for sediment control and the submission of "As Built or Record Document" certification regarding stormwater
management construction may reduce
the inspection requi=ements for the dalegated agency but may not eliminate that
inspection requirement. Peri,~:Jic over.
view inspections will still be necessary to
ensure construction management.
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2. The im~ition of ~ financial ~uaran~,
~s~ on existing I~al authori~, may ~ ~
~uir~ ~ t~ plan approval agen~ to ensu~
that construction of ~e ston~water manag~
~nt practic~ was accomplish~ according
to t~ ap~rov~ ~iment and sto~water
management plan. The develo~r, ~n ~
quir~, shall submit to the Dlan apD~al
agen~ a surety or cash ~nd, or irre~able
le~er of cr~it prior to the issuance of any
~ilding or grading ~rmit for constm~i~ ~
any land distu~ing a~ivi~ that ~ui~ a
sto~water manage~nt facili~. T~ am~nt
of t~ s~uri~ shall n~ exc~ 150 ~ent ~
t~ to~l estimat~ con~ru~i~ cmt of t~
~o~water management facili~. T~ fina~
cial 8uaran~ m r~uir~ shall include ~
visions relative to fo~eiture for failure to co~
plete work s~ifi~ in the app~
~o~water manage~nt plan, compliance
with all the provisions of these ~ulations,
and other applicable laws a~ reBulati~s,
and any time limi~tions. T~ financial 8~rant~, fully or pa~ially, shall n~ ~ relea~
without a final ins~ion of t~ complet~
work and, when ~uir~, a~er submissi~ ~
"~ Built ~ R~ord D~ument" plans, a~
after wri~en confi~ation by t~ d~ign engi.
n~r ~at const~ion was accomplish~ according to t~ approv~ plans. A ~ffial ~
~ea~ of the financial guarant~ shall ~
allo~ only to the e~ent that t~ work already accomplis~ ~uld wa~ant such ~
3. A maintenance f~ may ~ r~uir~ on a~
provals grant~ for sto~water manage~nt
~m~ur~ ~at will ~ main~i~ ~ a Co~
~ation Distri~, count, or municipali~. A
f~ ~chanism shall ~ es~blish~ prior to
the final relea~ of any r~uir~ fi~ncial
guarant~ or final approval of the complet~
sto~water management ~ru~ure by the d~
ig~t~ c~ion r~iew agent,

Section 7~dterla for
Implementation of a
Stormwater Qtlll~
The imple~ntati~ of a sto~water utili~ will
n~si=te t~ development of a I~al utili~ o~
nance prior to i~ implemen~tion. Them am ~
~ntial com~nen~ that an ordinance mu~
con=in to run,ion as a ~nding ~hanism f~
~o~water management and tho~ com~n~

D~wlr~ ~edim~nt nnd
sh~ll incl~e, ~ ~t ~ limit~ ~o,
item:
1. The financin~ ~ a sto~ater utili~ with
user cha~e system must ~ ~a~nable a~
~uitable ~ that each u~r of ~e st~wat~
s~tem pa~ to the e~ent to ~ich ~ u~
con~ibut~ to t~ ~ for ~e st~wat~
system, and that the charg~ ~ar
: : Sial relationship to ~he cmt of the se~ice. T~
u~ of c~n~ and municipal ~xpa~r ~ls
and accenting s~te~ are
as~ent a~ coll~i~ of f~.
2. The intent of tl~ utili~ mu~
fi~ r~arding ~ogram com~n~ that
to ~ fund~ ~,~gh the utili~. Th~
~n~ may include ~t nm ~ limit~ to t~
f°ll~inEa~ivi~:
A. Preparation ~lonE range wate~h~
ter plans for s~water ~naEe~n~
B. Annual ins~ions ~ all st~wat~
management faciliti~, ~h public
priva~,
C. Un~aking ~ular mainte~,
thr~gh contra~ng or oth~
st~mwa~r manage~nt
ha~ ~n accept~
D. Plan ~ a~ ins~i~
con~ol and ~o~water manage~
plans a~ pra~ic~,
E. R~fiffing designat~ wa~,
through contra~ing or other meam,
r~uce existing fl~ing problems
im~ve water quali~.
3. The a~ho6~ for the c~ation
water utili~ and the im~ition of cha~
finance ~iment and ~o~wa/er a~iviti~
confe~ in Cha~ter 40, ~tle 7, Dela~
C~e. The application of a sto~a~er ~il~
by means of a local ordinance shall n~
d~ a limitation ~ ~al
~ gran~ by S~ ~t~e.
4. ~e creation of a ~o~water ~ili~ s~ll
clu~ t~ foll~ing com~n~:
A. The ~undarim ~
wate~h~s or juri~i~ional
as identifi~ by t~ I~al g~ernin
B. The creati~ ofa ~naEe~nten6~,
C. Identification of s~ate~p~lems,
D. Mm~ for de~e~ining utili~ cha~,
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E. Proc~ur~ for inves~ent and min~tment of funds coll~, a~
F. An ap~ats or ~tition ~s.
5. As establish~ by I~al ordinance, the I~al
governing agency shall have ms~nsibili~ f~
imple~nting all as~ of the utili~ including long range planning, plan imple~n=tion, capital improvemenu, ~intenance of
stormwater faciliti~, dete~inati~ ~
charges, billing, and hearing of ap~als a~
~titions. The local agency also will have m
sponsibiliW for providing staff sup~ for utili~ implementation,
In the event that an agen~ ~ depa~nt
other than the one in which t~ ~ili~ is I~
cat~ is ~st ~uip~ to un~nake a pa~icular task, the local governing a8en~ shall ensure that appropriate interagency cha~es are
dete~in~ such that all cos~ of sto~water
management are reflect~ in the utiliW budget and that utility charges finance all as~
of sto~watermanagement,
6. ~th res~ to new sto~water management
facilities constru~ed by private develops,
the I~al goveming agency shall develop criteria for use in determining whether th~ will
~ maintain~ by the utili~ or by the faciliW
owner. Such criteria may include whether t~
facility has b~n designed primarily to ~e
residential u~rs and whether it has ~n d~
signed primarily for pur~s of sto~water
management. In situations whom it is deterthat public maintenance is ~t prefe~ble, standards shall ~ develo~ to ensure
that ins~ion of facilities occurs annually
and that facilities am maintain~ as n~.
7. The use of cha~ is limit~ to ~o~ pu~
for which the utility h~ ~n ~tablish~, ineluding but not limited to: planning; acquisition of ~ter~ in land including ea~n~;
design and const~ion of facilities; maint~
nance of ~e ~ormwater system; billing a~
administration; and water quantiW and wat~
qualiW manag~enL including monitorin~
su~eillance, private maintenance ins~ion,
construction ins~ion, and ot~r a~iviti~
which are reamnably r~uir~,

Section 8 -- Pcrmlt Application
and Approval Process
1. After July 1, 1991, unless a ~icular a~ivi~
is exempt~ by ~e~ regulations, a ~

PART in.
may ~ di~u~ land with~ an appmv~
~iment a~ ~o~water manage~nt plan
from t~ appropriate plan approval agency.
~radin8 or buildin8 ~it may ~t ~ issu~
for a p~ units a s~iment a~
~o~wamr management plan has
pmv~ bat is consistent with t~ followinE
item:
A. Ch~p~ ~, ~t~ 7, ~laware C~e,
lating to er~ion and ~iment control
and sto~water ma~ge~nt, and
B. ~m regulations, ~ duly adopt~
coun~ or munici~l ordinanc~
adopt~ as a pan of t~ delegation ~~s and relate to ~e intent of t~ re8~
latio~
2. A s~i~nt and smearer mana8e~nt
plan or an application for a waiver shall
submi~ to the appropriate i~lan appeal
agency by the devel~, for revi~ and
proval for a land disturbing a~ivity, unlm
othe~i~ exemptS. The s~i~nt
sto~water management plan shall contain
sup~ning compu~tions, drawings, and ~fficient info~ation d~ribing the ~nner,
cation, and ~ of measur~ in which
stormwater runoff will ~ manag~ ~m
entire develop~nt. T~ appropriate plan
proval agency shall review t~ plan
mine compliance with t~ requiremen~
the~ regulations prior to app~oval. The
prow ~diment and stormwater mana8~
ment plan shall ~e as the ~sis for water
quanti~ and water quali~ control on all
~uent cons~ion.
3. The ~iment a~ stormwater management
plan shall not ~ consider~ approv~ without the inclusion of an approval s=mp with
signature and date, on the plans by the app~
priate plan approval age~.
4. All ~iment and ~o~water manage~nt
plans submi~ for approval shall con~in
ce~ification by the ~ner or develo~r that
clearing, gradin~ const~ion, ~ de~l~
ment will ~ accomplis~ ~Jrsuant
plan and that res~nsible ~nnel involv~
in the land di~urbance will have a Codification of Training at a Depa~men~l s~nsor~

or approv~ training program l~or the c~tml
of erosion and ~iment control ~fore initiation of the proj~. The Certification
in8 for res~nsible ~r~nnel r~uireme~
may ~ waiv~ by the appropriate plan
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pmval a~en~ on any ~oj~ inv~vin~ silviculture or fewer ~an f~r ~i~nOal ~mm.
5. All ~iment and sto~wat~ manage~nt
plans shall con~in ce~if~ati~ ~ ~e ~
or deyelo~r of ~e right of ~e ~m~t ~
delegat~ ins~ion agen~ ~ condu~ ~
site ins~ions,
6. A ~ra~in8 or building ~it issu~ ~ a I~1
juri~i~ion may ~ sus~nd~ m ~
a~er wri~en notice is 8i~n to ~e ~i~
by the r~nsible dele~at~ ase~ or t~
Depan~nt for any of ~e roll.ins
A. ~olations of t~ co~itions ~ ~ ~
ment and s~at~ ma~se~nt plan

a~mval;
B. Chang~ in site mn~ chara~risti~
u~n which a waiver was 8rantS;

~
~
U

1!

~
~
~
~,
~

~
~
!

C. Constm~ion not in acc~dance wi~ the
approv~ plans;
D. Noncompliance with co~i~ ~tice
or stop ~rk order issu~ for ~e ~
~m~ion of the s~i~nt control practic~ ~ ~e sto~ater manage~nt faciliti~;

I~bw~z Sediment s~l St~rmwet~
9. U~n r~eipt ~ a complet~ application
~iment a~ sto~water ma~8ement.
appr~riate plan approval agency shall
complish i~ revi~ within 30 calendar da~,
and hz~ eider ~e Zl~val ~ r~iew co~
~n~ tran~i~ to t~e applicanL If that
day ti~ frame cannot ~ ~, the appropr~
ate plan appeal agen~ shall no~i~
= . plicant of t~ reason; fm delay, and an ex~ ti~ fra~ n~ m exc~
additional 30 da~ ~hen
acc~plis~.

Se~lon 9 = Cdte~= for
Designated Watersheds
~e conce~ ~ dmignal:~
ten~, not ~ly to pr~ent existing water qua~
ti~ and water quali~ pr~lems from 8e~in~
wo~, ~t also to ~uce ,existing fl~in
lems and to impr~ existin
mm S=te Water ~uaii~ S=ndards in ~lm~
water.s. Criteria is ~tablis~ f~ d~ignat~
wats~h~s a~ that criter~ will de~nd
whether the s~ific problems of
am water quanti~ ~ water quali~ mient~.
Wa~r quanti~ and water auali~ concerns ~11
consider~ in all designat(~ wate.h~s,
overall emphasis for each ~signat~ wate.~
will ~ on i~ ~i.in, and .ntici.t~ ~
lemL

E. An imm~iate dan~er exam in a do~stream area in t~ opinion of t~ app~
priate plan appr~al ~ ins~i~
a,en~, or the Depa.~nt; or
F. Failure ~ ~bmit ~o~water ma~8~
ment "~ Built or R~o~ ~u~n~ 1. To initiate consid~ation
plans, when r~uir~, at t~ c~pleti~
Designat~ Watersh~ or Subwate~h~ s~of the projm,
tus, a wate~ shall
7. Ap~rov~ plans re.in valid for 3 ~a~ from
~on~ation Distri~, c~n~, munici~li~,
or S=te agent, to the C)e~n~nt. U~n r~the date of an approval, unless s~ifically
ommendation to t~ Depa~ment, all
extend~ or renew~ by the appropriate plan
~lv~ agenci~ at t~ I~al I~el will ~ co~
approval agent. The basis for e~ension ~
~ and t~ir input r~eiv~ prior to any
renewal may include, ~t not limit~ to, the
wate~ ~udy ~ing initiate.
following items:
A. Failure to initiate the appmv~ pmj~ f~
rea~ns accep~ble ~ ~e appropriate
plan approval a~en~ such as fundin8 ~
ot~r agen~ ~it ~law; ~
B. ~me duration for a ~ ~ a~iviW that
~pically execs th~ yea~.
8. Proj~ which have ~n appmv~ prior to
July 1, 1991, and where site clearing has ~
~n initiat~ on the proj~ within ~o
yea~, shall ~ resubmi~ to the appropriate
plan approval agen~ for revi~ and ap
proval subj~ ~ the r~uire~n~ of t~
regulations,

2. Includ~ with ~e ~om~ati~ of a
te~h~ f~ D~ignat~l Wate~h~ or Su~
watenh~ ~atus ~o t~ De~nt shall
an identification of lhe s~ific pr~lems
exist in the waters~ so that the pu~it ~
watersh~ study is wanant~. Inclus~n in
the~ regulations as a E~ignat~ Wate~
or Subwatersh~ r~uir~ approval by
Depan~nt that a significant water quant~
or water quailW proble~m exis~ that w~ld
n~essi=te this joint S=te, Distri~, ~d I~1
8overn~ntinvolve~nt.A!~, inclusion of a
wate~h~ as a ~i~nat,~ Wate~ or Su~
watenh~ will ~sit.ate a ~blic hearin8
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process. The process of problem identification shall be based on the following information:
A. To initiate a watershed study bared on
water quality considerations the following information must be submitted:
(1) Existing water quality data that has
been collected as a result of the overall statewide water quality inventory.
process, or
(2) Other water quality data collected
through sl~ecific sampling that was
accomplished in thewatershed, or
(3) Submission of a water quality assessment that was accomplished using a
qualitative collection method of benthic macroinvertebrates.
B. To initiate a watershed study based on
flooding or water quantity considerations
the following information must be submitted:
(1) Estimated annual flood damage to elther private, residential, commercial,
industrial, or public properties, or
(2) Number of residences or industries in
the floodplain, or
(3) The history of flooding in the watershed, or
(4) .Measures already taken to minimize
or reduce flooding, or
(5) Dangers to public health and welfare.
3. Upon modification of these regulations to inelude a watershed as a Designated Watershed
or Subwatershed an advisory group will be
established that will guide the overall watershed study. The advisory group will be appointed by the Secretary and will include
State, District, and local representatives in addition to representatives of the regulated
community and others aEected by the results
of the study.
4. The general components contained in the actual watershed studies shall be the following
items:
A. Stormwater quantity or water quality
probiem iden!ification,
B. The overall needs of the watershed including the additional impacts of new development activities,

PART In. Apl~ndlxel
C. Alternative approaches to a,ddress the existing and future problems,
D. A ~elected approach that include~ the
overall costs and benefits,
E. Schedule for implementatkm,
F. Funding sources that are available for the
actual implementation of study recomme~dations, and
G. A public hearing process prior to final
Departmental approval.
S. The following goals are to be obtained
through the implementation of the Desighated Watershed or Subwatershed program:
A. Reduction of existing flooding or water
quality impacts,
B. Prevention of future flooding or water
quality impacts, and
C. Minimization of economic and social
losses.
6. Specific plan components of a water quality
watershed study shall include, |x Jr not be limited to, the following items:
A. The limits of the watershed,
B. An inventory of existing water quality
data,
C. An inventory of areas having significant
natural resource value as defined in existing State or local studies a;; they may be
impacted by the construction or location
of stormwater control structure~,
D. An inventory of areas of hisl:orical and archaeological value identified in existing
State or local studies as they may be irapatted by the construction or location of
stormwater control structun.~,
E. A map or series of maps of l~he watershed
showing the following information:
(1) Watershed topography,
(2) Significant geologic formations,
(3) Soils information,
(4) Existing land use bared on existing
zoning,
(S) Proposed land use based on expetted zoning or comprehensive
plar~,
(6) Location of tidal and nontidal wet-"
lands, and
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(~ L~ations w~ water quali~ da~
were ob~in~,
F. An evaluation of water ~uanti~ concerns
¯ at fl~ing d~ not
a
lem in ~e wate~.
S~ific com~nen~ ~ a water quanti~
~s~ study shall include, ~ ~t ~ limit~
to, th~ following item:
A. The limi~ of~ewate~,
B. ,~n invento~ of historic fl~ damage
sites, including fr~uen~ a~ damage
estima~,
C. An invento~ of areas of significant ~t~
ral msou~e value as not~ in exi~ing
State and I~al ~udi~ as th~ may ~ i~
~ by the const~ion or I~at~n ~
~o~water control st~u~,

agen~

r~nsible for administering designat~
wa~ or subwaters~ ~tud~es with
advice of ~e
~a~. R~om~endations
ma~ wi~ t~ ~erall c~nt of
~10. ~ f~ai ~ul~ ~ t~ ~ignat~ Wamr¯ ~ or Subwate~h~ ~udy will t~ui~ forreal accedence by the I~al Con~ati~
Dis~i~ Boa~ of Su~i~ and the I~al
go--in
munici~li~.
11. Im~n~tion
~t~ Wat~ or Su~ate~h~ study will
~si~te t~ d~tl~ment and imple~
~tion ~ a d~icat~ funding ~rce such as a
eo~water utili~ m ensure d~ign, cong~.
tion, and maintenance of n~ s~u~ is
acc~i~.

D. An invento~ of areas of hi~orical and atcha~logical value identifi~ in existing
State and I~al studies as they may ~ i~
pact~ by the const~ion or I~ation
stormwatercontrol st~u~,
12. Th~ wate~h~s or
E. A map or ~ri~ of ma~ of the wate~
nat~ due to existing water quanti~ ~ wat~
showing t~ foll~ing info~ti~:
quali~ problems include Ge following:
(1) Wate~h~ to~graphy,
A. ~ver~il~r Laker. Jon~ River a~ all
drainage are~ u~tream of the Silv~
(2) ~ilsinfo~ation,
(3) Exi~ing land u~ ba~ on exi~in8
zonin~
Se~ion ~0--Specific Design
(4) Pro~ la~ u~ ba~ on ex-

~ zoning or comprehensi~

plans,
(5) L~ati~s of tidal and ~ntidal wm.
la~s,
(6) L~ations of exi~ing fl~ing pr~
lems including fl~r and comer el~.
vations of st~r~ alrea~
~, a~
(7) 10~year fl~plain ~li~ations,
water su~ace profile, a~ sto~
h~rographs at ~1~ waters~
F. An evaluati~ of wa~r quali~ conce~
m that water Cuali~ degradation d~
~t ~ome a problem in the wate~h~.
The initiation of s~di~ for ~ignat~ Watersh~s or Subwate~s de~nds on t~ avai~
ability of funding for the s~udy. ~ce a water.
sh~ h~ ~n designate, ~e D~nt
will make ev~ effo~ to ~u~ fu~ing
thigh f~eral, S~te, or I~1 means.

Criteria and Minimum Standards
and Specifications

1. Genii submission ~uiremen~ for all
agement a~r~al ir~lu~ t~ roll,in
fo~at~n:
B. A vicini~ map i~i~ting no~ a~,
~le, and other info~ati~ n~
l~ate t~ pro~r~ or ~ panel,
C. A plan at an a~ropriate scale acc~
ni~ by a d~ign ~n a~ indi~tinE at
le~:
(1)
(a) ~ ~.r of the pro~ w~
~e
(b) ~la~d~elo~r;a~
(c) ~ applicant.
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(2) The existing and proposed topogra- ¯
phy, as required on a case-by-case
basis.
(3) The proposed grading and earth di~turbance including:
(a) Surface area involved; and
(b) Limits of grading including limitation of~mass clearing and grading
whenever possible,
(4) Stormwater management and stormwater drainage computations, including:
(a) Pre- and postdevelopment velocities, peak rates of di~harge, and
inflow and outflow hydrograph~
of stormwater runoff at all existing and proposed poinL~ of dip
charge from the site,
(b) Site conditions around poin~ of
all surface water discharge ineluding vegetation and method of
flow conveyance from the land
disturbing activity, and

PART I!1. AppeJtdt~s
public sewers, water lines, septic fields,
wells, etc.
2. Specific requirements for the ermion and sediment control portion of the ~..diment and
stom~water management plan approval process include, but are not limited to, the following items. The appropriate plan al:~’oval
agency may modifi/the following item~ for a
specific~project or type of pro~:t. Modification for a specific type of project will require
the concurrence of the Department before
that modification may be applied and that
modification shall be subject to public review
and comment prior to adoption.
A. All plans shall include details of tempo.
raw and permanent stabilization mea~.
ures including placement of the following statement on all plan~ submitted for
approval, Following ~oil disturbance or
redisturbance, permanent or temporary
stabilization shall be completed within
14 calenda~ days as to the ~urface of all
perimeter rRdiment controls, top~oil
sto~:kpiles, and all other disturbed or
graded areas on the project site.

(c) Design details for structural controis.
These requirement,= do not apply to those
areas which are shown on the plan and
(5) Erosion, ~=diment control, and
are currently being used for material ~torstormwater management provisions
age, or for tho~e areas on ,which actual
including:
earth moving activities are currently
(a) Provisions to preserve top soil
being performed.
and limit disturbance;
B. All erosion and sediment (:ontrol plans
(b) Details of site grading, and;
shall comply with the Delaware Erosion
and ~=diment Control Handbook, dated
(c) Design details for structural con1989 and approved supplements. The
trois which includes diversions
supplemen~
shall be subject to public
and swales,
view and comment prior to their incorpoD. Federal Emergency Management Agency
ration in the Erosion and .~.,diment Conflood maps and federal and State protrol Handbook.
letted wetlands, where appropriate.
C. A sequence of construction shall be co~E. The appropriate plan approval agency
rained on all plans describ,ing the relashall require that plans and design report.~
tionship between the implementation
be ~ealed by a qualified design profe.P
and maintenance of sediment controls,
sional that the plans have been designed
including permanent and temporary stain accordance with approved sediment
bilization and the various ~ges or
and stormwater ordinances, regulations,
phase~ of earth disturbance and con~trucstandards and criteria. The appropriate
tion. The sequence of construction shall,
plan approval agency may waive this reat a minimum, include the following accluirement on a ca~e-by-ca~e basis,
tivities:
F. Additional iinformation nece~ry for a
{1) Clearing and grubbing for those areas
coml~lete project review may be required
necessary for installation of perim.
by the appropriate plan approval agency
etercontrols;
as deemed appropriate. This additional
information may include items such as
(2) Construction of perimeter controls;
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meet or exceed the modified criteria,
Proposed modification of criteria for
a watershed shall be subject to public review and comment prior to iraplementation,
E. Water quality control is also an integral
component of stormwater management,
Control of wa~er quality on-site will prevent further d~gradation of downstream
water quality. The following design criteria are established for water quality protection unless a waiver or variance is
granted on a case-by-case basis,

proval from the Department for that use
pursuant to Chapter 60.
H. Where ponds are the proposed method of
control, the developer shall submit to the
approving agency, when required, an
analysis of the impacts of stormwater
flows downstream in the watershed for
the 100-year frequency storm event.
The"an’alysis shall include hydrologic and
hydraulic calculations necessary to determine the impact of hydrograph timing
modifications of the propose.~l development, with and without the: pond, on
downstream dams, highways., structures,
or natural points of constricted streamflows past which the timing effects would
be considered negligible. The results of
the analysis will determine the need to
modify the pond design or to eliminate
the pond requirement. Lacking a clearly
defined downstream point of constriction, the downstream impacts shall be es.
tablished, with the concurrence of the
approvin8 agency, downstream of a tributary of the following size:

(I) In general,, the preferred option for
water quality protection shall be
ponds. Ponds having a permanent
pool of water must be considered before a pond having no permanent
pool. Infiltration practices sl~all be
considered only after ponds have
been eliminated for engineering or
hardship reasons as approved by the
appropriate plan approval agency,
(2) Water quality ponds having a permanent pool shall be designed to release the first 1/2 inch of runoff from
the site over a 24-hour period. The
storage volume of the normal pool
shall be designed to accommodate,
at least, 1/2 inch of runoff from the
entire site.
(3) Water quality ponds, not having a
normal pool, shall be designed to re!ease the first inch of runoff from the
site over a 24-hour period,

(1) The first downstream tributary whose
drainage area equals or exceeds the
contributing area to the pond; or
(2) The first downstream tributary whose
peak discharge exceeds the largest
designed release rate of t~=e pond.
I.

(4) Infiltration practices, when used,
shall be designed to accept, at least,
the first inch of runoff from all streets,
roadways, and parking lots.

(1) The only disturbance to the wetland,
for the purposes of these regulations,
shall be that disturbance caused by
the stormwater management pond
embankment placement and construction;or

(5) Other practices may be acceptable to
the appropriate plan approval
agency if they achieve an equivalent
removal efficiency of 80 percent for
suspended solids,

(2) The applicant can demonstrate that
the intended or functional aspects of
the storrnwater management facility
and wetlands are maintained or
hanced, or the construction in the
wetland for stormwater management
is the only reasonable alternative.

F. All ponds t,~at are constructed for
stormwater management shall be designed and constructed in accordance
with the USD,~ Soil Conservation Service
Small Pond Code 378, dated September
1990, as approved for use in I~)elaware.
C;. Any pond utilized for water supply purposes, or for irrigation, must obtain ap-

Where existing wetlands are iintended as
a component of an overall stormwater
management system, the following erateria shall apply:

(3) ,~,ll other necessary State ,and federal
pert’nits can be obtained.
J.

Designs shall be in accordance with
standards developed or approved by the
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¯ long the fill/natural ground interf¯ce
may cause slope failure,
(9) Unless allowed on a specific project,
infiltration practices will be used primarily for water quality enhancemerit only.
(10)An infiltration practice shall not be
installed on or atop a slope whose
natur¯l angle of incline exceeds 20
percent,
P. A regional approach to stormwater management is ¯n acceptable alternative to
site specific requirements. As a substitute
control practice, regional stormwater
management structures sh¯ll be required
to meet the following items:
(1) They shall have ¯ contributory drainage ¯re¯ not in excess of 400 ¯cres
unless, on a case.by-c¯se basis, a
larger drainage are¯ is ¯pproved by
plan approval
the appropriate
agency;
(2) They shall have a permanent pool of
water and provide for 24-hour detenlion of the first inch of stormwater
runoff from the entire upstream
watershed; and
(3) All ,other necessary approvals have
been obtained that could be cause
for site rejection,
Q. The predevelopment peak discharge rate
shall be computed assuming that all land
uses in the site to be developed are in
good hydrologic condition,

2. The inclusion of ¯n ¯ctivity into the general
permit classification does not relinquish that
activity from the requirements of Chapter 40.
Rather, the general permit precludes that ¯ctivity from the necessity of a specific pl¯n review for e¯ch individu¯l projecL
3. Approval of a general permit does not relieve
the applicant from the conditions that ¯re
part of’the.general permit ¯pprov¯l reEardin~
the implementation of control practices as
cluired by the general pemdt. Failure to implement control pr¯ctices pursu¯nt to conditions included in the general permit may
necessitate ¯ppropri¯te enforcement ¯ction
as provided in Ch¯pter 40 .and these re~ui¯tions.
4. Those activities eligible for general permits
include the following:
A. Individual detached residenti¯l home or
agricultural structure cc~nstruction where
the disturbed ¯re¯ for construction will
be less than one acre in size. Two or more
contiguous lots being developed concurrently by the same land developer will
not be eligible for the general permit.
B. Forest h¯rvestoper¯tion~.
C. Highway shoulder and side swale maintenance.
D. The repair, maintenance, and installation
of above and underground utilities,
E. Commercial and industrial projects for
erosion and sediment control only when
the total disturbed area of the project is
less than 1/2 acre in size:.
F.

Section ! 1 -- General

Permit Criteria
1. A general permit involves completion and
submission of a form by a land owner, developer, or agent to the appropriate plan approval agency for signature. The minimum
criteria for the form will be developed by the
Department, and may be expanded upon by
the appropriate plan approval agency. The
form will contain standard conditions for erosion and sediment control that must be implemented on sites where a specific control plan
is not required. The appropriate plan ap
proval agency shall approve general permit
requests within S calendar days of receipt,

Modification or reconstruction of ¯ tax
ditch by a tax ditch organization when
that tax ditch is not intended to serve ne~v
development, and which will not increase water quantity or adversely impact
water quality, or change points of discharge so as to adversely affect the waters
of theState.

5. The appropriate plan ¯pprov¯l agency may
place more restrictive con~;litions upon the
general permits approv¯l including the
quirement for site specific plans for any Beneral permits category. The imposition of more
specific requirements for categories of projects shall be approved by the Departme. nt,
and shall be subject to public review and
comment prior to their imposition.
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construction project. Responsible personnel
are not required on any projec’t involving silviculture or fewer than four residential
homes. Responsible personnel shall obtain
certification by completing a Department
sponsored or approved training program. Enrollment of existing and future responsible
personnel is the responsibility of employers,
Response to a Department notice of training
and certification in accordance with the provisions of item 3 of this section shall serve as
an application for training. The Department
shall notify employers of responsible personnel as to the date and location of training programs for attendance by responsible personnel and other interested persons.
2. After July 1, 1991, any applicant reeking sediment and stormwater plan approval shall certiE/to the appropriate plan approval agency
that all responsible personnel involved in the
construction project will have a certificate of
attendance at a Departmental sponsored or
approved training course for the control of
sediment and stormwater before initiation of
any land disturbing activity. The certificate of
attendance shall be valid until the Depart.
ment notifies the individual or announces in
local newspapers that recertification is required due to a change in course content,
3. After July 1, 1991, employers of responsible
personnel may receive interim certification
for responsible personnel during the period
before attendance at a Departmental sponsored or approved training course by submitSing an enrollment form to the Department.
Interim certification shall be valid until the
scheduled date of attendance for training of
responsible personnel. These enrollment
forms are available from the Department and
the Conservation Districts.

Section 14
Construction Review
and Enforcement Requirements
1. The land developer shall request, at least 24
hours ahead of time, that the appropriate inspection agency approve work completed at
the stages of construction outlined in the sequence of construction contained on the a~
proved plans. Any portion of the work which
does not comply will be promptly corrected
by the developer after written notice by the
appropriate inspection agency. The notice
shall set forth the nature of con’ections re-

quired and the time frame within which corrections must be made.
2. The land developer shall notify t;he appropriate inspection agency before initiation of
construction and upon project completion
when a final inspection will be conducted to
ensure compliance with the approved ~,,diment and ston’nwater managemer~t plan.
3. The resl~ri~ible inspection agency shall, for
inspection purposes, do all of the following
items:
A. Ensure that the approved ~.,climent and
stormwater management pla=ns are on the
project site and are complied with;
B. Ensure that every active site is inspected
for compliance with the approved plan
on a regular basis;
C. Prepare and leave on site, Or forward to
the contractor, a written report after every
inspection that describes:
(1) The date and location of the site inspection;
(2) Whether the approved plan has been
properly implemented and mainrained;
(3) Approved plan Or practiice deficien-

cies; and
(4) The action taken.
D. Notification of on-site personnel or the
owner/developer in writing when violations are observed, describing the
(1) Nature of the violation;
(2) Required corrective action; and
(3) Time period for violation correction.
4. The Department may investigate complaints
or refer any complaint received to the local
inspection agency if the activity is located in
a jurisdiction that has received delegation of
sediment and stormwater management inspection. In conjunction with a referral, the
Department may also initiate an on-site investigation after notification of ~e local inspection agency in order to properly evaluate
the complaint. The Department shall take enforcement action when appropriate, and notiE/ the local inspection agency’ in a timely
manner of any enforcement actions taken.
5. The Department, at its discretion and upon
notification to either the owner, developer, Or
contractor, may visit any site to determinethe

agement pra~ic~. In the event that the ~
~ment condu~ site ins~ions, t~ a~
~mpriate ins~io~ ~gen~ shall ~ nmifi~
priorto the initiation of any enfome~nt =cti~. The apD~riate ins~ion agen~ shall
~blish a time ~ame to ob=in site c~pl~
ance. This notification s~ll, in no way lim~
the ~ght to ~e ~pa~ent to take a~i~ = sub~uent to any provision of t~e mgubtions or Chapter. Focal pr~ur~ f~ in,ra~ion ~n the ~pa~ent =~ t~
propriate ins~ion agen~ on site
ins~ion and refe~al will ~ ~1o~ ~
an i~ividual basis.
~e appmpria~ plan approval age~ ~y
r~ui~ a ~vision to ~e appro~ plans ~
n~ due to differing site conditions. ~e
appropriate plan ap~oval agen~ ~11 ~
lish guidelines to facili~te the pr~sing of
revi~ plans where field conditions ~sitare plan m~ification. Where chan~es ~ t~
approv~ plan are n~es~ th~ chang~
shall ~ in accordance to t~ following:
A. ~ajor chang~ to approv~ ~iment a~
~o~water management plans, such as
t~ addition or deletion of a ~iment
~sin, shall ~ submi~ by the o~er/
developer to the appropriate plan a~
proval agen~ for revi~ a~ approval.
B. Minor chang~ to ~i~nt and sto~
water management plans may ~ made
in the field if appmv~ by ~e constmction mvi~er and d~u~nt~ in t~
field revi~ r~.
The appropriate
s~ion agen~ shall develop a list of llI~able field m~ifications for u~ by the
const~ion~i~r,
Sto~water ~nage~nt cons~ion ~all
have ins~ions accomplish~ at t~ foll~in8 ~8~:
A. Infiltration pra~ic~ ~all ~ ins~ It
the commencement, durin~ a~ u~n
completion ~ concretion;
B. All ~nds shall ~ ins~ at ~e ~iI~in8 s=8~:
(1) U~n completion of excavation to
su~f~ndation and w~re r~ui~,
installation of ~ru~ural sup~ ~
reinfo~e~nt for st~u~, incl~
ing, but not limit~ to

~nk~nU,
(b) In~-~tl~ s~res and anti~p ~m~u~, watertight co~
~c~ ~ pi~, a~
(c) Tmnc~ fm enc~
drain=Be facilitY.
(2) Durin~ place~nt of stm~ural fill,
concrete, a~ in~allation of piping
a~ c=tcl~ ~ins;
(]) Durin8 bac~ll ~ f~ndations
(4) Durin8 m~n~n( c~stm~i~;
(S) U@ c(~pletion of final gradin~
and ~tablishment of ~nent
~tion.

8. The age~ ~ponsible for c~stru~i~
vi~ may, i, addition to I~al enfo~eme~
options, refer a site violati~ to the
ment for additional enfo~e~nt
may initiate a De~n~l const~i~
vi~ of the site to ~ri~ site conditions.
constru~n ~h~ may ~ult in t~ foll~
in8 a~ions:
A. Notification through appr~riate
to the ~n enga~ in = I=nd distu~
in8 a~ivi~ a~d the contra~or to comply
with the appr,~ plan within a s~ifi~
ti~ frame;
B. Notification ofplan inad~ua~, with
ti~ frame for ~e ~n engag~ in
land distu~ing a~ivi~ to submit
vi~ s~i~nt and ~water plan
the appropriate plan approval age~
and to r~ei~ i= appeal with ~
t~o.
The Detriment shall ~ti~ ~e I~al
s~on agen~ in a timely mann~
what enfomement a~ion is =ken
site.
10. Failure of t~ ~n~n engag~ in t~ land di~
tu~ing a~iviw or t~ contra~ m comfy
with ~men~,l r~uiremen~ may
in the following a~ions in addition to
~nalti~ as provid~ in Chapter 40.
A. The D~an~nt shall have t~ ~er
issue a cea~ a~ d~ist order to any ~r~n violating ;=ny ~isi~-of Chap~r
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and these regulations by ordering such
person to cease and desist from any site
work activity other than those actions
necessary to achieve compliance with
any administrative order,
B. The Department may request that the appropriate plan approval agency refrain
from issuing any further building or grading permits tot the person having outstanding violations until those violations
have been remedied.

Section 15 -- Maintenance
Requirements
1. For erosion and sediment control, all pracrices shall be maintained in accordance with
requirements specified in the Delaware Sediment and Erosion Control Handbook dated
1989 or as directed by the construction reviewer,
2. Prior to the issuance of any building or grading permit for which stormwatermanagement
is required, the responsible plan approval
agency shall require the applicant or owner
to execute an inspection and maintenance
agreement binding on all subsequent owners
of land served by the private stormwater management facility. Such agreement shall provide for access to the facility at reasonable
times for regular inspection by an inspection
agency and for an assessment of property
owners to ensure that the stormwater management structure is maintained in proper design working condition,
3. The Department encourages, and will provide technical assistance to, any Conservation District or local jurisdiction who chooses
to assume the maintenance responsibility for
stormwater management structures on, at
least, residential lands. Public maintenance
provides a reasonable assurance that maintenance will be accomplished on a regular
basis,
4. The owner or person responsible shall perform or cause to be performed preventive
maintenance of all completed stormwater
management practices to ensure proper runetioning. The responsible inspection agency
shall ensure preventive maintenance through
inspection of all stormwater management
practices. The inspections shall occur at least
once each year.

5. Inspection reports shall be maintained by the
responsible inspection agency ,on all detention and retention structures and those inspection repo~ shall include the followinE
items:
A. The date of inspection;
B. The nameofthe
C. The cor~ditionof
(1) Vegetation,
(2) Fences,
(3) Spillways,

(4) Embankment=.
(5) Reservoir area,
(6) Outlet channels,
(7) Underground drainage,
(8) Sediment load, or
(9) Other items which could effect the
proper function of the st=’ucture.
D. Description of needed maintenance.
6. Responsible inspection agencie~ shall provide procedures to ensure that deficiencies
indicated by inspections are rectified. The
procedures shall include the
A. Notification to the person r~ponsible for
maintenance of deficiencies includin~ a
time frame for repairs;
B. Subsequent inspection to ensure completion of repairs;and
C. Effective enforcement procedures or procedures to refer projects to the Department if repairs are not undertaken or are
not done properly.

Section 16 -- Penaltle=
1. Any person who violates any rule., order, condition imposed in an approved plan or other
provision of these regulations shall be fined
not less than $200 or more than $2,000 for
each offense. Each day that the violation continues shall constitute a separate offense. The
Justice of the Peace Courts shall have jurisdiction of offenses brought under this subset.
tion.
2. Any person who intentionally, knowingly,
and after written notice to comply, violates
refuses to comply with anynotice issued pursuant to these regulations shall be fined
less than $ 500 or more than $ I 0,(X)O for each
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offense. Each day the violation continues
shall constitute a separate offense. The Superior Court shall have jurisdiction o~ offensel
brought under this subsection.

Section 17 -- Hearings
The conduct of all hearings conducted pursuant
to these regulations shall be in accordance with
the relevant provisions of Delaware Code, 11tie 7,
Chapter 60.
Section 18 --- Severabi]it7
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause,
phrase, or portion of these regulations are for any
mason held invalid or unconstitutional by any
court or competent jurisdiction, such provision
and such holding shall not affect the validity of
the remaining portions of these regulations.
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Additional Resources
¯

%°

1

2
American Society of Civil Engineerl
345 East 47th SI.,e~
New York, NY 10017-2398
Delaware Department of Natural Resou~es and
Environmental Control
Division of Soil and Water Conservation
89 Kings Highway
P.O. Box 1401
Dove~, DE 19903
King County Resource Planning Section
3600 1361h Place, SE, 4th Floo¢
Bellevue, WA 98006-1400
King County Surface Water Management Division
400 Yesler Way, 4th Floo~
Seattle, WA 98104
Metrooolitan Washington Council of Governments
Deparanent of Environmental Programs
777 North Capitol S~,et, NL Suite 300
Washington, DC 20002
Municipality of Mevopo~itan Sea~.le
Wate~ Resources, 8th Floo¢ Exchange Building
821 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
New ~ersey Depara~ent of Environmental Protection
(formerly New )ersey Department of Environmental
Protection and Energy)
Office o/land and Water Planning, CN 423
Trenton, NJ 08625
North Carolina Department of Natural Resources and
Community Developmem of Land Resoun:~s
Land Quality Section
P.O. Box 27687
Raleigh, NC 27611

Puget Sound Estuary Program
U.S. Environmemal Prote~lon Agency, Re~ion 10
1200 Sixth Avtmue
Sea~le, WA 98101
Puget Sound Wa~er C~aality Autho~ly
217 Pine 5~’eet, Suite 1100
Seattle, WA 98101
Rhode Island Resource Ccmservation and
Oevelopment Area
5580 Post Road, Box 6
Eas~ Greenwich, R10281B
Technical Services Section
Municipal Liquid and Industrial
Management Branch
Ministry o/the Environment
777 Broughton 51feet, 2nd Floor
Victoria, BC VgV IIXS, Canada
Ten’ene Institute
1717 K Slicer, NV¢
Suite 801
Washington, DC 20006
Univef~ty of Washinllton
Engineering Professional Pn~rams, XD-15
Seattle, WA 981
Ud~an Drainage and Flood Conlml Digdct
2480 West 26th Avenue, Suite
Denver, CO 802111-5500
U.5. Environmental Pro~ectJon Alency
Assessment Brancl’~
Environmental Research Laboram~/
Athens, GA 30613.
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U.S. Env~mn~ntal Pr~ti~
203
Rich~, VA 23219.2~

Wat~ 8r~h
~H-553)

U.S. Envimn~ Prmmi~
NPDES Pr~m B~

~.

F~ral C~, Box
~n~r, CO ~225
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Abbreviations.
ACP
AETA
APHA
API
ASC~
AVS
BMP
BRRL
CN
CP
CRP
CWA
EMC

AIFicul~ural Con~etval~on Program
appa rent effects threshold apl)Kkidl
American Public Health Association
American Petroleum Institute
Agricultural Stabilization and Comewation Semite
acid volatile sulfide
best management practice
British Road Research Laboramw
curve number
coalescing pla~e
Conservation Resewe Program
Clean Water Act
event-mean concentration

ESC
GIS
HEC
HSG
HSPF
IBI
ICI
ILLUDAS
I.~o
t.GCPA
MLRA
NASQAN
NEH
NOEL
NPDES
NPS
NSTPA
NURP
OSDS
PEL
PNA
QC
RC&D

erosion and sediment control
geographic information s’y~tem
Hydrologic Engineerin8 Center
hydrologic soil groups
HydrologiCBioticSimulation
Index of
Integrity Pro~ram~For~an
Invertebrate Community Index
Illinois Urban Drainage Area Simulation
Index of WelI.Bein~
Local Government Comprehensive Plannin$ Act
major land resource area
National Stream Quality Accountin8 Network
National Engineering Handbook
no observed effects level
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
nonpoint ~K)urce
national status and trends program approach
Nationwide Urban Runoff Prosram
onsite wastewater disposal Wstem
probable effects level
polynuclear aromatic hydrocadoom
quality convol
Resource Conservation and Development Program
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rapid bioassessment protocol
RBP
Science Advisory Board
SAB
SBA
sediment background approach
SCS
5oil Conservation Service
screening level concentration approach
SLCA
sediment quality assessment guideline
SQAC
sediment quality triad approach
SQTA
~. ¯
¯ spiked sediment bioassay approach
SSBA
Storage, Treatment, Overflow, and Runoff Model
STORM
Stormwater Management Model
SWMM
state water policy
SWP
time of concentration
TC
total nitrogen
TN
total organic carbon
TO(:
TP
total phosphorus
TP~
tissue residue approach
total suspended solids
TSS
USDA
U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Geological Survey
USCS
Universal Soil Loss Equation
USLE
WATSTORE National Water Data Storage and Retrieval System
WLF
water level fluctuation
WRP
Wetlands Reserve Program
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Preface

_

Poison Runoff is the product of two years of research made
possible by a generous grant from the Virginia Environmental
Endowment. The report was developed based on an analysis of
hundreds of personal and telephone interviews, articles, repom
and government publications. Through this report NRDC hope~
to make a serious contribution to efforts to control what is
euphemistically called "nonpoint source" pollution-and what we
have more aptly labelled "poison runoff."
It has been known for many years that the sediment,
nutrients, bacteria and toxics generated by various land use
activities contaminate both our surface waters and our groundwater. Agriculture, urban development, silviculture, mining and
livestock grazing continue to contribute to the decline in the
quality of our nation’s waters. In fact, many consider the
contamination from these diffuse sources to be more significant
today than pollution from industrial and sewage treatment plant
ouffalls. Watcrs such as the Chesapeake Bay literally are being
choked to death by poison runoff.
While our understanding of the severity of this diffuse
disaster has improved significantly, public response to the
problem largely has not. For the third time since: the passage of
the Clean Water Act in 1972, the federal government is
attempting to improve state and local control of poison runoff.
Given our poor record in addressing this major water quality
problem, it is clear that a serious search is needed for new
solutions. Poison Runoff represents such a search.
Over the years, some consensus has emerged regarding the
basic principles that should guide our efforts to control "nonpoint" source pollution to achieve the nation’s water quality
goals. Today many of these principles are being used successfully
in state and local programs scattered across the country. But
until now, no single publication has discussed all of these
principlcs and described all of these programs in a single place.
Poison Runoff
idcntifics these
principles
and
dlocuments
and
describes
these successful
programs.
More
important,
Poison

V

Runoff discusses how to combine these ideJts into a comprehensive program to attack the problem.
The report indicates that there is wide disparity in the
stringency and effectiveness of nonpoint source management
programs in this country. Although many people view poison
runoff as a management problem with no real "preferred
alternative" solution, our research indicated that some program
approaches clearly are more effective than otben. Therefore, the
principles represented in this report form the foundation for the
"minimum standards" that should be reflected in state programs
to control poison runoff. A successful program need not contain
all of the elements included in this report. Nor should a good
program be limited to these ideas. But by following the basic
principles identified in "Poison Runoff," and by drawing from
the exemplary programs identified, state and local governments
can begin to fight this serious water quality problem more
effectively.
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How to Use Thls Report
Beyond the value of Poison Runoff as a general reference for
persons interested in nonpoint source managemen~ it ~ can
be used by government officials and involved citizens to develop
or to evaluate the adequacy of state and local programs (and
program proposals) to control poison runoff’. These programs
include individual control activities as well as a state’s overall
effort to manage diffuse water pollution sources statewide-notably the Nonpoint Source Management Plan develope, d by each
state pursuant to Section 319 of the Clean Water AcL
To use this report to evaluate specific state and local
programs, first familiarize yourself with the vanious chapter titles,
which correspond to the fundamental building blocks of a
comprehensive program to control poison runoff. Those persons
only interested in a specific aspect of a state’.s overall program
(e.g., agricultural pollution control programs):should locate the
chapter in the report that corresponds w~ith the program
component in question.
For the most thorough discussion of that particular program
component, the entire chapter should be reviewed. The first part
of each chapter discus,~es the important issues concerning the
component. It spells out the management principles ,~sential to
eff~tive poison runoff control. The next part of each chapter
describes current state, regional and local programs that illustrate
one or more of these principles. Readers desiring speedier
answers can turn to the final part of each chapter, which
provides recommendations that summarize the findings for the
particular program component discussed in the chapter.
Individual recommendations, examples and principles can be
used to "dissect" each program component of con~rn. In so
doing, the reader will bc able both to identify the strengths and
the weaknesses of the program, and to shed light on how it can
be improved. Notes at the end of each chapter will lead the
reader to additional sources of information.
Those persons
interested
evaluating
a state’s
overall
to control
poison runoff
can in
follow
thc samc
procedure
foreffort
each

RO040

chapter in the report. As an example, the Case Study at the end
of Poison Runoff uses the procedure outlined above to evaluate
the Virginia Nonpoint Source Management Plan submitted to
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in August, 1988.
Finally, a s~t of questions is presented al’ter the final chapter
of the report that summarizes all of the basic principles addressed throughout. By answering those questions, the reader will
create a rough outline of the strengths and weaknesses of a
state’s or Iocality’s poison runoff control program (or component). Thus, this summary can ~erve as the reader’s own evaluation blueprint.
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Chapter One

1

2
A Framework
for Controlling
Poison Runoff
Introduction
A large body of research during the last decade has
produced evidence that nonpoint sources contribute a
major sh~re of many scrious pollutants to our lakes and
streams. Without controls, nonpoint source pollution will
prevent achievement in a portion of water in at least :37
States of our 1983 goal of l-Lshable and swimmable water~.
There is little doubt that nonpoint sources have a dirccL
serious impact on the uses Americans make of water.
Nonpoint source pollution has appeared i~r~ community
after community as a pathway for toxic and hazardous
pollutants with direct effects on human health. We view
with increasing concern the frequent findings of heavy
metals in urban and mining runoff, and p~ticides and
herbicides in agricultural runoff. In many urban areas,
nonpoint pollution has significantly raiscd the cost of
providing sal’c domestic drinking supplies.
In many rural areas, nonpoint sources have contaminated
family wells and livestock water supplies. Saline pollution,
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which is also nonpoint in nature, significandy impairs yields
of many irrigated crops in western

2

The country stands today at a crossroad

in its progress
toward the 1983 goals-while we have taken giant steps to
clean up point sourc~ pollution, simillar progress on
nonpoint source control is lacking. The job of controlling
nonpoint sources will not be easy. The political and
economic problems to be solved in applying nonpoint
controls ("best management practices" or "BMPs") are
substantial. Although many State and local governments
have already led the way by enacting sediment control,
cost-sharing, forest practices or mine-drainage laws on their
own initiative, many areas are not controlling nonpoint
problems .... In the past eight years, we have just begun to
fathom the true depths of our water problems.

-

This clear, coml~lling description of the nonpoint source
problem-and the call for swift action-was delivered by the EPA
Administrator at a Congressional hearing. The Administrator was

Douglas Costle; the year, 1979.’
Nearly a full decade later the country still stands at the same
crossroad, having taken barely a step forward. The severity of
the poison runoff problem and the need for constructive,
effective action is just as great, if not greater, than it was when
these words were written.
By now the statistics have grown all too familiar: according to
the most recent national survey, nonpoint sources accounted for
approximately 65% of the stream miles for which States reponed
impairments of water quality: 76% of impaired lake acres were
attributed by the States to nonpoint source.s.~ In fact, the trend
for lakes appeared to be worsening from 1984 (when the
previous national survey was issued) to 1986; and nonpoint
pollutants continue to be "by far the leading cause of use
impairment" in U.S. lakes.’ In estuarine waters, too, pollution
from nonpoint sources is the largest single cause of the impairmcnts cited by the States-accounting for 45% of the pro.blem)
And the downward trend in estuarine water quality is still more
pronounced than the trend for lakes." Finally, ground water
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contamination from agricultural activities ~ ]r~ported to I~ a
problem by 79% of the States reporting on water quality?

This epidemic of poison runoff includes a wide range of
pollutants that stem from a broad range of activities. When
thini~ng of erosion and other types of runoff from agriculture
and construction sites, many people think only of soil particles
and sediment. While this type of pollution alone can have drastic
effects,= poison runoff also contains a wide range of even more
insidious contaminants. A study conducted by Resources for the
Future for the U.S. Geological Survey, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, and F.PA found that,
of 16 common water pollutants studied, a number came principally from diffuse sources:=
Pollution
Poison Runoff Contribution
Iron
............................... 95%
Total Nitrogen .......................
Fecal coliform bacteria ................. 90%
90%
Chemical oxygen clemand ................ 70%

...... i ........................ 70%
70%

Phosphorus ........................

The high levels of nutrients (primarily nitrogen and phosphorus) in urban and agricultural runol’f promotes ex,cess growth of
algae in lakes and estuaries-a pror~_ss known as (:utrophication.
AJ~al blooms deplete the oxygen avai]able for fish and other
aquatic organisms, literally choking the life out of water bodies.
Poison runoff also contains pollutants that arc: a~utely toxic
to ~h and wildJil’e, and that po~e a threat to Jhuman health
w’hen they contamina{e drinkin~ water, fish and shellfish.
A~ricu][ural runofl (and ~roundwater infiltration) contains
p~sti~id~:~ and other ~h~rnicals. At Ica~t 67 Iox;¢ 1~311utanl.s have
been dc~cctcd in runoff from urban arcas,~° including hca~

mc~als, pesiicidcs, spilled petroleum and other chemical products,
and o~hcr ~oxic organic pollutants. Runoff from construction sites
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Nonpoint Source Pollution. A Pointhm Euphemism

_

Since the Clean Water At1 uses the term ncmpoi~
to describe land us~ activities that cau~ sediment,
nutrient, bacterial and toxic water quality contamination,
the use of the term (as well as its equally meaningl~s~
abbreviation-NPS) in programmatic as ’well as research
literature has become every bit as ubiquitous as tbe
pervasive problem it descrilx~ The public, the politicians
and the water quality managed hav~ given this "diffus=
disaster" a low priority in the pasL Labeling our leading
cause of water pollution with such a pa~;ive, undirected,
"non-term" helps to perpetuate the notion that the
problem is too vague, ill-defined and insignificant to
warrant high priority. Therefore, wherever possible, this
report largely replaces the use of the terms "nonpoint
source" and "NPS" with "poison runoff" in order to
describe more accurately its impact on aquatic (and in
many cases human) life. It should be gloted that, like
"nonpoint source," "poison runoff" can la~:, and often ~
used as a "catch-all" phrase to include the impacts of
diffuse sources of water pollution on groundwater as well
as surface water.
can be contaminated with construction chemicals, such as
pcsticidcs, petroleum products, solvents, asphalt, acids and salts."
Water contaminated by active and abandoned mining sites can
bc polluted by toxic metals such as lead, arsenic, zinc, cadmium,
mercury and cobalt, as well as acid mine draiaage,u
The purpose of "Poison Runoff," howcvcr, is not to document the gravity of this growing pollution problem. Numerous
studies already have quantified the effccts of diffuse sources of
water pollution, and the costs of this pervasive poison in terms
of water quality degradation, lost farm productivity, recreational
resource irnp.~cLs and wildlifc habitat destruction, to name but a
felly.D
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Nor is it the purpose of this report to tn~ to persuade readers
that the time has come to take action m control poison runoff.
That decision has already been made-by Cx)ngre~ and by the
majority of the states. This decision is reflected in the language
of the ~-’lean Water Act:
it is the national polio/that programs for the o~f.ro~ ~ m~point sources

or" po~luuon he dcvcJop~J and imp~mentcd in an ~editious manner so
as to ©nat~ the goais of [the C~an Water Ac~] to he met tl~’ou~h the
oo~tro~ of Ix~ pom~ ~nd nonpoint soun=s ~ p~lul~.~4
Rather, the pages that foliow are dir~t~J to decisionmakers
and interest~l citizens who already hav~ made up their minds
that the time has come to confront and overcome the probl~tm
of poison runoff-p~ople who are looking for cr~ativ~ and
effective wa~s to implement solutions.
Admitt(:~dJy, it will not Ix: easy to eliminate pollution Born
agricultural and urban runoff, from mining a~nd for~tr),, from
grazing and construction and a host of other act~ties. The
sources of this pollution are numerous and diver~. Poison.
runoff can stem from virtually ~ven/human activity-hence, ~rom
virtualJy ~ve~ person. And ma~or gaps exist in our knowl~lge
and understanding of how much pollution derives from each
source, the effects of this pollution, and the Ix~t control
strategies.
This report does not claim that all of the~ scientific uncertainti~ about pollution transport, fate, effect and control have
b~en resolved; instead, it gives guidance on how to make the
most of the information presently available, while continuing to
gather and refine the scientific database. Particularly when it
com~s to prevem~g further water quali~y degradation, additional
study cannot be an excuse for more delay. /rod the size and
ubiquity of the nonpoint source problem justify speedier and
more aggressive-not hesitant and halt-hearted-corrective action.
Poison Runoff answers many of the common questions that
officials and citizens face about what should be the structure and
content of local and state programs dcsign~l to control the land
use activities that cause wa~er pollution. In the pages that follow
wc describe what wc hope is a comprehensive master plaii for
state and local officials, and interested citizens who want to
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develop and implement an effective, efficient and comprehensive
program to control pollution generated by diffuse ~ources. We
believe that if water quality management officiab and others in
state and local government follow the recommendations in thi~
report, they will be well on the way to protecting our rivers,
lakes and coastal waters from the pervasive effecB of poison
runoff.
Contaminated runoff cannot be controlled abc~ent strong
support for the principles and ideas contained in thi~ report.
Even the most effective "paper" programs can be rendered
impotent without support from politicians and program administrators. In fact, some of the most promising progran~ described
in this report have been hampered by a lack: of enforcement or
emphasis in some other vital program area due to state or local
political circumstances. These pitfalls also xnust be considered
(although they are not the subject of this report) by the gra,~
roots organizer, the interested voter, and the intrepid public
official charged with implementing an effective program.

2

i:leport Organization
The road to program failure is paved wilth unfocused goals
and poorly-planned good intentions. Poison ,Runoff is intended

to help avert such failures-to pave the way I.o effective control
by walking decisionmakcrs and citizens through thc many steps
that lead to dcvclopmcnt of a program that is designed to
comply with thc rcquiremcnts of the CIcan Water Act (CWA)
by achieving state water quality objectives. These steps include
(1) determining precisely what the goals of effective control must
be; (2) developing, implementing and enforcing the most
effective tools and strategies to control polluted runoff from
each type of source; and (3) combining these control strategies
for each type of pollutant source into an effective, comprehensive and coordinated statcwide plan.
A clearly articulatcd program goal is the key starting point for
controlling poison runoff, and that is where Poison Runoff
Ix:gins. To set the stage, dccisionmakers need to focus on the
exact nature of their mandate,
The Clean Water Act, the nation’s most importam water
pollution control law, provides the states with both the clcar
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mandate and the legal authority for dealing with poison runoff.
We therefore begin this report with a description of the C~ean
Water Act, and what it requires that states do to control poi.u3n
runoff. Pan One includes a "road map" of the CWA’s requirements for controlling poison runoff (Chapter Two), which makes
clear that the achievement of °’fishable and swimmable" water
quality must be the overriding management goal of each state’s
effort to control diffuse sources of pollution.
It is no secret that, to date, federal and state nonpoint source
control programs have not succeeded in achieving this water
quality goal. In Chapter Two we also preu:nt a brief general
review of the existing poison runoff control fram,~ork under the
CWA. This review pinpoints the deficiencies that have hampered
success, and explains why it is not appropriate for state and local
decisionmakcrs to expect federal action alone, or simple state
and local implementation of existing federal programs, to
substitute for effective new programs at the state,, and local level.
In so doing, we establish a firm basis for the ,development of
state programs that build effectively on beneficial aspects of
existing federal programs, but are not hamstrun.g by the limitations of those programs.
State and local control of poison runoff requires a high
degree of coordination and organization. Different governmental
entities, such as water quality, agriculture, and transportation
agenci~, must work together. In addition, different ievel~ of
government-federal, state, regional and local-n3ust coordinate
and plan together. Municipal and county governments often are
needed as partners in the control of poi~3n runoff, as are
logging, mining and grazing inter~ts.
A state’s control program must weave the variious actors and
managers together. In essence, it should consist of two major
elements: (1) a series of effective, efficient program components
to address each major type of source, and (2) ~ planning and
implementation infrastructure that brings those components
together to achieve the statewide goal of meeting water quality
protection goals.
Addressing these two basic elements of an effective state
program presents a classic chicken-or-egg dilemma: it is hard" to
say which one must come first, and neither one can do the job
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alone. In this report we address the apeeific componem,~ firsL
Poison Runoff covers the specific components before the
planning and implementation discussion, largely because decisionmakers may find it easier to translate the planning and implementation suggestions into action if they already have the
specific program components before them. Part Two of Poison
Runoff addresses these key components in six chapters. The first
three chapters in Part Two describe the best ways to control
particular types of nonpoint source pollution:
Chapter Three - Agriculture;
Chapter Four - Land Use and Urban Runoff; and
Chapter Five
Silviculture, Mining and Grazing.
The next three ch-,pters in Part Two address specific management tools for poison runoff control programs:

2
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Chapter Six
Data Collection and U~e;
Chapter Seven - Funding; and
Chapter Eight Legal Consideratiom.
Pan Three of Poison Runoff consists of two chapters designed
to help decisionmakers plan and implement the components
described in Part Two-to put all the components together into
a unified, effective program. In the first chapter we describe the
essential process of tying management of diffuse sources to the
achievement of water quality goals, through reliance on the
state’s water quality standards program. In the next chapter we
describe how to implement the program through the coordinated, integrated operation of state, regional and local institutions.
Seine states and localities have developed innovative approaches to meet many of these difficult challenges-both the
challenges of controlling specific types of 1~311ution (covered in
Part Two), and the challcnges of planning for and implementing
their overall management programs (Part Three). Wherever
possible wc present examples and anecdotal accounts of programs with effective management or planning compondnts that
could be adapted and adopted in other states and localities.
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Where no single outstanding, example exists, we cull from
existing programs the most successful elements that can be built
upon by decisionmakers. At the end of Part Three, we synthesize the recommendations developed throughout, this report into
a brief section of Evaluation Questions and Recommendations.
Part Four consists of an application of these evaluation questions
and recommendations to a particular state: we conduct an indepth case study of the state of Virginia’s prolp.am to control
poison runoff.
Virginia was selected for NRDC’s case study because approximately half of the Commonwealth is located in tile watershed of
the Chesapeake Bay, one of America’s most productive-and
most critically threatened-estuarine watersheds. Virginia also
serves as a valuable case study because it is facing many of the
problems associated with the management of diffuse sources of
water pollution that all states will need to confront: it has some
regions that are predominantly agricultural, as well as densely
populated (and rapidly growing) urban areas. In addition, its
Chesapeake Bay shoreline is being threateneaJ with rapid
overdevelopment. In the case study we make specific program
recommendations for the state of Virginia, thereby offering
decisionmakers from other states a clear model of how to apply
the Evaluation Questions to their own circumstances effectively.

The same exercise can be conducted by citizens who want to
prepare a constructive critique of the nonpoint source program
in their state or locality.

Once the reader has considered the many issue:~ presented in
this report, we hope that he or she will be prepared to analyze
a state’s or iocality’s present set of nonpoint source programs, by
posing the key questions presented in Poison Runoff.. Is the
program specifically designed to achieve water quality goals
based on the process required under the CWA? Does it require
or encourage the most effective on-the-ground control methods?
Are all of the necessary players (from state agen~cics to local
zoning officials to the public) involved7 Does it consist of a
sensible mix of educational, technical assistance, regulatory and
planning element? Does it have adequate funding? Is it
enforceable? Decisionmakers then should be equipped to maki~
the adjustments necessary to improve their control of poison
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runoff so that they can meet the "~thable and twimmable" goal~
of the Clean Water A~.
2
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Chapter Two

2
Nonpoint Source
Pollution Control
Under the
Clean Water Act
Introduction
The federal Clean Water Act (CWA)I e~tablishes the
fundamental mandate for states to control water pollution,
including pollution from nonpoint sources. While many other
federal, state, and local laws and regulations are critical to the
control of poison runoff? the CWA and it.,; implementing
regulations establish the benchmark against which all of these
programs must be measured.
The 1987 Water Quality Act (WQA) amendments to the
CWA~ added a number of new provisions addressing poison
runoff. In particular, the WQA creatcd new section 319 of the
Clean Water Act, which requires states to develop comprehensive programs for the control of poison runoff. However, long
before the 1987 amendmcnts were enacted the CWA and EPA’s
implementing regulations alrcady required states to control the
water pollution gcneratcd by various types of land use.
In fact, while the 1987 amendments have been billed as a
major new mandate,’ they provided little in the way of additional
substantive authority or requirements for controlling poison run’off.
But the 1987 changes did reinvigorate control eftbrts by setting
firm new deadlines for adoption of management programs, by
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highlighting the important role of prognum to control this
ubiquitous problem in restoring the Nation’s~ surface and ground
waters, by formalizing existing requireme!~,ts in more precise
statutory languagc, and by authorizing increased resources for
control programs. Recent increases in efforts by EPA and the
states to address poison runoff largely have bex:n in response to
the 1987 amendments.
This chapter includes a description of the fundamental legal
requirements for nonpoint source control programs set forth in
the CWA and in EPA regulations implementing the Act.
Statutory and regulatory requirements in place before the 196"7
amendments are described tirst, since the States may be able to
draw on existing programs as a starting point for compliance with
section 319. The specific changes included in the 1987 amendments are described next. The chapter concludes by distilling key
legal principles from the CWA that should l~uide state development and implementation of programs to co~rttrol poison runoff.

Nonpoint Source Control Requirements
Before the 1987 CWA Amendments
Since 1972 the CWA has required that EPA and the states
devise comprehensive programs to control water pollution from
both point and nonpoint sources. Section 102(a) of the CWA
requires the development of ’*comprehensive programs for
preventing, reducing, or eliminating the pollu~tion of the navigable waters and ground waters and improving the sanitary
condition of surface and underground waters."s Similarly, section
201(c) of the CWA provides:
To the extent practicable, waste treatment managen~ent shah be on an
areawid¢ basts and provide oontrol or Ireatment of ~!point wu~ nonpoiat

$O~e~’ Of pollution, including in place or accumulate(I ]3OllulIOCl SOOII~t

While the CWA has permitting provisions Iror the control of
pollution from point sources,7 the means to enforce the control
of poison runoff are considerably less precise.

Is Point sources are defined in the law as folllows..
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onveyance, including but not limited to ~ny pipe, ~t¢:h, ~umnel, tu~

~e l~t ~nten~ ~clud~ng i~gat~n retu~ ~1~ ~ add~ ~
1987.) By impli~fion, a "non~nt ~u~" ~ aay ~u~ of
~ilutan~ not includ~ in the definition of ~int ~u~.~ ~ ~
e~ia[n ~iow, the legal r~u[remen~ and autho~W for ~n~l
of ~n ~noff are link~ to the b~c goa~ and
of the ~

~e Water Quality $tandarda Pro~ell
~e m~t fundamental ob~ti~ of the ~ ~ "to r~to~
and maintain the chemical, ph~(~l, and bio]o,~cal integ~ of
the Nation’s watch.’’~0 ~1~ the ~W~ ~ugh~ to achi~e th~
fundamentagob~ect~ve by ~tabi~hing a national goal of efim[nat.
mg the d~harg~ of a/l ~ilutan~ into the n~tion’s wate~ ~
19~,t~ th~ lofty goal h~ proven ei~ve. In practi~, ~u~ ~
cleaning up th~ nation’s surfa~ wate~ ~e., mo,~ng towa~ the
~ro d~charge goal) ~ me~ur~ ~ referen~ to state ~ater
q.ai~ ~t~, which are d~eio~, implement~ and
enfor~ under ~tion 303 of the
Water qual~W standar~ ~t of ~ ~m~nen~: ~1)
~n~ficia] d~ignated ~ for all water, such ~ prot~tion of
f~h and aquatic life or public drinking water supply; and ~2)
w~t~r quality criteria n~a~ to protect each d~[gnat~
Water quality criteria ~t s~fic ~trcam water quality m~urem~n~ n~aW to protect d~gnated ~, and ~nclude ~th
g~n~ra] na~r~t~v~ r~quiremen~ and numeric criteria for ~nd[~dual
~]lut~n~.~’ In ~dd(t(on, water quality standar~ m~t (nclud~ an
"antigradation" prov~ion d~gn~d to e~ure that clean wate~
stay cl~a~~
In g~n~ral, th~ ~W~ giv~ indi~dual states ~iderable
dis~r~t(on in ~tt(ng w~tcr quBl~ty standards. How,~r, there are
two m~or underlying rcqui~m~n~.~. R~t, ~ngr~ ~tabi~sh~
a mm~mum goal for ~]low~l~ d~ignat~ ~:
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it is tll~ national ~1 that w~r 8ttaillab~,

~ ~ 1.~ I, 1~.~

~ r~uircmcnt ~ ~mmonly ~ ~ "~nhablc ~d ~abit watch." ~nd, water quali~ ~tc~a n(~ to
d~ignat~ ~ m~t ~ 5~ on pu~ly ~ntific [~to~, rathcr
than such ~idcratiom ~ ~nomic or t~hnologi~l
t~." ~crc state water quali~ standar~ arc i:nad~ua~,
r~uircd to promulgate su~titutc F~cral s~nda~~
~ intc~rctcd by EP~ state water quaii~ standa~ ~ a
dual p.~: "’~tabl~hin$ the water quali~ goa~ [or a s~ifc
water ~y and ~ng ~ the rcgulato~ 5~; [or ~tabi~hmcnt
o[ water quality-5~d treatment ~ntro~ and stratc~ ...,m
~ dual pur~, pa~icularly the "rcgulato~"
critical t~ non~int ~ur~ ~ntrol prosra~ [or
Fi~t, ~m~iian~ ~th water quali~ standar~ ~ the (undamcntal

goal of all water quality programs. ~e~f~e, all p~ to
control ~on mnoff should-~eeg m~t-~ desi~d to ac~e
compl~nce w~h water quai~ sta~a~.
~nd, water q~l~ sta~a~ fo~ t,~e p~c~al legal
autho~ for controlling ~llut~n generated ~ va~ ia~ ~e
activb~s. ~ile ~int sour~ of ~ilution are subj~t to
mandato~ ~ntrol rcquircmcn~ that ~st indc~ndent of water
quality goals," ~ntro~ on diff~ ~ur~ are ground~ in the
mandate to meet water quality standar~Y ~ link h ~iain~
Implementing Water Quality Standards
~c prima~ t~l for meeting, or implementing, water quali~
standar~ is set forth in section 303 of the CW~ Under ~tion
303(d)(1)(A), stat~ must idcnti~ all watc~ for which t~hnolo~-bascd effluent limitations on ~int ~ur~ alone arc not
enough to cnsurc ~mplian~ ~th watcr quality standard.~
Next, for each such water, stat~ m~t calculate a "total m~mum daily load" (~DL) of ~llutanB (~or each ~ilutant
criterion violated) "at a level nc~a~ to implcmc0t the
applicable water quality standards with ~onal variatio~ and a
margin of safety....’’~ Finally, each state m~t in~r~ratc
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TMDLs into its "continuing planning proce:~" under ~tion
2
303(e) of the Act." As with the water quality standards themselves, EPA is required to review state TMDI~s, and to promui.
gate a federal TMDL where a state TMDL it inadequate,v
TMDLs were supposed to apply to nonpoint r, ource~ through
the operation of each state’s comprehensive water quality
management plan prepared under section 208 of the Act,"
Comprehensive water quality management plans under section
208 must consider poison runoff from a number of r, ources,
including agriculture, silviculture, mining, construction, salt-water
intrusion, land and subsurface disposal of pollutants, and other
sources,z~ As part of the 208 "planning process," guidelines for
identifying nonpoint sources of pollution and for devising
methods to control poison runoff, were published by EPA?*
EPA also dispersed funds to designated state 208 planning
,k"
agencies.
’
EPA’s regulations further clarify the link beltween compliance
with water quality standards and control of poison runoff. EPA
defines
the TMDL
process
as follows:that
"Loading
capacity"
is the without fi
maximum
amount
of pollution
a water
can receive
8
violating water quality standards;J~ "Load allocation" (LA) is the
portion of loading capacity that is to be "allocated" to nonpoint
~ the "Wastesource
polluters or (WLA)
to natural
load allocation"
is background
the portionsources;
of loading
capacity to be
B
"allocated" to point source discharges." The TMDL is the sum
of all LAs and WLAs.3’ In short:
Nonpoint
Sourcecan
Loads
plus¢xc=ed
Backgro~ou]
Sou,’ces
(LA)Total
plus MaxJmum
Poim Source
Loads (WLA)
never
the rece~ng
water’s

~

Dally Load (TMDL).
Under EPA’s regulations, states not only must identify waters
that do not meet water quality standards and determine by how
much those standards are exceeded; they also must allocate
allowable Ioadings bctween point sources and nonpoint sour.
ces/natural background sources, and further must distinguish
nonpoint sources from natural background wherever possible.
And the regulations further require states to allocate controls
on pollutant Ioadings among WLA.~ for point sources and I_As
for nonpoint sources?~

,- ....
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The requirement that water quality standard~ be met by
controlling nonpoint sour~ is clarif’gtl’, further in EPA’s
regulations for state water quality management plans. The
regulations reiterate that states must include in their water
quality management plans "best management practices" (BMPs)
for poison runoff," and more e~(pressly relate its control requirements to achieving water quality standards:

2
-

activities m’xI Best Management Practices (BMPs) which the age~y has

sticked m t~e rncam to ctxJtr~ n~npoint stx,~ pc~utim ~
Still more significant is the requirement in EP.A’s rules that
control strategies for poison runoff iaci~de regtdatory program~
where
necessary
to meet are
water
quality standtards,
~’ or where non- ~m~
regulatory
approaches
"inappropriate".

~..
":

Recent f~leral court opinions confirm that, even under the
pre-]987 CWA, water quality standards apply to discharges from
nonpoint sources. The Ninth Circuit Court of .Appeals held in
two separate ~ that water quality standards must be consider~J in assessing the broad, nonpoint sours; effects of forestry
operations.~ Similarly, the Fourth Circuit recently upheld a
.construction on a requirement to protect flcx~lplain areas from
development.4° EP.A reasoned that development in floodplains
would cause nonpoint source runoff, and adversely affect the
adjoining waters. The Court upheld EPA’s action based on the
.Agency’s broad authority to implement the comprehensive water
quality goals of the (:::lean Water .Act, including the goal of
restoring and maintaining the chemical, physical and biological
integrity of the nation’s waters.
To summarize, the pre-1987 requirement.,~ of the CW.A and
EP.A regulations may h3ve an undeserved reputation for lack of
fortitude.’~ Under EP.A’s preexisting regulations, states were
required to establish water quality standards for all water3.
StandBrds h~d to be set at I~vcls n~cessary to me~t fishabJe and
swimmablc uses whcrcvcr attainable. States were requ~-ed to
idcntify all waters where water quality standards were not met
after applying effluent limitations on point sources. In these
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cas~, additional water quality controb had to be imposed on
point sourc~ through more stringent limits, and on nonpoint
r, oun:~ through BMPs and other control strategie~ included in

2

section 208 management plant~ Finally, where nonregulatory
approaches to reduce poison runoff were no,t adequate,
were supposed to reran to regulato~ program.
Implementation of the Pre-1987 law
As explained above, comprehensive areawide water quality
management plans under CWA § 208 were supposed to play a
major role in overall water quality managemc~tt, and in particular, in addre~ing pollution from contaminated runoff. The
statute and EPA regulations provided ample authority for states

to control poison runoff. In general, however, the areawide plans
were not effective, and poison runoff generally remained un.
checked.
Some problems in the 208 program sprang from deficiencie~
in the law itself. Most important was the fact that the program
stressed planning rather than plan implementation.4~ While the
CWA clearly required compliance with water quality standards
regardless of whether pollution derived from point or nonpoint
sources, no specific controls were mandated for nonpoint
;8
sources, as they were for point sources. Thus, while r~ction 208
provided states with adequate authority to control poison runoff,
it did not clearly require adequate program mzplementa6on. Many
208 plans simply remained on the shelves .after they were
completed.
Congress, too, deserves its share of the blame. Funding for
208 activities was spotty beginning in 1973, and was discontinued
altogether in 1981."~ As a result, to the extent they have been
funded at all, poison runoff control programs have been funded
by the states primarily through general revenues (i.e., without
dedicated sources of funding) and at leveLs that are relatively
low in relation to other comparable environmental programs.
Programs to control soil erosion and poison ru~=off are typically
funded in the $1-5 million/year range.~4
EPA’s
failure
out its statutory
responsibilities.
I ....
But the
failuretoofcarry
208 planning
also resulted[
in part due to The
issuance of EPA guidance documenLs and regulations often was
ll
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delayed, and administration support for the program wns limited
and poorly oordinated.e Moreover, EPA failed to use its
existing statutory authority effectively to require ~reater state

efforts to control poison runoff. For example, under t~’tlon
303(e)(2), EPA may not approve an NPDI~ program~’ for any
state that lacks an approved continuing planning proce~
including all elements of an applicable section 208 plan-and ¯
208 plan must include poison runoff contro]~ Yet EPA did not
use this authority effectively to require the proper implementation of section 208 plans. Similarly, EPA has made tittle use of
its authority to force state~ to develop adequate wasteload
allocations.*’
In 1983, when legislation to addre~ d,~ void left by the
collapse of 208 programs was being considered, EPA’s official
position was that the agency had no direct role in controlling
poison runoff." EPA did not support any federal grants to state
or local nonpoint source management officials. And the Reagan
administration actively opposed’ the provision of the 1987
amendments which created the Section 319 poison runoff control
program, and authorized $400 million in federal funding over a
five year period." In light of this lethargic EPA attitude towards
implementation of the 208 program and other efforts to control
poison runoff, it is no wonder that the pre-1987 law was not
effective.

2
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Additional Requirements in the
1987 Water Quality Act
Despite the extensive existing requircmeats for controlling
poison runoff described above, progress in reducing this pollution has been very slow.~ The figures cit(>d in the previous
chapter demonstrate that, at least on the national level, the past
tcn years have seen little progress in reducing the impacts of this
pervasive poison. Not satisfied w~th the progress that had been
made,~ Congress concluded that there was a need to
strengthcn-or at least to clarify-existing corttrol requirements
in the CW,a, J2
In the 1987 WQA, therefore, Congress addressed poison
runoff head on with the adoption of section 316. Section 316 of
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the WQA has a number of subsectiom, each of which -ugments
the CWA’s focns on the problem of diffute tources of water
pollution.
Subsection (a) created a new ~ 3,19 of the C%VA.
Section 319 requires that each state develop and submit to EPA
a comprehensive management plan to addrt~ poison runoff.
(This prov~ion will be deu:ribed in greater ~tail later in the
chapter.)
Sulxmction (b) highlights the control of poison runoff as one
of the major goals of the CWA:
it i~ the nattooal policy that Im:)grarm for the ttmlrol of flO~lX~t

l~lut~ he ~-’v~k~ and iml~,~nt~d io ao
to enable the goatt of ~ Act to he met thrtm~h the
Subsections (c) and (d) provided additional grant funds for
states and EPA to addre.~ nonpoint source pollution.~ And
subsection (e) amended section 304(k)(1)
require that EPA enter into agreements with other agencies for
"maximum utilization" of federal programs in order to control
poison runoff.

The Requirements of CWA §
The bulk of the requirements added I~, the WOA are
contained in new CWA § 319. In many ca~;es, CWA § 319
restates, clarifies, or redefines existing requirements under
preexisting law and regulations. But some new authority is added
as well.
States are directed to identify waters that, "vtithout additional
action to control nonpoint sources of pollution, cannot reasonably be expected to attain or maintain applicable water quality
standards or the goals and requirements of this AcL’’~ This
requirement, in effect, restates the law’s pre-~:xisting requirements, as implemented by EPA’s regulations. However, it does
require that states more precisely identify those waters that do
not meet water quality goals due in large part to diffuse sources.
Each State also must identify specific .~;ubcategories of
nonpoint sources, or even "particular nonpoint t~ources" that add
"significant pollution" to each of the designated waters?* A~ain,
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this requirement echoes the iaw’s preexisting requirements,~,
albeit in a more precise and pointed fashion. For each source of
poison runoff identified, CWA § 319 requires the state to
develop a detailed management plan to address the resulting
pollution problem, including BMPs and other regulatory and
nonregulatory programs.~
A related new incentive is a provision alilowing downstream
states that are on the receiving end of poison runoff to ask EPA
to convene a "management conference" to bring the offending
upstream sources under ontrolw
EPA also plays a critical role. Section 319 requires that EPA
review and approve each state’s nonpoint sou~rce ass~ament and
management plan.’e Where a state fails to submit a timely
a. ssessment-presumably a timely and adequate, assessment-EPA
~s required to prepare such an assessment by August 1, 1989..1
By contrast, the Act falls short of authorizing EPA to promulgate a federal raanogemem plon for controlling poison runoff."
Instead, when EPA disapproves a state management plan, the
state has an additional 3 months to promuigal:e a revised plan."
The Act is silent on the ramifications of a se..ond inadequate
submission, except that states with inadequate plans are not
eligible for CWA § 319 grant funds..4
EPA also issued guidance that states were to follow when
preparing the assessments and management pz~grams called for
in the Act, in order to be eligible for federal funds."s EPA
continues to provide technical assistance and ,other information
to state and local nonpoint source management officials through
publications, workahops, and informal meetings."
Since the 1987 Water Quality Act was p~u~d, the Adminis.
tration has made little or no effort to obtain funding from
Congress for its implementation. While EPA’s Office of Water
has been working to develop guidance to the States concerning
the listing of impaired waters and the development of management plans in order to implement Section 3;19, the agency’s
failure to seek or obtain any federal financing for the States has
sent a strong, negative message to state and local officials.
Nor has the pace of EPA’s oversight of state water quality
standard-setting kept pac~ with the need to address poison
runoff. Although EPA officials rew.ogniz~ the relationship of

!
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water quality standards to poison runoff,’~ few federal criteria
directly applicable to nonpoint source pollutk~,n impacts hev~
been developed and, as a consequence, the stal~s have little
federal guidance on which to base their own stan~dard-sctting. A~
a general matter, in the two years since enactment of the 1987
amendments EPA has continued to display its historical hesitancy

to dictate poison runoff control approaches to the states, and
has shied away from asserting a forceful leadee.Lhip role in the
development of State nonpoint source management program~
One key example is EPA’s implementation of the new
requirements of section 319, which authorizes EPA to disappcm~
inadequate state management plans.~ Instead of using this
leverage to send states a firm message that the time has come
to increase vastly attention to poison runoff control, EPA’s
guidance to the states on implementation of section 319 require,merits places few meaningful "teeth" in the approval/disapproval
proce~. Virtually no mention is made in EPA g~idance of the
need to develop new water quality standards, Load Allocations
or water quality-based controts. Nor does EPA direct the states
to rely on other sources of authority (such as use of the
antidegradation standard to mandate the development of
nonpoint controts) to bring about effective state program
development.*~
In sum, even in the best of all possible worlds the federal
nonpoint source management role still would comprise only the
first level of what mu~t be a multi-tiered effort to control the
pervasive problem of poison runoff.
While federal efforts can be of great use to ~Ltate and local
governments when effectively implemented, no federal program
can or should purport to tackle the whole poison runoff
problem-or even any single aspect of the probh:m-from start
to finish. State~ need to be fully informed about what help is
available from the federal government, so that they can take
advantage of federal programs and integrate those programs into
their comprehensive state management strategy. But states also
must be keenly aware of what is not provided by the federal
government, for it is here that the lion’s share of-,;tare and local
efforts will be needed.
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Distinctions Between Pre- end Post-, 1987
Nonpoint Source Requirements
While in many respects CWA § 319 largely restates existing

requirements, there are a number of significant differences
advanced by the new provision. Most importantly, CWA § 319
strengthens the substantive standard for no~oint source comrot
program effectiveness. CWA § 208 requir~:s control of diffuse
sources "to the extent feasible."~ Reflecting that tone, EPA’s
water quality standards regulations require control programs to
be "cost effective and reasonable" before states can justify lower
designated stream uses, or before states cain allow degradation
of streams with high water quality,n By contrast, CWA §
319(a)(1)(C) demands that states reduce nonpoint source
pollution "to the maximum extent practicable ..." (emphasis
added),n This will demand a higher level of control and a more
stringent standard of proof before degradation or downgrading
can be permitted.
CWA § 319 also strengthens the regulatory link between
poison runoff and groundwater contamination. As with poison
runoff, many preexisting s~ctions of the CWA are relevant to
groundwater protection requirements, but little had been done
to implement the mandate.~3
Under the 1987 amendments section 319(b)(2)(A) now
specifically requires states to develop BMPs "taking into account
the impact of the practice on ground water quality." The Senate
Report explained:
States are required to con~dcr the impact of management wactges on
groundwater quality. Becau,~ of the intimate hydrotogs: relatK3nship that
often exits between surface and groundwater, it is Ix~sible that
measures taken to reduce runoff of surface twater (~ontaining contaminants may incr~..a.~ transport of Ih¢.~ contaminants Ilo groundwater.
State should be aware of th~ po~lbili~,, when d¢fin,lg ~ managemel~t

practices, espccually in aquifer recharge areas.~

Other changes made by section 319, while largely procedural,
nevertheless are potentially significant. First, section 3!9 reasserts
many existing requircments of the CWA and EPA regulations in
a singie section, and requires states to develop a separate
management plan to address poison runoff, instead of incorporating control efforts as one of many aspects of their’-other
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planning responsibilities.’s To this extent, it may stimulate more
detailed, comprehensive plans.
But more important, ~ection 319 imposes specific deadfine~.
Completed lists of affected waters and ma~rzagement plans w~re
required to be submitted to EPA by Augnst, 1988.~ And
Congress required that states incorporate into their plans specific
milestones and internal deadlines, stressing that schedules should
"provide for utilization of [BMPs] at the earliest practicable

2

date.
Section 319(b)(4) also ~eems to impo~ a more site-specific
approach on planning by requiring states to develop and to
impletnent their management progran~, to the maximum eatent
practicable, on a "watershed-by-watershed basis.’’~ ,Arguably, thi~

requirement already existed in the mandate of section 303 and
40 CFR Part 130 to calculate TMDI~ on a ’water by water basis.
But again, Congress’ effort to consolidate this requirement with
respect to nonpoint sources in particular may stimulate a more
focused effort.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Based on the above analysis, the CWA and EPA regulations
establish the following fundamental legal principles that each
State should use as its guide in developing and implementing its
poison runoff control plans:

1. Management plans must be designed to achieve compliance with state water quality standards. This includes both
the attainment of all existing designated uses, and upgrading designated uses where additional controls will allow
higher beneficial uses to be met. Control programs should
also be incorporated fully into each state’s antidegradation
program.
2. Control plans must identify all surface water segments that
are not attaining designated uses or the minimum fishable
and swimmable goals of the CWA, and in which nonpoint
sources contribute any significant amount of pollution.
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3. Control of diffuse sources of water pollution should be
accomplished through a comprehensive planning and
management approach. Management plans under zection
319 should draw upon, and incorporate where por~ible,
existing information and programs developed under
sections 208 and 303 of the CWA.
4. For each affected waterbedy, plans to control poison
runoff should calculate the total pollutant load reductions
necessary to achieve designated uses and the minimum
fishable and swimmable goals of the CWA. Bared on the
total load reductions, state~ should calculate specific load
reductions for poison runoff necessary to meet there ~

and goals, and demonstrate how these; reductions will be
achieved.
’
!

5. Where nonregulatory programs are not adequate or
feasible, regulatory programs must be (tleveloped to achieve

_~.._.

the calculated load reductions.
6. Management programs must reduce l:x~ison runoff "to the
maximum extent practicable."
7. BMPs and other controls must be achieved at the "earliest
practicable date."
8. Wherever possible, management programs must be developed on a watershed-by-watershed ba.,;is.
9. Management programs must consider the effect of various
control strategies and practices on groundwater contamination.

|
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Notes - Chapter Two
I. 33 U.S.C | 1251 et ~eq. See Chaffer One, note 14 for ~he history of this law.
2. Many of tl~ae other’ ~e~al authoraies will be addressed ~ in this
3. Water Quality A~ of 1987, P.L 1004, 101 Stm. 7 (heft’inafler cited as "1~’7
amendments" o~
4. See Water Poilutk3~ Control Federatkm, 7~ Clean ~er Act o/ l~SZ, 1987,
at 41 ("lrfllXlt.lao! ilcw authority to manage and oatrol
5. 33 U.S.C. §
6. 33 U.S.C. § 1281(c) (empham added).
7. See. e.~., CWA |§ 301, 304, 307, and 402, 33 U.S.C. f! 1311, 1314, 1317,
1342.
8. CWA | 502(14), 33 U.S.C. | 1362(14).
9. See National W’ddli.f¢ Fedenuion v. Gor,~uch, 693 F.2d 156, 171-172 (D.C.
Cir. 1982).
I0. CWA § 101(a), 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a). The Act includes a broad array of
programs and tools to accomplish this oO.lectn~, |ncloding funding for public
sewage treatment plants (CWA Title It, commonly kno~ as the Constructmo
Grants Program, and Title VI, the State Revolving Loan Fund program for
State funding of such p~ants); grants, studies and demonstration projects (CWA
§§ 104-116, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1254-1266); increasingly strict controls on "point
sources" of pollution (e.g., CWA §§ 301{’b) and 304(I), 33 U.S.C §§
and 1314(I)); and omprehens,ve water quality l~anning e’.fforls (CWA §§ 208
and 303(e), 33 U.S.C. §§ 1288, 1313(e)). For a more complete description of
the CWA, see Rodgers, Wllham H., Env~zun~n~a/Law, Air a~d Wa:er, We=
Publishing Co., St. Paul, Minn~ota, 1986, at Vo~ II., ch. 4.
II. CWA § 101(aXl), 33 U.S.C. § 1251(aXl).
12. CWA § 303, 33 U.S.C. § 1313.
13. CWA § 303(cX2XA), 33 U.S.C.. § 1313(cX2XA); 40 ~FR § 131.6.
14. 40 CFR § 131.I I. Water quality standards are adopted by states to "protect
the public health or welfare, enhance the quality of ~ter and serve the
purposes of [the Act]." CWA § 303(’c)(2), 33 U.S.C. § 1313(cX2); 40 CF’R
§131.2. For a far more detailed explanation of the wat~:r quality standards
program, see it~n’s Handbook o~ WaJer ~hta~y $~andar&:, Natural Re..soerces
Dcfcn.s~ Courted, May, 1987.
15. 40 CFR § 131.12. Antldcgrada[ton appl=cs equally to point and nonpomt
sources. U.S. EPA, (~h~:~om w=d An.n, rr~ o~: Amidegrad=uwct August, -1985,
at 6.
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16. Olher mimmum requirements for =ate waller qualit7 Ksndard~, SuCh
implcrnentat,on mclbods and an aniideB-adation pro~am, arc set forth in 40
CFR Pan 131. EPA resqews mate water quah~/mancm~ for comls=~x~ wire
~ minimum r~xlUircments o~ ~ ~ =nd |~ o~ r~ulaoon~ ~nd mu~

d~appro~ nonco~formins ~ CW^ ! :~03(cX3), ~ u.s.c !
17. CW^ ! 101(aX2), 33 U.S.c !

18. 40 CFR § 131.11. Under Ihe Clean Water ,~:l, economic ~nd
l’easibili~ are ~ in determ.min~ how Io meet water qualily
and to a lesser ¢xlcnt, in decidin~ what de=~gnated u~¢= ~rc attainable by 1983.

s¢ 40 CFR § 131A0(SX6).
19. CWA i ~J(cX3), 33 U.S.C !

29. 40 CFR § 1303; ~e~ ~ 40 CF’R N 130.10)), 131.Z
21. In fac~, the degree to which ~ runoff~an be ¢onlrollnd di~aP’~ wbnd~r
At a minimum, uses arc deemed attainable if’ tllcy ~ he ~ by
t~ iml:x~smon of effluent limits ... and og-eff¢cti~ and ~ble belt
management practices for nonpomt soumc oontrol. 40 CFR §§ 131.10(d),

131.10(hXZ); 33 U.S.C § 1315(bXI).
In effect, a state canncx leg, ally detdde that the minimum fi.thable/swimrnabl¢
goal of the Clean Water Act is no< attainable in a parOcular ~urface water
unless the s~ate ha~ developed a poison runoff control program that controb
nonpolm sourocs to the maximum extent practicable, and s,~ff/ is unable to
achle’ve fishableisw~mmable water quali~y. Similarly, under EPA’$ antidegjadat~oo
regulation, even where water quality is better than necest~ry to
designated instream uses, allowm£ further dep, nKlation as prohibited unlea~
among o~hcr requirements, tbe slate assures the ach~-vcmcnt of "all (:os~
effectwe and reasonable b~t management pl’~ictice$ for noo]x)fflt
control." 40 CFR § 131.12(aX2); 33 U.$.C. §

~i~

22. CWA § 301,402; 33 U.S.C. §§ 1311, 1342; Cm~n Simeon Pu/p Co~ v.
Co, de, 642 F.2d 323, 32b-327 (9th Car. 1981).
23. Of course, stat¢~ are always free to impo~ i~)rc uringent controb that~
expressly required by the Clean Wa=er Act. CWA § 510, 33 U.S.C. § 1370.
Described above are provisions thai require stat¢~ to address po~on runoff.
24. 33 U.$.C. § 1313(dXI)(’A). In addition, i~riodic state reporu, to EPA mu~
identify the exlcnt ~o which water qualily standarW, are met. These rclXX,~ mu~
include a "d~.s~nphon of the nature and exle:nt o[ nonpo~nl ~ourc~ o/"
pollution," and r¢commendatioPa on how to control po~,on runoff. CWA §

~05(b)O, 33 U.S.C § 131~(bX1).

~s. 33 u.s.c. § ~31~(dXIXC).
27. CWA § 303(d)(2); 33 U.S.C. § 1313(dX2).
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PART TWO

2
Components of
an Effective
Poison Runoff
Control Program
Developing effective strategies to control poison runoff

0

requires looking at the "big picture," and choo~;ing among many
alternatives. Because nonpoint source control iLs an area where
certain traditional approaches predominate, government agencies
often do not undcrtake a serious search for alternatives.~

D~
~

... the considerata3n o! altematwes to particular polici¢~ is generally
superficial at best. The typical reaction is to decide off a ODU~ of
act~on....and then to ,lustify it. A serious search [or altematwcs is seldom
undertaken.~

w~

All government officials involved in controlling poison runoff
need to bring an opcn mind to the full range of tcchnical and
i See Fad.s, George C., and Eric Van De Verg, "Ahemalwe Policies For
Cleaning Up The Chcsapc.ake Bay: A Framework for Choice," Second Annual
Conference on the Economics of Chesapeakz Bay Ma~agemera, Maryland
Department of F.h:onom~c and Community Development, ,amnapo~ Maryland,
May 28-29, 1986, at 3.
..
z ld.

[p___

/
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non-technical problems and solutions to poison runoff. Part Two
of this report is designed to help overcome the temptation to
get stuck in the rut of traditional-and inefl~ectual-approaches.

Control programs must incorporate a diverse ~t of legal,
policy and program tools all of which can be combined in any
number of ways. However, each tool has certain advantages and
disadvantages. These pros and cons must be understood before
informed decisions can be made.
Part Two presents information to assis~I decisionmakers in
evaluating and choosing the best basic program components or
"building blocks" that are at the foundation of any
comprehensive effort to control poison runolE’. Part Two consists
of six chapters, each of which considers a fundamental
component of poison runoff control and often recommendations

for improving its effectiveness as part of an ~,erali management
strategy. Many examples are given to demonstrate that states
can improve the value of their control programs in order to
meet the requirements of the Clean Water AcL
Chapter Three addresses effective programs to control
agricultural water pollution. Chapter Four considers land use
control and other factors contributing to poison runoff in urban
settings. Silvicultural, rangeland and mining programs are the
subiect in Chapter Five. The eftective collection and use of data
in poison runoff control is analy’~l in Chapter $i~ and
important [unding considerations are covered in Chapter Seven.
Finally, the legal i.~ues that are germane to effectively
controlling poison runoff, including state water quality law~, local

Eight.land use powers and common law, are addressed in Chapter
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Chapter Three

]

2

Agricu. Itural
Pollut=on Control
Programs: A Time
For Innovation
Introduction
What types of progranLs arc most effective in reducing water
pollution from cropland, livestock agricul~u~re and irrigation
return flows? There are wide differences in the types of pollution
caused by agriculture and in the responsible transport mechanisms. The severity of the problem also varies significantly.
Therefore, generalizations about the kinds of programs that are
the most effective in reducing agricultural pollution are dangerous. Nevertheless, certain types of programs have distinct
advantages over others.
Traditionally, programs to control poison runoff from
agricultural lands have relied heavily, in fact, almost exclusively,
on voluntary government cost sharing programs. Due to this
historical trend, this chapter begins with an extensive discussion
of the pros and cons of these programs. Follo,adng this evaluation is a discussion of programs to control agricultural poison
runoff that rely on approaches other than voluntary cost sharing,
such as regulatory-based design standards and incentive-based
design taxes.
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--Voluntary
Cost Sharing vemuls
Mandatory Program
Current efforts to control polluted at~icultural runoff rely
heavily on voluntary cost sharing programs. Under theae
programs, government funds, education and technical assistance
are provided to farmers to motivate them to implement structur.
al or management prescriptions called Best Management
Practices designed to reduce ~oil erosion or water quality
degradation. The programs are voluntary, but government
benefits are not available unle.~ program requirements are met.
One of the most fundamental and most controversial i~ues
in controlling the poison runoff and leachable contaminant~
caused by agriculture is whether a program based exchaively or
predominantly on voluntary cost ~haring, education and technical
assistance is adequate to reduce agricultural pollution to the
degree necessary, or whether mandatory controls are needed to
supplement these efforts. A related question is whether such
mandatory programs are rational, feasible and more effective
than voluntary programs.
Past experience with voluntary programs to control agricultural pollution is not a perfect gauge to measure future voluntary
efforts. In the past, many voluntary programs concentrated on
reducing soil erosion rather than preventing water pollution, and
only recently has water quality become a focus of some of these
programs. Also, funding and state oversight of soil conservation
(and in some cases agricultural pollution control) programs have
improved somewhat over previous efforts.
Nevertheless, past experience tells us that certain fundamental
aspects of voluntary cost sharing programs tend to limit their
usefulness even with increased funding and oversight, and
regardless of whether they are targeted to water quality problems. Conversely, even the limited experience with regulatory
programs suggests that they have untapped promise, and should
be reexamined seriously for controlling agricultural pollution.
Decades of voluntary cost share programs aimed at soil
conservation and farm productivity have crcalcd expectations, on
the part of farmers and policymakcrs alike, that voluntary
approaches are preferable to mandatory ones for addressing
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~at~ qua~ probl~ ~ by ag~cultu~.~ ~ a ~ucn~,
little ~ideration h~ ~en given at the f~eral, state and I~I
level to the ~ of mandatow approach~ to ~ntrol er~io~
much I~ water ~llution?
But at le~t from a water quality ~B~t~ive, an obj~ti~
analD~ of ~st sharing demomtrat~ that the ~nventional
~dom may ~ ~ong. In the wor~ of one analDt, the voluntaW approach h~ proven to ~ a "slow ~at on wateB that
remain ~llutcd with sediment, nutrient, and p~ticid~.’’~
In fact, many efforB to control ~on ~noff and pr~ent
groundwater ~ntamination under CWA ~ 2~ were ~mp~
largely of volunta~ programs. Yet, the failure of CWA ~ 2~
planning to improve water quality h~ ~n attribut~ in part to
the volunta~ nature of most state CWA ~ 2~ plato.’
~is d~s not mean that ~st sharing h~ no pla~ in an
overall program to control agricultural ~llution. Give~-the
~vcrity of contaminated agricultural runoff and the high ~t of
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many controls, cost sharing in one fon~ or another may be
useful if not essential in many cases. A successful agricultural
pollution control program should employ a range of management
approaches. However, cost sharing should not be used Io pay for
controls that the farmer can afford without public assistance.
Therefore, the problem that must be. faced is the exc/usive
(or primary) dependenc~ on cost sharing (and the attendant
education and technical assistance progn,ms) to address water
pollution from agricultural activities. This problem is magnified
many/old when cost sharing programs are not tied directly to
pollutant load reduction goals as pan of comprehensive water.
shed-wide water quality protection plans. Moreover, state officials
olten justify cost sharing based on the premise that mandatory
programs are impossible or are not authorized under the CWA.
As indicated in the preceding chapter as well as the remainder
of this one, neither contention is true. Neither cost sharing nor
regulatory approaches need be "chosen" over the other; most
important, cost sharing should not be offered as a basis for
rejecting the use of mandatory programs as well.
Below, we examine in greater detail the relative merits and
drawbacks of voluntary and mandatory programs to control
agricultural water pollution. We begin with an explanation of the
historic roots of voluntary cost sharing programs and the effects
of this long history on current strategies. Next, we evaluate
economic, practical, public policy and other factors related to the
use of voluntary and mandatory programs to control agricultural
water pollution.
Historical Factors
The most significant influences on state programs to control
agricultural water pollution have come from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) federal assistance and land
management programs, rather than from EPA’s water quality
protection programs. As a result, for the most part state
programs to protect water quality from agrk:ultural contaminants
resemble the farmer assistance USDA model intitiated in the
1930s far more than they do the water qual~ity-bascd EPA model
contained in the 1972 Clean Water Act.

!
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The USDA i~ the agency with primary :responsibility for
federal efforts to reduce soil erosion from the nation’s 530
million acres of cropland? USDA programs with soil conservation and pollution control potential are administered through a
complex network involving primarily three federal agencies: the
Soil Conservation Service ($CS), the Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service (AS(S) and the Cooperative Extension

Service (CES).’
The S(S mainly provides technical assistance to farmen who
participate in both state and federal soil conservation and
agricultural pollution control programs.7 The AS(S provide~
administrative support for both federal and state programs, and
provides the cost share funds available through certain federal
programs, such as the Agricultural Conservation Program
(ACP).’ The CES conducts research and furni~;hes educational
services directly to farmers to help them improve crop productivit),, control pests and reduce soil erosion and water pollution.’
These USDA agcncies arc part of an elal~orate voluntary
agricultural assistance network established in the 1930s primarily
to enhance agricultural production and to improve the lot of the
farmer and farmer families.’o Through the years, the role of this
assistance network has expanded to includc soil conservation
and, more recently, water quality considerations. Some USDA
agencics maintain offices at the fcderal, state and[ county levek,t’
Federal cmployees work at the local level with local units of
state government called Soil and Water Conservation Districts

(SWCDs)."
SWCI~, managed by locally elected and unsalaried citizens
(often farmers), were established (based on a legislative model
prepared and actively promoted by the USDA)during in the
1930s and 1940~ to improve the delivery of USDA program
benefits to individual farmers.~J Enabling legislation that states
passed in order to establish these districts was similar to the
federal model, except that most state law~ did not include
regulatory land use powers and created districts based on
political, rather than watershed, boundaries?’ Thus, as state
programs with agricultural pollution control objectives were
integrated into the USDA/SWCD soil conservation and farmer
assistance model, most remained voluntary in nature-providing
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education, technical assistance and ce~t shaling to promote the
adoption of BMPs de-~igned to addrem soil erosion and water
quality.~
Traditionally, "Technical Guides" and other planning toola
used by USDA and msociated SWCI~ to design specific BMI~
addressed primarily farm productivity and :,oil ermion concerto?’
Addressing on-farm soil erosion concerns, however, is not the
most effective means to address the deposition of sediment or
pollutants dissolved in runoff or inf’dtration water, such a~
nutrients and pesticides.*7 Obviously, to the extent that soil
erosion, as opposed to water quality, remains the primary focus
of SWCDs’ activities, the effectivenem of their progranu to
reduce water pollution from agricultural sources will be severely
limited)’ Recently, however, USDA has hegun taking important
steps towards addressing water quality concerns directly.
In its 1988-97 update of "A National Program for Soil and
Water Conservation," USDA states that it ~ill "elevate protection of water quality, to second priority witihin existing USDA
programs of research, education, and technical and financial
assistance.’’t* Among the activiticz planned to promote water
quality protection are revisions to the "Technical Guides" to
reflect groundwater protection, the developm~;nt of an evaluation
system to determine the impacts of BMPs on water quality, and
improved training of SCS personnel in wate~r quality protection
techniques.’*
While this new focus is necessary (and commendabl~), it does
not ensure that required roductions of the poison runoff
generated by agriculture will be achieved through a voluntary
program approach. For instance, since the Guides are interpreted
and implemented within the context of a locally managed and
operated program and on/y wilh the vol:~a~’ory st~pport of the
landowner, changing BMP specifications does not guarantee that
the Guides will be followed faithfully or that enough BMPs will
be implemented in a given watershed to attain compliance with
water quality standards.
At the federal l~vel, it is not clear how long it will be before
activities to control nutrient, bacteria, pestic~ide and soil inputs
into public waters arc treated with equal importance co.mparexi
to preventing soil erosion and improving farm productivity. This
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continuing uncertainty is evidenced by a recent statement by
Peter Myers, Deputy Secretary of the Department of Agricul2
ture, that the "principal objective" of the &)il Conservation
Services is "to reduce soil erosion and the consequent adverse
effect~ of sedimentation and depletion of the soil resource
base.":1
In summary, soil conservation and pollution control in the
agricultural sector historically ha, relied on a "bottom-up
approach based on voluntary participation and incentive,~." The
predominance of this approach can he traced to the long history
of USDA agricultural and soil conservation programs, and the
strong localized support for such programs.:u Furthermore,
USDA programs have been relatively succe~ful in improving
farm productivity-the primary goal for which they were created.~ However, whether or not these programs (along with
their state counterparts) are sufficient to comply with the
,~.
critically important requirements of the CWA is another matter.
Participation in Voluntary Programs
In an approach
dominated
by voluntary
prog~rams,
succe~voluntarily
in
protecting
water quality
depends
on individual
farmers

~

9

accepting cost-share funds from local SWCDs and USDA to
finance the installation of BMPs. Overall success depends on

program-wide participation rates. More precisely, enough farmers
in a given watershed must choose to employ BMPs that, in
combination, will reduce pollution sufficiently to achieve water
quality standards.
Unfortunately, there is little conclusive information on
whether participation in voluntary agricultural cost sharing
programs occurs at a rate adequate to achieve the load reductions needed to meet watershed-specific water quality goals.
Participation in previous and current cost sharing program.~
targeted to soil erosion and productivity enhancement can be
considered high. in that farmers may apply for all available
program funds. However, this does not mean that adequate
funds were available to achieve compliance with water quality
standards, or that participation in a water quality-based program
would be sufficient if high levels of farmer particpation wcre
needed.
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In fact, available information suggests that participation in
voluntary water quality-based cost sharing programs may be mo
low to ensure program success. For example, a 1985 study of
several voluntary Rural Clean Water Program (RCW’P)~s
comprehensive monitoring and evaluation projects (in which
adequate farmer participation was essential for program success)
reported that five years after the RCWP ~ras enacted, only two
of the five projects had reached nc~led levels of participation"
RCNV1) is a federal program with over $70 million provided for
intensive watershed planning, monitoring arsd cost sharing in just
21 watersheds scattered across the entire country.~’ With some
notable exceptions, most state cost sharing programs provide no
more than $1-2 million/year in cost-share funds. The limited
participation in these RCWP projects-despite relatively large
infusions of federal dollars-suggests that far smaller state
programs would have even lower participation rates.
Logically, participation rates in programs designed specifically
to address water quality may be expected to be lower than those
d~signed specifically to address soil erosion and/or productivity.
Soil erosion (and to a greater degree, productivity improvement)
programs often have (or are perceived to have) on-farm as w~ll
as off-farm benefits. Thus they offer a "self-interest" incentive
for farmer participation. In contrast, programs to protect water
quality-often considered an off-farm benefit-present less (or
no) inherent incentive for farmer participation.
From a micro-economic perspective, the voluntary approach
to agricultural water pollution control may not be adequate
because (as explained below) the profit motive of the farmer and
general e~onomic trends in agriculture often will prevent the
voluntary adoption of soil conservation BMPs if they are
perceived as having a negative impact on farm income. And to
the extent that programs that are d~signed to reduce surface
water and groundwater contamination from agriculture offer only
BMPs d~signcd to achieve "off-farm" water quality benefits (and
these l~lPs are perceived by farmers as r~ducing profits more
th~n those that provide "on-farm" preductivilly and soil conservation benefits), the popularity o1" voluntary BI~4P programs will be
even lower.
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~= su~ o~ a volunta~ ~MP ~t sha~n~ pro~am i~
r~ucin~ a~ricultural ~llution ~ lar~cl~ a Junction o[ [a~
inure=: it wor~ (L~., h~ 8 h~h participation rate) onl~ when
the [arm=r’s r=turn on th~ ~P inv~tm=nt =x~ ~MP ~.=
~ with other b~in~ pu~ui~, pro~ driv= th= [a~=r’s
p~m~ [~c~or influ=nc~n~ a [~rmcr’s d~jo~ about how to ~a~
his or h=r l~nd.=
~lJan~ on th~ pro~ion o[ ~n[o~at~on to ~armc~ and o~
the development of ~sitive attitud~ toward~ ~il ~ation
and land stewardship, long the management philosophy of USDA
~nse~ation effort, are "ne~a~ but not sufficient ~nditiom
to bring a~ut the adoption of ~il erosion ~ntrol practi~.’’~
~us it ~ even more unlikely that ~sitive attitudes would ~
sufficient to motivate farme~ to implement and maintain
me~sur~ that are d~igncd primarily to provide "off-farm" water
quality ~nc~ through reductions in sediment, nutrient, bacteria
and ~sticide
runoff.
"[M]ost
farmcn,
~ca~
of what
e~nomic
and
efficicn~
critcria
when
making
dccisiom
a~ut
market ~nstraints,
place high
priority
on pr~uctivity
andfarming

a7
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practices to use.’’~$ The importanc~ of short-term survival leads
to the general use of whatever farming techniques are perceived
as maximizing short-term profits." Llnfortunately, some of these
techniques incidentally degrade land am:l water resources,n
Farmers under economic strcs-, will:

--

art©rap( to sun~J~ I~ i~]’in£ soil ~ o~tll:d i~q.actJ~ or di~ootb~.
is1S practices that do riot ~ofltribot¢ to ma~Omizin8 Ihort-IlJO OOtl~tL

Marginal land ~ b= pressed into production; land ~=d to suds

~oos~rvatlO(i i:)ractlcgs as filter s~rips I~d crop ro4~ltlOO w~ b~ ~
and ~as~inS latld ulld~r cultJvati(:xl will bc [arfllCd mo~ intcttW.J~,)4

Given the tenuous economic conditions in today’s agriculturaJ
treat soil
conservation and pollution control as a high priority. ]:or
example, studies have shown "that farmers shun pollutionreducing "no-till" cultivation because they p~rccivc it as risky.~
sector, it is not surprising that most farm~:rs do not

They oppo~ practices that reduc~ nitrogen applications Ixw.ausc
excess nitrogen is often viewed as "insurance;.’’)* In fact, resr..arch
has shown that farmers will continue to ,,~;~ land- and waterdegrading practic~ even when they know they have an erosion

~. "’~

~’

problem, believe in soil consx:rvation and are knowledgeable
about conservation practices)7
Today it is popular to describe the on-far~n economic benefits
of soil conservation and pollution control BMPs." However,

while farmers need to be aware of poten~tial economic gains
(particularly long-term gains) from controlling poison runoff, they
should not be given the false expectation that pollution control
always translates into immediate profits. And where direct
economic benefits to the farmer cannot be .~hown, participation
in voluntary cost share programs is likely to drop. As explained
above, voluntary cost share programs are of~ten not effective as
primary delivery mechanisms for state-wide agricultural pollution
control programs because the implementation of many conservation practices (BMPs) may lower farm income,s With the
possible exception of conservation tillage, "most research on the
cost of soil erosion control in agriculture concludes that, for
most farmers, the private costs of soil conservation exceed the
private benefits....’’~ While controls designed to reduce the
impacts of other pollutants such as nutricnts and pesticid~ may

~ .....

|
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have long term economic benefits to the farmer, initial reductions in profits to the farmer often are inevitable.
2
Moreover, farmers often do not make the connection
between water pollution and any specific farm activities, particuiarly their own farm activities..1 In one survey of farmers in the
Great Lakes States, most raid they "believed no relatior~hip
exists between farm fertilizers and pesticides, ,aanure, or eroded
soil and water quality.’’~ Thus, when farmers do decide to
employ innovative production measures, they often base their
decision on profitability rather than conservation potential. A~d
as mentioned previously, maintenance can also be a problem
since farmers often neglect BMI~ when economic condition~
deteriorate,e
Finally, when farmers utilize BMPs to protect land or water
resources, they often exaggerate the extent to which conservation practices are implemented.*’ A~I of these facts indicate that
leaving conservation and water quality protection choices up to
~
the farmer is not the optimal management approach, especially
since, as indicated above, many controls often are not profitable
to the farmer.~
These same factors would seem to indicate that farmers also
9
will oppose regulatory controls. Curiously, ttowever, this is not
necessarily the case. Some farmers view increased regulatory
control of agriculture as a legitimate exercise of government
authority. Ahhough research has not provided a model fully
~
explaining farmers’ attitudes towards regulation, some have
speculated that farmers recognize that their past, relatively
privileged immunity from environmental controls may be waning
due to increasing public and governmental concerns over
agricultural surface and groundwater pollution.~ This reasoning
5
was used to explain the results of recent polls indicating that
65% of the farmers in Iowa supported tighter regulations on the
use of agricultural pesticides (over half favored tighter restrictions on fertilizer).4’
Since farmers and their families often are the major victims
of
agricultural
pollution,
particularly
groundwater
from and
ing. For example,
uncxplaincd
headaches
andimpacts
chest pains,
[ ......
agricultural chemicals,~ the results of this study are not surprisfoul-smelling drinking water were responsible for the decision of

40
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a farmer in Oln~tead County, Minnesota to stop ruing p~ticid~
and significantly limit hi~ fertilizer u~..’~
On the other hand, some impacts of poison runoff are only
felt mil(~ away from the source, and controls often b~nefit som~
farmers at the ¢xp~ns¢ of otbem~ This sugg~ts that the
agricultural community is unlikely to reach overall cons~nsm
concerning how pollution generated by agricultural activiti=
should be controlled and that voluntary co~t sharing will not be
sufficient to bring about desired Im, els of BMP implementation.

2
_

Maero,~¢onoml¢ Forces In Agrl©u~lurl
Discourage Voluntary Water Quality
Certain enduring characteristics of U..~. agricultural production and the factors that influence decisiions madc by farmers
will continue to limit voluntary acceptance of soil cons¢rvation
measures and pollution controls. Agriculture depends on land as
its basic capital input,sl Unlikc computer (:hips, steel or sulfuric
acid, land is a rcsource that is fixed in a geographic space; its
value cannot be altcrcd by manufacturing: it into a product or
transporting it to anothcr location,sz In short, land cannot be
centralized. AJso, agricultural commoditie~ gcncrally have low
prices based on highly’elastic demand (Le., relativcly small price
increases by an individual farmer can grcally decrease his or her
sales)." This tends to lead to overproduction and price instability.~‘ Moreover, agriculture is a risky business because of uncontrollable and unpredictable climatic and othcr environmental
conditions." Finally, some of the economies of scale characteristic of many centralized industries are harder to achieve in
agriculture (particularly row crop agriculture) becaus~ of the
inevitable nccd for large quantitics of land to produce a given
amount of agricultural goods rcgardlcss of I:he overall siz~ of the
farm or the production inputs,s"
These factors mean that agriculture generally produces low
returns from invcstmcnt, making large scalc investmcnt le.,~s likely
than in more traditional industricss) Unfortunatc]y, these
structural and agronomic characlcristics (price instability, low
prices and high risk) that discourage centralization in agriculture
also lead farmers to have short-term plan~)ing horizods and to
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engage in other "risk ave~e" behavior that results in environmental degradation.~
In addition to the implications of the~e economic facto~
trends in farm management since World War ]I alu3:
will lend to o~vhelm approac~s to ~ comerv~lion ihal ~ly on

in/~uencm8 farmer eecision-making 0~ou~ mU~harm&
These trends include increased scale, mechanization, capital
intensity and use of hired iabo .r:~
The result has been iong4erm lren~s toward row.crop ~ ~ grain
monocullures; a redu~ ~e~alen¢~ of ~ rotalio~, parlicula~ Iho~

the mlenuficatton ol’ crop producuon ~ on purchased petroc~emi~l
inpu~*Z

Implications for Poison Runoff Control ProRrama
These macro-economic chang~ in agriculture and the
management trends discussed above are very important elements
of the pollution control equation. The agricultural economy is
cYclico,~~ whereas the need to prolect water quality is
o~. Therefore, the cyclical downward trends in the agricultural
economy can neither be combated by nor used to justify
adhering to traditional, voluntary soil conservation and water
pollution controls.~ In other words, soil conservation and
Pollution reduction programs should be deliberately d~signed to
remain in place regardless of short-term fluct~,~ations in the
agricultural economy.,~’ Since Poison runoff controls that are
adopted and maintained voluntarily ar~ likely to be abandoned
under advers~ economic conditions, state officials need to
develop more permanent approaches (discus~d in the following
section) to ensure that the BMPs necessary for water quality
protection are irnplemented.,~
On the other hand, agricultural trends $/~ould be considered
for their Potential to increase or decrease water Pollution.
Understanding macro-economic trends in agriculture enables
local, state, regional and national governmcnL,~ to d~vclop
taxation, marketing and economic development polici~ that
bctt~r addrc.~ water pollution needs,o7 In order to make use’0f
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these macro-economic trends, state and llocai poison runoff
control officials first need to acknowledge the important relationship between state and regional changes in agriculture and
programs to protect water quality. Tax incentives to convert
cropland to timber stands could be created or increased.~ Tax
credits, venture capital, and technical assistance could be used to
attract investors for the development of a regional animal waste
processing and distribution industry." Part-time production of
specialty crops could be encouraged throug]~ state promotional
campaigns, local land use management and tax incentives
designed to create a favorable market climate for regional
produce grown without farm chemicals. Besides state agenciez,
regional and local government entities also have important roles
to play in promoting trends in agriculture that can have positive
environmental benefits.
The Need to Apportion Costs
Among Polluters.and Taxpayers
Whilc it is probably impossible to know all of the winners
and losers in any particular pollution control program in agriculture, it is clear that a fair distribution of costs and impacts is
important to successful program development.~ Huge government expenditures would be necessary to provide enough cost
sharing funds to accomplish pollution reduction goals.7t The leve!
of public funding needed just to cost share adequately the
necessary soil conservation (not to mention water quality protec.
tion) BMPs could well be unacceptably high.n
For example, it has been estimated that at least 90 million
dollars would be needed to address only soil erosion and animalwaste needs in MarylandY Of course, govermnent can decide to
address agricultural runoff pollution by appropriating these huge
sums. Howcvcr0 it cannot be claimed that voluntary cost sharing
programs alone will suffice unless these expenditures are made
and unless high participation rates are shown.
Moreover, such a massive infusion of government funding to
pay for agricultural pollution control raises sc.rious questions of
equity. The general taxpayer is asked to subsidize pQIlution
controls for an entire sector of the economy, without any
analysis of whether these subsidies are needed. Arguably, cost
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sharing should be saved for situations where it is essential for
maintaining the economic viability of the industry.
In fact, collecting taxes in order to provide co~t sharing funds
actually rewards farmers for correcting their polluting activities
(at least to the extent that farmers will not accept paymentg
unless the payments make them financially better off in the
short term).7’ Rational farmers might choose to delay conservation activities in order to wait for higher iev~h of funding,n
Changes on the Nonpolnt Source
Management Horizon
Title 12 of the Food Security Act of 1985 (P.L 99-198)~ is
an indication that the federal government is beginning to
recognize the limitations of purely voluntary ioil conservation
and water quality protection programs. Four conservation
provisions, implemented largely by the SCS and ASCS, were
included in this new law to make the goals of USDA farm and
conservation programs more consistent.
The Conservation Reserve (Subchaptcr IV) gives ASCS the
authority to enter into ten-year contracts and to make annual
rental payments to farmers who retire highly erodible land and
land bordering water bodies from farming and plant it with a
permanent cover crop, such as grasses, legumes or trees." Under
"conservation compliance" provisions (Subehapter II), farmers
who plant annually tilled crops on highly erodible lands must
implement locally developed and approved conservation plans by
1995 in order to remain eligible for price support, crop insurance and other USDA program benefits.~ The "Sodbuster"
provision (Subehaptcr II) also uses USDA programs to gain soil
conservation benefits. To retain USDA benefit.,;, farmers must
follow a conservation system approved by the local soil and
water conservation district when plowing fields that were not
used for crop production between 1981 and 1985." "Swampbuster" (Subtitle III) requires that USDA program benefits be
withdrawn from all farmers who convert any naturally occurring
wetlands to cropland after 1985."
While these programs are targeted primarily at reducing soil
erosion rather than at improving water quality, it is encouraging
that agricultural programs that penalize poor land stewardship
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are being designed. The high vis~ility of these federal programs
could stimulate the implementation of cross-compliance and
other non-traditional programs at the state level. However, it
remains an open question whether USDA is committed to
moving away from primarily voluntary soil conservation approaches, much less towards water quality protection. After
passage of the Farm Bill, the USDA A~i,;tant Secretary for
Natural Resources and the Environment stated that:

2

[f]rom the outset l mu~,t emphasize that USDA it tkeptical about the
r©gulatory approach to ~orrecting nonpomt¢,ource pollution problemtm
In the summer of 1988, after a great deal of time and effort had
been expended in USDA to begin implementing the "cro~compliance" provisions of the Farm Bill, this same oQ]cial
testified before a House Subcommittee that:

"

USDA’s primary strategy for dealing w~th nonpotm u3ur~ea of water
pollutK)n is to encourage the vo/wUary development and application of

Best Management Pra~s:r.s (BMPs) which re.ulxe and maintain
procluctrve uses of s~l and water resource~ (emphasis added)."

Summary
Voluntary agricultural programs to control poison runoff are
politically popular, and are a mainstay of the traditional soil
conservation community,z3 However, voluntary cost-share programs usually have not been effective in improving water
clualitys’ because of many of the reasons i!!ustrated above. More
fundamentally, there have been and will conl’.inue to be many
basic problems with using voluntary programs even for soil
conservation purposes. Therefore, if even the,. broader goal of
soil loss prevention is not promoted effectively :through voluntary
programs, it is axiomatic that such programs will not achieve
water quality goals. And, as is discussed in detail later in the
report, it is essential that water quality concerns drive programs
designed to reduce the impacts of diffuse sources of pollution to
sufacc water and groundwatcr.~
One of the important functions that USDA and associated
state soil conservation agencies perform is to change behavior
through "mor.~l suasion" a~d informal information exchange. It
could be argued t.~at any but voluntary progra~rns could jeopar-
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dize this role by ruining the relationship between the farmer and
the federal or state employee. However, non-~oluntary controb
are not mutually exclusive of these functions and could co-exist
as part of a comprehensive water quality protection program.
This is particularly the case if water quality agencies are responsible for the development and enforcement of =nch progranm
SWCDs could maintain their relationship with the farmer while
providing the state with technical a.~istance in evaluating
problems, designing specifications and =tandards to protect water
quality, and even assisting in inspection and enforcement
activities.

Promising Alternatives

to Voluntary Cost Sharlng
Certain aspects of the agricultural .~.ctor ien,rl themselves to
mandatory pollution control programs. Some of these aspects are
longstanding, while others result from recent trends in the
structure of the modern farm.
Agricultural policies (including pollution control policies)
often have been based on a vision of the small-to-medium size
family farmer "’working the land to provide a li~ing for himself
and his family, against almost insurmountable odds."~, Although
small "family farms" still exist and agriculture will never become
as centralized as some industries, the vision of the "family
farmer" is no longer accurate, either in terms of farm size or in
terms of the environmentally benign picture it paints of agricul.
ture.
Fewer, larger farms are producing a greater proportion of the
nation’s agricultural goods.87 In 1984, 12% of the farms in the
United States produced 68% of the agricultural cash receipts."
Today, family farms constitute less than 11% of moderate.size
farms, compared to 21% in 1975." Similarly, animal feediots
havc decreased in number and increased in size.~ There is a
trend towards an agricultural sector split between very small,
often part-fimc, farms and very large industrial operations.~ One
reviewer has remarked:
Today’s agricultural operations, especially Ihose Ihat produc~: ~he greale= "
share of thc nal=on’s food and fiber, are more accurately characterized
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as induslr~l ac~lie_.s rcqmnng sophisticalcd mana~’rrmnl and producing
s~gmficam amounts of ~nv]romnenlal pollutants.~z
These changes in agricuhural production can cause "regionalizcd" agricullural production paltcrns. For instance, one region
may shift rewards partqimc "hobby" farming and the production
of spccializcd vcgctablc crops, while anothcr shifts into vcr.~icallyorganized poultry and/or livestock produc6on.~
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This shift provides opportuniti~ for impro~xl water pollution
control. For example, one result of the trend I.oward~ verticallyorganized animal production has b~n the concentration of
potential pollutants (especially urine, manure and organic matter)
into relatively f~ver, smaller geographic area~,~’ creating ondi.
tions similar to tho~e u~ually a.~,ociated with point ~ource~.
Concentration makes these pollution source~ easier to identify,
manage and control
The growth of "corporate" farming also aff~ct~ the co~t
considerations of controlling poison runoff, l~cause iarge-.~.ale
agribusiness corporations have relatively easier acce~ to capital,
pollution controls can be undertaken with less of an impact on
farmer~’ personal income and financial stabilily. Thus, pollution
control costs can be mcasured against the profitability of a
complete vertical production and distribution system-not the
production aspect alone. Moreover, the traditional h~itancy to
interfere with the family farm has influenced the differences in
the way point and nonpoint sources of water pollution w~re
controlled.~ Thus, to the extent that trends tow~rds agn’busin~
concentration continuc, the political willingness Io d~’elop more
direct, regulatory water quality protection re.q~,irements might
increase.~s
Other Approaches to Agricultural Pollution Control
While it is easy to identify the weaknesses of voluntary cost
share programs as well as any trends towards making more
prescriptive approaches both desirable and feasible, it is not
quite so easy to identify what particular kinds of programs might
work better. Fortunately, promising options are available. Thes~
options are summarized in Table 3-1.
For instance, in situations where foregone short-term net
returns to the farmer initially are so high that some public
financing is needed, investment tax credits have been proposed
as a potential income transfer to help offset the losses incurred
through shifting away from the use of chemical fertilizers.~ The
use of "cross compliance" measures such as those found in the
Food Security Act of 1985 have been mentioned previously.
Other generic program approaches that do nol involve cps. t
sharing are discussed below.
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Table 3-1
Possible Options for Agricultural Pollution Control
Option

Summary I:)e~crlptlon

I. Investment Tax C~eclJts

T~x credit for ~xpenditures needed
to Imp~en~nl BMPa

2.

Eligib~lily for financial and

Cross-Compliance

Measures

govemment benefits co~lngen( on

3. Performance Taxes

Differentia] tax base(J on amount of

4.

i~mlcuW farm
Minimum runoff o~ w~te~ qu~l~
requirements prescribed

Perfom~ance ~tanclarc~

6.

Design Taxes

7.

Priclrlg mechanisms

..,.

Differential tax bas4~ on specific
farm management Wactices
Modify pric~s of inputs Such as
irrigabon water, fe~lili~ers, or pestl-

ciaes, to 0iscourage overuse

incentives are praised by economists as more "cost--effective"
than other managcmcnt approachc.s. But co.~;t sharing is a subsidy
and, hence, not the "type of cconomic inc.entive.., favored by
economists" since they "may result in higher costs than necessary.’’~
Control of poison runoff and groundwater contamination Ls
most efficiently achieved through a combination of management
and structural changes in the farm and not "simple additions of
BMPs.’’~ Keeping this in mind, generally the most practical
program approaches are probably a combinalion of general design
standards and dezign laxes to bring about the level of control
needed to achieve state watcr quality objectives?~ .

I
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could be charged the same tax rates based on the predicted

environmental impacts of various farm practices according to
local topographical, soils, climatic and water quality conditions,
can be developed and implemented.~ For instance, farmers who
choose to use conventional tillage, along with heavy fertilizer
and pesticide applications, could be assessed a higher charge
than a farmer who can verify the use of so.me beneficial form of
conservation tillage in conjunction with an approved nutrient
management and alternative pest control plan.as
While this type of design tax certainly holds promise, there
is far less expericncc with its use than with design standards. The
completely "rational" behavior of the farmer on which the
success of design taxes depends has not been established
conclusively.
Performance incentives and standards a~re a generic pollution
control policy that also could be applied to agriculture. Unlike
the farm-specific design incentives mentioned above, performance incentives wo,’,ld be directed at the individual farm’s
pollution flows and not its management practices, providing the
farmer with the flexibility to adopt whatever; BMPs were desired,
so long as certain pollution flow criteria were met. Performance
standards would consist of a requirement that certain minimum
runoff or water quality criteria be maint~ined. Unfortunately,
performance-based approaches are limited by a number of
factors, including the effect of climatic variability on nonpoint
source pollution flows and the difficulties; of monitoring and
enforcing such approaches. However, as improvement.s are made
in our knowledge of the relationship between land use and water
quality and the technology to detect certain changes in water
quality, performance-based agricultural pollution controls hold
some promise.
A useful analogy can be drawn from the approach EPA has
developed to address the problems of hazardous waste treatment,
storage and disposal facilities under the R~source Conservation
and Recovery Act. As with farms, it is difl~cult to predict the
precise level of environmental impact that will be caused by a
given site. So, EPA has developed general design sta.,utnrds
applicable to all such sites in an effort to provide an acceptable

"
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minimum level of protection.~ The game principle can be
applied to design standards for agriculture,
To date, few, if any, states have devek)ped significant
pollution reduction programs applicable to agriculture bared on
general, much less farm.specifc, design tax=. However, one
example is given below. By contrast, many stav~ and Iocalitie~
have adopted rome form of dedgn standards for agricultural
water pollution control. We provide many example~ in the page~
that follow. Along with the standards themselves, the implementation and enforcement of these programs are described where
possible.
In addition to examples of these programs, the ~ of other
pricing mechansbms to improve the efficiency with which
irrigation water is used (and thereby reduce tlhe transport of
poison runoff) is also addressed. Finally, famdand protection
progronu arc described because maintaining properly managed
prime farmland is an important component ~o a successful
pollution control effort.

Promising New Approaches to Agricultural
Erosion and Sediment Control
Erosion Control Through Zoning:
Olmsted County, Minnesota
’Some sta;.~ and localities have developed irnandatory programs~°7 to require certain conservation practic(~ to bc implemented under a given set of circumstances. Oimsted County,
Minnesota developed such a regulatory program~(s in response to
surface water contamination due to excessive erosion. Because
urbanization had pushed farms onto marginal, hilly land, data
from 1974-1978 indicated that erosion rates in tlhe county were
at an unacceptable level of l0 tons per acre even with the
increasing popularity of conservation tillage.~
Bascd in part on experience in anothcr county showing that
zoning could help reduce agricultural erosion problcms, Olmstcd
County used modcl zoning ordinances, provided by thc Minnesota Dcpartmcnt of Agriculture and the Association of Minnesota
Counties, to control its farmland soil cro~ion problems.~° Use of
a county ordinance to control farmland activities rather than
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urban activities was an important innovatiolB that ~rew out of the
County Board of Commissioners’ recognition that local governments were being given more responsibility for resource management.Izl
Olrnsted County adopted an ordinance that requires all
farmers to implement those BMPs needed ~to reduce soil erosion
to "tolerable" leve]s by developing and adopting an SCS-approved "conservation plan." This ordinance requires farmers to
develop and implement a conservation plan, effectively prohibiting agricultural practices that cause excess erosion in fields and
on stream banks.
The Oimstead plan is designed to address; two major concerns.
The first was that typical conservation ordinances are based on
private complaints. Olmstead was concerned that this approach
might unnecessarily harm farmers and caz~e resources to be
spent on solving relatively minor erosion problems.’u The second
was that erosion control regulations mighl~ have unacceptable
economic impacts on some farmers,zu
]n order to assure that enforcement foctz~ed first on the most
serious erosion problems, a ranking system was developed. Using
models and digitized soils and land cover data Oimsted County
developed a system that assigns points to Ihe land parcels not
complying with the soil loss tolerances established in the
ordinance itself, based on a variety of weigh~ted factors including
total erosion rates, ratio of erosion to "T" standards,
of pasture]and, hydrologic characteristics and location within a
~]ood control project watershed.I~s The total score for a particular parcel of land determines its enforcemenl{ priority (determining when particular farms should develop conservation plans or
other erosion controls) and how violations should be treated.
Potential adverse economic impacts were addressed by
allowing the County Board four options to address violations of
the ordinance:
1. to grant an extension of up to 120 da~; in the preparation
of a conservation plan;
7. to grant an extension of up to two years Jn the imp]emen~

ration of conservation practices required in a
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3. to direct the Zoning Administrator to Woccod with a civil
suit seeking an injunction compelling compliance with the
ordinances; or
4. to direct the Zoning Administrator to pnx~d with normal
criminal enforcement proceeding!.m
The exlensive modelling that is nece=aty to estimate erosion
rates and develop the priority ranking ~tem jis conducted with
the Minnesota Planning Information Center’s computer software
and the county’s digitized soils and land cover files, which are
summarized to the level of one-tenth of an acre.m These data,
along with models, were used to estimate shee~t and rill erosion,
wind erosion, the ratio of erosion to tolerable soil loss, poorly
managed pastureland and the volume of runoff expected from
particular land parcels."
Because the information is in a variety of fi3rmat~, it can be
used to evaluate erosion on specific sites, and for broader
planning purposes)=~ Ultimately, the county should be able to
evaluate, as part of the site planning process (not as a set of
constraints after site planning is completed), the land and water
impacts of alternative subdivision designs to determine the most
desirable sites for septic systems, buildings, roads, and drainage
control systems,m
Thc Farmland Soil Erosion Ordinance allows a host of
individuals and public officials to register complaints against
landowners who are not complying with the standards established
in the ordinance and developed through the.., computerized
modelling efforL~)" County enforcement of tihe standards is
based on the priority ranking system also described above. The
County Zoning Administrator is required to pr~;pare an annual
enforcement priority listing (which also takes into account
complaints of excessive erosion). This list must be submitted to
the SWCD and the County Conservation Committee, who then
must investigate the areas on the priority listing and determine
the level of compliance with the standards in the ordinance,m
Landowners
found
to be in noncompliance
with the standards
in the
ordinance
are required
to develop Comervation
Plans
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meeting the requirements of Technical Guides of the Soil and
Water Conservation Districts.a’ Schedule~. are supplied for the
completion of the plans and procedures are in place for the
annual inspection of work carried out on the plan, for plan
approval, and for appeals, variance~ and ,~zemptions.m Enforcement is expedited because this ordinance p, ovides for administrative proceedings to he used in considering cases of economic
hardship, rather than automatically requiring the involvement of
courts to consider such issues.’" Also, since it was thought that
judicial enforcement of criminal violations would he unlikely, the
ordinance gives the Zoning Administrator ~uthority to file a civil
suit seeking an injunction against a violator,u¢
Besides those designed to reduce soil erosion, other mandatory programs have been proposed and developed to reduce
surface and groundwater contamination from agricultural
chemicals and bacteria. Examples of the~ programs are described in the following two
Erosion C:ontrol Through Doslgn Taxes:
Pepin County, Wisconsin
Pepin County, Wisconsin is experimenting with the use of
design taxes to address both soil erosion and agricultural runoff
pollution. The goal is to provide positive rather than negative
incentives to farmers. A five.year pilot program has been
established in three Wisconsin townships by the Soil Conservation Service and the Pepin County Land Conservation Committee.~a Using funds provided by SCS, a $3.00/acre property tax
rebate~ was offered to landowners who regularly tilled their soil
if the land was treated (with the farmer assuming all treatment
costs and responsibility) to reduce erosion to tolerable levels
(T).~° Ten percent of the program participants are randomly
inspected for compliance each year.m
The program is based on the idea that tax relief should be
offered to farmers who implement conservation practices with
thc resulting tax burden falling on the remaining operators not
implementing conservation practices.u~ As more landowners
enrolled in the program the tax differential would be set at a
lower level and, with all landowners participating, the differential
eventually would disappear?~ However, because the Wisconsin
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state constitution require~ uniform taxation of ]landowners, lunch
for the tax rebates had to be provided by outskle ~ources (in this

case, SCS).~’

Compared to co~t sharing progran~ the results of the
program seem promising. Acreage in the pilot ~townships coming
under conservation practices more than doubled (12,598 acres to
30,126 acres) while increases in the town~hip without the
program were negligible (a 308 acre increa~ over an existing
23,204 acres already under conservation measure),m Adequately
protected cropland in the pilot areas increau~| from 49.8% to
85.6% of total cropland acres, with 73.4% of all landowners with
farms over 40 acres participating.~’ In contrast, only 22.6 percent
of the farmers had participated in a cost sharing program in the
last five years,t~’ The costs of the program were..: administrative.
$12,000; technical assistance. $55,000; conservation practice
planning, installation and inspection. $53,000; and tax credits approximately $400,000. ~ An assessment of the Itax credit proje.~
indicated that the hours needed for program administration and
technical assistance were low compared to other types of
financial incentive programs, such as cost sharing,u*
Most participating farmers supported funding the conservation
credit program through money used for current cost sharing
programs."° The Pepin County Board, with support from all
eight townships in the county, recently decided to support this
program even after SCS funds are no longer av~ilable by having
each township increase property taxes on all land in the county?’~ The state is transferring part of its cost sharing funds to the
county for the development and implementation of the program.1~2 To improve the disparity between the benefits received
by farm and non-farm residents, part of the money will be used
exclusively for nonagricultural water quality, improvement
projects, io
The major obstacle remaining in the development of this
program is the requirement in the state constituhon for uniform
tax treatment, which prevents the application of 13igher property
taxes to those landowners not implementing conservation plans."
In addition, the County Board, as well as others, recognize that
"bad actors" are essentially rewarded under this kind of program
relative to other farmers who implemcmed sound conservation
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practice~ before the program began. Finally, landownen who
implement conservation practice~ may be linancially affected in
absolute terms because the value of their land will inc~ as a
result of their good land stewardship practice~,TM leading to
higher overall tax assessmen~
There are two key reasons why the Pepin County program
has been such a succe~. Fint, it was locally developed and
implemented."* Second, it had high vis~ility in term~ of reducing
property taxe~?~ For instance, the percentage of farna participating in the pilot conservation credit program at the local level
is much higher than the percentage participating in the state
Farmland Protection Program (the state farmland protection
program provides similar tax incentives for implementing
conservation plans).TM This is probably becau,~e the state program
is administered in the state capital, is somewhat complex, and is
ba~ed on income tax, rather than property tax?’~ A I t h o u g h
obstacles remain, the high rate of participation, the involvement
of local governments and the enthusiasm of program officials all
indicate that taxes can be a significant tool to address pollution
from agricultural lands.

Reducing Chemical Pollution from Agriculture
Measured by volume, sediment is the most prevalent pollutant
from agricultural runoff. But it is agricultural chemicals that
represent a major water quality threat. Fertilizers are a known
cause of nutrient enrichment and groundwater contamination in
many parts of the country, while concern over pesticide contamination continues to grow. Agricultural chemicals can contaminate
surface water by attaching to soil particles or dissolving into
surface runoff)~ Contaminants also can ente=r groundwater or be
transported to surface water through leaching,m
Some researchers feel that the most difficult pollution
problem a.~,ociated with nitrogen is nitrate contamination of
groundwater.": Ironically, soil conservation p=,,actices that control
surface runoff of nitrogen can increase nitrate leaching, which in
turn can pollute groundwater or surface water (through the
interaction of surface and shallow subsurface waters).m’Therefore, control of nitrogcn (and also phosphorus)t~* often should
focus on "chemical management" to ensure that the "timing and
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Fertilizer nitrogen is both the largest a~d tim mo~t controllable nitrogen input into the farm system (allthough livestock arc
a significant source of nitrate, especially in areas with high
livestock densities).TM In addition, farmers often could sav~
money by reducing their use of nitrogen.TM This is an important
factor because the low profit margins associated with agriculture
mcan that reduced input costs (such as those associated with
commcrcial fertilizers) can be even more important to a farmer’s
financial situation than increased yields.
In addition to improving the timing and amount of chemical
fertilizers applied, substituting organic nitrogen from cover crops
and manure while concurrently reducing the emphasis placed on
implementing soil conse~,ation BMPs have been suggested as
part of an overall plan to reduce the chemical addition of
nitrogen and the water pollution it causes,t’’ Organic nitrogen
has advantages over inorganic nitrogen in chemical fertilizers
because nitrogen bound to organic matter leaches at a much
lower rate, can improve soil fertility and is available for additional plant uptake,m
Another important method to reduce nutrient (especially
nitrate) inputs into surface water is the use of forested riparian
"buffer zones." By trapping sediment, assimilating nutrients and
promoting the conversion of nitrate nitrogen to nitrogen gas,
fore.sled buffer strips as narrow as 50 fcclt can "remove the
majority of nitrogen and phosphorus from surface and subsurface
runoff.""° The importance of subsurface flow as a pathway of
nutrients into surface waters and soluble nitrate as a fraction of
total nitrogen makes forested riparian areas preferable as a
nutrient reduction "structural" BMP to ~those that reduce
primarily particulate-associated nutrients."
The lack of controls on pesticide applications to protect
groundwater also has been well documented?"s Reducing
pesticide contamination often involves simply not using persistent
substances (or using them in smaller quantitiq~) where they can
migrate to surface water and groundwater resources, without
first testing for the presence of the target pest (prophylactic
use)?" Reducing pesticide use also can be accomplished through:
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Mar~y farmers continue to u~ ~ appliers ~ ~i~ ~en ~h ~ ~

1. using alternative crop pr~uction patterns and t~hniqu~-for example, crop rotation can eliminate or limit
inf~tafion by certain ~, or improve ~ii ~nditio~,
r~ulfing in heartier crops and more ~st predator;
2. m~i~ing agricultural practices, application equipment and
~c patterns-for example, by applying chemicaB only
raz~ and tim~ indicazcd by field t~ti~g and monito~ng
to determine ~t levels, or by ruing cultivation practi~
that limit weed gro~h; and
3. replacing leachable ~sticid~ ~th materials that are I~
mobile, ~rsistcnt and toxic-for examplc, by su~tituting
the use of natural predators for a dangerous ~tic~c
using another chemical that dcgrad~ int~, safer ~m~un~
more quickly?.7
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Other possible program componcnt~ to control pesticide use
include:
-.
I. taxes on the ~ale and/or manufacture of pesticides to fund
monitoring studies and to build a statcwklc data base;
2. requirements for pesticide users to report when, where,
and how much a particular chemical is applied;
3. registration of pesticides at the state level, including
information requirements (chemical data and monitoring
results) designed to determine their potential to leach into
groundwater,
4. authority for states and localities to cancel pesticide
registration in local areas if soil conditions and other
factors indicate a serious leaching problem; and

b

5. encouragement of pesticide substitution, changes in irrigation practices, prevention of chemical applications near
drinking water wells and integrated pest management."

Thus, there is no shortage of possible mechanisn~ for
controlling water pollution from agricultural chemicals. The
question remains, however, how to develop programs to ensure
that these techniques arc applied in the field. Below, we describe
existing regulatory programs to control surface and groundwater
contamination from both fertilizer and pesticides.
Regional Design Standards for Fertilizer IJse:
Central Platte Natural Resources District, Nebraska
Nebraska is beginning to incorporate design standards into its
agricultural pollution control programs in order to address the
contamination of groundwatcr by nitrates from commercial
fcrtilizcrs.’’~ By statute, Nebraska created Natural Resource
Districts (NRDs) that have taken over the responsibilities of
SwCDs as well as all local and regional water-qualit’~, and
resource protection agencies.’~ NRDs have broad powers that
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include taxation and eminent domain and are required to
implement a regulatory program designed to reduce water
contamination.m
In response to increased awareness of groundwater contamination, the Nebraska Ground Water Management and Protection
,Act was passed 1o create a procedure by which Natural
sources Districts can designate groundwater control areas and
subsequently adopt at least one of the controls stated in the
Act.tn These include: "reasonable rules and regulations as are
necessary to carry out the purpose for which a control area was
designated."’~ Groundwater management plans must be prepared
for those areas not previously listed as control areas,t~
One Natural Resource District. the Central Platte NRD
(CPNRD), has developed a vigorous regulatogy program in
rcspome to the high levels of nitrates found in many of the
drinking-water wells in the area.t~ This program is designed to
accomplish the following objectives:
1. extract the nitrates in the groundwater by utilizing them
for the nitrogen needs of the crop;

2. fully utilize the residual nitrates in the soil profile for the
nitrogen needs of the crop;
3. reduce fertilizer applications to account for nitrogen
available in the soil and in irrigation water;,
4. reduce the "opportunity time" for fertilizer to leach below
the root zone;
5. encourage (and rcquire) farm practices, techniques and the
installation of equipment that have proven to be helpful
in reducing groundwater nitrate levels and nitrate leaching;
and
6. rescarch ncw cquipmcnt and techniqucs that have potential for rcducing groundwater nitrates?~*
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Areas within the NRD with groundwater quality problems
are categorized based on the level of contamination; increasing
degrees of regulation arc applied as the level of contamination
increases.I" Land is classified as a Phase l management area if
the average nitrate/nitrogen level (measured by the district’s
network of monitoring wells) is between 0 and 12.~ ppm.m
Phase II areas contain average nitrate levels between 12.6 and
20.0 ppm, while Phase Ill areas have average nitrate levels
exceeding 20.0 ppm.1’* Monitoring to determine average nitrate
levels take~ place periodically to determine if an area should be
reclassified."
In Phase 1 areas, the fall and winter application (before May
1) of commercial fertilizer is prohibited on sandy ~oils (defined
as soils with a permeability rate of two inche~ per hour or
greater for at least 30 of the ul~Per 36 inche~),m In addition,
water and soil te~ting and other nitrogen management BMPg are
encouraged.I" Farmen in the District’s Phase II area, which
coven 440,000 acre~, are required, in addition to Phase I
requirements, to attend irrigation and fertilizer management
classes to become certified in nitrogen management.m
Generally, an annual water analysis for each irrigation well
(there are 4,500 in the Phase II area) and an annual deep soil
analysis on each field are also required.*u Fall application of
fertilizer is banned under most circumstance~ but is permitted on
heavier soils after November I if an approved inhibitor is used
to improve the efficiency of nitrogen use.t~ Farmers are required
to submit an annual report to the district indicating:
1. results of the water nitrate analysis for each well;
2. re~ult~ of the soils analysis on each field or 40 acre tract;
3. the crop planned to be grown and the yield goal;
4. nitrogen fertilizer recommendation;
5. actual nitrogen fertilizer rate applied; and
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6. the actual yield achieved by each l’~ld, with irrigation well
locations indicated."
While there are no Phase III areas in the ~entral Platte
NRD at this time, Phase III regulations which would be triggered if any are identitied have been written. Under Phase []
regulations, fall and winter applications of commercial nitrogen
are banned while use of fertilizer in the spring requirm split
applications {or the use of an inhibitor if ~ or more of the
fertilizer is applied before the planting).*" In addition, Phase []
controL~ can include such "other reasonable regulations as the
Board feels are necessary to resolve the problem.""
The CPNRD, as well as local fertilizer dealers, are assisting
farmers in meeting these regulatory requirements by working
with testing laboratories to develop a standard form that will
contain the necessary sampling information; providing a tagging
zervice to identify each well; and considering arrangements with
fertilizer dealers to offer soil and/or water sampling as a se~ice
to farmers)s’ The Board of Directors of the CPNRD believes
this regulatory program will have a positive economic impact
because of the savings to individual farmers from better use of
the nitrogen available in irrigation water and in the soil)m
Although the program began in late 1987 and no comprehensive
data is available to judge its success, those participating in the
meetings and hearings that led to the adoption of the regulations "showed a strong interest in improving and protecting ...
groundwater quality and support for the type of program the
[CPNRD] proposed.’"

Statewide Groundwater Protection Regulations:
Wisconsin
Wisconsin has a groundwater management law that provides
a simple yet effective regulatory framework for addressing
agricultural (as well as any other) groundwater pollution)~ By
extension, the law could be modified to apply to surface water
protection as wcil. The Wisconsin law provides for the develop
mcnt of groundwater standards in the form of "preventive action
limits" and "’enforcement standards.’,l~u These two standards ~ust
bc dcvciopcd and implcmcntcd for substances detected in, or
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with the potential to enter, groundwater.TM Some ~ are
listed in the Act itself. Additional substances must be idcntif’gd
by a number of state agencies that regulate activities, facilitim or
practices related to the regulated substances. The Dcparttnent of
Natural Resources (DNR) must set the actual standards through
regulation,I~ addressing the most important contaminants fit~LTM
Each substance to be regulated mint be included in one of the
following three categoric:
1. Category 1 - highest priority substances and detected in
leveb exceeding available federal criteria;
2. Category 2 - those detected in groundwater but not in
exce~ of available federal criteria; and
3. Category 3 - lowest priority substances that have a
"reasonable probability" of being detected in groundwat~r.m
"Enforcement standards" define when a violation has occurred and require the activity, practice or facility that is the
source of the violation to be subject to immediate enforcement
action.TM Preventive action limits are considered ’~arning levels"
to determine the need for regulatory measures.TM When a
preventive action limit is met or exceeded, the regulatory agency
with authority over the substance must evaluate the situation and
take whatever action is necessary to maintain the concentration
of the substance at the preventive action limit or, if it has been
exceeded, at the lowest feasible concentration.TM
Aftcr enforcement standards have been promulgated, regulatory agencies must review rclevant rules regarding the activities,
practices and facilities that are rclated to each substance and, if
neccssary, revise their rules to comply with thc requirement to
prevent violations of the standards.:°t Each agency must adopt a
rule indicating thc rcsponscs thc agency may require of itself or
responsible parties whcn standards are excecded.~z Rules
rcgarding dcsign and managcmcnt practices must ensure compliance with preventive action limits and cnforcemcnt standards, if
feasible.~ Whcncvcr a pollutant rcachcs or excecds thg prevcn-
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tire action limit or enforcement standard, relevant agencies must
again review and, if necessary, revise their rules to ensure future
compliance with these standards.~
When a violation of a preventive action limit occum, involved
regulatory agencies must evaluate the situation and implement
activities that will:

¯
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1. where technically and economically feasible, minimize the
concentration of the substance at the point where me, asurements arc taken to determine standards violations (the
point of standards application);
2. regain and maintain compliance with the preventive action
limit, or if this is not technically or economically feasible,
the lowest possible concentration; and
3. ensure that enforcement standards are not violated."
If an enforcement standard is violated, however, the activity
or practice using or producing the substance nu~st be prohibited
unless it can be demonstrated to the regulatory agency that an
alternative control mechanism will achieve compliance with the
standard,m’ Once compliance is achieved, the regulatory agency
is responsible for ensuring compliance with the preventive action
limit in the same location.~
The DNR, in c~x)peration with other regulatory agencies,
must develop and maintain a groundwater monitoring and
sampling system. DNR must notify the relevant regulatory agency
when information indicates that a substance has been detected,
a concentration of a substance is changing, or a standard has
bccn violated."’ DNR also must notify ownen and uzen of
potable wells of the testing results of any samples obtained from
the well.~
The Wisconsin program has not bccn fully implemented, but
the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture, Trade and Consumer
Protection (DATCP) already has used it to help curb the use of
the pesticide aldicarb. Current activities include increased
groundwatcr monitoring rcquircmcnts and a ban on certain
aldicarb applications in areas whcrc measured groundwater
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concentrations exceed 10 pare per billion (ppb).m Permitted
rues of aldicarb have also been restricted. The pesticide cannot
be applied more than once every two years, and b limited to an
application of 2 pounds of the active ingredient per acre (down
from 3 pounds),ztt In addition, it can only be applied by, or
under the supervision of, a state.cextifkd pesticide applicator,an
On the Horizon: A Proposal for Comprehensive
Groundwater Quality Protection
Few comprcbensive programs have been dc~loped to address
systematically the groundwater contamination caused by both
fertilizers and pesticides. However, a generic management
proposal has been made by a group of environmental organizations for a federal groundwater protection program that also can
bc translated into recommendations for state programs designed
to prevent groundwater contamination,z~ This program calls for
the dcvelopmcnt of a general goal to protect groundwater
quality along with waste reduction and source reduction goals to
reduce total ioadings of various groundwater contaminants
(including pesticides and nitrates)z" by specified percentages.
Ovcr a period of timc, the proposal suggests the development
best practical methods (BPMs) and best available altcrnative
method standards (BAAMs) to be applied to various activities
responsible for groundwatcr contamination.Z,~ The standards
would be required immediately for new and substantially
modified sources, and would be phased in gradually for existing
Groundwater standards and monitoring strategies are proposed as a means of determining "special protection" and
"special correction" areas where protection requirements would
be more stringent.:~ Other program componcnts, such as
groundwater mapping, source identification and well monitoring
and replacement would help to cnsurc that thc program would
function effectively.:’8
Agricultural officials in Massachusetts have proposed to
control pesticide contamination of groundwater through a
process similar to the one dcscribcd above. First, pesticides that
pose a risk to groundwater would bc targctcd by idcntif~ng:
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I. pesticides that are =usceptible to leaching because of
physical and chemical propertieg
2. application factor~ that may contn’bute to leaching;
3. priority pesticide use area~ and the amount of pe~ticid~
used in there area; and

4. the land areas susceptible to leaching became of geologic
conditiom,m
Each pesticide that may pose a risk to groundwater then would
be ranked according to the health risk based on toxicological
reviews, environmental fate studies and drinking water monitoring."~ A variety of actions could be taken to ensure that pesticide residues do not approach the "health based standard m
determined through the toxicological review."’m
The action undertaken would depend on whether concern is
focused on the control of a single pesticide (e.g., product
registration) or on the protection of the groundwater reu~urce
in general (e.g., statewide regulations)." Since the groundwater
protection program would function primarily on a pesticide-bypesticide basis, many regulato~j respons4~ would involve changes
in the registration conditions of individual pesticides." Potential
controls include restricted pesticide registrations that would allow
their use only under specified conditions to protect groundwater
resources."* Registrations also could be revoked, suspended or
limited in a specific geographic area."
Although this particular proposal has not been adopted, the
Ma~achusetts Department of Food and Agriculture recently
proposed regulations to "prevent contamination of public
drinking wells by pesticides that pose a significant toxicological
concern and meet or exceed significant leaching potential
criteria.’’~ The regulations would prohibit the use, handling,
mixing, loading or storage of any pesticide posing a significant
toxicological concern that has a significant leaching potential or
is incorporated below the soil surface in sensitivc groundwater
areas’=7
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Other Promising Agd¢ultural Runoff Control Program
2
Florida has a state regulatory program addressing the
quality impacts of new farms in the state. The Department of
Environmental Regulation (DER) requires that new farming
operations in the state comply with its requirements for stormwater permits" unless the farm is operated under the requirements of an approved conservation plan.m Many agricultural
operations, such as "’muck farms" that are periodically flooded
and drained, must obtain Management and Storage of Surface
Water (MSSW) permits based on computer modelling and a
review of the operation by a water managen~nt district official"
These permits contain site-specific requirements for the maintenance of certain BMPs and the abatement of pollution problems
for the purpose of complying with state water quality standartb,m
]n other states, programs are being considered or are undex
development that address farm chemical contamination. A bill
was introduced in the Pennsylvania General Assembly in 19~8
that would "establish requirements and an implementation
schedule for the application of nutrient management control
measures on agricultural operations.’’m The bill would establish
a program requiring all farmers to submit and implement a "best
management plan for nutrient control" in conformity with
requirements and regulations adopted by the state Department
of Environmental Resources (DER).z~ Although not in agreement with the specific details of the proposal, DER supports the
concepts of the bill.z~
In Arizona, legislation has been enacted that requires the
Dcpartmcm of Environmental Quality (DEQ) to adopt General
Permit rules that require the implementation of Best Management Practices for nitrogen fertilizer application,z~ By statute,
the application of nitrogen fertilizer is a regulated activity which
requires site-specific BMPs to be developed and used such that
Aquifer Water Quality Standards are not violated,z~ Although
permit requirements have not been developed at this time, the
simple, straightforward nature of these program requirements
indicates that the adoption of BMPs to manage fertilizers does
not, by nature, have to bc left completely to the dis~etion of
r ....
the farmer. The program also shows that state environmental
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protection agencies can play an important role in the development and application of agricultural BMPt.
DEQ will propose rulm requiring tbe implementation of a
BMP plan that consists of an "on-site operational plan" and
"appropriately implemented site.specific BMPs."’m One of the
purposes of the BMPs that will be developed will be to minimize the "movement of roluble nutrients to depths below the
root zone."z* While this program is still in the formative stage,
it demonstrates the state authority that can be e~ercised when
water resources are threatened.

2

Using Regulatory Controls In
Livestock Agriculture
Livestock, including dai~y and beef cattle, hogs, sheep and
chickens, can contaminate surface and groundwater with nitrate,
ammonia and fecal bacteria and also can increase drastically
streambank erosion if the animals are allowed access to riparian
areas,z* Half of the 120 million tons of animal manure produced
each year in the United States is generated by herds of less than
100 cows owned by hundreds of thousands of individuals,us
These sources currently are not regulated under the CNVA
because, under EPA regulations, point source controls generally
do not apply to herds of less than 1000 head.ut Because water
quality problems can result from small and medium-sized herds
of cattle and other livestock, as well as from larger herds,m
pollution control programs need to address all sizes of livestock
°perati°ns’m
One hundred million cattle are raised unconfined on 40
percent of the U.S. land area (including both pastures and
rangeland.~" But the remaining 12 million head raised in con.
fined feeding operations also can cause severe water quality
impacts?4~ This section discusses pollution control programs for
confined livestock feeding operations and the associated (unconfined) grazing of such livestock in limited pasture areas as
distinct from rangeland settings.’**
In general, few states have developed significant regulatoo,
programs for controlling animal wastes from small, confined
animal fccdlots or from unconfined cattle production.=’~ Howev-
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livestock ag~culture ~,ounta fo~ ~ wM~ ~ ~

er, ~me acti~ty b unde~ay, and the ~tential for mo~
progr~ ~ g~ given r~nt r~arch ~n~rning meth~ for
r~ucing the water quality impac~ of iiv~t~k pr~uction.
Gencrally, ~ntrol of ~ntaminatcd runoff from un~nfin~
cattle pr~uction (in ~th rangc and p~ture ~ttin~) ~n ~
a~mpl~h~ ~:
I. ruing an eff~tive er~ion ~ntrol program (d~
pr~omly);
2. tailoring grazing programs and st~king demiti~ m
l~ali~d climate, ~ii, vegetation, to~graphy and geolo~;
3. l~ating high density grazing and holding ~ns away from
strcams and a~iatcd riparian arc~;
4. disusing feeding, watering and shelter faciliti~ to ¢~u~
manurc a~umulation, ~il ~mpaction, and er~ibl¢
pathway;
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collected and land disposnd in an environmentally sound
manner;
4. installing a large filter strip to intercept runoff before it
enters a watcrway~
5. i~talling a holding pond to trap runoff where it can be
collected and disposed of by irrigation; and
6. using manure nutrients as a fertilizer to improve soils.~
Examples of programs that implement this type of requirement
are given below.

Regional and Local Regulatory Programs:
In California, one of the state’s Regional Water (Duality
Control Boards (Santa Aria) has established individual waste
discharge requirements for all dairy or confined animal facillties.~ Under this program, facility operators must obtain a
discharge permit to ensure that the facility is designed according
to the standards established by the Regional Water (Duality
Control Board.=’ Basic requirements include:
1. an inventory of the population of animals in relation to
the design capacity of the facility;,
2. collection of all water runoff from manured areas that
results from up to a 25-year frequency storm;
3. zcz-o runoff when irrigating with barn water or runoff
water;
4. a limit of 3 dry tons of manure per year per acre of
disposal land (disposal land is defined as land used
exclusively to percolate barn and runoff water);z~z
5. manure applications to cropland must be based on the
crop’s requirements for nitrogen;z~ and
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6. an annual report signed by the owner (under penalty of
perjury) revealing the ~lume of manure produced and
the location and method of ~~
These types of requirements are becoming more popular in the
rest of California.~’ In addition, s~-veral ounties in California
(incl,ding Tulare, gem and Kings) have hecn working with
Regional Water Quality Control Boards to develop zoning
ordinances that would establish minimum acreag~ requirements
for unconfined livestock production in order to reduce
density of manure in pastureland,~’ as w~ll as ordinanc~
requiring runoff generated in the dairy area to he kept onsite.
A State Approach to Regulating Uvesto~k Agriculture:
Iowa
Iowa also has developed requirements for all confined
feedlots. These apply (regardless of size) to open feedlots
exposed to rainfall, total confinement systems where procipita.
tion is not a factor, and to facilities with a m~xture of tbes~ two
kinds of systems.~’ ,At a minimum, all open facilities must
remove settleable solids runoff,z" This is accomplished by
requiring that the velocity of the fcedlot runoff be reduced to
certain levels through design standards for certain types and
sizes of operations.~
In addition, operations permits must be obtained for open
facilities with over 7(30 head of livestock and for closed facilities
(or open facilities with natural streams running through them)
with over 300 head." Operations permits are patterned after
federal requirements for large, confined animal fcedlots (i.e.,
retention of all waste flowx from a 2~-year frequency, 24-hour
duration storm)."1 Iowa regulations recognize, however, that
most problems do not result from single, large storm events, but
from repeated rains that create small discharges or that dLw.our.
age the farmer from removing manure, and from manure
ar~umulation over the w~nter. Therefore, Iowa regulations
provide options allowing the farmer to disl~se of manure less
frcqucntly if largcr storagc structurcs and other means are ~
to address th¢,~ problems."
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Total confinement systems of any size must meet a minimum
standard of zero discharge into Iowa state surface waters. This
usually is accomplished using storage pits located under or
outside the containment structure." Finally, mal~ure collected
through these requirements must be land disposed in a way that
prevents contamination of surface and groundwaters,z= Unlike
the California program, disposal methods are not mandated.
Guidelines are provided, however, to mist farmers in complying
with the general prohibition against water pollution from land
disposaL"

Creative Application of Sewage Disposal Regulations:
Pennsylvania
The water quality impacts of livestock agriculture also can be
regulated under sewage treatment programs. Pennsylvania’s Clean
Streams Law defines animal manure as sewage and thus prohibits
its discharge into state waters unless that discharge is pursuant
to a permit issued by the state Department of Environmental
Resources.a" Under state ~egulations, permits for the storage of
animal manure are required unless the storage facilities are
designed and operated according to state approved manure
management practices. Permits for the land application of animal
manure also are required unless application is in accordance with
approved manure management practices.

Summary
A significant problem with many of these feedlot and land
application programs b that, even if mandatory and applicable to
all sizes of operations, enforcement often relies on citizen
complaints of acute water quality problems from feedlot discharges. More structural and automatic enforcement mechanisms
are needed to enforce these standards.
Iowa, for instance, still bases the enforcement of its program
on complaints. But in Iowa. water quality problems do not have
to be identified to enforce design standards; only a violation of
the standards themselves is needed to trigger enforcement,z=
California’s program is based on requirements in state law for
controlling runoff from confinement and manure application

areas; some regions implement this objective through permit and
14
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reporting procedures to ensure compliance with standards and
guideline.]"
Bosides programs that reduce sediment and chemical contamination from non-irrigated crops and livestock agriculture.,
innovative approaches also have been developed to addr~
pollution from irrigated cropland. The~ programs are ok:sen’heal
in the follo~ng r~’tion.

Improving Irrigation Efficiency
to Protect Water Quality
Irrigated agriculture can affect ground and turface water
quality through the addition of sediments, nutrients, pesticides,
salts and other minerals.2~ in addition, fluctuations in the natural
flows of rivers from irrigation reservoir~ and diversions have
caused damage to local populations of anadromous fish, wildlife
habitat and recreation,z’, Most scientific studies on irrigation
have focused on increasing crop yields and improving distribution
systems, while relatively little attention has I~’en given to
controlling the water quality impacts of irrigation.~ Problems are
most severe in the arid and semiarid portion of the west where
higher evaporation rates cause salts to accumulate near the
surface of the soil.~
Natural water boclies receive irrigation water through open
drains and ditches and underground tile drainage channels that
collect return flow~.27, Irrigation water also can leach into
groundwater.’~ Once this water leaves the farm, it can bc used
for other purposes, including wildlife habitat, reuse for irrigation,
and drinking water.2’. Fundamentally, drainage is the disposal of
unwanted or excess water to prevent plant injury, to minimize
salt accumulation in agricultural soil and to allow early planting.
In some cases, reducing water volumes can greatly lower the
quantities of trace elements transported by irrigation flow~ into
receiving waters. This is so because the more irrigation water
that comes in contact with the soil, the more pollutants potentially ix~comc available fortransport. Thus, the efficiency of
irrigation s)~tcms is an important consideration in preventing
watcr pollution.:" As with nitrogcn, in somc cases farmers simply
may bc using too much irrigation watcr. Correcting overusc could
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~t ~ve dr~ h~ ~ ~ ~

save money ~ well ~ rcdu~ ~llution.m In other i~tan~ ~ii
~
~nditions are such that water quali~ ~n ~ impair~ ~
relatively m~t amounu of irrigation water. In such situat~m
more ~cre solutions, such ~ purch~, tramfer or m~ification
of water right, may ~ ne~a~ to r~ dr~ti~lly or to
eliminate the u~ of irrigation water in a gi~n ar~.
~n~rns over cfficicn~ and water quality ar~ from all
~c~ of irrigation, including rivcr and r~ir o~ration;
~nvcyance and distribution; on-farm appli~tion; cropping
pattcrns: and return flow managcmcnt,m ~timat~ of the n~
for irrigation water often do not ~mider fully chang~ in
technolo~ that ~uld rcdu~ water I~ from ~a~ration, or
thc dccrc~cd water needs of impro~ strains of planu; the
nccd for l~s "non~cgradcd" irrigation water ~ op~ m
irrigation water that is high in salt ~ntcnt; and the incre~ in
efficicn~ that would result from pricing irrigation watcr in
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accordance with its actual coSL" Methods to address the water
quality problems associated with irrigation include:.
1. restricting irrigation development in are~ where water
quality degradation it ~
2. regulating the use of fertilizer or other agricultural chemicab that contaminate return flows (e.g., thit approach it
exemplified by the program in Nebraska,
previously, that restricts fertilizer appllcatiom on irrigated
cropland);
3. regulating when and how much water can be meal; and
4. treating the irrigation water at various geographic leveb
(e.g., individual farmer or regional arem), using
responsible for its degradation as a partial ~ource of
finance.TM
Water quality problems caused by irrigation share many
common characteristics with dry land agriculture. Therefore,
many of the programs used for dry land agriculture could be
modified to apply to irrigated farmland as well, and vice vers&
Recent attempts to address the water quality impacts of irrigation have focused largely on improving the efficiency with which
water is used, thereby reducing the quantity of water draining
into surface- and groundwater systems as well as the pollutant
loads associated with this water,az
The San Joaquin Valley in California has suffered major
water quality impacts from irrigation, which in turn has threatened the viability of the extensive agricultural economy in the
region." In response, the State Water Resources Control Board,
the San Joaquin Valley Drainage ProgramTM and others are
conducting research to assist the Central Valley Regional Water
Quality Control Board in the development of a basin plan to
restore the region’s water quality." Water quality "objectives"
(ie., water quality standards) for selenium, boron, salts, and
molybdcnum, and dates for compliance with these objecti._ves,
have been recommcndcd by thc San Joaquin River Basin
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Technical ~mmittee (made up of ~taff from the State Water
R~our~ ~ntrol ~ard and i~ regional ~ntral Vall~ Water
Quality ~ntrol ~a~).~
~e ~mmitt~ h~ r~mmend~ r~ucing drainage ~lum~,
and ~nsequcntly reducing ~ilution Ioa~, through impr~ng
water management practi~ and implementing imp~ed i~gation technolo~.~ ~c ~mmittee a~ h~ r~mmend~ t~
formation of a regional drainage d~trict to improve ~rdination
of irrigation activiti~ in the area; provide fle~bility in m~ting
water quality objective: and redu~ the ~ ~iat~ ~th
managing the area’s water table and ~uing indi~dual ~i~.m
Finally, the ~mmittee has re~mmended the ~tablhhment of
waste di~harge requiremen~ through ~i~, and r~uiring the
adoption of BMPs to reduce ~llutant ioa~.~
Institutional changes also are ne~a~ to achi~e signifi~nt
rcductiom in the ~c of irrigation water in the ~n Joaquin
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Valley. The high irrigation water subsidies provided by the
federal government make the prices paid by farmers abnormally
low, which in turn encourages inclTgicncy and overconsumpriot’..TM Substantial price increases would have to occur in order
for the costs of water to be an effective incentive to reduc~
water use.m Other suggested institutional changes to promote
water conservation include:
1. water transfers, which offer incentives for conservation by
allowing the ~ale of consengd water for profit;"
2. tiered water pricing whereby local irrigation distrk:ts charge
higher prices l’or successive units of water;, and
3. the expansion of water authorities to include drainage
districts, groundwater control districts, or comprehensive
water management districts, thus prodding: (1) manage.
ment, treatment and/or disposal of drainage water; (2)
management of groundwater conditions through planned
and controlled pumping; and (:3) comprehensive manage.
ment of surface-, ground-, and drainage water."
Another way to improve the efficiency with which irrigation
water is used is to provide tax incentives to operators who install
equipment designed to use irrigation water more effectively. For
instance, the tax code for South Carolina allows taxpayers to
claim as a deduction the cost of purchasing and installing
drip/trickle irrigation equipment (:up to $2,.~X)).TM

Farmland Protection Programs, Conservation
Easements and Leasing Arrangements
The destruction of prime farmland is an important (:if indirect) contributor to water pollution because it forces tbe
cultivation of more marginal land not well-suited for farming.TM
For this reason, farm!and protection programs have great
potential as an indirect means to rcduce water quality impacts
while at the same time controlling urban sprawl and generally
increasing the effective application of land usc controls. This
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~nd of program b~ngs in fa~e~ ~ ~ctive participan~ in
~l~ng ~llution proble~ ~ well ~ other land ~ proble~
rather than j~t ~ subjecu of regulation.
~mprehensive farmland proration progra~ entourage
farmen to ~ntinue farming rather than ~ll their land to
develops; dis~urage devclo~n from obtaining prime fa~land; and statutorily define land are~ where the int~ion of
~nflicting land ~ ~ dis~urag~ or prohibited.~ ~llect~ely,
thee actions protect agricultural are~ agai~t encroachment of
~nflicting land ~.
While a ~mprehensive d~cu~ion of farmland protection
programs is ~yond the sco~ of th~ study,~ it h ~ful to
d~cri~ briefly ~me of the innovatio~ that have ~urr~ in
this area. A broad array of activiti~ h ~ing undertaken to
protect prime farmland, but certain techniqu~ have ~h more
eff~tive than othc~ in pricking farmland and in r~ucing
~0
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agricultural water pollution. Successful farmland protection
programs have three notable characteristics: incentives to
encourage participation in the program; severe penalties assessed
for withdrawal from the program; and effective enforcement.m
Farmland protection activities can range from simple tax

incentives to complex "farmland districting" syslems. Differential
assessment mechanisms (called "use value" taxation) can lax
farmland according to its value for agricultural use rather than
for potential development use. thereby reducing the farmer’s
taxes-a technique ,,scd by nearly every slate,a+ More complex
and comprehensive programs can involve varying degrees of
mandatory participation, zoning, or other land use controls
designed to create agric~!ltural districts where development is
discouraged or barred altogether."
through
a state zoning
regulatory
program
mandating
thatlarmland
Iocal~ies
¯’~gricultural
can bc
used to preserve
prime
zone certain types of lands for agricultural uses.~’ The zoning
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program ~n be carried out within ~gri~tund distri~ that are
defined to ensure that agricultural production in a given area ia
high enough to support the local ~ervice economy, which in turn
supports the agricultural economy,m
Some county governments hav~ begun Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) programs, which preserve certain agricultural
land in exchange for allowing increased development in already
urbanized areas,m Twelve states and some localities have
established Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) programs,
under which the right to develop agricultural land is purchased
outright from the farmer or potential developer and is retained
by the state or locality to preserve the land in its agricultural or
natural state.~’
One of the most widespread farmland protection activities, the
"use value" tax assessment mentioned above, has proven not to
be highly effective in protecting prime farmland, because the
tax breaks to tbe farmers often are outweighed by the price that
the developers offer for the land.m Other protection programs
are needed to supplement the differential tax assessment
approach. These programs might include the PDR and TDR
programs mentioned above, as well as agricultural districting and
comprehensive growth management programs, such as those in
place in Oregon, California and Hawaii.~ Penalties for withdrawal from programs should be substantial, and states should
ensure that programs apply only to prime farmland.~ For
instance, Maryland and California use land productivity measures
to determine the eligibility of farmland for differential use value
assessment.~ Finally, since agriculture itself is a source of water
pollution, it is vital that any farmland protection program include
provisions requiring that eligible lands be managed so as not to
produce significant off-site damages.~ Such a provision exists in
the Wisconsin protection program, which requires participating
farmers to implement approved soil conservation techniques that
meet "T" standards for erosion control?~*
In North Carolina, farmers can band together to form
agricultural districts to protect their land from annexation or
special tax assessments. But they must managc their lands "in
accordancc with thc SCS-dcfincd erosion control pra.c.tice~
applicable to highly erodiblc land.’’~" Kccne (1984) has proposed
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a set of recommendations for the development of e.ffect~
farmland protection programs. The recommendatiom are:
2
1. A state land planning agency with authority:.
a. to establish a comprehemive plan for the development
and protection of the state’s retou~ incJuding
agricultural land. and
b. to create urban growth boundarka around all major
cities and tow~ located in or near agricultural ~
within which fifteen to twenty years’ anticipated growth
can be accommodated.

._

2. A state agricultural land agency with authorit)n.
a. to regulate land us<: in agricultural reserves;
b. to delegate the authority to regulate land use in
agricultural reserves to local governments that enact ...... ""
c. to exercise a right of first refusal with r~pect to
farmland that comes on the market and to buy it at
publicly appraised fair market value and then to re~ii
it to farmers at below market value.
3. Appropriate combinations of tax reduction and other
economic compensation to owners of land that has a
reduced market value because it has been placed in an
agricultural reservc.J"
On a more comprehensive scale, a regional system of open
space preservation is being considered seriously by localities in
the San Francisco Bay area to preserve up to 3.5 million acres
of land (and related water resources) from the impacts associated with the region’s high growth rates.JtJ This approach calls
for the development of a Bay Area Greenbelt to preserve farms
and ranches, watersheds, parks and other recreation areas, and
buffers between comrnunities.J- The plan for the Greenbelt
incorporates expected housing, industrial and commercial land
requirements for the next 50 years,m The plan may designate
open spacc.~ where development will not be permitted, whik:
identifying "infiil" spaces wberc future development will be

9
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allowed?~’ This regional approach to comprehemive planning
provides many opportunities to address existing and potential
pollution problems through sound land use managemenL Such
comprehensive land use management approaches arc discussed
further in Chapter Four.
Consegvation easements that preserve farmland also have
been proposed as a way to improve indirectly the oastal of
pollution while achieving other goals, such as production oatrol
and farm debt reduction,st’ Through the use of conservation
easements, state and local governments, as ~il as coasegvatioe
groups, can purchase certain rights on agricultural land, permanently barring water pollution-generating activities by incorporating easement provisions into the title of the land.m In exchange
for certain rights to farm or develop land, outright payment
could be made or a farmer’s debt could he restructured and
guaranteed by the state, according to the value of the rights
conveyed in the easemenL’~’ Easement provisions could he
tailored to suit the conservation needs in the area. These
include:

-

1. limiting general or particular types of residential, commercial, or industrial development on prime farmland;

¯

2. specifying the agricultural management of marginal land;
3. protecting natural habitat and wildlife on land not suited
to certain kinds of agriculture;
4. reducing or barring irrigation in areas experiencing water
shortages;
S. prohibiting grazing in forests and woodlaads;
6. limiting tillage and crop production in natural waterways,
fioodlands and wetlands;
7. requiring filter strips in strategic areas; and
8. allowing public access for open-space recreation."a
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Given advances made in BMP deveJopment and application,
many other practices such as fertilizer, manure., and pesticide
application controls also could be implemented to provide water
quality protection to meet specifg needs. USDA already recog.
nizes the protection of suffac~ and groundwater quality as
legitimate purposes that conservation casements can be used to
promote.~’j The use of casements is vegy promising, and becomes
increasingly so as agricultural land values rise.m New Hampshire
recently introduced legislation authorizing $10 million per ye~
for five years to bc spent to purchase casements in order to
protect open space,m Massachusetts has restricted 18,674 acrea
of farmland to permanent agricultural use.~
Finally, leasing arrangements provide a method to improve
water quality by creating an agreement between the farm
operator and the landlord concerning the conservation practices
on a particular farm.~ Leasing arrangements that consist of
written, multiyear agreements are preferred over oral, indefinite
or year-to-year leases, and should allow the incorporation of a
significant conservation and cost-sharing lause.~ Longer k.as~
are preferable because they provide more r, ecurity to farmers
and lengthen their planning horizons.~ These claur~ could be
required when ]and is leased for agricultural purposes to specify
the type of crop rotation and the BMPs to be used, as well as
the division of the costs associated with the conservation
practices.~
Of course, the landlord must have some incentive to include
such provisions in a lease. A graduated lease premium has been
suggested, whereby increasing paymenL~ would be made by a
county or state to the landlord in exchange for increasing the
length of the lease or having the lessee implement certain
conservation practices with financial assistance from the ]andlord.J~ An important component of such a program is bringing
an often uninformed and uninterested landlord into the ]ongterm arrangemenL~-~

Conclusions and Recommendations
¯ a, griculturc, including crop and livestock production, obviously
can have many adverse effects on water quality, including
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sediment, and phozphorom.related surface water impacts fxom
crop production; nitrate and I)acterial surface and groundwater
impacts from livustock production; and pesticide and nitrate
impacts on both surface and groundwater. Therefore, effective
prograna to reduce the agricultural impacts of po~n runoff and
leachable contaminants must be able to implement a broad anay
of BMPs.
Voluntary programs based on cost-share incentives often will
be less cost-effective and provide less overall protection than
regulatory programs. Participation rates in current volunta~
programs are often low. Even if ffective, voluntary cost share
programs require a massive infusion of government funds to
tackle the widespread problem of pollution from agricultural
runoff. And even if the neces~ry funds are available, serious
questiom of equity arise The general taxpayer is asked to
subsidize pollution control by the agricultural sector. Cost sharing
rewards farmers for poor land stewardship, and punishes those
with exiting good stewardship practices. It places water quality
protection goals at the mercy of an uncertain and unstable
agricultural economy and often does not promote the best ways
to control agricultural pollution.
,A sound regulatory basis for design standards and taxes has
been established in some states, regions and localities. These
programs address pollution from cropland, livestock, and other
agricultural operations. They have been effective in addressing
a wide range of pollutants, including sediment, nutrients, bacteria
and pesticides.
The programs described in this chapter give examples of how
states and localities can implement the particular kinds of
controls they need to address specific water quality problems.
Here are the key recommendations drawn from these e~templary
programs:
1. Unless states can demonstrate that voluntary controis
(including cost-sharing, technical assistance and education)
alone will result in the pollutant load reductions needed to
achieve beneficial water uses in individual watersheds, and
unless sufficicnt funds are available to achieve this "result,

|
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regulatony program~ in the form of dmign standard~ and
~ should ~ developed, imp~n~nted and enforced,
2.

Regulatory
require
or more
mechanimts
to
require
or to progran~
induce farmer~
to one
implement
nd~quate
BMP~.
a. Design stm~dard~ that require or proht’vit certain
practices;
b. Design taxes based on farm management practicm; and
c. Performance standards that prohibit any signifi.
cant off-site transfer of pollutantt.
The mast effective programs may involve a combination of throe approaches.

3. Technical assistance and education programs from the
state (to regional and local program officials) as well as
from sub-state officials (to the actual regulated parties)
are important components of pollution control plans, but
should not be used in lieu of regulations if serious pollution problems must be addre~r~L
4. RegulatoW programs must require comlstcnt and effective
enforcement activities including: inspections; response to
complaints; issuance of notices of violations; issuance of
fines and other enforcement tools; an appeals process; and
procedures for corrective action.
State and local officials should enforce agricultural water
pollution control programs on a priority basis using all
available information (e.g., groundwater studies, geologic
maps, cropping and farm management information, soil
erosion estimates, etc.).
Nutrient and fecal bacterial contamination of surface and
groundwater should be controlled through programs that:
a. restrict the amount of fertilizer or manure
applied to the ground;
b. control the timing of these applications;
-.
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. require th~ development of forcst~! buffer atril~
along st~; a~
d. r~u~ the net a~unt of nutfien~ ~ilab~ for
tram~ after crop ~ ~ ~n ~L

--

1
2

7. Progra~ to addr~ ~tcr ~llution from ~tic~ s~uM
include Intcgrat~ P~t Management (IMP) ~iq~
IPM ~m~ncn~ incl~:
a. eliminating the p~phylact~ ~ of ~~
r~uiHng t~ting for the p~ of a ~gct ~t
~fore a ~t~idc b ~;
b. rcpla~ng to~ l~chablc ~t~id~ ~th ma~b
that arc I~ to,, ~i~ and ~nbtent;
c. ~ing altc~ati~ crop pattc~ a~ t~hn~
such ~ crop rotation and crop s~i~ that a~
more r~tant to ~; and
d. ~ntrolling the amount and timing of ~t~e

~ -

Stat~ a~ should ~nt~l ~ticide ~llution though
t~ on ~ticidc ~le and manufacture, and ~mp~hc~ivc rcgulatow progra~ that include ar~-s~i~
problem ~men~ and r~trictio~ on ~ and
application along ~th ~ticide rcg~tration and
rc~ing ~uircmcn~
8. Liv~t~k ~llution ~ntrol progra~ should require the
~ntrol of runo~ and leaching Dora ~nfined f~ing and
storage arc~ rcgardl~ of herd s~. Such progra~
should a~ r~uire:
a. ~ntrol of liv~t~k de~iti~ and ~tio~;
b. prcvcmion of li~t~k a~ to HpaHan ar~;
c. regulation of the d~al of ~ll~t~ manu~
through land appli~tion;
d. adequate d~nal of liv~t~k faciliti~ and
l~ation; and
. maintcnan~ of ad~uate ground ~er and
forage.

!
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9. Water quality impacts from irrigation return flo~ should
be reduced by requiring more effic’.’ent me of irrigation
water and through regulations that control irrigation
scheduling and the me of farm chemicals within the
control of a comprehensive, multi-purpose regional drainage districL. Irrigation subsidies should be eliminated or
substantially reduced.

2
-

10. Farmland protection programs should go beyond traditional use value tax assessment programs and include a
comprehensive state-level prmervation plan (with local
implementation) that preserves prime farmland using
Transfer of Development Rights and Purchase of Development Rights programs, agricultural zoning and districting,
and other land me controls.
1 I. Farmland protection programs should require that all lands
receiving benefits from state and local programs participate
in state programs to control poison runoff by requiring
that off-site agricultural impacts be addressed adequately.
12. Consen~ation easements should be purchased from farmers
for sensitive riparian land that cannot be managed feasibly

through the use of the regulatory or tax.based programs
described above. Easement provisions should be tailored so
that the title to the farm requires the effective control of
off-site water quality damages.
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Chapter Four

Land Use
and Contaminated
Urban Runoff
Controls
Introduction
Contaminated runoff from urban areas presents unique
managcrncnt rcquiremcnts. For examplc, most urban water
pollution runs olT or through govcrnmcnl-comrollcd streets or
stormwater systems. Therct’orc, programs to control poison
runoff may require even more involvement by local governments
than agricultural controls. Addilionally, water pollution in urban
areas is caused by a divcrsc set o1" sources whose management
rcquircs a broad range o1" program activities.
Like controls for othcr categories of poison runoff, however,
urban controls must addrc.ss a~g’regate pollution sources that
individually contribulc rclalivcly minor pollution loads, but Ihat
cumulatively may have large impacts. Fortunatcly, urban residents
may Ix: more willing than rural residents to pay for controls and
to accept the nccd for regulation.~ in fact, unlike agricultural
pollution control programs, there is little dcbatc over the
"voluntary vs. regulatory" is.sue in controlling pollution from
urh;in arca.~. Specific regulatory urban comrois (such as crosion
and scdimcm comrol and smrmwatcr managcmcm rcquircrncnts)
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already are common, although many general urban program to
control poison runoff still have significant voluntary componen~~
An array of ontrok is available to addres~ poison runoff
generated in urban area~. In this chapter, tbet~ controls are
grouped into three general categorieg
1. land me ontm~
2. stormwater control progrmm; and
3. erosion and sediment control prograna.
The necessary element~ of each type of program are ~’bed
below, drawing on example~ from model progranu around the
country .....
Two gcneral principles, however, transcend each type of
program. First, comprehensive urban runoff controls cannot and
should not be divorced from the routine functions of local
government-in particular, zaning and comprehensive planning.
For example, some experts have labeled zoning the mo~t
effective local means to control groundwater contamination?
Urban runoff problcms also are addressed mo~t effectively by
sound land use planning, rather than by focusing only on
structural stormwater controk.4
¯ Similarly. urban controls can be imposed either before or after
development and associated water pollution problems occur. Pre.
development controls take advantage of comprehensive, nonstructural approaches that can guide growth in ways that prevent
pollution problems. Trying to manage urban stormwater after
pollution problcms have developed often is more expensive and
less efficient than pro-development controls. But in areas where
dcvclopmcnt already has occurrcd, "retrofitting" urban runoff
controls often is essential.
Therefore, capital-inlensive structural controls to retrofit
existing dcvclopmcnt must be integrated with ongoing land use
management programs designed to address problems arising from
new development. Table 4-1 gives examples of available land use
management tools for both prc-dcvclopmcnt and post4:lcvciopmcnt control of contaminated urban runoff. Thcsc controls can
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applied to protect critical environmental resources such as
erosion- and flood.prone lands, wetlands, aquifers, steep slopes

’ "J

and streams.
Table 4-1
Potential Tools for Urban Poison Runoff Control"
Pre-Development
Control~

Develo~
Contml~

Polt-Develo~
ConUo~
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~ntrob d~ in th~ chapter are appli~ largely at the !~
I~el.~
~nd me ~ntrols can redu~ water ~llution ioa~ in ~
wa~. Fi~t, the rate of growth and the i~tion and ~ of
development can ~ ~ntrollcd through the ~ of a ~ning
ordinan~ and ~mprchensive Plan. ~nd, ~llution generat~
by a ~ven t~ or level of gr~h ~n ~ r~u~d by such
techniqu~ ~ su~i~ion ordinan~, s~iai ~erlay d~tric~, and
site plan refi~.
~e Northern Virginia Planning D~trict ~mm~ion ~aluatcd the impact of the land ~e ~ntrols, and d~elo~ t~
follo~ng general guidelin~ on how to employ land ~ planning
to protect water r~ur~:~
1. Per Copra L~d~g-Generally, the greater the demity the
lower the per cap~a and the greater the ~r acre ~llution
ioadings, indicating the ~cfuln~ of o~n spa~.~r cl~ter
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development requirements in zoning and subdivision
ordinances.
2. $o~1 Permeability-Since runoff is influenced by soil
permeability,s land use planning should encourage large
lot and medium density single family homes in areas with
relatively permeable soils while requiring land uses such as
shopping centers and apartments in areas with impermeable mils.
3. Cl~er Development-Cluster developments can further
minimize impervious surfaces and provide open space by
tailoring lot placement and road design to reduce pollution
4. C;rosczh Policies-Growth in certain areas should be limited
through the zoning ordinance, thereby reducing the
pollution loads as,~ciated with certain densities or kinds of
development.
Land use controls also can be employed to control the level of
land disturbing activities (e.g. construction) in an area at a given
time; allowable activities in and around a riparian area; construction on steep slope.s; the use of erosion control practices on
developing land; and the level of vegetation left on a site. Other
controls can restrict the location of buildings or storage areas in
relation to streams or aquifers (setback:, and recharge zone
restrictions, respectively), or require the use of specific BMPs or
compliance with performance standards that will improve runoff
quality and reduce its quantity.
Three major types of land use controls are useful in controlling poison runoff in urban areas:
I. Zoning and Comprehensive Planning;
:2. Subdivision Review; and
3. Site Plan Review?
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Zoning is a land use control that dictates the density and ~
of development within a given area. Typically, zoning i~ imposed
by local ordinance. By limiting development density or restricting
land uses to thor~ that are compatible with protecting water
quality, zoning can he an important tool to control poison

runoff."
Overall local development is controlled through a Comprehen.
swe Plan that takes into account a wide range of factoz1~
including water quality and other environmental goal Certain
land uses generally are reviewed through a special use p~rmit
process, and design regulations or performance standards for
various uses can be included in the ordinance,zz Zoning maps
gcncra]ly delineate districts where certain land ~ are allowed
if in conformity with minimum standards such as lot size, building
setbacks, and lot coverage requirements (Le., what percentage of
lot surface can be covered by structures and pavement),u For
example, zoning ordinances can impose setback requirements
from water bodies, and can re.quire lower density for riparian
lots.u
Subdivision review involves rcvicwing subdivision maps and
plots for conformance with rulcs and development standards for
adequate building lots, streets, scwcrs, grading, and relationship
to other properties and with the Comprehensive Plan and zoning
map.I’ Subdivision review can include drainagc and grading
rcquircmcnts and provisions for parks, buffer areas, and open
space. It also can include requirements for innovative cluster
dcvc]opmcnts that concentrate development in suitable areas
while preserving scnsitivc lvnd as open space.~
Size plan review and authorization means the municipal r~,’lew
o1" plans for individual new developments or expansions of
current uscs to ensure comp]iancc with zoning requiremcnts and
other factors rclatcd to public hca]th and safety.16 Site development standards and B,’v|Ps related to water quality protection
also can be irnposcd through the site plan review.17
]n addition, a number ot" other land use controls may be
hclplu] in controlling urban water, pollution. These include:
l. transfer o1" development rights (TDR) to bar development
in certain areas, with the provision that the rights to
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development can be applk~l in other ~re~ not norm~dly
subject to such ~’veiopmcnt;
2. the use of count~ or city Sanitary Cedes to ontrol on-site
sewage systems and drinking-water wells;

2
--

3. watershed rules and regulations designed specifically to
protect w~ter quality;
4. ownership/casements to prevent or restrict development;
5. building codes to improve control of potential pollutants;
6. regulations to prevent unsuitable land uses in flood prone
areas and on steep, erodible slopes." (Regulations also can
be developed at the local level to prevent the destruction
of wetlands, riparian areas or other semitive environmental
Table 4-2 describes briefly some of the specific land use controls
ii~ted
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Table 4-2
Land Use Controls Valuable in Reducing
Water Pollution Impacts*
Use Control

I)escrl~on

Examples

1. zoning

kler~fies aflowable I~d

areas am divided

and open space am pro.

a. use resffic-

in a g~ven area, only

Indu~riaJ and high

with planning goaJs and

tenvays o1" 8ensit~e

b. density
restnct~ns

in a given area, maxJmum development intens~y, as measured by

high OertsJty development near walerways is
Wo~bited

c. lot surface
restrict~ns

coverage establishes
maximum amount of ira-

impervious surface is
limited to 25% Of each

d. setbacks

building within a certain
Oislance of a stream or
o~l~er sens~Ne resource

construction activi~/within 200 feet of
~’ wetland is prohibited

.-

V
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U~e Control

Des~pllo.

4. Local ,Sanitary set minimum ~
and maimenance requ~’ements fo~ septic
systems, drinkillg Wa~el"

u~e of
lions af
loadin~ to undeWlng
groufldwMM;

wells and seww systems sew~s mu~ be kepl
~r=~e from
5. Watershed
Rules anO
RegulatK)ns

~stablish comwehensive comwehensive ounly
requirements within a
pa~licular hydrologic unit

program sets uniform
requirements

cal builOing inspectors

sloe storage of used

in omer to I:XOmCt water setbacks and zon~ of
resources
Womction lflroughoul

use of builcling materials
that conlaminale ~o~rnRe~u~a~Jons o~er restrictions to con-

~ ~evelopme~t in
fio~-~’o~e areas a~
areas wJt~ smep, ~oclible stream banks

i~s new construcfio~ in

20- yea~
slopes 9rea~er

Land and Easement Purchase. Thc most drastic but most
cl’l’cctivc land us~ control to protcct water quality is thc use o[
cmincnt domain to purchasc scnsitivc riparian zones, wctlands,
l’loodpiains, or othcr arcas. This public land also provides
acsthctic, rccrcational, habitat and othcr lx:ncl’its. A less drastic
and Icss cxpcnsivc, altcrnativc is to purchasc conscrvation
eascmcnts, I’or cxamplc to rcstrict dcvclopmcnt along a coastline;
or dcvclopmcm rights, to allow cxisting uscs to continuc whilc
prc~,cnting more intcnsivc l’uturc dcvclopmcnt..
Of coursc, thcsc stratc£.ics rcquirc significant Cxl~nditurcs.
Onc way to p.’,y l’or land acquisition is to dcdicatc taxcs l’rom
134
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land development elsewhere in the jurisdiction. A~d private
conservation groups can be authorized and encouraged, by state
or local laws and tax incentives, to purchas= lands and eas=meaLs
to supplement government efforts.
Nevertheless, the amount of land that can be protected
through outfight purchase, conservation easement, or developmcnt restrictions is finite. Therefore, this strategy should focus
on areas that require the greatest degree of protection. Governmcnts should identify, prioritize, and acquire these areas as soon
as possible.
Moreover, given these limitations, acquisition must be viewed
as a way to supplement, not to supplant, the other land me
controh identified above. Pollution from developed areas easily
can overwhelm gains achieved through land acquisition.
Wetlands Protection. Preserving any open space is desirable to
control poison runoff. Open space and related natural vegetation
preserves natural drainage, thus reducing the total runoff in an
area. And obviously, any area that is kept open will not be a
source, or at least a major source, of poison runoff.~
For purposes of water quality protection, however, one of the
most important types of "open space" is the natural w~tland.
Wetlands play a major role in natural hydrological systems. They
protect water quality by controlling flooding, reducing erosion,
recharging groundwater, filtering sediment, and reducing (by
uptake into biological systems) nutrients and other pollutants,z~
Of course, from a broader land use perspective, wetlands provide
a widc range of other public bcncfits such as important fish and
shellfish habitat (including spawning areas for commercial and
recreational fishcrics), habitat for waterfowl and other birds and
wildlife, water supply, recreation, environmental education, and
aestbetics.’~
An existing federal regulatory program, under section 404 of
the Clean Water ,Act, is designed in part to prevent the loss or
destruction of wctlands from the discharge of dredge and fill
material.= However, the 404 program has, at best, been extremely incomplete in its ability to preserve wetlands for water quality
protection. Section 404 contains a number of exemptions, most
notably an exemption for "normal farming, silviculture, and
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ranching activities."~ The Corps of Engineers interprets tection
404 as applicable only to discharges of dredge and fill material
and not to wetlands lots due to simple drainage,u And the
program has been criticized widely due to inadequate implementation and enforcement, and a ho, t of other problems.=
Because of these problentt and limitations, wetlands in the
United States continue to be lost at a frightening ram. Over the
past two decades, wetlands losses averaged between 300,000 and
500,000 acres per year." ,All told, since the mid-1950s, we have
lost almost 1:5 million acres of freshwater wetlands and almost a
half million acres of saltwater wetlands.~’ For freshwater wetlands
the primary culprit has been agricultural drainage, while mo~t
saltwater wetlands ~ have occurred as a result of develop.
ment."
Clearly, then, states cannot rely exclusively on the section 404
program to protect wetlands for water quality or other put’lmtz~
Other avenues are available, however, for state and local
governments to protect wetlands.
For one, -grates could assume responsibility of the section 404
program from the Corps of Engineers. Under section 510 of the
Clean Water Actff states could implement this program more
stringently and more expansively than the Corps. ,Alternatively,
states could exercise their authority to deny water quality
certifications for section 404 permits, under section 401 of the
Clean Water Act, to protect wetlands when the Corps otherwise
would have issued a permit.~ However, given that these authorities have be~n availablc all along, but have been used sparingly,
additional regulatory approaches at the state and local level may
be appropriate.
Pcrhaps the most obvious way for states and localities to
protect wetlands, consistent w~th the principles addresscd in this
chapter, is through comprehensive planning and zoning and
othcr land use controls, including direct acquisition. Wetlands
can be zoned for open space or watershed protection. Developmcnt can be restricted or prohibited in and within prescribed
buffcr zones around wctlands. Tax incentives can be provided to
induce private landowners to prescrve wetlands.
In addition, some states have enactcd special legislation to
protect wctlands. For example, currcntly most coastal states have
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land development elsewhere in the jurisdiction. And private
consen, ation groups can be authorized and encouraged, by state
or local laws and tax incentives, Io purchase land~ and easemen~
to supplement government effort~.
Nevertheless. the amount of land that can be protected
through outright purchase, conservation easement, or develop.
merit restrictions is finite. Therefore, this strategy should focus
on areas that require the greatest degree of protection. Governments should identify, prioritize, and acquire these areas as soon
as possible.
Moreover, given these limitations, acquisition must be viewed
as a way to supplement, not to supplant, the other land use
controls identified above. Pollution from developed areas easily
can overwhelm gains achieved through land acquisition.
Wetlands Protection. Preserving any open space is desirable to
control poison runoff. Open space and related natural vegetation
preserves natural drainage, Ihus reducing the Iota] runoff in an
area. And obviously, any area that is kept open will not be a
source, or at lcast a major source, of poison runoff.~
Fo.r purposes of water quality protection, however, one of the
most zmportant types of "open space" is the natural wetland.
Wetlands play a major role in natural hydrological systems. They
protect water quality by controlling flooding, reducing erosion,
recharging groundwater, filtering scdiment, and reducing (by
uptake into biological systems) nutrients and othcr pollutants."
Of course, from a broadcr land use perspective, wetlands provide
a widc range of other public bcnefiLs such as important fish and
shellfish habitat (including spawning areas for commcrcial and
recreational fisheries), habitat for waterfowl and other birds and
wildlife, watcr supply, recreation, environmental education, and
aesthetics,z~
An cx3sting federal regulatory program, undcr section 404 of
thc Clean Watcr Act, is dcsigncd in part to prevcnt thc loss or
destruction of wetlands from the discharge of drcdgc and fill
material.= However, the 404 program has, at bcst, been extremely incomplete in its ability to preserve wctlands for watcr quality
protection. Section 404 contains a number of excmptions, most
notably an cxcmption for "normal farming, silviculture, and
1,,~
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laws that protect coastal wetlands?t In contrast, fewer than 20
states have laws to protect inland wedands.~z Both coastal and
inland wetlands protection program~ often restrict only certain
types of activities or apply to wetlands of a certain type or
minimum size.~
State programs to protect inland wetlands ar~ particularly
underdeveloped. A_~ mentioned above., many atate~ do not have
any programs to protect these natural area~. And existing state
programs often exclude significant activities from their coverage.
For example, a recent review by the Virginia Division of Soil
and Water Conservation of state inland wetlands program~
revealed that programs typically exclude agricultural activitie~
from wetland conservation requirements, despite the fact that
agriculture is a major cause of inland wetland de~truction.~*
However, the fact that ma~y diver~ programs have been
developed to reduce or eliminate the environmental impacts of
dredge and fill, construction, excavation and other activitiea in
these important areas demonstrates that significant protection of
inland wetlands is po~ible.
For example, in Washington State, the state program to
protect wetlands exempts small wetlands and minor development
from regulation.~ The exemption can result in significant
cumulative impacts on wetlands.~* In the Puget Sound region of
the state the Department of Ecology is responding, in part, by
developing new standards for local regulatory programs to
protect wetlands, including standards to improve the protection
of certain types and sizes of wetlands?’ The inclusion of wetlands
protection in state water quality standards also is being onsidered.~
The protection of non-tidal wetlands was an important
legislative i~ue in Virginia in 1988. A bill was introduced in the
1988 legislative session that called for the establishment of a
regulatory program to reduce the destruction through development and agricultural activities of non-tidal wetlands in the
eastern part of the state.~ However, the bill, which included
many exemptions,*0 was opposed both by environmental and
development interests and is not being carried over into the
1989 legislative session.
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Avoiding Potential Pitfalls of Land Use Management
for Water Quality Protection
By managing development within a watershed to produc~ land
us~ patterns that minimiz~ water pollution, proper land use
controls can reduce the need for public 0q~nditur~ for
structural BMPs such as regional detention basins and street
sweeping.’1 At present, however, traditional land use controls
implemented by local planning and zoning agencies usually focus
on amenity values (e.g., a~sthetics) rather than on public health
or physical measures of environmental quality.~z Thus, land u,~
controls designed exclusively by local zoning authorities often do
not stress water quality cormiderations.u
One way to overcome this shortcoming is to involve a local
bealth or environmental agency in preparing land use controls to
reduce poison runoff. Olmsted County, Minnesota, for example,
involved the County Health Department in the development of
zoning controls by directing the Health Department to develop
its own subdivision ordinance (apart from the zoning authority’s
subdivision ordinance)." This ordinance applies to water wclb
and s~ptic systems throughout the county (not just in the
unincorporated parts of the county where the ordinance
developed by the zoning authority applies).~
Another major potential drawback to the use of land use
controls to prevent poison runoff b that uneven land ur~
controb can encourage developers to shift development away
t’rom a community with strict standards and towards a community
with no controls, poor standards or lax enforcement.~ For this
reason, consistent (although not uniform) and coordinated
programs are needed in neighboring (or competing) jurisdictions." Accordingly, thc state should be involved in making sure
that land use controls in all localities address water quality
problcms related to local dcvelopment and land use.4~
States can develop guidclines for controlling nonpoint source
pollution and require the incorporation of these guidelines into
local land use controls as minimum standards.~ Statewide
standards should address such issues as: (1) How much open
space gcncrally is ncccssary to rcduce surface runolT in an area?
(2) What minimum construction setbacks are adequate to
prevent streambank erosion and to protect riparian vegctation?
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(3) What densities are appropriate for the use of on-rite septic
systems? and (4) What typ~ of intensive me= require special
conditions? To the extent feasible, such state guidelin~ should
require that site-specific factor=, such ,,, mils, potential water
uses, and exbting development be taken into account when
water quality protection standards are establi~hnd. In the absence
of local cooperation, state-developed land use control; can be
used and state funds can be withheld for local decisions not in
conformance with the guideline~

Examples of Land Uae Control
to Protect Water Ouallty

¯

:

The exact mechanisms utilized to implement the~e type= of
controls differ from locality to locality. Areas known for pioneer.
ing the use of land use controls for surface water and groundwater quality protection include the state of Ma~land; the counties
of Nassau and Suffolk on New York State’s~* Long Island; Dade
County, Florida and the counties and municipalitie= of Cape
Cod, Massachusetts.S2 Some of these specific programs for
protecting "special areas" and general land use planning activities
are discussed below.
Maryland’s Chesapeake Bay Critical Area program" provides
an excellent example of a state program implemented by local
land use planning and aimed at protecting water quality through
the preservation of a "special area"-Iand bordering the Bay’s
tidal tributaries. A state Critical Area Commission established
criteria for classifying and protecting lands in a 1000-foot strip
of land surrounding the tidal portions of Maryland tributaries to
the Chesapeake Bay)4 In order to administer its own program,
a locality must adopt a program including zoning, site plan and
subdivision review and other activities. The program must comply
with the state criteria and obtain formal approval from the
Critical Areas Commis.sion)~ According to the results of a
detailed planning and evaluation phase, land is classified
generally into one of three categories based on existing land
use-each of which requires a different set of land use controb.
(Details are provided in the endnotcs.)~, These controls can be
tailored by the community to site-specific environmental and
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economic conditions, while being ~’rutinized thtwoughly by both
state officials and the public."
In Dade County, Florida, a W©llfield Protection Ordinance
was developed, based on a mathematical groundwater flow model
used to predict the travel tin~s of groundwater in the recharge
area of particular wellfieldr~~* Since ~x)undwater (and its
potential contaminants) travO~ faster az it moves do~r to
drinking water w~lls, the ordinance provides for controls based
on pro~mity to the w~llhoads.~ Thes~ "zoom of influence" are
used m the basis for repining, with various ~ of stringency, zoning and otber land u.~ restrictions to prohibit under.
ground storage tanks and other activities at,~zcial=d with water
pollution from locating in the recharge zon~ of public wells?*
Thlt type of "impact zone" approach also could he reed to
protect surface waters.
In Massachusetts, the Cape Cod Planning and Econom~
Development Commission (CCPEDC) also defiom zones of
contribution for wellfields. Local govemment~ me the~ zones in
their zoning ordinances to limit the density and kind of development in critical recharge area~.’* Performance standards of 5
parts per million (PPM) are set for nitrogen loading (to emure
that a health standard of 10 ppm is not exceeded). A site plan
review process is used to comidcr the site-specific potential for
water quality impacts from various development propmals,
including those involving chemical storage and me activities."
Recently, the CCPEDC completed a comprehensive planning
process to improve groundwater quality protection called the
Cape Cod Aquifer Management Project (CCAMP).’~ It will begin
implementing the study’s recommendations shortly. In addition,
CCPEDC is working to initiate a Geographic Information System
so that local governments can input land me and other environmental information into a computerized database in order to
improve their land use management capabilities."
The Long Island Regional Planning Board (LIRPB) ha~
provided perhaps the most valuable illustrations of localities
attempting to develop and use both specific "special area"
protection programs and general land use planning to reduce
pollution. From the experiences (both successes and failures) of
the LIRPB and its constituent local governments, a wealth of
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information is available both to guide officiaLs to problem areas
and to provide realistic solutions.
The LIRPB provides technical assistance to the counties and
municipalities of Long ]sland in their activities to protect their
sensitive sand and grave] glacial aquifers (particularly the areas
that recharge the dccp portions of the aquifer).~ This groundwa.
ter resource supplies over 2.6 million residents with all of tl~ir
fresh water needs.~ L[RPB also advis~ localities on how to
protect surfac~ water reso~~
]n 1978, the LIRPB established the concept of hydrogeologic
zoning to allow counties and municipalities to use land
controls to protect water quality." Through extensive research on
the hydrolog}, of the area’s complex, interconnected aquifer
system, zones have been identified that recharge either deep or
shallow aquifers.N
The Nassau ~ounty Planning Commission reviews all proposed subdivisions within the unincorporated portions of the
county and can require that 3% of a subdivision Ix: dedicated as
parkland (or that cash ])~ paid to purchase lands for parkland).~
The 3% requirement, of course, represents a fairly small portion
of total developed land, and may not Ix: sufficient to protect
water quality. The concept of mandating minimum amounts of
open space, however, is useful. The amount of land that needs
to be set asidc for watcr~hcd protection should L~ based on a
more carcful analysis of what is nccded in the area in question
to mcct water quality standards.7,
Suffolk County has purchased over 17,700 acres of environmentally sensitive land (including prime aquifer rccharge areas,
watershed managcment areas and wetlands) which are dedicated
to open space. Additional lands being considcred for acquisition
were idcntificd in a Bi-County Comprehensive Plan and in an
Opcn-Spacc Policy Report." To ensure that it remains undevel.
oped, much of the parkland is dcdicatcd as "forcver wild" under
the County Chartcr.7~ The county also has prepared guidelines
to be used by localities for managing land rcstrictcd by perpetual
conscr’vation casements.7,
Six towns in Suffolk County have rcviscd or are in the
process of rcvising their comprehensive plans to rcflcct watcr
quality concerns.~ In Bro~)khavcn, 13,000 acres of residcnti..ally
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zon~! land ~thin a r~harg~ ~ hav~ Ix~n
su~fully from a ~te~ ~ui~g 1~ ~ 1 ~re ~ to
minimum ~t s~ of ~ ~.~ ~uthhampton hm
~er ~,~ ac~ to ~ui~ min~um ~t s~ of f~ ~
imtcad of t~." ~t Hampton a~ blip ha~ ma~ato~
o~inan~ for n~ r~idential ~pmcnt to pmt~t ~u~ter and other enqronmenml a~niti~.~ ~e su~i~n
ordinan~ of ~ral t~ a~ ~ui~ o~n sp~ ~m
to pr~ ~mitivc a~~
~ile ~mmuniti~ on ~g Eland h~ fa~ly ~a~ site
plan and su~iv~ion r~ p~ur~," ~aluat~n
regional planning entity (LIRPB) un~ many pmb~
~uld apply to other i~lili~. Generally, ~iiti~ fail~
~m:ider water quality ad~uately in site plan and
r~i~." ~ning and su~i~ion o~inan~ ~r¢ ~t r~ ~
a~unt for ~tential water quali~ impacu and ~uate
authority to ~idcr water quality w~ not dclegat~ to r~miblc o[ficia~.= Pr~ur~ for granting varian~ zo ~ning
ordinan~ and exemptio~ to the site plan r~i~
were not d~elo~d with water quality proration in mind.m
Many other problems were identified. Ap~nd~ A ~ntaim a
detailed d~ription o[ the findings o[ the ~aluation.
B~d on the probi~ i~ntificd in th~ study, the regional
planning authority dcvelo~d an cxtc~ive I~t o~ r~mmendations for i~aliti~ to u~ in m~i~ng their land ~ planning
pr~. For i~tancc, it was rc~mmend~d that municipal
req,~e water quality to ~ ~ider~ ~ a rein for ~ing I~1
~li~ ~wcr and that s~ci~c legal authority ~ pro~d~ for
~sidcring water quality in the site plan renew pr~.~ It w~
further r~mmcndcd that zoning, site plan and su~i~ion
ordinan~s ~ revised to rcfl~t water quality ~n~rm
altering land u~ densities to ~ntrol nitrate Ioadin~ and by
identifying critical areas where certain land ~ would
prohibited or regulated through the required ~ o[ B~Ps.m
Other rc~mmcndations included the development o[ S~ial
Groundwater and S~cial Surfa~ Water Prozcction ~;
~nccntrating development in existing high density arc~; and
cstablishing gcncral dcvclopmcnt guidclin~ to ~nt~l the
cxcrcisc of thc ~ning and su~iv~ion authoriti~ and the site
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plan review process. (Details are given in the Endnotes.)" Many
other recommendations (including those made to improve
communication among relevant local a~ncics) were made. These

also are provided in ~,ppendix A.

Coastal Zone Management as ¯

Water Quality Protection Tool
Although often categorized by states as separate from general
local land use planning, coastal zone management is in many
ways a type of zoning/)and use control, with a special locus on
protecting coastal water quality and other coastal resources.
Perhaps this division has emergnd because, while coastal zone
management can be achieved by many kinds of local land us~
programs, it also is subject to a specific federal program.
Although coastal management programs obviously locus on
protecting coostol waters, good coastal management can ~t an
example lot general water quality protection through integrated
resource management. Coastal zone programs can be used to
apply all of the types of protections discussed above, such as
setback and open space requirements, use restrictions, and
special conditions on new development.
The Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 (~ZMA) was
established in response to the very high rates of d~velopment in
the nation’s coastal areas, and out of concern about the environ.
mental effects of this growth,s~ Before the CZMA was enacted,
some states and localities (including Delaware, Maine, and the
San Francisco Bay Conservation and ]:)cvelopmcn[ Commission)
had adopted laws and programs designed to pro’vent pollution
from specific sources such as oil terminals, large scale developments, or landfills. Others (e.g., California) had addressed the
impacts of general coastal development.Ss States also had
developed programs designed to reduce erosion rates on beaches
and dunes."
The C’ZMA, however, provided a national program to
encourage environmentally responsible development through
long-range planning and the establishment of clear, enforceable
standards for growth and land use in specific areas." While not
all stales have adopted programs under the CZIVIA (and while
the CZ~IA is often intcrprctccl not as an environmental
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protection program but as a program to ba/ance development
and environmental goals)," some state and lo~l CZMA programs provide good examples of how to protect coastal water
quality. In this ~me, the CZMA t* a tool that can (and must)
be utilized to comply with the water quality standards provi~lom
of the CNVA.
With water pollution in comtal arem increming,m adequate
C2MA programs are essential to protect coastal water quality.
It should be recognized, however, that the water quality goat* of
the CWA are the water quality goat. of the CZMA, and that
the toot. developed as part of a CZMA program must be reed
to achieve the goat. established in a state water quality management program under the L’NVA.m
The degree of control that should be exerted at the state
level varies according to the particular state. But the CZMA
requires federal oversight to ensure that State CZMA progratm
are implemented adequately.*~ Federal ovetzight should ensure
reasonably uniform minimum stringency among state progranu,
so that development is not attracted to states with weak
programs.
Similarly, giving a great deal of discretionary authority to local
officials yields a system where the degree of protection often
varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.** Control over such
variability must be exercised at the state level. At the same time,
the need for strong, uniform state standards must be balanced
with the need for adequate program coverage. Thus, while a
state coastal zone protection program must require the involvement of local governments, it must also ensure that localities
comply with minimum standards and are not able to sacrifice
coastal resources for political purpmes.
In addition, coastal protection programs should not allow
overly liberal exemptions for small developments or seemingly
innocuous proposals for expansion in coastal areas. Recent
information concerning the cumulative impacts of small-scale
dcvcloprncnt on local and downstream waterbodies points to the
nccd for controls applicable to a broad range of activities,
including general residential and commercial development.** Due
to inter-jurisdictional pollution impacts and the inhereq.t limitations of state and local programs designed to improve water
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quality,~ there is a clear nell for federal, regional and sta~
oversight and conflict resolution mechanisms" as well as ade,.
quate minimum standard~ for atate and local prograIm and
Of course, compliance with water qualib/standard~ abo need~
to be incorporated into state and local dccisionmaking. Stat~
officials should review development proposals and local programs
with an eye to, among other things, achieving compliance with
thes~ standards. Habitat and biological parameters have to be
utilized in situations involving contaminated sediments, tl~
combined impacts of several pollutants, or impacts associated
with damaged or threatened biological resources. Thcrcfor~ land
use and water use plans and programs must be inteMatcd into
a state, regional and local omprehensive coastal planning
process, not unlike the general planning process described in
Chapters Nine and Ten and the land use planning and urban
runoff controls discussed earlier in this section.
Tools used in coastal management programs include the
following:
1. regulatory permit systems;
2. land use controls through zoning and subdivision ordinances;
3. land acquisition and restoration;
4. promoting desirable coastal development; and
5. negotiation.m
State programs can require special coastal permits that apply to
all development in the coastal zone (used in California from
1972-1976), special use permits (e.g., coastal protection provisions
in building permit programs) for particular activities, or permits
for certain uses within sensitive areas (used in North Carolina).m
Through the use of information about the water quality impacts
of particular land uses, permiLs can b~ used to restrict, mndify._or
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stop development in order to reduce cumulatha: water quality
impacts.
North Carolina and California me such permits to prohibit or
otherwise control large developments that might have an ndvene
impact on the environment.~z An effective CZMA permit
program provides a second line of defense against developegz
that might have "slipped" through a iocality’s land use review
process. Permits can provide additional water quality protection
through special conditions or through required mitigation
measures.
Comprehensive planning and land use controls such as zoning
and subdivision ordinances and land acquisition can be popular
components of coastal protection programs (e.g., California,
Oregon, Florida)." Also, state and regional agencies can have
major roles in reviewing and modibjing local plans.~*’ Planning
aids developers and environmental interests alike by identifying
important environmental impacts and potential conflicts, thereby
saving time and money on project developments that would not
be permitted, at least not without modification, mitigation or
conflict resolution.’~ Coastal protection policies can be incorporatcd into local land use ordinances to meet water quality and
special area protection objcctivcs."* Studies of coastal areas and
the establishment of land conservancies can be used to acquire
important lands as state park and preserves.~’
State economic development policies can be used tO guide
low-impact growth into sensitive coastal areas and high-impact
growth away from thcse areas.I" Negotiations between state
agencies with conflicting goals, as well as between private
developers and environmental interests, also can be used to
intcrjcct environmcntal concerns whcre they would normally not
bc prcscnt.:~ State and local governments can create permanent
or ad hoc committees representing these different interests to
review and evaluate specific proposals or ongoing program
activities.
Two states that have developed coastal controt,~ with specific
application to the control of poison runoff are North and South
Carolina. In North Carolina, state regulations require that the
stormwatcr discharged from dcvclopmcnts in coastal areas must
bc controlled using a variety of methods, to avoid violations of
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state water quality standards.m Potential stornnvatcr control
methods include specific impervious aurface limitations, setback
requirements, and stormwater treatn~nt and disposal designs.’=’
The South Carolina Coastal Council uses a set of stormwat~r
management guidelines when development proposals within the
coastal zone are reviewed.’" These guidelines reprint the
minimum acceptable level of stormwater management for
developments that must he permitted or certified under the
state’s coastal zone management program. The guidelines spegify
the types of stormwater management systems that are required
based on the location, lot coverage and land use associated with
the development proposal..~ Detailed design specifications ar~
given for a v-’,riety of stormwater management (and other BMP)
requirements that apply to particular types of development in
certain areas of the coastal zone?"
Coastal protection in Florida provides a good e~ample of the
kinds of programs that can be used to protect sensitive areas,
while at the same time pointing out the problems that can
hamper effective coastal resources management at the state level
Recently, Florida’s implementation of its Coastal Zone Management
Program
was criticized
by the
federal
Office ofthe
Coastal
Resources
Management,
which
even
suspended
state’s 1988
grant under the CZMA until certain problems were addre~sed.m
Thesc problems, however, concerned the lack of emphasis placed
on interagency coordination and state leadership, and not the
range of programs available to address development impacts in
coastal areas,m
Thus, the problems relate to poor implementation of existing
program requirements-an important problem-but one that
relates more to site-specific o~anizational and political factors
than the actual content of various program requirements. The
deficiencies associated with coastal zone management in Florida
illustrate that even the most innovative and stringent programs
can be crippled by poor leadership and enforcement.
Neverthcles.s, coastal management in Florida now embraces
many significant programs and activities. State requirements for
coastal protection must be addr~.~_sed in local comprehensive
approving
developments
withentities
significant
impacts."*
Plans.~l’ Regional
planning
assistregional
in evaluating
and In
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addition, specific state programs hav~ b~n cre~ted to acquire
sensitive coastal land, prevent beach erosion and prohibit
construction in erosion-prone areas. A more detailed description
of coastal zone management activities in Florida is provided in
Appendix A.
California’s coastal zone management program is omidered
by some to be the premier program of its kind in the nation,at*
While it is beyond the scope of this report to describe or
analyze the California program comprehensively,’" a few
observations are useful
The California program has gone through separate phases
leading to the establishment of certified local coastal programs.
The state role includes oversight, technical as,~istancc and an
appeals process for those who disagree with local decision~,tz* At
tirst, the California Stale Coastal Commission and its six regional
commissions regulated all development in the coastal permit area
(10O0 yards from mean high tide line) and prepared a statcwkle
coastal plan applicable "inland to the highest elevation of the
nearest coastal mountain range."" Now the Commission assists
many local governments in preparing and approving their own
coastal plans; hears appeals concerning local permit decisions;
provides technical assistance; monitors local permits to assure
compliance; evaluates local programs (every 5 years); regulates
state tidal lands and ensures consistency with f~leral CZMA
requirements.’"
Early in the program, it was observed that the state commission had not developed strong working relationships with local
planning officials,z2’ Later, the state legislature shifted regulatory
control back to the localities and mandatory policies were
established at the state level to be used in guiding localities in
developing a Local Coastal Program (LCP) consisting of a land
use plan and an implementation program (zoning, subdivision
review, etc.),z= The original 1000-yard permit area was ab~)lished,
and permits now arc required within the whole coastal area (as
defined by the state))"
The success of this state-local planning approach in the coastal
area rccluires that ongoing, working relationships be established
between state and local levels):7 Success also requires th;tt the
state enforce its land use planning requirements consistent with
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land use goals and objectives; and that political pretsure on local
officials not be allowed to interfere with legitimate local coastal
protection goah.m
The California State Coastal Cop-.~rvancy complements the
state commission and LCP officials by buying, selling, restoring,
resubdividing, improving, developing or managing land in order
to reduce the water quality impacts of development,m Funded
through legislative appropriations, profits from state property
!ransactions, grants from the Coastal Commission, statewide bond
zssues, payments required by the Commission as a precondition
of development in lieu of mitigation measures and other source~
the Conservancy has undertaken several significant activities.
1. wetland restoration, as a condition for filling wetlands, the
Commission often requires a fee to be paid which is used
by the conservancy to acquire off-site property, convert it
into equivalent wetlands and hold the land until a permanent (often private) group can accept management
responsibility for the land;m
2. transfer of development credits, as a condition for the right
to develop certain appropriate sites in the Santa Monica
Mountains, the Commission has established a transfer of
devclopmcnt crcdits (TDC) rcquirement whereby developers must purchase the restricted development rights (many
from those acquired by the conservancy) from land not
suited for development; and
3. lot consolidation . land which is not desirable for park or
recreation agencies or for development, is purchased by
the Commission which alters or transfers the development
rights associated with the land to another (more suitable)
location before reselling the newly protected land.m

Summary
The link between land use and water quality has been
recognized for ycars. Howcver, bridging the managcmcnt ~gap"
between these two concerns has bccn difficult because of
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political, institutional and technical obstacles. Current develop.
mcnts in state, regional and local land use management indicate
that the goals and objectives of the CWA can, in fact, be
integrated successfully into land management through the
innovative and aggressive use of the government’s authority (and
responsibility) to regulate land ute.

Stormwater Management
Discrete discharges of contaminated urban runoff (euphcmisti.
cally known as "stormwater") are regulated as pobtt sources
under the Clean Water Act." But some stormwater or urban
runoff contaminates groundwater or enters surface waters
directly without ever being channelized into a point source. This
section addresses how to limit stormwater quantity and to
improve stormwater quality before it enters discrete conveyances
to become a point source, or enters surface or ground waters
directly-m
Considerations in Establishing a
Stormwater Management Program
Controlling urban runoff requires that decisionmakers
considcr: (1) which sources to control; (2) what level of governmcnt is appropriate for implementing controls on urban runoff
and stormwatcr; and (3) the proper program approaches for
establishing specific controls and facilities. For instance, one
management approach may be appropriate for controlling
sources of runoff from areas that already are developed, and
another may bc better suited to areas undergoing, or potentially
undcrgoing, dcvciopmcnt. Likewise. one set of controls may be
needed to address pollution from general urban areas and
another may be needed to control pollution from highways,
railroad facilities, landfills and othcr govcrnmental land uses.
In gcncral, past cfforL~ to control urban runoff solely wiih
cnginccring solutions dcsigncd at thc local lcvcl to rcduce flood
damages have not becn adcquate,t~4 As urbanization has
increased, merely building morc and more drainage and discharge
facilities to channel runoff immediately into storm sewcrs has
provcn to bc environmentally and cconomically unacceptable.L~
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From an cn~ronmcntal stand.Jot, r¢l~ng ~l¢iy on st~ctural
~ntrols is no[ c~[cctJvc. It d~ little to pr~¢nt habitat d~t~c[ion and downstrcam fl~ing, and it ignor~ impac~ on aquatic
li[c and a~zhcti~.~ From an ~nomic stand~int, chann¢l~tion and othcr largc capital projcc~ arc ~ ~iv¢ that
improvcmcn~ havc not kcpt pa~ ~th incrc~ingly large fl~
volume,z3~

Urban runo~[ is ~ttcr ~ntrollcd by rctaining it on-sit¢
(prc[crably through infiltration into thc soil)TM or by detaining it
in vario~ kinds o~ ~n~ and ma~h~ d~ign~ to
rcasonably sizcd drainage arcas.~ In this way, storm flo~ can
~ rclc~cd in a c~rdinalcd [~hion ov¢r time, making
watcr qualily and wazcr quantity mor~ managcablc.
G~ stormwazcr man~gcmcn[ programs rcquirc a num~r or
~m~ncn[s. E[~ucnt standards should ~ dcvclo~d [or
discharges o[ ~ntaminatcd runo[~, and d~ign, o~ration"and
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maintenance standards must be established Zo provide the basis
for an effective performance =tandard.le In addition, enforcement
of stormwater provisions and inspection and maintenance of
stormwater facilities are important (and vulnerable) components
of the stormwater management procesa.m
All of these management needs require significant technical
expertise, human and financial resources, extra.local institutional
capacity and water quality management objectives and tools
(including water quality and effluent standards) that often ate
not available at the municipal level. In order to coordinate tl~
individual management entities and facilities in specific drainage
areas, stormwater programs require the development of master
stormwatcr systems that provide for optimum location and BMP
choices for both on-site and regional facilities, as w~ll as
improved land use planning that uses the ability of floodplaim
and other natural areas to manage urban runoff,m
Without a comprehensive approach to stormwater management
many problems can ensue. These problems range from poor
coordination between political jurisdictions within a given
hydrologic boundary to high costs, wasted resources, and overreliance on structural approaches.,O Programs that are designed
to promote individual on-site stormwater management facilities
are inferior to multi-jurisdictional watershed-wide approaches for
many other reasons. For example:
l. randomly located detention basins can increase downstream
peak flows and degrade riparian habitat through channel
.scouring;
2. individual basins do not combine the water quality and
quantity aspects of managing runoff;
3. operation, maintenance and enforcement are difficult;
4. point-nonpoint source trade-offs cannot be made objective-
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5. the co~ts of a piecemeal program will probably be much
greater than tho~ of an effective regional management
program; and
6. stormwater problems from ea~ting mun:e~ cannot be
addressed adequately.u,
Mo~t fundamentally, reliance on localities as the ~ole stormwater management entities is undesirable since such approaches
tend to address stormwater problems in isolation, making the
management problems mentioned above much more likely. Local
governments may be the logical choice for the general imp/emanation of urban runoff programs.,e A.s discussed above, iocaJities
usually are responsible for land .use planning and regulation, and
are able to addres~ a "manageable" number of nonix)int sources.
However, without strong oversight it is unlikely that local
programs will be coordinated sufficiently to achieve compliance
with state water quality goals.
Besides fragmentation and the attendant management
problems, other aspects of autonomous local stormwater programs point to the need for regional or state controls. For
instance, many local programs focus on preventing flood damage-the typical local concern-and not on preventing water
quality degradation. Flood control is a legitimate concern. But
urban stormwater programs also need to address the smaller,
more frequent storms that are responsible for persistent, continuing water quality impacts, and they need to develop monitoring
programs to measure the impacts of these storm events.-~
Although many urban programs to control poison runoff rely
on local initiatives to establish the controls necessary to comply
with water quality standards, local governments often are
reluctant to take action because of the potential impact on
economic development.,47 Many localities fund specific capital
improvements on a one-time basis and neglect the maintenance
of the facility once constructed)~ which means that proper
operation is often jeopardizcd.,~* Con/’licts between entities
within the watershed require an outside party to negotiate (or
mandate) some compromise so that water quality and flood
protection are not sacrificed.
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These factors indicate that federal and state control is
to develop, ~,al~nle n~ en/~ minimum n~luiren~nts for local
programs and to emurc that comprehensive, well-coordinated
stormwatcr management ~ p~ ~thin ~tcnh~.~ M~n~ a~ arc n~ to e~um that ~liti~ ha~ t~
autho~ ~ to implc~nt and cnfo~ th~ minimum
r~uiremen~, a~ to ~n~ipatc eff~ in multiple ju~t~n p~a~
StormwMer ~i1~: An I~N~ ~ ~m H~ C~.
Many sto~water management o~cia~ ~li~ that one of
~t and m~t ~uitable wa~ to d~lop a ~mprchemi~
stomwater m~ter plan ~ to ~tabi~h a I~! stomwater
management utili~ that charg~ ~t~ for the financing of t~
stomwater program."t ~e stom~tcr utility addr~ a humor
of im~nant n~."~
~ ad~uate maintena~ ~ ~ ~tical to su~fui
stormwater management, one of the p~ma~ ~ncfi~ of t~
utility ~ that it pro~d~ steady fun~ to d~elop, o~rate and
maintain a sto~water manage~nt s~tem."~ Funding
pro~d~ for retrofitting d~io~ ar~ ~ ~11 ~ for unde~aking m~ter wat¢nh~ planning acti~t~~
Sin~ a stormwate~ utility can ~ mtabl~h~ a~rding to
h~roiogic rather than ~litical ~unda~,~ it can ~ ~ to
d~lop and implement a ~mprehe~ive, rather than fragmented, stormwater management program,t" ~, th= utili~
pro~d~ the b~ for integrated, long-range planning and stable,
ad~uate financing.~
Utiliti~ can ~ finan~d by ~r f~ calculated on the b~
of area of im~o~ ~vcr. In fact, a r~nt suwcy of stormwater utiliti~ by the Mawland ~partment of the En~ronment
indicat~ that most of the utilitim instigated were b~ing f~
charg~ to individual pro~rty o~cn on the total amount or
~r~ntage of im~io~ area ~iated ~th the pro~y.~
Monthly fc~ charged by the ~ utilitim su~cy~ rang~ from
$1.~ to $4.40 for the ~uivalcnt of a single family rmidential
pardi.~
~ ty~ of funding h~ the dual ~ncfit of prodding fun~
a~ cn~uraging dcvclo~ to r~u~ the amount of i~om
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cover on a site." The utility also can make the services it
renders subject to an equitable charge to distribute c(~ts to
those using the system."~
The formation of a stormwater utility requires the collection
and analysis of an adequate amount of water quality, land me
and economic information and the establishment of an equitable
billing system for all property served by the utility."~ Establishing
the utility may require considerable front-end expenditur~ for
engineering, legal and financial studies, new staff and information management.,,a Public education and involvement is essential
in establishing a stormwater utility, since public resistance to a
new municipal charge is likely.t,, Education will also ensure that
local officials participate in the development and implementation
of the utility’s activities.~ ,Although not widespread, stormwater
utilities have been successfully implemented in a number of
areas, with service reaching populations that range from 20,000
to almost 700,000."*
In Florida, numerous stormwater utilities have been (:stabiished or are being contemplated, and these institutions represent the framework for the implementation of future local
master plans." Other cities that have addressed stormwater
management through some form of a stormwater utility include:
Billings, Montana; Denver, Colorado; .Aurora, Colorado; Tacoma,
Washington; Corvallis, Oregon; Roseville, Minnesota; and
Baltimore City and Baltimore County, Maryland.-~
Boulder, Colorado established a utility in 1974 to guarantee
.annual revenues for purposes of master planning and capital
t’~on
tmprovements,
Fees
charged
along with runoff
monthlycoefficient,
water bills site
and
are based
lotare
area,
a computed
location and proximity to the flooclplain.~,~ Reduced rates are
offered to commercial and industrial facilities using detention
basins while rates are increased 40% for dcvelopmenLs located
in flood-plains.=’~
Bellevue, Washington was the first city in the nation to
establish a stormwater utility for managing surface runoff and
stormwater. Rates are ch-’,rgcd according to the amount of runoff
generated from a site, which in turn is determined by the
percentage of the site that is covered by an impervious surface.-~
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The Bellevue Storm and Surface Water Utility is shaped by
the desire to use the ci~’s natural surface water drainage system
to onvey and disix~ of" runoff. The utility contains an integrated system of pipes and stream channels to onvey runoff, as
well as lakes, wetlands, ponds and detention basins to control

flo~z and to treat water,m Rccoguizing that structural draiaagc
s~stems are incomplete solutions to stormwatcr management
needs, Bellevue has begun to utilize BMPs as well as physics!
stormwater gl’g~gl~¢glL
Toxic Poison Runoff: A Stormwater Management Challenge. The results of the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program
(NURP) study, published in 1983, highlighted the siguificance of
the toxic constituents of urban stormwater {including inorganic
metals such as lead, copper, zinc and chromium and organic
chemicats such as various pesticides and solvents).I~ Particulate
metals represent the most prevalent toxic constituents in urban
runoff. ,’~lthough 60-95% removal efficicncies can be achieved
for particulate metals,’~* removal of dissolved contaminants such
as copper is lower (estimated at approximately 50% in the
NURP study).’"
Even this removal efficiency is only possible, however, if the
stormwater management facility is selected, designed and
maintained in order to address toxic pollutants,m Wet detention
basins and detention (or infiltration) of runoff (where groundwater will not be threatened), are effective means to reduce toxics
discharged to surface waters by stormwater runoff.’~ Detention
basins must be designed to promote gradual reductions in flow
velocity so that particulate matter settles adequatelyfl~ Long flow
lengths must be provided and aquatic plants must bc used in
order to remove dissolved metals."’ Finally, particulate metals
must be kept bound to sediment, which requires that sediment
pH be maintained near 7.0 in an oxygenated environment,m
Therefore, the accumulation of sediment and decaying plants
must bc monitored and appropriate sediment-removal and other
maintenance activities performed."~ Contaminated sediment
obviously must be disposed of in a manner that preven~
pollution of surface or ground water.
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Both t~e shon-tem~ and long-term effects o~ oastaJ levelopment must be taken into

account by ~ nmoW on~el elr, cte~.

Recharge devices to promote infiltration are useful in area~
where groundwater contamination is not a threat.’~’ In order to
eliminate urban stormwatcr dischargcs completely, the "treatmcnt" rate produced by the soil infiltration characteristics and
surface area of the recharge device must be equal to or greater
than the rate of the stormwatcr discharge.,~ If stormfiows exceed
this "treatment" rate, water quality improvements arc needed in
the stormwater that escapes infiltration.’"
Obviously, the best way to prevent toxics in stormwatcr from
contaminating surface water (and groundwater) is to prevent the
toxic constituents from entering the stormfiow in the first place.
Evaluations of individual facilities can be performed to determine
their potential for releasing toxics that could contaminate
stormwatcr. $itc-spccific BMPs then can bc incorporated ~
conditions in individual stormwatcr management pcrmits. This is
the case particul~rly with industrial facilities whcre proper
materials storage, cleaning regimes, and manufacturing processes
rclatcd to the industrial operation itself may bc the only way_ to
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prevent discharges of some soluble organic pollutants to surface
waters.

There arc many Best Management Practices that can be nsed
to prevent the contamination of stormwater from industrial and
storage areas. In general, they arc "the same traditional practices
used by industry for pollution control, safety, industrial hygiene,,
fire protection, protection against lo~ of product, insurance
company requirements, and public relations."~
Preventive BMPs include the development of a spill control
committee and rules for effective reporting and cleanup of spills;
a materials inventory system to track potential contaminants and
investigate alternative materials or storage; routine visual
inspections for leaks, spills or runoff associated with pipet,
materials storage areas, tanks, etc..; containment facilities to
prevent contaminated runoff from reaching waterways; and
general good housckceping so that all potential contaminants arc
transported, treated, stored and disposed with the prevention of
poison runoff in mind." These practic~ can be applied to
industrial and commercial facilities whether or not they arc
"point" sources subject to permits under the CWA.

Model State and Local Programs
Some states have made significant advances in the development and implementation of stormwater controls. Two of these
states, Maryland and Florida, are often considered "in front of
the pack." Other useful lessons can be learned from programs
in Puget Sound, Washington and Long Island, New York.
Maryland: A National Leader in Stormwater Management.
~omprehcnsive stormwater management began in Maryland in
1982 with the: passage of a state law" that requires each county
and municipality in the state to adopt a stormwater management
ordinance based on state criteria developed by regulation,m The
purpose of these regulations is to establish state and local
stormwater management programs:
to maintain after development, as nearly as possible, the pre-devclopment
runt)ff eharactegtsttcs and to reduce stream channel ©resign, po~lutkxt,

stltatt{)n and scdtrncntatton, and local Ikxxlmg.
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The Sediment and Stormwater Adminbtration (SSA) b in
charge of the overall program. The state reviews and approve~
local stormwater management ordinances as well as their
implementation and develops stormwater management plans for
state and federal construction projects."~ SSA responsibilities abo
include inspection and enforcement (along with local authorities); development of guidelines and regulations; technical
assistance and education, and research on stormwater control
effectiveness."s Finally, the state is required to review the
effectiveness of each initial local stormwater program and to
conduct another review every three years thereafter,m
The required local stormwater management ordinance must
address several areas in a fashion consistent with the regulations:
submission and approval of a stormwater management plan;
exemptions and waivers; criteria and procedures for stormwater
management; proper impicmentation of an approved stormwater
management plan; maintenance responsibilities and inspection
procedures; and penaltic-~ for noncompliance.’*s Stormwater
management plans are required for any land development not
specifically exempted by regulation)s* Allowable exemptions
include additions and modifications to detached single family
houses; developmcnts of under 5,000 square feet; and residential
developmcnts of single family houses located on lots of 2 acres
or larger.I~ Provisions for waivers of requirements for individual
projects must be approved by the state and cannot adversely
affect water quality."s
Depending on the particular county, local ordinances must
require at a minimum that post-development peak discharge for
a 2-year and/or 10-ycar frequency storm event "be maintained at
a level equal to or less than the 2-year [or 10-year] pre-dev¢iopmcnt peak discharge ratc.’’lw To accomplish this performance
standard, a list of design criteria must be contained in each local
stormwater ordinance.~° In ordcr to influence the stormwater
managcmcnt controls chosen by developers, statc regulations
rcquirc that preference be givcn to specific dcsigns in the
following order:
1. infiltration of runoff on-site;
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2. flow attenuation by use of open vegetated zwale~ and
natural depressions;
2

3. stormwatcr retention structures (and no discharge to
surface wategs); and

-

4. stormwater detention structures (with discharge to surface
waters only after treatment by settling).as
Use of a particular stormwatcr control by a developer requires
that justification, based on site characteristics, be given as to why
the preferable controls are not feasible.as"
In addition to the local standards and specifications approved
by the state, the regulations also provide minimum guidance for
each of the acceptable stormwater management designs." This
guidance incorporates water quality concerns in various ways.
For instance, off-sitc detention and retention structures generally
cannot discharge into natural trout streams as identified by the
state.~’ Also, the release rate from such structures cannot
increase downstream channel erosion,as
Stormwater management officials must ensure that stormwater
controls are inspected at regular, specified points during the
construction process." Municipal ordinances also are required to
contain provisions for effective inspection, enforcement and
maintenance.~ Facilities must be inspected by local officials
during their first year of operation and at least once every three
years thereafter, while owners are responsible for preventive
maintenance activities."
Finally, officials are required to employ procedures to "ensure
that deficiencies indicated by inspection are rectified" (including
foilowup inspections and enforcement proceedings).~ Penalties
for noncompliance with minimum stormwater management
requirements, including suspension of construction activities,
must be included in all local ordinances,a’
Florida: Statewid¢ Stormwater Management. Florida’s
stormwater management program, which applies to all ne~,
development, is designed to ensure that the volume, rate. timing
and pollutant load of runoff after development do not cause

I
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violations of state water quality standards,m The Florida Storm.

water Rule is implemented by the state’s regional water manage.
merit districts so that the program can he coordinated with the
district’s surface water management pennis progranm,m which
primarily affect water quantity.""
The Florida rule essentially is a performance standard driven
by what is expected to achieve compliance with state water
quality standards)" If permit applicants can meet the performance standard, it is generally assumed that state water quality
standards will not be violated by stormwater discharges. However, more stringent controls can be imposed if it is determined
that violations of water quality standards will result even after
the performance standard is met.zu Stricter treatment require.
ments are imposed on stormwat.er discharges to waters not in
compliance with state water quality standards, and on discharges
directly into waterbodies identified as Outstanding Florida
Waters.2~ The standard was designed so that stormwater management systems would remove at least 80-95% of the annual
pollutant load of sediments, nutrients and many heavy metals,
similar to the minimum treatment level for point sources with
secondary treatment,m
The actual general standard requires that, for development

under 100 acres, the runoff from the first inch of rainfall or the
first half-inch of runoff (whichever is greater) either be retained
on-site (no discharge of the diverted water to surface waters) or
detained (stored in treatment ponds and passed through a
suitable filter),m Facilities draining areas over 100 acres must

treat the first inch of rainfall (i.e., there is no option to treat

the first half-inch of runoff),z’’ Larger developments are not
allowed to treat the first half-inch of runoff because the "first
flush" effect~ usually decreases as the drainage area increases
and as percent impervious areas decrease (because of unequal
rainfall distribution and additive impacts of smaller drainages
within the larger watershed)."~ Research is underway to verify
the removal effectiveness of permitted systems.
Projects meeting this performance standard can obtain a
general permit (over 90% of all facilities obtain the general
permit), allowing work to begin if the district does not contact
the developer to indicate that the proposal is inadequate."
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Projects using other types of ontmh to provide equivalent
treatment cannot obtain a general permit,m If stormwater
controls are not being implemented in accordance with approved
permits, the Department of Environmental Regulation may i~ue
a stop work order to halt construction of the entire develop.
mento~

Recent changes to the rule allow general permitting for
regional stormwater discharge facilities that are designed to treat
runoff from multiple parceb,a~ In order to promote local
stormwater utilities and comprehensive stormwater management
throughout a watershed, individual discharges to such regional
facilities are exempted from the permitting proce~.a’ These
changes were designed to address u3me of the following problems that had been identified in the Florida Stormwater Rule:
1. difficultie~ with ensuring that property ownen’ a.~ociations
have the administrative, legal, financial and technical
means to operate and maintain facilities properly;,
2. incomplete verification of the pollutant removal effective.
ness of various systems permitted under the rules;
3. the grandfathering (exemption from regulations) of existing
local government master systems built only for flood
control purposes;
4. a fragmented approach to developing stormwater management capability; and
5. a lack of coordination among state, regional, and local
governments, all with stormwater management authority,z~
Perhaps the most significant problem with Florida’s current
program (as well as with many other states) is its general
applicability only to new developments. The Florida DER, in
cooperation with water management districts and local governmcnts, is considering establishing priorities among watershech
based on ambient water quality and existing pollutant Ioadings,
which then will bc addressed by BMP implementation and other
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systems over a 25-year period.~" Urban redev~lopment proje~’ts
would be re~luirnd to retrofit old stormwater facilities with onsite treatment systems unless localities hav~ ~slablished a master
stormwater plan to provide regional treatm~nL~
Increased coordination between government levels and
agencies also is being encouraged. Officials speculate that in the
near future, local government~ will be required to develop
stormwater master plans that would be reviewed at the district
level and integratnd into regional master plans.TM

Innovations in Stormwater Management
A Process for Initiating Comprehensive Stormwater Management: Washington State. The Puget Sound Water Ouality
Authority requires all cities and counties and all federal facilitk:
and highway authorities in the Sound watershed to control
stormwater to achieve water and sediment quality criteria.=t
Starting with the largest cities, each local government must
develop programs for operating and maintaining existing stormwater systems, and must adopt ordinances for controlling
stormwater from new development~. The Puget Sound program
applies to all residential, commercial and industrial areas.~ The
program emphasizes controlling stormwater through source
controls and BMPs before it is discharged into municipal storm
sewers.~ Each program must include, at a minimum, the
following:
1. inventories of storm drains and land uses discharging to

stormwater systems, and the identification of problem
areas;
2. monitoring of problem storm drains identified in inventoties;
3. programs for the operation and maintenance of storm
drains, detention basins, ditches, and culverts;
4. investigations for illegal hookups and dumping, spill responses and rcmcdial actions;

I
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:5. assurances of adequate local funding for the stormwater
program through surface water utilities, sewer charges, fees
or other revenue-generating soun:es;
6. agreements with neighboring jurisdictions that share water.
sheds;
7. ordinances requiring implementation of best management
practices for new construction (e.~, erosion/sedimentation
controls, detention/retention basins, oil separators, housekeeping measures);
8. a public education program aimed at residents, busine~e~
and industries in the urban area;
9. provisions to require retrofitting of existing development
or treatment of discharges from new and existing development if there are still discharges that cause significant
environmental problems;

[k .

10. inspection, compliance, and enforcement measures; and
11. an implementation schedule.~
The State Department of Ecology (DOE) provides technical
assistance and leadership in the form of design manuals and
guidelines."~ DOE approves, monitors for compliance and
generally oversees the programs, and coordinates programs
developed by localities with runoff impacts on another jurisdiction to ensure consistency.~’ Each program is "audited" every
two years, and is a part of the priority watershed process
described in Chapter Nine."
Guidelines for urban stormwater programs have been prepared
by DOE in cooperation with local governments to ensure that
the requirements for local stormwater programs are satisfied in
an effective manner. These minimum guidelines include:

__~

1. procedures for conducting inventories of storm drains and
combining this information with land use data; ..

~---
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2. monitoring requirements and protocol~, if ~
3. review of operation and maintenancc programa;
4. procedure~ for investigations, implementation of spill
control measures, enforcement, and remedial actions;
5. methods for assuring adequate local funding for the urban
stormwater program;
6. guidelines for agreements with neighboring jurisdictions
because stormwater and watersheds do not always follow
jurisdictional boundaries;
7. model ordinances for new construction;

9. requirements for retrofitting or treatment measures, if
necessa~
10. guidelines for inspection, compliance, and enforcement
measures; and
11. requirements for implementation schedules,ns
Guidelines for developing local ordinances also will be developed, including procedures for DOE review and approval of
ordinances and minimum requirements for runoff control.~
Finally, DOE will require the State Department of Transportation (DOT) to develop a program to control runoff from
highways in the Puget Sound area.2’° Existing and new highways
must be included in the program, and the DOT must comply
with the requirements of local stormwater programs,u’ DOT
must also proportionally fund the construction, operation and
maintenance of any publicly or privately owned stormwater
control facilities receiving discharges from DOT-owned property.:’: All NPDES permits for federal facilities, including military
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bases, must contain stormwatcr controls at least as stringent as
thou: required for industrial facilities, including limits on toxic~
and particulates and requirements for monitoring and spill
control,z~ DOE will request that EPA rev~,w cxitdng permits for
fedcra] facilities to ensure that they comply with the same
controls as those for industrial facilities under the Municipal and
Industrial Discharges Program.TM
A Water~hed-Wide Retrofitting Effort:/Umcoatla. Addrer~ing
the stormwater problems caused by existing development it
difficult. This difficulty is magnified when the existing develop
mcnt crosses many political boundaries. The Metropolitan
Washington Council of Governments (MWCOG) is attempting
to deal with these complications by assisting in the establishment
of a stormwater management system in the 170 r, quare mile
Anaco~tia River water~hed, located in Maryland and Washington,
D.C.
Guided by a multi.jurisdictional group called the Anaco~tia
Watershed Restoration Committee (AWRC), MWCOG it
administering the development of a strategy to "improve water
quality and restore aquatic habitat within the free-flowing and
tidal portions of the Anacostia River.’’ze An important part of
this strategy is a three.year effort to retrofit the entire watershed through thc Coordinated Anacostia Retrofit Program

(CARP)?"
Under this program, MWCOG "will assist local governments
in selecting, designing, constructing and monitoring urban retrofit
projects within the Anacostia Basin.’’z’~ Initial activities include:
an inventory of possible facility sites leading to a priority list for
each local jurisdiction; implcmcntation of up to 12 projects in
the first year of the program; and technical support and design
workshops describing new and innovative retrofitting techniques.TM The high level of coordination and involvement by all
jurisdictions and the tcchnical capabilities of MWCOG demonstrate that retrofitting stormwater controls in existing areas it
possible.
Regional Recommendations for Local Controls: Long
Island. The Long Island Regional Planning Board has developed
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fairly detailed stormwater management provision~ for incltaion
in zoning and subdivision ordinances. Existing requirement= for
managing stormwater developed by variota Long hland ommunities include:
1. runoff from each plot in a development mtat be r~lfcontained or all stormwater mtat be recharged into the
2. no water can be diverted ~o as to e:~eed the design
capacity of existing stormwater ~jstem=;
3. no stormwater systems are allowed that would create
flooding or a need for additional drainage structures; and
4. the existing drainage systems of sites undergoing redevel.
opment must be upgraded to certain specification=,w
The recommendations for improvement of local stormwater
management developed by the LIRPB are provided in Appendix

Control of contaminated urban runoff involves more than a
system of pipes and channels to collect and transport flood
waters so that they can be deposited in the nearest convenient
waterbody. Pollution from urban runoff now is recognized as
such a significant source of water quality degradation that it is
virtually impossible to protect water quality without adequate
stormwater controls. One positive aspect of stormwater management is the diversity of available control strategies and programs,
and the flexibility with which they can bc applied.

Erosion and Sediment Controls
For Construction Activities
This section addresses factors to consider when designing
crosion and sediment control (ESC) programs applicable to
construction activitics.~ Thc types of BMPs necessary to control
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pollution from construction runoff are so well documented that
they need no detailed review here.m Fundamental principles

’t

include:

2

1. Using diversion structures to channel runoff away
from disturbed surfaces during construction;
2.Collecting and retaining or treating (through settling)
any water that does contact disturbed surfaces (~,e
stormwater section above);
3.Stabilizing exposed surfaces as soon as possible after
construction is complete, if possible in phases, and
ensuring that permanent stabilization is successful;
4. Using good materials storage, spill prevention and
other "housekeeping" practices to prevent runoff
contamination by toxic chemicals such as paints,
solvents, pesticides, metals from building materials,
or fuels.

~.
~

These basic concepts apply whether the construction involved is
a building, a highway, or a bridge.
The more difficult problem is how to develop and implement
an effective program to ensure that these BMPs are used.
Elements of effective ESC programs are described below.
Examples of existing state programs also are presented. Because
the effectiveness of local programs can vary significantly depending on (among other things) municipal growth and economic
development polices, a strong state presence is necessary.~)
The significant differences in state erosion and sediment
control (ESC) programs have been explored,~4 and in-depth
evaluations of individual programs have been conducted.~
However, few detailed studies have sought to develop a general
outline of an effective ESC program structure. One studyTM has
described some of the necessary aspects of an erosion and
sediment control program. That study concluded that a fundamental element of an effective ESC program is adequate
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program authority.~7 What level of program authority is adequate
depends, in turn. on several factors, including:
1. the range of nonpoint sources overed;m
2. the number of exemptions;
3. the clarity of legislative authoriW,
4. the management attitudes of program administrators; and
5. the adequacy of technical standards.~
ESC enabling legislation should be drafted to grant adequate
powers to the officials charged with implcmcntation and enforcemcnt. Specifically, legislation should contain provisions authorizing ESCs to protect water quality, as opposed to simply control
erosion or flooding.~ The enabling legislation for the ESC
program should make clear the mandatory nature of program

!
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requirements (i.e., regulations rather than guidelines),as~ local
program administrators should be fully trained to understand and
exercise the full scope of their authority to implement and
enforce the program.~’
Adequate resource~ also must be provided to ensure ESC
program success. Specifically, aufficient funding and personnel
must be provided to review site plans, evaluate runoff controls
and perform inspections,aa One way to improve funding is to
charge fees for ESC plan reviews or for ESC permil~.as State
legislators or ESC program officials should consider allowing
localities with few funds to recover through permit fees the
cost~ of administering an effective program,as
Technical assistance should be offered by the state to train
local ESC personnel and private interests (e.g., contractors) who
must develop and carry out ESC plans and controls.as Training
counes at construction sites, video tapes, press releases and
seminars all could be part of a required training proce~ for plan
reviewers, inspectors, contractors and develope~.
A certification program should be developed for private
parties involved in preparing and implementing ESC plans.as
ESC plan review and approval should be performed only by
individuab trained as engineers or by equivalent technicians,m
Finally, state technical assistance should include data collection
and analysis. Localities need adequate information on soil types,
slopes and drainage characteristics of the various construction
sites covered by the program so that proposed ESC plans can be
thoroughly evaluated.~
Administrative activities also are important. ESC programs
should include program components to ensure that:
1. construction sites covered under the program are identified
before earth-moving has begun;
2. a clear, consistent set of procedures is followed in carrying
out the ESC program;
3. variance requests are considered consistcntly and are based
on clear, narrowly-drafted guidelines rather than on
political factors; and
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4. programs arc evaluated periodically and modif’~l ~s
necnssa~y.TM
Building or grading permit applications or site plan review
procedures should trigger a process to determine if an F_.SC plan
is required. If so, approval of thnsc applications and procedures
should be made ontingent on the submittal and approval of an
ESC plan.~ ESC permit~ and plan approval should be required
before any construction begins.m
Variance decisions and dispute resolution should be based on
clear and objective factors. State government must retain the
statutory authority to override local decisions and to implement
a local ESC program in cases where local action is inadequate.r~
Inspection and enforcement also is crucial to program success.2’~ Effective inspection and enforcement requires an adequate staff; systematic inspection procedures; effective penalties
and program intervention to correct violations. Initial installation
and maintenance of adequate controis should be verified and
monitored through an effective, mandatory inspection procedure
that includes standardized schedules, documentation and checklists,w Enforcement actions also should be standardized in
content and in their application to various idnds and degrees of
noncompliance.~
Stop-work orders and administrative penalties are important
for ensuring timely responses to non-compliance and to reduce
the time, expense and uncertainty ~iated with judicial
actions.:" Citizen suits provide an added enforcement mechanism
when municipal action proves ineffectual, and can supplement
government enforcement resources.w When courts are used as
part of an enforcement process, both civil and criminal penalties
as well as injunctive relief should be available.TM
Bonding requirements are necdcd to ensure that funds are
available to correct problems when responsible parties fail to
act.~ Required bond amounts should be large enough to cover
the full government costs of correcting ESC problems at the
site.~ Moreover, bond release should not occur until the site
has bccn fully and permanently stabilizcd and the risk of erosion
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and sediment damage from construction activities has been
eliminated.
Additional suggestions for effective inspection and enforcement of local ESC~ are given below:.

2
_

1. The number of site inspections should be based on the
amount of activity at a site, the results of previous insptw.tions and the experience of the responsible panic.TM
2. A standardized inspection report should be pre~nted to
the project inspector while at the site to ensure that:
a. the ESC plan is on-site;
b. controls are in place and correctly installed and
maintained;
c. any monitoring or reporting requirements are
followed; and
d. off-site sediment transport is noted and corrective
actions recommended.
3. Any violatiom should be noted in a report prepared onsite and made available to the contractor during the visiL
A formal written report can follow later.
4. Major construction sites or sites in critical or sensitive
areas should be visited after major storms to check ESC
control effectivene~.
5. A final inspection should occur at all sites before bonds or
other guarantees are released, utility service is authorized
or occupancy permits are granted. Bcforc funds are
released the site should be stabilized, not just seeded.
6. Penalties should be large enough so that, if necessary,
repairs to off-site damages can be successfully undertaken
and proper ESCs installed; and each day of noncompliance
should be treated as a separate violation.
7. Stop work orders should apply to the whole project, not
just earth moving activities, to ensurc that ESC problems

p,.~ ~
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will be corrected even after earth moving activities have
cea.w.,d but before the construction project is finished.
8. Damages and the size of performance bonds should be
based not only on the amount of earth disturbed at a site,
but also on the slope of the site, changes in grades, soil
type, proximity to water, sensitivity of the surrounding area
to damages well and other relevant factor~."

State Experiences With Erosion and Sediment Control
Several states have ESC programs containing many of the
program aspects mentioned above,a’ MaiTland has established a
detailed set of regulations for state review and approval of
various aspects of local erosion and sediment control programs
and individual ESC plans.= For instance, regulations establish
minimum requirements for an adequate inspection and enforcement component of an ESC program and under what circumstances the state must assume these responsibilities.~
By regulation, the state sediment and stormwater administration is required to consider specific aspects of each proposal for
local assumption of the inspection and enforcement activities of
an ESC program,w Local enforcement authorities are required
!~

I. ensure that all approved ESC plans and permits are kept
on-site;
2. ensure that all active sites are inspected for compliance an
average of at least once every two weeks;
3. prepare written reports after each inspection providing
specified information, including the type of enforcement
actions taken in cases of violations;
4. notify a responsible party whenever violations are observed
and describe the violation, any required corrective actions
and the time period in which the violation must._bc
corrected; and
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5. investigate complaints of violations and, when confirmed,
use enforcement procedures within 3 working day~; and
within 7 days, notify the complaining party of any actions
taken."

~
i

~,,
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Local enforcement is supplemental and is oveneen by the
state. The state can investigate any complaints received by the
local enforcement authority and may "initiate an on-site investigation in order to properly evaluate the complaint.’’~ Also, the
Sediment and Stormwater Administration "shall take enforcement action when appropriate .... " when its site investigation
indicates that the complaint is valid,z~ Enforcement authority can
be delegated to localities only for renewable 2-year periods,m
Delegation can be suspended and assumed by the ,~tate when
state officials determine that the standards established by the
regulations have not been maintained by the locality,m
~ "
Localities also must have approved erosion and sediment
~
control ordinances.~ Here again, the state exerts considerable
influence under the guidance of the regulations. The Sediment
!
and Stormwatcr Administration must approve or disapprove such
ordinances using a host of criteria that are based on compliance
D
I;
with the rest of the regulations as wcli as with the intent of the
relevant state statute.~ in addition to its initial approval of the
’ ’~
U
local ordinance, the state also must review periodically the
~
adequacy of local programs (including the ordinance and a field
review of active construction sites) to determine if they meet to
regulatory requirements.~
Enforcement actions require some combination of: cessation
B’z~
of all work on the site (except work necessary to correct the
U
violation) if the violation persists after a specified date, and civil
and criminal prosecution in cases where "reasonable efforts to
correct the violation are not taken.’’z~ In addition, legislation
recently enacted has authorized administrative penalties for
violations of an ESC plan.~7 Maximum penalties are $1,000 per
day up to $20,0(X) for each violation,m
In an important step, Maryland has made a strong commitment to move away from control only at the site perimeter.
Instead. the Maryland regulations expressly requirc perm’~nent or
r- " ~
-~
temporary stabilization of the disturbed earth on thc entire
174
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site. Under the regulations, virtually a//land at a permitted site
must be stabilized within 14 days of disturbance or red~urbance
(perimeter controls, dike,, swales, ditches and steep slopes must
be stabilized within 7 days),sss
In addition, Maryland’s regulations now require that an
plan be approved before any grading or building permits can be
issued,s*: Federal and state land is subject to the program, as are
single-family home sites unless they are built on lots two acres
or larger.~ Finally, applicants for ESC plans must certify that
the personnel in charge of on-rite clearing have attended a 4hour ESC training program,m
Pennsylvania’s program requires local agencies to inform the
agency responsible for the ESC program of all requests for
building permits, and requires that the permit be withheld until
an ESC: plan has been approved.~4 Violation of the ESC
program are considered violations of the state Clea~z Streazm
Law and can be subject to fines of up to $10,000 per violation."
Each day of a continued violation i, considered a separate
violation under the law.~ Changes under consideration in
Pennsylvania’s ESC program would give the State Department
of Environmental Resources the exclusive fight to administer an
ESC plan for projects crossing political boundaries of consewation districts administering local ESC programs.~ These changes
also would prohibit most earth disturbing activities within 75 feet
of a streambank in watersheds designated as either High Ouality
or Exceptional Value waters under state law.~s
Other state programs provide for the identification of critical
resource or erosion.prone areas; apply to federal land- disturbing
activities and other commonly exempted land disturbances; allow
state review, approval and (if necessary) implementation of local
programs; require periodic inspections; provide for citizen actions
to obtain injunctions; provide for administrative fines; and place
damage awards in funds for program maintenance.~
The success of ESC programs depends heavily on local
enforcement. State programs that incorporate the components
described above will help to ensure that local ESC activities
succeed in maintaining and improving water quality.

V
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Summary
Erosion and sediment control (ESC) programs are perhal~
the most established non-voluntary urban programs to control
poison runoff. This probably stems from the relatively narrow
activity to which such programs apply, as well as from the
obvious nature of erosion problems at unprotected construction
sites. But while there is a proliferation of ESC programs acro~
the country, them is also wide divenity in the content-and the
success-of such programs. State and local officials must recognize that merely instituting an ESC program doe~ not guarantee
that the targeted problem will he eliminated. Therefore,
must ensure that the elements of succe~ful programs which are
spelled out in this section are incorporated into ESC activitiea.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Contaminated urban runoff" must be controlled using a variety
of management approaches. The control methods de~ibed in
this chapter are already being implemented by states and
localities across the country, using well-established regulatory
tools and technical capabilities. Using the organizational and
management approaches discussed in this chapter, as well as in
Chapters Nine and Ten, states can exercise leadership and
oversight that b effective in ensuring that localities undertake
the ama-specific controis that arc nccessary to reduce pollution
impacts. Whether urban contaminants consist of sediment, BOD,
bacteria, nutricnts or toxics, programs are avai[able today that
effectively address threats to water quality.
Successful programs to control urban runoff must be based
on the link between land use and water quality. Programs that
prevent water quality degradation through good land use
planning are preferable to post-development retrofitting that
relies on expensive structural controls. But in many cas~
pollution generated from existing development must be controlled. Fortunately, state and localities also can use tax incentives and other means to encourage private individuab and
conscrvation groups to protcct land and water resources through
acquisition.
Urban program rccommcndations are summarized below’.
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I. Localities should use land use controls to achieve compliance with water quality standards, This should be aceom.
plished through comprehensive snd coordinated me of:
a. zoning and comprehensive planning;
b. site plan and #ubdivt.~ion review;, and
c. building codez.
These tools should be used to control the location,
rate and type of growth, and to minimize pollution
where development o~cun.

2
-

2. l.,~x~lities should develop and me innovative and spocial.
ized land use tools, such as overlay zonns, to protect
riparian areas and ground- and surface water resourcea.

~
:

3. Local land me programs (and co~tal resources protection
programs) should addres~ explicitly the water quality
impacts of cumulative small (including residential) developments, not just large-scale or industrial developmenL Az a
supplement to land use controls, areas that are the most
sensitive or contain the most valuable natural attributes
should be protected through acquisition, either through
outright ownership or conservation easements or development rights. States and localities also should me tax
incentives and other means to encourage private individuals and conservation groups to protect land and water
resources through acquisition.
4. Special programs designed to protect coastal resources,
including coastal zone management plans, should be
incorporated into local Comprehensive Plans.
5. State and regional oversight and review of local land use
programs should be required to ensure compliance with
state water quality standards and consistent levels of water
quality protection, and to provide for conflict rer, olution
and coordination within watersheds..
6. An effective stormwater management program that’-addresses both future and existing development should be

i’
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required as a basic part of a local effort to control poison
runoff.

2

7. Stormwater controb (as well as other urban controb)
should be required at the local level but overseen by state
and regional entities to ensure that state goals and extrajurisdictional impacts are addresu:d aad that regional
mlutions are developed.
& Stormwater controls should include both design standards
and a pedormance standard requiring the site-specific
removal of identified pollutants, so that the discharge from
a site or facility dora not violate state water quality
9. A master drainage plan should he developed for all of the
watersheds in a given area and incorporated as part of the
stormwater management plan.
10. Stormwater management utilities following watershed
boundaries should be the primary stormwater management
institutions and, as such, should be managed cooperatively
by the involved localities with state leadership and oversighL

~’~

1 I. Stormwater utilities should I~ f’undcd through user f’ces
has,~l on a measure of" stormwater impacts hy individual
sites, such as percentage or total area of" impervious
surface. Design standards for retention and detention
basins should reflect the control of toxic substances.
12. Individual stormwater management permits should include
the implementation of site specific BMPs when needed to
address problems of toxic runoff.

]3. Erosion control ordinances should specifically authorize the
use of erosion and scdimcnt controls (ESC~) to protect
water quality.
a. F_~C~ should require:
"-

)
r-- "

;
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i. diversion structur~ to channel runoff away f]’om
disturbed surfaces;
ii. retention or treatment of any contaminated runoff;
iii. rapid and permanent stabilization of disturbed
surfaces; and
iv. BMPs to prevent contamination of runoff by construction chemicals or other materiab.
b. ESC.s should include a performance standard to
require additional controb in situations where
minimum standards are not sufficient to meet
water quality standan:b.
14. Clear and consistent ESC regulations should be adopted
to ensure that:
a. construction does not begin before an adequate
ESC plan has been approved;
b. inspections are carried out effectively at all
construction sites; and
c. variances are not granted or water quality compromised due to political pressure_
15. ESC programs should include:
a. citizen suit provisions;
b. stop work orders that can be issued after earth-

moving operations have ceased;
c. administrative penalties of sufficient size to
finance any required corrective actions, as well as
civil, criminal, and injunctive remedies;
d. requirements for developers to submit performance bonds sufficient in size to perform necessary
ESC work, with bond release only upon effective,
permanent site stabilization; and
e. adequate funding, training, and technical assistance.
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23. 33 U.S.C. § 1344(f)(IXA). Other e=emplio~ include ~~ of~

~. ~ full mn~ of ~ ~eh a~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ ~.

~. R~nt~, t~ ~m~tth of Pcn~n~ ~n~ ~ter q~
[~h and ~li[e ~bitat a~ ~e~ ~ter quality~ ~~lth of Pen~.

~. Enc~ures in ~es~nde~ from ~ Sn~d, ~ake ~y F~t~,
to Paul ~, Natural Re~ur~ ~fc~ ~n~l, Janua~
notable ex~ IO state progra~ I~t ~em~ a~ltur¢
Ham~hire program, which d~ not pr~dc fm a~ ~atut~ ~em~
general ~rmits or sBe hmitations. Id In N~ llam~ire the ~mu~t~
im~cts of proud d~~pmen~ ~thln ~t~ mu~ a~
35. Puget ~und Water Ouality Aut~ly, ]~ ~t ~ Wmo
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Sediment and SIormwaler AdmimmraUoo, Seplemhet 14, 1909 (paraooal
139. Marytand is attempting to develop I comprehensive apwomch In
mana~ment that woold coordinate the ~eetrois devele~d lr~ ~
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140.
141. i~.
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the number of facPqzcs and re~oo~Jl~ parties); and high corns for the benefits
received ompared to a well-plann~l walctsh~l plan.
144. l,~ at 4-~
145. Puget Sound Water ~zalit~ A~thori~, !~, su/pea no~e 135, at 4-l~’
124.
14~. Bzst,~nette, Pare, "]~lle~e Experiences with Uf’~an Runoff
Corltrol SlralegM," ~1 Perspecm~ on Noa/~i~ ~ Po/Lu~ion~ U.S. EPA,
Ma~, 19~0 at ~0.
147. Barc~, !~, supra no~e 4~ at 1440.
148. Puget Sound Water Ouality Authority, lg~6, nq:m note 135.
149. See l.~n~lofl, lg~6, m.xa’u note 118, at 5.
150. See L~n~stoo, 1~8~, su~ note l~8, at 5-T; Lwin~stoo, el n/, !~88,
po~e 4, at 4-9.
151. See Livin~ton, Er~, "T~e Storolwater Rule: Past, Print and Future,"
~apcr prc~nted at Stormwater Management: A~ Update, Orlando, F’lorida,
,July, 1985, at ~; Erie L.wlllgston, Florida D~partll’~llt of En~roflm~nta]
Protectzon, May 2?, 19~8 (~l’~ooal onytsars); Shaver, 19~8, supra oo~e 1:~.
15~_ See, e.K., Malcolm, Rooo~ !!., Avera, ]]ol|ard and Lanca.~er,
Mmsa~eme~t~ m Urbaa CoLLe¢w~ Streams, Norlh Carolina Water
Research ]~tZtute, June, 19~, at 24.2.S, 128-1]1; Shaver, "Earl, "[f~t/tutiooaJ
Storm,.rater Management Issues," pte~enlcd at a Conference on Current
Practice and Design Criteria for Runoff Water Ouality Control, Engmeenng
Foundation, ASCE and EPA, Potor~, Marne, July 10-15, 1988.
153. Shaver, 1988, suFa nole 152, al 8.
154. ld. ~t 9. A utility approach to $lormwaler management could even fnake
it possible to integrate agricultural pots, on runoff cofllroL~ into Ihe slO#lTiWaler
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233. Pu~n Sound P/an, 1988, mpm note 231, st 133; Was~. Rev. Code ~ 90.70
(1985); Wash. Admm. C.c~e R. Ch. 400-12.630 (1988).
234,. Puget Sound P/an, 1988, ~ no~¢ 231, at 134-135; Wash. Rev. ~ §
~0.70 (1985); Was~ Admin. Code IL ~ 400-12.630 (1~8).
235. Pu~ Soum~ ~ 1988, ~ note 231, Ill 135-13~ WIIII. Rev. (3ode
90.70 (1985); Wash. Admm. Code IL ~ 400-12-210, 400-12-630 (!~).
236. Puget Sound P/~m, 1988, ~upea no~e 231, at 135; Wash. Rev. ~ode § 90.70
(1985); Wa,1~ Admin. Code R. ~ 400.12-$20, 400-12.630 (!~.
237. Puget Soua~ P/an, 1988, .vu~a note 231, st 135; Wm~. Rev. ~ode | 90.70
(1985); Wash. Admm. Code It. Ch. ~00-12-520, 400-12.630
238. Puget Sound P/mr 1988..nq~a nine 231, at 136-13"/; Wash. Rev. ~
90.70 (1985); Wash. Admm. Code R. Ch. 400-12-520, 400-12.630
239. Puget ~ P/an. 1988, ~u.m’a note 231, at 137-138; Wash. Rev. Code
90.70 (1985); Wash. Admm. Code R. C~. 400.12-560, 400.12.630
Ordinances must control stonnwater and water used for ~.anmg or matammmg
constructmn, maintenar~e and ureet cleaning equipn,ent from Ix~l) new and
exiting developments. Puget ~ound P/an, 1988, sup’a note 231, at 137.138;
Waslz Rev. Code | g0.70 (1985); Wash. A~min. Code R. Ch. 400-12.630
(1988). Other mate guidelines ~ address:
r

¯
:
.

1. acceptat~e approaches to uorn~,vater management from new
development, including policies used in making State F.aviroemental
Policy Act (’SEPA) decismns related to
2. land use controls to limit development density in sensitive areas;
3. standards to limit the amount of impez~,.k3es surfac=s;
4. regzOnal detention ponds and mainage ordinances, erosion cx:mtrol,
and wetlands preservation;
5. guidelines for operating and maintaining =asting uormwater syuems;
and
6. the review of exiuing ordinances.
Puge~ Sound Plan, 1988,.mp’a note 231, at 136.137.
240. Puget Sound P~m, 1988, suFa no~© 231, at 138.
241. ld.
242.
243. i‘4 at 138-139.
2~. ld.
2,15. Metropolitan Washington Council of Government.x, F~rst Annual
P~n for ghe Restora~on of the Aaacosti~ P~.r . October 1, 1~88 to September
.30, 1989, Septcmt~r 14, 1988, at 1.
246. ld. at 8.
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Chapter Five
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2
Silviculture,
Mining and
Rangeland
Programs
Introduction
This chapter discusses programs designed to reduce poison
runoff from silvicultural, mining and rangeland activities. Aspects
of effective programs arc identified based on general information
as well as evaluations of individual state programs. Where
possible, examples of programs that reflect some of these
management needs are provided.
Poison runoff from silvicultural (forestry), mining and
rangeland (grazing) operations arc controlled through programs
that often differ significantly from those designed to address
agricultural and urban sources.I This diffcrcnce could be due to
many factors: often localized pollution impacts, relatively few
poilmcrs, and similar types of pollution (and associated BMPs)
within each particular sourc~ category. Howe-oct, the s~verity of
pollution from timber cutting in Idaho and California, mining in
Pennsylvania and Montana and cattic grazing in Oregon and
Washington State all testify to the need to control the.s= sonrces
o1" pollution adequately.
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Obviously, the control of poison runoff from silviculture,
mining and grazing varies according to the specific environmental
and management characteristics of each source category.
However, the fact that each activity takes place on federal, state
and private lands creates a common management requirement-the integration and coordination of control programs on
all classes of land ownership.

Programs to Control
Silvicultural Water Pollution
On state and private lands, controls on logging operations are
imposed through state and local programs (commonly called
forest practices). However, a large portion of silviculture in tl~
United States is conducted on federal lands,z States still have a
major role to play in controlling water pollution from federal
lands through agreements between state forestry and water
quality management agencies and the U.S. Forest Service
(USFS) (as well as general state authority under the Clean
Water Act)) State forestry programs to reduce silvicultural water
pollution vary a great deal. They can include voluntary and
regulatory programs, tax incentives, education, and technical
assistance. Programs are designed to protect water quality,
encourage reforestation, control the location and type of timber
harvesting and protect forests from disease and fire?
USFS has had limited success in protecting water quality
through its planning and enforcement activities,s For example,
severe fisheries and wildlife habitat impacts in the Clearwater,
Boisc and Payette National Forests in Idaho have occurred due
to logging and road building sanctioned by USFS planners?
Similar adverse water quality impacts are documented from
silvicultural operations on private and nonfederal lands.7 While
water quality protection is a stated objective of the National
Forest Management Act and most state forestry programs, it is
often questionable whether or not associated controls have been
adequate to achieve this objective.
Programs to protect water quality in private and nonfederal
forests are mostly voluntary, especially in the south) ._Western
and northeastern states, by contrast, have established a signifi-
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Forestry lctivitie~, I)m~cularty ©lesrcu~ng ~nd r~i~, ~n ~u~ ~ ~

~

can~ num~r of regula~o~ progra~ d~igncd to prot~t water
qualily.~ Howler, officials in 21 slal~ have identified the n~
for rcgula~o~ programs (~ op~cd to volun~a~ guideline) in
efforts to protect water quality in io~ing o~ratiom.~
Becam this rc~rt scc~ primarily to ~t state and i~1
water ~iludon programs, this chaptcr mainly addr~ state
forest practi~ programs. But sin~ ~mc stat~ have attcmpt~
to negotiate with US~ to makc various ~c~ of the state
program apply to US~ activiti~, the information provided in
this chapter ai~ applics indir~tly to thc su~tan~ of th~
negotiatiom."

U
~

~

Incorporating Water Quality Standards into
State Forest Practices Acts
~ with other types of ~ison runoff ~ntrol program,
sih’icuhural controls should ~ driven by watcr quality standard.
If water quality s[andards arc to ~ used mcaningfully, state

~ -" "
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programs can not contain exemptions or loopholes for
compliance with water quality standards just because BMPs have
been, or will be, implemented." BMPs are only tooh to be used
in achieving state water quality standards." They are not program
goals in themselves." States not only have the right but also the
responsibility to ensure that state water quality standards are not
violated because of silvicultural activities on all lands within the.
state, including private, state and federal forests,u
This water quality "performance standard" is vital because the
range of potential BMPs needed to protect water quality is so
large that it is very difficult to reproduce and enforce them as
specific technical requirements." In turn, however, the difficulties
of large scale enforcement and administration of a performance
standard make the use of an aggressive set of technology-forcing
prescriptive BMPs an important minimum program requiremenL~’
In determining the potential for water quality standards
violations, states should consider cumulative impactsss from
surrounding operations and the impacts of major erosion events,
such as landslides." Mean .iment Ioadings averaged __r a
long period of time do not adequately reflect real water quality
conditions.= In addition to numerical criteria, beneficial uses and
physical, biological and habitat criteria all must be available in
case costs or data limitations make the application of numerical
criteria infeasible.Z~ For example, water uses are impaired where
benthic organisms or spawning beds are smothered due to
sediment deposition, whether or not numeric water quality
criteria are violated."
Applying EPA’s antidegradation regulation (40 CFR § 131.
12),u or the required state analogue, can be particularly valuable.
Antidegradation should be used to avoid the contamination of
"pristine waters" (often the kinds of waters in forested land),
particularly in the area of sediment pollution (the primary
silvicultural water pollutant).u
Moreover, as mentioned previously, forestry activities can
result in water quality standards violations even with the full use
of ficld-lcvcl BMPs. Thcrcforc, states must use their CWA
authority to reduce or preclude logging and road building opera.
tions altogether in specific locations, or to control the timing of
multiple logging operations in a single watcrshcd, where
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nece~ary to emure ~mpli~ ~th ~r q~i~
~en the timing, ~t~n and intemi~ of a particular ha~t
a~ generally ~ptabi~ ~n B~ ~n ~ ~ to pmt~
~ter qualiw.
~e~fo~, ~ter quality s~ ~uld p~ ~ ~.
t~ b~ on which to ~p ~ ~ ~ng- and s~n-te~
plato for s~ific ha~ting pm~ (~th p~tc and f~eral).
State pwgra~ then ~n ~ ~ mealy ~uifing
fieid-I~el ~ntro~, to app~ng tim~fing pw~ on~ when
state water quailW standa~ ~ ~ ~G
BM~, in th~ ~nt~, ~ mo~ than ind~d~l site appli~tiom of particular t~hn~ ~nt~. BM~ i~lude pla~g
a~ management acti~t~ that ~te~ine w~ a~ w~n tim~r ha~ting ~n ~ur, ~ ~il ~ the t~hni~l s~ndar~ to
dete~ine ~ timer h~ting ~11 ~ ~nduct~
planning ~m~nent ~ a ~ pa~ of a~te for~t pr~
prog~.
Unfortunately, the ability of cu~ent state fo~tw p~gra~
to achi~ th~ objecti~ ~ iimit~ ~ budgeta~ ~mtrain~.
~e median budget for state for~t r~ur~ planning in
w~ j~t $8,~.~ Adequate state fo~tw program, therefore,
require signifi~ntly incre~ funding. Such funding ~uld
obtained through ~it f~, ~men~ b~d on the amount
of timer proud to ~ tug or
Review and Enforceme~ i~s. Sin~ indi~dual silvicultural
o~ratiom can have dev~ting water quality impact,
mechan~: is ne~aw by which water quality standar~ ~n
in~r~rated into state for~t practi~ regulatiom in an
enforceable manner. ~ water quality standar~-b~d for~t
practi~ program rcquir~ the t~hnical capacity to r~iew and,
if nc~aW, m~i~ timer habiting pro~a~. ~ effecti~
ins~ction and monitoring pr~ ~ nc~ to dctermi~ if a
plan ~ ~ing followed and ~ avoiding d~irable impac~ on water
quality.
T~m~r plans should ~ r~d by a multi-agen~ team ~th
su~stamivc authority over final decision.~’ Water quality,
and ~l~lif~ and silvicultural ex~r~ all should ~ a part of the
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State officials need to conduct site inspections, cany out
monitoring activities, and if necessary, modify original plans and
BMPs after logging begins)’ Inspections must determine whether
or not the requirements for both the prescriptive BMPs and the
performance standards are being met. Thus, inspections should
be conducted not only by silvicultural experts to determine
compliance with BMPs, but also by biologists and water quality
specialists to monitor the actual effects of logging operations on
the waterbody.
To accomplish this, procedures must be in place to judge the
overall health of the affected waterbody. Monitoring activities
are necessary to understand the actual impacts of BMPs in order
to alter prescriptive requirements, when necessary, and to r.any
out long-range planning and cumulative impact studies. Civil and
administrative penalties, in addition to criminal sanctions, sboukl
be available since state forestry personnel are less likely to be
willing to brand a fellow forester as a criminal than to levy
Case Study: California
California’s forest practice program, generally considered the
most aggressive in the nation,st provides examples of progressive
state forest practices rules and regulations. However, even the
advanced California program has shortcomings in protecting
water quality. California’s Forest Practice Act of 1973 established
the current structure of the state program as applicable to
private and nonfederal land)~ The program is one of the few (if
not the only) in the nation with a stated policy of treating
timber productivity and water quality protection as equal, first
priority goals)~ (That so few states have made water quality
protection a first priority in state forestry program is astonishing
since, as explained in Chapter Two, compliance with water
quality standards is a minimum, mandatory requirement of the
Clean Water Act.)
In reality, however, rules and regulations are issued by the
Board of Forestry (BOF), which is composed of five members of
the general public and four members from the forestry and range
and livestock industry.~ It has been described as "... [leaning]
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S~Ivlcunure, Minln~ end ~ I~
more to the industrial view~ than to the pleadin~z of environmentalists’"~s
The California forest practice program can he de~-n’hed as
consisting of two basic components: 1) an ndminiztrative and
management framework, and 2) substantive for~t practice ru]=s
(BMPs). Both of there components contain interesting models
for state silvicultural programs designed to control poison t, unoft’_
The Board of Forestpj must u31icit the input of the California
Departments of Forestry (CDF) and Fish and Game (DFG) and
the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) when
developing new forest practice rules)* Recently, the BOF has
been negotiating an agreement with the SWRCB to develop the
silvicultural pollution control portion of the State Water Ouality
Management plan?’ Many of the issues discussed below resulted
from the interaction of the CDF (a multi-purpose management
agency) with the SWRCB and the DFC (environmentally
focused, resource protection agencies).
To maintain good professional and technical qualification~ in
the industry, all timber operators must obtain a state timber
operator’s license, which must bc renewed annually. All practieing foresters must meet certain qualifications (including a
minimum level of experience and the successful completion of a
written exam) before they can Ix: registered to practice in the
st.ate."
The timber harvester and owner must file a timber harvesting
plan (THP), to be prepared by a registered professional for~ter.
The plan must be approved by the Department of Forestry
before harvesting activities can begin?* The specific requirements
of the plan arc numerous, but generally must describe:

2
-

f

U

f

~_~

1. the site;
2. activities to be conducted;
3. methods to be used to avoid excessive erosion on sites
near strcams; and
4. provisions to protect unique areas.4*
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These plans must he sent to DFG, the relevant regional water
quality control board (RWQCB) and the county where the land
is located. Interdisciplinary review teams then are assembled to
evaluate environmental impacts and compliance with forest practire rules." CDF personnel act as the review team chairperson,
and have sole authority to approve or deny the plan. If other
team members disagree with approval or denial by the
chairperson, they can file a report of nonconcurrence with the
BOF. The chairperson then must respond to the complaints in
writing although the final decision remains with the BOF
chairperson.~ County Boards of Supervisors, which at their
request and with the approval of CDF can have county-spocific
forest practice rules promulgated by BOF, may request public
hearings to discuss any plan filed for lands within their
boundaries.°
Administrative deadlines arc established for various points in
California’s regulatory process." Under various circumstances,
the program also requires inspections before, during and after
the operation.’~ Any inspector can issue a stop work order if an
operation is found to be (or is about to be) in violation of the
program’s rules and regulations." A violation of the Act can be
treated as a criminal offense, and any necessary costs incurred to
correct violations can be attached as a lien on the property
where the violation occurred.’~
The BMPs included in the California forest practice program
are extensive, and cover the following areas:
1. silvicultural methods;
2. harvesting practices and erosion control;
3. watercourse and lake protection;
4. hazard reduction;
5. fire protection;
6. forcst insect and disease protection; and
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"]. logging roads and landing."
Many of the rules prescribe certain restrictions such as the size
of clear-cut stands in areas with various erosion hazards and re,forestation requirements." Other I~MPs are lera exact and
prescriptive in nature, such as: "the number of [watercourse]
crossings should bc kept to a minimum"; "logging roads and
landings shall be planned and located, when J’ensib/e, to avoid
known unstable soils or known slide-prone areas" (emphasis in
original); "czisting crossings shall be used wherever
(emphasizing original); and "[i|/" those areas are unavoidable,
site-specific measures shall be planned ... by the RPF to
minimize slope instabilily duc to construction.’m
The watercour~ and lake protection me..asures inciudc:
I. a policy statement recognizing the protection of beneficial
uses of water as a consideration equal in importance to the
maintenance and enhancement of timber productivity;,
2. rules regarding the placement and removal of debris in
watcrcourlns;
3. rules regarding the location o/" various roads and trails in
relation to streams;
4. rules regarding the cutting of trees within the watercourse
and lake protection zones;
5. requirements /’or mapping and classifying water bodies
according to their beneficial uses;
6. rules regarding the width of watercourse and lake protection zones based on the classification of the waterbody
and the slope o~" lhe surrounding land as well as
information on the application of other BMPs; and
7. procedures for developing alternative watercourse and lake
protection measures,s’
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One distinctive feature of the water~ou~ and iak~ prolec.
lion rul~s for the Northern Forest District in California is a
performance standard which slales tJmt~
[d]ur~ng timher operatiom, the titular operm~r ~ n~ ~ dis~mr~,
~" Oispose of in su~ a manner as ~o permit to prom into tl~ ~aler o~

In addition, the State of California, through one of it, regional
water quality control boards, has adopted water quality standard~
for turbidity in northern California that are applicable to forestry
activities,s~ These slandards state that "’[t]urbidity shall not be
increased more than twenty percent above naturally occurring
background levels," and that "[t]h~ suspended sediment load and
suspended sediment dLu:harge rate of surface waters shall not be
altered in such a manner as to cause a nuisance or ndver~ly
affect beneficial uses."~
"
Even these relatively specific standards, however, pose
problems in application due to a lack of internal consistency. For
example, the performance standard prohibizs discharges dele.
serious to beneficial uses (and supported by state WQS) while
the prescriptive standard calls for minimum impacts from
watercourse crossings and tractor road~?~
However, the California forest practice program has produced
a number of desirable outcomes. Many Timber Harvest Plans
(THPs) are modified as a result of the review process.~ Preo
harvest inspections, thought to be the most important element
in achieving compliance with the program, are performed by
CDF for 80% of the THPs received,s7 CDF estimates that
approximately 25% more land currently is reforested than would
be expected without the program,~ and CDF personnel believe
that water quality is protected very well by the current system.~
While thc public and private costs of the program are high
relative to the forest practice programs in other states, it is not
thought to havc rcduccd the level of investmcnt by the timber
industry in the state or to have contributed significantly to the
cost of consumer products.*~
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Lessons from the Nation’s Most Stringent Forestry
Program. In spite of, or perhaps because of, the [act tbat
California’s forest practice program is considered among the
mo~t advanced in the nation, many important probletm have
been identified with its forestn/ pollution control provisions,
These problems generally concern the influence of politk:~ in the
state forest practices program, the role of the resource
protection agencies (such as the State Water Remurces Control
Board and the Department of F,~h and Game) in the California
Department of Forestp] (CDF) decisionmaking procer~ and the
enforcement of important program requirements. In this
the problems associated with silvicultural controis are similar to
those in agricultural situations. The problems pertain generally
to: the dominance of agencies traditionally in charge of a landbased resource: a lack of involvement of water quality and
and wildlife officials; and enforcement of existing water quality
protection requirements. The problems described below apply
generally to any state suffering significant water quality impacts
from silviculture.’1
Because of mistrust between industrial and environmental
interests, it has not been possible to develop a state- or regionwide land management plan for nonfederal forests, similar to
those required for National Forests by the National Forest
Management Act." Each THP is normally evaluated individually
without regard to the cumulative impacts of total harvesting
activities within a watershed, and the rules and regulations
include no mechanism to address large.scale geographic
considerations (e.g., which areas in a region are suitable for
particular kinds and levels of harvesting).’~
While the State Water Control Board and CDF currently are
attempting to develop a cumulative impact review capacity,*’ an
ongoing data collection process is needed to determine the eco*
logical conditions in sensitive areas possibly subject to harvesL’~
This is necessary for long-range planning purports and to
provide in-depth, long-term and large.scale information for use
in THP reviews by the multi-disciplinary team." This process
also would assist in setting priorities for timber harvest plan
review and enforcement.
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Officials in California point to the need to improve longrange planning, and propose to develop a computer database to
record the conditions of the natural resources within a given
area and to estimate the impacts of THPs and decisions affecting
the forest.*? The database would include the location and types
of existing and potential beneficial uses, important habitat,
sensitive terrain, timber production and other land uz= locations
and impacts.e*
California’s program also is hampered by the limited authority of the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), the
I)epartment of Fish and Game (DFG), regional water quality
control boards and. local governments to affect the final decisions
regarding the approval of Timber Harvest Plans.e* After the
multi-agency review, these entities effectively are precluded from
any formal process to evaluate and influence the final revisions
made in the Timber Harvest Plan by C~)F, as well as from
formal review of the final approved plan, which ultimately is
controlled by the Board of Forestry.~ pot elTort currently is
underway to give the heads of these agencies the right to appeal
final plans. This would broaden scrutiny of the plans by both the
resource protection agencies and. the public.’~
The performance standards mentioned above, along with the
stated intent of the section of the rules addressing watercourses,
need to be applied onsistemly to the final review and revision
of THPs-not only when violations of specific prescriptive BMPs
have been identified.~z The standards should he implemented
through appropriate water quality or biological parameters, or
beneficial use designations, and extensive data collection and
analysis.~
The use of variances in the California program also has been
criticized. In one evaluation, alternative and "in lieu" practices
allowed nearly 50% of the program standards applicable to
watercourse and lake protection requirements to be altered.~
Such provisions should be used only when the prescriptive
standards are not feasible (but alternative measures will provide
adequate protection) or when the standards will not provide
adCClUale protection.7~ ~-xplanations for alternative actions should
provide enough detail and justification for plan r~viewers to
make an informed decision.~
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Plan developers and reviewers often either do not properly
recognize or do not admit to the potential ~lverse effects that
timber operations may have on off-site henefi¢ial use~,
paniculariy those impacts not explicitly stated in the rules and
regulations.~ This has led to inadequate protection in many
cases.~’ For example, the parts of the THP that address resource
protection issues often are vague and uusupported,s In many
c, as~, information about the impacts of various hart, caring
activities on natural resources is not available to plan developers
and reviewers,m In addition, increased efforts arc needed to
provide guidance, training and other education to private and
public parties involved in the state forestry program,m
California’s program also has had compliance problems duc
to inadequate implementation requirements, poorly worded
regulations and inconsistent enforcement..z Compliance has been
a very significant problem particularly bec.ausc THPs often
contain poorly written, vague and unenforceable provisions and
because program enforcement is not effective,m
Recommendations for improvement include better compliance
monitoring" and cnt’orcemcnt options that include civil and
administrative penalties, not just criminal charges,m
The problems associated with California’s relatively stringent
forest practices program indicate the kinds of issues that states
should consider when developing their own silvicultural
programs. As evidenced by California’s experience, scriotm
management problems (and resulting water quality impacts) can
occur even in states with the most advanced forest practice
programs.

Summary
Although the intensity of timber operations varies radically
among and within state.s, certain components arc needed in any
program designed to ensure that sediment and herbicides do not
damage the beneficial uses or" state waters. Long-range timber
harvest planning is nccdcd to account for both short-term and
cumulative impacts of timbering, as well as to provide a rational
basis for reviewing the adequacy of water quality and otber
resource protection measures. Performance standards should be
used, along with prescriptive BN4Ps, to ensure that comp.!iance
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with water quality standards is incorporated into individual
timbering proposals. In addition to these general program need&
specific recommendations for state prograra~ to control water
pollution from timber operations are given at the end of this
chapter.

Mining Water Pollution Control Programs
Poison runoff can be generated from most of the operation,
characteristic of mining activities, including exploration, devel.
opment, extraction, transport, reclamation, product storage and
waste disposal." Pollution from these activities can result from
a variety of mining settings: active and abandoned; coal and
noncoal: and surface and underground.
Pollution from mining activities includes sediment, metals,
acids, heat, and stream and habitat modifications.~ Surface and
groundwater are affected through suspended and dL~olved solids
that arc transported.to surface waters by direct surface runoff,
and by infiltration and subsurface flow (baseflow).m
At the outsct, it should be clear that many pollutant discharges from mining operations are from pobu sources. Clearly,
thesc includc piped discharges from milling, processing
dewatcring, and other opcrations. But any other contaminated
waters on mining sites that arc discharged to surface water from
discrcte conveyances constitute point source discharges.~ This
includes discharges from impoundments, sumps, channels, ditches
and gullies,w
The implications of this legal distinction are ve~ importanL
Mine operators can be required to control runoff by building
sedimentation ponds, diversion ditches and similar controls. By
diverting as much water as possiblc around active mining areas,
the amount of contaminated runoff can be minimized. Any
contaminatcd water that is colicctcd in control facilities (which
arc regulated as point sources) is more easily subject to
conventional water treatment methods. And any discharge to
surface waters rcquircs an NPDES permit.
In addition to point source controls administered under the
CWA, the Surfacc Mining Control and Reclamation Act of
1977~ provides a system for addressing environmental (including
water quality) problems resuhing from surface and underground
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~al mining on private, statc and f~cral lan~. In many wa~,
~his program (d~ri~d ~low) pro~d~ a ~ful m~el for
programs applicablc to wazcr ~llulion from non~al mining.
~ Burcau of ~nd Managcmcm (BLM) b charg~ under
the Fcdcral ~nd Poli~ and Managcmcnt Act of ~976~ with
regulating thc cnvironmcntal cf~ccts o~ non~al mining~ on lan~
under BLM control. Howcvcr, stat~ arc not ensur~ that such
rcgulazion will rcsult in adcquatc ~ntrol o[ ~n runoff.~
Szatcs should cnsurc that fcdcrai progra~ arc ¢ffcctiv¢ in
~ntrolling ~llution ~rom coal mining on all lands, and non~al
mining on fcdcral lands. Bm statcs also nccd to addr~ water
quality probic~ causcd by non~al mining on state and private
lands, which is no~ govcrncd by any s~cific fcdcral statutc or
program. Whilc somc tcchnical r~carch is availablc rclcvant to
the cnvironmcntal qualily as~cts of mining and minc rcclamazion,~ Zhcrc h~ ~cn littlc anal~is o~ how to managc c~fcctiv¢
~mrols on noncoal mining.
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During the CWA § 208 planning proce~ however, EPA
prepared several manuaLs that. among other thinp, descn’he the
management and programmatic aspects or a m;ning-related
nonpoint source pollution control program.~ The~ do~mmeat~
are mmewhat dated and were never reed by EPA to enforoe
state controh. But they provide a rueful framework for
and structuring mining-related effort~ to control poima runo~~*

A Regulatory Proeeu for Attaining Beneficial Um
Like programs to control other kind~ of poimn runoff, rain.
ing controh (especially thn~e applicable to abandoned or inactive
mines) often may be comtrained by institutional rather
technical barriers." Comnmn characte~tkz of EPA return.
mendations for controlling mining-generated pollution include: a
prominent role for the state water management agency;" tying
general programs and individual control~ to the achievement of
beneficial rues of water;TM and integrating mining nonpoint
source programs with water quality management and pollution
control within the context of a watershed-wide pollution control
plan’m
An initial (and emential) step is to revise water quality
standarch so that beneficial usm of water are protected from all
mine-related pollutants.,*~ Once this task is complete, specLt’~c
programs can be developed to achieve throe -qandard~. The prima~y components of an effective mining-related program are
also described in EPA guidance. These include:
1. a regulatory p.~ocem to identify and require the me of
BMPs to control pollution from all sources (including
agency authority to modify all aspects of the mining
operation with potential water quality impacts);
2. provisions to ensure adequate pollution control during all
post- and inactive-mining period~;m
3. provisions to prevent and control surface and groundwater
pollution, sedimentation, thermal pollution, dust sources
and hydrologic disturbances;
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4. a process to examine new control practices and to require
their prompt adoption when practicable;
5. provisions to designate areas st~h as riparian or other
sensitive areas intimately tied to water quality as unsuitable
for mining operations or for denying permits (including the
right of local zoning actions after other government
pennia have been obtained);TM
6. penalties stringent enough to discourage violations and that
make mine operators responsible for correcting adverse
water quality impact~ (whether willful, negligent or
accidental);
7. as part of the permit approval procodum, a water quality
management process to evaluate individual mining
operations in relation to existing and future murces of
water pollution (both point and diffuse sources); and
8. specific provhion.~ to addre~ the water pollution potential
of roads, sediment basins, and other structures remaining
after the mine-related activity is completed (including
maintenance requirement~).~
In addition to these management needs, an effective bonding
requirement is nece~ary to ensure that sufficient funds are
available to reclaim mine sites in cases where responsible parties
are unwilling or unable to carry out reclamation requirements.
Funds aL~o mu~t be available for the long-term maintenance of
areas associated with the mining operation (such as waste piles)
that have the potential to generate significant water pollution
after normal closure activities.
Abandoned Mine Poll~ion Corrtrol Programa. Abandoned
mine sit~s often can be the most significant contributors of
mining-related pollution. For this reason, an effective program
for abating the po~on runoff from abandoned mines is essential
to meeting water quality goals,a~"
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Sources of pollution from abandoned mines include abandoned surface and underground waste and railings piles, roads,
storage and processing areas, already-polluted aquife~ and
stream and lake sedimenlz. From a purely technical perspective,
these pollution sources are similar to the ones at active mining
sites. Therefore, most of the physical pollution controls at active
mining operations also apply to abandoned mines. An important
initial step in addreming abandoned mines is to ensure that
programs applicable to currently operating mines require
adequate closure and po~t-closure activities so that additional
water quality problems from abandoned sources are avoided.
From an institutional perspective, abandoned mines pot=
many challenges. Eliminating pollution from abandoned mines
may be extremely costly. Where .responsible parties can be identiffed, steps must be taken to force these parties to abate the
ongoing pollution through legal action, if nec~,~ary. Where
responsible parties cannot be identified or cannot abate the
pollution, for example, due to insolvency, a more challenging
problem exists. To address the water quality problems at
orphaned mines requires the establishment of state funding
mechanisms and site reclamation planning procedures. Decisions
must be made as to how site owners, industry or taxpayers will
share abatement costs.’°, Abatement principles and techniques
need to be established, as well as strategies for implementation,m
Individual abatement plans should be developed and
implemented after priorities and schedules have been established
for addressing specific watersheds and specific sites within
watersheds)°* Priority should be based on the levels and types of
both point and nonpoint sources within the watershed, current
and potential water quality, and other factors."° Finally, once
abatement plans are being implemented, monitoring should he
implemented to evaluate resulting water quality improvement.’*1
Ways to address these issues arc suggested by the programs
described below.
SMCRA: A Model for State Mining
Pollution Control Programs
Programs dcsigncd to addrcss minc-rclated pollution could
takc many forms. SMCRA, howcvcr, providcs a gcnct:~l model

I
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for controlling poison runoff in both coal and noncoal mining
situations. Although many of the specific provisions of SMCRA
have been described as unsuited to the control of very large or
very small noncoal mining operatiom,’u the SMCRA framework
for collecting data, reviewing permit application~, establishing
performance standard~ and enforcing program requirement, i~
relevant to mining in general.’u
Water quality is protected under SMCRA through a series of
requirements contained in Title~ IV, V and VI of the ACL ~
requirements address, respectively, reclamation of abandoned
coal mine sites, regulation of active coal mining operations and
prevention of coal mining in sensitive area~,z"
SMCRA prohibits the surface mining of coal without a
permit. To obtain a permit, mine operators mnst develop
detailed plans to control the environmental impact, of the entire
mining operation (pre-mining activities, the actual mining
operation and reclaiming the mined land),au The permit m,,,t
incorporate a number of specific environmental protection
requirements, including measures to protect water quality.*g
Water quality is protected during mining operations through
a complex series of performance standards defined in the
SMCRA legislation and specified in the attendant regulations.
The regulations establish a comprehensive system of control
designed to prevent pollutants generated in the mining proces~
from reaching water sources. Basically, this system provides a
hierarchy of controls ranging from the most to the least
desirable. First, watcr pollution is prevented through the diversion
of surface runoff around potentially contaminated sites such as
active mining areas, roads and coal storage and spoil piles.’17 For
surface runoff that does cross the mining areas, contamination
is minimized by rcquiring stabilization, regrading and reclamation
of the site during the operation as well as after all mining
activity has ceased.I’s Finally, any surface water diverted through
discrete conveyances or that otherwise becomes polluted is
collected and treated so that any resulting discharges do not cause
advcrsc water quality impacts."* In addition to the requirements
SMCRA imposes on active mining operations, the law also
provides for the establishment and maintenance of a fund to
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reclaim abandoned mine sites by, among other things, restoring
the area’s natural vegetative over.m
Many of the environmental protection requirements of
SMCRA refer explicitly to protecting water quality, often
through the use of performance standards. For instance, there
is a requirement that water pollution he prevented during certain
land disturbing activities,u. .All sudace areas, including spoil piles,
must he stabilized and protected to control water pollution."
Permanent water impoundments must he consistent with e~ting
water quality standards.’" Stream hydrology and water quality
must he maintained by controlling acid and to.~ mine
drainage,m Sediment loads must he minimized using "best
technology currently available" and, in any event, he in amounts
below "requirements set by applicable State or Federal law."t=
Many other provisions of SMCIT.A make it clear that compliance
with state water quality goals and objectives is an important part
of the overall program.
Permit applicants and the regulatory authority must provide
notice of the plans to begin mining, and any affected parties
(including individuaz- and state and local agencies) are entitled
to an informal conference to discuss objections to these plans,m
After the regulatory authority has issued a decision regarding
the permit, those affected parties objecting to the decision (or
some part of the decision) can request a formal adjudicatory
hearing leading to a written decision that describes the final
permit conditions,m (An appeals process also is provided.)m
SMCRA also establishes requirements that states must follow
for federally-approved abandoned mine reclamation plans." A
state reclamation plan must identify areas to be reclaimed, the
criteria for establishing priorities among reclamation projects,
legal authority and program structure,u° Water pollution control
is one of the goals of the reclamation program.
A Federal Abandoned Mine Reclamation Fund is established
to disburse moncy to approved state reclamation programs,u~
The fund can be used for a variety of reclamation pu~,
including the purchase of land from uncooperative landowners,m
The fund is financed through fccs charged to active coal mine
operators for each ton of coal mined (a variable rate is provided
for coal extracted from surface and underground mines)."
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In addition, SMCRA pn:wides for the designation of land as
unsuitable for coal mining.TM A penon who may be sdver~ly
affected can petition the state regulatory authorily ’~o have an
area designated as unsuitable for surface coal mining regulations...’"" After a public hearing, a written decision must be
furnished by the state regarding tbe status of the land in question.m A state must designate, lands as unsuitable for all or
certain ty]x:s of coal mining if it determines that ndequate
reclamation of the site is not "technologically or cconomical~
feasible."m Operations that arc incompatible with existing state
or local land use plans or that could significantly damage
"aesthetic values and natural systems" also can be prevented, as
can those that might "result in a substantial loss or rndnction of
long-range productivity of water supply" (including aquifer
recharge areas and land overlying aquifers)." Tbe entire process
that must be in place to designate lands as unsuitable for coal
mining must "be integrated as closely as possible with present
and future land use planning and regulation processes at tbe
federal, state and local levels."u~
Finally, an important component of SMCR.A is its detailed,
structured enforcement program. Most important, performance
bonds must be posled before mining begins to ensure that funds
are available to carry out any reclamation activities specified in
the permit but not carried out by the mine operator?‘° Bonds
are not released until the reclamation covered by the bonds is
performed, and are forfeited for noncompliance. SMC]i.A also
has requirements for inspections and monitoring to determine
compliance with permit conditions,TM substantial penalties for
violations of permit requirements’’~ and citizen enforcement of
the requirements of the SMCR.A program."~
Improving SMCRA Effectiveness. A number of problems.have
bccn identified with both state and federal implementation of
SM(::P~A.’" ]n implementing SMC:R~ itself, and in adapting
SNI(:::]~A principles [o noncoal mining, state and local water
quality ofl]cials should correct these problems.
Water quality protection under SM(::P~ (and SMCR.A-based
programs applicable to noncoaJ mining) depends on strict compli.
ancc with various standards and requirements designed to control
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runoff ---

and leaching.I~ Unfortunately, compliance and
enforcement activities under SMCRA hav~ been inadequate,TM
Poor enforcement can affect compliance with performance
standards, specific control techniques and data collection.’~ The
siz~ and complexity of the operation and the political influence
of mining interests both can contribute to lax enforceme.nL"
The permitting p~ and the d~ignation of areas as
unsuitable for mining also are sensitiv~ to political influ=nce.
Because state SMCRA programs cannot he approv=d unless
they meet the minimum requirements r~t by federal law, there
is little substantive difference in the rel~vant statutes and
regulations in most states, Where there is a difference, it is
usually in the number of positions and person-hours, and the
level of funding devoted to carrying out a given task-such as
permit reviews, site inspections and enforcement proceedings.~
Since no two states have the same management requirements in
these areas, each must asse~ its own ne~L~ and ensure that
adequate resourc~ ~ire provided.
In the noncoal mining area, however, there is a wide difference in the stringency with which environmental amenities are
protected at both the state and local levcb)~ While there is no
current and comprehensive inventory, there seems generally to
be a lack of programs that can serve as models for effective control of particular types of noncoal mining activities,ul One exception is the program recently established in Wisconsin to control
metallic mining and mine reclamation impacts.
Wisconsin Statutes Controlling
Metallic Minerals Mining
Like SMCRA, Wisconsin’s program controls environmental
impacts through permitting, data collection, operations, financial
rc.~ponsibility and reclamation,m In fact, many aspects of
Wisconsin’s metallic minerals program go beyond those imposed
undcr SMCRA. All metallic mineral mining is subjcct to the
program,m Notification of intent to collect data (for purposes
of obtaining a permit to minc) must be submittcd to the
Department of Natural Rcsourccs (DNR) along with background
information including a preliminary projcct description and a
future data collection quality assurancc program.~4

!
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Alter the notice is submitted to DNR, a public hearing mnst
be held to solicit comments (including those of the affected
community) concerning potential environmental impacts, data
2
collection needs, necessary pollution controls, and other factors,m
After the hearing. DNR must inform the potential applicant of
the specific data collection requiremen~ (including methodology,
type and amount of information and quality assurance measures)
needed for submission of a formal permit application and
environmental impact report, if required,u~
Affected localities and the general public must have an
opportunity to be present at a public hearing on the permit
application (held by DNR), and must be provided with copie~ of
the completed application.~, A fee of $10,000 is charged to
cover the cost of evaluating the application,m
As under SMCRA, a mining plan must be included in the
application. The plan must detail the techniques for erosion
.~
prevention and drainage control (including a water management
plan showing source, flow paths and rates, storage volumes and
~
release points) as well as other water collection, treatment and
discharge plans." Minimum standards must be met to ensure
~
that surface and groundwater is not contaminated through
improper grading, backfilling and stabilization of the excavation,
~
or inadcquate diversion and drainage of water,m
The DNR must deny the mining permit if the operation
U
would not comply with applicable ground and surface water laws
and rules (including local zoning ordinances).*** DNR also must
deny permits if the site is deemed unsuitable for surface
8
mining.~
Special requirements exist for the protection of wetlands.
Generally, the site chosen for mining must constitute the alternative that causes the least overall adverse environmental impact
8
and preferably avoids the use of any wetlands (but in any case
minimizes their use).’~ Location criteria are used to keep mining
operations out of floodplains, wetlands and areas that would
result in violations of federal and state law.s’’ Operations must
be at least 1,000 fcct from lakes and ponds and 300 feet from
rivers and streams)’~
reclaimed
and monitored
to prcvcnt
pollution
of will
ground
I ....
A reclamation
plan. describing
how the
mine site
be ~nd
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surface waters, also is required.~ Once a permit is i~und (but
before the mining operation hegira) the mine operator m,,,t file
with DNR a bond or other tecurity equal in amount to the co~ts
of fulfilling the reclamation plaitm
Monitoring, inspection and enforcengnt provisions require th~
mine operator to assess environmental impacts and allow DNR
to make unannounced state inspectionsm and to issue stop work
orders.~ DNR must review the mining and reclamation plans
annually and require a resubmission of the mining permit as
necessary to reflect changing environmental conditions or
knowledge concerning the adequacy of the original plan~t~s
Other state regulations call for the development and implementation of plans to dispos~ of mining waste,tn Waste disposal
sites must be "located, designed, constructed and operated in
such a manner so as to ... [c]omply with water quality staa.
dards.’’a
~,..As with mining and reclamation, waste disposal sites require
an operating license approved by DNR.tn Significant data
collection activities are required when preparing an application
for a license.’" A detailed feasibility report and plan of
operations must be prepared before a waste site can he
operated.’~ Consideration of local and regional land use and
zoning issues is a part of this process,t~
A set of groundwater standards governs the requirements for
containing any harmful quantities of contaminated water on the
waste site. ]:or substances that do not have specific standards,
the site cannot have a "substantial deleterious impact on a
current beneficial use or on a significant future beneficial use.
The regulations also provide for extensive and specific site
planning and facility design and operation requirements.t= Like
the regulations for mining and reclamation, requirements for
waste sites provide for inspections, monitoring, and financial
responsibility,t~ ]n addition, a waste management fund is
established, through fees on each ton of mining waste deposited
in an approved site, to provide funds for the long term maintenance of approved sites.~
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Summary
Mining is an intensive land u~e with the potential to create
severe advene water quality impacts. In fact, in rome state~ with
a histo~ of widespread mining activities, such as Montana and
Pennsylvania, mining-related pollution i~ among the major caurz~
of water quality degradation in the stat¢~m Unlike pollution from
agricultural, urban or si~cultural sources, pollution from mining
stems from relatively few individual murc~. Tberefor~ water
quality impacu from mining can be localized but v~ry gevere.
However, in rome ways the localized nature of mining opera.
tions makes them easier to control than more dispem:d rource~,
and programs are available to addres~ poiron runoff from minea.
An essential component of an effective program is the political
willingness to enforce water quality protection measures by
ensuring that nece~ary human and financial resources are available and that available controb are implemented. The basic
elements of an effective program to control poison runoff from
mining activities are summarized at the conclusion of the
chapter.
Rangeland Pollution Control Programs
Pollution from livestock grazing in rangelands is a major
problem primarily in western states.’" However, protecting water
quality by limiting damage to riparian areas due to direct contact
by livestock also is an important consideration in managing
pasturelands’~’ in eastern states. Of course, eastern and western
livestock and grazing control programs may differ substantially.
Livestock grazing can affect water quality in a number of
ways. Overgrazing can compact soils, decreasing water infiltration, thereby reducing streamflow during certain periods of the
year?s~ Livestock grazing can increase runoff and erosion at
other times so as to elevate sediment Ioadings and flood
damage?" Grazing too close to the stream can destroy important
riparian vegetation (thereby causing water temperature increases
and unstable streambanks and flow volumes) and can introduce
fecal bacteria, nutrients and sediments directly into the
waterbody, s"
Especially in the west, a large amount of grazing occurs on
federal lands. But nonfederal entities (state, local and private)
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~ the majofi~ or the ran~cJand in the Unit~ Stat~.~
rote, it ~ implant to ~urc ad~uatc ran~]and
Jndc~ndcm or land o~c~hip. Stat~ a~ m~t ~rdinatc the
implementation of thee ~ntrols. Within a given wate~h~,
~ntrols should ~ applied to a sufficient humor of o~e~ in
a timely manner m that any ~tential ~nefia gain~ ~ g~
management in one owne~hip cl~ are not negat~ ~ ~r
management or delayed implementation in another.
~ discu~ed in Chapter ~ree, the b~ic ~ntro~ ne~ in
a ~llution control program for un~nfined liv~t~k grating (in
either rangeland or p~turcland ~ttin~) are fairly e~y to
categori~ and unde~tand generally. ~e include: the ~ of
effective erosion ~ntrols: ~ntrolling liv~t~k demiti~ in
particular are~; limiting ac~ to riparian are~ and strea~;
disusing liv~t~k faciliti~~ to rcdu~ manure a~umulalion,
~il compaction, and other effect, and maintaining g~ forage
and ground ~ver. Ensuring that such me~ur~ are taken and
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that streams are protected or improved to the point of achieving
compliance with state water quality standards is complex and
challenging.

1
2

Effective Programs for Control of
Grazing-Related Water Pollution
Managing poison runoff from rangelands involves the appli.
cation and coordination of controls on both public and private
lands,m~ Current federal rangeland management practic¢~ do not
ensure adequate water quality protection."* Moreover, the use
of public versus private rangelands is so interrelated that
enhancing or degrading one can cause similar effects on the
other.I’t Along with state and federal involvement, it is also
important that localities and private individuals participate in the
development and implementation of rangeland progranm.m
Federal rangcland must be managed for multiple uses, including not only economic uses such as grazing, but resource
enhancement uses such as watcrshed and natural habitat protection.’*" This is not necessarily the case for private lands.
However, the application of state water quality standards to
waters running through both public’~ and private rangeland,*~
means that, at the very least, nonfederal rangeland must be
managed for water quality protection in addition to any other
Rangeland management needs to address both riparian and
upland areas in order to protect water quality.’*’ Water quality
protection and restoration efforts must go beyond the stream
and riparian area and take into account the carrying capacity"
of particular range areas?" State officials need to assure that
plans are developed and implemented to control the timing,
location and intcnsity of grazing in a manner that is compatible
with water quality protection objectives,m0 Structural controls,
such as fencing, dams and channel modifications, should not
replace sound rangeland management designed to prevent
impacts to water quality and riparian habitat,z°l Such structural
controls should only be used to supplcmcnt sound management
in areas where past practicc~ have causcd acute problems and
where habitat re3toro,,ion is required.
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~Vhile controls applied in particular rangcland settingz may
differ according to the owner and the ownership class, the
general methods for maintaining range productivity and
protecting stream quality are more or less univcmal. Broadly
speaking, range improvements and land treatments are a primary
method of improving range productivity and associated water
quality by ensuring that the camfing capacity or" the land is not
exceeded by grazing activities. Their purpose is "to make the
range more productive or to restore it to son~ real or imagined
ecological state that has occurred in the pasL’" Although land
treatments encompass methods that work both with and against
the natural pr(x, esses of the rangeland ecosystem, those methods
that complement the ecosystem are most likely to contribute zo
the attainment of multiple use goals that include water quality
protection."
Depending
the specific
purpose o/" managing
the
rangcland,
landon
treatments
and improvements
can include
a
variety of activities. The activities can be characterized as:
adjusting animal numbers; controlling animal use; and reseeding
and rehabilitation.~4 The first two olr these can he characterized
more as management prescriptions while the second two involve
more mechanical approaches. Controlling animal numbers and
their use of the range can be accomplished through a variety of
methods ranging from the simple (herding, placement of salt,
development of new water holes, etc.) to the complex (limiting
animal densities in particular pastures and areas, rotating the
use of fields by season or intensity of use).z~
Some of the more complex approaches, called planned grazing
systems, divide the rangclands into similar units which are then
rotated, deferred and retired in somc combination based on an
undcrstanding of the unique soils, vegetation and ecology of the
site-~ Productivity also can be enhanced through the control of
plants that have artificially displaced those that could improve
forage in desired grazing areas,z0~ Preferably, grazing areas should
be managed for diverse, native plant species. Around the riparian
area itself, fences, planned crossings and other structural
mcasures can be used to supplemcm broader management
prescriptions, especially in areas with severely degraded st.r_eam
habitats.~
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Land Use Planning for Pollution Control In the Rangeland
Setting. AJl of the management needs mentioned above indicate
that control programs for rangeland, as for other murc~ of
poison runoff, require sound land use planning,~ Marc
specifically, the mix of federal, state and private lands and
objectives tends to require a coordinated "resourc~ management"
approach among all governmental levels and interested panics
similar to that described for silvicultural and mining programs.~’
Rangcland controls in indivld.al areas should be developed
based on an exlensivc land use and water quality inventor/and
with the direct involvement of an interdisciplinany re~ouree
management team.=" As with all other source categories, the
establishment of water quality standards appropriate to range
environments is a necessary first step in assessing problems and
carnying out water quality protection measures.=u
¯ ~ classification scheme for ranking the existing and potential
quality of riparian areas also is needed to set priorities for the
impIcmcntation of controls and to select the appropriate
BMPs.z~ This scheme should take into account the impacts on
water quality of other activities in the surrounding watershed.
In order to determine range management (including water
quality protection) controls, it probably w~ll be necessary to
evaluate each grazing area with similar flora, soils, cam/ing
capacity, and other/’actors/’or the specific needs in that region,z"
Controls on private lands are likely to differ from those on
public lands because of the multiple use planning requirements
for federal
lands,
although
regulation
needed public
to
ensure
that
private
landstate
managers
domay
not bc
damage
resources,z" For example, the use of differential grazing feeszi7
for upland and riparian areas could be useful on public
rangclands but can not readily bc applied to private lands.
Nevertheless, water quality improvement on nonfederal lands
requires grazing management programs similar to those needed
on /’ederal lands. The ]~ureau at" Land Management (BLIM) is
responsible for the management of the majority of the 2.S0
million acres o1"/’ederally-owned rangeland.Z,s
agency’s
regional
stale
also prepare
individual
~’’ thepemjits
]. addition
to theand
land
useo~’/’~ccs
plans required
o~" BLM,
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and management plans that apply to particular rangcland areas
(divided into 31,000 grazing allotments averaging 8,500
Permits specify the conditions (based on local or regional
rangcland conditions) under which individual users of the public
rangeland can graze cattle and sheep (e.g., number and type of
livestock, time and duration of use)."* Management Plans that
describe how grazing will be conducted in order to meet
sustained yield and multiple use goah and special conditions
established to improve rangcland conditiop.s are prepared on
many allotments."
The BLM also prepares Allotment Management Plans
(AMPs) to manage individual rangeland areas on federal land~m
These plans apparently have not sufl’Ked to protect water quality
on BLM lands." However, if implemented with increased focus
on water quality, AMPs could furnish a useful framework for
water quality planning and riparian protection in state and
private rangeland settings. These plans consist of the following:
1. an analysis of the present resource value and uses,
including problems and conflicts;
2. objective~ to be achieved which are specific and
quantitative and which rcu31ve or mitigate resource
problems and conflicts;
3. a grazing system which will achieve these objoctives;
4. range improvements to implement the grazing plan; and
5. monitoring and evaluation activities to determine whether
or not objectives are being met.z=
Under the leadership of state water quality and rangeland experts, comprehensive water quality and riparian enhancement
plans could be established in partncrship with private land
owners and with assistance from USDA, BLM, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife, and other federal agencies.
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A Dearth of Model State
Rangeland Management Programs
Unlike programs to control other types of poison runoff,

2

NRD~ failed to identify existing state activities that dernonstntte
innovative control of grazing-related pollution on nonfedera!
rangelands. Current efforts seem to focus on management

activities on federal land, and many states have developed
Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) providing for the management of public
rangeland to protect water quality.
For example, Oregon (considered by many to be a leader in
rangeland management) negotiated an MOU with BLM in 1978
that would allow the state Department of Environmental Quality
to submit lists of priority waterbodies for special attention by
BLM officials developing rangeland management plans,a’
However, the MOU is considered outdated and is being
renegotiated.=’
The BLM also is working with Oregon and Washington State
resource management agencies on the development of a riparian
enhancement plan to improve over 650 miles of riparian areas
located on public lands through the development of site-specific
riparian area improvement programs.z- One of the goals of the
plan is to "improve water quality to meet or exceed state water
quality standards.’’~,
Special treatments in riparian zones will be implemented
along with controls applicable to upland areas,z~* The joint
federal, state and local program will involve extensive data
collection and monitoring to allow priority areas to be addressed
ahead of othcrs and to ensure that desired changes in water
quality are achieved.
Oregon has established a cooperative network of state and
federal agencies to assist in voluntary efforts by land owners to
develop general grazing management plans.’" However, overall
little, if any, action is being taken systematically to address
pollution from grazing on nonfederal lands in Oregon.~
Apparently. this could change with the development of the
state’s Nonpoint Source Management Program under CWA §
319.~)

~’~
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Summary
A lack of existing programs does not mean solutions to rangeland water pollution are not possible. And if solutions are
available, political willingness to implement controls may be a
more crucial issue,a’ Using the resource management concepts
that have been developed (if not put into practice) in federal
grazing programs, state and local olI’~als could take into account
site specific factors and could develop the controls needed to
improve upland range conditions, riparian areas and, ultimately,
the quality of state waters. Recognizing that such controls would
apply to private, and not public lands, states would have to be
careful to limit management prescriptions to those needed to
achieve the water quality goats required under the CWA. In
addition, states also need to ensure adequate oversight of BLM
and USFS rangeland management activities since there is no
assurance that federal officials will focus their planning efforts
on the achievement of state water quality goals. SpeciEu:
recommendations for controlling the water pollution caused by
grazing are provided below.

Conclusions and Recommendations
This chapter addresses some of the requirements for controlling three types of poison runoff. Many characteristics are
common to each type of pollution and, in many cases, each type
of management program. The variety of factors affecting the
problem of poison runoff in these three settings dictates that
emphasis move away from a strict dependence on BMPs to
address water quality issues, and towards the use of sophisticated
resource management and land use plans. Interspersed land
ownership patterns make close coordination of many federal,
state and local control programs essential in order to addret~
all significant problems and prevent controls used by one ownership class from bcing wasted because of inaction by another.
As with all types of poison runoff controls, a strong link must
bc forged between programs and water quality standards in order
to provide a rationale by which states can gauge program
performance. The following recommendations are provided to
control the poison runoff associated with three important.source
categories - silviculture, mining and grazing.

!
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SIIvicu~ural C~~
1. A cl~r identifiable ~oman~ s~nda~ b~ on
~mplian~ ~th state ~tcr quali~ standa~, should ~
~tabi~h~ and enfor~ (through the ~t~n p~).
~e ~rfoman~ s~nda~ shouM supplement min~um
t~hnolo~-b~ s~nda~
a. ~ rel~ant water q~li~ s~ should incl~=,
addition to s~ific numc~c ~a, an antidc~adat~n
~li~ and =nfo~ablc ~lic~ and gu~l~ for
prot~ting ~neficial ~, ~h ~d ~dlifc habi~t
b. ~mplian~ ~th water quali~ sm~a~ should
~ur~ not only through p~ri~ o~rat~l
practi~, but by ~ntro]ling the l~tion, timing and
intensity of ha~t, road building, and other o~ratiom.
~cre n~a~ to ~ure ~mplian~ ~ water
quality standard, timer ha~t~g should
2. A long-te~ planning effo. should ~ initiat~ to cimi~
and ~timate the ~nditiom of natural r~ur~ and
~iat~ for~t~ impact. It should ~ ~ed to
cumulative impac~ and pr~ent water quali~ impac~ on
~m, itive land arc~ and on pr~tin¢, or othc~ highly
valuable, water r~ur~.
a. Ware.heal management plato offer the m~t eff~tive
way to ~ntroi the long te~ ~ of sii~cultural
~llution and should ~ d~lo~ by rcgulato~
agcnci~ and ind~t~ ~ that entire hydrologic are~
can ~ ~idcrcd (including the habitat and water
quality ~c~ of the entire area).
b. S~atc for~t~ and water quality o~cia~ should
r~uirc tha~ federal pla~ for National For~
conform to the water quality proration n~ of
the state.
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3. A set of guidelines for preparing individual timber harvest
proposals should be developed and cnforc~ to ensure
that maps, descriptions, explanations, justif’r~ations and
other information are adequate to allow the plan to be
reviewed from the standpoint of environmental protection;
plans should include, at a minimum, descriptions of the:
L site;
b. proposed activities;
c. means of mmpliance with all design and performanee
standards; and
d. special area protections.

i
:
¢

4. Silvicultural operations should be regulated by
multidisciplinary teams, including specialbts in silviculture,
water quality, and f~sh and wildlife. The inlet,
responsibilities and authorities of each party in the timber
proposal review proc~ should be clear and should
include:
a. specific decisionmaking roles and responsibilities based
on expertise, and a formal process for negotiating and
appealing disagreements that arise in the timber plan
review process; and
b. adequate funding, staffing and training for each agency
involved, and consistent agency procedures in different
regions of the state to disperse and collect data and
re, lye conflicts more easily. Funding should be
ensured through permit fees or timber harvest
assessments.
5. After forest plans are approved, adequate inspection and
enforcement are necessary to ensure compliance.
Enforcement and inspection requirements include the
following:
a. adequate personnel;
b. administrative, civil, and criminal penalties and stop
work orders;
c. frcqucnt, unannounced inspections;
d. involvement of multiple agencies in the inspection
process;
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e. agencies represented in the multi~gency review team
periodically must monitor implementation of timber
plans and specific BMPs, to ensure that inspection
procedures protect relevant resources adequately;,
f. before a timber operation begins, the responsible
private forester must meet with the timber operator at
the site to discuss the timber plan; the timber operator
should then verify, in writing, that he understands the
plan and agrees to follow its provisions; and
g. timber operators must be required to perform in-house
monitoring and supervision to ensure that protection
measures are followed and data from this process can
be retrieved by forestry personnel for use in planning
and feedback activities.
Minln9 Control~.

.

~
,
,
i
:

6. Pollution controls should address all sources of mining
runoff, including active and abandoned coal and noncoal
mines, both above and below the ground.
7. The state water quality protection authority should
participate in the development, implementation and
enforcement of mining controls.
8. To the extent possible, the control hierarchy established in
SMCRA should be used to address all mining-related
pollution by requiring mine operators to:
a. prevent contamination by diverting as much surface
water as possible around active operations;
b. minimize contamination of surface water that traverses
active operations through contemporaneous stabilization
and reclamation;
c. collect and treat any contaminated water; and
d. stabilize and reclaim all areas after mining ends.
9. In addition to specific dcsign and operation standards,
mining permit approval should be conditioned on
compliance with water quality standards, after
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consideration

of

both point and diffuse discharges from

the operation. The location, timing, and intensity of mining
should be controlled where necessmy to achieve this goal
10. Sites should bc designated as unsuitabl~ for mining where
water quality standards or other minimum environmental
requiremcnt~ cannot be met.
11. Permit requirements and other program requirements
should be enforced through:
a. regular, detailed inspections, including unannounced
inspections;
b. compliance orders where violations are found;
c. stop work orders, fines, and other enforcement actions
where needed to achieve compliance; and
d. performance bonds of .adequate size to ensure proper
reclamation, with bond release withheld until adequate,
permanent stabilization and reclamation is completed.
12. An abandoned mine reclamation fund and program should
be established.
a. Where responsible parties are known (and are solvent),
legal action should be take to require cleanup;
b. Where responsible panics are unknown or are
insolvent, cleanup of abandoned mines should be
funded through permit assessments and tonnage fees
from active mines;
c. An abandoned mine fund should be used to reclaim
mines in order of environmental priority, based on
water quality, public safety and other factors.
13. Since state officials cannot assume that the control of
mining on federal lands by the BLM and USFS will lead
to compliance with state water standards, necessary state
controls on federal lands should be achieved through the
development and enforcement of detailed management
agreements or other enforceable methods.
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Grazing Controle.
14. Programs to protect water quality in rangeland settings
should take place in the context of a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary resource management plan that integrates
controls on both federal and nonfederal lands.
a. State water quality officials should carefully review
federal grazing permits and management plans for
individual watersheds to ensure that adequate measures
are being taken to maintain or improve water quality
on federal rangeland.
15. Within this overall plan, subplans should be prepared and
coordinated to achieve water quality standards within
individual watersheds.

16. Management plans for grazing lands should protect water
quality and overall habitat and productivity by:.
a. controlling livestock densities;
b. controlling livestock location, especially access to
riparian areas and water bodies; and
c. ensuring adequate forage and ground cover, with
diverse, native plant species wherever pessible.
17. Structural and instream controls, such as fencing¯ and
controlled stream crossings, should be used for addressing
acute water quality problems, but preference should be
given to sound land use and management requirements.
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within indh~;lual w’at©~ as ~ of ¯ oomprehcm~e wales’ quasty
management plan. Muc~ of the dmmsagm provided below was ~aned from
final EPA guidance document for mining pedut~on oontrol dcv~lop~ in the kite
1970s. ~ ge~,~y U.S. EPA, 1977, supra mxe 86.
99. EPA calls for ¯ regulatory proge~ ~ either qx~cifies, or ~, effegt~e in
gtentif~ng BMPs appmphat© to ea~ wine-related [NPS|" ~nd U~t msur~
the BMPs "are. m fact. utilized and that water quality gosh ~ ~:bJe~d and
~,ef~al ,ses protected ... State WOM {water q,ality management]
_ are re~t~e for seeing to it that amtml t~tcw.s for cunent mmecelated
~our~s are de~eloped and imp~=mented whk:h are tufi’ggntly et/ecti~ on-theground to achgve water quality goals and to protect de~gnated benefgial ~ater
uses." id. at 3-1..Agencgs other than the water quaMy management a~eney
voived in ~ioping or implementing NPS controls sh(x~ld be r~ to the
rgnd to ~ ~ny estat~Uhed peli,,tinn kagl redu~aiom and to prtxect
de, snared ~nefgia~ water uses. Id ~t $-2.
100. L~ke ot~r kinds of poison runo(r ontrol program], those pc]mining to
mining.related NPS pollution control mould at]am and maintain water quality
goals and beneficial us~ of water. EPA recommends that state water quality
management igenczes be re~u~nsible "for teeing to it that ontrol systems for
current mine-relaled sources are ~loped and implemented which
suffggntly efrect~ _ to protect designated l~neficial water as~." Id. it :3-I.
101. Id. at 3-15.3-17. ,As with ~tber typ~ of runoff" management progran~
wat©r quality bencfil.s.
102. Id. at 2.5.2-6. EPA guidance uates that "It]be standards zlx)uld take into
a~ount uream biology and sens, t~ty of aquatic litr¢, benthic depodt ]tampon
and r~,usp=n.~on impacts, and additw= or syn=rgistic and cumulativ= poilul~ot
impacts, as well as locally critical l~ign flow onditkxu,." Id.
103. Runoff should be ontrolled from all kinds of abandoned mines, not just
coal; and from deep mines as well as from ~urfa~e operations.
104. A fully efl’ectrve program should include the land use c~ntroLs that can
prevent pouon runoff when po, nt and nonpoint technology.based controls ate
inadequate. These ~ontrols include: a general prohibition on operations in
sensltwe areas; de.~gnation of areas as fully, partially or condi,onally unsuitabi~
for spe~/’K: activntes; pcrmit dental procedures for individual mining operations;
and local z~x~ing requircments, U.S. EPA, 19"/7, supra note 86, at :3-]2, 3-13.
Using land use planning to initiate and guide the development of mining
pollution cx~Itro] programs Is a prominent lheme in an important National
Researclz Council p~,izcation on the relevance or SMCR.A to noncoal mining
operations. See National Re.search Council, S~f~ce M~n6zg o[
M~ero~, Washington, IN::, 1979.
]05. U.5. EPA, 19"/7, supra note 86, at :3-6 - :3-8 (paraphrased).
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133. SM~ I ~ ~ u~ t t~
!~. SM~ J 5~ ~ UJ.~ I I~
U~.~ J 1~1.

137. SM~ ~ S~aX2~ ~ U~.~
~9. SM~ j 5~aXS~ ~ U~ J I~aXS~

~. sM~ j ~ ~ u~.~ j i~.
141. SMG~ J 517; ~ U~ J 1~7.
142 SMC~ J 51~ ~ U~ J I~
143. SMC~ J S~ ~ U~ J I~
!~. ~e, e.~., U~. O~ ~ T~ ~nt,
P~mg ~ Rec~ W~in~m,
~nting Off~, ~e M~ Inf~
R~g ~ West: ~ C~ !~
~, INFORM, I~., I~ Dunbp,
"Effc~ of t~ Surf~ Mining ~t~
145. See Dunbp ~ L~, 1~, ~ ~e !~, at 557.

~nling Off~, S~e Mining: Ime~

147. Dun~p ana L~, I~, ~a ~te 1~,
113; see ~r~ J~ a~ Hilde~andt, 1~, ~ ~e i~.
1~. Dun~ a~ L~, 1~, ~ ~e I~, at 553-554; L~ 1~,
~e 113.
149. L~, I~, ~ ~e IIZ
150. See Natal R~ ~, 19~, ~ ~e i~,
at 16~167.
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151. U.S. EPA, Re’part ~o ~’om~e~: Nompohut ~ Po~udom

~ J 13~O7(4~eXI) (1~

1~. ~ ~mi~ ~ 13~18 N~ (1~

I~chm~ thcref~ ~ll r~utt in a ~t~ of ~ ~ ~ ~

applJ~tJ~ range fr~ 51,5~,5~ (r~ ~n take ~ ~ often
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204. ld. at 140~.
208. id. at 140~-!41Z
206. ld. at 1406-1407.
207. id. m 14~9.
206. EPA Grm~ ~_,uida~t 1979, mgva note Ig2, as I&
209. ld. at &5.~8; Federal ~ Policy and Managemeat A~ of 1976, § 102,
| 202; 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701, It 1712.
210. F-.PA Gea~ ~ndda~or, 1979, .m/va note 192, at 96.
211. id. at 4&49,
212. ld. at 58.59. In rangeland settings, important mandates are ~dimem
turbiatty, fecal otil’enn tmcteria, and ameh~ ~ as well m tmto~ical
habitat memur~.
213. Id. m 48.49.
215. ld; ~ 1984, ma/va note 189, at
216. See Box, 198~, ~ note 189, at 1398; Faitfaz, 1984, ~ note 191,
170~.
217. Grazing fees, usually based on units called "animal unit moeths" or AUMs,
are axargnd to these using public rangetands to feed cattle. See gemera/~ The
Taylo~ Grazing Act, U.S.C. §315 et ~eq. Riparian areas are inclu~d in the
allotment of AUMs, and since they are mote pm0uctive titan upland areas
tend to be grazed mote heaWly. Some have comiOered the putsibllily of
structuring grazing fee systems so that they take into account how well riparian
areas are being managed. Elmorc and ikschta, 1987, .ng~a note 184, at 262.
Beyon~ the need to use differential fees, it is also important that the
abso~ae grazing fees charged by BLM and USDA reflect the market price of
tbe semces provided by public rangeland as well as any hidden lots
w~th, among other things, land and resource Oegra~atio~. The lees charged in
the past have been tar below I’air market value and have not oovered even the
aclministrat~ve costs for the grazing p~ogram. Report of the House Committee
on C,~vernmcnt Opcratio,~s Together w~th Addiliortal and Dissenting Views,
Federal Grazing Program. All is Not We~! on Ose Range, H.R. DoC. No. 593,
99~h Cong., 20 Sess. 5-10, 36-38 (1986). Such subsidies, like those provkled to
private agricultural and forestry interests, not only generate private profits at
pubhc ex]~ense but also ontribute indirectly to the 0egra0atio~ of the strcam~
rivers and other water resources associated with the range. Id. at 26.27, 36.38.
Not only do artificsally low grazing lees encourage overgrazmg ee public
lank (the mca~ pe3minent f~m of mismanagement); tlx-y also reduce the funds
avaslablc foe range smprovements, including the restorat,o~ of nparmn areas. See
generally Wal~, Johanna and David A/berswcrth, OarAiiiag Public Romgeland~:
Cond~ion Repo~. 1985, National Wildlife Fe.~crat~3e and Natural Resources
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Chapter Six

2
Informa.tion
Collecbon
and Use
Introduction
As describcd below, properly collecting and evaluating data i~
one of the biggest challenges that officiaLs and citizens concerned
with controlling poison runoff must face. Many control programs
today lack an adequate capacity to collcct and use data. Without
adequate data managcmcnt capabilities, programs can suffer from
a host of fundamental problcms, including: inaccurate problem
assessments and load reduction targets; poor priority-setting that
wastes limited rcsources; false claims of victory over pollution
problcms; and rcluctancc to use much-needed mandatory control
programs.
Fundamentals of Poison Runoff Data Collection
Many states lack baselinc information concerning the current
impacts of poison runoff on water quality and the degree to
which thcsc impacts could bc rcduced.’ But estimating the
potcmial water quality impacts of a program to rcducc poison
runoff in a givcn watcrshcd is important to program success,z
Adequate data collcction and analysis is csscntial to dctcrmine:
1. cxisting program cffcctivcness;
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2. ne.eded prod’am modifications; ~nd
3. potential program options.
In addition, ~stimat~s are needed of the pollutant load
reductions required to r~tore benef’u:ial water us~ within each
watet~hed.~
This chapter discusses the collection and utilization of data,
with a focus on the use of information gained from monitoring
and modelling water quality, land use and socio-economic factor~
,~dthough limitations in the quality and usefuln~s of information
today severely affect the succe~ of many management
progress in this area is being made. The recent development~
and research added in thi~ chapter, ~ w~li ~ the
descriptions of actual program~ with good data management
activities, will help to ilinstrate how improvement~ in this critical
area are p(~ible.
Data Need Not t)e Perfect In Order to be IJsed Effe~vely.
In the past, some states have justified their reluctance to use
mandatory control programs by pointing to a lack of precise data
about causc-and.~ffect relationships in poison runoff (both the
relationship of land use to water quality, and the relationship of
BN4Ps to improvements in water quality).’ According to this
reasoning, regulatory programs are unfair and unjustified since
proving the need for mandatory controls on each individual
polluter is ncce.~ary but not feasible.
But a lack of utter precision in data collection and analysis is
not a valid reason to limit program options to the purely
voluntary. Data collection and analysis activiti~ have been used
repeatedly to establish, implement, and enforce progressive, often
regulatory programs,~ even when they did not generate absolutely
certain results.
The stringency of controls need not be slavishly dependent on
absolute numerical certainty concerning individual nonpoint
sources. Once basic water quality impact information has been
collected, control programs often can begin to b¢ implemented.
To bc sure, additional monitoring and modelling information can
and .~hould e~lho~ce the control of poison runoff by .leading to

!
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the development of new approaches; improving the targeting of
programs; and providing feedback on potential and actual
program effectiveness. But waiting for al~olute certainty can
lead to permanent paraly~i~.
As can be seen from many other environmental management
activities, such as land use controls, air quality regulation, and
hazardous waste facility siting, precise quantification of program
impacts from individual polluten is not alway~ a precondition for
choosing particular approaches to controlling environmentally
harmful activities. Most of the programs described throughout
this study are based on reasonable, and reasonably-well
documented, approximations of water quality impac~J bau~l on
land use and hydrologic modelling, on surrogates for water
pollution such as erosion and other land-based measures, or on
general knowledge of the risks posed by a particular activity.
A narrow view of the purpose of data collection activitie~
sometimes is based on the assumption that the only alternative
to a voluntary program is a discharge permit program similar to
the water quality-based NPDES program under the CWA. Under
such a program, the runoff (and, theoretically, groundwater)
discharges
each farm
other individual
nonpoint
would
be from
monitored
or or
otherwise
estimated;
its source
water quality

2
¯-

~
~
~
I

impacts gauged; and appropriate BMPs assigned as part of the
permit to discharge (i.e., to farm, to build, etc.).
However, approaches to reducing poison runoff need not be
limited to the point source, water quality-based permit approach.
Policy-makers should consider the technology-based approach
that forms the
"floor"
formodel,
NPDESwhen
permitting
as a more problem
useful
analogue.
Undcr
this
a significant
from
dispersed pollution sources comes from a particular type or class
of activity, a basic control approach is developed. With additional
information, regulators can develop and implement innovative
controls or can reduce controls where information indicates they
arc unnecessary. E.sscntially, the role that data collection should
play can be broken into a few simple step~:
1. measure water quality and compare ~ndings to water
quality standards;
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2. calculate total load redu~tiom for e.~ch pollutant that are
n~ry to meet water quality standards, with an
adequate margin of safety and taking into account seasonal
and hydrologic variation’
3. es6mate total loads from each category or group of diffuse
sourg~s;
4. estimate load reductions that can be achieved using various
levels of control;
5. choose and implement the appropriate controls needed to
comply with water quality standards;
6. measure water quality periodically as controls are imposed,
in order to verify the initial analysis; and
"7. modify controls if necessav/.
Some of the main aspects of this proces~ are described in
greater detail in the following section.

Monitoring and Modelling:

Using Data
A formal process should be a part of each state’s water
quality standards program whereby beneficial uses of water (such
as fishing, swimming, drinking water supply) are designated for
each waterbody and stream segment, and periodic
are conducted in specific waters to determine whether these use~
are being attained or maintained.~ This involves not only
evaluation of whether chemical water quality criteria are met,
but also whether the overall physical and biological health of the
aquatic system is sound. The proce~ is described briefly below.
The appropriate process for using chemical water quality
information for controlling poison runoff is the process of (1)
calculating Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDI~), and (2)
establishing water quality-based controls based on those TMDI~.*
While no single, uniform procedure for calculating the nonpoint
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source component or" a TTvlDL has been established by F.PA,, the
¯ ~gency has published guidance on targeting controls. This
guidance supports the approach of establishing pollution
reduction goals and monitoring water quality to determine
whether goals are achicvc<L’ AJthough diLrl’Jcult, estimating
nccdcd reductions in poison runoff and dm, cloping appropriate
control programs is a central pan or" many strategies m protect
lakes, rivcm and estuaries.~
The TTvlDL process requires that a state evaluate a variep/o1"
data and develop a prioritizcd list of waters that need new or
revised TImIDly" The "I’~DL process actually consists of two
parts: the Load ~location process (LA, s), through which the
State determines the degree zo which particular nonpoint sources
or" pollutants must be reduced to attain benelicial uses, and the
wasteioad allocation process (WI.As), through which the state
conducts zhc same exercise t’or point sources or" pollutanzs.u
This regimen has been rcquir~ by the CW~. since 1972, yet
few States have a l’uily developed T]VIDL and W].A/I.A
program,u To the cx’tent that states have hecn reluctant to
develop ]..As for nonpoint sources, EP,~ bears much of the
blame. EP~. has not aggressively enforced its own load allocation
regulations.l’ Moreover, while EPA~ has developed guidance on
the data and monitoring required to conduct Wl.a~ for poia~
sourccs,’S similar guidance for l.As and diffuse sources is only
now being considered.S,
A, recent EPA report indicates that states need to reorient all
ot" their monitoring activities more towards nonpoint source
impacts.’~ The report found that data collection activities
currently are l’ocuscd on point sources to the exclusion of diLrfusc
Moreover, chemical water quality data provide an incomplete
assessment or" whether beneficial water uses are being achicv~i.
¯ ’~,sscssing the impacts or" poison runoff requires biological,
hydrologic, precipitation, topographic, census, land use and
economic data as well as simple int’ormation on water quality.I,
There arc numerous sources o1" such data that can be used in a
management program. The Nonpoint Source Branch at U.S.
EI).~ has idcntil’icd over 20 sources o1" int’ormation that are
readily available to state and local ol’t]cials.)0 This in(’ormation ..
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also can be used in variom ways to dew~n~e water quality, to
estimate pollutant Ioading~, and to predict land use trench. Vegy

often the information can be input into modelsa to predict
estimated water quality impacts. While the value of ~ome of
these modeh still is the subject of debate, and mine require
large amounts of site-specific empirical data, models have been
used effectively in a number of situations."
Sources of water quality information collected at the state
level can be loosely grouped into four categories: the state’s
fszed station system that characterizes general water quality as
well as state-wide and site-specific trends; intensive surveys which
are more detailed studies that are used (if existing fixed station
data are inadequate) to determine beneficial use attainment and
specific water quality conditions; special studies (often one-time
surveys) that investigate specific problems within a large
geographic areas; and other sources of data that help to describe
water quality,z~ Within each of these categories, data can be
collected using various methods. Types of data collection
methods are:

2

I. chemical screening - collection of ambient (in-stream)
chemical data appropriate to the beneficial use and
representing the water column, sediment, and fish tissue;
2. bioassay, biological tests that assess ambient and pollutant
toxicity on aquatic life and that screen for human health
effects;u

3. biosurveys, evaluations of the health of the aquatic system
that measure factors such as the size, number, distribution
and diversity of fish, macroinvertebrates and other
populations, and overall habitat analysis;~
4. professional judgment/direct observation - where limits in
quantitative information dictate, the application of
information from one watershed to another, substituting
different types of data (e.g., chemical for biologic in
situations of aquatic life impacts) and other qualitative
assessments; and
"

~ .....
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5. other data - modelling, citizen complain~ fish kills and
other information are used to undentand water quality
conditions better,a*
The first step in collecting water quality information is the
development of an effective monitoring ~m~te~. The EPA
Nonpoint Source Branch has developed a useful guide to
monitoring and evaluating poison runoff pmblena and
programs.~ Some of the general guidelines are presented below.
Water Quality Data Collection Plan~
States and localities need baseline information to establish a
benchmark against which to measure any long-term trends.a The
first step is the selection of appropriate parameten to measure.
Obviously, the State’s long-range water quality goals will drive
decisions about what parameters to monitor. Therefore, thee
goals must be defined clearly before baseline data are gatbered.~
When developing these goah, sampling error can be reduced by
defining monitoring objectives as narrowly as poss~le, and by
distinguishing between the testing of parameters (used primarily
to determine pollutant loads and water quality impactt) and
hypothesis testing (used primarily in program evaluation))* The
choice of which parameters to monitor should be influenced by
applicable water quality standards, the types of pollutant sourc~
known to be present and the presence of certain naturallyoccurring substances in the water?I In some instances,
"surrogates" may be used as monitoring targets in place of
specific problems caused by NPS pollution)2 For example,
chlorophyll a (a green pigment in plants used in the conversion
of sunlight into energy) and phosphorus can be measured as
surrogates for eutrophication.
Information concerning existing and projected land uses and
the impact of various land use practices (including impiemen.
tation of BMPs) is needed so that changes in water quality based
on changes in land usc can be estimated. Data also must be
collcctcd and cvaluatcd for ongoing program implementation in
order to dctcrminc compliance and enforcement priorities. This
information includcs population and agricultural census d.a.ta;
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USGS, state and local land use and land o~r information; =rate
and local natural resource inventories; and state economic
development information.~
The second step is to devise an overall monitoring plan. The
plan must include both short-term and long-term data collection,
since "snapshots" of water quality at any given time are not
sufficient to draw reliable conclusions about pollution impact~ or
the effectiveness of controh. Some estimate of trends is needed
to understand the impacts associated with poison runoff,
including the effects of land use, climate and hydrology on water
quality. Trend analysis also is needed to determine natural
fluctuations in water quality over time, and the impact of
management efforts on the long-term changes in water quality.~
Third, States need to expand their testing programs to look
beyond the water column. EPA has found that information about
sediment quality and biological and habitat conditions have not
been collected in the past, but are needed to assess the problem
of poison runoff and the effectiveness of controls)~ The locations
and sampling frequencies of the general fixed station network
"have not been designed to support rigorous statistically-based
conclusions about watcr quality over wide areas."~
Variability in many factors must be taken into account
because it is extremely influential in determining the actual levels
of poison runoff)’ Long intervals between monitoring events
coupled with the incremental manner in which BMPs and other
controls usually are implcmcnted can make it difficult to
dcterminc if changes in water quality are attributable to control
programs. Perhaps more significant are the varying effects of
climate and the impacts that diffcrcnt geographic areas have on
poison runoff.~ Changes brought about by individual storms and
by changes in scasons are considcrcd short and intermediate
sources of variability, respcctivcly. Both can be accounted for by
designing monitoring programs properly)*
Monitoring above and below an area where BMPs have been
implemented is probably more useful for establishing the severity
of a nonpoint source problem than for evaluating the succcss of
the control program.*0 This is so because changes in impacts
over time can be determined reliably only if thc monitoring
strategy can account for variablcs associated with la,qd usc,
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hydrolo~ and climate." However, pairing watersheds (comparing
water quality impacts in a control watershed with a similar
watershed undergoing program implementation) may be the best
quick way to measure improvements in water quali~y due m
BMP implementation,a because paired watershed studies can be
designed to take into account climatic and hydrologic variability.~
The proper location of sampling sites also is an important
consideration. Determining proper site location is similar for
point and nonpoint sources. For both baseline and intensive
surveys, sampling stations should be located: -

2
-

1. in areas with known or suspecte~l water quality violations;
2. at major outlets from and inputs to lakes and coastal are.as
that have symptoms of eutrophication, to pinpoint cause
and effect relationships;
3. in critical eutrophication areas within these water bodies
to assist further in determining caus~ and effect;
4. at locations upstream and downstream from representative
land uses to determine the effects of different general land
uses on water quality;
5. at the mouths of significant tributaries to major streams or
coastal waters to determine major pollution sources in
these areas;
6. at representative sites in the above waters to determine
general water quality; and
7. at sites of major uses such as water supply intakes,
recreation, and fishing, to determine public health threats
and to determine the general water quality in the area.~4
Sediment and biological monitoring locations also are important.
Sediment monitoring stations should be established to a.~ess the
accumulation of toxic substances.4~ Biological stations, needed to
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determine the impact of poison runoff on aquatic life, often will
not coincide with the location of water columa gtatiom.=

Normally, they should be located away from artificial structure~,o
The desired number and frequency of samples depends on
how the statistical and modeling data will be used as well as on
the logistics of obtaining the samples,a It is beyond the scope
of this report to describe individual designs for sampling or
specif’,c statistical techniques for analyzing the results of a
sampling exercise. However, many methods have been developed
to help determine the number and frequency of sample,
necessary to achieve specific ieveh of statistical certainty
concerning the impacts of poison runoff.~’
OtT~ciais also need information that allows them to analyze
the cumulative impacts~* of land uses within a watershed. While
current management activities have been criticized as inadequate
in addressing cumulative impacts,=* a general outline for the
consideration of cumulative impacts is available.
Collecting and evaluating the land use information needed to
make judgments about potential water quality impacts requires
significant involvement on the part of local land use planners,n
For instance, information concerning individual developments is
necessary, as are estimates of development patterns within entire
hydrologic units." Important environmental factors, such as
hydrology, slope, soils and land use data also need to be
assessed.~’ Water quality and habitat parameters should be
evaluated to determine present trends, and estimates must be
made of critical pollutant loadings.5~ From this background
information, the impacts of various development scenario~ on
water quality can be determined by estimating the pollutant loads
associated with alternative growth and control options.~ By using
this process, land use plans and controls and economic
development policies can be chosen more intelligently according
to their consistency with long-term state water quality
objectives.5’

I
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Examples of Effective
Data Management Program

2

A wide range of strategies for collecting and using data have
been developed around the counuy. The~ federal, state and
local activities have helped to broaden the range of available
controLs. While some have only heen suggested, others are being
used today in state and local programs. Examples of the~
innovative approaches are given below.
Relatively simple strategies for targeting critical land areas for
control efforts have been developed.~. One method, which
involves 9 steps, targets areas within watersheds from 2,000 to
30,000 acres in range, and allows planners to calculate the
maximum water quality improvements that would he derived
from a given level of BMP implemcntation.~ Briefly, them: steps

-

1. quantitatively describe the nature and extent of water
quality problen~;

~m~

2. describe the hydrology of the waterbody of concern;
3. estimate pollutant reductions needed to protect, improve
or restore the impaired waterbody using such measures as
ioadings, concentrations, frequency of standards violations,
etc..;

/
~

4. estimate relative point and nonpoint-source impacts on
water quality;,

rt

U

5. determine the largest nonpoint source contributors of
pollutants based on information about development, land
use practices, agricultural production practices, and other
activities in the area;

6. determine the proximity of the nonpoint source to the
water segment;
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7. determine upstream pollutant contn’butlons to the water
~gnent;

8. determine where current controls ~lready are in place; and
9. perform on-site evaluations of potential sourc~ to
determine peculiaritie, it~ drainage or hydrologic
characterittic*’~
This procer~ can be carried out (or modified) with varying
degrees of sophistication. Publications are available that provide
data on what particular factors to consider and what conclusions
to draw from particular monitoring and modelling rmuits.’t
Wisconsin’s nonpoint sourr, e program~a is required by
regulation to develop load reduction goah and to evaluate
alternative management scenarios. It ~ modelling as a central
feature of its watershed planning proce~. A critical part of the
Wisconsin Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement Program is the
Watershed Asse~ment that requires:
1. an identification of the water quality problems or threats
to water quality caused by nonpoint source, of pollution
in the watershed;
2. an identification of water quality objectives for the
watenhed;
3. an identification of target levels of pollutant control
necessary to meet water quality objectives;
4. an identification and ranking of significant nonpoint source
types and contributing areas; and
3. an identification of priority management areas.~
To assist in this assessment process, the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources developed the Wisconsin
Nonpoint (WIN) model.*~ The WIN model uses up to five
computer files to determine sediment delivery; field iny.entory
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information (the largest and mnst difficult t’de ’to collect); stream
inventory information; rainfall information; and crop rotation
information.’~ This flexible model allows users to employ variom
land u~, soil and hydrologic information to estimate existing and
potential ~diment delivery to sp~ific stw, anu within discrete
portions of the watershed.‘"
The WIN model can be ~ in both the planning and the
implementation phase of the Wir~onsin Nonpoint Somge
program?’ In the watershed planning pha~e the u.~ of the model
1. evaluation of exiting water quality conditions and
objecth.~;
2. inventory data collectiolz;
3. model calibration;
4. evaluation of existing sediment ~ourc~;
5. evaluation of the management alternatives and resulting
delivery; and
6. selection of a management plan."
During plan implementation, the WIN model can assist in the
evaluation of interim and long term results and help to identify
the need for any plan modifications.~ While the use of this
model is only now being integrated fully into the watershed
assessments, it will become increasingly valuable in the crucial
"watershed management" approach used in Wisconsin.
Officials have developed procedures for estimating water
quality conditions within a particular watershed and determining
the potential impacts of various management strategies on these
conditions. In onc Wisconsin watershed, three tools (dcscribed
briefly in Chapter Nine) were used to determine water quality
problems. These were: the Hiisenhoff Biotic lndcx (HBI), which
uses thc insects living in thc stream to estimate the degree: of
organic pollution; prcscnt and potential cstimatcs of fishery uses
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through an inventory of stream flow, bed type, amount of t~t’fles
and pools, streambank condition*, temperature, pH, and other
water quality parameters; and an asse~ment of the tmphic statm
of lakes within the water~hed using estimates of in-lake
phosphorus and chlorophyll a, and turbidity and sunlight
penetration measures.~
After the watershed was divided into 17 subwatershech,
asse~ments were performed to determine the ontn~utiom of
pollution made by various nonpoint source~.~ FJtimates were
made to determine which land areas potentially contributed the
greatest sediment loach to each waterbody and what reduction*
could be expected from the implementation of soil conservation
practice~,n Streambank er~ion estimates aho were made.~ Aft
dairy operations were examined for their impact on water quality
through the use of a USDA model modified by the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR).n E~timates also were
made of the amount of unsuitable land reed each year for
manure spreading.’~
From these measurements, objectives for each waterbody
were defined along with the pollutant load reductions needed to
achieve the specific objectives.~’ Finally, the relative importance
of each source category described above was ranked along with
specific properties within each category that needed to be
controlled in order to achieve the water quality objective." This
determination was made by developing estimates of load
reductions that could be achieved by controlling alternative
proportions of the load from each source category.~
In Florida, under the Surface Water Improvement and
Management (SWIM) Act, Florida’s Water Management Districts
have been challenged to determine (1) what point and nonpoint
pollution load reductions arc needed to restore and preserve the
quality of priority waters, and (2) how those reduction* can be
achieved most effectively.~ For instance, the draft SWIM plan
for Lake Okeechobee prepared by the South Florida Water
Management District uses results from modelling and monitoring
to establish overall phosphorus load reduction goals and
particular objectives for evaluating the success of various
programs in individual subwatershech.**
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A~ mentioned above, eutrophication due to nutrient
enrichment is often a difficult parameter to monitor directly. To
address this problem, a method has been proposed to use the
level of chlorophyll a present in water, which is a nw.nsure of
algae production, as a surrogate water quality standard for
eutrophication. This measure could be meal to guide
decisionmaking for water~hed management programs and to
estimate what controLs are needed to achieve given leveLs of
water quality.~
This standard mea,~ures directly the quantity of algae in a
waterbody, while other parameters, such as clarity, nitrogen and
phosphorus, arc indirect measures." Proactive controls should
be based on a measure of the mean, rather than the mazimum
chlorophyll a leveLs in a system, because maximum levels of algal
growth vary according to a number of other factor~."
In Oimsted County, Minnesota, county planner~ have
developed an erosion control ordinance based on an extensive
information gathering procet~ and computer-assisted data
management procedures at both the local and state leveLs?’ This
process is used as a basis for requiring early compliance with the
ordinance for particularly erosion-prone areas, as well as for
inspections to verify compliance.
Using data "cells" of one-tenth of an acre, Oimsted County
generated land use information that distinguished 119 soil
"mapping units" or soil types as well as a unit for water and
other non-soil features.~ Forty-six land use/cover classes were
developed based on land use, erosion and runoff characteristics?’
Twelve kinds of cropland were identified ranging from straight
row continuous corn planting to permanent hayland, and
including all mixes of crop rotation, contouring, terracing, and
residue management.~
Using a micro-computer-based data analysis system developed
by the state, a system of enforcement priorities was establbhed
by modelling wind erosion, sheet and rill erosion, and the runoff
characteristics within the county.~’ Sheet and rill erosion, in turn,
were modelled by adapting the soils and land use data to the
Universal Soil Loss Equation.~ Runoff levels were determined
by adapting the ! 19 soil "units" to form hydrologic soil groups
and combining those data with the land use/cover information.~
ass
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Topographic and ,=tream location information ls uaed to
determine runoff volumes and peak flowz.*t
Olmsted County also uses a Geologic Atlas, the development
of which was funded equally by Oimsted County and the
Minnesota Geologic Survey.~ The atlas was developed to provide
"accurate and retrievable information on: wells, springs, aquifers,
sinkholes, glacial deposits and soil characteristics not mapped by
the Soil Consegvation Service."~ Through the development of
computer data bases and interpretive maps, assistance can he
provided to local officials in the implementation of various
pollution control and public health ordinances.*’ Additional data
collection activities being considered include county.wide (or
multi-county) private well testing programs to assist citizens and
to monitor groundwater quality change~, and environmental
studies of soils and groundwater at auto and metal scrapyards
and old dumps to monitor for toxics ontamination.~

The Washington D.C. Metropolitan Council of Governments
has developed a manual for planning and designing urban BMP~,
including information on data collection and utilization.*" Details
are provided for the cost-effectiveness, effectiveness in
stormwater ontrol and pollutant removal, maintenance
rcquircmcnts and othcr attributes of many of the mo~t popular
BMPs.~’ Methods are provided to screen BMPs for application
to specific sites, and to calculate stormwater flows,m The manual
provides information on pollutant export from urban
dcvelopmcnt, based on data from the Washington, D.C. area
National Urban Runoff Program (NURP) study, as well as
national NURP data." The methods can be used to determine
the need for more precise modciling,t~ They also can be used
to estimate thc probability that pollutant concentrations (as
opposed to total pollutant load) will exceed a given level. Several
examples arc given,t°t
The National Water Quality Evaluation Project of thc North
Carolina State University Agricultural Extension Service it
currently rcv~cw~ng literature to identify recent advances in
mcthodologics to calculate nonpoint source Ioadings and
asseciatcd watcr quality impacts.~°~ Methods for calculating toxic
and concentrated Ioadings to surfacc and groundwatcr.~n both
thc dissolvcd and scdimcnt-bound phase are being examined.~
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Poison runoff monitoring and modelling activities have
limitations, especially when it comes to setting discharge
standards for individual u3urc.~. But these limitations should not
prevent the use of regulatory measures and other pollution
controls. Where there is a willingne~ to develop new approaches
to control poison runoff, data collection has been used to
enhance management efforts rather than as an excuse for
inaction.
Recommendations for data collection activities are as
follows:
1. Regulatory programs can and should he developed using
currently available data ollection methods.
2. Monitoring and modeling protocols should be developed
that take into account the proper statistical assumptions,
the need for consistent measurements and analytical
techniques, hydrologic variability and seasonal influence.
To accomplish this, monitoring programs require:
a. an adequate number of properly-located sampling sites;

and

b. an adequate frequency of sampling per site.
3. Generally, in developing a monitoring design, paired
watershed studies should be used to measure changes in
water quality due to BMP implemcntation, while
monitoring above and below a watershed should be used
to gauge the sevcrity of a problem.
4. Monitoring and modelling should be designed to develop
watcr quality goals (as well as to mcasurc progress towards
meeting these goals) within watersheds of a manageable
size.
5. Cumulative impacts should be taken into account
whcn a.~sc~ing water quality impacts and estimating "
improvcmcnts that controls will achieve.
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6. Monitoring programs need to at~ess both chemical water
quality parameter~ and the overall biological health of the
aquatic ty~tem.
a. In addition to ambient water quality assesaments,
evaluations of the biological health of aquatic W~tem~
should consider luch factot~ as population size, cliv~tzity
and distn’bution.
b. Water quality parameter~ should be chosen on the basis
of water quality standards, previous monitoring results,
and types of pollutant sources. "Surrogate" parameter&
such as chlorophyll a, can be used to measure water
quality conditions such as eutrophication.
Water quality data can be used directly to design, modify,
and measure the effectiveness of control programs as
follows:
-a. measure water quality and compare findings to
water quality standards;
b. calculate total load reductions for each
pollutant that are necessary to meet water
quality standards, with an adequate margin of
safety and taking into account seasonal and
hydrologic variations;~
,
c. estimate total loads from each category or group
of diffuse sources;
d. estimate load reductions that can be achieved using
various levels of control;
e. choose and implement the appropriate controls
needed to comply with water quality standards;
f. measure water quality periodically as controls are
imposed, in order to verify the initial analysis; and
g. modify controls if necessary.
To evaluate and predict existing and future impacts
from poison runoff, statcs should collect and analyze
data on land use, cconomic and census trends,
hydrology, topography, geology, and other factors.
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Funding for poison runoff conltot programs can be proviOe(I through
~es-~uch =s a lee c~arged for the purchase of inorgan=c
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Chapter Seven

Funding: A
Crucial Program
Component to
Which Everyone
Must Contribute
Introduction
Poison runoff constitutes the largest type of water quality
impairment for waters not supporting designated usesJ Yet many
states spend less per year on programs to control poison runoff
than would be nceded to build, or even substantially modify, a
single sewage or drinking water treatment plant. States often
fund programs primarily through general appropriations. They
have been slow to develop alternative funding sources, such as
special taxes, or otherwisc to shift some of the funding burden
to localities or to classes of landowners who are responsible for
the water quality problems)
The price tag for controlling poison runoff is high, but so is
the cost of inactionJ The annual costs of the instrcam damages
of soil erosion only (excluding many biological impacts) have
been estimated at $4.1 billion annuallyJ Adequate funtling
obviously is critical to the dcvcioprncn! of an effective and
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efficient control effort. High leveb of funding are especially
crucial for programs that depend on cost sharing to implement
all or most of the BMPs that are needed to n~tore beneficial
water uses.

As an example, the costs of imtalling all of the BMP~ needed
to restore and protect the waters in two Wisconsin watenheds
of 214 and 128 square miles have been estimated by the state to
he $7,574,679 and $4,181,000, respectively,s Not surprisingly, in
areas where aggre~ive controls are being developed,
have established a wide variety of sourc~ to generate the
nece~ary funds.
There are two categories of funding issues. The tint could
be labeled "cost-effectiveness": getting the most control benefit~
for the dollars spent. Cost effective programs to control poi~n
runoff are the subject of other chapters in Parts 2 and 3 of thig
report. The second categow of funding issues, which b discns~d
~.. - ¯
in this chapter, is how programs can and should he funded. In
other words, who should pay for control programs, and how?
States Cannot Rely on Federal Fundings
When Congress added section 319 to the Clean Water Act in
1987, it authorized $400 million over four fiscal years to fund
state nonpoint source management programs.’ However, Congress has yet actually to appropriate any funds for this program.
This omission is ironic given federal expenditures of tens of
billions of dollars to reduce water pollution from municipal
sewage treatment plant~.’
States and environmental groups should (and undoubtedly
will) continue to press Congress to appropriate the funds
authorized in the 1987 amendments. But given the federal
budget deficit, states at least should plan for the possibility that
the federal coffers may remain closed. Moreover, as explained
above, the authorized level of federal funding would fall far
short of the overall program needs of 50 states, not to mention
local jurisdictions.
Therefore, states need to find other ways to fund programs
to manage poison runoff. Some innovative examples of how this
can be done, and how funding mechanisms can be used as a
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stimulus to induce better hehavior by those generating the
pollution, arc given below.
Management Improves When the "Polluter Payl"
Cost sharing and other programs that arc financed through
general revenues result in taxpayen beadng ti~ ~ts of
pollution control." It is questionable whether the public will or
should accept these costs, especially as the cost of controls
increases.~° Moreover, using general revenues to "buy" pollution
abatement fails to promote cost-effectiveness.
Many (often most) polluters will not participate in cost
sharing programs unless the rate of payments leaves them better
off than if they had done nothing at all-a rate of payment that
may he unacceptably high to taxpayers." In fact, from an
efficiency standpoint, cost sharing generally is not favored by
economists because it can lead to unnecessarily high pollution
control costs.~z This is partly because, if taxpayers as a whole
are the ones who pay to solve pollution problems caused by
individual sources, those sources will have little or no incentive
to prevent or control problems on their own.
The "polluter pays" principle, the idea that polluters should
be primarily responsible for the direct costs of pollution abatement, is supported by many researchers and many state and local
programs,u Individual polluters (whether private or public) are
given an economic incentive to remove themselves from the
category of "polluter". In this sense, funding is both a too/for
reducing poison runoff and a resource to support other controls.
For instance, variable taxes" or other fees that increase
according to the potential for a particular activity to generate
water pollution, are considered to be one of the two most
effective means of controlling levels of poison runoff, if they are
set at sufficiently high levels." An example is a fertilizer sale or
application fee set at a level sufficiently high to deter excess
usage. The application of fertilizer at levels greater than that
needed for crop productivity can be taxed based on allowable
limits set by soil tests, cropping patterns and safety margins."
Where these costs could cause significant economic impacts
on thc polluting clas.~, howcvcr, it may be appropriate for the

"
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beneficiaries of the control programs (i.e., the public) to
contribute to program funding requirements.
F.~timating the approximate cmts a~ociated with controlling
poison runoff are important stcp~ in designing a management
program. Formulas and models have been developed to estimate
the costs to the farmer, developer, locality, and other panics of
installing individual BMPL~7

Examples of Innovative Funding
Methods of financing the public costs of nonpoint source
pollution control include taxes on fertilizen and chemicals, taxes
on land development or land transfer for purposes of development, stormwater utility fees, general tax revenues and a host of
fees, assessments charges and penalties.~s The remainder of this
chapter provides examples of some of the many methods

available for generating sufficient [unds to develop and implement aggressive runoff controls, while deterring behavior that
results in water pollution.
In Wisconsin, over $36 million in state revenue was appropriated for controlling poison runoff between 1979 and 1987, with
less than 20% of these funds going to administrative costs.~*
Currently, funding has stabilized so that each year approximately
$6.7 million is appropriated for carrying out the state’s Nonpoint
Source Pollution Abatement Program." This program is funded
through the state’s general revenues.
In addition, the Wisconsin Groundwater Management Act
(GMA) establishes a process for the development of state
programs to control both nonpoint and point sources of groundwater contamination?’ The GMA also requires that a set of fees
(which amount to over $1.5 million per year) be collected to
assist in the development and implementation of state groundwater protection programs. Among these fees, summarized in Table
7-1, are charges applicable to pesticide manufacturers and
distributors as well as to purchasers of fertilizer:
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Table 7-1

Summary of Annual Fm Imposed Under the
Wisconsin Groundwater Management Act"
~ Department of Agriculture, Trade and o~umef
1.
Basic fee:
$100 ~ fee

mgrm~mms of a p~tic~cle l~0 manufacturw=]
$300 for distrit~to~ [660
$100 for d~rit~utom of only one pasUc~e [100
To~al groundwater fees collecled:
[Fee collected I~=e the ~ ................
2. Fertilizer
Basic lee:

$0.I0 per ton for
$0.10 per ton for ~
GrouncJwater fee: $0.10 per ton [I,~00,000 ton~]
Total grouno’water fees coileot~cl: ................
$130,000
Department of Natural Fleeou~ee
1. Septege Hauler=
Basic fee:
~ license fee for re,larity;
~ for nonrasi0ent~
Grot~ndwater fee: $50 per license [705
Total groundwater feee ¢oflectecl: .................
$35,300
2. Wastewnter end Sludge Land Diepo=al
Basic fee:
None
Grounc~vater fee: $100 per permillee [1,010 permittees]
Total grounOwater fees Cotlectecl: ................ $101,000
[Fee proposed by DNR to be collected before t~e end of the year for
subSequent ceJander year. Fee propozed to be firat collected for ceitnd~t

yew 1965.]

Source: Patronsky, Mark C. end Anne Bogen-Relck, The New Lmv Relabng to
GrounOwater Management {1983 Wiscons*n Act 410/, Wisconsin LegialatNe
Council Staff, July 10; 19~4, at 21-23 (paraphrased). The total feet o~lected.Ju.e
eat=mates b~ed on reCent information about each feleven~
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Pobon Ru~0~
3. SOlid and Hazardoue Wasle Diopooal
Bask; foe:
GonorWly, $0.035 pot to~ for ~oil¢l we.~e; $0.35

2

per ton for ~mzar(~s waste; $0.001 for mine

waste rock ~ ~ range. Omor foo~ apf~y to
Groundwater fee: $0.10 per ton [6,300°000 ton~]

[no c.-~ ,srxx~

Total gro~ndwalor fees collo~od: ................ $630,000
[Fee collected in Apd! for Itto loud ~mouflt c4 weMe diepoeed ludng the

Jenuwy ~, ~4.]
C. Department # Industry, L~bo~ and Human RelMIone
1. Private Sewage Systems
Bask= fee:
Bask; een#a~y permit fee is $41; counties may
cha~oe more
Groundwater fee: $25 per permit [14,000 permits]
Tcxal 9rouno’wator fees cogected: ................ $350,000 .....
[Fee collected whenever ¯ ounly ~ ¯ oani~y pern~ Fee ~ot
ed fo~ permits mued on July 1, lgO4.]

~n~

2. Petroleum Product Storage Tanlm
~ze of lank; $43 fo~ Me InspecUo~
Groundwater fee: $100 p~ inspeclion [425 In~pectlons|
Tolal grouno’wa~er fees collecle~: ................. $42,500
[Fee collected when an ~PplJcatio~ f~t plan apl~*~l~ b lub~ill~l b th~
DILHR Fee first collected fo~’ p|~ ~pprov~ sub~i~l~l ~ May 110 I~4.|

Totll Amount Collected Annullly
for the Groundwater Fund: .................. $I,S76,800

Groundwatcr Icgislation enactcd in Iowa," largcly to address
the watcr quality impacLs oi" such pollutanu as nitrat~ and
pcsticidcs, also rcl’Iccts thc "polluter pays" principl¢. Ovcr $42"
million will I~ rai~cd ovcr a five ),ear period through l’ecs on a
varicty o~" producL~ that can pollutc groundwatcr,z~ ManuLracturers
of" pcsticidcs and l’crtilizcrs will pay annual l’ecs ranging ~’rom
$250 to $3000 dcpcnding on salcs. Farmers must pay tax¢s
amounting to $0.?5 pcr ton l’or nitrogcn £crtiliz~r. Thus, there is
a dircct link bclwccn thc i’cc and the amount sold or
amount uscd.
Thc Florida Poinl/nonpoint source watcrlxxJy rcsto’i’ation
program (cnllcd SW|~f l’or Sur/acc Watcr Improvcmcnt and

I
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Management and described elsewhere in this report) currently is
funded by general revenues. However, legislative attempts are
being made to provide a dedicated funding source by earmarking
5% of the revenue of the "documentary stamp tax" for the
SWIM program,z’ The stamp tax is a 1 mill (.I cent for each
dollar of appraLu~l value) fee that must be paid to the state
every time titles to real estate are transferred,zs If this propesal
is adopted, more than $25 million a year would be provided for
the state SWIM program." In light of the impact that u~oan
development is having on the state’s water quality, such a tax
seems logical and reasonable.
There are other examples of property taxes used to finance
control programs. Florida’s nine Water Management Districts
each has statutory authority to levy ad vaiorem property taxes to
be added on to county property tax assessments)’ These modest
taxes (below 1 mill) provide the entire operating budget for the
Water Management Districts." For instance, a tax of under 0.4
mill provided the St. Johns River Water Management District
with $28 million in operating funds in 1987.~
Property taxes have the potential to be an important source
of revenue for carrying out programs. The Natural Resources
Districts (NRDs) in Nebraska (large multi-purpose regional
environmental management agencies)~ also obtain their funding
from property taxes.
Property tax revenue for water pollution controls can and
should be used to fund Soil and Water Conservation Districts
(SWCDs) since, without this authority, SWCDs are limited in the
projects that they can undertake)~ SWCDs currently do not have
the right to levy property taxes themselves largely because the
right of taxation was not originally a part of the model enabling
legislation developed at the federal level and used by states in
establishing the soil conservation partnership in the 1930s.xz But
states can and should amend their current laws to enable
SWCDs to impose such taxes.
To a greater extent, within SWCDs, taxes can be collected to
implement programs in localized watersheds. However, in most
states with legislation that still contains either of these provisions, the taxes can only be established after a referendum is
passed at the local level and specific state authorization ..is

aft/
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Provided.~ Therefore, an important (and legitimate) murce of
revenue is being neglected almost completely.
2
Local governmcnt~ currently provide approximately 50~~ of
the operating funds of SWCD~ (which are unit~ of atate
government), making it difl]cult to incorporate federal and state
goah into SWCD programs or for SWCI~ to plan project~ ba.~d
on steady, predictable incomefl SWCD dependence on Iocalitlel
for funding also detract~ from the ~eparate program activitiea
that local government~ need to undertake.
The National A.~ociation of Com~rvation Distric~ (NACD)
urges local SWCD~ to use their taxation power whenit i~
available, and to seek this authority when it is not available."
The SWCD is a unit of state government that can work toward
state and regional goals. The SWCD needs the right to tax
without the approval of local landowners, since they often are
the sources as well as the victims of pollution impact~ from land
,
use activitie,~.
In addition to property taxes, local governmen~ have
available a host of fees that they can (and in some ~ do)
charge to raise revenues for pollution control. Many of the land
use controls described in Chapter Four are commonly associated
with permits that individual developers must obtain before landclearing, grading or construction can take place. These include
permit fees charged for submitting site plans or obtaining
building, grading or erosion control permits, variance~ from
zoning ordinances, etc. At a minimum, thcse permit fees should
5
cover the costs of processing the permit, inspecting the site, and
related enforcement task~.
An important new local charge that is fast becoming popular
is the impact fee, designed to compensate local r~idents
inconvenienced by a development as well as to provide the
roads, schools, and other services needed to accommodate the
new growth. By some estimates, over $340 million per year~
(probably more than was provided in agricultural costsharing by
all 50 states) is currently contributed by developers in impact
fees in return for a "green-light" on development projects.
"Impact" fees can be problcmatic it" they arc used merely to
"offset" or compensate for environmental impacts. This approach
[1" runs the risk of putting a price on permission to pollutt: the
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water-an approach that is not consistent with federal or state
water quality goals and objectives. State and local water quality
officials must incorporate specific water quality goals into a
larger and more comprehensive state-wide management program
to ensure that "impact" fees are used to secure real water

quality benefits. These fees should not be charged as "fee~ to
pollute," but instead should be used to provide for controls in
situations where development is a desirable local addition as
as water quality impacts can be avoided.
If done propci’iy, assessing fees that could be used to prevent
or even decrease the impacts of poison runoff from otbenvise
desirable developments or activities is a powerful tool for
designing state and local controls. In situations where the
impacts of a development or activity cannot be avoided completely, fees can act as an incentive to the would-be polluter to
mitigate the impacts as much as possible.
Stormwater, sewer and septic system maintenance utilities can
be used to provide funds for control programs. For instance,
Bellevue, Washington established a utility specifically for the
management of surface runoff and stormwater,a The utility
currently charges rates based on the amount of impervious
surface, and hence runoff, generated from a site.s
Finally, in the past many localities actually have encouraged
additional water pollution by providing property tax breaks and
other incentives to invite new industrial, commercial, or other
development.~ These types of incentives should be reduced or
eliminated in cases where increased water pollution will result.
Where development occurs, the increased tax revenues can be
used to fund programs to control poison runoff.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Given the low level of funding currently provided by the
federal government, state and local officials must examine
ahernativcs to traditional general revenue sources in order to
fund programs to control poison runoff. These alternatives
should serve the dual purpose of deterring behavior that causes
pollution and providing the re.sources to carry out controls.
The following recommendations summarize the main points
of this chapter:
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1. Funding for controls should not depend primarily on
general revenues, and cannot rely on federal funds.
2. Where possible, the groups responsible for water quality

problems should contribute to program fundin&
3. Where po~ible, funding should be used as a tool to
dissuade groups from undertaking activities that generate
pollution. Examples of such negative incentives include:
a. taxes on pesticide or fertilizer use, and other farm
practices that could result in water quality degradation;
b. stormwater utility fees based on percentage of impervi.
ous cove~
c. taxes on land transfers for purposes of development;
and
d. timber or mineral assessments based on the amount of
land dbturbed.
4. Property taxes (charged by regional water or environmental
management agencies or local governments) are an
important source of funds for controlling poison runoff.
5. SWCDs should be given authority to raise revenue for
water quality protection within the entire district through
levying property taxes.
6. Fees and charges associated with local land use controb,
such as impact fees and surface and storm water management utilities arc important funding sources and should be
high enough to be a significant source of local revenue for
achieving state water quality goah.
7. Permit fees should, at a minimum, offset the costs
associated with processing and enforcing the permits.
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Chapter Eight

2
Poison Runoff
Control and
State and
Local Legal
Considerations

A variety or" legal tools arc nccdcd to ~ntroi ~n
In addition to Fcderal la~,~ star= n¢~ to make the ~t
~ssible use of their o~ legal authority to ~ntrol th~ ~iv¢
problem. ~k chapter f~uscs on the state-level legal authod~
needed to ~mroi ~ison runoff effectively. ~c d~elopment
and implementation of the programs r~uiting from th~ la~ ~
discumed in the foiio~ng Pan.
Various ~ntrols can use or require s~eral t~ of legal
authority. Fi~t, State Environmcnlal Poli~ Acts (SEPt) can
~ used to rcvicw the water quality impacu of actiom pro~
by private, i~al, state and federal entities and to require that
any idcnti~cd impacts (including Iong-tcrm "c ....
=mpacU)
~ avoided or othc~.isc mitigated. ~so,umulat=ve
~on ~nof[
from
existing and pro~scd land use practic~ can ~ rcdu~d by la~
that rcquirc the im~sition of s~e contro/s (or BMPs) to
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address specific pollution-generating activities and situations,
such as construction and urban development. In addition, an
array of land use laws can be passed to regulate the location,
type, and density of activities so as to prevent or reduce poison
runoff. Finally, the exercise of common law also influences how
well poison runoff is controlled.
State officiah should ensure that all necessary types of legal
authority are available to employ the range of controls that are
needed,z State programs that use only source controls, as
exemplified in many respects by the traditional soil conservation
model, will miss many important cost-effective control opportunities. Moreover, programs based only on traditional source control
approaches (such as voluntary BMP programs) may have no
te~th when they come into conflict with other state and local
laws designed to encom~ge urban development, agriculture,
mining activities or timber cutting? Recent efforts by states and
localities, and a good deal of academic opinion, attest to the
environmental and economic value of relying on broader, more
comprehensive legal authorities to control land use and govern.
ment decisionmaking when developing and implementing state
management plans to control diffuse sources of water pollution.4
The legal framework for effective management often can be
implemented ~z~g exL~dng-but re-oriented-legal authority.
Zoning or development planning authorities, for example, can be
re-oriented to consider and mitigate poison runoff as part of the
planning and zoning equation. And the benefits from this
r~oricntation may go far beyond water quality. Land use
planning to prevent poison runoff frequently enhances aesthetics
and improves recreational opportunities,s With thoughtful
planning, controls can achieve more pollution control for less
money or provide benefits external to water quality protection,
such as improved economic development or open space recreation.
This chapter discusses how to make better use of the legal
tools r~lcvant to nonpoint source pollution control. First, way~
to overcome obstacles to an effective legal framework are
discussed. The chapter then describes briefly the application of
SEPAs, sourcc control statutcs, land use and common law to
programs dcsigncd to control poison runoff. EmphasiS is placed
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on the oPportunities to expand and integrate land me contmk
into existing state and local activities. For the mo~t part, these
uses of legal authority are extensiom, reorientations or alterna.
tires to current interpretations of e~ting laws. They do not
represent major shifts in existing state murce control or land
use control laws. The chapter conclndes with a description of
the key attributns of an effective legal framework for ontrolling

poison runoff.

Overcoming Legal Obs~clo~
As discussed in Chapter Two, the Clean Water Act and state
water quality protection laws provide ample legal authority to
develop, implement and enforce whatever state and local
controls are needed to control poison runoff. At times, however,
states inadvertently may have created legal barrien that inhibit
the development and implementation of successful controls.
S~me of these problems can have substantial impacts. Fortunate.
iy, these barriers usually can be removed by amending existing
laws.

1. Adequate Delegated A~
First, state Jaw must ensure that local governments have
adequate authority to control J~3ison runoff. For example,
localities in many states, particularly those whose local powers
are conferred according to Dillon’s Rule, have been reluctant to
use land use control~ for environmental protection purposes
because of a feared lack of legal authority.’ Under Dillon’s rule,
local govcrnmen~ have "only those powers that are expressly
granted, those that are necessarily or fairly implied from
expressly granted l~3wers, and those that are essential and
indispensable.’However, localities may well be underestimating their IX)wers.
The Standard Soft Conservation Act, adopted by many states to
establish the authority of soil and water conservation districts
(SWCDs), contains provisions authorizing the development of
land use regulations to conserve soil and water resources.* To
the extent that local governmcn~ can work with SWCDs to
develop and implement such land use controls, a method is._
available to u.~c local land use controls as a management tool.
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While this authority has been retained in over half of the states,
it seldom is used." Therefore, in Dillon’s Rule states, it is
important that state law explicitly recognize the authority of local
governments to utilize their land use powers to protect state
waters and to comply with water quality standards.

2. Preemptim
Second, state laws (such as erosion and sediment controls at
construction sites or water quality standards) should not preempt
the adoption of more stringent controls by localities. By ensuring
that state law sets only mininmm standards, states can allow
localities to be more stringent as necessary to protect sensitive
or valuable local features.
3. Federal-State.Local Relationships
Whether federal and state leveh of government should
become involved directly in managing dispersed pollution sources
is another important issue. Because of the localized nature of
the problem, a federal role that concentrates on overseeing and
influencing state programs rather than on regulating individual
polluters probably is the most effective.~ For similar reasons,
state laws should assign significant responsibility to localities and
should concentrate on oversight and enforcement of local efforts
(e.g., developing minimum program requirements or load
reduction.s, monitoring for compliance, assuring consistency in a
watershed that crosses jurisdictional boundaries) rather than on
the individual landowner." In addition, funding and technical
assistance should be provided to localities by the state to enable
localities to develop such specialized controls.

Types of Legal Authority
Applicable to Poison Runoff
State Environmental Policy Acts (SEPA$)
State environmental policy acts (SEPAs), which require state
or regional reviews of activities with potentially adverse environmental consequences and the preparation of Environmental
Impact Statements, present important opportunities for poison
runoff control. They enable officials to ensure that developers
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consider alternative prolx~ais and utilize innovative tech.
niques-or limit projects-to mitigate water quality (as well aa
other environmental) impact~u Of course, for the~ purpo~
it is important that SEPAs and other similar laws extend to
municipal a~ well as state actions m that private land use and
development come under their coverage.~ Some states, including
Massachusetts and California, already require local agencies to
prepare environmental impact statement~ in certain circunatances
for government or private actiom with greater than local
significance.,t4
To perform this "watchdog" role, SEPA~ should cover
activities subject to governmental regulatory and licensing
activities (as under the National Environmental Policy Act).u
Obviously, activities that may either cause or promote water
pollution should fall within the tcope of such lawt.
Generally. SEPAs worded in a fashion similar to NEPA have
"’low threshold" standards, making Environmental Impact
Statements (EIS) necessary for public projects, such as state
construction activities, as well as for state approval of potentially
signilicant private actions, embodied in such public actions as
annexation, changing a zoning ordinance, or approving subdivisions." When both federal and state laws require the preparation
of an EIS, the two processes should be oordinated.t~
Specific criteria for reviewing EIS might include the application of such principles as be~t control technology, best management practices and maximum mitigation that must be used before
a proposed activity can be approved by reviewing agencies or
courts.Is In addition to the pollution reduction achieved through
the SEPA proce~, SEPAs are very important in raising the
awarene.~ and the understa.nding of local officials, developen
and the public regarding the sources, and potential ontrok, of
poison runoff.
Some localities in Long Island, New York use the require.
ments of the State Environmental Policy Act to obtain information about proposed development projects,t+ such as: a descrip.
tion of the project, topography and geology, water pollution and
coastal impacts, and abatement measure.’~ This information is
used to ussc.s.s the potential environmental impacts (includi.ng

¯
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water pollution) of a proposed development and as a basis for
requiring modifications to (or prohibiting) the project.
"Source Control" Laws: 8eneflt~ from
Mandatory BMP ImplementaUon
Source controls reduce poison runoff through physical or
engineering solutions, once a particular activity or land use has
already begun. Although not sufficient by themselves, effective
source controls are a necessap/ part of a succe~ful effort to
control poison runoff. Prime examples of source control lawz
include those to control erosion and zedimentation from
construction activities and stormwater di~harge~ from both
existing and new urban developmenL
Erosion and Sediment Control I.aw~z’ Erosion and Sediment
Control Laws (ESCI~) applicable to construction sites are
perhaps the most widely accepted and common method of
controlling soil erosion through regulatory means. At least 24
states have enacted ESCLs over the past 15 years", primarily to
control the off-site water quality impacts caused by construction
activities." These laws vary significantly in content. Enabling
legislation can empower states with varying degrees of authority
to develop guidelines, review and enforce individual permits and
plans, and impose civil penalties,u (To be more effective for
controlling sediment deposition, these enabling clauses should be

revised to make clear that water quality protection is a specific
goal of the ESCL.) In addition, most ESCI.~ allow at least some
program authority to be granted to localities while also providing
for state oversight of this local authority,z~
ESCI~ can be designed to apply to activities other than
construction, including agriculture and mining." For example,
Pennsylvania’s ESCL combines programs for erosion control in
urban settings with agricultural erosion and runoff controis,z’
ESC]~ also can be the basis for controlling post-construction
erosion, sedimentation, and stormwater.=
It is important that the effectiveness of ESCI~ for pollution
control at construction sites not be diminished by excessive
exemptions."* Another facet to consider is the relationship
between ESCI~ and stormwater management laws (discussed
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briefly below). Techniques (such a~ flow channelization) that
control construction site runoff, but that ie.ad to incre~z~ in
stormwater flow or contamination thould be prohibited by
Stormwater Management Law~.~ State laws mandating
stormwater management rapidly are coming into acceptance in
more and more states, notably Magyland, Florida and Washing-.
ton. Like ESCIx, of course, their effectiveness varies with the
authority established in the enabling legislation. States need
specific legal authority to control the unique characteristics of
urban stormflows (other than the purely construction-related
erosion and sediment traditionally covered by ESCL~) because
a large variety of sourc~ contribute to urban stormwater
pollution)t
The CWA requires at a minimum that channelized -*tormwater
discharges from municipal separate storm sewer systems that
serve populations of over 100,000 be regulated as point souree~n
Moreover, stormwater permits are required immediately for any
stormwater discharge that "contributes to a violation of a water
quality standard or is a significant contributor of pollutants to
waters of the United States." But in addition to meeting these
minimum federal requirements, state stormwater management
laws need to address problems not covered by these point source
discharge controls. The Federal permit program will not cover
any direct storm runoff (ie., un-channclized flow) or direct
baseflow inputs into waterbodies. In addition, because of the
intimate relationship between land use management and
stormwater management, stormwater management laws should
recognize the importance of local land use controls in managing
urban runoff and protecting water quality,a
Because pollution impacts from urban stormwater are so
closely associated with the process of runoff, stormwater
management laws need to take a comprehensive approach to
controlling all major forms of damage caused by runoff from
both existing and new urban development. These include
flooding, erosion/siltation, and other types of water quality
degradation (including contamination by toxics, hydrocarbons or
nutrients).

I
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Like ESCLs, state stormwatcr management laws should
mandate state oversight and enforcement to cmurc local
compliance. State laws also should provide the n~x:~ssary
technical and human rcsourc~ to implement stormwat~r
contmlz.
Land Use Law

Many state programs to control poison runoff still arc
dominated by reliance on the limited imposition or BMPs after
the fact-once land use patterns already hav~ Ixx:n determined
largely without considering environmental impacts. This "~x-post"
BMP application has limited value lx~ausc "[p]olludon is an
inherent by-preduct of land-development.")’ Thus. once certain
land uses are established, the use of BMF~ for controlling poison
runo~" will have limited su~ess.~ A second drawback of
post" RMp installation is that it fails to account for the cumulative impacts of indi~dual land ~ that by themselves arc
relatively harmless but collectively wreak havo~ with natural

s~tems and water quality."

It has been stated that "[tlherc are no substantial legal limits
to state and federal regulation of poor land use practices that
result in soil erosion."~ But it is Io~,~! political jurisdictions that
historically have ~ccn granted most important land use planning
powers (including those designed to reduce soil erosion) hy state
authorities."
Local land use laws traditionally have not been utilized as
tools for environmental management. Ironically, in many cases
local zoning and other land use planning have conlr~buted to
water quality problems and overshadowed improvements in water
quality that otherwise might have been gained as a result of
federal point source control programs.4t
Finally, however, the tide is shifting. Efforts now are underway to use land use law to control poison runoff. Some states
and regions, such as Florida, Minnesota and Washington State’s
Puget Sound, arc Ix:ginning to require that water quality

!
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concerns (including poison runoff’) bc addressed comprehensively
in local land-use planning.’z Clearly, water quality concerns can
be incorporated into local land use decisions if the requisite
political support can he amassecL
These local efforts will complement sUstewide water quality
management planning activities routinely undertaken by state
governments. These activities focus on achieving specific,
statewide water quality goals.
It makes sense that local land use planning (as well as federal
land use planning and management activities)’u should he treated
as tools to achieve federal and state water quafity goals, because
water quality protection is both a federal mandate and an
important local economic and public welfare goal. Zoning,
subdivision development, the Local Comprehensive Plan, critical
areas protection planning to protect groundwater recharge zones
or other environmentally sensitive areas," coastal zone or
wetlands protection, and farmland conversion laws, are among
the local land use laws relevant to controlling poison runoff
which need to bc integrated with the water quality management
requirements of the CWA.
Officials have begun to employ expanded land use managemcnt authority to achieve more effective programs.,U For
example, Florida has developed a set of minimum requirements
that local land use planners must follow in order to protect
water quality." Site plan reviews and subdivision ordinances that
require developers to employ measures to reduce groundwater
impacts have bccn established in Long bland, Now York.~
Because general land development poses a recognized threat
to water quality, focusing control programs away from basic land
use planning is irrational as well as incfficient.,s Land use
dccisionmaking logically should bc considered by state water
quality officials."
It is no longer considered prudcnt for state and local lawmakers and planners to ignore the severe pollution that occurs when
the basic planning, development and land use management
decisions arc made simply because localities historically have
been granted relative autonomy in this area.~ Indeed, there is
every reason to believe that this local autonomy has led to many
ot" the very water quality impacts that now must bc addressed by
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land use regulation at all leveh of gov~mmmLs* Many states~
such as Vermont, Florida, Hawaii and Oregon, hav~ enacted
land use legislation to identify and reduce the environmental
harm from both large-scale development pmject~ with regional
impacts, and long-term, small-scale development with potentially
significant cumulative impacts?z The following diseu~ion summa.
rizes the basic principles that the land use ~ de~rihed above
should embrace, in order to protect water quality from poimn
runoff resulting from land development."
A state’s enabling legislation should spell out principle$ of
planning that will govern local land use decisions. ~t.~ a foundation, the legislation should state the principle that development
must be compatible with surrounding natural features and that
water, the hydrologic cycle, and the canying capacityu of an area
:.
are the "framework of land use design and the guiding principle
for allocation of land use.."
State laws should provide for state review, modification and
approval or rejection of the environmental (including water
quality) components of local land use plans. State laws should
mandate local Comprehensive Plans, as well as interjurisdictionai
coordination and dispute resolution. Water quality standards
should be the ultimate criteria by which the water quality aspects
of these Plans are judged. Land use laws also should grant

authority to local governments to enact specialized land use
controls~ designed to reduce poison runoff..

Area-Specific Land Use Protection Law~. A number of states
and regions have enacted land use laws designed to protect
special areas, such as Maryland’s "Critical Areas Law" and
Florida’s Beach and Shore Preservation Act.~ These laws provide
important controls over diffuse pollution sources. To be most
effective, they should require the creation of a formal state-level
program approval process that ensures statewide consistency,s*
Obv.iously, such laws also should expressly adopt as a goal the
attainment of water quality standards.
Farmland preservations* and "right-to-farm" laws," which
provide incentives and subsidies to farmers who keep their land
in agriculture?1 should be elements of many states’ overall legal
framework to control poison runoff. To be mo~t effecti.v.e, state
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farmland protection laws should incorporate sta~ water quality
goals that focus off preserving prbne farmland, es opposed to aft
agricultural land.’~ And receipt of program benefits can be tied
to implementation of BMPs and other controb.
Common Law Remedies
As indicated below, the exercise of common law alone (in thtt
case, primarily tort actions brought by injured parties agaimt a
polluter) clearly is not adequate to limit poison runoff to
desirable levels,e However, states can encourage individuals who
are harmed by poison runoff to use common law remedies to
supplement the state’s regulatory program.
Generally, the use of common law in reducing or eliminating
any type of environmental degradation suffers from a number of
serious limitations. These include: 1) limited ability to addrets
damages external to any single plaintiff (e.g., damages to the
public in general or to future generations); 2) a relatively low
number of plaintiffs bringing and winning damage suit~; 3) a
focus on compensating individuals after damages have occurred
rather than on preventing pollution; and 4) a lack of technical
or environmental criteria for use in making judgment"
Poison runoff is particularly difficult to addres~ with the
common law. Often a large number of dischargen contribute
incremental amounts of a variety of pollutants, and it can be
impossible to identify the precise effluent characteristics of an
individual polluter. Therefore, individual plaintiffs arc likely to
have difficulty proving that harm has occurred due to the actions
of a single defendant or group of defendants.e
These limitations do not mean, however, that states cannot
promote the use of common law remedies to supplement and
reinforce the state’s statutory programs to control poison runoff,
and vice versa." In particular, state statutes can create presumptions that make private tort suits easier to win. For example,
statutes can provide that noncompliance with BMPs constitutes
unreasonable conduct for purposes of private nuisance cases, or
that activities that result in violations of water quality standards
presumptivcly harm downstream water uses.*’ If the use of
certain pesticides in sensitive groundwater recharge zones is
prohibited, a statutory clause could deem the use of those
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pesticides unreasonable conduct for pu~ of any tort

proce~ling brought by injured parti~ such as owners of ontaminated ~

Conclusions and Recommendations
F~ective state laws arc essential to promote and further
control of poison runoff. The following list summarizes the main
management needs that should be incorporated into the geacral
legal structure of a star©:
1. States should not radically restructure laws to provide the
legal authority needed to nddress poison ruaoff, but
imtead should re-assert and re-orient existing powcn
under federal and state waicr quality protection standards.
2. Enactment of comprehensive "source control" laws for
reducing erosion and sediment from construction sites and
stormwatcr runoff damages from existing and new development should be mandatory for local governments.
a. Relevant laws should give local governments the
primary responsibility for such programs and state
oversight should ensure that local programs arc
effective in addressing state water quality goals.
3. Localities should be required (and given adequate authority) to employ their land use planning function to achieve
state water quality goals based on an explicit state policy
regarding the relationship between local development and
the quality of state watcrs. State law should pros4de:
a. requircmcnts for the development and enforcement of
land use management guidelines that localities must
follow to address water quality issues in their Comprehensive Plans;
b. authority for state review (and potential modification)
of local plans to ensure that these guidelines have been
followed and that state water quality protection goals
arc being met.
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4. State Environmental Policy Acts (SEPAs) should require
that state officials review the pollution potential (including
cumulative impacts) of proposed federal, state, local and
private actions, and require the consideration of alternatives that may lower the amount of pollution and appropriate mitigation measures when adverse water quality
impacts are identifggl.
5. State law should enhance the value of common law as a
means to reduce poison runoff by providing that:
a. noncompliance with programs requiring the implementation of BMPs constitutes unreasonable conduct for
purposes of private nuisance cases;
b. violations of water quality standards presumptively harm
downstream water uses; and
¢. the use of pesticides in areas where their application is
prohibited constitutes unreasonable conduct in any tort
proceedings brought by allegedly injured parties.
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22. See g, ene.raJ/y Garner, Mary M., $ummmy o[ P~cipal Provisioas o/
Laws Peovidia~ for Erosion and Sedime~ Conn~l as of July 1, B~85, Natic~l
Associatmn of Conservaticm Dmncts (no date).
23. KJein, Susan B., Stale Soil Erosion and Sediment Comrol ~ National
Conference of State Le$islatures, Nm,emher, 1980, at 8-9; ~ and Herren,
1987, supra note 6, at
24. See ~neralJy lOem, 19@0, supra note 23; Co~t and Herso~t, 1987, mpu note
6, at ~7.68.
25. See ~nera//y KJein, 1980, supra note 23; Garner, (no date), sup.a note
26. For a clescriptton of an ESCL that applie~ to agriculture, see Pennsylvania
Bureau of Soil and Water Con~rvation, An Evalumion of Pennsylvania’s
Erosion and Sedir~era Cow, rot ProFa~ ,Ausust, 1984.
27. See Peon. Aclmin. Code, Title 25, Chapter 102.
28. See An Evab.auion of die l~inia Erosion and Sedirr~m Conuvi Projram
Smith D~mer Norman, Hampton, Virginia, June, 1987, at VIi-I - VII-2, VIII.
29. box and Herson, 1987, supra note 6, at 34.-3~.
30..See Chapter Four for a discussion of stormwater management requirements
as well as state and local programs that address those needs.
31. These include streets, lawns, golf courts, industrial land uses, sanitary
dumps and hazardous wastc storagc facilities, air pollutmn, even overflows from
exastmg sanitary sewers.
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~). "Right4o4arm" laws ~-n~rally ~¢k Io impro~ II~ I¢~al ix~bon of
~,mbli.~ed farm=, in pnvat© auisan~ ~.i" Ixou~ by ~ n=ighlxn
reduc= ~1~ ~npac~ on the farmer of unr~sonabl= I~d use contro~ buiklmg

phia, Penmywanm, IgS4.
61. Non.federal incentives and subsidies can come to I!~ farmer in many forms:
differen¢ial tax assessment wh~re a farmer’s propen~ is laxed m~’ding
value as farmland, no~ potential value under more intern= land use~
agricultural ~ones that =x’lude land us~ in~oml~til~ with agricul~ur~
agncul~ural districts that remov~ incentives for mmemon of tin’roland
making ertain restr~iom on farming Imm mringenl; and transfer of de, velopmem
hghts where the uat© purchas~ the right Io develop the land but then chom~
to leave it in its agricultural uat©. ~ gemera/~ Pimem¢l, David, ~nd Su,~n
Pim=m¢l, "F~ Aspects of Agricultural P~," 20 NaL R=mun~ J. 55562,. G~i=r, Ig~0, .n~ra note :3, at 659, 671-675. This imue is dis~um=d in
detail in C:hap~er ~
6:3. Buch=l=, Thomas, C., "State Common ~ Aclion and Federal Pollution
Contro~ Statutes: Can They Work Together?," 2 U. I/~ L. K 609 (Ig~6),
64. ~e gen~ Buchel=, I~, ~u/~a note 63; Rndgers, William H. Jr.,
Em~unenm//.a~v: Air and W~ West Publishing Co., St. Paul, Minncs~k
1986, at §§ I.I, 2.2, 2.4, 2.~, 2.6. William H. R~Igers, Jr., Profm, sor of Lmv,
University of Washington Scho~ of ].~v, [~x=mUer 8, 19~ (personal
6~. Exc~l~ions to this problem include situations where llv~tock or earthmoving
act~tics are clearly having imrn~liat¢ alld acute aOv=~ effects on
66. See generally Buchele, 1986, mp’a note 63, at 609.644.
67.
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PART THREE

Developing a
Framework for
Comprehensive
Control
of Poison Runoff
Water polic~, in B©n~ral, should b¢ formed from Ib~ mleractio~ of Ibe
I~gal, political, fi~al, economic, ecological, ~"ienlil’ic, arid lech~

forces lhal converge on parlicular problem area/. Oul of Iho conflicl of
Ihcse forces Iher¢ ~K)uld lyp~cally emerge a =el of pcet~ptiolts w]~~

becom¢~ codil’~..d in ~ and rcgulal~ for Ot¢ re~oomible age~tci~.l
Part Three discusses how =o assemble the program components outlined in Part Two into a cohcrcnt, integrated managemcnt effort. A state managcmcnt program should be morn thaa
an asscmblagc of scparatc programs. It should be a coordinated,
imcgratcd ffort, uhima=cly controlled by water qualiPj officials
who undcrstand how individual programs can be and have been
incorporalcd into comprchcnsivc state, rcgional and local
’ Rogers, Pcter and AJon R~nlhal, "Thc |mperalwe~ of

Pollulion Policies" (drafo
l~tttutio~l ~ :’~cM

Marquette Ufl~lly, M~auKee,
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management efforts and driven by compliance with water quality
standards.
Key commitments must be made at the federal, statc, local
and personal level before poison runoff can he controfled. ~
commitments can inv6lve choic~ based on economicz, ethics,
and pofitic~ as much as on science and technology. In fact,
effective controls may depend more on making political and
management choices, than on solving technical problemz. And
certain unique features of poison runoff render these choice~
particularly complex.
First, as mentioned in Part One, the sources of poLum runoff
are ubiquitous, and the pollutants are ve~ diver~e. Thuz, a far
greater number of sources must be controlled than in many
other environmental programs: a county full of farms and gmall
condominium developments, rather than one or two factories,
for example. Moreover, poison runoff ls cauu~d by poiluter~ with
widely different socio-economic and cultural characterhticz.
Government officials need to design innovative policies and
programs that confront (not accommodate) these problems and
capitalize on (not ignore) thes~ changes at all appropriate levels.
Second, poison runoff stems primarily from land-use activities
and patterns,z Land-use decisions and associated private property
rights, especially those pertaining to agriculture, traditionally
have been considered highly personal in nature.~ The land use
activities causing poison runoff have not been subject to
exzensive government regulation, unlike major industries.
In addition, whereas pollution control is viewed as the
responsibility of state and federal government, land us~ traditionally has been the province of local government. Therefore, state
officials must bring local governments into the management
arena, to resolve conflicts among them and to oversee their

z Tnpp, James, T.B., "The Basic L~gal Issues," in Pmp~ives on N~
~e P~ U.S. EP~ i~, at 55.
~ ~tic, ~ndra S., "~y ~1 Er~: A ~1 ~ Pe~," m
Co~e~g Soil - Imigh~ ~m S~i~c~o~ Reset& ed., ~, Sz~n

B., a~ Ted

!~, at 4.
314
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management decisions to emurc that w~ter quality b not
sacrificed for the sake of local ~onomic dcvciopmenL
Many of the organizational and institutional issnes associated
with comprehensiv~ management arc analyzed in Chapters Nine
and Ten, using examples of actual state and local programs
wherever appropriate. Chapter Nine examines the nned for
poison runoff control programs to be shapnd and driven by the
achievement of specific water quality objc~tivns in individual
watenhcds, through a planning process orchestrated by the state
water quality management agency. Assembling and organizing
the resources and players needed to canT out this planning
proems is the subj~c! of Chapter Ten.

"-311
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Chapter Nine

Setting the
Framework for
Poison Runoff
Control
Prog rams.¯
Working Towards
Water Quality
Objectives
Introduction
Chapter Two of this rcport idcntificd the fundamental legal
requiremcnts of thc Clean Water Act in dcsigning and implemcnting programs to control poison runoff. Thc CWA requires
such programs to bc dcsigncd .to mcct water quality standards;
at a minimum, programs must achicvc "lishablc and swimmable"
waters.
._
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Much of Part Two focused on using water quslity standard~
to dictate the stringency of specific programs and to justify the
need for new BMPs or other control stratcgie~ for particular
types of activity. For example, we recommend that silvicultural
control programs be driven by the need to meet water quality
standards in the watershed in question. Similar approache~ arc
urged in designing pollution control programs for agriculture,
land use, urban runoff, mining and grazing.
It is cxtrcmcly rare, however, that an entire watershed will be
affected only by one type of polluting land use activity. Water.
sheds may be affected in some way by the full range of pollutants generated by a variety of diffuse sources. Moreover, as
discussed in Chapter Two, the Clean Water Act requirc~ states
to address poison runoff on a watershed-by-watershed basis, not
by focusing only on an individual category of pollution, such as
farming, grazing, or mining.
This chapter discusses two fundamental aspects of controlling
poison runoff. First, the dominant characteristic or approach
that drives the selection and development of specific programs
should be the achievement of water quality goals in individual
watersheds. The goal of achieving and maintaining state water
quality standards should be explicitly spelled out in program
plans.
Second, the choice of a lead agency for the management
program as a whole is a central decision that will influence a
state’s overall pollutii3n control effort. The lead agency should
have a zlrong background in waler quality management to ensure
that controls arc chosen, developed, implemented and enforced
to achieve water quality objectives.
These two issues are discussed separately, along with examples
of state programs that reflect these important management
components. The chapter concludes with a set of recommendations.
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Using Water Quality Standards
to Drive Control Programs

~,~

Establishing Program CharacterlslJcs:
A Focus on Water Quality Objectives
Many state poison runoff control programs are influenced
significantly by an overriding concm’n that they remain essentially
voluntary in character. In such cases the goal of using voluntary
approaches, gather than the goal of protecting or enhancing
water quality, can drive every phase of activity, from requesting
and targeting funds, to developing and implementing management programs, to evaluating wogram success. This is not a
productive manner in which to design a water quality protection
program. No control program should be forced to fit into the
a~bitrary constraints imposed by the goal of remaining a voluntary program (or any ocher single "implementation policy")? Such
approaches put the cart before the horse. The goal of the
program should be to atlain compliance with water quality
standards-whether ~hey be narrative or numerical; or chemical,
biological or ecologicaL
Under a goals-driven system to control poison runoff, the only
a priori constraints placed on selecting control strategies are
those contained in the CWA and state water quality standards
requirements. Such a system will not be biased towards any
particular program approach. Advances in modelling pollutant
ioadings and in understanding BMP effectiveness can be
incorporated into such a goals-driven planz. The use of many
effective management approaches, including regulatory programs,
becomes feasible. Choices among strategies can be made in a
fair, accurate and unbiased fashion.
As discussed later in this chapter, using compliance with water
quality standards as the central focus of nonpoint source control
activities guides and shapes the state, regional and local agencies’
responsibilities. Simply put, water quality standards provide
tangible criteria by which to make decisions and judge their
effectiveness at all program stages.
Comprehensive control of diffuse pollution sources to meet
water quality standards requires a number of basic components.
First, states must have in place water quality standards that are
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adequate to address the types of pollution and habitat degrada.
tion caused by poison runoff. Second, progrmm must have a
mechanism for cataloging all, or at least aH major, sourgea of
poison runoff in each wa~,rshe~ and wherever pms~le, de.’mining what pollutant load reductions are ~ to meet
water quality standards. Next, program officials must me ~
information to determine what combination of control methods
is needed to meet water quality standards in each watenhed, and
to implement these requirements. In addition, a water quality
approach can be used to prevent the degradation of clean
watersheds, or further degradation of water~heds that currently
do not meet water quality standards. Each of these basic
components is discusu:d below.

Water Quality Standards for
Controlling Poison Runoff
Most existing water quality criteria were developed to address
point sources of pollution. To date, monitoring and modelling

efforts have been oriented for the most part towards point

source pollution.) Therefore, it has been dift’a:ult to determine
when poison runoff was contributing to water quality violations,
or when control programs were eliminating such violations.* As
a consequence, today many programs to control poison runoff.do
not contain a strong, direct link to state water quality standards?
Nevertheless, many existing water quality standards still are
applicable to pollution from diffuse sources. This is true
particularly where both point sources and dispersed sources

contribute to violations of a particular water quality parameter,
such as turbidity or criteria for individual metals. As explained
below, applying criteria developed for point sources to nonpoint
sources may simply require states to redesign their monitoring
programs and wastcload allocation process to account properly
for pollution contributions from various land use activities.
Poison runoff does pose a number of unique problems that
arc not addrcs,scd adcquately by most existing state water quality
standards. However, EPA and a number of states ar~ working
to develop water quality standards that are more closely related
to pollution gcncrated by diffuse sources.*

.
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deposited in the tediment rather than dismlved in the water
column. Thus, water quality criteria that measure pollutant
concentrations in water may not adequately add~ these
pollutants since they may a~cumulate in benthic organi~tns or be
taken up through the food chain.
The obvious solution to this limitation is the development of
sediment quality criteria.I’ While nmst states currently do not
have sediment quality criteria, EPA is working on the development of guidance for sediment contamination,a and state plans
to control poison runoff should consider the future adoption of
such standards.
Finally, pollutant-specific water quality criteria alone do not
adequately address damage caused by poison runoff. To addreas
this limitation, as well as similar limitations of using numerical
criteria alone to address point source pollution, EPA and variota
states are developing ways to measure the overall biological
health of rivers, lakes and coastal waters,t* Programs to manage
diffuse sources of water pollution sh~3uld use these biological
criteria to identify problems, develop appropriate contrott and
measure program sucee~,

Identifying and Allocating Nonpoint Source
Pollutant Loads in Individual Wateraheda
The critical steps in a water quality-driven nonpoint source
program are: (1) to identify the sources of a particular type of
poison runoff (or diffuse groundwater contaminant) in a
watershed, (2) to allocate existing loadings from each pollutant,
and (3) to determine the reductions from each source or
category of sources needed to achieve water quality standards.
Because it may be cheaper or easier to control Ioadings from
some sources than others, this watershed-wide approach allows
states to consider economic efficiency and equity while still
developing a plan designed to meet water quality goals.
It is important that quantitative and measurable water quality
goals be utilized, both in the general state control program and
in determining suitable implementation projects for individual
watcrbodies.~ If compliance with water quality standards is the
overriding goal, ni! nonpoint and point source control needs
must bc combined into a comprehensive "watershed .plan" that
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d~cribe~ initially what ~ont~ob are ~
watc~h~ to achi~ and ma~in ~1
~ ~n~p~ ~ ~rha~ ~t ~i~ ~ ~ ~mp~
~umc that a ~n ~tc~ ~ ~ti~ ~tcr q~
standa~ for to~l s~ ~ ~ of t~ ~ ~Hutan~ may ~mc from ~int ~u~ But th~ ~u~
m~t~g st~ngent ~ntml ~ui~ a~ ~ ~t ~i~b~
~ntmb ~!i ~t ~mc c~ to ~ting ~tcr q~li~
In fact, mumc that ~ of t~ total ~i~nt
~tenh~ ~ from a di~ rage of ~n~int
th~ ~imcnt ~d ~m~ from ~r~ ~ntmll~ ~ns~n
sit~; ~mc dc~ from agGcult~al ~n, mining, sii~ltu~
and urban ~noff. ~ wate~h~-b~ plan to ~ntml ~n
~noff should ~cnti~ ~ch mu~ or mur~ ~tcgo~
cu~ent i~dings, a~ ~timatc ~it~nal ~d ~t~m that
~ achi~ through imp~ impIcmcntat~n of
~ntro~ for ~ch catc~ of ~u~ ~ ~ntml mct~ for
~ch ~ur~ ~n ~ ~n b~ on any humor of
including t~hnologi~l legibility, ~t, ~ui~, and enfo~bEi~,
~ long ~ the ~otal ~timat~ ~ad r~uctio~ arc d~i~
m~t water quali~ standa~, ~th an ad~uatc margin of ~fc~.
To ~ sure, th~ pr~ ~ neither ~y nor p~.
ing on the t~ and intc~ity of ~ntro~, chang~ in ambient
water quality from program ffor~ may not take ff~t for a
humor of ~an.= Using water quality standa~ to di~t
~ntrol of ~n ~noff ~n ~ ~ivc and ~mpi~; and it
diffc~ signifi~ntly from the ~tabl~h~ acti~ti~ of many s~tc
water quali~ management agcnci~.
~ di~culti~ va~ ~th the ~ur~ ~tcgo~. For i~tan~,
~ca~ natural ~atcr quality in for~t~ watc~h~ often
p~stinc, and signi~nt water quality probic~ arc
~imcnt and herbicide Ioadin~ (the major silvicultural ~llutan~), it can ~ relatively ~y to dctcminc what acti~ti~ arc
r~nsiblc for ~ncficial ~ impai~cn~.=
~tcrmining whether ~olatio~ of water quali~ standar~ arc
duc to urban ~llution ioadings, and to what dcgr~, may
more difficult duc to vario~ external ~llution ~ur~ from
ou~idc (and ~thin) the watc~hcd under ~idcration. Va~abic
storm intc~iti~ and frcqucnci~, which can
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temporary changes in water quali~, also ~ the task morn
complicated.~ These problems are ~ ~rr.at~r in agricultural
settings,z~
But despite the~ difl’gultle~ it is pom’ble to makc cstimatea
of re/at/re point and nonpoint Ioadings and to impmc treatment
requirements on different sourees necc~my to attain or maintain
a given benefgial me.~" While this preceta will not be ~
it need not be precise to be effective. And given both the
compelling need and the Congregsional directive to develop
comprehcmive, water~hed-by-watershed management plato to
control poison runoff, complete precision should not be tbe
enemy of an available strategy that make~ $ignifkant progrtm
towards meeting water quality standards.
The strategy outlined here has a number of clear benefits.
Within the watershed, water quality standards provide a concrete
goal to work towards became they define what level of pollution
reduction is needed to protect beneficial use~~’ .This improves
the ~election and implementation of control strategie~ for the
range and number of source~ that mint be managed,a
Moreover, unlike a strategy designed to implement a fixed,
arbitrary number and type of BMP~, a water-quality driven
strategy is not biased towards any given control method or
implementation approach. Rather, the correct tools can be
chosen for each source or each source category, and can vary
among watersheds depending on need.~ For example, the
necessary calculated load reductions from agricultural sources
may be achievable in a particular watershed solely with the use
of voluntary cost-share programs, if adequate funding is available.
In another watershed or another state, agricultural loads may be
so great, or cost sharing funds so limited, that regulatory controls
may be needed either across-the-board, in critically-affected
watersheds, or on farms that contribute the greatest Ioading~.
Water Quality Standards, Land Use,
and Antidegradation
It is easier to conceptualize the use of water quality standards
to direct the selection and implementation of BMPs, as
plaincd above, than it is to envision how water quality standards
can
used to affect land u~e planning. Yet in Cha.pter 5, we
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recommended a strong link between w~ter quality ~d land use
planning and controL
Some typ~ of land use controh are in fact clot, ely analogom
2
(or identical) to BMi)z. Land use controls can on~bt of
conditions placed on development, such as pret, cribed drainage
controls, maximum percent impermeable surface~ or buffer strips
between construction and waterbodies. Methods exizt to estimate
the ¯mount of pollution reduction that such method~ will
produce. With adequate knowledge of existing conditlom in ¯
region’s surface waten, these controls can be impmed as needed
to protect water quality on existing or new development.
Perhaps more important, e~timates of the pollution ioad~ that
will result from new development, in combination with other
existing or proposed developmentz, can be u.u:d for purpou~ of
;/zing facilities or determining desirable land me patterns. High
impact facilities that will generate significant loadz can be sited
where they will have the least impact on surface waters. Open
space or buffer strips can be planned where existing pollutant
loads already are stressing a particular syztem. In extreme cases,
a permit for a facility can be denied where water quafty
standards will be violated despite the best effortz to site and
design the facility properly.
A special but extremely important case of applying water
quality standards to proposed new activities is antidegradation.
Under the Clean Water Act and EPA implementing regulations,
all states must include in their water quality standards an
adequate antidegradation regulation, and policies and procedures
to implement that regulation)° Essentially, the antidegradation
requirement prevents existing clean waters, i.e., waters that are
cleaner and healthier than necessary to protect and maintain
designated water uses, from being degraded.
Thcre are three "ticrs" to EPA’s antidcgradation regulation)~
Under tbe first tier, all existing water us~, and the water quality
necessary to protect those uses, must be maintained and
protected in all cases.~z Under the second tier, where existing
water quality is better than required by state water quality
standards, that level of water quality must be maintained and
protcctcdisunless
quality
necessary
it is dctcrmincd
to accommodate
that "allowing
important
lower
economi_c
water
or
I"--
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social development in the area in which the waters are located." This determination can he made only after adequate
opportunity for public participationY Moreover, lower water
quality may not be allowed unless the state requires the strictest
applicable technology-based controls for point sources in the
watershed, and "all cost-effective and reasonable .best management practices for nonpoint source control."~
Finally, under the strictest third tier of the antidegradation
regulation, high quality waters that constitute "outstanding
National resources, such as waters of National and state parks
and wildlife refuges and waters of exceptional recreational or
ecological significance," must be maintained and protected at
their exiting high levels under all circumstancet~" This is
essentially a zero degradation requirement.
EPA’s antidegradation regulation applies equally to water
quality degradation from point and nonpoint sources. This
regulation, therefore, presents a powerful tool for states and
localities to impose strict BMPs, siting requirements, and other
controls on any new developments that would otherwise lower
existing high water quality.
Specifically, in no case can pollution loadings from a new
development push a watcrbody over the top, bringing a surface
water that barely meets water quality standards out of compliance. Where existing water quality is better than required by
water quality standards, any additional development is subject
to strict controls or siting requirements to ensure that no
detectable water quality degradation occurs, unless the narrow
tier 2 exceptions described above are met.

Picking the Right Lead Agency
Using water quality standards to determine the adequacy of
programs leads to other important strategic questions. What
agency should Ix: the leader in a state program to protect water
quality from poison runoff, and how should this agency approach
general management issues? While the ultimate responsibility
for a state program rests with the state government, it is not so
obvious which state agency should exercise leadership and
oversight. The choice of a lead management agency will influence the character of and emphasis placed on programs designed
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to addrms water pollution rmulting from a//types of pollution
generated by diffuse ~ource~, including urban and ,~ilvicultural
land uses.~’ How well one kind of nonpoint ~ource k ontrollnd
often determines how well other aourttt (both point ~md
nonpoint ~ources) need to be controlled."
As a general rule, historically atates timt consider agricultural
pollution problem~ the mo, t gignificant have relied upon
agriculture and ~oii and water conservation agencitm to develop
and administer their overall nonpoint toume program~.~ Tod=y
much of these states’ program.~ to control poison runoff are trill
little more than elaborations of past voluntary r, oil and water
comervation activities. As a re~ulL the "new" programs rely on
the same institutional, management and financial framework m
did their older, non-water quality-bated ancestors.*~ In ontrail
states that address vigorou.dy a mit of urban, agricultural,
forestry and other water quality impacts mually have progran~
in which the state water quality management agency tahe~ the
lead.4t
A state agriculture agency k an important institutional
resource in an overall management program. However, even in
states with large agricultural pollution impacts, water quality
management agencies are better suited to terve as lead agencies
in such progran~ for several reasons.~
First, as detailed elsewhere in this report, soil and water
conservation programs do not achieve optimal water quality
results because of their bottom-up voluntary approach and their
lack of contact with water quality management activities grounded in the CWA. The non-regulatory SCS-style tradition can bias
programs away from a water quality goals-oriented approach.
State water quality agencies have greater resources and experti~
to evaluate water quality protection needs, and actual program
effectiveness.~
Second, since nonpoint pollution occurs within distinct
hydrologic units while SWCDs usually conform to political
(county) boundaries,u organizing program activities around the
traditional agriculture agencies risks uneven and unsuccessful
program implementation. Control efforts should ensure that the
state and the localities within watersheds equitably and efficiently
share program responsibilities so that nonparticipation by a few
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critical localities or landowners do~ not negate program
benefits.~
A state-level program grounded in an agricultur~ agency will
tend to concentrate on using the traditional network of SWCDs
and the ~x)operative Extension Service. Such a program may
under-utilize other entities that could be significant forces for
controlling nonpoint pollution as well as for data collection,
implementation, enforcement, and evaluation efforts. Local
governments, regional planning and water quality management
agencies, and drainage districts, to name a few, all have important pollution abatement roles. In sum, the SCW~Ds are both too
specialized and too committed to one approach to serve as rite
dominant vehicles for broad-based control programs. Table 9-1
lists the main advantages of a water quality agency-controlled
program over a program administered by a state soil conservation
agency.

,
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Table 9-1

Advantages of Wmer Quality

Management Agency-Administered
versus

SoIJ ConservatJor~.4dmird~terod Program
Water Quality Agency

8oil ~

nism" (e.g., coe4~re cJoa~m,
farmers reached. BMP8 inlplofarm WocJuc~dty w~o Income euppossesses expertise 8ncl res~Jrc:~

can utilize regional water management ancl planning agencies and
local governments in comprehensive watershec~-wicle programs

olten lacks m in

concentrates on existing 8grJcuauro
sen~ces network (e.g., Coopera~ve
Extension and SWCDs) to cany
out activities In a fragmented system n<x ~ on hycko~ogic
I:ounOaries: traditional "assistance"
relationships with clients can Inhil:~t
recognizing the need to impose
tion Ot appropriate

not ~)iasecl towarcls vo~ur~ary |mplementation policies

tends to rely on tr~:l~tional, volunta~y costsharJn~ framework

not l~iasecl towarcls agricultural I:~J~tion problems

tends to focus e~/orts on mos~
mihar ~’ol~oms (i.e., agriculture
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Examples of State Programs Linking
Planning to Water Quality
Different states and localities have linked water quality
standards to nonpoint source programs in various ways. Here
arc some promising examplea:

/-

Florida. Florida is an example of a state who~ water quality
management agency has assumed a strong role in the developmerit of its general management plan for controlling po~on
runoff as well as in i~ivid,,al control programs. As an illustration, Florida’s CWA 319 Management Plan describes the roic of
the state Department of Environmental Regulation (DER):
With respect to the NPS management, the department [DER) b the

primary lead agency with major reqx)~bility fo( e~at~shing mimmum
treatment standards Io assure Iha! NPS discharges do not cause or

ontnl)ute !o wa!er quality standards viola!ions. Another major
department role is to oversee and coordinate the implementation of NPS
management programs delegated to other sgencte~ !o assure mm~ea~y
m the apl~:ati(m of re~latiom.~’

Florida has begun to use water quality standards to develop
controls in a number of ways. Compliance with water quality
standards not only drives many individual programs in the state
but also is an explicit goal in the proposed Florida Nonpoint
Source Management Plan."
A good example of a program driven by water quality goals
(rather than by a preconceived notion of how it should he
implemented) is Florida’s SWIM program. This program incorporates both point and nonpoint controls to achieve compliance
with state water quality standards.
In 1987, the Florida State legislature enacted the Surface
Water Improvement and Management Act (SWIM).a This law
requires Florida’s five regional water management districts
(WMDs) to prioritize waterbodics of regional or statewide
significance, and to design and implement surface water improve.
ment and management (SWIM) plans." These plans encompass
voluntary and regulatory programs that address both point and
nonpoint sources. They include participation by local and
regional governments and review by the state Depiirtment of
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Environmental Regulation (DER)." Compliance with siam water
quality standards and protection of beneficial uses in particular
waterbodies is the goal that determines the content of each
plan." Water quality criteria and ho/isdc/~b~at and ~1
parameten are used to evaluate the adequacy of propor,=d
programs.~2 Plans arc developed for each prioritiz~d waterbody,
and addr~s the minimum requirements of tl~ Act:
1. Site description, history, hydrology;
2. P.djacent land use, pollution sources, p~rmitted discharges;
3. Owners of point and non-point sources, and compliance
timetables;
4. List of governmental units within one mik:;
5. Dc~ription of potential restoration strategies to restore
water to Class Three (water quality standards) or better;
6. Bibliography of relevant past and current studies;
7. ]:)escription of research and feasibility studies to determine
restoration strategies, and a list and current status of active
r~toration and conservation projects;
8. Description of maintenance and management measures
needed following restoration;
9. Schedule for restoration and management of waterbody;
and
10. Estimated funding needed for restoration."
Similarly, achicving compliance with water quality standards
is also used in Florida as a critcrion to issue and review urban
stormwatcr pcrmits." All stormwatcr pcrmits are issued with the
proviso that if a dischargc is contributing to a violation of water
quality standards the Dcpartmcnt of Environmental Regulation

r-’
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is authorized to strengthen permit requirements as ncod~L"
Also, local land use and development plans am mficw~! for
their anticipated impact on water quality, and plans can be
disapproved or modified if violations of state water quality
standards are anticipated."
As modelling efforts improve, and as more resources become
available, the specific water quality impacts of local land use
goals and policies will be more carefully scrutinized,s’ Often,
biological and habitat parameters are used if attainment of
chemical water quality cannot be determined, or if applicable
standards do not exist for particular pollution problems, especial.
ly in agricultural areas,s*
Management and Storage of Surface Waters (MSSW) permits
are used in both agricultural and nonagricultural situations that
involve diversion, consumption and routing of water, such as
highway projects, urban development, golf course maintenance.
and agricultural operations.~ One of the purposes of the MSSW
permit is to control poison runoff. In the South Florida Water
Management District, specific provisions of each permit are
included in order to protect the beneficial uses of state waters
through compliance with water quality standards.~
In order to fill gaps in standards and criteria, a recent review
of water management district rules led the SL .lohns River
Water Management District to recommend developing special
basin criteria for district watcrbodies and sub-basins..1 These
criteria will provide additional protection to especially sensitive
areas. The review also supported the development of a numerical, watcr quality-based nutrient standard for waters within the
district-~z
While overall, Florida (like man), stat~) still lacks significant
control over some agricultural surface and groundwater contaminants,e Florida has established an effcctivc means to evaluate
the water quality effccts of point and nonpoint source problems
both s.vstematical]y and simultaneously. This evaluation is used to
dcvc]op a comprehcnsive and scientifically defensible set of
clcanup and protection proposals that are custom-designed for
a particular waterbody.
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San Francisco. In the souihern part of the San Franc~x) Bay
area, localities are wori~ng with each other, and with the area’s
Regional Water Quality ~ontrol Board and EPA, to determine
the most effective methods to meet water quality standards for
a variety of toxies coming from widespread point and nonpoint
sources." Based on data from a program of continuous monitor.
ing of to’,des loadings, permits for specific non/xdm sources may
be required in the next 2-3 years,e These permits, like waterquality based NPDES permits, would be designed to achieve
state water quality standards and would seek to distribute control
responsibilities equitably among particular localities bas~ on the
results of the research currently underway."
The recent Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco
Bay Region lists water quality objectives that describe the level
of water quality for each beneficial water use in the ba~in.~’
"controllable water quality factors" are subject to the requirements of the plan if they contribute to adverse impacts on
beneficial uses.’~ For each beneficial use, relevant objectives for
poison runoff control include those pertaining to: taste and odor;,
suspended material; settleabic material; biostimulatop] substances
(nutrients); sediment; turbidity; dissolved oxygen; bacteria;
salinity;, and toxicity (defined using chemical and biological
parameters).** These objectives are used to shape the nonpoint
source programs carried out at the state and local level, including the requirement that certain localities address particular
urban runoff problems.~

2
-
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Wisconsin. The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
is responsible for developing the state’s Nonpoint Source
Pollution Assessment and Management Program under CWA §
319.7~ The Wisconsin approach to controlling diffuse sources of
water pollution illustrates the advantages of a program with
significant input by a water quality management agency that can
address all forms of poison runoff and involve many levels of
government.~" The DNR administers the state Nonpoint Source
Pollution Abatement Program,7J and the soil and water conservation programs administered separately by the Department of
Agriculture, Trade and Consumer Protection (DATe) are
integrated with those of DNR.~’
,- ....
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Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Abatement
Program focuses on idcnti~ing the generators of ,,11 oonpolnt
~-~
source water pollution within a gi~:n h~lrologic unit mzd
involving all of the local govvmmental entities in the unit to
achieve specific water quality goals based on ztat~ water quality
standards.~ This is accomplished by picking priority water~heds
and priority management areas, which then become the sites for
pollution control projects.~’ These projects are selected through
a formal process based on six criteria, presented below in Table
9-2:
Table 9-2
Process and Criteria Used In Selecting
Priority Watersheds in Wisconsin"
Selection Proceu
Selection Crlteda
1. numerlcat ranki~ Of water.

I. the eevedty Of wler

sheds after technicat ~valumlon
pcc~lem8
watsr quality
2.
magnitude
Of I:X~lUtant load and
potential by DNR
potential for reduof~on
by regior~ comm~eee
3. further refinement
by a committee
group and state agency repre-

ticipata

4, fina~ selection of I~ojects by
DNR

cahties ancl omer
government to control otter
sources of poflution, e.g., erosion and secliment controt progmrr~

rolee

fits tllat will result f~om the proSource: Bergqui~t,

flow, Wilconsin Oep~rtment of Nltuml
20-24.
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Wisconsin’s Nonpoint Source Water Pollution Abatement
Program focuses on identifying the generaton of all nonpoint
source water pollution within a given hydrologic unit and

involving all of the local governmental entitle: in the unit to
achieve specific water quality goals based on state water quality

standards.~ This is accomplished by picking priority watersheds
and priority management areas, which then become the sites for
pollution control projects.~* These projects are selected through
a formal process based on six criteria, presented below in Table
9°2:
Table 9-2
Process and Criteria Used in Selecting
Priority Watersheds in Wisconsin"
¯’

Selection Process

~

1. numericaJ ranking of water1. the severity of water quality
sr~:ls after mchniceJ ~valuatio~ Woblems
water
pomntial by DNR
polential for reduclio~
2. review and recommenOations
3. lan~:~vners’ willingn~s to par.
by regional commiltees
~icip~e
3. funl~er refinement of priority list
4. willingness ~ capability ~ Ioby 8 committee with intere~
ceJ agencie~ to cam/out their
group and state agency reprerole~
4. final selection o~ projects by
DNR

Selection Criteria

5. willingness and C~l~bility of Iocalities and o~he~ locaJ unit3 Of
gavernrnent to control other
sources of pollution, e.g., erosion an~l seaimenl contro~
grams
6. potential public use and benefits tl~at will resul~ from the proposed wa~ersr~d protein

Source: Bergquist. Sus,,n, ed., Nonpomt source pollution: Where to go with ~e
flow, Wisconsin Depsrtment of Nstur~l Resources, Jsnu,~l~-Febru~ty. 1986, M
20-24.
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After the selection process, an 8-10 year planning and
implementation procc~ begins. Approximately one year iz used
to assess and to inventory critical-murc~ areaz, develop specific
water quality objectives, and prepare an implementation planfl
Using a variety of models and other data collection activities,
DNR staff, with input by DAT~ develop a technical ar~essment
to:
1. identify water quality problemz and determine Sl~Cific
water quality objectives;
2. identify significant nonpoint zources in r~lation to point
sources and septic zyztemz;
3. identify water quality improvements that can be achieved
through various types of controls; and
4. identify the general management needs to achieve water
quality improvements.The rest of the watershed strategy, termed the implementation strategy, is developed by state and local agencies and
identifies:
1. the tasks necessary to address the needs identified in the
t~chnical assessment;
2. the agencies responsible for these different tasks;
3. the time for accomplishing each task;
4. the estimated hours of staff time needed to carry-out the
project; and

5. the approximate costs of impIcmenting the recommcnded
controls.’~
The Wisconsin program is run with strong input by the state
water quality agcncy. It has an objcctivc planning and implemen-
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ration process that allows many governmental units to work
together toward agreed-on water quality goals within a given
watershed. In addition to its value as an organizational structure,
the Wisconsin program also highlights the important cause-andeffect relationships between land use and water quality.
In Wisconsin, a central component of each priority watershed
project" is the set of water quality objectives identified for the
watershed’s lakes and streams.=’ Use impairments are treated as
more significant than violations of chemical parameters in
designing control programs, since many affected waterbodies are
trout streams with degraded habitat caused by the sedimentation
of the stream bottom which may not necessarily be reflected in
water column numerical concentration violations." Consequently,
biological indicators are often part of water quality objectives for
individual lakes and stream.s,m
The Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Plan for Wisconsin’s
Sevenmile-Siiver Creek Priority Watershed illustrates this use of
water quality data to design specific programs. Five tools were
uscd in assessing the water resources within each subwatershed
and in developing water quality objectives. These include:
1. Beneficial Uses and Use Impairment;
2. Physical Data - considered when addressing water resource
conditions and beneficial uses;
3. Biotic lnd~ . the Hilsenoff Biotic Index (HBI) was used
to classify water quality conditions according to insect
populations;
4. Stream Fishery Habitat Assessment - using a variety of
physical, chemical and biological indicators, an inventory
was developed to determine present and future fisheries
uses (with and without various control scenarios); and
5. Lake Trophic Status phosphorous concentrations,
chlorophyil-a levels, and secchi disc mcasurements (a
turbidity mcasurc) were taken to evaluate the trophic
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levels of lakes in the wate.nhed with and without variom
control tcenarim).‘"
After pollution loads have been estimated, a management plan
can be developed that achieves water quality objectives by
calculating necessary load reductiom and identifying how and
where these reductions can be achieved."

Silviculture and Mining: Different
’Watershed" Planning Approaches
To address silvicultural and mining impacts, EPA has conducted a study of using sediment quality criteria as a basis for
the protecting of certain kinds of fish habitats.~’ The researchen
concluded that, although it is difi’,cult to use stream variables
that can quantify the effects of sediment on fish and macroinvertebrates, threshold values for dissolved oxygen can and
should he used in some circumstances as cut-off points beyond
which serious damages to t~tsheries would occur.~ In many other
instances, given uncertainty and risk, EPA recommended the
adoption of water quality standards allowing for no incremental
increases in sediment fin~s until more is understood about the
relationship between sedimentation and habitat degradation."
The study also concluded that "real and detectable relationships
appear to exist between disturbances such as stream crossing"
and sediment f’mes."
California. In California, efforts are under way to include
habitat conditions as part of the water quality standards that
private timber operations must maintain.’~ -lk~ause of past
difficulties in enforcing water quality standards, the California
Board of Forestry is currently supporting the development of
two kinds of monitoring in timber operations: compliance and
enforcement monitoring to determine if the required BMPs have
been implemented properly; and surveillance monitoring to
determine if the BMPs, when properly carried out, are /~ fact
protecting the relevant water quality conditions." In order to link
water quality standard~ with the preparation of Timber Harvesting Plan~. the California Forest Practices Rule Asse.~ment Team
has recommended that performance standards be written in an
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enforceable manner so that the definition of a l~rticui~r BMP
is whatever action (or non.action) supports water quality
protection goab.~: Presumably thb could preclude harvesting
timber using certain methods o~ in certain areas.

Conclusions and Reaommendations
State programs to control poison runoff must he carefully
planned. They must be driven by water quality goals, and he
flexible enough to implement innovative solutiov.s that address
all significant sources of contaminated runoff (and groundwater)
through every useful channel. With this approach established,
specific programs can be developed, implemented and evaluated
with the confidence that all reasonable control options will he
considered objectively. To summarize, the following general
program needs must be addrc~ed in order to ensure that state
efforts to control poison runoff are shaped by such an approach:
1. State water quality management agencies should be given
a lead role in designing, coordinating, and evaluating
individual projects to control poison runoff as well as the
overall state management program-especially in ensuring
that thuse programs are geared towards compliance with
state water quality standards.
2. Programs should set specific quantitative and measurable
water quality goals and objectives based on achieving
compliance with water quality standards. They should use
monitoring and modelling techniques to verify and enforce
compliance.
3. Programs should address specific problem waterbodies
through a coordinated state, regional, and local approach,
with a single state-level agency responsible for overall
program administration.
4. Water quality standards should be used to determine the
site-specific load reductions needed for targeting, program
implementation and funding policies, and to justify th.~: use
of non-voluntary programs.
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5. Physical, biological and habitat criteria should be used to
determine when narrative water quality standards are being
met if specific, numerical chemical criteria are not available

or fe.a~le.
6. Problem asse~ments and individual plans should be
developed scparately for each affected waterbody or group
of waterbodies. Wherever possible, programs should apply
water quality goah on a watershed- or waterbody.specific
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Chapter Ten

Putting the
Pieces Together:
Comprehensive
Program
Implementation
Introduction
Designing a program to control poison runoff that is driven
by wat¢r quali~y goals is only halt" of the battle. The planning
elements described in this report must be incorporated into a
cohesive strategy, which then must be implemented effectively by
a large number of actors. The path to success may be strewn
with a number of political and managerial obstacles; overcoming
these obstacles is as critical to the success of a control program
as overcoming technical limitations.’ Successful control of poison
runoff requires a skillful allocation of responsibilities among the
many aclors who can enhance-or doom-control efforts.
Managing diffus~ pollution sources is by nature more complex
than many other cnvironmcntai protection ent~rpri.se~. For
example, point sourc~ programs often arc administered by a
single state-level agency or, at most, a central agency and a
group of regional oft’ices that collect data, monitor compliance,
investigate complaints and enforce permit provisions. But this
approach may not bc feasible in thc casc of poison runoff,
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where more agencies and levels of government are involved in
the control of more sources of pollution. Moreover, unlike point
sources, federal laws today do not establish uniform requirement~
that dictate how poison runoff control should be accomplished.
This chapter describes how to allocate and organize institutional resources efficiently and effectively into an overall
program structure for restoring and maintaining water quality.
The chapter first discusse~ general principles of allocating
program resources, and then describes innovative approache~
being used in Florida, Minnesota" and other area~.

Institutional and Organizational Needs
Centralized state program control is needed to ensure that
conflicts between government levels can be resolved and gal~ or
redundancies in coverage do not waste precious resource.=
Within state government, many agencies are involved in programs affecting water quality. Theu: agencies are responsible for
such areas a~:
1. water resources planning;
2. water quality management;
3. natural resource protection;
4. land usc and economic planning;
5. agriculture, mining, and highway construction; and
6. hcalth and welfare.
The interstate (and international) nature of poison runoff often
creates a nccd for a mechanism to develop, implement, monitor
and enforce specific management commitments at the river basin
level.
The Roles and Responsibilities of Program Officials
The state water quality management agency (usually :he best
lead agency for program management)~ or any other agency
charged with coordinating state cflbrts must provide a formal

!
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mechanism to coordinate the roles of all relevant agencies,
ranging from regional planning agencies to SWCDs and county
health departments.4
State land use organizations and regional units of state water
quality management agencies are two important state governm~:ntal entities in controlling poison runoff. State land use
agencies can develop water quality protection requirements for
local Comprehensive Plans, prepare model ordinances and other
guidance for localities, and provide data on regional and state
shifts in growth patterns. Regional water quality management
agencies can provide a focal point for implementing, monitoring
and enforcing state-level programs within a given area. They also
have additional resources and expertise with which to assist in
program evaluation.
Since local governments cannot control activities outside their
boundaries, regional planning organizations need to coordinate
multi-level programs (many of which are not traditional water
quality protection programs), disseminate technical information
and fostcr cooperation among local jurisdictions. Within a state,
regional solutions can Ix: dcvcloped using regional planning
boards or commissions, or similar entities. Multi-state planning
obviously should come under thc control of the involved state
governments with guidance from the federal level. Since existing
regional planning institutions usually do not conform to hydrologic boundaries and often lack substantial legal authority, state
lav~ should nznndale cooperative arrangements both within and
among regional bodies. Otherwise, any voluntary compromise

]
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could sacrifice water quality for economic and development
considerations.
local jurisdictions
and the Local
gcncral
public must
partFinally,
in any poison
runoff control program.
jurisdictions
are take
often primary (and essential) actors in Ihe preparation and
implementation of control programs? Local citizens contribute
substantially to the pollution problem, and must be a basic part
of any effective solution. Methods must be devised not only to
gain thc input of localities and the public, but also to resolve
conflicts* and, if necessary, to modify programs to rcflcct local
and public concerns. A strong state role is nccdcd to ensure that
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state water quality goals are maintained in any negotiated
compromises within or between Iocalitiea.
Coordination Among Different Agencies
and Levels of Govsmment
These various poison runoff control players should be viewed
in terms of the functions that they perform. Generally, each
function within a state program to control poison runoff should
fall within one of the following types of activity:.
1. Strategic Planning - setting broad goals and policies;
2. Management Planning - translating goals and policies into
concrete objectives and creating the necessary organizations and the allocation of resoun:es; and
~
!

3. Operations - the actual execution of program~ and
projects.
States should assign roles, responsibilities and relationships
based on the functions each agency is best suited to perform.
Figure 1 provides a simplified schematic diagram indicating one
way to direct the flow of responsibility in a state control
program. As the source of program authority, the state water
-quality management agency should assign responsibilities to other
state agencies; to regional organizations; and, finally, to local
governments.’ Feedback and program accountability are provided
generally by lower levels of government and from state agencies
other than the water quality management agency)
Figure 2 describes how the roles and responsibilities of a few
of the different program actors can bc conceptualized. For each
step in the planning process (e.g., data collection, developing
and selecting plans, implementing control activities and evaluating successes) this design can bc broken down into the specific
tasks of each management entity. As the diagram indicates, each

|
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Figure 1
Generalized Flow of Authority and Accountability
a State Poison Runoff Source Management Program
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F~ure 3
~ample of Gener~ Age~ C~I~

ear~ in
gram d~eio~

level or government is involved in a h~t or acti~ti~ railing
along thc s~cz~m ~twccn strategic planning and o~ratio~,
while the entire pr~ also
scheme.
Dcvcloping c~cctive conn~cl~ among state, regional and
l~al govcrnmcmal uni~ is a pivotal rcquircmcnt in a state
managcment program and onc that is only partially addr~cd by
dunning roles and relationships. Figurc 3 provid~ a generic
description o~ somc o~ thc agcn~ connections that can ~ ~tabiishcd, and how thcy can hclp to c~rdinatc program activiti~.
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What Works: Some Examples
of Effective Approaches
Allocating and coordinating program r~ourc~ will always
dei~nd upon the particular institutiom and imtitutionai relationships already in place in a state, as well as the poison runoff
problems poculiar to that state. Ncvcrthckm, an eff~ctiv= mod=!
in one state can be v~ry useful to others se=king to learn from
past su~ (and mistakes). Eammples of state and local
programs with innovative institutional and organizational
approaches to controlling poison runoff are ~t forth below.
These approaches address particular problems differently, but
they share the common trait of taking action to addrms an
important (and difficult) imtitutional issue. While none of th¢r~
examples individually incorporates all of the imtitutional and
organizational needs identified in this chapter, each one illustrates innovative and effective mechanisms for addressing
particular problems.
Florida: A Mandatory Process for Integrated State,
Regional and Local Water Quality Protection
Regional Water Quality Management: A Coordinated
Process Providing for Aggressive State Leadership and
Oversight. Florida is a good example of how particular organizational and managcmcnt tools can be used to coordinate the
many levels or" government that are involved in poison runoff
control. The end product is site-specific action to achieve water
quality objectives.
Thc devclopment and organization of regional programs in
Rorida parallels the Surface Water Improvement and Management (SWIM) legislation.’ Under this Act, the Dcpartment of
Fnvironmental Regulation (DER), Department of Natural
Resourc~ (DNR) and Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission
(GFWFC) coopcra~c w~th Florida watcr management districts,
each of which is required to dcvclop a prioritizcd list of "surface
watcrs or" regional .or statcwide significance which require
rcstoration or conservation.’.0 Surface Watcr Improvement and
Managcmcnt (SWIM) plans must be dcvclopcd for watcr bodies
includcd on thcsc priority lists."
"-
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The SWIM A~t provides a 4e~il~l ~ct of ~iteria
in preparing the pfiodty i~t of ~tcn ~ng attcnt~n ~ab~
1~1), and th~ l~t ~ ~ m t~ ~ for ~ ~~nt
of the acto~ ~thin the watcnh~ that ~t in ~ ~lop~nt
of the S~M plan. ~ c~te~a p~ ~ ~m ~ wh~
state and re~onal ~tcr qualiw ~nage~nt aut~t~
g~tin~ and influe~ the mntenn of t~ ~an, ~ ~ act~m
of public and p.vate inter~ that aff~ ~ p~HW
~i~. ~e g~ing ~ of ~h d~t~t m~t hoM pub~
hearin~ and ~r~ho~ ~forc final~ng ~to~t~n stra~
for pa~icular water ~i~, a~ m~t fo~ mpi~ of
strategi~ and plato to the DE~ other s~te agc~i~
approp~ate I~! g~rnmentai uni~ f~ r~ ~d ~menLu
Yearly funding pro~b, d~io~ ~ t~ ~ter mnag~
ment distric~ in ~ration ~th t~ DER, s~i~ pm~
acti~ti~ and funding r~uiremcn~.U ~ming ~ a~ ~
en~urag~ to ap~int ad~w ~mmitt~ m ~lp d~lop ~
~aluate strategi~ and to i~ publk a~n~
intergove~mentai ~ration.U
~ch of the k~ star.de agenci~U h ~uir~ to
each S~M plan and to su~t m~ifi~tiom b~ on t~
c~te~a ~tabi~hed in the ieg~lation for that agent,a ~ral
state agenci~, along with the water management d~tric~,
also r~uircd to r~ew and strengthen their r~tive ~1~ and
enfor~ment progra~ to improve water qualiw prot~tio~t,
Funding for SWIM planning and implementation h pro~d~
by the S~M T~t Fund, which h admin~ter~ ~ the DE~a
Money from the Fund ~nnot ~ d~ unl~ the go.ruing
~ard of a water management d~trict adopu a r~lution that
~rtifi~ the money ~ needed for planning and implementing
SWIM pla~." A water management d~trict m~t pro~de at le~t
20 ~r~nt of the amount of money n~d~ for i~ S~M
program.~ ~c SWIM Act authori~ water management
to raise funds to develop and implement SWIM pla~ by I~ing
od voiorem t~ at s~ci~cd rat~ on pro~rty ~thin the
d~trict,z~
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Table 10-1

Criteria for Developing SWIM Priority
Provided in the Florida Surface Water

Improvement and Ma,,mgement Act"
1. The degree to which state water quality atanderd~ are vto~ed. In
reviewing this criterion, each District Shall consk3er the ~
factors:
& The Slatus and trends of water quality In the waterbody, includ~ng
the nature and extent of pollution Ioa0ing from point ~ nottpo~
sources end the extent to which uses ere Impaired;
b. Whether the waterbody can reasonably be expected to rne~ or
rnalntain water quality stertderOs without ~ction to control ~ o~"
nonpoim sources: ~
c. The nature and extent of sources of point ~ld nOnlX~nl
which corttribute to the waters ~ meeting
2. An ~valuation of the nature and extent of conditions that adversely
affect the waterbody, including, but no( limited to:
& Nutrient balance of the wstedoody;
b. Trophic state of the waterbody;
c. Existence or need for continuous aquatic weed control;
d. Biological condition;
f. Reduced fLsh and wildlife values.
3. Threats to water supplies, especially agricultural and urban supplies,
and recreational opportunities. In rewewing this criter~n, each District
shall consider the following factors:
& Whether uses of the waterbody ere impaired, including whether the
waterbody does not meet quality standards or requires control
programs to maintain compliance with standards; and
b. Whether conditions interm~ently o~ frequently l:xevent a beneficial
use.
4. Threats to or need for long.term protection of those exoep(iona~ or
outstanding waterbo(lies which are currently in good condition.
5. The extent to which the plans, ordinances, and policies of locaJ
governmental units with jurisdiction over a wateYooo’y are consistent
with a District’s efforts to restore o~ conserve a wateYoody.
6. The feasibility of monitoring the success of rest(xation or cons~vation
efforts in the waterboOy.
7 The economic and environmental feasibility Of accomplishments
restoration or conservation goals.
Source: Ouoted from Fla. Admin. Code 17.43.030

|
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legislation focuses on local government planning to (among other
things) reduce poison runoff. Local governments in Florida are
developing new Comprehensive Plans under the requirements of
this legislation." Thb planning process involves regional and state
review of local Comprehensive Plans for conformance with
regional and slate plans, and with legislatively mandated local
planning requirements."
Localities whose plans are not approved at the state level
become ineligible for certain funds, grants and revenue sharing.~
Substantially affected local parties, including other local governmcnts, also have the right to bring civil suits when local actions
do not conform to requirements called for in local Comprehensive Plans.zs While the state, regional and local planning process
goes beyond water quality issues, several of Florida’s planning
requirements either directly or indirectly affect the way in which
pollution is controlled at the local level. The minimum criteria
for review of local pJans are provided in Appendix A. Table 102 lists the components of local plans reviewed by the state
agencies.
In addition to its substantive provisions, Florida’s new
Comprehensive Plan review process also includes important
organizational and enforcement provisions. For example,
Comprehensive Plans must be made internally consistent and
must be coordinated with regional and state agencies." Locali.
ties must identify and determine the effectiveness of all existing
coordination mechanisms, including the subject areas covered,
the nature of the relationships and the responsible offices,z~
Means for providing effective intcrgovcrnmental coordination
must be identified."~ Proposed growth and development in areas
of concern must be identified and compared to comprehensive
regional plans" to determine the needs for additional coordina.
tion.’~
Comprehensive Plans must account for the impacts of a
Iocality’s proposed dcvclopmcm upon other localities, the region
and the state.)~ They must allow for "’resolving conflicts with
other local governments through the regional planning council’s
informal mediation procc~" and the "’consistent and coordinated
management" of mulfijurisdicfional bays, estuaries and harbor~.):

-
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Table 10-2
Minimum Components of Local Government
Comprehensive Plans
Reviewed by Florida Department of Community Affairs"
¯
¯
¯
¯

Future Land Use Elemenl
Traffic ~
Mass Trinsi~ Eletnenl
Pon, Avtalion. and Relaled F~:llllies EWnenl

¯

S_~ifa~ Sewer. S..olid_Was~e, Drainage, Po~bie Walel’, and Naluril

¯

~rounawater Aquifer Flecha~ge Elemem
Coast~ Managerne~ Elemem

¯
¯
¯
¯

Recmalion ~ Open Space Elemenl
Intergovemmemal Coordination Elemenl
Capital Iml:xovernems Elemel~
Optkmal Elemen~

-

:

Source: Fla. Admin. Code 9J-5 (1886).

State and Regional Review of the Water Quality Implica.
tions of Local Plans: A Multi-Agency Task. The state
Department of Community ,ad’fairs ~s responsible [or assuring
that local plans comply with general planning requirements,
regional plans as well as the state comprehensive plan
AJso, relevant stale agencies must assist the L’)cpartment oL"
Community AJTairs in reviewing local plans for complianr..~ with
both general planning requirements and specific agency plans.~
This can I~ a rc.~ource-intensive task. For instance, the Department of F-nvJronmental Regulation has approximately 12 fu|ltime equivalent positions d~:votcd to evaluating just the water
quality implications o[ each local Comprehensive Plan.~ Currently, these reviews are based only on general review criteria, and
rely heavily on [x:rsonal knowledge and judgment.-" ~owever, as
resources, expertise and information incrcaxe, plans will b~
reviewed in more dc~ail for their possible impacts on water
quality in general and water quality standards in particular."

~,--
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Summary. Florida’s planning process is new and largely
untested, and significant organizational problems still =xisL
Conflicts are caused because political boundaries do not conform
to hydrologic ones," and because water management districts
sometimes do not coordinate activities with Regional Planning
Councils and the DER." It is too early to determine how these
problems will be addressed.’s But efforts are undenvay to
improve c(x)rdination between the DER and the water management districts and to give DER an even stronger leadership and
oversight role in water quality planning.,t
But despite the unanswered questions and the problems
associated with Florida’s program, important progress already has
been made. The tools have been established for comprehensive
control of poison runoff, including local involvement in stormwater and groundwater management and environmental prote~tion through land use planning, as well as regional and state
coordination, oversight and leadership.

2

Minnesota: Local Water Quality
Management Planning and Conflict Resolution
While Minnesota does not have a mandatory local, regional
and state water quality planning process like Florida’s, it does
have a voluntary program that allows county governments to
address poison runoff comprehensively and to enlist the participation of localities-all with a mechanism for effective oversight
by the state.’: Many counties (over 50) have undertaken this
planning process, grouped into 6 regional areas for purposes of
coordination within watersheds." Under the Comprehensive
Local Water Management Act (Minnesota Statutes, Chapter
I]0B) and its implementing regulations, Minnesota’s planning
process is administered and coordinated at the state level by the
Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR).*’ The Board also
has responsibility for conflict resolution, plan review and
technical assistance.e

"~
~

2

~
i
~

~
’
~

Local Water Quality Planning: A Method for Local Partici.
pation in Statewide Water Quality Protection. Each county
that chooses to participate in the planning process must agrce to
meet thc legal requirements of thc act and rcvicw water a~d

---
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related land resource~ plans for consistency with the comprehensive county water plans.’* County governments mu~t agree to
exercise the authority needed to implement the plan.~’ Countiea
may enter into formal agreements with other countie~ to prepare
comprehensive water plans under a joint powen agreement
(Minnesota Statutes 471.59) and may delegate all or part of their
authority to prepare the plan to a local unit of government, a
regional development commi~ion or remurce conservation and
development committee."
A county, after adopting a resolution requiring the development of a plan, must inform all of the relevant governmental
entities of its decision. Relevant entities include contiguous
counties (and local subunits); watershed districts and watenhed
management organizations that have overlapping jurirdiction~;
the regional development commission, if any;, and the =tare
Board of Water and Soil Resources).~
A comprehensive water plan must meet ~everal requirements
defined in the law. Specifically, it .must:
1. cover the entire county;,
2. consider the entire watershed and principal groundwater
systems;
3. be based on established economic and environmental
principles;
4. be consistent with other water plans in the watershed and
groundwater system; and
5. apply at least through 1995, and be updated routinely)*
Plans must describe eight specific areas. The scope of a local
water plan is given in Table 10-3.
In addition to thcsc substantive requirements, local water
plans also must take into account surrounding localities and the
cfficicnt allocation of human and financial resources. These
minimum rcquircmcms arc provided in Table 10-4.
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T~ble 10-~
Scope of the Minnesota Comprehen~ve Local Water Plan’

4.

a. ~ mnenct~ ¢xxx:tcture

,.To provide con$i~loncy datm mu~ ~ ~-- --., -.

~ ~gency FL Ch, g300,0040

.-.-----....._.
The Minnesota Comprehensive Local Water
Management
Act establishes a valuable planning process by which counties
can address water pollution from diffuse sources. Perhaps the
Minnesota Act’s most significant progressive feature is the legal
author@ it grants to counties. Counties, municipalities and town.
ships have the authority to raise taxes to pay for the develop.
ment and implementation of comprehensive water plans.s, The
availability of a funding source greatly increases the prospects for
succor. Also significant is the Minnesota law’s formal coordina.
tion and conflict resolution process covering the state, regional
and local governments. Finally, the law requires that public
participation bc ensured during plan development as well as
implementatior~ sz
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Table 104
Implementation Program for Minmmota
Comprehensive Local Water Plane"
I. The plan must 8tste how 8rid when t wjl be Jml~rUed to rnee(
the required 0qsc~NeS.
feasibility studies, enforcemo~ strategies, amendments to axi~ing
official controls an0 a0oplion of new official controls. If no action
is to be laken to a0clress Iclentifled i:xoblems or oppottunil~m, the
3. Staff and financial resourcas needed to cany out the plan mu~ be
4. Tile plan must state tile time in which esch Of ifte m:~Jon~ con.
talnoO in tbo imp~lmontation program will bo tlk~1.
5. If a county ~as ma~e an agreement for the implementation of
plan (or portions of the plan) by a local unit Of govemrne~ ~
trle county, that local unil mu~ be specified, the re~oor~
6. If capital improvement projects a~e propose¢l to Implemenl ~
comprehensive water plans, the projects must be bescribeO In
plan. This ~escriphon musl inclucla the following information:
a. the pl~ysical components Of the Woject, IncluOing tr~r
mate size, configurat~)n anO Ioc~ion;
b. the purposes of the project and tlleir rei~ionstllp tO tf~ o~tNes Of the comprehensive
C. the proposed SChedule for I:xoject construclJorl;
(J. expected federal, state and local costs;
e. the types Of financing pro~, Such es spe¢~ assessments,
acl valorem taxes, and grants; and
f. the sources Of local financing proposed f(x the pro~ct, such
as subcounty, court.viola, o~ multicounty.
Source: Minnesota State Planning Agency. The Handbook for Local Comps.
hens/re Local Water Planning, November, 1987, Id 77-81 (patlph~’lleo~.

Plan Approval and Implementation: The Local Authority
Needed to Address Poison Runoff. The BWSR will distribute copics o~" thc plan to relcvant statc agencies and will
detcrminc if the plan is consistcnt with thc rcquircmcnts of state
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law a.~ well as with other comprehensive water plans wholly or
partially within affected watershed unil.~ or groundwater sy~tems.~
,After a plan is approved, local units of government must amend
existing water and land use plans accordingly, using the recom.
mcndations of the county board.~
When the county begins to implement its water plan, it has
additional authority to carry out the plan. This includes the
authority to:
1. regulate water and land use in municipalities (independent
cities) under certain circumstances;
2. acquire real and pe~onal property needed to implement
the plan and assess the costs of projects upon benefitted
property within the county;,
3. establish user charges for projects conducted under the
auspices of the plan; and
4.
establish
taxingofdistricts
within
the county
and L~ue
bonds
forspecial
the purpose
financing
capital
improvements.u
Informal and formal procedures are created by the Minnesota
law to identify and to resolve any conflicts between the county
water plan and local units of government within the county preparing the water plan; contiguous countics; and water managemcnt organizations, watershed districts, and joint powers boards
sharing jurisdiction over watershed units and groundwater
systems affected by the plan.-" The law provides for an initial
conflict r~olution meeting, with the chair of the BWSR in
attendance to resolve disputcs informally. If a conflict cannot be
resolved informally, then formal, binding conflicts rcsolution, with
the BWSR acting as the final arbiter, is available." Statutory
conflict resolution procedures are in place to adjudicate any
disagreements that may arise after the plan has becn approved
and adopted.~
After the plan is completed, it must bc submitted to a host
of govcrnmcntal entities for review, comment, and in some cases,
approval. Thcsc include:
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1. all local units of government wholly or partly within the
2. all applicable regional development commissions;
3. contiguous counties and water management organizations;
4. other counties, watershed districts, intercounty joint powers
boards, and watershed management organizations that are
within the same watershed unit or groundwater system as
the county preparing the plan, and that may be affected by
the plan.~’
A public hearing must be held before the plan is submitted for
state review (along with comments and associated changes to the
proposed plan).’*
Summary. Local water planning in Minnesota has been greatly
enhanced by the comprehensive Local Water Management ,Act.
A framework for state and regional participation and technical
and financial assistance in local efforts to improve water quality
is firmly in place. However, since very little money has been
appropriated to encourage local water planning, the program’s
voluntary nature could discourage participation and result in a
Ix)or application of the planning requirements if citizens or
public officials refused to raise funds through local taxation..1
This problem could be overcome by increased state funding or
by making the local planning effort a mandatory process, as it is
in Florida.

Other Examples of Effective institutional
and Organizational Structures
Puget Sound: An Intra-State Regional Approach Providing
for Oversight and Local Government Involvement. The
Puget Sound Basin, in western Washington State, is a complex
ccoregion consisting of a large I~ord-like estuary, numerous bays,
sub-basins and straks connecting the estuary to the Pacific
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Ocean.’~ "]’he basin has 2000 miles of inland marine shores, is
drained by over 10,000
million people¯ ’~
rivers and streams, and contains over 2.9
Recognizing the serious increases in Pathogenic,
toxic and sediment and nutrient.related water pollution in the
Sound, the state legislature established the Puget Sound Water
Ouality Authority (pswo,a,) to develop a plan to improve the
management of the aquatic resourc~,~ Nonpoint source ontrol
is an imporlant component of Ibis plan.
The most innovative aslx:cts of Ihe controls in the Puget
Sound area are Proposed in the Puget Sound Water Ouality
h’/anagcmcnt Plan.,~ The PSWQA rccogniz~l that existing
Programs tot controlling particular poison runot’l" prob]ezm
(agricultural, urban, etc.) were inad~:]uat¢ bc~,au~
voluntary, undert’unded, poorly coordinated and not applicable
to the l’u]] range of sourceso~, ]n response, the PSWI~A established a cool~rative local watershed planning proce~ that uses
existing and new stute programs to address problems that rcquJr~
$tozewide controL,~ ¯
The Plan calls l’or priority watcrshecls to he chosen by the
State E~partmcnt o/. Ecoiog),
by local governments, state agencies, environmental, public
interost and agricultural organizations and others.u l/sing
guidelines developed by the PSWO/L, counties then identi~ and
rank al! watersheds l’or the development
action plans and submit the results o/. those rankings to the
])cpartment o/. Ecology.’* The general public and a~ected
individuals must I~ involved in this process through a separate
citizen advisory committee, or by direct inclusion on the
committcc prioritizing the watcrshcds.~ The committee must
submit maps showing "watershed boundaries, idcntil~cation of
probable nonpoint sourccs, idcnti/~cation o/" all local jurisdictions
and special purpose districts with tcrritory within the boundary
of cach watershed, and idcnti/~cation o/. all aRccted tribes.,,~
Objective crhcria arc uscd by county
priority watersheds.n
committees in selecting
PSWO,~, with dircct assistance /.tom relevant state agencies,
must prepare guidelines /’or use by watershed management
committees in developing watershed action plans." Thc county
or counties within the priority watershed must convenc a
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watershed management committee consisting of all affected
political jurisdictions and special purpose districl~?’ Planning and
implementation agencies for each pollution tource within the
watershed must be selected based on the territory governed,
legal authority, and expertise.~ If a lead agency cannot be agreed
to internally, then DE, in consultation with the water~hed
ranking committee, can chome one." The lead agency i~
respomible for:,
1. convening meetinga;
2. coordinating activities among local jurisdictions and other
3. a.~isting planning and implementation agencies in plan
preparation;
4. compiling and publishing the plan; and
:5. submitting the plan to DE for approval,n
Various programs provide grant funds and technical assistance
for the development and implementation of the watershed
plans.~
’PSWQA encourages localities to strengthen the enforcement
of water quality law by providing matching funds to counties,
cities and local health agencies to improve investigations and
prosecutions.~ Localities are encouraged to use existing legal
authority (e.g., police power, health authority) to adopt ordinances or regulations that address farm practices, on-site septic
systems or other local nonpoint sources.= State guidelines have
been provided for controlling agricultural (mainly animal
confinement and grazing), urban (including on-site septic systems
and stormwater), and silvicultural pollution sources,st
An important aspect of the watershed action plan is it~
essentially m~.ndatoW nature. If local governments refuse to
prepare plans, then the lead state agency either will prepare and
implement the plans itself or will use its regulatory authority to
direct localities to undertake the planning process." This is an
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important feature since it is estimated that as much as half of
the cost of implementing water quality improvement activities
will be borne by local governments.m
Colorado: A Regulatory Framework for Regional Point.
Nonpoint Pollution Trade-Offs, ~olorado has devisal an
innovative planning framework to protect a drinking water
reservoir from the threats of phosphorous contamination and
eutrophication. Through the direction of the Northwest ~ouncil
of C~overnmcnts, local governments have developed a mechanism
for allocating inpuL~ of phosphorous to the Dillon Reservoir
from point and nonpoint source, instead of increAuing pbo~phoms loads by competing for permits to increas~ sewage dis.
charges.~ ~z)lorado allow~ a program trade-off or exchange of
additional point source Ioadings if offer with r~:luctions in
ioadings of poison runoff while still meeting target load rcduc.
tions.~
The strategy was developed through modeling efforts that
indicated the level of controls needed to meet a phosphorus
standard of 7.4 micrograms/liter." State officials maintain point
source controls on POTWs, while local governments, bound
together in an organization called the Summit Water Quality
Committee, control existing poison runoff under the land use
and zoning authority of the member localities. All new development must maintain stringent controls.,~ The general program
structure is established in regulations by the State Water Quality
Control Commission:
1. a wasteload allocation distributes phosphorus loading
among point source dischargers based on annual ioading~
and a water quality standard of 7.4 micrograms/l;
2. point source dischargers are limited in terms of allowable
concentration;
3. the state water management agency implements the
point/nonpoint trading system through the NPDES permit
program-for every 2 kilograms of nonpoint source
phosphorus removed. 1 kilogram of phosphorus credit is
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added to the point source annual limit (the 2:1 ratio ~rves
ns a safety margin).
4. NPDES permits must contain, at a minimum, the following provisiom:
a. a record of the point source credit amount;
b. construction requirements for the point source control
devices;
c. monitoring and reporting requirements; and
d. operation and maintenance requirements for the
nonpoint source contm~
5. the credit program is not allowed to begin until regulatiom
for controlling phmphorus from new nonpoint sources are
implemented; and
6. both point source discharges and nonpoint source controh
are mandatory par~ of NPDES permits."
As part of the process, the Summit Water Ouality Committee:

1. identifies sites for nonpoint source control devicm;
2. distributes phesphorm credits gained from the nonpoint
source controls;
3. monitors streams, lakes, the nonpoint source controls, and
point source discharges;
4. develops septic tank control programs; and
5. collects, from member jurisdictions, the revenues needed
to operate the committee, to monitor the program and to
construct, operate, and maintain nonpoint source controls.*~
This program allows growth while providing an institutionalized,
multijurisdictional system to establish and enforce the controls
nccdcd to maintain watcr quality standards.**

!
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The Denver Regional Council of Gov~nments developed a
similar plan to halt the accelerated eutrophication of Cherty
Creek Reservoir.’~ The Council used modeling to determine the
phosphorus standard needed to revet~e eutrophication in the
lake.~ It then developed a management plan based specit’w.ally
on controls needed to achieve this standard. Became increauzd
urbanization without adequate control of poison runoff would
lead to a violation of the standard, a ma=ter plan was developed
that required a basinwide reduction of at le.a=t 50% of yearly
phosphorus loa~.~
Similar to the Dillon Reservoir Program, the phosphorm
management program is implemented by a Basin Authority
created by an intergovernmental agreement that consists of
counties, municipalities, and the.water and =anitation districts
that operate the wastewater treatment planL~ The Authority i=
responsible for constructing, financing and operating the
nonpoint source controls. Under the program, local governments
are required to adopt BMPs, which include erosion control
ordinances, uniform drainage criteria, and septic system performance standards.~ Detention, retention and filtration methods also
will be used to accomplish a minimum goal of 50% reduction in
diffuse phosphorus Ioadings.** After this goal is met, pointnonpoint trading, similar to that described above, can take
place.*’
The point-nonpoint pollution tradeoff programs developed
to protect these two reservoirs in Colorado illustrate the
technical innovation, program efficiency and funding sources that
come from state leadership and cooperation between localities.
These programs demonstrate that local govcrnmcnts and groups
with competing interests (i.e., point versus nonpoint polluters)
can work together to address common water quality problems.
U.S.-Canacla Great Lakes Water Quality ,e, greement
Contamination problems from nonpoint sources respect neither
state nor international boundaries. While poison runoff must be
controlled by individual states, localities and landowners, a
framework for approaching intcrstatc or international problems
is essential. States have the authority to compel localities to act,
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but interstate and international lin~ of authority are far lesa
clear cut.
It is important, therefore, that international and interstate
water quality agreements be developed that provide mechanisrm
to hold member states and countries accountable for the
commitments each has made. Otherwite, good intentions and
will not be translated into tangible resul~
The 1987 WQA provides a mechanism for convening
interstate confcrenc, es to addres~ interstate nonpoint source
pollution impacts,** although it does not indicate how agreements
between states should be structured. Recent (1987) amendments
to the U.S.-Canada Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
illustrate how leadership, oversight and control can be established at either the multi-state or multi-national level.
Article VIII of the 1987 amendments establishes the responsibility of the United States and Canada, in cooperation with their
respective state and provincial governments, to designate specific
geographic Areas of Concern. For each Ar~a of Concern,
Remedial Action Plans (RAPs) must be developed that define
the environmental problems to be addrea~ed, including the
beneficial uses that are impaired, and the degree and geographic
extent of impairment.~’ The Agreement defines the terms "Areas
of Concern" and "Impairment of Beneficial Use(s).’’~ The Plans
must employ a "systematic and comprehensive ecosystem
approach to restoring and protecting beneficial uses in Areas of
Concern or in open lake waters.’’1= In addition, RAPs must also
include:
1. a definition of the causes of the use impairment, including
a description of all known sources of pollutants involved
and an evaluation of other po~ible sourc.e-~;
2. an evaluation of remedial me.a~ures in place;
3. an evaluation of alternative additional measures to restore
beneficial uses;
4. a selection of additional remedial measure~ to restore
bcncficial uses and a schedule for thcir implcmcntation;
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5. an identification of the persons or agencies respo~ible
for implementation of remedial me.urn;
6. a process for evaluating remedial me~ure implementation
and effectiveness; and
7. a de~’iption of monitoring activitiea to tra~’k program
effectivene~,m

_

The International Joint Commi~ion (IJC), the quasi-judicial
body charged by the United State~ and Canada with monitoring
progre~ under the Agreement, review~ and ommen~ on RAP~
at three different stages: when the problem is clef’reed; when
remedial and regulatoW measures are ~elected; and when
monitoring indicates that beneficial ura~ have been restored,m
In addition to specific Areas of Concern and asao~ated
RAPs, Lakewide Management Plans for specified ~’ritical
pollutants must be prepared.~’ The Agreement also establishes
minimum contents for the plans and gives the IJC the responsibility to review and comment on tbem.m
A separate section on nonpoint source pollution was added
to the agreement in 1987 (Annex 13). This section require~ the
identification of "land-based activiti~ contributing to water
quality problems described in Remedial Action Plans for Areas
of Concern~ or in Lakewide Management Plans...."t" In addition,
watershed management plans must be developed and implemented. The United State~ and Canada (in conjunction with
State and Provincial Governments) mu~t:
develop and implement watershed management plans, onr~ent with
the objectives and schedules for individual Remedtal Action Plan~ o~
Lagew~le Management Plans, o~ p~ority hydrologic unit~ to t~luce nonI~otnt source inputs. Such watershed plans shall include a deu:riptton of
prtortty areas, intergovernmental agreement~, implementation schedulea.
and programs and other measures to fulfill the purpme Of thi~ Al~rgg ...
Such measures shall include provisio~ for regulatio~ of non.point
sourc~ of poIlut~Otl,t°7

Annex 13 also calls for "programs and projects" designed to
estimate diffuse ioadings to rivers and to the boundary waters
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of the Great Lakes; the changus in land uses and land use

1

management practices from control pro~ran=; and the resulting
reductions in pollution loading~.~
Annex 16 requires the identification of existing and potential
2
sources of contaminated groundwater entering the Great Lakes
and the hydrogeologic conditions near the umrces of contamination)e* Standard sampling and anabsis procedures must he
developed to assess the degree and extent of contamination, and
to estimate the ioadings of groundwater contaminants to the
Lakes.n° When the problem has been identified, the sources of
contamination must be controlled,m
The U.S.-Canada Great Lakes Water Ouality Agreement
establishes the consistency, coordination and oversight mecha.
nisms that are essential in environmental management efforts of
such size and technical and political complexity. Of course, the
success of particular management efforts cannot he assured by
such a framework since actual field level control mechanisms are
[k .-not dictated by the Agreement. Still, the GLA is an important
exampic of multi-national and multi-state planning through which
,m~
thc state and local approaches discussed previously could be
implemented,
l

Conclusions and Recommendations

2

While none of the individual examples descrihed above
incorporates all of the institutional and organizational needs
identified in this chapter, cach one illustrates innovative and
effective mechanisms for addrcssing particular problems. Taken
togcthcr with the program aspects discussed in Chapter Ten,
these examples can bc uscd as the basis for dcvcioping state
nonpoint source programs with the esscntiai institutions, managcmcnt capacity, and organizational relationships.
9
For instance, Minnesota provides an elaborate (although voluntary) local planning procedure for water quality protection.
The Minnesota Planning Procedurc could be incorporated into
a mandatory state, regional and local planning process like the
one in Florida. The Puget Sound mandatory watershed planning
process also could bc a model for local planning requirements.
The Minnesota conflict resolution methods could be used to
o.

~---

I
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address the inevitable local disagreement~ that woukl arise from
such a mandatory program.
The regional water quality planning offered through the
Canada Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, F)orida’s SWIM
program and Wisconsin’s Nonpoint Source Pollution Abatement
program provide the rcgional context (both inter- and intrastate) needed to ensure state leadership and expertise, as w~ll as
consistency, in the development of control programs. The
technical and financial assistance authorized through the programs in Minnesota, Wisconsin and Puget Sound provide the
motivation and opportunity for localities to prepare effective and
innovative plans. Of course, the attainment or maintenance of
water quality standards should be incorporated into all of these
state programs.
The important institutional and organizational aspects of a
program to control poison runoff can be summarized as foliow~:
1. All jurisdictions that contribute poison runoff to waters
should be requited to participate in control efforts if water
quality standards are not being reel
2. Localities should be required to address water quality
problems within their own jurisdictions through their
comprehensive plans, but this should be a subset of a
coordinated watershed-wide efforL
3. Local control programs should constitute the major fieldlevel activity, with regional and state levels providing
criteria and requirements for program d~’clopment,
technical as,~istance, funding, conflict resolution, evaluation,
and program approval or disapproval
4. All involved local governmental units and affected local
interests (e.g., agriculture, environmental) should develop
a single plan to be reviewed and approved at the regional
or state level.
5. Binding conflict resolution mechanisms that base decisions
on the objectives of the water quality plan (and ady.erse
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economic and r, ocial impacts) must exist at the s~ntc or
regional level

I

2
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SUMMARY

Criteria for
Evaluating
Programs to
Control Poison
Runoff "

¯ This report described ways for states and localities to control
poison runoff from cities, farms, mines, logging operations, and
a range of other sources. In most cases, the report draws on
actual programs that are bcing implemented today by state and
local governments around the country.
The ultimate goal of any state or local water pollution control
program is to achieve compliance with water quality standards to make rivers, lakes, and coastal waters safe for fishing,
swimming, drinking and other uses. By combining the best
examples of program elements discussed above into a comprehensive management effort, state and local governments can
develop a good set of tools to address poison runoff. And
proper implementation and enforcement of such a program
should result in the attainment of water quality goals.
None of thc examples cited in the report, ~aken alone, will
suffice to achicvc watcr quality goals. Nor arc the examples
given the only viable options to control poison runoff. Indccd,

~m~

~=~

~ ....

I
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we hop~ that the~ aucce~ful ~ m~ just the
b~ginning-that newer a~ ~n ~ ~ ~m ~H ~
d~clo~d ~ ~tat¢ and I~I g~m~ at~ ~n ~ff
~th ~re ~gor. ~d s~i~ p~m ~~ ~
~il differ a~ing m ~L ~fi~ ~ ~c d~en~ in va~om regiom of ~ mun~.
H~r, the bmic p~n~p~ de~m~ ~ ~ mm~
define the minimu~ ~ntiai elem~u ~ ~ effm~ ~n
runoff mntrol pro~am. E~n if ~ s~ ~pl~ ~
reject~ or m~ifi~ any mntml pm~m ~t f~ t~ ~k
pdnciplm d~ in th~ ¢c~r~ along ~ ~ ~p~nration and enfor~ment, shou~ go a ~ ~ ~ a~r~ ~
~mplex and ubiquitom p~m of ~ ~
~e s~ific ~mmendat~m in ~ ~ ~ d~
into t~ main ~tiom. Fint, ~ d~ ~ ~ ~~
of g~ program: wa~ to mntml ~f~ ~ of ~l~n
from ag~culture, ~ntaminat~ mban ~ ~ ~r ~ ~
eff~, sil~culture, mining and gr~ng; a~ ~ ~ implement
th~ ~ntroh through adequate data mli~ a~ ~, funding,
and ~e of legal t~ls. Next, ~ d~ ~ ~ mmbine the
building bi~ into an effete, mmp~he~ ~gram.
~e foiling summa~ d~tills th~ s~ ~mendatiom
into a checklist of critc6a for progra~ to mntml ~n ~noff.
~ re~mmendations ~tabl~h b~ic pm~m ~h. But th~
allow fle~bility for stat~ and i~liti~ m ~r~ s~ific
problems in different wa~.
~is cheekier can ~ ~ed by variom ~6t~ in different
wa~. State and I~al officials, ~th leg~iat~ a~ ~ecutive, ~n
~c them to develop and implement eff~t~ pm~. State
and federal officials can u~ them to ~aluate the ~mpleten~
and effica~ of I~al and state program, r~ly. Cit~
can use them to evaluate the eff~ti~ of ~ting and
pro~scd programs to ~ntrol ~ison runoff, and to participate
effectively when op~rtunitics arc pro~d~ for public ~mment.
Following the format of the rc~rt, fi~t ~ outline b~ic
principl~ applicable to the individual ~m~ncn~ of a g~
program. Next, wc summarize the key principl~ that govern the
~cmbly of the com~ncn~ into an cffccti~ ~rali program to
~ntrol ~ison ~noff.
._
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Components of an Effective Program"

2

Agricultural Issue~
1. If the state relies primarily on cost sharing in agricultural
pollution control, is farmer participation (and funding)
sufficient to ensure compliance with watcr quality standards?
2. Where voluntary programs alone do not sufl’ge to meet
water quality standards, are other controls, such ~ design
standards and design taxes, used significantly to address
agricultural pollution?
3. Is pollution from agricultural chemicals (including fertilizer
and pesticidc~) addressed independent of programs
designed primarily to reduce soil erosion? Do programs
reduce agricultural chemical pollution by:.
a. controlling the amount and manner of chemical
use; and
b. requiring forested riparian buffer~?
4. Do controls on livestock agriculture:
a. apply regardle~ of size?
b. preserve riparian areas?
c. limit land application of collected manure and urine?
d. provide for enforcement of livestock controls based on
mandatory inspections and penalties rather than relying
on citizen complaint~?
5. Is pollution from irrigation water addressed by programs
designed to decrease water use through rules developed
by a comprehensive irrigation district or similar entity?

Obviously, some specific recommendations may no~ app~ to ¢ve~ program
m every area. Vv’hilc Ih(~$(: cr,terla define the bas4c elements of good programs
to comrol po,son runoff, a complete analysis of a particular program should.b¢
I::~scd on the more dcta~lcd cr.cna prov)ded in the body of the r~pon.
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6. Do state programs to control poison runoff exploit state
and regional agricultural trends and use emnomic develop.
ment policies to encourage less polluting or more easily
controlled operations (e.g., marketing assistance for hobby
farmers, fruit growers and specialty crops; economic
assistance in developing regional facilities for manure
marketing)?
7. Is a comprebensive farmland preservation program available at the state level?
a. D~s the program require that landowners in the
program address agricultural pollution adequately (cropcompile)?

Land Use and Urban Issuel
8. Is water quality a mandatory consideration in tke development of local land use plans and controls?
9. Do local governments have the authority to develop
controls more stringent than those required at the state
level where conditions warrant?
I0. Is state review of urban pollution control programs
required in areas contributing to the nonattainment of
beneficial uses to determine if load reduction needs in
particular watersheds will be achieved?
11. Does the state require that polluted urban runoff be
controlled through local ordinances (or other means) that
are designed to address all urban contaminants, including
toxic~?
a. Are stormwater controls administered through a utility
or similar entity that conforms to hydrologically defined
boundaries?
b. Is state review of local stormwater ordinances and
enforcement of minimum regulatory requirements
mandatory?
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12. h an effective ermion and sediment ~ontrol ordinance
required at the local level?
a. Is the state required to review the adequacy of local
programs based on clear and appropriate criter~, and
doe, the state retain the right to administer those local
progranu not meeting minimum atate requirenmnts?

2
_

13. Are coastal zone management programs integrated fully
with the specific goals and requirements of the state
nonpoint source management program?
a. Are local development proltx)tal$ i’~tiew~d and approved, denied or modified based on their impacts on
state water quality standards. omidering the cumulative
effects of development within the coastal region?

Silvicultural, Mining and Rangeland laaue$

"14. Are effective state regulatory mechanisms available to
~
control the water quality impacts of silviculture, including
enforceable requirements to implement preserilmd BMPs
and to comply with state water quality standards?
~
Are individual timber proposals reviewed for compliance
2
1S.
with the state program within the context of a long range
planning
a. ~ theeffort?
plan ensure that water quality standards will
5
be met given the cumulative effects of timber harris.
ing within individual watersheds?
b. Do state officials coordinate the state forest practice,
program with U.S. Forest Service regulation of siiviculture in National Forests?

16. Does the state Forest Practices ,Act require adequate
inspection and enforcement, by multi-disciplinary teams of
silvicultural, water quality and fish and wildlife experts, to
ensure that minimum state standards are met?
17. Do programs to control poison runoff from mining specify
compliance with particular design and performance standards to divert runoff, stabilize and reclaim land during
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and aher mining ol~r~t~on~ a~d colk~t ~nd ~t ~n~nat~ ~no~ ~ th~ sm~a~ d~ s~lly ~
m~t watcr qu~i~ s~?
18. ~ mining m~lat~m emum ~pl~ ~mu~ m~i~,
detail~ im~t~ ~mpli~
fin~ and ~ffo~
19. h an abandon~ mi~ fund a~ilabk f~ ~hma~n
pu~; ~ only in ~ ~re r~mible
~nnot ~ ~t~; and o~rat~ ~ing to a
enqmnmental p~6u
20. ~ the pm~m oWgia~ ~ mntml ~n m~ff from
private min~ a~ in~ in ~ing t~ ~t~t~ of
Bureau of ~nd Management and For~t
ton to ~ntroi mining on f~ml la~?
21. ~e progra~ m ~ntrol the ~ter quali~ imp~ of
gr~ng integrat~ ~th similar effom for f~er~ lan~
into a ~mprchc~i~ ~t of plato to achi~ ~ter quali~
standar~ ~thin indi~dual rangeland
22. ~ th~ grazing plato pmt~t water qualiW and ~pa~an
habitat by ~ntrolling liv~t~k de~iti~, ~t~n and
a~ to riparian are~? ~ the pla~ emu~ adequa~
upland forage and ground ~er, a~ d~ nat~ plant

Data Collection and Use
~. ~ monitoring activiti~ pro~de adequate tren~ data to
measure chang~ in the long te~ im~c~ of
mno~
24. Within hydrologic uni~, are data u~d to identi~
set priorities, establish ~llutant load r~uction goah,
justify program intc~ention and d~elop ~ntrols b~ on
their ability to achi~e th~ load r~uction goa~?

I
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Funding
2~. Are significant fuming sources other than general reve
o
hues available for control of poison runoff?
26. Is the polluter expected to bear son~ or all of the cmts
of any cleanup or protection program, through such
mechanisms as permit fez:s, rcsourc~ extraction or us~

taxes, or design taxes?
27..Are funding mechanisms combined with financial incentives
to modify or to eliminate practices that cause water
pollution?

Legal Tools
28. Does the state have explicit statutory authority to r~uirc
local governments and citizens to participate in control
programs as an ongoing part of state efforts to achieve
compliance with water quality standard.s?
29. Does state law require effective stormwatcr and erosion
and sediment control programs that provide for mandatory
state review and approval of any locally adopted programs?
30. Does state law provide that:
a. noncompliance with the requirements of a nonpoint
source program constitutes unreasonable conduct for
purposes of nuisance suits?
b. violations of water quality standards presumptively harm
downstream uses?

Developing a Comprehensive,
Coordinated Program
Driving Programs With Water Quality Standards
31. Are state water quality standards in place for all of the
important pollutants associated with poison runoff?.
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32. Are programs to control poison runoff designed explicitly
to comply with water quality standards and to achieve

specific pollution reduction go~?
33. Does the state water quality management agency play a
lead role in ensuring that water quality standards are used
in developing and enforcing nonpoint source programs in
specific watersheds?
Comprehensive Planning and Management
34. Are specific plans to control each source of poison runoff
integrated and carried out within a single "watershed plan"
tailored to individual, well-defined hydrologic units (water.
sheds) of reasonable size?
35. Is there a comprehensive institutional mechanism to ensure
coordination among local, regional, state and interstate
efforts to control poison runoff?
36. Does the state exercise oversight and leadership, through
enforceable conflict resolution measures, to ensure that
local politics do not compromise control needs?
37. Are state water quality goals (ie., attainment of water
quality standards) required elements of regional and local
pollution control programs and economic development
programs?
These principles can be applied to any state or local program
to control poison runoff. Application of these principles can
identify program strengths, weaknesses, and gal~, and can lead
to specific recommendations for improvement. The following
case study applies these principles to the Nonpoint Source
Management Program submitted to EPA by the Commonwealth
of Virginia under section 319 of the Clean Water Act.
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PART FOUR

2
A Case Study in
Poison Runoff
Control
Pollution from Virginia contributes significantly to the decline
of the Chesapeake Bay and other waters. Signif’w.ant water
quality problems in the Bay from nutrient and to~xic pollutants
are attributed to land management practices in Virginia.I
According to state figures, poison runoff in Virginia impairs, or
.threatens to impair, the beneficial uses of 4294 miles of freshwater rivers and streams and almost 500 square miles of estuarine
waters’z
In recent years Virginia has increased its focus on efforts to
combat this poison runoff. Recently Virginia has established an
office of the Secretary of Natural Resources and a Department
of Waste Management. Increased funding is now being devoted
to this effort: The Appropriations Act for 1988 provided budgets
of $5.6 million for FY 1989 and $5.3 million in FY 1990 to
address poison runoff from construction sites, agriculture, urban

~ U.S. EPA, Chesapeal~ Bay:A FramewoekforAc~n, September, t~83, at 606~. 109-110.

~~

Nonpomt
Source
Ax~essment
at. i-ii.
z Virgima
Department
ofReport
Con~rvat~:m
and
}iistonc Resoume=, Fu’ginia
’ Apcil 1, !~88,
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areas and other sources? This figure is substantially higher than
in previous appropriations.’ And Virginia has participated in the

highly visible Chesapeake Bay Program-a coordinated regional
effort to clean up the nation’s most productive estuary.
Because of the pervasive nature of poison runoff-and the
complexity of mlutions-establishing and running effective
control programs will test the mettle of Virginia’s politiciam,
agency officials and citizens. Virginia citizens and public ol~u:iab
accepted this major challenge with the submi~ion of Virginia’s
§ 319 Nonpoint Source Management Plan. They signil’md their
belief that it is possible for state, regional and local government,
as well as the general public, to band together to control poimn
runoff, to revive and maintain the health of Virginia’a river&
lakes and estuaries, and to do Virginia’s part to re~tore the
health and productivity of the Chesapeake Bay.
Given this belief and commitment, it is logical that the state
choose those strategies and methods that will lead to an effective
control program. This case study evaluates the eR’w.acy of
Virginia’s CWA § 319 Nonpoint Source Management Plan in
light of the principles and examples provided in the preceding

2
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A Case Study

2
A Case Study:
Virg "nia
Nonpoint Source
Management at
the Crossroads
Introduction
This case study evaluates the Virginia proposed Nonpoiat
Source Management Plan~ using the questions and basic
principles provided in the preceding report. Wherever appropriate, Virginia’s unique environmental, political and other circumstances and conditions are taken into account.
This case study is divided into two main sections. The t"u~t
section summarizes= the existing and proposed state program for
addressing poison runoff. The second section evaluates this
program based on material specific to Virginia and by applying
the general criteria and recommendations discussed earlier. Some
aspects of Virginia’s program also may serve as additional models
for other statc programs. These notable aspects of Virginia’s
program will be highlightcd where appropriate.
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Nonpolnt Source Management In Virginia
For purposes of simplicity, V’~ginin’s ~ to omrol
poison runoff are described urdng the structure provided in the
state CWA § 319 Nonpoint Source Pollution Management Plan
(§ 319 Plan)) submitted to F_.PA in August, 1988. After a brief
introductory section, the plan eddres~s each specific zotm:e
category of poison runoff: agriculture, forestry, ~omtmction,
urban, resource extraction, land treatment and dizpmal (e..~
hazardous waste management, septic taak permitg sewage sludge
disposal) and hydrologic modifkattion.
Virginia’s Division of Soil and Water Comenration (DSWC),
within the Department of Conservation and Historic Remurces,
developed the management plan and has "overall statewide
responsibility for implementing’* the plan and coordinating the
activities of other agencies.* The overriding purpo~ of the
program, established under the authority of the state Soil
Conservation Districts Law,~ is the "attainment of henefkial usez
as measured by water quality standards ompliance."~ Priority is
given to the Chesapeake Bay drainage basin in ontrolling both
point and nonpoint sources of pollutants.

The Agricultural Pollution Management Subplan
The Virginia NPS Management Plan emphasizes the control
of pollution by agriculture, which is the most signif’w.ant overall
source of poison runoff in the state.7 The state General Assentbly appropriated over $830,000 in FY 1984-85 and almost $1.2
million in FY 1985-86 for the state agricultural pollution control
program.’ Funds are used for a variety of purposes, including
cost sharing, education, technical assistance, research and general
administration. Because of the importance of the Chesapeake
Bay, federal funds are provided to supplement the state effort
in the Bay watershed.
The Virginia agricultural BMP cost sharing program is the
centerpiece of the state’s agricultural pollution control effort.
Funds are allocated to state Soil and Water Conservation
Districts (SWCDs) based on factors that can contribute to water
quality problems (e.g., intensive cropland cultivation, erosive soil
conditions, and livestock numbers).’ Within the Chosa ._i._>¢ake Bay
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watenhed, where most of the funds arc allocated, funds to
SWCDs arc allocated according to their location in oo~ of three
regions classified as: intensive cropland a~ricuhur= (this area

receives :50~ of" state Chesapeake Bay cost sha~n~ ~unds);
intensiv~ livestock production (this area receives ~ of
available cost sharing funds); and the general program area (this
area receives the remaining 20~ of funds).n
Through the SW~)s, farmers are eacouragnd to enter
voluntarily into contracts with the district to imph:ment one (or
more) of the 20 state-authoriznd BMPs in exchange for a
prescribed payment (usually a percentage of the coat of impk.
mentation or a flat rate). Program participation is induced largely
through a variety of technical assistance and nducation activities.
State guidelines constrain SWCDs in how they implement the
cost sharing program in several ways. In the Ogaapeak© Bay
drainage area, location in the thre~ different regions mentionnd
above restricts how much funding can be provided for certain
types of BMPs. Districts .within the cropland priority area must
use at least 70% of their allocations on soil erosion BMPz while
those in the animal waste priority areas must use at least 8:59i,
of their allocations for animal waste controls." In districts where
applications from farmers exceed available funds (a common
occurrence), a cost-effectiveness formula is used to estimate
which applications prevent a given amount of r~liment loading
to the nearest stream at the lowest cost.t2 Contracts cannot
exceed $3,500 for cropland controls and $7,:500 for animal waste
controls,u
Virginia provided over $1.:5 million in cost sharing funds from
1984 to 1986. During this period, in the critical (~:sapeake Bay
drainage, 16:51 farmers enrolled over 66,000 acres in the
program, reducing sediment delivery by 7:5,000 tons and phosphorus by 84,500 pounds. In Fiscal Year 1987-1988, $1.27 million
dollars in cost sharing funds were dispersed in the Virginia
program, and in Fiscal Year 1988-89, $1.23 million is available."
Outside the Chesapeake Bay drainage area, control efforts have
focused on technical rather than financial assistance,u However,
in Fiscal Year 1988-89, between $350,000 and $500,000 in cost
sharing funds should be available for non-Chesapeake Bay
drainage farms?’
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An important part of Virginia’s effort to control agricultural
pollution is the ongoing development of the "Virginia Geographic Information System" (VirGI$), which mi~ts in the identit’w.a.
tion of lands with a high potential for sediment-related pollution.
VirGI$ is a computerized mapping ~j~tem that incorporates data
on soil, watershed, elevation, land use and ground cover, and
uses equations designed to estimate the potential for sediment
ioadings from ! hectare (2.47 acre) ¢ell~.~
Became of the inherent flexibility of geographic information
~j~tems, YirGI$ ha~ the potential to he rueful in controlling
poison runoff in a variety of way~. For example, it might
in farm-level comparison of the water quality value of different
BMPs.’" But at present, Virginia uses VirGis only for state- and
district-level porsonnel to target education and outreach programs more effectively.~
DSWC also provides various form~ of technical a.~istance to
SWCDs to improve the evaluation of cost sharing applicatiom,
to help farmers plan and implement BMI%, and to monitor
program effectiveness.~ DSWC and the Virginia Cooperative
Extension Service (VCES) provide educational ~ervices directly
to farmers in order to encourage those who normally might not
participate in conservation programs to become involved in the
state program to control erosion and water pollution. In 1986,
for example, over 2,600 farmers who usually do not participate
in government-sponsored conservation programs had personal
contact with VCES personnel who discussed various aspects of
the nonpoint source program.2’ In 1985, a nutrient management
program was established to provide education and technical
services as the primary state vehicle for addressing nitrogen
pollution."
The state has undertaken many demonstration and research
projccts. A rainfall simulator was devclopcd to demonstrate the
cffcctivcncss of various kinds of BMPs and to collect data.:~
Over 600 peoplc attcndcd simulator dcmonstrations in 1986.~ In
1986, a series of innovative BMPs wcre implcmcnted at various
sitcs to try out new approachcs to controlling erosion and
nutricnt runoff.:~ Two demonstration watersheds havc becn
selcctcd to a.s.sc.s.s thc impacts on groundwater and downstream
surface water quality of implementing cropland and livustock
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BMPs at all feasible sites throughout the watershed.~, If these
demonstrations prove succesrd’ul, V’uginia hopes to apply ~
approach to other watersheds in the atate.v
Virginia’s § 319 Plan contair~ deacriptiom of the~e and other
activities to control poison runoff. A major goal of the § 319
Plan is a 40 percent reduction in the nutrient Ioadings to the
Chesapeake Bay. This goal is de~vnd from a commitment
Virginia made, along with three othe~ political jurisdictions, in
the recently renewed Chesapeake Bay Agrecment.a Other goai~
in the § 319 Plan are: reduetion or" ermion on all lands eroding
at greater than soil loss tolerance (T) ieveh~’ by the year 2~,
development of effective ng~leling and other tooh to track
agricultural nonpoint source Ioading~ and to prioritize areaa
within the state for contmi~; and the provision of "effective
educational and technical assistance programs which optimize
voluntary implementation of best management practices.""
In the § 319 Plan the DSWC makes a general commitment
to expand the role of VirGIS, the tcope of demonstration
programs and the use of educational efforts to promote the use
of BMPs. The DSWC also commit~ to seek increases in staff
and funding to provide additional assistance to SWCDs and to
improve monitoring, m~deling and BMP tracking capabilities.
The DSWC also pledges in the State’s § 319 Plan to increase
the involvement of various local, Uate and federal agencies in
controlling poison runoff, including:.
1. SCS (to develop a master statewide hydrologic subunit
designation);
2. Virginia Department of Taxation (to require land enrolled
under the state Use Value Assessment Law to have
implemented a conservation plan to reduce erosion to
below °’T" values); and
3. USDA (DSWC will attempt to obtain state funds to
increa.~e I~r acre bids for lands to be entered into the
federal C~3nservation Reserve Program (CRP) and to
investigate the p~ssibility of a state CRP).
..
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Other activities proposed for DSWC include.: in~stigating the
establishment of a state revolving loan fund to provide low
interest loans for animal waste management facilities;~1 establish.
ing an ,Alternative Us~ Task Force to promote innovativ~ us~
of animal manure; and developing a pesticid~ user certification
program for all DSW’C and SWCD f’gld
In addition to DSW~ other state ag~ncks arc involved in
the agricultural subplan. The Virginia Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services (X~)AC3) is responsibk: for coordinating
the proper use. handling, storage and disposal of pesticides and
pesticide containers. In the § 319 Plan Virginia commits to
strengthening and expanding the concepts of Integrated Pest
Management in its educational and pesticide certLrgation
programs. ?also, the Virginia Cooperative Extcnsiott Servic~ plato
to increase a variety of informational and educational ~rvi~s
for handling animal waste and using commercial and manure
fertili~r nutrients.
The main federal a.gencies involved in the agricultural subplan
are the Federal Department of ,Agriculture’s Soil Conservation
Service (SCS) and ,Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service (,A$CS). In addition to $C3’s own dutks under federal
programs such as the ,Agricultural Conservation Program (,ACP)
and the conservation provisions of the F(xxl Security Act.
will assist E)$~/C: in developing VirGIS and using it to track
BMP implementation within individual watersheds. Pd’ter 1995,
it will begin to "redirect existing staff priorities to efforts
targeted strictly to water quality initiatives after 1995.
In addition, SCS will seek to increase participation of Virginia
farmers in the Conservation Reserve Program. with a target of
enrolling 100,(XX) acres by 1990. The $C3 commits to developing
ten new watershed demonstration projects by the year 2000,
including five that demonstrate animal waste management. The
agency also commits to revising $CS field manuals and conservation standards and specifications to include various water quality
considerations and to develop new BMPs "as necessary to
achieve water qu~tlity improvements.,.,A~;C:S also will undertake additional activities beyond those
required under the federal ACP and the conservation provisions
of the Food Security Act of 19857" It will analyze and modify
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existing procedures for the AC’P to address water quality
problems and coordinate efforts with DSWC to provide joint or
complementary cost sharing programs.
The Plan establishes a number of milestones to indicate the
progress made in controlling agricultural pollution. Milestones
include: nutrient analysis of 500 manure samples a year;, statewide completion of the VirGIS system by 2000, statewide
completion of the hydrologic unit submap by 1991; enrollment
of 100,000 acres of land in the CRP by 1990, installation of 50
animal waste units and 500 nutrient management plans per year;,
and implementation of BMPs on 400,000 new acres of land per

2

The Urban Nonpoint Source Mana~lement Subplan
In the past, Virginia’s urban program to control poison runoff
focused on demonstration of urban stormwater management and .....
~
erosion and sediment control BMPs to encourage their voluntary
use by land deveiopen and local government officials.n The
~ ~
CWA § 319 Urban Nonpoint Source Control Plan adds significantly to this earlier effort. Goals of the urban plan include:
development of comprehensive stormwater management legislation and regulations; revision of urban BMPs to reflect innovative technologies, and their promotion through education and
training
programs;oftargeting
of resourcesof
to local
priority
urban areas,
and
promotion
the development
Comprehensive
Plans
6
and zoning ordinances (and the incorporation of BMPs into land
development
ordinances)
that provide
water pollution
control. pollution
DSWC also
will develop
a system
for estimating

S

loading; generated in urban areas and use these loading; to
identify "urban priority areas." Localitie~ will be encouraged to
addre.~s poison runoff in Comprehensive Plans, to adopt BMPs
in land development regulations, and to sign Memoranda of
Understanding with DSWC to address these concerns.
The recently-enacted Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act"
creates a new agency called the Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Department (governed by an appointed Board) that must:
promulgate regulatiOns which CSlabl,~h criteria fo~" use by local govern .......
meres ~n TtdL’~er V~rglnm]~ to dc~erm,nc the ecological and

geographic cxlenl ot Chesapcake Bay Preserva! on Areas ... |andI ... in..
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granting, d~nying
and develop land ~"thesem°di~/inSa~easJsrequests to rgaun=, tulxti~l= ~" to use
2
Protection of high quality waters, prevention of increases in
pollution and reduction of existing pollution are among the
purposes of the criteria to be developed. Regulations must be
promulgated by July 1, 1989 and Chesapeake Bay Preservation
Areas must be established by July I, 1990.
Also, recent legislation amended Virginia law specifically to
allow localities to protect surface and groundwater resources
with the comprehensive planning and zoning procoss.’t Another
amendment states that surveys and studies of groundwater and
surface water and gcologic factors must be part of local comprehensive plans.~ Virginia law now states that groundwater
protection areas may be designated for application of "reasonable groundwater protection measure~"e
-- Besides DSWC and local governments, other actors are
involved in controlling poison runoff in urban areas. Planning
District Commissions (PDCs)~’ can provide technical assistance
and education to localities that seek to control pollution through
comprehensive planning and zoning. PDCs can become involved
in coordinating or preparing "interjurisdictional watershed plans"
and plans for urban priority areas (described earlier) to address
poison runoff with the consent of the involved localities.
The Virginia Department of Transportation will cooperate
with the DSWC to study the feasibility of using highway rightsof-way for the construction of BMPs such as detention basins.
SWCDs and the SCS will provide training and education to
~
technical staff within the agencics as well as to landowners and
local officials. The Virginia Department of Health (along with
local health departments) operates programs pertaining to the
proper use of sewage treatment systems, the. regulation of
sewage at marinas and the condemnation of shellVLsh areas when
contaminated by fecal bacteria. The state Council on the
Environment is charged with the operation of the state’s Coastal
Rc~urccs Management Program.
Like the agricultural subplan, the state’s urban subplan
cstablishcs milestones of progr~s against which to measure the
~)
fulfillment of Ihcsc general goals. In addition to thc control
~-- "
rcquircmcnts cstablishcd in rcccnt icgislation,*s these rrfi-lestoncs

I
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include dates for developing a proporal for ~ormwater management legislation, designating urban primity areas, updating the
Urban BMP handbook and promoting the r,i~n~ng of Memoranda
of Understanding between DSWC and Iocalitle~ in urban priority
areas." A variety of milestones aho are qw..lled out for completing training, educational and demonstration activitle~

Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) ~ubplan
DSWC administers ESC controls pursuant to the Virginia
Erosion and Sediment Control Law.,~ This statute requires all
counties, cities and incorporated towns to develop and implement a program to control erosion, ualiment and stormwater
runoff from land disturbing activities. Improving the DSWC’s
efforts to reduce the water pollution impacts from construction
and other large-scale earth moving activities ls addres~ in
Virginia’s § 319 Plan. Specific goals in the Plan include: improving the effectiveness of the ESC regulations and controls
(including implementation); increasing the knowledge and skill
of those involved in the program; and achieving effective control
on a minimum of 95% of regulated private construction projects
by the year 2000.
DSWC plans to evaluate existing local programs to identify
needed improvements, to revise ESC standards and regulations,
and to seek revisions in the ESC Law. DSWC will require that
state and local officials bc certified as possessing minimum levels
of knowledge and skill to implement the ESC program. It also
will develop an educational program for state and local officials
and the general public. Technical assistance will be provided to
improve local plan review, inspection and enforcement capabilities. DSWC will be responsible directly for ensuring that state
construction projects comply with ESC requirements.
Other state agencies, including the Virginia Depa~ment of
Transportation, will seek to improve the application of the ESC
program to their construction projects to provide a model of
effective erosion and sediment control. The State Water Control
Board (SWCB) and the Army Corps of Engineers issue permits
for the discharge of fill material (often from various construction
aclivhics) into waterways under CWA §§ 401 and 404, rcsp~...clively. The Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC)
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issues permits for activities in state-ow~ w~tlm~lz ~nd deveJopment in tidal wetlands, when tbere is no local ~ board to
a.~ume this respons~ility. Theze permits inmqmcate ESC
practices as necessary. SWCD~ and the SCS ,m~t local governments in various aspects of their F.SC programs in both official
and advisory capacities.
As the central feature of the state .ESC ixogram, local
governments will be encouraged by DSWC to improve their
individual ESC programs in a number of respects. These include
better compliance with existing statutory requirements, ~n
of necessary funding and personnel, improved inspection and
enforcement and more extensive training and education.
Virginia expects the actions listed above to ac©omplish a
number of tasks listed in the mUestones u:ction of the ESC
program. In addition to fulfillment of existing statuto~ requirements, the § 319 Plan makes specific commitments to provide
training seminar~ and other educational settees; to revise the
existing ESC standards; and to develop and implement a
certification process for ESC officials. The Plan calls for devel.
oping a "generalized but reasonable methodology for estimating
sediment load reductions" from the ESC program by July 1,
1990. Localities will identify "erosion impact areas"*’ within their
jurisdictions and stabilize these areas by July 1, 1992. Finally, by
July 1, 1995:
local governments will achteve effective E&S ootroi (ll~nimal or no

v~olatK)ns Of law, regulattom or standar~ and specifications) on a
minimum of 70 percent of regulated prwate construction proF.cts, and
state agencies and local governments will achteve effectiv~ gx]llu’ol oo at
least 95% of th©ir own govtrnment-si:x)nsored projects.~*

Forestry Nonpoint Source Management Subplan
The Virginia Department of Forestry (VDOF) is the lead
agency for the forestry portion of the state’s § 319 Plan, with
DSWC also involved in implementation of the various activities.
The Virginia Cooperative Extension Service provides educational
services to forest landowners and logging contractors on various
water pollution issues. The goals of the § 319 Plan include:
initiation of a monitoring and evaluation program to determine
silvicultural sediment and nutrient loads to state waters; reduction of erosion from silvicultural activities by use of BMPs on all
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forested land; use of preharv~t plans in 90% of cutting operations.s by 1995; and a.~istance with corrective action in problem
By December, 1989, VDOF plans to undertake a variety of
activities to control poison runoff from silvicultural activities. In
addition to the training and education programs, VDOF will
develop a system for monitoring and reporting annual water
quality improvements, inspecting all cutting operations to
determine the level of and need for BMP implementation, and
making recommendations for BMPs where necessary. Thcae
lands under the direct control of VDOF will be managed using
BMPs. Ties with logging associations will be strengthened to
promote the use of BMPs, and procedures will be established to
register and investigate citizen complaints.
By 1995, payments under the Reforestation of Timber (RT)
Program will be conditioned on the use of BMPs?t A voluntary
system will be developed for timber owners to notify VDOI:.
prior to harvesting operations. Increased penonnel and funding
will be provided to improve monitoring and training activities
and the consideration of poison runoff in recommendations
made to landowners seeking advice from VDOF.
Federal agencies, including the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS), Soil Conservation Service and the
Forest Service also provide some control of poison runoff in
Virginia. This includes requiring the use of BMPs in some of
the forestry practices that receive cost sharing funds from ASCS
through the Agricultural Conservation Program and Forestry
Incentives Programsz or SCS technical assistance and education
programs. The USFS includes BMPs in its contracts with
commercial logging firms.
Although no specific milestones section is provided, the
Virginia forestry plan commits to preparing an annual report.
This report will quantify the co~t sharing funds expended and
the number of acres affected, the numbers of BMPs needed
versus the number implemented, and sediment and nutrient load
reductions,s3 If interim goals of 10% - 40% sediment reduction
are not met between 1991 and the year 2000, the state will
"submit appropriate legislation for mandatory Best Management
Practices for silvicultural activities" to the legislature)4
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Other Nonpoint Source Management Subplane
Other sections of Virginia’s § 319 Plan pertain to resource
extraction, land treatment and hydrologic modifications. As tbe~
programs are less extensive, they are outlined only briefly.
Resource Extraction. The Department of Mines, Minerals and
Energy (DMME) is the slate agency with primary respons~ility
for the resource extraction program. DMME requires mining and
gas/oil extraction permits, and is responsible for ensuring
compliance with permit conditions. It also investigates citizen
complaints, requires performance bonds to guarantee reclamation
and maintains an inventory and prioritized list of abandoned and
unreclaimed mined lands. The goals for Virginia’s resoun:e
extraction (mining) subplan include reducing erosion and water
quality impacts from active and abandoned coal and non-4:oal
sites; considering water quality when setting priorities for
reclamation activities; and providing training to the mining
industry in nonpoint source control through the year 2000.
DMME will seek funding for the reclamation of 25 aban.
doned mine sites per year and will include sediment and other
pollutant Ioadings as factors in developing the reclamation list.
The agency also will seek regulations to encourage the reclamation of abandoned lands through the participation of active
mining operations.
The SCS operates the Rural Abandoned Mine Program in
Virginia and is committed to reclaiming 250 acres of land by the
year 2000 (4-5 sites per ycar). Thc Virginia Cooperative Extension Service (VCES) providcs various technical assistance,
research and education services to improve the control of
mining-related water pollution. The Tenncssee Valley Authority
provides coordination and financial assistance for reclaiming
abandoned non-coal mines created before enactment of state
non-coal mineral mining and reclamation laws."
Land Treatment and Disposal. This part of the Virginia § 319
Plan addrcsscs the following sources of water pollution:
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1. on-sitc subsurface disposal (primarily septic tank dr~in-

fickts);

2. landfill dispmal;
3. lagoons for storing and treating wa~te~;
4. land treatment of non-hazardom wastes and sludge;
5. management of hazardou~ waste;~ and
6. reclamation.~
Construction of septic ~ystcms is regulated through a permit
system operated by county health departments. Before a permit
is issued, factors such as soil type, setback distances (from
streams or property lines) and topography are considered. The
Virginia Department of Health in cooperation with county
health departments also undertakes sanitary surveys to determine
the need for public sewcr~, and educational activities or enforcement actions when voluntary compliance is not adequate.
Nonhazardous waste landfills (pollution sources regulated
under RCRA Subtitle D) soon will require permits with minimum requirements under proposed rules published by EPA.~
These requirements include leachate control, groundwater
monitoring, and landfill closure and post-closure care.
Most lagoons (sewage, sludge, and industrial and animal
waste) are permitted by the State Water Control Board through
the Virginia Pollution Abatement Permit (VPA) program which
is used, when necessary, to regulate potential sources of pollution that arc not strictly charactcrizcd as point sources. The
Virginia Department of Health (VDOH) conducts the technical
review for sewage and septagc treatment and sewage sludge
storage. Regulations for land treatment of sewage sludge and
effluent arc currently being reviscd so that sites suitable for
treatment arc chosen more carefully. Permits for treatment are
to bc granted only after public and local government review and
regulatory agencies (SWCB and VDOH) are satisfied that
ground and surface water quality is not threatened.
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Hydrologic Modiflcatiorm. Poison runoff that results from the
alteration of stream channels (to assure ack:quatc water supplies,
improve drainage, control floods, etc.) aim is addressed in
Virginia’s § 319 Plan. The overall purpose of this portion of the
Plan is to "minimize the adverse effects of hydrologic nuxlit’tcations on water quality through the me of BMPs."~
The SWCB issues a CWA § 401 cenificatiom for discharges
of dredge and fill material. Channel management projects are
controlled by a SWCB policy stating that such projects should be
operated "... to minimize and preferably avoid short and long
term adve~e environmental impacts."’
DSWC is responsible for ensuring that hydrologic and other
BMPs are used to protect water quality during the construction
of dams. Other agencies also carry out activities under the
hydrologic modifications subplan. These agencies include:.
Virginia Council on the Environment (r,~iews applications
associated with hydroelectric projects and reviews federal actions
for consistency with the Virginia Coastal Resources Management
Program); Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (reviews
state and federal actions for impacts on fish and wildlife); and
Soil Conservation Sc~,ice (commits to use BMPs to minimize
sediment loads from hydrologic modifications such as impoundment construction and channel modification).

Analysis of the Virginia § 319 Plan
It is obvious that poison runoff is an important concern in
Virginia. The state Nonpoint Source Pollution Management Plan
provides a comprehensive list of the programs and actions of
many federal, state and local agencies that contribute to the
effort to control poison runoff in Virginia.
Some clements of Virginia’s § 319 Plan are commendable;
and some can bc drawn on by other states. Howcvcr, much of
the Virginia plan does not represent the "state of the art" in
managing diffuse sources of pollution. More important, in some
key respects, the Virginia plan is not consistent with CWA
section 319.
Problems with the Virginia § 319 Plan do not arise from a
lack of commitment or skill on the part of state officials.
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Instead, they are based on histos’ical trends in nonpoint source
control established at the national level, and on state and local

1

political influences that have constrained the range of solutions
chosen by decisionmakers.

2

The following analysis highlights both positive and negative
aspects of Virginia’s § 319 PlanY Specific recommendations are

..

provided, where appropriate, to improve the plan and to
conform Virginia’s program ~th Clean Water Act requirements.
While many of these problems could take years to address on a
fundamental level, numerous p~sitive steps also can (and must)
be taken in the short term to begin the transition to an approach consistent with the CWA.

Virginia’s § $~9 Plan

Significant Improvemants Over Past Efforts
A review
of Virginia’s
Nonpoint
Source
Management
Plan indicates
that the
state has
begunPollution
to establish
an
effective capability to control poison runoff. Recent increases
in funding and Pe~onnel devouxl to controlling poison runoff
testify to a significant state commitment to nonpoint source
management.
Virginia’s § 319 Plan contains several specific commitments
with the potential for effective control of poison runoff. The
state has developed legislation to address pollution of the
Chesapeake Bay region through local land use planning and
management. Stormwater legislation has been proposed to
control contaminated urban runoff. In addition, the state’s
erosion and sediment control (ESC) program has been expanded
and improved to address more effectively the water pollution
problems at construction sites. Improvements also are planned
in the federal and state guides that specify the designs of
particular BMPs so that ground and surface water quality
considerations are taken into accoUnL
In addition, Virginia has undertaken an array of important
research projects aimed at improving its knowledge and understanding of the relationship between land use and water quality,
and the effectiveness of specific BMPs. This research has, in
part, fueled many innovations in traditional approaches to
control poison runoff. These innovations include enhancing the
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cost-effective use of state fuads, and the development and use
of models that identify lands f~- I~iority treatmenL The § 319
Plan also establishes a signifgant level of coordination among
many federal, state and local ~m:nmtental agencies.
However, the Virginia § 319 Plan does contain important
weaknesse~ that must be addrum~ in both the short and the
long term. One of the most per~ar, ive weaknesses of the Plan
is its failure to comply with the basic nonpoint murce control
mandates in the Clean Water ~

Controllin0 Poison Rurmff W~hin the
Context of CW,e, Water ~ Management Planning
The Virginia § 319 Plan does not comply with the water
quality management proces~ required by the Clean Water Act."
In particular, the Virginia plan lacks: a proper emphasis on
water quality standards and water quality standards-based
controls; a "watershed-by-watemhed" management process;
adequate direct involvement by the State Water Ouality Control
Board (SWCB); and appropriate procedures to use water quality
information to direct control programs.’~ These issues are

discussed below.
A Lack of Dependence on Water Ouality Standards. As
discussed in Part III of this report, water quality standards, in
the form of beneficial water use designations and narrative,
numerical, biological and habitat criteria designed to protect
those uses, should be the cornerstone of Virginia’s nonpoint
source control program (Rcc. 9-1, 9.4)." Water quality standards
provide the authority to develop controls, and should be used to
establish the specific pollutant load reduction goals for individual
water bodies (Rcc. 9-1, 9-3, 9-5).
With few exceptions, it is apparent that state water quality
standards will not play a significant role in the development and
implementation of controls in Virginia. On the first page of the

)
¯ Where appropr=ale, citations are given to specific recomrr~ndations made in
Ihc prcccd~ng rcp~)rt. For c~mplc, Rcc. 9-1 refers to Rectwnmcndatto~ I in
Chapter Nmc of Ihc report.
"
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proposed plan a general statement is provided regarding water
quality standards:
The attainment of benefg:~ uses as measured I~ watgr quality standards
ompt~an~e = the overrgimg purpme of control ~
This laudable but vague statement, however, is not supported by
the rest of the pJan. No details arc given on how spec~
controls will be used to attain beneficial uses in specific water
bodies. As a result, it is not clear how (or it) this very funda.
mental goal can be achieved.
References to the achievement (or even the development or
application) of water quality standards essentially are abr~nt from
the subplans for individual source categories. For instance, the
ultimate goal of the agricultural subplan is not to achieve
compliance with water quality standards in specific water bodies.
Instead, the goal of the agricultural subplan is a vague balancing
of environmental and economic interesLs:
to r~luce the off-site water quality impacu of agricultural activiti~ to an
envu’onmentally non-signifgant level while ~till maintaining aoil pl~luct~i.
ty levels and ¢on~ngally fca~ble farm ol~ratinm.~
Similarly, the stated overall purpose of the urban subplan
to a.~st local juri.~ictg~ns having control o~r urban area~ in meeting the
requirements of the 1987 Water Quality

While this goal cannot Ix: criticized per se, the urban subplan
never translates this general statement into a method for
achieving compliance with water quality standards.
Given these loose purposes, none of the more specific goals
of the agricultural or urban subplans (or any of the other
suhplans) even mentions water quality standards. Since water
quality standards are rarely mentioned in Virginia’s plan, whether
or not the plan will ochieve such compliance is not even an

issue.
This inadequate focus on water quality standards is exacerbated by the fact that Virginia does not have adequate water
quality standards for most pollutants generated by diffuse

411
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sources." This deficiency might help to explain the lack of

integration

of water quality standards with the general and
specific aspects of the Virginia § 319 Plan. Virginia’s recent
work on developing a water quality standard for nutrients (an
important nonpoint source pollutant) only affects point source
polluters,a This approach contrasts sharply with efforts in other
areas to reduce the combined discharges of nutrients from point
and nonpoint sources to specific ieveh needed to achieve
compliance with water quality standarth2*
The SWCB reasons that it would be impossible to pinpoint
responsible individuals and to enforce controls based on an
evaluation of water quality standards violations.~ .&.s indicated
earlier in this report, however, each polluter does not have to he
proven individually responsible fo, r a violation of ambient water
quality standards in order to justify each additional BMP and
control program. When water quality standards are violated due
to the cumulative effects of a large number of diffuse pollution
sources, the entire responsible community can and should he
required to achieve the necessary load reductions to liminate
these .~iolations. Controls can be imposed through the host of
permit~ting systems and regulations discussed in this report.~
An ADsnee of Comprehensive Watershed Planning. It is
apparent from a review of Virginia’s § 319 Plan and Water
Quality Standards regulations that Virginia has not established,
as required by the CWA, the explicit authority to carry out and

enforce a comprehensive watershed management process
designed to achieve compliance with water quality standards in
individual watersheds (Re.(:. 9-5). This authority should be made
clear in the State plan as well as the State Water Quality
Standards regulations.
The watershed provides the basis for determining what
pollution load reductions are needed to achieve compliance with
water quality standards for particular water bodies. As discussed
in the previous report, a true watershed-by-watershed system
develops nonpoint source controls commcnsuratc with the
estimated load reductions nccdcd for each individual hydrologic
unit, after analyzing all sources of all relevant pollutants. Once
the-necessary load reductions arc determined, the stale must
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ensure that farmers, local government~, and other partie~
responsible for poison runoff achieve the nece~t~ty load reductions within a coordinated watershed plan_n
A watershed-by-watershed approach should also incorporate
nonpoint source controls in a timely manner within the context
of existing and projected point and other nonpoint loading;.
There ls little in the Virginia § 319 Plan to imply that this level
of coordination will take place. There i~ also no way to coordi.
hate control efforts between the source categorie~ (e.g., agricul.
ture versus urban) or between point and nonpoint soure~. Each
nonpoint source subplan (agriculture, urban, etc.) i~ pre~ented
~parately, generally without reference to the need to coordinate
actions within watersheds to achieve beneficial water use~. There
is an equal paucity of information concerning coordination with
point source programs so that in individual watershed,= management needs can be analyzed, and long term improvement~ can
be planned, within a given timeframe.
A De-emphasized Role for the State Water Control Board.
As explained above, it is essential that programs to control
poison runoff be developed, implemented and evaluated bau~d
on their ability to achieve the quantitative load reductions that
will lead to compliance with water quality standards within
individual watersheds. Given this need, state and regional water
quality agencies must assume an active, lead role in the state’s
overall effort to manage diffuse pollution sources (Rec. 9-6).
Without the fundamental involvement of water quality
agencies, the state program to control poison runoff is likely to
lack an adequate water quality focus. Water quality agencie~
have the expertise to determine which waters need attention,
what pollutants are of concern, and how much of the contaminant level must be reduced to meet water quality standards.
These agencies also have both the oulhority and the respon~i/i9,
to takc whatcvcr actions arc necdcd to achieve the formal
objectives of the state’s water quality management plan.
In Virginia, the Division of Soil and Water Conservation
within thc statc Dcpartmcnt of Conservation and Historic
Resources is given the lead rolc in ovcrsecing and evaluating the
statc § 319 Plan and is the chicf agency charged with thc
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development of the plan itsel£ Essentially this agency is generally responsible for determining how to addre~ poison runoff in
Virginia and how much control is adequate to comply with water
quality standards. DSWC’s role in controlling poison runoff is

extremely important, and must continue. It does not substitute,,

2
-

however, for the functions that must be performed by Virginia’s
primary water quality management agency.
The SWCB is the Virginia agency responsible for water
quality management. Yet the Virginia § 319 Plan apparently

reduces the role of the SWCB to that of all the other agencies
involved in specific components of the plan. In particular, the
SWCB addresses individual types (usually point sources) of
pollution covered by the Plan.n The only statements discussing
the general role of the SWCB (in the introduction) provide
SWCB with no formal, direct or comprehensive function in
general program management:
The DSWC will wot’k closely with the SWCB to ensure that the no, point

source o~trol wograms are ton.intent with programs required to achieve
compliance ~th the state’s water quality s~andanls and ~als and the
requirements of the Clean Water Ouality Act of 1987. The SWCB

monitonng Wograms are suppo~ of DSWC in its evaluatio~ of the
overall suco~s of the nonpoint tource programs.74

These lone references to general SWCB involvement are
vague and nonspccific. No provisions describe how SWCB will

implcment its authority with respect to the specific actions listed
in the § 319 Plan. There is no indication how SWCB will ensure
consistency of control programs with those required to achieve
compliance with water quality standards, or how SWCB monitoring programs will support DSWC efforts to control poison
runoff. This vague reference to the SWCB’s overall role in
program management contrasts sharply with the limited, highly
specific roles established for SWCB in the actual substantive
parts of the management plan. For example, the § 319 Plan
states that SWCB is responsible for regulating animal feeding
operations with "casc-by-ca-sc" determinations and carrying out
the NPDES aspects of federal stormwatcr regulations?s
At the most basic level, it appcars that SWCB is not perceivcd, and more important, does not perceive itself as having
the authority to undertake general nonpoint source management
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activities (except in isolated incidents of acute poison runoff
events).~’ To be sure, SWCB most likely will undertake actions
that can be construed as addressing the ommitments listed
above. However, the vagueness of these commitments, the
paucity of information describing how (and how much) they will
be fulfilled, and the degree to which the SWCWs role in
nonpoint source management appears to fall short of that
required in a successful water quality management plan all point
to a significant lack of participation by the state water quality
protection agency.
The SWCB should assume the responsibility to determine the
water quality needs in particular watersheds, and to monitor and
enforce poison runoff reduction requirements needed to attain
beneficial uses. Where adequate water quality standards are not
available, SWCB must develop and promulgate them. Thereafter,
the SWCB (along with available Planning District Commissions)
need to establish and carry out a process to communicate the
pollution reduction needs in individual watersheds and provide
a means to negotiate and enforce a comprehensive watershed
plan agreed to by all involved localities and agencies.
If this process is to succeed, significant technical guidance and
mandatory conflict resolution mochanisms must be developed and
implemented by the parties involved in the watershed management plan. However, there is no mention of the need to develop
or implement mandatory conflict resolution in cases where
localities refuse to address extra-local problems. Since there is no
real strategic role for the SWCB in the Virginia § 319 Plan,
there is no process identified to coordinate the nonpoint source
management activities of the SWCB and DSWC (either statewide or within individual watersheds). This problem should also
be remedied.
The absence of a strong lead role for the SWCB in program
development and management foreshadows, or perhaps causes,
additional problems with Virginia’s § 319 program. One of the
most important of" these problems is a departure from the use of
.water {]uality standards as the ba.~is for establishing and maintainmg specific activitic.~ to control poison runoff.
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The Need for ¯ Load Allocation Proceaa. Virginia’s § 319
Plan includes no process to calculate the total load reductiom
needed to meet water quality standards in each watershed or to
allocate those load reductions among the range of diffuse
pollution sources in the watershed. This is not to gay that
Virginia is unconcerned with identifying the hydrologic boundaries of the state’s watersheds, since this is one of the activities
in the § 319 Plan. However, the purpose Of defining watersheds
in the Virginia plan appears to he limited to improving the
targeting of resources. It does not include estimating load
reductions or identifying and implementing the controLs needed
to achieve those reductions?’ Virginia "targets" more funds to
areas that contribute relatively high leveLs of poison runoff. This
improves the relative efficiency of resource allocation but do~ not
provide a basis on which to determine if, for that particular
water body, enough poison runoff reduction will occur to rnstore
or maintain beneficial uses.
’~
There is also little in the state plan that indicates how (or if)
the SWCB or any other agency will identify watersheds where
funds should be targctcd based on nonattainmenl of beneficial
u~es, and what level of funding is needed or how these funds
will be spent to achieve those uses. Most of the existing grounds
for distributing funds are based on the potential for areas to
generate sediment.related poison runoff rather than on ambient
water quality. This approach fails to consider the types of load
reductions needed in a particular area and the relative severity
and importance of existing bcncficial use impacts throughout the
state. For example, erodiblc soils in a watershed may indicate a
high potential for sedimcnt loads, but nutricnts ncvcrtheless may
be the most significant pollutant in the watershed. Funds spent
to control sediment may not rcsult in the attainment of water
quality standards.
Summary of General Water Quality Considerations. Perhaps
most fundamentally, thc kinds of managcment problcrns discussed abovc stem from thc conl’usion and faisc perceptions
about thc authority of thc statc to rcquirc control of poison
runoff. ]:or instancc, thc current nonpoint sourcc managcmcnt
plan is authorized undcr the state Soil and Watcr Conservation
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District ~w,~ not under Virginia’s ~tcr quali~ management
statute. ~e relatio~hip of the Dillon of ~il a~ Water
~ation (DSWC) to the ~1 SWC~ d~ ~t p~dc a
m~han~m for mandating that state a~ f~l ~tcr quali~
goab ~ met, sin~ the SWC~ a~ o~rat~ ~ntially through
i~l ~nt. ~ an ill~tration, one of ~ dut~ of t~ ~
that di~ the o~ratio~ of ~WC ~
to ~te t~ ~ ~ t~ [~ ~ ~t~ ~~ ~]
It ~ di~cult to imagine h~ a state~n water quali~-b~
approach to ~ntrolling ~n runoff ~uld ~r take pla~
under the a~pi~ of a program that ~ alm~t ~mplctcly ~t~n
the ~nt~ of traditional, I~ily~ent~, ~lunta~ ~il a~
water ~ation effort. ~or ~mple, sin~ state water quali~
standar~ are not mcntion~ in the state ~il and water ~rration la~, ~mplian~ ~th th~ s~nda~ haply ~n ~
~mider~ an en[or~able r~ibiliW of either DSWC or
indi~dual SW~.
~, state water quality management and land ~ ]a~ do
not ~qu~e ]~al g~¢rnmcn~ throughout the state to prucnt
water ~]lution from ~on ~noK. ]n fact, I~al go~rnmcn~
only rc~ntly were given explicit autA~ to addr~ surfa~
water and groundwater ~ntamination in i~al ~mpreh¢~
planning; and, ~cn ~, such authority still ap~an to ~ a
discrctionaw I~a] function.~ In.far ~ ]~liti~ pr~dc fun~
to SWC~ to carW out vario~ activiti~, op~rtuniW e~u fog
~rdinatcd water quality protcction at the I~al ]~[. But ~
much I~a] autonomy cxisu that SWC~ will remain the entity
most directly r~nsibl¢ for ~mplian~ ~th statc water quali~
standards in many are~.zz
To ~ surc, SWCDs arc invaluable organi~tio~ in any plan
to ~ntrol ~ison runoff. ]n the ~ntcxt of thcir enabling
legislation, howler, it is not clcar how thcy will ~ able (or
willing) to control ~ison runof~ to th¢ cxtent nccdcd to achiu¢
~mp]iancc with watcr quality standard-given that ~ntrob in
many areas may involvc the nccd for significant dircct state
involvement and may ~ un~pular i~ally.
417
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Virginia needs a system of "command and control" dczigned
to ensure that water quality standards are met in individual
watersheds. This requires the adoption of water quality standards
to address the types of nonpoint source problenu prevalent in
Virginia, and the application of these standards through monitoring, watershed-by-watershed modeling and implementation of
needed controls. The state water quality agency should play a
key role in this effort.

Comprehensive Program Implementation
For a watershed-by-watershed approach to be succ, e~fui, it it
critical for a state nonpoint source management program to
coordinate the participation of all government entitie~ and
affccted citizens to ensure that load reduction goals are achieved
(Rec. 10.1). Local land use planning is important to effective
control of poison runoff and, thus, should be ~rutinized by
regional and state nonpoint source officials based on detailed
planning requirements and review criteria (Rec. 10-2, 10-3). All
control programs should be integrated into a single watershed
plan, and the state should provide mandatotT conflict resolution
measures to ensure that agreements for strict controls are not
sacrificed (Rcc. 10-4, 10-5).
Unfortunately, the Virginia § 319 Plan does not provide for
significant and effective coordination. As mentioned previously,
Virginia is not proposing a watershed-by-watershed process. It
follows, therefore, that the Virginia § 319 Plan does not include
a process to coordinate the control programs of all involved
parties into a single watershed plan. State criteria for the
adequacy of such a plan also are lacking. As discussed below,
although increased involvement by some local governments is
expected, it is not clear in the § 319 Plan how localities are to
bc incorporated into a comprehensive watershed plan, or
whether the state can review (and approve or disapprove) many
proposed local controls. And also as discussed bclow, binding
conflict resolution mechanisms arc not proposed to ensure that
pollution reduction in onc part of a watershed is not offset due
to weaker rules in another locality.
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Nonpoint Source Pollution Management Subplane
Despite these gencral probicm~ in the Virginia Nonpoint
Source Pollution Management Plan, the individual subplam for
each pollution catcgo~ provide some u~ful programs sad
activities for addressing poison runoff. Important re~.arch
projects and data collection activiti¢~ arc a si~nificaat part of
most of the plans. Recent kgislation (dbcusscd later) has
expanded significantly the ability of the state to addrc~ poison
runoff. Still, the subplam presented in the state § 319 Plan arc
limited by a number of serious problems. These strcngtl~ and
weakness~ are discussed b~low using the criteria ~¢t out ia the
prcceding report.

_

Agriculture. An effective agricultural pollution control effort
must rccogniz¢ that new, regulatory approach~ arc ofl~n
realistic solutions to water quality problems caused by ~:dimcnt
and agricultural chemicaLs and may be nece~a~] to achieve the
Icvcl of pollution control needed to meet water quality standards
(Rec. 3-1, 3-2). Design standards can be reed as minimum
requirements, whilc performance standards can ensure that water
pollution will bc controlled when compliance with design
,a~ ’
standards is not effective in addressing a particular poison runoff~1~
problem (Rec. 3-2). Agricultural chemicals can be controlled by
reducing the amount of chemicals available for runoff and

leaching, the use of forested buffer zones, and economic
deveiopmcnt policies that promote an environmentally sound
agricultural sector-not primarily through the implementation of
erosion-based "conservation plans" (Rec. 3-6, 3-7). Liv~tock
programs can require control of runoff and leaching from
confined feeding and storagc areas, of the application of manure
on porous land, and of the destruction of streambanks and other
riparian areas (Rec. 3-8). Finally, a comprebensive farmland
protection program can be dcvciopcd that offers substantial
incentives to preserve prime farmland as long as poison runoff
is cffcctivcly controlled (Rec. 3-10, 3-11).
As explained in Chaptcr Thrce, this does not mean that each
of these controls must bc used, much less used exclusively, in an
adcquatc statc nonpoint source control plan. But ncithcr should
such controls ix: rejected out of hand. Morc important, the

~
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combination of agricultural pollution controls selected, whether
voluntary, regulatory, or both, must be sufficient to meet water
quality goals. Where agricultural pollution is s~,ere, regulatory
controls will often be needed as part of the mix of strategie~
used to meet water quality standards.
Virginia has not explored fully the potential of alternativ=
approaches to cost sharing, using the principles and examples
provided in Chapter Thre~. Virginia’s agricultural subplan
emphasizes improving the efl’K:iency and effectiveness of
state programs to control poison runoff rather than the development of new approaches. Perhaps the most conspicuous drawback of the subplan is the bias towards keeping its voluntary
approach for reasons unrelated to water quality protection. In
fact, the plan includes no attemp.t to demonstrate its sufficiency
to meet water quality standards. Virginia, along with Maryland
and Pennsylvania, has committed to exploring tbe "regulatory
option" as part of an agreement developed through the Cbesa.
peake Bay Program. In Virginia’s § 319 Plan, however, no
mention is made of such a study, and the exclusive emphasis on
voluntary programs continues. This teems to indicate that the
use of regulatory controls in the fore~.eable future is not
considered a serious alternative. Even the purpo¢~ of the
agricultural subplan implies a voluntary orientation:
to e~4abli.~ a direction and framework for agricultural intereat=

(government agenoes, industry and private sector) to addr=~ nonpoint
soorc= pOllullofl Ioaglm~ attributed to agricultural lands and operations."
Federal documents that discuss Virginia’s state agricultural
pollution control program often stress its voluntary nature.~
The bias towards Voluntary controls in agriculture is explained
partially by a perceived lack of authority by state officials to use
other kinds of controls. The absence of a cause-and-effect
linkage between BMP implementation and water quality was an
early justification for a voluntary approach to controlling poison
runoff?4 However, from the standpoint of water quality protection. this lack of knowledge will have at least as big an impact
on the success of voluntary programs as on regulatory ones.
Partially because of its voluntary nature, it is not clear how
the Virginia agricultural plan addresses groundwater and soluble
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contaminants. In a voluntary program, the BMPs used will he
influenced not only by their value in protecting water quality,
but also by their popularity among farmers. Most of the BMPs
that are eligible for cost sharing funds (except animal waste
control facilities) arc designed to address sediment or sedimentattached pollutants. For instance, in the Cropland Priority Area
(described above) a minimum of 70~ of the funds allocated to
SWCDs must he spent on rail erosion BMP~.m
Some of the BMI% used in Virginia, such ,,* no-till cropping
practice, can actually lead to an increa~ in the level of soluble
fertilizers (mainly nitrates) and pesticidc~ that arc applied to a
field and that become available for groundwater contamination
or subsurface transport." Al~o, controlling phosphoru~ and not
nitrogen could reduce productivity in one area and thus make
nitrogen more available downstream, sinc~ the t~ arc used in
specific ratios." These Idnds of concerto arc not reflected in
Virginia’s agricultural subplan, in contrast to the recommcndations provided in Chapter Three. In addition, nutrient management is addres,w.d primarily through the prov~ion of technical
assistance and education, thereby allowing farmers who do not
choose to participate in the state program to continue polluting
state waters through the over-application of animal and chemical
fertilizers."
The State Water Control Board is not given any responsibility
to develop Water Quality Standards for pesticides or to develop
a comprehensive a.~~ment of potential contamination (and
associated management options) within the state. The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Sc.ryices (DACS) will
undertake several activities to improve the use, handling, storage
and disposal of pesticides and their containers though education
and technical means." But regulatory fforts are targeted to
pesticide storage facilities, and BMP Improvements will focus on
improving spill containment and loading/mixing/rinsing sites, not
the actual application of pesticides." The agricultural subplan,
therefore, does not provide a method to evaluate comprchensively general problems (both geographic and management)
associated with pesticide application. Nor does it contain a
management strategy (including the development of specific
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pesticide-control BMPs) to e~ure that Igstickle application will
not contaminate state waters.
The bias in the state agricultural subplan towards ~ontrolling
soil erosion as opposed to agricultural chemicals is emphasized
by tbe data used in tbe cost sharing program. Most information
about the effectiveness of the cost sharing considers tops of
sediment and pounds of phosphorus (largely a sediment-bound
nutrient) retained on the farm and ignores .estimates of soluble
chemical Ioadings." The VirGIS data collection systctn addresses
soil erosion and sediment Ioadings but not soluble (and leachable) nutrient and IX:Sticidc losses. Also. funds are allocated
based on potential for erosion and sediment-related poison
runoff.
This approach contrasts sharply with the findings m~d recommendations of a recent U.S. Fish and Wildlife S~’ice study of
the Choptank River watershed in Maryland.~ Th~ r~ort found
that most nitrogen pollution was in the nitrate form, which is
often transported through shallow subsurface flow (ba~flow).~s
Perhaps just as important is the conclusion that targeting for

both sediment and nutrient (including nitrate) control BMPs is
possible not only within watersheds but also within subwatersheds?’ Even within subwatershcds, individual farms or groups of
farms that contribute disproportionate loadings of poison runoff
(including nitrate) might potentially bc identified.~ Priority
subwatersheds can be established by setting nutrient concentration goals for tributaries at their confluence with the mainstream
river based on the needs of the area’s aquatic resources.~ Those
subwatersheds exce.eding the goals would then be targeted for
the appropriate BMP treatments.~ Although such an approach
is still imperfect, the Virginia agricultural subplan does not
appear to explore even the potential for developing this k~nd of
management capability.
The agricultural subplan does provide for a revision of the
SCS Field Office Tcchnical Guides so that BMPs and conservation plans will rcflcct watcr quality considerations.~ But the
subplan still Icavcs the dcvclopmcnt and implementation of
BMPs mostly to the di,~crction of the local Soil and Water
Conscwation Districts (SWCDs). So, while it is admirable that
water quality will be addressed morc explicitly in the Technical
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Guides, there is no real i.~surance at the state level that the
Guides will he followed precbely, given the Iocally-kd, volunta~
nature of this program.
The subplan addresses off.farm (water quality) impaO~ more
directly than some past nonpoint source programs. However, the
plan does not address the possibility that voluntary participation
could decline since participation often depend~ on the farmer
perceiving that he will benefit economically (i.e., receive on.fnrm
benefits) from BMP implementation. An associated problem is
that local SWCDs carry out the state BMP program, but do not
operate under any regulatory responsibility (or authority) to
achieve compliance with state Water Quality Standan:h in their
respective watersheds.
The development of animal waste BMPs is being promoted
through education, technical assistance and co~t sharing. Although the final figures are not available, a recent EPA report
states that only 51 farmers had participated in the program as of
1986 at a combined federal and state cost of over $500,000.~ In
contrast, there are at least 291 dairy operations in Rockingham
County, Virginia alonet® and up to 700 variou~ livestock facilities
(including those for raising chickens) in Rockingham, Page and
Shenandoah counties,t°t Applicants for manure management co~t
sharing are chozen based on costs, manure and urine production,
and distance and slope to nearest stream, without any input by
the SWCB.t~ Nutrient management plans are required of
farmers as part of the BMP, but are much more difficult to
enforce because inspectors must visit the farms when the manure
or chemical fertilizer actually is bcing land applied.~ At any
rate, only 5% of the BMPs are randomly "spot.checked" per
year, as with the rest of those implcmcnted through the Virginia
cost sharing programfl’
Although SWCB regulations maintain that no animal feeding
operations shall maintain a point source discharge of "pollutants
to state waters except in the case of a 25 year - 24 hour storm
events," pcrmits are required only at facilities serving a minimum
number of animals and on a "case-by-case" determination made
by the state for smaller facilities.I~ For instance, permits for
meeting the discharge standard mentioned above (called Virginia
Pollution Abatcmcnt permits) arc required generally only for
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facilities where more than 300 slaughter and fe~ler cattle or 200
dairy cattle are confined.~’.
In any case, the rcgulatio~ only apply to areas where no
vegetation is maintained and do not cover tbe destruction of
riparian habitat by cattle and sheep or the application of manure
to pasture or cropland..’~ While it is suggested that land application limits be determined and followed, there i~ no compliance
oversight for this process-only cnfon:cmcnt actions taken under
the State Water Control Law in response to complaints of agute
water contamination,m
The state permit program doc~ not addre~ the vast majority
of farms (as many as 90~).’~ with fewer than 300 head of cattle.
As mentioned in Chapter Three, improper control of small
livestock operations can create significant water quality problerns,t~’ For these numcrou~ operations, tbe only way that the
SWCB determines if water quality problenu arc resulting from,
any aspect of the livestock operation is through response~ to
complaints made by-private citizens,m Such complaints are a
poor substitute for systematic a.~c~ment of existing problents
and a mandatory program to addrc~ all of the ~our~es of
livestock.related water pollution.
The agricultural subplan does state that legislation will be
sought to require all land enrolled under the "use value" tax
assessment program to have an approved conservation plan to
reduce erosion to below "T" values,m Although this is commendable, the plan does not provide an evaluation of other,
more comprehensive farmland protection programs similar to
those described in Chapter Three. It also does not prevent
,~
farmers receiving program benefits from contributing poison
runoff not associated with erosion.
Cost sharing, education and technical assistance are all
essential aspects of an effective program to control poison
runoff. But such program components are only tools and do not
provide an adequate framework within which to develop the
goals and programs needed to en~ure the attainment and
maintenance of beneficial uses of water within individual
watersheds. The innovative solutions to the problems associated
with cost sharing that arc described in the previous report are
not rcflcctcd in the agricultural subplan.
F-
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Urban Runoff. Urban poison runoff control r~iuir~ a ix~t o{
important program components.tu Localitie~ must take water
quality consideratiom into account when developing zoning and
subdivision ordinances and must participate with other localities
(and state agencies) in a comprehensive watershed management
plan (Rec. 4-1, 4-2, 4-3). Be, cause localities create water quality
problems outside their political boundaries, a strong state role is
needed to determine water quality protection ~__s, to negotiate
and coordinate local control efforts and to resolve conflicts
among and within localities without sacriEcing water quality goals
(Rec. 4.5). Localities in coastal areas need to cooperate with
state agencies to address poison runoff through existing programs
designed to enhance and preserve coastal resources (Rec. 4-4).
A comprehensive stormwater management program must provide
the means to ensure that local governments address the water
quality impacts, including toxic contamination, of both new and
existing development (Rec. 4-7, 48, 4-9, 4.10, 4.11).
In contrast to these needs, Virginia localities outside of the
Chesapeake Bay watershed are not r~quired to address water
quality issues in their comprehensiv~ planning process. In fact,
as a Diilon’s Rule state, only in 1988 was local government
legally authorized (not required), by statute, to use comprehensire planning to protect surface water and groundwater.,4
Moreover. the state has provided no mandatory conflict resoluzion mechanism to ensure that localities do not sacrifice water
quality for political or economic masons. The urban subplan calls
for the signing of Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with
local governments in "urban priority areas" to incorporate "the
most cost-effective BMPs and implementation mechanisms into
their local programs.’’’,~ Since there is no clear provision in the
urban subplan for the development of watershed-wide plans and
associated load reduction goals, the need for conflict resolution
in the negotiation of these MOUs also is diminished. A MOU
with a local government will bc based, by definition, on local
preferences, so it is understandable-but unsatisfactory-that no
mandatory process is provided explicitly to address localities that
choose not to address water quality issues.
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ALso in contrast with recommendations made in Chapter
Four, the urban subplan does not provide any evaluation of
current zoning, subdivision or site plan review ordinances or
practices or make recommendations as to how they should be
improved to address poison runoff and other environmental
concerns more effectively. Although rome Planning Dbtrict
Commissions (PDCs) have provided technical a.~istance on
nonpoint rource management to their memben,TM there is no
formal commitment to expand the role of the PD~ (or SWCB)
in any particular fashion, especially to the extent of acting in an
official arbitration, conflict reualution or coordination role as
part of a mandatory watershed planning proce~.
Controlling poison runoff in urban area~ in Virginia has
advanced considerably in the past two years. New law~ were
passed that provide the potential for increauxl control of
polluted urban runoff. However, this means that significant work
lies ahead in ensuring that the iaw~ passed in 1988 are put to
good use.
The Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act (CBPA) added a
whole new dimcnsion to the way which the state view~ local
decisions affecting water quality within about half of the
Chesapeake Bay portion of the state. The CBPA creates a new
Chesapeake Bay Local Assistance Board (CBLAB), which must
approve the criteria for development in areas designated by
localities (and approved by the Board) as "Chesapeake Presentation Areas." The criteria for selecting these areas and regulating
land use within them are of pivotal significance. However, the
Act does not require explicitly that one of the duties of the
CBLAB will be the maintenance and restoration of beneficial
uses of water as dcfincd in the Statc Water Control Law.’~
The Board "shall be rcprescntative of, but not limited to,
citizens with an interest in and experience with local government, business, the use and development of land, agriculture,
forestry and the protection of water quality."’~* Therefore, in
order to ensure that the Board acts fairly and objectively, the
state needs to ensure that water quality interests are adequately
represented on the Board, and arc not outweighed by developmcnt inlerests. Also, in developing criteria, the .Board must
consider "the economic and social costs and benefits which can
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reasonably be expected to obtain as a result of the adoption or
amendment of the criteria."t~, Reliance on attainment of
beneficial uses is important because this consideration of
economics could cause water quality considerations to be down
played in the development of regulations and the review of local
plans.
~onsistent with the principles established in Chapter Four,
care must be taken to ensure that performance standards
used that require localities to protect beneficial uses of waters
based on the findings of the SWCB.TM To do this, the Board
should work in conjunction with the SWCB so that the controls
required in each local jurisdiction are tailored to achieve specific
load reductions in individual watersheds. A simple set of design
standards and land use tools provides some desirable consistency
in program implementation. But applying these minimum
requirements across all regulated jurisdictions cannot ensure
compliance with water quality standards, given the site-specific
nature of water quality degradation. P,AJditional controls will be
ncedcd in specific areas.
Therefore, a strong emphasis should be placed on SWCB and
CBLAB review of the adequacy of poison runoff controls
proposed by individual localities to mcct the water quality ne.eds
in specific watersheds. Otberwisc, a set of inflcxible design
criteria might allow localities to claim that they are following
the regulations even when compliance with watcr quality
standards will not be forthcoming. In addition to the activities
of the SWCB, it is also uncertain how (if at all) the CBLAB will
coordinatc its own goals and requirements with those of the
state Coastal Resources Management Program.
Another important issue is the lack of a mandatory conflict
resolution procedure in the CBPA and Virginia’s § 319 Plan.
Without such a mcchanism, to be applicd by an independent
state entity, there is no guarantee that local political factors will
not influencc environmental considerations. And there is nothing
in the § 319 Plan that indicates that mandated conflict resolution
processes arc being givcn duc considcration ckcwherc in the
state.
As mentioned previously, thc extra-local water quality
conscqucnccs of many municipal and county dccisions makes
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state-level participation in an urban nonpoint murce manage.
ment plan essential. The CBPA, however, establishes a role for
the Commonwealth that is d~’rihed as "supportive". Tim ability
2
of the CBL.AB to bring about local action is lear. Among the
powers and duties of the Board are to:

~pt~, (mxZ)
(flake ~dminirarative ~nd Icpi ~tiera m emur~ mmc~mz~e I~ mumt~
citica ~nd towns with th~ pmvis~~s oi this chsptcg.~t

However, besides reference to the provisions of the state
Administrative Process Act,’" there are no special penalties that
the state is entitled to use to ensure local compliance with the
state criteria
A final confusing factor is that the ~?13LAB is given "e~clnsive
authority to institute legal actions to ensure compliance by local
governing bodies with this chapter and with any criteria or
~m~
regulations adopted hereunder.""’ This seems to imply that the
program will not be tied to water quality standards because, if it
~
w~re, the SWCB would re.quire legal authority as well. As
worded, the CBPA could be interpreted to mean that the SWG"B
do~ not have any authority in local water quality protection
beyond the point source programs specifically referenced in the
law. As mentioned previously, this limitation is a serious barrier
~
to effective control of poison runoff.
The issues described above regarding the Chesapeake Bay
Preservation ,Act apply generally to any state controls that are

¯

developed
for the However,
majority of
theare
state
that Jies
outside
tidewater province.
there
no similar
statutes
for of the
local governments outside the tidewater area, making urban
nonpoint source management concerns even more fundamental
in the rest of the state.
The Virginia urban subplan does not call for the existing state
Coastal Resources Management Program (CRMP) to be
expanded. Nor does the subplan d~¢ribe how the CRMP will
be integrated with poison runoff controls implemented in the
state’s coastal arcas, or how thc CRMP will be used to comply
with statc watcr quality standards. In 1986, the state’s Coastal
r
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Resources Management Program (CRMP) propmed "no new
state programs, organizations, regulations and lowry" finding that
none were needed to comply with the minimum requirement= of
the Coastal Zone Management Act.TM
In terms of general land me management and planning, the
Virginia Coastal Resources Managemcnt Program i~ limited-ca.
pecially with respect to mandated local involvement,t= There i~
no indication in the urban subplan that revision of the CRMP
to require specific coastal management programs in local land
use planning activities was considered as a means to reduce
poison runoff in coastal areas, or specifically to condition coastal
development on compliance with water quality standards.
The CRMP describes existing state program~ such as the
Chesapeake Bay Program and the state effort= to control poimn
runoff, as well as programs to protect sand dunes and coastal
wetlands that are usually ,adminbtered at the local levelta
Various programs provide technical assistance to ]ocalitie~ and
landowners seeking to limit shoreline erosion and federal grant
funds to localities and regional planning authorities for waterfront development.
It is not clear, however, how the state CRMP makes existing
programs having nonpoint source management benefits more
effective by increasing their emphasis or through a more rigorous
scrutiny of local actions in coastal areas. In fact, the urban
subplan does not provide any indication of how existing activities
authorized through the state CRMP have been evaluated to
determine opportunities for improved control of poison runoff.
Essentially, the state CRMP describes existing activities to
control poison runoff as examples of improved coastal resources
management while the state § 319 Plan describes existing CRMP
activities to show improved nonpoint source management. Thi~
"double counting" does not, however, describe how separate
programs and activities in one area can (or will) he modified or
coordinated to enhance or improve the effectiveness of those in
the other.
The portion of the urban subplan that addresses contaminated
stormwatcr is equally unscttlcd. The urban subplan proposes to:
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quah~ ~on;rol a~d tkxx~ ~ntroi ot~miv~,m
Although this proposal is still in its early stages and no design
or performance criteria have been establish, drafl language has
been submitted. The proposal calls for a t,o/u~ary stormwater
management program that localities may adopt as tE~ see fiLTM
Bocaus~ of the n~d for strong state leadership to ensure teat
stormwatcr ordinances are enforced and coordinated, and that
watershed-wide solutions are developed, it is doubtful teat a
voluntary program will result in stringent, comprehensive local
programs. Given the problems that have been identified wire
the state’s mandatory erosion and sediment control programm
and the intense efforts that have been necessary to crLforce
mandatory stormwatcr controls,L~ it is unlikely that fe~k:ral and
It
state water quality goals can be attained by a voluntary participation in a stormwater management program.
Without an effective local stormwatcr ordinance, the only
relevant state requirements for controlling stormwater pollution
can be found in the erosion and ~diment control law and the
associated technical handbook, which are dcsigncd not to address
water quality, but to prevent flooding and channel erosion from
excess stormflows. These provisions are vague, often are not
enforced at the local level, and generally are inadequate for
poison runoff control purposes."]
Finally, it is not clear how this new voluntary program will be
integrated with the rest of the urban subplan. For instance, the
Memoranda of Understanding into which localities will (it is
hoped) enter with DSWC are supposed to contain "the most
cost-effective BMPs and implementation mechanisms."m Although a well.enforced, water quality-based stormwater ordinance
may be a very cost-effective "implementation mechanism", it is
doubtful that the MOU can require such an ordinance since
both the MOU and the stormwater programs are voluntary and
are subject to bargaining bctwocn the state and consenting
localities.
Other Nonpoint Source Management Subplans. The other
subplans (forcstry, construction, rcsourc¢ extraction, land

,-/
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treatment and disposal and hydrolo~ modifications) are le~
detailed than those for the urban and agricultural categories.
While the poison runoff problems ast, ociated with there categories are not necessarily widcspread, they still can be important,
particularly on a localized bask.’"
Forestry. Poison runoff related to silvicultural activities must
be controlled through coordinated state and federal planning and
the application of BMPs implemented as pan of an overall
timber management plan designed to preserve the beneficial uses
of streams and lakes within the watershed (Rec. 5-l, 5-2).TM
Before timber is harvested, an interdisciplinary group of professionals (including officials within the state water quality agency)
should review cutting proposals to determine if adequate
measures have been taken to preserve and protect water quality
(Rec. 5-4). State forestry and water quality officials also need
to work together to review federal plans for national forests to
ensure that the state’s interest in high quality water~ is main°
tained (Rec. 5-2). All of these activities must be carried out
through a planning process to identify the areas where significant
timber harvesting is likely; to determine potential water quality
problems and protection priorities; and to focus resources to
improve the management of forestry resources in each indicated
area (Rec. 5-2).
Although some progress is provided in the Virginia forestry
subplan, there remains significant room for improvement. The
state forestry subplan remains voluntary and even the consideration of a regulatory program could be postponed until the year
2000.t~ Logging interests do not even have to notify the state of
their intent to cut timber much less use BMPs or protect state
waters through compliance with performance standards.t~ Only
by 1995 will Virginia have dcvcioped even a voluntary notification sy~tem.-~
Each county has only one state silviculturalist to observe bow
we]] logging operations arc carried out and to assist landowners
in developing forest management plans (and thcn only at the
iandowncr’s request). It could bc difficult for these state
pcrsonncl to find out about limber operations bcforc they have
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startc~l,TM ~specially if increased on~mn for wau~ quality mint

~ programm~ into cu~ent ~~

~ere a~ ap~an to ~ ~ ~m~ p~u~ f~
~ing the ~tential of p~ate ~ to ~u~ ~e~ntally to ~n ~noff. ~ state ~ ~ ~ to ~ m~ide6ng
~aluating the ad~ua~ of ~n m~ ~i on the ~gnificant a~unt of land manag~ ~ ~ U.~ ~t ~ in
Virginia. In a~it~n, the~ h ~ i~ that a ~ng ~
planning pr~ ~11 ~ ~ m ~ th~te~ a~ in ~e
state. Little in the for~t~ subplan ~ t~ ~ for inte~ciplina~ participation in ~ntrol of ~r ~lution from tim~ring. For instant, no mention h ma~ ~ any in~lvement ~
water quali~ protection on for~t~ ~ ~ ~ther the State
Water ~ntrol ~rd or the S~te ~~n on Game aM
Inland ~
E~s~ a~ Sed~ent C~ ~i~nt ~t~ at ~nstruction sit~ ~n ~ a ~fio~ ~llutant in ~th ~rai and
urbani~d are~. Eff~tive er~ion and ~i~nt mntroi r~ui~
a strong state role in the d~elop~nt ~ regulatio~ and
guidclin~ and the re~ of I~l program eff~t~n~ (R~. 513). ~al ~C officials are chalicng~ to d~lop progra~ ~th
sufficient im~tiom and stringent ~plian~ enfor~ment (513, 5-14).
~e Virginia General ~mbly r~ntly approp~at~ fun~
and p~d legislation that allow the DSWC to incre~ significantly the staff of the state er~ion and s~iment ~ntrol
program and to improve the implementation and state renew of
l~al programs.*~ However, problems still ~main. ~me significant exemptions are allowed by state leg~lation, including single
family hom~ and ~nstruction sit~ under 10,~ ~. fL~
~c Virginia plan al~ d~ not addr~ directly how I~aliti~
can ~ ensured of obtaining ad~uate r~ur~ to ca~ out
~. ~is is cs~cially significant gi~n that studio, carri~ out
~forc the lofty goals of the CWA ~ 319 Plan ~re d~clo~,
found that many Virginia I~aliti~ had inadequate r~urc~ to
car~ out an cflbctivc plan.~‘t Inadequate r~urc~ and cnfor~mcnt translate into ~r ins~ction and enforcement of I~al
programs.~’~ ~crc is also a lack of sup~n in the judicia~ to
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impose substantial fines for violations of local progrmm.’~ Tbe
state can only develop, and not implement, ESC plans wben tbe
locality refuses to act.TM
Virginia’s ESC program also lacks a full range of adequate
enforcement tools. Administrative fin~s do exist but only if
agreed to by the developer as a means of avoiding a ~ or
criminal enforcement action.Io Stop work orders arc mmilabic
but apply only to land disturbing activities, not to otber work
(like much of the construction of buildings) that might be going
on while the ermion or secliment problem rcmainsY’
Guidance in several areas is missing. For instance, review of"
local plans by the state is required, but at an unspecified rate..~
Inslx~ctions of construction sites must be performed by local
officials but also on an unspecified basis, making it difl’zcult for
state officials to define when local officials arc or arc not
conducting an ade.quatc number of inspections. Many time limits
associatecl with various compliance standards, including the
requirement that landowners comply with orders by program
oflicials to correct F_,SC problems, arc not defined. Even tbe
regulations themselves contain a significant variance clause that
allows any requirements found in the regulations to be waived
as long as local officials conscnty~
The Virginia subplan for construction provides for improved
technical assistance and education by DSWC to local governments to carry out the plan. It also has greatly expanded its
capacity to review and evaluate local plans. It remains to bc
seen, however, if this structure provides systematically for the
achievement of the goal of" 95% compliance by the year 2000. In
evaluating local programs and updating the ESC Handbook,
DSW¢::: should capitalize on studies that have been conducted
p~rtaining both to problems with ESC programs in Virginia and
cfTective programs in other areas. In the long run, additional
legislation may bc needed to make the program more aggressiv~
at the state level and provide necessary local resources.
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dons. Developing an adequate program to addre~ mining-related
pollution requires a coordinated effort by both the state water
quality agency and the mining regulatory authority (Rec. 5.6).m
All forms of mining should be addre~l through a proce~ that
identifies areas unsuitable for mining, regulates mining through
land use controls and the control hierarchy established in
SMCRA, and reclaims abandoned lands to prevent further water
quality degradation (Rec. 5-7, 5-8, 5-9, 5-11). Adequate ii~.$p~tions and effective enforcement actions are vital; hence, detailed
regulations, including performance standards, are needed to
provide the minimum criteria that all mining operatiop.s mu~t
meet (Rec. 5-5).
The other two subplans (land dispoutl and hydrologic
modifications) are not addressed in the proceeding ~ections of
this report. These sourc~ of water pollution often are not
considered nonpoint sources or are addressed through specific
programs provided for in legislation other than the Clean Water
Act (e.g., solid and hazardous waste facilitic~ are regulated under
Subtitles C and D of the Resources Conservation and Recovery
Act). Problems related to these facilities also can be addre&sed
through siting, zoning and other land use controls discttssed in
Chapter Four.
The case of nitrate and fecal contamination of surface and
ground water by failing septic systems (a significant problem in
Virginia) is a possible exception, but this problem also is
addressed through land use regulation. For instance, based on
an analysis of the cumulativc impacts of development, the state
or locality can require certain minimum lot sizes, depending on
soil and topographic conditions and total allowable contaminant
Ioadings, for individual septic systems?~ Although no specific
guidance has been developed in this study for many of the
sources contained in these two subplans, comments arc provided
where appropriate.
With some cxccptions, the subplans for resource extraction
(mining). land disposal and hydrologic modifications appear
primarily to restate existing program requircmcnts. For example,
the resource cxtraction subplan focuses attcntion on the environmental protection rcquircmcnts of cxisting state regulations
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pertaining to mining. However, there does not appear to bca
way to evaluate whether ~t~g prooams are adequate (or are
being implemented adequately).
Current iaw~ and regulations apply to both coal and non-coal
mining as well as to oil and gas exploration,ul However, unlik~
the legislation and associated regulations described in Chapter
Five, much of the Virginia program applicable to non-coal
mining is based on statutory and regulatory provisions that
provide few details or guidance. Therefore, the success of the
program in addressing poison runoff depends on how stringent
local officials of the Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals and
Energy choose to make permit requirements, inspections,
enforcement actions and other program requirements.m
For instance, the environmental protection data requirements
for permit applications and for permits are very limited compared with those of the Wisconsin program described in Chapter
Five." Review and approval procedures provide no details or
criteria for evaluative purposes. General criteria for protecting
wetlands and other sensitive areas also are lacking. This is
especially significant because the SWCB does not appear to have
any role in determining where reclamation is needed or influencing how the Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy carries
out inspections or develops pollution control requirements for
poison runoff.
For non-coal mining operations, the minimum inspection and
enforcement provisions are equally vague. Although mine
inspectors presently must cover an average of $5 mines,u4 the
subplan does not propose expanding or even reviewing personnel
needs to improve nonpoint source management. In addition,
there does not appear to be a planning proc~ in place to
assess poison runoff problems and to determine needed controls
within specific watersheds or areas where mining is unsuitable.
Perhaps the most important consideration of the land
treatment and disposal subplan is the adequacy of the state
program for on-site waste disposal (septic systems). But the
subplan itself does not propose to review the adequacy o[ this
program or how well it is being implemented at the county level.
Instead it merely summarizes how the existing program works.
There do not appear to be any new activities proposed for this
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particular problem, which is a major source of fecal bacteria
impairments to state waters. Since bacteriological contamination
is the most prevalent type of use impairment in the state, it is
apparent that the current tystem of septic ~tem control is not
effective.

Virginia still controls pollution problems from septic tystems
primarily through requirements for a "pert" (percolation) te~t to

determine if the soils in the area can absorb effectively the
effluent from the septic tank, and through an evaluation of
individual site characteristics. This process is controlled by county
health department officials-not state water quality
managers-who are not responsible for ensuring that state water
quality objectives are achieved. No provisions seem available at
the state level to account for the water quality impacts of the
aggregate loading caused by maby septic systems in one area or
the incremental increases in these systems brought on through
time by development pressure.
Similarly, the section on hydrologic modifications consists
largely of restatements (as opposed to evaluations) of existing

programs. Apart from rare exceptions, there do not appear to
be any new activities or programs proposed by non-federal
entities, which indicates that the state believes this poison runoff
category is already being addressed adequately by existing
programs.
Data Collection and Use
Critical to the success of a watershed-by-watershed approach
in nonpoint source management is the proper use of water

quality information?" Water quality data not only provide the
information needed to establish water quality goals and priority
areas within the watershed. They also establish the state’s
authority to require that necessary pollution load reductions he
achieved on a watershed-by-watershed basis (Rec. 6-1, 6-4). As
mentioned in Chapter Six, using water quality information to
develop, implement and monitor controls can be the most
challenging part of a program to control poison runoff. While it
may not be po~iblc to model preciscly the actual and potential
impacts of each individual source of diffuse pollution, successful
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modeling has been demonstrated on a watershed-wide basis, and
progress continues to be made.
Unfortunately, Virginia’s plan does not descn’be how ambient
water quality information and watershed modeling are to be used
to develop nonpoint source management programs for specific
hydrologic areas. No references are made to establishing, for
example, a procedure to monitor above and below the fall to
determine the severity of the nonpoint source problem in a
particular watershed. This omission is unfortunate and ironic
given Virginia’s leadership in demonstrating, by the creation and
expansion of the land-based VirGIS information system for
targeting resources (described earlier), innovation in the field of
data collection and use.
The state § 319 Plan should recognize explicitly the need to
use ambient water quality as the primary means of judging the
success of nonpoint source controls in individual water, beds
(Rec. 6-4). A proposal should be made as soon as ix~ible that
de,u:ribes how water quality monitoring and modeling activities
will be modified and used to develop comprehensive watershed
plans. As part of these plans, water quality monitoring and
modeling should be used to require both point and nonpoint
source controls in watersheds where beneficial uses of water are
not attained.

Funding
Besides general managemcnt and the particular plans for each
source category, funding is also an important issue in controlling
poison runoff.~ Not only are significant level~ of funding
needed, but money for control programs should also be provided
from a variety of sources, including the polluters themselves
(Recs. 7-1 through 7-7).
Virginia has substantially increased funding for its nonpoint
source programs in the past few years. But it seems unlikely
that these levels are sufficient, especially given the approaches
currently used. Virginia officials have estimated that $170 million
in cost sharing funds would be necessary to install the BMPs
that would address only erosion-related pollution problems and
only in the Chesapeake Bay drainage.I" This figure excludes the
costs of controlling sediment in the remainder of the state as
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well as the costs of controlling groundwater contamination from
soluble fertilizers, pesticides and toxic chemicals from both
agricultural and nonagricultural nonpoint sources throughout the
entire state. Therefore, the approximately $1.25 million available
for cost sharing (mentioned in a preceding section of this case
study) in each of the next two yea~ cannot he regarded as
adequate.TM
While the state expenditures for cost sharing de~ribed in the
previous section are less than adequate, additional problems also
can be foreseen based on how those limited funds are used. The
majority of funds are used to pay for those popular BMPs that
are designed to control erosion and sedimentation. Cropland.
related nutrient enrichment is addressed almost entirely through
technical assistance and education provided by the state Nutrient
Management Program. At the rate at which farmers are brought
into the state nonpoint source program using the~e approaches,
it is difficult to discern at what point actual improvementa in
ambient water quality will he achieved in any particular location.
The agricultural subplan also does not reflect the negative
environmental impacts that can result from cost sharing. By
paying farmers to implement BMPs that can improve farmer
profits and production, the state could bc artificially perpetuating
poison runoff problems. For purposes of cost sharing, a careful
distinction must he made between BMPs that provide short term
on.farm benefits and can be implcmcnted by the farmer without
any financial assistance, or provide longer term benefits that can
be implemcntcd with minimal assistance (or perhaps a io~
interest loan); and those that must bc hcavily subsidized because
they provide no on-farm bcncfits. Having both farm prices and
practices reflect environmental onsiderations is essential to the
effective control of poison runoff, so cost sharing must be used
carefully.
There also is little indication that funding sources within the
state other than general revenues will bc used to provide
resources for the Nonpoint Source Program, or that parties
responsible for poison runoff will bc required to fund control
programs. In fact, most of the discussion of funding in the
agricultural section addrcsses the availability of fcdcral funds,
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which cannot be tailored to Virginia,s particular problems as
easily or as effectively as state or i~.al fundz.
There is no provhion in the plan to ensure that local
governments contribute to the tests of controlling poison runoff
in urban areas by allocating property tax or other revenues for
stormwater or other nonpoint ~ouree controls. Other entities
that could be viable taxing authorities, such as SWCDz and
regional water quality control agencies, are not considered in the
plan as potential taxing authorities to commit fund~ for either
the general nonpoint source program at the state level or for
the development of "watershed plans."
"Pollution control taxes" for polluting farm practices are not
considered ~erio,,~ly as a potential source of program fun~ or
pollution prevention. Although there is a possibility that fertilizer
tax revenues will be re-allocated to the Nonpoint Source
Program, neither this tax nor any other is being reed to dissuade
groups from undertaking land use activities that generate water
pollution,u* Although the fertilizer tax is a step in the right
direction, the Plan does not state whether fertilizers will provide
the high levels of funding required to implement through co~t
sharing all of the agricultural BMPs needed to meet water
quality goals. In any case, there is no indication in the subplan
that farmers will be required to finance some of the costs
associated with controlling poison runoff.~’’ Other charges, such
as impact fees and other land use-based fees are not provided
for in the § 319 Plan.

Legal Con$1derationa
A legal system that is responsive to the need to control
poison runoff is the foundation of all control programs. While
totally restructuring a state’s legal framework is unncces,sary,
comprehensive "source" control laws arc needed to address
contamination from stormwater and construction activities (Rex.
8-1, 8-2). Local governments should be required to prevent
serious water quality impacts from land use development
according to state criteria (Rcc. 9-3). The state environmental
policy act should be uscd to rcvicw all activities that could affect
state waters and to rcquire mitigation where necessary (Rec. 9-
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4). Finally, the exercise of the common bw should bolster
nonpoint source controls established through statuto~ programs.

Much of the preceding analysis provides a ~tique or" the ~
available in Virginia for controlling poison runoff. While m~ny
laws have been passed (or proposed) that improve the mana~.
ment of nonpoint ~ources, most of throe lain, such az thor=
applicable to land use planning, stormwater management and
erosion and ~liment control, could be imp~ Similarly,
although restrictiom placed on lecalitim I~,au~ of Dillon’s Rule
have been eased by recent legislation, it remaim to be teen if
localities will capitalize on thi~ opportunity by improving water
quality protection activities.
Finally, the § 319 Plan does not expand the Council on the
Environment’s role in the Virginia Environmental Ouality Act
beyond the review of Environmental Impa~t StatengnB (EIS~)
for projects undertaken by certain state agencim and for
comments made to appropriate federal agencies on projects that
require an EIS unde.r the National Environmental Policy ~
Therefore, substantial state-level control through VEPA iz not
available to control the individual or cumulative impac~ of mint
private development.

Conclusion
The art and science of controlling poison runoff is undergoing
another stage of growth after the initial activity that peaked in
the late 1970s. No state alone has come to represent a model
and, in fact, many have not progressed as far as Virginia in
recognizing the significance of poison runoff. Nevertheless, there
are significant problems with Virginia’s plan to address poison
runoff.
Some of the problems with Virginia’s program can be [’uted
relatively easily and quickly, through increased resources or finetuning of existing programs. Other problems need more fundamental changes in approach. But as this report and case study
have shown, none of the problems in Virginia or elsewhere is
insurmountable.
We hope that the analysis in this case study, whether based
on the detailed critcria set forth in the body of the report or the
summary criteria provided immediately before the case study, will
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be of use not only to Virginia, but to aH states and localities
twing to improve their efforts to control poison runoff, as well
as to government o~cials and ¢itizcm who review and comm©nt

on tho~e effom.
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Appendix

Appendix
Local governments play a ke~ role in fighting poison runoff
by gathering information, developing plans and implementing
evaluating field-level controL. This appendix offers
examples of promising local government programs to attack
poison runoff. Two of the examples, in Rodda and Minnesota,
are parts of statewide land use management efforts designed to
protect water quality. The third exampl~ is the program of
comprehensive land use planning in Long Island, New York.
Specific aspects of each program are discussed in the main
report; more complete descriptions of these programs are given
below.

Local NPS protection in Florida is mandated by the Local
Government Comprehensive Planning and Land Development
Regulation Act of 1985 (Comprehensive Planning Act). This
land use planning process, described in Chapters Nine and Ten,
contains a set of review criteria, embodied in regnlations
requiring certain "elements" in local planning documents, by
which state officials can dctcrmine whether or not local omprehensive plans will have unreasonable impacts on state water
quality standards. These are described below,t
Thc future land usc elcmcnt requires that existing and
planned watcnvelis and cones of influcnces,z wetlands and
surface watcr resources ix: idcntificd on a land use map.)
Ohjcctives must Ix: establishcd that coordinate future land uses
with thc appropriatc topography and soil conditions, ensure.the
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protection of natural resources, and di.u:ourage urban sprawL*
The future land use element must provide for drainage and
stormwater management, and the protection of potable water
wellfields and environmentally sensitive land~,s
Another mandatory planning element must include policie~ to
protect and conserve natural resources for the development of
ports and airport~.* Localitie~ must collect data that identifie~ all
facilitio~ related to sanitary sewen, solid waste, drainage and
potable water, their geographic ~ervice areas, the respons~le
operating entity and the current and projected level of ~rvice
needs.’ Land use regulations must provide for the protection of
natural drainage features and natural groundwater aquifer
recharge areas, and for water conservation and stormwater
management.
The conservation element of local comprehensive plans i~
perhaps more directly related to local NPS pollution control than
the other required elements. Table A-I preu:nts the water
quality-related data collection activities required by the conservation element of local comprehemive plans~
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Table A-1
Water Quality-Related Data Collection Requirements
of the Comprehensive Plan Conservation Element"

Ident~ e~ An~ze t~e F~
1. River~, bays, lakes, and weltands klcJudlng eatuadne and mltitte
wsters, including infomlation oft the quaJity of the resource~
~ Floo~p~a~ns;
4, Areas known by the local soil and watar consewatlon disldof Io
have exper~..Kl ~ ero~o~ problems;
5. Fisheries, wildlife, marine habitats, and vegetative communities;
6. For each of the above natural resources, the elemenl shall IOentJfy
existing commercial, recre~ion~ or conservation uses, known
7. Current and ptojecled watar needs and sources for the next
year period ~ on the demand for industrial, agricultural, and
potable water use and the quality and quarltlty of water availsble
meet these nseos. The analysis shall consk~er existing levels of
water consen~ation, use ancl wotectio~1 anO applicable policies Of
the regional water management district.
Sour=e: FI= Admin. Code ,~n. r. ~-S.013(I)

The water quality objectives and polici¢s that must
containexJ in ~he element arc given in Table A-Z
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Table A-2
Water Quality.Related Objectives and Policies of the
Comprehensive Plan Conservation Element"
Objectives ~ti Be Oeveloped Wldclt:
eatuerine waters (x" ~ ~

vegatative communities inc~dlng ~; and
3. ~x)nserve, apf:x’of:xlately use, e~d pn:Xoc~ r~ wtk:ll~e, wlk:lWe
Policies Sha. be Developed for Eoc~ ~ive Wlflch Addrm
implementation Acthdtle~ foe’ the:
1. Pro(oc~o~ of

wator q~al~y by res~rk~io~ of actMtlas known tO
ao’versely affect the qual~ and quantity of identified water source~
including existing cones of Irdluence. water recharge areas, and
waterwells;

¯.

plans of the regional water management cl~rlct;
3. Pro~ec~ion ~ conservation of trm natural functions of ~xlatlng
~oils, fisheries, wddlJfe habitats, rivers, bays, lakes, flooOplaJns,
rhlrl3ors ~ watlano~ (inclucling ~14ar~n~ f’n~s}~$ and

wmianas);
4. Designation of environmentally sensitive lan(Js for p~otection
on lOCally Oaterminecl criteria w~ic~ further the goals and objec.
rives of the conservation element; and
5. Management of l~azardous wes~es to l~O~eCt nafural resources.
~outce: FIL Admin. Cod~ Ann. r. ~,J-5.013~) (I~.

Programs dev¢lop~d in Rorida to protect coastal resources
providc a good example of thc kinds of controls available to
protect watcr quality in scnsitivc arcas. Thc Florida program is
integratcd into the statewide comprchcnsivc planning process,s
which requir~ consistency and coordination among all agencies
and government levels wilh local, regional or statcwidc coastal
protection responsibilities, objectivcs and activities.* As dcscribcd
in Chapter Ten. the ]9~1 Rorida State and Regional Planning
Act~° rcquircs [he preparation of a Statc Comprehensive Plan,
which is cmlx)dicd in (::haptcr i87 o[ the Florida Stat’,-,tes. Thc

|
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ninth goal of the State Comprehensive Plan refev~ to coastal and
marine reu~urce~ and is accompanied by 10 poikieg
GoaL- ~ ~hall entre lhat l:k’v~Jl3j:~ll~ ~ II~ ~ j

and beach access improvements in maual a~.as do no( endan~~ public
and a~css improvcmcn~ make available to the mate’s populab0o

Policies
1..~.cclerate public acquisition of coastal and bcach~,’x)nt
land where nccessar~ to protect coastal and ma~nc
resources or to mcct projected public demand.
2. Fnsure the public’s right to reasonable access to b~scbcs.
3. Avoid the cxT)cnditure of state funds ibat subsid;~,,
development in high-hazard coastal areas.
4. Protect coastal resources, marine resources, and dune
systems from the adverse ffccts of dcvcJopraCnL
5. D~velop and implement a comprehensive system of
coordinated planning, management, and land acquisition
to ensure the integrity and continued attractive image of
coastal areas.
6. Encourage land and water uses which are compatible w~th
the protection of sensitive coastal re,u3urces.
7. Protect and restore long-term productivity of marine
fisheries habitat and other aquatic resource~
8. Avoid the exploration and development of mineral
resources which threaten marine, aquatic, and estuarine
resources.
9. Prohibit development and other activities which disturb
coastal dune systems, and ensure and promote the restoration of coastal dune systems that arc damaged.
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10. Give priority in marine development to water-dependent
uses over other useg.n
State agencies must develop functional plans with objectives
and procedurus designed to ensure measurable progre~ towards
state goals,u Regional Plans, consistent .with state goals, must
also be developed, reviewed and approved by the state.."
Regional plans are used in evaluating developments with
regional impac~~’
The comprehensive plans of coastal localities must contain a
coastal management element that includes nonpoint source
pollution.I~ In pa~sing the Comprehensive Planning Act, the state
legislature intended that "local government comprehensive plans
restrict development activities where such activitie~ would
damage or destroy coastal resources, and [that such plato]
protect human life and limit public expenditures in areas ....
subject to destruction by natural disaster."t’
The legislature gave special status to coastal protection by
requiring the coastal management element to achieve the
following specific objective:
1. Maintenance, restoration, and enhancement of the overall
quality of the coastal zone environment, including, but not
limited to, its amenities and aesthetic values.
2. Continued existence of viable populations of wildlife and
marine life.
3. The orderly and balanced utilization and preservation,
consistent with sound conservation principles, of all living
and nonliving coastal r~ur~.
4. Avoidance of irreversible and irretrievable Io~ of coastal
zone resources.
5. Ecological planning principles and assumptions to be used
in the determination of suitability and extent of permitted
development.
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6. Proposed management and regulatory tochniqu~.
7. Limitation of public cxpenditure~ that subsidize developmerit in high-hazard oastal areas.
& Protection of human life agaimt the effects of natural
9. The orderly development and u.~ of ports to facilitate
deepwater commercial navigation and other related
activities.
10. Preservation, including ~cnsitive adaptive use of historic
and archeological resom, c~..y
The element addressing oastal management requir~ an
inventon! and analysis of estuarine pollution problclns and
actions needed to maintain ~tuarie~.~’ This a,~,~e~ment must
include the identification of e’~isting nonpoint source pollution
problems and the impacts of development and redevelopment
and of facilities proposed in other elements of the comprehensive plan on water quality and the accumulation of contaminant~
in sediment; a description of how existing pollution problems can
be remedied; and the idcntification of "the state, regional and
local regulatory programs which will be used to maintain or
improve estuarinc environmental quality."!* Some of the specific
water quality-related objectivc~ and policies that are required are
given in Table A-3.
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Table A-3
Water Quality-Related Objectives and Policies of the
Comprehensive Coastal Management Element"

¯
~
:
~

-

2. Malnlaln or Improv~ lsluadne etMmmne~al quallly.
Policies .,nd ~he klentlflcatlo~ of Regulatory o~, MsMgellW~ Teeh.
nlques are Required fon.
1. Limiting ~he specific Impacts anti cumuWIve Impacts of dm~4.
of:)ment ancl redeveloprne~ upon wstlancls, w~er lual~.
dune systems:
OraJnage systems and programs to m#iga~e future ~egradallon;
3. Establishing priorities for shor.elin~, land uses, provicllng for M~ng
wstar<lependent and watar-mlsteo uses, establishing pedom~nce
stanOar0s for shOreline deve!opment, and estal~ishing crllefla for
marina s~ting wr~ich acldmss land use cofltpalil~lity, ptotecUon Of
water, econorn~c nesOs, and feasibi~y;
4. Protecling estuaries which ~’e wilhln the jurlsdlc~lon Of mo(e lhan
one lOcal government, |nclucling mstho(3s for coordinating w~h
other local governments Io ensure acle~luate .as for water.~epen.
5. Darnonstrsting how the local government will coordlnele wlth exist,rig resource pro~ection plans sucr~ as resource l~annlng an0

,

estuaane sanctuary ~
SowN: FI~ .~am|n. Code/,~n. r. 9J-S.012(3)(’o)-(©)

Besides land use planning activities, Florida has also adopted
other programs to protect coastal waters.~ Under the Save Our
Coasts program, Florida has acquired more than 88,000 acres of
sensitive coastal land.:~ Lands are chosen for acquisition by a
selection committee composed of representatives from relevant
state agencies, according to a set of criteria established by the
state legislature,z: Also, state funds cannot be used for constructing bridges or causeways to coastal barrier islands not already

! ....
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accessed by such structures, and the state is prohibited from
allocating funds to expand Ioc4d infrastructure unless this
expansion is consistent with the coastal management element of
the local plan.=
The State’s Beach and Shore Pretet~tion Act establishes
Coastal Construction Control Lines (~) to prevent erosion
and other damage to sandy beache~* The ~ are delineated

o. ,h ,.ward

o[ the lane zs strictly controlled (llo~ prohibited) in terlns of
zts potential to cause erosion based on tidal action, shoreline
stability and other information.= Localities can administer the
program through zoning and building codes which must be
approved for this purpose by the State Department of Natural
Resources (DNR), although DNR retains v~to authority over
exceptions granted by the locality."
Another part of the Beach and Shore Preservation Act
(added in a 1985 amendment) essentially prohibits all new
construction in what is defined as the thirty-year erosion zone,
which is based on the DNR projection of the seasonal high
water line at the site thirty years after application of the
permit,z? As a compromise to property owners in this zone and
to avoid claims of unconstitutional "takings" of private property,
single-family dwellings can be built under certain restrictive
conditions." So far. these restrictions have not been challenged.z*
A final restriction on building in coastal areas was added by
the 1985 passage of the Coastal Zone Protection Act which
established a coastal building zone where stringent construction
standards must be utilized in sensitive coastal areas.z* This zone
is defined as the area from the high water line to a point 1500
feet landward of the CCCL for "high energy beaches" and to
boundaries established for federal flood insurance pur;x)r~ in
other areas. Most natural islands can be covered completely by
such a coastal zone.J* Standards for locating, designing and
building in these areas are contained in the state building code
and the National Flood Insurance Program, and are supposed to
I~ implemented by local governments using the local building
code): Be.cause or" the technical burden and expense that such
an approach places on the Jocal level, significant technical
assistance and funding from the state are seen as essential to the
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success of the program,n This need, however, has a positive
aspect. It brings together the two levels of govenuaent so that
information on program strengths and wcaJav~._ses will be
transferred across government leve~
Regulations recently adopted in Franldin County, Florida
provide an example of what local governments can do to protect
coastal waters. The county recently enataed an ordinanve
designed to protect coastal water quality by protecting wetlands
and by guiding development and land use on adjacent lands to
create a protective buffer rune.~ The ordinance defines a
Critical Shoreline District, which includes a Pollution Sensitive
Segment (areas to protect important water resoun:es from septic
tank pollution) and a Critical Habitat Zone?s The district (all
lands within 150 feet landward of county wetlands) is established
for general purposes by land use maps, and is defined more
precisely by the county planner for regulating individual parcels,a
Development in this critical area is ontrolled in a number of
way~ The developer must obtain a permit whk:h contains
standards described in a development manual provided by the
county)’ In the Critical Habitat Zone, most development is
prohibited." Minimum development standards are also provided
in the ordinance itself. These pertain to minimizing impervious
surfaces, maintaining natural vegetation, locating and properly
designing individual waste treatment systems, providing for
stormwater management systems, and requiring inf’dtration BMPs
and on-site retention and storage of stormwater)*
Inspections are also required for ervsion and sediment
controls, and the installation of underground storage tanks
bcforc they arc covered: in addition, there must bc a final
inspection of all required stormwatcr management components
which must bc passed before a "certificate of occupancy" can be
issued to allow use of the development.’~ The stormwater system
must be maintained by the owner and inspected every year by
the county.’t Easements must bc provided to allow the county to
perform any necessary work that thc owner is unwilling to carry
out, in which case the county will place a lien on the property
for the costs of the maintenance,c Permit applicants arc charged
a base fcc of $100 with additional fccs for multifamily or
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commercial development based on the number of dwelling unitt,
square feet of structural development, or number~ of io~e

Minnesota
The local planning process in Minnesota (described in
Chapter Te~) requires significant information collection and
program development activities before the State Board of Water
and Soil Resource~ will approve tbe final comprehensive local
water plan. The planning and institutional aspccts are considered
in Chapter Ten, while the following scctlon disc~ the
substantive requirements for local plan approval
Each local water plan must be developed using a set of
general management guidelines. These arc provided in Table A4.‘4
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Table A-4
Management Requlrement~ for Preparation
of Comprehensive Local Water Pierre

Under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 110B"
1. Significant upstream and down.stream effects on surface
be fully conalde~d;
and used to Ihe maximum exten~ practical;
4. The interralatio¢lship between surface ~ ~roundwater, lind and
5. Potentist variations in precipitation° bo~l~ sho~14erm and long-term,
s~ould be fully consiaered;
7. Prevention Of potential water and related land resources
~Ould be empl~sized;
8. The ~erall quali~j Of the environmer~ ~ould be prot~ed of
9. The total benar~s of water programs and pro~eots should exce~l
the total costs;
10. Water management programs should be adequately funded to
achieve high-priordy oOjeclives;
11. Comprehensive water planning should be coordinated with other
related planning programs to fill management gaps and minimize
duplication Of effort;
12. Comprehensive approaches to ident~ed probleme and opportunities shoulO be considereO; and
13. Water conservation practices should be used to the maximum
Source: Minn. Code Agency R. Ch.9300.0170, Subp.4 (1987’).

In addition to management requirements, c~rtain steps must
bc taken in order for the Statc Board of Soil and Water
Rcsourccs to approve a plan. Table A-5 indicates the .s.tcps that
should bc followcd in dcvcloping a watcr plan.
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Table A-6
Scope of the Minnesota Comprehenslve Local Water Pl~n"

3. O~je~e an~ ac~om to ac~ve ~ oelecuv~
4. Des~r~ cfw~ges in m~a progrm~.

A ~cat deal of s~ific info~ation and a num~r of acti~ti~ are ne~a~ in order to prepare a water plan under the
statute. For each s~i~c r~uirement, the state planning agen~
h~ offered guidan~ ~ to the pur~ of the r~uircmcnt
well ~ s~cific nam~ and phone num~ of indi~dua~ and
agenci~ who can ~ist in obtaining or preparing the n~a~
information or plan ~m~nent. ~e info~ation r~uir~
given in Tabl~ A-7 through A-11. In addition to the ~emivc
information gathering requirement, the plan a~ m~t ~nta~
elemen~ addr~ing problc~ and op~rtunizi~, goa~, obj~ti~
and actions, ~ well as the plan’s implementation program. ~
clcmcnu d~cri~ what the ~unty wan~ to achi~e and h~ it
will a~mplish th~c goals and objective. Tabl~ A-12 and
13 indicate the major fcatur~ of th~ planning element.
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Table A-7

2

Specific Contents of Mlnneeot~

Local Comprehensive Water Plan: Physical Environment,
Land Use, and Development"

__
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2. A map ~’K~wlng lands w~h elsemenla Ihal relale to wal~ m.
sources, where tha~ Inlom~ion le wa/lab~
Identification of Expected Change~ to Land U~e and C¢~’~r, Publk:
Utility 8endces, and Other Changes I~tenllatly A~Mctlng Water
Re~urcee.

Table A-8

Water Ou~ntity"
Surface Water Ou~ntlty:
1. A description of high, mean, and low flows on at~am~;
2. A I~ of lakes where lJ~e atate has eslabllshed on:llrm~ hlgh walw
marks;
3. A list of permartent witNrawals fro~ lakes a/ld streams,
the location by geographic Indicator, source, use and amounts
witharawn;
4. A list of lakes and streams in the county for which stale protected
levels or flows have been established;
5. A descrlplion of known water use conflicts, Irtcluding those caused
by grounOwater pumping thal affects surface water; and
6. The implicetions of surface water quan~.
Groundwater OuentRF.
1. A list of wells covered by state appropriation permits, Including the
location by geographic indicator, amounts of water approwlated,
~ype of uses, ancl aquifer source;
2. A 0escriplion of known well interference problems ~ wa~er use
conflicts;
3. A list of state obseNation wells located in tile county il’K’Juding
geographic indicator, unique well aumber, aquifers meas~ed,
years of record anti average monthly levels; and
4. The implications of grounOwater quantity information for presenf
and future water anO lan0 uses ~ an assessment of tho~e
implications.
Source: Minnesota Stile Pllnning Agency. The Handbook lo¢ Com/)re~teneNe Local Water Planning Under Minnesota $1atutes, Cheerer ! I0~, Novembar0 1987, ~ 37-6.9.0
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Erodlng Llndl:
1. A clescriplion or map by walershecl unil of ~’eas where woding
lanas are causing seaimentation pcob~ems;
2. Wa~er qualrty ancl quantity implications fo~ watercourses, waler
basins, a,~cnes, ano wetlanOs of ~)OiflleRtatk~’t ~ ~
of t~ose implications; anti
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InlOltlofl:

Drainage:.

cue to p~:dic ~ I~Va~e oncr~ systems; and

~11~1~ ~urc~:
I~ ~ M~dls, c~ ~ ~rMin9 ~ ~, ~
Minima Su~u~ ~ar~ w~e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

/

u~r ~er 701, ~ a ~ ~ ~ wmw ~
i~n rel~in9 to t~ ~;
w~e ~nerm~ ~~ n~; ~
4. ~ impli~ns ~ ~1~ ~r~ ~ W~ ~ U~ w~

~

1. A map ~ kn~n g~l~ ~, ~ ~ k~ ~, ~
vallWs, ~ ~ ~ai~ t~ ~ ~ ~ r~i~ to ~
~ual~ ~ q~; ~
2 T~ im~i~ ~ s~l ~ ~ W~ ~ ~e w~
~r~: Minne~t~ ~te Planning Agent. ~ ~ ~ ~

¯ ~ L~al Wam~ P~ning U~et M~n~ Sta~, ~r
~r. 1 ~7. m

f1~, ~
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Long Island
The Long Island Regional Planning Board (LIRPB) evaluated
the land use planning aspects of the counties and townships of
Long Island to assess their water quality implications." Many
problems werc identified in this evaluation that might be useful
to state and local officials involved in NPS management activities. These include the obscrvation~ listed in Table A-14.

Table A-14
Problems Identified in Long leland’e
Local Land Use Planning Activities’
t. LOCalities fail to consicler grounOwator and surface wa~er in tl’~ s~to
plan rewew process.
a LOCalities OO not revise zoning and other ordinances (tile basis
of the site plan rewew process) to reflect water quality cons~
erations in the comprehensive plan, anO do not upclala zoning
maps to reflect this water quality.
b. Localities do not address the long-range, cumulative Impacts of
inOiviclual projects affecting water qual~y in small geograt~Ic
areas.
c. Localities fail to delegate power a~equatoly to tl~e reviewing
agency tO consider water qualdy issues Dy:
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T~ble A-15
URPB Recommendation~ for land U~e

Controls Designed to Protect Water Qual#y"

I~nning. zoning. Me plan and bulk:~g pemllt ~

aoa~ional recharge areas wilh high quatily groundwater. ~1
where nntste concentretions "are ~ ~x ~ or organic
~c~esentrmions are increasing and whero ~lail~,,~ ~
cause ambient groundwater concenlralions or th~
toex
.

and critical Shallow recharge areas;
b. high clensey, con~erc~ and Ind~rlal ~ ~ ~ ~
concentrated in existing high clens~, commercial ~ ~
areas, in areas aowngraOient Of ~ical grounOweter recharge
areas and wilhin existing contaminant plurne~;
c. in relatively unaeveloped portions Of recharge ames and in
areas where current grouno~vater usage may resu~l in saltwam"
intrusK)n, stream flow reduclK)n, or wetlands lasUuctk~
clecrease permitled resiclential c~enseies Of two to IMt units per
acre to one unit or less per acre or open space;
l. limit the removal Of natural vegetation and the creation Of lawn~
in crilical environmental areas:
e. include the following clevelopment guidelines In the zoning and
subOivision orclinances and see plan review IXOCeSS:
(1) allow Oeveloprnent thst is consistam with ex~ing land
pe~tarns;
(2) use mate environmental laws. county health codes, local
regulations, zoning requirements ~ performance stanOarcls to prevent or minimize environmental impacts;
(3) require nitrogen removal system~ for seplic systems:
(4) prevent any airectchscherge
"
of storrnwstar or Commercial
or resioentml wastes or ptoOucts to surface waters;
(5) require development to be connected to sewage tr~menl
plants; anO
(6) require site OeveloDment ancl operational controis, and
monilot~ng and enforcement requirements for lnOu~riat uses
in special I:XOfeclion OistriClS.
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4. Municipalities should consider Ifte establlsllme~ of ~
GrounOwalm" Protection Areas ~ would oml~ise mL11Nely
uncleveloped deep recharge areas or shallow recharge ~
unclerlain by saltwater which would roqulm comprohensh~ and
qua!W. InOiviOual muntcipagiMm sllould review botaldarl~ and
recommend modifications, unde~ake the I~, I~ and
aclministrative actions necessary to manage the resource, and
incorporate the Oistrlct beslgnmions and ~ Into local Imld

-

c. aroas where exlensNo groundwaler conlaminalion IIm~ ~. can
be oxpocted to limit me polaMo waler suPlW.
5. Municipalities should also consider lhe establlshmenl of Spodal
Surface Ware( Management/Yeas comprising waloa~leds necoe.
san/~o maintain high QualW surfaco walers Io provtdo lhe ralionale
for the imposition of cor~rols necossary in ames ~ to fuluro
6. IVlunicipal#~es should revise local zonlng on31nances to reflect
b. Establish special over./distric~ fo~ deep ~lU~fer mc~
ereas anti Special Grounawate~ or Surface Waler
Aro~ precluding WltonsNo ~ exr.apl wflot, o adequa~o
c. Require environmental ~s ~ ~ ct~ang~ k~
allowing fox morn intonsivo lane uses.
O. Enact menclatoW clustering anO site plan review provisions as
a part of zoning/sul:x~ivision regulations with appropriate ~oha
and stanclarOs for preserving sue/ace water aria groundwam(
resources.
e. Revise zoning orclinances to ostablish stringent pefformanco
stancler~s, incluOing those covering the development anO
opermion of inclustrial 8c~ivi~ies.
7. Municipalities st~oulcl enact s~e plan review regulstions ~.~ p~ O~
t~eir zoning orOinance anti sire clearance requirements u p~
meir sure,vision regulations. S~e clear=rice permits and lhe preset.
vat,on of natural vegetation to minimize lancl clearing, ~
an~ goff courses in cntic~ environment~ ~re~s ~ be
quireO
8. Municipelifies should require tl~e o~:ficefion of conservstion
merits as pan of t~e s~te plan review process anO suoaiviston
regul:~tions for new ~evelopment in critical environmental ~maa.
E~semems s~oulU include buyer zones of = minimum ~nce of

I
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Table A-16
URPB Recornmendations to Improve the Water
Quality Protection Aspects ~f ~he Site Plan
and Subdivision Review Process"
process to include the onsideralion of grounOw~er aml
water impacts (including cumulative Impact).

Ik Municipal co¢las should require the cons~Wallon of groundw~tar (surface water) pro~ection as ¯ ~ fo( ~e use of
developed, including the use of eatlmaled nttr~le Io~ to
establish permissible I~ensitms and taking into ~:Mx)unt
comnbut~on of ~eplic sy~ems (URPB recommends If~ nitre
levals in OevelOl:)ecl ereas no( exceed 6 ~ or 2 Io 3 ~ for
partially developecl or undeveloped aquifer reP.Jl~ge atilt, or
Special Groundwatar Protectiort A/ell).
¢. Local site plan review ordinances ~ Wovl(~ ~peclfic legal
authority to consider grounOwater ~ ~l’lace watar proleClK)tl
in tile ~le plan review pl’oces~.
d. Zoning and other orclinance~ shoufi~ be revised 1o
consistency w,.lh the comprehensive plan, which 8houk:l reflect
the guidelines of 208 Waste Treatme~ Management PI~I~,
in¢lucling the consideration of land use Oen~#ies in ~
and nonsewere<:l areas, as well as cumulative Ii11pact,~.
e. In crit~.al areas, specifK: zoning calegories nol COml~tible wtlh
the high qualn’y recharge (or surface water) area ~K:~JlCl be
identifmd. Zoning orchnance$ should adopt appro!:xJale p~forrnance standards and be ~ tO pro~libit or ~
incompatible land uses.
f. Municipalities should adopf site clearance permit o~dirlance~ to
prevent clearing road rights-of-way or tile wllo~ site i:x’i~"
srte plan approval.
g. Zoning ordinances should be amended 1o allow site plan
reviewers Io rnod~h/ exisling (::nlena and starK:lards, when
necessary, to require appropriate wa~er quahly proleclK)~
measures (e.g., vary set back requirements, revi~e Iol cov~age
requirements) or Io utihz¯ new inforrnatKXl needed to maintain

ii
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Table A-17

URPB Recommendations to Imwow
State and Local Stormwater Managenmm"

2

wmers, frasmvmor or tJdel wouande. ~ ~ onlml
3. Evaluate ox~ing stormwater systom8 that ¢u~en(ly dJeche~o Jmo
su~laco water to determine whether 8ys~n8 can bo modif~d to
|nolude aOcJ~k~.mJ contm~ meas~as to minimize impacts upon
surfaco wmors and 80jacont WHS.
ratings based upon onvironmental irnpmc~
amos tO eliminate or rocluco the direct clischargo and
nying sm:liment loaclings into su~ace watars and w~llande, or
to reduce peak runoff flows before
4. Acquire and maintain thOSe strasmbeds and lhe _sum:xmc~ng wail’shoo areas t~t have drisO up due to Bowering. The re~flUo~ of
thOSO ~aas will facililate thO recr~arge of runoff, thus roduolng tho
amount of stroamflow following a storm and the subsoquont high
coliform k:)aaings that would cxne~viso reach lho bays,
5. Do not romovo rocherge basin vegetation ~ ~ grow~
generally onhences infdtration. The root systems keep tho soil layor
loose anO permeable and provide for thO Infiltration of water.
6. Amend local zoning ordinances to include a roquiromonf for the
establishment of adequate setbacks, 100 feet from Ihe MKx’oline for
areas adjacent to the edge of lakes, ponds, streams, rivors, bays,
wetlands and in areas wrmre the depth to seasonal high wator
table is less then three feet. Such areas should no~ bo cioarod of
native vegetation except for cat brmr, honeysucklo and other
destructive vines. Any stormwater runoff generatocl from tho sito
clevelopment upland and dis<:hargecl into these areas should be
Oischergecl at a release rate that Shell not exceed the stormwator
runoff rate from the area in its natural state aro~ aischergod in
manner so thet no erosion anti loss of vegetation occur~
7. Require aoheronce to the following po~lormanco standatcls for all
new site development:
a. Protect and maintain the natural functioning of the sito by
matntalning the absorptive, pur~in9 anti retentive functions that
exislecI on the sale before construction began.
b Limit the post-Constructzon volumo and rate of runoff leaving
t/~e s~te to thet calculated on the basis of natural or proOovelopment conO~tions Tt~e peak release rate of stormwetar from
developments where retention ~s r~luirecl for the bas~gned
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Poison Runoff
A Guide m State and Local Control

of Nonpoint Source Water Pollutio~
"At long last ... a how4o manual for citimm

and public off~ials ~king to combat the mawr
threat to our warm tocla~a~ison runoff."

Great l.~kes, the Chesapeake Bay, and oa~er
have written a hook like this Ions

and cxher hnd rues cames at has~ halfdth¢

----

water ,.p~lution in the United S~mes. This ~

runoff literally chokes the life out d our ~

"-~
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